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FURTHER PRODUCTION DROP SEEN
Independents May Escape Raw Stock Reduction
No Cuts for Those Using
Less Than 100,000 Feet
Quarterly, WPB Indicates

HOLLVUIOOD LOOKS TO THE FUTURE

WITH FIRST-RUN THEATERS giving no sign of curtailing the present policy of extended
It is unlikely that there will be
any raw stock cuts for independent engagements of important pictures, a further drop in Hollywood production is indicated
producers and distributors whose in 1945. Aggregate number of features to be produced by studios, major and minor, will
requirements are less than 100,000
feet per quarter, according to Nat approximate 450.
0
Sanders, secretary of the National
Association of Motion Picture InPRODUCTION OUTLAY DURING 1945, despite the fact that a minimum of
dependents, who was informed by
the WPB of such a status on Fri- 20 fewer features will be made, will show no reduction. Higher costs, and the
tendency to increase budgets, will see the studios spending upwards of $225,000,000.
day.
Sanders Avill be in Washington to- This figure may go higher if studio policy makers elect to further swell product
(Continued on Page 7)
reserves.

. Louis Looms As
Leading Tele Key
St. Louis — Television activity,
which continues to crystallize strongly here, has reached the point where
this city is being regarded as the
video center between Chicago and
the Rocky Mountain area. The
(Continued on Page 12)

0

THE RANKS OF INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS undoubtedly will be increased during
1945, with the prospects that the total will touch 75 or 80. The importance of the
(Continued on Page 10)

4,219 Pix Cos. Earned O'Brien Named Aide
$172,337,000 in 1942 To Barney Baiaban

Minimum of 20 Fewer Features Due from Hollywood;
But Production Costs Hold
By JACK ALICOATE

Publisher of THE FILM DAILY

With the nation's first-run
theaters giving no sign of curtailing the present policy of
extended engagements of important
pictures, a further drop in Hollywood production is indicated in 1945.
The aggregate number of features
to be distributed to American exhibitors during the selling season
now on will approximate 450. Uni(Continued on Page 14)

Gov't Agencies Want
No Cut in Newsreeis
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Government agencies most vitally concerned in the
prosecution of the war are strongly
opposed to cutting newsreel length
below its present 750 feet per issue,
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Robert H. O'Brien, formerly of Claude R. Collins, WAC newsreel
Washington — Corporation tax re- the SEC, has been named special co-ordinator, said Friday, because
turns for 1942 were filed by 4,219 assistant to Barney Baiaban, presi(Continued on Page 11)
dent of Paramount Pictures.
pix companies, it was revealed over
O'Brien's
resignation
from
the
Comthe week-end by the Treasury, showmission was accepted by President
ing a gross income of $1,135,028,000
Montgomery,
Ala. — The new
lic- and a net income of $172,337,000. Of Roosevelt on Friday.
ense, representing two per cent of
this net, $43,107,000 was subject to
Joining the SEC in September,
gross receipts, which the City Com- the excess profits tax. Income tax
1934, as attorney in the registra$41,284,464 in Sixth War Loan
mission recently imposed on motion
payment was $40,719,000, and the
tion division, O'Brien later became "E" Bonds were sold in the New
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued on Page 12)
York area film theaters in the preholiday period, Nov. 1 through Dec.
24. This figure is an increase of
Ftlttt Allocation to
$9,468,837 over the Fifth War Loan
(Continued on Page 7)
Rule WAC Subjects

Montgomery Tax Halved;
Exhibs. Agree to Absorb

N. Y. Area Theaters Sell
$41,284,464 in 6th "E's"

The raw stock allocation for the
film industry will determine the number of subjects to be handled by the
War Activities Committee during
the first quarter of 1945.
George J. Schaefer, WAC chairman, said Friday that if there is a
raw stock cut, the number of WAC
subjects would have to be reduced
to conform with the curtailment.
The entire situation was discussed
at a WAC meeting called by Schaefer Friday morning in the Paramount
board room.

Film Industry's Every
Resource Backing War
By JACK ALICOATE

Publisher of THE FILM DAILY
Back in the piping days of peace, for the world's liberty-loving peoples— the industry also at the same
a prominent figure in the American
film industry sagely observed that time is pressing forward in the nation's war service with its every reeveryone seemed to have two busisource and its last ounce of energy.
nesses— his own and the motion picThe record for the last 12 months
ture's.
For, while the American motion bears eloquent testimony to this patriotic service, and it seems proper
picture pursues its normal mission —
the providing of the finest and the to place emphasis upon it. Here, sum(Continued on Page 10)
cheapest entertainment, in the world

Paramount 1944 IMet
May Hit 18 Million
Paramount's net earnings for 1944
may have reached the $18,000,000
mark, it was indicated Friday. In
November, the company reported a
nine-month net profit of $12,476,000, with a third quarter net of $2,797,000. The possibility of a net of
$5,000,000 fcr the fourth quarter was
said to have been strong.
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Spanish Dubbing Films
Set for P. R. Openings

HARRY COHN
Coast.
LEE BOWMAN
terday.

arrived yesterday from
arrived from

Hollywood

the
yes-

Maj. SAMUEL ROSEN, treasurer of the Rosen
Film Delivery Service, home on leave from the
C-B-l war theater, will go to Washington from
New
Haven
to receive a special assignment.
REGINALD
OWI overseas

ARMOUR, representative of the
f.lm bureau, arrived in England.

MAX MILDER, managing director for Warners in Great Britain, has arrived in New York

for
conferences.
London
in late

He
January.

expects

to

return

to

LOUISE RANDALL PIERSON leaves the Coast
for New York next week, on completion of
screenplay
ners' studio.of "Catch

a Falling Star" at War-

Tax Situation Worries

San Juan, Puerto Rico (By Air
New Hampshire Exhibs.
Mail) — Monogram's "Lady, Let's
Dance," the first dubbed-in-Spanish
Concorn, N. H. — Ban on horse racfilm to be shown to a Latin-American
ing, which will close Rockingham
audience other than in Mexico, will
receive its premiere showing at the Park in Salem, has already set legislators to thinking of creating new
Riviera theater here Jan. 2.
M-G-M will follow with their Span- sources of revenue when the Legislature convenes tomorrow, and exish version of "Gaslight" at the
hibitors are expressing concern.
Metro theater Jan. 21.
The state had received more than
$3,000,000 in the past two years
Metro Field Auditors
from a four and one-half per cent
Open Sessions Today
tax on all money wagered at the
track. The yield for 1944 was $1,Simplification of operations and 725,000.
time saving innovations will highlight the annual meeting of M-G-M
field auditors and Commando Girls Paramount Cuts Debt
which opens today at the Hotel As- By Million Prepayment
tor. Alan F. Cummings, in charge
of exchange operations, will open
Paramount Pictures, Inc. Friday
the sessions with a brief welcoming prepaid the $1,000,000 of its funded
speech. Meetings will continue debt which matures July 1, next.
through the week with at least 25 This is a portion of the $6,000,000
executives and their assistants in
borrowed in July 1944, when the comattendance at various times.
pany took into its consolidated statement the Paramount Building, Times
Six New Pix to Start
Square,
and paid off an outstanding
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
mortgage on the property of an apHollywood — Six new pictures go
proximately similar amount.
into production this week, making a
total of 29 shooting.

Levy Starts at Disney
Charles Levy today takes over his
new duties as director of publicity in
the New York office of Walt Disney
Productions, Inc. Levy joins Disney
after more than seven years with
RKO Radio as manager of the special feature service division of the
advertising and publicity department.

"Mr. Emmanuel," the first J. Arthur Rank film to be distributed in
the United States through United
Artists, will receive its premiere
showing at Brand's Gotham theater
on Broadway starting Saturday.

iBETTY ASHER of the M-C-M studio publicity
department is in town for a brief visit.
RALPH H. CLARK, Canadian manager for
Warners, has returned to his Toronto office
from
New York.

WOR Staff Organizes Tele Call for Stunts for
Red Cross Press Book
Program Planning Board
WOR's
enablewith
stepizeto itself
a new
As to
the
familiar
staff
demands and techniques of television,
the staff of that broadcasting station
has formed a nine-man television
program planning board.
On the board are: Norman Livingston, program director; J. R. Poppele,
chief engineer; "Tiny" Ruffner, assistant program director; Dave Driscoll, director of war services and
news; Charles Oppenheim, publicity
director; Joseph Creamer, promotion
director; Gene King, daytime program manager; Robert Simon, continuity director; and Bob Emery,
television producer and director.
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Ideas and stunts to be included in
the 16-page press book for the 1945
Red Cross Fund Week are being
sought from exhibitors by the pubcommittee of The
the committee
industry's
generallicity
committee.
wants to make the press book of
real service and believes the best
place to find workable ideas is in
the field of showmen.
Suggestions may be described
briefly and should be received not
later than Jan. 8 by S. Barret McCormick and Harry Mandel in care
City.
of RKO, 1270 Sixth Ave., New York

Clark Names Kiely WB
Montreal Branch Chief
Toronto — Promotion of Grattan
Kiely from the sales ranks to the
oost of Warners branch manager in
Montreal, effective Jan. 8, is announced by Ralph H. Clark, WB
Canadian manager. Kiely succeeds
I. "Babe" Coval, who leaves next
week for New York to be assigned
a new post in the Latin-American
territory under Wolfe Cohen.
Kiely, with Warners since 1937,
is the son of J. P. Kiely, oldtime
Newfoundland
exhibitor.

State Film Delivery
Wins Route Extension
Lou Lane, operator of the State
Film Delivery, has been granted the
right to extend his route over the
Albany-Schenectady territory by the
Public Service Commission, it was
disclosed Friday.
This added area was previously

A

Brilliant Musical in a Setting of
Spectacle and Romance!
VERA
HRUBA
RALSTON

LAKE PLACID SERENADE
featuring

Eugene
Palette
Vera Vague
Robert Livingston
Stephanie Bachelor
Ray Noble
Harry Owens
and his Orchestra
and his Royal Hawaiians
and
ROY ROGERS
(as Guest Star)
REPUBLIC THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 5ist & 52nd Sts.
A Republic Picture

'MRS
CITY MUSIC

RADIO

HALL

SOth Street and Sixth Avenue

"NATIONAL

VELVET"

MICKEYM-G-M's
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEN
— and —
Spectacular Stage Presentation

ON

SCREEN

Greer GARSON
Walter PIDGEON

IN PERSON
WINGY

MANONE
andExtra
ORCH
!
Radio's Henry Aldncli

Dickie JONES

in M-G-M's

zm

PARKI

NGTON

'

Hedy LAMARR
George BRENT
•
Paul LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT
AN

RKO

PERILOUS'

PICTURE

BING
CROSBY
In Person
BETTY HUTTON
Woody HERMAN
SONNY
TUFTS
and His Orchestra

served bycompany.
the late Meyer Paul's film
delivery

m

'^itl'i
Times
Square
COfDE THE UJflVES"

PARAMOUNT

Goldwyn

Centralizes

Offices

Samuel Goldwyn's entire New
York organization has moved to new
offices on the eighth floor of the
RKO Building, 1270 Sixth Ave. The
Goldwyn business offices had previously been located at 729 Seventh
Ave., the editorial department at
424 Madison Ave., and the publicity
and
department in the
RKO advertising
Building.

20th

Century-Fox

presenrs

"THE KEYS OF THE
A. J. CRONIN'S
Continuous
Performances
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^^Dimes^^ Pledges Top S^OOO
Delaware 100%; Pledges Ahead

against features of the industry organization, with the men prosecuting them in
agreement with the rest of Washington
that the men making up this organization
yield to none in the furtherance of our
national purpose. . . For 1945, let's look
forward to sustaining this devotion and zeal.
And may it be THE year!

•

•

\A/HEN Robert Petoravitch, chairman of
' ' the Alaska March of Dimes committee, gets back to his home in Klawock he
can tell his neighbors there of a personal
chat with the President. For, although
FDR had just concluded one of the most
difficult of recent press conferences and
had only a few hours earlier had to plead
with Senators closest to him to call off the
filibuster on his State Department nominations, the President was a completely charming host as the industry's 87 March of Dimes
callers visited him recently. He joked
and laughed with them, and talked at some
length with the Alaskan exhibitor, whose
trip to Washington took him exactly 14
days. Petoravitch and the President discussed Alaska, and the President insisted
upon knowing just where in Alaska Petoravitch lived.

•

TONY

SUDEKUM,

•

who was in the March

' of Dimes group, only a week after the
devastating Supreme Court decision upholding the Government and ripping his
circuits apart, told of meeting Tennessee
publisher Siliiman Evans on the train coming in to Washington. . . Evans was recovering from an embarrassing situation. . .
He had been sitting in the club car with a
friend discussing mutual acquaintances in
Nashville. . . He remarked that one Wurtzelschnitzel (to spare Evans further embarrassment, we're not
name) is a fine chap,
I'd certainly change that
upon a total stranger

using the actual
"But if I were he
name. . ." Wheresitting across the

car arose, remarking, "My name happens
to be Wurtzelschnitzel — and I don't intend
^o change it."
\A/ASHINGTON

area

theaters came

^ through in fine fashion during the
Sixth War Loan. Nearly all topped their
quotas, with many doubling and one or
two tripling the goals. Every downtown
theater made its quota well before the end
of the drive, with Kogod-Burka and the
other local circuits all piling up excellent
records. . . Frank LaFalce, whose desk at
Warners is one of the busiest in all Washjington, did his usual fine publicity job
for all the theaters.

of 1944

its 22,632 seats pledged. Alabama,
Rhode Island, District of Columbia,
Arizona, Nebraska, West Virginia
and South Dakota showed distinct
trends toward exceeding their 1944
totals. Actually Alabama has topped its setup already in point of
theaters enlisted.
Printing of 13,000 appeal trailers,
starring Greer Garson, starts this
week in both East and West Coast
laboratories. National Screen Service branch managers at 31 key
points are working closely with State
re is first state to report Chairmen to facilitate complete
r'sawaschedule.
IyeaDel
100 per cent participation, with all trailer coverage.

Barrage of pledges pouring in from
Bt ANDREW
H. OLDEB =
theaters eager to participate in the
WASHINGTON
1945 March of Dimes drive kept workjTHE year beginning finds pix business, and
ers in the Hotel Astor headquarters
the men that make it up, ace high in typing and tabulating through the
opinion of our Government.
No indus- rimes Sq. din of New Year's Eve
as given more and asked less. De- and on the holiday, and reports to
spite the activities of the Department of INational Chairman Nicholas M.
Justice, merit of which we are not passing Schenck disclosed that the pledgedoheaters had passed the 5,000 mark
upon, this industry has never been in higher and that nearly 5,000,000 seats were
This is far ahead of last
regard here. Even the anti-trust suits are enrolled.

Sees Video in Theater
As Supplementing Tele

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount's studio
starts the new year with a roster of
stars and contract players reaching
an all-time high mark of 126. The
star galaxy numbers thirty-two, including certain stars with whom the
studio has non-exlusive deals.

Kedzie Files on Clearance
Chicago — Kedzie Theater Annex
filed an arbitration case against Paramount, Warner Bros., 20th-Fox,
RKO and Loew's asking more reasonable clearance from B & K's Senate Theater. Dorothy Lindau is
manager of the Kedzie Theater.

(Continued from Page 1)

day at the invitation of the WPB to
discuss with Stanley B. Adams, assistant to Lincoln V. Burrows, film
chief, the status of the independents
insofar as their raw stock requirements are concerned. Sanders will
request that the NAMPI be allowed
a voice at all future meetings of the
WPB at which raw stock cuts are
contemplated.
Sanders told The Film Daily
that he had been approached by
members of the association to represent them, prevent discrimination
and to clarify disputes that may be
N. Y. Area Theaters Sell
raised regarding the categories into
which the independents fall.
"No discrimination has been
$41,284,464
in
6th
"EV
(Continued from Page 1)
shown by the WPB against the
Drive, and Malcolm Kingsberg,
in- smaller users of film," Sanders said,
dustry area chairman,
expects the "but the scheduled meeting in Washlast and final week to add considerington will be used as a precautionably to the new high.
The total sales by boroughs and Raw Stock Allocation
ary measure."
counties through Dec. 24 follows: Decision Again Held Up
Brooklyn, $15,396,257; Manhattan, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
$9,462,962; Bronx, $6,420,150; Queens,
Washington — Final decision on the
$5,635,393; Nassau, $1,124,785; West- raw stock allocation for the first
chester, $1,119,849; Suffolk, $993,- quarter of this year — expected for
175; Sullivan, Ulster, Rockland, Dut- Friday by Film Chief Lincoln V.
chess and Lower Orange combined, Burrows — failed to materialize on
$671,443; and Richmond $460,450.
that dc-y and will probably carry over
to this week. In the meantime. Burrows revealed that he sent out on
American Theater Staff
Friday authorization to all distribuLeads Individual Sales
tors and producers for withdrawal
Loew's theaters' accounting depart- of 50 per cent of the stock allowed
ment revealed on the week-end that tliein under their quotas for 1944.
as of the night of Dec. 25, the Amer- This is a stop-gap authorization, he
ican Theater staff, headed by Gil said, designed simply to "keep the
Marbe, had the edge on the Pitkin
wheels
Thereturning."
has apparently been no
insofar
as concerned,
sale of individual
Bonds was
but that "E"
the change in the general situation, and
slicing of four or five per cent from
latter
house isvalue
far ahead
in "E" the 1944 quota level — 75 per cent of
Bond maturity
with $905,325.
1941 consumption — is still to be exAl Weiss, Pitkin's "Smashing Sixth"
genei-alissimo, insists he and his staff
will exceed the $1,000,000 mark.
pected.
WooUey to Play Himself

The engineering and technical
problems of television have been
whipped and programming experiments, which have been under way
for many years, already point the
way to what we will use to hold
audiences' attention to their television receivers, it was said Saturday
by Samuel H. Cuff, general manager
of DuMont station WABD. Speaking before the Women's Press Club
at the Hotel Pennsylvania, Cuff said
that theater television will probably
supplement, rather than replace,
television.
Television already has perfected
some revolutionary newsreel filming
techniques. Cuff said, pointing out
that within a few minutes of the
time the motion picture is made, it
is ready to be shown on the television screen. A plane, he explained,
visiting the scene of an important
news event can film the occurrence.
It can be pi'ocessed while the plane
is in flight to its base transmitter
and the film negative can be reversed electronically and projected
onto the movie camera which converts the film strip into a television
broadcast.
Tabulation of sales by "in-town"
The press women were told that theaters of the chain shows $10,they would have a new client for 408,495 in E" sales and $2,168,855
in "F" and "G" sales. Out-of-town
their resourcefulnesss.
houses have vended $5,734,300 in "E"
issue issues.
and $763,550
in thesales
"F"as and
"G"
Thus total
of
126 on Para. Contract
Dec. 25, in the evening, stand at
Roster Sets New Mark
$19,075,200.
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

Indies May Escape
Raw Stock Cut

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Monty Woolley has
been assigned by Jack L. Warner to
play himself in "Night and Day,"
the story of Cole Porter and his music. Woolley has been a life-long
friend of the composer and attended
Yale with him.

Chessman Adds Another
Macclenny, Fla. — E. D. Chessman,
DAILY operator of the local Macclenny, and
Hollywood — Jack L. Warner has theaters in Lake City, Callahan and
announced the immediate production Hilliard, has added a new theater
located in Jacksonville to his chain.
of "Escape in the Desert," a new
film inspired by the recent escape of
Nazi prisoners from an Arizona desert prison camp. Alex Gottlieb will
produce. The film will star Helmut
Dantine.

Film Nazi Prisoners'
Escape
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM

RFS Boosts Supervision Forces
Six more supervisors to work out
of various branches have been added
to the staff of Arthur Jaeger, in '
charge of Ross Federal Field Supervisors. I

nn BIRTHDAY
(iREETIKS TO..
W.

Ray

January 2
Johnston
Walter
Moe Silver

A.

Putter

Paramount
RAY MILLAND
presents
in

"MINISTRY
with Marjorie

OF FEAR"
Reynolds

Carl Esmond • Hillary Brooke
Percy Waram • Screen Play
by Seton Frit
I. Miller
• Directed
by
z Lan
g

I

, t^«
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Film Industry's Every Resource Backs FuUWar
Effort
Co-operation of En-

Record for Last 12 Months
Bears Eloquent Testimony
To Pix Patriotic Service

(Continued from Page 1)
marized, are the major achievements
made War
possible
throughCommittee:
the industry's
own
Activities

HOLLVUIOOD LOOKS TO THE FUTURE
(Continued from Page 1)

independent producer in the present Hollywood picture is best evidenced by the fact
that during the current season they will account for 60-cdd features costing upwards of
$80,000,000, or in excess of a third of the budget aggregate for the year.

1. FOURTH WAR LOAN, Jan. 18STILL GREATER DIVERSITY of screen entertainment is in prospect as proFeb. 15, headed by Charles P.
Skouras of National Theaters. The
ducers shape their plans to cope with the war's uncertainties. One notable new
campaign had as its slogan for ex- story aspect will be the treatment of post-war problems which veterans of World
hibitors: "Sell a Bond for Every War II inevitably will face.
Seat." Theaters sold several mil0
lions of "E" bonds over their counters as the country reached the goal
STRAWS IN THE HOLLYWOOD WIND: The continuance of radio's influence on
set by the Treasury's War Finance
Committee. Three different trailers, story purchases. . . . The popularity of actor-producer combinations. . . . The studio
with Bob Hope, Ginger Rogers and tendency to recruit production executives from among screen writers. . . . Metro-GoldwynAnn Sothern each starring in one,
Mayer's experiment with features running less than 60 minutes. . . . Studio interest both
and a special newsreel bulletin served in
spiritual and psychological themes.
as the screen program. A competition was devised to select the "HonHundred,"
among
the exhibitors
on a ored
basis
of the
number
of Bonds
POST-WAR PLANNING will claim increased industry attention during 1945,
sold in patron's proportion to the with emphasis not only upon the domestic scene but the world market as well.
number of theater seats. 3,300 Bond
Premieres were staged, and a special Expansion keys the domestic program, with studios already committed to expenditures of $20,000,000. The early post-war period, it is indicated, will see at least
day was set aside as "Free Movie
$100,000,000 invested in theater construction and theater modernization. Many oj
Day,"
during
which
the
purchase
of
a Bond at a theater admitted the the 1,000 new houses in prospect will be erected with an eye to television.
buyer to any theater in the country.
More than 4,000 theaters reported
27,000 prints of short subjects
participation in "Free Movie Day." July 8, with "Bob" O'Donnell of were delivered without cost by
Through the co-operation of the Hol- Texas Interstate Circuit as chairman. This was another mammoth the industry to the Army Overseas
lywood Victory Committee, topflight film stars toured the nation, job in which virtually the entire in- Motion Picture Service, branch ol
dustry participated. A total of 14,240 the Army Pictorial Service, for shipappearing at rallies, special lunchment overseas. These films, all on
eons, gave shows, sold millions of dol- Bond-selling events were staged, including 5,059 Bond Premieres (almost 16 mm., are shown free to members
lars worth of Bonds. The industry
trade press published special issues double the total of the Fourth War of all the armed services overseas
which "sold" the War Loan in terms Loan), 1,131 children's Bond Premi- in combat areas, isolated outposts
and Red Cross hospitals. During
of inspiration and practical suggeseres, and 8,059 "Free Movie Days."
tions.
Promotion angles ranged from sev- the year, several important motion
eral screen trailers and film bulletins, pictures received their world premi2. MARCH OF DIMES WEEK, Hollywood stars touring the country,
eres overseas. Among these were
Jan. 24-30, with Nicholas M. Schenck a mammoth cash register stage with "Stage Door Canteen," "Going My
two daily shows in Times Square, Way," "The Adventures of Mark
of
campaign
chairman.
This Loew's
theater ascollection
accounted
for New York, to rallies within and out- Twain," "Casanova Brown," and
42.8 per cent of contributions from
side of theaters. Again, special is- "Marriage Is a Private Affair."
all sources. Theaters with a total
sues of the industry press sparked
7. WAR INFORMATION FILMS.
of 9,000,000 seats participated in the drive.
As
of Dec. 31, the WAC will have
the campaign, with collections aver5. WAC RECRUITING WEEK, in distribution in the theaters of the
aging 54 cents per seat. There were,
11-25, with Edward L. Alperson, country, 26 "film bulletins" averagit is estimated, 55,000,000 individual May
then of RKO Theaters, as chairman.
ingber250offeet
in leng-th,
the varying
same num-in
donations. Greer Garson appeared
short
subjects
A total of 14,685 theaters particiin a trailer titled "A Report From
pated in this campaign, which was length up to two reels and four speextended an additional week at the
Greer showed
Garson,"
in which
the Metro
star
theater
audiences
how
cial films, "Memphis Belle," "With
their contributions in 1942 and 1943 request of the War Department. A the Marines at Tarawa," "Attack!"
10-minute War Department film on "The Battle for New Britain," "The
had made it possible for child infan- Wacs was shown in theaters in adNegro Soldier" and "Battle for the
tile paralysis victims to walk and
vance of the campaign. During the Marianas." All these films, prepared
play in 1944.
exhibitors decorated their the- in co-operation with the Office of
3. RED CROSS COLLECTION, effort, aters
and lobbies, exhibited a special War Information, contained information which our Government wished
March 23-29, with Joseph Bernhard trailer titled "To the Ladies," starof Warners as chairman. This thering Lionel Barrymore, staged pa- presented to the public. Some were
ater drive week hit the record-breakrades and recmited. Success of the made by various Government agening total of $6,793,060. Almost 15,000 campaign is reflected in a statement
cies, but 39 were produced on a nontheaters participated, staging special from Maj. Gen. J. A. Ulio, the Adju- dustry. profit basis by the motion picture inrallies, showing the trailer starring
tant General, who lauded "the fine
Humphrey Bogart, and a short sub- support given to Wac recruiting by
8. SIXTH WAR LOAN. Nov. 20ject on all Red Cross activities titled
the motion picture industry," and Dec. 31, with Harry Brandt, New
"At His Side." Theater collections termed the campaign "truly a con- York circuit operator, as chairman.
totaled $5,501,450, with the remainOnce again, the industry marshalling
tribution to the war effort."
der contributed by corporations and
6. OVERSEAS MOVIES. As of
its manpower, went "all-out" and
individuals within the industry.
Dec. 31, 24,356 prints of current fea- played no small role in the national
tures and newsreels, and more than effort that saw the Treasury's $14,4. FIFTH WAR LOAN, June 12-

tire Trade to Continue
Via WAC During New Year
000,000,000 goal well exceeded. Reports to New York campaign headthe to
nation's
exhibitors quarters
kept established
the pledge
set a
new high for War Bond Premiei-es,
for Children's Bond Matinees and for
theaters qualifying as Treasury issuing agents. The number of theaters observing Free Movie Day on
Dec. 7 established a record.
tivity:
Now, a short forecast of 1945 ac1. The
in co-operation withfilm
the program
OWI will
continue.
Each month "war information"
films will be distributed. These subjects, not to exceed two reels, will, as
in the past, convey important Government messages to the public. In
the main, these will be produced
without cost iby the industry. In addition, from time to time, longer
films such as combat reports, will be
given theatrical distribution. One
possibilityof isGermany.
a film dealing with the
invasion

2. The industry will continue selling Bonds. Ted R. Gamble, national
War Finance Director for the Treasury Department, has stated that although theater issuing agents are 10
per cent of all the physical outlets
for War Bonds, they are responsible
for 20 per cent of the sales. This
tribute to the showmanship and mass
appeal of the industry is not one
taken lightly; the industry will continue selling Bonds.
3. March of Dimes Collection.
Once again theatergoers will make
their contributions in the battle
against infantile paralysis the week
of Jan. 25-31. The industry's campaign again will be directed by Nicholas M. Schenck of Loew's. The
drive's message will be brought to
the nation's screens through a trailer
"starring" Greer Garson.
4. Red Cross Collection. There
will be another collection for this
?reat ellenosynary organization in
March in theaters throughout the
country and from within the industry itself, with N. Peter Rathvon of
RKO heading the national industry
committee. The goal is expected to
be $10,000,000, with a special brief
appeal trailer to be shown in all theaters, with attendant ceremonies.
5. Overseas Movies. This program
will continue for the next year, with
106 prints of each of three different
features, plus shorts and newsreels
being ordered each week by the Army
Overseas Motion Picture Service,
from all Hollywood product. More
and more world premieres will be
held overseas, with Germany (Berlin?) only waiting for the correct
combination of circumstances, and
Japan a possibility. Where the
American fighting man goes, the
films he loves best will follow him!
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Gov't Agencies Want
No Cut in Newsreels
(Continued from Page 1)
"there is no faster or better means
for reaching the public in this and
pther countries than through
this
edium, and because everyone
in
e Government is evidently cognizant of this fact."
Collins said influential officials of
the Army, the Navy, OWI and other
key agencies have expressed concern over any possible cut in reel
length which might be considered
as a result of the tight raw stock
situation.
Collins predicted that the newsreels will be an even more significant medium this year than last, with
the importance and quality of the
footage even greater.
"Today there is not one segregated area in which fighting progresses that is not covered by at least
one cameraman or camera crew,"
Collins commented. The incoming
volume of combat footage has reached out.
staggering proportions, he pointed
"Due to the restrictions on raw
film as imposed
by the WPB, the
newsreels are limited to 750 feet per
issue, which is one reason some of
this material cannot be used.
Another and more important
reason
is the fact that much of the material now coming through from the
armed forces is repetitious.
"Despite this increasing handicap
there is a sufficient amount of footage that is spectacular and different to offer a good variety to all of
the newsreels."

Theater Fire Brings
Anti-Smoking Edict
Covington, Ky. — The City council
has banned smoking in all theaters
in the city. Action followed the recent destruction by fire of the Madison.
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"Moving A-Weigh"
(Popeye)
Paramount
IVz mins.
Fairly Amusing
Popeye and his pal, Shorty, deliver a few laughs as they go about
the business of moving Olive's furniture. Things get hot when they
tangle with the law. It's a hammerand-tongs battle, with Popeye and
his friend winding up the winner.
The cartoon is in Technicolor.
"A Lady Fights Back"
(Passing Parade)
M-G-M
10 Mins.
Moving

i
j The life, death and resurrection of
jthe liner Normandie form the subj
ject matter of the John Nesbitt release. Treated as a symbol of
France, the ship is pictured in the
jdays of her glory, in her hour of
1
tragedy and in her rise from the
mud of the Hudson River to sail the
i
1seas once more, this time in the interests of our war effort. Here is
i
an
absorbing
film with many stir[
!
ring moments.
j
'■
"The Unknown Battle"
\
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
19 Mins.
Familiar Material
The latest of the March of Time
series attempts to clear up the mysi
tery surrounding the absence of the
German air force on D-Day. It was
the advance Allied air assault on
the production of Nazi warplanes
that rendered the Luftwaffe impotent when our armed forces landed on
French soil. The film is in fact nothing more than the account of a
bombing mission over Germany in
which are incorporated some exciting scenes. The trouble is that the
material is all pretty familiar by
now. One gets the feeling that the
answer doesn't live up to the promise
contf ined in the question the film
propounds.

Chi. Film Employes Elect

"Wandering
Here
and There"
(FitzPatrick
Traveltalk)
Chicago — Herman Couston, of the
9 Mins.
Columbia Exchange has been elected M-G-M
Interesting American Sights
president of Film Employes Local
James FitzPatrick takes the audiB-45. Harry Blomstein of M-G-M
was named business manager. The
ence on a sightseeing tour of America calculated to stir our hearts and
union is preparing an appeal against
the recent WLB award of 4^/2 per memories. The itinerary includes visits to the Mark Twain country in
cent-an-hour wage increase. It wants
Hannibal, Mo., the Bingham Canyon
10 per cent.
copper mine in Utah and Arlington
National Cemetery. Technicolor enAnimator to Speak
hances the worth of the subject.
Evelyn Lambart, who does the animated maps for UA's "World in Acfilms will Aids
be a featured
"Flicker Flashbacks"
at thetion"Visual
Institute speaker
at the
(No. 3— Series 2)
Museum of Natural History on Sat- RKO
8V2 Mins.
urday. Miss Lambart will arrive in
Interesting and Entertaining
New York from Ottawa Thursday.
One of the best of the series to
She will stay at the Warwick Hotel. date. The contents consists of footage from three early films, the most
interesting and most memory-stir'■ 7 Million Bonds via B & K
ring being one showing Florence
Chicago— B & K reports $7,000,000 in Bond sales for the Sixth War Turner, Maurice Costello, Francis X.
Loan by its circuit.
Bushman, Wallace Reid, Mary PickV

OF

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ford, Mabel Normand and Douglas
Fairbanks, all stars in their time.
Other footage is from a western starring Harry Carey and Blanche Sweet.

•

That means plenty rf guffaws and
a good time for a^. Jugs is chased
into a theater by Elmer, the hunter.
There they get mixed up in the
show in Bugs' attempt to escape. As
usual, the rabbit foils Elmer neatly
"Lulu's Indoor Outing"
(Little Lulu)
in a riotous wind-up to the TechniParamount
8 mins.
color cartoon.
Fun for Kids
A certain amount of entertain"Hotiin Jaspar"
ment results from Lulu's encounter
(George Pal Puppetoon)
with a couple of ghosts when she is Paramount
8 mins.
forced by a rainstorm to picnic in
Much Amusement
a haunted house. The spooks keep
George Pal has added another fine
swiping the food from the little girl, item
to his Technicolor series. This
creating fun that will be appreciated time the Scarecrow tries to get his
more by youngsters than grown-ups. hands on a gold trumpet found by
It's a Technicolor cartoon.
Jasper, with a $100 reward for its
return as the prize. Highly imaginative, the short offers considerable
"Tiger
(Walt Trouble"
Disney)
amusement.
RKO
7 Mins.
Many Laughs
"Donald's Off Day"
His latest adventure finds the Goof
RKO
(Walt Disney)
on a tiger hunt. The Technicolor ani7 mins.
mated cartoon is crowded with funny
Much Funny Business
situations which will draw laughter
illustration of the
from old and young. In its execution '• An amusing
and projection the subject merits jpower of psychology. Donald Duck,
high praise. A short that is long on jkept from his game of golf by bad
entertainment.
' weather, takes to reading about diseases and their symptoms.
Immediately he imagines himself the victim
of one ailment after another. Tricks
"Stage
Cartoon"
(MerrieDoor
Melodies)
played by his nephews
strengthen
Warner Bros.
7 Mins. his belief he is about to become a
dead duck. The Technicolor cartoon
Laugh-getter
It's that Bugs Bunny again, folks. is filled with laughs.

JUST LIKE FINDING IT!
WE WILL BRING OVER $ 1,000,000 TO OUR THEATRE
PARDNERS FOR SHOWING NATIONAL AND
LOCAL ADVERTISING
IN 1945.
MAKE

YOUR THEATRES AVAILABLE FOR ALEXANDER THEATRE SCREEN ADVERTISING AND

GET YOUR SHARE IN '45. BE PREPARED FOR THE
DAY WHEN THIS EXTRA REVENUE WILL BE
NEEDED!
MORE AND MORE OF OUR PLAYLETS ARE BEING
PRODUCED IN BEAUTIFUL NATURAL COLOR.
WRITE TODAY

FOR OUR

SCREENING

Colorado Springs, Colorado

PLAN.
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4,219 Pix Cos. Earned
$172,337,000 in 1942
(Continued from Page 1)
declared value excess profits tax,
$362,000. Aggregate excess profits
tax liability is nearly eight billion
dollars, with a compilation showing
the distribution among industrial
groups still being prepared. Dividends paid in cash or assets other
than own stock amounted to $44,492,000.
Of the 4,219 pix returns, 2,742
showed net income and 1,308 no net
income. Gross income of the latter
was $82,654,000, with a deficit of
$5,470.
Eighteen consolidated returns were
filed by pix companies, with 13 reporting a gross income of $202,279,300 for 249 subsidiaries and a net injome of $27,855,000, of which $5,888,000 was subject to the excess profits
tax. Income tax payments amounted
to $8,335,000, and dividends paid in
cash and assets other than own stock
amounted to $10,178,000. Five returns for 22 subsidiaries showed
gross receipts of $4,961,000 with a
deficit of $324,000. Dividends received on domestic stock by pix companies amounted to $16,670,000, of
whicti $329,000 was on Government
obligations less amortizable bond
premium; $163,000 of this was
wholly taxable, $16,000 subject to
declared value excess profits tax and
surtax, $29,000 subject to surtax
only and $21,000 wholly tax exempt.
Of the returns with no net income
reported, receipt of $70,000 from domestic stock dividends was reported,
of which $6,000, all wholly taxable,
was from Government obligations.

Merger Deadline Voting On

Deadline on receipt of ballots from
members of the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, CIO, on a proposal to merge
the union with Local 1 of the United
Office and Professional Workers of
America was set back a week yesterday to Jan. 8. The UOPWA is the
parent of Local 109.

Dismiss Bioff Tax Indictment
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Federal income tax
charges against William Bioff were
dismissed by Federal Judge Ralph
E. Jenney at the request of United
States Attorney Lewellyn J. Moses.
Indictment alleging evasion by Bioff
of $85,000 in income taxes for 193637 has been pending in Federal Court
for five years.

IN NEW POSTS
GEORGE
MAXWELL,
manager,
Palace, Syracuse.
BERNARD
M. DABNEY,
JR., assistant
to Jack
Flex, Keith's, Syracuse.
HERBERT BERMAN, city salesman, PRC, Detroit.
HARRY
W.
IRONS,
booker,
Universal
Pictures,
Detroit.
LOUIS PARINE,

manager,

Mack-Uptown,

Detroit.
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REVIEmS or SHORT SUBJECTS
"New Americans"
(This Is America)
RKO
191/2 Mins.
Good
The refugee is the subject of the
latest of the series. The footage
emphasizes the contribution made to
this nation's life by the refugees in
return for the sanctuary accorded
them by the American Government.
The film conveys its point by following a newcomer to our shores
from his arrival, through the process
of rehabilitation and up to the moment he becomes a citizen. Shown
are many famous refugees from
whose presence the United States
has profited, two of them being Prof.
Albert Einstein and Thomas Mann.
Directed by Slavko Vorkapich, the
jhort was made with the cooperation
of the National Refugee Service.

"I Am An American"
Warner Bros.
20 Mins.
Inspiring
A tribute to the spirit of America,
this featurette, written and directed
by Crane Wilbur, is intended to make
one proud of one's country. The
short, well produced by Gordon Hollingshead, pays its respects to the
American way of life by tracing the
rise of an immigrant family to a
place of honor in the nation's life.
An exercise in Americanism, the production serves the purpose of advancing tolerance and unity among
our people. A sequence dealing with
"I Am An American Day" (May 21,
1944) ends the film on a stirring
note. The main fault with the film
is its treatment has a touch of the
banal.
"Long Shots
Favorites"
(Grantland
Riceor Sportlight)
Paramount
9'/2 mins.
A Sure Bet

"Parallel Skiing"
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 Mins.
Good Sports Subject
A lesson in parallel skiing as practiced by Fritz Loosli, Swiss star,
this short, which captures all the
winter beauty of its Laurentian
Mountains (Canada) setting, will
win the enthusiasm of lovers of snow
sports. Slow motion helps to grasp
Loosli's
in
thrills.technique. The film abounds

Here is some of the "inside" of
horse racing that should be of interest to those whose acquaintance
with the sport of kings is limited
to the position of a spectator. Especially recommended are scenes dealing with handicapping procedure.
Belmont Park on Long Island is the
setting. One of the big races at
that track provides an exciting finish.

St. Louis Looming as
Leading Television Key

Montgomery Outlaws
Jukes in Home Areas

(Continued from Page 1)
Star-Times Publishing Co., publishers of the St. Louis Star-Times, afternoon newspaper and operator of
radio station KXOK, has now filed
application with FCC for permit
CO operate a tele station under channel 2, a frequency of 60,000-66,000
kilocycles, which would be of 4,000watt visual and 2,000-watt audible
power, covering an estimated radius of 40 miles. In addition to the
Star-Times, the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat and the Post-Dispatchowned station, KSD, have also filed
tele permit applications, and WIL,
WEW and KFUO are well along in
planning post-war tele.
Harry C. Arthur, Jr president
and general manager of Fanchon &
Marco Service Corp., which operates some 35 film theaters in this
area, is definitely interested, and
realistically so, in commercial possibilities of transmitting tele programs in the post-war period, and
has already leased several desirable
locations with that end in view.
Epidemic of tele activity on the
part of broadcasting interests here
points to the inevitability of this
city being included in national video
by means of coaxial cable lines now
being installed by Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co. in conjunction with
AT & T. The Bell System expects
to have some 7,000 miles of such
cable in operation by 1950.

Montgomery, Ala. — Under the new
Mayor David Dunn, the city has
voted to take the juke box out of
resigential areas and confine it to
swing centers outside the zoning
area A after Jan. 1. Violation is
punishable with a fine from $1 to
$100 or 90 days in prison or both.
Vote came upon heels of Grand Jury
report declaring juke boxes a public nuisance in residential areas.

Yorke in Near East Deal
Emerson Yorke Studio here has
contracted with Sodeco Trading
Corp. for short product theater releases in the Near East area, comprising Iran, Iraq, Syria, Palestine,
Egypt, and Turkey. First two shorts
set for release by the Yorke Studio
in 1945 under terms of the pact are
the color subjects "The Ninth State"
and "Highways of New Zealand."

Metro Exploiteers Due
The first group of three M-G-M
exploiteers scheduled to arrive in
New York for a week's visit with department heads, will include J. E.
Watson, Cincinnati; Charles C. Deardourff, Cleveland, and Norman Linz,
Indianapolis.
The men will arrive
Jan.
8.

LETTERS
Editor, The Film Daily:
I would deeply appreciate the courtesy of the
publication of this letter
in your
columns.
x^fJ
Men and women in the theatrical wk
film, radio and entertainment fiek^iT
have been extremely co-operative in
the work of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews. That work,
as you know, is the furtherance of
understanding, goodwill and collaboration among Americans of all
faiths; and the development by
sound programs of education of
a resistance to hatreds, bigotries and
intolerances.
I turn to you now because I have
great confidence that in our Brotherhood Week observance for next year,
your readers can be highly effective
in bringing the message of American brotherhood to all the American
Brotherhood Week will be celepeople.
brated in 1945 from Feb. 18 to Feb.
25, the week of Washington's Birthday. In past years. Brotherhood
Week has been observed in over 3,000 communities throughout the
country. Everywhere it became the
nucleus for public interest and attention to the tasks of an undivided
America determined to resist propagandas of hatred and confusion.
Our next Brotherhood Week observance will be primarily devoted
to directing the attention of the
American people to the danger of revivals of post-war hate movements.
After the last World War there
was an unfortunate growth of such
hate movements, particularly in the
form of the Ku Klux Klan. We
should like in due time to put the
American people on their guard
against the pernicious effects of such
movements on all Americans.
We invite correspondence from
your readers as to how they can be
helpful in this effort. From past
experience I know that their help
can be of immeasurable value.
Sincerely yours,
EVERETT R. CLINCHY
President, National Conference
of Christians and Jews

Knoepfle Heads Cincy Club
Cincinnati — Rudy Knoepfle, Republic Pictures rep., was elected prexy
of Cincinnati Cinema Club, with
Pete Niland, Columbia, secretary
and treasurer; Bob Burns, first vicepresident and Marc Cummings second vice-president.

f Emms TOUCH
HELEN FERGUSON, publicity director for Constance Bennett's "Paris Underground."
WILLIAM BLOWITZ, publicity director, Mary
Pickford
Productions unit.

^ritical America^ repre*
senting the nation's press
and radio^ is now balloting
for Filmdom's Famous
Fives of 1944^ a distinctive
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
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1945 to Bring Fewer Pix from Hollywood Studios
THE'

Production Outlay Will
Show No Drop; Companies
To Spend Quarter Billion
(Continued from Page 1)
versal is down for 62; Columbia, 49;
Republic, 68; Monogram, 45; PRC,
40, with a possibility that figure will
be increased to 50. Warners are expected to release 20; MGM, 35; Paramount, 30; 20th-Fox, 30; United
Artists, 25; RKO Radio, 44.
Production outlay during 1945, despite the fact that a minimum of 20
fewer features will be made, will
show no reduction. Higher costs, and
the tendency to increase budgets,
will see the studios spending upwards
of $225,000,000. This figure may go
higher if studio policy makers elect
to further swell the product reserves.
Still greater diversity of screen
entertainment is in prospect as producers shape their plans to cope with
the war's uncertainties. One notable
new story aspect will be the treatment of post-war problems which
returning veterans of World War II
inevitably will face.
Twentieth Century is stepping forward with factual stories of entertainment value. The company expects
much from "Fighting Lady," the
story of an aircraft carrier, and its
picture which will deal with the FBI.
Spiritual Themes to Fore

ACTOR-PRODUCER COMBINATIONS
There has been no drcp in actor-producer combinations, with new stars venturing into
the field. Gary Cooper is producing a big western feature for Internaticnal, while Don
Ameche has also formed his own company. Fred MacMurray and Leslie Fenton have
teamed up to make one picture annually, with MacMurray being permitted to appear
in one outside film per year under his new deal with 20th-Fox.
Bing Crosby has completed "The Great John L," based on the life of John L. Sullivan,
the prizefighter. Frank Masterly and James Edward Grant are amcng his associates in
the venture. James and William Cagney are continuing under the United Artists banner,
but Pat O'Brien and Phil L. Ryan dissolved partnership after making one picture for
Columbia release. — ALICOATE.

ler is completing "Alter Ego," based
on his radio offering which starred
Bette Davis. Phyllis Thaxter, of "30
Seconds Over Tokyo," has femme
lead in film version. M-G-M has also
bought "The Man Who Couldn't
Lose," a radio opus by Emile Tepperman. Gene Kelly appeared in the
ether version.
The Frank Sinatra influence also
has had its effect, with 20th-Fox
placing Dick Haymes and Perry
Como in important productions. RKO
Radio makes the opuses starring
Sinatra. Twentieth-Fox produced
•'Take It or Leave It," starring Phil
Baker.
The ranks of independent producers undoubtedly will be increased
during 1945, with the prospects that
the total will touch 75 or 80. The
importance of the independent producer in the present Hollywood picture is best evidenced by the fact
that during the current season they
will account for 60-odd features costing upwards of $80,000,000, or in
excess of a third of the budget
aggregate for the year.
Actor-Producer Combinations
There has been no drop in actorproducer combinations, with new
stars venturing into the field. Gary
Cooper is producing "Along Came
Jones," a big western featvire for
International, while Don Ameche has
also formed his own company. Fred
MacMurray and Leslie Fenton have
teamed up to make one picture annually, with MacMurray being permitted to appear in one outside film
per year under his new deal with
20th-Fox.

Brackett, Seton I. "Happy" Miller,
Karl Turnberg and Harry Tugend,
who are veteran writers.
An interesting development is the
return to Hollywood of important
players who have been given honorable discharges from the armed
forces. Clark Gable, Robert Montgomery, Raymond Massey, Gilbert
Roland, Louis Hayward, Lee Tracy,
Billy De Wolfe, John Payne, Craig
Reynolds, Sterlmg HoUoway, John
Carroll, Bruce Cabot, Craig Stevens
and "Big Boy" Williams are among
the thespians who have already re1 sumed work before the cameras or
who will shortly.
I
Directors Out of Uniform
: Directors who have returned to the
I iilm colony after serving their counI try are Frank Lloyd, George Cukor,
.Leigh Jason, Edward Blatt and Stuj ;irt Heisler.
John Ford is expected
to direct a picture at M-G-M, but
when he will leave the Navy permaI nently is not known.
j Edward L. Alperson left the distabution field to produce for 20thFox, while W. R. Frank, Minneapolis
exhibitor, who produced "Enemy of
Women," for Monogram release, is
continuing
in the independent
proI ducing field.
In association with Robert Hakim,
; David L. Loew returned to production
I and they are sponsoring "Hold Autumn in Your Hand."
The cast is
headed by Zachary Scott, loaned by
Warner Bros., and Betty Field, with
Jean Renoir
directing.
Jesse
L.
: Lasky left Warner Bros., and has
Iorganized
his own producing
company, with Walter MacEwen as an

Bing Crosby has completed "The
Great John L," based on the life of
John L. Sullivan, the prizefighter.
Frank Masterly and James Edward
Grant are among his associates in
the venture. James and William Cagney are continuing under the United
Artists banner, but Pat O'Brien and
Phil L. Ryan dissolved partnership
after making one picture for Columbia release.
Executives seem to find the crop
of writers yielding the most new
producers. At Universal, Felix Jackson, Michael Fessier, Ernest Pagano,
John
Grant, Edmund L. Hartmann,
M-G-M is planning six features
that will run under an hour. "Main Arthur T. Horman and Warren Wilson are among the former scriveners
Street After Dark," 57 minutes running time, was well received at sneak who have turned producers. Now
previews. Director- Writer Arch Obo- producing at Paramount are Charles

I International Pictures, headed by
jassociate.
William Goetz and Leo Spitz, made
I an auspicious debut with "Casanova
I Brown" and "Woman
in the Window." International releases through
RKO-Radio.
Joan Harrison, who wrote for Alfred Hitchcock, clicked nicely with
her initial production effort, "Phantom Lady," which she made at Universal. After a lapse of a few
months, she has returned to the Universal fold. Jack Chertok, who resigned from Warners, is expected to
produce independently.
One of the most important splashes
in the 1944 producing pond was made
by Hal Wallis, who left Warners to
ally with Joseph Hazen, the new

Inspired by the success of "Song
of Bernadette" and "Going My Way,"
practically every studio has one or
more properties of a spiritual and
religious nature. Psychological mysteries will also be pi'ominent in 1945's
output, while home-front and postwar stories are also listed. The film
plants, of course, will continue to
make comedies, action pictures, picturized biographies, horror and musical ofi'erings, the latter especially
looming large on the 1945 horizon.
Radio is continuing to influence
story purchases. Paramount is making "Duffy's Tavern" and is releasing
"The National Barn Dance." William Pine and William Thomas, who
release through Paramount, will picturize the ether progi'am, "People
Are Funny." Jack Skirball produced
"It's in the Bag," starring Fred
Allen, with United Artists as the
distributing outlet.
Charles R. Rogers will make "One
Man's Family" for UA release. RKO
Radio is making the "Gildersleeve"
series, and from time to time produces offerings using the Fibber
McGee and Molly characters. Jack
William Votion Productions, sponsor
"Lum and Abner," with the pictures released by RKO Radio. Columbia is making "The Whistler" series
and "I Love a Mystery."
Metro Tests Shorter Features

Still Greater Diversity
Of Screen Entertainment
In Prospect for New Year
company
signing a releasing deal
with Paramount.
De Sylva Turns Indie |/^
(
G. De
Sylva dropped
the reins^
as B.head
of Paramount
production
to
form his own independent producing
unit. He also made a distributing
deal with Paramount. Preston
Sturges left Paramount to align with
Howard Hughes, with UA their distribution outlet. Producer E. D.
Leshin also departed from Paramount.
Lou Costello took a flyer in the
indie producing field, financing Biltmore Productions, which filmed "A
Wave,
A Wac
and A Marine," for
Monogram
release.
Mervyn Le Roy formed Arrowhead Productions, to release through
Warners. However, he will direct
"The Robe" for Frank Ross, before
making his own pictures. James B.
Cassidy, a newcomer, will produce
"Green Mansions."
Harry Sherman is preparing a new
"Hopalong Cassidy" series and also
has other ambitious production plans.
Although the 10-year pact governing dealings between the Screen
Actors' Guild and the producers does
not expire until 1947, executives of
the SAG have announced they will
ask important changes when huddles
start over the new agreement. They
will insist that there be clarification
of the clause, which permits producers to loan out players without
any extra compensation for the
artists. Guild members have also
been warned of the importance of
television and it is indicated certain
stars will insist they be allowed to
fill tele engagements without being
required
their compensation withto
the share
studios.
October found the Conference of
Studio Unions and the lATSE in a
jurisdictional dispute over set dressers. Nearly 1,000 set decorators,
painters and machinists walked out
of five major studios and did not
return to their duties until the Regional War Labor Board stepped
into the picture.
November saw Henry Ginsberg
being given a seven-year pact at
Paramount and full charge of the
management and operation of the
Paramount studio, including all its
production activities. His chief production aides are Joseph Sistrom,
former producer-writer, and Frank
Butler, former writer. Y. Frank
Freeman continues to act as liaison
between the studio and home office
and Paramount's theatre affiliates.
Switches in Allegiance
The annual Hollywood moves were
experienced. John W. Considine, Jr;,
left M-G-M after an association of
12 years. Sol M. Wurtzel terminated
30 years with Fox and 20th-Fox.
Kenneth Macgowan switched from
(Continued on Page 15)
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Screen Newcomers in Spotlight as 1945 Bows In
Switches in Allegiance by
Hollywood Studio Toppers
Were Numerous During '44
• Continued from Page 14)
•20th-Fox to Paramount, while Will^m Bacher, a prominent radio di^^tor for several years, became a
^th-Fox producer.
Sam Briskin, a
top Columbia executive for several
years, has left that organization.
Richard
Blumenthal,
a Paramount
veteran, joined Columbia, while Lou
Edelman left Columbia for Warners.
Ben Silvey, a unit production man
for many years, was made a producer
at 20th-Fox.
David Lewis left Paramount to join International Pictures.
M-G-M elevated Ralph Wheelright
to a producership.
He had been a
veteran member of the studio's publicity department and had also sold
the company
important
original
stories.
Harold Hopper left the War Production Board to become general
manager of the M-G-M studio. Nat
M. Finston resigned as M-G-M music
department head after an association
of eight years.
One of the biggest hits of the
year was made by Danny Kaye, making his initial appearance in "Up in
Arms," for Samuel Goldwyn. In
October, Lauren Bacall, former New
York model, made a decided impression with the trade-showing of Warner Bros.' "To Have and Have Not,"
directed by Howard Hawks.
Newcomers in Spotlight
Jennifer Jones jumped to stardom
because of her performance in "The
Song of Bernardette," while Gregory
Peck, who was brought to Hollywood
for "Days of Glory," by Casey Robinson, israted star material. Dorothy
McGuire sprang into prominence with
"Claudia."
Alexander Knox, under contract
to Columbia, was loaned to 20th-Fox
for the title role in "Wilson," and
his performance is certain to make
him one of the leading candidates
for the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences' "Oscar."
Comparative newcomers who attracted much attention in 1944 were
Gloria DeHaven, Van Johnson, Tom
Drake, June Allyson, Elizabeth Taylor, John Hodiak, Robert Walker,
Ginny Simms, Esther Williams, Ann
Richards, Margaret O'Brien, Keenan
Wynn, Angela Lansbuiy, Jack Jenkins, M-G-M; Joyce Reynolds, Eleancu- Parker, Nancy Coleman, Zachary
Scott, Robert Hutton, Faye Emerson,
Dana Clark, Warner Bros.; Gail Russell, Sonny Tufts, Helen Walker,
Arturo de Cordova, Katina Paxinou,
Barbara Britton, Paramount; William Eythe, Dick Haymes, Perry
Como, Lon McAllister, Jeanne Grain,
June Haver, Vivian Blaine, Peggy
Ann Gamer, Gale Robbins, 20th-Fox;
' Ella Raines, Louise AUbritton, Robert Paige, Turban Bey, Peter Coe,
George Korvin, Universal; Alan Car-

PLAYERS OUT OF UNIFORM, INTO CIVVIES
An interesting development is the return to Hollywood of
been given honorable discharges from the armed frrces.
gomery, Raymond Massey, Gilbert Roland, Louis Hayward,
John Payne, Craig Reynolds, Sterling Holloway, John Carroll,

important players who have
Clark Gable, Robert MontLee Tracy, Billy De Wolfe,
Bruce Cabot, Craig Stevens

and "Big Boy" Williams are amcng the thespians who have already resumed work before
the cameras or who will shortly.
Directors who have returned to their film colony after serving their country are Frank
Lloyd, George Cukor, Leigh Jason, Edward Blatt and Stuart Heisler. John Ford will
direct a picture at M-G-M, but when he will leave the Navy permanently is not
known.— ALICOATE.

Theater Authority's Charity Montgomery Tax Halved;
Contributions at $329,902
Exhibs. Agree to Absorb
Highlighting the 10th year of acivity of the Theater Authority, Inc.,
'. report was issued Friday by Naional Executive Secretary Alan
Dorelli at the anniversary party held
n their Fifth Ave. offices, revealing
hat of the $525,577 that has been
■ollected during the decade $329,902
■:a3 been allocated to various charity
groups and $24,410 is held in trust
mors.the West Coast for indigent ac-

(Continued from Page 1*
picture theaters, has been cut in
half via adoption of an amended
ordinance. The new action of the
commission was taken after Mayor
David E. Dunn had received written
agreements from all exhibitors in
Montgomery binding themselves to
absorb the license without passing it
on to theatergoers.
Despite the reduction in the license
'' schedule contemplated in the original ordinance, Mayor Dunn said the
! amount the city will receive from
j motion pictures will be from 500 to
1700 per cent more than the old
schedule provided.
• He said the Paramount theater,
which paid $500 for 1944, will pay
approximately $3,500 for 1945, an
increase of 700 per cent. Increase
in other theaters will range from
500 to 700 per cent.
The commission reconsidered its
original increase following the appearance of exhibitors with their
balance sheets to demonstrate that
it would be impossible for them to
absorb the contemplated t^vo per
cent. It is understood that Mayor
Dunn assented to the reduction rather than see the license passed on
the public in increased admission
charges.
Effective yesterday the new license will be delinquent after Feb. 1.
Under the previous license schedule,
theaters paid flat license rates from
$300 sion
to charges.
$500, determined by admis-

Theater Authority, set up in December 1934, to control charity benfits and raise funds for needy
Hctors, has effected the following as
'"■s main ruling: where a benefit
-charges admission, 15 per cent of
•■he ticket sales to that particular
function is to be paid to Theater Authority for reallocation to its comoonent parts for the relief of the
indigent ector.
Actors Equity, Chorus Equity, the
League of New York Theaters and
Screen Actors Guild do not accept
any of the allocations for themselves
but designate the charity gi'oups
which receive the money. The Actors
"^unds of America and the Motion
"Picture Relief Fund are the main
beneficiaries. Motion Picture Prolucers, ITOA and Motion Picture
Directors and Writers by votes of
their council have become members
of Theater Authority.
Among those pi-esent at the party
were: Wm. Fritzinger, Paul Dullzell,
Tacob Goodstein, Percy Moore, Mrs.
Florence Marsten, Mrs. Janet Fi-ankl,
Ruth Richmond. George Heller, Betty
Roadshows presented at Lanier
Graham, Dave Ferguson, Sam Berns, High School under auspices of the
Alan Corelli, Mrs. Alan Corelli. Syl- Paramount Theater's management
London, Jocelyn Tonge, Emily will contribute to that theater comMay. viaMilton
Holt,
Livingston, and Jerry
pany's gross. Heretofore, these
shows have escaped licensing.

-•"■. Wally
Brovoi, Robert
Ryan, market as well. Expansion keys the
RKO.
domestic program, with studios already committed to expenditures of
The Post-War Outlook
1 $20,000,000.
The
early -post-war
Finally, a few words about post- I period, it is indicated, will see at
war. Planning for the years which ' least $100,00%0g0 invested in theater
will follow the war's end will claim construction arfd theater modernizaincreased industry attention during i tion. Many of the 1,000 new houses
1945, with emphasis not only upon j in prospect will be erected with an
the domestic
scene but the world eye to television.

O'Brien Named Aide
To Barney Baiaban
(Continued from Page 1)
assistant director of the division
now known as the Corporation Finance Division. He was appointed a
commissioner by the President in
1942 after serving as assistant general counsel, associate director and
director of the Public Utilities Division.
O'Brien's duties at Paramount will
be to assist Baiaban as liaison agent
between Baiaban and the other officers and executives of the company
especially the secretary and general counsel and the vice-president
in charge of production. In addition,
O'Brien will attend meetings of associations and organizations of which
Paramount may be a member or in
the work or activities of which Paramount may be interested and will
report to Baiaban on the activities of
such ass(x;iations, organizations or
committees.
O'Brien is a native of Helena,
Mont. He attended Beloit College
and the University of Chicago.
In commenting on the acquisition
of O'Brien, Baiaban said: "It is with
sincere pleasure that we welcome a
man of O'Brien's ability and personal integrity into the ranks of
Paramount executives. I feel that
O'Brien will be not only a valuable
acquisition to Paramount but to the
entire motion picture industry."

Luncheon for Peggy Kingston
Peggy Kingston, secretary to Hal
Home, 20th's director of advertisingpublicity-exploitation, was given a
farewell luncheon at the Hotel Wellington Friday by her colleagues and
associates of the department. Miss
Kingston is retiring to expect a
"blessed event." She has been succeeded by Kay O'Brien, fomierly secretary to Rodney Bush. Those who
attended Friday were Kay O'Brien,
Peggy
Young,
Perlmutter,
Sylvia Galitz,
PaulaIrene
Levin,
Ruth Simon,
Jeanette Sawyer, Helen Kramer,
Ruth Galanter, Tarsi Tsimas, Kay
Schancer.

Three WAC

January Shorts

WAC has announced three new
shorts for Januai'y distribution.
They are: "Brought to Action," tworeel Navy film depicting Jap Navy's
attempt to thwart our Philippine invasion; "What's Your Name," War
Dept. film with message to war
workers to stay on their jobs; and
a yet untitled Red Cross film. First
will be distributed commencing Jan.
11 via UA, with M-G-M handling it
in Albany, Des Moines, Memphis,
Oklahoma City and Portland. Second will be a 20th-Fox release, -commencing Jan. 18, and the Red Cross
reel will be distributed initiallv on
Jan. 25 via RKO Radio.

&^v^^ \

COLUMBIA
PICTURES
presents

HAYWORTH

MARG PLATT • LESLIE BROOKS
Screen Play by Lesser Samuels and Abem Finkel • Songs by Jole Styne
ond Sammy Cahn • Produced and Directed by VICTOR. SAViLlE

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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RAW STOCK FOR FIRST QUARTER CUT 10%
Hold Dominion Control Has Priority Over Courts
Kent Theaters Loses to
FPC's
Subsidiary
in Test
Case Over
Film Contracts
Toronto — Test cast involving the
question of priority of Wartime control over film rental contracts in
Canada was finally settled in Montreal at the week-end when the
Court of King's Bench, which is
highest tribunal in the Province of
Quebec, handed down a decision in
favor of United Amusement Corp.
throwing out the application of Kent
(Ccntinued on Page 3)

Full SC Coloneky
For Emanuel Cohen

Calling a Film Checher a "Stool Pigeon^*
And a Couple of Other Names Costs $10,000
It cost Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Cook, owners of the Bungalo Theater, St.
Maries, Ida., $10,000 for calling a Ross Federal checker a "stool pigeon, a
Peeping Tom and a Jekyll and Hyde." A Federal Court jury awarded that amount
to Ralph V. Browder, authorized Ross Federal checker, after he brought suit
against the exhibitors, the jury ruling that such language was defamatory. The
judge also awarded Browder $500 because of a story printed about him in the
local Gazette-Record.
Browder originally brought suit for $25,000.

20lh-Fox lo Appeal
In Plagiarism Action

St. Louis — Twentieth Century-Fox
will appeal from the decision of U. S.
District Judge George H. Moore in
which he refused its request to reopen the plagiarism damage suit of
Lt. Col. Emanuel Cohen, Signal Marie Cooper Oehler Dieckhaus, the
Corps, has been promoted to the rank former Miss E. Marie Cooper of
of full colonel, it was announced St. Louis, now of Casper, Wyo., and
in which he held last March that the
yesterday by Col.
E. L. Munson,
motion picture "Alexander's Rag
chief of the Army
Time Band" was pirated at least in
Pictorial Service.
(Continued on Page 8)
Col. Cohen, form e r production
D of J Making Study
executive, is exOf Technicolor Activities
ecutive producer
of the Signal
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Corps PhotograHollywood — The anti-trust division
phic Center and
is in charge of
of the Department of Justice is makall production of
ing a study of the activities of Technicolor Motion Picture Corp. Reptraining films, industrial incentive COL. emanuel cohen
resentatives ofthe Los Angeles Department ofJustice office emphasized
films, Army-Navy
Screen Magazine, staff reports com- that this was not an investigation,
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 8)

Film Deliveries Are
"Frozen^" — Literally
Indianapolis — One of the worst
transportation tie-ups in Hoosier histcry, resulting from a solid sheet of
ice stretching across southern Indiana, has forced film distributors to
fall back on parcel post deliveries
of product to their theater customers. Hazardous highway conditions also prevailed in other sections
of the State. All together, deliveries
have been virtually at a standstill.

Sirltzky Gels Visa;
Heads French Chain

Approximates a New Five
Per Cent Reduction from
1944 Industry Allocation
By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — Meeting here
tomorrow the Producers and
Distributors Industry Advisory Committee will be told by WPB
that a new 10 per cent cut from normal raw film usage — or approximately a five per cent cut from the 1944
allocation — must be imposed for the
(Continued on Page 3)

No Raw Stock Cut

Leon Siritzky, internationally
known prominent film exhibitor, disclosed yesterday that he has received
a visa from the French Government
and will leave New York "at the
London (By Cable)— The British
earliest opportunity" for Paris where
he will headquarter for the purpose Ministry of Information and other
of renewing operation of his large Government departments have instituted meetings to fix the allocachain of some 75 theaters located
tions of raw stock or the year bethroughout that country.
ginning Feb. 15. No further cut for
From 50 to 55 of these outlets, he
the British film industry is anti(Continued on Page 6)
cipted.

Expected in Britain

Doubt Henry Wallace
To Fill Industry Post
Washington Bureau- of THE

FILM

A. J. Law Stricken Here;
Burial to be on Coast

DAILY

Washington — Reports that Henry
Wallace might step into the job of
representing the pix industry in
Washington, at a reported salary of
$250,000 per year, upon the expiration of his term as Vice-President
this month, were discounted yester(Continued on Page 2)

1945 Biz Oii io Flying Start
Top Grosses for Holiday Period in the Keys
Box-offices in the nation's keys
N. Y. Television Center
off
generally to a flying start as
Planned for E. 106th St.
Isuit of heavy business clocked

got
reon
New Year's Eve and the holiday itself, reports from various sectors
yesterday revealed. Eastern cities,
including New York, enjoyed receipts which in many instances exceeded the takes of a year ago, and

First definite move to provide the
local television industry with a
building exclusively devoted to the
facilities needed for the new video
art was disclosed yesterday by the
Diesel Electric Co., Inc., 2 Park
in others (Continued
equalled onthe
Pagebirth
6) of '44
(Continued on Page 8)

The body of Albert J. Law, 40,
executive secretary and general
counsel of the Southern California
Theater Owners Association, who
died of a(Continued
heart attack
on Pagein 6)St. Luke's

Sales of Amusentent
StocUs Off in 1944
Sales of amusement shares on the
New York Stock Exchange in 1944
declined radically, the total standing at 5,548,245 as compared with
1943's high of 12,927,000. New York
curb transactions in industry issues
also were sharply down, the 1944
total of 1,710,100 comparing with
the 2,734,100 aggregate the preceding year. New York bond market
sales of pix securities were nil in
1944. For table of 1944 sales on
both the Big Board and the Curb,
turn to page 6.

W*^

D of J Making Study
Of Technicolor Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
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Harry Cohn, president of Coluir.
bia, having' arrived in New York
from the Coast, the company's board
of directors are expected to meet
this week to hold the annual election of officers.

but a study in line with a statement
made recently on the Coast by Wen-
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Doubt Henry Wallace
To Fill Industry Post
I

(Continued

COminG and Goinc

from Page 1)

day by sources close to Wallace
They disclaimed knowledge that such
an offer had been made, but were
certain that even if it has been made,
it will not be accepted.
They fully expect a high government post for the Vice-President. If
that does not materialize, they say,
he will "sit back like Willkie," offering full service to the Government and not tying himself up with
outside connections. It is recalled,
however, that Willkie did become
chairman of the Twentieth-Fox board
after
1940. his unsuccessful candidacy in

dell
Berge, Assistant
U. S.' that
Attor-a
ney General,
to the effect
campaign would be instigated to
study various phases of the motion
picture industry and that the Government was not confining its interest to producer activities in the exhibiting field.
Study is said to embrace questions
regarding whether any other suitable
color processes are kept from competing with Technicolor; whether
Technicolor cameras are unavailable
to companies that make tests with
other color companies; whether there
is a tie-up between Technicolor and Metro Field Auditors
Eastman Kodak.
To Hear Rodgers Today
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, president
of Technicolor, said he had not been
William F Rodgers will head the
approached by any D of J represen- list of home office speakers at totatives and did not know that any
day's meeting of M-G-M field auditors and Commando Girls at the
study of his organization's activities
had been undertaken by the Govern- Hotel Astor. Sessions started yesment.
terday when discussions were centered on streamlining operations in
the
exchanges.
Charles K. Stern
Cinema Auxiliary Will
and
Alan
F.
Cummings
are conductInstall Officers Jan. 22
ing the meetings jointly.
In addition to Rodgers, others to
Women in the film and allied in- speak today include William G. Brendustries in New York, as well as
ner, in charge of exchange maintenthe wives and other female members
ance; Max Wolff, purchasing head;
of the families of present Cinema Hai'old J Cleary who will discuss the
Lodge members, who desire to parti- retirement plan; William Gleicher of
cipate in B'nai B'rith activities, may the sales department and S. S.
now do so through the newly-formed Braumberg, of the legal department.
B'rith.
Cinema Ladies' Auxiliary of B'nai
Recently-elected officers of the new
Cinema Auxiliary who will be installed at a meeting at the Hotel
Piccadilly on Monday evening, .Jan.
22, are President, Mrs. Anna G.
Blackman, wife of Max B. Blackman of Warner Bros.; Vice-president, Mrs. Bessie Lefkowitz, wife
of Sam Lefkowitz of United Artists;
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Ethel
R. Greenfield, wife of Irving GreenMarianfield of Loew's;
Israel. and Treasurer, Mrs.

Report SAG-SPU Fight
Over Jurisdiction Looms
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywooti — Certification of the
Screen Players Union as the collective bargaining agent for extras and
extras who also perform stunts, bits
and parts was announced yesterday
by Stewart Meacham, director here
for NLRB.
The Screen Actors Guild claims
jurisdiction over all acting parts and
Mrs. Dorothy Block, field secre- a hot jurisdictional fight is indicated.
tary of B'nai B'rith Women's Grand Frederick Rites Held
Lodge, is spearheading the memberSpringfield, Mass. — Funeral of
ship drive of the Cinema Ladies' Claude
Auxiliarv.
Frederick, veteran manager
of the Garden and official of Western Massachusetts Theaters, Inc.,
Walsh. Raoul to Portland
who died as the result of a heart
Richard F. Walsh, head of the attack, was held with hundreds of
lATSE, accompanied by William P. business and civic leaders attending.
Raoul, assistant president of the Al- Honorary bearers, all theatrical men,
liance, left for Portland, Ore., yes- were Edward Dowling, William Powterday to participate in the obserell, Francis Faille, George Scheafvation of the 50th anniversary of fer, George Goleman, Harry Smith,
William
the stagehands' union there. From Kennedy. Althaus and William E.
Portland the two will go to Minneapolis to attend the mid-Winter
huddle of the lA's general executive
King Honors Flynn's Dad
board the week of Jan. 15.
Belfast (By Cable) — Theodore
Thomson Flynn, professor at Queens
Portland Censors Named
University and father of screen acPortland, Ore. — Mrs. Thomas Joyce
tor Errol Flynn, was named a memand Mrs. H. H. Sichel, have been
ber of the Order of the British Emnamed as members of Portland's moKingfor George
New Year's
tion picture censor board. Their honorpire inlist
work inVI's
perfecting
airterms expire Dec. 31, 1947.
raid precautions.

LEO ). McCarthy,
general sales managerPRC, will be in Cleveland
the balance of
week.
STANLEY HAND, Altec Staff rep., has
turned to New York after a sales survey of
Philadelphia District.
LOU COLDINC, Fabian theaters division m.
ager
the Wilmer
& Vincent circuit, is
route for
to Norfolk,
Va.
^
MARIE McDonald, featured player in "f
in the House," and BERNIE WILLIAMS, dire,
of publicity for Hunt Stromberg, are en roi
to New York from the Coast with stopover
Chicago for personal appearances in connect
with key city opening of the film.
ZAC FREEDMAN, publicity director for Ho
ard Lang Productions, arrived in Philadelp
yesterday for a brief stay.
DREW PEARSON was here from Washingi
yesterday to be photographed bv RKO Pal
cameramen for "Betrayal in the East."
W. R. FRANK arrives today from the Co
to seek a Broadway hit play of a best-selli
novel for his next production. Frank plans
return to Hollywood early in February.
LOU IRWIN, theatrical agent, arrived fn
!he Coast on a business and holiday excursior
STEVE TRILLING, assistant to Jack L. Warn
sxecutive producer
for Warners,
returns to 1
Coast today following New York conferences
new talent and story properties.
NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of Trans-L
Theaters,
will be in Washington today and t
morrow.
IRVING MANDEL, Monogram franchise hold,
and MRS. MANDEL have left Chicago for
winter vacation
in Florida.
ROSA STRADNER, featured player in "T
Keys Hollywood.
of the Kingdom," will arrive Thursd
from
ABE SCHWARTZ,
partner of Jack Shulman
the Lake
Theater,
Painesville,
0., Lexingtt
Cleveland, and Lyric. Fairport Harbor, is spen
ing the Winter at Miami Beach.
THOMAS BAIRD, director of the films di\i
slon of the British Information Service, will i
rive in Hollywood tomorrow for his periodi<
visit to the Coast.
SIDNEY S. KULICK, Eastern district sales ma
ager of PRC,
leaves today
to close deals
Buffalo,
Scranton,
Philadelphia
and Pittsburg
He will be gone three weeks.
HARRY BLAIR, Eastern publicity and adve
tising director of PRC departs for Philadelph
and Wilmington today in the advance campaii
on the company's "Bluebeard."
H. M. BESSEY, Vice-President of Altec Servi,
Corp., has returned to New York from a vis
to the Boston and Philadelphia district offic
of Altec.
MAX BIRNBAUM, Warner New Haven sale
man, is in New York on vacation.
IT. JOSEPH PODOLOFF, former manager f
20th-Fox at the Mnneapolis exchange, spei
the New
Year's holiday
in New
Haven.
OSCAR
BLOOM,
Columbia salesman in Clev(
land and MRS.
BLOOM
have returned
from
two-week
vacation
in Florida.
MICHAEL WOULFE, left for Hollywood ye:
York.
terday
after a three-week vacation in Ne

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR VOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write (or samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERPONAL

TICKET

fM\ COMPANY

52 GRAFTON AVE. \f^
Newark,
n
Soles 0//ices in Principal Centers

j
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;law Sto(k lor First
Quarter Cut 10%
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—HOLLYWOOD

Hold Dominion
Control Has Priority

LEON FROMKESS, president of PRC, has
I Continued from Page 1)
I Continued from Page 1)
purchased the film rights to an original
ALEX EVELOVE, studio publicity difor Warners, yesterday started
rector
urient quarter. Demands, said
screenplay "Checkmate" by Sheldon Leonard,
Ills 16th year of continuous service with an actor, and has also signed Leonard to Theaters, Ltd. for an injunction restraining the exhibition of certain
VPB yesterday, "are substantially WB. He joined the New York office in
play the leading role in the pic which will
. n excess of the film industry's curvVarner pictures at the Snowden theJanuary, ]'J30, and was transferred to the be directed by Al Herman,
ater and ruling the courts have no
•
e
Ment production capacity."
coast in August, 1936, and has been studio
jurisdiction
over the rental or expublicity
past
for
director
years.
the
three
t||jffl''PB
said also
that infororder
to
hibition of films which are under
,:,
yet military
demands
X-ray,
LEW LANDERS, director, who just com•
•
■:iero and 16 mm.
film it will be
pleted "Crime, Inc." for PRC, has been the control of the Administrator of
e,
1
I OUIS WALTERS, erstwhile Yank of the set to direct the Jack Schwarz production Services in the Wartime Prices and
^ French underground, who has been serv- "Enchanted Forest" with Lou Brock as asso<*: Pending the formal notification
Trade Board under the War Measing as te:hnical advisor on the Lewis Mileciate producer. Picture will be in Cinecolor
in Washington tomorrow, indused to go before the ment. ures Act of the Dominion Governschedul
been
has
and
try executives here last night were
stone production, "A Walk in the Sun," has
finished his duties on the picture and will cameras Monday.
disinclined to stand jar quoted
•
e
The long-drawn litigation, theredevote the next couple of months writing
comments on the new raw stock
fore, has resulted in establishing the
his life experiences under the title of
KO is negotiating with Russell Wade,
reductions. They were emphatic,
principle that the procedure of the
under
contract
to
the
studio,
for
rights
"Broken Rosary."
however, in saying that it posed
Administrator of Services created by

necessary
to cut production
of 35
mm. cut sheet and other types.
The announcement said that:
"Consumption of 35 mm. motion picture film for entertainment purposes by the motion
picture
industry
in the
first
quarter of 1945 is expected to
be cut by 10 per cent as compared with the 1944 level. This
will permit consumption
at an
average
rate of about
70 per
cent of 1941 usage for the industry as a whole.
In 1941, the
major motion picture producers
used almost
415,000,000
linear
feet of this type of film per
quarter.
Throughout 1944, the
motion
picture
industry
used
35 mm. film at about 75 per cent
of the 1941 rate."
"Use
of 16 mm.
motion
picture
< film for home
movies
has already
been cut to a minimum, from the
average
peacetime
rate of 65,000,000 linear feet per quarter
to the
current rate of 1,000,000-linear feet
per quarter," WPB said. "Consumption of X-ray film for civilian purposes in the first quarter of 1945
will be cut to 75 per cent of average
quarterly usage in 1944."
Most urgent military need is for
medical X-ray film. For the first
quarter of 1945, the armed forces
require about 12,000,000 square feet,
and, in addition, more than 5,000,000
square feet for industrial purposes.

SPD BIIITUDIY
IIREETINliS TO..
JANUARY 3 _
Ben Kaimenson
Dorothy Arzner
Bill Ornstein
Eddie Cribbon
John Loder
Marion Davies
Anna May Wong
Paul Benjamin

•

•

Riders,"
"Sundown
feature,
mm. being
to his is16 now
ELEANOR MULCHRONE, secretary to which
distributed
to schools.
to re-make
it with Wade
as the
Plan
Monogram President W. Ray Johnston, lead.
returned to her desk at the studio yesterwill head
day, after
a six-months"
absence.
Miss life),
Mulchrone
iMrs.
R. Pirschel
in private
the cast in
MORGAN
s
'
n
a
"
,
g
retired temporarily to become the mother
third cf theM.short feaFolly
"Mor
of a baby girl.
g
Pic has
tuores now beingn. made by M-G
a studi setti

PAUL RAMEAU joins Stella Unger on the
screenplay of het
M. original, "Cabbages and
Kings," at M-G- •
•

•

•

the Dominion Government order has
priority over the courts in Canada
and
legal
no efi^ectby with
regard
to process
contractshasapproved
the
administrator.
Kent Theater is a unit of the Superior Operating Circuit owned by
Garson and Lane as an independent
group

and the original action in-

COLUMBIA has just purchased an original from James Edward Grant and
signed him to a pact to write the screenplay
and produce the picture. The Grant story,
"A Mother for May," is a period piece.

volved the release priority of picTHE Greer Garson March of Dimes appeal cures claimed in behalf of Kent Thetrailer, produced by Frank Whitbeck,
had an unintentional test-run and brought in Snowden.
ater as against United Amusements'
Garson's
Miss
Of
further interest is the recent
made!
was
it
BEFORE
$140
NKstirring while she was before
so
appeal was
FRA
workstudio
M-G-M
report
that Garson and Lane Thethe
that
the cameras
aters, eight in number, have been
ers spontaneously t:ok up a March of Dimes
collection and got $140!
acquired by Odeon Theaters of Can-

J

TWO

EFFREY BERNERD

has set Feb. 12 as the

starting date for "Divorce," his next picture for Monogram which will star Kay
Francis.

to detect flaws in tanks, rockets,
planes and other war equipment.
X-Ray Demand Heavy
First quarter requirements for
X-ray film for all essential purposes
total more than 36,000,000 square
feet. Present capacity is 28,500.000
square feet per quarter, more than
7,500,000 square feet short of requirements.
Total
first-quarter
requirements
for X-ray film for medical purposes
alone
are about
30,000,000
square
excess
in
feet
square
feet, 1,500,000
of capacity.
The principal deterrent to increased production is the manpower-shortage. WPB, with the
co-operation of WMC and other
agencies, "is taking steps to alleviate the scarcity of labor in
film
said.

producing
plants,"
WPB
Further expansion of facilities isin progress.
However,
the expansion program cannot be
carried
out quickly
enough
to
keep
pace
with
the increased
first-quarter
requirements.
Because more labor is required to
make X-ray
film than other types,
every square foot of X-ray film produced above^ the present level will
necessitate &tting production of 35

R'

M

a serious situation for all companies. There was some relief that
the reduction was not figured on
the basis of 10 per cent of the
existing usage. Had that been the
case the larger cut would, in the
words of one executive, been
"like putting one of the companies out of business."

" feacomedi
o, and
Abbottone
turinges,
and "Close
CostellShave,
the
other one of the studio's Maisie series, have
been added to M-G-M's 1945 production
schedule.

before —
than ever
ping, are larger
000 square
feet.
over 24,000,
Services Using 16 mm.
Requirements of the Army and
Navy alone for 16 mm. film in the

ada through the Nathanson-Rank
deal in an expansion move, but this
reported step was subsequent to the
court hearings which had extended
over many months.
United Amusement Corp., a subsidiary of Famous Players Canadian Corp., claimed that a judgment
of the Privy Council laid down the
principle that in an emergency such
as war, "the authority of the Dominion in respect to legislation relating to the peace, order and good
government of Canada, may, in view
of the necessity arising from the
emergency, displace or overbear the
authority of the province in relation
to a vast field in which the provinces should otherwise have exclu-

first' quarter total 142,000,000 linear
feet, 8,500,000 feet in excess of the
industry's present capacity. This
film is urgently needed to make
training and other films for the
armed forces.
In order to meet military and essential civilian needs, the film proIt sive
wasjurisdiction."
further submitted that, by
|ducing
industry has already increased its output by about 45 per order-in-council No. 8,528, dated Nov.
cent as compared with 1941 produc- 1, 1941, made under and by virtue of
tion, which averaged over 104,000.000 the powers conferred upon the Governor-General-in-council, by the War
square feet per quarter.
To meet the military demand for Measure Act, the power and author16 mm. manufactm-ers in 1944 raised
ity to determine the tenns and conditions under which moving picture
their production rate to seven times
the 1941 rate, WPB said.
films might be rented, supplied or

Mrs. Martin Smith Dies;
Toledo Rites Tomorrow

disposed of was vested in the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and

that this board had delegated these'
powers to an administrator of serToledo, O.— Mrs. Ethel Smith, wife vices.
of Martin Smith, president of Allied States Association and Ohio
circuit operator, died here yesterday
morning. Funeral services will be
held at the Bennett Mortuary, Toledo, tomorrow afternoon.
London (By Cable) — The Government may lift the carbon import
Death was caused from complicamm. by '2.5 square feet.
tions resulting from burns she re- duty to ease the critical shortage,
First-quarter military requireterday.
ceived on Dec. 6 when her dress it
ments for aero film, needed chiefly
was learned authoritatively yesfor militar.jt reconnaissance and map- caught fire.

May Lift Carbon Duties
To Ease U. K. Shortage

. ijiiv-i'u '■■'Oi

VIRGINIA MAYO .., mEB SLEZMi
!'AT ^UOeCl

MA.ftCM Of OtMBi

{JAN, «-J»|

CHICAGO . . . BUFFALO ... LOS ANGELES
CINCINNATI...SANFRANCISCO...DAYTON
KANSAS CITY... SALT LAKE CITY
ATLANTA . . . NEW ORLEANS . . . OMAHA
TAMPA . . . READING . . . HARRISBURG
CHARLESTON...ROCHESTER...SYRACUSE
■■"i* -'*^i
SIOUX CITY

te^
ALTER BRENNAN-VICIIIR McLAGLEN
Everett Freeman • Released through RKO

RADIO

PICTURES, INC.

Directed by David

Butler

Associate Producer • Don Hartman
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Walsh Pledges lA's
"Dimes" Drive Aid

Siritzky Gets Visa;
Heads French Chain

1944^5 N. Y. Stock and Bond Sales
New York Stock Market Sales in 1944: 5,548,245

-f
Change
-1-12%
Net7%

Lining up with the rest of the in■Stock
Dividend Sales High
Low
Last
dustry, the theatrical unions under American Seating: Co
$1.00
65,200 19%
13%
ISVa
+ 4%
50
104.800 2.3
16%
20%
international president, Richard F. Columbia Pictures
Pictures, pfd
2.75
12,300 49 Ys
391/8 48
— 5%8%
Walsh, will give their full co-op- Columbia
-IConsolidated Film Industries. .. .
..
237,000 6%
2%
5%
+ 2%
eration in the March of Dimes drive. Consolidated Film Industries pfd. 1.00 279,200 30% 16% 29%
-1%
Walsh has written national chairman Eastman Kodak Co
5.00
57,400 178
~ 157
178
Eastman
Kodak
Co.
pfd
6.^0
186,000
196
176
18'5
+ 4
Nicholas M. Schenck that the lA General Precision Equipment. ... 1.00 140,300 23% 18% 23%
+ 3%
will aid as in past years.
Loew's, Inc
,^. 3.00* 213,800 81%
58
79%
-}-31'%
2.00 993,600 30
23%
29%
Additional circuits pledged for the Paramount Pictures
-1-1%
985,200 10 %
7 %
9%
1945 drive, with number of houses RKO
+ 17
RKO pfd
6.00 102,645 107%
85%
91%
+ 4
in brackets, include: Cooper Enter- 20tli Century-Fox
|. . 2.00* 809,300 28%
31 Vs
28%
20th
Century-Fox
pfd
.
1.50
273,200
35%
28%
3'6%
+ 6%
prises, Denver (11); E. M. Loew's
Century -Fox prior pfd
4.50
12,400 106% 100
106
theaters, Boston (35); J. J. Theaters, 30tli
Warner Bros
.. 1,075,900 15
11%
13%
Inc., New York (15); Endicott,
+ 7
TOTAL SALES
5.548.345
Brooklyn (8); Rugoflf & Becker, New
+ 6
York (13); Trans-Lux (5); Wilby* Also extra or extras.
Kincey, Atlanta (96)
New York Curb Market Sales in 1944: 1,710,100 Change
Evergreen, Portland, Ore. (12);
— %
-hii
Sterling, Seattle (16); Genesee TheStock
Diindend Sales High
Low
Last
atrical Enterprises, Batavia, N. Y.
-f- 3%
Monog-ram
Pictures
..
277,200 4%
2%
3%
..
639,100 1%
1
1%
(17); Publix-Rickards-Nace, Inc., RKO option warrants
+
%
Sentry
Safety
Control
53,500
1%
%
H
Phoenix, Ariz. (27); Essaness, Chi- Sonotone
20
169,600 3%
2Vs
2%
cago (29); Gilbraltar Enterprises, Technicolor
50
316,300 24%
12%
33%
Net'
10
148,200 iVs
3
4
Denver (30); A. B. McCollum's The- Trans-Lux
2.00
107,200 36
18%
21
aters, Hoopston, 111. (6); Wehren- Universal Pictures
berg-Klaman, St. Louis, Mo. (10);
TOTAL SALES
1.710,100
Maine and New Hampshire Theater
Corp., Boston (25); Irving I. Green
Theaters, Massachusetts (4); Phil
Smith Circuit, Mass. (3); Western
Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., Springfield, Mass. (18);
Top Grosses for Holiday Period in the Keys
Also Herman Rifkin, Holyoke,
(Continued from Page 1)
Mass. (6); Don Jacocks, Quincy,
Mass. (6); Interstate Theater Corp., figures. Managers of downtown Monday night. Turnstiles would
Boston (23); H. J. Griffith, Kansas houses in most big cities of the north- have clicked even more merrily, it
City, Mo (30); Dickinson, Inc., Misern latitudes, as well as circuit of- was managerial consensus, had not
sion, Kansas (21); Fox Midwest,
ficials, expressed gratification with New Year's Day ushered in rain.
Kansas City, Mo. (115); Common- the business volume.
Overall view of the big houses' front
wealth, Kansas City, Mo. (46).
Weather was less of a handicap offices
was that they had no kick
to the country's larger stands than coming on either attendance or
Depinet Drive Tees Off
to the nabes, and small town out- grosses. Most of the Great White
Way stands scaled up to $2.20 for
Boston — Gov.-Elect Maurice J. ToSNOW BURIES BIZ
bin of Massachusetts and John ShepNew Year's Eve and packed the custoiners in, a circumstance which was
hard 3rd, chairman of the board and
Upstate New York film theaters
attributed to public spending power,
ivere further belabored by adverse
general manager of the Yankee Netstrong attractions, big influx of
iveather conditions yesterday, and
work, took part in the tee-off festivivisitors and home-from-school fans,
cities and towns spent most of
ties of the Ned Depinet Drive yesterday. Attending the meeting were
and attained in spite of the doubthe day digging themselves out of
of Federal tax as against the
Robert Folliard, drive captain; Nat
1943 linglevy.
a furious snowstorm. Buffalo reLevy, Easterna division manager,
ported two feet of snow and wideGus Eyssell, forecasting a record
and Harry Gittleson, assistant to
ly scattered parts of northern and
$141,000 week for the Music Hall,
western New York were in the
the western division sales manager,
who will serve as drive lieutenant.
said Metro's "National Velvet" set
storm's path. Highway, rail and
Folliard and Gittleson will hold a
air travel was at a minimum.
a new holiday week-end, ; piling up
Downstate movie houses had
similar meeting in Toronto.
a $110,361 gross in the five-day period ending Monday night. At the
their attendance reduced by high
winds
and low temperatures.
N. Y. Paramount, Para.'s "Here
Come the Waves" became the fifth
MutlacU Is Portland's
lets. Latter types of houses, while pic in the 18-year history of the
Junior First Citizen
attendance was solid, failed to hit
to top
$100,000
in ' the
first
week, and
played
to 153,600
persons.
their potential. This was true most- house
Portland, Ore. — For his many and
ly of the houses in a large part of Para.'s "Sign of the Gross" at the
distinguished services to the war efNew England, the Mid-West and the Victoria topped its first week by $5,fort, Jack Matlack, promotional diRocky Mountain areas. Some states, 000.
rector for J. J. Parker Theaters, will
Chi. Loop Biz Heavy
locked
in cold waves and handicapbe officially named "Portland's Junior
ped
by
hazardous
conditions
which
First Citizen in 1944" by the local
Chicago's Loop business was heavy
Junior Chamber of Comnierce at its
faced transportation lines and high- on the three-day holiday, and nabe
annual anniversary dinner on Jan. 19.
way travel, did a sub-normal busi- outlets did their share. Pattern of
Although he has been in this city for
ness. Minnesota, the Dakotas, Wis- business in Philadelphia, Baltimore,
consin, Illinois, Ohio and upper New and Washington followed that of
only two years, Matlack has repeatedly won civic approbation in
York State, along with sections of
New York City, with the ace outvarious war drives. During 1944,
Pennsylvania
had some tough sledlets getting the play. Mid-West
ing.
among other feats, he guided his cirhouses had to hurdle snow, icy sideBroadway
Grosses High
cuit's war loan activities which
walks, congealed transportation, and

1945 Biz onto Fiying Start

netted $10,000,000 in Bond sales.

(Continued from Page 1)
declared, are in good condition dc
spite the tide of battle and the Ion
occupation of France by the Nazi:
but some 20 of the houses will hav
to undergo various degrees of jf
pairs or rebuilding.
V
Siritzky's receipt of a visa, whic.
is virtually a precedent under exist
ing conditions, indicates that the d
Gaulle regime intends to waste n
time rehabilitating exhibition facili
ties throughout France, so that filii
entertainment can return to nor
malcy, paralleled by native produc
tion and importation of feature
and shorts from other lands. Siritzk.
will be accompanied to France b;
his wife.

A. J. Law Stricken Here;
Burial to be on Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

terday.
Hospital
on New Year's night, wa;
sent to Los Angeles for burial yes
Law, who was born in Logan
Utah, and studied at George Wash
ington University, had come Eas
CO confer with distribution execu
tives on matters concerning th(
SCTOA, which was organized las
July. He was to have gone back t<
California yesterday.
Besides his widow, Marion Tem
pleton Law, who had accompaniet
him to New York, Law is survivec
by his mother, Sara James, of Loi
Angeles; a sister, Elizabeth Jamei
Army.
Law, of Washington, D. C, and i
brother, Melvin J., who is in th(
was a fairly typical yardstick, fount
Christmas Week takes generallj
disappointing,
New three
Year'sleading
busi
ness rugged. but
There,
hotels nixed their
Year'
entertainment
for special
the firstNew
time,
anc
this step sent batches of entertainment-se kers tofilm theaters.
Several cities in the ice-bounc
Mid-West have had to mark dowr
the Christmas-New Year's fortnighl
as pretty much a "stay at home'
period, except in sections where accessibility to theaters was reason
ably good. Heavy snows eithei
marooned automobiles in their garages or caused them to be stuck ir
drifts.

STORK REPORTS
Chicago — Harry White of the DfiVry Corp., is the father of twins;^-

Scranton, Pa. — Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Hoffman have announced the
birth of a daughter in the Mercy
Broadway's picture palaces played a, measure of post-Christmastide pat- Hospital. Hoffman is employed by
to big crowds from Friday through
ron "fatigue." Cleveland,
which Comerford Theaters, Ine

i
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20th-Fox to Appeal
In Plagiarism Adion
(CotiHnued from Page 1)

several important parts from Miss
Cooper's unpublished novel, "Love
Girl."
In addition to rejecting the company's request to reopen the hearing on the grounds that it had obtained additional evidence allegedly
showing that the novel had been
altered before its presentation to the
court as evidenced in the case, Judge
Moore appointed A. Evans Hughes
as special niaster to determine the
amount of damages to be granted
the author on the basis of profits
gained through the exhibition of the
picture.
He issued an injunction, to prohibit further exhibition of the film.
Twentieth-Fox is said to have
grossed about $5,000,000 on the film.

Wade
West

Coast

Launches Sunset
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sunset Productions,
Inc., has recently been formed by
Russell Wade, RKO contract player,
to produce a series of five-reel 16
mm. films similar to Wade's "Sundown Riders," which has found playing time in church and school circuits.

N. Y. Television Center
Planned for E. 106th St.
(Continued from Page 1)
Ave., through its announcement that
it had purchased an 11-story structure at 105 E. 106th St., Manhatton, for that purpose. Saul Lautenberg and Ei-win S. Wolfson, president and vice-president of the firm,
respectively, have been identified
for many years vnth the realty end
of filmland, having been active in the
building and operation of the Film
Center Building, 630 Ninth Ave.
The new tele building, as planned, will contain some 14 studios
and stages, the largest with a ceiling
height of 32 feet, sufficient to use
overhead hoist cameras, an open floor
area of 80 feet by 90 feet unobstructed by any columns and large
enough to accommodate revolving
stages and many large sets. Other
studios in the building will vary in
size and average about 30 feet by 60
feet with a 22-foot ceiling height.
These rooms will also be free from
obstructions and columns. All studios are to have air conditioning
and no windows, and the walls fully
soundproof. Requirements such as
rehearsal halls, makeup and dressing rooms, projection rooms, film
studios, prop storage, film storage
vaults and broadcasting facilities
are to be provided.
Negotiations

START YOUR

THE

BEST

SHORTS

Full SC Colonelcy
For Emanuel Cohen

THEATER DEALS

Corwith, la.— Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Cashmere have taken over the Mer(Continued from Page 1)
chants theater at Corwith, closed for
the last four months. H. Kuhfus, bat bulletins, GI pictures and otl
former owner, is now managing a productions of the Army except th(
theater at Renwick.
made by Col. Frank Capra, assistsB^
chief of the Army Pictorial Ser\^p
Clearfield, la.— Fred W. Dowell has
The Service completed more t^l
purchased the Princess theater at
Col.
Clearfield from A. S. Ames and has 900 productions last year.
C. Barrett is in command of the Si^
taken over operation of the house.
nal Corps Photographic
Center

DuMont Develops a New
Tele Lighting System

Norman Hall, plant engineer of
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, has
developed a new principle in television studio lighting which is said
to be more efficient, less expensive
and capable of having longer life.
Hall has worked out a system for
operating water-cooled mercury vapor lamps on direct current instead
of the alternating current prevalently used. Installation of the lamps
will get under way shortly in DuMont's television station WABD.

Susan Peters Reported
In Critical Condition
San Diego, Calif. — Susan PeteiJ
film star, was in critical conditi<l
here yesterday after an emergeml
operation necessitated by a bull
wound received while hunting nei
the Cuna Mesa Gun Club in tl
Cuyamaca Mountains. Her brothe:

in-law, according to the sheriff's ri:
port, had left an open rifle under
bush and when the actress bent ov(
to pick it up, she jarred the gui
are said to be under way currently discharging it accidentally. Physi<
to rent to large tele interests a sub- ians at Mercy hospital termed he
wound serious.
stantial part of the building.
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NEW CHECKING SERVICE IN WORK

Five Companies Reported Interested in New Checking Plan
Which May Start Operating in February

Washington — The film industry's contribution to the war
sei'vice, in which reported to have been in the making
effort in 1944 valued at $41,- fiveA ofnewthe checking
major companies are said for several months. The major com-

"■f 516,000 for shorts and trailers alone
(Continued on Page 10)

panies involved have not been disto be interested, is scheduled to start
closed, but it was learned, unofficialoperating next month, it was learnly, that they included United Arted yesterday. While the service is
ists, Columbia, Universal, 20th Century-Fox and Paramount.
still in an embryonic stage, a spokesMeanwhile, it was reported that
man said yesterday that the system
was "jelling" rapidly and that it M-G-M was planning to reorganize
was expected to get into operation its own checking system which the
early in February.
company has been operating for several years.
Plans for the new service were
The Distributors Division of the
WAC yestedday elected unanimously Gradwell L. Sears as its chairman for 1945,
succeeding Ned E.
Depinet. Sears,
vice-president and
general manager
The 1945 March of Dimes camof United Artists,
Albany — Business generally in
named E. M.
New York State will not be afforded
paign leaped into high-speed yesterSchnitzer of UA
day with a new avalanche of pledges
any tax relief this year, so far as
as assistant to
the State tax program is concerned. pouring into the national headquarters in the Astor Hotel. Additional
This was revealed in the annual mesthe chairman, resage of Governor Thomas E. Dewey pledges pushed the total number of
placing Leon
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 7)
Bamberger vir h o
was aide to Depinet.
Promotions Regardless
Sears with the
Re-route Pix Deliveries
Of Sex, Rodgers Policy
aid of the commitTo Cope With Tenn. Flood
tee quickly seCRAD
SEARS
William F. Rodgers yesterday
lected 10 district
Memphis — Flood peril mounted in
chairmen and a staff of 32 exchange stressed the importance of field audimany areas of Tennessee yesterday
area chairmen. In a message to the
tors and Commando girls in cement- as waters inundated highways in the
ing relations between exchanges and
distributors. Sears called for a "reTri-States territory, but at last re(Continued on Page 6)
the home (Continued
office. M-G-M's
vice-presi(Continued on Page 7)
on Page 7)

Sears Elected WAC
Dislribs. Chairman

General Tax Slash
Unwise, Says Dewey

Vnused '44 Raw Stoeh
Allocation Cancelled
All unused allocations of raw stock
in the last quarter of 1944 have been
cancelled and will not be extended
by the WPB, it was learned here
yesterday.
It is anticipated that today's meeting of the Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee in
Washington will result in the consideration of1943 or 1944 as a basis
for the determination or raw stock
usage, instead of 1941.

6,000 Pix Theaters
Join "Dimes" Drive

Rank After More Theaters
Sending Davis to Middle East, South Africa
Tri-States MPTO Meet
Calls Distrib. Execs.
Memphis — Annual convention of
the MPTO of Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee will be held at the
Gayoso Hotel here Sunday and Monday with a representative group of
(Continued on Page 12)

London (By Cable) — John Davis,
who recently set the deal which gave
J. Arthur Rank a 50 per cent interest in Paul Nathanson's Canadian
Odeon circuit, leaves at the end of
the month for the Middle East and
South Africa with a view to establishing Rank theaters in those territories, itwas learned yesterday.
Davis will be the second Rank
(Continued on Page 12)

ers To Get Representation;

Re-issue Print "Ceiling"
SAM BERNS
FILM Br
DAILY
Staff Writer

A reorganization of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory
Committee of the WPB, to be augmented with representatives of all
branches of the film industry who
fall into this category, will be part
of the agenda when the Committee
(Continued on Page 7)

local 306-Empire
Merger Is Upheld
The consolidation of Empire State'
Motion lATSE
PictureLocalOperators'
Union
with
306 had gained
strength yesterday with the rejec(Continued on Page 10)

SCTOA Board to Set Date
To Elect Law's Successor
IVest
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILV''
Hollywood
— Following
the funeral
here next week of Albert J. Law,
general manager
and counsel for
Southern
California Theater
Own(Continued on Page 6)

Harmon Had Early
"Trade" Experience
Yesterday was Francis S. Harmon's 50th birthday, and the WAC
vice-chairman and coordinator, who
was an artillery lieutenant in World
War I, recalled that 26 years ago
he paid for a birthday dinner in
Luxembourg with Army issue soap.
His outfit, after the Armistice, was
stationed in the little country now
the venue of the great battle between our lads and the Nazis. Harmon traded seven bars of soap to a
farmer for a «oose, while rther fare
for the party was obtained via the
same
bartering
method.
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Directs Agency Tele Dept.
Foote, Cone & Belding, has anhounced the appointment of Paul A.
Rickenbacher as director of radio
and television, in the New York
office. Rickenbacher joined F C & B
6n Sept. 1 last as an executive in
the
motion picture
division,
and agency's
he will continue
to be active
in
this divison.

WB Studio Group Due East
On completion of WB's "The Big
Sleep" Humphrey Bogart, star of
the picture, together with producerdirector Howard Hawks, Mrs. Hawks,
and Lauren Bacall, will come to New
York for a short stay.

Prominent persons in the television industry will speak before the
convention of the National Retail
Dry Goods Association at the Hotel
Pennsylvania on Tuesday. Speakers
will include Leonard F. Cramer, executive vice-president of the Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories; James D.
McLean of General Electric; Dan D.
Halpin of RCA; P. F. McCarthy of
J. N. Adam & Co.; J. K. Gannett
of The Austin Company; Samuel H.
Cuff, general manager of WABD;
Robert Gibson, of Station WRGB;
Raymond E. Nelson, vice-president
of Charles M. Storm Co:; Thomas H.
Hutchinson of RKO Television Corp.;
Bud Gamble, president of the Television Producers Association, and
Frances Hughes of Mademoiselle.

UA Execs., Producers
Fete Manny Silverstone

home office executives, producers and their reps played host
last night to Emanuel Silverstone
with a testimonial dinner at Toots
Shor's. Silverstone will shortly
leave for overseas on a foreign dep't
mission.
In attendance were: Edward C.
Raftery, Gradwell L. Sears, Carl
Leserman, Edward Schnitzer, J. J.
Unger, Harry Gold, Harry Buckley,
Paul Lazarus, Sr., Walter Gould,
Tom Mulrooney, Harry Muller, Sam
Lefkowitz, Jack Ellis, Charles Steele,
Phil Dow, Jack Wrege, Charles
Goetz, Eddie Mullen, Walter Liebler, Harry Schroeder, Lou Pollock,
Bernard Kamber, Rex Williams,
James Dunn and Herb Berg.
Also Maj. Monroe W. Greenthal,
S/Sgt. Paul Lazarus, Jr., Jules
Levey, William J. Heineman, Lowell
Brumberg Taking Over
Calvert, David E. Weshner, Seymour
Yergin Spot at Warners
Poe, Budd Rogers, Archie Mayer,
Bernie Kreisler, Harry Kosiner,
Mort Blumenstock, head of War- Schuyler Wilson, Sol Krugman, Bob
ner's advertising and publicity in
the East, announces the appointment Montgomery and Dan Frankel.
of William W. Brumberg, formerly
a member of the field public rela- Delay Filming Stettinius
tions staff working out of the Cleve- Short Pic for the WAC
land branch, to the home office in
charge of the field service men.
Washington Burean of THE FILM DATLY
Brumberg succeeds Irving Yergin,
Washington — Filming of the WAC
recently elevated to a studio spot as
aide to Steve Trilling and to Jack short featuring a discussion of our
foreign problems by Secretary of
L. Wanner, executive producer.
Brumberg, who has been with the State Edward R. Stettinius and Assistant Secretary Archibald MacWarner organization for more than
20 years, will work directly under Leish has been delayed pending department policy determinations.
Larry Golob, Eastern publicity manShooting was to get under way toager.
day, with Stettinius featured on the
screen and MacLeish doing the commentary. Delay of about one month
Calls for
"Wilson"
Piracy,
Sues
Half Million
is seen.
Importance attached to this film
Twentieth-Fox was named defen- by the pix industry is shown by the
dant in a $500,000 damage action assignments made by the producers
filed yesterday in New York Fed- for writing, directing and produceral Court by Anthony Richard
tion. Ben Hecht will do the scripting in collaboration with MacLeish,
Pinci, who charged that the picAlfred
Hitchcock will direct and
ture "Wilson" was "a deliberate pirPandro
S.
Berman will be the proacy" of a play of his called "Wood- ducer.
row Wilson." The complaint asserted that the play had been placed by
his agents in the hands of 20th-Fox,
which allegedly totally disregarded Ryan Opens Production,
Financial Counsel Office
his rights in making the film.
Pinci is seeking an accounting of
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
profits, as well as damages.
Hollywood — Phil L. Ryan, independent producer and formerly general
Rep. Forms New Subsidiary
Albany — New corporations listed manager for Selznick International,
opened offices here to engage in
by the Secretary of State's office has
here includes Republic Pictures De production for himself and to act as
financial
and distributor counsel for
Colombia, Inc., New York City. Capitalization is$20,000 in $100 shares. freelance stars, writers and direcTheodore R. Black, Republic's coun- tors.
sel, 1790 Broadway, New York City,
Ryan, producer of "Secret Comfiled the corporation papers.
mand" with Pat O'Brien for Columbia, was recently associated with the
Tele for Omaha World?
Myron Selznick Agency. At one
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY time he was sales manager for Associated Exhibitors, held a large inWashington — Application for a
terest in a Mid- West Circuit of thenew commercial television station,
aters and also produced films for
to operate on channel No. 7, was
filed at the FCC yesterday by the Paramount release.
World Publishing Co. of Omaha,
Ryan plans a minimum of three
Neb.
productions a year.

N. Y. THEATERS

UA

Seco*ui Qa4f Week!
VERA HRUBA RALSTON

LAKE PLACID SERENADE
featuring

Eugene
Palette
Vera Vague
Robert Livingston
Stephanie Bachelor
Ray Noble
Harry Owens
and his Orchestra
and his Royal Hawaiiani

and

ROY ROGERS
(as Guest Star)
A Republic Picture
REPUBLIC THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

50th Street and Sixth Avenue

"NATIONAL

VELVET"

MICKEY
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEN
— and -^
Spectacular Stage presentation

Wiimymm
«4 Pe/um

MOSS HART'S
OARRn

GEORGE

ROXY

f. ZANUCK

CUKORi

17ll>AVf.
50* ST.

ROSARIO&
ANTONIO

j^S^f^CREEN
Bf'TO^^ETHER
mSm

IRENE DUNNE

M
ffa

IN'
AGABOYER
CHAS.
CHAS. COBURN

BSS»

PERSON
m Extraf
PUPPETS.
SALICI

Hedy LAMARR
George BRENT
•
Paul LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT
AN

PERILOUS'

RKO PICTURE

BING
CROSBY
In Person
BETTY HUTTON
Woody HERMAN
SONNY TUFTS
and BU Oretwtrm

'IRE COniE THE lUflVES" i^v'ut
PARAMOU

NT

20l'h Century-Fox

Times S,»«r.

presents

'THE KEYS OF THE
A. J. CRONIN'S
RIVOLI
Continuous
Performances

BVay

KINGDOM"

&

49th

St.

^
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Rep. Sales Meetings
To Pick PIx Types
u

Determination of the type of pictures that will go into production
in the next three months will occupy
important discussion at a series of
three regional sales meetings of Rejpublic Pictures to be held this month
*in
York,policy
Chicago,
and Hollywood.New This
of adapting
production schedules to conform with
anticipated public taste has been
adapted by Herbert J. Yates, Sr.,
chairman of the board, and it is expected that musicals will receive increased attention in the schedule.
The meetings, set by James R.
Grainger, president, will be held in
New York, Jan. 8-10 at the New York
Athletic Club; Chicago, Jan. 11-13,
Blackstone Hotel; and at the Hollywood studio Jan. 22-24.
District managers, branch managers, and home office executives who
will attend the New York session
are: Herbert J. Yates, Sr., James R.
Grainger, E. L. Walton, Jack Davis,
Maxwell Gillis, Sam Seplowin, Arthur Newman, Jack Bellman, Jei'ome
Lewis, Joseph Engel, Jake Flax, Sam
P. Gorrel, George H. Kirby, I. H.
Pollard, E. H. Brauer, Sydney Lehman, A Weiner, Grover C. Schaefer,
A. W. Perry, A. J. Laurie, Walter L.
Titus, Albert Schiller, Si Bonis, E.
H. Seifert, A E. Fox, Fred W.
Franke, Charles Reed Jones, and
Steve Edwards.

Alan Ladd's Popularity
Topping Previous Status
Alan Ladd's popularity did not
wane during his Army service, but,
in fact, is bigger than ever, it was
asserted yesterday by Charles M.
Reagan, Paramount's vice-president
m charge of distribution, following
an analysis of results of the group
of engagements on "And Now Tomorrow."
Reagan pointed to Ladd's fan mail,
which tops all others at the studio,
as evidence that his popularity actually increased during his absence
from the screen. Business on "And
Now Tomorrow" is hitting as high
as 250 per cent over "China" in the
first week of key city engagements,
and even more in holdover weeks in
some situations. Grosses prove that
Ladd was never forgotten, Reagan
said. "And Now Tomorrow" is
Ladd's first appearance in 18 months.

SEND BIRTHDAY
UREETIIiGS TO..
January
Sam
Jane

Dembow
Wyman
Virginia
Colleen

4
John Thye
E. B. Price
Alicoate

COminC and Goinc
mi
WILLIAM F. RODCERS leaves today for Washington and will return Saturday.
|. ROBERT RUBIN, Loew's vice-president and
general counsel, left yesterday for a vacation
at Phoenix,
Arizona.

j
j
j
;
:
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The Votes Are In!

LEO ). McCarthy,
ager, is in Cleveland.

• • • UP AND DOWN and across the country these last iew weeks
the motion picture critics cmd reviewers of newspapers, magazines, wire

L. ). SCHLAIFER, Central sales manager of
20th-Fox, is spending the rest of this week in
Cleveland
and Chicago.

services and syndicates and their brethren, radio's commentators upon the
motion picture, have been applying their yardsticks to the screen's art of
1944 to determine Filmdom's Famous Fives and the "Ten Best Pictures"
of the year
FILM DAILY'S "board of election commissioners" presently is engaged in canvassing the ballots, and the first report to
Hollywood — and the nation — on the findings is only a matter of days
That

results

will be on the eagerly-awaited
Filmdom's
Famous
Fives
This well-established nation-wide poll — and speaking paren-

thetically, it's another unique industry "first" — adheres to the fundamental thesis that any award to be meaningful must be based solely on
performance and achievement
And there is the added guiding precept that the poll must be a free choice by those best fitted to bestow the
year's honors
It is little wonder, then, that all Hollywood and beyond Hollywood, the vast moving-going public, accept the FFF accolades
bestowed upon players, directors, screen writers and cinematoqraphers
as the year's greatest industry honor
eyes open. ... it won't be long now!

▼

•

•

•

THE

PHENOMENAL

▼

So a friendly tip: Keep

vonr

▼

SUCCESS

of the Tiolley Song jioiu

Metro's musical tiii, "Meet Me in St. Louis," rates a couple of coluinuai
Hues on its own
The first commercial song written by newcomers
Hugli Alartin and Ralpli Blane, sale of the number may exceed 600,000
copies
Not only that, but it's probably
the first song in the
liistorr uj film biz to rate No. One on radio's "Hit Parade" show the
week before the picture broke
Incidentally, it liil llie shoiu's
jackpot on Nov. 18 and held it four weeks in spite of oilier musical
successes on the market, including one which also was an overnight
smash
And as a result of the Trolley Song, it's the first lime 'that
fud\ Garland ever has been a No. One record seller
T
▼
▼
• • • CUFF NOTES: Warners' story pool in 1944 was augmented
by the purchase of no less than 32 properties, including 12 plays . . .
• Universal's "Can't Help Singing" stays on at the Criterion indefinitely as a result of shattering all attendance and b. o. records
for the holiday week. Managing
Director Charles Moss reports . . .
• Didja kno^w that Billy B. Van is convalescing in Springfield, Vt.,
follovring a serious illness that confined him to a Hanover, N. H., hospital? ... • Roth-Greene-Rouse, who attracted attention with their initial
production, "The Town Went Wild," have appointed Dan Kampel of
the Moe Gale Agency here as their Eastern talent scout ... • Thirty
members of the Chicago stagehands' union thus far have received service
decorations and citations, according to Business Manager Frank Olson . . .
• Didja know that Al Finestone of Bob Gillham's Para. dept. has been
elected to the Pep Club's Board of Governors and that he's the youngest
member in point of service with the company ever to be so honored? . . .
• Ansel M. Sanborn, New Hampshire circuit operator, is the first membar of the State Legislature to be elected while serving as chairman of
the State Republican Committee ... • Film biz is prime news even
at the front, witness the fact that the Stars & Stripes printed an Army
News Service dispatch on Warners recent resignation from the MPPDA.

▼
•

•

▼

▼

• LAUGH OF THE WEEK, topical and otherwise, is provided by that theater equipment ad in an esteemed contemporary

which, by grace of the printer, heralded "automatic hangoxiers" in
"good conditioti."
▼
T
T
• •
•
WERE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!

T

▼

T

SIDNEY

PRC

S. KULICK,

general salesman-

Eastern district sales-

manager,
PRC,Buffalo,
left yesterday
a three-weeks'
Pittsburgh.
trip
through
Scranton,forPhiladelphia,
and
JUDY CLARK, PRC
day for the Coast,

film star, will leave Fri-

CLAUD MORRIS, East Coast exploitation director for Samuel Coldwyn, now in Detroit, goes
there to San Antonio,
Dallas and Houston.

from

ROSA

STRADNER,

who

plays the

role of

Mother Maria-Veron!ca in 20th-Fox' "Keys of
the Kingdom,"
arrives in New
York today.
HENRY BLANKE, Warners producer, Is coming East next week to be present at the world
premiere
wood of
Theater."Roughly Speaking," at the Holly-

in

JOEL LEVY, Loew out-of-town booker, returned yesterday from a tour of Poli houses
New
England.

LEON SCHLESINCER. manager of the Warner Cartoons bi-products department, is in New
York from the Coast arranging tieups with doll
and other novelty manufacturers.
in

ED MOREY
Washington

HARRY
Milwaukee

is visiting Monogram
and Philadelphia.

exchanges

THOMAS left yesterday for Chicago,
and Detroit.

AL 0. BONDY, General Electric's film distributor, left New York last night for a business
jaunt to New Haven, Providence and Boston,
and will return in about
10 days.
EFFIE BETTICOLE, Rivoli manager, Syracuse,
is visiting relatives at Chicopee, Mass.

Mui'tha Improves After
Blood Transfusions
Thomas Murtha, president of the
Central Trades and Labor Council
and business agent of lATSE Local
4, Brooklyn, stagehands, was reported improving yesterday in
Queens General Hospital after a series of blood transfusions. Murtha
wound.
is suffering- from a severe throat

W. J. Cassidy Dead
Portland, Ore. — William Harry
Cassidy,
60, of
projectionist
neer anember
Local 159 isand
dead.pio-

UlEDDinC BELLS
Al Hemsing, acting head of the
non-theatrical department of the
OWI overseas motion picture bureau,
was married to Esther Davidson last
week.
Helen O'Dea, secretary to Harry
Buckley, UA executive, was maiTied
yesterday
U. S. Navy.to Thomas Mullen of the
Betty Furness, stage and screen
actress, was married hei'eyestei'day
to Hugh Ernst, advertising executive.
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Sears Elected WAC
Dislribs. Chairman
(Continued

•

vmi
RCVICUJS

"House of

until victory is won," Sears said he
expected to use "every facility of the
film distribution business to complete
our part of the task voluntarily assumed for our Government. This is
a new role for me, but with the help
of the previous chairmen, Ned Depinet. Bill Rodgers and Bill Scully and
the devoted men and women in the
exchanges throughout the country,
I know our assignments will be done
well."
The committee voted to continue
the plan to have district distributor
chairmen with the exchange area
chairmen in each district as a general rule selected from the same
company as that of the district chairmen.
The list of district and exchange
area chairmen follows:
Metropolitan District
New
York, Henry
Randel
and Ed. Bell
(N. J.) Paramount;
District Manager — Milton Kusell — Paramount — N. Y.
Nortlieastern District
Boston,
Wm.
Horan;
New
Haven,
Carl
Goe; Albany,
Ray Smith;
Buffalo. Al Herman— all Warner Bros.
District Manag'er —
Norman Ayres — - Warners — N. Y.
Eastern Di&triot
Philadelphia. Geo, Schwartz, Universal;
Washington, D. C, John Allen, Loew's, Inc.;
District Manager — Salem Applegate, "Universal— Philadelphia; Cleveland, O., Joe Krenitz, Univei-sal; Pittsburgh, Pa,, Pete Dana,
Universal; District Manager — Dave Miller —
Universal — Cleveland.
Eastern
Central District
Cincinnati, 0., Alan Moritz, Columbia Pic-

with Wallace

Frawith
nkeBoris
nstKarloff
ein"

Universal
71 Mins.
THIS LAYS IT ON THICK FOR HORROR
FANS; STORY TOLD WITH
LOTS OF
ACTION.
In "House of Frankenstein" Universal
spreads a lavish feast for horror lovers. The
picture, produced without too much care
by Paul Malvern and directed by Erie C.
Kenton in slipshod manner, contains all the
standbys ever relied upon by offerings of
its genre to give the public the willies.
Verily here is a scarer with a vengeance.
The story, a silly thing that will draw
laughs from those who don't take readily
to horror entertainment, has to do with
the escape from prison of a disciple of the
dead Dr. Frankenstein, his campaign of revenge against persons responsible for his
incarceration and his attempt to carry on
ihe work of the monster maker. He promises
to cure a werewolf and give a new body to
his distorted assistant. Neither experiment
comes to anything, and the doc meets a
tragic end.
Boris Karloff is the doc; Lon Chaney, the
werewolf; J. Carrol Naish, the assistant. The
actors make the most of their exaggerated
and thankless roles.
CAST: Boris Karloff, Lon Chaney, J. Carrol
Naish, John Carradine, Anne Cwynne, Peter Coe,
Lionel Atwill, George Zucco, Elena Verdugo,
Sig Ruman, William Edmunds, Charles Miller,
Philip Van Zandt, Julius Tannen, Hans Herbert,
D,ck Dickinson, George Lynn, Michael Mark, Olaf
Hytten, Frank Reicher, Brandon Hurst, Glenn
Strange.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Malvern; Director,
Erie C. Kenton; Screenplay, Edward T. Lowe;
Based on story by Curt Siodmak- Cameraman,
George Robinson; Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Martin Obzina; Musical Score, H. J.
Salter; Musical Director, H. J. Salter; Sound
Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators,
Russell A. Gausman, A. J. Cilmore; Film Editor,
Philip Cahn; Special Effects, John P. Fulton
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

TO THE COLORS!

France, was awarded the Croix de Guerre.
LT. COM. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., former
film star, was awarded the Legon of Merit
for service as special operations planning
officer of a major task force and as commander of a Navy task force unit in the
Invasion of southern
France in August.

Midwestern District
Chicago, 111., J. Harold Stevens. Paramount Pictures, Inc.; Minneapolis, Minn.,
Ben Blotcky, Paramount Pictures, Inc.; Milwaukee, Wise, Harold Wirthwein, Paramount Pictures, Inc.; District Manager — Allen U.'^hei- — Paramount — Chicago.
* PROMOTED *
Prairie District
CORP. D. JOHN PHILLIPS, AAF, to sergeant at
Ontario (Calif.) Army Air Field. Phillips
St. Louis, Mo., B. J. McCarthy, United
formerly was publicity director for Para, Artists Corp.; Kansas City, Mo., Wm. E.
shorts at the home
office.
Truog, United Artists Corp.; Des Moines,
COMMANDER WILL EDDY, founder of WBKB
Iowa, Jack Kennedy, Loew's, Inc.; Omaha,
television station owned by B & K, pro- Nebraska, B. V. McLucas, United Artists
moted to Captain,
USN.
Corp.; restrict Manager — Tommie Thompson— United Artists — ^Kansas City.
Rocky
Mountain District
• ARMY*
HAROLD TEEL, manager. Harper Theater, DeDenver,
Colo., Arthur
Abeles,
Twentieth
troit.
Century-Fox;
Salt Lake City, Utah, Charles
Walker,
Twentieth
Century-Fox;
No
Dis* NAVY •
trict Manager for Rocky Mountain District.
West Coast District
RICHARD SYMBORSKY, publicity department,
State,

Syracuse.

nCUJ

Los

Angeles,

Calif.,

Han\v

Cohen.

Beery

M-G-M

tares; Detroit, Mich., Joe Gins, Columbia
Pictures; Indianapolis, Ind., W. Guy Craig,
Columbia Pictures; District Manager — Carl
Shalit — Columbia — Detroit.
Southeastern District
Atlanta, Ga., Wm. Zoelner, Loew's, Inc.;
Charlotte, N. C, Ben Rosenwald, Loew's,
Inc.; New Orleans, ' La., Luke Conner, Warner Bros.; District Manager — Charles Kessnifk — Loew's — Atlanta.
Soiittiwestern
District
Dallas, Texas, Cecil House, Twentieth
* DECORATED *
Century-Fox; Memphis, Tenn., Tom Young,
CORP. HERMAN M. ADDISON, formerly manager Twentieth Century-Fox;
Oklahoma City,
of Schine's Paramount, Glens Falls, now Okla., M. W. Osborne, Twentieth Centurywith the 13th Field Artillery Brigade in — Dallas.
Fox; District Manager — ^Phil Longdon — ^Pox

Loew's

TH€

"This Man's Navy"

from Page 1)

kindling of the spirit of patriotic
service which has characterized the
outstanding accomplishments of my
predecessors and their area chairmen."
Herman Gluckman continues as
assistant to the chairman of the Distributors Division at WAC headquarters, in addition to his duties as
national treasurer.
Asserting
"our isjobnotas finished
volunteers for war that
service

Of
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RKO

100 Mins.

STORY ABOUT LIGHTER - THAN
SERVICE IS COMEDY LOADED WITH
TIMENT.

tine entertainment ballyhooing the Navy's
lighter-than-air service. Its story has been
related with a certain amount of drama and
excitement.
Beery is the cne who constantly sings the
praises of the lighter-than-air. He is an
old-timer who sells Tom Drake on joining
up, but the youth unfortunately is handicapped by lameness. Beery obtains the
medical means to correct the condition,
enabling the lad to attain his ambition, and
between the boy and
of the comedy stems

from Beery's insistence on passing Drake
off as his son in a friendly feud between
him and another veteran of the service,
James Gleason. The two have a falling-out,
with Drake transferring to the ferry command. Areconciliation results when chance
reunites them in Burma.
William A. Wellman's direction keeps the
story moving at a fast pace. The picture,
filmed in part at the Navy air station at
Lakehurst, N. J., was competently produced
by Samuel Marx.
CAST: Wallace Beery, Tom Drake, James
Gleason, Jan Clayton, Selena Royle, Noah Beery,
Sr., Henry O'Neill, Steve iBrodie, George Chandler, Donald
Curtis, Arthur Walsh, Will Fowler,
Richard
Crockett.
CREDITS: Producer, Samuel Marx; Director,
William A. Wellman; Screenplay, Borden Chase;
Based en idea by Com. Herman E. Halland,
USN (retired); Cameraman, Sidney Wagner;
Musical Score, Nathaniel Shilkret; Recording
Director, Douglas Shearer- Art Directors, Cedric
Gibbons, Howard Campbell; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, Glen Earner; Special Effects, A.
Arnold Gillespie, Donald Jahraus; Film Editor,
Irvine Warburton.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

•

SHORTS

*

- AIR
SEN-

"This Man's Navy" is another of those
comedies dripping sentiment which set so
well with the admirers of Wallace Beery.
The film lays on the human interest good
and thick, not always with due regard for
intelligence. The production is good rou-

promotes a romance
Jan Clayton. Most

*

FILfllS

Good.

Copyright Infringement
Damages to "U", Loew's
Loew's, Universal Pictures and
Big U Film Exchange yesterday held
a Federal Court judgment in their
copyright infringement suits against
Sanfrebob Theater Corp., operators
of the Grande on East 86th St., and
Nathan Steinberg, manager of the
house. Damages will be assessed at
from $250 to $5,000 per infringement
at the court's discretion in addition
to payment of a reasonable attorney's fee.
The defendants were accused of
playing Universal's "You're a Sweetheart" and M-G-M's "Tortilla Flat"
and "San Francisco" each one day
longer than specified in contracts.
The plaintiffs were represented by
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin and Krim.
Radio Pictures, Inc.; San Francisco, Calif.,
Newton Jacoljs, RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.;
Portland, Oregon, Mark Corey, RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc.; Seattle, Wash., Maurice
Saftle, Loew's, Inc.; District Managei' — Herbert Melnt.vre — RKO — Los Anpeles.

"Dark Shadows"

/

(Crime Does Not Pay)
M-G-M
22 Mins. "I
Acceptable Melodrama
A capsule melodrama providing
tense entertainment. Under the
strong direction of Paul Bumford
the picture unfurls the story of how
a psychiatrist solves a murder mystery by delving into the recesses of
the mind of a man who has no explanation for his propensity for killing. The plot has ben worked out in
an engrossing manner and with considerable suspense. The film has the
advantage of a good production, competent acting and fine photography.
Henry O'Neill appears in the role of
che psychiatrist.
"Who's Who in Animal Land"
(Spekaing of Animals)
Paramount
9 mins.
A Wow
Again Jerry Fairbanks has produced a howler. Taking its place
among the best of the series, the
newcomer introduces the audience to
a long list of denizens of the animal
kingdom. The short is one continuous laugh. It has a finish that will
wow 'em. Tops for fun.

SCTOA Board to Set Date
To Elect Law's Successor
(Continued from Page 1)
ers Assdciation, a date will be set
for a board of directors' meeting at
which time the board will decide upon a successor to the deceased.

Murray's $1,000,000 Suit
Trial Opens in Chicago
Chicago — At the opening of Thomas
Murray's $1,000,000 damage suit
against B & K, Loew's, et al yesterday, Attorney Murray gave the
jury the plaintiff's side of the case.
The defense will answer today.
Clyde Eckhart, Los Angeles 20thFox exchange manager, is expected
here to testify for the defense and
other
film executives will be "heard
this week.
Harold Norman, plaintiff's attorney, said in his opening statement
that they would show that the film
distributors deprived the Thalia Theater of first-run films in the Pilsen
district in favor of B & K theaters.

George Nash. Actor, Dead
Amityville, L. I.— George Frederick Nash, 80, retired veteran actor
who created a score of leading roles
on Broadway during a career of 50
years, died here at the Brunswick
home.
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HOLLYWOOD

'sPix
and WPB
Expry
To iso
rAdv
Groups
(Continued from Page 1)
meets in Washington with the WPB
today, it was learned yesterday in
an interview with Nat Sanders, sec^tary of the National Association
Motion Picture Independents.
Sanders returned yesterday from
!Washing-ton after meeting with
jStanley B. Adams, assistant to
IWPB's film chief, Lincoln V. Burrows, where he made requests for
NAMPI representation at WPB meetings when matters pertaining to the
industry's raw stock situation as it
affects independents are concerned.
j He was advised by Adams that the
jclass "C" classification will be
ichanged at today's meeting to include independent producers and distributors, and will also embrace imiporters of foreign films who receive
one can of film from which they
make duplicate negatives and prints.
: Adams further told the NAMPI
Isecretary that no alternates or prox'ies for any of the original members
of the lAC will be honored; and
Ithat the new committee will consist
of representatives of the eight majors, foreign importers, distributors
of re-issues, independent producers,
independent distributors, and newsireels. Laboratories will not be inicluded in this group.
A ceiling on the number of
new prints for "re-issue" films
will also be determined at today's meeting, Sanders stated.
A difficult situation appears
to have arisen in the current raw
stock crisis where producers
have shifted distributing arrangements. The new distributing company must now provide raw stock for the independent producer's release or the
producer must seek distribution
through his former affiliate.
It is presumed by observers
that the inequalities of such situations can only be rectified and
adjusted within the industry itself, since the lAC can only act
in an advisory capacity and has
no force as far as the War Production Board is concerned.

John A. Smith Dies
Boswell, Ind. — John A. Smith, 79,
operator of a theater for 17 years,
died at his home after an extended
illness.

IN NEW POSTS
J. F. WRECE, assistant to J. ). Unger, Western
division sales manager, United Artists.
WILLIAM HEALY, adminstrative assistant to
Austin Keough, Paramount vice-president
and general counsel.
ABE WEINER,
salesmanager. Republic, Boston.
JACK ISRAELSON, salesman. Monogram,
Boston.
STANLEY FARRINCTON, Arthur Howard's Affiliated theaters, Boston.
BETTY POLCREN, cashier, RKO-Schine-Eckel,
Syracuse.
MRS. JOSEPH CECILE, day cashier. Loew's State,
Syracuse.

By

SPEAKIXG

RALPH

—HOLLYWOOD
I^ON'T be surprised if Jennifer Jones
'^ turns up in the lead of "The Robe,"
Frank Ross production for RKO, after she
finishes "Ciuny Brown" for 20th-Fox. Jennifer isexpected to replace Ingrid Bergman,

WILK

\A/ALTER THOMPSON, for more than a
'''year executive assistant to William
Goetz, president of International Pictures,
has been named associate producer of the
forthcoming Sonja Henie Technicolor film,

•
•
tentatively cast, who goes into "The Scar- I"Countess of Monte Cristo."
•

•

let Lily."
A NEW technique in the use of color
'* and scenes to establish mood and
tempo will be inaugurated by Lou Harris,
Paramount producer, in his forthcoming two
reel Technicolor dance-dramatic version

I F Diana Lynn, co-star of "Our Hearts
■ Were Young and Gay," wants to form
her own girls'
band, she
get six
bookings
throughout
the can
country
at months'
a salary
which

will triple

that

•

paid

•

by

Paramount.

lULES LEVEY, having acquired the screen
of the public-domain song "Frankie and
Johnny." Titled "He Done Her Wrong," the •^ rights to "The Homesteaders," by Ernest
film will star Billy De Wolfe as Johnny and Haycox, has signed Randolph Scott.
Julie Gibson as Frankie. Instead of con•
•
ventional sets, the entire production will be
staged against a 30-foot high cyclorama. In CONSTANCE BENNETT has chosen Kurt
Krueger to enact the role of Captain
each sequence this cyclorama will be lighted
a different color, depending on the mood Weber in the film, "Paris Underground,"
to be expressed.
which will be her first indie production for
•
•
UA release.
DILL WILLIAMS, young RKO Radio con^ tract player, has drawn the second male
lead in "Those Endearing Young Charms,"
which goes before the cameras today. His
part is only slightly less important than
those of the two stars Robert Young and
Laraine Day.

•

r\EL

LORD

•

was named by Columbia yes-

'^ terday to direct "Gertie from Bizerte,"
the musical which Ted Richmond will produce.

Promotions Regardless
Of Sex, Rodgers Policy
(Continued from Page 1)

dent and general sales manager told
the
the
Hotelfield
Astorauditors'
that themeeting
success at
of the
organization as a whole was atti'ibutable to the "people who have made
it what it is today." It is they, he
said, who have contributed "to our
progress and we want to see them
continue and prosper with it."
Rodgers said that desei'ving people will get a more responsible post,
regardless of their sex, adding that
"there is a great opportunity for
the people in our organization, particularly those who want to make
the motion picture industry their
Other home office executives who
spoke yesterday were E. K. (Ted)
career.""
O'Shea, Eastern sales manager; Max
Wolff, head of purchasing; S. S.
Braunberg of the legal department;
William G. Brenner, head of exchange
maintenance; William Ferguson, exploitation manager; William Gleicher
and Harold J. Cleary.
Today's speakers will include Harold Postman, Jay Gove, Mike Simons, Matilda Green, Charles J.
Quick, Bea Lustig, Leonard Pollock,
Arthur Lacks, A. J. Nelson and Ira
Martin.

Frank O. Miller Dead

•

•

General Tax Slash
Unwise, Says Dewey
(Continued from Page 1)

day.
delivered to the legislature yesterThe Governor said:
"For the past two years your Honorable Bodies have approved a 25
per cent I'eduction in the personal income tax. I recommend that this reduction be continued for another
"Apart from this 25 per cent reduction your State Administration takes
the
position
that in the existing waryear. time conditions
of full employment
and increased incomes, it would not
be wise to undertake a general tax
reduction. This position was fortified by the knowledge that the surplus of revenues being received by
the State reflected in a large part
deferred expenses which would have

to The
be met
later on."
Governor
recommends consideration by the legislature of merit
rating for unemployment insurance
rates, a further revision of workmen's compensation laws to speed
•
•
I ES HORVATH, Ohio State ail-American up awards for injured workmen, a
■" football star, will be given a screen readjustment of the presently inadequate minimum wage standards set
test by Selznick International for an im- by law to the six groups to which
portant role in "Duel in the Sun."
they apply, and the establishment
of a youth service agency to combat
Re-route Pix Deliveries
juvenile delinquency.
The Governor in his message on
To Cope With Tenn. Flood
this
latter subject says: "Delin(Continued from Page II
quency, like intolerance, breeds in
ports film transit was continuing, ignorance; that its causes are manifold; that what is needed is not pribut mostly by re-routing trucks.
marily more laws but a co-ordinated
Lowland dwellers of the Cumberland Valley have moved out of their effort of the agencies and oflficials
homes as that river passed two feet now empowered to deal with these
above flood stage at Nashville and
The causes."
Governor also urges the enactcontinued to rise. Families along many
ment of anti-race discrimination legother sections of the stream have
"to place our state in the
gone to higher ground, but indica- forefront islation
of the Nation in the hantions reported from Carthage were
that the stream was receding. The
dling of this vital issue."
Stone River has also left its banks
John
H.
Maclay, Jr., Dead
and danger is said to be passing.
Dubuque, la. — John H. Maclay, Jr.,
Added to flood peril is the severe
cold wave which is gripping most son of the president of the Associated Theaters of Dubuque, died in
areas of the South, and high winds
that have been felt as far down as Johns Hopkins hospital at Baltimore,
northern Florida.
Md.
Rites were held here.
Rings Twice" will
THE
be Postman
made by Always
M-G-M with an all-star
cast. Carey Wilson will produce. Niven
Busch, author and screen writer, will scenarize James M. Cain's novel.

Fire Sweeps Tuckerman
Little Rock, Ark. — Fire damaged
the Tuckerman theater at Tuckerman. Carl Christin, owner of the
Christin circuit, says he will reopen
in 60 days.

Stricken Shoveling Snow
Detroit — Robert Mandernack, usher at the Dearborn Theater in Dearborn, was fatally stricken by a heart
attack while shoveling snow from
the front of the house.

!Albert Heinman Dead

Frank 0. Miller, 70, president of Valparaiso, Ind. — Albert F. HeinC-National Plays, Inc., an agency |man, 83, veteran exhibitor, operating
for stock company productions, died jtheaters here from 1880 to 1920 is
Tuesday at Bellevue Hospital. dead.

Stage Effects
Hollywood's flirtation with Broadway's stage attractions has cost the
film "capital" $3,045,000 in the past
six months, according to a figure
reported in the New York Times.
This sum also represents the purchase cf a number of unproduced vehicles and includes anticipated returns on plays bought with percentage arrangements. "Life With
Father," adopted by Warners Bros.,
goes to the head of the class with a
deal calling for a $500,000 down
payment against a 50-50 partnership
with the Oscar Serlin group.

ernized Production of

broke every opening-day,
day, and first-week record
the history of Broadway's
Victoria Theatre, scene of
or moveover runs of some

singlein
dual
of the

year's biggest advanced-priced
attractions! g

NEW
SUNDAY.

YORK

DECEMBER

17,

^Tribune

RADIO PROGRAMS

Sicllo n

MUSIC-RESORTS

1944
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TEN PAGES

The Playbill:
^^ Sign of Cross

5>

Significantly
Reappears
^By OTIS L. GUERNSEY

Jr.

VV comes to the Victoria. tLmlLhe.
\I/HEN "The Sign of the Cross"
one of the best Dic1;.ures along Broadway . . . Paramount is reissuing the
film, not merely reviving it, and a
whole new prologue has been added
showing modern characters flying
over Rome in an Army bomber . . .
It is modern enough so that there
are no glaring technical imperfections to spoil enjoyment of it in
1944. At the same time, it is old

Excerpts From
^Full-Column,
;^ Front-Page
^ Sunday Drama
Section Article

enough
most realm
of today's
coin of totheantedate
Hollywood
. . .
of the
stood
the"The
test Sign
of time
... Cross"
It still has
measures
up to
versionis
of
thestandard.
sadistic, Laughton's
orgiastic Nero
boldly realistic . . . Fredric March
gives an excellent impression . . .
Claudette Colbert is a perfect seductres .. .

But it to
is the
principally
DeMille's
approach
subject that
gives
the film its timeless vitality. He has
blood in his eye as he looks at the
early days when tolerance for Christianity was won by sacrifice, and he
pulls very few emotional or visual
punches. There is no compromise
made with death in the great Coliseum scene in which gladiators engage in a life-and-death struggle
with other men, or wild beasts. Such
a scene is a reminder that our modern
mel odramatics have become nambypamby indeed. There is other "specStarring
tacle" in the picture, too . . . thunamous milk b?
for instance, '^-"^
FREDRIC MARCH

ELISSA LAND!
CLAUDETTE
COLBERT
CHARLES LAUGHTON
And Cast of Thousands
From the Ploy by Wilson BorreH

■hat EXTRA Hit from Hit-making
«»■■

PX aramOUIlt
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Values War Trailers,
Shorts at 41 Million
(Continued from Page 1)
was hailed yesterday by OWI Motion
Picture Chief Taylor Mills. This
was in addition to the contributions
of the industry in war angles in pix,
time and efforts of talent off the
screen, Bond-selling activities aside
from trailers and various other nonscreen activities of showmen. It is,
in fact, a minimum figure. The maximum figure, he said, cannot be measured in dollars.
Mills figures that the value of a
single reel playing 14,000 theaters
would be at the commercial advertising rate of $3 per minute per thousand per week, $1,344,000. On the
same basis, the 2% minute newsreel
bulletins which play about 15,000
theaters are worth an average of
$270,000. The $41,516,000 figure is
the combined total for 26 of each of
these subjects during 1944.
In addition there were numerous
subjects in the newsreels which ran
only for about one minute. Each of
these, showing in 15,000 theaters, is
estimated to be worth at the commercial rate $104,000.
"The industry has made available to this office its full facilities for the making, of informative films and those to aid the
Red Cross, War Bond drives and
to explain to the public the conquests of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Forces,"
Mills said.
"The producers of
Hollywood, the distributors and
exhibitors throughout
the nation, the newsreels and the presidents of all companies are entitled to a vote of appreciation."
Mills then pointed out that from
Pearl
Harbor
through
November,
"the industry has made it possible
for the OWI to exhibit to the public
seven full-length features; 85 short
subjects of one or two reels; 26 newsreel bulletins and 36 trailers" — all
shown in the great majority of the
16,000 theaters pledged to the WACOWI program.

STORK REPORTS
John J. Dacey, 3rd, son of John
Dacey, Jr., short subjects salesmanager at the local RKO exchange, became the father of a six jjound five
ounce baby boy last Sunday. The
infant is reported to be the first
boy born on either side of the family
in 40 years.

Lo(al 306-Empire
Merger Is Upheld

IMI

BRIEflRG THE DflV'S REUJS
Show "Objective, Burma" Jan. 22 "Brought to Action" on 11th

(Continued from Page II
tion by the Appellate Division of th
New York Supreme Court of a pet
tion to reverse a Kings County Sx
preme Court decision dismissing^
suit brought by three members 1
the independent union in a move t
upset the merger.
In upholding the amalgamation th
court ruled that the plaintiffs, em
ployes of the Century circuit, chie:
user of Empire operators, had actec
in bad faith and their case was with
out merit because cause for com
plaint against the merger had ceasec
to exist.
•
Supreme Court Justice Charles S
Colden, in finding against the plain
Sinatra In "Dimes" Post
Frank Sinatra has again been ap- tiffs last Febi"uary, held that thej
pointed Chairman of the American had "failed to establish by a fail
Youth Division of the 1945 "March preponderance of creditable proof
of Dimes" campaign by Basil O'Con- either that unlawful means were used
nor, president of the National Foun- or that an unlawful end was soughl
dation for Infantile Paralysis.
•
by The
the defendants
defendants." argued that the
merger had been undertaken to perReadying
"Moscow
Skies"
mit members of Empire to realize a
"Moscow Skies," a stoi'y about
fighter pilots during the defense of long-standing desire to win member
Moscow, is being prepared for re- ship in Local 306 and terminate dual
in the interests of harmony
tures. lease in this country by Artkino Pic- unionism
in the labor field here.

Warners' will hold national trade"Brought to Action," the official
showing of "Objective, Burma," Er- Navy account of the battle of the
rol Flynn starrer, on Jan. 22. Pic- Philippines, will be released on Jan.
ture is tentatively scheduled for re- 11 through the OWI and WAC. Mlease about the middle of February. G-M will distribute in five cities.
•
United Artists will handle national
From Ork Pit to Court
distribution. Film will be screened
Detroit — Eduard Werner, who di- for the press today.
•
rected the Michigan Theater orchestra for a number of years, has been Moule Leaving Circuit
Detroit — The Moule and Newman
appointed assistant prosecuting attorney for Wayne County, which in- Circuit is being dissolved with the
cludes the city of Detroit.
retirement of Thomas D. Moule, and
•
acquisition of his interest in a number of Detroit theaters by his partIt's Now "Captain Eddie"
Twentieth Century - Fox has
ner, David Newman. Moule is leavswitched the title of the Eddie Ricking for California, where he will
make a new connection in
enbacker film from "First, Last and probably
the industry.
Always" to "Captain Eddie."

•
Kyser in Dimes March Post

Kay Kyser, has been appointed
chairman of the Dance Band Leaders' Division for the 1945 "March of
Dimes" fund-raising drive, it is announced National
by Basil O'Connor,
dent of the
Foundationpresifor
Infantile Paralysis.

•
Lt. Jack Chidley Missing

Casper, Wyo.— Lt. Jock R. Chidley, son of Clarence H. Chidley, executive vice-president of Rialto Theaters, Inc., is reported missing in
action over Germany. Lt. Chidley
was bombardier on a B-17. Before
enlisting in the AAF, he was employed at the Rialto and America
here.

•
Hooper to Speak on Tele

Chicago — Dick Hooper, RCA publicity director, will address the Advertising Club at Columbus, 0., on
Jan. 26 on the future of television.

•
Hodge
as Baird's Aide
Thomas Hodge has been named As-

sistant Director of the Film Division
of the British Information Services,
it is announced by Thomas Baird,
director of the division. Hodge came
here from the Chicago office in November where he served for two
years as film officer of the B.I.S.

Goldburg Gets Re-issue
Rights to 'Damaged Goods'
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ^Jesse J. Goldburg has
acquired exclusive sales representation of the re-issue of "Damaged
Goods," which was originally produced by Phil Goldstone. Picture
has been re-edited with a prologue
by Pedro de Cordoba who, together
with Phyllis Barry and Frank Melton appeared in the original cast.
U'isf Cuust Bitieau. of THE FILM DAILY Goldburg is also re-issuing "Tundra,"
Hollywood — A boy weighing seven produced by Burroughs-Tarzan Picpounds five ounces was born to the
tures, featuring Del Cambre. Philip
John C. Flinns, Jr. at Cedars of Leb- S. Lewis of the American Trading
anon Hospital. Father is member Association, New York, has acquired
entire foreign rights to the
of Alex Evelove's studio publicity the
"Tundra" re-issue.
department at Warners.

NYLON AND WOOL
MAY BE RATIONED, BUT
VELVET LIKE THIS IS NOT!
THOUSANDS OF CHECKS LEAVE OUR STUDIO
EVERY MONTH IN PAYMENT FOR SHOWING
ALEXANDER
THEATRE
SCREEN
ADVERTISING.
BOTH NATIONAL AND LOCAL ADVERTISING IS
ON THE UPTURN. GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS
EXTRA REVENUE!

COLORADO

SPRINGS, COLORADO

TO EXHIBITORS OF AMERICA:
Again we are asked by the President of the United States to perform a needed,
public service. Every motion picture theatre in America is asked to enlist in the 1945 March
of Dimes (January 25-31).
You did a magnificent job last year. You poured into the National Foundation
For Infantile Paralysis and its local chapters over $4,667,000!

Some

9,000,000 seats

participated — and averaged 54c per seat!
The President, the nation and

your committee are grateful for the splendid

results. You put your hearts into the drive; the results proved that. And the moviegoing
public responded generously— and respected and honored you for your part in the crusade
to save American children.
In 1944 savage epidemics swept many states. Great sums of money — thanks to
you — were ready to be rushed to the assistance of stricken areas.
Now

we must replenish those polio war-chests.

In the 1945 March of Dimes we'd like to have 17,000 theatres with 11,000,000
seats— and a $5,000,000 goal would not be impossible.

If you haven't already done so, please rush |^
in your pledge. Just sign your name and
r
theatre address to this coupon and mail it in.
GRffil GARSON APPEAL TRAILER • TWO STYLES ONE-SHEETS • CAMPAIGN BOOK
GRATIS • WHEN YOU SEND YOUR PLEDGE TO SUITE 188, HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y. C.

THEATRE

ADDRESS_
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6,000 Pix Theaters
Join "Dimes" Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
theaters already enrolled above the
6,000 mark, with close to 6,000,000
seats.
Six states are now "over the top"
— ^meaning that they have reported
more pledges so far than were reported during the entire drive last
year. The latest state to hit that
target was South Dakota, Charles
Klein, chairman.
Others headed for new records are
Arizona, Harry Nace, chairman;
Rhode Island, E. M. Fay, chairman;
Delaware, A. Joseph DeFiore, chairman; District of Columbia, Carter
Barron and John J. Payette, chairmen; Virginia, W. F. Crockett, chairman; Alabama, R. M. Kennedy and
Bob Wilby, chairmen.
For the first time, every film theater in Hawaii will participate,
according to a cable order from
Chairman Ezra Parker for 125 appeal trailers.

DAILY

Tri-States MPTO Meet
Calls Distrib. Execs.

His Convoy System
Sinks Delinquency

(Continued from Page 1)

Chicago — Ted Turrell, managing

distributors and exhibitors scheduled
director of Warners' Beverly, has deto attend.
veloped a highly effective weapon
Among those slated to be present
for combatting juvenile delinquency.
are Dave Palfreyman, MPPDA, New
When any kid patron of the house
York; Claude Lee, Paramount, New
does something he "hadn't oughta,"
York; Ed Kuykendall, MPTO A presTed personally marches the offender
ident; Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis;
to the latter's home and tells the
Morris
Lowenstein, Oklahoma City;
parents just what happened. Then
Oscar Lam, Atlanta; Phil Longdon,
the fun begins. Results to date, Ted
20th Century-Fox, Dallas; Harold
reports, are "very encouraging."
Cohn, Montgomery district manager;
J. J. Donahue, Southwestern division
Astra Suit Settled
manager for Paramount; R. L. McCoy, Warner Bros.; C. E. Kessnick,
The Astra Pictures action against
M-G-M; B. F. Busby, PRC; Ben Y.
David 0. Selznick, Daniel T. O'Shea, Cammack, RKO, and Duke Clark,
Ernest L. Scanlon and Raymond A. Paramount, Dallas.
Klune for alleged breach of contract
involving the distribution rights to "Weapon of War" Goes Out
The method by which the Nazis
three old films, "The Adventures of
employ hate propaganda to spread
Tom Sawyer," "Prisoner of Zenda" fear
and disunity are illustrated in
and "The Garden of Allah," was dis- animated form in the Army Pictorcontinued Tuesday in Federal Court,
ial Service cartoon film "Weapon of
according to a stipulation filed by
War," now being distributed regionin me
the iNew
New York
counsel for both sides. The
iiie plainpmmany ally
uy by the
tne WAC
vv.rt.^ in
lorK
and Los
Los Angeles
Angeles territory.
territory. TerriTerri
tiff had sought $250,000
damages, and
lO damages,
The terms of the settlement
were tories will be added as prints become
become
ement were
available.
not disclosed.
available

Ranl( Seei(s Tiiealers
in tiie East, Africa
(Continued from Page 1)
emissary to travel to the Middle
East. He was preceded there 1
E. T. "Teddy" Carr, whose retu..
here last October was marked bj
the announcement that Rank distra
bution arrangements had been s&\
for India, China, Egypt, North Af'rica, Iran, Iraq and Palestine.
It has been accepted in Wardoui^
St. circles that Rank would follow
with a move for theaters.
Rank's decision which sends Davis
to South Africa, however, comes as
a bit of a surprise. South Africa
has been regarded as Schlesinger
territory, and not so long ago, Rank
said he had no intention of establishing theaters there. British producers, however, for some time, have
complained that South African revenue was too small, with low rentals
regarded as the cause.

Release
xicicvioc "Waves" Jan. 26

Para.'s ""Here Come the Waves,"
Para.'s
set for national release on
has been sf
Jan. 26.
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COMING

Sir AUBREY
AT

HIS

GRUFFEST

AND

SOON

SMITH
GRANDEST!

One of the many screen favorites/ including Gafe Storm, John Mack
Brown, Frank Craven, Mary Boland, Conrad Nagel and
Johnny Downs, in 1945's first great dramatic triumph!
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RAW STOCK CUT 30 MILLION FT. PER QUARTER
Arthur Taking Decree Intervention to Top Court

•>■ Appeal from Motion Denial
! By Judge Goddard Certain,
Is Says St. Louis Circuit Head
The St. Louis Amusement Co. definitely will appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court for permission to intervene in the New York consent decree litigation, Harry C. Arthur, Jr.,
president, said here yesterday. Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard last
month denied a motion to intervene,
following arguments by Russell
Hardy, attorney for Arthur.
A hearing on the St. Louis company's anti-trust action against the
(ConMnued on Page 6)

Theater Manpower
For L M. War Jobs!
Springfield, Mass. — Edward M.
Harrison, district manager for E.
M. Loew's Theaters, has recommended to War Mcbilizer James F. Byrnes
all theaters be asked to eliminate
morning openings, releasing skilled
I
(Continued on Page 9)

Depinet and Bamberger
To be Honored Tuesday
Ned E. Depinet, retiring chairman of the Distributors Division of
the WAC, and his assistant, Leon J.
Bamberger, will be honored at a
WAC staff luncheon next Tuesday
at the Hotel Astor. Plaques will
(Continued on Page 7)

ODT

and OWM May
Ban Conventions?

IflO]%DAY:

Quarter Unanswered; Enlarge Advisory Committee

Wall Street sources reported yesterday that 359,000 shares of RKO common
is being prepared for public distribution. Stock is valued at approximately $3,250,000 at current market prices. Rockefeller interests were said to be the
sellers, with Dillon, Read & Co. handling the sale. The block of stcck was
reported to represent approximately 13 per cent of the RKO common outstanding.

IVaslunytoii

By ANDREW
Bureau
of

H. OLDER
THE
FILM

'DAILY

Washington — The industry
will have to absorb a cut in raw
stock which may be as great as

Maj. Loew Heads
WAC Foreign Mgrs.

Goldberg Heads
Public Relations

•30,000,000 linear feet per quarter,
members of the Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee were told yesterday at WPB.
Stanley Adams, head of the WPB
(Continued on Page 6)

Maj. Arthur
M. Loew
yesterday
was elected chairman of the Foreign
Managers Division of the WAC, succeeding Joseph
McConville of Columbia who served in 1944. Major
Loew recently returned to his post
as head of the international department of
Loew's,
Inc., after active service
with the Army.
Although in
Mexico City, Major Loew was
informed
of his

Harry Goldberg, director of publicity and advertising for Warner
Bros. Theater
Circuit, yesterday
was elected chair-

Titus to Guide Rep.
Branch Operations

LOEW
election by tele- MA). ARTHUR
phone. He ac
cepted the election with the knowledge of the importance of the 16 mm.
gift program in his capacity of special representative of the OWI Overseas and expressed the hope that
(Continued on Page 7)

Public
Relations
man of the
WAC's
Division. He succeeds Oscar A.
chairman.
D o o b, 1944's
John Cromwell,

James R. Grainger, Republic president and general sales manager, yesterday announced the appointment
of Walter L. Titus, Jr. as executive
(Continued on Page 5)

president of the
Screen Directors
Guild, is the new
chairman of the

Murray, Army M P Service
Head for 23 Years, Dead

Hollywood Division. S. H. Fabian, Walton C. HARRY GOLDBERG
Ament and Jack
Alicoate will continue as chairmen of the Theaters, Newsreel and
Trade Press Divisions, respectively,
through 1945.
Goldberg, who served last year as
national
publicity
and
advertising
(Continued on Page 7)

Washington

ITOA Readies Control Bill
Area Distribs. Will Map
Dimes Drive on Monday

FAMOUS

FIVES

The ITOA yesterday went on record favoring immediate action on

OF 1944 AS VOTED

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Nizer Urged For
War Guilt Post
The London Daily Express reports
tiiat President Roosevelt has sent 10

the organization's proposed state industry control bill which is slated
for presentation to the New York
Organization of the New York
legislature during its present sesarea for a record showing in the
sion. At a meeting yesterday, the
March of Dimes campaign was spur- membership again referred the measred yesterday by announcement of
ure to the film committee and the
New York Chairmen Fred Schwartz
president for action.
and Sam Rinzler that a meeting will
At the same time, the ITOA ex(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 6)

FILMDOWS

Bureau

. Washington — Raymond B. Murray, 48, director of the Army Motion Picture Service
for 23 years,
(Continued on Page 6)

Immediate Action is Favored at Meeting

A threat to industry sales meetings was seen yesterday in tiie disclosure that the Office of War Mobilization and the Office of Defense
Transportation are cnsidering plans
to ban national conventions for the
current calendar year in an effort to
ease the burden on the nation's
transportation lines and make available more facilities for the movement
of troops and supplies.

•^ COmiNG

Amount of Film for This

Report Rockefeller Interests Selling Bloch
Of 359,000 RKO Shares Through Dillon, Read

BY

THE

copies of "What to Do with Germany," authored by Louis Nizer,
prominent film attorney, to Prime
Minister Churchill and his Cabinet.
Several Senators here are understood
to have recommended Nizer as the
U. S. representative on the United
Nations Commission for the Punishment of War Criminals which meets
soon in London. In picking the foremost broks of the year in all fields,
the New York Times this week
named Nizer's book as the foremost
political
work on Germany during
1944.
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20th-Fox Joins TBA

Ohio Theater Is Haven
for Storm-Marooned

Browder Julian Thompson, 40, asPlymouth, 0. — The 220-seat
sociate research director of RCA
Plymouth here played host to hunLaboratories, Princeton, N. J., who
dreds of motorists who were maffla-.^ had been on leave from RCA
rooned on highways by huge snowdrifts in the roads and bitter
1^^ since December, 1943, serving
below-zero temperatures. The driv''"^ as expert consultant in the Ofers walked into the town to find all
fice of the Secretary of War, was
killed in action during a flight in an
available rooms taken, but the theater offered as an overnight haven.
Army plane in the Mediterranean
Theater while on a special mission
for the Secretary of War, it has been
announced by the War Department. Hazen Going to Coast
The announcement said that For Confabs With Wallis
Thompson, who previously had been
reported missing, lost his life on the
Joseph H. Hazen, president of Hal
night of July 4-5, last. It described Wallis
Productions, leaves today for
his mission as "of direct and vital
Hollywood where he will remain sevimportance to the war."
eral weeks during which the company's third picture, "Don't Ever
Pathe Industries Takes
Grieve Me," will be launched for
Paramount.
Wallis and Hazen also
Over Pictorial Films
will discuss plans for the balance
this year's five-picture program.
Acquisition of Pictorial Films, Inc., of
Completed Wallis productions are
by Pathe Industries, Inc., was an- "The Love Letters" and "The Afnounced yesterday. Under the new
fairs of Susan."
organization set-up, Milton J. Salzburg and Harold Baumstone continue as president and vice-presi- Warners Gross at High
dent of Pictorial, which is one of
the leading national distributors of But Net May Be Down
16 mm. subjects.
Despite the fact that the gross
At a special meeting of Pictorial's business of Warner Bros, for the
board of directors yesterday, J. Stinson Young and Karl Herzog, presi- year ended Aug. 31, 1944, is understood to have reached a record high,
dent and treasurer, respectively, of
Pathe Industries, were elected the company is expected to show a
chairman of the board and treas- net profit "somewhat less" than the
urer, respectively.
$2.12 per share reported for the preceding year, according to a Wall
Street Journal estimate yesterday.
A factor in the estimate of lower
Chicago Extortionists
net for 1944 is the $7,000,000 profit
Ask Appeal Re-Hearing
from "This Is the Army" all of
which was turned over to the Army
Counsel for the six Chicago mob- Emergency Relief.
sters convicted of extorting more
than $1,000,000 from the industry
yesterday filed a petition for a re- Chi/s New Local B-46
hearing by the U. S. Circuit Court In First Meet Ian 15
of Appeals on the Court's denial of
an appeal from their conviction in
Federal Court here. The men, Louis
Chicago — The new AFL union of
Campagna, Paul de Lucia, Phil theater white-collar workers, including managers, for the organization
D'Andrea, Francis Maritote, Charles
Gioe and John Rosselli, each received of whom Local 110, operators, has
a 10-year sentence. Their conviction been granted a charter, will be
was upheld by the appeals court on designated as Local B-46 by the
Dec. 20.
lATSE,, according to James Gorman,
head of the projectionists. The
union's first meeting is scheduled
Sweden Trains Directors
for Jan. 15.

cominc »d Goinc
5
TOM CONNORS, vice-president in charge d
sales of 20th Century-Fox, has returned fron
Washington.
HOWARD DIETZ, Loew's advertising and pub
licity chief, will leave here Tuesday for thi
Coast.
JOSEPH
CORP.

HAZEN
MILTON

leaves today for the Coast,
YASSENOFF,

senoff, Academy Theaters' head, arrived hom(
3t Columbus, 0., after 34 months in the Soutl
Pacific.
ANN MILLER, Columbia star, leaves Loj
Angeles on a two-week USO-Camp Shows Toui
nessee.
today of Texas, Florida, Georgia and TenBELITA planed to Hollywood yesterday from
New Orleans,
her mother, MRS. jEPSON-TURNER, accompanying.
PHIL WILLIAMS, March of Time advertising
and publicity manager, is In Boston.
ROBERT RISKIN, chief of the OWI overseas
motion picture bureau, has returned after a twomonths' visit to the European theater of operations.
STEVE BROIDY left Washington yesterday
monial.
for
Minneapolis to attend the Al Steffes testiJOSEPH CALLEIA, screen actor, will return
to the Coast if he dees not find a suitable'
Broadway stage role by Jan. 15.
RUSSELL MOSS, business agent of Motion
Picture Office Employes Union, Local 23169,
AFL, leaves for Cincinnati today to attend the
AFL Office Employes International Union conclave, which opens on Monday.
JOHN BALA6AN and family have returned
to Chicago from their Mercer, Wis., W.nter
home.
JAMES WINN, UA district manager in Boston, and RUD LOHRENZ, Chicago district manager, are in New York.

Manpower Shortage
Hitting Des Moines
Des Moines, la. — The New Year
has started on film row the same as
the last year ended — ^with a manpower shortage.
At the Columbia exchange, assistant booker Gordon Johnson resigned
and Jeanne Beerbower, secretary to
manager Mel Evidon, also left the
exchange. Estelle Hanson of the
Tri- States accounting department
resigned to take a job with the Internal Revenue Department.
Ruth Ankrom joined Warner
Brothers as cashier clerk.

To Make Military Films

Twentieth Century-Fox has been
Stockhold (By Cable) — Army,
elected an affiliate member of the
Television Broadcasters Association. Navy and Air Force Movies of Sweden, organization heads state here,
has decided to train directors of its
Sid Field Will Star
own through special courses startIn Ruggles Musical
ing this year. Step is to meet increased demand for military training
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank has signed Sid Field, regarded
pictures. By larger Government
as one of the outstanding comic
subsidies the organization has been
draws on this side, to star in a big
able to make previous temporary
scale musical to be filmed in Techcourses permanent, and, in addition,
nicoirr with Wesley Ruggles directto train film technicians so they can
ing.
servecamps.
at Sweden's training centers
and

Lewis Out of Hospital
Charles E. "Chick" Lewis, publisher of Showmen's Trade Review,
who has been recuperating at Medical Center from an eye operation,
will leave the hospital today and
spend several weeks at home before
returning to his office.

Bon Smoking in Theaters
Manchester, N. H. — An ordinance
prohibiting smoking in licensed theaters in this city has been passed
by the Board of Mayor and Alder-
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and scarlet mystery,
in a master-thrill of drama
and suspense . . . from
the breathless pages of
Margaret Carpenter's
best-selling novel.
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Titus to Guide Rep.
Brancli Operations

Murray on Stand
In $1,000,000 Suit
Chicago — Thomas A. Murray was
j I on witness stand all day yesterday,
' I opening day in his suit for $1,000,000
damages before a jury of seven women and five men in Federal Judge
William Holly's court against 10 disliiributors, Balaban & Katz, Morris
^eonard, Lou Reinheimer, Van A.
Nomikos, John L. Manta and Milo
Theater Corp.
Murray stressed that from 1906
when he bought the Thalia Theater
until 1925 he could buy all the films
he needed, but in 1927 he found it
necessary to appoint Balaban &
Katz Midwest Theaters, Inc., as booking and buying agent and to merge
a co-partnership with the Milo Theater operators. Under this arrangement product of leading distributors
was divided equally between the
Milo and Thalia. When L. Manta,
operator of Milo, told Murray that
he must close the Thalia or close
out their partnership, Murray dissolved the partnership.
Because Balaban & Katz was considering the consent decree, Murray
said that they were installing Lou
Reinheimer to handle bookings previously served under B & K Midwest
Theater banner. Favorable priorities on clearance began to recede
from the Thalia Theater, Murray
charged, because of pressure put on
the distributors by Morris S. Leonard, legal counselor for Balaban &
Katz, with a personal investment in
the Milo Theater. On Dec. 27, 1933
Paramount Exchange returned his
check for $300 and his application
for contracting for product because
of interference by Leonard, according to the statement made by Allan
Usher, Paramount branch manager,
to Murray. In 1939-40 Murray
claimed that Van Nomikos threatened to refuse buying of distributors' product for Van Nomikos Circuit unless the majors declined to
sell the Thalia in favor of the Milo
which had been transferred to Nomikos operation.

Lt. Jack Kendall Missing
Chicago — Lt. Jack Kendall, formerly with Norshore theater service staff, is reported missing in action in the South Pacific area.

(Continued from Page 1)

assistant in charge of branch operations.

it WonH

Titus assumes his new post immediately, and will accompany E. L.

Be Long ]\ow!

• • • If there's one hardy perennial in iibn biz which is the
equivalent of "Which came first, the hen or the egg?" it's that which asks
whether
outstanding
performances
are made
possible by exceptional
stories, or vice versa
A peep at early columnar
discussion of
critics' nominees for Filmdom's Famous Fives and the "Ten Best Pictures"
of 1944 indicates that the lads and lassies of the critical pen and typewriter are set to take a whirl at it perhaps as never before when the
results of THE FILM DAILY'S annual symposium are announced
Don't ask Phil M. to sound off
Time was when he did aplenty, and
'twas fun
But that's a special critics' province, and so hands oif
Which Phil M. confesses isn't exactly easy — once a critic, always
a critic, etc., etc., y'know
However, it won't be long now
You'll read All about FILMDOM'S FAMOUS FIVES in your favorite industry daily on Monday, and not so long thereafter about THE "Ten
Best Pictures" of 1944
And then watch the lads and lassies sound
off!
T
T
▼
• • • THIS, THAT AND T'OTHER: Speaking of film song
hits— which Phil M. was yesterday— Cole Porter's "Don't Fence Me In"
from Warners' "Hollywood Canteen" set an unprecedented record this
week by going into No. One spot clear across the board in tJie five
leading music popularity charts ... • His "Winged Victory" chores
o'er, Moss Hart will tour the USO-Camp Shows' foxhole circuit in the
Monty Woolley-Alexander Woollcott role in "The Man Who Came to
Dinner"
Tour will span up to four months
. . . • Lester
Cowan's "Tomorrow— the World" has been set to play all Army Motion Picture Service theaters in the U. S. . . . • It's Warners stardom
for Lauren Bacall, Dane Clark, John Dall, Faye Emerson {Mrs. Elliott

Goodman Names Rep. Heads
for Peru, Colombia Offices
Following his return after a three
months' trip in connection with the
production of Republic features in
Mexico and a genei^al survey of Latin-American sales conditions, Mor-

of the March of Dimes of the Air . . . 9 List of the world's Ten
Best Dressed Men of 194:4— boy, hoiv that FILM DAILY -originated Ten
Best idea has spread!— as picked by Fashion Art Design, Inc., includes
Charles Bickford, cited for wearing tweeds; Louis B. Mayer and Clifton

ris Goodman, Republic's vice-president in charge of foreign sales yesterday announced the opening of two
Republic branch offices in Peru and
Colombia.
The former office. Republic Pictures del Peru, Inc., will start operations the middle of this month,
with Mario Feraboli, former manager of the company's Argentina
office, in charge. Republic Pictures
de Colombia will begin operations
early in February, and will be managed by Ricardo Canals, formerly of
Republic's
Panama
office.

Webb
What, no mention this year of Adolphe Menjou?
C'est
la guerre, indeed ... • // you luon't believe that Thanksgiving Day
this year falls on Friday, we'll produce a trade calendar which so
insists

STORK REPORTS

Roosevelt), Robert Hutton and William Prince ... • UNRRA officials will see UA's "Balkan Powder Keg," World in Action short, in
Washington tonight . . . • Eddie Cantor has been appointed chairman

T

T

▼

• • • TODAY'S $64 QUESTION: Has one of the industry's biggest
"names" been approached to head a publishing group which would
print 25-cent books for a leading mail order house and other outlets?
Books, Phil M. hears, will offer original material and will run
about 250 pages
▼
▼
^

UJEDDIRG BELLS

• • • CUFF NOTES: Frank L. McNamee, associated with Jay
Emanuel in theater operation in some Pennsylvania spots, is now on
McNamee doubles as rethe Western front with Paul McNutt
gional War Manpower Commissioner in the Keystone state ... • Phil

Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Gold announce the engagement of their
daughter, Gloria Jean, to Lt. Seymour Udell, USN. Her father is an
executive of United Artists.

M. caught Howard Lang's pre-Broadway opening of "Good Night
Ladies" in Philadelphia and is ready to bet anyone a hot turkish
towel the show will outrun and outgross the Chicago company and
the one that's in its third year on the West Coast
This production,
which opens here at the Royale Jan. 17, displays two applause-getting
sets, a couple of glamorous looking femmes who can act, and features
"Skeets" Gallagher and Jimmy Ellison of the films ...
•

Springfield, 111.— William F. Wepner, projectionist with the Frisina
Amusement Co., and Margaret Lee
Heffron of Havana, 111., were married here.

Walton, assistant general sales manager, on an extensive tour of all
Republic branches in the U. S., as
well as the Canadian offices of Empire Universal Films, Ltd., Republic's Canadian distributors. This
tour will begin directly following the
current sales meetings, the first of
which opens Monday, at the New
York Athletic Club.
It is expected that Herbert J.
Yates, Sr., chairman of the board,
and Grainger, after consultations
following the Coast regional sales
meeting, will announce other promo^
tions within the ranks.

•

•

•

T
WE'RE AVENGING

T
▼
PEARL HARBOR!

Chicago — Herman Marks, Monogram exchange executive, is the
father of a boy, born in Deaconess
Hospital.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Director Lloyd Bacon
became the grandfather of a holiday
baby, born in Wilshire Hospital to
Bacon's daughter, Mrs. Russell Trost
and her husband, Coxswain 3rd Class
Trost, of the Coast Guard. Newcomer has been named Jennifer Margaret. Mrs. Trost is the former
Frances Bacon.
IVest Coast Bureau' of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Fred T. Steele, studio
manager at Monogram, and his wife,
Opal Dean Steele, have their first
child, who has been christened Fred
T. Jr. Baby was born at Magnolia
Park Maternity Hospital, Burbank.
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Raw Stock Cut May
Hit 30 Million Feet

ITOA Readies Control Bill
Immediate

Action is Favored at Meeting
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)
Consumers Durable Goods Division,
told 10 industry toppers that the
call of the military for X-ray and
aero film as well as for 16 and 35
mm. might force a reduction in production of 35 mm. here which would
be reflected by that much of a cut
to the industry.
Fourth quarter 1944 film usage by
Hollywood was in the neighborhood
of 326,000,000 feet, with a cut to
below 300,000,000 feet likely. It appears that the cut is planned to hit
the various companies about equally.
It was decided, although details were not worked out, that
the committee itself will be enlarged to include a stronger
representation
of independent
producers
and
pix importers.
There was some discussion of
creating a second committee for
these latter, but this was rejected.
There was also discussion of setting a ceiling on the number of
prints of re-issues which* can be
permitted, but no decision was
reached here.
Agenda
Points Unheard
Although the agenda prepared for
the meetmg included such topics as
allocation of film directly to producers, rather than to distributors,
accommodating independent producers, the question as to whether print
as well as production footage should
be allotted to producers, and whether producers who change their distributors should be permitted to
take their footage allotment with
them, the discussion never got far
beyond actual talk of quantities of
film available. Stock for foreign
films and for new producers who
might desire to enter the business
were also on the agenda, but were
not discussed.
Carry-overs
of allotments
from
one quarter to another were discussed, and it was pointed out that 30day carry-overs
are commonly
allowed— or unlimited
carry of five
per cent of the quarterly quota.
The big topic, however, was
"How much film for this quarter, and what can we count on
for the future?"
Final answer
to the first question is not yet
available, although tentative figures indicate that the cut will

from Page 1)

pressed itself as feeling there was
no indication of any relief in the
present negotiations between the
Department of Justice and the defendant distributors.
President Harry Brandt was asked
to clarify his recent statement to
The Film Daily in which he asserted that if the matter of clearance
were satisfactorily adjusted between
che Department of Justice and the
rive consentmg distributors, it would
relieve the necessity for introducing
che control bill. Brandt said that
his statement was purely personal
and did not reflect necessarily the
attitude of the majority of the membership. He contended that he was
of the firm belief that if harmony
prevailed within the industry, regulation from outside sources would
serve no practical purpose.
In a heated discussion, the ITOA

members declared that the demands
of the distributors this season were
so "unconscionable" that they showed no disposition to take into consideration the problems of subsequent and last-run independent exhibitors. The praccice ot move-overs
from one first-run theater to anothei
was condemned in a resolution passea
unanimously. Ihe members also attacked alleged increased demanas
for percentage pictures and preferred playing time, asserting that they
were facea with giving away more
week-ends on percentage than there
were dates for them on the calendar
and that the percentage terms were
out of propoi^tion with the ability ot
the independent exhibitor to pay.
The practice of designating pictures
on circuit first-run bookings was

Bay Stale Film Co. Will
Produce for Television

Murray, Army M P Service
Head for 23 Years, Dead

Springfield, Mass. — Bay State Film
Co., active in the educational field,
will enter television. Morton H.
Read, managing director, said several sites are being considered for
an enlarged studio permitting use
of sets, talent , and directors. At
present, most work is done on location although it has access to a New
York "shooting" studio and supply
sources.
Read, expressing belief that 90
per cent of television programs will
utilize motion pictures rather than
"live" talent, said extensive library
of 16 mm. films will be spread to
meet anticipated demands of a television-conscious public in the postwar era.

amount to about four percentage
points from the percentage
of
1941 consumption
permitted
in
the last quarter.
This will be
the formula for most of the majors, as it now appears.
Adams,
head of the division of
which Lincoln V. Burrows pix section is a unit, said he is hopeful that
no fui-ther cut will be necessary this
year.
Tom Connors of TwentiethFox, accepting the fact that less film
will be available as did others on
hand, was vehement in his call for
early infoi-mation as to the quotas.
Adams said he hopes information for
the next quarter can be ready no
later than March 1.
Sears' Tough Problem
Toughest problem arose when
Gradwell Sears of United Artists
Chicago — The Pickwick theater, revealed that he has a dozen pictures
Syracuse, Ind., has been added to the scheduled to get into production in
Alliance circuit.
the first quarter of this year and
will need 10,000,000 production feet.
Chicago — George B. Poulos and He said his needs during the next
brother, Pictor Poulos have pur- two quarters, etc., would probably
chased the Emmett theater from be fairly light, with a heavy need
for print footage in the latter part
George Petrolaus, who retires.

THEATER DEALS

Decree Intervention
To Supreme Court

described as "vicious."

(Continued

(Continued

from Page 1)

major companies and the American
Arbitration Association is scheduled
for Jan. 23 in St. Louis and Arthur
said action on the decree appeal majj
be delayed until after the hearing.
Arthur said that the denial of the ,
intervention motion "cleared the
decks" for the anti-trust trial in St. '
Louis as the St. Louis judge may
have ordered the trial transferred
to New York if the motion has been
The Rosecan arbitration case,
granted.
which brought about the filing of
the cases by the St. Louis AmuseLouis. ment Co., is slated for Jan. 13 in St.

from Page 1)

died Wednesday of a heart ailment.
Murray, a civilian employe of the
War Department, headed the operation of 1,050 Army theaters in the
continental United States, Alaska,
Newfoundland, and Bermuda. Funeral services will be held here Monday at 10 a.m.
Stricken while di'iving his automobile home after being treated at the
Washington Sanitarium, he was
found in his car, which had crashed
into a stone wall, by a Maryland
State Trooper.
of the year. Although on a yearly
basis he would not require more film
than it is contemplated he be allocated, Sears said he needs a large
part of it at once and the bulk of
the remainder late in the year.
This posed a difficult problem,
since most producers are scheduling
their production to go through the
year in view of the quarterly allotments of stock. Sears pointed out
that he has commitments, and also
that because of the shortage of studio space he and his producers were
unable to choose the time they go
into production.
Skeptical of Studio Shortage
Adams was skeptical about the
studio shortage, saying that he had
been told by a man he did not name
that he had space for production of
75 features a year and that it is not
being
Sears used.
scoffed. "Room for 75 stills,"
No solution to Sears' problem
worked out during the meeting,
the UA official leaving greatly
ried about having to call off
UA commitments.
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To NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, Chairman
1945 MARCH OF DIMES DRIVE
SUITE 124, ASTOR HOTEL, NEW YORK, 19, N. Y.
You may depend on my complete
cooperation. At every performance,
during week of Jan. 25-31, I promise
to show the appeal trailer and make
audience collections in my auditorium. Send full details.
(PIEASE

PRINT

PLAINLY)

Signed
THEATRE
COUNTY

SEATING

CAPACITY

1945 MARCH of DIMES
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Goldberg Heads WAC
Public Relations Div.
(Continued from Page 1)
idirector for the Red Cross drive, is
1
fa
former Philadelphia newspaper reporter and editor. He joined Warner
J.Bros, as advertising-publicity chief
.^or the Newark zone, a year later
'Weing transferred in a similar capacity to Philadelphia. Five year's later
he was promoted to his present New
■ York post.

Metro Winds Up Auditors
iMeeting at Hotel Astor
M-G-M's annual meeting of field
{auditors and Commando Girls wound
\wp yesterday at the Astor Hotel, but
individual meetings will be held today by the visiting representatives
with home office executives and department heads.
Walter Brooks, assistant to H. M.
Richey, exhibitor relations head;
Jacques Van Straton, comptroller for
Station WHN, and Sidney Stockton,
New York exchange office manager,
were introduced to the assemblage
at the final meeting.

m

Detroit Variety Club to
[Install in Night Club

TO THE COLORS!

Detroit — Variety Club of Michigan
will hold its annual Installation in
a night club for the first time on
Monday, Feb. 5 — at Lou Walters' famed Latin Quarter. The
elaborate floor show of the spot will
be augmented by headline acts from
other theaters and night clubs, with
the Club taking the place over for
the evening.
The toastmaster will be Earl J.
Hudson, president of United Detroit
Theaters. James F. Sharkey, film
buyer for Co-Operative Theaters of
Michigan, will be installed as Chief
Barker, in succession to Alex Schi'eiber.
The event will be in the nature of
a special tribute to past Chief Barkers, including John Flynn, Edgar E.
Kirchner, Maurice Caplan (deceased), Henderson M. Richey, William Carlson, Charles Perry, Harold
Robinson, John Howard, David M.
Idzal, John McPherson, and Alex
Schreiber.

* PROMOTED

Maj. Loew Heads
WAC Foreign Mgrs.

*

PFC. Calo
MIKEfheater,
LAULETTA,
of Davidson's
Chicago,formerly
to corporal
with the
Army

engineers

in

the

South

— • —
-A- MARINES-^

MILLER SOUHtAVER,
Ark.

Pacific

area.

manager, Best, England,

Bill Would Regulate Rents
Of N.y. Commercial Bldgs.

Depinet and Bamberger
To be Honored Tuesday
(Continued from Page 1)

be awarded to them for their services in 1944.
Special guests will include N. Peter Rathvon, Leo Brecher, Harry
Mandel, Arthur Brilant, H. M.
Richey, Harr-y Goldberg, William
Michel, Major L. E. Thompson and
the new distributor chairman, Grad
Sears, and his assistant, Ed
Schnitzer.

Albany — A bill to regulate rents for
commercial buildings in New York
City, until
1, 1946, was
introduced in theJuly
Legislature
yesterday.
Rent exceeding 15 per cent of that
paid on March 1, 1943 shall be deemed oppressive and uncollectible as
to excess. A method for arbitration
is provided. A special legislative
committee investigated commercial
rents last Summer.

Airmen See "Victory" First

$4,000 Holdup in Mobile

Lt. Thomas in Hospital

(Continued from Page 1)
during his term of office the Foreign
Managers Division would be able
to expand
the filmcountries.
sei-vice to He
civil-is
ians in libeiated
due back in New York on Jan. 15.

Mobile, Ala. — Two armed bandits
Galesburg, 111. — Lt. Gordon Thomas, v/ho bound four employes on the
formerly of the Genesee theater, floor, escaped with $4,000 in holiday
wounded in action in Normandy, is receipts of the Lyric Theater in a
bold daylight holdup.
now at the Mayo hospital here.

Twentieth Century-Fox's "Winged
Vcitory" will be shown to Army Air
Forces units all over the world before other overseas contingents see
the film, it was disclosed yesterday
by the AAF pictorial division.

*^ JOHN MACK BROWN
A SENSATION

IN

A

POWERFUL

DRAMATIC

ROLE!

One of the many screen favorites, including Gale Storm, Sir Aubrey
Smith, Conrad Nagel, Mary Boland, Frank Craven and Johnny Downs,
in 1945's great emotional

smash!
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MORE
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EVER!

of *he mony screen favorites, including Gale
Storm, Sir Aubrey Smith, John Meek Brown,
Frank
Craven,
Conrad
Nagel
and
Johnny Downs, in 1945's first
great dramatic liit!
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MONOGRAM!
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"Mr. withEmmanuel"
Felix Aylmer
UA-Two Cities
92 Mins.
RANK SENDS GOOD DRAMATIC FILM
TO OUR SHORES; AYLMER IMPRESSIVE
IN TOP ROLE.
This Two Cities Film production, the
first of a group to be released by United
Artists in the United States under a deal
with J. Arthur Rank, will bid for the favor
of American audiences principally on the
basis of its appeal to our sense of decency
and fair play and its ability to arouse the
indignation of all right-minded persons. The
picture, produced with distinction by William Sistrom and directed with understanding by Harold French, is worthy dramatic
entertainment somewhat handicapped by a
theme that has lost its timeliness.
Set in 1938, "Mr. Emmanuel" is the highly
humanized story of an old English Jew's
search for the adored mother of a boy
refugee, whose Jewish father died in a Nazi
concentration camp. The Jew experiences
the brutality of the Nazis before he is successful in accomplishing his mission. To
spare the boy disillusionment, he reports that
his mother, who has married a Nazi official
and embraced Hitlerism, renouncing all ties
with the past, is dead.
Felix Aylmer is impressive as Mr. Emmanuel, bringing warmth and tenderness to
the role. His performance more than anything else holds the film together and
makes it arresting entertainment.
CAST: Felix Aylmer, Greta Cynt, Walter Rilla,
Peter Mullins, Ursula Jeans, Elspeth March,
Frederick Richter, Frederick Schiller, Maria Berger, Irene Mandl, David Baxter, Yvan DeLey,
Norman Pierce, Myer Tzelnicker, Arnold Marie,
Nell Ballantyne, Guy Deghy, Oscar Ebelsbacher,
Eric Freund, Mile Sperber, Lyonel Watts, Margaret Vyner.
CREDITS: Producer, William Sistrom; Associate Producer, Herbert Smith; Director, Harold
French; Screenplay, Louis Colding, Cordon Wellesley; Based on novel by Louis Colding: Cameraman, Otto Heller; Musical Score, Mischa
Spoliansky; Film Editor, Alan Jaggs; Art Director,
Norman
Arnold; Sound Supervisor,
Ernest Royls.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Universal Sues Warneke,
Claims Pix Not Shown
Des Moines, la. — A suit asking
$1,590.15 judgment from Lorenz
Warneke of Waterloo was filed in
District Court here by the Universal
Film Exchange alleging that he failed
to show several films he had contracted at Dike and New Hartford
theaters.
Warneke said he had sold out his
equipment for showing films about
a year ago and that the film company then couldn't make arrangements with the purchaser to whom
he had sold his equipment. He said
he had given the company notice
that he was selling out and terminated his contract with them.

Sam Halper Dies
Chicago — Sam Halper, veteran
owner of the Irving Theater, died
Wednesday from a heart attack. He
was also associated with Dave Fader
in ownei'ship of the Metro theater.
His widow and three children sur-

"The Stupid Cupid"
(Looney Tunes)
Warner Bros.
7 Mins.
They'll Love This
Dafi'y Duck again proves a riot in
an encounter with a Cupid that at"Brought to Action" 20 mins.
tempts to get
our fine-feathered
OWI-WAC
friend into
a romantic
frame of
Smashing Action
mind. The action is pretty mad, windProduced under the supervision of
ing up with Daffy the victor. The
Capt. Gene Markey, USN, by the Technicolor .cartoon is a succession
of
laughs.
Office of Strategic Services in cooperation with the Navy, this short
is 20 minutes of concentrated fury
"Bombalera"
that marks it as one of the most ef(Paramount Musical Parade)
fective combat accounts of the war. Paramount
20 Mins.
Powerful in its impact, the footage
presents as vivid a record imaginable
Peppyof its
Musical
In the latest
series of miniaof the naval battle of the Philippines
ture
musicals
Paramount
has a tasty
of last October. The action is so
stark and real and so incessant that item that is vivid and spritely beyond
the ordinary. Condensed into it is a
it lifts one out of one's seat.
load of entertainment. The short,
The havoc wrought upon the Jap- done in striking Technicolor, stars
anese fleet by the might of our air
and naval unit* has been depicted Olga San Juan as a gal from Brooklyn who gets a break as a night club
stunningly by cameramen of the
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, singer by posing as a Cuban star. In
Army Pictorial service, and Army the process she and the club owner
Air Forces. Incorporated into the fall in love. Louis Harris produced
film is footage captured from the and Noel Madison directed. Miss San
Japs. The picture shows the plan of Juan sings several Latin tunes with
the battle as well as the ibattle it- plenty of heat. She is assisted by
self. Here is a hard-hitting film that Stan Johnson, Mikhail Rasumny and
increases our pride in the achieve- Frank Faylen among others.
ments of our armed forces.
The film is scheduled for release
"The Volunteer"
nationally Jan. 11.
RKO
21 mins.
Weak Documentary
"Nautical But Nice"
Here is a British Ministry of InWarner Bros.
20 Mins.
formation film about the training of
Fair Vaudeville
personnel
of the empire's fleet air
A fairly entertaining vaudeville arm that serves its end poorly. The
short,
which
follows a stage star
bill, with
recreation
hall
as thea servicemen's
locale. Included
are a and his dresser into the service, with
group of sailors doing a version of emphasis placed on the conversion of
"Don't Give Up the Ship," acts by the latter into a skilled machinist,
the Michon Brothers, Brown, Rich has too much of a fictional quality
and Ball, the La Barre Brothers and about it, is cluttered up with a lot
the Runaway Four and a rendition of of material that bears little relation
"Cryin' for the Carolines" by the to the subject and is peculiarly unHoney Boys. "Can't You Hear Me
exciting. Even air battle scenes fail
Callin' Caroline" completes the mu- to stir one much. Ralph Richardson
sical content of the short.
and Pat McGrath have the principal
roles. Michael Powell and Emeric
Pressburger produced.
"Dog
Watch"
(Walt Disney)
RKO
7 Mins.
"Sonny Dunham and His Orchestra"
Fair Amount of Laughter
(Melody
Masters)
Pluto inspires a fair number of Warner Bros.
10 Mins.
laughs in an encounter with a rat
For the Young Crowd
which invades the ship aboard which
Those who thrill to the sound of a
he is on watch. The rat is a tough hot lick will go for this musical tidcustomer with only defiance for
bit. Dealing with the birth of a name
Pluto, who has to take a lot of abuse
band,
the short features Sonny Dunbefore he triumphs in this Techniham and his orchestra. Heard are
color cartoon.
"Sweet Georgia Brown," "Annie
Laurie," "Someday I'll Meet You
Again," "Memories of You," "Bob
"Safety
Sleuth"
(Pete Smith Specialty)
White" and "Liza." The Pied Pipers
M-G-M
10 Mins. and Angela Greene handle the vocals.
Filmed with the co-operation of
the War Department Safety Council,
"Alibi Baby"
the newest of the Pete Smith shorts
18 mins.
takes up some of the common causes RKO
So-So Comedy
of accidents that result in death or
maiming. The subject has been
A mild comedy effort in which Edhandled with considerable humor.
gar Kennedy offers his familiar
This lesson with a laugh is a desir- tricks. One thing must be said for
able booking.
the film — it gives slapstick a rest.

*

SHORTS

^

Although this makes for slower footage, it causes less pain to an intelligent mind. The action has to do
with a plot on the part of his wife,
Florence Lake, to get Kennedy to
adopt a baby. To gain her purpose
she has to create in her husband a
love of babies. How she brings this .
about is productive of a few hilar*
ious moments.
^
"The Birds and the Beasts
(Sports Parade)
Warner Bros.e"
10 Mins.
e Ther
Werfor
A Treat
Naturalists
The Blumenthal-Heilner short directed by Andre de La Varre takes
the audience to Florida for a visit to
a rare bird farm, Dumond's monkey
sanctuary and Shur's parrot haven.
Monks and birds are seen doing their
stuff for the camera. Technicolor
brings out all the rich coloring of
the exotic birds. An interesting short
of limited appeal.
RKO

"Clock Watcher"
(Walt Disney)

8 mins.

f

Provides Good Time
Another highly amusing Technicolor cartoon starring Donald Duck.
The scene of the quacker's antics is
a department store's gift- wrapping
department. As a wrapper Donald
makes a total mess of things, proving a lazy fellow in the bargain.

Brooklyn Honors Weiss
Of Pitkin for 6th Sales
Al kin,
Weiss,
managerin ofbehalf
Loew'sof Pitwhose efforts
the
Sixth sales
War aggregating
Loan resulted
in "E"
Bond
$1,035,000,
was honored yesterday at a Borough
Hall reception in Brooklyn, followed
by a luncheon in the Hotel Bossert
there sponsored by the Pitkin Ave.
Merchants Association which co-operated with him and the Pitkin Theater staff in the drive. In addition
to the "E" issue, the Pitkin was also
"F"
and "G" for
Bonds.
responsible
selling $219,000 in
A special citation was presented
to Weiss from Secretary of the
Treasury Henry Morgenthau, as well
as receiving a gold Merit of Honor
lapel button from Max A. Cohen,
WAC special events chairman, representing National Chairman Harry
Brandt. Brooklyn's Borough President John Cashmore joined the industry in the presentation ceremonies. Weiss was accompanied at the
latter by his two assistants, Sidney
Stromberg and Mildred Ferrugiari.
Maurice Seidlitz, district supervisor,
and Edward C. Dowden, of the publicity
of Loew'sSidney
Theaters, weredepartment
also present.
McKeon represented the Kings County WFC.
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Juvenile Law Would
Affed Mkh. Houses

BRIEfinG THE DflV'S REUIS
New Music Hall Champ

Detroit — Adoption of state juvenile employment legislation at the
session of the Michigan legislature
opening at Lansing on Saturday
would affect the employment of
hiinors by theaters here. Projected
legislation is to be drafted by the
Governor's Juvenile Study Commission, and will regulate the control
and employment of minors in all
types of business.
Projected regulations would reduce the maximum work and study
week (including school hours) from
54 hours, as at present, to 48. The
more controversial provision, however, is a maximum of 10 hours employment in any one day. Legislation projected earlier in the year
restricted employment in a day to
three or four hours alternatively,
and was vigorously opposed by various business groups as interfering
with the employment of youngsters
on Saturdays.
Present proposals for legislation
are in charge of George W. Dean,
State labor commissioner.

Saskatchewan Exchange
Proposal Irks Film Men
Reglna, Canada — Film men are
united in their opposition to the plan
of the Saskatchewan Government to
set up the province as a distribution
area by forcing the establishment of
distribution headquarters for the
province in this city. Currently the
Saskatchewan exhibitors are being
served from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
and Calgary, Alberta. There are
now six distribution areas in the
Dominion some of which take care
of the needs of theaters in several
provinces
Opponents of the proposal assert
that it would boost distribution
costs, with the increase being passed
on to the exhibitor. It is held that
adoption of the idea may affect the
entire Canadian distribution system.
A similar system for every one of
the Canadian provinces would boost
the price of films in most of the Dominion, it is feared.

Albert to Produce Features
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Arnold Albert, formerly assistant to Gordon Hollingshead, chief of short subject production for Warners, has been promoted
by Jack L. Warner, executive producer, to the rank of feature producer.

Ross Buys Hebert Story
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Ross has acquired the rights to "The Personal
Touch," a musical with six feminine
leads and a male who belongs legally
to all of them. "The Personal Touch"
is by William Hebert, Ross' advertising and publicity director and production assistant on "The Robe."

Theater Manpower
For A. M. War Jobs!

City Music
oldRadio
box-office
recordHall's
has nine-yearfallen to
M-G-M's "National Velvet" which,
in its third week at the big house,
rolled up a "take" of $141,000. Pic
is now in its fourth week. Not only
did the new Metro powerhouse take
the nine-year record for a single
week's gross, but it also set new highs
for any New Year's Day and New
Year's Eve since the Music Hall
opened its doors.

•
Drive Meeting Attracts

Cleveland — Governor-Elect Frank
J. Lausche of Ohio participated in
the festivities yesterday, marking
the third
lapon ofbehalf
Robertof Folliard's
national tour
the 1945 Ned

previewed at the Museum of Natural
History here tomorrow for the Visual Aids Institute for Teachers.

•
Bay City Westown Bums

Detroit — The Westown theater,
900-seat second-run, operated by
Butterfield Circuit, at Bay City was
destroyed by fire. Origin of fire and
total estimate of damage has not
yet been ascertained.

•
UIF Enters N. Y. State

Albany — Universal International
Films, Inc., chartered under Delaware laws, has certified to the Secretai'y of State that it is entering
New York State. UIF is capitalized
at 1,000 shares no par value. J. H.
Seidelman, is president.

Depinet Drive. Drive Captain Fol•
liard conferred with branch manPanagos
South
to Rest
agers from Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit and Indianapolis and their
Chicago — Pete Panagos, Alliance
sales staffs and bookers at the Hotel theater circuit executive, has returnStatler.
ed home from the Jackson Park hos•
followingHe
treatment
i-heuTo Resume Conciliation
matic pital
fever.
will go for
south
to
rest.
A new attempt to settle the dis•
pute between the Screen Office and
Professional Employes Guild, Local Mrs. Kane Leaves Warners
109, CIO, and Loew's, 20th-Fox, CoNew Haven — Maude Carroll Kane,
lumbia, Paramount and RKO over
contract and salary terms will be bride of Al Kane, Paramount district manager at Boston, has remade on Tuesday when huddles will
signed from the Warner theaters
be resumed between Commissioner
James F. Fitzpatrick of the U. S. zone office staff, after 15 years in
the employ of the company.
Conciliation Service and representa•
tives of the companies after a delay
caused by the illness of the Govern- Chi. Auditorium for Pix?
ment arbiter.
Chicago — Mayor Edward Kelly
•
wants the city authorities to take
WB's Trio for Broadway
over the 3,000-seat Auditorium TheNext three Broadway openings
ater for civic shows and films after
have been set by Warners. "Roughly the war. The theater is used now
Speaking" follows "To Have and for service men.
•
Have Not" into the Hollywood on
Jan. 17. "Hollywood Canteen" gives
Censors "Pink" Two
way
at film
the Chi.
Chicago — The police censor board
Strandto on"Objective,
Jan. 26. Burma"
The latter
films in December towill be followed by "God Is My Co- inspectedtalling97416,000
feet, with none rePilot" on March 9.
•
jected. Two were "pinked" — Universal's "Mummy's Curse" and "House
Red Cross Pic on Feb. 1
The new Red Cross film produced of Frankenstein." •
by March of Time and distributed
through RKO, will be titled "Seeing "Black Market in Babies"
Cosmopolitan Pictures Corp. of
Them
Through."
The film
dramatizes
American
Red Cross
services
to the New York has purchased the film
armed forces. Release date has been
rights
to "Black
in the
Babies."
moved to Feb. 1.
The feature
will beMarket
made in
East
•
from a script by Allan Dunn and
Teachers to See UA Short
is based on current news headlines
The latest UA "World in Action" relative to "baby brokers" selling illegitimate children to foster parents.
short, "Balkan Powder Keg" will be

Sue Schulberg on Taxes
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Hollywood — United States AttorHollywood — J. C. Copeland, Canney Charles H. Can- has filed suit
against B. P. Schulberg, producer,
adian capitalist, has formed Copefor $101,809.14 unpaid income taxes
and interest on his incomes for 1934
land Productions to make three picand 1935. The complaint lists untures annually. One of the pictures,
paid 1934 taxes of $5,933.74 with
according
to his plans, will be based
interest of $5,367.78, and unpaid additional income taxes of $59,788.72 upon a stage play which he will proplus interest of $30,720.90 for 1935.
duce annually on the West Coast.

(Continued from Page 1)
electricians and mechanics for parttime war plant work.
By keeping theaters closed until
12:30 p.m. with shows starting at
1 p.m. instead of during morning,
Harrison said, the industry could
release "thousands of skilled workdustry.ers" for morning shifts in war inIn Springfield, he said, 28 operators would be available from seven
downtwon theaters if the program
was adopted. The recommendations
were approved by representatives
of the stagehands' union and emof Loew's
Theater, heployes
said,
which Court
house Square
would make
available four operators who are experienced electricians, and one mainLcnance man for morning shifts. The
house now opens at 11:30 daily, shows
starting at noon. Other downtown
theaters are open between 10 and
noon,
with atseveral
scheduled
9 one "early
day a bird"
week. shows
"Local projectionists and stagehands think it is a good idea," Hariison asserted.

Area Distribs. Will Map
Dimes Drive on Monday
(Continued from Page 1)
be held at 2 p.m. Monday in the
Warner Club Room of the Distributors' Division of the drive. Exchange
managers, salesmen and others will
attend.
National Distributor Chairman
Tom Connors has appointed Charles
Boasberg (RKO) as New York State
distributor chairman. For the New
York City area the following distributor chairmen have been named:
Myron Sattler (Paramount) for
Manhattan; Ray Moon (20th-Fox)
for Queens; Phil Hodes (RKO) for
Brooklyn; Dave Bui'kan (UA) for
Richmond; Jack Bowan (M-G-M)
for Bronx; Sam Lefkowitz (UA) for
Nassau and Suffolk; and Irving
Wormser (Film Classics) for upstate to Poughkeepsie.
Drive officials were jubilant yesterday over the power and effectiveness of the polio appeal trailer, "The
Miracle of Hickory," starring Greer
Garson, following its screening. Oscar A. Doob, in a bulletin to Loew
theaters, after viewing the trailer,
asserted that the film will have the
biggest gross per foot of any picture ever made, and said "we are
making 13,000 trailers, and that
means 4,000,000 feet of film," and
added, "if every foot isn't worth
$1.25 in the drive or a $5,000,000
total, we miss our guess."

S/Sgt. Scheuermann Missing
Chicago — Staff Sgt. Daniel G.
Scheuermann, Rock Island, 111., theater manager, is reported missing in
action
Germany.with the Seventh Army in

Caught flat-footed by our gunners
and a combat cameraman

Enemy submarine is shelled to its doom. Official U. S. Coast Guard Photograph,

THE combat photographer is two men — he's
a trained and toughened fighting man. He's
an expert cameraman. He has to have the
strength and skill of a fighting man to get his
pictures when the fighting is at its thickest. As a
cameraman, he has to be so expert that he is
virtually a picture-taking machine, functioning
at high efficiency under incredibly difficult
conditions.
Everyone sees his pictures; but few outside the
motion picture industry realize how many combat cameramen are former movie cameramen.

how many have been trained by veteran movie
photograph ers.
And, of course, processing, editing, cutting,
adding supplementary sound — weaving separate shots into finished productions — are largely
in the hands of movie-trained people. The archives of this war will be illustrated by the most
magnificent war pictures ever made, and much
of their excellence will be due to the co-operation
of the motion picture industry.
One of g ser
ies
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Crescent Seeks Re-hearing; Charges Court Erred
jSudekum Circuit Petition
Raises Three Points; May
Get Court Decision Today
I
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g three
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Amusement
Iwith the U. S. Supreme Court a peti■tion for rehearing of the appeal
which the Court decided last month
in favor of the Government. The
Court at that time, in an opinion
written by Justice William 0. Doug(Continued on Page 14)

FPC Plans to Adapt
War-time Inventions
Toronto — Canada's theaters will
improve equipment and service by
utilizing fully wartime inventions,
according to J. J.
Fitzgibbons, president of Famous
Players Canadian
which this month
will celebrate its
25th anniversary.
The circuit has
grown from 18
theaters in 1920
to 311 in 1945.
"The past quarter century has
seen many important developments
FITZGIBBONS
in theater construction and operation, and we look for many rad(Continued on Page 14)

Sliding Scale Rules
Eagle-Lion UK Deals
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank at a conference with CEA
execs, here on Friday bowed to exhibitor complaints against fixed percentage deals for Eagle-Lion pictures
and agreed to substitute a sliding
scale. The exhibitor delegation left
the conference expressing satisfaction
over Rank's attitude.

Film, Radio Critics Honor
Year's Ace Players, Directors, Writers, Cameramen

F ILMDOM^S

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor, THE FILM DAILY

Nineteen
forty-four'son most
brilliant
performances
the
American screen were contributed by Bing Crosby in Paramount's

F AMOUS

unforgettable "Going My Way," one
of the outstanding popular successes
of recent years, and by Jennifer
Jones
zation inof 20th
the Century-Fox'
Franz Werfel picturinovel,
"The Song
of Bernadette,"
(Continued
on Page 6) the two

Connors Pi(l(S Aids
For Dimes Crusade

F IVES

Tom Connors, exchange chairman
for the 1945 March of Dimes Week,
yesterday announced the completed
lineup of his Coast-to-Coast distrib.
organization to aid exhibitors in the
(Continued on Page 14)

Small's 10 in Two Years
Will Cost $10,000,000
THE FILM DAILY today presents Filmdom's Famous Fives
of 1944, the outstanding stars, supporting players, juvenile

West

actors and actresses, directors, screenplays and Hollywood
"finds" of the year, as voted on the basis of performance
and achievement by representative critics and reviewers of
leading newspapers, magazines, wire services and syndicates and radio's film commentators in a nation-wide poll.
This distinguished survey of critical opinion, a unique industry "first," and in which merit is the yardstick, forms Part
One of the 23rd "Ten Best Pictures" symposium.

For a complete tabulation of Filmdom's Famous
of 1944 turn to Pages 8-9 of this issue.
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Hollywood — Edward Small plans to
produce not less than 10 pictures to
cost more than $10,000,000 during the
next two years, a program which ap(Continued on Page 2)

*

Ctdtural Commission
Proposed

in IV. Y. Bill

Albany — Under the provisions of a
bill introduced by Sen. Frederic H.
Coudert, Jr., Republican, and referred
to Finance Committee creates commission of seven members, five to
be appointed by the Governor, one
Senator and one Assemblyman, to
study cultural resources of the state
and to advance and promote music,
drama and fine arts for post-war development; $50,000 is appropriated.

Hochfeld Unopposed
For SPG's Presidency
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Slate of nominees for SPG officerships find three candidates unopposed, those of Harry Hochfeld,
incumbent first vice-president, for
the presidency being vacated by Jonas Rosenfield; Bob Ferguson, for
first vice-presidency; and Charles
Wright, incumbent treasurer, for
that same post.
For office of second vice-president,
Al Hirsch, incumbent secretary, is
opposed for that office by Vivian
Moses, and the secretaryship is a
contest between Charles Cohen and
Fred Hodgson.
Results of the election will probably not be known for a number of
weeks as an estimated 100 ballots
will have to come from SPC members serving in the armed services
both overseas and in this country.

Steffes Testimonial
Draws Trade Leaders
Minneapolis — Sponsored by the
Twin City Variety Club, a testimonial dinner to Al Steffes was held Friday night at the Nicollet Hotel. Planned primarily as a tribute to Steffes
as the retiring chief barker, the
event in reality paid homage to the
veteran exhibitor and pioneer organization leader for his efforts on behalf of theater men and the industry
during his 35 years in the business.
Representatives of both the distribution and exhibition branches of
the industry in the Northwest and
Midwest territories were present to
honor the honored guest. Among
those who attended was Gov. Ed
Thye. Ben Berger was chairman
of the affair.
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"Stars Look Down" Case
Is Settled Out of Court
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Washington — Funeral services for
Raymond B. Murray, 48, director of
(Continued from Page 1)
the Army Motion Picture Service
pears to reflect his confidence in the who died last week of a heart ailcontinued stability of the box-office
ment, will be held this morning at
for that period. United Artists will 10 a.m. in the Church of the Nativcontinue to distribute his product.
ity. Internment will be made in
In a week-end statement, Small Arlington
National Cemetery.
said the program would make a direct bid for attention in the expanding world market, with emphasis on
showmanship values in casting, story
content and direction on a scale
never before attempted by him.
Firston of
group, Dumas
"Cagliostro,"
based
the the
Alexander
story,
"7/0/1(1 Qcuf, Week!
gets under way in March. It will be
VERA HRUBA RALSTON
followed by "Bella Donna," by Robert
Hitchens; "A Time to Be Born," by
featuring
Dawn Powell; "Valentino"; Booth
Tarkington's "Kate Pennigate";
"The Ghost of Monte Cristo," perEugene
Palette
Vera Vague
Robert Livingston
Stephanie Bachelor
petuating the Dumas character; "LuRay Noble
Harry Owens
crezia Borgia," "D'Ai-tagnan" and
and his Orchestra
and his Royal Hawaiians
"Notorious Nancy Grey."

N. Y. THEATERS

LAKE PLACID SERENADE
and
ROY ROGERS
(as Guest Star)
A Republic Picture

jArthur Sachson Touring
jWB's Western Exchanges
Arthur Sachson, assistant general
j sales manager for Warners left New
IYork yesterday for a series of business meetings in Western exchanges.
Sachson will be joined in Denver
'by Henry Herbel, West Coast district manager, and together they will
visit Salt Lake City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland and Seattle.
Tour will take about three weeks.

Grainger Opens Republic
Sales Conclave Today
James R. Grainger, Republic president and general sales manager,
opens rent
theseries
first
of Rep.'s sales
curof session
three regional
meetings today at the New York
A. C, where sales and home office
executives will
the company's
distribution
and review
production
progress.

Herbert J. Yates, Sr., board chair137/8 137/8
man, is to address the session, outlinMillion-dollar suit brought by
MARKET
CURB
41/8
ing future production plans and
221/2
3 1/8 31/8
Grafton
Films
against
Loew's
chargdiscussing extended advertising and
22
22
ing breach of contract on the distri- publicity coverage on forthcoming
223/8
4
41/8
bution
and
exhibition
of
"The
Stars
221/8
221/4
films.
Look Down" has been settled amicably
out
of
court,
according
to
stipuE. J. Cohn Dies in Miami
lations filed Friday. Plaintiffs had Wolfe Cohen Returns
Miami, Fla. — Edwin J. Cohn, 75, charged that Loew's had delayed the From Latin-Amer. Trip
retired theatrical manager who for- release of the picture, produced by
merly operated in Detroit, died in a Grafton Films, Ltd., for 16 months,
Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
local hospital. His widow, Mrs. Zetta thereby curtailing the possibilities of Warners International, returns toCohn, survives.
greater grosses. Originally the acday from his first inspection trip to
tion was docketed in the New York
Cuba, Mexico and Venezuela. Cohen
Supreme Court from which it was plans to visit other countries under
dismissed and then re-filed in Fedhis jurisdiction, including South
eral Court.
America, Australia and the Far
East, in the near future.
Offer RKO Com. This Week
Dillon, Reed & Co. will make its Pollock Names LeSieur
COMPANY
secondary offering of 359,800 shares As UA Advertising Mgr.
of RKO common in behalf of Rocke154 W. 14th ST.
N. Y. C.
feller Center, Inc., this week. The
Howard R. LeSieur has been appointed advertising manager of
offering had been scheduled tentaPhone WAtkins 9-1486
tively for last Friday. Sale of the United Artists, it was announced
stock will leave Atlas Corp. as the Friday by Louis Pollock, director of
only substantial stockholder, having advertising and publicity. LeSieur,
PROMPT
SERVICE
46.26 per cent of the outstanding who has been with UA since 1933,
AS USUAL
stock on June 1, in addition to option relinquishes his sales promotion work
warrants to buy 327,812 common and post as editor of the United
shares.
Artists' house organ.

GLOBE TICKET

Murray Funeral Today
Washington
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^^Famous Fives'' Aiivards to Crosby and Jonei
Fitzgerald, MacMahon, McDotvull, O'Brien and BteCaretf Also Honored hy Crities^
(Continued from Page 1)
heading The Film Daily's fourth
national poll of newspaper, magazine, syndicate, news service and radio critics and reviewers to establish
the year's Filmdom's Famous Fives.
Crosby, who departed from the
type of roles with which he has been
long associated to portray Father
"Chuck" O'Malley, had a walk-away,
polling nearly four times as many
votes as Kis (nearest competitor,
Spencer Tracy, who placed second
as a result of his delineation in
Metro's "A Guy Named Joe."
Miss Jones' lead also was substantial although it did not approach the
margin enjoyed by Crosby. Her
closest competition came from Ingrid
Bergman in Metro's "Gaslight." It
was the second successive year that
Miss Bergman finished second. Greer
Garson, who in 1942 and 1943 was
voted the No. One actress, this year
finished third, her votes resulting
from her sympathetic perfomdance
in the title role of Metro's "Madame
Curie."
Completing the FFF roster of best
performances by feminine stars are
Bette Davis, chosen for her role in
Warners' "Mr. Skefiington," and
Irene Dunne, honored for her work
in Metro's "The White Cliffs of
Dover."
Spencer Tracy in placing second
to Crosby was pressed closely all
the way in the poll by Gary Cooper,
seen in the title role of Paramount's
"The Story of Dr. Wassell." Fredric
March, who had the title role in
Warners' production of "The Adventures of Mark Twain" and Claude
Rains, similarly cast in Warners'
"Mr. Skeffington," finished fourth
and fifth, respectively, in the best
stellar performances
category.

Greer Garson Captures Fourth Successive Award
For Outstanding Performance in 1944 FFF Poll
Greer Garson, voted by the nation's critics and reviewers for both press and
radio as contributing one of the five outstanding stellar performances in the
1944 Filmdom's Famous Fives in THE FILM DAILY's annual poll, is the only
actress to grace that division for four successive years. In 1941, Miss Garson
was fourth as a result of her work in Metro's "Broken Blossoms," while in 1942
her distinguished portrayal in Metro's "Mrs. Miniver" placed her first, and
last year her fine delineation of Paula in Metro's "Random Harvest" won her
a similar distinction.

"Going My Way." Fitzgerald took
the lead from the start of the poll
and literally romped home. A series
of two ties completes the best performances by a supporting actor's
column. Walter Pidgeon in Metro's
"Madame Curie" and Van Johnson in
Metro's "A Guy Named Joe" ran neck
and neck for the secondary honor.
A triple tie was scored by Monty
Woolley, seen in the UA-Selznick
picture, "Since You Went Away";
Keenan Wynn, featured in Metro's
"See Here, Private Hargrove," and
Walter Huston, who was prominently
cast in the same company's "Dragon

Aline MacMahon Captures
Seed."
Supporting Actress Palm

Aline MacMahon captured the top
spot in the FFF best performances
by supporting actresses, thanks to
her impressive performance in Metro's "Dragon Seed." The No. Two
place went to Ethel Barrymore,
whose pox-trayal in RKO's "None But
the Lonely Heart" received marked
critical approval. Miss Barrymore
enjoyed a two to one lead over her
closest rivals, Miriam Hopkins and
Diana Lynn, who were tied. Miss
Hopkins was honored by the critics
Supporting Performance
for
her performance in Warners'
Honors Go to Fitzgerald
"Old Acquaintance" and Miss Lynn
As the best performance by a sup- for her work in Paramount's "The
porting actor in 1944, the critics' Miracle of Morgan's Creek." Angela
easy choice was Barry Fitzgerald as Lansbury, who completes the supporting actress' group, would have
Father
Fitzgibbon
in Paramount's
made it a triple tie had she received
just one more vote. Miss Lansbury
found critical favor with her porOld Film Equip, Is
trayal in Metro's "Gaslight."
Wanted hy Museum
Louis Orlove, M-G-M's Milwaukee
exploiteer, has just clarioned a request to exhibitors of the nation to
make available to the Milwaukee
Public Museum any old motion picture equipment in their basements or
attics. The equipment is wanted for
a permanent display in the Museum,
and all such gifts will carry the names
of donors in perpetuity. Civic-minded
Orlove provides the following shipping
instructions: Send it via Film Service
either to him at M-G-M Pictures, 736
West State St., Milwaukee, or to
Will C. McKern, director of the Milwaukee Museum, 8th and West Wisconsin Ave. there.

McDowell Back in First
In the Juvenile Category

rate that performance the third best
of the year in the juvenile category.
Lon McCallister in 20th-Fox' "Home
in Indiana" and Donald O'Connor in
Univei'sal's "The Merry Monahans"
were rated fourth and fifth, respectively, by the nation's critics.

O'Brien Again Scores
With "Lost Angel" Role

History repeated for Margaret
O'Brien who last year scored a decisive victory with her performance
in Metro's "Journey for Margaret."
Miss O'Brien again out-distanced the
field for the best performance by
juvenile actresses, the votes pouring
in as a result of Metro's "Lost
Angel." Incidentally, it is interesting to note that the young Metro
actress scored the third highest individual tally in all classifications.
And as was the case with Roddy
McDowall, a second O'Brien performance was singled out as one of the
five best by juvenile actresses. Her
work in 20th-Fox' "Jane Eyre"
brought sufficient votes to take fifth
place. The runner-up spot in this
group went to Joyce Reynolds, seen
in Warners' "Janie," the third to
Shirley Temple of the UA-Selznick
"Since You Went Away" and the
fourth to Peggy Ann Garner also of
20th-Fox' "Jane Eyre."

McCarey Tops Directorial
Heap; King Is Runner-up

Leo McCarey's direction of Paramount's "Going My Way" was held
by the critics as outstanding by a
three to one margin. Placing second
was Henry King's direction of 20thFox' "The Song of Bernadette."
There was a close race between
Alfred Hitchcock and John Cromwell
for the third spot, but Hitchcock, who
directed 20th-Fox' "Lifeboat," nosed
out John Cromwell, who directed
"Since You Went Away'; for David
0. Selznick. George Cukor finished
fifth with the direction of Metro's
"Gaslight." Hitchcock is the only
director to score a repeat. In 1943
he placed fifth with Universal's
"Shadow of a Doubt."

Roddy McDowall, always a serious
contender, was rated by the critics
as outstanding in the 1944 juvenile
actor group. His margin of victory
over his closest competitor, Ted Donaldson, was approximately five to
one. McDowall, who finished first
two years ago and placed second last
year, was selected this time on the "Going My Way" Script
basis of his work in Metro's "Lassie Selected as Outstanding
Come Home." Donaldson's votes resulted from Columbia's "Once Upon
The balloting in the year's outstanding screenplay classification
a Time." A second McDowall portrayal in Metro's "The White Cliffs saw "Going My Way" an easy wanner
of Dover" brought enough votes to with a better than three to one lead

over Paramount's "Double Indem
nity." The script for "Going M;
Way" was written by Frank Butle
and Frank Cavett, and that fo
"Double Indemnity" by Billy Wilde
and Raymond Chandler. Other FF]
screenplays designated in the orde:
of finish in the poll were: "The Sonj
of Bernadette," by George Seaton
"Since You Went Away," by Davi<
0. Selznick, and "Lifeboat," by J(
Swerling. The latter picture was «
20th-Fox production.

Rennahan's Technicolor
Photography Again Tops
As the year's finest example ol
photography, the critics cited "Ladj
in the Dark," photographed for Para^
mount in Technicolor by Ray Renna.
han. It was a second successive yeai
that Rennahan has been so honored
Camera work on "For Whom the Bell
Tolls" brought him the palm in 1943,
"Lady in the Dark" enjoyed almost a
two to one lead in the balloting, with
Harold Rosson's photography foi
"An American Romance" finishing
second. The latter production by
Metro, was also in Technicolor, as
was Metro's "Lassie Come Home,"
the No. Three selection by the critics,
"Lassie Come Home" was photographed by Leonard Smith. Arthur
Miller's splendid camera treatment
of "The Song of Bernadette" and
George Barnes' equally fine work on
"Jane Eyre" brought them the fourth
and fifth awards in this category.

Jennifer Jones Selected
As 1944's Film "Find"
the Jennifer
outstanding
"find"
of
theHeld
yearas was
Jones,
under
contract to David 0. Selznick. The
runner-up was June Allyson, whose
home studio is Metro. Others placed
in the "find" category by the critics
were Danny Kaye, under contract to
Samuel Goldwyn, Van Johnson of
Metro, and Barry Fitzgerald, of
Paramount.

Western
Mich,
''Takes'
In '44 lip
15 to
30%
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Theaters
throughout Western Michigan have
had a banner year with box-office
returns mounting to as high as 30
vicinities.
per cent over last year's in some
Downtown Grand Rapids theaters
have had a 15 per cent increase over
a year ago, due to war plants making
money freer in the city. Neighborhood theaters, however, have not
been on the receiving end as far as
increased box-office returns. Patrons
with more money have patronized
down- town theaters with restaurants
and stores profiting along with the
theater trade.

Many Thanks to the Critics For
Their Generous Consideration

HX^
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Best Performances by Male Stars:
BING

CROSBY

as Father

Way."
SPENCER TRACY
GARY

"Chuck"

O'Malley in Paramount's

as Pete Sandidge

in M-G-M's

"A

Guy

"Going My
Named

Indtis

Joe."

COOPER
as Dr. Corydon M, Wassell in Paramount's "The Story of
Dr. Wassell."

FREDRIC

MARCH

as Mark Twain in Warners' "The Adventures of Mark

Twain'."
RAINS

CLAUDE

T TPON

as Mr. Skeffington in Warners' "Mr. Skeffington."

the distinguished

tographers whose nati
nation's eminent critics an

Best Performances by Feminine Stars:
JENNIFER JONES
Bernadette."
INGRID

as Bernadette

GARSON

BETTE

DAVIS

IRENE

DUNNE

in 20th-Fox's

"The

Song

of

those best qualified to bestir
yardstick applied by partii

as Madame Curie in M-G-M's "Madame Curie."

is that of outstanding screei

as Fanny Trellis in Warners' "Mr. Skeffington."
as Susan Ashwood in M-G-M's "The White Cliffs of Dover."

Best Performances by Supporting Actors:
BARRY

FITZGERALD

y."
WALTER Wa PIDGEON

VAN

JOHNSON

MONTY

as Father Fitzgibbon in Paramount's "Going My
as Pierre Curie in M-G-M's "Madame Curie."

as Ted Randall in M-G-M's "A Guy Named Joe."

WOOLLEY*

as Colonel Smollett in UA-Selznick's

RODDY
TED

as

McDOWALL

DONALDSON

RODDY
LON

KEENAN
WYNN*
as Private Mulvihill in M-G-M's "See Here, Private
Hargrove."
4
HUSTON*

Best Performanci

"Since You

Went Away."

WALTER

unique, not alone because

as Paula Alquist in M-G-M's "Gaslight."

BERGMAN

GREER

Soubirous

conferred the year's greatest
Filmdom' s Fam-ous Fives o

as
as Pi4

McDOWALL

as

White Cliffs of Dover."
McCALLISTER as S]

DONALD

O'CONNOR

a^

Ling Tan in M-G-M's "Dragon Seed."
Monahans."

BestPerformances by Supporting Actresses :
ALINE

MacMAHON

ETHEL

BARRYMORE

MIRIAM
DIANA

HOPKINS*

as Ling's wife in M-G-M's "Dragon Seed."
as Ma Mott in RKO's "None But the Lonely Heart."
as Milly Drake in Warners'

LYNN*
as Emmy
Morgan's Creek."

ANGELA
* Tied.

LANSBURY

"Old Acquaintance."

Kockenlocker in Paramount's "The Miracle of

as Nancy in M-G-M's "Gaslight."

Best Performance
MARGARET
JOYCE

REYNOLDS

SHIRLEY
PEGGY

O'BRIEN

TEMPLE
ANN

as

as Jan
as Bri

GARNER

MARGARET
O'BRIEN
Away."

as

J

Js Fives of 1944 *

•

Best Direction:

SB

LEO

I'jGreatest
lonor^*
iili:or both

these

pages,

press and radio

for "The Song of Bernadette"— 20th-Fox.

ALFRED

HITCHCOCK

for "Lifeboat '—20th-Fox.

CROMWELL

GEORGE

for "Since You Went Away"— UA-Selznick.

CUKOR

for

Gaslight "—M-G-M.

have

a medium for a free choice by
honors, but because the single
and

KING

the

»r— election to The Film Daily's
annual poll is distinctive and

ti -to-Coast

for "Going My Way"— Paramount.

HENRY

JOHN

f£tors, screen writers and cinemaiilazoned upon

McCAREY

Border-to-Border

Outstanding Screenplays:
"GOING

MY

"DOUBLE

e e and achievement.

"THE

WAY"

INDEMNITY"

SONG

"SINCE

Frank Butler, Frank Cavett— Paramount.

OF

YOU

BERNADETTE"

WENT

"LIFEBOAT"

Billy Wilder, Raymond Chandler-Paramount.

AWAY"

George Seaton-20th-Fox.
David O. Selznick- UA-Selznick.

Jo Swerling— 20th-Fox.

uvenile Actors:
gh in M-G-M's "Lassie Come Home."

Outstanding Photography:

ibia's "Once Upon a Time."
lod II (as a boy) in M-G-M's "The
:on in 20th-Fox's "Home in Indiana."
anahan

in Universal's

"The

Merry

"LADY
"AN

IN THE

AMERICAN

"LASSIE
"THE

DARK"

COME
SONG

"JANE

ROMANCE"
HOME"

OF

EYRE"

(Technicolor)

Ray

Rennahan— Paramount.

(Technicolor) Harold Rosson— M-G-M.

George Seaton— M-G-M.

BERNADETTE"

Arthur

Miller— 20th-Fox.

George Barnes— 20th-Fox.

uvenile Actresses:
I-G-M's "Lost Angel."
|in Warners' "Janie."

i(

Finds'' of the Year:

in UA-Selznick's "Since You Went

JENNIFER
a child) in 20th-Fox's "Jane Eyre."
jns in 20th-Fox's "Jane Eyre."

DANNY

JONES,
KAYE,

David O. Selznick.

Samuel Goldwyn.

BARRY

VAN

FITZGERALD,

JUNE

ALLYSON,

JOHNSON,
Paramount.

M-G-M.

M-G-M.

13^

10

Question Murray in
Million Dollar Suit

cominG nno goiiig

FPC Plans to Adapt
War-lime Inventions
(Continued from Page 1)
ical changes in our construction and
operating program in the years immediately following the war," says
Fitzgibbons.
Fewer Labor Hours Seen
With the use of new metals that
have been utilized in war work our
experts tell us that labor hours can
be reduced materially. This is because we will be able to use lighter
metals which will have the same
strength as the older and heavier
metals. Wall units, formerly of
brick, can now be made of poured
concrete, through the vibrating system. Concrete poured under this
method will dry in the coldest temperature in30 hours, Army engineers
have found.
"Research engineers predict that
theater lighting may be serviced by
the use of electronic waves. Incandescent light, when the war is over,
may be replaced by fluorescent lighting. It has already been discovered
that fluorescent tubing can be made
up in various shapes to blend in with
the decorative scheme of a theater.
The so-called 'black light' or invisible colored rays will play on
wall surfaces of luminous paints for
glowing pastel effects. It is predicted
that theaters will have very plain
walls with light accomplishing the
decoration.
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HARRY
this week

C. ARTHUR, Jr., returns to St. Louis
from
New
York.

GREGORY
week-end.

PECK

left for California over the
LOU

SIDNEY BLUMENSTOCK, assistant exploitation
manager of 20th-Fox,
is in Chicago.
BERNARD

JANE BALL left New York over the week-end
on a p. a. tour of three mid-western cities,
St. Louis, Detroit and Chicago.

McCARTHY,

United

Artists St.

Louis manager, has returned from a two weeks'
vacation spent with relatives in Los Angeles.
HAZEL ANDERSEN, Omaha; LILA GOODIN,
San Francisco, and ELEANORE KING, Denver,
are M-G-M office managers arriving today for
home office conferences. Also due today are
Field Exploiteers ). E. WATSON, Cincinnati;
CHARLES DEARDOURFF, Cleveland, and NORMAN LINZ, Indianapolis.

Miami

COHEN,

Detroit circuit owner, goes to

today for a two weeks' stay.

JULES LEVEY, head of the Warner Theaters
real estate department, left Sunday night for
Seattle on business. He will be gone about two
and a half weeks, stopping off at Butte, Mont.,
on the return trip.
MARCEL
has arrived

HELLMAN,
in England.

independent

producer,

MELODY THOMSON, screen player. Is at the
Waldoif-Astoria from California to take a role
in the Vinton Freedley stage musical, "Call Me

SIDNEY JOHNSTON, owner of the Compton,
St. Louis, and MRS. JOHNSTON have returned
from a visit to New York.

BOB SAVINI left Friday for a tour of Astor
exchanges in Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans
and Dallas and to the Howard Hughes general
office
Lucky." in Houston.

"Experts believe that through electronic plates the air of a theater
can be purified just as sand and other
foreign substances are removed from
Army tanks by electronic plates.
Germicidal lamps now being used in
some barracks and industrial plants
are doing an amazing job of disinfecting air and will do much to protect health in theaters.
New Carpeting Methods
"We are very much interested in
a newly discovered method of carpeting which has proven effective in
several tests. It consists of spraying wool and latex on a concrete
floor. This method is claimed to be

just as efficient as regular carpet.
"Theater seats will undergo a considerable change. We have already
seen samples of a new type of 'roll
back' seat which will be manufactured by a Canadian firm. This seat
will roll back, permitting people to
pass seated patrons who will not
have to stand up to allow passage.
Several companies are working with
nerve specialists to develop a type of
seat to give complete comfort and
rest. Experiments are also being
conducted to develop new types of
theater screens that will be even
more restful on the eye of the patrons.

Chicago — Defense attorneys Edl
ward Johnson and Myles Seeley 0]|
Friday cross-examined Thomas Mur^
ray in his million dollar damage sui
against the film distributors, an(
other defendants. They brought ou
various financial transactions ii
which the plaintiff, Murray partici ]
pated. Judge William Holly ad
journed court until this morning.
Defense attorneys indicated thej
would ask the court to permit thf
jurors, seven women, and five men
to visit the theaters involved in th(

"An adaptation of wartime 'walkie
talkie' equipment will speed commumanagers. nications between service staffs and

"Television, it is altogether likely,
in post-war
partprincipal
play a Its
will
at the
asset theater'
programs
.
present time of development is the
speed with which it can report new
events. Successful experiments have
already been made whereby a televised event can be repuoduced on film
and shown on a theater screen, all
in a remarkably short space of time.
Whatever its role on the screen, it
is a certainty that television will be
given a chance to show its wares to
Famous Players' audiences as soon
as it becomes available."

To my good friends The Critics who have been
so considerate at all times.
Sincerely,
Roddy Ale Do wall

OUR

ENTHUSIASM

FOR

'XAN'T HELP SINGING''
IS WELL FOUNDED!

tx/e felt that ''Can't Help Singing" would be the
biggest picture Universal has ever had. We also felt it w^ould
prove to be the most entertaining and the most satisfying to
exhibitors and customers. All business returns prove this to be
correct.' ''Can't Help Singing" has broken every record of every
Universal picture in the engagements it has played so far.
It has also received fine critical acclaim, and we are very
happy about the fact that many critics refer to it as the best
Deanna Durbin picture ever made.
In the New York Daily Mirror, Frank Quinn referred to
"Can't Help Singing" as "Filmdom^s 'Oklahoma.''
No wonder we "Can't Help Singing" the praises of "Can't
Help Singing."

Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER
and FRANK RYAN • Story by John
Klorer, Leo Townsend • Based on
"Girl of the Overland Trail" by
Samuel J. and Curtis B. Warshawsky

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
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SIGN UP NOW! A GREATER DRIVE IN '45!
MARCH OF DIMES (Jan. 25-31)
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Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER and FRANK RYAN • Story by John Klorer and Leo Townsend
Based on "Girl of the Overland Trail" by Samuel J. and Curtis B. Warshawsky • A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
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"This Man's Navy"
Debut at Lakeliurst

Court Erredf Crescent Ctaims
THE'

Petihions U. S. Supreme Court for Re-hearing

Connors PiOa Aids
For Dimes Crusade

(Continued from Page 1)

Thirty newspaper and syndicate
writers and fan magazine and industry paper editors and writers will be
the guests of Admiral Rosendahl,
head of the U. S. Navy Lighter-ThanAir Airbase at Lakehurst, N. J., tonight for a special showing of
Metro's "This Man's Navy," part of
which "was photographed at the base.
Preceding- the screening, they will
tour the Base and dine at the Officer's Club. Four thousand enlisted
men and officers in L.T.A. also will
see the picture for the first time.
Industry paper reps, attending
will include James J. Jerauld, Boxoffice; James Ivers, Motion Picture
Herald; Chester B. Bahn, The Film
Daily; Edward Smith, Motion Picture Daily; Mel Konecoff, The Exhibitor; Ralph Cokain, Showmen's
Trade Review; and R. W. Baremore,
The Independent.
Frances Gifford, M-G-M contract
player, also will make the trip, as
well as Herbert Crooker, Dorothy
Day, Bill McCormick, Melvin Heymann, and William Ornstein of
Metro's home office publicity department.

(Continued from Page 1)

las and concurred " in- by" four~other l example
that "the givedefendants
would rights
insist drive.
lowing : Connors has named the fol
that a distributor
them monopoly
members, had ruled that Crescent in
towns where they had competition or
may not expand without prior court else defendants would not give the distribuAREA CH.\IRMEN: I. H. Rogovin (Col.)
tor any business in closed towns where
sanction, must cut all its ties vvrith
Boston: M. Evidon (Col.), Des Moines; Les
the several other circuits jointly they -had no competition."
There is no finding that defendants so ter Zucker (Col.), Cleveland; Earl A. Bel
owned and generally upheld the Ten- insisted
or acted. Crescent says. All the (WB), Denver; P. J. Hannon (WB), Omaha
nessee lower court decision. Three
Lester J. Bona (WB), St. Louis; Wm. F
Government contended was that "actual Gordon (WB), Salt Lake City; R. Smeltze
members of the Court did not par- discrimination" by distribs. against independ- (WB), Washington, D. C; C. G. Eastmai
ticipate and one dissented.
ence was proved by "other evidence," and (Para.), Albany; M. A. Brown (Para.), Bui
"warranted the inference that discrimination falo; C. H. Weaver (Para.), Oklahoma City
The Court was expected to con- was
induced by defendant exhibitors for the
sider the petition Saturday, with a
W. E. Truog (UA), Kansas City; Wm. Zoe)
purpose
of restraining
competition."
uer (M-G-M), Atlanta; F. J. Downey (M-G
decision possibly to come today.
Crescent declared that "we believe this
M), Detroit; James Briant (M-G-M), Nev
First error, Crescent stated, was
Court would not consciously and delibOrleans; Wm. M. Workman (M-G-M), Min
the Court's statement that there was
neapolis; Sol Gottlieb (M-G-M), Pittsburgh
erately hold an int'eience of this character warranted in the face of tlie diJ. J. Maloney (M-G-M), Pittsburgh; Rov;
no assignment
of error that "the
rect evidence in the record as to tlie
P. Branon (RKO), Charlotte, N. C; Sol M
United States failed to prove the
Sachs (RKO), Dallas; B. Pitkin (RKOi
actual reasons for the so-calied discrimiallegations of the complaint as amNew Haven; Chas. Boasberg (RKO), N. Y.
nations. Film rentals received by distributors must necessarily depend in
E.
A. Lamb (RKO), Seattle; R. O. Wilsoi
plified
by
the
bill
of
particulars,"
and thus the Court would hence not
the final analysis upon tlie box-office
("U"), Portland, Ore.; B. Rose ("U"), Sai
receipts of exhibitors. Box-office reFrancisco;
consider this contention by Crescent.
kee; Tom Frank
GilliamMantzke
(Fox), ("U"),
Chicago;Milwau
Clyd(
ceipts will normally be greater in a
Crescent holds that the Court
Eckhardt (Fox), Los Angeles; Leavitte Bu
large well-equipped competently mangie
(Fo.x),
Cincinnati;
Geo.
Landis
(Fox)
aged theater than in a small, poorlymust have misinterpreted its conIndianapolis; T. W. Young (Fox), Memphis
e(iu'pped or incompetently managed thetention. Full notice was given,
Sam Gross (Pox), Philadelphia.
ater, and a distributor will naturally
DISTRICT CHAIRMEN: J. B. Underwooc
says Crescent, and was in the
prefer to make a deal with the exhibitor who will not only agree to pay,
(Col.), Dallas; Henry Herbel (Warner), Lot
brief and oral argument
both.
but can be depended upon to pay, the
Angeles; A. M. Kane (Para.), Boston; Jack
The Court's statement
that it
greater film rentals over a period of
Goldhar (UA), Detroit; Jack Bowen (M-G
did not consider these statements
time.
M), N. Y.; Sam Shirley (M-G-M),
Chicago
"The so-called discriminations by the
S entitles Crescent to further condistributors were induced by these busij sideration, the circuit believes.
ness reasons and
the inference
relied
So. Calif. Exhibs. Aiming
The second point brought
out was that
the Court states there was "ample evidence"
that the defendants used their buying- power
I to close out competitors,
and gave as an

upon by tlie Government is not valid."
In addition, the petition says, the Government was not able to offer any proof
that any competitor
actually sold out to
Crescent or its affiliates because of inability
to obtain product.
"Elementary fairness to the defendants
requires a reconsideration as to the facts,"
said Crescent.

4<ERE'SA S<^x-0^^

BOMAMZA-

TME SURPRIZE MONEY SHOW OF '45

DANNY
KAYE

The Screen's Newest
Sensation — A Riot

The third point was Douglas' reference to
Crescent's statement that "independents were
eliminated by the normal processes of competition." Crescent says there is nothing in
tlie District Court findings to "compel a
contrary inference" especially after the elimination of such portions of those findings as
are i)ased on incompetent evidence and the
portions as to which specific error was assigned. . . indeed, the Court seems to assume
the factual validity of the contention, but
hold the fact immaterial on the ground that:
"action by a combination of exhibitors to
obtain an agreement with a distributor
whereby commerce with a competing exhibitor is suppressed or restrained is . . . prohibited by the Sherman Act."
"There was absolutely no evidence that
defendants
ever obtained
or attempted
to obtain
from
any
distributor
any
agreement,
express or implied, that it
should not furnish iiictures to a competing exhibitor or should impose
restrictions on any other exhibitor."
In conclusion.
Crescent
stated that "the
factsCin this case have not been sufficiently
analyzed
and false premises
have been inadvertently assumed as the premise for the
court's

BIRTH'" of
e
A "ThSTAR
A Streamlined Feature

RtUAStD WRUASTOR PKTURK CORF.
|30 WEST

46th

STREET

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

opinion."

Hellman to Make One
For 20th-Fox in Britain
London (By Cable) — Negotiations
for a one-picture deal, to be produced here for 20th Century-Fox by
Marcel Hellman, independent producer, are being completed between
20th-Fox's managing director, F. L.
Harley, and the producer who just
arrived from the United States.
When completed, it is believed this
film will be applied against the distributor's quota commitment governed by the exchange laws for the
American companies.

I

For 25% Dimes Boost

Tbiaterraen in Southern California
are out to make a new record in the
forthcoming March of Dimes drive,
plans for which have already been
formulated. Predictions are that at
least' 550 houses will shatter last
year's mark by 25 per cent. Representatives of the indie distributors'
group and of Fox West Coast theaters have met on organization details.
Some 200,000 seats not represented
in the 1944 campaign are expected toj
be harnessed to fight polio.
Dimes Week, Jan. 25-31, will find
the New York M of D Committee, in
co-operation with the national committee,
a spectacular
demonstration instaging
Times
Square, centering
around the famous 6th War Loan's
Statue of Liberty. A screen, impressively framed and surmounted by a
giant birthday cake symbolizing the
President's anniversary, will carry
the appeal trailer. Ernest Emerling
and Harry Mandel, together with
Edward C. Dowden, will be in
charge of the demonstration.
Exchange Chairman Tom Connors
has already placed dimes-collection
boxes in all exchanges so that collections can start at once.

um mmm

UREETIKS TO..
Charles

H.
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Ryan
Stanley Prager
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JA Opening Parley;
national Conclave Off

MJLY

BRIEfrnC THE DflV'S REIUS
Selznick Gets SYWA

United Artists will hold a two-day
listrict managers sales meeting in
ijew York, starting today, plans havf ng been dropped for a national conjfention in view of the Government
nlirective placing a ban on convenai lions for the rest of the year, it was
'"^ innounced
Friday by Carl Leseru nan, general sales manager.
An
)ver-all discussion of sales policies
n connection with forthcoming prod. jct and advertising campaigns will
' oe the main feature of the meeting.
'■^}
Attending New
the sessions
will beWinn,
Sam
T Lefkowitz,
York; James
Boston; Jack D. Goldhar, Detroit;
Pred M. Jack, Dallas; T. R. Thomp5on, Kansas City; Rud Lohrens, Chi: ;ago; W. E. Callaway, Los Angeles,
s md A. J. Jeffrey, Toronto.
Repre"■ senting the home office will be Lesernan, Grad Sears, J. J. Unger, Harry
. Gold, Edward Schnitzer, Paul Lazarus, Sr., Harry D. Buckley, Charles
i Steele, Phil Dow and Jack Wrege.

Missouri Exhib. Files
Arbitration Complaint

Award

The New York City Federation of
Women's Clubs, which has an affiliated membership of 300,000 women,
Friday announced a special award
to David 0. Selznick for his "Since
You Went Away," as the best picture of the year for home front
morale. The committee is sending letters to all affiliated branches announcing this award.
•
Generalis Joins 20lh-Fox
Hal ~ Home, Friday appointed
George A. Generalis as 20th-Fox
publicity director of foreign newspapers in the U. S. and Canada.
Generalis, formerly editor of a Greek
daily here, will also assist Charles
S:-hlaifer in the policy of general
advertising Pertaining to the foreign
newspaper field.
•
Party for Schildkraut
Republic is tossing a cocktail party
for Joseph Schildkraut tomorrow
from 5 to 7 p.m. at the Hampshire
House.

Party for Lawrence Tibbett
St. Louis — G. Carey, operating
Lawrence Tibbett, making his bow
the
Stadium Theater, Caruthersville,
on
Lucky
"Hit Parade"
show
over Strike's
CBS Saturday
night, radio
was
Mo.,
has filed a some run and clearfeted following the broadcast at a
ance complaint in the local tribuntal.
press party at the Hotel Bryant.
Tom Fizdale office handled, with Ira Carey charges that Loew's, Inc., has
Sherman functioning.
refused to license him product for
the Stadium and further that the
other four consenting companies
grant unreasonable clearance to the
Educators See "Caballeros"
competing Gem and Rodgers TheaThirteen hundred educators at- ters.
tending the American Museum of
The petition requests that the
Natural History's first Visual Aids clearance for the Stadium be based
Institute for Teachers, in New York on the territorial release dates and
City, saw a screening on Friday night that Loew's be directed to furnish
for some run, at reasonable
of Walt Disney's RKO Radio-re- pictures
rentals and on a basis in accordance
leased "The Three Caballeros."
with the terms of the New York
consent decree.
Meet on Wage Increases
Meetings between representatives Withdraw Lowell Complaint
Clearance complaint filed by the
of the film companies and the lATSE
for discussion of WLB applications L.B.M. Memorial Theater, Lowell,
calling for wage increases for ex- Mass., against Warner Bros, has
day.
change workers will be resumed to- been withdrawn, all parties having
signed a general stipulation.
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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10 PRINT SLASH BUT FEWER PIX COMINC
iontinuance of OWI
(Continued from Page 1)

Staggering of Releases No
Cure; One Co. May Put
Lesser Films on the Shelf

Cut Means 30 Less Pix, WPB View

ipossible for the Gov't
agency to Fade Out Now,
sserts Riskin on Return
iPrevalent distribution and non-thesrical problems, plus the planning
U approach to the reconstruction of
iJdrmany, forecast an extension of
.'ta lifeline of Robert Riskin's over^jiis film bureau when the Office of
^^Ur Information exec, told the in'tstry
in an beinterview
Saturi cy thatpress
it would
impossible
for

Overseas Pix Setup Seen

Government War Agency Holds Out Hope for Raw
Stock Improvement Later in the Year
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

<DAILY

It is unlikely that the distributors will attempt to curtail the
duced the industry quota "by pos- number of prints in order to

Washington — Postponement of
about 30 features for the current
production year might be necessitated by the cut in raw stock which
might reach well over 100 million
linear feet for 1945, WPB announced
Saturday.

sibly 27,000,000 linear feet for the
first quarter of 1945," and that if
the cut persists through the year
postponement of 30 features will be
forced. This figure was estimated
by
the producers at the Thursday
meeting.

■\ii OWI fadeout at this time.
The
Without giving a definite figure
treau head added that he had no
iI:ention of leaving the OWI after on the cut, WPB did say in an official press release that it has re(Continued on Page 13)

Production during the 1943-44 season went to about 400 features.
(Continued on Page 13)

(hib. Can Enforce
rder, Jury Holds
Detroit — Wayne County Circuit
urt jury here upheld the right of
exhibitor to enforce order within
, i theater, specifically to require
/ trons to remain in line while wait? for seats in an SRO house.
A
jf

L

(Continued on Page 6)

fB's $100,000 to Test
] idio Spot Advertising

Rogers Four for UA
To Cost $5,250,000
Having completed "Delightfully
Dangerous" for United Artists release, Charles R. Rogers is preparing a program of four pictures to
cost approximately $5,250,000, the
day.
producer said in New York yesterThe most expensive and elaborate
(Continued on Page 14)

Circuit Dimes Drive
Participation At 100%

Made

in 14 to 23 languages, including Japanese, 18 films, some feature length, others one to three reels,
will be produced by the OWI in New
York and Hollywood this year, according to Robert Riskin, chief of the
OWI overseas film bureau.
Newsreel production will be continued in England, in co-operation
with the other Allied information
services, turning out six basic newsreels in 14 languages
every week.

Repubiic Boolcings

cent in 1944 over the previous year,
an all-time high for Republic product, was disclosed by James
R.
Washington — Although a review
(Continued on Page 6)
of the essential activities listings of
the War Manpower Commission,
which names the various industries SOPEG Votes 97% for
and jobs for which hiring prefer- Merger With Local 1
ence is to be given by the United
States Employment Service is under
Merger of the Screen Office and
(Continued on Page 13)
Professional Employes Guild, Local
109, CIO, with Local 1 of the United
Distributors Would Eye
Office and Professional Workers of
Washingtan

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Penn. Exhibitors Books

(Continued on Page 13)

Crescent Denied a Re^hearing
U. S. Supreme Court Quickly Rejects Plea
Tri-States MPTO Discusses
Film Tax, Elects Officers

It was (Continued
pointed out
that14)the stagon Page

UpA booking
32 1/2%-Grainger
increase of 32% per

Doubl "Essential'
Review to Hit Pix

Its first large-scale national spot
Distributor defendants in the acAs mail containing March of
vertising campaign will be launch- Dimes
pledges continues to pour in
tion brought by 24 independent exover the air waves next week by
hibitors in the Pittsburgh territory
arner Bros, in connection with the to Circuit Chairman J. R. Vogel,
indications point to virtual 100 per have filed a motion in the Pittsburgh
(Continued on Page 6)
cent participation of chains in the Federal Court for permission to in(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 14)

18 Features f Shorts
On OWI '45 Lineup

meet the required cut in raw stock,
which means that the problem can be
solved only in the production of
fewer cated
pictures,
yesterday. distributors indi-

Washingtan

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— The U. S. Supreme
Court yesterday denied the appeal of
the Crescent Amusement Co. for a reMemphis — The New York consent
hearing in theCircuit
appeal from
last ruling
year's
Court
decree situation was eliminated from Tennessee
discussions at the business session which effectively upheld the contentions of the Government in the antiof the Tri-State MPTO meeting yestrust suit against Crescent and its
terday, but tax situation was discussed however, during the morning affiliates. The Supreme Court up(Continued on Page 13)
(Continued on Page 2)

Will Tradeshou! Be
Temted'^Conventions' ?
Whether

the assemblage of more

than 50 exhibitors at a trade screening might be interpreted as a "convention" inview of the Government's
request that conventions be banned
after Feb. 1 may be determined
shortly, it was indicated yesterday. In
some quarters, the opinion was expressed that exhibitors going from
their home towns to a key city for
the purpose of attending a screening
might
classified
as a "convention"
if morebe than
50 persons
attended.
However, the elimination of trade
screenings on such grounds was not
considered probable inasmuch as the
average tradeshow rarely draws 50
exhibitors.

Tuesday, January 9, 19;
DAILY

Tri-States MPTO Discusses
Film Tax, Elects Officers
(Continued
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session, but no definite action was
taken.
A resolution deploring the illness
of Ed Kuykendall, president to the
national organization, was passed
during an open forum in the after^
noon.
New officers elected were: J. Allen West, Hollywood Theater, Memphis, president; W. E. Malin, Augusta, Ark., W. F. Riffin, Covington,
Tenn., and Miss Souk Taylor, Laurel, Miss., vice-presidents; B. V.
McDougall, Monticello, Ark., chairman of the board; E. R. Gillette,
Memphis, secretary- treasurer.
Arkansas directors are: W. L.
Landers, Batesville; Claude Mundo,
Little Rock; L. F. Haven, Forrest
City; Jack Rhodes, West Memphis;
Sidney Wharton, Warren; Emma
Cox, Osceola.
Mississippi directors: R. X. Williams, Oxford; W. A. Rush, Houston;
Raymond Goodman, Starkville.
Tennessee directors: Louise Mask,
Bolivar,
and W. F. Ruffin, Covington.

Motion picture screens of the nation will be utilized by the War Dept.
to bring its manpower
sage to the American

shortage mespeople, it was

announced yesterday by the industry's WAC. Under-Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson and Lt. Gen.
Brehon Somervell have joined in an
appeal to WAC to provide intensive
and widespread showing of this nineminute War Dept. short, "What's
Ycur Name?" it is scheduled for
theater release throughout the country on Jan. 18.

Opening of Laboratory
Contract Talks Delayed

COminG and GOIIK
F. J. A. McCarthy,
southern
division
ager of Universal, left for Oklahoma and [
last night.
1
OSCAR A. DOOB, Advertising and Pubi
Director of Loew's theaters leaves today 1
studio visit.
DOROTHY DEERE, formerly with B. & K.
now a Hollywood writer, is in Chicago vis
friends.
HARRY
OLSHAN,
Columbia
salesman,
Haven, is in New York to wind up his vaca
CHARLES KURTZMAN, Loew's Midwest
atre division manager, visited with Harr
Shaw in New Haven.
JAMES J. DONOHUE,
Paramount Central
sion manager
left Memphs
yesterday for 1
in Chicago,
Detroit and Cleveland.

Appeals Court Rejects
Mobsters Re-hearing Plea
The U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday denied a re-hearing
to the six Chicago mobsters convicted of extorting more than $1,000,000 from the industry. The tribunal had turned down their appeal
in December.
The seventh defendant, Louis
Kaufman, former business agent of
Newark Local 244, operators, yesterday asked for a stay of execution
of his sentence pending a hearing
on his application to the U. S. Supreme Court for a review of his
case. It is expected that the Chicago defendants also will apply for
a writ to the nation's highest court.
They are Louis Compagna, Frank
Maritote, ' Paul De Lucia, Charles
Gioe, Phil
Rosselli.
All D'Andrea
of the sixand
butJohn
Maritote
have been transferred to the Federal
penitentiary at Atlanta from the
Federal house of detention here, it
was learned during the day. Kaufman remains free on bail pending
the Circuit Court's action on his

Dave Palfreyman, Claude Lee, M.
A. Lightman, Claude Mundo and
Clayton Tunstill of Malco spoke on
better management, publicity and
the fine co-operation between distributors and exhibitors in the TriStates MPTO.
Cocktail parties by 20th CenturyFox and Paramount followed by a
dinner dance closed the meeting.
Sunday night the members attended the Ray Acuff show for the
benefit
of bank
the fund
Variety
mothers milk
after Club's
which
Acuff and his Smoky Mountain Boys
and Girls were entertained at the petition.
Variety Club.

Start of negotiations on a new
+
1/4 contract proposed by the Motion Pic+
%
ture Laboratory Technicians Union,
Local 702, lATSE, in a move to arrive at a basic agreement in the
Eastern laboratory field will be
temporarily postponed, it was learn'Hangover Square" And
ed yesterday. Conferences between
'Brooklyn" in February
the union and the laboratories were
scheduled to start on Thursday.
"A Tree Grows In Brooklyn," and
John Francavilla, head of Local
"Hanover Square" will be released
by 20th-Fox during February, it was 702, said that the huddling had been
announced yesterday by D. J. Kup- delayed at the request of the employers for more time to permit a
per, general sales manager.
sub-committee of nine to study the
contract and report back to them.
He disclosed that the union had
urged the laboratories to unite to
expedite negotiations on a collective
basis.
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
The union president asserted that
1600 BROADWAY.
N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
the
Local 702 negotiating committee
Complete
Film and
will huddle tomorrow to map a plan
Disc Recording Facilities
of strategy to meet any unnecessary
delay in the start of negotiations.

REEVES

Trade Co-Op Needed
Urgently hy War Dept.

FRANCHOT TONE and JANE WITHERS
Washington
appearing
In pre-Broadway

ai

productions.
MARGARET O'BRIEN, seven year old Mstarlet, will ballyhoo for the March of D
from the White House, Jan. 18.
LARRY KENT, 20th-Fox representative on
Caumont-British circuit board of director;
en route to England to assume his new du
SERGT.
NAT
CARTSMAN,
formerly
of
Blumenstock's
department
at Warner
Bros
the
Army.
here on furlough after 28 months of servic
ANGELA GREENE, Warner contract pi.
arrived on the Coast from New York.
CORP. ED. DLOUCHY,

son of Ed DIoughy, r

agerfurlough
of the after
B & three
K Apollo,
on
years Ch'cago,
overseas isser I
I. COVAL,
formerly branch manager for \|
ners in Montreal, arrived in New York yestel
to spend
some
time familiarizing himself
the foreign department setup, after which hell
be assigned to a new post in Latin-America|
HERMAN
GOLDBERG,
traveling
rep.
Warnets distribution department, is en rout
Seattle and Butte, Mont.
HENRY tBLANKE is expected to arrive in
York
from
the Coast
early next week
ft
two or three weeks' stay.
'
MAX FELLERMAN and JOSEPH KINSKY, P
mount
theater
department
executives,
left
the week-end for a tour of Northio Theaters
conferences
in Cincinnati
with
Harry
Di
operator of Northio.
G. RALPH BRANTON, general manager of
States, Des Moines, is a New York visitor.
is accompanied by HARRY WARREN, of Cei
States, and JOSEPH DEITSCH.
JAMES J. DONOHUE,
Paramount Central t
sion manager and CLAUDE
F. LEE, directo
public relations, are in Memphis
for the
States MPTO convention.

ITOA Resolution Slaps
Simultaneous Ist-Runs

WILLIAM ERBB, Paramount Eastern divi
manager, returned to New York over the W(
end from Philadelphia and leaves early this V
for Pittsburgh.

The ITOA film committee yesterday passed a resolution condemning
LOUISE RANDALL PIERSON has arrived
the practice of distributors in play- Nev/
York from Hollywood.
1
ing the same picture simultaneously in two first-run theaters. The
committee asserted that the prices Production Pace Faster
being asked by the distributors for
As 13 Go Before Camera
pictures after first-run, extended
playing time and moveovers were
not justified. It was contended that West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAlf
Hollywood — Thirteen new pictu |
independents who make several
changes a week cannot obtain suf- go into production this week maki|
ficient pictures and that present total of 39 shooting.
grosses did not warrant extended
playing time.

Tele for Columbus, Ga.,
And Wilmington Asked
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Television licenses
for Columbus, Ga., and Wilmington,
Del., were asked from the FCC yesterday by Crosley Radio Corp. and
WDEL, Inc., operator of standard
radio station WDEL,
Wilmington.
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Andrew. W. Smith, January
Jr.
Harry
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JACK L. WARNER,

ex ecutive

Producer

S/GTV' THAT

PLEDGE

FOR MARCH

OF DIMES!

Selected as

TH E BE ST
FIIMDM
hy National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures,

(

Cary Grant
Adventurous, reckless,
smashing, virile ... in

th Miss ETHEL

Barrymore
Wl

Barry FITZGERALD
June DUPREZ
Jane WYATT

GEORGE COULOURIS • DAN DURYEA
ROMAN BOHNEN-KONSTANTIN SHAYNE
Produced by David Hempstead • Directed by Clifford Odets
Screen Play by Clifford Odets

From the novel by Richard Llewellyn

'^,v*S

V

p

author of ''How Green Was My Valley" ^^'^^^ ^
SIGN THAT PLEDGE!

MARCH

OF DIMESI

(JAN. 25-31}
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Exhib. Can Enforce
Order, Jury Holds

Republic Bookings
Up 32 1/2%-Grainger

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

suit brought by Norman
P. Silberstein,
Detroit
attorney,
against
United Detroit Theaters for $50,000
was dismissed.
Testimony showed he sought to
find his own seats at the Fisher theater, ignoring the dissuasion of an
usher who called a private detective.
Silberstein apparently pushed the detective out of the way, but the latter hit him with a night club. Silberstein was refused a warrant for
felonious assault, but was prosecuted himself for disturbing the
peace. The case was dismissed to
avoid a police record, but the judge
in that case voluntarily testified
against him in the damage case.

Grainger, company's president and
general manager at yesterday's opening session of the current four-day
regional sales meet in the local New
York Athletic Club. He asserted that
domestic gross collections for the

Distributors Would Eye
Peim. Exhibitors' Books
(Continued from Page 1)

spect the plaintiffs' books. Arguments on the motion are expected
shortly inasmuch as the trial has
been placed on the calendar for
Jan. 22.
Plaintiffs are suing to have the
license agreements declared unlawful and the distributors enjoined
from continuing specified alleged
monopolistic practices.

WB's $100,000 to Test
Radio Spot Advertising
(Continued from Page 1)
general release of "To Have and
Have Not." Results of the campaign, which, according to Mort Blumenstock. Eastern publicity and advertising head of the company, will
cost in the neighborhood of $100,000, will guide the firm in its future
radio activity.
Leading stations in approximately
100 key cities will be used.

c
JOHN HALLAHAN, assistant manager, B & K
Central
Park, Chicago.
ERLE HAMPTON, head of unit publicity, PRC.
Hollywood.
ED BECK, national exploitation, PRC, Hollywood.
MILTON CRANDALL, studio head of press and
promotion, Andrew Stone productions, Hollywood.
R.

R. NICHOLS,
manager, Capitol
and Eastern
theaters. Fort Wayne, Ind.
BERNARD
KLEIN,
sales
promotion
manager,
Filmack Laboratories, Chicago.
SEYMOUR KAIN, director of advertising, Filmack
Trailer Co., Chicago.
OSCAR BERNSTEIN, city salesman, UA exchange,
Chicago.
ROY

NAGLE,
amusement
advertising
manager,
Chicago Times.
WALTER
STACY,
assistant
manager,
Avalon,
Chicago.
BRADY,

JOHN Chicago.
O'DONNELL,

assistant, Je3^rey, Chicago.
assistant

Warner's

medium by keeping it an honest and respectable one"— Will H. Hays
in the Sunday N. Y. Times.
•

•

•

ODDS

AND

T
ENDS:

T
▼
That press expedition, under Metro

auspices, to the Navy's Lakehurst, N. I., dirigible base yesterday was a
weather casualty
But the 4,000 officers and men stationed there
saw "This Man's
leaves for London
Rank
That's
British comic ...
K. Christenberry

Navy" last night regardless ... • Wesley Ruggles
late this month to make "London Town" for J. Arthur
the pic for which Rank has signed Sid Field, favorite
• Broadway Association yesterday re-elected Robert
of the Hotel Astor prexy for a fifth term
The

Shuberts' Roy Whittaker was elected a vice-prexy ... • Monogram
will follow a screening of "They Shall Have Faith" at the Normandie
tomorrow with a buffet luncheon at the Warwick Hotel ... • Tau
Delta Phi has presented 1944 certificates of achievement to Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff of RCA and Irving Rapper, Hollywood director, among
others ... • Bids of 80 for B & K common in Chicago are luring no
offers of stock ... • Ralph Sprinkle has switched from the film berth
to the sports editorial on the Charlotte, N. C, News, with Emery Wister
taking over the movies stint ... • Didja know that lohn Grierson,
Canada's
film commissioner,
is authority for the statement
that the
Dominion is worth $15,000,000 to American distributors?
And that
the biz in the province of Ontario alone equals that in all Brazil? . . .
• "The Bloody Record of Nazi Atrocities," prepared for publication and
edited by Joe Weil Associates, hits the newsstands this week
It's
styled "the most complete dossier of Nazi war crimes thus far published"
Arco publishes ...
• Chicago Defender, Negro newspaper, has
inscribed the, names of Harry Cohn and Orson Welles on Race Relations
Board Honor Roll ... • Party which Republic is giving today for
Joseph Schildkraut has been shifted from the Hcmipshire House to the
Waldorf-Astoria ... • Columbia, to plug "A Song to Remember," is
set to conduct the George Sand Memorial Talent Search in co-op with
some 38 CBS radio stations and the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts
•

•

•

T
WE'RE AVENGING

T
▼
PEARL HARBOR!

20th-Fox Auditors Open
Three-Day Meet Today

IN NEW POSTS

WILLIAM

m m m A thought for today-. "No post-war trend of
laxity or license, falsely condoning itself in the good name of liberty,
will weaken or overcome our determination to keep the screen a free

Shore,

A three-day conference of 20thFox's 12 traveling auditors will start
today at the home office, continuing
until Thursday. Discussions are
under the supervision of Wilfred J.
Eadie, Comptroller, and will be conducted by his assistants, Branch
Accountants Nat Brower and Maurice Goodman.

year exceeded executives' expectaand reported
'45 outlooktions,
unusually
bright, firm's
and based
his
view on strength of current releases
such as "Brazil" and "Lake Placid
Serenade," and forthcoming bigbudget productions.
'43. J. Yates, Sr., board chairHerbert
man, said that Republic will release
one production in the over-a-million
bracket each month and put at least
$250,000 back of each film's promotion. Company's big pictures policy,
he added, is proving advantageous
to showmen, their patrons and Republic. He asserted that the heavy
promotion back of Roy Rogers is
paying big playdate dividends, with
the star leading all groups of product and showing a high of more
than 40 per cent in bookings over
Attending sales sessions are home
office executives, along with district
and branch sales chiefs. A. W. Perry, general manager of Empire Universal Films, Ltd., and A. J. Laurie,
Republic's Canadian sales manager,
are also present. Following tomorrow's meeting, Yates, Grainger, district sales managers and a home offfice group will leave for Chicago for
three-day conclave in the Hotel
Blackstone,
Jan. 11-13, inclusive.
Steve Edwards, publicity director,
will go from Chicago to Minnesota
to get background material for "The
Iron Master" and arrange for its
world bow in Duluth, and will then
continue to the Coast for a stay at
company's North Hollywood

Studio.

Leonard B. Sowar Dead
Muncie, Ind — Leonard B. Sowar, 49,

Local 802 ATM Ask Two
Elections be Declared Void

city manager for Theatrical Managers, Inc., and owner of the Strand
and Uptown Theaters here, died at
illness.
Mt. Mercy Hospital, after a short

A petition was forwarded yesterday to President James C. Petrillo

Sowar was one of the Fifth War

of the A F of M and to the union's
international executive board from

50 insurgent members of Local 802
asking that the last two elections
of the New York City unit be declared void.
Vice-presidents W. C. Michel and
The petition claimed that the elecTom Connors, General Sales Mantions had been conducted in violaager W. J. Kupper, Sales Managers
tion of the by-laws of the Local
W. C. Gehring, A. W. Smith, Jr.,
which required that the Honest Baland L. J. Schlaifer, will address the
auditors at various sessions.
802. lot Ass'n supervise all elections of
The traveling auditors attending
Signatories to the petition included
include L. R. Antos, George F. Coo- Alfred Manuti and Irving Bloom
per, R. Doherty, William Gunzelman, who were elected to office at the reE. S. Hannahan, R. Hildreth, F. E.
cent election. If the request is not
Hinnant, E Pelson, M Schmalzbach, allowed, the petitioners ask permission for a court test.
C. Wagner, A. C. Wilson, B. Wolff.

Loan drive's "Honored

Hundred."

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

LT. LARRY McLAUCHLIN, formerly of the Colfax
theater, South >Bend, Ind., received the Air
Medal for 100 hours combat duty.

— • —
• COMMISSIONED
SPEROS

KONTOS,

•

formerly manager,

Apollo,

Chicago, has been commissioned a lieutenant and is now stationed at Camp
Wolters, Texas.

* ARMY

*

EARL MAY, assistant manager, Avalon, Chicago.
Ind. DUNFEE,
ROBERT
Colfax
theater. South
Bend,

I
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i aramOUnt's Biggest Musical

) ^ ]

Since "Star Spangled Rhythm"! . . ,

HERE

COMES

Bing Crosby
He "Ac-eent-fchu-ates
in his
show
Positi
ve" /
the first

2 Betty I
She^s twice as ten
bing-bang blonde a

since ''Going
\

My Way!"

<^l\

BULLETIN!

^

World Premiere Broke
^
Every Xmas Holiday Opening
Record at N. Y. Paramount!

Yep!
are

^?i^2
#*• 'M

:OA1E

lutton^
hs TWINS ... a
romantic redhead

HERE

COMES

Sonny Tufts
Swamped

by sea-

going sweeties
... in his first
singing roie[

And Oceans of
Ship-Shape
Honeys!
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BING AND SONNY DELIVER THE NEXT NO. 1 SONG HIT
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ONE OF THE 6 BIG-PRODOCTION MUSICAL NUMBERS
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SONNY'S ON THE CREST OF A RED-HEADED WAVE

BING AND BETTY ARE BOFFO IN THEIR FIRST SCREEN DUET

ANOTHER OF THE 6 HIT-PARADERS BY MERCER AND ARLEN

BING SINGS "BLACK MAGIC" TO THOSE VOODOO VISIONS

. In Every Still!

THOSE TWO HUTTOfiS EVEN DANCE AND SING TOGETHER!

BING'S A CROONER WITH BOBBYSOXERS IN HIS HAIR

BACKSTAGE IN A NAVY BOUDOIR

CROONER CROSBY PREPARES TO DUCK HIS PUBLIC

THE BEAUTIFUL "I PROMISE YOU" FINALE

AND THE THEME SONG THAT WILL SEND 'EM OUT SINGING

A iVlA.rvjv SANDRICH

And it has this sure "m

MT

A

T^

T

7^ ®^ Showmanship

Production

And this sure mark of greatness

ARAMOUNT

And this new No.l song hit— "Ac-cent-tchu-ate

the Positive".

'Betty

Grosby^Hutton

WI

Hollywood, Nov. 29 (A. f'.i.
Move' over little Iambs and give
this newcomer
a .seat. Mairzy
I Doats has a first-clas.s rival.
Songwriter Johnny Mercer ha.s
written what may be tomorrow'.s
most popular song. There is a
catchiness and appeal about the
off-meter tune and the words
make a little sense.
The number is "Ac-cent-u-ate
the Pos-i-tive."
Johnny
was
Memory
I -r

'Bim

*

MAIRZYDOATSHAS
NEW SONG RIVAL

dif"'-

again-' ./ '

*

4■
th Ann Doran • Gwen Crawford • Noel Neill • Catherine Craig • Marjorie
Henshaw*

Original Screen Play by Allan Scott, Ken Englund and Zion Myers

Lyrics by Johnny (G. I. Jive) Mercer • Music by Harold Arlen
Directed by MARK SANDRICH
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OWI Overseas Pix Setup Stays Supreme (curl Denies
Cut Means 30%
Fewer Pix, WPB View Production Plans for Year Told by Riskin
Crescent Re-Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

WPB held out hope for an improvement in supply later in the year, but
was unwilling to make any prediction. Producers were advised to
trim their sales with a view to short
supply all year, and told WPB the
industry faces the "most serious
dislocation" of the entire war period.
The meeting, agreed, it was
learned here, that newsreel
a, length will not be cut from its
present 750 feet per issue even
though a study will be made to
see whether the number of
prints can be cut down without
impairing service. No largescale cut slowing service is expected, however.
296,000,000 Ft. Promised
First quarter availability of 296
million feet was promised, with
at least as much for the second
quarter. Consumption by the industry in the last quarter of 1944 was
in the neighborhood of 326 million
feet. Military demand for X-ray
film has doubled since the last quarter, and the demand for aero film
has gone up by about 25 per cent.
These increases account for the cut
in 35 mm. film, as well as the probable fact that the Army is actually
receiving more than it did last year.
Production of 16 mm. film is reserved almost exclusively for the
military and export. Export of all
film, however, is down sharply.
A survey will be conducted shortly
to determine inventories of unexposed negative and positive film and
unexhibited prints in the hands of
distributors and exhibitors, WPB
announced.
Full Equipment Quota
The industry will receive its full
quota of 35 mm. booth equipment
for the first quarter of this year,
it has finally been determined at
WPB. Although approval was given
last month for the program, it looked for a time as if the okay for that
portion of the program in excess of
the quantity permitted in the last
quarter of 1944 might be disallowed.
At the same time, it seems fairly
certain that the "extra gifts" of
the military will not be available in
the second quarter. This means that
instead of the 411 projectors scheduled for this quarter, the number
will drop down again to 335 in the
second quarter of this year, with a

June 30 as had been previously reported.
Riskin, back after a 10-weeks' trip
to England, France, Luxembourg,
Belgium, and Holland, announced the
appointment of Reginald Armour
as his assistant on distribution in
the United Kingdom and Europe
with headquarters in England, and
spoke of OWI's production plans for
the new year.
Questioned regarding the reduction of personnel in his department,
Riskin said that a "tapering off"
plan was made prior to his recent
journey which would switch a major
portion of Eastern production to Hollywood, enabling the OWI to secure
better talent and production value.

tunate in securing- transportation are compelled to deliver films to their opposition
at the risk of not getting any themselves.
The inability to secure coal has hindered
the Kodak plant from operating. When this
situation is relieved France will be able to
g-et all the raw stock she requires.
Fernand
Gravet,
seen
here
in a few
American
films, is now
starring in many
of the newer French productions.
Critics Urge Newer
Pix
American documentaries such as "Salute
To France," the OWI's "Autobiography of a
Jeep," which won a grand prize, and the
newsreels have been well received. French
film critics, aware of Hollywood releases,
are now asking for the newer American
films.

"The Great Dictator," recently shipped to
France, was held back for psychological
reasons, Riskin pointed out.
While in Belgium, Riskin arranged with
Government authorities to corral all the
"pirated" films. The Chambre Syndicate
with the books, control sheets, etc., in was established as a "clearing house" for
censorship and ownership, to protect and
perfect order, Riskin emphasized the sim- control
all films in use. Franchise holders
plicity of turning' over American films,
are seeking- adjustments and extensions on
formerly Division,
distributed
the Psycholog-ical
Warfare
to by
representatives
of the films which could not find playing time
occupation.
American companies, and then supplemented during the German
A ban against the showing of dubbed
his report with an over-all picture of conor subtitled films in German has been deditions in the areas he visited:
creed in Luxembourg in retribution to the
3,.50O Operate
in Paris
fines instituted by the Germans against people who spoke French in the streets.
Althoug^h lack of coal and inadequate
transportation has stymied business througrh.58 Operate
in Holland
out France, 3,500 theaters, including- Army
Holland now has 58 theaters operating,
theaters, were in. operation at the time he
some with half a wall down. Many of the
left. Houses were being- opened as fast as houses were destroyed or laid waste by the
power could be supplied, and were released to their owners as soon as clearance Nazis.
In Brussels, the OWI established headof any collaboration during the German ocquarters at the German UFA offices and
cupation could be established. The ceiling
on admission prices set by the OWI is being used their stationery for scrap paper.
maintained
generally throughout.
Riskin also spoke of OWI's intentions to
Exhibitors in rural districts who are for- develop the 16 mm. field in Europe.

Doubt
Review "Essential"
to Hit Pix

Crescent filed a petition last week
for re-hearing, pointing to three alleged errors of fact. The court did
not grant the petition and it did
not offer any discussion of the petition. It is not known definitely how
the court divided, if it did divide, on
the alleged errors of fact. Because
the original decision was by a substantial margin, it was not expected
that re-hearing would be granted.

Rites for Mrs. Lefko
Pittsburgh — Funeral services for
Mrs. George Lefko, wife of the former maneger of RKO here and now
with Warners in Chicago, were held
at her home here. Mrs. Lefko died
in Chicago after a long illness.

SOPEG Votes 97% for
Merger With Local 1

(Continued from Page 1)
America, SOPEG parent, became a
fact last night when the film whitecollar union's referendum committee reported to the SOPEG executive
board that 97 per cent of the ballots
cast on the amalgamated proposal
were favorable. After the executive
board's acceptance of the report it
was learned that SOPEG planned to
take immediate steps to move its
main office to Local 1 headquarters
at 30 E. 29th St. but would continue
to maintain space at 1560 Broadway
for the convenience of its members.
Efforts to settle the dispute between SOPEG and Loew's, 20th-Fox,
Columbia, Paramount and RKO over
Claude R. Ellis Dead
contract and salary terms will be
Cincinnati — Claude R. Ellis, 62, delayed further by the death of the
outdoor editor of Billboard, and mem- sister of Commissioner James F.
ber of the Showmen's League of Fitzpatrick of the U. S. Conciliation
America, died here.
Service in Rhode Island. Huddles
were to have been resumed today.
corresponding decrease in other
items. The overage allowed for this
quarter is represented by promises C. C. Pettijohn, 3rd, Dead
from the Army and the Navy that
Funeral services will be held at
machines scheduled for them would
Rye
Thursday for Charles C. Pettiprobably not be required and could
john, 3rd, son of Ensign and Mrs.
be had for civilian use.
Charles C. Pettijohn, Jr., and grandThe New World, Bronx, is now
son of former general counsel of the
operated by the Post-World amusement Corp. Arthur M. Kligler is Chi. Empress Drops Flesh
MPPDA, whose death occurred suddenly Saturday at Miami Beach, Fla.,
Chicago — -Van Nomikos is reopenvice-president and Joseph W. Kligler,
treasurer. Film for the house will
ing the Empress theater with an all where his father is stationed. Interment will be in Heavenly Rest Cemebe bought and booked by the Island film policy. The house formerly had
"flesh" shows.
Theaters Circuit.
tery. Youngster was 3% years old.
(Continued from Page 1)
way, there is no reason yet for alarm
by pix producers and laboratories.
The makeup of the Essential Activities Committee which makes
these decisions has altered somewhat
and it might be necessary for a new
campaign to convince the members
of the importance of production in
the event they decide to strike pix
from the list.
It is recalled, however, that they
considered the same move over a year
ago but aside from the merits of the
industry, decided not to go ahead
because of the relatively small labor
force involved.

(Continued from Page 1)
held that decision last month by a
5 to 1 decision and strengthened the
ment.
provisions
as asked by the Govern-

To NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK, Chairman
1945 MARCH OF DIMES DRIVE
SUITE 124. ASTOR HOTEL. NEW YORK, 19, N.Y.

You may depend on my complete
cooperation. At every performance,
during week of Jan. 25-31, 1 promise
to show the appeal trailer and make
audience collections in my auditorium. Send full details.
(PIEASE

PRINT

PLAINLY)

Signed

THEATER DEALS
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COUNTV

SEATING CAPACITY
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No Print Slash But

Rogers Four for UA
To Cost $5^0,000

BRIEflRG THE DflV'S REUJS
(Continued from Page 1)
gering of releases in the various
territories was impractical, inasmuch as it threw the advertising
campaigns off schedule. Staggering
of release causes a three or four
month delay in playing off a production, distributors said. Therefore,
the probable procedure will be to
make fewer pictures with a minimum number of prints so that the
exchanges can conform to clearance
schedules.
The extent of production curtailment has not been determined because it is too soon after the WPB
order to make an accurate prediction, spokesmen said. One company
may place some of its recently completed lesser pictures on the shelf
and use the print quota for them on
its bigger productions.
' It was pointed out that the burden of the raw stock cut will fall
most heavily on those companies
that have tried to maintain a fairly
normal production schedule.

Switch Capital Structure

movies, the Civil Service Commission
Albany — Astor Theater Corp. New announces.
York City, has changed its capital
structure from 1,000 shares npv to Philippines Film Report
13,500 shares preferred $100 par
A film report from the Philipvalue and 1,000 shares common stock
pines, featuring General Carlos P.
non par value.
Romulo who arrived recently from
o
Leyte, has been produced by NewsMovie Stocks Go Higher
reel Distributors, Inc. and will be reMovie picture stocks have joined
leased to Embassy Newsreel theaters
the stock market advance after a
Jan. 12. Christopher Cross wrote
period of inertia, the Wall St. Jour- the scenario for this short subject.
nal points out. The shares of this
•
group have been selling at a lower
ratio to earnings than many other "Sadie" May Try Again
groups and with the broadening marWhether the A. P. Waxman-proket there has been renewed interest
in the movies, the financial paper duced musical version of "Rain," —
"Sadie Thompson," — will go on tour
observes.
or reopen here in a theater other than
•
the Alvin which it has just vacated
Universal to Pay 50 Cents
will be probably decided today. Show,
Universal's board has declared a which has attracted strong industry
regular quarterly dividend of 50 cents interest because of Waxman's filmassociation, plus the fact that
per share, payable Jan. 31, to stock- Howardland Dietz
and Rouben Mamoulian
holders of record Jan. 17.
•
wrote the book, the former the lyrics
and the latter staging the production,
Army Wants Film Editors
The War Department needs film as well as Paramount having a $50,editors at jobs paying $3,163 to $5,- 000 stake in the property, had a run
228 a year
to produce
military of 60 performances.

(Cont-jnued from Page 1)
production on the roster will be "The |
Varga Girl" which will get under j
way late this year in Technicolor.
To cost $2,000,000, "The Varga Girl"
will be backed by a campaign designed to select 12 girls from as
many zones in the country, each zone
to select one girl for each month of
this year.
Rogers will put his next production, "My Wild Irish Rose" into production on St. Patrick's Day. This,
too, will be in Technicolor and will
be based on the life of Chauncey
Olcott. It will be followed by Angel
on My Shoulder," a fantasy starring
Brian Donlevy, probably in June.
The fourth picture on the program
is
slated
"Oneknown
Man's radio
Family,''
based
on tothebewell
proMorton Gould, who appears for
gram.
the first time in "Delightfully Dangerous," will be used extensively in
Rogers' program in writing the mus^
ical scores. Rogers said the picture's release may have to be staggered due to raw stock shortage.

Film Cut May Cause Dropping Circuit Dimes Drive
Of Less Important Stories
Participation At 100%
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM^

DAILY

Hollywood — ^Authentic sources declared Hollywood's raw stock slash
for the first quarter of 1945 will result in producers dropping their less
important stories and concentrating
on material which they believe will
be big money makers.
Pending official word from Washington, studio representatives declined to state whether they agreed
with the estimate that 30 pictures
will have to be dropped because of
the slash is correct.

Heart Attack Fatal
To Stearns, Ohio Exhib.
Willoughby, O. — Daniel C. Stearns,
Jr., 55, owner of the Willoby theater,
died suddenly Sunday of heart attack. Before building the theater
in association with Howard Reif, P.
E. Essick and Charles Deckman, he
was with Universal as booker and
salesman. Surviving are his widow,
Margaret, a daughter Georgiana Albright and a son Daniel C. Stearns,
third. Funeral sei'vices will be held
tomorrow.

STORK REPORTS

Edward C. Dowden, special events
chairman, spoke. Also present were AFL 'White Collars' Meet
Oscar A. Doob, national director,
Cincinnati — Convention of AFL
Harry
Mandel,
New
York
area
pubwhite-collar
unions, including those
(Continued from Page 1)
licity director, and John A. Cassidy, in the film industry, opened in the
Gibson Hotel here yesterday.
drive. Yesterday's post brought the publicity co-ordinator.
following pledges: Lam Amusement
Co., Rome, Ga., 12 theaters; Bluiienfeld Theaters, San Francisco, 29;
T & D Jr. Enterprises, San Francisco, 59; Evergreen Theaters Corp.,
Seattle, 40; Andrew Tegu Theaters,
Vermont, 5; Jos. Mathieu Theaters,
Massachusetts, 9; Middlesex Amusement Co., Maiden, Mass., 7; George
Giles Theaters, Boston, 9; and Chas.
Morse Theaters, Boston, 8.
WE ARE NOW DISTRIBUTING "MINUTE MOVIES"
FOR THESE NATIONALLY KNOWN ADVERTISERS:
Vogel said that in line with the
Dolicy of many chains' operators to
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
book strongest possible attractions
for March of Dimes Week, Jan. 25F. W. FITCH COMPANY
31, Loew's is playing M-G-M's "Meet
FLORSHEIM SHOE COMPANY
Me In St. Louis" across the circuit
that week.
GODEFROY MFG. COMPANY
Strong impetus was given to the
POTTER DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.
drive yesterday via report from M.
VICK CHEMICAL CO.
J. Mullin, M of D's New England
chairman, that each of those six now
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CO.
has more theaters enrolled than parALLSTATE
INSURANCE COMPANY
ticipated in the '44 campaign, and
AND
OTHERS
that last year's record will be toppled. Massachusetts had 300 stands
in '44, and 310 had signed-up as of
MAKE YOUR THEATRE SCREEN AVAILABLE FOR
the week-end. Rhode Island passed
THIS EXTRA REVENUE.
its '44 mark a week ago. New
Hampshire, Vermont and Maine are
also
reported is
abovecertain
the '44 to
level,
and
Connecticut
rocket

above last year's accomplishments.
Over 250 bookers, salesmen and
executives
of motion picture exBoston — Carles Grimes, Warner
changes in the New York area met
Bros, district manager, and Mrs.
Grimes announced the birth of their at Warners yesterday to map the
fourth child, a son, Richard William. area March of Dives drive. Fred
Schwartz and Sam Rinzler, co-chairmen; Charles BoaslDerg, New York
Chicago — Irving Fine, assistant
manager of the B. & K. Paradise State Distributor chairman; Ernest
theater, has a new son.
Emerling,
publicity chairman,
and

GET YOUR SHARE!

COLORADO

SPRINGS. COLORADO
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Please, Mister, Do Your Best....
That appeal is voiced by the industry to the
nation's showmen today on behalf of the
nation's children.
It is voiced especially on behalf of those who
have been struck down by infantile paralysis,
but only slightly less on behalf of aU children.
For, until medical science stamps out the crippling disease, the danger of infection is ever
present.
It is on appeal to which the nation's showmen
will respond during March of Dimes campaign
week. Tan. 25-31. wholeheartedly,
and with

greater energy and determination than ever
before.
sights have been raised, $5,000,000 is
theThe
target.
The nation's showmen will change their "can
do" to "will do," and their "will do" to "done."

,;^^S^^^^^
Publisher

=J^^
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TREASURY EXPECTS PIX ATTENDANCE CUI
industry Dimes Drive Week Ahead of Schedule
More Theaters Already Set
In 16 States Than in Full
Campaign Period Last Year
The industry's March of Dimes
campaign is running at least one
week ahead of schedule, compared
with a similar period in 1944. National headquarters reports nearly
9,000 pledges had been received up
to midnight Tuesday. Sixteen states
have reported more theaters pledged
at this moinent than in the entire
campaign last year.
Exhibitors who have seen "The
Miracle of Hickory" the Greer Garson appeal trailer, enthusiastically
predict that the $5,000,000 goal will
(Continued on Page 8)

1946 Fiscal Year Ticket
Tax Yield of $257,700,000
Seen; 35 Million Decline

DOM. FINANCIERS ON RANK'S GTC
Outstanding Industrialists Also on Holding Corporation for Odeon Theaters of Canada

Washington

others who become officers of Gen-

nouncement of a formidable lineup
of outstanding industrialists and
financiers as directors of General
Theaters Corp., Toronto, which is
the holding company for Odeon Theaters of Canada. Four directors
elected to represent "B" shareholders of General Theater Corp. in behalf of J. Arthur Rank's British
Odeon, are R. V. Lesueur of Toronto,
D. C. Coleman
of Montreal,
John

eral Theaters are
and Paul
will L.
represent
"A"
shareholders
Nathanson,
president and managing director; T.
J. Bragg of Toronto, vice-president
and secretary-treasurer; George H.
Beeston of Toronto, comptroller, and
Hon. J. E, Lawson, K. C, of Toronto,
general counsel.
Lesueur is president of Imperial
(Continued on Page 5)

Rep. Will Expand
in Latin America

Welwyn Strike May
Hit All U.K. Studios

of
the growing rapprochement and interdependency of the broadcasting
and cinematic fields, pervades the
All American Radio Program, — the
Eighth Annual Radio Poll of Critical
America — , conducted by RADIO DAILY among the nation's
newspapers, magazines and trade
papers to determine favorites of
the listening audiences in 1944.
Most of the poll's separate cate(Continued on Page 10)

Citing the "great progress" which
Republic product has made in Latin
America, Herbert J. Yates, Sr., board
chairman, told delegates to the firm's
three-day conference in the local
New York Athletic Club which winds
up tomorrow, that expansion will be
continued in the Good Neighborhood
lands to the South, and that a program aimed at building manpower
for the international field would con(Continued on Page 9)

London (By Cable) — Technicians
strike at Welwyn studios, arising
from a conflict on interpretation of
a clause in the agreement covering
the 47-hour week, may result in all
British studios being affected.
The dispute has been referred to
the Ministry of Labor.

Depinet, Bamberger Hail
Trade for War Co-op

20th-Fox Appeals Finding
In Cooper Plagiarism Suit

Ned E. Depinet, chairman of the
WAG Distributors Division for the
past year, and Leon J. Bamberger,
his assistant during that time, yesterday were presented with plaques
by the Committee, in appreciation
of their services. The presentations
(Continued on Page 8)

St. Louis — In the plagiarism suit
against 20th Century-Fox in which
Federal Judge George H. Moore recently found for the plaintiff, Marie
Cooper Oehler Dieckhaus, counsel
for the film company have filed motions for a new trial and asking the
court to amend the findings of fact
(Continued on Page 9)

Film Stars Dominate
Radio
Daily's Poll
A decided fihn flavor, indicative

Ohio Theaters Open
Despite Heavy Snow
Cleveland — Not a single house in
this territory was reported closed
during the past week in spite of
heavy snow and sleet storms that
tied up all types of traffic. In those
spots where delivery was impossible,
due to ice and heavy drifts, theaters
held over their current shows. Film
Transit and City Messengers Service
of Cleveland, and Theater transport
of Toledo made all of their runs.
There were no express pick-ups two
days. Films were accepted if brought
to the express office.
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Wastiington — Admission
tax collection of $257,700,00
Toronto — The Canadian film world Davis of London, Eng., and A. L. W.
was startled yesterday with the an- Brockington, K. C, of Ottawa Four for the 1946 fiscal year is est

Browne-Bioff Release
Probe Plea Awaited
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Montreal — Counsel for the United
Amusement Corp. claim that a vrrong
impression has been created in reports of a judgment upholding the
corporation's right to maintain a
contractual agreement for priority
showing of certain pictures in its
theaters. It is claimed by Chauvin,
Walter & Martineau, that the decis(Continued on Page 10)

WAC'
t HeadsComm
Brandower
iltesi
Manp
A special WAC War Manpowe
Committee which will deal directl;
with Washington officials in regari
to the present critical labor shortage
was appointed yesterday by Si Fab
ian, chairman of the WAC Theater;
Division.
The committee, headed by Harrj
(Cont'nued on Page 8)

New National Quotas

Washington — Petition of the Hol- For the Red Cross Drive
lywood sound technicians union.
Local 695, lATSE, for a Senate inNational quotas for the Red Cross
vestigation of the recent release Drive were revised over the weekfrom prison of George Browne and
end and the new figures may be anWillie Bioff which the union called
nounced today, it was rey;^aled yes"a blow to honest labor leaders and
terday at a luncheon for publishers
labor members," failed to reach the and editors of business and profesSenate Judiciary Committee yester(Continued on Page 10)
day. Air mails were held up in the
Middle West and it is likely that it
(Continued on Page 10)
Film Carriers Exec.,

Vy

New Co-op Ad. Plan for ''V
Institutional Campaign
Appeal Court Decision
Final UAC's Viewpoint

mated by the Budget Bureau in tl
report referred to yesterday as tV.
President presented his budget me;
sage to Congress. This figure :
35 million dollars below the est
mated receipts of $292,900,000 fc
the 1945 fiscal year.
Although it is considerably highe
than the actual receipts of $178
562,694.14 for the 1944 fiscal, th
Treasury officials admitted to TH
Film Daily yesterday it is expec
ing the theater business to declin
(Continued on Page 8)

to Back Fresh Faces
A co-operative advertising plan
designed to develop new star material and create public interest in new
personalities has been created by
Universal, it was announced yesterday by William A. Scully, vicepresident and general sales manager.
The plan, devised by the sales and
advertising departments, will aid exhibitors in the promotion of new
Universal players.
Scully, who leaves for the Coast
(Continued on Page 10)

WPB

Confer on Tires

Washington Bar., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Clinton Weyer, secretary of the National Film Carriers
Association, was closeted with WPB
officials yesterday, including Charles
Carpenter of the film section headed
by Lincoln V. Burrows for a detailed
discussion of film carrier problems.
Weyer made it plain that unless a
higher preference rating is offered
large-scale breakdown of film delivery services will result. Weyer
requested that film carriers be moved
up from Class 3 to Class 2 services
for consideration in the allocation of
new heavy-duty tires.
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[agill Farewell Saturday
Pittsburgh — The local staff of
nited Artists is giving a farewell
irty for Morton Magill, who was
cently transferred from branch
anager here to the same capacity
r that company in Philadelphia, on
iturday. William Shartin, previisly branch manager for UA in Almy, has succeeded Magill here.
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'Cross" Is Seen Doubling
Original $700,000 Gross

Dom. Financiers on

Cecil B. DeMille's "The Sign of
the Cross," which grossed domestically approximately $700,000 in the
original release in 1932, will virtually double that figure in its current release, it was predicted yesterday by Charles M. Reagan, Paramount's vice-president in charge of
distribution.
Reagan based his prediction on
more than 6,000 contra!cts obtained
the first month of release as a modernized production and on box-office
figures. It starts its fourth week
at the Victoria on Broadway today.
"The Sign of the Cross" cost about
$1,250,000 to make and it ran up
against a depression when attenaance was low. With foreign distribution itjust about broke even, Reagan said, adding that its production
costs today would not be less than
$5,000,000.

Ranlc's Holding Co.

Board Meet to Precede
Carolina Exhibs. Parley
Charlotte, N. C— The thirty-third
annual meeting of the Theater Owners of North and South Carolina,
Inc., will be held in Charlotte Jan.
21-22. The board of directors, with
Chairman George Pharr of Lancaster,
S. C, presiding, will meet at the
Charlotte hotel on Sunday night. The
Monday
movning session will be open
'/
to all 8 members of the industry. In
the afternoon exhibitors will hold
a closed session.
Charlotte theater men in charge
of arrangements for the meeting
are T. A. Little, H. F. Kincey, and
D. H. Beddingfield, members of the
board; Roy Smart of the Wilby-Kincey theater, and H H. Everett, head
of the Everett theaters.
"%
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$2,300,000 Budget for
Levey's Two UA Pix
Jules Levey, United Artists producer, announced yesterday that a
$2,300,000 budget has been set for
his 1945 commitment on two films.
The producer will leave for the
Coast today to arrange a shooting
schedule for his first film, to be
done in color, based on the novel,
"Trail Down," by Ernest Haycox
and featuring Randolph Scott
Levey estimated a domestic gross
of "better than $1,000,000" on his
film "The Hairy Ape"

Troops In PI Will See
Leyte Liberation Pix
Gen. Carlos P. Romulo, Resident
Commissioner of the Philippines to
the United States, who arrived here
recently from Leyte, told The Film
Daily yesterday that he will return
to the Islands with our newsreel
and documentary film accounts on
the liberation of Leyte, which he
termed "theto Japanese
Bataan," for
exhibition
the servicemen.

(Continued from Page 2)
Oil, Ltd, and director of many companies including the Montreal Trust,
Confederation Life Assurance Company, Kirkland Lake Gold Mining
and Northern Canada Mining companies. Coleman is president of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, chairman
of the board of Associated Screen
News, Ltd., and director of the Bank
of Montreal, Consolidated Mining
and Smelting and a number of other
industries. Davis is managing director of several British Rank companies and Brockington is legal representative for Rank in Canada.

Odeon of Canada Buys
Sites in Expansion Move
Toronto — President Paul Nathanson of Canadian Odeon yesterday
announced an expansion move in the
Maritime Provinces of the Dominion
through a partnership pact with A.
I. Garson of St. John, N. B., who
already operated three theaters there
and will now be in complete charge
of Odeon operations in the Maricimes through
this agreement.
Nathanson stated that Garson has
purchased theater sites in seven cities while Odeon itself had bought a
site in Halifax where it has been
repi-esented by the Casino Theater.
In a further deal theater assets are
represented in the Capitol and Empress Theaters at Moncton, and two
additional sites in that city have
been purchased outright from A.
Winter and F. H. Sumner there.

War Art Exhibition
Stays to be Extended
Rearrangement of the Army at
War Art Exhibition schedule to allow a showing of at least 14 days
in each"
the cities yet
to be covered of
was announced
yesterday
by
Charles P. Skouras, chairman of the
national executive committee which
is handling the tour of the exhibit
being sponsored by the War and
Treasury Departments. The reception being accorded the art show
prompted the change. The exhibition comprises some 150 paintings
executed by American artists in various theaters of war.

25% More Footage Seen
By Chi. Censors in 1944
Chicago — The Chicago Censor
Board examined 4,157,000 feet of
film, an increase of 25 per cent over
the previous year, in 1944, Sgt. Joseph Healy, director, reported yesterday. Of the 1,086 pictures viewed,
the board made 104 cuts, rejected
two and pinked 13. It issued 10,743
permits.

COfflinC and GOinC
WILLIAM
F. RODCERS,
M-C-M's
vice-president and general
salesmanager,
will leave
for a
two-week vacation in Miami on Fr:day.
EDWARD COHEN, supervisor of South America, and LESLIE WHELAN, in charge of sales
promotion for 20th Century-Fox International,
will leave this week for visits to Latin America.
NAT COHN, New York district manager,
Columbia P ctures, will leave Saul Tranuer,
branch manager, in charge when he trains out
rcr a Palm
Beach
vacation
tomorrow.
LEO BONOFF, operator of the Madison and
Saybrook Theaters, Connecticut, is preparing for
lis annual
Florida trip.
HENRY CREENBERGER of Community Circuit,
Cleveland, 0. and Mrs. CREENBERGER are in
Memphis to visit their daughter and son-in-law,
and from there will go to New Orleans.
will leave today for
JULES
LEVEY, producer
Hollywood.
LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN, M-C-M attorney, is due
here Monday from a Florida vacation.
VICTOR MOORE arrived here yesterday from
the Coast to begin rehearsals for his stage role
in the Vinton Freedley musical, "Call Me Lucky."
MICUELITO VALDES of RKO's "Pan-Americana," is in New York for the recording of his
own songs in English for Decca.
ROBERT RISKIN, OWI chief of the overseas
film bureau, and LOUIS LOBER, his assistant,
jttended a meeting in Washington yesterday and
jrs due back today.
H. M. BESSEY, vice-president of Altec Service,
has returned to New York from a visit to the
Jetroit district office.
SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M
returned to Chicago from

district manager, has
Los Angeles.

PETE PANACOS, Alliance Circuit exec, has left
Chicago for Tucson, Ariz., with his wife who is
convalescing from an illness.
BOB O'DONNELL, accompanied by NED
3HUCRUE, Treasury's special events director,
is in Chicago after attending the wedding of
Maj. Alan Martini
at Bay City, Mich., Sunday.
JOHN G. PAINE, Ascap general manager, and
HERMAN FINKELSTEIN, resident counsel, leave
Friday for Havana to attend the first congress
of La Federacion Interamericana de Sociedades
de Autores
y Compositores
(F.I.A.C).

Adams Heads Southern
Division for PRC Sales
Jack Adams, Jr., whose PRC franchise in Dallas was purchased recently by the company, has been
named Southern division sales manager by Leo McCarthy, general sales
manager. Fred Rohrs, former Southern sales manager, takes over the
newly created Midwest division and
Sidney Kuliek is in charge of the reorganized Eastern division.

Cross Examine Murray
Chicago — The Murray anti-trust
case went into its third day here
yesterday with defense attorneys
subjecting Thomas Murray to close
questioning on his Thalia Theater
film deals in addition to direct examination on previous testimony.
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Dimes Drive Weel(
Aiiead of Sdiedule
(Continued from Page 2)

be within easy reach. From present indications, 14,000 theaters with
over 10,000,000 seats will be in the
drive. Based on 1944 average perseat totals, the five-million mark is
assured.
Managers Jump to Gun
Many theater managers, eager to
build up their collections, have
jumped the gun and instead of waiting ior January 25, have already put
into operation lobby stunts that
lure dimes from patrons. In Jersey
City, a theater has installed a huge
"birthday card" in lobby; patrons
put dimes in holes in the card. In
two days the card was filled twice
—$132. In the Bronx, the Paradise
Theater and in Manhattan, the 175th
Street Theater, tested out a new
stunt — a fish-bowl filled wih coins;
patrons guess how many dimes are
in the bowl, making a donation with
each guess. Award is a $25 War
Bond. The 175th Street reported
$417 in six days; the Paradise $78
in four days.
Exhibitors and distributors in the
New York area, following a meeting
and screening of the trailer, predicted
that every one of the 700 theaters
would be enrolled, against 92 per
cent last year.
George Mann, Northern California, writes that every one of the
485 theaters in that area is pledged.
Lou Brown, publicity chairman for
Connecticut, reports the state has
passed last year's enrollment and
Chairman Hoffman is shooting for
$100,000, against $78,000 last year.
South Carolina's Warren Irvin expects to nearly double 1944 collections, while Arkansas's M. A. Lightman reports 60,000 seats pledged,
several thousand more than last
year.
6,000 Trailers Shipped
National Screen Service reported
6,000 trailers already shipped to its
exchanges, with balance being on
hand in exchanges by Jan. 12. National Screen exchanges also now
lithographed "Citation"
the
have

TO THE COLORS!
5

* DECORATED

*

PFC. ROBERT A. LYNN, son of Robert Lynn,
chief eng.neer at the Roxy, was awarded
the Silver ^^tar Medal for gallantry in action
with the 504th Parachute Infantry in Holland.

* PROMOTED
2ND

*

LT. STANLEY F. HODE, son of Hal Hode,
executive assistant to Jack Cohn, Columbia
Pictures, has been promoted to 1st Lt. with
the Ninth Air Force in France.

* ARMY
HENRY HELLRIECEL,
Cleveland.

*

theater bMilding contractor,

— • —
* NAVY *

HAROLD
III.

V. KING,

Grand theater. Blue Island,

CEA Monopoly Reply
To Be Drafted Soon
London (By Cable)— The CEA
General Council meets this week for
a final discussion of the Films Council Committee report on the tendencies to monopoly in the British film
industry before framing its reply to
the Board of Trade.
A joint CEA-KRS conciliation meeting last week debated clearance but
without any concrete action resulting.

Brandt Heads WACs
Manpower Commiltee
(Continued from Page 2)

Brandt, will provide assistance and
information to local committees
whose problems are releated to the
national situation. The men who
will work with Brandt are Harry
Kalmine, assistant general manager
of Warner Brothers Theaters; Edward Rugoff, of Rugoflf & Becker;
Jay Emanuel, circuit operator and
Industry paper publisher; and William Crockett, president of the Virginia MPTO.

Depinet, Bamberger Hail
Trade for War Co-op
(Continued from Page 2)

were made by Chairman George J.
Schaefer, at a staff luncheon meeting
at the Astor.
Depinet and Bamberger, who expressed regret at leaving their duties, lauded the distributors and exhibitors throughout the country for
their whole-hearted co-operation during 1944.
The plaques, which are signed by
Schaefer, Francis S. Harmon, Coordinator, and Herman Gluckman,
treasurer, read: "In appreciation of
services most ably performed and
for his patriotic zeal beyond the call
of duty, as a volunteer on the home
front, this citation is presented on
behalf of all our members."
one-sheet and exhibitors are urged
to order it, gratis.
Swamped by nearly 1,000 uledges
per day, the national headquarters
staff has mailed out some 5,000 theater citations and report forms to
pledged houses and will catch up in
a day or two by working double
shifts.

Treasury Expects
Pix Attendance Drop

l€

REVjIEUIS

with

Arlen, Rcbert
a"
BonanzLivingston,
The Big
Jane Frazee
Richard

Republic
DRAMATIC
PRIMARILY
WESTERNS.

69 Mins.
PICTURE MAKES APPEAL
TO THOSE WHO GO IN FOR

"The Big Bonanza" is inconsequential
dramatic entertainment that limits its interest through lack of a well-defined plot.
Possessing many of the qualities of a western, the production should make its strongest appeal to lovers of horse operas. There
is a certain amount of routine excitement
that ought to make a hit with the kids.
The loose, disjointed screenplay of Paul
Gangelin and Dorrell and Stuart McGowan
tells of an officer in the Union Army
during the Civil War who, unjustly accused of cowardice, flees to a Western
town where a bosom pal holds sway. When
he discovers that his friend has become a
villain, exploiting the miners, our hero
turns against him and helps restore law and
order. In the process he falls for the
daughter of one of his pal's victims, overlooking adance hall entertainer who has
been looking after his kid brother.
The acting suffices for the purposes of
a film such as this. Richard Arlen plays
the hero; Robert Livingston, the villain;
Jane Frazee, the dance hall gal; Lynne
Roberts, her rival. George "Gabby" Hayes
takes care of what humor there is.
There are four musical numbers to help
matters.
CAST:

Richard Arlen, Robert Livingston, Jane

Frazee, George "Gabby" Hayes, Lynne Roberts,
Bobby Driscoll, J. M. Kerrigan, Russell Simpson, Frank Reicher, Cordell Hickman, Hayward
Soo Hoo, Roy Barcroft, Fred Kohler, Jr., Monte
Hale.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy White;
Director, George Archainbaud; Screenplay,
Dorrell and Stuart McGowan, Paul Gangelin;
Based on story by Robert Presnell, Leonard
Praskins; Cameraman, Reggie Lanning' Film
Editor, Tony Martinelli; Sound, Tom Carman;
Art
Director,
Hatal'ng; Otto
Musical
Director,
Morton
Scott; Frank
Set Decorator,
Siegel;
Dance
Director,
Dave
Gould.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

* SHORTS

^

Report From The Philippines
Newsreels Distributors Inc.
Thrilling Essay

8 mins.

Featuring General Carlos P. Romulo. Resident Commissioner of the
Philippines to the United States, the
film bears a fine message as well as
a report on the taking of Leyte. The
General delivers his commentary in
O'Connor Will Address
excellent style and adds a thrilling
Monroe County Exhibitors
Rochester — Exhibitors of Monroe voice background to scenes equally
county will combine with the local exciting. The subject itself is a
National Foundation for Infantile proud tribute to the Filipino-American relationship and a deserving
Paralysis Committee in a March of
Dimes meeting to be held tomorrow. presentation for every screen.
Basil O'Connor, president of the
Foundation will be the principal Harry Lichtig Stricken
speaker. Exhibitor Chairmen Lester West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Pollock and Jay Golden expect a
Hollywood — Harry Lichtig, veteran
100 per cent turnout of exhibitors. Hollywood agent, who suffered a
"The Miracle of Hickory" appeal heart attack, is a patient at Cedar's
Lebanon Hospital.
trailer will be screened.

(Continued from Page 2)

by from 10 to 12 per cent in th
year beginning next June.
The decline would be in line wit
the estimated drop in war expend!
ture by the Government and is re
fleeted in Treasury predictions fo;
other excise taxes as well as a droj
of $35,000,000 in tax receipts. I)
means an overall drop of abou;
office.
$200,000,000 at the national boxTreasury
tax estimates
are
usually on the conservative side
and most observers here are inclined to believe that so far as
pix are concerned, at least, the
outlook is brighter than that
held by the Treasury experts.
It was admitted at Treasury, that
the aecline was predicted along withi
the general decline in spending expected. No allowance was made for
the generally-accepted
thesis that,
pix spending is one of the last td
be cut when Americans cut down on
cheir spending
for non-essentials.
A drop of 200 million would still
leave
■'take." the industry in an extremely
strong position, continuing
to top
one billion per year in box-office
Although the Treasury estimates
a tax "take" of less than 300 million for the fiscal year 1945, excluding cabaret and roof garden taxes,
the monthly totals including these
have averaged better than 30 mil.ion per month thus far, with the
cabaret tax expected to bring in
over $54,000,000 for fiscal 1945, the
current year.
Thus, the estimate for this year
for
the admissions tax appears to
be low.

f EmmE TOUCH
MRS.

E. C. LOVELAND has been made district
manager for the Atlantic theaters circuit
in the Bridgeton, N. J. area.

RUTH

ANKROM has joined Warner Bros, exchange in Des Moines as a cashier clerk.
Mrs.
HAZEL
HINCL
has been
made
cashier
at the Belmont theater, Chicago.
Her husband was formerly
with
the B & K or- ,
ganization and is now in the Navy.
IRENE GRAHAM has been named chief booker
of the United Artists exchange in Chicago.
MISS JOHNSIE WALTERS has succeeded Mrs.
Eloise Johnson as secretary to Rovy F. Branon,
RKO manager, Charlotte, N. C.
MISS PATRICIA DOLLAHAN, recently with the
Foote, Cone, & Belding advertising agency
on the west coast, is now assistant director
of advertising for Filmack Trailer Co. in
Chicago.
MARjORIE STILES, stenographer, Warners,
Omaha.
ADELE ANDERSEN, cashier, Warners, Omaha,
MARION BLAKE, contract clerk, Warners, Omaha.
A LAN BROWN,
Ritz Theater, Oelwein, la.
NANCY PERI, information desk, Warners, Omaha.
LIBBY FISHBERC, secretary, Warners, Omaha.
JIM LUXFORD,

assistant, State Theater, Omaha.

I
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Rep. Will Expand
In Latin America

BRIEfinG THE
DflV'S nEius

(Continued from Page 2)

:inue with more immediate stress
|apon the Latin-American field.
Further announcement of additionil operation in the foreign field will
3e made, Yates added, after he has
met with Morris Goodman, vicepresident in charge of foreign sales.
Latter has just returned to the home
DfRce from a three-months' trip dur,ng which he visited Mexico, Panama, Venezuela, Trinidad, Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Peru and Cuba, and
T.s expected at the company's North
■Hollywood Studios soon to discuss
Droduct possibilities with Allen Wil!on, studios' vice-president.
Yates called attention in his adiress to delegates that Republic
recently established new branch ofices in both Peru and Colombia.
Acceptance of the firm's product
n sections of the world other than
liatin America has been "most en;husiastic," Yates asserted. At the
'jonclusion of his talk, he reported
;he decision for a group of district
md branch managers to visit the
"Jorth Hollywood Studios during
i945, spending about a week there
0 become better acquainted with
)peration and production.
Following the final conclave ses;ions here today, Yates, Grainger,
md other company officials will head
'or the Chicago regional in the Hoel Blackstone from Jan. 11-13, inclusive.

20th-Fox Appeals Finding
n Cooper Plagiarism Suit

i

(Continued from Page 2)

md conclusions of law for additional
indings of fact and conclusions of
aw and to amend the judgment accordingly.
They also filed objections to the
Court's findings of fact and concludons of law. It is probable these
,eparate motions will come before
he court on the next general moions day.

Maryland Exhih. Puts
Dents In Ro-dents!
Leonardtown, Md. — Community
and national welfare functions of
film theaters are apparently limitless. Kenneth Duke, cwner-operator
of the local St. Mary's Theater, co'operating with Dr. Eugene Peck,
town's health officer, offered free
admissions to all bringing dead rats
to the house. The rat extermination
idea immediately grabbed space in
Baltimore and Washington newspapers, and the Associated Press
flashed the yarn nation-wide, as did
radio stations. Now health authorities
throughout the U. S. are showing intense interest in the idea as a potent
means of controlling the rodents.

First Rank
• • 9 CUFF NOTES: Before its fourth week ends tonight, Metro's
"National Velvet" is expected to pass the $500,000 mark in box-office
receipts at Radio City Music Hall
This feat never before has been
accomplished by any film in the 12-year history of the Gus Eysselloperated show palace ... • Didja know that Lt. Stanley F. Hodes,
formerly of National Screen Service, now serving with the Pioneer P-51
Mustang fighter group in France, plans a political career after the war?
Lt. Hodes' first move will be to run for New York City Council .. . • Gloria Jean, who is set to opeli a 12-week p.a. tour at the
Capitol here on Feb. 15, henceforth will be under the personal management of Eddy Sherman, whose know-how has had much to do with the
success of Bud Abbott and Lou Costello ... • Two major studios are
dickering for the film rights to the life of Jim Thorpe, written for the
Reader's Digest by Norman Sper ... • Lou Brown, Loew Poll pubKcIty
chief for the Connecticut division, has his leg in a cast as a result of a
tumble in his home ... • Didia know that the service flag of the
Screen Actors' Guild now bears 1,427 stars? ...

• The Des Moines

Tribune is presenting A. H. B'.ank with a silver-loving cup, symbolic of
its community award for outstanding service in 1944
To it, Phil M.
adds his own Order of Applause (with Two Palms) ... • Speaking of
municipal awards, the Central City (Nebr.) Nonpareil, selected Ja:k
Riggs, owner of the town's local theaters, for citation for community
achievement during 1944
Riggs was one of fcur so honored
T
▼
T
• • • OUT OF THE SERVICE MAILBAGS: Lt. Roy G. Smith,
who left B & K for the AAF, has completed 14 bombing missions over
Germany ... • Bill Katzy, formerly assistant manager for Evergreen
in Portland, Ore., is now recreation officer at a Navy base in West
Africa ... • Arthur Nelson, erstwhile of the Belmont, Chicago, has
entered OCS in Tennessee ... • Charles Harter and Richard Stafford, former booker and shipper, respectively, for Columbia, Buffalo,
are now in France with the AEF ... • Clark Stephenson S 2/c, formerly at the Foli, Springfield, Mass., is at the Sampson, N. Y. Radio
School ... • Robert Ferguson, son of George Ferguson, Buffalo city
salesman for Columbia, has received a Presidential Citation for
meritorious service on D-Day and in the invasions of Africa and
Sicily ... • T/Sgt. Robert Munzner, formerly at the College, New
Haven, as assistant, is now a member of a £-24 bomber group which
has completed over 100 missions and been awarded the Distinguished
Unit Badge ... • Lloyd Bridgham, former manager of the Dover
(N. H.) Broadway
Theater, noiu a seaman first class in the Navy,
has been transferred from California to Floyd Bennett Field, here
• Capt. Robert Brown, formerly of the B if K Chicago Paradise
Theater, is in Miami on leave, after 73 bombing missions over Germany Wounded and shot down in battle, he made his escape and
after seven months was able to reach the American lines
T
T
T

Pic Clicking

"Mr. Emmanuel," first J. Arthur
Rank production to be distributed in
che United Stai;es by United Artists
under the new set-up, is doing better than average business in its
Broadway debut at the Gotham.
Management reported that American
reaction was excellent and that the
gross has equalled and exceeded intions. takes on many American produc-

e
"Remember" Set In Keys

Pre-release engagements in nine
key-run situations have been arranged for Columbia's "A Song To Remember," which is sold apart from
any Columbia program. Cities include San Francisco, Oakland, Boston, Cincinnati, New Orleans, St.
Louis, Buffalo, Los Angeles, and
Dallas.

•
To Reopen Boston Outlet
Boston — Fine Arts Theater will
reopen here on Jan. 18 under management of newly organized Marti
Amusement Corp., heaced by John
Markle and Leonard Tuttle. Opening attraction will be "The Open
Road," a French film starring Victor
Francen. Presentation of foreignmadelar policy.
product will be stand's regu-

•
Navy Pic in 29 First-Runs

"Brought
to Action,"
the strategy
Navy's
official
film account
of the
and action of the Second Naval Battle of the Philippines last October,
is scheduled to run at 29 first-run
houses in New York and New Jersey beginning tomorrow.

Republic Stages Party
For Joseph Schildkraut
Republic Pictures staged a cocktail party last evening at the Waldorf-Astoria in honor of Joseph
Schildkraut, star of its forthcoming

picture, "The Amazing Mr. M.", who
leaves
tomorrow for the company's
Coast studios.
Among those present were Steve
Edwards, B. Ross, Jim Conniff of
Republic, Schildkraut and Mrs.
Schildkraut, Sherry Kane, Al Steen,
• WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!
• •
Al Picoult, James Jerrauld, Herb
Mrs. Marie Rosser Dead
Miller, Mel Konecoff, Ralph Cokain,
Jackson Park Hearing Apr. 10
Pittsburgh — Mrs. Marie Walker R. W. Baremore, and other represenChicago — Attorneys in the Jackson Rosser, mother of William and Harry
tatives of the trade press, fan magPark Theater case have agreed to Walker, exhibitors who operate a agines, the daily newspapers and
chain of theaters in Western Penn- general magazines.
have a 2,000-page record of that
sylvania, died at the home of her son,
case printed, also to eliminate cer- Willie m, Mrs. Rosser's first husband
tain unessential parts and exhibits. operated the former Academy Theater in downtown Pittsburgh.
Briefs have been withdrawn from
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Eddie Dowden Back
for printing by outside printers. It
CEDDES,
manager,
Evergreen
theaters,
Edward Dowden has returned to DON Wenatchee,
is expected that both sides will be
Wash.
Transport
Company,
ready for oral arguments before the his desk at Loew's after being con- CEORCE
DILLEY,
Film
fined to his bed for several days
Omaha.
Appeal Court on April 10.

IN NEW POSTS
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Film Stars Dominate
Radio(Continued
Daily's
Poll
from Page 2)
gories reveal that entertainers' talents are solidly adapted to the ether
or celluloid medium, and that they
are capable of the strongest sort
of public appeal in each.
While "Information Please" is
currently dormant as a short subject
series in films, it nevertheless has

'"TEN BEST"

NEARS

Results of the 23rd annual "Ten
Best Pictures" contest, conducted
by THE FILM DAILY with film
critics of leading newspapers,
magazines, wire services and syndicates and film commentators of
radio stations toting, will be published at an early date. Watch
for them.
provided theatergoers excellent diversion. The radio program, with
Clifton Fadiman and his "regulars,"
plus guests, scored as the Favorite
Commercial Program as v^^ell as the
Favorite Quiz Show.
Bob Hope won designations as
both Favorite Entertainer and Favorite Comedian on the air. On the
celluloid end in '44, he pulled heavily
at box-offices in RKO Radio's "The
Princess and the Pirate," and two
of his previous pictures, "They Got
Me Covered" (RKO Radio) and "Let's
Face It" (Paramount) grabbed plenty of '44 playing time.
To Cecil B. DeMille's Radio Theater (Lux) went the palm as Favorite Dramatic Series. Renowned as
fashioner of spectacle films, he not
only produced but directed "The
Story ofmountDr.
'44 ofParareleaseWassell,"
haiied as a one
the
top feature attractions of the year.
Harry James who, with his ork
landed laurel for Favorite Dance
Band (Swing), romped on the screen
this past year in two M-G-M attractions, "Two Girls and a Sailor"
and "Bathing Beauty."
Bing Crosby, voted Favorite Male
"Vocalist (Popular), rose to new
heights in movies during '44. His
performance in "Going My Way"
was voted best among male luminaries in Filmdom's Famous Fives,
ace national poll conducted by The
Film Daily, as well as notching
similar honors in other canvasses. He

UlEDDinC BELLS

Mayer Sees in Pacific War Theater the Great
Worh Industry's 16 mm. Gift Films Are Doing
Out of the South Pacific has jusf come a letter to Francis S. Harmon, WAC
vice-chairman and coordinator, fro;n Arthur L. Mayer, New York theaterman and
former WAC executive, now a deputy commissioner of the American Red Cross.
Mayer tells of seeing the industry's 16 mm. gift films at work in a hospital ward
full of wounded servicemen, lying feverish, discouraged and hopelessly bored,
"with arms or legs stretched out in painful or, at the best, tedious positirns."
It was with breathless, eager excitement that the wounded men greeted the
picture, — a Bob Hope starrer, — Mayer said, and added, "I would like to have
crowded into that small hospital ward all of the picture presidents, studio
executives, actors and actresses and authrrs, and all the rest of the men and
women through wh se cooperation the gift was possible. They would have
been proud of their industry and of themselves,'' he concluded.

Appeal Court Decision
Final, UAC's Viewpoint
(Continued from Page 2)

ion of the Appeal Court has settled
the case, inasmuch as it has upheld
the corporation's right to abide by
the decision of the Administrator of
Services of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board, in whom had been
vested full powers in connection with
.he renting and exhibition of moaon pictures.
It is claimed that Kent Theater's,
Ltd., had made an application to
che Administrator of Services to
change time contract rights enjoyed
by the United since 193/ and that it
was on the refusal of the Administrator to make any such change that
Kent Theaters applied to the Superior Court for an injunction to prevent United from enjoying its full
contractual rights. In the Appeal
Court judgment Justice St. Jacques
stated that Kent Theaters had recognized the authority and jurisdiction
of the Administrator of Services by
laying its complaint before him in
che first place.
The judge added that Order-inCouncil No. 8528 was passed as a
wartime measure and while it remained in force, the jurisdiction of
the civil courts was suspended in
respect to the matters dealt with by
the order-in-council. It is therefore claimed that the dispute has not
oeen referred to the administrator,
as he had alveady decided on the contractual rights of United before the
's also making turnstiles click in
Paramount's current "Here Comes
cHeDinah
Waves."
Shore, who captured Favorite Feminine Vocalist (Popular) spot,
was seen this past twelve-month in
Universal's "Follow the Boys," and
flKO Radio's "Up In Arms" and
'Belle of the Yukon." Also in active release was her WB opus,
'Thank Your Lucky Stars."
Fox Movietone News' Lowell
Thomas was selected as Favorite
News Commentator in the RADIO
DAILY Poll, while News of the
Day's Bill Stern was chosen as Favorite Sports Commentator. Additionally, Don Wilson, ballotted Favorite Radio Announcer, was a cast
member of both Republic's "Jamboree" and Warners' "Thank Your

Detroit — Ben Zimner, salesman for
RKO Pictures, will be feted at a
bachelor party at the Variety Club
next Monday, given by the Film
Bowling League and other friends
in the film industry. Zimner will be
married Feb. 7 to Madelon Goldhar,
daughter of Jack Goldhar, division
manager for United Artists Pictures. Lucky
Joan Stars."
Davis, in the Favorite Com-

Bi'O'wne-Bioff Release
Probe Plea Awaited

Wednesday, January

10, 1941

Universal Adopting
New Co-op Ad Plan
(Continued from Page 2)

Friday, said that Universal wa
aware of the industry's problems i
finding personalities of star calibr
and that several hundred thousan
lollars had been appropriated in or
/er to facilitate the star-makin]
plan which involves a series of in
jtitutional advertisements whicl
:ould be placed by exhibitors on be
lalf of pictures which introduci
new players.
The company will invest appre
;iably in pictures which will giv
lew players a chance, with concen
;ration on eight new personalitie:

(Continued from Page 2)
will arrive there today. In the meantime, members of the Judiciary were starting with Walter Wanger's "Sa
ome. Where
She Danced,"
Yvonne
DeCarlo. whicl
To|
not willing to discuss the matter ir ntroduces
budgeted pictures with unknowi
detail.
Last Saturday, however. Rep. Law- players will be made, Scully said
rence H. Smith, R., Wis., called foi with the belief that the plan wil
impeachment of Attorney General lelp exhibitors not only to get a bet
Biddle as a result of the release of er return for the picture at thi
the two racketeers. Speaking on box-office but also help to build ui
the House floor. Smith said the ac- a new personality.
Scully will be accompanied to th(
tion was "further evidence of the
incompetency of Attorney General 5tudio by Maurice Bergman, East3rn advertising and publicity direc-l
Smith also included an editorial :or. They will return Feb. 10.
from the Milwaukee Journal which
Biddle."
New National Quotas
declared
months
oflfice had that
denied
rumorsagoof Biddle's
a deaFor
the Red Cross Drive
with Browne and Bioflf.

Million Buying Power
For 111. Allied Booker

(Continued from Page 2)

sional publications at the Commo:
dore Hotel.
The national quota of $180,000,OOC
Chicago — Allied Theaters booking set on Oct. 15 will be changed, as
department reports the local Roscot during the last year the Red Cross
and Oak theaters and the Glen Ellyn had to dip into the surplus of the
in Glen Ellyn, have joined the book
ing unit. New additions give the previous year's drive.
Principal speaker at yesterday's
independent organization about $1,- uncheon
meeting was Warrant Of000,000 annual buying power.
ficer E. J. Kahn who told of the
l,ed Cross work in the South Pacific
institution of the civil court action vhere he served with the infantry.
and this decision, it is asserted, assured United of priority in films
on the basis of their previously es
tablished contract.

STORK REPORTS

edienne niche, played in RKO Radio's "Show Business," and the twc
Chicago — Irving Fine, assistant
Columbia features "Beautiful Bui nanager, B & G's Paradise, has beBroke" and "Kansas City Kitty."
come the'father of a baby boy.
During '44, Fibber McGee and
Molly, voted the Favorite Comedy
South Bend, Ind. — Jerry Vogel of
Team,
starred
'Heavenly
Days." in RKO Radio's he River Park theater became the
Several other designees in top leather of a seven-pound baby son,
«
slots in the winning RADIO DAILY named Joseph.
categories are filmland veterans, and
literally scores of runner-up and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"show" honors are favorites with
Los Angeles — Leo Miller, head
celluloid fans.
booker for Warner Theaters here, is
RADIO
DAILY'S
An- the father of a seven-pound boy born
nual Radio
Poll wasEighth
conducted
Monday in Cedars of Lebanon Hosunder the supervision of Ross Federal Research Corp. fully certified,
under the direction of B. E. Jolley,
Cleveland, O. — The new year has
in a son to Harry Lyman,
head of that organization's research brought
pital.
department. The company is, inci- 20th-Fox ad sales manager and Mrs.
dental y, aleading general research Lyman, as a companion piece to
channel, identified with filmland.
their six year old daughter

I

M. p. Production Diat«
28 W. 44th St. 21st floor
New York
H. Y.
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HORT SUBJECT BIZ RUNS 15-20% AHEAD
brescent
Decision, Decree Before Allied Board
Editorial
58 Miiiions
, . . await "Tew Kests**
Br CHESTER B. BAHN
S the American film industry — produc*■ tion as well as distribution, and exhibiI no less than both of those arms — awaits
iih an interest keener than ever before the
njlts of THE FILM DAILY'S 23rd annual
"!n Best Pictures" poll, the "board of elecf I commissioners" charged with canvassing
t hundreds of votes cast makes available
sie intriguing statistical information.
'he most significant, certainly, is the
1 1 the number of participants in the
pi bounded upwards in lively fashion.
gn in balkts received from the motion
te critics of newspapers, magazines,

fact
1944
The
picwire

seablished
vices andfilm
syndicates
and from
radio's
commentators
before
the
rl-December deadline was 40.
The flow of votes Times Square-wards,
vever, was sustained well past the dead\i, and the final official count shows that
500-mark was passed.

— • —

r is of particular interest, too, that there
were many more radio commentators upon
llywood and its product enrolled among
! voters this year. There are excellent
isons for this, of course. The close relanship between radio and the screen was
inted up yesterday with the publication of
iDIO DAILY'S All American Radio Proim; film talent dominated.
It is reasonable to assume, too, that the
!ater utilization of the air by motion
ture producers-distributors for the merandising and promotion of what comes
t of Hollywood in film cans has played
me part in heightening stations' interest
film programs. But aside from the busi:ss aspect, radio, like the press and the
reen, is concerned with serving the public
I masse. In presenting film news and cement, radio is obviously giving the listening
idience what it desires.

— • —

HE rise in press participation in the 23rd
poll cannot buf gratify not only those as)ciated with its direction but all those de^ndent upon the industry for a livelihood,
nd for this excellent reason. The rise was
:ored in the face of such deterrents as se3re paper rationing, curtailment of departlental space and the further departure of
y-line critics for military service. t
Based upon available circulation statements
nd station audience reports, it is estimated
(Continued on Page 2)

Production Plan, Intersectional Buying Combine
Also May Get Attention

Ditnout Would Darhen
MarqueeSi Bitthoards

Ramifications of the Crescent antitrust case plus prospective developments of the New York consent decree are expected to highlig^ht the
agenda of the January meeting of
the board of directors of national
Allied in Columbus, 0., this month.
In addition, the board is expected
to hear a report of the product committee on what independents can ex(Continued on Page 6)

Washington — A nation-wide dimout
that would end illumination of billboards and darken theater marquees
is under Government consideration as
a means of saving more than 2,000,000 tons of coal in 12 months.
Secretary of the Navy Forrestal and
Secretary of War Stimson have approved the emergency measure demanded by Secretary of Interior
Ickes.

Pollo(k Steps Down
As UA Adv. Director
Resignation of Lou Pollock as
United Artists director of advertising and publicity, submitted last
Thursday, was accepted yesterday
by Gradwell L. Sears, sales chief.
Pollock leaves the company tomorrow, and will announce a new con(Continued on Page 10)

CEA Asking Arbitration
Panel In Lieu of Tribunal

Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

PIx Salesmen Mull
Security Measures
"You can't sell film on a Sears &
Roebuck basis," was voiced by one
of the higher-ups in the sales organization of a major film company,
in response to a survey regarding
home office attitude toward a meeting of seven major companies salesmen which took place Tuesday.
Brought about by the increasing
(Continued on Page 10)

Six More States Go Over

Curtailment of Feature
Releases Reacts to Benefit of Shorts Departments

Due chiefly to drop in feature releases, short subject business currently is running 15 to 20 per cent
ahead of a year ago, a Film Daily
survey shows.
Exchange centers covered in the
checkup, including New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, (Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle
and Portland, Ore., revealed striking similarity in trend and uniform increase in short subject sales.
The jump of 15 to 20 per cent
(Continued on Page 10)

Sdiaefer to Capital
On Raw Stock Slash
Washingtm

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — George J. Schaefer
of the WAC is expected to meet here
Saturday with Stanley Adams, head
of the WPB Consumers Durable
Goods Division, in an attempt to
work out in final form a method of
(Continued on Page 3)

The Top for "Dimes" Drive Changes On Congress

Six more states yesterday joined Tax Committees Few
London (By Cable) — Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association yes- the 16 which have already more theaters pledged for the 1945 March of Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
terday accepted unanimously its special committee's report on monop- Dimes drive than participated in
Washington — "The new Congress
oly, along with the amendment sub- last year's campaign. They are will see little change in the House
(Continued
on
Page
3)
(Continued on Page 3)
Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees, through
whose
(Continued on Page 10)

WB Gross Soars f Net in Dip

Fiscal Position improved. Stockholders Told
Gross income of $141,183,039 for
Settlement is Effected
the fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1944,
In the U. K. Studio Strike
an increase of $9,357,499 over the
London (By Cable) — Strike of
technicians at Welwyn studios, which
had threatened to spread to other
studios, was settled yesterday, thus
avoiding a production tie-up.
Differences over interpretation of
a contract clause relating to the
(Continued on Page €)

preceding twelvemonth, is disclosed
by Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros., in the company's antoday. nual report to stockholders issued
Because of the fact that the largest
portion of the increase in gross income is represented by receipts from
(Continued on Page 6)

County ^Privilege' Tax
Proposed for Exhihs.
Nashville, Tenn. — First bill affecting films to be introduced in the Tennessee legislature was one seeking to
restore to Hamilton County (Chattanroga) the right to collect "privilege" taxes from movie theater owners. Sponsored by County Judge
Wiley 0. Couch, such a measure, if
passed, would cost the theaters at
least $12,000 annually.
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58 Millions
. . . await ''Ten Bests"
(Continued from Page 1)
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Heart Attack Kills Chapin

Depinet Will Speak at
Meakin Testimonial
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

X. Y. THEATERS
'DAILY

Washington — A testimonial dinner
that the reading and listening public of the for Hardie Meakin, newly appointed
participating press and radio stations approxi- RKO
Theaters assistant division
mate 58,000,000.
manager, sponsored by the local
Speaking plainly, and very much to the
Variety Club, will be given Monday
point, that means at least 58,000,000 persons have a see-or-hear stake in the at the Willard Hotel.
Ned E. Depinet will head a list
results of ifte 1944 "Ten Best Pictures"
poll, scheduled for simultaneous press of speakers, including Carter T. Barron, Ted Gamble, Commissioner John
and radio release across the country next
Monday.
Russell Young, and John S. Allen.
Home office executives scheduled
New York Film Board
to attend are S. A. Schwartz, Robert
Mochrie, Arthur Frudenfeld, Terry
Installs 1945 Officers
Turner, 0. R. McMahon, J. M. BrenAn installation ceremony for the nan, Malcolm Kingsberg, and Ned
newly elected officers of the New Depinet.
York Film Board of Trade was held
Maurice White, Variety Club of
last night in the home of Louis Cincinnati chief barker, will also
Nizer, attorney and executive sec- honor Meakin, nianager of the RKOretary of the Board.
Keith for the past 15 years.
Film company executives and former Film board of Trade members
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nizer Camrel Suit Against
at a dinner preceding the installa- RKO Radio Dismissed
tion which was conducted by the
outgoing oflScers.
RKO Radio Pictures yesterday
Officers for 1945 are: President, was dismissed as a defendant in the
Henry Randel, Paramount's New Camrel Co. and Rosyl Amusement
York branch manager; First Vice- Corp. trust action following a setpresident, Clarence Eiseman, War- dement of the dispute. The plainner Bros, branch manager; Second
tiffs, owners and operators of the
Vice-president, Joseph Felder, Mon- Cameo, Jersey City, charged that
ogram branch manager; Treasurer, the majors had conspired to elimiDavid Levy, Universal branch mannate competition in the Jersey City
ager; Secretary, Robert J. Fannon,
Area by denying the house first-run
Republic's New York assistant sales film. Loew's and Paramount had
manager; Sergeant-at-arms, Ralph settled with the plaintiffs earlier.
Pielow, M-G-M branch manager.
Negotiations looking to settlements
Outgoing officers include: Pielow, with the other defendants are understood to be under way.
president; Eiseman, first vice-president; Jack Ellis, UA branch manager, second vice-president; Ray
Moon, 20th-Fox branch manager, Connors, Gehring Confer
treasurer; Fannon, secretary; FelWith FPC's President
der, sergeant-at-arms.
Randall, who was installed by PieToronto — Tom Connors, vice-preslow, the outgoing president, paid
ident in charge of sales of 20th-Fox,
tribute to Louis Nizer, counsel for
the Film Board, for his expert work accompanied by W. C. Gehring,
Western sales manager, are here for
and advice in its behalf.
Among those present were Louis a product discussion with John FitzRosenbluh, former executive and gibbon, FPC president. They will
founder of the Film Board, Mrs. also discuss forthcoming product
Louis Phillips, Charles Boasberg, with Sydney Samson, 20th-Fox district manager, and will visit the MonHerman Gluckman, Saul Trauner,
Ben Abner, Peter A. Lewis and York. treal office before returning to New
Henry Danziger, the two latter members of the Board.

Iris Barry to Coast

Lyons, Neb. — Roy D. Chapin, 52,
Iris Barry, curator of the Museum
a veteran of more than 25 years in of Modern Art Film Library, will
the film business, is dead. He died leave for Hollywood Monday to make
of a heart attack while shoveling
snow from the roof of his Plaza a survey and report for the Rockefeller Foundation on the use and proTheater here.
duction of non-theatrical films in
wartime. Mary Morrissey, executive assistant to Colonel John Hay
Whitney, president of the Museum,
will join Miss Barry on the trip, and
will represent Whitney in Museum
business on the Coast. They will
remain in Hollywood until March.

Charles W. Appleton Dies

Koemer to Launch Coast
Depinet Drive Tomorrow
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles W. Koemer
will be host tomorrow at a luncheon
launching the Coast Ned Depinet
sales drive. In attendance will be
Robert Folliard, captain of national
drive, J. H. Maclntyre, Western division sales manager, and the sales
forces of RKO Radio's Denver, Los
Angeles, Salt Lake City and San
Francisco exchanges.

Luncheon for Jack Benny
Greenwich, Conn. — Charles W.
NBC is hosting a luncheon and
Appleton, 65, retired General Elec- press conference for Jack Benny toterday.tric vice-president, died here yesmorrow in the Sherry Netherland's
Vanity Fair Room.
'

^/u^ Qatf. Week!
VERA

HRUBA

RALSTON

LAKE PLACID SERENADE
featuring

Eugene Palette
Vera Vague
Robert Livingston
Stephanie Bachelor
Ray Noble
Harry Owens
and his Orchestra
and his Royal Hawaiian:
and
ROY ROGERS
(as Guest Star)
A Republic Picture
REPUBLIC THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

50th Street and Sixth Avenue

'I lOVE

"NATIONAL
M-G-M'a VELVET"
MICKEY
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEN
— and —
Spectacular Stage Presentation

OH

IN PERSON

SCREEN

RUBINOFF
and his VIOLIN
ROMO

SONNY ims

IT

HOLDIER'

MOSSOARRYl
HART'S
F. ZANUCK

,^ — ,,

„...„

>^

mmof vmoKt

EH.

P'WAY
47th St.&

Hedy LAMARR
George BRENT
•
Paul LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT
AN

RKO

PERILOUS'
PICTURE

BING
CROSBY
In Per,on
BETTY HUTTON
Woody HERMAN
SONNY TUFTS
and His Orchestra
ALL-STAR
EVUE

Times
'HERE COfHE THE UJflVES"
"«'Square

PARAMOUNT

20th

Century-Fox

presents

"THE KEYS OF THE
A. J. CRONIN'S
Continuous
RIVOLI
Performances B'way
& 49th

KINGDOM"

Si.

\
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Ktchaefer to Capital
^^n Raw Sto(l( Slash
(Continued from Page 1)
iiiposing the additional cut in raw
inMtock which WPB has announced.
(l| I Although the extent of this cut is
lot yet definite, Lincoln V. Burrows,
; • VPB film chief, said yesterday he
:• oes not see that there has been
\ ny improvement
since last week.
"■'i*'his
means
an overall
cut oftheabout
i7 million linear
feet from
326
jflillion feet used by the industry in
ihe final quarter of last year and
lostponement of 30 pictures schediled.
^ _ It was up to industry members to
—^ 'propose
of that
imposing
.ut, and ait method
is believed
Schaef the
er
iij nil place before Adams a compilaion and analysis of the suggestions
rem the various industry sowrces.
" In the meantime, it was reported
lere that the newsreels will probna iibly be forced to sustain a slight
*i' lut in length — about five per cent of
heir current film usage, which might
_ imount to a cut in length uo to 50
_ 'eet.
Their present length is 750
_ eet.

:•

)th Loan Honor Medals
To 30 on Coast Today
Vest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The WAC's medals of
jionor for outstanding work in helpng to put the Sixth War Loan over
he top by $7,000,000,000 will be presented to 30 Southern California and
uos Angeles theater managers today.
The presentation will take place at
rerino's
at a luncheon
to beCouncil
given
)y the California
Theater

•ind participated in by national, state
jind city leaders. Hosts will be Rodley A. Pantages, Marco Wolff, Louis
r. Halper, Charles Prickett, L. E.
Sehymer and Tom W. Baily.
Chief among the speakers will be
Mayor Fletcher Bowron, of Los Angeles; Ted R. Gamble, national director of the War Finance Division
md assistant to Secretary
of the
Treasury Morgenthau; Howard Mills,
Western divisional head of the War
Finance
Committee,
and
Robert
Moulton, Southern
California War
Finance chairman.
Others include
Councilman
Lloyd
Davies,
Hugh
-Bruen, honorary
national co-chairman of the Sixth War Loan; Gus
I Metzger, of the theaters' war fin1 ance organization, and Robert Poole,
, co-chairman of the theater finance
; group.

SMD BIRTUDiiY
liREETIKS TO..
January 11
Ernest- Pascal
Dave Davidson
Monte Blue
Donald
Barry
Earl Baldwin
Harry H. Haas

CEA Asking Arbitration
Panel in View of Tribunal
(Continued from Page 1)

stituting the arbitration panel for
the suggested tribunal. For many
weeks the form which the settling
of disputes would take in order to
protect the independent exhibitor
from unduly onerous rentals has been
the subject of sharp differences between organization members.
Yesterday's action now leaves the
way clear for determination by the
Board of Trade. Early in November, last, the special
ommendations werecommittee's
completed recand
underwent consideration by the
CEA's general council. At that time
circuit amendment against the tribunal was heavily defeated.

Republic's Chi. Sales
Meet Under Way Today
Chicago — With James R. Grainger, company's president and general sales manager, presiding. Republic's three-day sales conference,
second in the current series of regionals, gets under way here today
at the Blackstone Hotel. Field men
and home office officials will review
distribution and production progress and confer on product for the
1945-46 progi'am.
Opening address this morning will
be delivered by Herbert J. Yates,
Sr., board chairman. Accompanying
him here were William Saal, his executive assistant, together with E.
L. Walton, assistant general sales
manager. Among those attending
the conclave are company's six district sales managers, and sales personnel from the Mid-West and South.
Joseph Schildkraut, en route from
New York to Republic's North Hollywood studios where he will start
work in "The Amazing Mr. M," will
be a guest at the meeting today.

Lester Murray on Stand
On Thalia Trust Action
Chicago— Lester Murray, testifying for his father in the Murray
anti-trust action against the major
companies, confirmed many of his
father's statements regarding the
alleged refusal of the companies to
sell the plaintiffs film despite commitments made. He related conversations allegedly held with Allen
Usher, district manager, regarding
Paramount deals. He also stated
that the main point on which the
damage claim was based were profits
which the Thalia Theater lost in
1924 and 1925 for failure to receive
films.
Attorney for the plaintiffs, Harold Norman, said he would have
other witnesses ready for court today, but refused to give names.

Pictorial Film Entertains
Affiliation of Pictorial Films with
Pathe Industries, Inc., will be marked by a cocktail party in the Sky
Room of the St. Moritz this after-

Buffalo Fuel Supply
Situation Is Critical

cominG and coinc

Buffalo — E. Harold Brayer, chairman of Mayor Joseph J. Kelly's emergency fuel committee, has warned
theaters throughout the city that the
soft coal supply of the Buffalo area
is critical as a result of recent snowstorms and rail transportation difficulties and that unless they conserve
their present supplies of fuel, they
may be forced to close before Feb. 1
for lack of heat.

Six More States Go Over
The Top for "Dimes" Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
Maryland,
North
Carolina,
Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, and Iowa.
Additional circuit pledges received
at national headquarters include:
Pioneer, St. Louis (18 theaters) and
Wometco, Miami (19 theaters).
The "Citation" one-sheet posters
are now in all National Screen exchanges and mailing to theaters with
way.
regular poster shipments is under
Boston — Pitching in to do a job
in the Hub area on the 1945 March
of Dimes "The Tub Thumpers of
America" met yesterday in the office of Harry Browning, M & P
Theaters, to formulate campaign
plans.

Century's Managerial
Personnel Realigned
A major realignment of Century
Circuit's managerial personnel has
been effected with the promotion of
Mike Nicholas from manager of the
Kingsway, key Brooklyn house, to
supervisor of a district, it was announced yesterday by J. R. Springer,
general manager.
Heading the list of changes, Nicholas will now manage the Patio and
supervise the Flatbush Division, consisting of the Patio, Parkside, Linden
and 'Tivoli theaters; Ed Freiberger
has been made manager of the Avalon
and will supervise the Kings Highway Division, consisting of the Avalon, Mayfair, Kingsway, Triangle,
and Elm theaters.
Leonard Freund has been shifted
to manager of the Nostrand with
supervision of the Midwood Section,
consisting of the Midwood, Nostrand,
Vogue, Marine, and Quentin theaters.
Loy W. McEachem has been given
the management of the Farragut
theater as well as supervision of
another Flatbush Division, comprised
of the Farragut, Albemarle, Rialto,
and College theaters.

Arch B. Heath Dead
Arch B. Heath, 54, artist, writer,
and motion picture director died here.
Heath, recently with the OWI, had
been a serial director for Pathe
and
a producer of training films for
the Army.

for

SPYROS
studio

SKOURAS has arrived on the Coast
conferences.

DAVID LOEW
Superchief from

will head for New York on the
the Coast tomorrow.

). CHEEVER COWD'N, Universal chairman of
the board, arrived in New York from Hollywood.
STEVE EDWARDS, Republic's publicity chief,
is en route to the Coast and will stop at Chicago
and Minneapolis.
(OHN C. PAINE, Ascap general manager, and
HERMAN FINKELSTEIN, resdent counsel, will
leave tomorrow for Havana to attend the first
Congress of La Federacion Ineteramericana de SocJedades de Autores y Compositores.
A. A. WARD, vice-president and general manager of Altec Lansing Corp., has arrived in New
York from Hollywood for conferences with Army
and Navy personnel.
FRANCES GIFFORO, screen player, is at the
Waldorf-Astoria
from the Coast.
JACK ARMM, 20th-Fox salesman, Syracuse territory, has returned from a Miami vacation.
SERCT. ROBERT DURAND, formerly assistant
manager, Elmwood, Syracuse, is home on furlough
from an Army camp in Texas.
CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, Loew's N. E. division manager, arrived in Syracuse, for a few days.
ANDY RUSSELL has arrived in Hollywood to
be screen-tested by B. C. DeSylva, Paramount
producer.
JOSEPH H. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president and
Eastern studio representative of 20th-Fox, left
New York last night for an indefinite stay at the
Coast studios.

Michigan Clearance Case
Dismissed by Arbitrator
Clearance complaint filed by Sol
Krim, operating the Krim Theater,
Highland Park, Mich., has been dismissed by the arbitrator who found
that the existing seven-day clearance granted to the Palmer Park
Theater was not unreasonable.

Mrs. W. H. Jose Dead
Detroit— Mrs. Ethel S. Jose, 40, is
dead after a long illness, from heart
trouble. Her husband, Wilbur H.
Jose, operator at the United Artists
Theater, and one son survive. Interment in Woodlawn Cemetery.

IN NEW POSTS
EDWARD
McADAMS,
assistant
manager,
Bliss,
New York.
CURTIS VANCE,
assistant manager, Huntington,
New York.
York.
MIKE HUDISH, manager, Century's Mayfair, New
HAROLD
NEWMAN,
York.

manager,

Kingsway,

WILLIAM
MAY, manager, Freeport, Long
JOHN
MATHEWS,
manager.
Community,
York. FERRARI,
ENRICO
Brooklyn.
M.

REDWINE,

ROBERT
LEVY,
Brooklyn.

assistant manager,

MRS. lyn.
LIBBY
KLEIN,
Brooklyn.
JOE

Brooklyn.
JACKSON,

manager,

assistant

assistant

manager,

manager,

Island.
New

Kingsway,

assistant manager, Tivoli,
assistant

New

Brook-

Nostrand,
Rialto,
Farragut,

BILL

RICE,
assistant
to Alex
Evelove,
studio
publicity director, Warner Bros., Hollywood.
BILL
PRAGER,
publicity
field
representative,
RKO, Chicago.
IRWIN
ROSE,
PHIL ZELLER.

booker,
Del-Ray
Office, Detroit.
manager. Harper, Detroit.
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WHY

LEO IS
A

1 "NATIONAL VELVEr BREAKS 9-YEAR
• tA-G-tA
RECORD
OF RADIO piTY MUSIC HALL!
Hit brings highest week's gross in history of house!
2

MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS" IS THE NEW
* Tops
ASToilORprevious
THErecords!
ATRE Other
CHAcities
MP!doing delightfully ditto!

3 V "THIRTY
SECONDS
NATIONWIDE
SMASHOVER
HIT! TOKYO"
From Coost-to-Coost M-G-M's Great Film

IS

pocks them in!

4 "MUSIC FOR MILLIONS" WINS BROAD^
* WAY CASH AND CHEERS!
Producer of "2 Girls And A Sailor" does it again at Capitol, N. Y.

5

M-G-M's NEW GROUP
* A FLYING START!

OF 7 OFF TO

"Music For Millions"/ "Thin Man Goes Home" first of Tenth Group!

A

M-G-M WINS TOP HONORS
' PRESS ANNUALS!
Exhibitors again vote Leo the

If ^S A N or H tR \ MCM

IN TRADE

box-office leader!

ypRIENDLY

YEAR!

Join. March of Dimes'. — Jan. 25 to It

•^

DAILY
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Warner Bros.' Gross
Soars, Net in Dip
(Continued from Page 1)

"This Is the Army," all profits from
which went to Army Emergency Relief, the net profit for the year
showed a slight dip, amounting to
$6,953,462, equivalent to $1.87 per
share on the outstanding common
stock, as against $8,238,483, or $2.12
per share, for 1943. The 1944 showing was in the face of a Federal tax
load of $13,135,000, which compares
with $13,890,000 for 1943.
Fiscal Position Better
Warner informs the stockholders
that during the fiscal year the position of the company improved in
five important respects. First was
further debt reduction in which interest rates on $21,185,906 of mortgage indebtedness were reduced
from as high as five per cent to a
rate of three and three-quarters per
cent. At the same time the maturity
of this indebtedness was extended
to Dec. 15, 1959.
The second factor was the acquisition of Leon Schlesinger Productions, makers of "Merrie Melodies"
and "Looney Tunes" animated cartoons?- Third was the acquisition
of additional properties, including
five tfteaters, a theater site in Cairo,
Egypt, and a film exchange location
in Toronto, Canada.
Mentioned next are an increase in
cash holdings in the United States
of $978,379, for a total of $9,927,170,
and additional purchases of Government securities amounting to $6,714,856. Lastly came an increase in
inventories of $8,966,241, the largest
part being represented by completed but unreleased films. On Aug.
31, 1944, there were 16 finished productions ready for release, the report points out.
According to Warner, the Securities and Exchange Commission has
suggested that the firm weigh the
adoption of a program for charging
off goodwill, an item listed at $8,933,781. Most of the goodwill resulted from the acquisition of the
Vitaphone Corp., First National Pictures and M. Witmark & Sons.
British Business Higher
Warner reports that WB business
in the British Isles during the past
year was the largest in the company's history.
"There
are indications that fol-

UJEDDinC BELLS
Scranton, Pa. — Announcement has
been made of the engagement of
Jeanne Dooley, former Comerford
Theaters employe to Cpl. Robert
KilcuUen, former employe of the
booking department, Comerford Theaters, Inc. Kilcullen is presently
with the Army Air Forces at Kearns,
Utah.
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Crescent Decision
Decree Before Allied

BRIEflRG THE DflV'S REUS
Wfi

MP A Installs Jan. 19

KQW

Joins Columbia Search

Installation of Motion Picture
Station KQW, CBS Frisco outlet,
Associates officers will take place at
the latest to join Columbia's the
a luncheon in the Hotel Astor on is
"George Sand Memorial Talent
Jan. 19. Other business of the day Search" to plug "A Song to Rewill include submission of a report
•
for 1944 and an outline of plans for
1945.
•
ATS to Ponder Pix
member."
Paskow on WB Tieups
"The Comparative Effectiveness of
Bob Paskow, for more than ten Motion Pictures, Television, and Rayears director of advertising and pubdio" will be discussed at the Amerlicity for Warner Theaters in the
ican Television Society meeting toNew Jersey zone, has joined Warnight in the Museum of Modern Art
ners home office advertising and pub- Auditorium. Speakers will be Lily
licity department under Mort Blu- Dache, Jo Sopeland, Wyllis Cooper,
menstock to handle commercial tie- and Ira Hirschmann. Allan T.
.•
up activities on Warner
features and Preyer will act as chairman.
shorts.
•

Mono. Stock Offered
Emanuel & Co. yesterday offered
100,000 shares of 5V2 per cent cumulative convertible stock of Monogram
Pictures at $10 par value. Net proceeds, reported to be at approximately $851,000, will be used by
Monogram for additional working
capital. The new preferred is convertible into common at the initial
conversion rate of 2^4 shares of
common for each share of preferred.
Bank reported the issue had been
sold by noon.

Negro Short in February
Chicago — "Romance On The Beat,"
:he first of a new series of two-reel3rs, designed for the Negro theater
trade, will be released in February by
All American News.

"To Have and Have Not"
Extended to 16 Weeks
Warner's
"To Have
and Have
Not," originally scheduled to wind
up its extended run at the Hollywood Theater next Tuesday, has had
its engagement extended for another
two weeks. This will give the HumDhrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall pic a
Broadway run of 16 weeks, longest
engagement at the Hollywood with
the exception of YDD.
lowing the war the American motion
picture industry will face increased
English competition, not only in the
British Isles but in the world market," he states, adding that the company already "is now engaged in a
careful study of the potential postwar foreign markets."
Asserting
that the funded and
other long-term debt of the comDany and its subsidiaries on Aug.
31 amounted to $49,671,951, Warner
assures the stockholders that "the
nanagement intends to continue its
policy of applying all available funds
in reduction of funded indebtedness,
in order to place your company in a
position to face the uncertainties of
the future and to meet, on a more
nearly equal footing, the competition
of other motion picture companies,
which have substantially lower funded indebtedness outstanding."

(Continued from Page 1)

pect in the way of additional pic-j
tures this year.
Deals whereby Allied may partici-l
pate in the production of pictures f
made especially for independent exhibitors may be finalized at the Cg- |
lumbus meetings.
While no contracts have been set,!
insofar as national Allied is con-f
cerned, reliable reports indicate that!
an intersectional booking and buying
combine may be perfected at the |
Columbus board meeting.

Settlement is Effected
In the U. K. Studio Strike

Robards Heads RCA Info.
Sidney M. Robards, who has been
on the staff of the Department of
Information of the Radio Corporation
of America for the last seven years,
has been appointed manager of the
department.

(Continued from Page 1)

47-hour week were at root of the
strike. The Ministry of Labor had
received
tlement grievances prior to the set-

Law Services on Coast
West

Local 253 Has Tele Class
Rochester — Eyeing post-war acvities, members of the projectionist's union. Local 253, started a television class here last week. Meetings will be held twice monthly with
Jerry Hall, Altec expert scheduled
as instructor.
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EXTRA REVENUE IS YOURS
FOR THE ASKING . . .
WHY NOT ASK FOR IT?
THE WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OF SHORTLENGTH ADVERTISING MOTION PICTURES NEEDS
MORE

THEATRE

SCREENS

THE EVER GROWING

WRITE

US TODAY

DAILY

Hollywood — Albert J. Law, 40, executive secretary and general counsel for the Southern California Theater Owners Association who died
in New York of a heart attack, was
interred here yesterday at Forest
Lawn Cemetery. A funeral service
was held at Wee Kirk O'Heather.

TO ACCOMMODATE

DEMAND

FOR OUR

FOR SPACE.

SCREENING

Colorado Springs, Colorado
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THE FIRST COMPLETE STORY OF
PHILIPPINE NAVAL VICTORYl
A gratis short that will hold audiences spellbound!

//

BROUGHT TO
ACTION
//

The industry salutes the Navy with this thrilling film record of America's
greatest sea-air victory. It's a picture your audiences will ffianfc you for
putting on your screen, not only because it's great entertainment but
because it packs a terrific patriotic heart-thrill.
Produced

by

the

Office

of

Strategic

Services

in cooperation

with

the

Distributed by United Artists (M-G-M, in Albany, Des Moines, Memphis, Oklahoma
-k

ir

i^

SPONSORED

BY WAR

•

ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

OF MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY,

1501

United

States Navy.

City and Portland, Ore.)

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

OTY
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"|Ti£^ C'^fe flUii^ste/ ^"Has arrived on the motion-picture scene at the last possible 1944 moment, but it
belongs in the front rank of the year's mystery thrillers."
_ HOWARD

BARNES, N. Y. HERALD TBIBUNE

"Absorbing melodrama . . . Hedy Lamarr is perfectly cast as the most beautiful woman
of her time . . . the direction is worthy of much praise."
- WANDA

HALE, N. Y. DAILY NEWS

"Easily one of the better melodramas that has come this way . . .

to hold your attention."

Well- calculated

- BOSLEY CROWTHER,

N. Y. TIMES

"Thrilling . . . tops all . . . Miss Lamarr's performance is the best she's turned
in . . . Paul Lukas is stupendous, and George Brent just the sort of rescuer Hedy

should have."

- LEE MORTIMER, N. Y. DAILY MIRROR

^^

HEDYLAMARB
GEORGE BRENI

PAliL^L^^^^

ALBERT DEKKER • C,

eiBcuMfftdtlucerROBERT. FELLOWS
SION THAT

PLEDGEI

MARCH

OF DIMESI (JAN. 25-31}^

"Topnotch murder mystery. Story unfolds quietly, logically. Slowly the mystery
grows, the suspense tightens. The ending is high-old melodrama."
- EILEEN CREELAAAN, N. Y. SUN

'Grapples with one of the screen's tougher hazards— and
comes off very well. Audiences have effective set of shudders awaiting them."
-ALTON

COOK,

N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM

"The theme is provocative; the performances compelling.
. . . Hedy never looked lovelier, and you can well believe
that a mental quirk made Paul Lukas the heel he is. George
Brent's administrations are nobly heroic."
- IRENE THIRER, N. Y. POST

"A cut above most thrillers, in addition to its heavyweight
- JOHN

T. McAAANUS,

PM

R K O
RADIO

10
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Pix Salesmen Mull
Security Measures
(Continued from Page 1)

First Pledges In for
Red Cross Campaign

aii^Pollock

One Eastern and one Western
showman share jointly the honor of
being the first among the nation's
16,000 exhibitors to pledge their sup-

growth of theater buying and bookport to the industry's Red Cross War
ing combines, the salesmen met to
Fund Week next March, it was anformulate security measures as a
nounced yesterday by N. Peter Rathmeans of offsetting any threat to
von, national chairman. Pledges
their positions, but came to no defireceived simultaneously came from
nite conclusions. A conimlttee was
Mrs. J. J. Parker of Portland, Ore.,
formed to mull over conditions for
and Harry Brandt, both circuit heads.
possible unionism and another meeting is said to be planned within the
next few weeks.
Executive sales heads yesterday
saw no reason for distress among
the exchange salesmen since the details involved in the selling and
liquidation of contracts requires
greater scrutiny and closer contact
(Continued from Page 1)
than could be physically handled by
represents
theater bookings only and
any skeleton sales force.
does not include the business done
on shorts among Army theaters and
$2,800,000 Building
Navy stations. Adding in the latter, the increase in use of shorts is
For Gov't Films Asked
placed at close to 25 per cent.
A number of territories where douIVashingfon
Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
ble-feature revivals had been used
Washington — Fritz Lanham, chair- on an extensive scale to make up for
man of the House Committee on
pictures have had conPublic Buildings and Grounds, in- lack of newsiderable
switching to single bills
troduced abill yesterday calling for
construction of a building for the with shorts instead of a second feaa policy reported to be far
servicing and storage of films for more ture,
satisfactory.
the Library of Congress, the National Archives and all other Government agencies, under a total cost Schine Brief Answers
limit of $2,800,000. Plans for the To be Submitted Feb. 1
structure have already been worked
out by the FWA, with Budget Bureau
Buffalo — Opposing briefs have been
approval, and Congressional approval is expected without much filed with Federal Judge John Knight
here in the wake of the Schine Chain
trouble.
The building will be a repository Theater anti-trust trial. Answers are
be submitted to the court Feb. 1.
for all war footage and other Gov- to Schine
has asked the court to make
ernment production, with copying
facilities for producers and others findings, among them that evidence
interested in using any Government does not show Schine monopolized
material. It is believed that it will trade or commerce "among any of
the several states for any of the
contain studios for simple Govei'n- cities or towns in which it operated
ment production work.
or operates theaters" or that it conspired with any film distributor to
restrain trade or commerce.
"Red" O'Connor Stricken
The D of J, on the other hand,
Detroit— Frank J. (Red) O'Connor, 48, stagehand at the Downtown contends evidence during trial showed that Schine illegally acquired and
Theater, is dead, following a heart
attack. He was formerly at the used the "substantial monopoly power arising out of their complex conMichigan, Regent, and other Detroit
trol of the licensing and exhibiting
houses. A brother survives. Interof
films in numerous towns in six
ment in Mount Olivet Cemetery.
states, with the purpose and effect
Leo Doe Dies
of absorbing or otherwise eliminating from the field numerous actual
Detroit — Leo Doe, 54, stagehand at and potential independent theater
the Avenue Theater for years, and
at other Detroit theaters since 1910, operating competitors."
is dead, after a long illness. He is French Rival for Hollywood?
survived by his widow. Interment
Financial circles were stirred yesin Roseland Park Cemetery.
terday by a report that Russian and
French interests were backing a moCion picture combine in France designed to compete with Hollywood
in the world market.

Short Subjects Biz
Runs 15-20% Ahead

Steps Down
As UA Adv. Director

.REVIEWS
"They Shall Have

(Continued from Page 1)

nection within the next two weeks.
The retiring UA ad-publicity chief,
who was named to that post last
year, joined the company in 1943,
and at that time had been active in
radio work on the Coast. Prior to
that, he was in charge of Universal's Eastern advertising-publicity
department for six years.

Changes On Congress
Tax Committees Few
(Continued from Page 1)

hands pass the vital tax legislation
so important to the pix industry. On
the first, where all tax legislation
originates, Clinton P. Anderson of
New Mexico, one of the outstanding
of the younger members of the
House, replaces Wesley E. Disney,
veteran Oklahoman who gave up his
House seat for an unsuccessful try
at the Senatorial nomination last
The two Republican seats go to
year.
Carl Curtis of Nebraska and Charles
Gifford of Massachusetts, veterans
who are known as able legislators.
On the Senate Finance Committee Connecticut's Brien MacMahon
is the only Democratic addition, replacing Bennett Champ Clark, of
Missouri, who was not re-elected.
Republican newcomers are Harlan
J. Bushfield, of South Dakota and
Albert Hawkes of New Jersey, both
veterans of the last Congress.
Hawkes is a former chief of the
NAM. They replace James A. Davis, Pennsylvania veteran, and John
A. Danaher of Connecticut.

Allen Named Washington
Exch. Manager for WAC
WashiugtoH

Bureau

of

THE

FILM
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Washington — John S. Allen, immediate past barker of Tent No. 11,
National Variety Club and Local
M-G-M branch manager, has today
accepted appointment as Washington exchange territory chairman for
the WAC distributors division. The
new appointment, for the 1945 calendar year, was made by Gradwell L.
Sears, new national WAC distributors' chairman.
Allen has been active in industry
affairs of this exchange center, since
his assignment here as branch manager in January, 1941. Other than
chief barker of the local Variety
Tent, he has served on several key
committees and is currently national
canvassman and head of the publicity committee. Prior to Washington,
August Janssen, Jr., Dies
he was with M-G-M in Cincinnati
Philadelphia — Joseph Churilla, asAugust Janssen, Jr., 40, restaura- for eight years as city salesman. He
teur and brother of Werner Janssen, also served as chief barker of that
sistant manager of Warner's Uptown, became the father of a baby orchestra conductor of Beverly Hills, city's Variety Club. Allen is a graddied here yesterday.
uate of Texas A. & M. College.
girl last week.
' ,

STORK REPORTS

11, 19'

with Gale Storm, John Mack Brown
Monogram
84 Mi
INFANTILE
PARALYSIS
SUBJECT
GOOD
DRAMATIC
FILM
FOR
FAMI
TRADE.
In "They Shall Klave Faith," Jeffrey Bi
nerd has produced for Monogram what eas
rates as one of the studio's top films. B
sides being a satisfactory piece of drama
entertainment with a strong emotional ser
that makes it particularly appealing to w
men, the film is a worthy contribution in t
fight to curb the ravages of infantile paral
sis. Its subject makes the picture high
exploitable merchandise, especially in co
nection wih polio campaigns.
The film reveals a substantial growth
the talents of Gale Storm and gives her fi
opportunity to display her capabilities. Tl
actress carries very well indeed the role
the life-loving daughter of a noted surgei
who falls victim to infantile paralysis. Tl
future looks miserable to the girl and si
loses interest in life until an Army surgei
wins permission to try on her a new ty|
of operative treatment that restores h
to health and happiness. Naturally, she fa'
in love with the surgeon.

Faith"

Under the capable direction of Wiliia
Nigh the cast comes through praiseworthll
Standouts among the supporting playe
are John Mack Brown, as the Army surgeoi
Conrad Nagel and Sir Aubrey Smith, respei
tively father and grandfather of Miss Storn
Frank Craven and Mary Boland as her unc
and aunt who provide comedy relief.
CAST: Gale Storm, Sir Aubrey Smith, |ol
Mack Brown, Frank Craven, Conrad Nagel, Bil
Wilkerson, Mary Boland, Johnny Downs, Catheril
McLeod, Selmer Jackson, Russ Whiteman, Ma
Willis, Leo Diamond and his Harmonaires.
CREDITS: Producer, Jeffrey Bernerd; Screei
play, Neil Rau, George Sayre,; Director, Wiliia
Night; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Sound, To
Lambert; Art Director, Ernie Hickson; Music
Director, Edward Kay; Film Editor, Ray Curtis
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.
COMING and GOING
ROBERT FOLLIARD and HARRY GITTLESO
are in Portland, Ore.
STEVE BROIDY arrives here from the Coai
Tuesday.
ED MOREY

is in Boston.

Area WMC Orders Hit
Theaters in Omaha
Omaha — This city's theater indus
try was stirred this week by tw,
area war manpower orders, on
stopping all hiring of male worker
except by war plants and a fev
high-priority firms, the other cut
ting back employment ceilings H
per cent.
Area War Manpower Commissioi
Director William Parkinson put th^
orders into effect immediately, de
daring them the most drastic ti
date and saying they were necessar;
to get war contracts in the area bad
on schedule.
Only World War II veterans an
exempt from the order. The ceiling
cutback order permits no hiring bi
non-essential firms (which include;
the theater business) until their em
ployment totals drop below 90 pei
cent of the number on the payrol
June 30, last.

POSTAGE

50TH ANNIVERSARY

OF MOTION

PICTURES

vJfficial Recognition
'^M.0vies tonighf — in a jungle clearing — is the appropriate
illustration for the special postage stamp commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of motion pictures. The stamp itself is an expression ofgovernment appreciation of the contribution of the
motion picture industry to the war effort.
The morale value of the entertainment films, given by the
industry, receives national recognition — through this stamp.
This fitting tribute brings a glow of satisfaction to everyone connected with the making and distributing of movies to camps,
ships, rest centers, bases — wherever there's a G.I. audience0"etoOf
be brought "back home" for a little while.
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MEWSREELS FACE 5% RAW STOCK SLASH
J. K. Union Frowns on Imported U. S.Technicians
link Plan to Bring Over
bllywood Aides for First
Iiggles Production Fought

Cuban Attendance Soars 35 % in 3 Months;
Film Grosses Reported 70% Higher in Year
Havana (By Air Mail) — Film attendance for the last three months has increased 35 per cent, despite the fact that second and subsequent runs have
raised admission prices. Furthermore, figures show that grosses are up about
70 per cent as compared with a year ago. Factors responsible for this box-office
prosperity now prevailing in Cuba are — the abolishment cf the daily charity
drawings by the Grau administration, the screen's recent emphasis upon entertainment pictures instead of war propaganda, and the surprising popularity of
Mexican films.

London (By Cable) — Plans of J.
xthur Rank
for a hands-acrosst»-sea
exchange
of British
and
ifierican film talent and technicI iis collided head-on yesterday with
I ejections interposed by the Assoction
of
Cine-Technicians,
the
emterpart of the American lATSE.
The Association's attitude was dis-

Reels'
Cutd;in Number
No General
Length
Expecte
Of Prints May be Shaved
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A cut of about 5 per
cent in overall footage to be permitted newsreels in the present
quarter seems to be fairly definitely
decided upon, with the actual figure
to be lopped off the reel footage about
2,500,000.
A separate allocation for the reels
and the March of Time will be made,
(Continued on Page 3)

WPB Order Expected
PIC Chairmanship
lathvon Kames Area To Franit Rosenberg On Theater Lighting Browne-Bioff Parole
leads for RC Drive
Film houses in New York's Broad- Defended by Biddie
Frank rector ofRosenberg,
diadvertising Columbia's
and publicity
way area, together with suburban
(Continued on Page

12)

N. Peter Rathvon, national chairjin of the Industry Red Cross War
nd Week for 1945, announced yes■day, the appointment of 55 ex)itors who will serve as exchange
(ja chairmen throughout the U. S.
Bd insular possessions during the
pive which starts March 15.
' The appointees and the areas they
11 supervise are:
. J. Latta, Albany; R. B. Wilby
(Continued on Page 12)

was

unanimously

elected

chairman

of
the industry's
Eastern
Public
Information Committee to succeed
Hal Home, 20thF o x ad-publicity
chief, at a meeting yesterday at
the New York
Athletic Club.
Rosenberg will
fill the post for
the ensuing six
UC Sending Bruen, Poole months under the
3 Allied Board Sessions
committee's rotation plan, in effect virtual 1 y
[Columbus, O. — Allied's annual since its incep- FRANK ROSENBERG
ird of directors' meeting at the tion.
shler-Wallick Hotel here Jan. 24Glendon Allvine continues as the
will be attended by Hugh W.
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 6)

Censorship, Tichet
Tax Talhed for III.
Springfield, III. — Measures calling
for the establishment of a State
Censor Board for films and for the
application of the State sales tax to
theater tickets are reported being
drafted for hoppering in the State
Legislature in session here. Chicago
interests are said to be behind the
proposals.

OPA Banning
II

THE

EQCIPMENT

Korda Sells Denham Lab.
Holdings to J. A. Rank

(Continued on Page 6)

Tie-in Sale'^ Angle is Cited in Detroit

Washington
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of
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Washington — No decision has been
reached on the application of the
convention ban to tradeshowing, it
was revealed here although
it is

NEWS

11)
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Washington — The Senate Judiciary
Committee yesterday wrote Attorney
General Francis Biddie for a statement of his position regarding the
recent parole of George E. Browne
and Willie
Bioff,
extor-a
tionists after
they convicted
served only
minor part of their sentences for
extorting huge sums from pix peo(Continued on Page 6)

Can't Discuss Pix Post
Offer Reports — Johnston

Questioned
here yesterday,
Eric
London (By Cable) — In a further Johnston, head of the U. S. Chamber
move to strengthen his already firm of Commerce, refused to confirm or
(Continued on Page 2)
grip on the British film industry, J.
Arthur Rank has acquired Denham

New Premiums?

Convention Ban Not
Likely to Hit Tradeshows

(Continued on Page

ODAY:

stands and tho^se throughout the nation, awaited yesterday official WPB
orders on elimination of certain
exterior lighting as a co-operative
step in saving coal in all instances
where electric power is derived from
coal-burning generating plants, following curb asked by James F.
Byrnes, director of War Mobilization and Reconversion.
Consensus of Great White Way
(Continued on Page 3)

Detroit — Theater premiums were
indirectly outlawed by action of the
OPA here, in placing a ban on the
giving away of cigarets by the
Abington Theater. Sol Krim, owner,
planned to use the precious fags as
a giveaway, replacing the familiar
dish night, and expected to swamp
his house. He had a license as a
(Continued on Page 6)
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13'14 FOR

LATEST

White

House

Inauguration

Refuses
Telecast

Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The White House
yesterday turned down the request
of Phiico Radio & Television Corp.
to televise President Roosevelt's inauguration tomorrow. Cause of the
last minute refusal was said due to
the fact that arrangements had already been worked out for press,
film and radio coverage. Tele stations in New York, however, are reported planning to telecast films of
the inaugural ceremonies.
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Decision was reserved yesterday by
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Louis
A. Valente on a motion by counsel
lor Cornelia Otis Slvinner and Emily
Kimbrough to restrain Paramount
irom using their names in "Our
Hearts Were Growing Up," sequel
CO "Our Hearts Were \oung and
Gay," which they authored.
The piaintitts argued that they
never had given the defendant permission to use their names in a tilm
not based on their lives. Louis
Nizer, attorney for Paramount, contended that the plaintiffs' contract
with the company carried the right
to use their names in any sequel.
Paramount asked for an early decision, asserting that it already had
spent $370,000
Growing
Up" on
and"Our
thatHearts"
each Were
week
of delay was costing the firm an estimated $15,000.

Frawley Steps Down As
New York A. C.'s Proxy
C. B. J. Frawley, Paramount executive, has letired as president of
the New York Athletic Club after
serving two terms. Lee Buckingham, president of the Clinton Trust
Company and former New York
State Director of the OPA, succeeds.
Frawley refused a third term because of the fact the Club had been
restored to a very strong financial
position, thereby fulfilling the aims
of his regime, and the press of his
other duties. In addition to a financial recovery, the Club added some
2,000 members during the last two
years.

'/a

filumenstock to Confer
In Chicago and Atlanta
1/4

Mort Blumenstock, in charge of
Warners advertising and publicity
in the East, leaves today for Chicago to discuss plans for "Objective, Burma." Blumenstock then
flies to Atlanta early next week to
confer with Georgia officials on the
gala world premiere of "God is My
Co-Pilot" Feb. 21 in Macon.

20th-Fox Auditors Return

Century^s Bond Sales
Exceeded $7,000,000
Century Theaters in Brooklyn and
Long Island sold over $7,000,000
worth of Bonds during the 'Smashing
Sixth," circuit officials revealed yesterday. Spearheading the effort was
spectacular record of Miss Helen
Beckerman of the Elm Theater who
sold $753,675 aggregate of bonds,
believed to be unprecedented for a
standing having less than 1,000 seats.
Many special activities, such as the
dance and show in the Hotel St.
George where over $1,500,000 in
Bond sales was realized, plus B:nd
premieres, kiddie bend shows and
contests

with schools and organiza-

tions, aided in feat's accomplishment.
Managers are now sending in ideas
for the Seventh War Loan with aim
to shatter former record.

Harmon To Coast For
OWI-WAC Films Confab
Conferences, in the interests of
filmland's war activities, will take
Francis S. Harmon, WAC vice-charman and co-ordnator to Washington
today. Tomoi'row, he will board a
plane there for Hollywood where he
will participate in meetings dealing
with the OWI-WAC film program.
Harmon will remain in Hollywood
for a fortnight, and then will take
a two weeks' vacation in the West's
desert country, — the first respite he
has had since the war's outbreak.
First session on the OWI-WAC film
program is scheduled Monday in
Hollywood.

WILLIAM F. RODCERS, M-G-M vice-presi t
and general sales manager, leaves today f i
Miami vacation.
S. BARRET Mccormick, director of at . 1
tsing and publicity of RKO Radio, rel s I
studio.
Monday, following a three weeks' trip to e '
RALPH
B. AUSTRIAN,
executive
vice-p
dent of RKO Television,
goes to Cincinnat
address the Industrial Advertisers Club )an

',

MAX MILDER, managing d rector for Wai ,
:n Great Britain, and JACOB WILK, Ea: n
production manager for the company, a t
at the Burbank studio today.
CRAD

SEARS

was

in

Washington

yesterc

JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager of \
ner Theaters, leaves today for the coast.
PHIL WILLIAMS, March of Time advert
and publicity director, will return today fro
business trip to Boston, Worcester, and Spr
r.eld, Mass.
W. A. SCULLY, vice-president and gen
sales manager of Universal, leaves today tor
company's studios tor conferences on new pi
uct and releases for the next several mon
Accompanying him w.ll be A. J. O'KEEFE, i
versal's Western divis:on manager, and MAUR
BERGMAN, Eastern advertisng and publicity
rector.
LT. ROBERT

TAYLOR,

USNR.,

narrator

20th-Fox' U. S. Navy Technicolor feature, "
Fighting Lady," arr.ved In New York yester<
accompanied
by his wife,
Barbara
Stanwy(,j

Can't Discuss Pix Post
Offer Reports — Johnston
(Continued

from Page 1)

deny reports that he had been a
proached to take an industry pc'
via the MPPDA. "I am in no po
tion to discuss the matter," he sa;
Johnston, who addressed the Wr[
ers War Board meeting at the Bji
bizon Plaza last night, is understo
meeting with industry company pr(,
O'Connor as Temporary
idents at an early date. It was ss
Head of Checking Setup
that a parley had been arranged t€ l
tatively for yesterday, but was Ci
New central checking system cor- ferred.
poration, reported in the process of
organization with the support of five Monogram's Quarterly
major distributors, is expected to Net Profit at $33,159
apply for a New York state charter,
possibly within the next 10 days or
A net profit of $33,159 for ti
two weeks, it was learned yesterday.
quarter ended Sept. 30, 1944
reported by Monogram Pictur
Name of John J. O'Connor, Uni- after all charges including FC'
versal vice-president, has been ad- eral taxes. This compares wi
vanced to head the new setup tema net of $30,422 for the corrsepom
porarily.
however,
not relinquish
hisO'Connor,
company
post. will ing 1943 quarter, adjusted to a col'
parable basis with respect to a
cruals of Federal income and e:
ScoUard to Coast for
cess profits taxes.

The twelve 20th Century-Fox
traveling auditors, who came to New
York for the annual three-day conference which took up most of this
week, have all returned to their re- SOEG Contract Parleys
spective branches. They were L. R.
Chicago — Some Chicago exchanges
report delays in express shipments Antos, George F. Cooper, R. DohC. J. "Pat" Scollard, Paramount
from the East, owing to zero erty, William Gunzelman, E. S. Han- executive, has been appointed chairman of the negotiating committee
weather and storm conditions. Re- nahan, R. Hildreth, F. E. Hinnant,
serve films, have been used to meet E. Pelson, M. Schmalzbach, C Wag- for the eight major companies in
the situation.
negotiations with the Screen Office
ner, A. C. Wilson, B. Wolff.
Employes
Guild in Los Angeles.
Fielding Stricken
Scollard,
who is executive assisTheater Management Co. Edward
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
tant to Charles M. Reagan, ParaChartered in New York
Hollywood — Edward Fielding, 65,
mount vice-president in charge of
film character actor, who portrayed distribution, left yesterday for the
Albany — Theater Management the part of a priest in "The Song of West Coast, where he will direct
Corp., New York City, is among new Bernadette," and appeared as a but- the companies' negotiations with the
corporations on Secretary of State
ler in "Wilson," died of a heart at- union for a new contract to cover
tack while mowing the lawn of his almost 400 employes at the Los
list here. Weisman, Celler, Quinn,
Angeles exchanges.
Allen & Spett served as firm's coun- Beverly Hills home.

Reserve Films Used to
Cope With Print Delays

cofflinc and coinc

urn mmm
amnm to..
January 12 Eddie Selzer
Hank
LInet
Hortense
Schorr
Evelyn Koleman
Marvin Schenck
E. K. Hessberg
January 13
Kay Francis
January
14Donald
William
Bendix
Edward
Maj. Edward
Bowes
Bebe

Duck
P. Curtis
Daniels

^.
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lewsreels Face 5%
law Stock Slash

WPB Order Expected
On Theater Lighting

{Continued from Page 1)

nd companies will not be permitted
0 take film from the news reels for
ither use. If they care to give their
eels more stock, however, there will
fie no objection.
It is still uncertain just how the
ut will be imposed, but OWI and
VPB sources believed yesterday
here may be no general cut in reels
%ngth. The 2,900 prints put out
:^ach Thursday may be shaved somejifhat, and occasional reels may go
[felow 750 feet in length. It is not
likely, they believe, that there will
•e a general cut in the reel lengths.
Meanwhile, it was reported that
iradwell L. Sears, chairman of the
^i'AC distributors division, was here
or conferences on the raw stock sitation. Francis S. Harmon of the
VAC is due here today, and George
. Schaefer is expected here tomorow.

Crim Theaters Loses
ts Clearance Demand
Detroit — Award of Arbitrator Paul
/oorhies, former attorney general of
Vlichigan, in the arbitration case
irought by the Krim Theaters afecting four houses in the suburb
if Highland Park, released yesterlay, denies all relief sought. Krim
';ought essentially to have the clearance changed to 21 days after availability dates of key runs, instead of
'leven days after three specified
)ther theaters as at present.
The arbitrator found that the Palner Park Theater had not unreas)nably delayed booking pictures af,er availability date, as charged by
iCrim, despite occasional delays.
Voorhies found that Krim's change
)f clearance as sought would pendize the Palmer Park, which is diectly competitive to the Krim and
n some eases gives the Krim prior
run to the Palmer Park.
The arbitrator further declined to
;alter the existing clearance, which
he considers reasonable, granted to
the Highland Park and Woodward
Grand Theaters. All four are independent circuit houses.
Unique point of the case was the
(Complainant's effort to base clearance upon availability of keys instead of upon immediately prior
sub-key runs.

f EmfllE TOUCH
RUTH HOFFMAN has been named secretary to
Jack Kirsch, president of Allied Theaters
of Illinois, Chicago.

FLORENCE
1
ward

BLUM
Mager,

is the new secretary
Allied booking chief,

to EdChicago.

▼

▼

▼

• • • CUFF NOTES: Wotta demand there's going to be for that
corking Metro Beauty Calendar of glorified gals posed by famed artist
George Petty
The bows go to Howard Dietz, Si Seadler and Will
Danziger ... • There's rough going ahead on the basis of Secretary of
War Henry L. Stimson's assertion at yesterday's news conference that all
under 30 face Army induction this year ... • Elsa Maxwell is giving
a birthday party at the Waldorf Monday
our midst ... • Didia know that Tony
shipper in Chicago, has made his 11th trip
one trip for each of his 11 children? ...

for Margaret O'Brien, now in
Propelka, vetercm Metro film
to the Red Cross blood bank —
• Theodore Pratt, who wrote

"Mr. Winkle Goes to War," has a new novel, "WRss Dilly Says No," slated
for February publication via Duell, Sloan and Pearce
It's a vera,
vera merry Hollywood tale about a studio secretary whose book becomes
a smash hit, and then — but you better read it yourself

T

T

▼

• • • ARS GRATIA ARTIS: Florence Rice, stage and screen
actress, daughter of sportswriter Grantland Rice, stepped into the
coveted stage role of Sally Middleton in "Voice of the Turtle" Wednesday when Betty Field was suddenly taken ill with acute influenza
Although Miss Rice is not the official understudy, she told producer
Alfred de Liagre that she was so fascinated by the part that she wanted
to learn it on her own and he could call upon her if and when an
emergency arose
She carried her proposition beyond the point of
learning the role to securing a complete wardrobe from Hattie Carnegie similar to the one made for Margaret Sullavan.

▼
•

▼

▼

• • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Tony Sudekum of Crescent Amusement will serve another term on the Nashville Chcnnber of Commerce

Board ... • And Burgess Waltman, who manages the RichordsLightman houses in Columbus, Miss., has been elected prexy of the
Chamber there ...
• Two Iowa exhibs., Frank Less, of Cascade, and
Carroll Lane, of Carroll, are members of the new State Legislature
Former is a Democrat, latter a Republican ... • Fritz H. Thomas,
Crescent's Huntsville, Ala., manager, has been elected chairman of the
local Red Cross Chapter. .... He w^as already Chamber of Commerce
president ... • Sonja Henie, whose Madison Square Garden ice

(Continued from Page 1)
managers is that WPB will probably
ask Main Stem stands and others to
use lights only on the marquee
proper from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. and
then kill out everything except illumination underneath and such adsafety.
jacent lighting as is needed for public
Some

conservation of coal is expected to result also from careful
supervision of theaters' heating
plants by house managers. No hardand-fast rule now prevails with respect to maintaining temperature
ranges because theaters vary greatly
in size and geographical location.
Practice of the big Broadway area
stands is to have auditoriums as
high as 74 degrees at opening and
setting thermostats at 72 degrees
when the house is well-filled. Homes
and apartments can adhere much
more readily to a level of 68 degrees, such as Byrnes asks, than theaters can. Managers of the latter
point out that the theater patron
does not move around as people can
do in their homes, and theaters must,
therefore, heat their auditoriums
consistent with public health.
Thermostats, one Broadway operator declared, could be set at 68
degrees if auditoriums were packed on all shows because of the radiated body heat natural to crowds.

Farewell for Frances Gaskel
Frances Gashel (Mrs. Boris Mosen), secretary to Arthur Israel, Jr.,
of Paramount, was honored at a
buffet dinner and cocktail party yesterday on the eve of her retirement
from business. The party, held at
the home office, was given by her
associates in the company and was
attended by Barney Balaban, Austin C. Keough, Arthur Israel, Jr.,
Edwin L. Weisl, Paul Raibourn and
other excutives. Miss Gashel was
presented a gift and a scroll.

show engagement starts next Wednesday, -will stay there thru Feb.
8 . . . • For his part in raising an estimated $5,000 for the Memphis
Variety Club's Mothers' Milk Bank Fund, Roy Acuff has been honored
with a life membership
T

▼

▼

• •
• EXCERPTS
FROM
A G.I.'s LETTER:— Somewhere
in
the PhiUpl?ines
Dec. 27
We had "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay" on board last night. What were the reviews like back in the
States? A variety of opinions on it over here. It's good escapist stuff
all right, but what a fairy tale
Wonder if our concept of pictures
is changing over here?
We saw "This Is the Army" the other
night
Flag waving here is taboo
Documentary is going to
be the thing
We have our own G.I. movies, which are just accurate accounts of fighting. Also several short subjects such as sport reels,
and a Bob Benchley
/ don't know why that guy has never been
exploited in pictures more. We saw one of his old reels, "How to
Sleep," and it had the boat rocking.
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

(UEDDIRG BELLS
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Vivian Blaine, screen
actress, was married to her agent,
George "Manny" Frank, Wednesday.
Linda
tendant. Darnell was the bride's atLas Vegas, Nev — Charles Grapewin, 70, film character actor, was
married here this week to Mrs. Loretta McGowan Becker, 46, of Chicago.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — ■ Joyce Reynolds was
married in Westwood Community
Methodist Church to Lt. Robert
Lewis, USMC fighter pilot.
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Thrillingly told by Lt.

ROBERT
TAYLOR
U.S.N.R.

"THE FIGHTING LADY" IN TECHNICOLOR • A DRAMA
OF THE PACIFIC • PHOTOGRAPHED IN ZONES OF
COMBAT BY MEN OF THE U.S. NAVY • PHOTOGRAPHY SUPERVISED BY CAPTAIN EDWARD J.'
STEICHEN, U. S. N. R.; LT. COMDR. R. L. MIDDLETON,
U.S.N.; LT. COMDR. DWIGHT LONG, U. S. N. R.;
PHILLIPE DE LACY ''narration WRITTEN
JOHN STUART MARTIN

BY

OPENING JANUARY 17th, VICTORIA THEATRE,NEW YORK!
WANTED:

11,000,000 SEATS IN 1945 MARCH

OF DIMES. JOIN NOW!,

%.

^Su^intochemont

Production • Presented by
CENTURY-FOX

M
Browne-Bioff Parole
Defended by Biddle

BRIEfinG THE DflV'S REUS
"Thirty Seconds" Strong

(Continued from Page 1)

In 62 situations, M-G-M's "Thirty
pie through their union connections. Seconds Over Tokyo" has achieved
The letter went out pursuant to re- 164 per cent of normal business. Esceipt of a protest from the sound
pecially strong showings have been
technicians union of Hollywood de- made in towns of less than 150,000
manding that the committee inves- population. At the same time, the
tigate the parole and accusing Bid- company reports 15 holdovers
die of a deal.
throughout the country.
•
Seeking a reply from Biddle before the matter is placed before the Scofield in Mexican Move
committee is customary practice — West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
and a statement should be in comHollywood — One of the first moves
mittee hands within a week. In the to capture the Mexican publicity
meantime, Biddle has denied that market has been made by Ed Scothere was any "deal" involved. His
field & Associates, who have apstatement came as reply to the
pointed Patricia Sent Ross their Lacharge in the Congressional Record
tin-America rep. stationed in Mexico
of January 6 by Rep. Lawrence H. where she will open offices for the
Smith of Wisconsin — which was re- company. It is reported they have
ported in this paper.
several clients in the Mexican moSays Smith Misinformed
tion picture industry, including one
Biddle declared that "Mr. Smith
is misinformed. The facts are these: large studio.
There was no prior agreement or
commitment by the Department of
Justice or any of its representatives.
At the time of their trial in November 1941, for violation of the antiracketeering act it became apparent
that Bioff and Browne had associates
who participated with them in their
crimes but whose identities were
not known to the Government. The
defendants refused to divulge this
information and the Government
recommended and the ccurt imposed
upon conviction sentences of 10
years for Bioff and eight years for
Browne plus fines of $20,000 each.
"Subsequently the two convicted
criminals turned informer. Information and testimony given by them
and other witnesses aided the Government in breaking a gang in Chicago that had succeeded to Al Capone's power in the Chicago underworld.
No Government Objection
"Therefore when motion was made
by attorneys for Bioff and Browne
to reduce sentences of these two
informers, the Government interposed no objection. Judge John C.
Knox, who had sentenced Bioff and
Browne and had kept the term of
court open in their cases, reduced
their sentences to time already
served — three years, one month and
one day— as of Dec. 22, 1944. On
the recommendation of the Government the court left one count of
their conviction undisturbed, placing
them on probation for five years. It
should be noted that Browne had
become eligible for parole in July
1944 and that Bioff would have become eligible in Marcb 1945.
"This is a customary procedure
of the court in recognizing the services of convicted criminals who have
turned informer."

TO THE COLORS!
• NAVY
WILLIAM iMORAN,

•

State Theater,

Scranton,
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Fisher Joining Warners
Mort Blumenstock, head of Warners advertising and publicity in
the East, yesterday announced the
addition of Franklin Fisher, newspaperman and publicist, to the field
public relations staff under Bill
Brumberg. Fisher for the past several years has covered film and stage
news for New England newspapers
via the Eastern News Service.

•
V. C. Gives Enephalograph

See OPA Banning
New Premiums
(Continued from Page 1)

cigaret seller to handle the smok
in the house, and seemed o.k. whi
he went to the City Council, but tj
away.
OPA stepped in to block the giv
The ruling is based on the vie
that such a giveaway would be whj
is known as a "tie-in sale," tieing
the sale of one article with anothe
even though the other is given awa
OPA control over the situation
apparently legally based upon i:
admitted power to control cigar
prices, rather than any power ov(
theater admission prices as sue
As interpreted by the local offic
in extreme logic, any person giviHi
away a cigaret might be in violatic
of OPA rules individually, thoug
it was not apparent that this e:
treme interpretation would be ei
forced.

Buffalo — Buffalo Children's Hospital has received a $5,000 check
from the Variety Club of Buffalo
for purchase and installation of an
electro-enephalograph, the only one
of its kind in this part of the state.
The apparatus makes possible study
and recording of brain impulses and
diagnosis of cerebral disturbances.
Sid Pfeiffer was chairman of the
•
gift committee, the presentation beHowever, the OPA ruling hj
Mrs. Rosenberg to Speak
ing made by Elmer F. Lux of RKO practical consequences for any oth(
and Stan Kozanowski, present and premium users, if the premium itse
Mrs. Anna Rosenberg, WMC reg- past chief barkers.
is subject to OPA price control, £
ional director, will speak at a spe•
cial screening of the new WAC
practically all tangible commoditit
Rep.
Int.
Enters
New
York
! are. The rule would not interfei
short "What's Your Name?" at 4
Albany — Republic Pictures Inter- with a practice existing prior 1
p.m. in the 9th floor projection room
of the Paramount Building.
national Corp., chartered under Del- price control, but would presumabl
aware laws, to distribute motion prevent the use of a new type c
•
picture films, has certified to the Sec- premium by a theater if generall
retary of State that it will enter accepted.
$10 Admission for "Co-Pilot"
Macon, Ga. — Lamar Swift, local New York State. •
Korda Sells Denham Lab.
manager for Lucas & Jenkins The- WB Film as Radio Serial
aters, announces that an admission
Holdings to J. A. Rank
price of $10, with proceeds going to
"One Foot in Heaven," best-seller and Warner Bros, release of three
charity, has been set for the world
(Continued from Page 1)
premiere of Warner's "God is My seasons ago, has been adapted into Laboratories, Ltd., it was announce
Co-Pilot" to be held Feb. 21 at the a dramtitc series which makes its
yesterday.
Grand.
debut tonight over WJZ.
Located at Denham, the labors
tories are well equipped for th
PCC Sending Bruen, Poole Screen Set Designers
handling of both 35 and 16 mn
To Allied Board Sessions
To Parley on Strike Vote
work, and are equipped with thei
own machine shop. The compan
Mu'st Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)
has extensive plans for post-war dei
Hollywood — Although screen set velopment.
Bruen and Robert H. Poole, obPrincipal owner of the corpora
servers for the PCC of ITO, as well designers voted 254 to 42 in favor
Korda.
as a considerable number of Ohio of a strike, union representatives tion was Sir Alexander
and Indiana exhibs. who will also sit
in as observers. The entire board state that the union would co-oper- Theater Into Barracks
ate fully with Government agencies
Tallassee, Ala. — Twelve servic
membership will answer the roll
in attempting to settle the dispute men, furloughed for 90 days to wor:
call, reservations indicate.
without a walkout. The War Labor in the cotton duck mills, are house
"Keep the independent exhibitor
in business despite wartime restric- Board will send a representative in improvised barracks in the Ml
tions" will keynote the meeting. Al- from Washington to confer with Vernon theater at West Tallassee.
lied's position is, "The people and lATSE representatives and Herbert
the Government both need the the- Sorrell, president of the Conference
of Studio Unions in an effort to adDepinet Calls tor
just the jursdictional dispute.
Among the Allied leaders who will
Post-ivar Harmony
aters." the sessions are John Adattend
ler, Wm. L. Ainsworth, Maxwell Al- will hear the annual report of GenExpressing the convicticn that he
derman, Ray Branch, H. A. Cole,
eral Counsel Myers and will discuss
industry will be called upon to coIrving Dollinger, Roy E. Harrold, the latest developments in regard to
operate in the readjustment period
Jack Kirsch, Meyer Leventhal, H. the New York consent decree. The
after the war, Ned E. Depinet, retirH. Lowenstein, Abram F. Myers, Caravan Committee and the variing vision
chairman
the Distributors'
of WAC,of yesterday
called forDi-a
ous special committees named by
M. A. Rosenberg, Sidney E. Samuelson, Martin G Smith, P. J. Wood President Smith at the last (Bretton
continuation of the highly co-operative work which has been done for
and Nathan Yamins.
Woods) meeting will report.
the winning of the peace. Through
Later sessions will be devoted
A dinner tendered the national
the WAC, he declared, all industry
directors by the directors of the ITO mainly to the election of officers and
factions have worked in complete
will open the program on the night to measures affecting the internal orof Jan. 24.
ganization and functions of Allied.
harmony,
my hope
that
with and
the added,
coming "it
cf ispeace,
the
Martin G. Smith, President of Al- Several amendments to the Constilied, will preside over the subsequent
tution and By-Laws have been proharmony
will continue."
business sessions.
The first session
posed.
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"Ihe SUSPECr looks like SMASH BOX OFFICE!
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See lU You'll understand
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lltHARACTERIZATIONS OF LAUGHTON'S

ELLA

RAINES'

m UGHTON

BEST

CAREER ... (MoHon Picfure Oai/W

PERFORMANCE

TO

Ukll ... (Hollywood Reporter)

AN

IMPECCABLE

PERFORMANCE

A PICTURE

OF UNUSUAL

QUALITY . . . (Mofhn Picture Herald)

,;TR0NGLY DRAMATIC

. . . LAUGHTON'S

. . . (Voriefy)

BEST PORTRAYAL

. . . (Daily Variety)

Universal believes "The Suspect" is a fine
motion picture in the tradition of exciting melodrama.
We also believe there is a very large audience
at the moment for this type of motion picture.
You owe it to yourselves to have the nearest
Universal exchange screen "The Suspect** for you.
When you see it you will realize its box-office
possibilities, and you should also be eager after seeing
it to give it the support that it deserves.
Robert Siodmak, who directed "Christmas
Holiday,*' again turns in a very fine job. Ella Raines^
whose popularity is mounting with each picture, is
exceptionally good, and Charles Laughton, of course,
gives his usual masterful performance.

LAUGHTON m • RAINES

W^W^Km
wifh DEAN HARENS
STANLEY C. RIDGES * HENRY DANIELL . ROSALIND IVAN
Scteen Play by Bertram Millhauser • Adaptation by Arthur T. Hornian from a novel by bmes Ronald
Directed by ROBERT SIODMAK > Produced by ISLIN AUSTER . A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

m
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^"She Gets
Man"
"Law of the Vcdley" "Under Western Skies"
"Grissly's Millions"

with Joan Davis, William Gargan, Leon Errol
Universal
74 Mins.
FAST-PACED COMEDY OFFERS JOAN
DAVIS FANS PLENTY OF OPPORTUNITY
FOR LAUGHS.

The comic spirit of Joan Davis triumphs
over the indifferent material at her dis-

with

Paul

Kelly,

Virginia

Grey

Republic
71 Mins.
RECOMMENDED AS DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT; ACTING AND DIRECTION WORTHY OF NOTE.
Unusually good dramatic entertainment
is contained in "Grissly's Millions," upon
which Walter H. Goetz has lavished a

pcsal to make "She Gets Her Man" pretty
good fun for the family trade. Intelligence first-rate production. The tense and engrossing nature of the story is accentuated
has been booted into the background in
the determination to squeeze as much by the firm and straightforward direction
laughter as possible out of the script. of John English. Written by Muriel Roy
Under Erie C. Kenton's direction the ac- Bolton, the picture possesses many interesting and noteworthy twists and a strong
tion, which is not above descending to slapair of suspense. All in all, the offering is
stick, is furious and constant.
Miss Davis is enlisted by the editor of a one of which Republic can be proud.
small-town paper to meet the demand of
Related unusually well, the plot gets under way when the founder of a mining
the citizenry for a person of courage and
ability to halt a murderer who has thrown fortune (Robert H. Barratl dies leaving his
the community into a panic. The people fortune to his granddaughter (Virginia
place faith in her on the strength of her Grey) the only one of his relatives grieving
late mother's fine record as police chief. to see him go. The disinherited relatives
Aided by Leon Errol, a member of the will benefit only in the event of Miss
police force, Miss Davis blunders along in Grey's death. That's the cue for one of
an attempt to find the murderer. Only the relatives to try to do Miss Grey in.
fo I's luck makes it possible for her to The young lady is further faced with the
solve the case.
problem of having to clear herself of susProduced acceptably by Warren Wilson,
picion of having murdered her n:-good
husband.
who did the screenplay in association with
The film boasts some fine acting. Paul
Clyde Bruckman, the film bolsters its entertainment value through the support ac- Kelly, Miss Grey, Don Douglas, and Elisabeth Risdon are some of those who make
corded Miss Davis by Errol and William
Gargan, a reporter who stirs our heroine their roles believable. Kelly plays a police
Grey.
investigator who falls in love with Miss
romantically.
CAST: Joan Davis, William Cargan, Leon
Errol, Vivian Austin, Russell Hicks, Virginia
Sale, Cy Kendall, Paul Stanton, Emmet Vegan,
Donald
McBride,
Milburn
Stone,
Ian Keith.
CREDITS: Producer, Warren Wilson; Director,
Erie C. Kenton; Screenplay, Warren WMson.
Clyde Bruckman; Additional Dialogue, Ray
Singer, Dick Chevillat; Cameraman, Jerry Ash;
Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Robert Clatsworthy; Sound Supervisor, Bernard B. Brown;
Set Decorators, Russell Gausman, Leigh Smith:
Film
Editor, Paul Landres.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Convention Ban Not
Likely to Hit Tradeshows
(Continued from Page 1)

highly unlikely that the ban will
cover this regular business practice.
The committee named by OWM
head Jimmy Byrnes to govern conventions has not discussed tradeshowing but is determined insofar
as possible to choke off only those
unnecessary conventions which are
not a part of the normal business
practice.
Tradeshowing is set up as a normal business practice in the pix industry and in addition is rarely the
occasion for large crowds requiring
inter-city transportation and overnight lodging. It may be some time
before all details of the ban are
worked out but there is little reason
now to expect imposition of a ban
on tradeshowing.
Other organizational functions
and sales meetings involving pix
people are liable to be shut off, however.

CAST: Paul Kelly, Virginia Crey, Don Douglas,
Elisabeth Risdon, Robert H. Barrat, Clem Bevans,
Eily Malyon, Adele Mara, Francis Pierlot, Addison
Richards, Paul Fix, Byron Foulger, Joan Blair,
Grady Sutton, Frank Jaquet, Will Wright, Louis
Mason,
Tom
London.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Walter H. Goetz;
Director, John English; Screenplay, Muriel Roy
Bolton; Cameraman, William Bradford; Film Editor, Barry Keller; Sound, Earl Grain, Sr.; Art Director, Cano Chittenden; Musical Director, Morton Scott; Set Decorator, George Milo; Special
Effects, Howard and Theodore Lydecker.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Chi. Theaters 6th Loan
Sales to Top $13,000,000
Chicago — Sixth War
Loan Bond
sales totals by theaters in the Chicago area, will exceed $13,000,000,
according to the Treasury officials
here. This includes Bond Premieres,
Free Movie Days and other special
events. RKO Palace theater leads
with sales in excess of $3,750,000,
with B & K State Lake theater, second with $3,500,000 sales.
The little 800-seat Banovitz
Brothers' Ken theater, under Maria Kruskop's management, sold
in excess of $1,000,000 worth of
Bonds, making the greatest per capita seat sale in the whole territory,
and leading all independent theaters
in total sales volume.

Capitol P. A. for Maxwell

with Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton
Monogram
52 Mins.
THIS WESTERN

TION.

HAS ENOUGH

ING ACTION TO WIN

EXCIT-

KIDS' APPRECIA-

The kids will find much to claim their interest in this, the latest of the Johnny Mack
Brown westerns. The plot has been worked
out with a lot of noise and commotion and
with a strong display of horsemanship,
fisticuffs and gunplay.

with Martha O'Driscoll, Noah Beery, Jr.,
Leon Errol
Universal
57 Mins.
EMPHASIS ON COMEDY HELPS TO
BOLSTER ENTERTAINMENT VALUE OF
THIS ONE.
The complications that arise when a theof thecommunity
1870's becomes
stranded atrical
in troupe
a western
on the

way East are the basis of a generally entertaining picture. The production has any
amount of the sort of action and exciteMade under the supervision of Charles J.
ment one encounters in horse operas. This
Bigelow, with Howard Brethertcn supplying means that kids as well as adults are catered
punchy direction that keeps the action al- to by the footage.
ways at top speed, the picture allows Brown
Employing a reasonable quantity of music
ample opportunity to play the hero. Brown, and an abundance of comedy, the Stanley
assisted by Raymond Hatton, a cowboy pal,
Roberts-Clyde Bruckman script is devoted
are called upcn to solve the murder of a
friend who has been tangling with villains in great part to a romance between a memarmed with the knowledge that the railroad
of the schoolteacher
troupe (Martha
O'Driscoll)
and
the ber
town
(Noah
Beery, Jr.).
is planning to run a spur through his land.
Things are made more lively by the interest
Brown and his buddy shoot it out with the of a bandit leader (Leo Carrillo) in the
villains time and again, winding up on top.
Brown and Hatton have the assistance of troupe. A sequence in which the sheriff
(Irving Bacon) is made to take the credit
a cast of western stalwarts, among them,
for
wiping out Carrillo's gang after the
Lynne Carver, Kirk Barren, Hal Price, Ed- bandit
decides to reform is the comedy
mund Cobb, Charles King.
highspot.
CAST: Johnny Mack Brown, Raymond Hatton,
Lynne Carver, Kirk Barron, Hal Price, Edmund
Cobb, Tom Quinn, Charles King, Marshall Reed,
George De Normand, Steve Clark, George Morrell
CREDITS: Production Supervisor. Charles J.
Bigelow; Director, Howard Bretherton; ScreenJoseph O'Donnell;
Cameraman,
MarcelGlen
Le
Picard;play,Musical
Score, Edward
Kay; Sound,
Glenn; Film Editor, Pierre Janet.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

New Sol Lesser Company
Plans $5,000,000 Budget
U'est

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— More than $5,000,000
will be spent during 1945 in production of pictures and stage plays
by a newly formed company to be
known as Sol Lesser Productions,
Inc., with Lesser as president, Louis
R. Luries of San Francisco, vicepresident, and Jean Hersholt, M. B.
Silberberg and Mike Rosenberg as
other members of the board of directors.
A stock company of players is being organized under direction of Hersholt. Bernett Briskin is general
manager for the new company and
Louis Hyman heads sales and distribution.
Company will be represented in
East by Seymour Poe.

Atneche Drops Indie Plan;
Signs With Skir ball-Manning
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Don Ameche, abandoning the idea of becoming an independent producer, has signed with
Jack Skirball and Bruce Manning
for a series of pix. Ameche, now
playing opposite Claudette Colbert
in "Guest Wife" for the same producers, next will play Sir Hiram
Percy Maxim, in the biography entitled "Genius in the Family," writson.background
'The story
will tenbeby the
set inventor's
against the

Marilyn Maxwell, M-G-M star,
will appear in person at the Capitol
theater. Opening date is tentatively
scheduled for Jan. 25 when "The
Thin Man Goes Home" is slated to
follow "Music For Millions."
of

Brooklyn

in the

'90s.

Competently turned out by Warren Wilson and directed with high liveliness by
Jean Yarbrough, "Under Western Skies" is
nicely acted. Miss Driscoll does most of the
singing, with Leon Errol as her pop ccntributing heavily to the comedy.
CAST: Martha O'Driscoll, Noah Beery, Jr., Leo
Carrillo, Leon Errol, Irving Bacon, Ian Keith,
lennifer Holt, Edna May Wonacott, Earle
Hodgins, Shaw and Lee, Dorothy Granger, Jack
Rice.
CREDITS: Producer, Warren Wilson; Director,
Jean Yarbrough; Screenplay, Stanley Roberts,
Clyde Bruckman; Based on story by Stanley Roberts; Cameraman, Charles Van Enger; Musical
Director, Frank Skinner; Songs, Everett Carter,
Milton Rosen; Art Director, John B. Goodman;
Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, Victor A. Gangelin;
Film Editor, Arthur Hilton.
DIRECTION, All Right. PHOTOGRAPHY. All
Right.

Skirball's Four Films
Budgeted at $6,000,000
IVest

Coast
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Hollywood — Four major films, including one completed and one in
production, with a total budget of
$6,000,000, will be released by Jack
H. Skirball and his associates during
1945. That the number may be expanded is indicated by acquisition
of additional story material and tentative player agreements.
First release will be Fred Allen's
starring vehicle, "It's in the Bag,"
to be followed by Sam Wood's "Guest
Wife,"
and
Donco-starring
Ameche. Claudette Colbert
Burke Slain in Germany
Scranton,Pa. — Pvt. Anthony
Burke, former manager of the Rex,
Bop^ Dickson City, was killed in ac1^^
tion in Germany
Dec. 5, ac'
cording
to a War on Department
announcement.

Thornton's Mother Dead

Chicago — Mrs. Ida Thornton,
mother of Henry Thornton, manager
of the Warners Metropolitan theater^.
is dead.
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55 Exhib. Area Heads Named for Red Cross Driv^
HOLLYWOOD

Rathvon Appointees Will
Dii'ect Theater Campaign
During Week of Mar. 15
(Continued

from Page I)

and 0. C. Lam, Atlanta; S. Pinanski
and Nathan Yamins, Boston; Ed
Fay, Rhode Island; Robert T. Murphy, Buffalo; H. F. Kincey, Charlotte; John Balaban and Jack Kirsch,
Chicago; Col. Arthur Frudenfeld and
P. J. Wood, Cincinnati; Meyer Fine
and P. J. Wood, Cleveland; R. J.
O'Donnell, Henry Reeve and Don
Douglas, Dallas; Rick Ricketson,
Depver; A. H. Blank, Des Moines;
Earl Hudson and Ray Branch, Detroit; Marc Wolf, Indianapolis; Freeman Smith, Kentucky; Elmer Rhoden, Kansas City; Chas. Skouras
and R. H. Poole, Los Angeles; M.
A. Lightman, Memphis; Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee;
Also, John Friedl, Minneapolis; I.
J. Hoffman, New Haven; E. V. Richards, New Orleans; Fred J. Schwartz
and Sam Rinzler, New York; Harry
Lowenstein and Frank Damis, Northern New Jersey; L. C. Griffith, Oklahoma City; Wm. Miskell, Omaha;
Earle W. Sweigert, Philadelnhia;
M. A. Silver and M. Finkel, Pittsburgh; 0. J. Miller, Portland; Harry
Arthur, St. Louis; Sam L. Gillette,
Salt Lake City; B. V. Sturdivant
and Roy Cooper, San Francisco;
Frank Newman and J. M. Hone,
Seattle; John J. Payette and Carter
Barron, Washington; I. J. Rappaport,
Maryland; W. J. Crockett, Virginia.
Exchange area chairmen outside
the Continental United States are:
Homer Garvin, Alaska; Robert 0.
Schoham, Puerto Rico; V. Fredericksen, St. Croix, and Clarence Payne,
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.

215 on Coast Win
Sixth War Loan Medals

By
r\AVID
"^

RALPH

WILK

— HOLLYWOOD
yesterday an-

forthccming M-G-M
pic, has signed a new
contract with the studio and has been cast

the purchase cf a second Niven

for an important singing role in "Brighton
Beach." Musical is scheduled for early production, with Joe Pasternak producing and
Henry Koster directing.

0.

nounced

U. K. Union Frowns
On U. S. Technicians

SPEAKIl^G

SELZNICK

3usch novel, "They Dream of Home." Pic
Arill be produced for Selznick-lnternational
jnd UA release by Dore Schary.

•

•

r^OLUMBIA
has
purchased
one-half
of |" '
pRINCESS
ON Sam
THE Coslow
WARPATH,"
a mu
sical which
had intended
^^ Steve Cochran's contract from Samuel
joldwyn, and the young actor will divide to pr:duce at Paramount, may now be made
lis time between the two studios.
by him for Mary Pickford and United Artists.
•
O

•

\>|RS. BING CROSBY, who was taken to
■'^' St. Vincent's Hospital when threatened
/vith pneumonia, is reported greatly Improved
jy her physician. Dr. George Hummer.

•

•

. e

k^-G-M
has purchased "Heaven on a
'"' Picket Fence," an original screenplay
by Nita Wilschke, scheduled for filming this
summer with Sam Marx producing.

•

O
REGORY PECK, star of "The Keys of
^^ the Kingdom" and co-star with Greer

LJAL

jarson in M-G-M's forthcoming "The Val'ey of Decision," has been cast by that
■tudio as the father of Jody in "The Yearl-

entitled "Dishonorable

•
ILLIAM

has

been

signed

by David O. Selznick to direct "The
ing." Lily," which will be produced per"jcarlet
onally by Selznick in Technicolor with
Ingrid Bergman starring.

•

iOE

SANTLEY

•

=* term directorial contract by Jack L.
Warner and his first WB assignment will
be "Shadow of a Woman,"
Perdue's mystery novel.
? AURITZ
^

screen debut

from

Virginia

•

MELCHIOR,

who

makes

his

in "Thrill of a Romance,"

Koerner Hosts Depinet
Drive Party at Studio
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

by

Director John

•

Farrow

Discharge."

•

age," has been signed to a long-term contract as a producer-director. Sherman's first
pic under the new deal will be "Rusty," the
story of the re-education of a Nazi war dog.

•

DOBERT

has been signed to a long-

•

original story

•

has taken an option on an

/21E0RGE SHERMAN, who directed Co^^ lumbia's "The Crime Doctor's Cour-

•

DIETERLE

WALLIS

FILM

"Ten

SCOTT

• .

gets

the

male

lead

Cents
a Dance,"
Columbia's
mantic comedy directed by Will Jason.

for leading roles in the projected
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(Continued

from Page 1)

committee's executive secretary.
The Western division of the Public Information Committee is headed
by Harry Brand, chairman. Arch
Reeve serves as secretary.

M-G-M
picture

New Groups of Exploiteers,
Office Mgrs., Visit Met. H.O.

Hollywood — Prior to their Los Angeles stop-off in behalf of the 1945
Ned Depinet Drive, Captain Robert
Folliard, Lieutenant Harry Gittleson, RKO Radio Western district
manager J. H. Maclntyre and the
sntire sales force of the Denver, Salt
Lake, San Francisco and Los Ano'eles branches will be hosted at a
studio drive luncheon today by
Charles W. Koerner, production
head.

from Page 1 )

PIC Chairmanship
To Frank Rosenberg

in
ro-

I LONA MASSEY, Jose Iturbi, Xavier Cugat
' and Jane Powell have been cast to date
muiscal, "Holiday in Mexico." The
will be produced by Joe Pasternak.

(Continued

closed with the announcement tlw
it would not acquiesce in the impoi
tation by Rank of two Hollywoo
technicians to work on "Londoi
Town," top budget Technicolor pio
ture which Wesley Ruggles will di
rect here as his first production lin
der the Rank banner.
The Association's position is i
direct blow to Rank, and it is knowi
that he is considerably annoyed
Whether the cine-technicians or
ganization will reconsider remain;
to be seen, but if it stands firm
Rank may be blocked. It is the GoVi
ernment's custom to consult witt
the Association on the employmenj
of foreign technicians.
Ruggles is due here about Feb
1 from Hollywood.

In line with the plans of William
F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager, to have key field
personnel familiarize themselves with

Metro's 24 Producers
Sets New Studio High
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M's roster of
producers now totals 24, the highest in the company's history, according to the latest checkup. The
new revised list includes Pandro S.
Berman, Jack Cummings, 0. 0. Dull,
Arthur Field, Sidney Franklin, Fred
Finklehoff, Arthur Freed, Leon
Gordon, Martin Gosch, George
Height, Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Edwin Knopf, Samuel Marx, Joe Pasternak, Cliff Reid, Everett Riskin,
Robert Sisk, Frederick Stephani,
King Vidor, Ralph Wheelwright,
Lawrence Weiflgarten, William
balist.
Wright, Carey Wilson, Sam Zim-

home oftice operations, M-G-M's second group of field exploiteers and
■Hollywood— Two hundred and fifthird group of office managers will
teen sterling silver medals of honor,
spend a week at the home office
the film industry's reward to exhibitors for their share in the success of
visiting various department heads.
Sixth War Loan drive, were won by
The second group of exploiteers
managers and their assistants in the
includes Emery Austin, who covers
Southern California area. Thirty
awards were presented yesterday afKoerner's guests will include Joe the Atlanta territory; Mark Jenkins,
ternoon by the California Theater Nolan, Bill Dozier, Sid Rogell, Jack of the M-G-M Showbuilder traveling
Council, while earlier in the day, Gross, Nat Holt, Leon Goldberg, S. unit, and Todd Ferguson, who han110 medals were presented to Fox Barret McCormick, Maureen O'Hara,
dles the Memphis area.
West Coast managers by Charles P. Paul Henreid, Walter Slezak, John
Skouras.
Wayne, George Raft, Signe Hasso,
The third group of office managers embraces Helmer P. Mosley, New
Gus Metzger, chairman for this Claire Trevor, Laraine Day, Leon
Honorably Discharged
area, announced 528,630 Bonds were Errol, Jack Haley, Boris Karloff, Orleans; R. W. Royalty, Oklahoma
sold in the Southern California ter- Pat O'Brien, Phil Terry, Ruth War- City; G. A. Derrick, Salt Lake City;
rick, Ellen Drew, Wally Brown, and G. E. Weber, New Haven.
ritory in amount of $72,158,412. Ted
IRVING
from the Army to manager of
the LAMM,
Lex, Chicago.
The field representatives and ofR. Gamble, national director, here Alan Carney, Martha Holliday,
fice managers who were here this FRANK
from Washington, gave an off-the- Nancy Gates, Audrey Long, BarALBERTSON,
screen
actor,
from
the
bara Hale and Anne Jeffreys.
week will leave for their respective
record talk. Other speakers included
Army
to free lance picture
work
on the
Immediately following lunch the headquarters over the week-end.
Mayor Bowron, Hugh Bruen, Robert
Coast.
ROBERT BUERMELE, from the Army to booker
H. Poole, Robert Moulton, Howard sales force headed by Folliard, GitGeneral
Theater Service, Detroit.
Mills.
,
tleson, Maclntyre, and RKO Radio Los Angeles and San Francisco JAMESfor THOMPSON,
form the Army, to B. & K.
theater nianager,
Chicago.
Tom W. Baily, executive director branch managers T. H. Bailey, G. branches respectively will leave for
of: the California Theater. Council, Davison, H. C. Cohen, and N. P. meetings.
the exchange
for scheduled Drive ,ack"manager
ROSENBERGr'fromTe
of the Orpheum, Seattle.
Coast Guard to
presided.
I Jacobs of the Denver,
Salt Lake,
IVest

Coast
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teB-KALEE SET FOR EXPANSION TO CANADA
^

I

RCA

Now

: Latter Plans Expansion
S Of Present Facilities
^ To Meet Jump In Demand

■

■

Distributing Century's Generator
Line
"Nest Egg" In Beginning

Equipment Field Notes

Will Be Supplying Equip.
[To Growing Odeon

Chain

St. Louis — Century Electric Co.'s
pany's Chicago headquarters reports,
"Actodector" line of theater type 6vjEW Cleveland 5h;pping center project
motor generators, produced by the ' ^ now under way at the northeast cor- has gone into the Fox, St. Louis; Acadner
of
Memphia
Ave.
and
Fulton
Rd.,
S.W.,
emy,
Waukegan, III.; Lee, Little Rock;
company at its local plant, will be
distributed hereafter by RCA Vic- by the Parma Realty Co., will contain a Iris, American Falls, Idaho; Gloria,
theater and bowling alleys, in addition to Charlestown, S. C; and the Consolitor Division's theater equipment secdated Ute stand, Ignacio, Col.
tion, it is announced by F. L. Slade, several stores. The building will be commanager

of Century's special apparatus division. RCA heretofore
has not carried generators in its
line of theater equipment.
Slade, commenting upon the distribution pact, declared that his firm
is planning to augment production
facilities in order to be able to meet
the greater demand for generators
(Continued on Page 14)

Two Big Theaters
For Detroit Area

pleted some time in April.

Work has been started on rebuilding
in the Bonifay Theater, recently destroyed by fire in Bonifay, Fla. Manager Al Saunders says the building will
be rushed to cotnpletion and put in
operation before the Winter season is
over.

lets in the Cincinnati sector.
«:

Salt Lake City — Lt. Com. George
L. Waters, formerly of Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N. Y., has received a
special citation and commendation
ribbon from Admiral Chester W.
Nimitz for meritorious and efficient
performance of duty as photographic
officer of a fleet air squadron operating in the Solomons and the
Bismarck
archipelago.

I National Ass'n of Fan

Mfrs.

but can count upon business result-

ing from the expansion of Odeon
R. V. Broat, W. C. Lewis and 0. K. Lewis
Management of the State Theater, theaters
there from the accepted
have formed the Three Dimension Ccrp. ' Eustis, Fla., announces that the house
with offices at 500 N. Dearborn, Chicago, will immediately undergo an exten- 1 102 to at least 200, which means that
will be doubled in size at
to manufacture and distribute film and
sive improvement program. New pro- ; the chain(Continued
on Page 14)
jection equipment is to be installed,
photographic
supplies.

Heavy snowfall has caused the roof
of the local Majestic Theater to cave
Detroit — The Point Theater, a in. Mouse has been dark for several
$600,000 project, covering 38 acres seasons.
of an Eastern suburb of Detroit,
*
*
has been designed by Charles N.
Four important deals are reported closed
Agree, architect, for Wisper & Wets- by Altec. B & K, Chicago, has signed
man Circuit. House, designed as a for service in its 81 Illinois and Indiana
3,000-seater, second-run stand, is stands, the deal negotiated by R. Hilton,
for post-war construction. It will be Chicago district manager. Paramount Picthe largest one-floor outlet in this
tures, Inc., also has signed with Altec for
territory, if not in the entire coun- various stands of Netco Theater Corp.,
try. Main group of buildings will with negotiations handled by Bert Sanford,
include a central structure, numer- New York district manager. Warren Conous stores, super-service auto staner, Cincinnati district manager, has antion, bowling alley, cocktail bar, and
nounced that the Lincoln & King Coal
other features. Remainder of prop- chains has signed Altec contracts, as has
(Continued on Page 14)
the Midwest Booking Agency for 11 out-

Ex-Eastmantte Is
Honored By ]%imitz

London (By Cable) — Film theater
equipment of British manufacture
has just taken an important preliminary stride toward post-war
dominance in Canadian outlets as result of disclosure here by John Davis, emissary of J. Arthur Rank in
The Trane Co., Chicago, is currently latter's recently concluded deal \vith
the Canadian Odeon chain, that GBsending to the trade a series of informative releases authored by W. A. Rowe and Kalee, Rank's equipment organizais set to
the Domin-^
R. G. Lublinsky on the subject of centriion tion,
as soon
as operate
the war inends.
fugal fans for ventilating and air condiFurthermore, Davis reveals that
tioning applications covered
by the standI ard
fan
arrange^Tients
indicated
by the the GB-Kalee launching in Canada
will not have to start from scratch,

«

4

A modernized front has been added
to the DeSoto Theater, Lake City, Fla.,
and the entire building repainted. Cecil
Cohen, owner, says the interior is to be
renovated and extensive improvements
undertaken in the near future,

*

*

*

and new heating apparatus will bk put
in for added patron comfort.

Tele Bonanza Looms
For Equipment Firms

A new catakg has just been issued by
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., for its
1special products department. It has been
|prepared to aid product design engineers
Numerous firms now within the
and manufacturing executives. Firm has
framework of filmdom will be the
also issued some fluorescent operating hints
recipients of heavy billings in the
for the theaterman.

television equipment field during the
Kelowna, British Columbia, is to five-year span immediately follow;the war, Wall Street consensus
have a new theater. House, a 1,500- ing
disclosed at mid-week. This view is
seater, is reported now under construction.
predicated, it is said, upon a checkup of expert opinion, including
spokesmen for General Electric,
Chicago's Stanley Theater Equipment Co.
has installed two Simplex projectors in the RCA, and other representative manufacturers.
Wallace, Peru, Ind., along with a BallanThomas F. Joyce, general mantyne sound system.
ager of the radio, phonograph and
(Continued on Page 14)
Thomas ]. Hargrave, Eastman Kodak president, has been appointed
chairman of the Monroe County Red
Third Addition To
Cross War Fund Drive. Other business and civic honors conferred on him
RCA Eahs^ Pennant
recently include presidency of the
Princeton, N. J. — A third star for
Rochester Community Chest and chaircontinued outstanding achievement
manship of Lincoln-Alliance Bank &
in the war effort has been added
Trust Co.'s board.
*
*
*

Chicago dispatch states that Mike Trent,
former vice-president and general sales
manager of the Schutter Candy Co., is reported to be purchasing a candy plant for
Although the copper shortage is not being
stressed as it was in the earlier months of
servicing the theater trade there.
the war, the metal is still on the critical
Celotex sound conditioning, the com- list of WPB and is likely to remain so.

to the Army-Navy "E" Flag won in
1943 by RCA Laboratories here, 0. S.
Schairer, vice-president in charge of
the Laboratories,
announces.
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Two Big Theaters
For Detroit Area
A Section of THE FlLii DAILY eomprc
heaiiTcly ooTerinc the equipment field, pabBaked erer; lecond week hj Wid'i Filmi and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publiiher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Gieater B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Korris, Equipment
Editor; Weat Coait Bureau. 6425 Hollywood
Bonlerard, Hollywood. Cal.. Ralph WUk,
Bureau Chief.

Tele Bonanza Looms
For Equipment Firms
(Continued

Friday, January 12, 194i

DAILY

from Page 13)

television department of RCA's Victor Division, estimates that in the
five-year post-war period billings
will hit some $220,000,000 for replacement tubes, parts and batteries,
and a considerable segment of this
figure will be represented by tele
needs, and the same will be true of
the estimated $12,000,000 envisioned
for studio equipment, radio and tele
transmitters.
Another index to the post-war
equipment demand is furnished in
the
by GE's
Dr. after
W. R. the
G.
Bakerdeclaration
that the first
decade

tm'

Long-Awaited Code
Will Emerge Soon

Britisli GB-Kalee To
Brancii Into Canada

Toledo — Copies of this city's revised building code, in preparation
(Continued

by a special crmmittee composed of
councilmen and citizens for almost

from Page 13)

erty will be devoted to a 1,000-car
parking lot, community picnic
grounds, baseball diamond, tennis
courts, wading pool and additional
free-to-the-public facilities.
Another post-war project is the
Fort Theater in suburban Lincoln
Park. This is disclosed by the Lincoln Park Theater Co., headed by
the Allen Theater interests of Canada. This house has also been designed by Charles N. Agree. Project,
including several shops, will cost an
estimated
$225,000.

Pix Opens Va. House;
Plans More New Stands

a year, are expected to be available
for preliminary inspection by Feb. 1,
officials announce. Code is designed
to take into consideration new methtion. ods and materials used in construc-

RCA Distributing
Century Generators

(Continued

from Page 13)

the earliest possible time. Actuall
the Odeon outlets now number IK
for eight have been added quietly t
the existing statistic.
Davis, who said he intends goin,
to Canada at least three times
year for the. next two years, as
serted: "In principle it has bee:
agreed to set up a company for tb
sale of British equipment in Can
ada," and added, "it will be Britis!

Aside from the contemplated lOi
or more additional theaters, GB-Ka
equipment."
lee
will have as "customers" the cur
rent block of 110 operated stands
(Continued from Page 13)
plus
which othe;
that will result from world-wide dis- circuitthe andlargeindiepotential
outlets afford.
One of the new theaters will be
tribution via RCA, plus the cumulative need for generators that will according to present plans, a supe:
make itself felt when restrictions on deluxe house for Toronto.
civilian production in this field are
lifted. At present, very limited Seeks Top Mir. Efficiency
Chicago — The Celotex Corp. nov
quantities of generators are availa staff of production engineer;
able under WPB's limitation order has
L-325. "Our plans," Slade said, at work on developing new machin
"also contemplate adaptation of nu- ery and new methods for speeding
merous improvements made possible production and lowering costs, it ii
by wartime scientific and techonolog- reported here.

Samuel Cummins, general manager
of Pix Theater Co., announces the
opening of chain's new High Theater, Portsmouth, Va. This brings
circuit up to six theaters now in operation. A new Pix Theater is currently under construction on Granby
St., Norfolk, Va.
The 1945 plan of Pix Theater Co.
is to complete two houses in Philadelphia and one in Long Beach, Long ical advances."
war will witness the expansion of
Domestically, RCA will distribute New House Waits Equip.
the nine active tele stations in the Island, N. Y.
the Actodector line through RCA
New Port Richey, Fla. — C. H
metropolitan areas serving a popujTheater Supply Dealers located in Richelieu's new theater can not opei
lation of 22,400,000 will probably
leading cities throughout the U. S., here immediately because of delays
SMPE Shifts Meet Venue
go as high as 500 stations.
a number of whom have been dis- in arrival of new equipment. One
tributing Actodectors for many years. of the problems is priorities.
Many companies supplying the mo- To Hear Julien Bryan
tion picture industry now with various equipment items are planning to
Departing from its usual practice
boost both their manufacturing facilities to meet future electronic of meeting in the local Hotel Pennneeds, and the number of items they
sylvania, SMPE's Atlantic Coast
Section will meet next Wednesday
are currently turning out.
evening, Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the
RCA Studio, 11th floor of 411 Fifth
Camera Identification
Ave. Featured speaker will be Julien Bryan, internationally-known
Method Is Disclosed
film producer and lecturer, and his
Washitigton
Bureau
of THE
FILM
'DAILY topic will be "How I Get My Pictures." He will illustrate his talk
Washington — Lost or stolen cam- with examples of pictures taken in
eras, without any apparent identifi- Poland at outset of the present war,
cation marks, can now be returned and will also show studies of life in
to their owners as a result of an the South American republics.
ingenious method devised by Constable R. Anthony of the North Battleford City Police, Saskatchewan,
Canada, it is revealed here. In a
SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
report to the FBI, Anthony brought
to light the fact that each negative
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
used in a camera has a peculiar
mark on it like the impression of a
JL he bolcony crowd wants to hear every
hair or fine thread. Negatives made
with the recovered camera are found
sweet whisper of love In that Hollywood masterpiece.
to have corresponding imperfection.
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Does the "last seat Romeo'" get it, or does he
The Anthony method follows to
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
hear o second rate copy of the perfect Hollywood
some extent the patterns of identi45 year's experience serving theatres,
fication inherent to ballistics and instadiums, amusement parks, etc.
originol? You con check your oudience response
dividual finger prints.
We can supply your needs. Roll,

THEATRE
TICKETS?

LARGEST

SELECTION

Popcorn

OF

Machines

We Buy — Sell — and Service
All Makes — AU Models
Write
us

KRISPY

KORN

120 S. Halsted St.

to improved

INTERPDNAL

Service houses. Our engineers can help you. They're backed
by o nationwide organization alert to every development

TICKET

EQUIPMENT
CHICAGO,

machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

ILL.

^m

S2 GRAFTON AVE. >2b/

sound

box office. We've

and

proved

projection

service

at

that in thousands

COMPANY

in booth operotion ond equipment.

NtWA UK. N

for the Altec service especiolly suited to you.

Sales Offices in Principal Centers

j

your

of Altec

Coll or write todoy

250 West 57lh Street
New York 19, N. Y.
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THIS PAGE EXCLUSIVELY FOR EXHIBITORS
WHO NEVER JOINED THE MARCH OF DIMES
There are only a few thousands of you. Fortunately, some 11,000 theatres with
9/000,000 seats have joined in previous drives.
Why not enlist in this 1945 drive and get that swell, tingling feeling from helping
save the lives of little Americans — perhaps, kids in your own town. Maybe, your own child!
It's a grand feeling. Ask any of the 11,000 exhibitors who were in the 1944
drive and who are enlisting again for '45.
Ask them whether taking collections hurt their business, ask them if their patrons
didn't respect and honor them for wanting to help this noble charity. Ask them what
happened when the 1944 polio epidemic hit their communities.
It is interesting to note that once a theatre participates in the March of Dimes,
it comes in eagerly year after year.
It's easy to do — and it's a fine, human, American thing to do.
No matter how small your theatre may be, even if you are not open seven
days a week — you can be important in this drive. We

need you!

NAME_

Come Oft/ sign your name to this coupon, tear out
and mail to suite 188, Hotel Astor, N. Y. C.

THEATRE ADDRESS.
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BESTPOLL
Studios Contribute 45 Subfects to OWI in Year
Produced as Voluntary
War Effort at Request of
Various Gov't Agencies
By RALPH VflLK
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — A total of 45 special
film subjects were contributed by the
industry here to the program of
WAC-OWI in 1944, and involved in
the project were 12 studios, 24 producers, 13 directors, 30 writers and
57 actors and actresses, it is revealed by the annual report of the
Hollywood Division of the WAC issued by Co-ordinator John C. Flinn
for Chairman Mary C. McCall, Jr.
The report will be presented to
Continued on Page 22)

Rep. lips 2 to Dist.
Sales Manager Posts

The Film Daily Ten Best
Pictures of 1944
(Paramount)

"Going My Way," Paramount's box-office sensation,
written, directed and produced

"The Song
of Bernadette"
(20«/» Century-Fox)

by Leo McCarey, with Bing Crosby
starred and Rise Stevens and Barry
Fitzgerald in prominent supporting

"Since You
Went Away"
(UA-Selznick)
"Madame
Curie"
(M-G-M)
"Dragon
Seed"
(M-G-M)
"The White (M-G-M)
Cliffs of Dover"
"Gaslight"
"A Guy (M-G-M)
Named Joe"
"The Story
of Dr. Wassell"
(Paramount)
"Lifeboat"
(2Qth
Century-Fox)

ODT Will Control, Not
Ban, Industry Conclaves
If less than 50 delegates attend
regional film industry meetings as
a normal business procedure, or the
number of exhibitors within that
limit are invited and travel to trade(Continued on Page 19)

Page Prof. Einstein!
Merit, — not probability and chance,
—put five M-G-M pix in the 1944
"Ten Best." But chances of five Leo
attractions landing consecutively (4th,
5th, 6th, 7th and 8th) in the list is:
mathematical oddity, remembering
that Metro product numbered just
13 am:ng 60 features which received
10 or more votes. Who said 13 is
unlucky number!

By CHESTER B. BAHN
Editor, THE FILM DAILY

"Going My Way"

(M-G-M)

Nat E. Steinberg, Republic's St.
Louis branch manager, and N. J.
Colquhoun, manager of the Dallas
office, have been promoted to district
sales managers' posts by James R.
Grainger, president and general
sales manager. Announcement was
made at the end of the company's
(Continued on Page 20)

Bernadette" Is Second,
Selznick's SYWA Third;
479 Ballots Are Tallied

Bilateral Talks io
Stote Dept. to Press Square Deal for Fil ms
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — This year will see far
more frequent bilateral conferences
between the Tele-Communication^
Jack Benny still plans to enter Division of our State Department
film production as an indie producer and representatives of foreign govunder the UA banner as soon as the
ernments, as part of an unremitting
war situation eases up, the star dis- attempt to procure fair treatment
closed Friday at a press conference for American producers in the world
market.
and luncheon at the Sherry NethThe office, headed by Francis
C.
erland. Benny is here to participate
in the March of Dimes drive.
De Wolf, with George Canty as the
of 1944
Current plans call for the com- pix specialist, spent most
(Continued on Page 20)
(Continued on Page 18)

Jack Benny Still Plans
Indie Film Production

roles, is rated 1944's Number One
feature release by American critics
and reviewers for press and radio
participating in the 23rd annual
Film Daily "Ten Best Pictures" poll.
Four hundred
(Continuedtwenty-eight
on Page 8) ballots

lor Par
y
29Raw
Oka'45
Stoca,k in
If
Raw stock permitting, Paramount's
program for the 1945 calendar year
will be approximately the same as
that of 1944, Y. Frank Freeman,
vice-president, said Friday in New
York. Numerically, the program
(Continued on Page 19)

8 Metro Releases Set;
15 More Pix Finished
Tentative release dates for eight
M-G-M pictures have been set by
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
and general sales manager. He left
Saturday for Miami and after a
(Continued on Page 20)

Direction The Thing
Evidence that ace pix spring from
ace direction is furnished by today's
"Ten Best" poll results. All five of
the
megaphoners
chosentheir
in Filmland's
Famous
Fives" find
films in
"Ten Best" slots: Leo McCarey, "Going My Way"; Henry King, 'The Song
cf Bernadette"; Alfred Hitchcock,
"Lifeboat"; John Cromwell, "Since
You Went Away"; and George Cukor,
"Gaslight."
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Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd..
Con.
Fm.
Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd..

Cast. Kodak
do pfd
Gen.
Prec.
Loew's,
Inc

Paramount
RKO
RKO
$6 pfd

High
I81/4
22
481/8
53/8
29

180
185
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HERBERT

). YATES,

Sr., WILLIAM

SAAL

and ALLEN WILSON have arrived at Republic's
Coast studio from Chicago.
SOL

LESSER, UA producer, will leave Hollywood on the Superchief tomorrow for New York.

JULES LEVEY, UA producer, arrived in Hollywood today to prepare a shooting schedule on
his first film for the new
season.
HARRY C. ARTHUR, JR., president and geniral manager, Fanchon & Marco Service Corp.,
returned to St. Louis last week from New York.
ROBERT ADLER, advertising head of Chakeres
Circuit, Springfield, 0., and his wife are in
town
for a brief vacation.
LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN, head of Loew's legal
department, returns to the home office today
from
Florida.
BOB HOPE, will arrive in New
Hollywood today.
EDWARD

SCHNITZER,

is en

York from

route to visit

UA's southern exchanges and will be gone from
the home office for about three weeks.
JOHN BRAHM,
from Hollywood.

will arrive in New

WILLIAM SKIRBALL
from New York.

York today

returned to Cleveland

GEORGE GLASS, former publicist for Samuel
Coldwyn,
arrived here from the Coast.
ANN CORIO, starts an extended vaudeville
tour on Jan. 26 when she opens at the Downtown Theater in Chicago.
for a

JOAN FONTAINE, will arrive in New York
from Hollywood
today to remain for a month.

MARKET
Low
ISi/a
21%
48%
53/8
29

SIR ALEXANDER KORDA and BEN GOETZ
are due the end of the month, en route to
London.

LEE SHUBERT left at the week-end
Miami
Beach vacation.

12)
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James Ernest Brooks Dies
Montreal — James Ernest Brooks,
56, founder and president of the
Jas. E. Brooks Cotton Co. here, and
closely connected with the motion
picture industry in this city, died
suddenly Thursday in St. Paul's Hospital, Dallas, while on a business
trip. Connected with several Montreal theaters, he was one of the
promoters of the Strand, and for
many years a director of the United
Amusement Corp., Ltd.
Columbia Declares Div.
Columbia's directors have declared
a quarterly dividend of 68% cents
per share on the $2.75 convertible
preferred stock payable Feb. 15, to
stockholders of record Feb. 1.

A. T. ARCHER, independent
tor of Colorado, is in town.

theater opera-

J. H. SEIDELMAN, president of Universal International left over the week-end for the Coast
for production conferences, he will go to Mexico
before
returning
to New
York.
WILLIAM McCORMICK of M-C-M's
department left Friday for Washington.

publicity

Hirsch and Cohen Lead
For Two SPG Offices

STEVE EDWARDS, Republic's publicity director, leaves Chicago today for the Mesbi iron
range in Minnesota to gather background material for the film, "The Iron Master," after
which he will proceed to Hollywood.

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

EDDIE SILVERMAN of the Essaness Circuit,
ness trip. is en route to Hollywood on a busiChicago,
J. J. DONAHUE, Paramount exec, and Claude
Lee, public relations director, have returned
from
a Chicago
trip.
ED HINCHEY, head of the Warner
playdate department, is on a tour of New
land branches.
ANNE

BAXTER

arrived

in New

York

Bros,
Eng-

Friday.

A. A. SCHUBART, RKO Radio manager of
exchange operations, arrived on the Coast over
the week-end.
RAY MILLAND
is at the Waldorf-Astoria.
OSMOND BORRODAILE, Ealing Studio cameraman, here from England en route to Australia on an Ealing production, Friday will leave
for the West Coast within two weeks.
S. E. PIERPOINT, Paramount's general manager in Brazil, arrived from Hollywood Friday
for home office conferences prior to his return to South America. He will be accompuanied
by his wife and son.
ROBERT BUCKNER
day from the Coast.

arrived in New York Satur-

MOE SILVER, 2one manager for Warner Theaters in Pittsburgh, HARRY FEINSTEIN and
BEN STEERMAN of his staff returned from New
York over the week-end.
LESTER
COWAN
will
arrive in New
York
from
Hollywood
today
to discuss his various
production
activities
with
United Artists
executives.
JOHN C. JACKSON, one of the directors of
London Films, and M. WILLIAMS, engineer for
M-G-M in London, are here from England and
will leave for the Coast end of week.
H. A. ROSS of Ross Federal returns today
from a three-week tour of Midwest and Southern branches.
NATHAN E. GOLDSTEIN, president of Western Massachusetts Theaters, returned to Springfield from New
York over the week-end.

Clearance and Some-Run
Case Docketed in N. O.

A combination clearance and somerun complaint has been filed in the
New Orleans tribunal by R. J. Brunet, operating the Imperial Theater
in New Orleans. Twentieth CenturyFox is the sole defendant.
Complainant alleges that 20th-Fox
has refused to license product to the
Imperial except for fourth-run and
on terms and conditions calculated
to defeat the purpose of Section VI
of the New York consent decree. The
complaint further contends that the
15-day clearance granted to the Bell
Theater and the 75-day clearance
granted to the Arcade and Rivoli
Theaters over the Imperial are unreasonable. Brunet asks that the
clearance now granted to the Arcade and Rivoli over the Bell be reduced to 15 days so that fourth-run
at the Imperial will be not more
WB Promotes John Sokey
than 30 days after the Arcade and
Chicago — John Sokey, city sales- Rivoli.
man at Warners' exchange, has been
promoted to branch manager in Okla- Schlaifer's Sister Dies
homa City. E. L. Goldberg, resigned
L. J. Schlaifer, Central sales manRepublic sales executive, rejoins Parager of 20th-Fox, is mourning the
amount Exchange in the city sales loss of his sister, Mrs. Mary Taxdepartment.
man, who died after a long illness in
Harry Hochfeld on Friday found
himself the new president of the
Screen Publicists Guild of New York
without opposition, succeeding Jonas
Rosenfield. Bob Ferguson was named
to replace him as first vice-president, while Charles Wright was
designated to succeed himself as
treasurer. The two also ran unopposed.
The results of the contests between Vivian Moses and Al Hirsch,
incumbent, for the second vice-presidency and between Charles Cohen
and Fred Hodgson for the secretaryship will be announced after the tabulation of the service vote on Feb.
10. Reports on Friday were that
Hirsch and Cohen were ahead.

Bureau

Washington — Government dimout
order which is expected to affect
theater marquee and outdoor advertising lighting will not be issued before Feb. 1, it was indicated Friday.
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And ERICH
He's Got MARY
to Kill!
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A Republic Picture
First
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Showing!
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THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

50th Street and Sixth Avenue
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Isn't it Wonder Pu( f

SA-G-I^

GETS

OUT OF THE

10 BEST
PICTURES
THE

OF

YEAR!

— IN FILM DAILY'S NATIONWIDE
AND
MEET

HERE
ME

ARE

IN ST. LOUIS

M-G-M

. . . in Technicolor . . . Judy

Garland, Margaret O'Brien
THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO . . . Spencer Tracy,
Van Johnson, Robert Walker, Phyllis Thaxter
THE THIN
Myrno Loy

MAN

GOES

HOME

... William Powell,

BETWEEN TWO WOMEN
. . . Van Johnson, Lionel
Barrymore, Gloria DeHaven, Marilyn Maxwell
NATIONAL VELVET . . . in Technicolor . . . Mickey
Rooney, Donald Crisp, Elizabeth Taylor, Jackie Jenkins
THIS MAN'S NAVY
James Gleason

. . . Wallace

Beery, Tom Drake,

MUSIC FOR MILLIONS . . . Margaret O'Brien, Jose
Iturbi, Jimmy Durante, June Allyson
THRILL OF A ROMANCE . . . in Technicolor . . . Esther
Williams, Van Johnson, Frances Gifford, Lauritz Melchior,
Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra
WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF . . . Ginger Rogers,
Lana Turner, Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson, Robert Benchley
THE VALLEY OF DECISION... Greer Garson, Gregory
Peck, Lionel Barrymore

March of Dimes! — Jan. 25 to 31

'
the V^^

POLL!

HITS FOR

1945

HONORS!

ANCHORS AWEIGH ...in Technicolor . . . Frank Sinatra,
Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly, Jose Iturbi, Rags Ragland,
Carlos Ramirez
THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY . . . George
Sanders, Hurd Hatfield, Donna Reed, Angela Lansbury,
Peter Lawford
HOLD

HIGH

THE TORCH

Taylor, Frank Morgan

.. ./nTec/imco/or. .. Elizabeth

and Lassie

WITHOUT LOVE . . . Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn,
Lucille Ball
FOR OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES . . . Edward
G.Robinson,Margaret O'Brien, James Craig, Jackie Jenkins
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES . . . in Technicolor . . . Fred Astaire,
Lucille Ball, Lucille Bremer, Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,
Lena Home, Gene Kelly, James Melton, Victor Moore,
William Powell, Red Skelton, Esther Williams
KEEP

YOUR

POWDER

DRY

. . . Lena Turner, Laraine

Day, Susan Peters
SON OF LASSIE . . . in Technicolor . . . Peter Lawford,
Donald Crisp, Lassie and Laddie
THE

IT'S ANOTHER

CLOCK

. . . Judy Garland, Robert Walker

FRIENDLY

YEAR!

"THE WORLD'S

MOST

H'

.i

As In
AGAIN
Paramount Leads A
with "The Best Pict
McCarey-Fitzgerah

llORED FILM COMPANY"

1 Previous Polls Other Companies
e of 1944," CrosbyIs "Going My Way."
for the amazing, comi)lete story of
Paramount's overwhelming dominance of all

Watch

be.st-picture and-star polls, to be published soon.
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50 Features Find Places on 1944 Honor Roll
Warners

Leads

WitEt

(Continued from Page 1)
were cast for the Paramount picture
in the coast to coast and border to
border contest, which saw the critics
of 384 newspapers, magazines, wire
services and syndicates and the film
commentators of 95 radio stations
participating. The total number of
participants in the 23rd poll was 479
before the polls closed. After the
deadline, it may be noted, ballots
continued to be received and had it
been possible to include them, the
participants total would have exceeded substantially the 500 mark.
In 1943, 439 critics and commentators cast tallied ballots. The increase this year is significant, reflecting greater press and radio interest
in motion pictures aganst the obvious
handicaps of paper rationing and the
loss of many recognized critics and
commentators to the armed forces.
This was the third successive year
radio's commentators on films were
invited to participate in The Film
Daily's pioneer survey of critical
opinion.

"Going My Way" Took Lead
From Start, Scored Easily
"Going My Way" took the lead
from the very first, and finished with
a 103-vote lead over its closest rival,
"The Song of Bernadette," 20th Century-Fox's moving picturization of
Franz Werfel's inspiring story. "The
Song of Bernadette" was produced
by William Perlberg and directed by
Henry King.
The third "Ten Best" niche goes
to "Since You Went Away," produced
and written by David 0. Selznick,
directed by John Cromwell and distributed by United Artists. A margin of 94 votes separated this picture
from "The Song of Bernadette."
Five Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pictures captured the fourth, fifth, sixth,
seventh and eighth "Ten Best"
honors. They were, respectively,
"Madame Curie," with 207 votes;
"Dragon Seed," with 191; "The White
Cliffs of Dover," wtih 190; "Gaslight," with 187, and "A Guy Named
Joe," with 175. The fact that only
32 votes separates "A Guy Named
Joe" from "Madame Curie" speaks
eloquently of the closeness of the
race.
"Madame Curie," based on the biography ofher mother, by Eve Curie,
was produced by Sidney Franklin and
directed by Mervyn LeRoy, with
Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon
in the leads. "Dragon Seed," an
adaptation of the Pearl S. Buck
novel, was produced by Pandro S.
Berman and directed by Jack Conway and Harold S. Bucquet. Its cast
was headed by Katharine Hepburn,
Walter Huston and Aline MacMahon.
"The White Cliffs of Dover," inspired
by
Alice
Duer and
Miller's
with
Irene
Dunne
Alanpoem
Marshall
in the leads, was produced by
Sidney Franklin
and directed by

11; 20th -Fox

Has

10? "JLassie

THE 1944 HONOR

Cotne Rome"

ROLL

Of Features Receiving 10 or More Votes
Picture, Distributor and Director

Votes

Lassie Come Home (M-G-M)— Fred M. Wilcox
Double
Indemnity
(Paramount) — Billy Wilder
Arsenic and Old Lace (Warners) — Frank Capra
The Miracle of Morgan's Creek (Paramount) — Preston Sturges
Destination Tokyo
(Warners) — Delmer Daves
Mr. Skeffington
(Warners) — Vincent Sherman
See Here, Private Hargrove (M-G-M) — Wesley Ruggles
Jane Eyre (20th-Fox) — Robert
Stevenson
The Sullivans (20th-Fox)— Lloyd Bacon
The Adventures of Mark Twain (Warners) — Irving Rapper
Cover Girl (Columbia) — Charles Vidor
Lady in the Dark
(Paramount) — Mitchell
Leisen
Two Girls and a Sailor (M-G-M) — Richard Thorpe
Home in Indiana (20th-Fox) — Henry Hathaway
Up in Arms (RKO-Gddwyn)— Elliot Nugent
Hail the Conquering Hero (Paramount) — Preston Sturges
Guadalcanal
Diary (20th-Fox) — Lewis Seiler
None But the Lonely Heart (RKO)— Clifford Odets
Thousands Cheer (M-G-M) — George Sidney
The Purple Heart
(20th-Fox) — Lewis Milestone
Old Acquaintance (Warners) — Vincent Sherman
The Eve of St. Mark (20th-Fox)— John M. Stahl
Lost Angel (M-G-M)— Roy Rowland
The Uninvited
(Paramount) — Lewis Allen
Janie (Warners) — Michael Curtiz
An American Romance (M-G-M) — King Vidor
Casanova
Brown
(RKO-lnternational) — Sam Wood
The Lodger (20th-Fox)— John Brahm
Happy Land (20th-Fox)— Irving Pichel
The North Star (RKO-Goldwyn — Lewis Milestone
Flesh and Fantasy
(Universal) — Julien Duvivier
Bathing Beauty (M-G-M) — George Sidney
Tender Comrade
(RKO)— Edward Dmytryk
Wing and a Prayer (20th-Fox)— Henry Hathaway
Christmas Holiday (Universal) — Robert Siodmak
Passage to Marseille (Warners) — Michael Curtiz
The Mask of Dimitrios (Warners) — Jean Negulesco
Between Two Worlds (Warners) — Edward A. Blatt
in Our Time
(Warners) — Vincent Sherman
Phantom Lady (Universal) — Robert Siodmak
The Woman in the Window (RKO-lnternaticnal) — Fritz Lang
Buffalo Bill (20th-Fox-Sherman)— William A Wellman
The Impatient Years (Columbia) — Irving Cummings
Once Upon a Time
(Columbia) — Alexander Hall
Kismet
(M-G-M)— William Dieterle
Show Business (RKO)— Edwin L Marin
Shine On, Harvest Moon (Warners) — David Butler
Address Unknown (Columbia) — William Cameron Menzles
The Bridge of San Luis Rey (UA-Bogeaus) — Roland V. Lee
The Hitler Gang (Paramount) — John Farrow

Clarence Brown. "Gaslight," with
Charles Boyer, Ingrid Bergman and
Joseph Gotten, was basea on the
Patrick Hamilton play, produced by
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., and directed
by George Cukor. "A Guy Named
Joe," with Spencer Tracy and Irene
Dunne co-starred, was based on the
story by Chandler Sprague and
David Boehm; its producer was Everett Riskin and its director, Victor
Fleming.

152
133
123
117
103
98
88
85
85
84
70
68
65
63
61
60
53
51
49
47
44
42
42
40
38
36
30
29
27
25
23
20
18
18
17
16
: . . . 15
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
11
10
10
10

which had Gary Cooper starred as
the heroic naval surgeon, and "Lifeboat," produced for 20th-Fox by
Kenneth Macgowan and directed by
Alfred Hitchcock. This adaptation
of John Steinbeck's story had a cast
topped by Tallulah Bankhead and
William Bendix.

141 Pictures Nominated
By Producer-Distributors

Under the contest rules, only feaTo complete
the "Best chose
Ten" Cecil
the
critics
and commentators
tures released for exhibition between Nov. 1, 1943, and Oct. 31, 1944,
B. DeMille's production for ParaPictures presented on
mount, "The Story of Dr. Wassell," were eligible.

at Top

a roadshow basis — advanced admissions— and specially shown were not
considered unless the respective distributors believed there had been
sufficient playdates to insure a fair
vote.
A total of 141 pictures were nominated by the producer-distributors
for critic and commentator consideration; the voters, however, were not
bound by the list and were permitted
to cast ballots for any other feature
which they desired, subject only to
the specified 12-month period. Last
year the companies nominated 120
features.
It is estimated that the reading
and listening public of the participating press^ and radio stations this
mark.
year approximated
the 58,000,000
Local polls conducted by newspapers and stations in conjunction with
the national contest, showed a gain.
One hundred seventeen pictures received one or more ballots from the
critics and commentators in the 1944
poll. Last year the comparable figure was 103, while in 1942 the number was 134. In 1941, 162 pictures
received one or more votes and in
1940, 164. The 428 votes cast for
"Going My Way" compares with 305
received the preceding year by "Random Harvest" and the 555 cast in
1942 for "Mrs. Miniver." In 1941;
"Gone With the Wind" led with 452
votes. In 1940 the first choice was
"Rebecca" with 391, and in 1939,
"Good-by Mr. Chips" polled 472.

Four Pictures Received
200 or More Votes in Poll

In the current poll, four pictures
received 200 or more votes and there
were 15 in the 100-vote category.
In 1943, nine pictures received 200 or
more votes and there were four in the
100-vote category. In 1942, five features received 200 or more and 15,
100 or more, while in 1941, nine features received 200 or more and only
two were in the 100 to 199 bracket.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with five
features, led the 1944 "Ten Best"
procession.
year ago the
that company
distinction went to A Warners,
scoring similarly in 1942. Paramount
and 20th-Fox each have two features
on the current list and United Artists
one. A year ago Metro, Paramount
and United Artists each placed two
features
among ofthe
Best." roll
A breakdown
the "Ten
1944 honor
of 50, shows Warner Bros, leading
vdth 11, but pressed by 20th-Fox
with 10. A year ago, 20th-Fox led
the honor roll with 11, with Warners
second with eight. RKO placed seven
on the current honor roll, followed
by Paramount with six, Columbia
with four, Universal with three and
United Artists with one. Metro's
"Lassie Come Home" tops the 1944
honor roll with 152 votes, only two
less than the number received by
"Lifeboat," number 10 on the "Ten
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^Going jMy
A Paramount Picture

One of The Film Daily
Ten Best Pictures of 1944

i
pDfniTC.

UIILU! I Vi Producer-Director, Leo McCarey; Screenplay, Frank Butler,
Frank Cavett; Story, Leo McCarey; Director of Photography, Lionel Lindon;
Art Directors, Hans Dreier, William Flannery; Special Photographic Effects,
Gordon Jennings; Editor, Leroy Stone; Costumes, Edith Head; Makeup Artist,
Wally Westmore; Sound Recording, Gene Merritt, John Cope; Set Decorator,
Steve Seymour; Music Director, Robert Emmett Dolan; Vocal Arrangements,
Joseph J. Lilley; Music Associate, Troy Sanders; Songs, "Day After Tomorrow,"

pppniTC.

UllLUI I Ui Director, Henry King; Producer, William Perlberg; Screenplay, George Seaton; Novel, Franz Werfel; Music, Alfred Newman; Director
of Photography , Arthur Miller; Art Directors, James Basevi, William Darling;
Set Decorator, Thomas Little; Associate, Frank E. Hughes; Film Editor,
Barbara McLean; Costumes, Rene Hubert; Special Photographic Effects, Fred
Sersen; Makeup Artist, Guy Pearce; Sound, Alfred Bruzlin, Roger Heman;
Orchestral Arra^igements, Edward Powell,

"Would You Like to Swing on a Star?" and "Going My Way," by Johnny
Burke and James van Heusen.

CAST:

Bing Crosby, Rise Stevens, Barry Fitzgerald, James Brown, Jean
Heather, Eily Malyon, Frank McHugh, Stanley Clemens.

CAST:

Jennifer Jones, William Eythe, Charles Bickford, Vincent Price,
Lee J. Cobb, Gladys Cooper, Anne Revere, Roman Bohnen, Mary Anderson,
Patricia Morison, Aubrey Mather, Charles Dingle, Edith Barrett, Sig Ruman,
Blanche Yurka, Ermadean Walters, Marcel Dalio, Pedro De Cordoba, Jerome
Cowan, Charles Waldron, Moroni Olsen, Nana Bryant, Manart Kippen,
Merrill Rodin, Nino Pipitone, Jr., John Maxwell Hayes, Jean Del Val,
Nestor Paiva, Tala Birell, Eula Morgan, Alan Napier, Dorothy Shearer,
Frank Reicher, Charles La Torre, Nino Pipitone, Sr., Edwin Stanley, Lionel
Braham, Ian Wolfe, Andre Chariot.

Ine Song oj
JBernaaette ^

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

One of The Film Daily
Ten Best Pictures of 1944

A

"^Since You
A waPicture
if "
VTenO.t Selznick
David
Released through
United A rtists

One of The Film Daily
Ten Best Pictures of 1944

UriLUI I Oi Producer, David O. Selznick; Director, John Cromwell;
Screenplay, David O. Selznick; Production Designer, William L. Pereira;
Photography, Stanley Cortez, Lee Garmes; Music, Max Steiner; Associate,
Louis Forbes; Settings, Mark Lee Kirk; Special Ejects, Jack Cosgrove; Associate,
Clarence Slifer; Supervising Film Editor, Hal C. Kern; Sound Editor, Charles
L. Freeman; Interior Decorations, Victor A. Gangelin; Recorder, Percy Townsend; Technical Advisor, Lt. Col. J. G. Taylor, USA; Dance Director, Charles
Walters; Make-up Supenisor, Robert Stephanoff; Wardrobe Director, Elmer
Ellsworth; Associate, Adele Sadler.

CAST:

Claudette Colbert, Jennifer Jones, Shirley Temple, Joseph Gotten.
Lionel Barrymore, Robert Walker, Monty Woolley, Hattie McDaniel, Jane
Devlin, Lloyd Corrigan, Gordon Oliver, Agnes Moorehead, Robert Anderson,

UllLUI I Ob Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Producer, Sidney Franklin; Screenplay, Paul Osborn, Paul H. Rambeau; Book, Eve Curie; Narrator, James
Hilton; Director of Photography, Joseph Ruttenberg; Musical Score, Herbert
Stothart; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Director, Cedric Gibbons;
Associate, Paul Groesse; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis; Associate, Hugh
Hunt; Special Effects, Warren Newcombe; Costume Supervision, Irene; Asso-

ante

Curie
An M-G-M

V

Picture

One of The Film Daily
Ten Best Pictures of 1944

Irving Bacon, Aileen Pringle, Charles Williams, Wallis Clark, Neila Hart,
Leonide Mostovoy, Dorothy Garner, James Carlisle, George Chandler, John
A. James, Mary Anne Durkin, Joyce Home, Anne Gillis, Grady Sutton, Ruth
Valmy, Jackie Moran, Buddy Gorman, Patricia Peters, Andrew McLaglen,
Addison Richards, George Lloyd, Barbara Pepper, Guy Madison, Jill Warren,
Byron Foulger, Harry Hayden, Edwin Maxwell, Russell Hoyt, Loudie Claar,
Don Najarian, Helen Koford, Florence Bates, Conrad Binyon, Theodore Von
Eltz, Adeline de Walt Reynolds, Christopher Adams, Jimmy Dodd, Martha
Outlaw, Verna Knopf, Robert Cherry, Kirk Barron, Earl Jacobs, Cecil Ballerino. Jack Gardner, Doodles Weaver, Dorothy Adams, James Westerfield,
Warren Hymer, Paul Esburg, Richard C. Wood, Ralph Reed, Willard Jillson,
Dorothy Mann, Peggy Maley, Robert Johnson, Dorothy Dandridge, Shelby
Bacon, Eddie Hall, Warren Burr, Lela Bliss, Eilene Janssen, Harlan Miller,
Mrs. Ray Feldman, Neyle Marx, Johnny Bond, Ruth Roman, Betsy Howard,
Stephene Wayne, William B. Davidson, Tom Dawson, Marilyn Hare, Jonathan
Hale, Walter Baldwin, Eric Sinclair, Craig Stevens, Albert Basserman, Jerry
Revell, Nazimova, Jimmy demons, Jr., Keenan Wynn.

ciate, Sharaff; Men's Costumes,
Editor, Harold F. Kress.

Gile

Steele;

Make-Up,

Jack

CAST:

Dawn;

Film

■ Greer Garson, Walter Pidgeon, Henry Travers, Albert Basserman,
Robert Walker, C. Aubrey Smith, Dame May Whitty, Victor Francen, Elsa

Basserman, Reginald Owen, Van Johnson, Margaret O'Brien.

^Dragon
Seea Picture

An M-G-M

(jMt OK
Ifn Besi

CREDITS:

Directors, Jack Conway, Harold S. Bucquet; Producer,

I'andro S. Berman; Screenplay, Marguerite Roberts, Jane Murfin; Novel,
Fearl S. Buck; Director of Photography , Sidney Wagner; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric
Gibbons, Lyle R. Wheeler: Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis: Associate, Hugh

Ihk

Film

Picturks

Daii ^
ok

l•)^^

Hunt; Special Effects, Warren Newcombe; Costume Supervisor, Irene; Cestvune
Designer, Valles: Make-Up, Jack Dawn; Film Editor, Harold F. Kress.

CAST:

■ Katharine Hepburn, Walter Huston, Aline MacMahon, Akim
Tamiroff, Turhan Bey, Hurd Hatfield, J. Carrol Naish, Agnes Moorehead,
Henry Travers, Robert Bice, Robert Lewis, Frances Rafferty, Jacqueline
De Wit, Clarence Lung. Paul E. Burns. Anna Demetrio.

i
PDCniTC.
W'""l I W» Director, Clarence Brown; Producer, Sidney Franklin;
Screenplay , Claudine West, Jan Lustig, George Froeschel; Based, on the poem
by Alice Duer Miller; Additional poetry for the picture, Robert Nathan;
Director of Photography, George Folsey; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart;
Art Director, Cedric Gibbons; Associate, Randall Buell; Set Decorations, Edwin
B. Willis; Associate, Jacques Mersereau; Special Effects, Arnold Gillespie,
Warren Newcombe: Costmne Supervision, Irene; Men's Costumes. Gile Steele;

Make-Up, jack Dawn; Technical Advisor, Maj. Cyrl Seys Ramsey-Hill; Film
Editor, Robert J. Kern; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer.

CAST:

Irene Dunne,; Alan Marshal, Roddy McDowall, Frank Morgan,
Van Johnson, C. Aubrey Smith, Dame May Whitty, Gladys Cooper, Peter
Lawford, John Warburton. Jill Esmond, Brenda Forbes, Norma Varden.

■'The

White

Chffs
An M-G-M

Picture

of Dover ^
One of The Film Dail^
Ten Be.st Pfcture.s of 1941

An M-G-M

Picture

One of The Film Dail^
Ten Besi Pictures of 194-^

ppcniTC.
UntUIIOi

Director, George Cukor; Producer, .\rthur Homblow, Jr.,
Screenplay, John Van Druten, Walter Reisch, John L. Balderston; Play,
Patrick Hamilton; Director of Photography, Joseph Ruttenberg; Musical
Score, Bronislau Kaper; Piano Solos, Jakob Gimpel; Art Director, Cedric
Gibbons; Associate, William Ferrari; Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis;
Associate. Paul Huldschinsky; Special Effects. Warren Newcombe;
Costume

pDCniTC.
""""■ I Wi

Director, Victor Fleming; Producer, Everett Riskin; Screenplay, Dalton Trumbo; Adaptation, Frederick Hazlitt Brennan; Original Story,
Chandler Sprague, David Boehm; Directors of Photography, George Folsey,
Karl Freund; Musical Score, Herbert Stothart; Technical Advisor, Maj. Edward
G. Hillery, USAAC; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Director,
Cedric Gibbons: Associate, Lyle Wheeler: Set Decorations, Edwin B. Willis:

^A. Guy
Namea Jioe
An M-G-M

Picture

One of Ihe Film Daily
Ten Best Picti'res of 1944

V

Supervision, Irene; Associate, Marion Herwood; Make-Up, Jack
Editor, Ralph E. Winters; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer.

Dawn;

Film

CAST:

Charles Boyer, Ingrid Bergman, Joseph Gotten, Dame May
Whitty, Angela Lansbury, Barbara Everest, Emil Rameau, Edmund Breon,
Halliwell Hobbes, Tom Stevenson, Heather Thatcher. Lawrence Grossmith,
Jakob Gimp>el.

Associate, Ralph Hurst; Special Effects, Arnold Gillespie, Donald Jahraus,
Warren Newcombe; Costume Supervisor, Irene; Film Editor, Frank Sullivan.

CAST:

Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne, Van Johnson, Ward Bond, James
Gleason,
Lionel
Barrymore,
Don De Fore, Charles
Smith. Barry Nelson. Esther Williams, Henry O'Neill

ihe Story oj
Dr. Wassell
A Paramount Picture

One of The Film Daily
Ten Best Pictures of 1944

i , .. jf..*vJ'JM^^^.

UIiLUIIOi Producer-Director, Cecil B. DeMille; Directors of Photography, Victor Milner, William Snyder; Technicolor Director, Natalie Kalmus;
Associate, Robert Brewer; Special Photographic Effects, Gordon Jennings;
Process Photography, Farciot Edouart, Wallace Kelley; Technical Supervisor,
Lt. Com. H. D. Smith, USN (Ret.); Music Score, Victor Young; Art Directors,
Hans Dreier, Roland Anderson; Editor, Anne Bauchens; Sound Recording,
Hugo Granzbach, John Cope; Costumes, Natalie Visart; Make-Up Super-

pppniTC.

UlILUIIUi Director, Alfred Hitchcock; Producer, Kenneth Macgowan;
Author, John Steinbeck; Screenplay, Jo Swerling; Director of Photography,
Glen MacWilliams; Art Directors, James Basevi, Maurice Ransford; Set Decorator, Thomas Little; Associate, Frank E. Hughes; Film Editor, Dorothy
Spencer; Costumes, Rene Hubert; Make-Up Artist, Guy Pearce; Special
Photographic Effects, Fred Sersen; Technical Advisor, Thomas Fitzsimmons;

vision, Edwin Maxwell; Set Decorator, George Sawley; Screenplay, Alan
LeMay, Charles Bennett; Associate Producer, Sidney Biddell; Second Unit
Director, Arthur Rosson.

CAST:

GaryEsmond,
Cooper, Paul
Laraine
Day,Elliott
Signe Reid,
Hasso, Stanley
Dennis Ridges,
O'Keefe, Renny
Carol
Thurston,■ Carl
Kelly,
McEvoy, Oliver Thorndike, Philip Ahn, Barbara Britton.

Sound, Bernard
Freericks, Roger
Musical Director, Emil Newman.

Heman;

Music,

Hugo

W.

Friedhofer;

CAST:

Tallulah Bankhead, William Bendix, Walter Slezak, Mary
Anderson, John Hodiak, Henry Hull, Heather Angel, Hume Cronyn, Canada Lee.

^Lijehoat^

A 20th Century-Fox Picture

One of The Film Daily
Ten Best Pictures of 1944
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Voted for the 1944 Ten Best

.Critics Who
NEWSPAPERS
Alahatna
Elisabeth Farish, Daily, Decatur.
Harry P. Hall, Eagle, Dothan.
Louis A. Eckl, Florence
Times
and
Sheffield-Tuscumbia Tri-Cities Daily.
Jeanette Keyser, Press Register, Mobile.
Mrs. R. G. Clotene Steele, Press Register,
Mobile.
Mildred Smith, Advertiser, Montgomery.

Arizona
Joyce Booth Penfold, Gazette, Phoenix.

Arkansas

Leonard S. Massell, Advocate, Stamford.
John
ton. H. Thompson, Register, Torring-

Grace Leone Barnett, Journal-Standard,
Freeport.
Lea Borkon, Herald-News, Joliet.
Wilfred
K. Armstrong,
Daily Recordi
Delaware
Lawrenceville.
Roy Clifford Hurd, Sunday Star, Wil- Sophia Kondos, Daily Dispatch, Molina.
mington.
Evabeth Miller, Morning Star, Peoria.
Helen Barrett, Journal-Every Evening, R. M. Shepherdson, Journal-Transcript,
Wilmington.
Peoria.
Harriet
Island. S. Jeanes, The Argus, Rock

District of Columbia

Jay Carmody, Evening Star, Washington.
John
ton. Maynard, Times Herald, WashingSonia

Stein, Post, Washington.

California

DAILY

Thavks

. ♦ ♦

INii

These representative motion picture critics and reviewers of
the United States whose splendid co-operation in applying the
national critical yardstick to American screen entertainment
annually makes possible the presentation of the Ten Best
Pictures, a distinctive industry and journalistic feature.

Will
reka.N. Speegle, Humboldt Times, EuJeannette Briggs, News Press, Glendale.
Walter Ives Christie, Sentinel, Hanford.
Lowell E. Redelinjs, Citizen-News, Hollywood.
John W. Teed, Sun, Long Beach.
George H. Jackson, Herald <lx Express,
Los Angeles.
William H. Mooring, The Tidings, Los
Angeles.
Edwin Schallert, Times, Los Angeles.
Philip K. Scheuer, Times, Los Angeles.
Jimmy Starr, Herald & Express, Los
Angeles.
Wood Soanes, Tribune, Oakland.
Clara Rubin, Blade-Tribune, Oceanside.
Harry J. Olberg, Jr., Argus-Courier,
Petaluma.
O. H. King, Progress-Bulletin, Pomona.
Chapin Day, Union, Sacramento.
Ronald D. Scofield, Bee, Sacramento.
Hazel H. Bruce, Chronicle, San Francisco.
Claude LaBelle, News, San Francisco.
Robert M. Liles, Chronicle, San Francisco.

ia/(^^^atr

Connecticut
Leo Miller, Herald, Bridgeport.
Fred
H. Russell, Post ir Telegram,
Bridgeport.
Joseph A. Jaeger, Time, Greenwich.
John Crockett, Times, Hartford.
Julian B. Tuthill, Times, Hartford.
Mrs. Isyla Powers Lee, Record, Meriden.
Samuel B. Cohen, Journal, Meriden.

Harry K. Houghton, Daily Call, Beloit.
Vince Davis, Gazette, Emporia.

John Jenks, Herald-Leader, Lexington.
Boyd
ville. Martin, Courier - Journal, LouisA. A. Daugherty, Times, Louisville.
Lew Schatzman, Daily Independent,
Maysville.

liouisiana

DeRouge.
Lorris Daniel, State-Times, Baton
George V. Lofton, Morning World, Monroe. Lester, Item, New Orleans.
John
Eleanor P. Nicholson, Times - Picayune,
New Orleans.
Anice
leans.Temple, Times-Picayune, New OrFrank Grosjean, Journal, Shreveport.

Maine

Annabelle
Pollard, Press Herald, Portland.

Florida

Indiana

Hinton Bradbury, Journal, Jacksonville. Camille Utter Meno, Times-Mail, Bedford.
Ruby Edna Pierce, Daily News, Palm
Beach.
Dan Albrecht, Daily Truth, Elkhart.
A. R. Dunlap, Evening Independent, St. Leah Bodine Drake, Courier, Evansville.
Petersburg.
Ed Klingler, Press, Evansville.
Ashton H. Wing, News-Democrat, Talla- Herb Swartz, News-Democrat, Goshen.
hassee.
S. Lee Johnson, Times, Hammond.
Mary
Jane King, Morning Tribune, Charles E. Bangs, News, Huntington.
Tampa.
Martha McHatton, News, Indianapolis.
Corbin Patrick, Star, Indianapolis.
Lucie Lee Marsh, Daily News, Tampa.
Maurice C. Tull, Tribune-Dispatch, Kokomo.
Georgia
Allen Sauers, Pharos-Tribune, LogansJimmy Robinson, Herald, Albany.
Joe Fazio, Mercury-Herald ir News, San Paul Jones, Constitution, Atlanta.
Jack Tinkle, Chronicle Tribune, Marion.
Eleanor H. Orr, Daily News, LaGrange. Howard B. Clark, Republican, RensseJose.
laer.
Dorothy Arndt, Daily Midway Driller, Emily
R. Jerger,
Times
Enterprise,
Taft.
Thomasville.
Mabel McKee, Star, Terre Haute.
Lorraine Scott, Register-Pajaronian, Watsonville.
Iowa
port.
Idaho

Colorado

K.ansas

John McGill, Daily Independent, Ashland.
W.derson.
G. Schoepflin, Gleaner-Journal, Hen-

Everett Leonard Johannes, Times-Star,
Alameda.

A. De Bernard!, Jr., Post, Denver.
Betty Craig, Post, Denver.
LoVisa McKean, Herald-Democrat, Durango.
Hazel A. Smith, Star-Journal, Pueblo.
Fred E. Winsor, Chronicle-News, Trinidad.

Ray Johnson, Freeman-Journal, Webster

Mary
inson.Ann Bodine, News-Herald, HutchAlice
E. Fisher, Southwest Daily Times,
W. F. Dagon, Illinois State Journal b
Liberal.
Register, Springfield.
E. D. Keilmann,
Daily Capital, Topeka.
Robert M. Heck, Times, Watseka.
Kentuchy
Ford Wilson, News-Sun, Waukegan.

Alfred W. Rose, News, Camden.
Louise Diehl, Daily Times Echo, Eureka
Springs.

Clayton Ward, Post-Advocate, Alhambra.
Marion Freedman, Bulletin, Anaheim.
Mae Saunders, Calif ornian, Bakersfield.
Hal Johnson, Daily Gazette, Berkeley.
Frederick Herbst, Review, Burbank.
Bob Wanderer, Enterprise, Chico.
Cathleen Dasch, Star-News, Culver City.
Matthew Rice, Humboldt Standard, Eureka.

R. City.
K. Tindall, Evening Sentinel, Shenandoah.
L. E. Wood, Daily Courier, Waterloo.

Louise
d'Alene.M.

Shadduck,

Press, Coeur

Irma I. Masterson, New^-Republican,
Boone.
Illinois
Wilbert L. Reitz, Daily Times Herald,
Carroll.
Mrs. Robert L. Kern, News-Democrat, Gene Farmer, Gazette, Cedar Rapids.
Belleville.
D. R. Clark, Daily Times, Cherokee.
Nate Gross, Herald-American, Chicago.
Jewel Z. Halterman, Nonpareil, Council
Bluffs.
Carl Guldager, Daily News, Chicago.
William Leonard, Journal of Commerce, Rex J. Ballard, Daily Times, Davenport.
Chicago.
Darrell E. Doyle, Democrat, Davenport.
Ann Marsters, Herald-American, Chi- John E. O'Donnell, Democrat, Davencago.
Dorothy Klein, lowan, Iowa City.
Henry T. Murdock, Sun, Chicago.
Eleanorson City.
McLaughlin, Globe-Gazette, MaW. H. Hackman, Commercial News, Danville.
Ronald D. Butler, Daily News, Newton.
Layah Riggs, Herald ir Review, Decatur. C. D. Foehlinger, Herald, Oskaloosa.
port.

Richard H. Woodbury,

Sunday Tele-

gram, Portland.

Maryland

R. H. Elliott, Evening Capital, Annapolis.
Carroll Dulaney, Sunday American, Baltimore.
Donald Kirkley, Swi, Baltimore.
Henry Decker, News-Post, Frederick.
J. Richard Rauth, Daily Mail, Hagerstown.
L. S. McWilliams, Morning Herald, Hagerstown.

Massachusetts
C. S. Sherman, Daily Sun, Attleboro.
Marjory Adams, Globe, Boston.
Helen Eager, Traveler, Boston.
Prunella Hall, Post, Boston.
Elinor L. Hughes, Herald, Boston.
E. F. Melvin, Christian Science Monitor,
Boston.
Lester
Smith, News Bureau, Boston.
Fred L. Gelles, Evening Record, Chelsea.
Rita M. Naughton, Daily Item, Clinton.
Frances
Everett.Mahoney, Evening News-Gazette,
Mary Jean Mullens, News, Framingham.
Marguerite
H. M. Mosher,
RecorderGazette, Greenfield.
Timothy
Eagle - Tribune,
Lawrence.F. O'Hearn,
Edward E. Jaffee, Daily Evening Item,
Edward D. Brown, Daily News, Newburyrman E. Nicholson, Berkshire Evening
NoLynn.
Eagle,Mace,
Pittsfield.
Louise
Republican, Springfield.

port.
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Michael Zandan, Free Press, Springfield.
Leslie Moore, Telegram, Worcester.
James Lee, Gazette, Worcester.
A. Alfred Marcello, Telegram, Worcester.

Michigan
Mrs. Madge A. Millikin, Daily Telegram,
Adrian.
Patricia Currier, News-Palladium, Benton Harbor.
Charles Gentry, Times, Detroit.
Maxine A. Eyestone, State Journal, Lansing.
Jean Worth, Herald-Leader, Menominee.
Frank G. Schmidt, News, Saginaw.

Minnesota
Kathleen Kiekenapp, Daily News, Faribault.
Merrie Cornwell, Daily Transcript, Little Falls.
Al Bloom, Daily Times, Minneapolis.
Robert E. Murphy, Star Journal & Tribune, Minneapolis.
Jules L. Steele^ Dispatch & Pioneer Press,
St. Paul.
H. L. Refsell, Daily Globe, Worthington.

Mississippi
John W. Lynch, Delta Democrat-Tunes,
Greenville.
Katie Lou Keahey, American,
Hattiesburg.
Earl C. Magee, Daily News, Jackson.

Missouri

Margaret J. Garlick, Sunday Eagle, Paterson.
Milton G. Levine, Evening News, Paterson.

Netv Mexico

Paul
well.B. McEvoy, Morning Dispatch, Ros-

iVeti? Yorh

Clif Bradt, Knickerbocker News, Albany.
Hugh P. Donlon, Evening Recorder,
Amsterdam.
Victor
J. Callanan. Citizen- Advertiser,
Auburn.
P. Walter Hanan, Press, Binghamton.
William E. J. Martin, Courier-Express,
Buffalo.
James
falo. F. Schrader, Courier-Express, BufEthel
falo. M. Hoffman, Evening News, Buf-

ISorth Dahota
John O. Hjelle, Tribune, Bismarck.
Gaylord
E. Conrad,
Morton
County
News, Mandan.

Marion Clifford, Republican, Pottsville.
Herrwood E. Hobbs, Journal, Pottsville]
Rosalie J. Williams, Herald, Sharon.
Margaret
T. Riley, Centre Daily Times]
State College.

Ohio

Julia Rishel, Valley Daily News, Tareni

Dennis
Smith, 'Repository,
Canton.
Alvin C.R.Zurcher,
Gazette, Chillicothe.
Helen Detzel, Times-Star, Cincinnati.
W. Ward Marsh, Plain Dealer, Cleveland.

turn.
G. F. Blissing, Record-Herald, Waynes
boro.
Mary E. McGoey, Sunday Independent
Wilkes-Barre.
Wilbert L. Haare, Dispatch, York.

Mary V. McGavran, State Journal, Columbus.
Samuel T. Wilson, Dispatch, Columbus.
A. S. Kany, Herald, Dayton.
Everett L. Sheats, Journal, Dayton.
Jim Porter, Daily Tribune, Gallipolis.
Doris Mcllrath, Free Press, Geneva.
Richard
Mattox, Eagle-Gazette, Lancaster.

Phyllis Wintz, News, Lima.
John W. Saffell, Journal, Lorain.
George
Przymusinski,
Everybody's
Daily,
Buffalo.
Genevieve Watt, Star, Marion.
Tom Bynre, Star-Gazette, Elmira.
Ula Jean Hull, News, Mount Vernon.
Paul Draheim, Telegram, Herkimer.
Dean G. Warner, Daily Times, New
Philadelphia.
Alfred P. Oppenheim, Daily Argus,
Mount Vernon.
Bessie E. Biddle, Daily Times, Niles.
T. Harold Weldon, Press - Republican, Nancy Webb, Telegraph, Painesville.
Plattsburgh.
Marie Cochran Har tough. Times, Toledo.
George L. David, Democrat &: Chronicle, Mitchell Woodbury, Blade, Toledo.
Rochester.
Daily News, Wapakoneta.
John
ter. W. Brigham, Times-Union, Roches- Lynn Wilson, Gazette, Xenia.
Charles A. Leedy, Vindicator-Telegram,
Youngstown.
Amy
H. Croughton, Times-Union,
Rochester.
Mrs.
Shirley Armstrong, Gazette, Schenectady.

Ohlahoma

J. Allen Thomas, Morning News, Enid.
tady. L. Finch, Union-Star, Schenec- Carter Wallace Bradley, United Press,
Elizabeth Burrow, Evening Ledger, Mexi- Everett
ico.
Oklahoma City.
Glen Goellner, Bayiner-News, St. Charles. Thomas J. Donnelly, Herald - Journal, Ernestine Brown, Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City.
William Inge, Star -Times, St. Louis.
Syracuse.
Herbert L. Monk, Globe-Democrat, St. Vincent
S. Jones, Observer-Dispatch &
Louis.
Oregon
Daily Press, Utica.
Montana
Dominic Pepp, Daily Times, Watertown.
Margaret
L. Ray, Astorian-Budget, Astoria.
.Allen Cowperthwaite, Independent-ReciVew YorU City
ord, Helena.
Claude E. Ingalls, Gazette-Times, Corvallis.
Al Gaskill, Independent-Record, Helena. Kate Cameron, Daily News.
Wanda Hale, Daily News.
Will Lindley, Register-Guard, Eugene.
^ehrasUa
Dorothy Masters, Daily News.
Herb Grey, Mail-Tribune, Medford.
Harold Hunt, Oregon Journal, Portland.
Leo Mishkin, Morning Telegraph.
Bonnie Falk, Daily Sun, Beatrice.
Herbert L. Larson, Oregonian, Portland.
T. McManus, PM
Raymond L. Gattermeyer, Daily Tele- John
Archer Winsten, Post.
gram, Columbus.
Irene Thirer, Post.
Pennsylvania
-Arch W. Jarrell, Daily Independent,
Grand Island.
Bosley Crowther, Times.
Jane Wright, Mirror, Altoona.
Freeman
Cleaves,
Wall
Street
Journal.
Dwight King, Daily Hub, Kearney.
Lew Hays, Telegraph, Brownsville.
H. burg.
Caligrove, Journal, Corry.
Mary J. Kierstead, State Journal, Lin- Alton Cook, World-Telegram.
coln.
Clifford Evans, Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
E. H. Derby, Tribune-Review, GreensAnn E. Wary, News-Press, Nebraska City. Jane Corby, Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
Edgar Price, Brooklyn Citizen.
S. H. McCaw, News, Norfolk.
Lois J. Fegan, Telegraph, Harrisburg.
Charles H. Craig, Daily Bulletin, North Kurt Hellmer, Aufbau.
Ruth Gerber, Telegraph, Harrisburg.
Manfred George, Aufbau.
Platte.
burg. M. Malia, Patriot, Harrisburg.
Thomas
James H. Lee, China Daily News.
J. Rachman, World-Herald, Omaha.
Dick
McCrone, Evening News, HarrisDan Feder, Forward.

iVetv Hant^pshire
Richard H. Hartford, Herald. Portsmouth.

iVetf? Jersey
Gordon J. Hart, Hunterdon County
Democrat, Flemington.
Arthur D. Mackie, Journal, Jersey City.
Louis H. Farb, Daily Record, Long
Branch.
Norman B. Tomlinson. Daily Record,
Morristown.
Gordon Allison, Sunday Call, Newark.
.\lan Grey Branigan, Evening News, Newark.
Mimi Schappert, Daily Home News, New
Brunswick.
Max L. Simon. Sunday Eagle, Passaic.

Andrew
J. Valusek, New
nik.

Yorksky Den-

Kittanning.
Ethelyn
E. Young, Daily Leader-Times,

Mark Weinbaum, Novoye Russkoye Slovo.
Joseph Matyka, Nowy Swiat.

Herbert B. Krone, New Era, Lancaster.
Walter R. Searer, Sentinel, Lewistown.
Mrs. Bette Kirihner Stevenson, RecordAmerican, Mahonoy City.
Kenneth P. Williams, Tribune, Meadville.
Leonore Bushman, Daily News, Philadel-

North Carolina
Mary B. Gillett, Observer, Charlotte.
Ralph Sprinkle, News, Charlotte.
W. M. Sherill, Tribune, Concord.
Fred Haney, Morning Herald, Durham.
John Harden, Daily News, Greensboro.
ory.
Lester Clark Gifford, Daily Record, Hick-

Reece Thomas, Evening Telegram, Rocky
Mount.
Teenus Cheney, Post, Salisbury.
Lewis Heilbroner, Daily Southerner, Tarboro.

Elsie Finn, Record, Philadelphia.
Mildred Martin, Inquirer, Philadelphia.
Arthur B. Waters, Gazette - Democrat,
Philadelphia.
Harold
burgh.
phia. V. Cohen, Post-Gazette, PittsKaspar Monahan, Press, Pittsburgh.
Shandy Hill, Mercury, Pottstown.

Rhode

Island

Paul B. Howland, Sunday Journal, Provi-:
dence.
Bradford F. Swan, Journal, Providence.

South Carolina
Sara V. Liverance, Daily Mail & Independent, Anderson.
Willis H. Harper, Morning Nems, Florence.
tanburg.
W. E. Seifert, Jr., Herald-Journal, Spar-

South Dakota
Carroll Willson Byers, American-News,
Aberdeen.
Evelyn Hartnagel, Daily Huronite, Huron.
Bob
Jones, Daily Argus-Leader, Sioux
Falls.

Tennessee

City.
Miriam
Rosenbloom, News-Free Press,]
Chattanooga.
J. S. Callaway, Press-Chronicle, Johnson'
Malcolm Miller, Journal, Knoxville.
Munsey Drennen,
Slack, News-Sentinel,
Knoxville.'
Marcia
Press-Scimitar,
MemMilton Randolph, Banner, Nashville.

Texas
Gita Bumpass, Reporter-News, Abilene.
Iness McCussi, Daily Times, Amarillo.
Marcy Townsley, American-Statesman,!
Austin.
Doyle phis.
Vinson, Daily Index, Childress.
'
Douglas Hawley, Times-Herald, Dallas.
John Roscnfield, Morning News, Dallas. >
Jack Gordon, Press, Fort Worth.
[da Belle Hicks, Star-Telegram, Fort
Worth.
Mona
zales. Joy Armstrong, Inquirer, GonPaul Hochuli, Press, Houston.
Mildred Stockhard, Chronicle, Houston.
Helen Fay Passmore, News-Herald, KilRandall
Abernathy, Avalanche - Journal,
Lubbock.
Charles W. Ratliff, Avalanche - Journal,
Lubbock.
W. B. Beaumont, Daily News, Lufkin.
Linda
gore. Langston, Daily Sentinel, Nacogdoches. 1
Bob
Moore,
Daily
American,
Odessa.
E. B. Miller, Evening Herald, Plainview. '
Mae Reaser Pitre, News, Port Arthur.
Frank Bronaugh, Daily Democrat, Sherman.
Milburn T. Lemons, Courier-Times, Tyler.

Utah
E. Lake
E. HoUis,
City. Tribune, Salt Lake City.
Howard
Pearson,
Deseret News,
Salt
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Virginia
Wright, Daily Advance,

^aird Wayne
Lynchburg.
..t Hardy, Star, Portsmouth.
,dith Lindeman, Times-Dispatch, Richmond.
.Iton Williams, News-Leader, Richmond.
Lewis Knowles, Evening Leader,
Staunton.
liss M. H. Harris, News - Virginian,
Waynesboro.

Washington

Voted for the 1944 Ten Best
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Janet Logie, Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Carrol C. Hall, Springfield, 111.; Otto
Weber, Des Moines; William Messner,
Baltimore; Frances W. Harding, Boston; Charles A. Rosskam, Providence;
Eugene C. Zack, Springfield, Mass.;
Betty Miller, Pittsburgh.
R. W. Baremore, The Independent, New
York.

Herbert M. Miller, Jay Emanuel Publications, Philadelphia.
Terry Ramsaye, Motion Picture Herald,
New York.
"Chick" Lewis, Showmen's Trade ReSearchlight,
view, New York.

lonny Olsen, Daily News
Bremerton.
Spence, Daily Herald, Ever,aura
ett. May

MAGAZIIVES

Stoddard,
American
Girl, New
r. H. Crosby, Daily Journal of Com- Anne
York.
rnerce, Seattle.
Gertrude J. Huebner, American Mercury,
lichard E. Hays, Times, Seattle.
New York.
. Willis Sayre, Post-Intelligencer, Seattle.
T. Hartung, Commonweal, New
ilargaret Bean, Spokesman-Review , Spo- Philip
York.
kane.
Theodore Resting, Country Gentleman,
(can Hudson Lunzer, Times, Tacoma.
Philadelphia.
lis L. Myers, Union-Bulletin, Walla
Walla.
Harvey Evans, Family Circle, New York.
Allen Stearn, Fawcett Publications, New
West \irginia
York.
ars. Elsia Thomas,
Daily
Telegraph, William Lewin, Film & Radio Discussion
Bluefield.
Guide, Newark, N. J.
^rank Carpenter, Telegram, Clarksburg. Jack Gunther, Look, New York.
brooks Cottle, Post, Morgantown.
Barry Ulanov, Metronome, New York.
Albert Delacorte, Modern Screen, New
Wisconsin
York.
Henry
P. Malmgreen,
Modern
Screen,
r'eggy Penney, Daily News, Beloit.
New York.
Elaine Edwards, Evening News, Kenosha.
Helen Matheson, Wisconsin State Jour.- A. D. Williams, Moose Magazine, Chicanal, Madison.
Laurence
Reid, Motio7i Picture, New
kerling Sorensen, Capital Times, MadiYork.
son.
Seorge J. MacFarlane, Herald - Times, Betty Etter, Movie Life, New York.
Manitowoc.
Josephine
N. Y. Coppola, Newsday, Hempstead,
Buck Herzog, Sentinel, Milwaukee.
T. H. goWenning, Newsweek, New York.
Walter Monfried, Journal, Milwaukee.
Dorothy M. Laaton, Journal - Times, John Springer, Now, Miami, Fla.
Racine.
Catherine
C. Edwards, Parents' Magazine, New York.
Clarence H. Witter, Daily Times, WaterFred R. Sammis, Photoplay, New York.
town.
Delight Evans, Screenland Magazine, New
York.
INDUSTRY
PAPERS
Lester C. Grady, Silver Screen, New York.
Hall Hall, American Cinematographer,
Hollywood.
SYNDICATES
Lester Ketner, Boxoffice, San Antonio, Vance Chandler, Authenticated News
Tex.
Service, Hollywood.
Robert F. F. Flingensmith, Boxoffice,
Hedda
Hopper, Chicago Tribune-N. Y.
Pittsburgh.
Daily News Syndicate, Los Angeles.
James Lewis Smith, Canadian Moving
Easton West, Continental Feature SyndiPicture Digest, Toronto.
cate, Hollywood.
Frank S. Leyendecker, Film Bulletin,
Alice L. Tildesley, Ledger Syndicate, HolNew York.
Chester B. Bahn, The Film Daily.
lywood.Fidler, McNaught Syndicate, HolJimmie
Al Steen, The Film Daily.
George H. Morris, The Film Daily.
lywood.
Ralph
S. Matz, Matz Feature Syndicate,
Lou Pelegrine, The Film Daily.
Reading, Pa.
Samuel D. Berns, The Film Daily.
Sheilah Graham, North American NewsFilm Daily correspondents: Marie Wathpaper Alliance, New York.
en, Memphis; Gertrude Pearson, New
Haven; Stewart B. Tucker, Richmond,
RADIO STATIONS
Va.; Harold L. Call, Portland, Me.;
Alabama
Leslie E. Dunkin, South Bend, Ind.;
Elsie Loeb, Cleveland; Joe Essler, Chi- Lionel F. Baxter, WAPI, Birmingham.
cago; George H. Holmes, Portland, Samuel Frank Hosea, WALA, Mobile.
Ore.; Mrs. E. W. Sudlow, Coral Gables, Hugh Webb, WFEB, Sycalauga.
Fla.; Clara Hyde, Cincinnati; Guy
Arizona
Langley, New Durham, N. H.; How:, ard M. Rudeaux, Indianapolis; Ber- Duane F. Johnson, KOY, Phoenix.
nice Reed, Casper, Wyo.; Bill Rom- Byron Lee McCall, KYCA, Prescott.
berg, Omaha; Haviland F. Reves, De- Norman
B. Harrington,
KGLU,
Safford.
troit; L E. Kirkland,
Kansas
City;

ArUansas
David Retherford, KTHS,

California

Hot Springs.

Irwin Allen, KMTR, Hollywood.
Marian Whitney, KFMB, San Diego.
Charles
dino. C. Craig, KFXM, San BernarJudith

Maguire,

KDB, Santa
Colorado

Barbara.

Vic Roby, KOA, Denver.
Bill Butterfield, KMYR, Denver.

Connecticut

Eunice

Greenwood,

WTHT,

Hartford.

District of Colunnbia

Eleanor Howard, WOL, Washington.
Charlie Zurhorst, Mutual, Washington.

Florida

Dorothy Horsfall, WPDQ, Jacksonville.
Sally Martin, WDBO, Orlando.
Von Sheldon, WFOY, St. Augustine.
Mary Jessma, WSUN, St. Petersburg.
Lucille Grossman, WTSP, St. Petersburg,

Georgia

Ben Lucas, WRDW, Augusta.
Tennie Powers, WMJM, Cordele.
Peggy Halliburton, WBML, Macon.
June O'Day, WSAV,
IdahoSavannah.
Phyllis Perry, KID, Idaho Falls.

Illinois

Jeanne M. Doran, WMRO, Aurora.
Dorothy Masterson, WSOY, Decatur.
Donna Lee, WTMV, East St. Louis.
Mary Downen, WEBQ, Harrisburg.
Douglas M. Taylor, WEBQ, Harrisburg.

Ethel Colby, WMCA, New York.
Jack
New NBC,
York. New
PrestonO'Reilly,
Michael WNEW,
Rittenhouse,
York.
Dorothy Shank, WHLD, Niagara Falls.
Flo Beach Rowe, WSLB, Ogdensburg.
Laurel I. Gethin, WMFF, Plattsburg.
W.
J. Adams,
WHEL-WHEF,
Robert
D. Wortendyke,
WTRY,Rochester.
Troy.
Charles E. Pierce, WWNY, Watertown.
Marion Steinle, WWRL, Woodside.

]\orth Carolina

J. F. Jarman, WDNC,

Durham.
North Dahota

John Henkes, Jr., KILO, Grand Forks.

Ohio

Millicent Louise Soet, WICA, Ashtabula.
Vera Jeftery, WFIN, Findlay.
Madge L. Cooper, WMRN, Marion.
Patricia
Hooley,
WPAY,
Portsmouth. Ann

Ohlahoma

Lowell E. Clark, KBIX, Muskogee.
Maxine Eddy, KGFF, Shawnee.

Oregon

Hal Byer, KWIL, Albany.
Laura Bryant Nidever, KORE,

Pennsylvania

Eugene.

lotva

Anna Jane Mull, WCED, Du Bois.
Joan Clark, WLEU, Erie.
Regina Shigo, WAZL, Hazleton.
Kay Cooper, WIBG, Philadelphia.
Paul Gamble, WPIC, Sharon.
WBAX,
Wilkes Barre.

Kansas

Carl Henry, WFCI, Pawtucket.
Al Wilmarth, WPRO, Providence.

Indiana

Jane Day, WIBC, Indianapolis.
Jim Miles, WBAA, Lafayette.
Darline Gordon, KROS, Clinton.
Charlotte Visser, KGLO, Mason City.
Dorothy Fuller, KFBI, Wichita.
Josephine Rice, KANS, Wichita.

Louisiana

Jill Jackson, WWL,
New Orleans.
Maine
Dan Kelly WRDO,

Augusta.

Massachusetts

Gertrude Richmond, WCOP, Boston.
Mary Ruth, WORE, Boston.
Joan Shirlee, WEIM, Fitchburg.

Michigan

Richard E. Osgood, WXYZ, Detroit.
Violet Karras, WSOO, Sault Ste. Marie.

Minnesota

Yvonne Brisbane, WCBI, Columbus.
Norman Lawrence, WMIS, Natchez.

Missouri

Gene Hoenes, KHMO, Hannibal.
George Stump, Jr., KCKN, Kansas City.
Kay Morton, KXOK, St. Louis.
Louise Munsch, WEW, St. Louis.

Nebraska

Fremont.

IVevD Hampshire

Sue Singer, WHEB,

Tennessee

Knoxville.

Tom Stokes, WTAW, College Station.
Glenn
Horton,
KXYZ, Houston.
Mrs. Doane Chapman, KPAB, Laredo.
Glenn F. Hill, KRLH, Midland.
Molly McCoy, KPDN, Pampa.
Dorothy Thompson, KPLT, Paris.
Violet Short, KTSA, San Antonio.

Utah

Hurschell G. Urie, KSUB, Cedar City.
John Krier, KOVO, Provo.

Virginia
Washington

Virginia G. Krebs, WSLS, Roanoke.

Jocelyn Birch, KVOX, Moorehead.
Cal Smith, KROC,
MissisRochester.
sippi

KORN,

South Carolina

Hilda H. Edwards, WCSC, Charleston.
Dorothy Butler Sligh, WCOS, Columbia
Jane Dalton, WSPA, Spartansburg.

Texas

Maryland

Mensing,

Rhode Island

Imogene Fowler, WNOX,

George Browning, WITH, Baltimore.
Frank Fan, WCAO, Baltimore.
Lonny Starr, WBOC, Salisbury.

Natalie

iVetc Yorfc
Louise Benay, WOKO, Albany.
Edward J. Wegman, WEBR, Buffalo.
Judithe
Greene,WGNY,
WALL, Newburgh.
Middletown.
Alice De G.Cesare,

Portsmouth.

Shirley K. Bartholomew, KRKO, Everett.
Scott Seifert, KXA, Seattle.

West Virginia

Kenneth A. Schaffer, WJLS, Beckley.
C. P. Vogel, Jr., WGKV, Charleston.
Ned R. Brooke, WCMI, Huntington.
Paula M. Carr, WPAR, Parkersburg.

Wisconsin

Rodger Mueller, WHBY, Appleton.
Russell C. Huber, WKBH, La Crosse.
Carol Colvin, WMAM,
Marinette.

Wyoming

Connie McCain, KFBC, Cheyenne.
Norman E. Wegmet, KWYO, Sheridan.
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Bilateral Talks Are
Due to Increase

Raise Every Dollar

We Can," RC Slogan
No quota can or will be set for the
film industry in the forthcoming
1945 Red Cross War Fund Week
campaign, N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman of the motion picture
industry's forces in the drive, told
The Film Daily yesterday in wake
of the announcement in Washington
by Basil O'Connor, Red Cross head,
that the all-over national goal has
been increased from $180,000,000 to
$200,000,000 because of exigencies
arising from the war situation both
in the Pacific and European theaters.
"The need for funds is so great,"
Rathvon declared, "that we of the
industry cannot conscientiously think
of such a thing as a quota," and
added, "We have to raise every dollar we can, and as many of them
as we can." The year ahead, he emphasized, is filled with uncertainties, and no quota, — which is invariably a minimum amount — , can
just be established arbitrarily as
sufficient to assure the full and effective functioning of the Red Cross
in all of that organization's varied
and essential duties.
Filmland's setup for the drive,
which starts March 15, will move
into high gear this week as result of
Rathvon's formal designation this
past week of exchange area heads
both in the Continental U. S. and in
Alaska, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin
Islands.

Stettinius Appears in
Peace Film WAC is Making
"Our goal is to prevent agTessors
from again disturbing the peaceful
nations of the world," was the keynote of an introductory speech by
Edward R. Stettinius, Secretary of
State, for a film being produced by
the War Activities
Committee.
The sequence which features the
Secretary of State was directed by
Elia Kazan at the 20th CenturyFox Movietone studios here Friday.
Among the more than 50 film executives who gathered at the luncheon in the studio to pay tribute to
the Government official, were Si Fabian, George J. Schaefer, Will Hays,
Y. Frank Freeman, Ben Hecht, Herman Robbins, Charles C. Moskowitz
and Jack Cohn.
The balance of the film which deals
with peace plans will be made on
the West Coast.

UlEDDinG BELLS
Madie Hammerstein, secretary to
Leopold Friedman, Loew's legal head,
has announced her engagement to
Seth G. Hess, of New York City.
Date for the nuptials will be set
shortly.

(Continued from Page 1)
in amassing trade facts and figures
and in working out details of the
ideal bilateral
agreements
toward
which it will strive.
The two meni
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"Ten Best'' Local Polls
• • • lUST AS THE FILM DAILY's annual "Ten Best Pictures"
contest applies a sensitive industry linger to the nation's critical pulse
both in the realm of the Fourth Estate and sphere of radio, so do the
innumerable local polls conducted in co-operation with it by newspapers
and radio stations take the pulse of fandom across the nation
And because in the last analysis it is the fan who pays not only Hollywood salaries but the stockholders' proiits — not to mention the "nut"
and net of exhibitors — the results of these local polls, reflecting as they
do sectional preferences, are a mighty intriguing by-product of the
national contest
▼
▼
▼
9

#

9

NOT

ALL

newspapers

or radio

stations

tally

their fan

ballots to select a "Ten Best" which represents local opinion, the practice of many dailies and stations being to merely check the ballots
against THE FILM DAILY'S "Ten Best" master list to determine local
poll winners
However,
a consensus
of local "Best" selections
reported by papers and stations to THE FILM DAILY shows these
pictures scoring in order given as the top fan group
"Going My
Way" and "Since You Went Away" (tied) "Madame Curie," "The
Song of Bernadette," "The White Cliffs of Dover" and "A Guy Named
Joe" (three latter tied), "The Story of Dr. Wassell" and "Dragon Seed"
(tied), "The Sullivans," "Lassie Come Home" and "Two Girls and a
Sailor" (another triple tie)— a total of II actually instead of the
traditional 10. . . .
▼
•

•

•

OTHER

FEATURES

T

T

singled out for fan attention in local

polls included "Gaslight," "Arsenic and Old Lace," "Mr. Skefiington,"
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey," "Mr. Winkle Goes to War," "Show
Business," "Home in Indiana," "Jane Eyre," "Destination Tokyo," "The
Miracle of Morgan's Creek," "Cover Girl," "Lifeboat," "The Purple
Heart," "Double Indemnity," "Lady in the Dark" and "See Here, Private
Hargrove"
So, in all, 27 features found places among the various
local press and radio polls as reported to THE FILM DAILY by their
sponsors
T
T
T
• • • THE most picture-wise amateur critics in the nation
would seem to be those residing in the bailiwick of the Philadelphia
Inquirer, according to the local poll results
The luquirer's \2th
annual local poll conducted by Mildred Martin saw the fans picking exactly nine of the 10 features chosen by the professional critics
The
Quaker City list substitutes "Two Girls and a Sailor" for "Lifeboat"
"Going My Way," as in the national poll, had a walkaway in the
Philadelphia contest, finishing some 900 ballots ahead of "Since You
Went Away"
In order of finish, other pictures winning out in
Miss Martin's local election were:
"Dragon Seed," "The Song of
Bernadette," "Madame Curie," "The Story of Dr. Wassell," "Gaslight,"

were
frequent consultation with'
MPPDAin representatives.
It is unlikely, Be Wolf said Friday, that there will be any worldwide conference on pix, although it
is barely possible still that pix might
be considered in conversations as
part of a world trade conference.
Such a conference may yet be held,
although there is no assurance. i
Last year saw the office engaged
in conversations with the British on
double taxation, and with the French
in an effort to prevent any legislation discriminatory against American pix and in an effort to work out
the transfer of funds from North
Africa to France so that American
companies will not suffer. Constant
conversations with Belgium and
Spain were also going on, with th«
Department being called upon to aid
in solution of various problems at
they arise.

25 Theaters Lined Up for
New Indie Buyers Service
Organization details of Independent Buyer Service, Inc., recently
formed booking and buying association in New Jersey, have been completed and the group is expected to
start operations immediately. Members are slated to meet today at the
Bellevue Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia for a luncheon-meeting at
which data on the combine may be
announced.
Approximately 25 theaters are expected to be the nucleus for the association. Among the charter members are Lee Newbury, Dave Snaper,
Irving Dollinger, Lou Gold and Eddie
Lachman.

STORK REPORTS

•

A six pound son, Thomas Franklin, was born to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Curtis Friday in Lenox Hill Hospital. The father, vice-president of
Weiss & Geller, now on leave to the
Marine Corps, is the son of Jack
Cohn, executive vice-president of
Columbia Pictures. The Curtis' have
one other Child, Bruce, aged three.

"Two Girls and a Sailor," "The Story of Dr. Wassell," "Dragon Seed,"
"Since You Went Away," "The Sullivans," "See Here, Private Hargrove," "The Song of Bernadette," "Janie" and "The White Cliffs of

An eight-pound son was bom on
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Gerety
of Rockville Center, L. I. The proud
daddy of the new arrival is the veteran film industry promotionalist and

"The White Cliffs of Dover," "Two Girls and a Sailor" and "A Guy
Named Joe"
T
▼
T
• • IN THE INQUIRER'S separate junior poll, designed to reflect the film appetites of younger fans, "Going My Way"
also took
the top spot
Then came these features in the order named

Dover" .■
•

•

T
•

WE'RE

AVENGING

▼
PEARL

▼
HARBOR!

editor of M-G-M's "The Lion's Roar."
This is the Gerety couple's third
child, the others being a boy and
a girl.
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Three Critics Piclced
Nine of Winning 10
Only three press and radio critics
as against last year's record number of 18 named nine of the "Ten
Best Pictures" of 1944, as chosen in
The Film Daily's 23rd annual poll.
The trio embraces J. Richard
Rauth, Daily Mail, Hagerstown, Md.,
Miss Laurel I. Gethin, Station
WMFP, Plattsburgh, Easton West,
Gpntinental Feature Sjmdicate, Hollywood.
For the latter, it was an encore —
he was one of the 18 who scored last
year.
Whereas in the 22nd annual poll,
46 critics and commentators named
eight of the winning 10, this year
saw the number shrink to 15. The
;list:
i Buck Herzog, Milwaukee Sentinel,
Milwaukee, Wis., Jane Dalton, Station WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C,
Vance Chandler, Authenticated News
Service, Hollywood, Calif., Clayton
Ward, Alhambra Post-Graduate, Alhambra, Calif., John H. Thompson,
The Register, Torrington, Conn.,
W. H. Hackman, The CommercialNews, Danville, 111., Winifred K.
Armstrong, The Daily Record, Lawrenceville, 111., Corbin Patrick, Indianapolis Star, Indianapolis, Ind.,
Timothy F. O'Hearn, Eagle-Tribune,
Lawrence, Mass., Miss Nancy Webb,
The Painesville Telegraph, Painesville, 0., J. Allen Thomas, Enid
Morning News, Enid, Okla., Mary
E. McGoey, Sunday Independent,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Walter R. Searer,
The Sentinel, Lewiston, Pa., Miss
Bonny Olsen, Daily News Searchlight, Bremerton, Wash., Richard E.
Hays, Seattle Times, Seattle, Wash.

Dismissal Motion Awaits
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GOING MY WAY: A supremely delightful senfimental comedy . . . merits recognition as one of the top films of the year. . . . The season has not produced to date more
delicious entertainment than this. . . . The film has everything to win popular acclaim.
. . . (Feb. 28, 1944.)
THE SONG OF BERNADETTE: Easily proves one of the outstanding offerings of
1943. ... It has been given masterly, sympathetic direction by Henry King and fine
production values by William Perlberg. . . . Jennifer Jones, David 0. Selznick's discovery, isideally cast. . . . (Dec. 27, 1943.)
SINCE YOU

WENT

AWAY:

Takes its place as a monarch of contemporary motion

picture entertainment. . . . The new Selznick offering hasn't the advantage of the prerelease hysteria which gripped moviegoers in the instance of GWTW, nor is it clad in
the regal robes of Technicolor, but counterbalancing these assets are SYWA's
greater timeliness and consequence. . . . (July 19, 1944.)

far

MADAME CURIE: Brought to the screen in a brilliantly produced, richly documented and intelligently conceived film that possesses all those qualities that stir a
lively public response. . . . Solid grosses should be the rule wherever the production is
exhibited. . . . (Nov. 22, 1943.)
DRAGON SEED: Superb dramatic film rich in artistry ... a film that should fill
us with new concern for the fate of China and her people. ... It is first rate drama
endowed with many tender moments. . . . Excellent acting abounds. . . . (July 18, 1944.)
THE WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER: Destined to rank high among 1944's elite
offerings, this powerful film establishes a milestone in wartime feature production. . . .
To date screen stories have been geared to those emotional urges essential to the war's
winning. . . . "The White Cliffs of Dover" performs this function, but something
very much more. . . . (March 13, 1944.)
GASLIGHT: Melodramatic masterpiece. . . .'is a gem of suspense. . . . Picture is
a brilliant and terrifying demonstration of the power of psychology. . . . Should be
accepted as enthusiastically as the stage presentation. . . . Everyone associated with the
film has contributed his best. . . . (May 11, 1944.)
A GUY NAMED JOE: War romance treated as fantasy stacks up as a fine box-office
film. . . . While fantasy is nothing new on the screen, the way it has been employed in
"A Guy Named Joe" is unusual, giving the production a novelty value that should help
roll up heavy grcsses and create plenty of talk. . . . (Dec. 24, 1943.)
THE STORY OF DOCTOR WASSELL: A stirring real-life drama of American
heroism which has all the elements that make for grosses in the higher brackets. . . . The
picture can be considered a tribute of the industry to American courage and a contribution to the war. . . . While DeMille has made other pictures that have had greater
audience appeal from fictional entertainment standpoint, he has offered nothing so

All of Murray's Evidence

gripping and inspiring as "Dr. Wassell." . . . (April 26, 1944.)

Chicago — Thomas Murray, the
plaintiff, and his son. Attorney Lester Murray, were on the stand for
cross-examination Friday by defense
attorneys who took them over Thalia Theater history and their efforts
to buy films for the house.
Attorney Harold Norman asked
Judge Holly for more time to check
Thalia Theater records of 1924-25.
He also said if the defense attorneys
wanted to offer a motion for dismissal of the proceedings to go ahead.
Defense Attorney Edward Johnston,
said the defense wants all of the
plaintiff's testimony in the court
records before taking up a motion.
Judge Holly ruled Friday afternoon that cause of action in the case
was assignable to Thomas Murray.
The defense lost a motion to eliminate this feature. Case was adjourned to this morning. Stanley
Thompson, Loew's attorney, returned to New York headquarters Fi-iday.
Louis Phillips, Paramount attorney,
remaining over for the case.

LIFEBOAT: Alfred Hitchcock has worked his magic again to make "Lifeboat" a
masterpiece of sustained suspense that impresses with its power. . . . The directorial
treatment makes "Lifeboat" a picture to see. . . . Possesses all the qualities that distinguish the Steinbeck writing. . . . The film is very much a series of character studies —
and superb ones at that. ... A marvel of realism. . . . (Jan. 12, 1944.)

SIDELIGHTS OF THE 1944 "TEH BEST"
1. Six of the "Ten Best" qualify as originals as against four last year; the quintet
embraces "Going My

Way,"

"Since You

Went Away," "The Story of Dr. Wassell,"
"Lifeboat," "A Guy Named Joe" and "The
White Cliffs of Dover." The last named
while rated an original, was inspired by the
poem of the same name.
2. Three stemmed from books, while the
1943 roster included four which represented
treatment of published stories. The three
were: "The Song of Bernadette," "Madame
Curie," a biography, and "Dragon Seed."
3". Only one of the winning 10 was derived from the theater.
The exception was

"Gaslight," picturized from the English stage
hit of the same name.
4. Three pictures were in the biographical bracket — "The Song of Bernadette,"
"Madame Curie" and "The Story of Dr.
Wassell." A year ago, "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" alone occupied a biographical niche.
5. The War's impact was increasingly noticeable, with no less than six of the winning
pictures treating directly or indirectly with
the conflict.
6. While no director this year is credited
with more than one winning picture, two of
the "Ten Best" were produced by Sidney
Franklin. These were "The White Cliffs of
Dover" and "Madame Curie."

(Continued from Page 1)
will consist of 29 pictures, 23 of
which are slated for the "A" category, with six "B" pictures to be
delivered by the Pine-Thomas unit.
Paramount, itself, will produce 16
features. Buddy DeSylva is down
for two, Cecil B. DeMille will make
one and four will come from Hal
Wallis, one or two of which will be
made in England, if possible.
The DeMille production has not
been determined.

ODT Will Control, Not
Ban, Industry Conclaves
(Continued from Page 1)

shows for the purpose of viewing
product as required under the terms
of the Government's consent decree,
no application need be made for such
travel to the ODT, that agency's
local offices explained on the weekend. In the instances of tradeshows, it was pointed out, exhibitor
transportation would quite generally
come under the heading of "suburban and interurban" services, and
these
are not affected by last week's
ODT directives.
Agency's offices also declared that
the directives do not per se rule
conventions or other meetings out
of the travel picture, but seek to
tighten existing controls. For example, if a convention or meeting
is contemplated for a purpose adjudged helpful to the war effort,
ODT will continue to furnish application blanks and then act upon the
request.
It dislocate
is not theessential
Government's
intention to
meetings, but rather to eliminate those
not absolutely necessary. Thus,
when 50 or more representatives of
any business organization are to
meet, application for transportation
will have to be made.

Four Bills Would Repeal
Colorado 2% Service Tax
Denver — Four bills to repeal the
obnoxious two per cent service tax
have been introduced in the Colorado legislature. The law expires
June 30, but just to make sure the
bills have been introduced, some of
which provide for extermination at
once. The bills are not only the result of pre-election promises by both
parties, but the move was urged by
Gov. John Vivian in his annual message. He also cautioned against any
levies to take the place of the service tax. The service tax applied
to all admissions above five cents.
Another bill of interest to theaters is the health bill that has
been tossed in the hopper. This
would enable a district health officer to close any theater, school, or
prevent public gatherings if he
thought public health were endangered. His rulings could be overruled by the district board -of health.
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Air Commentators
Agree onNine of 10
Radio's film commentators employ
virtually the identical critical yardstick as their compatriots, the reviewers of the American press, it is
indicated by a consensus of their
1944 "Ten Best Pictures" selections
made for The Film Daily's 23rd
annual poll.
The 95 radio commentators who
cast "Ten Best" ballots agreed with
nine of the 10 winning pictures, the
single exception being the substitution of Warners "Arsenic and Old
Lace" for 20th-Fox's "Lifeboat" as
the No. 10 pic. The Warners feature was No. 3 on the "Ten Best"
Honor Roll for the year.
The separate tally of the commentators votes, made for purposes of
comparison only, shows the commentators and reviewers concurring on
the first three, with some difference
in order of finish then noticeable.
Para's "Going My Way" received
81 votes from the commentators,
"The Song of Bernadette" (20thFox), 52, and the UA-Selznick
"Since You Went Away," 44.
Metro's "A Guy Named Joe" and
"Gaslight" both polled 41 commentators' votes, while Metro's "Dragon
Seed" was rewarded with 40 votes
and Metro's "Madame Curie", Para's
"The Story of Dr. Wassell" and
Metro's "The White Cliffs of Dover"
all received 39.
In the "Ten Best" national poll,
"Madame Curie" finished fourth, followed in Older by "Dragon Seed,"
"The White Cliffs of Dover," "Gaslight," "A Guy Named Joe" and "The
Story of Dr. Wassell."
The commentators gave "Arsenic
and Old Lace" 32 ballots.

for 'Dimes' Fund
$50,000sippi
Drive Goal
Missis
Mississippi, which collected $32,166 in the 1944 March of Dimes campaign, should top $50,000 this year,
in the opinion of Arthur Lehman,
state chairman. With 135 pledges
received, only two short of last
year's total, Lehman hopes to enroll
another 130 theaters including 100
houses catering strictly to Negro
patronage.
Television stations in New York
City, Philadelphia, and Schenectady
will televise the Greer Garson
"Miracle of Hickory" appeal trailer.
A "March of Dimes" publicity
committee meeting will be held at
the WAC headquarters tomorrow at
2:30 p.m.

Clark Brown Found Dead
Clark T. Brown, 42, until recently
a member of Paramount's legal department specializing in tax work,
was found dead early Friday while
on Coast Guard duty on Staten Island. For more than a year he had
been serving at least one day a
week on volunteer duty. Brown is
survived by his widow and two children. His home was in Larchmont.
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RADIO COmmEnTflTORS "TER REST"
A consensus of selections made by THE FILM DAILY's 2Srd
annual nation-wide poll in which 95 radio commentators joined
with the country's press critics to pick 1944'5 "Ten Best Pictures"
Votes :
"Going My Way" (Para.)

81

"The Song of Bernadette" (20th-Fox)

52

"Since You Went Away" (UA-Selznick)

. . 44

"A Guy Named Joe" (Metro)

41

"Gaslight"

41

(Metro)

"Dragon Seed" ( Metro)
"Madame Curie" (Metro)

40
39

"The Story of Dr. Wassell" (Para.)
"The White Cliffs of Dover" (Metro)

39
39

■ "Arsenic and Old Lace" (Warners)

8 Metro Releases Set;
15 More Pix Finished

32

Tack Benny Still Plans
Indie Film Production

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
vacation there will go to the Coast edian's appearance at Army camps,
for another periodic visit to the stu- and entertainment for the boys overdios.
seas during his 10-week
Summer
Three pictures will be released in radio layoff.
In addition to trade press and raJanuary, the first being "The Thin
dio editors of the Metropolitan and
Man Goes Home," which went out
out-of-town
newspapers, those who
Friday, followed by "Meet Me in St.
Louis," on the 19th and "Main Street attended Friday's luncheon were:
After Dark," on the 26th.
Phil Harris, Eddie "Rochester" Anderson, Don Wilson, and Larry StevIn February there will be "Music
for Millions" on the 9th, followed by
ens of the Jack Benny troupe; Clar"Blonde Fever," on the 16th, and
ence L. Menser, vice-president in
"This Man's Navy," on the 23d.
charge of NBC programs; Syd Eiges
Two are set for March, namely
NBC publicity, chief; Steve Hanna"Between Two Women," for the 9th, gan, Joe Copps, Leo Dolan, Dick
16th. "Nothing But Trouble" on the Mooney, and Bob Wachsman, puband
licist for the Benny show; Grant
Fifteen other pictures have been
completed but there are no indica- Flynn and Ed Reilley of the Ruthtions at present when the release rauff & Ryan agency; Bertha Braindates will be set. However, Rodg- ard, assistant to Menser.
ers will see all that are in the final
editing stages when he visits the Technicolor; "Keep Your Powder
studios, and on his return here will Dry," "National Velvet," in Technimost likely set up the releasing procolor; "Perfect Strangers," "The
Picture of Dorian Gray," "Son of
gram.
Finished are "Alter Ego," "Anch- Lassie," "Thrill of a Romance,"
ors Aweigh," in Technicolor; "The "Twice Blessed," "Without Love,"
Clock," "Gentle Annie," "The Hidden and "For Our Vines Have Tender
Eye," "Hold High the Torch,'
in Grapes."

67 Metro-Goldwyn'Mayer Pictures '^'Elected''
to the "^Ten Best'* Since Inception of Poll
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, by placing five pictures among the 1944 "Ten Best"
increased its total named since THE FILM DAILY national contest was inaugurated to the astounding high of 67 of which 55 placed in the polls of the last
13 years.
Tabulation of poll results to date, since 1921, reveals these grand standings
by companies:
Metro, 67; UA,
Film, 20; RKO, 16;
seven; Rathe (prior
Filmchoice, Tiffany

38; Warners, 29; Paramount, 25; 20th-Fox, including Fox
Columbia, nine; Universal, six; First National (old company),
to RKO merger), six; Associated Exhibitors, PDS, Hodkinson,
and Goldwyn and Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, prior to Samuel

Goldwyn's UA association, one each.

(Continued from Page 1)

three-day sales meeting in Chicago.
Grainger stated that the move was
made to afford greater concentration on the part of all district sales
managers.
Under the new setup, Steinberg
will cover the Prairie district, including St. Louis, Kansas City, Des
Moines and Omaha, while Colquhoun
was assigned to the Southwestern
sales district covering Dallas, Oklahoma City and Memphis.
The Midwestern sales district, under Will Baker, will now comprise
Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee,
and Minneapolis; Merritt Davis,
Southern district, will now cover
Atlanta, Charlotte, New Orleans, and
Tampa;trict, will
Maxwell
Gillis, ofEastern
disbe in charge
New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington; Sam
Seplowin, Central district, will cover
Detroit, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and
Pittsburgh; Jack Davis, New England district, will cover Boston, New
Haven, Buffalo, and Albany; and
Francis Bateman, Western district,
will continue to cover Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle,
Salt Lake City, and Denver.
Company's third and last sales
conference will be held Jan. 22-23
at its North Hollywood studio.

Para. Huddles Will Map
FWTBT Adv. Exploitation
Advertising and exploitation on
Paramount's "For Whom the Bell
Tolls," which will be released for
popular priced engagements on Feb.
16, will be discussed Friday and
Saturday at a meeting of company
district advertising representatives
and advertising and publicity directors of important theaters and circuits throughout the country. Sessions will be held at the Hotel Pierre.
Bob Gillham will open the meeting
and then turn over the sessions to
Alec Moss, exploitation manager. Al
Wilkie, publicity manager, and
Stanley Shuford, advertising manager, will participate.
Other pictures to be discussed will
be Hal Wallis' "Love Letters" and
"The Affairs of Susan" and "Salty
O'Rourke" and "Two Years Before
the Mast." "For Whom the Bell
Tolls"
is included in Paramount's
third block.

SEND BIRTHDAY
UREETIiUS TO..
William
Karl

January 15
Beaudlne
Chauncey Brown
Freund
Lloyd Bridges
Elaine Riley
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WANTED: 11,000,000 SEATS IN 1945
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NOW!
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Cuban Critics Vote
Argentine Pi( Best

DAILY

Coast WAC's Report
Sliows Big War Aid

^^Be^r' Multiple Credits

Analysis of production and cast credits of the 1944 "Ten Best Pictures," as
Havana (By Air Mail) — ^That great- voted in THE FILM DAILY'S 23rd annual poll, spotlights these multiple contributions :
er competition in Cuba from Mexican and Argentine products is in
LEO McCAREY produced and directed "The Song of Bernadette" and "Lifeboat."
the offing for United States films is story.
"Going
My Way,"
and also authored
its
indicated by the "Ten Best" Pictures of 1944 chosen by members of
ARTYC, organization of Cuban film
critics. Not only did they select an
Argentine film as the outstanding
film of the year, but a second Argentine and one Mexican pic were
included among the selections.
In order of choice the pix were:
"Todo Un Hombre" (Argentine),
Artistas Argentinos Asociados Production; "The Voice in the Wind"
(UA); "Madame Curie" (M-G-M);
"Dona Barbara" (Mexican); "Flesh
and Fantasy" (Universal); "Lassie
Come Home" (M-G-M); "Watch On
the Rhine" (Warner); "Casa de
Munecas" (Argentine, Studios San
Miguel production); "The Phantom
Lady" (Universal) and "Heaven Can
Wait" (20th-Fox).
On the Cuban Honor Roll, the critics placed: "Lifeboat" (20th-Fox);
"Claudia" (20th-Fox); "Murallas de
Pasion" (Argentine); 'Going My
Way" (Paramount); "El Penon de
las Aminas" (Mexican); "Action in
the North Atlantic" (Warner); "Mrs.
Skeffington" (Warner); "North Star"
(RKO) and "We Will Come Back"
(Russian).
Settle Opera-on-Tour Suit
Opera-on-Tour's $90,000 damage
suit against James C. Petrillo, head
of the American Federation of Musicians, and Richard F. Walsh, head
of the lATSE, has been settled. The
plaintiff had accused the AFM of
threatening to put it out of business
unless it ceased the use of. records
and inducing the lATSE to call a
strike in 1938. The outfit has been
inactive since the strike.

Buenos Aires Critics
Picfe '^Way'' as Best
Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) —
Adding to its collection of honors,
"Going My Way" has been voted
the best foreign picture of 1944 by
this capital's film critics. The Leo
McCarey Para, production played the
Rex Theater the last two weeks of
November and the first week in December for a three-week record run
and then moved on to the Ambassador.
Presented with English dialogue
and Spanish superimposed titles, the
film had to compete with productions
spoken in Spanish from Mexico and
Spain. It did not compete with
Argentine pictures, as the award
was for the best foreign film of
1944.

HUGH

HUNT

for "Madame
DAVID 0. SELZNICK produced "Since
You Went Away"
* and * wrote* the screenplay.
CECIL B. DeMILLE

produced and directed

was associate set decorator

Curie" and "Dragon Seed."

IRENE supervised costuming of "Madame
Curie," "Dragon Seed," "The White Cliffs
of Dover," "Gaslight" and "A Guy Named

"The Story cf Dr. Wassell."
MARY ANDERSON played in "The Song
of Bernadette" and "Lifeboat."
JAMES

BASEVI appeared as cast member

of both "The
"Lifeboat."
ALBERT

Song

*

of

Bernadette"

*

Went

Away"

:;; *

*

and "Madame

LIONEL BARRYMORE had roles in "Since
Curie."
You
Went Away" and "A Guy Named Joe."
JOHN

COPE

JENNINGS

furnished special

photographic effects for "Going My Way"
and "The Story of Dr. Wassell."
JENNIFER

JONES

played important roles

in "The Song of Bernadette" and "Since
*
Joe."
* *
*
You
Went Away."
was a player in

BASSERMAN

"Since You

and

GORDON

collaborated on sound re-

cording of both "Going My Way" and "The
Story of Dr. Wassell."
GLADYS COOPER played in "The Song
of Bernadette" and "The White SCIiffs of

VAN JOHNSON appeared in "Madame
Curie," "The White Cliffs of Dover" and
"A Guy Named *Joe." «
*
HAROLD
"Madame

F. KRESS

THOMAS

LITTLE handled set decorations

for "The Song of Bernadette" and "Life-

*
AGNES

*

«

MOORHEAD

"Since You
JOSEPH COTTEN had roles in "Since
Dover."
Ycu Went Away" and "Gaslight."

was film editor for

Curie"* and sii
"Dragon
Seed."
*

Went

Away"

*

boat."
WARREN

was cast member

*

and

of

"Dragon

.1=

NEWCOMBE

provided special

effects for "Madame Curie," "Dragon Seed,"
JACK DAWN
created make-up for "The White Cliffs of Dover," "Gaslight,"
:;< *
"A Guy Named
Joe." *
"Madame Curie," "Dragon Seed," "The andSeed."
White Cliffs of Dover" and "Gaslight."
GUY PEARCE handled makeup for "The
i'fi
>'f
*
IRENE DUNNE co-starred in "The White Song of Bernadette"
and "Lifeboat."
Cliffs of Dover" :;:
and *
"A Guy
>); Named Joe."
JOSEPH RUTTENBERG was director of
HANS DREIER was an art director for
photography for "Madame Curie" and "Gasboth "Going My Way" and "The Story of
* *
♦
Dr. Wassell."
GEORGE

■^

*

;;«

FRED

FOLSEY was director of photog-

raphy for "The White Cliffs of Dover," and
collaborated in same capacity for "A Guy

*
*
«
Named Joe."
SIDNEY FRANKLIN produced both
"Madame Curie" and "The White Cliffs of
*

5r

:?

Named

ARNOLD

*
Joe."

*

*

GILLESPIE collaborated on spe-

cial effects for "The White Cliffs of Dover"
and "A Guy Named
* Joe."
*
*
JAKOB

GIMPEL

furnished the piano solos

»!» *

FRANK

■:■ *

E. HUGHES

was

associate set

decorator for "The Song of Bernadette" and
"Lifeboat."
RENE

HUBERT

handled

costuming

of

"The Song of Bernadette" and "Lifeboat."
ROGER HEMAN collaborated on sound for

*

C. AUBREY SMITH had roles in "Madame Curie" and "The White Cliffs of

*

*

*

STOTHART

provided the music

scores for "Madame Curie," "Dragon Seed,"
"The
White Cliffs of Dover." and "A Guy
Dover."

*

*

*

Named Joe."
DOUGLAS SHEARER was recording director for "Madame Curie," "Dragon Seed,"
"The White Cliffs of Dover," "Gaslight,"
and "A Guy Named Joe."
*

*

s<

GILE STEELE supervised men's costumes
for "Madame Curie" and "The White Cliffs

for "Gaslight" and played a role in the production.

*

handled special effects

light."

HERBERT
boat."

CEDRIC GIBBONS handled art direction
Dover."
for "Madame Curie," "Dragon Seed," "The
White Cliffs of Dover," "Gaslight" and "A
Guy

SERSEN

for "The Song of Bernadette" and "Life-

*

*

*

HENRY TRAVERS appeared in the casts
of Dover."
of "Madame
Curie"
Seed."
* *and "Dragon
*
ROBERT

WALKER

was a cast member

of "Since You Went

Away" and "Madame

DAME
Curie."

MAY

WHITTY

(Continued from Page 1)

Francis S. Harmon, WAC executivi
vice-chairman, at the annual lun^
cheon meeting today at Perino's reS'
taurant, and at the session the Hollywood WAC committee for '44 vdl
headed
by John
turn over
dutiesCromwell,
to the chairman;
'45 grouj'^
Edward J. Mannix, vice-chairman, ;
and Tom W. Baily, co-ordinator.
:
New committee to be installed
comprises Bert Allenberg, Fred W,
Beetson, Harry Brand, Trem Carr,
Y. Frank Freeman, Emmet Lavery,
George Murphy, Kenneth Thomson
and Walter Wanger, with Flinn remaining as executive board member.
Following installation, Taylor M.
Mills, chief of OWI's Domestic Motion Picture Bureau; Ted R. Gamble, Treasury
director,
and Dept.'s
HarmonWFD
will national
deliver
talks. Plans for '45 will be discussed
and program of subjects outlined.
Flinn paid tribute in his report to
invaluable assistance of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, Artists' Managers Guild,
AMPP, California Theater Council,
IMPPA, Hollywood Victory Committee, Hollywood Writers Mobilization,
Public Information Committee, SAG,
SDG, SWG, SIMPP, and to Stanton
Griffis, former OWI Bureau of Motion Pictures chief; his successor,
Taylor M. Mills; George J. Schaefer,
WAC chairman, Herman Gluckman,
treasurer, and Francis S. Harmon,
executive vice-chairman.
Films produced as a voluntary war
effort and requested by various Government agencies varied in length
from 50 to 2,000 feet and were made
for the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
Treasury Dept., Red Cross, National
War Fund, Women's Army Corps
and other bureaus and groups. Makers of the productions were Columbia, Lester Cowan, Walt Disney, MG-M, Paramount, RKO, Republic,
David 0. Selznick, 20th-Fox, Universal, Walter Wanger and Warner
Bros. Subjects were released via
WAC's Distributor Division to 16,000 member theaters, separate from
contributions made by newsreels.

MPSA Honors Chavez
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Motion Picture
Society for the Americas tendered
a luncheon at the Beverly Hills Hotel Saturday to Carlos Shavez, prominent composed and conductor of
Mexico City who is here to give two
concerts at the Philharmonic Auditorium.
Curie,"
"The White Cliiffs of Dover" and
"Gaslight."

*

EDWIN

*

B. WILLIS

*

handled set decora-

tions for "Madame Curie," "Dragon Seed,"
"The White Cliffs of Dover," "Gaslight,"
and "A Guy
LYLE

*
Named

WHEELER

*Joe." *
collaborated on art di-

rection for "Dragon Seed" and "A

played in "Madame
Named

Joe."

Guy

II
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"AW NISTER...HAVE A HEART!
For years we have prided ourselves on the
quick, careful and courteous manner

in v/hich

we handled our customers.
Today we are on the spot as never before,
trying to maintain the reputation for service we
were so many years building up.
, '
As you read these lines, exactly 504 of
our highly-trained personnel are giving their
services to Uncle Sam.
504 out of 1 600 employees, or practically
one out of every three employees are away on
military duty. That's a big chunk to take out of
a service organization like ours, and for us to
still keep going as well as we do.
Many of these boys are right out of your
own territory too, and when they went— God
bless them— they left a hole that seems almost
impossible to fill.
So we are trying hard to carry on until
**'?-,,
they come back to us.
And when things go wrong, please have
a little understanding, a little tolerance— Please
Mister, have a heart!
In the meantime, kindly get those playdates in to us, as far ahead as possible. That
will help us a lot.
And when some new boy or girl here, happens to pull a boner, or something else happens to aggravate you— Please have a heart.
And thank you.

WHO
JOIN

nmwnt^tJLjetee^
SERVICE
\^ PRIZE BRBY OF THEinDUSTRY
STANDARD

ACCESSORIES

TRAILERS

CAN

REFUSE

MARCH

OF

TO
DIMES

HELP

CHILDREN?

(JAN.

25-31)

J. E. BRULATOUR,

Inc.

Congratulates
all the cameramen who were responsible for
the outstanding photography in the production
of the pictures, as selected by the Critics of the
Nation, in the Film Daily Annual poll.

J. E. BRULATOUR
(INC.)

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

EASTMAN
Fort Lee
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TEN CENTS

NO FCC ALLOCATIONS FOR THEATER TELE
N.Y. Astor to be Selznick, Goldwyn Showcase
Producers Will Alternate
Pix in Broadway House

HUGH OWEN TO RE-IOIN PARAMOUNT

lUnder a 30 Months' Deal

Resigns as Sales Chief of Vanguard to Head Newly Created
New York and Southern
Division

I Under a deal covering approximately two and a half years, David
0. Selznick and Samuel
Goldwyn

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Wasliington — Indicating- that
it looks to wide-band color teleHugh Owen yesterday resigned as division managers.
vision in the not too distant
general sales manager of Vanguard
Reagan said that when Owen reFilms, Inc., and will return to Paramount, with which
he formerly was
Eastern division
sales manager, in
February when
h i s resignation
becomes effective.
Owen left
Paramount in April,

1944, to join the
David 0. Selznick
organization.
Owen
rejoins
Paramount as
manager
lof the
DAVID
O. SELZNICK
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
newly created
New York and
have completed arrangements for
Southern division,
HUGH
OWEN
the use of the Astor Theater as a
it was announced
(Continued on Page 31
by Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
in charge of sales.
Paramount exchanges are now supervised by three

Ontario Exhibs. Face
Tax Revival TItreaf

Service Still Experimental;
12 Bands for Current Tele;
Wide-band Color Near

turns, the exchanges will be split as
follows:
Eastern division under William
Erbb, Boston, New Haven, Albany,
Buffalo, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Washington.
New York and Southern division
under Owen, New York and New
Jersey, Atlanta, Charlotte, and New
Orleans.
Central division under James J.
Donohue, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, Indianapalis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Dallas, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City and Memphis.
Western division under George A.
Smith, Kansas City, St. Louis, Des
Moines, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle, Denver. Salt Lake
City and Omaha.
Oscar Morgan continues as short
subjects sales manager for the entire United States.

Free Spending Days
Over; Film B. 0. Hit

12,000 Houses Set

future, the FCC announced this
morning that it intends to limit to
12 the number of bands which are
available for the current "narrowband" monochrome tele. Although
this improved service is not yet
ready for wide-scale commercial exploitation, the FCC believes it is
(Continued on Page 3)

8% Raw Stock Cut
For First Quarter!
The industry's raw stock allotment
for the first quarter of 1945 is expected to be approximately 8 per
cent less than that of the first quarter of 1944, or slightly less than
27,000,000 feet. The allotment is
(Continued on Page 2)

Technicolor Lab Starts
"Colonel Blimp" Prints

Toronto — There has been no acThe Technicolor laboratory in
tual revival of the Provincial amuseHollywood yesterday started making
ment tax in Ontario, despite a reLiberal spending by the public ap- prints for Eagle-Lion's "Colonel
With pledges by theaters to parport to the contrary, but the 430
in the 1945 Movies March
pears to have halted in several ter- Blimp," which will enable the comtheater owners and managers are of Dimes ticipatepouring
pany to give
the picture
ritories with a corresponding effect
in at the rate of
(Continued
on Pagea pre-release
8)
keeping their fingers crossed in the
1,000 per day, and the total of parti- on the box-offices. An apparent
(Continued on Page 8)
cipating houses already having rock- slump in various key city areas has
eted over the 12,000 mark, through been blamed on adverse weather and
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
Lasky may Release

WPB Brownout Order
Is Effective Feb. 1
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB announced yesterday that effective Feb. 1 all outdoor advertising and promotional
lighting is out. This includes theater
marquee lighting in excess of 60
watts for each marquee. Outdoor
decorative and ornamental lighting
and outdoor display lighting except
for the conduct of business of outdoor establishments is also ordered
discontinued.

Pix Through Columbia

Studios Favor Print Cut
See That Only Way

to Meet Raw Stock Slash

Princess, St. Louis, Case
Set for Apr. 18 Hearing
St. Louis — The Princess theater
unreasonable clearance complaint
against the Big Five, which is the
basis of the anti-trust damage suit
of the St. Louis Amusement Co. et
(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Consensus of studio
production experts is that little more
saving in raw stock can be effected
at their plants and that the number
of pictures made will have to be reduced to meet the raw stock slash.
They declare that the biggest econ(Continued on Page 8)

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — It is strongly believed
here that Jesse L. Lasky Productions, formed by Lasky and Walter
MacEwen, who is vice-president and
general manager of the new company, will release through Columbia.
The organization will make two to
four pictures yearly and is expected
a deal will be consummated following the return to Hollywood next
week of President Harry Cohn of
Columbia, who is in New York.

^
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finflnciflL
■ (Monday,
NEW YORK
Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts. pfd.. .
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner Bros
NEW YORK
Monogram Picts. . .
Radio-Keith cvs. .
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

Low
175/8

Net
Close
Chg.
18
+
Vs

213/4
481/4
53/8

21
481/8
53/8

21
481/8
53/8

—
+

185

7/8
1/8

29

1791/4 1781/2 1781/2 —

185

185

231/2
231/8
231/4
781/2
77
77
297/8
295/8
297/8
91/4
9
9
927/8
921/2
923/4
287/8
281/2
285/8
357/8 351/2 353/4
14
135/8
135/8

will be in New Haven today

—
—
-I-

1/2
5/8
13/8
1/8

—

1/8

—

DOROTHY McCUIRE, starring in RKO's "The
enchanted Cottage," is vacationing in New York
and will spend the week-end in Washington.
FRANCES LANCFORD arrived here yesterday
from the Coast.
ROBERT K. HAWKINSON, assistant to Phil
Reisman, RKO's foreign chief, left Friday by
plane
a six-week's
tour of the company's
Central for
American
exchanges.
A. A. SCHUBART, RKO head of exchange operations, arrived on the Coast for a 10-day visit.
FRED S. GULBRANSEN, RKO's manager for
Panama and Central America, arrived in New
York
man. for home office conferences with Phil Reis-

1/8

RUSSELL BIRDWELL, publicist, will arrive in
Hollywood today from New York.
CLYDE ECKHARDT, 20th-Fox Los Angeles manager, is in Chicago where he will appear as a
defense witness in Thomas Murray's $1,000,000
damage suit.

Wolfe Cohen to Hold
Sales Meet in Panama

Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
Warners Pictures International in
charge of Latin America, Australia
33/8
31/4
33/8
and the Far East, leaves New York
13/8 11/4
11/4
33/4
31/2
35/8
on Jan. 29 for an extended trip
221/2
221/4
221/4 —
1/4
through his territories, with a stopover in Panama, where he will hold
221/8
213/4
221/8
+
1/8
a sales meeting for managers and
supervisors of nearby countries.
Shiffrin Returning to Paris
Simon S. Shiffrin, head of the mo- Cohen's first stop on leaving New
tion picture division of the Ministry York will be the Burbank studio,
of Information of Free France, plans then to Mexico City and Panama.
to depart for Paris within the next Following the Panama meeting,
couple of weeks to obtain further in- Cohen sails for Sydney, Australia.
formation on the status of French
film production. He expects to return in two or three months with a Wiseman Rites Held
report on his findings.
A funeral service for Harrison G.
Wiseman, 67, theater architect who
died Friday, was held Sunday in the
Walter Cooke funeral home on 72nd
St. Wiseman, associated with the
late Henry B. Herk and Thomas W.
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
Lamb, designed many of the Loew
theaters, the William Fox Studios
1-600 BROADWAY.
N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
on 10th Ave., the John Golden TheaComplete
Film and
ter, and is known for his conversion
Disc Recording Facilities
of the Scottish Rite Temple to the
Manhattan Opera House.
CURB

MARKET

REEVES

BOB HOPE, FRANCES LANCFORD, JERRY
CCLONNA and VERA VAGUE were visitors at
the theChicago
photographers' annual dinner
at
MorrisonpressHotel.

EDWARD COHEN and LESLIE WHELAN of
20th Century-Fox International Corp. are en
TOM
CONNORS,
vice-president
in charge
of jroute for visits to Latin America.
sales of 20th-Fox, and W. C. GEHRING, Western
sales manager, have returned from Toronto.
A. A. WARD, vice-president and general manager of Altec Lansing Corp., arrived from the
ROBERT FOLLIARD and HARRY CITTLESON
Coast for conferences with Army and Navy perarrive in Dallas Thursday on the last leg of their sonnel.
current tour in behalf of the 1945 Ned Depinet
Drive.
GEORGE D. 'BURROWS, Monogram vice-president and treasurer, left New York last night for
OSCAR F. NEU, president of Neumade products, Hollywood.
arrived in Washington for a week's stay.
HARRY OlSHAN, Columbia salesman. New
THERESA HELBURN is en route to Hollywood
Haven, has returned to his office, after a twoweek's vacation.
to select players for "Carrousel," musical version of "Liliom," for Broadway.
JOE ROBERTS, of Vanguard Films, is on a trip
EDWARD G. ROBINSON, co-star or RKO's "The to Chicago, Des Moines and Dallas.
Woman in the Window," left the Coast yesterday
HARRY MOSKOWITZ, THEO JUNG, of Loews
with MRS. ROBINSON, and is heading East to
attend the Presidential inauguration as well as theater department home office, and HARRY F.
SHAW,
Loew-Poli division manager, New Haven,
the Broadway premiere of film Jan. 25.
made an inspection tour in Hartford.

LEOPOLD FRIEDMAN, general counsel and
secretary
of Loew's, arrived here yesterday from
a Florda vacation.

High
18

29

PICKFORD

NICHOLAS NAPOLI, president of Artkino Pictures, will arrive in Cleveland today for a short
business trip.

January
15)
"^^~
STOCK MARKET

29

MARY

for March of Dimes drive P. A.'s.
ROBERT BUCKNER. HENRY BLANKE and ARTHUR SCHWARTZ, Warners' producers, arrived
in New Ycrk over the week-end on business in
connection
wth
forthcoming
production.

TERRY TURNER, RKO Radio exploitation chief,
left yesterday for the South and Southwest,
with Washington
the first stop.
SONJAhere
HENIE,
star ofto RKO's
a Pleasure,"
arrived
yesterday
appear"It's
in her
ice show
den.
which
starts tomorrow at Madison Square Carwood.
PAUL

LUKAS

arrived yesterday from

Holly-

BOB HOPE will give his broadcast tonight for
the servicemen at Fort Monmouth, N. J., and
then leave for Philadelphia where he will be
presented
with the Poor
Richard Club's
1944
Awardtomorrow
for outstanding
achievement.
ORSON WELLES will start a lecture tour on
"The Nature of the Enemy" at the New York
City Center Monday, with visits to Baltimore,
Washington, Cleveland and Chicago. Welles will
also appear in Washington, Jan. 20, to participate
in the inauguration activities.
ED HINCHY, head of the Warner Bros, playdate department, departs tonight for Cleveland,
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia.
LESTER COWAN'S
ferred until today.

New

York arrival was de-

STAFF SGT. HERBERT HILLMAN, formerly at
the College, New Haven, and assistant at the
Lyric, Bridgeport, has returned on furlough after
three years in the Pacific.

U. S. Army Requisitions,
New Tax Hit French Pix
Paris (By Cable) — Requisitioning
of studios' remaining stocks of plywood, glue and plaster for the use
of American camouflage units, plus
imposition of a new 18 per cent
tax on gross receipts of theaters
have dealt a blow to the resurgence
of the French film industry. Theater operators are demanding a tax
cut or higher admissions.

Ray Wylie to Manage
UA New Haven Branch
Ray Wylie, UA salesman in Buffalo tei'ritory, has been promoted
to branch manager at the New Haven Exchange, Carl Leserman, genterday.eral sales manager, announced yesWylie, who has been with UA for 12
years, succeeds William S. Shartin,
recently transferred to Pittsburgh.
Leserman also confirmed the appointment of Jack Wrege as assistant to manager.
J. J. Unger, Western division

(Continued from Page 1)

slated for announcement on Feb. 1
when individual company allocations
may be disclosed at a meeting in
Washington.
If the newsreels ax'e required to'
take a 5 per cent cut in raw stock,
each reel issue will be trimmed 50
feet, it was learned.
Raw stock manufacturing outlook
appears to be somewhat brighter,
according to a spokesman, although
Army demands for X-ray and aero
film have increased.

Edward Klein Funeral
Services Here Today
Funeral sex'vices will be held in
Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th St.
and Amsterdam Ave., at noon today
for Edward L. Klein, 57, Eastern
manager of Ver Halen Publications,
motion picture magazines, of Hollywood, Calif. He died on Saturday
in Montefiore Hospital, Bronx, after
a brief illness. His residence was
at 25 Prospect Place, Tudor City.
From 1917 until 1941, he distributed U. S. films in London and Paris, and before entering the industr,y he practiced law in New York
and Louisville, Ky. Trade activities
included service as managing director of World-Wide Pictures, Ltd.,
and administration of Ampa as its
president. Former affiliations were
as advertising manager of CutlerHammer Mfg. Co. and of Phoenix
Chair Co.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Etta
Klein, and his father, Nathan Klein.

200 Fete Hardie Meakin
At Capital Testimonial
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Over 200 local industry figures gathered at the Hotel Willard last night in a testimonial dinner
to Hardie Meakin, 15 years manager
of the local RKO-Keith's and now
RKO divisional head, operating from
Cincinnati. Heading the list of those
who paid verbal tribute was RKO
Radio's president, Ned Depinet.
Arrangements were handled by a
committee including Fred Kogod and
Frank Boucher of the Kogod-Burka
circuit. Carter
T. Barron,
Loew's
divisional manager,
and Sol
Sorkin,
Meakin's successor at Keith's.

SEND BIRTDDiY
GREETINGS TO..
January 16

Harry Carey
Diana Wynyard
Alexander
Knox
Elmer G. Leterman
Katherine
Stewart
Mildred Terris
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No FCC Allocation
For Theater Tele

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S HEUIS

(Continued from Page I)

sufficiently close at hand so that it
lopped off one-third from the 18
)tele channels available for the current type of service.
No specific allocations for theater
television were made, with the FCC
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

Astor to be Selznkk,
Goldwyn Showcase

IKE'

DAILY

Washington — The FCC announced this morning that it has
provided 26 channels for use of
pix studios in set-to-studio communication and for "walkies-talkies." Of these, 22 will be between
25 and 28 megacycles and four between 156 and 162 megacycles — all
to be shared with non-interfering
services. The producers had asked
for a minimum of only three channels.

shut-down, Seiden had been devotCooper
to Capital
for 'Dimes'
ing his time to the manufacture ,6f
M'lishiiu/toii Buicau
of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — First film star to be
announced for the capital's March of
Dimes celebration of the President's
birthday is Gary Cooper, who will
appear in midnight shows at Loew's
Capital, Wai-ners' Earle and Lichtman's Howard. Names of other stars
will be released as they come
in. Loew's Carter Barron and Warners' John J. Payette are exhib.
chairmen for the Washington celebration, with Warners' Frank LaFalce as publicity co-ordinator.

•
Pollock's Novel in Fall

William Targ, sales manager of the
World Publishing Co., announced yesterday the acceptance of a book called
"Your Baby, Sir," by Louis Pollock,
former UA director of advertising
and publicity, for Fall publication.
Several producers are interested in
pointing out that the service is still the film possibilities.
•
experimfintal. On the other hand,
Cinema Studios Reopened
the FCC declares that it "will give
The Cinema Studios, Palisade, N.
consideration to applications for experimental authorization involving J., modernized and reopened by Joe
intra-city transmissions, including Seiden, is currently being rented by
of Time.
During the long
studio to transmitter, remote pick- March
up and intra-city multiple address
Mrs.
Ella
Willard
Dead
stations, on the frequencies between
Mrs. Ella Willard, 82, retired ac480 and 920 megacycles" — the same
portion of the spectrum allotted for
tress, widow of Charles Willard, character actor, died in the Lenox Hill
experiments in color television — "on Hospital.
the basis that use of these frequencies will be discontinued when needed
I. Belmont Allen Dead
for the broadcast service.
N. H. — I. Belmont Allen,
"In addition, experimentation with 74,Rochester,
former stage manager at the City
intra-and intex'-city relay of theater
television programs may be author- Opera House, is dead.
ized in the following bands of fre- would undoubtedly be presented to
quencies: 1900-2.300, 3900-4400, 3900- the public in monochrome, possibly
4550, 5750-7050, 10500-13,000, 16000- using the present television standard of 525 line definition. It was
18000 and 26000-30000 megacycles."
Fifteen channels had been asked also claimed that improved picture
for this service during the alloca- quality in monochrome comparable
tion hearing last October, as an to 35 mm. motion picture film, and
initial grant to facilitate develop- also the addition of color will unment of the service in the post-war.
doubtedly be required if theatrical
The service calls for an intra-city television presentations are to meet
studio transmitter station, an intra- with public acceptance on a basis
city multiple addressee station and comparable with present motion picture film presentation.
inter-city relay. Requests for frequencies has included a total of 75
"It was claimed that for a transmission of monochrome television, a
20-megacycle bands.
band width of 20 megacycles would
The commission recalls that:
be required which would be suitable
"It was stated that theater televis- for
525 to 800 line definition. For
ion in the immediate post-war period
monochrome of higher definition and
for color transmission, a channel
width of 40 megacycles would be required. This would permit a definition in monochrome comparable to
the present 35 mm. film definition
and for three-color transmission of
Palm Beach, Fla. — Messmore Ken- approximately 750 line definition.
"It was stated that ultimately the
dall, president of the company oper- theater
television industry would
ating the New York Capitol theater,
which he built, was married here employ highly directive antennas and
not require any freSaturday to Sepha Tx-eble, Bi-itish then would
quencies below 10,000 mc. except in
actress.
very rare cases where the terrain,
Engagement of Joy Goidell of for instance, would make it imposSpringfield, Mass., and Allen A.
sible to use frequencies above 10,Brandt, son of William Brandt, cir- 000 mc. However, since it is questionable whether such transmitting
cuit operator, was announced last
week.
and receiving equipment
would be

UIEDDIRG BELLS

recording
Air Force. equipment for the U.' S.
•
State Post for Dunbar
Denver — Duke Dunbar, who for
years was secretary of the old Denver Film Board of Trade, has been
named deputy attorney general for
Colorado. Dunbar has been in the
attorney general's office for the past
two years as assistant attorney general.

•
Shaw Back to Hollywood

Bandleader Artie Shaw, who recruited a 17-piece orchestra after
his
medical
discharge
years'
service in the
Navy, from
will two
return
to
the Coast for picture commitments
after his New York Strand engagement which starts Jan. 26.

•
Espy Joins De Sylva
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Reeves Espy, general
manager of the Myron Selznick
Agency, yesterday joined the B. G.
De Sylva Productions as general
manager.

Eagle-Lion Deal to Handle
Ealing Films Reported Set
London (By Cable) — Deal by
which Eagle-Lion, Ltd., will take
over distribution of Ealing product,
in negotiation for a period of weeks,
tion.reported on the point of finalizais
available immediately in the postwar period, requests were made for
frequencies below 10,000 mc, in order
to permit immediate experimental
operation
of the Commend
proposed service."
Tele Leaders
Action
Leaders in the radio-television field
generally interpreted the FCC proposals as a "green light" for television in its present state of development but making ample provisions for experimental development in the higher spectrum. Paul
W. Kesten, CBS executive vice-president, said the facts presented by
the FCC "strip the advocates of
low-frequency, low definition television of all hope that television will
remain at that level."
Ralph Austrian, executive viceprexy of RKO Television Corp. said:
"If the channels are equitably assigned, it seems to me that commercial television will be a reality
immediately upon the availability of
facilities, material and manpower."
Samuel H. Cuff, general manager
of DuMont's tele station WABD said
the allocations have "given televis'green
light' "
whichion the
he long-awaited
called far more
important
than any assignment of frequencies.
Raymond E. Nelson, vice-prexy in
charge of television for the Charles
E. Storm agency said: "We are extremely gratified that the FCC has
given television the 'green light.' "

(Continued

from Page 1)

Broadway showplace for their independently produced pictures. The
two producers will alternate their
films in the theater which will be
operated by the Astor Theater Co.,
a wholly owned subsidiary of the
City Investing Co., owners of the
property.
Loew's lease on the Astor expired
on Dec. 31, but its currently playing
picture, "Meet Me in St. Louis," will
continue until Feb. 4. The SelznickGoldwyn arrangement starts on Feb.
9 when Goldwyn's "The Princess
and the Pirate" opens for a run.
Selznick's "Spellbound" will be the
next picture and it probably will be
followed by Goldwyn's "The Wonder
City Investing Co. will pay a film
rental to the Selznick and Goldwyn
organizations, based on the gross
receipts. If neither company should
have a picture available at the close
of a Goldwyn or Selznick engagement, an outside company will be
Man."
permitted to book a pictui'e into the
houseGoldwyn.
with the approval of Selznick
and
It was explained at a press parley
conducted jointly by James A. Mulvey, representing Goldwyn, and Neil
Agnew, representing Selznick, that
the deal solved the problem of the
Broadway theater shortage. It was
indicated that similar arrangements
might be made in other cities where
and when a like problem arose, although no immediate deals were contemplated.
Between Feb. 4 and Feb. 9, a modernization program will be undertaken on the Astor, including the
addition of between 180 and 200
seats. Loew's will remove its sound
equipment and new equipment will
be installed.
City Investing Co. now owns the
Fulton, Bijou, Forrest and Morosco,
all legitimate houses, and the Victoria, picture theater. Robert Dowling, president, told The Film Daily
yesterday that his company had extensive post-war theater building
plans for New York.
"Pirate" Tops Records
Samuel Goldwyn's Bob Hope starrer, "The Princess and the Pirate,"
an RKO Radio release, is currently
shattering all previous box-office
records throughout the country, according to RKO Radio General Sales
Manager
Robert Mochrie

IN NEW POSTS
CHARLES

M.

SCHOOFF,

film

editor,

Chicago

Shopping News.
CLAUDE
LEACH, JR., sales promotion manager,
Bendix
Aviation
specialty division, Chicago.
EDWARD C. GILLETT, sales manager, amusement
division,
Brunswick
Baike
Collender
Co.,
Chicago.
E. L.

GOLDBERG,

Paramount

salesman,

Chicago.
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Free Spending Days
Over; Film B.O. Hit

TO THE COLORS!
LT.

*

DECORATED

*

IRVING L. CUSS, formerly employed by the
Mecca F Im Laboratories, Inc., New York,
received the Distinguished Flying Cross for
piloting a group to safety when the plane's
instruments failed while crossing the Alps.
LT.
MUCH J. WARD, formerly manager, Warners'
Shore, Chicago, was Awarded the Bronze
Star for bravery in action in the South
Pacific.

112,000
Houses
Set
{For
Dimes
Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)
last night, indications are that the
drive will exceed not only in enthusiasm but in collections the 1944
campaign by a wide margin, according to national headquarters in
'the local Hotel Astor.
R. J. "Bob" O'Donnell and Karl
Hoblitzelle, Texas chairmen, announced that entire opening night's
"take" at Interstate's new 1,000-seat
Laurel Theater in San Antonio will
go to the Texas Dimes fund. Some
900 stands are co-operating in the
Lone Star State and last year's collections are expected to be doubled. If
this goal is attained, something over
$428,000 would go to the drive.
Only 20 stands in Connecticut remain unpledged, but these are expected to be enrolled by mid-week
to give the Nutmeg State 100 per
cent representation, I. J. Hoffman,
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Studios Favor Cut
In Number of Prints

(Continued from Page 1)
(C'titinued from Page 1)
other factors, but there is some baomy will have to be made in releasi
sis for belief that the so-called boom
prints, which is a problem for dis
is Hearing its end, despite top grostribution departments, and that foot
ses in several situations.
age used in distribution greatly e»
Boston box-office grosses have
ceeds that in production. \
not snapped back as anticipated
One belief is that the number oi
after holiday shopping spending has
prints could be decreased by doing
ended. A serious drop in theater ataway with national release dates and
tendance is reported in the Des
releasing
by territories. Studio repMoines territory. Storms are blamed
resentatives said practically every
for the slump in Memphis, St. Louis,
plant is restr-icting printing oi
Cincinnati and Buffalo, but the drop,
"takes" to only one per scene and
in the opinion of industry authori(Continued from Page 1)
that
the westerns
average of
ac
ties, may go deeper than weather hope that the Government will not
tion and
is "takes"
one and on
a half
conditions.
to two with an average of three on
Attendance at theaters in the follow up the recent tax threat with
more important pictures.
Greater Cleveland area started to an enactment at the session of the
which opens here Feb.
The Army, Navy and OWI are
15.
recede in the Summer and has never Legislature
fully cognizant of the raw film stock
regained the high level of the besituation, Taylor Mills, chief of
Premier George Drew implementginning of the year. Local theater
ed an election promise by providing state chairman reports. '
OWI's domestic film bureau, told
owners while feeling the peak is
Harry Browning's Boston publicity members of the WAC Hollywood di
passed, are not expecting a slump. a $20,000,000 subsidy for public committee
has
checked
in
with
word
They say they sense a spirit of more schools in Ontario to relieve the tax that Dimes coin collection boxes are vision and assured them that only
essential projects will be dealt with.
careful spending, of more shopping burden on real-estate owners in
for certain types of entertainment. 1945 but he has to find the money going
on
every
restaurant
cafeteria's
cashier desk in that city.
Admission price is not considered a elsewhere. Liquor profits in the
Plans locally have also been com- Princess, St. Louis, Case
factor in the situation. At least Province-controlled stores are dwindpleted for dedication of the Dimes Set for Apr. 18 Hearing
ling
because
of
stock
scarcity and
not yet. But with less overtime pay,
with growing casualty lists, with so he apparently intends to turn display at the Times Sq. Statue of
(Continued from Page 1)
more intensive Bond drives to take to the entertainment field for reve- Liberty at noon on Jan. 25. A parade, military bands, personal ap- al against Paramount, Warners, RKO
nue. If the new bill calls for the
up the slack money, exhibitors are
pearances of screen and stage stars,
anticipating business to stay at a same amusement tax schedule as and addresses by Mayor LaGuardia, Radio, 20th-Fox, the American Arcontained
in
the
regulations
abolishbitration Association, the owners of
pre-war level. As previously stated,
ed in 1937, the Province would reap Basil O'Connor and Harry Brandt the Princess and Apollo Theaters,
the admission scale has not yet enwill precede movie screen unveiling etc., was continued by consent by
tered into the reckoning.
When it some $li,500,000 through theaters and
showing of the Greer Garson
$2,500,000
through
does, it is expected that the first- 1 and other
amusement
places. " There
Harry Gerbs, AAA arbitrator, yesappeal
trailer throughout the afterrun houses will be the first affected. |is also a prospect that Canada may
terday until April 18. The amusenoon
and
evening.
Each
day
a
difVan Nomikos, Illinois Allied vice- also follow the U. S. in declaring a
ment company's damage suit is
ferent Broadway theater will secure
president, declares subsequent-runs turf' holiday which means that On- contributions to the several hundred scheduled for hearing in Federal
tario would lose a couple of million
Court here Jan. 23.
are having a tough time, but blames
delay in getting top films to the dollars as its share of the pari- glass jars bearing names of children.
general run houses. Generally, how- mutuel take in the season which An appeal recording will be made
ever, both Chicago circuit and inde- would open in May. There was also by child star Margaret O'Brien and Local B-5I Gets 10% Pay
pendent theater owners, report the a Provincial ticket tax for the track the record played from a mobile unit
in the Broadway area throughout
past year as one of the best.
patrons.
Tilt Retroactive to '42
the drive.
Although Connecticut first-runs
Theater organizations in Ontario
A 10 per cent wage increase, reThe
Silver
Screen
Canteen,
sponseem to have started 1945 with good are preparing to oppose a revival of
troactive to Dec. 1, 1942, was apsored by the Screen Office and Probusiness. New Haven neighborhoods the impost on several grounds. One
fessional
Employes
Guild,
Local
109,
proved
by
the War Labor Board for
insist big business headlines give a is that the Federal Government has
the Film Exchange Employes Union,
false impression of the over-all pic- stepped in with a 20 per cent levy CIO, will observe a special "March Local B-51, it is announced
of Dimes" night tomorrow at the
ture. Business at the nabes, exhibs. on theater grosses as a war measure Fraternal
Clubhouse.
by Lou Johnson, president and
report, has been downhill ever since and this development, of course, took
business agent. A similar deal
Labor Day.
place long after the Ontario Gov- Technicolor Lab. Starts
was reported to have been granted
ernment abolished the amusement
members of this union in Albany
Mrs. Dan Cowhig Dead
and Buffalo. The FEEU embraces
tax as a nuisance feature. Then, "Colonel Blimp" Prints
Cleveland — After a long illness, the exhibitors and film distributors
workers in the film rooms and exMrs. Dan Cowhig, wife of the local have gone all-out in their personal
(Continued from Page 1)
RKO cashier, died.
and financial support of the war ef- in March, accoi'ding to Arthur W. ments. change advertising accessory departfort while still another angle is Kelly, who returned from the Coast
that the Federal Government's 100 last week-end. Lack of Technicolor
per cent impost on excess profits is prints had held up the release of the
leaving the theaters without a reserve with which to meet post-war picture.
Kelly said that the negative of
Akron— The Highland Liberty The- problems.
"This Happy Breed" had been delivered to the Technicolor lab and that
aters, owned and operated by the
The Ontario Government's fiscal
Cleveland — Herbert Barnes, asMonogram Realty Co. which is com- year starts April 1 and there is a work on turning out prints may get
sistant manager of the Uptown, anposed of J. S. Jossey, Meyer Fine, possibility the promised amusement started in mid-year. He said that
nounced birth of a fourth daughter.
P. E. Essick and Charles Deckman, tax revival might coincide with that "Mr. Emmanuel" had come within a
few hundred dollars of the house She is preceded by five brothers.
have been leased for 20 years to the date.
record at the Gotham Theater.
newly-formed Acme Amusement Co.,
headed by Ed Raab, Barberton attorA seven-pound, three-ounce son,
Syd Walker Dead
ney.
Billy Watson Stricken
Ira Hugh, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
London (By Cable)— Syd Walker,
Asbury Park, N. J.— Billy Watson, Leo Jaffe Sunday at the Polyclinic
Weldon, N. C. — The Statesville 58, radio and stage comedian, special- 78, Dutch comedian and singer, who Hospital. The father is assistant
Theater Corp. of which A. F. Sams
ist in cockney humor, died Saturday m^^de a fortune in burlesque with treasurer of Columbia. The Jaffes
is president, has purchased the Opera dectomy.
of complications following an appen- "Billy Watson's Beef Trust," died of have two other sons, Howard, 11,
from E. W. Batchelor.
and Stanley, 4.
a heart attack.
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Post- War Retention of State Ticket Tax Worries

Theaters in Mississippi,
Arkansas and Tennessee
Fear Effect as Biz Falls
Theater owners in Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee are concerned
over the continuation of state admission taxes after the war boom
has been terminated.
Mississippi has a 10 per cent state
admission tax, which, with the Federal tax, places a 30 per cent tax on
tickets. Tennessee has a 3 per cent
tax and Arkansas a 2 per cent tax.
In the latter two states, exhibitors
are nervous over the possibilities of
(G)ntinued on Page 10)

Safely Haiard Seen
With Marquees Dark

MPTOA to Call on Its Local Organizations
To Adopt Conciliation Plan of Albert Law
Columbus, Miss. — Because conciliation must be conducted locally, the MPTOA,
as a national organization, cannot further the ccnciliation plan proposed by the
late Albert J. Law but it can, and will, urge its adoption by its local organizations, according to Ed Kuykendall. MPTOA president.
The MPTOA, Kuykendall said, always has favored conciliation as a means of
settling disputes. The MPTOA chief pointed cut that the proposal of the late
Southern California Theater Owners counsel and secretary was almost identical
with a formula favored by the MPTOA. The national body, however, is not in
a position to dictate the utilization of conciliation but it believes that the local
units should promote its adoption.
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Washington — ^Pix production
maintained its status on the
list of essential activities as revised yesterday by the WMC.

Allied Board lo Hear Storms Fail to Hall
Skouras and Connors Deliveries of Film

According to the terms of
the manpower priorities announced a day earlier by OWM
head, James Byrnes, the industry
was shunted, along with many
others on the list, to the secondary
grouping, however, and is to be considered "essential" but not critical.
Broadcasting goes along to the
(Continued on Page 10)

Columbus, O. — Spyros P. Skouras
and Tom
Connors,
president
and

Raw Slock Situation

Film theaters throughout the nation set sights yesterday on Feb. 1
to do their bit in fully complying
with WPB's dimout order, operative
on that date as a means of conserv(Continued on Page 10)

As far as could be determined, theaters in the New York and Philadelphia areas received their films fairly
close to schedule despite severe snow
and sleet storms that blocked roads
in both territories.
When the storm hit early yester- Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
day morning, Philadelphia film trucks
Washington — Pix distributors are
were en route back to their offices,
still working against the special au(Continued on Page 7)
thorizations sent them last month

Unchanged-Burrows

Maurer to Take Astor
Reins Under New Setup
Complete management and restafRng of the Astor theater on
Broadway will be directed by Maurice Maurer when the house reverts
to the Astor Theater Co. on Feb. 4.
Maurer, long identified with BroadSPYROS P. SKOURAS
TOM CONNORS"
(Continued on Page 2)
vice-president, respectively, of 20th(Continued on Page 7)

to draw

Fred Bund to Succeed
Murray as AMPS Head
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

pILM

'DAILY

50 per cent of their raw
(Continued on Page 11)

Cinema Lodge Will Honor
Samuel Rinzler Tuesday

Washington — Fred Bund, deputy
director of the Army Motion Picture
Cinema
Lodge, B'nai B'rith will
Service, is due to return later this honor Samuel Rinzler, widely hailed
as
"the
Mark
Twain of the film inmonth from Europe where he has
(Continued on Page 10)
been serving as a special consultant
(Continued on Page 7)

Coe Will Speah In
Pittshurghf Capital

Exhib, Manpower

Charles Francis Coe, counsel for
the MPPDA, will continue his informational addresses late this month
when he will speak in Pittsburgh and
Washington. On Jan. 29, Coe will
speak before the 20th Century Club
in Pittsburgh where he will discuss
the development of the drama in
the 50 years of motion pictures.

WMC to Get No Discrimination Plea Today
Harry Brandt, chairman of the
Eire Censor Nixes 18%
theaters' division of the industry's
Of 364 Features in Year

"Movies at War" will be his topic on
Jan. 30 when he addresses the Advertising Club of Washington.

WMC Shunts Industry to
Secondary Group Under
New Manpower Priorities

Woes Aired

manpower committee, will meet today with the War Manpower ComDublin (By Cable)— No less than
18 per cent of the 364 feature films
mission in Washington to present
submitted to the Eire film censor
the
theaters'
problems.
during the past year were rejected, Representatives personnel
of the Army, Navy,
the annual report yesterday disclosed. Pix given the Government OWI, Treasury Department and Of(Continued on Page 11)
heave-o numbered 68.

Confidential Reports
Set for Mar. 15 Bow
New

central checking agency in

process of organization with the reported support of five majors will be
incorporated as Confidential Reports,
Inc., it was learned yesterday. As
previously reported in THE FILM
DAILY, a New York charter is in
prcspect.
With John J. O'Connor of Universal
functioning temporarily as its head,
new agency is expected to begin operating on March 15, it was said.
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way theater management, and operator of the Victoria on the same
block, will hold the reins on both
Broadway showcases but will work
under the direct supervision of Robert Dowling, president of the City
Investing Co., owners of the theater
properties.

Sees Tele Making 300,000
New Jobs in Five Years
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington^ — The possibilities of
television in the field of advertising
and in the creation of jobs were outlined yesterday by T. F. Joyce, general manager of the radio, phonograph and television department of
KCA, at a meeting of the Advertising
Club of Washington.
Joyce said he believed that by the
end of the fifth full television production year, the billing of the radio
television industry, in terms of retail pricing, will be opproximately
$1,440,000,000 as contrasted with the
1941 retail value of approximately
$620,000,000. This figure will hold
true, he pointed out, if the frequency
allocations for television and the
standards of broadcasting established by the FCC will allow for the
immediate development of television
and the WPB gives the go-ahead signal after our enemies have been defeated.
1
In the/4 terms of jobs that will be
available at the end of the fifth full
television production year, Joyce
gave the following data: 67,000 more
jobs in radio manufacturing, 15,000
more jobs in broadcasting stations,
135,000 more jobs in retail and
wholesale distribution and 85,000
more jobs for radio-television service men, or a total of 300,000 new

+
—

Austrian Sees Low-Cost
Tele Receivers in Home

COminC and GOinG

Cincinnati — Despite opinions to
the contrary, Ralph B. Austrian told
the Industrial Advertisers Club here
yesterday that he didn't know a single manufacturer who didn't feel
that a good television receiver could
not be put out for as low as $175 to
$200 and perhaps even lower.
The president of RKO Television
Corp. took exception to opinions expressed at the recent convention of
the Television Broadcasters Association that tele would not be practical in cities under 500,000 population. He pointed to an FCC report
which stated that applications for
more than 100 stations were on hand
in 40 cities from 45,000 population
up.Austrian reiterated his stand that
motion pictures would constitute the
backbone of television programs.

Flow of Film News, Art
Overseas Gaining Fast
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

SAMUEL GOLDWYN will arrive in New Yorl|
from Hollywood on Friday.
L. E. "NICKY" COLDHAMMER, Film Classics
vice-president and general sales manager, arrived
in Seattle, his first stop on a three-weeks toui
holders.
,
ot
sales conferences
with West Coast franchise
IRVING WORMSER, Eastern sales manager ol
film Classics, Inc., is visiting franchise holders
in his territory for a series of sales conferences,
FAYETTE W. ALLPORT has arrived in Londoij
to
resume his position as representative of the
MPPDA.
FAYE EMERSON (ROOSEVELT) left the coast
yesterday for Washington to attend the inauguration of President Roosevelt.
JACQUES MERSEREAU terminates a New York|
visit today, returning to Hollywood.
JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booker, has
returned from a trip to Reading and Harrisburg.
WILLIAM CLEICHER of the M-C-M sales department, leaves Monday for Chicago on the first
lap of a trip that will take him to Kansas City,
Atlanta, Washington, and Detroit, in that order.
GEORGE HICKEY, M-C-M coast district manager, isnow on a trip to Portland and Seattle.
tioning.
LOUISE BROWN and VIRGINIA MONAHAN
of M-G-M's Cincinnati office are in town vacaALBERT DEKKER is expected in New York from
Hollywood early in February.

DAILY

Hollywood — Volume of motion
picture news and art being sent
abroad is increasing rapidly, according to Dick Morean, chairman
of the International Sub-committee
of the Public Information Committee which met yesterday with the
PIC. Industry publicists, it was
pointed out, not only seek closer contact with foreign correspondents but
expect to establish policies on such
matters as the introduction and
buildup of new stars whose pictures
have not been seen or even heard
about in recently liberated or still
occupied countries.
The sub-committee is composed of
studio publicity contacts for the foreig*n press. Forty-seven correspondents now in Hollywood represent
125 publications in 24 foreign countries and the nuhiber is expected to
double with the coming of peace.

Rites at Katonah Today
For William M. Vogel
Katonah, N. Y. — Funeral services
for William M. Vogel, 60, pioneer in
foreign distribution of American
films, will be held here at the William Clark Funeral Parlor, 2:30 p.m.
today. Vogel, who died Saturday at
his home ian Pound Ridge, is identified with his organization of the
Producers International Corporation
which opened exchanges in England,
as well as other foreign markets,
and later merged with the Pathe
Company's foreign department to become Pathe International Corp.

ACLU Plaque to Ullman
Chicago — Frederic Ullman, Jr.,
president of Pathe News, will receive a plaque from the American
Civil Liberties Union, today at the
Esquire theater, as a tribute to his
work in fostering tolerance in America. Specific mention will be made
of his effort in the RKO-"This Is
America" short subject titled, "New

It will probably take about five
jobs.
production years, beyond the first Para. 6th Drive Sales 279%
year organizing period, for produc- Above Treasury Quota
tion to reach its peak, which means
that the employment build-up rate
Paramount's Sixth War Loan
will be gradual and will take five drive in the New York metropolitan
+ V2 years to reach its peak, Joyce said. area resulted in a total of $663,140
in sales of extra War Bonds to in- Americans."
Newsreels and lA Locals
dividuals, Edward A. Brown, drive
chairman, reported yesterday at a
Draper as Crosby Co-star
Reported
in
Agreement
SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
Paramount Pep Club meeting at the
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
home
office.
This
amount
exceeded
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
Disagreement between the five
Hollywood — Paul Draper will cothe Treasury quota by 279 per cent.
star with Bing Crosby in "Blue newsreels and a pair of lATSE camJohn Whitney Richmond, deputy
eramen's unions. Local 644 here and
Skies." Deal includes an optional
manager of the State War Finance
agreement for Draper's appearance Local 666 in Chicago, on two clauses Committee, presented citations to
in subsequent pix.
in a new contract was reported settled yesterday after a series of con- Paramount, with Adolph Zukor acINTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
ferences between representatives of
cepting; and to Brown.
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
Oscar
A.
Morgan,
Sam
Buchwald,
the companies and the unions and
45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
Pat Casey, studio labor contact. The Graham Place and Joseph Stoltz
We can supply your needs. Roll,
points at issue were severance pay spoke on Paramount shorts; they
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
and a demand by the newsreels that were introduced by Russell Holman.
Write for simples, prices or other inlormation.
Delivery free Maine lo Virginia.
one-fifth of their camera staffs con"Spellbound" for Astor
sist of apprentices.
+

—
—

THEATRE
TICKETS?

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David 0. Selznick's
"Spellbound" is reported set to fol"Objective, Burma," next WB Erlow Goldwyn's "Princess and the
rol Flynn starrer, has been set for Pirate" for Spring release at the
Astor theater in New York.
national release Feb. 17.

"Burma" For Feb. 17 Release

INTERNATIONAL

TICKET

I COMPANY

52 GRAFTON AVE. \g^
ncwark.
n
Sales Ot/ices in Principal Centers
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Columbia M

Pictures

presents with pride
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tk finest picture in its

history ... destined to rank with the
greatest attractions since
motion pictures began...

'CSi
HERE is much to be said for the principle that a motion picture
producer should speak to the public only through pictures —
that he put what he has to say on celluloid, and leave other media
to other men.

For the most part I have adhered to that principle. But once in many years there comes a motion
picture that is so far from the beaten track, so outstanding in its way, that a word of comment from a
man in Hollywood may be in order.

A SONG

TO REMEMBER

is that kind of a picture.

The Columbia studios have had the good fortune to inaugurate two major trends in
motion picture production. One, the trend toward gay, light-hearted romantic comedy.
began with IT HAPPENED

ONE

NIGHT. The other, which involved the introduc

tion of fine operatic music to the screen, started with ONE NIGHT
With A SONG

TO REMEMBER,

OF LOVE.

it is my humble belief, a new field is opened to

creative activity on the screen . . . the intimate blending of glorious music with the
unfolding of a warm, emotional story, incident by incident. It is inherent in this
picture that the music springs from the story itself . . . just as the story
springs from the heart.
To Sidney Buchman, who wrote A SONG

TO REMEMBER,

and who was in charge of its production, and to Charles Vidor,
whose imaginative direction contributed so eloquently to its final
expressiveness, go my heartfelt thanks. I know that you, too,
will feel that they have succeeded in opening up new vistas of
screen entertainment.

PRESIDENT,

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

starring

MUNI^SOBERON
WTH CORNEL WILDE
NINA FOCH

. GEORGE

COULOURIS

Screen Play by Sidney Buchman

Directed by CHARLES

ViDOR
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6 More States Top
'Dimes' Enrollment
state chairmen yesterj Six more
j day reported to March of Dimes naI tional headquarters that their states
||have passed the high-water mark of
i 1944 theater
participation.
They
i| are: Rick Ricketson, Oolorado; J. 0.
Ifcrooks and Paul Schlossman, Michigan; Arthur Lehman,
Mississippi;
Fred Schwartz, Samuel Rinzler, Max
jYellen, and J. Meyer Schine, New
' York; Wm. Sears and W. H. Work. man, Minnesota; and Ted Schlanger,
Moe Silver, Sidney Samuelson, Pennsylvania.
' Total number of theaters pledged
i amounted to 12,739 up until yesterday morning. Circuit Chairman Joseph R. Vogel report sthat two-thirds
of all circuits of 10 or more houses
have pledged themselves to book the
strongest possible attractions during the collection week, Jan. 25-31.
About one-third of all radio
"Dimes" announcements starting
Jan. 24 will be slanted to the theaters' drive.
Charlotte, N. C. — Approximately
100 more theaters than last year in
North Carolina and South Carolina
have pledged their support to the
1945 March of Dimes campaign, it
is announced by Frank Beddingfield
and Roy
Rowe,
industry
co-chairCleveland — ^Lester Zucker, chairman of the local March of Dimes
drive, announces that ninety-five per
cent of last year's pledges are already in.

Fred Bund to Succeed
Murray as AMPS Head
(Continued from Page 1)

for the Special Service Branch. Bund
went over shortly before Christmas
to aid in ironing out distribution
problems for the Overseas Motion
Picture Service, helping to get pix
to more soldiers in the front lines

$20,868,605 Bonds
• • • THE CELESTIALS, a group oi companionable and serious
practitioners oi the graphic arts in the publication, advertising, and business world, held their month'y meeting and luncheon at the WaldorfAstoria's Starlight Roof yesterday
Dedicating their wartime gatherings to the solving of serious and complex employment problems of
returning servicemen, Basil O'Connor, chairman of the Infantile Paralysis
Fund, was invited as guest speaker
Ten heroes who served in
various theaters of war were also introduced
Look Magazine, the
power behind the Celestial throne, gave lack Benny and the most of his
radio gang the platform, resulting in swell ad-lib entertainment
O'Connor, also chairman of the American Red Cross, spoke of the twofold purpose of the fund fed by the March of Dimes Drive: "To take care
of those in the field who are afflicted, and to maintain scientific research
for its cure." Tieing in with the purpose of the Celestials, O'Connor specified that we must make every effort to adjust such health problems "so
that men will return to reorient themselves with a great deal of happiness."
..... .Among the 350 who were spotted at the affair were Lee Bowman,
Steve Hannagan, Rutgers Nielson, Robert Gillham, Al Wilkie, Arthur
Brilant, Charles Levy, Don Wilson, Phil Harris, Larry Stevens, Glendon
O. AUvine, Jerry Jerauld, Don Mersereau, Marvin Kirsch, William Pine,
Jack Pegler, Eddie "Rochester" Anderson, Paul Perez, Jack Benny, Sam
Berns, and Dick Hyland who handled the details for Look magazine.
T
▼
T
• •
•
CUFF NOTES: A Salaam in the direction of Warners for
that very special "Joe, the exhibitor from Mo. in search of a Co."
It's a honey of an idea and just as much a honey in execution, Mort.
...
• Jay Emanuel is resting up from the Sixth War Loan in sunny
Florida
...
•

He'll
be absent
from
Philadelphia
for a month
George Glass heads back to the Coast as soon as reservations

materialize
Watch for an announcement then
But he's NOT
following Lou Pollock at UA ... • Mary Pickford while East will
complete negotiations for the filming of "Snafu" for UA release
... • Amie O'Donnell, one of PRC's first Detroit franchise holders,
joins the home office staff in an executive capacity ... • International
Pictures has acquired rights to Somerset Maugham's "British Agent"
... 9 E. W. Aaron, M-G-M sales circuit head, was home ill yesterday
... • Ernest Morrell, former transportation head for Loew's and
M-G-M and recently fjromoted to the M-G-M sales department, is now
handling transportation for the sales personnel in addition to his other
duties
▼
▼
▼
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

Col. Harry Long Joins
Stearn Booking Combine

PEARL HARBOR!

faster. He is still deputy dii'ector
of the AMPS but it is believed that
Bund, a veteran of a score of years
with AMPS will be named director
upon his return. He will succeed the
Pittsburgh — Col. Harry Long has
late Raymond Murray, the service's been appointed assistant in the manfirst director, who died this month.
agement of Co-Operative Theater
Allen McCarroll, AMPS controller, Service, which is headed by Bert M.
Steam. More than 80 theaters are
is working as temporary director.
now being serviced by the organization.
For the last two years. Col. Long
has been district manager for the
Schine Enterprises in New York
and Ohio. For 13 years he was
Eastern and Central district manager for Loew's Theaters, prior to
which he was Canadian manager for
January 17
Universal.
Noah
Beery
Budd Cetschat

SEP BlRTUDilY
liREETINGS TO-.
Grant Withers
Mack Sennett

Roy Benson
Harmon Yaffa

Loew Theaters Sell

1IIEI

Allied Board Will Hear
Both Skouras and Connors
(Continued from Page 1)

Loew's Theaters in town and outof-town made the unprecedented
sales of $20,868,605 in War Bonds
to patrons during the Sixth War
Loan, it was announced yesterday
by Charles
C. Moskowitz,
Loew's
theater
executive.
Of this amount,
$17,000,900 were E Bond series
The balance, $3,887,705, were F and
G series. These sales represented
211,843 individual Bonds.
Al Weiss and the staff at the Pitkin Theater led all the rest with E
Bond sales amounting to $923,450.
In addition to this imposing record,
the Pitkin reports $219,300 in F and
G Bonds. Total number of individual E Bonds issued by the Pitkin,
9,473. Walter Heiber and the Boro
Park came in second, with $690,450,
individual sales 6,766, while Herman
Landwehr, Capitol, Broadway, was
third in line, with sales amounting
to $679,425,
representing 7,905 individual Bonds.
Roscoe Drissel and the Norfolk
Theater led the out-of-town field
with sales in amount of $535,450, individual Bond sales 5,309.
Howard Burkhardt, State, Cleveland,
was second, with sales amounting to
$451,825, individual Bond sales 4,167, and Gene Ford, Capitol, Washington, came next, with $432,150 in
matui'ity value, individual sales 4,468.

Storms Fail to Halt
The Deliveries of Films
(Continued

from Page 1)

having delivered today's shipments.
However, some dark houses may result if the storm continues. Trucks
that were due to leave Philadelphia
last night at 9 o'clock were sent out
at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon in
order to reach their destinations in
face of delays.
In New York, all trucks came in
and went out on time. Films slated
for Brooklyn, Bronx and some Long
Island points arrived slightly behind schedule but not late enough
to
hold
up the matinees longer than
15 minutes.
Film shipments in the VirginiaMaryland area have been slowed
considerably by snow and rain, although the District of Columbia has
not been badly affected. Train tieups, however, have delayed shipments from Cleveland to Washington, with the trip to the exchanges
taking as long as four or five days.

Fox, will address national
AUied's
board meeting at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel here next week, it was
learned
authoritatively last night.
It will be one of the few occasions,
it is said, that the top executives of
a major company have made guest
appearances at an Allied directorate
conclave.
The Skouras-Connors Allied p. a.
is understood set for a board dinner
Gertrude Merriam, associate edinext Wednesday night. The functor of Motion Picture Herald's Mantion, it is said, will be a closed one.
agers' Round Table, has announced
Subject or subjects which will be her engagement to Howard ErnstStearn, who organized Co-Operative, also is president of Film Clas- discussed by Skouras and Connors thai, textile converter. They will
have not been disclosed.
be married in May.
sics of Western Pennsylvania.

UlEDDinC BELLS
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Motion

Picture Heratd

"Vera Hruba Ralston is back on skates again
in 'Lake Placid Serenade/ dancing with the
skill and grace which made her an Olympic
champion. Around her Republic has placed a
cast of competent performers. It's o large and
attractive cast . . . impressive production, fully
satisfying."

Boxcffice
"Eye-filling ice spectacles and tuneful numbers
by two top name orchestras are the attractions
of this production, upon which Republic spent
a lot of money . .^. the pitch of the entire production isa timely one\'. . standout 'names'
upon which the exhibitor may capitalize."

Harrison's Reports
"Those who enjoy watching graceful figure
skating and lavish production numbers with
ice-skating ballets should find much in 'Lake
Placid Serenade' to please them. Miss Ralston
is an excellent skater, executing her routines
with the utmost of ease and grace."

Variety

Showmen's

Trade Review

"Vera Hruba Ralston's build-up by Republic
has been carried along intelligent, showmanly
lines. The star never looked better than as a
figure skating champion and the production
numbers, built around her exceptional ability
to carve graceful and intricate patterns in ice,
are beautifully staged."
Motion

Picture Daily

" 'Lake Placid Serenade' achieves beauty and
distinction that augurs well for the wintry box

The Independent
office." ENTERTAINMENT. Miss Ralston is
"GOOD
highly to be recommended. She is allowed
ample opportunity to display the skating talent
that made her the figure skating champion of
her native Czechoslovakia."

The Film Dally
"Ice spectacle, skating wizardry of Ralston and
musical content should prove the making of this
picture. A musical cut skillfully to pattern. Fashioned along popular lines, the eye-catching
production constitutes a show of ample pro-

The Exhibitor
portions."

"Republic has a nifty vehicle in 'Lake Placid
Serenade.' Film is a lavish display of spectacle, specialty and girls. Pic, with its ice-skating background, is a timely seasonal film, and
will do good biz. Lovely to look at, beautifully
built, and a graceful figure on skates. Miss

"Tuneful skating show is packed with selling
angles. Republic has spent plenty of money on
this ice show, and the results should justify the
expenditure. Ralston is seen to advantage in
the skating numbers, which are well-staged,

Ralston makes an appealing heroine."

and she gets good support."
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VERA HRUBA RALSTON
tn

.da^ 'placed
featuring

EUGENE
PALLETTE
VERA VAGUE
n/ith
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
STEPHANIE
BACHELOR
WALTER CATLETT- LLOYD CORRIGAN
RUTH TERRY • WILLIAM FRAWLEY
■"-Vv.,. ,>^^ ^
JOHN LITEL • LUDWIG STOSSEL
ANDREW TOMBES

RAY NOBLE AND ORCHESTRA
HARRY OWENS
and HIS ROYAL HAWAIIANS

McGOWAN

ROY

AND
MACK
• TWINKLE
THE MERRY
MEISTERS
w/th GUEST
STAR

WATTS
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ROGERS
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KING

^

OF
THE
COWBOYS
STEVE
SEKELY
— DIRECTOR
Original
Story by Frederick
Kohner
Screen Play by Dick Irving Hyland
and Doris Gilbert
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Post-War State
Tl(l(et Tax a Worry

Safety Hazard Seen Production Stays ^^Essential
With Marquees Dartc Won't Be Considered 'Critical' by the WMC
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
ing the coal and oil supply for essential war uses. Managers of
Brodaway stands took an "it's okay
yith us''-attitude, and even went
so far, in some instances, to assert
that they would not light their marquees at all. The WPB directive
prescribes only 60 watts of illumination on theaters, and this, managers say, "is only uselessly burnA spokesing up a 60-watt bulb."
man for the League of New York
Theaters, legit body, characterized
as seeming "absurd," and
the order
much
the same view was held by
cinema operators, but both wings
expressed compliance with the provision.
Agitation was noted in some metropolitan quarters yesterday for the
film industry's WAC "to go to bat
with WPB to secure a sane lighting
level" outside theaters. The directive, it is pointed out will turn the
Great White Way into LightningBug Lane, which is per se unimportant, it is said, but what is important is the obvious hazard the public
faces by the famine of lumens.
Eflfect of WPB Order
Under the new rule of WPB, Radio City Music Hall, for example,
could use a 60-watt bulb under each
of its four giant marquees, which
means that an aggregate of only
240 watts would illuminate the entire Sixth Ave. and 50th St. frontages. Many other stands would be
in an even worse dilemma, having
big continuous marquees, in each
of which would be one 60-watt bulb,
scarcely sufficient for good light under which to read via a floor or
table lamp at home.
One local film house operator said:
"For years we have worried over
patrons going into a dark auditorium from a lighted street. Now
we have to worry about these patrons going from a lighted interior
into black sidewalk
areas."
Victor H. Todd, president of the
Fluorescent Lighting Ass'n, claimed
yesterday that only 55/lOOths of one
per cent would be saved in fuel by
the directive. Concurring in the
view was one of the nation's top exhibitors who called the potential saving "peanuts." A spokesman for
the Consolidated Edison Co., however, estimated that the drastic electric conservation order will save up
to 100,000 tons of coal here a year
if it is strictly enforced.
Another exhibition sidelight was
added by a circuit representative who
pointed out that lengthening daylight, as winter advances and Spring
and Summer come, will tend to average down marquee burning hours
to a point where saving will be "absolutely infinitesimal" by theaters.
Other theatermen stated that they
hoped attendance would not suffer,
because people don't like to stand

secondary
classification
with
pix
along with press and magazines.
"Technical, scientific and research" workers in pix are to
retain their A-1 priority, however, with all these workers to
be considered "critically needed"
so long as they are engaged in
either an essential or a critical
activity.
These revisions are
primarily for the guidance
of
selective service as it grabs men
between 26 and 29, but will also
be used for job referring by local WMC and USES offices.
Included on the list is the classification "production of motion pictures, including technical and vocational training films for the Army,
hhe Navy and war production," film
orocessing, newsreels
and the "development of sensitized film."
No
specific jobs in these activities are
mentioned.
According to the Byrnes directive,
industry workers between 26 and 29
working at one of the activities
listed above will hold priorities, 1, 2,
4 or 5. The first group to go will
be those men in activities not on
the list — or not declared locally essential. Then follow men in relatively unimportant jobs on the es-

sential list— men who can be replaced comparatively easily.
The third group is men whose jobs
in activities on the "critical" list are
relatively unimportant, or who can
be replaced fairly easily. Fourth
group is the "relatively more important" men engaged in activities on
the essential but not the critical
list, while the top preference is
given those men doing key jobs on
either of the two lists. For pix, this
would include only "technical, scientific or research workers."
From Hollywood it was learned that the studios are fearful
of losing a number of young actors under 30, since these will
not be considered irreplaceable
and will probably be placed in
the second category. Other studio workers under 30 will also
be affected, but executives feel
that with men being taken out
of war production plants, they
cannot expect to hold on to their
young men unless they are in
technical posts of extreme importance.
In the meantime, it was learned
here that WMC is already working
on a new streamlined list for activities for use in the event of national service legislation.

Local 702 Presses for
Start of Talks Jan. 29

Advised of Rank's Regal
Deal, Says Hugh Dalton

having their admission taxes hiked
to the level of that in Mississippi.
Both states formerly
derived considerable revenue from a gasoline
levy, but that income has dropped
off since fuel rationing and theater (I
interests are worried over the pros- *
pects
becoming the tax targets '
of the oflegislatures.
A drop-off
in business
has ;'
become
apparent
in already
Mississippi
where there have been no war industries. General business has been
dependent largely on Army camps,
but the personnel
in those camps
has diminished
and
a was
"pinch"
al- i
ready is being felt. It
pointed
out that while the boom was on,
the theaters could carry the 30 per I
cent tax without being hurt, but
there appear to be some doubts as
to whether
they can continue to
carry the load when general business hits pre-war levels.
Kentucky faces an additional 10
per cent state admission tax which
will raise the over-all tax to 40 per
cent. Exhibitors in Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee are continuing
their efforts to have the state taxes
dropped, while Kentucky theater
men have mobilized to halt the additional 10 per cent levy.

Would Open Way for City
Admission Taxes in Ohio

The Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians Union, Local 702,
lATSE, yesterday had moved for
the start of negotiations on a new
contract with Eastern laboratories
on Jan. 29. The union will hear from
the laboratories on Jan. 22, when a
sub-committee of nine will report to
the employers on its study of the
Local 702 proposals. Talks between
the union and the laboratories,
which were to have started on Jan.
11, were delayed to allow the com-

panies more time to
Local 702 demands.

in line in the relative darkness to
buy tickets. This, they concede, is
not of consequence, if the war effort
is helped, but the dimout, as it is
called, is really a blackout, and people may get hurt.
Sole areas exempt from the order
are localities which receive their
electricity from hydro-electric plants
instead of from coal-burning generating plants.
Plenty of Company
Theaters will have plenty of company "in the gloaming," as is evidenced by the regulations which state
that no electricity may be used for
the following purposes "unless exemptions are granted":
(1) Outdoor advertising and outdoor promotional lighting; (2) Outdoor display lighting, except where
necessary for conduct of outdoor
establishments' business; (3) Outdoor decorative and outdoor orna-

mental lighting; (4) Show-window
lighting, except where necessary for
interior illuminations; (5) Marquee
lighting in excess of 60 watts for
each marquee; (6) White-way street
lighting in excess of the amount determined by local public authority
to be necessary for public safety;
and (7) Outdoor sign lighting except for (a) directional or identification signs required for fire and
police protection, traffic control,
transportation terminals or hospitals; or directional or identification
signs for any similar essential public service the lighting of which is
specifically certified to be necessary
by local public authority. Certifica■•ions shall be made in writing to
'he electric supplier; (b) Directionmore than 60 watts per establishment, for doctors and for hotels, and
for other public lodging establishments.

London (By Cable) — Replying to
a question in Parliament, Hugh Dalton, president of the Board of Trade,
said that J. Arthur Rank had informed him of the acquisition of
Regal before giving an undertaking
to the Government not to add to circuits of 12 pre-release theaters in
London's West End. Rank now owns
consider

(Continued from Page 1)

the

Columbus, 0. — Ohio Post-war Program Commission has recommended
that the Ohio Legislature refrain
from re-enacting the present admission tax and sales tax on food, in
order to permit municipalities to levy
taxes in these fields to create additional revenue for post-war planning.
Gov. Frank J. Lausche has indicated
that he will oppose such a move.

Cinema Lodge Will Honor
Samuel Rinzler Today
(Continued from Page 1)

dustry," at a meeting in the Hotel
Edison's Sun Room Tuesday night.
Rinzler will be cited for his
tireless and unselfish efforts on behalf of the industry's participation
in the various war effort drives and
charitable undertakings. He will be
presented with a scroll by Jack H.
Levin.
Leading film industry executives
are expected to attend this special
meeting arranged by Albert A.
Senft, Cinema president.

Hoyworth Bureau
to D.of C.THEfor FILM
"Dimes"
Washington
iDAILY
Washington— Rita Hayworth
been announced as the second of
stars to appear in Washington
the President's birthday March
Dimes celebrations.

has
the
for
of
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Raw stock Situation
Undianged-Burrows
(Continued from Page 1)
stock allotment for the final quarter of 1944.
Lincoln V. Burrows, returning yesterday from several days of conferees in New York, said quotas for
is quarter will not be finally dejStermined before the Industry AdvisDry Committee
meeting
scheduled
1: for Feb. 1.
Burrows said also that the supply
situation does not appear to have
, altered radically since the Jan. 4
^ meeting — that an overall cut of close
to 30 million linear feet still is in; iicated for the industry for this
quarter. He said newsreels were
briefly discussed during the weekend sessions in New York and that
1 five per cent cut seems assured
I for the reels.
He could not say
i Bvhether this would mean a cut in
i-eel length or number
of prints.
I 'Probably both," he guessed.
:i Burrows
said newspaper
stories
! :)laming our present raw stock crisis
jpon export shipments
to Russia
,' ind Britain are "all wet."
Accu- rate figures on these exports can1 lot be released but Burrows said
that figure is excessive. The British
ire not receiving over 30 million
feet, it appeared from Burrows'
words. Actually this is special film
—largely Technicolor. The British
make all their own ordinary 35 mm.
film from base supplied by this couni try. Burrows having gone over there
last year to work out the British
production schedule.
1 The figure given for Russia was
ibout right but represents a special
shipment; most of this film inciden. tally will come from Canada with
3nly a minute quantity from this
:ontry. The Russians make most
)f their own film, but production
was cut when one of their two main
f Dlants was so badly wrecked by the
Nazis in the Ukraine that it could
lot operate for many months after
)eing recaptured. The other main
Russian plant had to be moved belind the Urals with a loss of several
nonths production. The Russians
ise a large quantity of their film
)ase for special ordnance
produc-

nmm touch
/IRGINIA O'BRIEN has been made booker of
the Stanley-Warner theaters at the Warner
exchange, Philadelphia.
m%. CWEN RICHTER has joined the Warner
theater publicity staff as assistant to Jane
Simon
in Cleveland.
^NN HUNTER has resigned from the B & K television station news department, Chicago, to
go overseas as a war correspondent.
lARiBARA VAN SLEET, public relations department, Fawcett Publications, New York.
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BRIEfinC THE RKODflV'S
HEUJS
to Tradeshow Five

Pix Face Greater Tasks

Hollywood — The Treasury for the
coming Seventh and Eighth War
Loan drives will call on Hollywood
— both the Victory Committee and
the WAC — for even more aid than
has been provided in the past, Ted
R. Gamble, War Finance national director, told a WAC luncheon meeting here at which Taylor M. Mills,
chief owl motion picture bureau,
called on the industry to inform
and stimulate the home front in a
concerted effort to speed victory and
save American lives.

•
Mass. "E" Sales Way

Ahead

Boston — Samuel Pinanski, WAC
state chairman, in a statement thanking the theater managers of his territory for their work in the Sixth War
Loan, revealed that Massachusetts
had over-subscribed series "E" bonds
by more than $5,000,000. The total
for the state was $92,259,000.

•

Lt. James O'Shea Home
Lt. James
son E.of K.
M-G-M's
Eastern
salesO'Shea,
manager,
(Ted)
O'Shea, has arrived from England,
after 16 months there and having
300 combat hours in Thunderbolts
and Mustang fighter planes to his
credit. He also wears a DFC and an
air medal with five clusters on it.
He is here on a 21-day furlough and
reports to the Miami Redistribution
Center on Feb. 8.

Exiiib. Manpower
Woes Are Aired

(Ccntinued from Page I)
RKO will tradeshow five pictures
nationally on Feb. 13-15. Pictures to fice of Civilian Requirements will be
be screened are ' The Enchanted Cot- on hand.
While the theaters will ask for
tage," "Betrayal From the East,"
"Having Wonderful Crime," "Pan- no deferments, the exhibition interAmericana" and "What a Blonde."
ests will seek to prevent discrimina•
tion. It was pointed out yesterday
Miss Stone to Speak
that if managers of bowling alleys,
More than a dozen speaking en- bars and grilles, dance halls and
gagements will be filled in January other places of amusement are not
by Therese Stone, assistant to H. M. drafted into war work or the armed
forces, then theater managers should
Richey,program.
as part Miss
of M-G-M's
women's
clubs
Stone will
cover not be taken from their jobs. Exa variety of orgf nizations ranging
perienced managers are needed at
from Parent - Teachers and high their posts in the interest of public
schools to professional women's clubs safety, it was said.
At a meeting on Monday, Leo
in Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Jersey.
Pennsylvania, New York and New Brecher, Harry Lowenstein and
Frank Damis were appointed to the
o
New York-New Jersey manpower
Harmon Lauds Trade Press
committee to assist in the recruiting
of war workers.
K'cst Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Francis S. Harmon,
WAC Co-ordinator, speaking at the Ask Directed Verdict
annual WAC luncheon meeting,
Chicago — Attorneys Isaac Fergulauded the work of the industry press
son, Edward Johnston, Myles Seeley
in War Loan drives and quoted from
the report of Jack Alicoate, Trade and Joseph Fisher completed arguments yesterday in Judge William
Press Committee* Chairman for the
WAC.
Holly's court asking for a directed
•
verdict against Thos. Murray's Thalia
Theater $1,000,000 damage case.
Byrne Down With Flu
Plaintiff's attorney, Harold Norman,
Detroit— John P. Byrne, M-G-M completed testimony on the damages
district manager, is in a local hospital
laid up with the flu.
sustained
the films.
Thalia Theater's
failure
to by
obtain

•
Eastman Elects Three

Rochester — Perley S. Wilcox of
Kingsport, Tenn., and Herman C.
Sievers of Rochester yesterday were
elected vice-chairmen of the board
of directors of Eastman Kodak. The
board also named Charles H. Flint
of Rochester a director to fill a vacancy caused by the death of Albert
F. Sulzer last August. Flint is vicepresident and Kodak Park Works'
general manager.

•
Local 802 Election Valid

The Local 802, American Federation of Musicians, election of Dec. 7
was upheld as valid yesterday by
the international executive board of
the AFM acting on a protest that the
voting had not been conducted by
the Honest Ballot Association as
stipulated by the by-laws of the union. The ruling was that the election,
had been properly and fairly held.

•
Local 23169 Elects Eahn

I Samuel R. Kahn has been elected
president of the Motion Picture Office Employes Union, Local 23169,
AFL, succeeding Leo Haas. Other
new officers are Irving Zimmerman,
vice-president; Claire Barnett, general secretary; Edward Lawson,
treasurer; Nathan Salzman, sergeant-at-arms. Continuing in office are Russell Moss, executive vicepresident; Lillian Cotton, financial
secretary; Norma Goldberg, recording secretary.

THE PROOF 16 10 IHE
THE BEST PROOF WE CAN OFFER THAT ALEXANDER THEATRE SCREEN ADVERTISING WILL GET
RESULTS FOR THEATRES AND MERCHANTS IS
THIS:
EVERY YEAR SINCE THE COMPANY'S INCEPTION,
OVER A QUARTER CENTURY AGO, BUSINESS HAS
SHOWN AN EVER INCREASING TEMPO.
THOUSANDS OF THEATRE OWNERS AND ADVERTISERS RENEW THEIR AGREEMENTS WITH US
YEAR AFTER YEAR.

COLORADO

SPRINGS, COLORADO

GYPSY ROSE LEO
OUTSTRIPS ALL RIVALS!!
^I^f^

MGM.
Join March of Dimes! — Jan. 25 to 31
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"WORK OR FIGHT" WON^T HURT STUDIOS
Drastic Raw Stock Slash Faces Mexican
Producers to Get Third of
*Iegative and Positive Raw
>tock They Got Last Year
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Mex:an producers will get 11,000,000
eet of negative and positive raw
tock foz- each quarter of this year,
t is understood. This represents a
lajor slash, industry estimates placng the consumption last year at
bout three times that quota.
Measures to meet the cut include
0 film for Spanish dubbing, reducion in number of newsreel prints
nd limit of positive prints per fea(Continued on Page 14)

Vebb Ad Combine
^or Pix Seen Okay
VashingtoM

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — There is no possibil;y of any move by the Department
f Justice to stand in the way of a
ossible Webb act combination for
oreign trade by pix distributors, T«(Continued on Page 12)

'heater Circuits Joining
lational Popcorn Assn.
Chicago — Interest of film chains
1 1 the two-day conclave of the Naonal Popcorn Ass'n, which opened
Palmer
local
in the
Iesterday
(Continued on Page 12)

Only PlastnUf Nimitz,
''Outrank'' Gift Pix
IV est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Enthusiasm of our
overseas fighting men for entertainment movies supplied them under
Hollywood's gift film program was
emphasized here by Francis S. Harmon, WAG vice-chairman and coordinator. Harmon told of a Navy
officer, just returned from an Inspection swing in the Pacific, who reported: "Blood and Admiral Nimitz
get top priority out there, and next
to them come movies, mail and ammunition."

DETROIT BIZ DIP LIKE DEPRESSION
Cessation of War-time Boom Spending an Important Factor
In Box-Office Decline in Michigan

No Serious Inroads Into
Hollywood Production Are
Expected From Govt. Order
IVest

By HAVILAND

F. REVES

FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — Detroit show business
enters its fourth year of wartime
operation with conditions much
darker than a year ago from several
angles. For six weeks or more, trade
has been dropping down — so low that
authoritative exhibitor leaders, handling records for large groups of

theaters,

report trade down to depression figures of 10 years ago.
After two years of good busmess,
this condition has come upon the
industry here quite suddenly, and
the future looks difficult to most exhibitors. Cessation of wartime boom
spending is an important factor. This
has been of growing significance for
(Continued on Page 14)

23 Pix Lined Up for Theater Manpower
Broadway Key Houses Status Before WMC
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Industry

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bnicau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Although the Government's work or fight order has caused
several workers, chiefly studio utility employes, to leave the industry
to work in war plants, no serious inroads into production are expected.
It is estimated there are about 5,000
deferred studio workers in 18 to 38
group and of this number 1,400 are
in 18 to 28 group. Of the 1,400 many
(Continued on Page 6)

Dismiss 5 Distribs.,
& K in Murray Suit
'DAILY

Twenty-three films have been
scheduled for 12 key first-run houses
on Broadway, it was learned in a
survey of booking commitments
along the main stem.
Eight films scheduled to supply
the New York Paramount with
enough product to through Labor
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington — Harry Brandt and S.
H. Fabian of the WAC Theater Manpower Committee conferred yesterday with Collis Stocking of the War
Manpower Commission, head of the
Essential Activities Committee. No
statement of the discussion was released later, but it is believed that
(Continued on Page 11)

Doak Roberts Heads New
WB Southwest District

Canadian Exhibs. Escape
Double Music Fees

Toronto — Film houses will be
As a means of providing more effective concentration of sales and dis- spared the payment of extra music
tribution services in the territory, fees as result of the American PerWarner Bros, has set up a Southwest
forming Rights Society's action in
district under Doak Roberts, pro- rejoining the Canadian Performing
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 12)

Swedes Ask Rentals Pad
Exhib. Ass'n Dickering on Terms for Long Pix
Stockholm (By Air Mail) — The
board of directors of the Svenska
Bayshore Anti-Trust
Suit Discontinued
Biografaegarefoerbundet, an organisation of cinema owners in Sweden,
Anti-trust action filed on Nov. 6, shortly will seek to reach an agree1944, by Associated Playhouses, Inc., ; ment with the distributors on standagainst four major companies was |ard terms for pictures exceeding
discontinued without prejudice and normal running time. The board was
without cost yesterday, according to commissioned by the association to
papers filed in New York Federal open the negotiations as the result
(Continued*M fsm6)
3J[0X
iAB^
(Continued on Page 12)

Chicago — Judge William Holly dismissed Paramount, Warner Bros., B
& K, Columbia, Universal, Monogram, Morris Leonard, B & K counsel, and Louis Rheinheimer from
Thomas Murray's $1,000,000 damage
suit over inability to get films for
Thalia Theater, leaving 20th-Fox,
M-G-M, RKO, Capitol Film Ex(Continued on Page 11)

Dedication
Ceremonies
Map Plans for "Dimes"
Plans for the dedication of the
Times Square display were mapped
out yesterday at a meeting of the
publicity committee of the Motion
Picture March of Dimes campaign.
The drive opens at noon Jan. 25 with
(Continued on Page 12)

$10 Theater license
Fee Urged in Philly
Philadelphia — Cost of city theater
licenses wcuid be raised from $1 to
$10 under provisions of an ordinance
introduced in the City Council. Under
the measure, organizations now exempt from the city amusement tax
would be liable for the regular tax
n3w imposed on theaters and others.
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Broadway Bases Loaded
Another "Run" At Bat!
Interest in the possibility of M-GM transferring its Astor theater
policy to the Mayfair, State, or Criterion, upon the termination of its
lease at the Broadway showcase Feb.
4, brought the following brief report from a Loew executive: "Various plans are afoot which cannot be
disclosed."
EXECUTIVE

POSITION

WANTED

Cultured, young, American woman, experienced in all branches show business,
knowledge of European countries, with
creative ability, is interested .n executive
position either N. Y. or on west coast.
1501

Write Box 223, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY,
NEW
YORK
18, N.

Y.

Somewhere In Belgium (Via a Gl's
Letter) — Recounting the return of a
Belgian girl to her home after the
Nazis have gone:
"The drawers of the dressing table
had been spilled out, and there were
bottles of perfume, pcwder, a lipstick, handkerchiefs and a packet of
novelty book matches with two roses
on the cover and on the back the
words Ruby Electric Co., 729 Seventh
Ave., New

York City."

Sol Lesser is En Route
To N. Y. and Maybe Paris

Thursday, January 18, ISli
DAILY

Reagan Off for Studios
And District Sales Meets

N. Y. THEATERS

Charles M. Reagan, Paramount's
vice-president in charge of distribution, leaves today for his first trip to
the studios since becoming sales chief
almost a year ago and on his return
will hold a series of small, informal
meetings with key sales executives
in nine of the company's 10 sales
districts. Reagan will be accompanied by George A. Smith, West3rn division manager, and Claude
Lee, director of public relations. They
f.will be joined in Chicago by R. M.
Gillham, director of publicity and
advertising.

The district sales meetings will
be held in lieu of a national sales
convention. In each of the districts,
IVcst Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Reagan plans to meet with local exhibitors to discuss industry matters
Hollywood — Sol Lesser arrives in
of
mutual interest.
New York tomorrow to make additional arrangements for his forthMeetings will be held in San Francoming musical specials, "Paris Cancisco, Jan. 29; Denver, Feb. 1; Kanias
City, Feb. 5; Dallas, Feb. 7;
teen," and "Crazy to Dance" and for
the Technicolor film, "The Silver Chicago, Feb. 12, and Cleveland, Feb.
Flame." Each of these will have se- 14. Eastern sessions will be held in
quences requiring New York back- New York on Feb. 20; Philadelphia,
grounds.
Feb. 21-27, and Atlanta, March 8-9.
While in New York Lesser also
will try to arrange for a trip to Film Deliveries Back on
Paris in connection with the production of "Paris Canteen." On the Schedule After Big Storms
trip to Europe he will be accompanied by Elliot Paul, author of
Film deliveries were back on
"The Last Time I Saw Paris," who schedule yesterday following heavy
is writing the sequel to "Stage Door snowstorms throughout the Eastern
area. Even during the height of the
Canteen."
Lesser plans to stop in London storm, trucks were able to reach
en route to Paris to sign stars to cheaters with film shipments and no
dark theaters were reported as the
appear in "Paris Canteen."
result of blocked roads. One truck
broke down returning from upstate
Army PWB Names Reiner but deliveries were not affected. Alchough theaters in the storm-strickTo Belgrade Film Post
en areas remained open, patronage
was
reported to have fallen off
sharply.
Rome (By Air Mail) — Manny Reiner, formerly in charge of Paramount shorts subject publicity and
Springfield, Mass. — Theater manadvertising at the New York home
agers reported business virtually at
office, and now in the Army's Psy- a standstill yesterday as Western
chological Warfare Branch, has been Massachusetts began digging out
designated films officer for Yugo- from under its third blizzard in the
slavia, following a mission that took
10 days. Sleet and freezing rain
him to Albania to arrange for the last
first showing of new American films turned the area into a sheet of ice,
in that country since the Italian cutting transportation to a minimum
and cutting into the revenue at all
occupation in 1939.
houses. No theaters closed despite
Reiner will headquarter in Bel- the storm.
grade where the new American ambassador is Richard C. Patterson,
Jr., former vice-chairman of the To Report On Overseas Films
RKO
board.
A first-hand report on the use of
motion pictures at the front in
France and Italy will be made at
Mary Studer to Goldwyn
a press interview tomorrow with Major John W. Hubbell of the Signal
Eastern Publicity Staff
Corps Pictorial Service, who has just
returned from overseas.
Appointment of Mary Curtis
Studer as assistant director of East
"What's Your Name?" Starts
Coast publicit" was announced yesterday by Samuel Goldwyn. Mrs.
"What's Your Name?", Army PicStuder, who will assist Leo Katcher,
torial Service short subject made at
will be directly in charge of mag- the special request of the War Deazine and radio publicity. She forpartment to stimulate war labor remerly was a radio commentator and
cruiting, opened yesterday at the
actress and was with the Red Cross Victoria and Roxy. Picture will open
in Alexandria, Va., as director of today at 19 more theaters, with nine
more to follow.
special events and radio publicity.

He's Great with a Gun
And He's Got to Kill!
ERICH

VON

MARY

STROHEIM

BETH

HUGHES

THE GREAT FLAMARION
with

DAN

DURYEA

STEPHEN

BARCLAY

First N. Y. Showing!
A Republic Picture "

REPUBLIC
THEATRE

B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

50th Street and Sixth Avenue

"NATIONAL

VELVET"

MICKEY
ROONEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEN
— and —
Spectacular Stage Presentation

MOSS HART'S

WmomoRt
GEORGE
CUKOR/
Direiled by
/^

»C Ft/UOK

'30 SECONDS
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IN PERSON
JEAN

SCREEN

PARKER
JOEY

SPENCER TRACY

ADAMS

VAN JOHNSON
ROBT. WALKER

TOKYO'
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Hedy

MME

LAMARR
George BRENT
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'EXPERIMENT
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RKO
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Paul LUKAS

1

PERILOUS'

PICTURE

BING
CROSBY
In Pergon
BETTY BUTTON
Woody HERMAN
SONNY TUFTS
and His OrehmMtrm
ALL-STAR
EVUE

HERE COfllE THE IIJRVES" t
PARAMOUNTTIn,e.S,«.r.

20th

Century-Fox

presents

"THE KEYS OF THE
A. J. CRONIN'S
Continuous
Performances

B'way

RIVOLI

KINGDOM"

|l

&

49th

St.

|

anJvei'y merri/ytoo/
AS BOSLEY CROWTHER

SAID IN THE N. Y. TIMES

A lot of meat and solid subsfance

is in

short-length films and a diet habit is being

On
any 'movie menu you'll fmd the most
formed.
nourishing of them are M-G-M. Here are
some current and choice selections. It's truer
than ever: "M-G-M— the Long and the Short

of it."

■
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Join March of Dimes'.— Jan. 25 to 3f
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Screen Play by Lesser Samuels and Abem Finkel • Songs by Jule \

GREAT
MUSICAL!
[Ahrilling with the tenderness
of young romance

mBM

^1/

iSUE BROOKS
Id Sammy Cahn • Produced and Directed by VICTOR SAVJLLE
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"Work or Fight'
Won't Hurt Studios
t"

5

(Crntinued from Page 1)

are honorably discharged servicemen.
It is pointed out that average age
of cameramen is 50, while that of
painters and carpenters is older. Average age of electricians is over 40
as is that of studio tailors.
Studio representatives declare that
although film production is still
considered an essential industry, the
newest directive empowers individual
draft boards to determine relative
importance of each job and relative
importance of industries.
Studios are now awaiting a directive from state selective headquarters in Sacramento which is expected
to result in all physically fit studio
workers being subject to military
service. However, Selective Service
is expected to give real consideration to film industry problems, with
the last word being up to local draft
boards.
Among actors who have recently
been re-classified 1-A are Russell
Wade of RKO, Vincent Price and
Henry Morgan, 20th-Fox, and Dana
Andrews, whose contract is shared
by Samuel Goldwyn and 20th.

23 Pix Lined Up for
Broadway Key liouses
(Crnfinued from Page 1)
Day was announced by Robert Weitman, managing director.
The following is a list of first-run
theaters with features now playing
or slated for showing:
ASTOR: "Princess and !he Pirate," "Spellbound." CAPITOL:
"The Thin Man Goes Home," "Guest
In The House." CRITERION: "The
Suspect." GLOBE: "The Three Caballeros." GOTHAM: "Mr. Emmanuel."
HOLLYWOOD: "Roughly Speaking."
MUSIC HALL: "A Song To Remember." PARAMOUNT: "Ministry of
Fear," "Bring On The Girls," "Practically Yours," "Salty O'Rourke," "A
Medal For Benny," "Out Of This
World," "Incendiary Blonde," "Murder He Says." RIVOLI: choice of
"Affairs of Susan" or "Love Letters."
ROXY: "Sunday Dinner for A Soldier," A Tree Grows In Brooklyn,"
"Hangover Square." STRAND: "Objective, Burma." VICTORIA: "Fighting Lady."

GREETINGS TO..
Gary
Constance
Joan

January
Grant
Moore
Carroll

18
Vincent
Irving
Bernard

Borelli
Yergin
Rosenzweig

Prediction Pans Out
•

•

•

BACK

IN 1943— April 19 to be exact— a story in THE

FILM DAILY pointed out that "a national survey of women to determine
their choice of books which they would like to see made into motion
pictures revealed that the taste trend is toward spiritual themes"
The survey was made by the Women's Institute of Audience Reactions
with more than 1,000 women from Coast to Coast participating in the
poll. .... .The accuracy of the taste trend prediction is borne out by the
fact that the top two pictures in this paper's "Ten Best" poll among
rtltics were films with spiritual themes — "Going My Way" and "The
Song of Bernadette". . . . . .and their records at the nation's box-ofiices
speak for themselves
In the femme survey of 1943, the women
selected "The Keys of the Kingdom" and "The Song of Bernadette" as
the top-ranking current books which they would like to see made into
a picture
"Kingdom"
its initial engagements

vras made and is now scoring heavily in
Which bears out the slogan of The Ladies

Home Journal ads "Never Underestimate the Power of a Woman"
T
▼
T
• • O WHILE "GOING MY WAY" was an original and not
based on a popular book, it nevertheless has been a standard-bearer
in recent polls
In addition to getting the top selection in THE
FILM DAILY'S "Ten Best," it also was the bell 'ringer in selections
made by The Country Gentleman, New York Film Critics, Look Magazine, Redbook, The Sign, The Tidings, Screen Guide and numerous
individual newspaper polls
▼
T
T
• • • PARAMOUNT PREDICTS that "GMW" will turn in a gross
second only to "Gone With the Wind" even though the Bing Crosby
opus cost a fraction of "GWTW"
According to Charley Reogan,
the picture has stacked up the record total of 9,000 exhibitions played
since last July and is the biggest grossing picture in Paramounl's 33year history
Never, quoth the Paramount sales chief, has a picture
registered such records for grosses, length of runs, holdovers, moveovers and paid admissions
with the domestic
business
being
duplicated in Great Britain, South America and other places throughout the world
Reagan opines that the picture has broken so many
records that it would require a thick volume to list them all
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

Bayshore Anti-Trust
Suit Discontinued
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

PEARL

HARBOR!

Canadian Exhibs. Escape
Double Music Fees
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

Court. Plaintiff, filing on behalf of
Rights Society after a year's divorce
its Bayshore Theater, Bayshore, L. during which it gained permission to
I., had claimed that Loew's, Para- slap separate levies on theaters. Permount, Columbia, Universal and
mission had been granted to the
United Artists would not make product available until 140 days after APRS by the Copyright Appeal
Broadway first-run. It further Board in the face of protests by the
charged that the Valencia in Jam- Musical Protective Society of Canaica, 32 miles away, had over-bought
ada in the name of theaters and raproduct in order to keep pictures
dio stations objecting to the payfrom the Bayshore.
ment of royalties to both the APRS
Defer Chi. Unionization
and the GPRS unless the fees of the
Chicago — Operator union officials latter were cut.
have postponed plans to organize
The Copyright Appeal Board will
managers and other white-collar emdecide on this year's fees at its anployes until a future date owing to
nual meeting in Ottawa next Tuesday. Norman Robertson has been
war-time conditions. Eugene Atkinson, business agent, is in Florida asked to attend as representative of
for a Winter vacation.
theater owners.

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, 20th-Fox president, ar.ived by plane from the Coast.
HENDERSON M. RICHEY, M-C-M exhbitor
relations head, leaves Saturday for Charlotte,
to attend the convention of the Theater Owners
of NDrth
and South
Carolina.
6. P. FINEMAN, now associated with Mary
Pickford, is due to arrive tomorrow from the
Coast to ioin Miss Pickford In viewing plays and
neeting publishers.
SIDNEY S. KULICK, Eastern division sales
manager for PRC, returns tomorrow from a three
weeks tour of exchange centers including AlbanyBuffalo, Pittsburgh and Cleveland.
J. J. UNCeR, United Artists Western division
manager, left yesterday for a tour of his division and will conduct district sales meetings
n Ghicago, St. Louis and ^-in Francisco. He will
return in about four weeks.
JANET BLAIR arrived in New York yesterweeks.day and will remain in the East for several
A. A. WARD, vice-president and general manager of Altec Lansing Corp., is on his way back
to Hollywood, stopping off at Washington, and
Chicago en route.
FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE is at the WaldorfAstoria from Culver C.ty, Calif.
LOUISE RANi>ALL PlERSON leaves tomorrow
for the Coast to resume work under her writing
contract at Warners.
GcORCE McCALL, managing director of the
Hugiies-Downtown Theater, Detroit, is in New
Yo:k.
SAM LEFKOWITZ, UA district manager, leaves
for Philadelphia
tomorrow for the last of three
sales
meetings.
NAT LhVY is in Dallas.
WALTER E. BRANSON is back at the home office following an extended trip in connection
w.th the 1945 Ned Depinet Drive.
HARRY MICHALSON, RKO Radio short subject sales manager, has left New York on a
Dusiness
trip to Pittsburgh.
H. WILLIAM FITELSON, film attorney, will
arrive on the Coast tomorrow on business.
GLENN LAZAR, manager of RKO-Schine-Empire, Syracuse, is back at that house after a
brief vacation.
Arriving Monday at the Metro home offxe
will be District Managers CHARLES E. KESSNICH, Atlanta; RUDY BERCER, Washington;
Exploitation Representatives TED CALENTOR
Portland and Seattle; HOWARD HORTY, Los
Angeles; W. NEWBERY, San Francisco; Office
Managers MRS. E. MiTCHELL, Memphis- MRS.
BLAN^H£ CARR, Charlotte; MRS. AMY SINChicago. CLAIR, Kansas City, and MRS. ADELINE KERR,
JOHN F. KIRBY, Paramount Atlanta district
manager, returned to his home yesterday.
LT. TOM JEFFERSON, former advertising-publicity head of Paramount Enterprises in Miami,
and now assistant public relations officer of
the Ferrying Division in Cincinnat;, is a New
fork visitor.
G. L. CARRINCTON, A. A. WARD and JOHN
HILLIARD of Altec are in Chicago.
RUD LOHRENZ, UA district manager, has returned lo Chicago from New York.
FRED JOYCE
is inand
Minneapolis
Ch'cago
ORSON
WcLLES
EDWARD from
G. ROBINSON
will go to Washington, Saturday.

Solutions Offered To
Sweden's Film Ills
Stockholm (By Air Mail) — Proposals fcr the post-war development
of the Swedish film industry to
higher levels as submitted by Fredrik
Stroem, senator, chairman of the
Swedish Authors Ass'n., and former
mayor of Stockholm, include (1)
Abandonment of practice of distorting books and good stories to
provide chronic happy endings in the
film versions; (2) Halt by Sweden of
exporting its fine actors and actresses
to Hollywood, and 13) Providing
native stars and players with good
roles and compensati:n and working
conditions to keep them contented.
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FOR

"CAN'T HELP SINGING"
IS WELL FOUNDED

We felt that "Can't Help Singing" would be the
biggest picture Universal has ever had. We also
felt it would prove to be the most entertaining and
the most satisfying to exhibitors and

Held over
in all first
engagements

customers.

All business returns prove this to be correct.
"Can't Help Singing" has broken every record of
every Universal picture in the engagements it has
played so for.
It has also received fine critical acclaim, and
we are very happy about the fact that many
refer to it as the best Deanna

critics

Durbin picture ever

made.
In the New

York Daily Mirror, Frank Quinn

referred to "Can't

Help

Singing" as "Filmdom's

'Oklahoma"
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IN TECHNICOLOR

Screen Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER
and FRANK RYAN • Story by John
Klorer, Leo Townsend • Based on
"Girl pf the Overland Trail" by
Samuel J. and Curtis B. Warshawsky

..ROBERT PAIGE
ARIM TAMIROFF
DAVID BRUCE

LIOSID RINSKEK

iWWi.FBANK tTIti JU.,Hihnm

BAY COLLINS

JUNE VINCENT

ANDREW TOMBES

THOMAS COMEZ
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SUSPt

THE SUSPECT
is a motion picture
about a matter
that every husband
and every wife
are Iceenly
interested in

Charles

Ella

LAUGHTON RAINES

but never
talk about

Swfpfcr
DEAN HARENS STANLEY C. RIDGES
HENRY DANIELL • ROSALIND IVAN
Screen Play by Berfram Millhauser
From a novel by James
Produced

Ronald

by ISLIN AUSTER

Adaptation

by Arthur T. Horman

Directed by ROBERT
A UNIVERSAL

SIODMAK
PICTURE
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"House of Frankenstein," Universal's horror classic starring all i
Titans of Terror, has broken all existing records at the RIALT

THEATRE

on BROADWAY,

NEW

'-
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k
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H
r
^
^ese

YORK.

This again proves th

Universal knows when and how to make this type of boxoffice bonanz
We really believe that "House of Frankenstein" is headed for an al
time record for horror pictures . . . So, brother, don't be wary of th
scary. You, too, can play it!

AuloserH^
starring

BORIS KARLOFF • LON CHANEY with john carradine . j. carrol naish
ANNE GWYNNE • PETER COE ■ ELENA VEROUGO • LIONEL ATWILL

Screen Play by Edward T. Lowe • Directed by ERLEC. KENTON • Produced by PAUL MALVERN • Based on a Story by Curt Siodmak
A UNIVERSAL

PICTURE
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WILLIAM
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Vivian Austin • Milburn Stone • Ian Keith
Russell Hicks and Bob Allen
Original Screen Play by Warren
SIGN UP NOW! A GREATER DRIVE IN '45!
MARCH OF DIMES (JAN. 25-31)
PRINTED

IN

U. S. A

Wilson and Clyde Bruckman

Additional Dialogue by Ray Singer and Dick Chevillat
Directed by ERLE C. KENTON
Produced

by WARREN

WILSON

• A UNIVERSAL

PICTURE
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• Rcvicuis w THC ncui films •
"A Song to Remember"

m I with Paul Muni, Merle Oberon, Cornel Wilde
Columbia
113 Mins.
TREAT FOR MUSIC LOVERS IS RATED
AS ONE OF FINEST COLUMBIA PRODUCTION.
In "A Song to Remember," Columbia has
something to sing about — and loudly. The
life of Frederic Chopin has supplied the
inspiration for a film that is a perfect unicn
of story and music and that stands as one
of the studio's finest achievements. No
Hollywood film has succeeded so signally in
providing a medium for the projection of
a music master's art. Although the varied
human elements of the story, the strong
romantic flavor imparted to the subject by
the attachment
between
Chopin
and the
novelist George Sand and the potent appeal
I
to the present-day crnscience of the underlying theme of Poland's fight for freedom
bid for popular acceptance, the footage will
make its most lasting impression on devotees of fine music. To such as these the
productirn will be sheer ecstasy.
The tale, which draws prodigally upon
Chopin's music, tells of his escape to Paris
with his teacher to avoid seizure for his
participation in a movement to free his
native Pcland from the yoke of the Czar of
Russia, of his efforts to win recognition
and of the part played by George Sand in
his rise to fame. The drama is heightened
by Chopin's struggle between the allure" ments of love, money and leisurely living and
a desire to help his beloved Poland. The
conflict revolves in part around his creation

DAILY

"Hangover Square"

with Laird Cregar, Linda Darnell, George
Sanders
20th-Fox
77 Mins.
HIGH-CLASS MELODRAMA IN WHICH
CREGAR DOES HIS FINEST SCREEN
WORK.
Done

with uncommon

care and style,

"Hangover Square" is something to whet
the appetite of the connoisseur of melodrama. There is an unmistakable air of
distinction about the Barre Lyndon film
version of the Patrick Hamilton novel about
a London composer who suffers lapses of
memory during which he turns murderous.
The picture tells its story supremely well,
building up a feeling of tenseness that grips
the interest firmly and working inexorably to
a climax that is a dramatic sock.
As the composer who fights unavailingly
against an evil force that is driving him
to destruction, the late Laird Cregar is a
tragic figure. Accentuating the sense of
tragedy is the knowledge that in George
Harvey Bone the actor was playing his final
role. Plainly showing the ravages of the illness that terminated his life, Cregar made
his exit with a performance that must be
adjudged his best on the screen. He makes
Bone a character to stir sympathy and emoticn. The actor has fine support from
Linda Darnell as a singer who makes a
romantic fool of him to further her career,
George Sanders as a Scotland Yard pathologist in whose hands he places his life and
Faye Marlowe as the woman who truly loves
him.

John Brahm directed forcefully under the
of the "Polonaise." His attachment to
Sand causes a break between him and his expert supervision of Robert Bassler.
CAST: Laird Cregar, Linda Darnell, George
teacher, but the rupture is healed when he
and the novelist part. The film closes with Sanders. Glenn Langan, Faye Marlowe, Alan
Napier, Frederic Worlock, J. W. Austin, LeyChopin's death from overexertion in behalf land Hodgson, Clifford Brooke, John Coldsworthy,
Michael Dyne, Ann Codee, Francis Ford; Charles
of his country's cause.
Irwin, Frank Benson, Conn;e Leon, Robert Hale,
Lruis F. Edelman gave the Sidney Buch- Leslie Denison.
man screenplay a magnificient Technicolor
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Bassler; Director,
production. The direction of Charles Vidor John Brahm; Screenplay, Barre Lyndon; Based on
is a solid contribution.
novel by Patrick Hamilton; Cameraman, Joseph
The film is a gem of acting. Paul Muni La Shelle; Musical Score, Bernard Hermann; Art
Directors, Lyie Wheeler, Maurice Ransford; Set
as the teacher. Merle Oberon as George Decorators, Thomas Little, Frank E. Hughes; Film
Sand and Cornel Wilde as Chopin turn in Editor, Harry Reynolds; Special Effects, Fred
Sound, Bernard Freericks, Harry M.
impressive performances. Raves should go Sersen;
Leonard.

to whoever played Chopin's immortal compositions. Rumor has it that Jose Iturbi was
that person.
CAST: Paul Muni, Merle Oberon, Cornel Wilde,
Stephen Bekassy, Nina Foch, George Coulouris,
Sig Arno, Howard Freeman, George Macready,
Claire DuBrey, Frank Puglia, Fern Emmett,
Sybil Merritt.
CREDITS: Producer, Louis F. Edelman; Director, Charles Vidor; Screenplay, Sidney Buchman; Based on story by Ernst Mar'schka; Cameramen, Tony Gaudio, Allen M. Davey; Film
Editor, Charles Nelson; Art Directors, Lionel
Banks, Van Nest Polglase; Set Decorator, Frank
Tuttle; Sound, Lodge Cunningham; Music Recorder, William Randall; Musical Supervisor
Mario Silva; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Superb.

DIRECTION,

Fine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

"The
Big Lake,
Show-Off"
with Arthur
Dale Evans
Republic
69 Mins.
COMEDY WITH MUSICAL INTERLUDES
RATES AS FAIR ENTERTAINMENT
"The Big Show-Off," a comedy which
gives the intelligence a holiday, is fair entertainment. What few real laughs the film
contains are due mainly to the work of
Lionel Stander as a nightclub owner for
whcm the stars of the film, Arthur Lake
and Dale Evans, toil as entertainers.
The Sydney M. Williams production which
Howard Bretherton directed with liveliness
tells of the efforts of Stander to get a
romance going between the shy Lake and
Miss Evans, in whom George Meeker, wise
guy of a master of ceremonies, is interested.
To impress the girl Lake is induced to pass
himself off as a mysterious masked wrestler
known merely as The Devil. There is no
end of complications that are more silly
than funny. The stratagem succeeds, and
Lake and Miss Evans are happily married at
fhe finale.
Doubt as to how the slight Lake could
possibly get away with posing as a heavyweight bonebender is what largely contributes to the unbelievability of the film.
Lake is completely juvenile. Miss Evans
warbles several songs to help the film along.
She participates in a number of production
numbers that add to the diversion.
CAST: Arthur Lake, Dale Evans, Lionel Stander,
George Meeker, Paul Hurst, Marjorie Manners,
Sammy Stein, Louis Adion, Dan Toby, Emmett
Lynne, Douglas Wood, Anson Weeks and orchestra.
CREDITS: Producer, Sydney M. Williams; Associate Producer, Claude S. Spence; Director, Howard Bretherton; Screenplay, Leslie Vadnay,
Richard Weil; Cameraman, Jack Greenhaigh;
Sound, Percy Townsend; Art Director, Frank
Dexter; Set Decorator, E. H. Reit; Musical Director, David Chudnow; Musical Sequences, Dave
Could.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

* SHORTS

^

Fine.

Dismiss 5 Distribs.,
B & K in Murray Suit

(Continued from Page 1)
change, John Manta, the Mile Theater and Van Nomikos as defendants. Judge Holly ruled there was
no evidence offered by the plaintiffs
to connect the discharged defendants with the alleged conspiracy.
Eddie Golden to Film
Myles Seeley will handle the case
for the film companies which are
"Breakfast at Sardi's"
still defendants.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
The jury was taken yesterday afHollywood — Edward A. Golden
ternoon for a tour of the Thalia and
Milo Theaters and adjacent terriwill picturize "Breakfast at Sardi's" tory.
with a budget in excess of one million dollars. It will feature Tom
Louis Phillips, Paramount's atBreneman. Title of the radio protorney, was called back to New York
gram is being switched to "Tom by the death of his mother-in-law,
Breneraan's Breakfast in Hollywood," whose funeral will be held today.

"Whaf's Your Name?"
20th-Fox
9'/2 mins.
Timely and Significant
Its concern with the manpower
shortage gives this War Department
film timely significance. The picture should prove a most effective
means of recruiting vitally needed
defense workers, driving its point
home hard, simply, graphically and
without mincing words. No stronger
argument could be presented on the
importance to the fighting men of
the deeds of the stay-at-homes on
the production line. The homefront's responsibility to the men
under arms is made clear, and the
film calls upon the civilian to match
the contribution being made to victory by the nation's warriors. It is
every showman's patriotic duty to
screen the film, which is released
through the OWI and distributed by
20th-Fox for the WAC.

Tlieater Manpower
Status Before WMC
(Continued from Page 1)

Brandt and Fabian were renewing
their attempt of a year ago to obtain some sort of preferred status
for theater technicians. WAC tried
some time ago to have projectionists and managers given some sort
of essential status, insofar as Selective Service and USES are concerned, but had little success in Washington.
It is not believed that Stocking
was encouraging in this regard yesterday. As before, it is believed that
local action is far more likely than
national.
Leonard Goldenson, William F.
Crockett and representatives of the
Treasury, Army, Navy and OCR
were on hand to hear Stocking make
it plain that Selective Service is to
be approached. There was a strange
feeling that WMC was "passing the
buck." The other Government peohighly.ple present praised the industry

12 Cent Okla.
Children's
Price
Under
Tax Change
Oklahoma City — Oklahoma industry leaders have launched a fight
against proposed changes in the
states sales tax laws which would
force 10-cent children's admissions
up to 12 cents, according to C. B.
Akers,
vice-president
of MPTO of
Oklahoma.
,
Akers, who appeared before a
House of Representatives appropriations committee in opposition to the
bill, said the measure would cost
Oklahoma patrons approximately
$7,000 weekly. It provides for elimination of all sales taxes on tickets
of 14 cents or less, but for a one
cent tax on all tickets above that
and less than 64 cents.
At present, Oklahoma tickets are
taxed at 2 per cent and admission
prices are altered to fractions of a
cent to permit patrons to pay even
money. Oklahoma retail merchants
however, must handle millions of
one and five-mill tax tokens and they
are seeking to eliminate their use.
To make children's admissions an
even dime to the buyer, the actual
price is set at 9 and eight-tenths,
cent. Under the new bill now being
considered theater owners would be
obligated to levy the 10-cent pi'ice
themselves, thus bringing the twocent Federal levy into effect also.

Chi. Clubs Install Friday
Chicago — Reel Fellows Club will
install new officers tomorrow at the
Blackstone. The Variety Club also
installs tomorrow.
Harriet Stone's Father Dies
Chicago — A. V. Stone, father of
Harriet Stone, B & K publicity department, isdead here.
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Webb AdCombine
For Pix Seen Okay
(Continued from Page 1)

sponsible officials of the department
told The Film Daily yesterday. The
Department has no desire to presume
on the Federal Trade Commission's
authority for administration of the
act, they say.
The question arose because of the
recent decision by Judge Alfred C.
Coxe of the Southern District, New
York, Federal Court in the U. S.
Alkali Exporters' case. The court
ruled against the Alkali appeal for
dismissal of an anti-trust suit
brought by the Department of Justice
in connection with the activities of
the Webb Act combination set up by
alkali producers. Dismissal had been
asked on the ground that authority
over Webb Act operations rests with
FTC.
This is strictly the case, but Justice officials say frankly that they
think the danger that Webb Act organizations will be guilty of restraint-of-trade conduct in the domestic market is very great. Unless
they find evidence of such conduct,
however, the Department will not
interfere.
No definite plans have been drawn
by the pix industry for a Webb Act
combine, although it was proposed
last Fall and has been under consideration since then. This would permit a single agency operating for all
member companies in the various foreign countries, cutting distribution
costs sharply and supposedly elinainating some of the costly competition for foreign markets.
The Alkali decision, say Justice
officials, need not affect the industry
plans. For a direct answer as to
whether it would affect them, they
insist, the pix lawyers working on
the organization plan must be questioned.

Mrs. Ivan Abramson

Dead

Mrs. L. Einhorn Abramson, 88, retired actress and singer, widow of
Ivan Abramson, former motion picture producer, died here Sunday. She
is survived by a son, David H. Gould
of Hollywood, two brothers and a
sister.

IN NEW POSTS
HARRY
GOLDBERG,
manager,
Olympia,
Boston.
HENRY KALIS, manager. Modern, Boston.
FRED BIERMAN, assistant shipper, Paramount,
Omaha.
EUGENE WOODHAMS, manager. Colony Theater,
Detroit.
BEN ROSENBERG, district manager, M. & P.
Rhode
Island
theaters,
Providence.
MAX
NAYOR,
manager.
Metropolitan,
Boston.
HARRY
GOLDBERG,
manager
Olympia,
Boston.
HENRY
KALIS,
manager,
Modern,
Boston.
GRANT SHAY, public relations director, Mills
Corp., Soundless Mfg., Chicago.
ADRIAN lAMES PLANTER, public relations department, Faweett publications,
New York.

BEN ROSENBERG, home offic? T?nre5?ntativ?,
M & P Th«9t?r§, 'iQsten.

THEATER DEALSnci

Exhi
SwedAskishTerm
s bs.
PadAss'n
To

in STEP UllTH
Dimes fllRRCH

Chicago — Rose and Manta take
over the Ritz, 2,000-seater in Ber(Continued from Page 1)
wyn, on a long term lease this week.
House has been operated by the of the controversy with Paramount
Lasker circuit.
over terms asked on "For Whom the ^^NLY
moredrive
daysofbefore
the under
big^^ gest seven
"Dimes"
all gets
Tolls." Until the negotiations way. Here are a few reminders: Do you
Baden, N. C— V. E. Osborne has Bell
have your collection
purchased
the Baden from Charlie have been completed, no member will
' containers?
Have you
be allowed to sign contracts with
lined up plenty of
Myers.
foreign film distributors in Sweden.
volunteers to assist in
Chicago — Charles Islip has organcollections so that
Meanwhile, Carl Romberg, underized Theaters Realty Corp. to buy
your show will not
secretary in the Department of Justheater property. His first deal covbe unnecessarily deers the Annetta Theater, Cicero, of
tice, has been named chairman of
layed? Have you i
of Bartelstein Circuit. Abrams & the theater owners organization.
collection set foi
Abrams handled the legal details for
The association alleges that Paranew company.
r^ Did you pick up your
^ EVERY performance?
mount has refused to discuss the
Indianapolis — Al Ackerman, who higher terms situation, while Para\^^
i
ter (gratis) from Na
operates the Tacoma Theater, has
mount officials claim that everything
Screen?
• jfc*»***' ' tional
"Citation"
lobby posacquired the Tuxedo Theater, for- is in accordance with the prices fixed
merly operated by Irving Talmer.
by the Board of Price Administra- npHE Schenley Distilling Co. built a
tion.
special 10 ft. wide display for March
of Dimes at 115th St. Theater, New
es"
York City. Central illustration is a
"Dim
es
on for
moni
Plans
Dedi
Cere
Map cati
Theater Circuits Joining
huge roll of cut-out dimes.
National Popcorn Assn.
(Continued from Page 1)
/-CHARLIE BURNS, theater manager iq
a parade featuring military bands
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
^^ Yonkers, is hanging a coin collection
and stage and screen personalities
box alongside of pay telephones. A sticker
and addresses by Mayor LaGuardia, House, provides an interesting facet on the box reads: EACH CALL YOU MAKE,
DROP A COIN FOR THE MARCH OF
Basil O'Connor and Nicholas M. to the meeting. William Klein, As- DIMES.
sociation's treasurer, reports that
Schenck. The Greer Garson appeal roster of members
will grow sharply
trailer, "Miracle of Hickory," will
be shown continuously on a large during 1945 as the result of present
impending enlistments of the- fpOR the first time in many years,
screen. A specially decorated trol- and
atermen. One of the recent recruits
Broadway will see actual movies OUTley car driven by Gus Van will run is Fox Intermountain circuit, via its
SIDE a theater. The Greer Garson trailer
between Columbus Circle and Times
will
be projected 10 hours daily in front
purchasing
agent,
H.
M.
McLaren.
Square. On Saturday, a Conga line Other theater chains, as a means of
of the JVAC's Statue of Liberty in Times
will parade from 50th Street to keeping abreast of developments in Square.
Lester Isaac, projection expert,
Times Square, participants to con- the field of a commodity which is a has rigged up a rear-projection system,
tribute dimes or larger amounts.
source of considerable revenue to through the co-operation of the TransPresent at yesterday's meeting soon.
Projectionists are volunwere Ernest Emerling, Mike Siegel, them annually, are expected to join Lux people.
teering their services.
Al Naroff, Paul Sherman, Sid Gross,
On Monday of this week, as preBill Slater, Vincent Liguori, Ira
lude to the NPA conclave, popcorn CEVEN-year-old Jerry Kaplan of the Bronx
Morals, John Cassidy, Janice Rentchler, Paula Gould, Sam Coolick, Jay processors met with OPA officials *^ is a victim of infantile paralysis. Jerry
Burton, Sid Kain, Arthur Price and in the Palmer House to discuss exist- saved $7.40 during the past year. This he
ing conditions in the trade and plans donated to Borough President James Lyons
Bill Steckman.
to improve
them.
for the theaters' drive.
Ceiling price of shelled popcorn,
Doak Roberts Heads New
not fully processed, has been reduced from six dollars to five dollars pAULA GOULD, N. Y. newspaper
WB Southwest District
woman for Movies' March
per hundred pounds to correct the of contact
Dimes prepared an elaborate script
unequal relationship between ear pop(Continued from Page 1)
little Margaret O'Brien to record on
corn and the fully processed popcorn. for
a disc, but she overlooked the fact that
moted from Dallas branch manager.
for the cost of han- Maggie can't read! The youngster
Besides Dallas, where Roberts will Price provides
dling and a normal shrinkage in memorizes her lines after listening to
make his headquarters, the district shelling, according to OPA.
another person speak them.
will take in Oklahoma City and MemWhile the supply of popcorn is
phis. J. W. Loewe, Oklahoma City considerably lower than the demand,
branch manager, succeeds Roberts, theater sales in 1945 are seen as \A/AR workers are making a lot of money
with J. B. Sokley, salesman at Chi- equalling and perhaps exceeding the " " and are free in spending it, so Ed
cago, being elevated to the Okla- 1944 mark. After the war, theater- Fisher, Cleveland, has placed some 1,400
homa City spot. All changes become vended
volume will, it is declared, collection boxes in a number of war plants.
effective on Monday.
should add materially to Clevereach record levels. At that time, The results
land's "Dimes" total.
Atlanta will remain the head ofpopcorn vending machines will be
fice of the newly designated South- in unprecedented demand.
eastern district, Ralph L. McCoy
continuing as district manager. His
territory takes in Atlanta, Charlotte Rites for Harris Wurtzel Today
and New
Orleans.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Honorably Discharged
Hollywood — Funeral services will
Union Teaches Electronics
be held today for Harris Wurtzel,
St. Louis— The Electrical Work- 51, veteran agent, who died of a RAY SPAYNE, out of the Army to operation of
Southern Theater, Akron.
ers' Union, Local 1, AFL, has estab- heart attack. He was a brother of IRVING
PAUL LAZAR, instrumental in the prolished a course in electronics as the Sol M. Wurtzel, production executive,
duction of Moss
"Winged
Victory,"
first step in a $10,000 educational and represented Henry King and a
out of the
Army Hart's
to M«si«
Corporation
of

BACK IN CIVVIES

program for its members.

number of important film figures.

America.

"WHATS

"I might have
saved lives
by staying
on my job!"

ARE 9 MINUTES OF YOUR
WORTH ONE LIFE?

SCREEN -TIME

The most thrilling, timely film of the day-"WHAT'S YOUR NAME?" It will hold
your audience spellbound and simultaneously inspire them to be faithful to the
boys dying on the Western Front. That's what's in your power to do! "WHAT'S
YOUR NAME?" is absorbing to watch— and you'll be doing your nation a ser-»
vice, in the war's critical phase by faithfully showing it.
AVAILABLE
GRATIS
AT ALL 20th
CENTURY-FOX
EXCHANGE^
Presented by the War Dept. Produced by Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps.^
▼

"^

;fr

l^ionsond by War ActhrlHesCcmmHtee of Motion Pktvrejndystryt 1501 Broadway, N. Y. C:

"^

"k

^
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Drastic Raw Sfo(k
Reduction in Mexico
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Defroil Pix Business
Dip Lilie Depression

Eddy to the Rescue

ture to 20, with maximum negative
allowed per feature at 185,000 feet.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Just as here, the major production problem- in Mexico
today is the shortage of raw stock,
Francis Alstock, CIAA pix head, yesterday observed. Alstock has just
retui'ned from several weeks in Mexico, where he was working in an
unofficial capacity as adviser to Mexican producers.
In addition to conferences on the
raw stock problem, Alstock said he
was engaged in frequent discussion
on the building up of industry censorship by the Mexican producers.
What is in the making there, he said,
is something similar to our MPPDA,
with improvement of pix quality the
aim.
And the quality of Mexican production is improving daily, Alstock
said. This improvement is due not
alone to the aid offered by many
Hollywood technicians and advisers
who are working there temporarily
but also to the pickup in pix judgement by Mexican producers and in
skill by native technicians and actors.
Last year, saw about 45 features
completed, with about 70 started.
This was not an excessively large
number in comparison with 1941. The
big difference, Alstock feels, is in
the quality.
As for the CIAA pix office, Alstock
said his plans now call for continued operation as before. He has
had no word of organizational change
in CIAA, or immediate absorption
by the State Department and is continuing to work as if no reorganization were in progress. It is generally believed here that the absorption of the organization by the
State Department will come after
victory in Europe, not before.

TO TUE COLORS!
* COMMISSIONED

•

JAMES GALLAGHER, formerly of the Granada,
Olyphant, Pa., has been commissioned an
ensign in the Navy

* PROMOTED

*

LT. EDWARD LEVINSON, son of Col. Nathan
levinson, head of Warner Bros, sound department, Hollywood, to captain with the Signal
Corps, Astoria, L. I.
SCT. RAY THOMPSON, formerly manager of
B &

K's Gateway, Chcago, now in overseas chemical service, to technical sergeant
for bravery
in Normandy.
PFC. JOE MELAN, formerly manager of the Columbia, Bloomsburg, Pa., to corporal with
the Army in the Panama Canal Zone.

* ARMY
FRANCIS FLANNERY,
Scranton, Pa.

*

assistant manager, State,

•NAVY

Unionize Cincy Drivers
Cincinnati — All film truckers in
Hollywood — A "Career Rehabilita- the Queen City area have agreed to
tion Service" in which motion picture consider unionization. Bob Morrell,
players discharged from the Armed business agent for Local 37, film
Forces will receive two months' free workers, states it is anticipated 100
publicity to aid them in resuming per cent enrollment of truck drivers
their interrupted career, is being in- in the union within the next week.
stituted by Arthur Eddy Publicity
•
office in the Taft Building. The Kiwanians Honor Lt. Shepherd
plan is confined to featured and bit
Miami Beach, Fla. — Lt. "Sonny"
players who were in pictures before
Shepherd, Navy pilot and now staentering the service.
tioned at Key West, was honored at
•
a luncheon by the Kiwanians, with
Kamber in WAC Post
whom he was formerly associated
Bernard M. Kamber, director of when manager of the Lincoln theater.
•
special events at United Artists, has
been appointed assistant chairman This Week Retains Condon
with Edward M. Schnitzer on the
This Week, Sunday supplement
WAC distributors committee. Gradwell Sears is chairman of the com- circulating in 21 key cities, has retained Richard Condon, Inc., as conmittee. Kamber will act in a supersultant to the editorial departments.
visory capacity, assisting Schnitzer The Herald-Tribune
is the New York
on important phases of the commit- outlet. Move, according to Condon,
tee's activities.
will be designed to effect a closer
•
rapport between This Week and the
Mary Pickford Has Grippe
film industry, as well as radio and
Mary Pickford is ill with grippe the press.
in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel and
•
unable to begin a scheduled two- Sanborn Heads N. H. House Com.
week tour for the National FoundaWakefield, N. H.— Ansel N. Santion for Infantile Paralysis.
born, circuit owner in this area and
•
member
of the State Legislature, has
Ask $35,000 for Overtime
been elected chairman of the imEric C. Banfield and 50 other emportant House appropriations comployes of the Paramount Bldg., 1501
mittee. He is also Republican State
Broadway, yesterday filed suit in Committee chairman.
•
Federal Court against Paramount
Pictures Theaters Corp. and William Blackman in New Low Firm
A. White & Sons, agents for the
Chicago — Edward Blackman, forbuilding, asking for alleged unpaid
mer law partner of Leo Spitz, has
overtime compensation and addition- joined Randolph Bohrer and Maurice
al liquidated damages. A total of M. Loman to open a law office at 33
$35,000 was asked under the Fair N. LaSalle St., under the firm name
Labor Standards Act of 1938.
of Bahrer, Blackman and Loman.
o
•
Margaret McDonald Heads B-25 "God is My Co-Pilot" Day Set
Detroit — Margaret McDonald of
Macon, Ga. — A state-wide proclaUA was elected president of Local
mation naming Feb. 21 as "Robert
B-25, lATSE, covering employes in
Scott— 'God is My Co-Pilot'
all local exchanges, succeeding Lee
Day" in honor of the world premiere
Elizabeth M. Lehr of PRC, for 1945- of Warners film based on the exploits
6. The union is moving up its term of native son Colonel Scott, former
of office, so that it will expire in Flying Tiger, has been issued by
December hereafter.
Gov. Ellis Arnall.
•
•
Genesoe Hearing Feb. 6
FPC's 25th Anniversary
Chicago — Arbitrator Leo Norville
Toronto — Among expected guests
for the observance of the 25th birth- has set Feb. 6 as the date for hearing
in the arbitration case of the Geneseo
ni.
day of Famous Players at a Toronto function Tuesday are Adolph Theater (Marchesi Bros.), Geneseo,
Zukor, Barney Balaban, John W.
Hicks and Austin Keough from NewYork.
West
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•
Contact Book Off the Press
New Winter edition of the Celebrity Service Contact Book, a trade
directory of the New York entertainment world, is now off the press.
•
Lt. Arthur Stem Wounded
Chicago — Lt. Arthur Stern, son of
Emil Stern, Essaness prexy, wounded
in action overseas, has been returned
here for hospitalization.

months, and the effect is now cumulative.
Bank deposits by individuals iii
Detroit have risen sharply in the
last 90 days, but withdrawals have
hit a new low. Observers assert
that the low point in withdrawals is
an indication that the average wage
earner sees the handwriting on the
wall and is conserving his cash for
the proverbial rainy day. Employment in Michigan has been curtailed
considerably in recent months and
the previous free spending has dropSome
of population, racial
ped off. loss
unbalance
in the local population
shifts, loss of taste for entertainment because of the close relationship most Detroiters have to men in
the service — these are other principal
factors. First-run Detroit houses
have, in general, been badly hit, with
neighborhoods recouping very slightlynile
during
the trade.
holidays from juvevacation
Similar conditions are reported
generally upstate.
$100,000 for Replacements
Yet exhibitors have gone ahead
with spending on a modestly lavish
scale for essential improvements,
considering all the restrictions that
exist. A total of around $100,000
has been spent in the past year on
replacements, with five times that
amount waiting to be spent immediately when restrictions are lifted.
The manpower situation is a
cause of increasing concern. Exchanges and service companies
have lost perhaps 200 men to
the services, while theaters have
lost around 1,000, from basic estimates. Around a dozen deaths from
this group have been reported.

Loew's Employes Bought
$627,911 6th Loan Bonds
Final results of the 6th War Loan
campaign and
conducted
amongoffice
Loew's
Theaters
Metro home
employes were announced by Chairman Max Wolff yesterday. The original goal of $325,000 was exceeded
nearly 100 per cent, with $627,911
in Bonds of all types being bought.

Town Hall's Luncheon Salute

Stars of the screen and stage,
the latter representing virtually
every current hit on Broadway will
be the guests of honor at a luncheon
being given by Town Hall as a salute to the theater's contribution to
the war effort at the Waldorf-Astoria on Jan. 31. John Mason Brown,
critic and author, will be the Toastmaster.
Isabel Leighton, actress, is the
chairman of a special committee arranging the luncheon.

UJEDDinC BELLS
West
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Bureau
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Hollywood — Audrey Long, film
actress, was married here to Edwin
Rubin, associate producer.
Cleveland, O. — Elaine Beatty, secretary to RKO Branch Manager Al
Kolitz, will wed Ensign Richard
Barrett.

The "shorts" she sees at the movies are a
big help to the family purchasing agent.

Informational "shorts" remind the housewife
that kitchen fat is indispensable to victory.

The non-stop War Bond and Stamp drive
by exhibitors has brought in millions.

The movie houses of America sent thousands of blood donors to the Red Cross.

WE'VE all been in this war so deeply, and for so
long, that it's hard to remember back to the days
when we thought that wars were fought by fighting men
alone. One of the most important and most effective of
the "recruiting officers" who are making this everybody's
war is the motion picture exhibitor.
Hundreds of hours of theater time have been contributed to the showing of films designed to enlist men and
women for the war plants ... to recruit for the armed
services, the merchant marine, and similar organizations
. .\ to help fight inflation ... to keep the scrap tin coming
in, and the kitchen fat and waste paper rounded up.
Millions have been collected for the War Funds. And
when it comes to selling War Bonds and War Stamps,
the exhibitors, their cashiers, and their volunteer workers not only have smashed quotas right and left during
the drives, but have kept the money rolling in when the
going is toughest — in between the drives.

Many a WAC
to

made up her mind

enlist . . . "at

the

movies."

The movies "sell" the kids on getting in the scrap
— and, what's

more

important,

keep

them

Every war drive
counts heavily
on the exhibitor
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STANDARDIZATION TO CUT BUILDINC COST
Eastern Laboratories Join for New Association
Pirectorote of Seven Is
Named to Serve Pending
Selection oi Officers
Formation of the Movie Film Laboratory Association in a move to
bind together all the smaller film

''processors in the East was disclosed
'yesterday.
The organization
has
' been chartered in Albany as a mem■ jership corporation without capital
[ stock to improve conditions in the
aboratory
field, enforce
uniform
trade practices, and help the industry render a more efficient and more
(Continued on Page 8)

$1,000,000 Available
For ITOA Production
] Plans for the ITOA's immediate
entrance into independent production were discussed at a regular
membership meeting yesterday at
the Hotel Astor. While details of
the project were not revealed, it
Was announced that $1,000,000 had
(Continued on Page 8)

10-Year-Old Anti-Trust
Suit Opens in Boston

Extension of Terms of Arbitration Appeal
Board Assured as '^Big 5" Sign Stipulations
All companies affected by the New York consent decree have signed stipulations calling for the extension of the terms of the arbitration appeal board for
one year. The Department of Justice has consented to the extension of the
terms for the brard members and signatures of Wendell Berge and Robert L.
Wright are expected today.
The American Arbitration Association will now send an order, based on the
signed stipulations, to Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard for his signature.

Allied Board Will
Blue Net TallcsChL
Tele Deal With B & K Set Decree Policy

Total of 13,373 houses have pledged
participation in the 1945 March of
Dimes drive, through yesterday. This
includes 25 Puerto Rican theaters,
whose pledges were cabled by chairman Ned Seckler. For the first time,
Puerto, the Canal Zone, Hawaii, and
Alaska are making collections. Robert Peratrovich, Jr., Alaskan chairman, cabled yesterday that the press
and radio In his territory are giving
the campaign full support.

Prospects of saving an estimated
15 to 20 per cent on post-war building costs, through adoption by the
American Standards Association of
standard dimensions for all building
materials and building material
equipment, evoked film industry interest yesterday. According to H.
M. Lawrence, materials engineer for
ASA, the Producers' Council and the
American Institute of Architects are
joint sponsors of the move which is
expected
60 days. to receive approval within

The Blue Network, which will enter television via the station facilities of General Electric's WRGB,
Schenectady, and Du Mont's WABD
here, with inaugurals on both set
for Feb. 25 and 27, respectively, is
negotiating with B & K in Chicago
to present "suitable network programs" fromWBKB,
the theater
tele station,
in the circuit's
Windy
(Continued on Page 9)

Formulation of a policy pending
the March 5 hearing on the future
of the New York consent decree will
be one of the highlights at the Allied board of directors' meeting in
Columbus, 0., next Wednesday and
Thursday, according to a tentative
agenda of the sessions. Abram F.
Myers, general counsel, is scheduled
to make a statement on the status of
(Continued on Page 9)

Goldberg Enlists C of C
In Fight on Clearance

French Gov't to Shut
Out Foreign Newsreels?

Franchise holders of Film Classics,
Inc., will meet in St. Louis Jan. 2728 in a move that may result in the
development of an expanded national
company. Purpose of the meeting
(Continued on Page 9)

Washington

Selective Service May Get

Omaha — R. D. Goldberg of the circuit bearing his name has sought the
Botson— Trial of the 10-year-old help of the Council Bluffs, la. Chamber of Commerce in his fight against
'action by a group of New England
theaters, seeking to prove that cer- the 28-day rule before his Broadway
tain motion picture producers are Theater in Council Bluffs can play
violating the Sherman Anti-Trust first-run pictures.
Act and conspiring to restrain trade
Speaking for Goldberg, Chamber
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)

Dimes Drive Pledges
Exceed 13,000 Mark

Uniform Dimensions Seen
Effecting 15-20% Saving
In Post- War Construction
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Object (Continued
of the materials
on Page 8)standardi-

FC Will Estaliiisli
Executive Committee

Washington — Francis C. De Wolf, St. Louis Exhibitors Letter
chief of the State Department's telecommunications division, will be Wrshington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
Washington — The letter sent the
guest of the MPPDA and the newo
reels at a New York luncheon, Feb. House
Military Affairs committee
7. At this time there will be a full by St. Louis exhibitors telling of the
(Continued on Page 8)
discussion of the foreign market for
(Continued on Page 8)

Double Daylight SavingTiMne?

AsUs $1,000 License
for Each Chain Unit

Strenuous Theater Opposition to Proposal

Helena, Mont. — A measure which,
if passed, would require theater circuits to pay. a $1,000 annual license
fee for each theater has been introduced into the State legislature here.
The sponsor is Frank Horrigan, operburg.
ator of the Granada Theater, Phillips-

Hope and Benny Head
Dimes Benefit Array
Bob Hope will head a host of radio, stage, and screen stars who will
augment the entertainment supplied
by Jack Benny and his radio troupe
at the first of a series of three
March of Dimes benefit appearances
to be held tomorrow night at Car(Continued on Page 9)
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Washington — Double daylight saving time, which has been used so
successfully in England, may be instituted in the U. S. as one phase
of the Government's program to reduce consumption of electricity as
a means of conserving the nation's
coal and oil supply, according to Edward J. Falck, director of War
Utilities. This possible development
(Continued on Page 8)

The license fee would replace the
present tax on gross earnings. It
was pointed out in the bill that 44
theaters in Montana paid no taxes
on earned income.
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Indie Buyers' Service to
Finalize Setup on Feb. 1
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Hollywood — Walt Disney Productions net income for the year ended
Sept. 30, last, was reported at $486,287 after provision of $221,000 for
income taxes and $397,736 for additional losses on inventories. This
may be compared to a net report of
$431,536 for the previous year.
"Snow White," cartoon feature
film first issued in 1937, accounted
for "a substantial portion" of the
Walt
Disney
incometo
last year.
The Productions'
company expects
draw heavily on re-issue films this
year. The company's annual report
also shows that the U. S. and Canada accounted for 56 per cent of the
Disney market, England 25 per cent,
other countries 10 per cent.

Freeman Will Outline
Para. Production Plans

Wolfe Cohen, vice-president of
Warners International, yesterday announced two new appointments in
his Latin-American territory.
Irvin Coval, formerly Montreal
branch manager, has been made
Trinidad -British West Indies manager, succeeding Lester Cohen, shifted to Panama.
Vincent
Palmeri, former manager
1/8
of Warner
theaters in Bridgeport,
1/2
becomes
manager of the Warner
Branch in Peru, replacing Armando
Trucios, who has been promoted to
supervisor for Peru, Colombia and
Ecuador.
Both5/ Coval and Palmeri are now
a
en route
to their new posts.

Paramount production plans will
be outlined by Y. Frank Freeman,
at a luncheon at the Hotel Pierre
today in conjunction with the company's two-day meeting of theater
and circuit advertising and publicity
heads and Paramount district ad
reps, on FWTBT.
Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor,
Leonard Goldenson and other Paramount executives, also will attend
the luncheon.
Charles M. Reagan, who leaves
for the Coast tonight, will greet the
visitors at the opening session.
Bob Gillham will open the meeting, following which Alec Moss,
will preside.
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Judge Thos. Walker Dead;
row"
Nixes ed"Tomor
OWI Liberat
es
Countri
Funeral Service Tomorrow For
2

%

EXECUTIVE POSITION WANTED

Coast

Coval Palmeri to WB
Latin-American Posts

A requiem mass will be held tomorrow morning at St. Ignatius
Loyola Church for Judge Thomas S.
Walker, brother of Frank Walker,
Postmaster General and Comerford
circuit executive. Judge Walker,
who was 68, died yesterday morning
at St. Vincent's Hospital. The body
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
will be sent to Butte, Mont., for
Monogram Picts
33/8 3V4 3'A —
Vs burial. Survivors include his widow,
RKO CVS
11/2 11/4
11/2
G. Walker; his brother,
Sonotone Corp
35/3 31/2 35/8 +
i/g Maude
Technicolor
251/4 23% 241/,—
3/^ Frank; three sisters, two nephews
two nieces.
Trans-Lux
41/4 41/8 41/3—
i/g and
Universal Picts
21 1/2 21 Vi 21 1/2 —
34
Born in Plymouth. Pa., Judge Walker practiced law in Butte and was
Senate Confirms Porter
county attorney until his appointment by President Roosevelt to the
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM 'DAILY
post of judge of the customs court
Washington — The Senate yester- about four and a half years ago.
day confirmed without opposition
Paul C. Porter to serve as FCC
chairman. Porter, replacing James Oklahoma's Marquees
Lawrence Fly, will serve until 1949. May Escape "Brownout"

Cultured, young, American woman, experienced in ail branches show business,
knowledge of European countries, with
creative ability, is interested in executive
position either N. Y. or on west coast.

West

1/

Chg.
Net
High 18Low 211/2
Close
211/2
Am. Seat
21/2
18
—
Col. Picfs. vfc. (21/2% ) 22
Columbia PIcts. pfd
481/2
481/2
481/2 -f
183
Con. Fm. Ind
55/8
51/2
55/8
Con. Fm. Ind pfd ...
285/g — 11/4
i/s
East Kodak
178
1761/2
1761/2
231/,
231/2
- /8
'-93
237/8
2859/81
do pfd
283/4 77i/4
/4
?9l/4
Gen. Prec. Eq
95/8 291/, 291/,
78
301/p
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
921/,
RKO
94 '/8
933/8
Vb
281/,
RKO
$6 pfd
287/s 281/,
20th Century-Fox
:t6l/4 355/8 353/4
20th Century-Fox pfd 105^/8
14% 1055/s 1055/8
141/4
1 4 1/4
20th Century- Fox ppf
Warner Bros

Final organization plans for Independent Buyers Service, Inc., new
booking and buying organization,
will be completed on Feb. 1 when
all interested parties will meet in
Trenton. Policy and contract forms
are expected to be adopted at the
session.
While the nucleus of the combine
is made up of New Jersey exhibitors, there is nothing in the charter
to restrict the membership to Jersey
theater men. Between 75 and 100
theaters compose the initial membership. It is not unlikely, it was
learned yesterday, that Associated
Theaters, Inc., may be merged into
the new organization. Officers and
directors are yet to be elected.

Reissue of "Snow White"
Swells Disney's Income

194

The OWI has recommended that
"Tomorrow the World" be withheld
from liberated Europe and North
Africa, it was learned yesterday.
The recommendation is tantamount
to a ban, although Lester Cowan,
the producer, may ask for a review.
The major companies have agreed
to follow OWI recommendations as
to the types of pictures to be shown
overseas, based on the Governments
psychological and informational program.

WAC To Show 2-Reel
Version of Toscanini Pic

Washington — A special two-reel
version of the OWI overseas short on
Arturo Toscanini — a four-reel film to
begin with — will be shown in domestic theaters next month as part of
the OWI-WAC series. Ted R. Gamble, national Bond sales director,
Oklahoma City — Oklahoma's the- will speak briefly on the first reel
ater marquees, may continue to blaze with a between-drives Bond mesmerrily after the Government sage.
"brownout" order which may foi'ce Marjorie Morrow to CBS
off outdoor advertising lights over
the nation soon. State power comMarjorie Morrow, recently affiliated with Warners as Eastern talpany officials offered this hope yesent director, will join CBS Monday
terday, explaining that most of
Oklahoma's power is generated from as casting director, a post she held
in 1943.
low grade coal.

DAVE ROSE is in town en route to Lond«
from
the Coast.
J. J. FITZGIBBONS returning to Toronl
today from New York.
MEL SHAUER is In town from the Coast.
CLAUD MORRIS. Eastern exploitation directi
for Samuel Coldwyn Prods., is setting up a<
vance campaigns for "The Princess and tl
Pirate" in Detroit, San Antonio, Dallas an
Houston.

VERONICA LAKE and DANNY KAYE will j
to Washington for the President's Birthday Bal
EARL CUNNINGHAM, vice-president and ge«
eral manager of the Fountain Square Theati
Company, Indianapolis, was a visitor at the RK
Radio home off.ce.
GEORGE GLASS, former Coldwyn publicis
left for the Coast yesterday after a brief vis
in New York.
HARRY DAVID, general manager of Northi
Theaters, is a New York visitor from Cincin
nati.
MAURICE WHITE, head of United theaters i
Cine nnati, arrived in New York.

03CAR HANSON, president of Monogram Pit
tures cf Canada, arrived here from Toronto.
JOSEPH M. SEIDER, head of Prudential Play
houses,
SEIDER. has left for a Florida vacation with MR!
PATarrive
CASEY, producers' labor representativi
will
on the Coast this week from Ne
York.

JOHN BYRAM, Paramount's play eldtor, RU5
SELL HOLMAN, the studio's Eastern productio
head, and MRS. BYRAM who is taking a leave t
absence from the George Abbott office, wi
leave for Hollywood today.

EDWIN LESTER, producer of "Song of Noi
way," has arrived in New York.
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT arrived on the Coas
this week to start his deal with Republic whic
calls for two films a year for five years.

Lt. Anthony Kerasotes
Lost With the USS Leary
Springfield, 111. — Gus Kerasotes
president of the Kerasotes Theater
^gp^ Co. with headquarters hen
retary
the Navy,
hi
^^ has
beenof informe
the Sec
d by that
son, Lt. (j.g.) Anthony Kerasotes
formerly listed as missing, must b
presumed to be dead.
Lt. Kerasotes was Berving oi
board the USS Leary, when tha
vessel was torpedoed in the Atlan
tic in 1943 while engaged in an anti
submarine patrol.
Gus has four other sons in th
service:
Cpl. Nicholas, L'
Louis andGeorge,
Cpl. John.

SEND BIKTUDjIY
(iRGGTOliS TO..
January Ben19 H. Rosenwald
Hal Roach
B. P. Schulberg Ish Kabibble
Harry H. Buxbaum
Frances
King
Oliver Hardy
Dennis
F. O'Brien
January
20 Leo
Hugo
Mayer
Lowell

Pillot
Cilmore

Samuel Carlisle
January
21 J. P. Byrne
Arthur
S. Dickinson
H. William
Fitelson
Samuel
A. Gardner

THE FIGHTING LADY
ICOLOR
ROKE
ALL EXISTING OPEN
DAY RECORDS
VICTORIA,

i

NEW

YORK

CITY

ARE YOU SET? STILL TIME TO JOIN! MARCH

OF DIMES WEEK, JAN. 25-31!

Jf

Detroit —Akron — Los Angeles — New Orleans
love this exciting new box-office team! It's
one dazzling date after another—

ANNE BAXTER
JOHN HODMK.

and

^'SUNDAY Dimi
Awarded the Medal of Parents' Magazine as

THE BEST MOVIE OF THE MONTH!
Directed by LLOYD BACON

Produced by WALTER

MOROSCO

/

Jli;SrSH^°orcSSr,i2?'^.J"3i; Decidedly the most eventM year

f

^^ SOLDIER
:entury-fox

»>

and you with A. I. Cronin's "The Keys of the Kingdom" and Moss Hart's "Winged Victory"

AND OF COURSE, ROY IS No. 1

LEADING STARS
From

Showmen's

Leaders

Poll

1 BING CROSBY
2 GARY COOPER
3 SPENCER TRACY

^ ROY ROGERS
5 GARY GRANT
6 ABBOTT & GOSTELLO
7 BOB HOPE
8 VAN JOHNSON
9 HUMPHREY BOGART
10 MIGKEY ROONEY

IN

j^mkhs

WESTERN

POLL
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Standardization to
Cut Building Cost
(Continued from Page 1)
zation plan is to provide uniform
measurements which will facilitate
the assemblage of building parts,
and reduce to a minimum the need
for cutting or altering parts while
a building is being erected.
John Eberson, prominent film theater architect, commented yesterday
that the trend toward standardization has been apparent for some
time in the materials field, and its
further progress would tend to effect some economies, but in no way
would encroach upon the architect's
ability to make film houses individualistic. Designing is, he stressed,
wholly creative, and pointed out that
his firm always has and always would
adapt creative ideas to the practical
and functional, thus giving the manufacturer the advantage of utilizing
his own shop practices.
Any saving in time required for
construction, Eberson asserted, will
be a factor in bringing about the
building of more theaters, as well
as serving as a spur to remodeling.
Large building projects such as office structures and apartment houses
are likely to gain more from materials' standardization, he said, than
film houses. Use of the larger sizes
of structural clay products can cut
costs somewhat, he added, as well
as not compelling manufacturers to
use special bits, molds and dies.
Strengthening the sponsors' advocacy of such standardization are
the reported endorsements of some
50 national organizations interested
in all branches of the construction
industry. Contractors and building
mechanics generally are said to be
on the band-wagon. Several manufacturers, however, question whether
such standardization is practical under the competitive conditions which
they expect in the wake of the initial
post-war building boom.
Proponents logically assert that
if standardization of materials is
ever to be undertaken, now is the
time, as wartime conditions have
left the civilian market clear for
such a move. Materials of uniform
dimensions have worked out well in
Government - sponsored projects,
which are regarded as satisfactory
"test cases."

TO THE COLORS!
PROMOTED
SCT. HAROLD FRIEDLANDER, formerly of toew's
home office Ocuit department, to technical sergeant somewhere in France.

*
ROY

ARMY

*

WHITE, son of Maurice White, head of
United Theaters, Cincinnati.

BRlEFinG THE DflV'S nEUJS
Bank Night Case Quashed
Gary, Ind. — Judge William J.
Murray ruled favorably in Lake
Criminal Court on a defense motion
to quash a new affidavit charging
Michael Evan, manager of the Voge
in East Chicago, with having operated a Bank Night lottery last Summer. The jurist ordered the affidavit dismissed, agreeing with the
defense counsel, Herman Cohen, that
the new charge had placed the theaterman in "double jeopardy."

•

Dallas Depinet Drive Meet
Dallas — Headed by Robert J.
O'Donnell, of Interstate, a delegation
of prominent Texas showmen welcomed Drive Capt. Robert FoUiard
and Lt. Harry Gittleson of the RKO
Radio 1945 Ned Depinet Drive at a
luncheon, yesterday, at the Variety
Club.

Eastern Labs Join
For New Association
(Ccntinued

from Page 1)

economical service, according to the
incorporators.
The association will work for "the
betterment of employers and employes in the laboratory business as
well as the public," asserted its
legal spokesman.
The organization, understood to
have been long under consideration,
was hastened into being by the impending negotiations between the
film processors and the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union,
Local 702, lATSE, for new contracts
to replace those expiring in March.
The union had urged the laboratories
to unite to expedite negotiations
on a collective basis.
The MFLA has a directorate of
seven. Serving until the first annuel meeting will be Russell C. Holslag of Precision; Nathan Saland,
Mercury; Saul Jeffee, Movielab;
Jacob T. Cosman, Producers; Joe
Rice Malcolm, Malcolm Laboratories; John N. Weber, Mecca, and
Paul Guffanti, Film Service.

Comerford Man Killed,
Two Others Missing
Scranton —

Sgt. Eugene Carroll,

AAF, formerly of the Capito^' Wilkesshot
was gunbomber,a waist
ner on a Barre,
over Germany and killed.
Joseph Azat, AAF, also formerly of the Capitol, a pilot of a
P-40 Pursuit Ship, is missing over
India.
Jack Carroll, former employe of
the Comerford home office here, is
missing in action in Germany as of
Dec. 20.
1^^
l^^
down
Lt.

Roxy Dismissal Stands
Arbitration appeal board has
affirmed the decision of an arbitrator who dismissed the complaint
brought by the Roxy Theater, San
Angelo, Tex. The Roxy sought relief from its present fifth run classification.

NYU-DuMont

•
Tele Course

An NYU undergraduate laboratory course in television will be given
in the DuMont Studios, so that the
students may participate actively in
handling cameras, lights, and sets.
Samuel Cuff, manager of station
WABD, will be the instructor.
Course will begin next month.

•
"Fighting Lady" Scoring

Business done by 20th-Fox's "The
Fightingterday Lady"
ran ahead atof the
the Victoria
opening yesday
which gave the house a new record
and also topped an week-end or holiday "take."

$1,000,000 Available
For ITOA Production
(Continued from Page 1)
been made available to start production.
Full support to the March of
Dimes campaign through collections
at every performance and the showing of the trailer was pledged, as
well as 100 per cent co-operation in
the manpower recruiting campaign.
The ITOA also agreed to co-operate
fully
on Feb.with1. the WPB's dimout order

Double Daylight
Saving Time!
(Continued

from Page I)

outcropped following a press con
ference at which he declared tha
the responsibility for originall;
warning consumers of violations o:
the new "brownout" order (U-9) wil
be charged to the electric utilitiei
rather than to the Government.
Falck said that if violation of thi
"brownout" order is continued afte:
the utility warns the consumer, thi
Government will step in when thi
utility sends the nearest WPB dis
trict offce a copy of a formal notic*
of violation which is sent to the con
sumer by registered mail. Whei
the WPB district office receives thii
copy
of thedivision
notice,willthat
agency'i
compliance
be informe(
of the violation and will order thi
utility to disconnect service to thi
consumer. Few such suspensions o:
service are expected, Falck said.
If double daylight saving goes int(
effect, it will be over strenuous ob
jections by exhibitors, whose busi
ness wpuld be seriously reduced
Showmen said yesterday that sucl
an innovation would have only oni
redeeming side, namely that evenini
shows would be two hours ahead o:
sun or standard time, and that fo:
a number of weeks during June an<
July marquee lighting could be vir
tually eliminated, thereby settling
the absurd issue raised by the 60
watt bulb-burning order. Attend
ance at evening shows, would, oi
the other hand, probably dip to th(
lowest level in modern film annals
because a vast number of peopl(
would stay away when dayligh
lasted until nearly 10 p.m.

Gov't to Shut
Selective Service May Get French
Out Foreign Newsreels?
St. Louis Exhibitors Letter
(Continued

(Continued from Page I)
availability for war work of 167
skilled union technicians now on theater payrolls was brought up in the
Committee's hearings on the May
draft bill. Chairman Andrew May
of Kentucky referred to these workers during the questioning of Lewis
Hines, AFL legislative representative, who appeared to oppose the
bill.
May asked Hines what should be
done with these men who are not
needed by their present employers,
drawing from Hines a retort that
"that's their story; they say they
don't
need them; we think they do,"
in effect.
No administrative action on the
letter can be taken by the committee
but it will be turned over probably
to selective service.

Dial Films in Fadeout
Albany — Dial Films, Inc., New
York City, has filed a certificate of
voluntary dissolution in the office of
the Secretary of State.

from Page 1)

newsreels with particular referenc(
to reports that the French Govern
ment is planning to close out all for
eign reels and make a newsreel i
Government monopoly. It is reportec
that France intends to start a sep
arate Government office to prepari
a newsreel for all theaters prob
ably buying foreign footage fron
commercial companies.

IN NEW POSTS
MAX
NAYOR.
managing director, Metropolitai
Theater, Boston.
GEORGE
MAXWELL,
manager, Palace, Syracuse
ROBERT GREEN, assistant manager, RKO Lyric
Cincinnati.
LARRY
HENSLER,
Film Classics salesman,
Oe
Moines.
HAROLD
RICE,
Southern
district, Fox
Inter
mountain theater circuit, Denver.
CHET E. MILLER, city manager. Fox Intermoun
tain Circuit, Sterling, Colo.
RALPH

BATCHELET,

ver.
lOHN
LINDHART,

manager. Paramount,

manager,

Mayan,

Den

Denver.

0^\
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FC Wil! Establish
Executive Committee
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

is said to be the formation of a national executive committee of five
to represent the East, West, North,
South and West Coast areas and to
meet with producers and line up future production plans.
Film Classics, it was learned,
plans definitely to be in the postwar exchange field, contracting with
; producers for new product as well
:as continuing its present policy of
Idistributing re-issues.
All franchise holders except those
in Seattle and Los Angeles are ex;pected to attend. Sessions will be
held in the Coronado Hotel.
Detroit — From figures disclosed
here by Albert Bezel, local franchise
holder, the strength of Film Classics
is shown in the fact that all local
holders except those in Washington,
Detroit, Cleveland and Cincinnati
are circuit operators, with a total
of more than 500 theaters affiliated.
This gives the organization a potential outlet for product in dealing with
producers and in relation to existing
national distributors. Bezel said.

Hope and Benny Head
Dimes Benefit Array
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
negie Hall.
Basil O'Connor, president of the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, will be guest
.speaker.
Benny is scheduled to bring his
entire show to the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, Jan. 23, and then
to the Boston Symphony Hall, Jan.
29.
All the proceeds will go to the
NFIP County chapters in which they
are held.
Among those who will lend their
talents to the entertainment are:
Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Margaret
O'Brien, Ann Sheridan, Frances
Langford, Mary Livingston, Eddie
"Rochester" Anderson, Ralph Edwards, Mary Lou Williams, Phil
Harris, Bon Wilson, Jei-ry Colonna,
Ed Wynn, Joan Edwards, Lansing
Hatfield, Isaac Stern, Regina Resnik,
and Larry Stevens.
Monogram Registrar Named
The Bank of the Manhattan Co.
has been appointed registrar for the
5% per cent cumulative convertible
preferred stock of Monogram.

STORK REPORTS
Wife of Herman Liveright of the
Paramount story department has
given birth to a son at the New
York Hospital.

THEATER DEALS

DAILY

Blue Net Talics Clil.
B&K

Boston — M & P will terminate
operation of the Strand, Taunton,
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
on Feb. 28, and on Feb. 1 will take
over the State, Taunton, on a long City, it was disclosed yesterday.
term lease, it was disclosed yesterBlue tele production will be suday. Strand passes to Bon Jacocks
pervised by Adrian Samish, the net's
of B & G Associates, who will opernational program and production diate starting March 1.
rector, who has assigned directors
Valley Falls, R. I. — Stanley to work with Paul Mowrey, in charge
Moskwa, recently released from the of tele for the Blue. The directors
Army, has taken over the Roosevelt will work directly with the statfs ol
here from Charles Tobey and will WRGB and WABB on produccion,
continue
theater'sof membership
in meanwhile continuing their present
Affiliated the
Theaters
Boston.
Blue production duties.
First show to be televised by the
Blue from Schenectady will be
"Ladies Be Seated"; it will run 30
minutes. The WABB debut will be
via a variety show. Regular half
hour weekly programs on both stations are plannea, according to Hub(Ccntinued from Page 1)
bell Robinson, Jr., Blue vice-prexy,
the several anti-trust proceedings who stressed the net is not limiting
involving the major companies and its experience to any one variation
other elements in the industry.
in the use of tele nor to any one
Other topics for discussion at the manufacturer's
equipment.
two-day meeting include a new plan
for the serial numbering of tickets, a
repoit on which is to be delivered by Goldberg Enlists C of C
Col. H. A. Cole subsequent to action In Fight on Clearance
taken by the special committee on
this subject; 16 mm. competition,
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
with a report by Irving Bollinger;
Executive Secretary Floyd P. WilWar Activities Committee, by Marsaid the "arbitrary rule" that
tin Smith and Harry Lowenstein; lette
Class A pictures may not be shown
Caravan report by Sidney Samuel- in Council Bluffs theaters until 28
son; film rentals and distributor prac- days after their Omaha runs is a
tices, and taxation, covering a sur- ■'violation of the Sherman Antivey of conditions in Washington and
in several territories. Annual elec- Trust Act."
Birectors instructed their secretion of officers is slated for this
meeting.
tary to contact other local theater
On Tuesday night, the board operators and if they are in accord
members are to be guests of the ITO with Goldberg's opinion to write protests to film company branch manof Ohio at a dinner. Spyros Skouras and Tom Connors are scheduled owners.agers in Omaha and Omaha theater
to speak at a closed session Wednesday night.
As previously indicated, the Con- 10- Year-Old Anti-Trust
ference of Independent Exhibitors
will not convene at this time because Suit Opens in Boston
there has been no major development
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
in connection with the consent decree. It is expected, however, that by the method they used in distributing feature film, opened yesterday
a meeting of the Conference will be
called by Hugh W. Bruen, modera- before Judge George C. Sweeney
tor, at the time of Allied's Spring and a jury in the U. b. Bistrict Court.
meeting in late April or early May. The suit was filed in 1935 and has
been in various stages of litigation
since.
Major Rosen, Capt. Lloyd
Suits being tried are those by the
Return to Civil Life
Commonwealth Amusement EnterNew Haven — Maj. Samuel Rosen,
prise, Inc., of Boston, and the Nasoperator of Rosen Film Belivery
hua Theaters, Inc., against the Colonial Theater Co. of Nashua. A
here and of theaters in Lakeville,
Winsted and Windsor, returns to his number of distributing companies
former duties after being honorably also are defendants.
The first step after the selection
discharged from the Army. He has
served for 21/2 years in India, China of the jury was the reading of a
and Burma, and was commended for report by Attorney Philip A. Hendhis achievements in transportation. rick, who sat as Master to hear the
Also back in "civies" is Capt. evidence. Attorney George S. Ryan
Walter Lloyd, in the Army in India read the plaintiff's declaration which
for the past three years, who again ^ alleges they suffered financial loss
acts as manager of M & P's Allyn by the methods employed by the disTheater, Hartford. The film boys
tributors, the most damaging of
plan a party at the Hotel Bond Jan. which they cited as "blind buying"
17 for Capt. Lloyd.
1of films.

Set Decree Poiicy

in STEP UJITH
Dimes mflRCH
A LL arguments
to the contrary,
New
'*
Yorkers do fiave consciences..
An elderly gentleman

called

on

Bert

Fromme,

Headquarters,
y e s of
National
"Dimes"
terday.
It seems
he
had collected $17.40
i n commission
0 n
some srrt of deal, but
he wasn't sure he was
honestly
entitled to
this sum. Would the

that much

,
March
of Dimes ac'^^^cept
this $17.40
so
*
that
his conscience
could rest easy? The
N. Y. fund is now
richer!

TJERE'S a sure way to raise extra
Dimes, and a Times Square tobacconist reports excellent results: Want
to buy a package of cigarettes? Okay,
pal, drop a dime or more into the March
of Dimes collection container and the
smokes are yours! (No inquiries, please,
as to location) .
LJOW to kill that "stage wait" during
' ' March of Dimes collections is a problem pretty generally worked out by the
individual theater managers. Some use
recrrds, some sound-on-film, others pick
up a musical broadcast. Charles Holland,
Schine's Madison Theater, Rochester, has
requested a stereopticon slide of the little
girl's picture at the top of this column.
The Publicity Committee will have these
slides available for any exhibitors who wish
em. Cost: About $1 each.

QSCAR A. DOOB had the bright
idea of having the National Committee "adopt," as the official March of
Dimes girl, the little child pictured in
all campaign publicity. A call to Lucile
Patterson Marsh, the artist, revealed
that there isnt any little girl, that the
child is strictly her artistic conception
of an adorable tot.

Satlan Named Warners
Circuit District Manager
Five promotions among theater
executives and managers in the Warner Circuit's New Jersey Zone were
announced yesterday by Frank J.
Bamis, zone manager.
Edward Batlan of the Branford
Theater, Newark, has been promoted
to district manager, succeeding Robert M. Paskow, who has moved to
the Warner Bros. home, office to handle commercial tieups on films.
Louis Stein of the Regent, Elizabeth, takes over the Branford managerial post.
Maurice Ingram, former manager
of
thein Sanford,
succeedsin
Stein
Elizabeth Irving'ton,
and is replaced
Irving'ton by Edward Kane from the
Cranford Theater, Cranford.
J. Conheim goes to the Cranford.

Monogram

BIG One Is Keady:

BIG in Theme!
"Excellent.

BIG in Cast!

Its cast is the best ever to appear

powerful, direction splendid, production
/'Sure-fire \\\V-ioueua parsons
"Formidable

And BIG in Reviews!

contender

for Monogram.
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Johnston Joining MPPDA:

Deal by which Eric Johnston, president of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, will join the
MPPDA in an important executive capacity is near consummation if not already closed, it
ivas reported last night. Neither Will H. Hays nor Johnston were available for confirmation. Johnston presumably would join the MPPDA actively

at the close of his C of C presidential term. That Johnston's affiliation with the industry was under discussion was first exclusively published by
THE FILM DAILY May 2 ^t. A $100,000 annual salary has been mentioned.
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INVENTORY BUILDING POLICY PAYS OFF
^Army

Finds Fix Serve ActualSy
as War Weapon
Editorial

Overseas Experience Told
Jy Maj. John W. Hubbell,
lome from Tour of Fronts

Motion pictures in combat areas
:o far beyond their function as a
ecreational medium and serve actually as a weapon of war, Maj. John
W. Hubbell of the Overseas Motion
Picture Service reported at a press
onference Friday. Major Hubbell
lias just returned from a seven-week
tour of the European and Mediterranean fighting fronts on a special
mission for Col. E. L. Munson, Jr.,
(Continued on Page 8)

( French Cameramen
loin Newsreel Pool
ifaskingtoii

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Please^ Misier Showman^
. , ,Do YOUR

Would End Exemptions
On Children's Admissions

pLEASE, Mister Showman, do YOUR best, your VERY BEST in the theater week be' ginning Thursday.
That petition — for such it is— is addressed specifically to YOU, and to the tens of
thousands of others associated with the motion picture industry — YOUR industry.
It is addressed to YOU by y.'ur fellow theatermen, marshalled under the leadership
of the National March of Dimes campaign
committee of which the distinguished American and industryite, Nicholas M. Schenck,
is chairman.
It is addressed to YOU by the President
of the United States, that great humanitarian, Franklin D. Roosevelt.
And it is addressed to YOU by the hundreds of American children, stricken with,
and left crippled by, that dread plague commonly called infantile paralysis.
Singly and together, they ask YOU to
participate again in the great home front
crusade against a devastating disease, whose
ravages
are equal to those on global battle
fields.
They appeal to YOU to make a still greater
effort, for the need today Is greater. NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
They ask YOU to see that the number of
theaters pledged to 1945 March of Dimes Week participation is raised to a new high
(Continued on Page 8)
THE PRESIDENT

Major Distribution
For ITOA's Product

While the independent production
plans of the ITOA are still in a
formative stage, it was learned FriPhiladelphia — Exemptions on childay that during the first year of
dren's admission would be dropped
product will be distribunder the terms of the proposed new operation
uted by a major company.
city amusement tax ordinance, hearProject is being backed by a group
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)

Ranh, Union Iron Out
Denham's Grievances
London (By Cable) ^ A lengthy
conference between J. Arthur Rank
and officers of the Association of
Cine-Technicians Friday on Denham
Studios labor grievances resulted in
some being removed and recommendations being made to the British
Producers Association to devise better procedure.

BEST

By CHESTER B. BAHN

<DAILY

Washington — Calling in six free
French pre-war newsreel veterans
the five American reels comprising
the newsreel pool have shaken up
their combat assignments in the
Knropean area with a view to eventual realignment for resumption of
aewsreel production in Europe.
The six French camera vets will
operate out of Paris under Yves
Nainre of Paramount, one of the
(Continued on Page 2)

Best, Your VERY

Para. Sets Campaign
For "Bells" Release

lATSE Move Awaits Return of Richard Walsh

The purchase of an ambulance to
be donated
to the American
Red
Cross highlighted the details of an
ambitious program planned by the
(Continued on Page 7)

Policy of building up completed
film inventories, as followed by most
of the major companies for the past
several seasons, not only will guarantee a steady flow of product to
meet market demands regardless of
any contingencies that may crop up
to temporarily interrupt production,
but will enable film companies to effect substantial savings in negative
(Continued on Page 7)

Ohio
Slaps "Use
Tax
On Theater
Trailers
Columbus, O.— The Excise Tax Division of the Department of Taxation is assessing
"use tax"attraction
on Ohio
exhibitors
on acoming
trailers supplied by National Screen
Sei-vice. The "use tax" is not a new
levy, but it has not applied hereto(Continued on Page 8)

Organization of Salesmen
Finds Brandt Sympathetic

Harry
Brandt, ITOA
president,
voiced sympathy for a current organizational move by New
York
when he stated in
Although Pai'amount's "For Whom film salesmen
the Bell Tolls" is still to be played
(Continued on Page 7)
in more than 13,000 theaters, the
picture already has established itself as one of the industry's top
Standard Time Bill
box-office grossers, according to
For Indiana Cities
Charles M. Reagan, vice-president
(Continued on Page 8)

Study ^Feaiherbedding^ Rap
MPA Plans to Present
Ambulance to Red Cross

Effects Substantial Savings in Negative Costs;
Assures Steady Pix Flow

The problem posed last week by
Dr. Hei'bert R. Northi-up, senior
heai-ing officer of the regional War
Labor Board, when he condemned
the practice of "feather-bedding" in
the dispute between Local 802 of
the American Federation of Musicians and radio station WOV is ex(Continued on Page 8)

Indianapolis — A bill to return
standard time to Indiana, excepting
from June 1 to Sept. 1, in first and
second-class cities of the state was
introduced in the State House of
Representatives by Albert B. Thompson (R., North Vernon).
The standard time provision would
become effective April 1, 1945. The
"daylight saving" or one hour advancement of time in Indianapolis
and such cities as Gary, Evansville,
South Bend, Terre Haute and Ft.
Wayne, would become effective June
1 and continue through August.

W*^

6 French Cameramen
Join Newsreel Pool
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Winner had the distinction of being
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif. the first motion picture cameraman
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone to fly over Tokyo on a bombing
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. mission. Selznick and Crotchett faced
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph death on several occasions in filmEsler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briaring the invasion of various Japanesegate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- held islands, and both were with
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour Daraien Parer when he was killed in
St.. W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco.
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel action by a Japanese sniper last SepDamon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
tember in photographing the invasAugusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
ion of Pelelieu.
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Carmichael, Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
Alley Returns to Pacific
Norman Alley of News of the Day,
one of the first newsreel veterans
to be assigned to cover the war, recently returned to the Pacific to replace Crotchett. One of his assignments upon his return was a bomb•
(January 19)
"
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
ing mission over Manila. Also being sent to the Pacific for assignNet
18Vl
High
Low Close Chg.
21 Vz
ment with the Navy is Robert DonaAm. Seat
18
18
hue, Jr., of Pathe News, who was
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
291/4 211/4 211/4 —
Con. Fm. Ind
stricken with jaundice in Italy some
2914 +
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . . 233/8 29
months ago and was called home to
Cen.
Prec. Eq
91/4
291/4 231/8 233^ —
78
recuperate.
771/8 771/2 —
Loew's,
Paramount Inc
285/8 285/8 —
In order to more intelligently
RKO
91/8 91/4 —
94
281/2
RKO $6 pfd
plan
for the coverage of present and
923/4
93
—
20th Century-Fox
. . . 353/4 281/4 281/4 —
pending operations in the Mediter20th Century-Fox pfd. 143/s 351/8 351/4 —
Warner Bros
ranean area and in Southern Europe,
14
14
—
33/8
11/2 MARKET
NEW YORK CURB
31/2
Lewis S. Cass of Paramount recentMonogram
Picts. . . .
33/8 33/5 -f
ly was brought back to New York
'Radio-Keith cvs
1%
VA
.. Vz
245/8
from Rome for consultation with
Sonotone
Corp
3'/2 3172 Technicolor
21
24
241/4
..
the editors composing the newsreel
Universal Picts
21
21
—
pool. Cass is now preparing to return to Italy where he will join John
Four New Pix Starting
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY Dored, also of Paramount, as well
as several former Italian staff camHollywood — Four new pictures go
eramen attached to the Rome ofBces
into production this week, making of the newsreels
before the war.
total of 41 shooting.
More than a score of noted newsreel veterans now are assigned to
cover the war in all parts of the
world. Their coverage, amplified by
a considerable volume of material
being regularly received from Army
and Navy combat units, insures a
maximum of results in recording the
COMPANY
progress of the war on film and its
continuous presentation to the public.
154 W. 14th ST.
N.Y.C.
JOHN

W.

ALICOATE

MnflnciAL

GLOBETICRET
Phone WAtkins 9-1486

PROMPT SERVICE
AS

USUAL

EXECUTIVE

POSITION

WANTED

Cultured, young, American woman, experienced all branches show business, creative
ability, knowledge of European countries,
recently with government, interested in executive position either N. Y. or L. A.

■
1501

Write Box 223, THE FILM DAILY
BROADWAY,
NEW YORK
18, N. Y.
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Bruen and Poole Will
s"
"Dime
.
for
ern
00
Via
$400,0 Calif. Exhibs See Distribs. and Berge
Sees North
More than $400,000 will be raised
by Northern California alone in the
oncoming "Dimes"
cochairman,
George drive.
Mann, State's
informed
campaign headquarters here by wire
Friday from San Francisco, following a meeting there. Several days
ago, Southern California showmen
pledged at least a 25 per cent boost
in 1945 collections. In 1944, California as a whole collected $477,129,
or 57.2c per seat, 10 per cent of nation's total. The 1945 goal is $650,000.
Loew's stands, nationally, collected
$443,781 in '44, more than nine per
cent of nation's total. Goal this year
is $500,000, C. C. Moskowftz and
Joseph Vogel say.
"Dimes" pledges through Friday
hit 13,641, jump of nearly 2,000 theaters over '44 pledges, and headquarters said that Harry Katz and Ken
Collins, Indiana chairmen, report
their State has gone over the top in
houses signed. Paul Sherman of the
New York City Public Relations
Committee has arranged with the
Third Avenue Railway Co. to run a
decorated trolley car from Columbus
Circle to 42nd St. as part of Tuesday's "Dimes" kick-off, Gus Van,
vaude star and one-time motorman
will drive the car which will carry
a p. a. system, have show girls and
models as conductorettes, and charge
jumped passenger scales.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Final Republic regional sales conferences begins today at the North Hollywood Studio,
where James R. Grainger is meeting
with Western district sales reps, and
studio and home office executives.
H. J. Yates, Sr., will make the opening address.
Edward L. Walton, assistant general sales manager; Western district
sales manager Francis Bateman,
Franchise Holder J. T. Sheffield;
branch managers J. H . Sheffield,
Portland; Gene Gerbase, Denver;
Harold Q. Fuller, Salt Lake City;
L. W. Marriott, Los Angeles; and Sid
Weisbaum, San Francisco; are attending the meetings.

SECOND

THRILL

WEEK

He's Great with a Gun
And ERICH
He's Got MARY
to Kill!
BETH
VON

HUGHES

STROHEIM

THE GREAT FUMARION
with

DAN

DURYEA

STEPHEN

BARCLAY

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing!

REPUBLIC
THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 51st & 52rKi Sts.

RADIO

CITY MUSIC

HALL

50th Street and Sixth Avenue

VELVET"

MICKEY
RODNEY
DONALD CRISP — ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JACKIE JENKINS — REGINALD OWEN
— and —
Spectacular Stage Presentation

'30
SECONDS
OM SCREEN

MM

^S%

JEAN
IN PERSON

PARKER
'47th St.

SPENCER TRACY
VAN JOHNSON

JOEY

ROBT. WALKER

OVER TOKYO'

ADAMS
B'WAY &

Hedy LAMARR
George BRENT
•
Paul LUKAS

'EXPERIMENT
AN

No Vanguard Reargument
In Chaplin-Selznick Suit
Albany — The Circuit Court of
Appeals on Friday denied Vanguard
Films, Inc., one of the defendants
in the million-dollar action brought
by Charles Chaplin, acting in his
own interests and those of UA
stockholders, their motion for reargument of their denial by that
high tribunal to dismiss the company as a defendant.
On Nov. 30, last, the court denied
the right of Chaplin to sue David
0. Selznick Productions, Inc., but
granted the right to serve process
on Vanguard in New York State.
On the latter determination, Selznick Counsel sought reargument.

I

N. Y. THEATERS

"NATIONAL

Final Rep. Regional
Meet Opens Today
fVest

Columbus, O. — Hugh W. Bruen
and Robert H. Poole of the PCC of
ITO arrive today to attend the Allied board meeting set for Wednesday and Thursday. From Columbus
Bruen and Poole will go to New
York City to confer with distributor
executives on the Law Conciliation
plan and then to Washington, D. C.
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Inventory Building
Policy Pays Off
(Continued from Page 1)
costs, a Film Daily study of the
situation reveals.
With production costs showing
successive increases every year for
the past four or five years, during
which time the average has just
Ifcout doubled, many pictures made
^t year, for instance, -will have
cost from half a million to a million
dollars less than the cost would be
at time of their release.
Typical of this strengthening of
product pool is the latest Warner
Bros, financial report showing a«
increase of nearly $9,000,000 in inventories to the all-time high of
$40,441,579. Nearly half of this figure represents finished pictures now
in the cutting rooms and awaiting
release. Among the productions that
would entail sizeable additional outlay if made later, especially in event
of continued inflationary tendencies
In costs of production, are "Saratoga
Trunk," "Rhapsody in Blue," Jack
Benny's "The Horn Blows at Midnight" and several more.
At the beginning of 1944, Paramount's production inventory was
listed at $37,576,193, and the figure
is expected to be slightly higher as
of Jan. 1, 1945. The company now
has a backlog of 22 pictures not yet
'released.
M-G-M has approximately 20 pictures either in production or completed, awaiting release. Loew's inventory is figured at about $60,000,say
1000in Wall St. circles, which
production for the year has been
paid for.
Twentieth-Fox is another company
(well fortified with product, the studio at the present time being seven
months ahead of release schedule,
with at least 12 specials for 1945-46
set to start between Feb. 1 and
June 1.
Practically every company has a
larger backlog of product than in
previous year and one estimate
places the value of unreleased product at between $275,000,000 and
$325,000,000.

WB's "Pledge to Botaon" Ready

"Pledge to Bataan," two-reel Technicolor special, which Warners placed
in production recently in anticipation
of Gen. Douglas MacArthur's return
to the Philippines, has been completed and will be released immediately throughout the country.

Um
D.

W.

BIRTHDAY
January
22
Griffith
Ann
Robert
Salomons

Sothern

cominc and come

in STEP UJITH DimES mORCH
"HERE'LL
be dancing on the streets
of
New York so that crippled children may
walk again! The N. Y.
publicity committee
is arranging a March
of Dimes Conga line
to form at Columbus
Circle and proceed to
Times Square as part
^^> — , ^ ^ opening
of Thursday's
drivecelebration.
iis Bill Slater,
;j»[.^

TF^HEN

Ben

Ser-

kowich,
and
Arthur
Price are handling the
details.

Ernie Emerling cooked up the

10c a number.
There are 50 numbers. The
winner receives a free ticket to the Met.

TiEFORE Gus Van became a singer
and the partner of the late Joe
Schenck, he piloted a trolley car over
numerous lines in Brooklyn. Gus goes
back to his old job on Thursday of this
week when he will act as motorman of
the special "March of Dimes" trolley
that will run from Columbus Circle to
Times Square. Passengers will have to
ante up more than the official jitney to
take a ride on the Dimes street-car.
A

JERSEY

**
his
DIMES.

theater manager

cashiers

to

make

has instructed
all

change

in

r OEW'S STATE on Broadway, N. Y.,
which has jumped the gun on the
drive by making street collections with
a large glass jar display, says our allied
fighting men are joining Americans in
malting Dimes donations. Thus far
English shillings, Italian lire, Canadian
dimes, Australian pennies, and Indian
rupees, and Brazilian milreis have been
put
together.
The
pay-off
is
that
Ernie's
only son suffers under the handle of found in the jars.
"Junior."

'* dimes for Ben Simon's campaign at the
Metropolitan Theater, Brooklyn. The wheel,
which travels from one department store to
another, may be played by the public for

LJARRY C. ARTHUR, JR., Missouri State
'■ Chairman for the 1945 March of
Dimes Drive for funds to figlit infantile
paralysis heralds that 105 theaters in greater
St. Louis have signed pledges to make collections during the drive.

Organization of Salesmen
Finds Brandt Sympathetic

MPA Plans to Present
Ambulance to Red Cross

WHEEL

OF

FORTUNE

is getting extra

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
an address before the Motion Pic- Motion Picture Associates, Inc., for
ture Associates, Inc., at their in- 1945, as announced by Morris Sanders, re-elected president, at the installation-of-officers luncheon in stallation-of-officers
luncheon in the
the Astor Hotel Friday, that "Our Astor Hotel Friday. Also on the
industry, the greatest charitable fund- agenda for the new term is a "hosraising industry, supporting every
pitalization plan" and the productwo-reel short subject, to be
major drive of national importance, sold tiontoof a exhibitors
in the New York
has done nothing of special signific- area, as a means of raising funds
for MPA charitable and benevolent
work.
ance for its own people."
"If I were a salesman, I would
get together with salesmen in the
Other speakers who were introduced by Harold Rodner, toastmasother territories and form an orter, were Jack Ellis, Harry Brandt,
ganization to protect and secure my and Lt. Wilbur Snaper, son of David
future," Brandt added.
The exhib. leader later advocated
that, if necessary, a union be formed
in the same manner as he organized
the ITOA to protect its members,
and cited the case of where a salesman allegedly had been with a company for 31 years and was let go
with two weeks' notice.
A committee of salesmen has already been formed, as reported in
THE Film Daily, Jan. 11, to mull
over conditions for possible unionism
and to formulate security measures
as a means of offsetting any threat
to their positions. The banding move
is believed prompted by the mushroom buying and booking combines
which are springing up throughout
the territories.

CAPT. GENE MARKEY, head of Navy's motion
picture division, arrived on the Coast for conferences with Com. A. ]. Bolton, liaison officer
with the Hollywood sector of the War Activities
Committee.
NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK and OSCAR A. OOOB
are expected to arrive in New York today from
the Coast.
HOWARD DIETZ
for New York.

Snaper, New Jersey circuit operator.
Lt. Snaper, home on furlough from
an overseas assignment, reported
that motion pictures constitutes 95
per cent of G.I. entertainment, since
"you can always throw up a screen
and
project a film,"
entertainment
is notwhereas
always "flesh"
available.
Cy Seymour received special commendation for his chairmanship efforts in the handling of charitable
and benevolent cases for the past

leaves Hollywood tomorrow

MORRIS GOODMAN, Republic vice-president
in charge of foreign sJles, returned to New York
from
Hollywood
the week-end and will be
back at
his deskover
today.
ALAN LADD, will go to Washington for the
President's birthday ball celebration.
LESTER COWAN, UA producer, arrived in
Hollywood from New York but wilt return in a
few weeks to announce 1945 production plans.
IVAN

perambulating "Dimes" displays
featuring glass jars with the names of a
couple of hundred children, he ran the
gamut from Aaron to Zelma, but overlooked the popular nicknames of
"Junior" and "Baby." Ann Bontempo of
the State, Newark, IS. J., corrected his
oversight and reports that these two jars
are getting more coins than all the others

A

HARRY COHN, Columbia prexy, is due to arrive in Hollywood today from New York.

BLACK,

press agent, wit) return to

Hollywood soon.
BOB HOPE has arrived at the Waldorf-Astoria
with FRANCES LANCfORD, JERRY COLONNA,
SKINNAY ENNIS and others of his radio troupe.
ROBERTO SOCAS, PRC foreign sales manager, leaves today for Hollywood to confer with
PRC studio officials on the new season's product.
ZORINA arrived in New York from Boston
over the week-end.
MARGARET WEBSTER
from the Hub.

returned here yesterday

CYRIL HUME, here from Culver City, is stopping at the Sherry-Netherlands.
SOL LESSER has arrived from the Coast.
UNA

MERKEL

is an

Essex House guest.

SHERIDAN GIBNEY arrived from the Coast
over the week-end.
ORSON
WELLES
is at the St. Regis.
JANET

BLAIR is stopping at the Savoy Plaia.

HUMPHREY
from
Lima, O. BOGART
GEORGE

arrives at the week-end

JESSEL is due today from the Coast.

JOAN FONTAINE is now
Sunday from the Coast.
weeks.
DON
February.
ERROL

WILSON
FLYNN'S

expected here next

is here for a stay of several
advent here is off until late

JOSEPHINE HALL is a Hampshire House registrant.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, expected in New York on
Friday, will not arrive till today.
HARRY BRANDT, chairman of the Sixth War
attended the Presidential inauguraLoan tionDrive,
in Washington Saturday.
MAURICE WOLFF, Metro's New England district manager, is visiting his son, who is in the
service, at Orlando, Fla.
E. K. "TED " O'SHEA expects to head for
Miami in early February.
ED DUPAR, Warners' cameraman, who has
been in the East for the past several weeks with
a unit shooting New York and other Eastern
backgrounds, has returned to the Coast.
LOUIS JEAN HEYDT will head for New York
tomorrow from the Coast to appear in "Calico
Wedding," his first Broadway show in nine
PAUL LUKAS is in town from the Coast.
HENRY BLANKE, Warner Bros, producer, is
at the Waldorf-Astoria from California.
years.

UJEDDinG BELLS

Election of the following directors Washington Bureau of THE FILM 'DAILY
was announced: Sam Rinzler, Jack
Washington — Claude C. Bourne,
year.
Hattem, Jack Bowen, David Snaper,
manager RKO-Keith's was
Leo Abrams, David A. Levy, James assistant
married last week to Dorothy FredFrank, J. J. Felder, Harold J. Klein,
ericks of Albuquerque, N. M., a Wave
stationed in Washington.
Seymour, Moe Kurtz.

Mr, (Jeorge Borthwick
M. Po Prcdwctlone DIst.
DAILY
28 W. 44th St. Ztet "'floor
Hew York
U. Y, «^»fc||p^

Army Finds Films
Adual War Weapon
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
chief of the Army Pictorial Service.
Films, Major Hubbell said, are the,
only complete escape, from. both the
horrors of war at the front and from
homesickness in :the non-combat
areas. The daring exploits of the
men who transport the pictures into
tlie combat zones w'ere described by
the major. In one case, he said, a
battalion had been in combat for 31
days and was withdrawii behind the

-
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Please/ Misi^rShowxiiBn
. ..Do YOUR

Best, Your VERY

MM m

BEST

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

;

and that the number of seats thus represented reaches ten milli-ns.
^
They call upon YOU to assure a $5,000,000 gross in theater collections.
They shall not ask in vain, for, as the President of the United States has so well said
in his message to all of yeu> "Upon the realization of these hopes depends in great part
the future of -many American children and I know that you will do everything in your

c
A Chicago Nomiiiotibn

., Chicago — nominates
Irv Kupcinet,
cbliimriisl,
FredTimes'
Ullmahac
"New
Anierieans",
current
in t^i
n
"This is America" series, for th
"Oscar" in the shorts field.
•
rrn^ll-rr
Party for Blair, Bowman
Columbia will hold a cocktail part;
(Continued from Page 1).
tomorrow
Copacabana's
(Continued from Page 1 )
ana Room infortheJanet
Blair and Cal
Le
pected to be considered by officers Bbwmian.
in charge of distribution. Speaking at the opening session of a two- of the lATSE following the return
r" Clicks
day meeting
of exploitation
the company's
ad- of Richard F. Walsh, Alliance head, "Song to Remembe
vertising,
and publicity
Columbia's "A Song To Remem
representatives, Reagan said that a today ■ from the mid- Winter conference of the lA's general executive ber"- broke every opening day rec
similar meeting held last year for
board. Northrup had recommended ord at its premiere at San Fran
the campaign on "So Proudly We that Local 802 desist from assertedly
Cisco's Orpheum, with a "take" o
Hail" proved the value of such get"■
forcing WOV to hire more music- Roxie,
togethers.
some $4,500,
well• as". at$2,200.
Oakland'
where asit grabbed
ians
than
it
needed.
Meeting was called by R. M. Gillham and Alec Moss to discuss the
The lA's interest in Northrup's Nelson at New School
action stems from the fact that the
popular -priced engagements of Alliance
itself has been accused of
PWTBT.
Raymond E. Nelson, vice-presiderii
At a luncheon attended by the the "feather-bedding" practice in. the in charge of radio and television fo;
advertising men, home office ex- hiring of stagehands by theaters. address
the Charles
Storm Co.,
Inc., -vyil
the M.
Dramatic
Workshop
o:
The situation was brought to a
ecutives and out-of-town circuit
the New School for Social Research
head
last
week
in
St.
Louis
when
an
heads, Frank Freeman, vice-president in charge of studio operations, exhibitors' committee wrote to Wash- tomorrow evening, on "Television ai
ington offering for war Work the
said that Paramount had in "A
Social Force."
Medal for Benny" a story with many services of 167 lATSE stagehands aStage
for Action Casting
of the human qualities of "Going and
projectionists
held
"not
needed"
the theaters in St. Louis and St.
Casting for the second companieif
My Way." Freeman said the Para- by
mount studio was in better shape Louis County. Officials of Local 6, of four plays in the repertory o:
than it had been in a long time and stagehands, and Local 143, opera- Stage for Action will be started a
tors, declined to release any of the 130 W. 42nd St., this afternoon.
that the production setup had been
.
strengthened by the Hal Wallis and 167 men.
B. G. De Sylva units and by the apMono. Retains Weshner
pointment ofHenry Ginsberg to head
David E. Weshner and associates
Major
Distribution
for
Paramount's own production prohave been retained as consultant;
The
Product
of
ITOA
gram. Ginsberg's appointment was
by Monogram in connection witl
at Freeman's request, he said. Others
special advertising, exploitation anc
who spoke were Barney Balaban,
(Continued from Page 1)
Adolph Zukor and David Rose. Bob
publicity
"They Shall Weshner
Have Faith'j
"Johnon Dillinger."
will
of individuals, among whom is an and
Gillham presided.
White.
work
with
Lou
Lifton
and
Madeleint
ITOA member. Initial picture is to
be made by an important major comSgt. Stanley Fishman Slain
•
pany director who, under his conNew Haven, Conn. — Sgt. Stanley
tract, is permitted to make one out- Sign Wage Tilt Requests
Fishman, 19, only son of Selig Fishside picture a year. Identity of the
man, senior member of the director
Two more WLB applications callhas not been disclosed. Two
Fishman Theaters circuit,
ing for wage increases for exchangt
pictures may be made the first year. workers
have been signed by repre
killed in action in Luxembourg,
One million dollars reportedly has sentatives of the companies and the
January 4. Fishman was awarded the been raised for production and anlATSE. Involved are back-room
Silver Star for bravery in action last
month when he rescued his wounded coming.other million is expected to be forth- workers in Milwaukee and Philadel-i
commanding officer. He enlisted in
June, 1943, and went overseas in
Would End Exemptions
September, 1944.
phia.
Ohio
Slaps a Trailers
"Use Tax'
On Theater
power to. help. safeguard them from the f"e of
it all."
So
"Please, Mister Showman, do YOUR best, ycur VERY

Para. Sets Campaign

BEST!"

Featlierbedding
Rap to Be Studied

lines. ihThe
refuge'near
for the
the
rii^ht
ah men
emptytook
building
front. , They were ,,Voto out, Major
Hubbell Said,' but ^ : rnoVie ! crew
brought ' in projection equipment,
blacked out the windows and in 30
minutes was running off a picture
which happened to be "Babes on
S\ying Street." Despite their weariness, the picture put hew life into
the men and they were grateful for
the entertainment.
.
When Metz was being stormed,
he continued, one part Of Fort
; Drian was held by the Germans
and another part of the fort was
held by the Amerieans.
During
two months of the siege, projectors and film were smuggled into the American-held sector and
shows were held morning, noon
and night while the fighting was
going on. One of the most popular pictures shown during the
Fort Driant battle was "Gaslight," the major said.
Pictures have been shown so close
to the frpnt, he said^ that Nazi prisoners have said they could hear the
sound track from the shows back of
the American lines. Captured American films were enjoyed by the German soldiers, prisoners said.
The Overseas Motion Picture Service uses 156 pictures a year in the
European and Mediterranean theaters of war. One hundred and fifty
prints each of three pictures weekly
are required and they are seen by
approximately 700,000 men nightly.
As a weapon of war, Major Hubbell said, films have been invaluable
as a method of instruction and
training. It is probable, he asserted,
that the Army would not have been
trained as well as it is if it had not
been for motion pictures. As a
morale builder, pictures are the
"gi'eatest tonic in the world," he
said. Major Hubbell described some
of the rest camps where soldiers
coming out of battle are given new the movies they want. It's the pic(Continued from Page 1)
tures, he said, that allow the boys
clothes, are waited on at the table
to
get
away
from
themselves
and
by French girls and are given all really relax. The industry not only fore on rentals of features, shorts
and newsreels on copyrighted matehas made a great contribution to
rial, nor has the Ohio sales tax been
the war but has built up a great so applied.
The ITO of Ohio has urged all
army of post-war fans, he said.
members who receive a notice of
Bettinger Addressing TPA
assessment to send all papers to the
Howland Bettinger, program man- organization headquarters so that
* DECORATED *
T/SGT. JACK C. ALICOATE, AAF, radio operator
ager of GE's tele station, WRGB, action can be taken by its attorattached to the 8th Air Command, two addresses the Television Producers
neys. The "use tax" of 3 per cent,
Oak Leaf Clusters to the Ai^ Medal. Sgt.
Alicbate is the son of Charles A. Alicoate of Association meeting at the Hotel
now applies on advertising accesTHE FILM DAILY.
Pennsylvania tonight.
sories, posters, etc.

TO THE COLORS!

BRIEfinG THE
DRV'S nEUJS

On Children's Admissions

(Continued from Page 1)
ing on which will be held tomorrowJ
In addition, the city license fee
would jump from $1 to $10.

Rites for Mrs. Mochrie
Funeral services were held here
Saturday for Mrs. Emily Mochrie,
mother of Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio general sales manager, who died
Thursday following a long illness.
tery.
Interment was in Woodlawn Ceme-
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SEE JOHNSTON ACCEPTANCE OF PIX POST

irtji

Equipment Production Remains at Current Level

econd Quarter Schedule
Approved
Without a Cut,
ai-,
jtfut No Extras Expected
■ashiiujton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

'DAILY

Washington — Barring some un^
)oked for catastrophe on the war
fonts, requiring- immediate converion of all facilities to immediate prouction of material for the military,
appears now that production of
lis mm. booth equipment for civilian
llocation will remain at its current
8!»vel indefinitely.
The week-end sew final approval of
(Continued on Page 11)

llyron Selznkk Co.
lo Saphier-Fizdale
'^est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

at{5; Hollywood — Myron Selznick and
intstlo., pioneer motion picture agency,
ritbinll be taken over by a group headed
andjy James L. Saphier and Tom Fizale. Activities of the new firm will
e conducted
under the name
of
(Continued on Page 6)

lyssell Staging Revue
'or Polio Fund Benefit

Allied Leaders See Columhus Board Meeting
Most Important in History of Organisation
Columbus — Board meeting of national Allied, which gets under way here
tomorrow at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel, is regarded by organizaticn leaders as
the most important in the history of the association. The consent decree, new
product sources, legislation and taxes are among the topics for consideration
at the two-day meeting. The ITO of Ohio meets today, along with several of
the national committees. Board members will be the guests of the local unit
at a banquet tonight.

e lCo.'s
, Chil
entinaStoc
ArgRaw
k Dea
In
Santiago, Chile (By Cable)— Use
of American raw stock under Chile's
quota is understood to have been
made part of a co-producing agreement between Argentine Films and
Chile Films, whereby both companies will exchange actors, studio
equipment, and make films in their
respective countries.
The status of Chile's American(Continued on Page 11)

Col. Managers Will

Chairman

of WMC

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Franic L. McNamee,
former Philadelphia director of WMC
and before that active in pix exhibition, was named yesterday as
deputy chairman of the War Manpower Commission, Paul V. McNutt,
director, announced. McNamee. who
has been attached to Washington
for some mrnths as a special assistant, recently returned from an overseas trip with McNutt. McNamee
is now the number two man in the
agency.

post are
progres-it
sing smoothly,
terday.
was learned yes-

here tomorrow, Columbia's branch
and district managers, plus Canadian representatives, will discuss with
home office officials the handling and
treatment to be given "A Song To

Whilenite nocommitment
defihas been reached,
it is understood
there
is every

reason to believe
/ that Johnston is
Meeting, at which A. Montague,
Remember."
general
sales manager, will preside,
seriously
interested in the proposal,
ERIC A. JOHNSTON
is a curtailed version of the original gathering which was to have and eventually will accept, probably
(Continued on Page 11)
entering the industry upon the ter(Continued on Page 6)

Disney's "Caballeros" Gets
Peak Latin-American Coin Two hidustry Meetings
The highest grosser of any film, Failed to Get WCC Okay

Rank Coining io JV. IT. in May
Expected to Also Visit Hollywood and Canada
J, Arthur Rank will make his initial
Dan Weinberg Promoted
visit to the United States in May,
To RC Field Director
Dan Weinberg, president of Bedford Theaters, Inc., operating and
managing theater properties in Bedford, Buena Vista, Lynchburg and
Roanoke, Va., who has been serving
overseas in the Pacific Ocean Areas
(Continued on Page 6)

By CHESTER B. BAHN

Editor, The FILM DAILY
Negotiations looking to the future
identification of Eric Allen Johnston,
president of the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce and
outstanding
American industrialist, with the
film industry via
a high MPPDA

on 'Remember'
Meet
At a three-day meeting starting

foreign or domestic, ever to play in
the Latin-American countries, Walt Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Under the direction of Gus S. EysWashington — Two proposed indus'The Three Caballeros" is
ell, Radio City Music Hall's manag- Disney's
establishing new records in Mexico
get-togethers were among the
ig director, a complete revue re- City, Lima, Peru, and San Jose, Costa first try
110 ruled out for next month
earsed and timed to a split second,
Rica, it was reported by Leo F. by the War Committee on Conven(Continued on Page 11)
tions, itwas revealed yesterday, with
ney.
Samuels, foreign manager for Dis- the American
Red Cross and the
Samuels, who just returned to the United War Fund of North Carolina
Mcl\amee Depttty
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)
Washington Bur., THE

Negotiations Progressing
Smoothly; Would Fill Important MPPDA Exec. Spot

according to David Rose, Paramount's managing- director in England. The British motion picture
leader will be accompanied by Rose
who said there was no significance in
their trip together except that they
are close personal friends.
Rank is expected to visit Canada
(Continued on Page 6)

A.F.Samms,Jr.,Heads
. & So. Car. Exhibs.
Charlotte, N. C— A. F. Samms,
Jr., of Statesville, N. C,
4^S-was elected
president of the Theater Owners of
North and South Carolina, Inc., at
the thirty-third annual convention
yesterday.
George Parr of Lancaster, S. C,
and Roy Rowe of Burgaw, N. C., were
elected vice-presidents, and Mrs.
(Continued on Page 11)

Cleveland Exhihs. to
Elect Slate Feh. 15
Cleveland, 0. — ^This city's Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Association will
hold its annual meeting for the election of officers on Feb. 15. Buffet
luncheon will precede the business
session.
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Randforce Would Require
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NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Close
High Low
Am. Seat
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177/8
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 211/4 211/4
Con. Fm. Ind
61/8 57/8 21 1/4
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 311/4 30
6
East. Kodak
1 751/4 174
311/4
Gen. Prec. Eq
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2234 174
751/2
Loew's, Inc
751/2 733/4 227/8
281/2
Paramount
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9
RKO
9
87/8 343/8
RKO $6 pfd
921/2 911/2 92
20th Century-Fox
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2734
20th Century-Fox pfd. 347/8 343/8 273/4
14
Warner Bros
141/8 1334
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
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RKO cvs.
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Trans-Lux
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Meirvyn LeRoy Starting
At Warners Next Month
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mervyn LeRoy's first
Arrowhead production for Warners
will be "The Fountainhead," from
the Ayn Rand best-seller, with production scheduled to start in six
weeks. Humphrey Bogart and Barbara Stanwyck will co-star. Henry
Blanke will produce.

REEVES
SOUND
1600

BROADWAY.

STUDIOS,
N. Y.

19

INC.

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

Canada Withdrutvs
'^Balkan Powder Kefi'^

Cleveland, O. — A restraining orOttawa — National Film Board's
der is sought in Federal Court for
short, "Balkan Powder Keg," just released in the World in Action series,
the Northeastern Ohio district by
has been removed from theatrical
Metro Premium Co. of Boston and
distribution, it is officially announced
Randforce Amusement Co. of Brookby Ross McLean, deputy commissioner
of the G:vernment board. McLean
lyn, N. Y., to enjoin the W. S. George
explained film had caused some disPottery Co. of East Palestine from
cussion and the board believed the
"refusing and failure to deliver table
best policy was to withdraw it beware to Metro Premium Co., to the
cause of the early conference of
Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin. The
theaters operated by Randforce and
film had finished its first-run in larger
to all other theaters with which
Canadian cities when the order was
Metro Premium Co. has entered into
issued.
continuity contracts in accordance
with the orders heretofore placed
with W. S. George Pottei-y Co. by
Metro Premium Co. and that the W.
Republic's 1945 Budget
S. George Co. be ordered to manu- $30,000,000, Says Yates
facture and ship tableware in acWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
cord with such order."
This restraining order is asked for
Hollywood
—
At
its
regional
sales
pending hearing of the suit claiming non-delivery of continuity con- conference at Republic studios yesterday, H. J. Yates announced that
tracts and damages.
Repuljlic will in 1945 spend up to
$30,000,000 on production, distribuTBA Elects Bingley V-P,
tion, print costs, office overhead, adSucceeding Robert Gibson
vertising and publicity.
total expenditures
in 1944 Republic's
amounted
Frank J. Bingley, Philco's chief
television engineer, has been elected
vice-president of the Television
1/8 1
Broadcasters
Association, Inc., by
/4
1/8
the board
of directors. He succeeds Robert L. Gibson of General
Electric, who tendered his resignation as an officer and director of
TBA.
Board vacancy remains.
New committee chairmen of TBA,
appointed by J. R. Poppele, president, are: Publicity, Paul Raibourn,
chairman, Douglas Day, co-chairman; Membership, Ralph B. Austrian; Engineering, F. J. Bingley,
and Television Station Operations,
Standards and Personnel, 0. B. Hanson.

to $14,651,391.
The company's 1945 advertising
and publicity budget of $250,000 will
be spent on newspapers, radio and
magazines, with magazines having
a circulation of 46,500,000.
Republic will make two Technicolor pictures this year with the
first to go before the cameras in
June and the second in December.

Red Cross War Fund Week
Pledge Cards Sent 17,000

Pledge cards for the Red Cross
War Fund Week, March 15-21, have
been sent to 17,000 exhibitors in the
United States, Puerto Rico, the VirLt. Com. Kulick Leaves
gin Islands and Alaska, it was announced yesterday by N. Peter RathNavy; Rejoining PRC
von, national chairman for the industry's participation. Several hunWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Lt. Com. Bert Kulick, ceived.dred replies already have been reUSNR, has been placed on inactive
duty after four years of active ser- N. G. Anas Dies on Coast
vice and has signed a contract as
a producer for PRC.
Pittsburgh — N. G. Anas, who operated theaters in Weirton and New
Kulick, with Leon Fromkess, now
president of the compny, was one Cumberland, W. Va., died suddenly
of the original organizers of PRC in California while visiting his son,
and is owner of the distribution Lt. Thomas Anas. The body will be
franchise for tbe New York territory. brought back to the family home
in Weirton for funeral services and
FoUiard and Gittleson
burial. Besides his son, he is survived by his widow and one daughIn Final Drive Meets
ter, Billie Anas, who has been assisting her father in the operation
Following meetings here today, of the theaters since her brother
Robert Folliard and Harry Gittleson entered military service.
will hold their final session in connection with the 1945 Ned Depinet
Drive in Philadelpbia tomorrow. To Name Law Successor
Drive Captain Folliard and his lieu- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tenant, Gittleson, yesterday completHollywood — Southern California
ed a Coast-to-Coast tour of RKO ex- Theater Association held a closed
changes. The Philadelphia meeting meeting yesterday, but is expected
will be attended by representatives to be able to announce a successor
from the Philadelphia, Washington to the late Albert J. Law tomorrow
or Thursday.
and Pittsburgh branches.
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SPYROS SKOURAS, TOM CONNORS and S
SHAIN leave today for Columbus.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, In charge of Warn
advertising
and publicity
In the
East, and
COLOB, Eastern
publicity
manager,
leftLA' I
York last night for Atlanta and Macon, Ca.
WILLIAM C. CEHRINC, 20th-Fox Wes
sales manager, left on a tour of his terr/
yesterday. He's due back In mid-February. \
CY DILLON, Charlotte (N. C.) manager
Republic, is vis ting the studio.
JACK ZIDE, manager of Allied Film Exchai
Detroit, is at the Century Hotel, for the wei
MRS. STEFANEA
(JOHN F.) SIEMINSKI, V
of the ow^ner of the Chandler Theater, Deti
has gone to Miami for six weeks.
CASEY McDOUCALL, electrician at Lot
State, Cleveland, has gone to Florida for
weeks to join the M-G-M crew working
"They Were
Expendable."
EDWARD GROSS has departed for the Co
stopping off at Chicago to witness the oper
there of "Chicken Every Sunday."
DAVE FREEDMAN, assistant booker for P,
mount, has returned to Buffalo from B'rmingh
Ala.
ALFRED BLOOMINCDALE arrives from Ho
wood this week.
HUGO DEL CARRIL and ANA MARIA LYN
co-stars in Latin-American films, have arri'
in San Juan, Puerto Rico, for a two-weeks \
to entertain the armed forces.
EDWARD C. ROBINSON arrived here Sun
and is stopping at the Hotel Pierre.
KATHARINE HEPBURN arrived at the we
end from Los Angeles.
GEORGE jESSEL arrived yesterday from
Coast.
VERA VAGUE arrived to join the Bob H
radio show in New York.
Saturday.
GENE LOCKHART, screen actor, will ar
CONRAD NAGEL and GLORIA SWANSON
rived from Washington Sunday and will co
n a Broadway engagement of "A Goose for
Gander," which opens tonight at the Playho
SKINNAY ENNIS, band leader with the
Hope show, is stopping at the Waldorf-Astc
LOUIS KAUFMAN, motion picture violii
will leave Hollywood at the end of the mc
on a three-months concert tour which will b
him to New York's Town Hall.
JOSEF BERNE, director of film shorts, arri
in New York to begin work on Harry M. Goe
Broadway
presentation
of "Crescendo!"
SIDNEY S. KULICK, PRC Eastern dstrict s
nanager, left yesterday for Pittsburgh to c
various circuit deals.
HAROLD WENDT of the Wendt Agei
Toledo, arrived to consult several of his accoi
■ egarding new dimout regulations as they af
.heater signs.
FRANK
McNAMEE,
regional
War
Manpo
Commission
head, returned
to Philadelphia
A'eek from
a tour of the western
front v
Paul V. McNutt, national WMC leader.
T. GOMERSALL,
eralE. sales
manager,
leftUniversal's
last nightassistant
for Deti|
JULES REIF, Columbia's home office audito
n New Haven.
J. DON ALEXANDER,- chairman of the b(
of General Screen Advertising and president
fhe Alexander Film Co., is here from Coloi
Springs,
Feb. 9. Colo. He expects to return West
LT. ROBERT TAYLOR,
USNR, has left for
Coast with his wife, BARBARA STANWYCK.
ELIA KAZAN, 20th-Fox director, is here f
California.
JOHN BRAHM, the director, is a visitor f
the Coast.
LOUIS and J. MEYER SCHINE were in W;
ington over the week-end.

see KiRTiiDii
(JREETIIVGS TO..
Randolph Scott
Bogart
January Humphrey
23
Sid
Rechetnik
Ralph Graves
Bob Steele
Ben Bard

.,'!*■
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COLLECT!

March of Dimes Week— Jan. 25-31,

^'On

YOU CAN HAVE IT NOWs magazine story after magazine
story/ as newspaper column after
nevfspaper column, as radio
broadcast after
radio broad-

all screarh the news that
ntroduces Warners' Sensational

LAUREN

BACALL

in Ernest Hemingvfoy's

O HAVE AND

HAVE NOT

HE HOWARD HAWKS PROD'N
in its 16*^ Week of Warner
Business at the N. Y. Hollywood
.» WALTER

BRENNAN

• DOLORES

MORAN

• HOAGY

Screen Play by Jules Furthman & William Faulkner
JACK

L

WARNER,

Executive Producer

CARMICHAEL
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Johnston Acceptance
Of Films Post Seen
(Continued from Page 1)

mination of his Chamber presidential term in May.
However, there is a chance that
later. Johnston's
may beservice
time public
the
war-time
has first call
and he may find it impossible to assume new duties until at least European V-Day, it is said. A member of the War Mobilization and Reconversion Board, Johnston was at
the White House throughout the day
yesterday.
Move Started in Spring
The move to bring Johnston into
the industry was instituted last
Spring — the first story was published exclusively in The Film Daily
on May 2 — and the negotiations have
proceeded at subsequent conferences.
While the exact spot suggested to
Johnston has not been disclosed, its
importance is evidenced by the reported salary offered— $100,000.
Affiliation of Johnston, it is pointed out in industry circles, would bulwark film biz both at home and
abroad. Few, if any, industrialists
of his years have so impressive a
background, as firm a grasp on the
domestic business problems of the
period or as clear an understanding
of the international economic situation and the potentialities arising
from that situation.
Johnston's own career rates as distinguished. Born in 1896 in Washing-ton, D. C,
he grew up in the State of Washing:ton
where he attended the University of Washington, graduating in 1917. That same
war year he entered the U. S. Marine Corps;
.it the time he left the Corps in 1922, he
had attained a captaincy. Part of his service with the Marines was in China.
Heads Spokane Companies
On returning to civil life, Johnston established a residence in Spokane where he
lirst organized the Brown-Johnston Co. in
the retail electrical field. He since has
Ijecome its president. In 193.3, he founded
the Columbia Electric Co., of which he is
also president. Other Johnston interests in
the Pacifle Northwest are the Washington
Brick, Lime and Sewer Pipe Co., of which he
is board chairman, and the Columbia Electric Instrument Co.. of which he is president.
Johnston additionally is a director of the
First National Bank of Seattle, the New
World Life Insurance Co. and the Spokane
:iud Eastern Trust Co.
He was elected president of the Chamber

THEATER DEALS
Bufifalo— The Old Seneca Theater
will soon reopen here under the direction of its new owners, Fred Henn
and Henry
Miller.
Sackville, N. B. — The building
which contains the Imperial Theater, has been sold to M. E. Walker,
owner and operator of the house.
Walker also has a site for a second
theater and has been granted a permit to build on it by the town council. A permit must also be given
by the Dominion government as well
as priorities on labor and materials.

I3f^
IN NEW POSTS
c
RAY
jOE

WYLIE,
UA
BERNSTEIN,

branch
manager,
New
Haven.
shipper.
Universal,
Cleveland.

FRED SCHEUERMAN,
booker,Cleveland.
Mooney's Co-operative Theaters of Ohio,
MURPHY McHENRY, director of advertising and
publicity, Abbott-Herbert Productions, Hollywood.
JOSEPH J. LEE, manager, 20th-Fox
Detroit.
AL

LEVY, sales manager
20th-Fox, Detroit.

exchange,

and office manager,

May
Co
mi
ng
Rank Said
To New York in
ARNOLD MONETTE,
Detroit.

state salesman, 20th-Fox,

(Continued from Page 1)

as well as New York and Hollywood
and probably will lay the groundwork for his expansion plans in this
country. Rose is due to return to
London this week after more than
a month here and in Hollywood.

Stanley Tompkins Dead
Somerville, N. J. — Stanley A. Tompkins, 48, owner of the Tompkins Motion Picture Laboratories here, died
last week at the Somerset Hospital
after a long illness.
of Commerce of Spokane in 1931, and a
director of the U. S. Chamber in 1934,
remaining in the latter capacity until elected
to the presidency in 1942.
He is a former president of the Inland
Empire Manufacturers Ass'n, and a former
chairman of the Washington State Progress
Committee, of the Eastern Washington Weltare Committee, and of the Inter-American
Economic Development Committee.
In Government Posts
In 1943, Johnston served on the Economic
Stabilization Board. He also has been identilled with the Economic Development Committee, the War Manpower Commission and
the Committee for Drafting Federal Employes. He is a member of the War Mobilization and Reconversion Board.
A trustee of Whitman College, in Washton, he holds honorary LL.D. degrees from it
and from Witworth College and Rhode Island State College.
Johnston was the Republican candidate
for U. S. Senator from Washington in 1940.
In early 1944, his name was brought forward as a "dark horse" for the GOP Presidential nomination.
He is a member of the Illuminaitng Engineering Society, the American Legion, Theta
Delta Chi fraternity and Scabbard and Blade,
as well as the Bohemian Club of California, the Rainier of Spokane and Metropolitan
of Washington,
D. C.
A contributor to national magazines,
Johnston is represented on the bookshelves
by "America Unlimited," published last year
by American Mercury and Doubleday, Doran.
Johnston's text in that is "the people's
capitalism." He has been described as "perhaps the most liberal spokesman American
business has ever had."
Visited Stalin Last Year
On the invitation of the Kremlin,
Johnston visited Russia
last year.
He previously had visited Great Britain.
Johnston is married and has two daughters. His residence continues in Spokane
although as president of the U. S. Chamhe headquarters
in the
nation's
capital.
His ber,
New
York office
is in
the Greybar
Building.
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Myron Seiinick Co.
To Sapiiier-Fizdaie
(Continued from Page 1)
Myron
Selznick, James
L. Saphier
& Co. for the present.
Closing of the deal was jointly
announced by the executors of the
estate of the late Myron Selznick,
David O. Selznick, Charles H. Sachs
and Harry M. Bardt as vice-president of the Bank of America and
James L. Saphier.
The business of the present James
L. Saphier agency as well as that
of the Myron Selznick office will
henceforth be handled by the merged
personnel of both agencies, operating from the Myron Selznick Building, Beverly Hills, and the Myron
Selznick offices at Rockefeller Center, in New York.
Martin Gang, who represented
Saphier in the negotiations, and Lester W. Roth, attorney for the estate
of Myron Selznick who represented
the estate in the negotiations, will
be prominently identified with the
activities of the firm. Monica McCall, head of the New York offices
for Myron Selznick will continue in
charge of the Selznick-Saphier New
York branch while Bruce Powell will
remaindepartment.
in charge of that branch's
radio
James Doane, an associate of Saphier's, moves into the new set-up
along with his own package "The
Mayor of the Town" which stars
Lionel Barrymore. Tom Fizdale will
be general manager of the new organization.
While Myron Selznick & Co., Ltd.
of London is no part of the deal, a
working arrangement is practically
completed whereby the London and
American firms will collaborate.

Mobilization and Re-conversion
Boards of which he is industry member, President Eric Johnston of the
United States Chamber of Commerce,
was reached late yesterday for a
statement confirming reports that he
will be working for the MPPDA in
the future. He did not make it clear,
however, when he would take on his
new post, nor precisely what that
post
will be.verified reports that he
Johnston
has been negotiating for some
months with industry toppers, and
admitted that he has an attractive
offer before him. Although he said
his decision has not been finally
made, he indicated that it is all set
except for the time. He said a "new
job" is being held out to him — making it plain that his acceptance will
not affect the status of Will Hays
as MPPDA president.
From other sources, however, it
was declared that Johnston's acceptance will pave the way for his working side by side with Hays. Johnston said flatly, however, that he will
Johnston Confirms MPPDA
not take on the industry job until
Offer; Decision Not Final
"much nearer the end of the war."
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY He did not specify whether he means
Washington — Engaged all day in I the European war or the Pacific as
a White House meeting of the War well.

in STEP UJITH
Dimes mflRCH
J

ERSEY CITY'S largest Catholic Church is
drive.
Father"Dimes"
Carlin,
co-operating with the
movies'
pastor Whitey
of St. Joseph's,
gave
Egberts, r
permission
place
manager oftoLoew's,
collectors at the doors
of the church after
each of the eight
' " erences
to the drive
^~~^.
Sunday masses.
Refwere included in the
regular
ments fromannouncethe pul-

J^VERY
of Club
the is
Pittsburgh
'-^
Tent of member
the Variety
pledged
to fill at least one coin card, according
mittee.
to
James Totman of the publicity com-

PRECEDENT was shattered when Michael
• Stranger, manager, State, White Plains,
pit.
N. Y., was given permission
to collect for
the "Dimes" drive at boxing matches
staged in the big Civic Auditorium. This
is the first time that such permission has
been granted to any charity.
CEYMOUR
L. MORRIS reports that
•^ the Schine Circuit has set a goal of
$75,000 in the coming drive.
LJAROLD

FITZGERALD,

chairman

for

' ' Wisconsin, suggests that exhibitors
have March of Dimes youngster act as a
junior
Santa Claus and ccllect dimes on
street corners.

VOR the first time, the Alaska press and
radio will be in there pitching for
The March of Dimes. Robert Perutrovich, chairman of our far northern
territory, is cabling frantically for more
"Dimes" publicity material.

QOME generous March of Dimes donor
^ will soon be the proud possessor of
President Roosevelt's Georgia auto license
plate. One of the movie stars at next
kitty.
Thursday's Times Square demonstration will
auction off the FDR tag to the highest bidder, the proceeds going into the Dimes

Dan Weinberg Promoted
To RC Field Director
(Continued from Page 1)

for the American Red Cross since
last October as an Assistant Field
director, has been promoted, to the
position of Field director, it is announced at Red Cross headquarters
for the POA.
Weinberg was formerly district
manager for Warners' Theaters in
Virginia, and later served as a similar capacity for Skouras Theaters
in New Jersey. During his absence
his theater holdings are being managed by his wife, Mrs. Alyce T. Weinberg of Frederick, Md.

•'P^^

THE SCREEN MIRACLE OF 1945!

Motion Picture Daily:
"A wondrous film that delights for every second of its 70 minutes.
Disney dazzles with color and sound and delights with comedy and
story incident ... A felicitous combination of live action and animation, itweaves a spell of enchantment. Disney has come up with something truly spectacular, yet wholly sound boxoffice. It will catch the
imagination of young and old and will serve as a source of endless
enjoyment."

Variety:
"Walt Disney reveals a new form of cinematic entertainment wherein
he blends live action with animation in a socko feature production . . .
Gay, colorful, resplendent . . . Punchily interspersed are socko songs,
surefire for hitdom . . . There's no question that Disney has brought to
the screen a technique which is revolutionary and significant."

Boxoffice:
"In 'The Three Caballeros' the past master of animation has planted,
production-wise at least, another milestone . . . Carries fantasy to a
new and almost unbelievable high . . . Sequence after sequence breathtakingly beautiful . . . Boundless artistry and technical perfection should
make the feature a winner."

Motion Picture Herald:
"As in the case of 'Snow White,' the cue for showmen is to shout from
their housetops that Disney, The Great, has pioneered again and counsel
them to come and see what he has wrought . . . The picture has commanding stature."

Showmen's Trade Review:
"Another full-length Disney feature for the enjoyment of his followers
. . . Should do well at the boxoffice ... A dazzling, swiftly-moving
comedy . . . has plenty of entertainment."

Hollywood Variety:
"Contrived with the perfection of a revolutionary new screen technique
... A swiftly-shuttling, feature-length musical comedy combining
live action and animation, potent with song and dance and seductive beauties . . .Will hold any audience spellbound."

Hollywood Reporter:
"Has moments of enchanting beauty, other moments of richly hilarious comedy, and some of the most remarkable technical camera feats
ever achieved in a motion picture."
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Col. Managers Will
on 'Remember'
Meet (Ccntinued
from Page 1)

^

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S nEUJS
Lee Stays in Detroit

Detroit — Joseph J. Lee, former
comprised most of the national sales manager of 20th-Fox's New York
force and prominent exhibitors from exchange who was placed in charge
all parts of the country. Desire to of the Detroit branch upon the death
co-operate with recent Government of Lester Sturm in December, has
to the post.
p edict regarding transportation is rea- been named permanently
•
son for slashing previously planned
attendance volume.
Convincing Proof. Indeed!
Buffalo — "Convincing proof that
Delegates will see "A Song To
Remember" for the first time at the you'll always find Buffalo's best picRadio City Music Hall premiere, as
tures in Shea Theaters," is the start
company guests on Thursday night.
Film will not be available for show- of a theater page ad in this city's
one asof selected
the year's
ings until after the local bow and dailies.
Ten Best "Every
Pictures,
by
delegates have returned to their ter- the Nation's Critics in the 23d annual Film Daily Poll, was shown
ritories and made necessary arrangements, despite fact that prints have first in Buffalo on a Shea screen."
•
been in exchanges since last September, and the attraction is being Pickiord Leaves Hospital
sold apart from any Columbia proFully recovered from an attack of
gram.
la grippe, Mary Pickford left St.
Luke's Hospital yesterday.
•

A.F.Samms,Jr., Heads
No. & So. Car. Exhibs.
(CcnHnued

from Page 1)

Walter Griffith of Charlotte, N. C,
was re-elected secretary and treasurer.
New directors are H. H. Everett,
T. A. Little, and H. F. Kincey of
Charlotte, H. R. Berry of Hartsville,
S. C, H. E. Buchanan of Hendersonville, N. C, George Carpenter of
Valdese, N. C, E. L Hearne of Albemarle, N. C, Sam Trincher and 0.
T. Kirby of Roxboro, N. C, J. C.
Long of Charleston, S. C, J. F. Miller of Hickory, N C, J. V. Harvey
of Clover, S. C, Ben Strozier of Rock
Hill, S. C, and C. H. Arrington of
Rocky Mount, N. C.
A membership of 357 was reported.
Six new committees on legislation,
film rental, conciliation, checking,
membership, and accessories and
trailers were appointed.
The one-day convention ended with
a banquet last night. Harry Buchanan presided. Only out-of-town
speaker was Charles W. Lewis of
Raleigh, N. C, state fire inspector.

UJEDDinG BELLS
Detroit — Charles Nathanson, theatrical attorney, and former owner
of the Jefferson and Wolverine Theaters, will be married Feb. 11 to
Minnie Zumberg, non-professional.
Detroit — Polly Gan, treasurer of
the Hughes-Downtown Theater, has
announced her engagement to Eddy
Marshall, Detroit orchestra leader.
Cleveland — Coletta Forster of
United Artists, was married to RM
2/c William McEwen of the Coast
Guard. When he reports for sea
duty she'll be back at UA.

11
DAILY

RC Post for Gottlober
Sigmund Gottlober, president of
the American Foreign Language
Press Institute, specializing in motion picture promotion, has been appointed chairman of the Foreign

Eyssell Staging Revue
For Polio Fund Benefit
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

will feature the President's Birthday
Party in the local Waldorf-Astoria
on the night of Jan. 30, it was announced yesterday by Edward Dowden, director of the event. The fastmoving, divei'sified show sets, he
pointed out, a precedent for "benefit" presentations as no celebrities
or near-celebrities will move across
the stage mumbling a few words.
The show starts with a four network
broadcast of the entire Jack Benny
show, followed by a narrated prologue by Bert Lytell, which will lead
directly into the President's annual
birthday talk from the White House.
March of Dimes headquarters here
disclosed that a minimum goal of
75c per seat has been set for Wisconsin theaters by Chairman Harold
J. Fitzgerald, as against last year's
average of 37%c, and that 184 out
of 185 Connecticut theaters have
signed pledges, the sole absentee theater not signing only because of a
local "Dimes" tieup with the National Foundation. Through Jan. 17,
490 of a potential 600 houses in the
Pittsburgh sector had signed, and
film salesmen are pressing for the
remaining 110 pledges.
Schine's Colonial, Norwich, N. Y.,
and the Glove in Gloversville, are
staging special events for the drive.
On the Skouras Theaters War effort presentation of "This Is Our
Cause" over WOR-Mutual on a
Coast-to-Coast hookup from 4:30 to
5 p.m. next Saturday, a salute to
the President's
birthday
and the

Language Press Division of the Public Information Committee of the
1945 Red Cross War Fund campaign, it is announced by James M.
Cecil, chairman of the Committee.
Gottlober's committee will serve as
liaison between the 94 foreign language newspapers published in New
York City and the Red Cross War
Fund.
•
"On Approval" to Bow
"On Approval," starring Beatrice
Lillie and Clive Brook, will receive
its American premiei-e at the Republic, Broadway, Saturday. The
film, listed as a sophisticated comedy, is based on the stage success
by Frederick Lonsdale, and is being
released in the United States through
Nat Sanders' English
Films, Inc.
•

Equipment Production
At Current Level
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

the second quarter schedule — which
is at the level maintained for the final
two quarters of last year, and the
plants engaged in this production
appear to be in far better shape than
most on their manpower problem.
The schedule calls for 335 projectors, 156 sound systems and comparable numbers of lamphouses
and rectifiers. Along with the sizable schedule of repair parts, this
should provide enough equipment to
rule out any closings because of
equipment shortage.
Schedule for the current quarter
et lis for the same quantities, but in
addition some 76 projectors originally scheduled for the Army and the
Navy as well as smaller quantities of
the other items, have been promised
WPB for allocation to the industry.
It is unlikely that the "extras" will
again be available — certainly they
ToMembers
See "Fighting
Lady"
of the Cinema Lodge of will not be allocated in advance
B'nai B'rith will view a special
As for production manpower, proscreening of "The Fighting Lady," again.
duction of both "photographic apthe Navy documentary being releasparatus" and "electrical sound equiped by 20th-Fox, at their testimonial
ment"
are on the national list as
to Sam Rinzler at the Hotel Edison
'critical," which is the strongest
tonight.
classification of any phase of the pix
industry. This classification is merited because of the vitally important
Disney's "Caballeros" Gets communications,
bomb sight, radar
Peak Latin-American Coin and other material
turned out for
the most part, during intervals be(Continued from Page II
tween work on war contracts. It is
New York office after a three months' held desirable that these manufactour of the Caribbean area and Centurers have enough work orders to
tral America where he set up the keep their men busy during the
sales policy on this latest Disney periods between war contracts, in
feature, said that "Snow White" will order that they have the labor force
be re-issued in the Latin-American they need when the war orders
countries after the "Caballeros" play- come in.
off. Both these films, and the 18
shorts listed on the 1944-45 program,
will be released in the Spanish and
Portuguese
versions for this territory.

Argentina, Chile Co/s
In Raw Stock Deal

The foreign head added that "Snow
White" was re-issued in France dur(Continued from Page 1)
ing Christmas, using prints that were
salvaged during the German occupa- made studio equipment is far supertion.
ior to the German apparatus now
Samuels also said that he is plan- being used in the Argentine.
ning a Spring tour of the Argentine
A recent investigation as to the
and Brazil.
source of Argentina's adequate supply of prints revealed that local
Two Industry Meetings
laboratories were printing on ChilFailed to Get WCC Okay
ean quota.
(Continued from Page 1)

STORK REPORTS

the only applicants getting an okay.
Meetings scheduled by the WilbyKincey Circuit for Feb. 6 in Charlotte, N. C, and by Allied Exhibitors, Inc., for Feb. 19 in Dallas,
Bernax'd B. Goodman, assistant
were refused approval.
supervisor of exchanges for Warners,
is the father of a seven-pound boy
Tack Seltzer Stricken
born Sunday to Mrs. Goodman in
Pittsburgh — Jack Seltzer, veteran The Jewish Hospital, Brooklyn. Newtheater manager, who for the past
comer has been named Alfred Nelfive years managed the Rialto, died
suddenly of a heart attack.
son.Detroit — Moe Rosenthal, of Con"Dimes" drive will be presented, with
fection Cabinet Corp., theatrical concession service, is the father of a
Alexander Kipnis, Metropolitan Opera basso, as guest star.
new baby girl, Celia.
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MYERS STRESSES POST-WAR CO-OPERATION
WpB Will Brief Industry on Variety of Problems
Reeling 'Round--

WASHINGTON

;i=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER =;
—WASHINGTON

ttrHOSE reports you've been reading or
' hearing over the air to the effect that
he anticipated affiliation of Eric A. Johnton with the MPPDA is tied in some way

0 a withdrawal of Warners' resignation from
hat organization are strictly not on the
earn. . . . For one thing, the industry negoiations with Johnston were inaugurated long
lefore Warners reached the resignation deision. . . . And a bit of checking estabishes that the possible Johnston appointTnent will not make any difference in the
Warners attitude. ... As for the exact post
hat Johnston will fill, the U. S. Chamber
if Commerce president made it fairly clear
hat what's under consideration is a "new
ob."
. . . That of
might
might constitution
not require
n amendment
the or
MPPDA
ir by-laws. . . .
kA/HOEVER

•

•

is keeping the books of the

"" cross
long-defunct
Corp.
:an
out one Thanhouser
dollar from Film
the list
of
labilities. That dollar is represented by a
;heck written on July 9, 1914, to one Edvard Hebert — who is now the very popular
lep. Eddie Hebert of Louisiana. . . . We
i9w the check the other day — behind glass
Eddie has it framed because it was the first
frilar he ever earned. It was his pay for
)laying the role of an altar-boy at the New
Hcchelle studios of Thanhouser. He was
n New Rochelle visiting relatives and
ieized the chance to play in support of
lames Cruze and Marguerite Snow. . . .
Zruze rater leaped to fame as a director,
vhile Hebert was widely known as managing
;ditor of the New Orleans Times-Picayune
)efore coming to Congress two years
igo. . . • The Hollywood post-office has
nade a special rubber stamp to be used for
orwarding the mail of Rep. Helen Gahagan
)cuglas. And it is heavy. . . .

•

•

Transportation Difficulties and Film Delivery Service on Meeting Agenda
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — Members of the Producers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee will receive a
thorough briefing on other problems
as well as the raw stock shortage
when they meet here next week, according to present plans of Lincoln
V. Burrows, WPB film chief.
While raw stock is the major thing
on the agenda, manpower problems
will be discussed at length as well
(Continued on Page 4)

'Brownout' Squawk
By St. Louis Exhibs.
St. Louis — Owners of 111 film theaters in this city and St. Louis County may make a mild complaint
against the "brownout" restrictions
for this community, which gets
much, if not a majority of its electric current, from the hydro-electric
(Continued on Page 11)

Warners Fights Philly
Children's Tax Move
Philadelphia — The City Council
ordinance hearing yesterday discussed including in the existing tax
children under 14, Philadelphia orchestra organizations, and benefits,
previously exempt. The city tax is
(Continued on Page 4)

17 Lahs. Name Group
For Contract Talhs
The opening of conferences on a
new agreement covering laboratory
labor in the East had drawn closer
yesterday with the designation of a
negotiating committee representing
17 film processors having contracts
with the union which expire on
March 10. Frank LeGrand of the
Paramount laboratory in Astoria is
chairman of the committee.
A definite date for the start of
talks between the union and the laboratories isexpected to be set before
the week-end. The union is pressing
Monday.
for
the beginning of negotiations on

Associate Editor,
B7 AL THE
STEENFILM DAILY
Columbus, O. — Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, believes it
would be "to the advantage of all
concerned for the
industry to enter
conversionreperiod
the precarious
with practices and
procedures stabiltheReporting
activities o ofn
1944 to the naAllied
board heretionaltoday,

Product Curtailment
Attacked by Allied

Myers said it was
notized."
to be expected that the distributor - defendants in
the
ABRAM F. MYERS

equity suit accede
would
voluntarily
Columbus, 0. — Exhibitors, through
their organizations, should oppose to divorcement and dissolution, but
(Continued on Page 9)
in every possible way the alleged efforts of distributors to increase their
net profits while at the same time
reducing the volume of their output,
it is urged by Abram F. Myers in
(Continued on Page 11)

Grainger Elevates Four
More in Rep. Sales Force

N. Y. Building Code
Faces Stern Fight

Evidence mounted yesterday that
the
proposed New York State BuildWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing Code will have tough hurdles to
Hollywood — Four more Republic surmount when public hearings on
sales force promotions, in the wake
(Continued on Page 10)
of the establishment of two new
sales districts, were announced yes(Continued on Page. 9)

ITOA Invites Rank to Sit In

THE new budget calls for an extra half
million for the Bureau of Foreign and
domestic Commerce. From that, Nate
jolden hopes to get funds to hire an as-

Mutual Benefits Seen in Exchange of Views
J. Arthur Rank, British film tyDon Alexander Sees
coon, who will visit the U. S. and
Ad Film Post-War Boom
Dominion for the first time in May,

sistant for his pix office. . . • It's just a
luestion of ccal now at the Eastman plant
n Paris. Ail the raw materials for produc:ion of film are on hand. The power situation
It the Gevaert plant in Belgium is somewhat better— but there are no raw mate(Continued on Page 4)

The screen advertising industry is
laying extensive post-war plans in
anticipation of a record prosperity,
it was disclosed yesterday by J. Don
Alexander,
chairman'
of 9)the board
(Continued
on Page

i

Allied Counsel Says Industry Should Stabilize
Practices, Procedures

has been invited by the ITOA to sit
in a;t a business session at that time,
the New York exhib. organization
announced yesterday. .
On Film Row yesterday, the ITOA
action was accepted as stemming
(Continued on Page 10)

Pichford Negotiates
For Two Lang Plays

Negotiations are under way between Mary Pickford and Howard
Lang, producer, for the film rights to
"Good Night Ladies" and "School
For Brides," current Broadway offerings, it was revealed here yesterday.
Meanwhile, Miss Pickford said
here yesterday that she is assembling
a stock company of young players and
that a contract has been drawn for
the signature of Robert Cummings as
soon
cured. as his Universal release is se-
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Newspaper Advertising
Sells Best, Says Gillham

Para, and FPC Execs.
Honor 25 Year Club

West

Toronto — Marking the 25th anni
versary of Famous Players Canadian Corp., 27 employes, charter members of the newly formed 25 Year
Club, were honored by representatives of Paramount and executives
of FPC at the Royal York Hotel last
night. The club is made up exclusively of employes who formed part
of the staffs of the original theaters
in the circuit and who have had a
quarter century of continuous service.
Among the guest speakers were
Adolph Zukor and Austin Keough.
J. J Fitzgibbons, president, was
toastmaster. A jeweled lapel pin, a
certificate of appreciation and either
an inscribed watch or a $100 Victory
Bond was given to each member.
Other speakers were R. W. Bolstead,
vice-president; Mayor Saunders of
Toronto and Norman S. Robertson,
a director. Teddy Gee, the oldest
doorman in Canada, spoke for his
fellow employes. A similar dinner
in honor of 10 Western members of
the 25 Year Club will be held in
Vancouver on Jan. 80.
Mayor Saunders paid tribute to
theaters for the support in wartime
activities and as an important institution of modern life.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

+
—
—
+

Net
Chg.
V2
1/4
1/2
1/8
7/g
1/2

+

87/8
87,
92
92
275/8
28
343/8 345/8 +
131/2 131/2 —
MARKET

DAILY

Hollywood — "There is no substitute
for newspaper advertising in selling' motion pictures to the public,
according to surveys made during the
last seven years, R. M. Gillham,
Paramount's advertising and publicity director, said yesterday. Theaters, therefore, should make every
effort to obtain the maximum newspaper space under present rationing
conditions.
Gillham said that continuing studies of newspaper readership conducted by the Advertising Research
Foundation since 1938 showed that
filmgoers were accustomed to look
at newspapers to find out what was
playing. All surveys, moreover,
proved the value of entertainment
page locations over other locations
in the paper, he said.

Walker's Son-in-Law
Slain in Belgium Battle
Official notification of the death in
action of her husband Capt. Robert
i^i^ Louis Ameno, was received
WalMrs. Laura
yesterday
^^
'* ker
Ameno,by daughter
of Postmaster General Frank C. Walker,
from
Army. the Adjutant General of the
Capt.
T. Louis
Y., was
on Dec.

MARKET

Wednesday

Ameno, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Ameno of Mamaroneck, N.
killed in action in Belgium
30, the War Department notification stated.
A native of New York City and
graduate of Fordham University, the
captain 1/4 is survived by his wife, par-^nts, and a brother, Lt. Jules Ameno,
USNR.

Cinema Honor Scroll
Presented to Rinzler

E. Pa. Allied to Hear
National Board Report

cominG and coinc
5
Y. FRANK FREEMAN, CHARLES M. REAGAN
Paramount vice-president In charge of distribu
tion, RUSSELL HOLMAN, Eastern productior
head, ROBERT GILLHAM, national director o
advertising and publicity, and JOHN BYRAM
head of the New York play department, hav
arrived in Hollywood from New York.
ED SCHOFIELD, here from the Coast, is sto|
ping at the Hampshire House.
^
C. L. CARRINCTON, president of Altec Ser
vice, has arrived at his New York office fron
Hollywood.
FRANCHOT

TONE

and

JANE

WYATT,

co

starring in "Hope for the Best," a new conied
which comes to Broadway Feb. 7, are in Bostoi
for a two-week engagement of the play.
BETTY FIELD returned to the cast of "Th
Voice of the Turtle" after an absence of 14 per
formances due to a case of acute influenza.
JAMES WINN, Boston district manager o
United Artists, in New Haven for a few days.
MARILYN MAXWELL, M-C-M player, is a
the Waldorf-Astoria from California.
MADELEINE WHITE, Monogram's Eastern pub
licity representative, will leave Sunday for Wash
ington and will return here Jan. 31.
HANNAH
Feb.
17.
CLAIRE

WILLIAMS
TREVOR

has arrived from Buffalo

is due from Hollywood

o

POLA NEGRI has arrived in New York.
terday.
AKIM TAMIROFF has deported for the Coast
MARIE

McDonald

arrived in New

York yes

ARTHUR SILVERSTONE of the 20th-Fox intei
national department is back from London fc
home office conferences.
NATHAN B. SPINCOLD, Columbia vce-presi
dent, has arrived in Hollywood from New York.
ED CROSS, producer, is en route to the Coas

Philadelphia — A report of the na- for several weeks, stopping over in Chicago fo
tional Allied board meeting in Co- the opening of his Broadway stage hit, "Chicke
lumbus, including a summary of the
JOE Sunday."
DAVIDSON is at the Beaux Arts.
conference among directors and Spy- Every
ANN BAXTER has left on a hospital tour.
ros Skouras and Tom Connors, will
be made to the membership of Allied Independent Theater Owners of Gates to Mono, as Rep.
Eastern Pennsylvania at its seventh
annual meeting here next Tuesday. In Central, So. America
Report will be made by Sidney Samuelson, general manager of the unit
Appointment of Bernard J. Gate
and a director of the national organi- as Monogram's special representa
zation.
tive in Central and South Americ;
Other topics on the agenda include was announced yesterday by Nor
election of governors, film discussion ton v.' Ritchey, vice-president
ani
and Caravan report, manpower prob- export manager. Gates formerl;
lems, exterior lighting regulations, was with United Artists. He ent
effect of restriction of raw stock, ered the foreign film field in 192:
non-theatrical situation and a talk
when he became M-G-M's manage
by Abram F. Myers, general coun- in Argentina, subsequently holdinj
sel, with emphasis on the effect of similar positions in Mexico, Centra
the Crescent decision and immediate America and Puerto Rico. He wi]
prospects
of a revised
con- leave shortly on an extended tou
sent decree.
SessionsNewwillYork
be held
of his territory.
at organization headquarters and
will be preceded by a luncheon.

Samuel Rinzler, veteran exhibitor
leader, was honored by the Cinema
Lodge of B'nai B'rith at the Hotel
Edison last night in the presence
31/4 33/8 -1- l/g of representatives of all branches of
l'/4
1'/4
the film and allied industries in this
31/4 33/8 +
1/8
23
23 — 11/8 city. Jack H. Levin presented him
with the Cinema Honor Scroll for
201/2
201/2 —
1/4
his work in the industry's various
war drives and charitable undertakNo Col. Pix Nominations
ings. Besides Levin those who paid
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tribute to Rinzler included Albert
Hollywood — It became known yes- A. Senft, president of Cinema Lodge,
terday that Columbia had declined Harry Brandt and Emanuel Frisch.
Dr. J. R. Angell in Telecast
to permit any of its 1944 pictures
Later Rinzler inducted a large
Dr. James Rowland Angell, NBC
to be listed for M. P. Academy group of new members.
awards nominations.
public service counselor, will be televised over Station WNBT tonight
when he discusses the educational
Murray's Million-Dollar
possibilities for television as part
Suit Given to the Jury
of an hour-long telecast outlining
the role of public service boradcastChicago — Thomas Murrav's $1,- ing in television.
000,000 suit, on trial here for the
oast two weeks, went to the jury yes- New Col. War Bond Record
terday afternoon following final arHarry Cohn announced yesterday
guments by counsel for the defense that purchases of War Bonds totaland the plaintiff and instructions
ing $3,903,462.50 during the Sixth
from Judge William Holly.
War Loan Drive established a new
A sealed verdict is expected to- record for Columbia. The company's
day.
quota was $3,400,000.
1/4
1/2
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in STEP UJITH
Dimes mflRCH
AUNCHING "March of Dimes" Week at
the New York Paramount six days in
advance of the official January 25th
start, Bob Weitman,
managing director,
announced
yesterday
?^ that in the first four
days the theater had
collected $6,300. Collections are made in
^ the theater
and by
\Uj

lobby boxes.

"^

^HE
percollestction
seat highe
reported in the 1944 "Dimes" campaign
was $6.82. Charlie Moskowitz, vice-president of Loeivs and a member of the
March of Dimes Executive Committee,
says he topped this figure right in the
projection room in his own home. Each
Friday night he screens a new picture for
his family and friends. Last week he
rang in the Greer Garson appeal trailer
and proceeded to make a collection
among the fifteen persons present. He
he'll reveal the figure at the end of
says drive.
the

Times Square Rally
Opens Dimes Drive
Filmland's 1945 March of Dimes
drive will be formally launched tomorrow in Times Square with a
demonstration signalizing the campaign's kick-off not only in the some
700 local area film and legit houses,
but in 14,000 theaters throughout the
nation.
Gala Times Square program,
staged at the Statue of Liberty, includes pai-ade of military bands and
uniformed members of wartime
auxiliary services; unveiling of the
President's Birthday Cake, with its
63 big electric candles, by Mayor
LaGuardia; addresses by Basil O'Connor, National Foundation president, and Harry Brandt, of the Motion Pictures' Executive Committee; and personal appearances by
Luise Rainer, Marylin Maxwell,
Johnnie Johnston, Martha Scott,
Mady Christians, Tommy Dix, Neil
Hamilton, Paul Lukas, James Ellison,
Skeets Gallagher, Jane Withers,
Louis Calhern, Oscar Homolka, Frank
Fay, Florence Rice, John Boles,
Margo, Michael O'Shea, Jean Hersholt, Lee Bowman, Fay Wray, Carole Landis, Roscoe Karns and Michael Whalen.

Keeling 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

(Continued from Page 1)
rials. . . • Sen. Burt Wheeler tells us he
looks to the pix industry as a great aid in
insuring nation-wide development of television. Long a champion of better rural radio
service, Wheeler is hopeful that some means
will be found to prevent a rush toward development of effective urban service while
the rural areas are being neglected. Cheap
"package" shows from Hollywood can be
one of the most effective safeguards for
this, he feels.
•
O
TREASURY has no ideas, apparently, of

4

^

' getting any increase in the admissions
tax rate this year. Even if they ask for one,
they'll not expect to get it. The budget
estimates for fiscal 1946 were figured on the
basis of the current rate.

Warners Fights Philly
Children's Tax Move

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

as transportation
film dc'
livery
service and difficulties,
other matters.
It now seems fairly certain tha
the raw stock allocation will be mad|
about as proposed when the comm||
tee met early this month. Over^i
footage will be in the neighborhoo
of 300 million feet per quarter — pos
sibly a trifle less, with allocatiOj
handled insofar as possible to alloi
each producer enough stock to kee
opei-ating
on at least a minimur
basis.

Producers Ask NLRB
To Reconsider SPU Rulim
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Producers have filed

(Continued from Page 1)

one cent for each $.25 or fraction
thereof. Warners, represented by
Attorney Louis J. Goffman, objected
to taxing children. The Finance
Committee will report its decision
Feb. 1.

John Cowboy

WPB Will Brief
Trade on Problems

Slain

request
NLRB in
ton
thatwith
it the
reconsider
itsWashing'
decisio:!
which certified that the Screen Plaj
ers Union be given jurisdiction ove
extras, and that SPU extras are als
authorized to do bit parts, stunt
and singing. It is known that SA(
will ask that it be allowed to intei
vene in the case.

Boston — John Cowboy, a former
Charlie Harter Wounded
employe of the Deckers Film TransJack
Benny
and
"Rochester"
(EdpATRONS of the Regent, Harrisburg, Pa.,
Buffalo — Charlie Harter, forme
die Anderson) will ride as passeng- ijB-^ portation Co., is reported killed
won't be bored during the "Dimes" colers on the special trolley car piloted "'"^ Dept. has advised.
Columbia booker, was wounded i
lections. Franklin Moore, a civic leader and
1^^
in
action
in
Europe,
the
War
from
Columbus
Circle
to
Times
action
Dec. 5 in Germany.
humorist, will keep the audience entertained
with his friendly chatter during each col- Square by Gus Van, one-time motorlection.
man.
Special accounting setup has been
llfEMBERS of the American Legion readied by H. J. Cleary of Loew's,
•^J-*- Auxiliary will take up a special and William England of RKO The"Dimes" collection at Boston Garden on
aters to obtain daily collection figfrom their theaters. Out-ofthe
there.night of Bob Hope's appearance town uresstands
will wire collection
"takes" at end of each business day,
MORE THAN HALF THE THEATRES IN THE NATION
while local stands will report money
^^ILLIAM WIE6AND, manager, Melba raised to home offices by phone.
ARE REGULARLY AVAILABLE TO SCREEN ADS

CASH IN ON SCREEN ADS!

''"Theater,
utilizing
pin-ball
machine to get Brooklyn,
extra dimes.
Thea machine
is placed at busy intersections and passersby
invited to play at 10 cents per game.

Photoplay Polling Fans
For Gold Medal Awards

A TOTAL of 510 theaters in Iowa and
Nebraska already have signed pledge
Current fan poll by Dr. George
cards to take part in the annual March Gallup's Audience Research, Inc.,
of Dimes drive. This is more theaters for Photoplay Magazine to deterthan the 487 that took part last year.
mine winners of its 1944 gold medal
awards shows these pix, listed alp. J. WOOD, state chairman for Ohio,
phabetically, comprising the top 10
' reports that the Buckeye State has as of this date:
enrolled more theaters in the 1945 cam"A Guy Named Joe," "Destinapaign than in any previous year.
tion, Tokyo," "Going My Way,"
A JAMAICA, L. L, drug store is offer- "Laura," "Mrs. Parkington," "See
■^^ ing a "March of Dimes Sundae"— Here, Private Hargrove," "Since
30c. 20c. for the sundae — 10c for the You Went Away," "The Story of
Dr. Wassell," "The SuUivans" and
fund.
"Two Girls and a Sailor."
Poll's final results will be announced Feb. 15.

uu mnm
\Mm\m

TO..

January
24
Vera Zorina
Jack Lustberg
Earl
Sweigart
A. Zuelch
Paul Fejos

Jovan In on Distrib. Deal
Captured Nazi and Japanese films
have been assembled by the Globe
Film Co., of Chicago, into a feature
titled "Behind The Enemy Lines."
James Jovan, general manager, has
arrived in New York to arrange a
national distribution deal.
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FOR THE FIRST TIME
IN MOTION PICTURE HISTORY,
under a new and exclusive arrangement

THE AMEMCAN

MOVIE GOING PUBLIC

will determine the winners of a motion picture award — for:

America's Most Popular

ACTRESS

America's Most Popular

ACTOR

America's iWost Popufar

PICTURE

PHOTOPLAY APPOINTS DR. GEORGE GALLUP
DIRECTOR OF AUDIENCE RESEARCH, INC.
TO CONDUCT AN ANNUAL POLL OF THE
UNITED STATES MOVIE-GOING

PURLIC

For many years Photoplay has felt that the public itself should have
an opportunity to name its own selection of the year's most popular
actress, actor, and picture.
Not only the industry, the critics, and the exhibitors have this
opportunity through many special polls, but so do editors and different
groups of readers of single magazines and newspapers.
Now-^merica itself will have its chance-and the oldest, most honored
award of all, the Photoplay Gold Medal, will go each year to the winners.
This preview of Photoplay's editorial page for Februarytells the whole story.

Dr. George Gallup heads, as well, the Institute which has
correctly predicted— before election — the voters' choice in
Hve U. S. presidential elections and scores of other elections
in the United States and other countries.
For the first time in the history of motion picture
awards, this same scientific polhng method will he applied
to determine the real favorites of the movie-going puhiic.
By Dr. Gallop's methods, polls are conducted periodically
through the year so that pictures and stars can compete
on an even basis, controlling the problems of timing
and distribution.
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PHOTOPLAY 60LD MEDAL AWARDS
The First Annual Motion Picture Awards -REESTABLISHEDto be presented during the week of February 19, 1945

Who
is the whole nations most popular movie actress ^

Who
is the whole nations most popular movie actor ^

What
was the whole nations most popular picture f

PHOTOPLAY

on the nation's newsstands February 16 . . .
will carry the full report of the final results

AMERICA'S FASTEST SELLING MOTION

PICTURE MAGAZINE
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Film Post-¥ifar Boom
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
of General
Screen Advertising
of
Chicago and president of the Alexander Film Co., just arrived from
Colorado Springs, Colo., headquart^ers of the latter company.
J Asserting that "business on hand
is greater than ever," Alexander
said that the war had given new potency to the screen as an advertising
medium. He said after the war there
will be a wealth of new technological
developments ready to be "sold" to
;. the public via the films.
Alexander, who reported that the
sales of his own company were 70
per cent above 1943 last year, said
that greater use of the screen as an
ad medium after the war guaranteed the future of the industry.
The only thing holding back the
screen advertising services is the
shortage of raw stock, according to
Alexander, who said the companies
"really could go to town" if the required film were made available to
them. The output of Alexander
Film Co., today consists of 90 per
cent of war films, its president estimated.

UA Midwestern Sales
Parley Opening Today
Land o' Lakes, Wis. — Discussions
of product and policies and the setting up of a new expectancy figure
for each account will highlight the
three-day United Artists Midwest
district sales meeting which gets
under way here today at the Kmg's
Gateway Inn, with Rud Lohrenz,
Chicago district manager, presiding.
Attending the sessions are branch
managers, salesmen, office managers
and bookers from UA exchanges in
Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee
and Minneapolis. J. J. Unger, Western division manager, is attending.

THEATER DEALS
San Francisco — Joe Blumenf eld,
local circuit operator, takes over the
Tower in Los Angeles on July 1.
House currently is operated by Metropolitan Theaters.
Detroit — The Odeon is being taken
over by Rubin Miller, former owner,
as sole proprietor, buying out the
interest of Sol Feldman. Miller has
just returned to Detroit to resume
management.
Urbana, 0. — Mayor Warren
Grimes, of Urbana, owner of the
Gloria here, has purchased the Lyric
in Urbana owned by the late Grant
Wooley.
Belington, W. Va. — The Seneca
Theater in this town has been sold
by John Panapoulos to C. F. Sanders.

DAILY

BRIEfinG THE DRV'S REUIS
Lease Harlem Opera House
The Harlem Opera House, located
at 211 West 125th St., has been
leased by the Jaylil Holding Corp.,
Harry Harris, president, from the
Josle Holding Corp., Leo Brecher,
president. Berk & Krumgold, theatrical real estate brokers on the
deal, announced that extensive alterations and improvements will be
made by the new tenant.
•
Mrs. Hal Hode 111
Mrs. Rose Hode, wife of Hal Hode,
executive assistant to Jack Cohn,
Columbia Pictures, now resting at
Pass-A-Grill Beach, Fla., from an
aggi'avated case of arthritis, has been
ordered by her doctor for hospitalization in New York, and will leave
as soon as a plane priority can be
arranged.

FWTBT

•
Sets Foreign Marks

While Paramount's domestic distribution department is preparing to
launch the popular price release of
"For Whom the Bell Tolls," the international division is still having
premieres in overseas capitals. A
record-breaking week has just been
concluded at the Encanto in Havana
and new marks have been established in 15 countries.

Darken Theater Uprights
Philadelphia — Warners has ordered all local theaters to darken uprights, but the rest of outdoor lighting, including- marquees will not be
dimmed until the brownout deadline,
Feb. 1.
•
Send-off for Depinet Drive
The Ned Depinet Drive for 1945
was given its metropolitan area sendoff yesterday when Captain Robert
Folliard held a meeting at the New
York exchange after completing a
22-day tour of company branches,
accompanied by Harry Gittleson.

•
"Burma" Tradeshow Feb.

5

Due to delay in delivery of final
prints resulting from interruption
of air express traffic by recent bad
weather, the national tradeshowing
of Warners' "Objective, Burma"
scheduled for next Monday has been
postponed a week to Feb. 5.

•
Capt. Gilliam Recovering

Posl-War Harmony
Stressed by Myers
(Continued from Page 1)

that it was "regrettable that they
have closed their eyes to those proposals of the Department of Justice and the Conference of Independent Exhibitors which are proper
for inclusion in an ad interim deThe provisions under which the
industry must operate should be
adapted to the needs of the industry
as well as to the technical requirements of the law, he said. A decree
in keeping with those proposals
cree." promote harmony between
would
exhibitors and distributors and would
pave the way for needed co-operation in the post-war era, Myers said
in his report. Myers expressed the
opinion that these considerations
should engage the attention of the
responsible heads, not only of the
five so-called consenting companies,
but of all branches of the motion
picture industry.

Correction

Chicago — Tom Gilliam, manager of
20th-Fox exchange, has received
Chicago — James Gregory has acword his son Capt. Thomas Gilliam,
quired the Pickwick theater propis recovering from wounds in an
erty in Syracuse, Ind., for his own
account
and not for the Alliance
Ai-my hospital in England, and expects to get back into active duty in Theater circuit, as previously re30 days.

Grainger Elevates Four
More in Rep. Sales Force

ported.

Il[ FORfiSI SERIAL
HfROINE OF
MODERII TIMFS!

(Ccntinued from Page 1)
terday by Prexy James R. Grainger
as the Coast sales conference closed
at the studio.
Effective Feb. 12, William Feld,
formerly branch manager in Des
Moines, assumes a new post as Chicago sales manager; William Weiss,
formerly salesman in St. Louis, is
upped to branch sales manager of
that office; B. C. Talley, formerly
Atlanta salesman, becomes sales
manager of that office; and Dave
Nelson, formerly salesman in St.
Louis, transfers his activities to Des
Moines, as branch manager.
Due to arrive here Sunday to view
pictures and for conferences with
studio officials, are Joe Engel of
Philadelphia, Jake Flax of Washington, D. C, Cy Dillon, of Charlotte,
Norman J. Calhoun of Dallas.

Millions are waiting
to see this nationally syndicated
comic strip on
the screen!

McHenry, 111., Clearance
And Run Case Dismissed
Clearance and some-run complaint
filed by R. J. Miller, owner and operator of the Colony Theater, McHenry, 111., has been dismissed by
the arbitrator. Counsel for the complainant admitted at the hearing that
his client had no right to relief under Section VIII (clearance) and the
arbitrator found that the five defendant distributors had given product
on some-run to the Colony.

*

j^l^j^

^

feerfuring

SYD SAYLOR-JOE DEVLIN-GEORGE MEEKER -WHEELER OAKMAN
:0ased upon the comic strip, "BRENDA STARR, REPORTER", created by Dalo Meutdc
Originol Screen Play by Andy Lamb and George H. Plympton

Produced by SAM KATZMAN

•

Directed by WAUACE

W. FOX
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ITOA Invites Rank
To Sit in at Meeting

N. Y. Building Code
Faces Stern FIghl

(Continued from Page 1)

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

its various provisions, now being polished, commence in a few weeks. One
of the barriers is certain to be the
ancient
stumbling
block, — politics.
Factions outside the film industry
wing, which is doing its best to draft
sections pertaining to theater construction and advance public safety,
are gathering their forces to fight
for a single code covering all New
York State, and hope to scuttle the
setup of one code for up-State and
another for New York City. These
factions see the two-code system
only as the outgrowth of the longextant warfare between New York
City's "home rule" advocates and
the rest of the State, and term the
system "a ridiculous double-standard."
Who the opponents and proponents of the two-code system will be
when the chips are down at the public hearings is difficult to diagnose,
inasmuch as sharp cleavage exists
between architects, builders, business
enterprises, and politicians. Few issues have come up in recent years
which find so many valid arguments
on each side, observers say.
Theater interests are awaiting the
hearings with the keenest interest,
particularly the circuits, some of
which, under the two-code setup will
have existing as well as proposed
outlets subject to different laws in
the same State.

Hear Roth Case Motion Feb. 9
Pittsburgh — Hearings on the distributor defendants' motion to examine the plaintiffs' books in the Roth
case have been set for Feb. 9, having been postponed from last Monday. Complaint was filed by 24 independent exhibitors who are seeking to have the license agreements
declared unlawful.

UJEDDinC BELLS
5
Pittsburgh — Mr. and Mrs. H. R.
Beiersdorf have just been informed
of the engagement of their daughter, Natalie, a Wac Corporal now
stationed in New Guinea, to Alan
Ritter, of Texas, a waist gunner on
a Navy bomber. Father is branch
manager for 20th Century-Fox here.
Mannie A. Brown, branch manager for Paramount, Buffalo, and
Mrs. Brown, announce the engagement of their daughter, Shirley, to
Bernard Cohn.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tim Ryan, Monogram
scenarist, was married to Margaret
Desmukes.

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: That Eileen Etten proHle oi Sidney
Lust in the Washington Times-Herald was a neat compliment to the
District of Columbia showmen. . . • Bernie Kreisler's all smiles these
days as a result of the business being scored by Lester Cowan's UA
release, "Tomorrow — The World". . . • The Banshees luncheon at
the Waldorf-Astoria tomorrow, will honor Bugs Baer. . . • George L.
McBath, projectionist in the Detroit Paradise Theater, ^is a candidate for
the post of Judge of Common Pleas Court in the Feb. 17 election

from Rank's plans to invade the New
York theater field with a "show
window" for his own British produc-j
tions and those of other U. K. studios, and from a desire for an ex^
change of views. Latter, it is feltj;
could be mutually beneficial.
Members of the ITOA, it is pointed |
out, are in a position to advise Rank,
on the type of British picture that!
must
producedtime
if the
are'
to getbe playing
on imports
a quantity,
basis in the American market.

McBath is a former assistant prosecuting attorney of Michigan's Wayne
County. . . • The new magazine, "This Month," which hits the stands
on Feb. 8, has Pearl S. Buck among its contributing editors. . . • When
it comes to donating blood to the Red Cross, Armand Baum and Abe
Piatt, both of B & K, are well to the fore
Piatt has already given
14 pints and Baum is set for a 12th donation next month. . . • Lyle

Rank Coming in Mid-May;
Davis and Others as Well

Tanner, son of P. L. Tanner who operates Cleveland's Film Transit Co..
has joined Curtis Publishing Co. in Philadelphia in an executive spot . .
O Maj. Bernard P. Cody, formerly of Rialto Theaters, Inc. in Casper,
Wyoming, is now chief of the Ninth Service Command Wac recruiting
branch at Fort Douglas, Utah. . . • Budd Rogers, and Mrs. Rogers will
celebrate their silver wedding anniversary Saturday. . . • Herb Berg

confirming
ThehisFilm
exclusiveterday,
story
that
tripDaily's
across
the Atlantic had been definitely set
for that month.
John Davis and other key men in
the Rank organization, including Dr.
Alexander Galperson and Barrington Gain, are fully expected to make
the trip with Rank, a tip-off to the
importance of the mission.

is matchless
He gave 'em away by the boxful yesterday to plug
UA's "Guest in the House"

T

T

T

• • • MINE HOST LEO: Metro is tossing a special luncheon
next Wednesday when it will announce the three national winners in
the "Miss Anniversary Bathing Beauty Contest"
Judges who will
make the selections from photos of the 27 finalists chosen from 5,000
contestants as part of the campaign on "Bathing Beauty" are Vincent
Trotta, Arthur William Brown, Earl Wilson, Russell Patterson
and
George Frazier
Luncheon will be attended by Metro executives,
representatives of the Swim for Health Association, Lee Swim Suit
officials and members of the industry press

▼

•

e

•

FROM

T

HOLLYWOOD

AND

T

VINE: Malcolm Stuart Boylan

joins producer Andrew Stone as a story editor on a year's
• Erskine Caldwell will write the screenplay
of "Look
Angel" for Ripley-Monter Productions
It will be one
pictures on the Vanguard lineup this year. . . • Sol

contract. . .
Homeward,
of the top
Lesser has

scheduled "Tarzan and the Leopard Men" to follow "Tarzan and the
Intruder"
It is an original by Carroll Young, who will also do
the adaptation. . . • As his first picture as a PRC associate producer,
Fred Jackson will do "Two Tickets to Heaven"
It is a musical with
a Hollywood night spot locale. . . • RKO has signed Minna Gombell
to play a zany character role in "Man Alive," Pat O'Brien starrer. . .
• "Imagine
That!" by Nora Wells, has been purchased
by J. C.
Copeland of Copeland Productions
Copeland has penciled it in
as his second picture. . . • 20th-Fox has re-titled its Gracie FieldsMonty WooUey starring vehicle, as "Molly and Me".

T

T

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank will visit America in mid-May,
the British industry leader said yes-

Lt. Scobell Missing
Wagner, S. D. — Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Scobell, owner of the Cozy Theater,
have been informed by the War Department that their son, Lt. Eldon
Scobell, AAF, has been reported |
missing in action over Germany Dec.

Mrs.
H. R. Beiersdorf 111
3L
Pittsburgh — Mrs. H. R. Beiersdorf,
wife of the branch manager for 20th
Century-Fox, has been confined to
the Woman's Hospital in this city
for the past two weeks due to a
heart ailment.

STORK REPORTS
Havana (By Air Mail) — Francisco
Galvez, of United Artists here, has
a new daughter, a second child.
Detroit — Howard
Sandelman, vet
eran
salesman
for M-G-M,
is the
father of a new baby boy, Robert
Louis.

▼

• • • JANET BLAIR and Lee Bowman, co-stars of Columbia's
Technicolor dramatic musical, "Tonight and Every Night," which has
been set for February release, were feted at a cocktail party by Columbia Pictures in the Copacabana, yesterday. Among those who turned
out to do them honor were Gus Eyssell, Fred Lynch, Jack Cohn, Frank

Detroit — A daughter, Beth Joy,
was born to Lt. and Mrs. Joseph
Stone, at Annapolis. Mother, a former Wave, is the daughter of William A. London, circuit owner.

Rosenberg, Richard Condon, Ed Schreiber, Hortense Schorr, Harry McWilliams, Ray Murray, George Ettinger, Henry Spiegel, and representatives of the fan magazines, radio, foreign press, local metropolitan
newspapers, and trade press.

Detroit — E. C. Loomis, owner of
the State Theater at Elk Rapids, is
the father of a new baby girL

T

•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

T

T

PEABL HARBOBI

Harry Mayer,
talent booker for
the Warner
Bros, theaters, is thej(
'father
of a girl.

11
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Brownout' Squawk
3y St. Louis Exhibs.
(Ccntinued

from Page 1)

jlants of the Union Electric Co. of
Vlissouri at Keokuk, Iowa, and
Bagnell, Mo.
i Exhibitors are expected to meet
Phis week to discuss all phases of
;he recent Government order to save
jurrent for the war effort. Many
acre are of the opinion that the restriction of outdoor illumination at
theaters to a 60-watt bulb would
create two very serious hazards —
tne, the danger of accidents to pedesrians passing the theater, and, two,
marked increase in the hold-ups
menace.
City officials have taken the position they will not reduce the present
street lighting.

Brownout Hits Springfield,
But Holyoke May Escape
Springfield, Mass. — Springfield will
not qualify for exemption from
WPB's brownout on Feb. 1, since it
receives only part and not all its
electric power from a hydroelectric
installation, electric light officials
informed theater operators who resigned themselves to the dimming
out of lights on house marquees.
Neighboring city of Chicopee, however, extended a ray of hope to theater managers when it revealed all
its power, bought from Holyoke,
came under the hydroelectric ruling,
'adding that city officials have already drafted the appeal from the
regulation.

Fohn W. Trewhela Dead
Coeur D'Alene, Ida. — John W.
Trewhela, well known theater operator of Utah, Idaho and Montana,
died here. He had been operating
two houses here for Symons Amusement Co., and formerly was with
FWC.

George Brinkman Dead
Grafton, W. Va. — George Brinkman, who operated the Opera House
here, died suddenly of a heart attack. His widow, Mrs. Grace Brinkman, will continue operating the
theatre.

IN NEW POSTS
BOB CLABEAUX,
PRC,
Buffalo, booker.
ROBERT
L. ETTER, manager, Webber,
Denver.
EDDIE McCOVERN, manager, Capitol, WillkesBarre, Pa.
BUD IRWIN, manager, Westside, Scranton, Pa.
GERALD DUFFY, assistant manager. Strand,
Scranton, Pa.
DANNY

MALLAY, assistant manager, State, Scranton, Pa.
PETE BENDIC, assistant manager, Comerfbrd,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
DON

WIDLAND, mot-on picture division, J. Walter Thompson agency.
PFINCSTEIN, B. & K. film booking department, Chicago.
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REVIEWS Of neuj nims
"A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn"

with Dorothy McGuire,
James Dunn
20th-Fox
128 Mins.
FILM

VERSION

OF

BETTY

NOVEL IS DEEPLY HUMAN
SURE OF BIG GROSSES.

SMITH

DOCUME|^T

Under the astute supervision of Producer
Louis D. Lighton and the understanding
directorial guidance of Elia Kazan the Betty
Smith best-seller has been transformed into
screen entertainment so rich in sentiment
and human interest that it cannot help winning the applause of the great mass of filmgoers. Of imposing boxoffice stature, the
capitally assembled production makes a profound impression with the strength of its
emotional arsenal. Its appeal to the heart
is undeniable, and its
day people has been
and feeling out of the
In telling the story

story of simple everyrelated with warmth
ordinary.
of an underprivileged

family leading a hand-to-mouth existence
the production, thanks largely to an atmospheric treatment that Is imposing, paints
a vivid and reasonably true picture of life
in a poor district of Brooklyn, a generation
ago. Many memories wilt be stirred by all
the little details that have gone into the
depiction of the trials and tribulations of
the Nolan menage.
Honesty and sincerity have been employed
in filming the Tess Slesinger-Frank Davis
adaptation of the novel. Though it may border on the tedious at times, a fault due no
little to its excessive length, "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn" has a sense of reality that
makes one share the experiences of the
characters in a story that mingles smiles and
tears.
The

story, one of frustration and heartache, has Dorothy McGuire and James Dunn
as the parents and Peggy Anny Garner and
Ted Donaldson as the children, Joan Blondell
playing the aunt and Lloyd Nolan as the cop
who offers Mrs. Nolan marriage after her
husband dies. Miss McGuire is capital. Dunn
contributes his best screen performance as
the improvident singing waiter who keeps
promising better times for his family to no
purpose. Young Miss Garner almost steals
the film with a profoundly sensitive performance that captures your heart. The
others are uniformly good.
CAST: Dorothy McGuire, Joan Blonde!!, James
Dunn, Lloyd Nolan, Peggy Ann Garner, Ted Donaldson, James Cieason, Ruth Nelson, John Alexander, B. S. Pully, Ferike Boros, J. Farrell MacDcnald, Adeline De Walt Reynolds, George
Melford, Mae Marsh, Edna Jackson, Vincent
Craeff, Susan Lester, Johnnie Berkes, Lillian Bronson, A'ec Craig, Charles Halfon. Al Bridge,
'oseph J. Greene, Virgin'a Brissac, Harry Harvey,
If., Robert Anderson, A-t Smith, Norman Field,
George Meader, Erskine Sanford, Martha Wentworth, Francis Pierlot, Al Eben, Peter Cusanelli.
CRFDITS: Producer, Louis D. Liehton; Director,
Elia Kazan; Screenplay, Tess Slesinger, Frank
Davis; Based on novel by Betty Smith; Cameraman, Leon Shamroy; Musical Score, Alfred Newman; Art Director, Lyie Wheeler- Set Decorators,
Thomas Little, Frank E. Hughes; Film Editor,
Dorothy Spencer; Special Effects, Fred Sersen;
Sound.
Bernard
Freericks,
Ro^er
Neman.
DIRECTION, Fine. PHOTOGRAPHY, Fine.

'Terfect Marriage" to Wallis?

Hal Wallis Productions yesterday
was on the verge of signing for the
film rights to the Samson Raphaelson play "The Perfect Marriage."
The film will be Wallis' next production for Paramount release following "Don't Ever Grieve Me."

I
1 *

SHORTS

*

Product Curtailment
Atladced by Allied
(Continued

from Page 1)

his
annual report
Allied's
board
of directors
which to
is now
in session
at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel.
"Shrines of Yucatan"
This calls for a greater degree of
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M
10 mins. teamwork among exhibitors than has
heretofore prevailed, Myers assertGood Travel Short
James A. FitzPatrick has delivered
ed, ferent
addingterritories
that have
"exhibitors
difdifferentin ideas
another absorbing travel short in as to how best to meet the menace
Technicolor. In this instance his
increasing
said film
thererentals."
was no telling
subject is the Mayan ruins of Yuca- of Myers
tan. Besides being a visual treat the how much, if at all, the recent WPB
film is an entertaining and interest- order will afi'ect the supply of features. He contended that the trend
ing lecture on an ancient civilization.
toward curtailment had been in full
swing for five years. Last season,
'World Without Borders"
Universal
20 Vi mins. Myers pointed out, the eight major
Absorbing Subject
companies released a total of only
The short tells in its limited foot- 259 pix and it has been predicted that
age a surprisingly comprehensive even fewer would be released this
story of the history of aviation. Gen- season.
The main vice of the WPB order,
erously employing early film clips,
the picture gives an intelligent ac- as Myers sees it, is that "it affords
count of the part aviation plays in justification for, and lends respectability to, a policy of the major compeace and war, providing some inpanies that is proving disastrous to
dication of what the future holds
in the air. The short dwells heav- oubsequent-run exhibitors." The Allied board chairman and general
ilytionon tothe
power
of air
erase
borders
andtransportabring the counsel insisted that the producers,
nations of the world into greater "if they wished to be fair, could
closeness. It draws a fascinating absorb all or a large part of the
loss in footage by eliminating waste
picture of aviation's tomorrow. A at the studios, by reducing senseless
short of great merit.
screen credits, and especially by relucing the length of the now overlong
As feature
a matterpictures."
of self-preservation,
Myers continued, independent exhibitors everywhere must intensify their
efforts to hold down film rentals. The
"Jungle Queen
in co-operative buyUniversal
20 Mins. rapiding increase
reflects an increasing appreciaNazi dirty business once more is
tion of the danger, although in some
thriving in a serial full of the stuff instances it may represent only the
that captures juvenile imagination. efforts of self-seeking promoters, he
The story, preposterous beyond the
Myers asserted that "it would
usual, is crowded with the sort of said.
action that excites and thrills the seem the part of wisdom, in all such
ventures, for the exhibitors to resimple souls. Under the pell-mell
tain a high degree of control over
direction of Ray Taylor and Lew
Collins the film unfurls a tale of such organizations so that they will
Nazi agents plotting to stir up the not develop into Frankenstein montribes of an African jungle against
sters." Myers said that another enthe British.
couraging sign is the progress made
Helping to foil the villains are a through the Caravan in interchanging information concerning film
couple of Americans who are constantly being rescued from tight prices as evidenced by signed conspots by a mysterious jungle queen, tracts.
strictly a thing of the fancy. The
serial, produced bv Morgan Cox, has
Douglass Dumbrille and Tala Birell
as the Nazi leaders, Eddie Norris
and Eddie Quillan as the Americans,
and Lois Collier as the niece of a
slpin explorer who lends the heroes
a hand.
The serial departs from the practice of repeating at the start of
3ach new installment the closing
5cenes of the preceding chapter.

Watch
U.
A. releases
bearing

Mrs. Herminia de Cardona Dead
Havana (By Air Mail) — Herminia
Andres de Cardona, mother of Miguel Cardona. president of Distribuidores Nacionales de Peliculas S.A.
and Rene Cardona, Mexican producer, is dead.

G.CF.
Presents
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Is your pledge in? (still time to rush it thru)
All set with plenty of volunteer collectors?
Ready with enough wide, open collection containers?
Entire theatre staff pepped up?
Collections scheduled for ewery show, no matter how small the audience?
Greer Garson appeal trailer ordered from National Screen?

7. Those two one-sheets in lobby frames?
8. Your theatre citation framed in boxoffice?
9. Arrangements for collections at public gatherings outside of your theatre?
10. Wishing Well in your lobby?
11. Ushers filling those birthday coin-cards?
12. Other money-getting stunts in campaign book?
Olray • • • /ef's go. lef J c/o our Jbesfl

ntimate in Character
iitiernational in Scope
nd^p^hdent in Thought

PL.
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TEN CENTS

LLLIED_ASKS DEFINITE DECREE ACTION
Ticket Numbering System Sponsored by Allied
»riodic Changes in Ticket
)lls Intended to Pre»nt Blind-Checking

SEE $6,000,000
FOR DIMES DRIVE

Directors
Reaffirm
Approval
Attorney General's
Modification
Proposals,
Urge ofFavorable
Distributor
Consideration; Will Back Gov't in Court if Necessary

3olumbus — A new system of ticket
13,000 Theaters
to Start
mbering to prevent blind-checking
Collections Today
5 been submitted to the Bureau of
;ernal Revenue by Allied, it was
)orted here last night.
With optimists predicting a reciVhile the complete plan has not
ord $6,000,000 industry collection,
m announced, it was learned that
i system calls for periodic changes eclipsing even the sensational $4,ticket rolls during the course of 667,000 figure raised a year ago, filmland's 1945 March of Dimes drive
iay.
starts today in more than 13,000 theaters of the U. S., Alaska, Canal
Zone, Puerto Rico and Hawaii. Outlook for the attainment of the unprecedented $6,000,000 goal is bright
because it is predicated upon the
greatest enlistment of theaters ever
Boston — Reading of the pleadings to participate in a "Dimes" campaign.
-s
Masters' reDrive headquarters here drew fursrtscompleted
in both and
the the
Commonwealth
ther encouragement yesterday as the
(ausement Enterprise, Inc., and eve of the campaign found 694 out
(ishua Theaters, Inc., anti-trust
(Continued on Page 6)
11563 read into the evidence in the
fits
jurt.being heard in Judge Sweeney's
[n the case
of Commonwealth
(Continued on Page 5)

aster in Hub Suits
pnds for Piaintiffs

ieMille Loses Court Fight
<n AFRA $1 Assessment

Exhibs. Will Battle
Ont. Tax Proposal

Toronto — Theater proprietors from
by Cecil B. De- all over Ontario yesterday adopted
producer of Lux a formal resolution of protest
CBS, to restrain against the provincial government
on Page 5)
proposal to revive the 10 per cent
tax on admissions which was abandoned in 1937.
Colunthia In Greatest
Theater men are also drawing up
(Continued on Page 5)
Year, Says Iflontague

Action brought
ille, Hollywood
Jidio Theater on
(Continued

The 1944-45 season will be Columbia's greatest year in sales and
distribution, A. Montague, general
sales manager, today will tell branch
and district managers at the Hotel
Warwick sales conclave, which will
be opened by Jack Cohn.
In the past seven months, Columbia has written more than 90 per
cent of the number of contracts
closed in the full previous year ending in June. In addition, 1944-45 is
the greatest year vyith regard to the
number of pictures sold each ac! count.

PLEASE,

MISTER,

By AL STEEN Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY

Columbus, O. — National Allied's Board of Directors yesterday
pressed for definite action on the New York consent decree and
reaffirmed its approval of the Attorney
General's proposals for
a modification of the decree.

Ohio ITO Joins War
On "Featherbedding

In a unanimously passed resolution, the directors
that "if
shall asserted
remain obdurate
rr the distributors

in their rejection of the Attorney
General's proposals, making impossible the entry of an adequate final
Columbus, O. — The Independent or ad interim decree by consent, then
Theater Owners of Ohio at a board Allied States Association will sup( Continued on Page 6)
meeting Tuesday night endorsed the
action of the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors Committee in offering 167 persons now employed in
theaters to essential war jobs.
The St. Louis theatermen, in a
letter to Rep. Andrew J. May, chairman of the House Militai-y Affairs
Chicago — A verdict for $35,000
Committee, asserted that the 167
employes were kept on the payrolls
damages change,
against
Loew's,of Capitol
ex(Continued on Page 6)
Henri Elman
PRC, Van:
A. Nomikos Theaters, the Milo Theater and its owner, John L. Manta,
Alger, Putnam, Marsh
was returned by a jury in Federal
yesterday in favor of
Re-named to Appeal Board Court here
(Continued on Page 6)
Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard
yesterday ordered that George W. Carriers Lose Plea for
Alger, Albert P. Putnam and Rob- Better Rating on Tires
ert McC. Marsh be reappointed as
members of the Appeal Board in Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY.
New York: The terms of office of
Washington — Request
of motion
the three members were extended picture carriers for a raise in their
from Feb. 1, 1945, to Feb. 1, 1946.
preference
x'ating for tires from
to Group Two has been
Attorneys for the five major pro- Group Three
(Continued
on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 6)

Jury Gives $35,000
Balm in Thalia Suit

lO New Drive-ins for
Seth D. Perkins Forms New Company
November Admissions Tax West Coast Bureau of THE
— Ten new
"Take" Advances a Million Hollywood
aters are to be opened

Johnston Pix Salary
Offer l%ear $250,000?
FILM

DAILY

open air thein California
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY by Park-In Theaters Company of
Washington — November business which Seth D. Perkins of Los Angeles is president. Perkins was an
was up noticeably from that of October, according to Bureau of In- early owner of drive-in theaters in
ternal Revenue figures on admission Southern California and recently resigned from, and disposed of his intax collections during the month of
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 5)

BO YOUR

BEST'' TO ROLL

IIP A RECORB

- BREAKIIVG

Was'rnnton Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Further pointing up
the desire of the film industry to acquire the services of Eric A. Johnston,
now president of the U. S. Chamber
cf Commerce, and the importance of
the post for which he is being sought,
it was reported here yesterday that
the proposed salary will be far nearer
$250,000 than the $100,000 earlier
mentioned.
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St. Louis Clearance
Complaints Settled
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returns to London today

THOMAS L. WALKER, Edward Small Prod, viceprexy, arrives in Washington from Coast today.
LESTER COWAN leaves today for Cincinnati
to confer with UA reps, on "Tomorrow — the
World" opening there, then goes to Chicago and
the Coast.
BEN lUDEL is in Chicago from Hollywood.
ARTHUR SCHOENSTADT, of the Schoenstadt
c rcuit, has returned to Chicago from Winter
vacation at Tuscon, Ariz.
AARON JONES, Jones Linick & Schaefer prexy,
s back from a West Coast Winter vacation.
S/SCT. TYKI COSTONi USMC, nephew of
James Coston, Warner theater zone manager, is
.n Chicago on furlough from the South Pacific
theater.
PETE MARTIN, feature writer for Saturday
Even ng Post is in Ho.lywood for three weeks of
,-esearch and interviews.
BOB GOLDSTEIN, Eastern rep. for William
Coetz, of International Pictures, will return to
New York today after three weeks of story and
.alent huddles with Coast studio executives.

—

+

%

F. J. A. McCarthy, universal Southern and
Canadian sales manager, left for Dallas last
night.
CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, Loew's Northeastern
division manager, is in Syracuse for a visit.
trip.
RICHARD FELDMAN, RKO-Schine-Paramount
manager, arrived from Syracuse on a business
R. J. O'DONNELL is a New York visitor.
FRANK ROGERS, president of Florida State
Theaters, Jacksonville, Paramount associate, is
visiting in New York.
JAMES J. DONOHUE, Paramount Central division manager, is in Cleveland.
WILLIAM ERBB, Eastern division manager for
Paramount, is in Washington.
ED HINCHY, head of Warners' playdate division, isdue back today from a trip to Toronto and
Montreal.
NAT FELLMAN, Warner circuit executive,
was in New Haven yesterday.
GALE STORM, Monogram star, will arrive Monday in Washington to attend the President's
Birthday Ball.

XEW

R. P. HACEN, manager of Warners' film
checking service, left last night for Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati
and Cleveland
conferences.
BENJAMIN THAU, M-C-M studio executive,
has arrived at the Waldorf-Astoria from Culver
City, Calif.
ROBERT MILFORD, who has resigned as Billy

Four Winners of RC
Poster Contest Picked

SECOND

'/s
'/a

Vs

+

1/4
V4

+
+

Vs
V4

+
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Villiers Retiring From
British and Overseas
London (By Cable) — Sir Edward
Villiers, distribution head, is leaving
British and Overseas, it was reported on Wardour St. yesterday. Sir
Ekiward visited New York last year
to make a survey of the American
market for Ealing Studios.

$500,000 Plus for "Turtle"

Signing of final contracts governing purchase of the film rights to
"The Voice of the Turtle" discloses
that Warners paid the play's producer, Alfred de Liagre, Jr., $500,000, plus a guarantee of 15 per cent
of the picture's receipts.

THRILL

ERICH

VON

THEATERS

WEEK

MARY

STROHEIM

P'WAV
47th S
Edward

BETH

HUGHES

DAN

DURYEA

• STEPHEN

IN THE WINDOW

AN

RKO

PICTURE

'FIGHTING
LADY'
IN TECHNICOLOR

REPUBLIC

20th

THEATRE

CITY MUSIC

CENTURY-FOX

VICTORIA

B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

50th

•
Joan Bennet
Massey

BARCLAY

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing!

RADIO

G. Robinson
Raymond

WOMAN

THE GREATwith FUMARION

Sketches by Granger Richardson,

3ontest held during the past two
vveeks to pick the best posters to be
used in the 1945 Red Cross War
Fund Week drive, March 15-21, in2lusive, it was announced yesterday
Dy the Industry's National Committee.
Winning sketches will be made
into a set of four lithographed four2olor posters to be furnished free to
-he nation's more than 17,000 exhibitors who will participate in the
industry's Red Cross effort. More
than 30 sketches were submitted and
final choices, because of the high
quality of each, were made on a basis of best visualization of Red Cross
needs and policies. Judges were N.
Peter Rathvon, the industry's 1945
Red Cross War Fund Week chairman; Si Fabian and Francis S. Harmon, of WAC; and Howard Bonham
of the American Red Cross.

YORK

He's Great with a Gun
And He's Got to Kill!

3/4 Walter Hood, Fred Small and Rico
Vi
Vs lomaso are winners in the poster

+ %
—

MAJ. WILLIAM HALPERN, USMC, has arrived
in Naw York from Quantico, Va., for a stay of
several weeks.

LT. JAMES TRINZ, formerly cf the Trinz theater circuit, is now on the West Coast visiting
his father Sam Tnnz who has been ill.

the Coast for Njw York upon complet'on of
.dded scenes for M-C-M's "Without Love."

MARKET
Low

E. T. "TEDDY" CARR
rem the Continent.

Rose's general manager, plans "to leave for Holywcod early next month.
KATHARINE HEPBURN is scheduled to leave

(Wednesday. Janiinry 24'

NEW

BEN KALMSNSON, WB
general manager,
leaves today for Coast studio confabs, with a
one-day stop-over in Chicago.
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER, WAC chairman, is in
Washington
today.

St. Louis — Two clearance co
plaints naming
all five signers
the New York Consent Decree hs
been settled by stipulations filed w
the clerk of the AAA tribunal.
the complaint brought by Sol
Irvin Goldfarb, operators of 1
Ritz, East Alton, 111., stipulation p
vides that the companies will ms
product available 48 days after
Grand, Alton, and not more than
days after pictures are made avj
able to the Grand. Ritz may a
show product 30 days after the Pr
cess, Alton, and not later than
days films are made available
the Princess.
In the second complaint, filed
A. D. Magarian, of the Gaty Tl
ater, East St. Louis, 111., stipu
tion provides availability for
Gaty seven days after the Esqui
with the same availability for
Gaty and Roxy Theaters.
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Master in Hub Suits
Finds for Plaintiffs
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

Amusement Enterprise, Inc., of Boston the Master found for the plaintiff
over $21,000. In the case of Nashua
>Theaters, Inc., the Master found for
the plaintiff for over $56,000. Under existing anti-trust laws, these
damages may be trebled by the court,
with attorneys' fees and costs added
if the Master's reports are upheld.
Charles Morse, treasurer and general manager of the Morse & Rothenberg Circuit of Boston, was placed
on the stand by Attorney George S.
Ryan and testified in regard to his
experiences in the motion picture industry since 1922 and various subsequent theaters he has operated in
partnership with Louis Rothenberg.
He expressed his opinion in regard
to increased box-office receipts that
would have resulted from the exhibition of major features instead of the
independent product his theaters
were compelled to use and the consequent savings by the elimination
of added attractions such as vaudeville.
The objections of the counsel for
the defendants to the admissibility of
this evidence were overruled by
Judge Sweeney. Morse will resume
testimony today.

Para. Plans Producing
Unit in Canada — Zukor
. Toronto — The visit of Adolph Zukor to Toronto for the 25th anniversary celebration of Famous Players Canadian has brought out the
announcement that Paramount plans
to establish a producing unit in the
Dominion with Zukor declaring that
operations would be confined to short
subjects, although, if larger themes
are developed, features with a Canadian background might be made after the war.
"I want to see a series of short
subjects made here and shown all
over the world, not because they are
Canadian but because they are interesting," hesaid. This start would
lead to greater operations, he felt.

Walter Lee, Jr.. Slain
St. Louis — Walter Lee, Jr., shipping clerk for 20th-Fox here until
|B»^ he entered the service last
^^ May, and son of Walter Lee,
^^^ shipping clerk for Columbia,
was killed in action
in France on
Jan. 5, the War Department has
advised his family.
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DeMille Loses Court Fight
On AFRA $1 Assessment
(Continued from Page 1)

the American Federation of Radio
Artists from keeping him off the air
in the event he did not comply with
the payment of a $1 assessment,
has virtually been tossed out by the
Superior Court of California.
Court yesterday decided to dismiss DeMille's complaint without
■'leave to amend"; dissolved his plea
for a temporary injunction and denied his plea as well for any other
form of restraint upon AFRA.
Understood that the only legal
means open to DeMille should he
decide on further action in the courts,
is to seek to have his complaint reinstated.
Word of the decision as received
at AFRA headquarters in New York
by Emily Holt, executive secretary,
leaves AFRA with no alternative
but to keep DeMille off the air next
Monday night unless he contributes
the $1 sought. Dispute goes back
to last Fall before election when the
Los Angeles chapter of AFRA voted
unanimously to assess each member
$1 to fight the proposed state law
which would make the closed shop
illegal. This was known in California as Proposition No. 12 on the
state ballots.
DeMille refused to pay the assessment on the ground of constitutional
rights and brought the court action.

Carriers Lose Plea for
Better Rating on Tires

Exiiibs. Will Battle
Ont. Tax Proposal
(Ccntinued from Page I)

a general plan of campaign to arouse
public opposition to the proposed
Ontario tax which would be in addition to the Dominion 20 per cent
assessment on theater grosses.
The meeting which was attended
by 350 managers and film exchange
representatives, heard President J.
J. Fitzgibbons of Famous Players,
General Manager Nat Taylor of
20th Century Theaters, General Manager H. M. Masters of Odeon and
others in expression of views.
One complaint voiced charged
Leslie Frost of the Treasury Department ignored a letter of request
from the MPTA of Ontario asking
for the tax proposal details.
The meeting nominated all directors of both MPTA of Ontario and
Provincial Council of Independent
exhibitors to act as a Tax Campaign
Committee with authority to employ
an organizer and publicist and distribute protest literature.

November Admissions Tax
Take" Advances a Million
(Continued from Page 1)

Actors Equity has given Republic
permission to make use of its name
in the picture "The Amazing Mr
M." The film company was informed, however, that Equity was founded
in 1913, whereas the action of the
picture takes place in 1910.

THE
'

current March of Dimes is developing
more

"extra"

promotion
efforts than
ever before. From alt
parts of the country,
publicity
report thatchairmen
theaters are
going in heavily for
special money-getting
displays,
distribution
of collection
boxes in
stores, collecticns at

^/^""^

tM> ing of coin-cards by
J } public gatherings, filltee optimists estimate
2J\
ushers, etc. Committhat opened.
$500,000
was
collected before the drive

'T'HE theaters of Oklahoma City are
making a special appeal to the children through Saturday morning March
of Dimes kiddie shows. It is estimated
by Co-chairman C. B. Akers that 20,000
to 30,000 youngsters will attend these
showings with all revenue going to the
A WESTCHESTER theater has rigged up
** a display resembling a cash register.
fund.
When patrons drop their coins in one of
the many slots, the coins strike a bell. Copy
reads: "Each time the bell rings another
victim of infantile paralysis is being helped

December revealed today. The December collection on November business was $31,182,977.14, almost an back on the road to recovery."
even million better than the previous
A MANNIKIN of a child in a wheelmonth's $30,183,455.
chair, with a collection box alongWhereas collections in November,
side, was arranged by Ken Gratten and
1943, had accounted for $16,388,863, Morris Tanney, Adth St. Theatre, Brookthe December collection in 1943 had
lyn. The wheel-chair is placed at subway
been only $13,048,274, indicating that entrances and exits and other busy spots
the improvement from October to in the neighborhood.
November was much greater last
year than in 1943.
J ERRY SAGER, Bessie Dove and electrician
Paul Stahl, of the Criterion Theater.
About half the increase over the •^
previous month was accounted for N. Y., have a special turn-table arrangement
by the Third New York (Broadway) for getting extra dimes. Jars, each bearing
collection district. The December aturn-table.
different child's name, revolve on th«
collection there was $4,611,188, compared with the previous month's
$4,015,458. Theater admissions ac- I UST as the Sixth War Loan sales rocketed
counted for $3,914,573 compared with "^ over predecessor drives, national head-

(Continued from Page 1)
turned down by WPB and ODT, it
was learned reliably yesterday. The
better rating had been asked this
month because of the extreme shortage of tires for film delivery.
Not alone is continuance of delivery to commercial exhibitors
threatened, delivery services point
out, but there has also been increasing disruption of delivery of films
to Army and Navy camps in this
country as a result of the tire difficulties.
The serious situation of last
$3,505,675.
Winter
when
exhibitors
were
Total admissions tax collection for the 1944 calendar year
•forced in many cities to call
— including collections in busifor a delivery of their own film
ness of December, 1943, but not
cans appears destined to be reDecember, 1944 — amounted to
peated on an even larger scale.
the record shattering total of
H. M. Richey of M-G-M who han$300,515,911.19.
dled this matter for WAC last year
was in Washington yesterday on his
way through to New. York from Flo- End Depinet Drive Tour
rida. It is believed, although it has
Philadelphia — Final branch connot been confirmed, that he spoke
ferences in RKO Radio's 1945 Ned
with WPB and ODT officials regard- Depinet Drive
were held yesterday
ing the denial of the boost in rating.
by Drive captain Robert Folliard
and Lieutenant Harry Gittleson.

Is Time of the Essence?

in STEP lUITH
Dimes mflRCH

"Way"

Wins Screen Guide Poll
Para.'s "Going My Way" has been
voted the best motion picture of
1944 in the annual Screen Guide
Magazine poll. "Since You Went
Away" was voted second best picture
and "Wilson" was rated third.

quarters of the 1945 March of Dimes campaign hopes that the 1944 drive for polio
will vastly eclipse last year's in funds collected. Agood omen is that today's kickoff will be at the famous Sixth War Loan's
Statue of heads
Libertyare
in Times Sq. Our industry's
"Dimes"
considering terming the
great torch-bearing figure, "The Statue of
Liberality," as an urge to public purses and
pockets during the great humanitarian drive.

SPU Asks NLRB to Deny
Producers' Petition
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charging producers
with bad faith and using unfair labor practices, the Screen Players
Union has wired NLRB in Washington asking denial and dismissal of
the producers' petition for reconsideration of the NLRB ruling which
gave SPU jurisdiction over extras,,
bit and stunt players.
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(Ccntinued from Page 1)
port such legal steps as the Attoi>
ney General may be compelled to
take in order to break the' existing
(^eadlock, to obtain some measure of
temporary relief and to force a trial
of the case on its merits."
.It was, voted that pending the next
regular or special meeting of the
b-oard, the Executive Committee
shall act as a special committee to
advise, and consult with Abram F.
Myers; general counsel, on the decree. It was pointed out that the
special committee shall have authority, if it sees fit, to direct the making of an oral statement to the court,
or the filing of a brief, in the name
of Allied or others who wish to join,
as amicus cui'iae in furtherance of
the association's policy.
The board urged the distributors
to give favorable consideration to
the Attorney General's proposals so
that existing uncertainties and confusion may be dispelled and all elements may enter upon the dangerous
post-war period on a firm legal foundation and united in the observance
of fair trade practices.
That the War Activities Committee should cease functioning
with the establishment of peace
was the consensus of a majority
of Allied directors at their board
meeting
here, although no official stand was taken by the
association.
Previously discussed plans by the WAC to retain
the committee as a permanent
industry institution with peacetime duties were the target for
the attack by the directors.
Because of snow storms and late
trains, several top Allied officials
were unable to arrive here in time
yesterday to participate in the association's annual board of directors' meeting at the Deshler Wallick
Hotel.
For that reason, several important topics on the agenda which
had been slated for disposal were deferred until today.
Among
these
topics were sources of new product,
film rentals, percentage
terms, 16
millimeter competition, taxation and
alleged unfair competition.

20th-Fox to Show Trio

Metro Buys "On the Town"
Metro has' ae"c[uired screen rights
to "On The Town," the musical produced and directed by George Abbott and now playing at the Adelphi
on Broadway. Other new Metro
purchases are "Victoria," the novel
by, Knut Hamsun, Noi-wegiaA author
and Nobel Prize for Literature winner, and "The Romance of Rosy
Ridge," a post-Civil War story by
Mackinlay Kantor.

Cowan Pic Sets a Record
Springfield, Mass. — Despite a terrific snowstorm which hampered
''
• 'Cowan's
transportation, Lester
current UA release "Tomorrow The
World" set a new Sunday record at
Loew's Poll.

Ohio ITO Joins War
On "Featlierbedding"
(Continued from Page 1)

because they were compelled to do
so through union pressure.
Pete J. Wood, secretary of the
ITO of Ohio, pointed out that the
Allied unit here was opposed to all
forms of "featherbedding."
Indications are that the National Allied board will make a
similar endorsement of the St.
Louis action.
Herbert Ochs of Dayton was elected to the ITO board to replace Max
Stearn who recently died. Resignation of Harold Bernstein, a director,
who moved to California, was accepted.

Sees "Duplex" Tele Broadcasting

A revolutionary development in
post-war radio and television transmission and reception will be "duplex" broadcasting, E. M. Deloraine,
director of the Federal Telephone
and Radio Corp., of Newark, N. J.,
said yesterday. Under the new system, developed over nine years, 12
programs may be broadcast on the
same frequency band, and will be
capable of combining full color or
Mrs. Aloise Jedlick Dead
black and white pictures with sound
Chicago — Mrs. Aloise Jedlick, in the same channel, and all from
mother of Mildred Jedlick of the Es- the same point of origin. New
transmitters and new receiving sets,
saness Circuit is dead.
production of which will commence
soon after the war, are required under the new system.
Vandenherg to Speah

Before V. C. of Mtcli.

Detroit — The headline speaker at
the Variety Club of Michigan installation banquet Feb. 5 will be Sen.
Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan, author of the current significant postwar world settlement plan. His talk
will be en foreign affairs and is expected to be of important international significance. NBC will broadcast the speech over its network.

(C:ntinued from Page I)-Twentieth-Fox will tradeshow "A
teiests in, open air theaters .ip Los
Tree Grows In Brooklyn" and "Hangover Square" on Jan. 30 and "Thunderhead— rSon of Flicka" on the 31st. Angeles, Bur'bank and Orange Counr >
The first two .are February releases ty controlled by an old corpor-ation;
^the latter a March release.
Rights for California, Arizona,
•
and Nevada are controlled by PerkABG Sets 71/2% Dividend
ins' new company and franchises are
London (By • Cable ) — Associated being let in certain communit>ies
British Cinerhas- yesterday declared
where park-in theaters wiir not build
an interim dividend of 7%'per cent.
This equals the dividend declared a their own institutions. It is a closed
corporation with no stock fair, salp,
year ago.
•
Perkins announced. Each theater
will cost approximately $100,000
Jump Gun on Brownout
Springfield, Mass. — Jumping the and will serve 650 cars with- rearmost one 400 feet from the enlarged
gun of the WPB, which has ordered
a nation-wide brownout effective screen.
February 1, local theaters have cut
lights on house marquees.
See $6,000,000 as

Jury Gives $35,1
Bairn in Tlialia Suit
(Continued from Page 1)
Thomas A. Murray, former owner
of the Thalia Theater, in his action
which charged these defendants with
monopoly and originally sought $1,000,000 damages, but which sum was
reduced to $120,000 when charges
were dismissed earlier against Paramount, Warners, Balaban & Katz,
Universal, Monogram, Louis Reinheimer, and Morris Leonard, B & K
counsel, and statute of limitations
applied from 1941 to date.
Federal Judge William Holly, who
presided in the case, will hear appeal
of defendants' attorneys for a new
trial and other arguments in the action on Feb. 5, and at that time may
award triple damages to the plaintiff, making an aggregate of $105,000 in damages, as prescribed by
law.
of Murray's
suit been,
was
the Keystone
charge that
product had
as result of conspiracy by a defendant group, diverted to Milo with
the result that he and his Thalia
Theater were put out of business.

Alger, Putnam, Marsh
Re-named to Appeal Board

Dimes Drive's Total

(Continued from Page 1)

of
a potential
700 pladged
theaters to
in downstate
New York
make
collections, whereas in 1944 only
584 stands were in line. New Jersey houses are a solid 100 per cent
participants.
Oscar A. Doob, campaign director,
again clarioned to showmen the organizational aid they can render by
reporting frequently on campaign
progress in their communities. Such
information, he said "will furnish us
with facts for the newspapers , and
prove an incentive to theaters which
may be lagging behind."

613 Out of 617 Theaters
Pledged for Dimes March

.

Pittsburgh— Of the 617 theaters'
in the Pittsburgh exchange area,
613 theaters have pledged their support for the 1945 March of Dimes
campaign, and will run trailers. and
make collections, according to Distributor Chairman John Maloney and
Exhibitor State Chairman M>v ASilver.
This splendid showing of Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia theaters was made possible through
the constant contacting of all theaters by the film salesmen under
the direction of the various branch
managers, it is pointed out.

Midnight Show Ban Stands

Ironton, O. — Lawrence County
Common Pleas Judge James Collier
(Continued from Page 1)
has upheld a city ordinance designed
eliminate Saturday midnight
ducer-distributors under the consent to
shows.
decree, and Wendell Berge, Assistant
Para. Wins Sequel Motion
U. S. Attorney General, signed the
On a motion made by Cornelia consent to the term extension for the
I/K Industry Mulls
Otis Skinner and Emily Kimbrough Appeal Board designees. Film comto enjoin Paramount from making
panies' counsel signing were SimpEducation Program,
'
son, Thacher & Bartlett for Paraa fictional sequel to\/ "Our Hearts
mount; Donovan, Leisure, Newton &
London (By Cable) — A joint conWere Young and Gay," Supreme
ference of all associations and unirns
Court Justice Louis A. Valente yes- Lumbard, together with Gordon
in the British film industry yesterday
terday ruled in favor of Paramount, Youngman, for RKO; Joseph M.
dustry.
decided to form a council to study a
holding that the company could de- Proskauer and Robert W. Perkins for
full plan of education within the inpict the plaintiffs in such a fictional Warners; J. Robert Rubin for
sequiel. Louis Nizer represented Loew's, and Dwight, Harris, Koegel
Paramount.
& Caskey for 20th-Fox.
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MUUon ior^ PoUo Fight as DiMues Drive Opens
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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NATIONAL ALLIED TO OPPOSE POST-WAR WAC
Majors Sue Mass. Exhibs.; Charge False Returns
fhompson Square Theater
^o. and A. D. Rudenstein
'Earned in Majors' Actions
el Boston — Charging the Thompson
Square Theater Co. of the local Charestown section with intentionally
alsifying gross receipts on film
entals due from various percentage
>roduct, and submitting inaccurate
itatements on such receipts, eight
, najor film distributing companies
(Continued on Page 9)

11. K. May Up Quota
Monetary Provisions
London (By Cable) — A proposal
0 stiffen the monetary provision of
he British film quota is being
weighed by the Government. The
alk . is of increasing the conditions
)y 50 per cent, it is understood.
At present the monetary quota
)perates on the basis of labor costs
set at a minimum of $100,000
I
(Continued on Page 2)

PDonsider Joint Unit for
Dubbing in Portuguese

DIMES DRIVE GETS FIRST MILLION

Praises Its Splendid Results and Promises Continued Co-operation With It

Theater Collections on First Day Represent About An
Average of a Dime a Seat
Filmland's '45 "Dimes" campaign
opened nationally yesterday, and
"premiere" day poured an estimated
minimum of $1,000,000 into the fight
on polio, and headquarters at the
local Hotel Astor hailed the efforts
of the more than 14,000 participating theaters. First day's "take," it

was pointed out represented about
an average of a dime per seat, inasmuch as something over 10,000,000
seats are in the 14,000-plus theaters
pledged.
Some
enthusiastic
showmen
are
known to(Continued
have "jumped
the
gun,"
on Page 2)

Columbus, O. — While admitting
that the War Activities Committee:
has achieved splendid results, Allied's board of directors yesterday
went on record declaring that there
was no reason for the WAC's continued existence after the termination of the war emergency.
The board
pledged
its S)continued
(Continued
on Page

Clearance Haived In 20th-Fox British Biz Martin Smith Again
Goldman Settlement Soars Despite Robots Heads Nat. Allied

Columbus, O. — Martin Smith, presPhiladelphia — The clearance comIn spite of the robot-bomb blitz
ident, and all other officers of na20th-Fox's
business
in
the
British
tional Allied were re-elected at the
plaint of William
and Karlton
versus Goldman's
Paramount,Keith's
RKO Isles in 1944 when the company released 25 pictures there, showed an board of directors' meeting here yesRadio and 20th Century-Fox with
terday. Abram F. Myers was rethe Stanley Company of America as increase of 40 per cent over that of
(Continued on Page 9)
intervenor was settled yesterday by 1942 and was double that at the outbreak of the war, the trade press
a consent award entered into by all
yesterday by Arthur Allied Will Continue
parties and agreed to by Arbitra- was informed
(Continued on Page 9)
Its 16 mm. Committee
(Continued on Page 8)

Circuit Court to Hear
Goldman Appeal Feb. 8

Weather Plays Favorites;
Helps B'way, Hurts Nabes

Columbus, O. — AUied's 16 mm.
committee will be continued despite

the fact that the raw stock shortage'
The film companies are considerminimized
the non-theatrical
Zero weather and 60-mile winds has
(Continued on Page 9)
Philadelphia — William Goldman
ng plans to set up a joint unit for
;he dubbing of American-made prod- said yesterday that the Erlanger played favorites with the box-office
ict into Portuguese, it was learned anti-trust case against the majors barometers in New York and surrounding areas for the past two days,
and Stanley Company of America
(Continued on Page 9)
Loetv's Bond Sales
will definitely come up for hearing according to reports given out by
IVear $150,000,000!
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 8)

16 Stars to Capitol
For FDWs Birthday
Washingtm Bur.. THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Kay Kaiser and
Georgia Carroll have been added to
the list of guests appearing here for
the
Celebration
next President's
week. The Birthday
entire list
thus far
includes the following:
Gary Cooper, Veronica Lake, Danny
Kaye, Alan Ladd, Jane Wyman, Joe
E. Brown, Victor Moore, Gale Storm,
Charles Bickford, George Murphy,
Margaret O'Brien, Monty Woolley,
Linda Darnell and Victor Borge.

Johnston to MPPDJL in June?
Will Retain War Board Post, Capital Hears
20th-Fox Has Half
Interest in Mexican Co.

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — It is reliably reported here that Eric A. Johnston, present head of the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, will join the MPPDA on
That 20th-Fox has acquired a half or about June 1 — at the expiration
his term as president of the
interest in Producciones Interameri- of
Chamber. The contracts are believed
eanas, a Mexican producing organi- not to have been signed yet, but
zation,' was disclosed yesterday by there is little doubt that a top ac(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 2)

The Loew's, Inc. War Bond department yesterday completed a report
on sales of Bonds and stamps from
June 1, 1942 to Dec. 31, last. The
total sales by theaters, plus purchases
by Loew employes, reached $136,386,128.14. Combined with the corporation's own purchases of $57,821,500 the grand total was reported as
$194,207,628.
Sales of "E" bonds to the moviegoing public by theaters totalled
$92,173,480; F and G bond sales
grossed $16,136,412. Sales to Loew
employes were $21,140,705. War
Stamp sales reached $6,935,531.14.
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20th-Fox Has Half
Interest in Mexican Co.
(Crntinued from Page 1)

Murray

Silverstone,

the

American

company's foreign head.
It is Producciones Interamericanas
that will turn out the program of
Spanish-language films contemplated
by 20th-Fox for showing in Latin
America and in Spanish houses in
this country. "Cantaclaro," starring
Tito Guizar, the initial film, will go
into production in April with Julio
Bracho functioning as producer and
director. The second film is expected
to be "Seventh Heaven."

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

and had nearly $500,000 collected be
fore
"premiere."
number yesterday's
of stands, including
those onA
Broadway, which had assured holdover programs began collections last
week. C. C. Moskowftz, of the executive committee, estimated that
1,100 theaters that had never before
joined the "Dimes" drive are in it
this year. Harry Brandt, of the campaign committee, made the informal
guess that the $5,000,000 mark would
be passed by a wide margin.
Near-zero weather in New York
City caused the Special Events Committee to call ofl: the Times Sq. parade and demonstration, but theater
managers throughout the area reported last night that an unusually
"warm response" greeted collections,
spurred bv the Greer Garson appeal
trailer, "Miracle of Hickory."
Fred Schwartz and Sam Rinzler,
co-chairmen, reported downstate New
York outlets 100 per cent in harness
for the first time, with every one of
the 700 metropolitan houses collecting funds. Advance collections by
the State, White Plains, totaled $1,600. The Des
■ Moines and Roosevelt
Theaters, Des■% Moines, which started
collections on Jan. 18 reported that
their six-day totals, $2,712 and $445,
respeccively were considerably above
the '44 mark.

Local Exhibs. Circuit Heads

U. K. May Up Quota
Monetary l>rovisions
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

pounds per
its pro-is
visions anpicture.
AmericanUnder
company
credited with one foot of film for
every pound in labor costs.

Morse Cross-Examined in
Boston Anti-Trust Suits
Boston — Charles Morse of Morse
& Rothenberg Circuit was again on
the stand yesterday in the anti-trust
cases brought by Commonwealth
Amusement Co., and Nashua Theaters. Edward F. McClennan, defense attorney, cross-questioned him
in connection with the damages
claimed to have been done to the
plaintiffs'
theaters. went into detail
The examination
regarding the gross receipts, film
rentals and other expenses of opand also that
on Morse's
estimates oferations
revenue
would have
been derived from the exhibitions
of the majors' product during the
years It also went into the expenses
of added attractions such as vaudeville, premiums and giveaways he
claimed would have been eliminated
by the use of major product.
Under cross-examination Morse
told of advertising to inform wageworkers and low-income earners that
they could see motion pictures at
prices less than those charged by
the houses showing first-run films.

Attend 'Song to Remember' Sees Pix Moving Mankind
Several hundred local exhibitors More Than Books or Radio

and heads of all metropolitan circuits, were present last night at the West Coa^t Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In a talk before the
Music Hall showing of Columbia's
Sidney Buchman Technicolor produc- Hollywood branch of the War Activities Committee Dr. James T.
tion, "A Song to Remember," which
is being sold apart from any Co- Shotwell, noted economist, historian
lumbia program.
and humanitarian who is now a State
Department consultant, said:
"I want to see the screen become
Hoffberg Gets "Emperor Jones"
Distribution rights to "Emperor the living literature of the planning
Jones," starring Paul Robeson, has that is being done to save this world.
been acquired by J. H. Hoffberg from The art of the motion picture is
Berkson & Mills, recent owners of
going to move the spirit of mankind
the film, and will be re-issued during far more than radio or the printed
March, it was announced yesterday. word ever can do. Once we really
The film, based on the Eugene O'Neill learn how to use it, and we are
stage play, was produced by John learning fast, the motion picture,
Krimsky and Clifford Cochran and
originally released through United great as it is, is only at the beginArtists in 1933.
ning of its possibilities."

Arbitration Hearing Set

DeMiUe Will Appeal AFRA
Assessment to High Court

Chicago — Albert G. McCaleb has
been named arbitrator in the Kedzie
Amusement Co. case and hearing has West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
been set for Feb. 21. Bartelstein's
Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille stated
Elmo Theater was made a party to
the arbitration, which includes B & yesterday that he would appeal to
the U. S. Supreme Court from
K's West Side Senate Theater.
AFRA's victory in the Superior
Court of California on the $1 asNorwcdk Hearing Postponed
sessment against him to continue on
the air with his Lux Radio Theater
Chicago — In Nick DeLuca's Nor- on
CBS.
walk Theater arbitration case, arbiDeMille said he would stay off the
trator Alexander Eulenberg postponed the hearing to March 29.
air rather than pay the assessment.

COminC and Goinc
SPYROS p. SKOURAS, TOM CONNORS ai
SAM SHAIN return today from Columbus.
E. K. "TED" O'SHEA and his son, LT. JAM
E. O'SHEA return tonight from Buffalo.
HOWARD DIETZ is due in New York tod
from Hollywood.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK and LARRY COLOB
Warners,
are back
from
Atlanta
and
Maco
where they conferred on "Cod Is M/ Co-Pilo
world premiere.
ALEXANDER KORDA and BEN COETZ are d
here Monday from the Coast.
MAX MILDER, managing director for Warn
Bros, in Great Britain, has arrived here fro
the Coast and will leave shortly for London
AL STEEN arrives in New York today fro
Columbus.
RICHARD
ARLEN,
here from
the Coast,
stopping at The Plaza.
MRS. ROBERT MONTGOMERY has arrived fro
the Coast.
EILEEN BARTON is due in New York todi
from Hollywood.
KAY FRANCIS is remaining in New York unl
the end of the month.
JAMES DUNN arrives from the Coast shortly
ELLIOTT ARNOLD
is due in New York ov.
the week-end.
York
LEE today.
BOWMAN

returns to the Coast from Ne

WESLEY
RUCGLES
is expected in New Yoi
today from the Coast.
ANN SHERIDAN is stoppng at The Chatham
JUNE KNIGHT is at the Hotel Salisbury.
VERA ZORINA is stopping at the R.tz Tower,
JOHN
C.
FLINN,
executive
secretary
i
SJMPP,
is en route
to New
YorK
f.om
ft
weeks
trip. stopover in Washington on a tw<
Coast with
BENJAMIN THAU, M-G-M producer, will lea>
today for Hollywood.
DR. JAMES T. SHOTWELL, State DeparhneJ
consultant to the OWI, arrived on the Coast yes
terday for a month's stay.
JAMES A. DAVIDSON, president of the Wl
liam Morris Concert Agency, arrived on tli
Coast for studio conferences on fo'thcomin
f Ims featuring Lauritz Melchior, Jose Iturbi, an
Rise Stevens.
KURT WEILL will leave for Hollywood short!
to write new songs for Mary Pickford's film vei
sion of the Broadway musical, "One Touch t
WJLLIAM B. LEWIS and RALPH LINDER, ex
ecutives of the Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., advei
tising agency, will leave today for the Coast t
attend premiere of Eddie Bracken's radio pro
Venus."
WALLACE BEERY will arrive in Akron, Oh<
from Hollywood, Feb. 6, to attend opening c'
M-G-M's "This Man's Navy."
gram.
LEONARD PICKER, producer of Columbia'
Whistler series, latest of wh'ch is "The Pow«
of the Whistler," arrived here yesterday to se
plays and look over new properties.
AL O. BONDY, CE's film distributor, left Hz\
York yesterday for Philadelph'a, Baltimore
Washington, Richmond and Norfolk, and wil
then head into the mid-West.
RUD LOHRENZ, UA Chicago district managei
and J. J. UNGER have returned to the Wind
City from Land o' Lakes conferences.
BEN KATZ, Universal publicity d'rector fc
the Chicago area, is home from the hospital wher
he undeiwent a serious operation.

Watch
U.
A. releases
bearing

G.CF.
Presents

ft

Fi
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jdrcuit executive's nomination is ex
pected.

Weather Plays Favorites;
Helps B'way, Hurts Nabes
(Crntinued from Page 1)
'fvarious circuit heads
and independent theater operators.
Broadway houses opened to better
than average business yesterday,
with standing room at the Capitol,
Palace, and Music Hall, which had
the first day of a new show to their
advantage. The Strand was better

J'this week than last with "Hollywood
nCanteen," and the Paramount in its
fifth week with "Here Comes The
Waves" was also jamming them in.
Reports
from
Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, upstate New
York,
and
neighborhood houses in general suf(ifered the opposite end of the Broadway tidings with
box-office
drops
J jvarying between 25 and 75 per cent.

Trewhela Rites Held
Salt Lake City, Utah — Funeral
services were held here for John W.
Trewhela, veteran theater manager
I 'With Fox West Coast theaters and
Symons Amusement Co., who died
at Coeur d'Alene, Ida., after a twomonths' illness.

SEND RIRTHDAY
GREET1\»S TO..
Joan
DeWolf
Jerome
Donna

Ednst
Tom

January
26
Leslie
Ralph
Hopper
Anne

Oppose Post-War WM
(C:ntinued from Page 1)

DAILY

\ Washington — President
Roosevelt
Dd, [ireste: day sent to the Senate
the
lomination of Frank C. Walker for
fe-appointment as
Postmaster
General.
The post of
Postmaster
Gen!eral is the only
Cabinet job which
has a fixed term
of office — the
term of the Presiilident and
one
month thereafter
4 — a n d thus the

iiijonly post requir'i n g
re-appoint1), ment.
4 Quick Senate
confirmation o f
'''the Comerf ord

National Allied to

toe;

'Quick Senate Action
bn Wail(er Expected

R. Martin
Jeffreys

January
27
Kern
George C. DeSylva
Reed
Sidney S. Kulick
Dolores Moran
January
28
Lubitsch
Paul
Malvern
Neal
Florence
Dudley
Robert W. Bischoff

e

®
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▼
TV
THE PERSONAL TOUCH: B. P. Schulberg has returned from

a three months' trip to Spain and Portugal in behalf of David O. Selznick^s
SYWA ... ® Michasl Sheridan's story of the Kalmuses, "Co'.orlul
Career oi The Technicolor Couple," in the February issue of Magazine
Digest, makes interesting reading ... • Hans Richter is adding thrae
new motion picture courses covering photography, lilm writing and film
editing in the CCNY Institute of Film Techniques
Spring term ragistration starts Feb. 8 . . . • Bob Gillham and Alec Moss can take a
bow for that very useful 28-campaign manual on FWTBT ... • Herbert
Schrank, counsel for Local 36, operators, has become a member of the
law firm of Barshay, Frankel & Rothstein ... • Julius Lamm, operator
of the Uptown theater in Cleveland, laughs every time anyone mentions
the manpower
shortage
He has commitments to draw from his
assistant manager's nine and his cashier's eight children ... • Marjorie M. Sweigert, daughter oi Earle W. Sweigerl, Paramount's Philadelphia district manager, has joined the Army nursing corps ... • Lee
Tracy is eyeing a Broadway role in "Sex Is Out," which Lee Shubert and
Albert De Courville contemplate producing early next Spring
RKO
is reported to have purchased the film rights last August for $10,000 and
wi'.l have an interest in the production ...
• Russel Crouse. Moss
Hart, Richard Rodgers, and Herman Shumlin, have been elected to the
board of directors of USO-Camp Shows, Inc. ......
T
T
T
• • • FROM HOLLYWOOD AND VINE: Gary Cooper's trip to
Washington for the President's birthday ball, has been stymied by an
amoebic infection which has confined him to his bed. .... .Gary contracted the infection while on a South Pacific army entertainment
tour last year. . . • Buddy Westmore beads the enlarged makeup
department at PRC under a long-term contract. . . 0 20th-Fox has
borrowed Mona Freeman from Paramount for "Junior Miss.". . • Roy
Mack has succeeded Ed Lowry in charge of the West Coast branch of
USO Camp Shows. . . • Credit Alfred Zeisler and Herbert O. Phillips
with thinking up a unique method
of peddling a' story
They
have sent phonograph recordings of a synopsis of their post-war original,
"The Genial Mr. Kerb" to 10 top Hollywood production executives
and producers. . . • The femme lead in RKO's version, "First Man
Into Tokio," goes to Barbara Hale. . . • Hal Wallis has signed Robert
Cummings to a termer. . . • The Hollywood Writers Mobilization
is taking sharp issue with the Writers' War Board, which assailed
"Tomorrow the World.". . • Leads in Warners' version of "The Two
Mrs. Carrolls" will go to Ida Lupino and Zachary Scott. . . • 20thFox has acquired Ruth McKenney's original "Maggie.". . • William
A. Seiter will direct Sonja Heme's "Countess of Monte Crista"
Casting test is scheduled for mid February. . . • Jeffrey Bernerd has
signed Helen Mack for an important role in "Divorce."
T
T
T
•

• • TODAY'S HOT TIP: Don't be surprised if the former president of a major company steps into a new berth today.
T
T
T

e

•

•

WE'RE

Gallup to Lift Curtain

AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR!

Right Down Their Alley

Dr. George Gallup will lift the
The Republic-CFI bowling team
curtain heretofore veiling Audience will take on the Grumman Aircraft
Research's preview jury system and "Hellcats" at the Grumman plant in
machine used for previewing movies
and radio shows to determine audi- Farmingdale, L. I., on Wednesday.
ence reaction in advance at a lun- The Republic-CFI team consists of
cheon Monday at the New Weston Martin Pirnat, Fred Habeck, Peter
Hotel. System and machine result Andrich, Tony Morro, and Al Lyons,
from four years of experimentation. with Ted Gaski as reserve.

support, but declared that the WAC,
in its inner councils, is not representative of the industry as a whole;
that the authority and duties of the
several committees and officers have
not been defined or prescribed, and
that many of the most important decisions and the selection of chairmen for the war loan and other
campaigns, are made by two or three
individuals without I'eference to or
consultation with the members of
supposedly responsible committees.
Allied's Views on the WAC
The War Activities Committee, according to the Allied board, goes
far beyond its original purpose when
it names individuals familiar with
conditions only in a single film territory to represent and speak for the
entire industry in reference to manpower and material shortage, fuel
conservation and other matters not
within the original intendment of the
committee.
In view of the changed conditions
indicating a possible prolongation
of the war, the Allied board declared
that it was constrained to recommend that the committee can better
serve the industry and better exemplify the principles
we all
are striving
to defend "which
and maintain,
if organization responsibilities and
functions were clearly defined and
its affairs were conducted along representative and democratic lines."
In conclusion, the board said that
it felt the WAC, created for the
war emergency, will have no reason
for continued existence after the
termination of that emergency.

Screen Set Designers
Set Secret Walkout Date
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — If no definite word is
received by the end of week that
NLDB has named an arbitrator to
handle the Screen Set Designers dispute, it is thought an authorized
walkout of the designers will occur
early next week. Ed Mussa, business representative of SSD, announced an undisclosed definite date
has been set for such a walkout.
If the designers go on strike they
will establish picket lines, which will
not be crossed by painters, machinists and illustrators.

'45 Hushy Y(ear) fit
Theat. ''Corn" Sales
Chicago — One

of the highlights of

the Palmer
NationalHouse
Popcorn
meet in
the
here Ass'n
was consensus
of the popcorn men that film theaters will take 20 per cent of all
popcorn production in 1945, or the
enormous increment of some 40,400,000 pounds on the basis of 1944 crop
production.

'
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Clearance Halved In
Goldman Settlement

in STEP UJITH
Dimes mflRCH
WiARILYN

MAXWELL,

'^"
er and
screen
person at the Capitol

theater

this

received

a

appearing

in

week,

tempting

offer:
"Tell us your
weight
and
we'll
match
it in dimes,"
suggested Herman
Landwehr and Jim

Koibeck, managers

of/«( ^^i^-

that theater.
"A
lady's
weight
is a
deep secret," replied
Miss such
Maxwell,
"But
for
a wonderful

^j^^"^]
^
J
■j^~~^
*

cause, I'll tell, (aet all your dimes together
on a scale and then
I'll match them with
avoirdupois, but not until I see the weight
of your shining dimes!"

^HE Million Dollar Bond Club, an organization of young women employed
by the major picture companies, who
formed into a group after the Fifth War
Loan, are aiding a number of N. Y. theaters in taking up "Dimes" collections.
Meanwhile, they made a $5 donation
from the club treasury.
JliLLE.
MAGGIE
Margaret
O'Brienin
to you,
created —more
of a furore
Washington than a few Senate investigations. The pert little star, while the
guest of Mrs. FDR, made a big hit with
the White House children.
POR the first time in a "Dimes" drive,
' Broadway theaters now display marquee
valances announcing the campaign. It is
felt that this cause has reached the point
where the public welcomes an opportunity
to contribute and that such advertising wiil
not keep patrons away from the theater.

Cam RINZLER'S 43 theaters in the
^ New York area are going all-out on
the use of Wishing Wells in lobbies. One
house experimented with the Well one
day last week and grabbed $40. The
whole circuit has now installed wells!

pDDIE DOUGLAS, manager of Loew's
^ State, N. Y., is predicting that the
theater wiil triple its last year's collections
of $7,130. Before the drive opened house
had

$3,000

on

hand — garnered

"Give-in-the-name-of-your-child"
display.

from

the

fruit-jar

(Ccntinued from Page 1)
tor Harpur M. Tobin. William A.
Gray represented Goldman, Louis J.
Goffman repiesented Stanley and
E. Bernard Segal repi'esented the defendants.
The award changes the maximum
clearance which may be granted in
a license hereafter entered into by
the distributor defendants to the operators of the Aldine, Boy, Capitol,
Earle, Fox, Mastbaum, Stanley, and
Stanton, all first-run Philadelphia
houses, over Keith's and Karlton
from 14 days to seven days with the
exception of individual pictures with
which the distributors adopt special
or unusual distribution plans nationailv or generally in the city of Philadelphia.
iNo testimony was taken and all
of the parties consented to the entry
of the award "upon condition that
neither such consent nor the award,
nor the entry of the award, nor any
statement, provision, or requirement
contain,fed in the award shall be or
shall be construed as being an admission or adjudication or finoing to
the effect that the clearance heretofore granted to the theaters operated first-run Philadelphia over
Keith's and Karlton was or was not
unreasonable and this award shall
not be construed as evidence as to
the reasonableness or unreasonableness of such clearance."
Each paid its own filing fees with
arbitrator's fees assessed in five
equal shares against the complainant, defendants and intervenor.

Johnston to Join
The MPPDA in June!

TO THE COLORS!
* CITATIONS

popular radio sing-

player,

DAILY

*

F. HOFFMAN, Marine combat photographer and brothtir of Sol Hsffman, Warner Bros, photographer, has been cited for
distinguished act on in the landing on Pcleliu.

(Ccntinued

PFC. FRANK

PROMOTED
CORP. JOSEPH ADELMAN, former manager of
the Roxy, Detroit, now staticned at White
Horse, Yukon territory, to sergeant.
PFC. HARRY M:NTZ, formerly of the Parthenon,
Hammond, Ind., to corporal at Fort Riley,
Kansas.
PFC.

ERWIN SEDLACK, formerly of Warners'
Frol c. Ch'cago, to corporal at Amarrlla, Tex.
LT. MERRIL BOEHM. formerly with Schoenstadt's Roxy, Chicago, to 1st Lt. with th«
Army in Italy.
2ND LT. STANLEY BUTTE, formerly Schoenstadt
bcoker, Chicago, to 1st Lt. with the Army
in New Guinea.
2ND LT. FRANK WALSH, formerly manager of
Schoenstadt's Piccadilly, to 1st Lt. oversaat
with aviation units.
CORP. BILL PETREY, formerly manager Schoenstadt's Brighton, Chicago, to sergeant, now
recovering from wounds in France at a hospital in England.
2ND

• NAVY •
FRED wood.
DE RIBAS, Monogram

mailroom boy, Holly-

Al Cohen to Columbia
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Albert J. Cohen, associate producer at Republic, announced his resignation this week
and will join Columbia shortly. He
has been affiliated with Republic
since 1936 and was formerly a story
editor at Universal, and independent writer for Warners and M-G-M.

from Page 1)

tive post is his and that he will a
cept.
Johnston said earlier this w&l
he is considering a post with t!
association for "near the end of t'\\A
war." It is believed that he referrij"
to the European war — and he a
parently expects to see hostiliti
end there in the Spring. At ai
rate, it is his plan to come to tl
MPPDA in June. He will retain h
membership of the War Mobiiizatic
and Reconversion Board, it is b
lieved, and will devote some of h
time to the war work he has bee]
domg right along.
n Johnston
should assume
tl
presidency, it is understood that Wif
H. Hays will move up to the boaij
chairmanship at his present salar;';, ,
Hay's year.
contract runs until March <|
next

I

Circuit Court to Hear
Goldman Appeiali Feb. 8
(Ccntinued

fi^om Page 1)

in U. S. Circuit Court on Feb. {[
Wendell Berge, assistant attornel
general, is expected to attend anii
particiiiate as the Government ha!
intervened as friend of the court. I

BE PREPARED...

CBC to Span Dominion
With Tele in "Due Time'

FOR THE DAY WHEN S.R.O. SIGNS WILL BE GATHERING DUST IN THE BASEMENT.

Montreal — Dr. Augustin Frigon,
general manager of CliC, gave the
corporation's
officials
impressions
about
television.
He his
concurred
with

MORE AND MORE THEATRES EVERY YEAR ARE
GETTING EXTRA REVENUE FROM BOTH NATIONAL

leading British and American authorities that it would be "sometiihe" before television would be
available to the public to the same
extent as radio network broadcasting is today, but he said it would
not be logical, in view of the steps
CBC has already taken to further
its development, to state that television would not be available to the
general public in certain areas for
another 15 or 20 years.
Dr. Frigon pointed out that CBC
had obtained a site in Toronto for
building a television station and intimated that other such stations
would be established across the Dominion "in due time."

TOEW'S Paradise and llSth St. the■*^ aters, N. Y., jumping the gun, have
grabbed $1,500 each through the use of
the "Dimes" guessing game in lobby. Patrons are urged to guess how many dimes
are in a fish bowl. To make a guess,
patrons must make a contribution first.
Hold Byren Rites Today
War Bond is the prize.
Philadelphia — Funeral services will
THE citizens of Newton, Mass. believe their be held here today for James A.
Byren, 56, retired veteran filmite,
community harbrrs the "meanest thief."
Three March of Dimes coin boxes, each half who died Monday after a long illness. His last position was manager
full, were stolen yesterday from stores in
of the Clearfield theater.
Newton Corner.

ADVERTISING "MINUTE MOVIES" AND ALEXANDER THEATRE SCREEN ADVERTISING FOR LOCAL
MERCHANTS IN BEAUTIFUL NATURAL COLOR.
WE ARE BRINGING MORE THAN
THEATRES FOR SCREENING
YEARLY.
GET YOUR

(Colorado

$1,000,000 TO
ADVERTISING

SHARE FOR 1945.

Springs,

Colorado

~Jii^<
DAILY
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Majors Sue Mass.
Exhibs. Over Returns
(C:ntinued from Page 1)

brought suit in Massachusetts Superior Court yesterday against the
5 exhibition organization. Complaint
tialso contended that the defendant
tjinduced checkers to join with them
in the aLeged falsification as an aid
"^ Similar
carry out
the deception.
actions
were also brought
^yesterday in the same court against
"^•Albert D. Rudenstein, operator of
[the Capitol, Bridgewater; the Stone'ham, Stoneham; and the Capitol,
.Maiden, by live cistributois, — Loew's,
Warners, 20th-Fox, Paramount and
Universal.
Plaintiff's Allegations
Among allegations in the various

Ti'eomplaints was damage done to the
arjdisrtibutors in being led to accept
iantless than entitled on percentage picii o|tures, and, further, that it was the
defendant purpose in juggling receipts on percentage product to get
lower terms on lutuie percentage
land flat rental deals.
Plaintiff therefore asks the Court
to (1) Restrain defendant from disjposing or altering any of the the'. Sfater recorcs pending audit and acMjicounting showing actual grosses on
anipercentage pictures; (2) Order exM?hibitor defendant
to perform
the
it.jclause in his contract permitting
■"'audit of theater receipts, the plain|tiff claiming that defendant has refused to permit such requested audit;
and (3) Issue final decree ordering
the exhibitor to pay the distributor
unpaid balances due on percentage
pictures, with interest, as moneys
held in trust for the distributor.
Nutter, McClennen & Fish, local
law firm, through Edward F. McClennen and Jacob J. Kaplan, represents each of the distributor plaintiffs.

THEATER DEALS
Calgary, Canada — Five theaters
owned and operated by M. G. Peebles
and his wife, have been sold to a
Western syndicate in which Noel
Forest and Harry Philet, former
Regal branch manager, have an important interest. The deal is said
to involve several hundred thousand
dollars, and the syndicate which
has acquired two other houses is reported to be setting up booking and
operation offices in Winnipeg.

BRIEfinGTHEDflV'SnEUJS
Record for "Nalional Velvet"

Majors Eye Ccailfield Play

Metro's "National Velvet" in its
six weeks at Radio City Music Hall
not only gave that show palace a
new week's record of $141,000, but
the aggregate gross for the run —
$685,0uo — also rang the record bell.
Freviously, the weekly record was
held by "Top Hat." Latter set a
mark on a Labor Day week. "Velvet" paid off on a Christmas-New
Year's holiday week. But whereas
"Hat" played five and six shows
daily, "Velvet" due to its length was
held to four.

Interest in the purchase of the
film rights to Arthur Beckhard's production, "And Be My Love," by Edward Caulfield, has been indicated by
some of the major companies, it was
learned here yesterday. The comedy which stars Walter Hampden
and features Esther Dale and Jed
Prouty, film players, will have a
two-weeks' engagement in Philadelphia prior to its Broadway opening
next month.

Hulfman In Colo. Post

Universal will precede a "sneak"
of "Here Come the Co-eds" Monday
night
at RKO's
St. theater
witn
a dinner
for the58th
reviewers
at Toots

•
"U" to Dine Reviewers

Denver — Harry Huffman, Denver
city district manager for Fox Intermountain Theaters, has been
•
named executive vice-chairman of Schorr's.
REO Radio Board Meets
the State's Post-war Planning Commission. The appointment was made
RKO Radio's directorate met yesterday in what was character:.zed as
by Gov. John C. Vivian, who is
chaiiman.
a routine session.

ITTC Buys Gutlohn;
Expansion Planned
Joint announcement was made
yesterday by International Theatrical and Television Corp., through
George Hirliman, president, Harry
J. Rothman, executive vice-president,
and Joseph Auerbach, of the directorate, that it had purchased the
Walter 0. Gutlohn Corp. and that
expansion
latter's
branches
in
the U. S. of
would
be 17
boosted
to 30.
Harry A. Kapit, co-organizer of the
company in 1933, will remain in his
executive capacity, and the entire
New York City personnel as well as
those of branches will be retained.
Augmenting the personnel will be
Hirliman's former associates, including Alfred Crown as vice-president, David E. Weshner, public relations director, Ann Exelberth, Betty Carol, and Carol Weill, publicity
director.
In addition to acquisition of the
Gutlohn Corp., ITTC, which also controls Circle Film Labs., Inc., its
printing outlet, and the Film of the
Month Club, has also acquired Certified Film Distributors which will
function as ITTC's sales organization, concentrating on outright sale
of prints to sub-agencies, including
department stores, photographic
dealers, general industry and governmental agencies. Headquarters
of ITTC are being maintained at the
Gutlohn offices, 25 West 45th St.,
New York City.

Martin Smith Again
Heads Nat. Allied
(C:ntinued from Page 1)

elected chairman of the board and
general counsel; William Ainsworth,
treasurer; Roy Harrold, secretary,
and Pete Wood, recording secretary.
Re-elected to the executive committee were Martin Smith, chairman;
M. A. Rosenberg, H. A. Cole, Sidney
Samuelson and Jack Kirsch.
Re-elected to the Caravan committee were Samuelson, Cole, A. D. Ainsworth. M. A. Rosenberg declined
re-election. All officers and directors were elected for one year.
Nathan Yamins was elected to the
executive committee. The by-laws
were amended to permit an increase
in the number of members on the executive committee.

Allied Will Continue
Its 16 mm. Committee

20th-Fox British Biz
Soars Despite Robots
(Crntinued from Page 1)

Silverstone of the company's international department, just back from
a year's survey of the British market. He attributed the upsurge primarily totainment
theis about
fact that
film enterthe only
thing
one
can
buy
freely
today
in Great
Britain.
Last year's gains, Silverstone said,
were made in the face of the destruction of "several hundred" film
houses by robot bombs. Theaters,
he disclosed, were held to the very
minimum of advertising space, not
more than one very small ad per
pix, adding that cards in subways
and buses were virtually the only
other medium of reaching the public.
Before his departure for the states
Silverstone had helped close a deal
with Marcel Hel.man, independent
producer, to make in England one
or more films for the company.
"Wanted for Murder," a psychological melodrama based on a British
stage hit, will be the first.
Silverstone will return to England in five or six weeks.

Consider Joint Unit for
Dubbing in Portuguese
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

yesterday. The fact that Brazil, one
of the important outlets for our pictures, is the only one of the LatinAmerican countries where Portu<^uese instead of Spanish is the
language of the people has posed a
special problem in the marketing of
Hollywood films in the nations to
the South of us. United action in
meeting this language difficulty is
expected to create a still wider market for American pictures in Brazil.

Ralph Pielow, Jr., Wovinded
Ralph
manager
of M-G-M's
New
YorkPielow,
branch,
has been
notified
that his son, Ralph, Jr., has been
seriously wounded in action in Belgium. The boy is now in an undisclosed hospital.

(C:ntinued from Page 1)

competition, the Allied board voted
yesterday at its annual meeting.
The directors predicted that the postwar era will see serious non-theatrical competition. They voted to hold
interviews with the sales managers
Chicago — James Jovan of Globe
of all companies in order to hold
Films heads the syndicate buying
down competition.
the Monroe Theater building, housNo action was taken on sources
ing the 1,000-seat Monroe Theater,
of new product. It was decided that
now operated by the Trinz Circuit
until the war ends there is no posunder lease to Sept. 1, this year.
Dishes Back in Hartford
sibility of obtaining additional product due to raw stock restrictions.
Thornton, la. — J. W. Guthrie has Hartford,
Conn. — Martin Keleher
There
is a strong possibility that
taken over the local theater, closed starts in February a new 74-week
for several years.
Guthrie is a for- china
deal for ohce-a-week
give- the next board meeting will be held
in Dallas.
mer railroad man.
aways.
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CLEARANCE PLAN

Early "Dimes" Figures Show 25^ toSome 50%
Rise
Favor, Some Oppose

Expectancies Are Exceeded
Despite Some of the Worse
Winter Weather in Decade

Although reports reaching national headquarters of filmland's 1945
"Dimes" drive on the week-end were
continuing to filter in from a number of States, dominantly those of
the South, while the nation's northern areas were subjected to blizzards, frequent sub-zero weather,
(ConHnued on Page 3)

Theater License Bill
In Iowa Legislature
Des Moines, la — -A bill licensing
theaters and setting up certain building regulations and annual inspections was introduced in the Iowa
Legislature late last week by eight
(Continued on Page 3)

Loew's Slanting Ads to
Counter "Brownout"
With the New York State War
Council, headed by Governor Dewey,
decreeing state enforcement of the
WPB's
"brownout"
order, effective
(Continued on Page 4)

Walsh States lATSE
Frotvns on Stand-bys
"We discourage the union to have
anything to do with stand-by labor."
This statement came from Richard F.
Walsh, lATSE head, on Friday in
answer to mounting charges of
featherbedding.
"We are not in favor of anybody
worlcing at a job when there is no
job to be done," asserted the lATSE
president. He denied the complaints
of some exhibitors that they were
compelled to keep on the payrolls
Alliance members who had virtually
nothing to do. "A man can be kept
busy just taking care of the equipment," Walsh said. "A fellow doesn't
simply sit on his hind side as these
complaints would have you believe."

Capital Hears Stephen Early Nlay Leave
White House to Join Major Film Company
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Stephen Early, whose resignation as secretary to President
Franklin D. Roosevelt has been a subject of Capitol Hill speculation recently, may
be headed for a return to the film industry via a post with a major company,
it was reported over the week-end. Early is now overseas in an effort to
straighten out a censorship muddle. From 1927 to 1933, he was Washington rep.
for Paramount Publix and Paramount News.

Republic Plans More
Foreign Expansion
Further Pan-American expansion
of distribution facilities, as well as
in the foreign field generally, is currently being blueprinted by Republic, but no specific announcements
can be made at this time, Morris
Goodman, president of Republic Pictures International Corp., told a
trade press conference at the home
office on Friday, following his re(Continued on Page 8)

Warners Hold Sixth
OfSlightly
Company's
Stock
more than one-sixth

Proposal
to Drop
ance Where
Price ClearIs Same
Proposal of Robert L. Wright, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney
General, calling for the elimination
of clearance between theaters charging the same admission price was
greeted with mixed reactions by
members of Allied's board of directors at its meeting in Columbus last
week.
While some were flatly opposed to
the recommendation, there were
others who saw a way of getting
(Continued on Page 8)

Coal for Theaters

of
the common stock of Warner Bros.
Pictures is now held by Harry M.,
Col. Jack L. and Maj. Albert Warner, according to the company's
proxy statement
to annual
stockholders in advancemailed
of the
Declaration on Friday by the
meeting, set for Wilmington, Del.,
on Feb. 20.
Board of Health of a fuel emergency in the city, followed by Mayor
Harry M. Warner ovras 144,060
(Continued on Page 4)
LaGuardia's announcement that the
Government had sharply restricted
(Continued on Page 3)
Col. Spending $500,000

Hit by Gov't Order

20th-Fox Set to Meet
Raw Stock Emergency

In "Remember" Campaign

Tom Connors, 20th-Fox vice-president in charge of distribution,
pointed out to the New York exchange employes in a talk Friday
that the raw stock situation is the
first important problem which will
have to be met in a readjustment of
distribution and exhibition as the
(Continued on Page 4)

At Friday's session of its threeday sales meet in the local Hotel
Warwick, Columbia revealed it will Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — "The motion picture
spend $500,000 in directly advertising "A Song To Remember" to the peonle are doing a magnificent warpublic, and that an appreciable sum
time job, with their help in War
and other causes. This
has already been invested in na- Bond drives
(Continued on Page 3)
tional media as advance advertising.
(Continued on Page 4)

Foreign Bureau oi Guilds
Offices in All Studio Centers Proposed
Martin Replaces Pavone
For "U" in New Haven
New Haven — John Pavone, identified with the motion picture industry
for the past 30 years here, has resigned as manager of the Universal
exchange here. Harry Martin, former Boston salesman for Universal,
(Continued on Page 8)

A move to establish a Foreign
Bureau of Guilds with offices in all
the production centers of the world
is now under way, it was disclosed
here Friday by Pierre Blanchar,
president of the Liberation Committee of the French Cinema. The creation of such an international association is without precedent, he
added, and is basically being consid(Continued on Page 4)

Neely Lauds
Service
of FilmWar-Time
Industry

Allied Critical of
iVetc Cheching Move
Allied board members, individually,
do not look with favor on the proposed new checking organization.
While no official stand was taken by
the board at its meeting last week
in Columbus, directors expressed private opinions that their chief objection to the new-system is the possibility of interchanging confidential information among the participating
companies. That such an association
might constitute conspiracy also was
expressed by Allied

leaders.
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SAMUEL COLDWYN Is expected to arrive tomorrow from the Coast.

SUSANNAH FOSTER
from Hollywood.

SI SEADLER, M-C-M advertising manager, returns today from Charleston, N. C, after he and

NORMAN ELSON, vice-president of Trans Lux.
leaves for Washington today and will return
Wednesday.

his wife visited the'r son, Pvt. Stephen, at Ft.
Bragg over the week-end.
W. C. GEHRINC left Chicago for Des Moines
and other points West after Chicago conferences.

CHARLES BARON, DEWEY BLOOM, CHARLES
DIETZ and WILL'AM GREEN, M-G-M field cxferences.
-jloiteers, will arrive today for home office con-

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New
MARVIN SCHENCK left Friday for talent
at the M-G-M studios in Culver
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film conferences
Folk. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and City. He will be gone a couple of weeks.
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, SecretaryMRS. E. S. LAUER, assistant to the publisher
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the en
of the
IdealCoast.
Women's Group magazines, has arrived
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
LEONARD PICKER, Columbia producer, is here
United States outside of Greater New York
from Hollywood to see plays and look over prop$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months. erties.
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should
remit with order. Address all communications
LESTER COWAN arrives on the Coast tomorrow
to THE FILM DAILY. 1501 Broadway. from New York and Cincinnati.
New York. N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117.
LYNN FARNOL, studio publicity director for
9-7118, 9-7119. 9-7120, 9-7131. Cable address: Samuel Coldwyn, is due here today from the
Filmday, New York.
Coast.
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28. Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, III., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardoui
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco.
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico. D. F. SAN JUAN
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Car
michael. Room 9. 464 Francis Xavier St.

finnnciflL
(.January 26)

SAM DEMBOW, JR., of Golden Production, is
scheduled to leave today for Hollywood.
I. F. (MIKE) DOLID, WB supervisor of exchanges, left over the week-end for a series of
branch office meetings in the newly designated
Southern and Southwestern districts.

ARTHUR SACHSON, assistant general sales
manager for Warners, is back from a three-week
tour of branches in the Western territory.
ELEANOR PARKER Is due in New York next
-nonth from the Coast following completion of
ler role in "This Love of Ours."
JEAN HERSHOLT is in New York.

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

-

SEND RIRTHDAY
GREETUGS TO..
January 29
Allan
B. DuMont
Ralph C. LiBeau
Ted Green
James
A. Clark
Robert
S. Golden
Harry Clay
Johnnie
Cassidy
Harry Kosener

V'ctor
Mature
John
Forsythe

J. ZIMMERMAN of St. Louis, A. W. CROSS
of Minneapolis, and BEN WOLF of Boston, all
M-C-M office managers, are due here today to
acquaint themselves w'th the latest developnents in the company's operation.
CHARLES E. KESSNICH, Atlanta, and RUDY
BERGER, Washington, Loew district managers,
left New York over the week-end for their respective territories.
TED GALANTER, Portland, HOWARD HERTY,
Los Angeles, and WILLIAM NEWBERRY, San
Francisco, M-G-M expioiteers, left here over the
week-end after home office conferences.

%

San Francisco — Charles M. Reagan, vice-president in charge of distribution for Paramount, today will
hold the first of a series of nine
district sales meetings at the St.
Francis Hotel. A luncheon for territorial exhibitors will be held tomorrow. Reagan, George A. Smith,
Robert Gillham and Claude Lee concluded a week of studio conferences
on Saturday.
Other district meetings will be
held in Denver, Kansas City, Dallas,
Chicago, Cleveland, New York, Philadelphia and Atlanta.

St. Louis Ushers, Doormen
Advised to Get War Jobs

St. Louis — What was described as
a "partial list" of some 40 occupations considered "less essential by
the
War
Manpower
been issued
by T. Commission"
L. Gaukel, has
St.
Louis area director. He advised
that any man in these occupations
Under 18 as Usherettes
should transfer to war work immediately. The list he issued included
Salt Lake City, Utah— State legis- among others, ticket takers, ushers
lators are considering a bill per- and doormen.
mitting theaters to employ girls under 18 as usherettes. They also Mrs. Volaa Cansino Daod
^re to con<;ider two bills which would
o-ive retailers vendors' commissions West Coast' Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
on collection of the state sales tax.
Santa Monica, Cal. — Mrs. Volga
Mayor Earl .T. Glade's committee Cansino, mother of screen actress
-^n iuvenile delinquency is girding Rita Hayworth and former member
itself to fight the biH which would of the famed Cansino dancing team
Thermit theaters to hire girls under died here last week at the St. John's
18 as ushers.
Hospital following a week's illness.

DAIL

is a patient in St. John's Hospita
Santa Monica, with what was diag
nosed as an attack of acute indiges
tion.

X. Y. THEATERS
RADIO

CITY

MUSIC

Showplace of the Nation

•

HALL

Rockefeller Center

"A SONG TO REMEMBER"
Paul Muni • Merle Oberon
Introducing CORNEL WILDE
A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

''30 SECONDS
OM SCREEN

JEAN

PARKER
IN PERSON
JOEY

SPENCER TRACY

ADAMS

VAN JOHNSON
ROBT. WALKER

OVER TOKYO'

MALCOLM
KINGSBERG
left for a two weeks'
vacation
in Miami
on Friday.
TOM GRADY, field auditor for M-G-M, has
arrived from Philadelphia and Washington and
leaves in about a week for Boston and New Orleans.

FILM

Hollywood — Sir Alexander Kordi

MADELEINE WHITE, Monogram's Eastern publicity representative, arrived n Washington yesterday to join Gale Storm, Monogram star, to
3ttend the President's 'Birthday Ball in connection with the "March of Dimes" campaign.
MRS. E. MITCHELL, BLANCHE CARR, MRS.
AMY SINCLAIR, ADELINE KERR, M-C-M office
managers, returned to their respective exchanges
over the week-end after a week of heme office
conferences.
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On Rank Theater Deals
Women's Home Companion, McCalls
Colliers,
■"ective. Pic. True Detective, Master
London (By Cable) — John Davis T^etective, Inside Detective. Front
left Friday for South Africa and Page Detective, Life and Official Dewill take in the Middle East on his
return. Trip is to arrange theater
deals for J. Arthur Rank.
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"Dimes" (olleclions
lUp 25-50% Over '44
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

'^ and handicaps imposed upon communications and transportation, nevertheless sufficient data was on hand
-jto indicate that collections are running 25 to 50 per cent ahead of
1944.

'^^oew's theaters, eager to make a
^^rd in tribute to Nicholas M.
Schenck, company president and
"Dimes" campaign head, reported
first-day collections well ahead of
the '44 record. Chain's New York
area stands piled up |25, 759.22 on
Thursday, as against last year's $16,231.68, better than a 50 per cent
rise. This was accomplished in face
— of bitter weather conditions. Out~ of-town Loew outlets reported $32,k 665.78, a 30 per cent leap over '44's
'' first day maik of $24,295.
Kick-oflf
day at Randforce houses grabbed
$2,600 against $1,800 a year ago,—
a 40 per cent boost. From Chapel
Hill, N. C, the Carolina and Pick
checked in with $1,062 combined
"take," better than last year.
Home offices' new organization under chairmanship of Leonard Gold_ enson is now functioning strongly
~ for
"Dimes"comprise
on both Max
Coasts.
Unit
chairmen
Seligman,
Columbia; Bill England, RKO Radio;
Harry Kalmine, WB; Sam Machnovitch. Universal; J. Land, Fox and
National Theaters; Harry Buckley,
UA; Walter Cokell, Paramount;
Eugene Picker, Loew's; A. E. Schiller, Republic; Norton Ritchie, Monogram; Ben Schwalb, PRC; Herman
Robbins, National Screen; N. Kellman. Century Circuit; Nick Matsoukas, Skouras; Phil Harling, Fabian;
and Erwin Gold, Randforce.
Local opening day ceremonies,
postponed from Thursday, at the
Times Sq. Statue of Liberty, went
back on the card for Saturday noon.
- With every local exhibitor pledged
to co-operate 100 per cent, Warners zone manager, Johna J. Payette and Loew's district manager
Carter Barran, co-chairmen for the
Distict of Columbia, predicted at
an MPTO meeting in Washington
Friday, that total collections will
exceed last year's by a big margin.
With the slogan "two dollars for
every seat," attainment of that goal
will net $112,000 for the fight against
infantile paralysis.

BRIEfinGTHEDflV'SnEUIS
Ferguson Hosts Exploiteers
Arrival of M-G-M exploiteers,
Howard Herte, Los Angeles, Bill
Newberry, San Francisco, and Ted
Galanter, Portland-Seattle, in New
5fork for home office consultations,
in line with the recently established
Metro policy to maintain contacts
vvithout interfering with transportadon shortage, was signalized Friday
by a luncheon tendered to them in
che local Hotel Astor by William
R. (Bill) Ferguson, company's exploitation head. Present at the luncheon, which was also attended by
Elliott Foreman, New York-New
Jersey exploiteer, and Bill Ornstein,
i.rade paper contact, were representatives of the industry's
trade press.
•

Another Award for Ullman
Frederic Ullman, Jr., president of
Pathe News and producer of RKO's
•This Is America" series will receive an "Award of Merit" today at
Town Hall from J. Edgar Nathan,
president of the Borough of Manhattan. Ullman wil be honored by
che Common Council for American
Unity for his work in behalf of promoting tolerance in America.

Plaintiffs Rest Case
In Boston Trust Suits
Boston — The cross-examination of
Charles Morse in the Commonwealth
Enterprise and Nashua Theaters anti-trust suit in Federal Court here
was finished along with the re-direct
examination by George S. Ryan. At
the conclusion of his testimony the
plaintiff rested.
The defendants recalled Morse to
the stand for cross-examination on
:he subject of conspiracy. Then there
was read into the evidence the testimony of Edmund C. Grainger, former Eastern sales manager of 20th
Century-Fox and now general manager of the Shea Circuit, who is out
of the state at present. The reading of his testimony had not been
concluded when court adjourned until tomorrow.

Theater License Bill
In Iowa Legislature

Salesmen Mull Union

(Ccntinued from Page 1)
New York film salesmen held anrepresentatives.
The measure
is
other meeting Saturday in the Capiin
tol Hotel to discuss committee find- similar to proposals introduced
ings and details for setting up a the last two sessions.
Authors of the bill are Robinson
protective organization.
•
of Delaware, Datisman, Siefkas, Tatum, Gardner of Bremer, Latchaw,
You Just Can't Beat It
Aubrey and Mills.
That Warner Page One luck still
All theaters, auditoriums, halls or
holes. As "Objective Burma" opened places using nitrocellulose or comat the New York Strand Friday to
bustible film would be required to
SRO biz, the dailies were reporting secure from the State Fire Marshal a
the designation of General Stilwell license by Oct. 1, 1945 and annually
to command American ground forces
with a fee of $5 for unand the fiow of materiel over the new thereafter,
der 800 seats and $10 over that size.
military road through Burma. Strand,
Minimum requirements for certifiwhich has Artie Shaw's ork on the
cate of approval from fire marshal
stage, opened its doors today at would include buildings satisfying
7:15 a.m.
the marshal as to safety; all seats
•
secured to floor, spaced not less than
28 inches back to back and no row
Eouiman Joins Reporter
of seats containing more than 15
Ben Kaufxnan, formerly managing seats between aisles; aisles not to be
editor of Television magazine, has less than 32 inches in width; enbeen appointed Eastern radio editor
trances and exit openings to be proof The Hollywood Reporter. Making
vided at minimum rate of 30 inches
his headquarters in New York, Kauf- horizontal measurements for each
man will also be in charge of tele- 150 seats; and projection booths to
East. vision and music coverage in the be of fire resistive construction.
The Fire Marshal is given authority to cut off all electric current where
Coal for Theaters
a violation occurs until defects are
remedied.

Hit by Gov't Order

(Ccntinued from Page 1)
deliveries and consumption in Neely
Service Lauds
of FilmWar-Time
Industry
York, brought an immediate
(Continued from Page 1)
from Walter J. Dockerill, Solid
Administrator for the New is no time for me to try to promote
which would hinder the
York City, Long Island and West- legislation
chester areas not to deliver supplies effectiveness of their work because
of the energy they would have to
to any consumer having more than
a five-day supply on hand.
expend
opposing was
me." Rep. (former
The speaker
Dockerill also instructed local of- Sen.) Matthew M. Neely of West
ficials to "do anything in their power Virginia — father of the controversial
to curtail or completely eliminate anti-block-booking and divorcement
introduced in the Senate sevthe use of solid fuels in places of bills eral
years ago.
amusement, such as theaters, moving
Neely told The Film Daily that
picture houses, bowling alleys, night he has not altered his opposition to
clubs, and in educational institu- block-booking. "I feel just as strongtions, libraries, museums, schools
ly about
I ever
"but
thisit isas not
the have,"
time he
to said,
seek
and
in
any
other
buildings,
public
or
Ready for Lab. Pact Talks
legislation against it." His views
whei'e this can be done with- on divorcement are the same, alThe negotiating committee repre- private,
though he is watching with great
out
endangering
the
health
of
the
senting the Eastern film processors
interest the Department of Justice
having contracts with the Motion
Local action was in line vdth a anti-trust suit against the industry.
Picture Laboratory Technicians community."
Union, Local 702, lATSE, expiring Washington directive, issued by SecBernard J. Riley Wounded
Springfield, Mass. — Pfc. Bernard on March 10, on Friday notified the
retary of the Interior Ickes acting
J. Riley, former assistant manager union that it was prepared to start as Solid Fuels Administrator, and
of the Calvin, Northampton, was huddling collectively on a new agreement on Feb. 15. The union is ex- in addition to New York, the direcwounded in action in Belgium while
tive affected all regions in the New
pected to move for an earlier date.
serving with an infantry division.
It had held out for the opening of England and Middle Atlantic States,
Detroit — Val Campbell, Detroit
conferences today.
as well as Ohio, Indiana, Illinois
booking agent, is the father of a
and
Michigan.
The laboratories' negotiating group
conferences
today.
The first city from which drastic son, James Alan.
action was reported Friday was Albany, where Mayor Frank S. Harris
s
Saul Krieg of Paramount's press
Joe Eilcullen Missing
declared a fuel emergency and or- book department has a new daughScranton — Joe Kilcullen, formerly
Chicago — Lt. Jerome McWhorter,
ter, born to Mrs. Krieg at Lying-in
dered all amusement places and educational institutions to close Sunday Hospital. She will be named Bonnie
formerly wtih Warners' Beverly the- of the State, is reported missing in
Jo.
ater, will wed Virginia Graver.
action as of Dec. 20 in Luxembourjf. mntil further notice.
coal
New
order
Fuel
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Warners Hold Sixth
Of Company's Stock

Loew's Slanting Ads to
Counter "Brown-out"
(Continued from Page 1)

on Thursday, theaters, both circuits
and indies, at the week-end were
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
moving
to meet the new regulations
shares of common, Jack L., 205,000
shares and Major Albert, 220,950, and, at the same time, to offset the
making an aggregate of 570,010 effects of the curtailed electric disshares. Company has 3,701,000
shares outstanding. Additionally, plays.
First to announce plans for the
proxy statement shows Jack Warner
owning $200,000 principal amount latter was Loew's circuit which will
4 per cent serial debentures.
employ special advertising copy developed by Oscar A. Doob. Typical
Only business at present scheduled for the Feb. 20 meeting is the
of
the
copy
suggestions sent to the
election of five directors to serve for
Loew
theaters
for use during the
a term of two years. Samuel Carlisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman, Charles first few days of the new currentS. Guggenheimer and Morris Wolf saving period are these:
have been nominated for re-election,
"Don't let the brownout make
and Samuel Schneider has been you blue! Our outside lights may be
named as a new member of the low — but our entertainment is still
board.
high! Brown outside — but TechProxy statement gives the stock m
nicolorful inside! Box-office open
holdings of other company directors
usual hours —
as follows:
"Don't let the brownout fool you!
Carlise, none; Friedman, 600; Our outside lights will be low — to
Guggenheimei, none; Schneider, nelp the save-electricity drive — but
none; Wolf, l,616y2; Joseph Bern- inside the show is bright, colorful,
hard, 5,000; Waddill Catchings, the spirit high, the entertanment
none; Robert W. Perkins, 500.
Statement lists the salaries of top rosy and colorful."
Under the state council's order,
execs, of Warners as follows: Harry which
will remain in effect until
Warner, $185,900; Jack Warner, June 30, a ban is placed on out$185,500; Major Warner, $106,800;
door advertising promotional lightJoseph Bernhard, $159,800; Samuel
ing, display lighting except where
Schneider, $79,500; Robert W. Perk- necessary for the conduct of busiins, $67,050; Stanleigh P. Friedman,
ness, decorative and ornamental
$66,950; Herman Starr, $66,250;
Samuel Carlisle, $44,750; Joseph H. lighting, show window lighting except where necessary for interior ilHazen (who resigned in April last),
lumination, marquee lighting in ex$41,500. It is noted that Bernhard
cess of 60 watts for each marquee,
was on leave for Navy duty from and street lighting in excess of the
Dec. 1, 1942 to April 9, 1943 during amount determined by local public
part of which period he was paid authorities.
at a reduced rate.
Not including the officers of the
company, Warner paid $9,715,000 to 20th-Fox Set to Meet
186 persons in salaries during the Raw Stock Emergency
year. Of these, 17 received salaries
in excess of $100,000, totaling $2.6
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
million; 51 received salaries be- war goes through its various phases.
tween $50,000 and $100,000, totaling
Plans were outlined for the com$3.4 million; and 118 received bepany's 30th Anniversary Year with
tween $20,000 and $50,000, totaling the policy
being set to meet any
$3.6 million.
emergency that may arise. It was
James Cagney, who no longer also noted that "no exhibitor need
works for the company, was paid ever fear that there would be a
$183,000 representing percentage of shortage of product as far as 20thgross receipts of certain pix. Serge
concerned."
Semenenko, for services in connec- FoxThisis was
the fifth in a series of
tion with financing, received $50,000. meetings to be conducted in the U.
S. and Canada by Herman Wobber,
national drive leader. Other speakers included William Kupper, general sales manager; A. W. Smith,
Jr., Eastern sales manager; Hal
La Salle, 111.— Plans by Rapp & Home, advertising and publicity
Rapp, architects, call for the erec- chief; and Roger Ferri, editor of the
tion of a 1,200-seat modern theater Dynamo.
on property recently acquired by the
Among other home office executives who attended the conference
L & P Theaters, Inc., at 620-32 First
Street, under lease for 25 years, it were Clarence Hill, Charles Schlaiwas announced through Stephen L. fer, Rodney Bush, Edwin H. Collins,
Faletti, real estate broker. This new Jack Bloom, Henry Fenster, and W.
addition will bring the total to three J. Clark. Ray Moon, New York
houses under the L & P banner, branch manager, presided.
Other meetings scheduled for this
which is jointly owned by Alger Theaters and Publix Great States The- week will be held in Washington,
aters, Inc., a subsidiary of Balaban Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
& Katz and Paramount Theaters.
Cincinnati, and Detroit.

THEATER DEALS

«REV]EUJS

»

"Objective,
Burma"
with Errol Flynn
Warner Bros.

142 Mins.

STARK DRAMA MAKES THIS A POWERFUL FILM; REALISM AND AUTHENTIC AIR IMPRESS.
"Objective, Burma" has the initial advantage of being the first important production to switch the interest to American
operations in the Asiatic theater of war.
Apart from its merits as entertainment,
the film, a sizeable production which affcrds wide scope to its subject, gives an
amazingly clear idea of the fighting in the
jungle country of the Asiatic mainland and
of the nature of the enemy there. The
picture impresses with its air of authenticity and the vivid realism that has gone
into the telling of its story, and it possesses almost unremitting action crowded
with the starkest of drama.
The story is simple and extraordinarily
tense. It excitingly relates the experiences of a group of American paratroopers
under the command of Errol Flynn who
are assigned to destroy a Jap radar station
in the jungles before the launching of a
large-scale assault by Gen. Stillwell in a
drive to regain Burma.
The missi-n is successfully accomplished,
but the plans to rescue the paratroopers
go
and
and
the

awry. Then starts a suspenseful catmouse contest between the Americans
the enemy. Grippingly, even awesomely,
film details a pursuit of heroic proportions. Only a handful of the original group
come cut alive after an ordeal that makes
you hold your breath and stirs you deeply.
The complete absence of romance and
the harrowing nature of the action limits
the picture's appeal for the femmes. The
primary fault of the film is that it is draggea
out beyond all reason. There is much
repetiticus material that could be cut out
to the improvement of the film.
The picture, produced effectively by
Jerry Wald, has powerful direction by
Raoul Walsh, who has elicited fine work
from every member of the cast. Flynn is
ficer.
properly subdued as the commanding ofCAST: Errol Flynn, William Prince, James
Brown, George Tobias, Henry Hull, Warner Anderson, John Alvin, Stephen Richards, Dick Erdman, Tony Caruso, Hugh Beaumcnt, John Whitney, Joel AI.en, Buddy Varus, Frank Tang, Willam Hudson, Rodric Red Wing, Asit Koomar,
John Sheridan, Lester Matthews.
CREDITS: Producer, Jerry Wald; Director, Raoul
Walsh Screenplay, Ronald MacDougall, Lester
Cole; iBased on story by Alvah Bessie; Cameraman, James Wong Howe; Musical Score, Franz
Waxman; Art Oirector, Ted Smith; Film Editor,
George Amy; Sound, C. A. Riggs; Special Effects,
E. B. DuPar; Set Decorator, Jack McConaghy;
Musical
Director,
Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Set Design
Screen Averte
d by ers'
Strike
NLRB
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A strike that had been
scheduled by Screen Set Designers
union for Saturday was averted Friday when NLRB notified labor leaders that Attorney Thomas Tongue
of Portland, Ore., would arrive here
the first week in February to adjust
SSD dispute with lATSE prop Local
44 over set decorators.

Foreign Bureau
Of Guilds Proposed
(Continued from Page 1)
ered as a permanent bureau for th
interchange
of ideas,
plans,
an
working conditions.
Emmett Lavery, screenplay write)
is reported laying the foundation i|
Hollywood, while Blanchar has
pressed his interest in forminglink in this association when he re
;;urns to France shortly. Based o:
conferences with Coast union an
Guild heads, he emphasized "the fu
cure outlook between the America]
and French film workers is ver;
The French actor and directoil
who recently arrived from the Coas1
also voiced his appreciation of th
bright."
reception accorded "The Liberatioi
jf Paris" film which he brought t(
.his country under special missiox
oy the French Government.
Hopeful of the raw stock situatioi
oeing alleviated he advised tha
■'there is about enough for the pro
duction of only 10 independent tea
On his return to France, Blanchai
will resume his former private ac,
tivities but will also act in an ad-;
visory capacity to the Government
ohrough
cures." his Liberation Committee.

Col. Spending $500,000
In "Remember" Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)

Concentrated local campaigns in ra
cio, newspapers, outdoor and subwaj
advertising, such as marked the New
York premiere engagement, will constitute campaign's second phase
and the pattern will be followed
chroughout
production's
release life.
District and
branch managers
a1
the Warwick huddle were also told
that the company will spend at least
25 per cent more on all advertising
this year than last.

4-TIME WINNER

DeVry alone has earned A
consecutive
Army - inNavy
"E's" for excellence
the
production
of Motion Picture Sound Equipment.
Learn how NEW
manufacturing
skills . . . improved machinery
. . . expanded facilities and
war-born
production
economies make it possible for
you to
buy sound
so muchequipment
in motion picture
for so little from DeVry. '
1111 Armitage
Ave..
Chicago 14. III. — for
an outstanding
name31 inyears
the
cinematic world.
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Equipment Field Notes

le Operative Until
4Vell Into Peace Era

Rochester — Eastman Kodak officils declare that both photography
nd the optical field are assured of
•'adical and beneficial changes after
he war, but that these cannot be
"'xpected
to be immediate,
and it
" eems inevitable that the backbone
« f initial peacetime production will
i- e resumption of pre-war products.
[owever, when design and developi' lent work, plant tooling, and plant
'■ earrangement
and conversion
are
J ffected, an era will emerge in which
ntolor will invade new areas of the
'■,?hole photographic field, and color
lictures will be made, developed and
(Continued on Page 6)

(leinsmilh and Joy
iet NCC Promotions

" Election of C. 0. Kleinsmith to a
' ice-presidential
in of
National
aibon Co., Inc., post
a unit
Union
' 'arbide & Carbon Corp., was anI ounced on the week-end.
He was
ormeily general sales manager for
' he company's "Eveready" Products,
'''hat
nd prior
to his
two-year
in
office was
sales
managertenure
for the
. Eastern U. S. Since 1919, he has
I ieen with NCC.
Following his election, Kleinsmith
(Continued on Page 6)

Paint-Makers Blazing
New Efficiency Paths
Paint manufacturers, including
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., E. I. du
Pent de Nemours, Sherwin-Williams
Co. and the Glidden Co., have launched a new profession, — color engineering— , to American industry.
Their scientific research has established that certain colors increase
factory output and reduce injuries.
Trained experts advise the firms,
and among recommendations are that
light blue "raises" ceilings, yellow
"warms," and rose relieves "blue
fatigue."

Interim Improvements To
Equipment Now Designed

Chicago — Re-tightening of Government regulations as result of the
more critical status of the war, and
the fact that plant facilities may
even undergo more total commandeering and expansion before
Germany and Japan finally fall, have
a compensation as far as both the
* *
*
trade and the public are concerned,
After receiving necessary permits and authoritative spokesmen here point
priorities, Ralph Pasho, former operator of out.
the 712-seat Gem, Naugatuck, Conn., closed
The past autumn, they say, nulast Summer by State Pclice orders as an
merous plants which had post-war
"upstairs" house, has broken ground for a equipment designs on their drawing
new 1,000-seater to be built around a prop- boards, were preparing to convert
erty owned by Pasho about a block from
slowly but surely to their manufachis former site.
ture. In some instances, research
* «
*
and testing had admittedly not gone
Taunton, Mass., reports that M & P
on some products in orwill modernize and enlarge the State far enough
der for fullest refinements to be
which it is taking over under a long realized. Now, however, designers,
term lease as of Feb. 1.
(Continued on Page 6)

9 atid 10. A feature will be sessions
' licensed the following to manufacture on heating and air-conditioning, with
the Armour Magnetic Wire Sound Re- W. H. Carrier, chairman of Carrier
crrder: E. H. Scott Laboratories and the Corp., Syracuse, speaking on Centrifugal Compressors, and J. Lichtenstein,
J. P. Seeburg Corp., both of Chicago; Lawyt
Corp., Brooklyn; Radiotechnic Laboratory, of Foster Wheeler Corp., on subject of
Evanston, III.; and Boosey & Hawkes, Ltd., Cooling Tower Performance.
THE

Armour

Research Foundation has

London, England. Developments
Armour recorder are still going on,
ing a magazine containing spools of
be interchangeable on all makes
chines.

*

*

cf the
includwire to
of ma-

*

Entirely re-seated and with mezzanine converted into a lounge, the 600seat Lake Theater, Lakeland, Fla., shuttered for some time, has re-opened
because of need for another film house
in that area.

*

*

*

Two far-flung outpcsts of the industry
have recently acquired new DeVry 35 mm.
projectors. Norman Olsen, manager of
company's export department, announces
installations in a new theater at Tananarive, Madagascar, and in the Lyric, Kodiak.
Alaska.

*

*

»

Wes Mansfield, owner of the Tuka
Theater, Tama, la., which burned
Dec. 21, last, will rebuild the house
aas soon as restrictions are lifted. He
has moved equipment into the old
ing. Theater and is using that buildMills

*

*

*

Celotex, Chicago, has just issued a 25-page
booklet of interest to the theater building
trade, featuring a new Celotex product,
Cemesto, which comes in single-thickness
wall material that can be used for sidings,
sheathing building paper, insulation, lath,
plaster and other unique uses. Material is
fire resistant, moderately sound-proof, moisture- and weather-pro:f, and with low
rate of expansion.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Samuel Cummins Pix Theater Co. recently opened the new High in Portsmouth,
Va., bringing chain to six theaters in operation with a new Pix under construction on
Granby St., Norfolk. Plans for completion
of two theaters in Philadelphia and another
in Lcng Beach, L. I., as recently reported
in Equipment News, are now under way.

*

*

*

A Detroit dispatch says that George
Brosch, well-known for years as head
of Brosch, Inc., producers of commercial movies and slide films, has shuttered his production organization and
is representing Caravel Films of New
York in the Michigan-Ohio territory.
Phoenix Productions, Inc., the theatrical production end of his former
organization, has been taken over by
William A. Schilling, with offices in
the Francis Palms Building.

*

*

*

Out Buffalo way, the new Orchard Park
Theater, suburban house, was opened Jan.
18, under the direction of William Brett,

Ernst Realty Co., Covington, Ky.,
is remodeling the Broadway Theater, former manager *of Shea's
*
*Buffalo.
having
received necessary
priorities.
E. E. Loucks has been appointed
*

>f

*

The Humota in Humboldt, la., is being
redecorated, getting 200 additional seats,
and a new air-conditioning unit.

* Conference
*
*■
Midwest Power
has been
set for Chicago's Palmer House, April

sales manager
vision, Chicago. of Zenith's export di-

*

*

*

T. W. Hawkins of Confections, Inc., theater distributors, Chicago, is back at his
desk there from Mexico.

FPC-Spencer Link
Hatches New Stands
By ROY CARMICHAEL
FILM DAILY Staff CorrespondeTVt
Montreal — An intensive theater
building program in the Maritime
Provinces looms at the war's end as
result of announcement that Famous
Players Canadian Corp. has acquired
an interest in the F. G. Spencer Co.
The latter has been prominent in
(Continued on Page 6)

IVote To Exhibitors
OnNewComing
"brownout" ^Brownout*
regulations, which
start Feb. 1, do not apply to lighting over theater exit doors as required
by State laws or municipal ordinances,
nor are lights inside box-offices.
Those theaters which furnish electricity to tenant stores, etc., are responsible for obedience by their tenants to the WPB order. There are
special regulations covering suppliers
of electricity, and exhibitors should
get copies of these from WPB.

6 • EQUIPMENT

NEWS

PC-Spencer Unit
Hatches New Stands
A Section of THE FILM DAILY oomprehcaaiTclr oovertDC the eqoipaient field, pubby Wid'» FUmi snd
Bfhed eTcry Mcond weekBroadway,
New York
Fifan Folki, Inc., ISOl
City. John W. AUeo»te, Pabli»her; Donald
If. Mersereau. General Manager; Chetter B
Baha, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipmem
Editor: We»t Coait Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
BonWard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph Wilk.
Bureau Chief.

Advances Loom in
Photography, Optics
(Continued from Page 5)
printed with, the present speed of
black and white pictures, thanks to
methods and adwartime
vances. experience,
Achievement of mass production
technique in turning out highly intricate optical devices has given this
country permanent independence
from Germany in this field, just as in
the last war the U. S. overcame German lead in dyestuff manufacture.
Among the many items which will
benefit both the motion picture trade
and the nation's camera fans is the
fool-proof shutter that will not spoil
pictures through careless use. Tiny
flash bulbs that do a better job
than larger pre-war types, and a
battery light for use in photography that weighs much less than predecessors, are also in the offing.
One significant war development
has been the perfection of a highly
accurate camera lens made without
silicon, which is like making steel
without iron, Kodak spokesmen say.

Ktelnsmlth and Joy
Get NCC Promotions

(Continued from Page 5)
Eastern Canadian exhibition circles
for nearly three decades It is expected that as soon as building restrictions are lifted, new theaters
will be built in Amherst, Charlottetown and Campbelton. Independent
of the Spencer organization, FPC
will construct a new theater on
King Square, St. John, N. B.
The FPC has 345 outlets operating in the Dominion currently,
and the Spencer Co. is retpresented
with 16 stands in the three Maritime
Provinces. Announcing the new
coalition, Spencer recalled his first
\/^enture in the film field and referred to the old Unique Theater
(.now the Strand) when admission
price was raised from five to 10
cents. He began his career touring
Janada as manager of such stars as
Madame Albani, Melba and Nordica.
His earliest theaters were locateo
:n Pictou, N. S., and Summerside
and Charlottetown, P.E.I.

O'Brien Named

Philadelphia — The Lyric Theater.
Atlantic City, was badly damaged
by a $50,000 fire that apparently
started around 8 a.m. S. W. Ford
operates the house.

Of Rochester's Total
Rrchester — Construction of a new
$490,000 building unit of Eastman
Kodak

Co.'s Camera Works represented nearly one-third of all building and remodeling for which permits were issued by this city in
19^4, according to the local Bureau
of Buildings.

Alexanderson Predicts
New Energy Sources
Receiving the Edison Medal on
Wednesday night at a joint session
of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of
Radio Engineers, Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson of General Electric, declared that we may look forward to the
discovery in the post-war years of
■'entirely new sources of energy."
He received the medal for his outstanding inventions and developments in the radio, transportation,
marine and power fields.

Bright Side Seen To
Reconversion Delay
(Continued from Page 5)
engineers and laboratory technicia
can employ
a certain amount
time, without interfering with thi
war effort tasks,
to bring th
"guinea
pigs" to perfection, thi
avoiding the making of models
supplement almost immediately t-H
intended
aftejj
war's end. for marketing
Workers in plants, they point oi
are becoming increasingly skilled, a
are better able to adjust themselv
to product change-overs. This h
been demonstrated during rece
months through manufacture
many new products needed by
nation's war machine. Some plan
have been given entirely differs
mechanical parts and entire
for war use, it is stated.

Fields To Mexico
For New RCA Duties

INTERPONAL
TICKET

Second Big Maine Blaze

By GE

THEATRE

by Fire

Easttnan Bldg. 33%

J. L. Fields, formerly chief of sal
and operations in the Hollywo
Biddeford, Me.— This State had its plant of RCA Victor, has been nam
second costly theater fire within a :o the staff of RCA Mexicana, S.l
week when the local Central was de- as technical consultant to RCA fit]
City. recording licensees in Me
Speaking before the New York
stroyed in a $150,000 blaze. A week sound
Society of Security Analysts at a ago, the State, in Presque Isle was ico, and will headquarter in Mexi
luncheon here on Wednesday, J. J. leveled in a $400,000 fire.
Nance, vice-president of Zenith Radio Corp., declared that television
needs an enormous sum of money
which it cannot get from advertising,
if it is to compete with motion pictures.
Citing that the average feature
film costs from $500,000 to $600,000,
Nance said that no television producer has enough money to put on
that kind of a show. Until tele provides continuous entertainment which
is pleasing, millions of people will
not buy receiving sets.

Tele Needs Big Money
To Compete With Pix

(Continued from Page 5)
Chicago — L. R. O'Brien has been
manager of GE's Elecannounced the appointment of D. B. named sales
tronics Dept. and will headquarte:
Joy as general sales manager for here.
Carbon Products, a designation which
will bring him into closer relationship with the motion picture industry nationally.
SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
After graduating from MassachuSOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR
setts Institute of Technology in 1933,
Joy was made director of the company's Process Engineering Laboratory, Fostoria, in 1935, and in 1941
became assistant superintendent of
the Fostoria factory. He was made
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
product manager last year.
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
Kleinsmith also announced the ap45 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
pointment of R. P. Bergan as genWe can supply your needs. Roll,
eral sales manager for the commachine folded, reserve seats, etc.
pany's consumer and related prodWrite lor samples, prices or other inlormation.
ucts.
Delivery tree Maine to Virginia.

Lyric, A. C. Damaged
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• Do you need new equipment? Hundreds of theatres
are now qualifying.
Why not cheek with your

PROJECTION

National representative? If
you qualify he will help you
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make proper application
and speed delivery.
Call him to-day!
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Cooperation Pays Off!
IT

ITrompt redesigning of projector carbons to wartime needs became essential, after Pearl Harbor. Long
years of research and manufacturing experience enabled National Carbon Company not only to make
the needed changes at once, but also to produce
"National" carbons that gave virtually the same
screen brilliance as before.
Aiding us was the welcome technical cooperation
of exhibitor, projectionist, and lamp manufacturer.
Throughout the many months of war, this cooperation has "paid oflf" for all concerned.
Of special importance is the "dividend" paid off
to the war effort by the enormous quantities of copper saved through recovery of copper drippings and
stripping of copper from carbon stubs.
Because of all these cooperative efforts, patrons
have overflov/ed theaters everywhere for the beneficial relaxation of good movies.
Keep Your Eye on the Infantry . , .
the Doughboy

Does It!

The registered trade-mark "National" distinguishes products
of National Carbon Company, Inc.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Unio7t Carbide and Carbon Coi^oration
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicaso, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh,
San Francisco
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Republic Plans More
Foreign Expansion
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

DAILY

REVIEWS Of neuj fiims
"On Approval"

with Beatrice Lillie, Clive Brool(
Googie Withers
English Films, Inc.
80 Mins.

turn to New York at the beginning
REFRESHING ENGLISH COMEDY IMof the week from Mexico, Central
PORT BOASTING NOVEL DIRECTION;
America, Venezuela, Trinidad, Brazil,
Argentina, Chile, Peru, Puerto Rico, SOr'HISTICATED ADULT ENTERTAINMENT.
and Cuba.
Fun runs rampant throughout the FredIncluded in the blueprinting are
erick Lonsdale comedy which gives Clive
branches for several of the European
countries, but that steps in that di- Brook a droll comedy role to toy with liberally. Apparently adapted for the screen as
rection are awaiting, are contingent
as directed by himself to exploit his
upon war developments, as well as well
stabilization of liberated lands. Be- versatility, Brook also allows Beatrice Lillie
free rein to her delivery of the Lonsdale wit.
fore the European distribution chan- Googie Withers adds her charm and beauty,
nels are established. Republic will while Roland Culver helps round out the
make a general survey of those
foursome in the plot's situations. Here is an
markets.
example of an English film that should be
Goodman said that the recently in- acceptable to the American market for its
stituted branch setups in Colombia light English accent.
and Peru will be operating full tilt
With the "Gay Nineties" for atmospheric
in February. In Colombia, Ricardo background, Brook, 10th Duke of Bristol,
Canals, former Panama assistant broke but happy, attempts to win Withers,
manager, is in charge, and Mario an American heiress. Culver, also broke,
Feraboli, former manager of the gets a prop:sition to spend a month at Bea
company's sub-branch at Rosario, Lillie's Scottish home "on approval" of their
Argentina, heads up the branch in forthcoming marriage. Brook and Withers
Peru.
tag along and the action gets under way
James A. FitzPatrick finished when the servants walk out on this clandestine arrangement. This results in the disshooting "Cancion de Mexico"
covery that both women are destined to
("Song of Mexico") at the suburban switch lovers for future happiness.
Mexico City studio on Jan. 6, and
CAST: Clive Brook, Beatrice Lillie, Googie
has taken the footage to the North Withers,
Roland Culver, O. B. Clarence, Lawrence
Elliot Mason, Hay Petrie, Mariorie
Hollywood lot of Republic to put fin- Hanray,
Rhodes, Molly Munks.
ishing touches on the production.
CREDITS: Produced and Directed by Clive
Four additional features will follow Brook; Executive producer, Sydney Box; Commentary, E. V. H. Emmett; Story, Frederick
from FitzPatrick this year under the
Lonsdale; Adaptation, Clive Brook; Music, Wilprevailing pact, and each of the agliam Allwin; Cameraman, C. Frlese-Creene- Art
gregate of five will be marketed Director Tom Morahan; Sound, A. W. Watkins;
Ass't Directors, W. Boyle, P. Rigal; Costumes,
world-wide.
Cecil Beaton; Ed tor, Fergus McDonnel; Musical
Muir Mathieson.
Cast of "Song of Mexico" was se- Director,
DIRECTION: Interesting. PHOTOGRAPHY:
lected, he said, for the bi-lingual Good.
talents of the cast, hence the picture
was made in two distinct versions, —
English and Spanish. Success of Martin Replaces Pavone
this arrangement has decided Repub- For "U" in New Haven
lic on having the other four of its
(Continued from Page 1)
Mexican lineup made on the same
basis.
assumes the New Haven post as manGoodman asserted that the overager as af Feb. 1. Pavone served
with First National here many years
all
increase
in
Republic's
world-wide
business in 1944 was between 25 ago, and has since been Warner
and 30 per cent, and added that the salesman and manager, and for the
company "expects great things" from past five years. Universal manager.
"Brazil" and "Lake Placid Seretional treatment that they received
nade," both of which will be given here in the U. S.
the same type of intensive promoThe entire film industry in Latin
America, he said, is progressing rapidly, and a tremendous upsurge of
theater construction is anticipated
when materials become available after the war. At present, construcOSCAR BERNSTE(N, salesman, United Artists,
tion in Mexico, Venezuela and ArChicago.
gentina, is chiefly devoted, aside
EMERSON MARKHAM, CE manager of television. from several new theaters in the
STANLEY
REDMOND,
mac, Lowell,
Mass. manager, M & P's Merri- last-named country, to essential commercial and public buildings, plus
R. A. NAVARRO, Warner checking assistant
highways.
supervisor, Pittsburgh.

IN NEW POSTS

"The Adventures of
with Jean Parker, Peter Cookson
Monogram
63 Mins.
STRONG INJECTION OF COMEDY
MAKES MURDER MYSTERY GOOD ATTRACTION FOR DUALS.

Kitty O'Day"

A murder mystery that relies heavily on
comedy in working out its plot, "The Adventures of Kitty O'Day" is a fast-paced
picture well suited for double bills. The
film tells its story breezily, thanks no little to a skillful script by Tim Ryan, George
Callahan and Victor Hammond derived from
a sound story by the last-mentioned.
The entertaining yarn has Jean Parker
and Peter Cookson as a ccuple of amateur
sleuths who try to solve a case involving
several murders. The two fall under suspicion themselves and land in the toils
of the law, but they enjoy the last laugh
when the police solicit their help in breaking the case.
The cast as a whole performs acceptably.
Miss Parker and Ccokson are well teamed.
Tim Ryan, Ralph Sanford and Lorna Grey
are among the players who assist capably.
Produced by Lindsley Parsons, the production was directed with speed and dispatch by William Beaudine.
CAST: Jean Parker, Peter Ccokson, Tim Ryan,
Ralph Santord, Lorna Grey, Jan Wiley, Dick
Elliott, Bill Ruhl, Shelton Brooks, Hugh Prosser,
Byron Foulger.
CREDITS: Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director, William Beaudine; Screenplay, Tim Ryan,
George Callahan, Victor Hammond; Based on
story by Victor Hammond; Cameraman, Mack
Stengier; Sound, John Carter; Musical Director.
Edward Kay; Film Editor, Richard Pike.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

* SHORTS
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U. S. Clearance Plan
Gels MIxedReadion
(Continued from Page 1)
earlier runs for their theaters. 0
of
the who
principal
eventh.'.<
those
liked objections,
the idea, was
such a step might not be to the pu
lie's interest, inasmuch as the
would be a general increase in^
mission prices among subsequent .
houses.
V^
It was pointed out that any th
ater charging the highest admissi*
price in a city or community cou
be the first-run house. Under tl
plan, a small theater could pk
product ahead of Radio City Musi
Hall if it raised its admission sea
above that of the Music Hall.
Allied had planned, it was repot;
ed, to adopt an official policy (■
Wright's proposal but action on
was tabled for the time being or .
least until the recommendation cou
be studied further.

SkouraS'Connors Parley
With Allied Successful
Attendance of Spyros Skour^i
president of 20th Century-Fox, ali
Tom Connors, vice-president
charge of distribution, at the Alli(
board meeting in Columbus last wet
was described as being so constru
tive that the hope was expresse
by both Allied leaders and the 20t
Fox executives that such affai
should be held more frequently .
the promotion of friendship and be
ter understanding in the industry
Trade problems in general we]
discussed at a post-dinner parle,
which included a question and ai
swer period.

Wright Completes Brief,
"White Treasurer"
Universal
9 mins.
Worthy Short
How important salt is in times of
war as well as peace is told in a
short that adds
knowledge.
The much
actionto isa person's
confined
largely to scenes of activity in a
salt mine on Canada's Eastern Coast
that is the largest in the British
empire. Set this down as a highly
creditable item.

Washington Set
Bureauforof Decree
THE FILMTrial
DAlL *
Getting

Washington — The special Goveri
ment brief on unreasonable clea:
ance is now under intensive prepars
tion by Robert L. Wright, special ai
sistant to the
fc'
submission
to Attorney
the New General,
York Dii
trict Court on Feb. 5, date set by tl:
court last month. Wright refuses 1
discuss the brief in detail, merel
affirming that it will be ready.
In the meantime, the Departmei
continues investigating numeroi;
complaints from exhibitors with a
"Unusual Occupations"
eye to situations which might be eJ
Paramount
10 Mins. plored fully for use in trial of th
(L4-2)
Highly Entertaining
anti-trust suit. It is apparent ths
Plenty of good materiel is in the the Government is getting all set fo
latest of the series. The five sequences deal with a Sioux practicing trial.
Square Club Honors Rodner
an old Indian art, an Argentine
Harold Rodner, Warners executivt
sculptor whose materials are tree
has been made an honorary life mem
roots and the like, a barber who em- ber of Projectionists Square CIu
ploys an ax instead of a razor, a
specialist in the creation of minia- 784 of Greater New York. Organi
tures of old vehicles and WACS zation is composed of Masonic mem
training for photographic work at bers among motion picture opera
tors.
Lowry Field, Colo.

W. O. LOVE, Warner checking assistant supervisor, Cincinnati.
THEO. ROUTT, booker, Dallas Associated Theaters.
|. P. PRICE, manager. Peak, Dallas.

Rank N. Y.-Coast Publicity
Offices Under Lawrence

ft. |. YOWELL, manager, A'rway, Dallas.
ALBERT CAMERON, manager. Grove, Dallas.
MILTON KRESS, Ross Federal branch manager,
Washington.
C. H. DO BBS, Ross Federal branch manager,
Charlotte.

London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank will establish New York and iVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DATLy}
New Pix Starting
Hollywood publicity offices to func- Nine
Hollywood — Nine new pictures go
tion under Col. Jock Lawrence, who
into production
this week, making
total of 41 shooting.
goes on the Army's inactive list.

•q.sia tiOTi),onpoj:<j

*d 'M

Columbia After
is reported
Too?
"Snafu,"discussin;
I Columbia
the acquisition of the film rights t
"Snafu," the George Abbott produc
|tion.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
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•UEL EMERGENCY MAY STAY ALL WI
:Carolina Exhibs.Defeat Proposed 3 Per Cent Levy
* sgislative Committee
iduces Legislature to
trike out the Tax
Charlotte, N. C— T. A. Little and
rs. Walter Griffith, members of the
gislative committee of the Theater
ivners of North and South Carola, Inc., won the fight to prevent
e North Carolina legislature, now
session at Raleigh, from levying a
per cent gross receipts tax on theers.
As spokesman
for the theaters,
(ConHnued on Page 13)

%we!l, EBF Prexy;
4(Clinto(k on Board
If Chicago — E. H. Powell, president
f the Encyclopaedia Britannica, has
een elected president of Encycloaedia Britannica Films, Inc., and
ir. Miller McClintock, formerly preslent of Mutual Broadcasting, and
(ConHnued on Page 9)

'C Franchise Holders
Appoint Liaison Com.
St. Louis — An executive
commitee to serve as contact between the
ome
office of Film
Classics,
Inc.,
(Continued on Page 9)

"Friend FUcka'' To
flint Is ... a Camlle!
Springfield, III. — Sure that he was
killing three birds with one stone, —
(1) brightening' the marquee, (2)
preserving public safety, and (3)

FUEL CRISIS BULLETINS

Situation "Nip and Tuck"

Cleveland Closes One, Two Days

Sy 0. — Mayor Thcmas A. Burke yesterday accepted the proposal submitted by
Cleveland,
SAM BERNS
FILM ByDAILY
Stajf Writer
Ernest Schwartz, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, that local theaters close one and two days a week on a voluntary basis to conserve fuel. Nabes closed
Although
the
effect
of the 72yesterday, remain dark tcady. Downtown houses close today. Agreement with Mayor
nour Embargo order, which was
will be on a week-to-week basis. A further meeting of exhibitors and the Mayor is
set for today.
Hfted at 12:01 a.m. this mornracuse Closed for Week
Syracuse — All places of amusement,
including moving
picture houses, public buildngs, schools, cafes, night clubs, and stores not devoted to selling food and drugs, are closed
(Continued on Page 12)

Flat Rental Ceiling

Bruen, Poole to See
Berge, Wright Today

City Fuel Administrator, in an exclusive interview told THE Film
Daily yesterday that a state of
emergency would more than likely
exist thi'oughout the Winter, since
there is not enough domestic coal

From RKO Footage

"Dimes" Coin Up 20-30%;
Circuits Extend Drive
Partial reports reaching national
"Dimes" headquarters here showed
yesterday that the first four days of
the campaign ran 20-30 per cent
ahead of last year's correspondingspan. Brandt chain, Harry Brandt
said, is collecting about 33 1-3 per
(Continued on Page 13)

Capra,

Five Areas to Escape
"Brownout" Restrictions
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB announces
"brownout" exemptions starting
Feb. 1 for five of nation's areas, including parts of upper New York
State, Pacific northwest and most
of Texas, but denied appeals of
(Continued on Page 13)

Will Produce

Join to Organize New Company

Amusement Co.'s general manager,
hit on idea of hanging kerosene lan-

Nazis
Greek Destroy
Offices; Warners'
Films Safe

terns, put candles in 'em (the type
used by plumbers and in election
booths), and the marquee and his
world will be bright again from Feb.
1 onward.

ing, restricting the shipment of
bituminous coal, anthracite and
coke, was not felt immediately here,
Commissioner Edwin A. Salmon,

available for the Winter's consumption.
In accordance with the directive
Film theaters, for the reason that
Hugh Bruen and Robert Poole of
issued Saturday by Mayor F. H. Lathey are classed as commercial prop- the Independent Theater Owners of
(Continued on Page 12)
erties, will come under the simpli- Southern California, who attended
fied legislation aiined at clamping the Allied board meeting in Columa flat ceiling on rentals for retail
bus last week as observers, will conand wholesale establishments as well
fer with Wendell Berge and Robert
as office buildings, and would omit L. Wright of the Depai-tment of
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 121

solving problem of WPB's "brownout" crder reducing marquee lighting to one 60-watt bulb, effective
Feb. 1— , John Giachetto, Frisina

terns at his Roxy here. "Oh, no!,"
screamed the local ration board, "Kerosene is rationed!" Refusing to be
torpedoed, John bought a dozen lan-

Not Enough Coal Available
Warns City Fuel Head; Oil

M'cst

Coast

Bureau

on the Coast
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Col. Frank Capra, upon termination of his Army tour of
duty, will team up with Lt. Col. SamAll Warners offices in Greece were
uel J. Briskin, who recently went
demolished and burned by the Ger- on the Army's inactive list, to establish a new producing company.
mans before they pulled out of the
The
company,
as yet unnamed,
country, according to word just received by the company. Contents will produce one personally directed
of film vaults, however, were undam- Capra picture annually, and several
productions
under
aged, the brief cable message indi- other additional
cated.
(Continued on Page 13)

Two films, possibly three, one of
them in Technicolor, will be produced
independently by Orson Welles from
footage shot by him three years ago
(Continued on Page 13)

New Electric Machine
As Film Jury System
A device that applies science to
the production
and distribution of
motion
pictures
was
presented to
(Continued on Page 13)

iVcM? YorU

Salesmen

Pledge Guild Move
Film salesmen of seven of the
major distributing companies met at
the Capitol Hotel Saturday and
pledged themselves to the formation
of a Guild. Temporary officers were
elected and a guidance crmmittee
composed of a representative from
each company was selected, it was
reported here yesterday.
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Am. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Columbia Picts pfd.. .
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,
ParamountInc
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20th Century-Fox
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner Bros
Monogram Picts. .
Radio-Keith
cvs.
.,.
Sonotone
Corp
Techncolor
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts

29)

l'/2

Net
High
Low
Close, Chg.
18'/4
I8I/4
I81/4 +
1/4
49
6

49
6

49
6

313/4

311/4

311/2

237/8

283/4

237/8

751/2
291/8
9
927/8
281/8
351/4
31/4
141/8
13/8
3%

75
283/4
9
921/8
277/8
343/4

75 —
29 —
9
925/8 _
28
351/4

41/8
231/2
21

3/4
i/s
1/4

137/8 14
+
1/8
31/4 31/4
l'/4 13/8
33/8 31/2
231/4 231/2 —
1/4
4
4—1/8
207/8 21
—
1/8

"Song to Remember" First
Columbia Film on % Only
Columbia will sell "A Song to Remember" exclusively on percentage
terms, thus setting a company precedent, A. Montague, general sales
manager, announced yesterday.

REEVES
SOUND
1600

BROADWAY,

STUDIOS,
N. Y. 19

INC.

Circle 6-6686

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

St. Louis Exhibs. Will
Study 'Brownout' Effects
St. Louis — Local exhibitors have
voted to go along with the recent
directive reducing outdoor lighting
effective Feb. 1, but have named a
special committee to study the situation and make any suggestions the
actual conditions may warrant, especially to safeguard against bandits and accidents. The committee
includes Lou Ansell, Henry Halloway, A. D. Pappas and Paul Krue-

'Brownout" in Cleveland

_^^^

MARKET

A definite date for the start of
negotiations between the film processors and the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local
702, lATSE, for new contracts replacing those expiring on March 10
is expected to be set by Friday. The
employers last week asked ttiat conferences start on Feb. 15. Yesterday the union pressed for an earlier
date at a conference with a representative of the lATSE and Frank
LeGrand, chairman of the laboratories' negotiating committee. At
the meeting the union demanded that
sessions be held consecutively until
both sides reach an accord on the
terms of a new agreement.

ger.Cleveland — On account of the
critical coal situation, local theaters
anticipating the Government Feb.
1 order voluntarily instituted the
"brownout" starting Saturday.

Fly and Austrian Will
Address Tele Press Club
James Lawrence Fly, former FCC
chairman, and Ralph Austrian, executive vice-px'esident of RKO Television, will speak at the next monthly luncheon-meeting
of the
Television Press Club of ' New
York,
at
the Hotel Sheraton, Feb. 6. Fly
will discuss the allocation proposals
recently made public by the FCC in
Washington. Austrian will cover
the merchandising problems of retailers as they may affect the postwar sale of television receivers.

DAILY

NSS Rushes Trailer
On Solid Fuel Crisis
Herman Robbins, president of National Screen Service, corralled an
emergency crew of artists and laboratory workers Saturday when Joe
Vogel,
in charge
of Loew's
town houses,
and Harry
Brandt,out-ofITOA
chief, called him regarding the current solid fuel shortage. The crew
worked all night and 500 prints of
a brief trailer message from the Mayor on the urgency of saving fuel
were ready for distribution Sunday
morning to all New York theaters.
Circuit managers were instructed to
pick up trailers and handle as a spot
news special.
Asked who was going to pay for
these trailers, Robbins said he hadn't
thought about that since everything
seemed secondary to the importance
of getting the "crisis" message on
the screens.

COmmC and GOIIK
SAMUEL

GCLDWYN

arrived yesterday tron

Coast.
COL. H. A. COLE goes to Philadelphia todl
HUGH BRUEN and BOB POOLE returned t|
Coast yesterday via Washington.
DON HENSHAW, member of the Canadian!
Finance
Committee,
arrived in Hollywood
Toronto
to work
with the WAC
and 20t|'|
on a film subject for the Eighth Canadan'l
tory Loan.
terday.
HUMPHREY BOCART arrived in New York|
BARBARA

STANWYCK,

is back

in

New

for a week's stay before returning to the C
to start work in her next Warners' picture.
WILL YOLEN, Warners' special events man
turns to Macon, Ca., from New York toda
resume on the advance campaign for pren
of "Cod Is My Co-Pilot."
ERNEST
HAYCOX, to
author
of with
'Trail Jules
Town,'U
rived
in Hollywood
confer
UA producer who will put this Western n
on the screen.
PFC. BOB SHAW, formerly of the Essaness N
Center Theater, is back in Chicago on a 30
furlough after two years in the South Pacific
MRS.

PHILIP

SASLAU,

of Fishman Thea

WB Spending $200,000

New
Naomi, Haven,
at the

Extra on "Hotel Berlin"

NATE
SCHULTZ,
Cleveland
Monogram
chise owner, is in New York this week.

A newspaper and trade paper advertising budget that will exceed
normal expenditures by $200,000 is
announced by Warners for "Hotel
Berlin," which Jack L. Warner is
rushing for release to take advantage of its timeliness.
With Russian units nearing the
German capital, "Hotel Berlin" is
expected to be as well-timed as
"Casablanca." Warners are plotting a New York showing within a
month, 'mieres
while
prein ninesimultaneous
American towns
named Berlin will be held. The nine
native Berlins are located in New
York, New Jersey, Alabama, Georgia, Maryland, Massachusetts, North
Dakota, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.
In addition to the special advertising budget for newspapers and
trade publications, exploitation funds
have been ear-marked for key city
campaigns by the Warner field men,
who will start out this week.

S/SGT.
JACK
CANTWELL,
assistant
man,|
at the Parma
Theater,
Cleveland,
0.,
lough having served two and a half years in l|
Guinea.

Richardson
Leaving "U";
Buys Astor Franchise

New Orleans — William H. "Snake"
Richardson, Universal branch manager here, has resigned and has purMetro to Get Pottery
chased the Astor Pictures franchise
Until Equity Hearing
in Atlanta from N. E. Savini,
brother of R. M. Savini, Astor presCleveland, O. — By agreement
Richai'dson formerly was
reached yesterday in District Judge Universal ident.
manager in Atlanta prior
to
his
transfer
to New Orleans last
Robert N. Wilkins' chambers, W. S.
George Pottery Co. of East Palestine
will continue delivery of current continuity contracts to Metro Premium
Talks in Capital
until the equity hearing is heard in Coe
year.
late February. The pottery com- Today on Pix in War
pany had notified Metro that deliveries would cease after Jan. 31. WasJiiiififoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Charles Francis Coe,
Savini on Advisory Com.
counsel for MPPDA, will talk on
Robert M. Savini, president of As- movies at war today at a luncheon
tor Pictures Corp., has been named of the Washington Advertising Club.
to the Motion Picture Industry Ad- The luncheon will be to salute the
visory Committee of the War Pro- industry for its outstanding contribution to the war.
duction Board.

is
visit'ngof with
her daugl
University
Kentucky.

S. GOLDFINGER, Western director, Telen
Theater, has returned to Chicago after a sv|
around the Central States.
JACK PRICE, New York premium special
was a Chicago visitor.
JOHN FONTAINE was a week-end arrival h
FRANK
McHUCH
has returned
from a U
Camp Shows tour.
VICTOR JORY has arrived from Florida.
Thursday.
ALBERT DEKKER is due here from the Cil
LT. ROBERT R. TAYLOR,
York visitor for the week.

USNR,

is a hy

LOUIS BROMFIELD
is expected today.
WILLIAM GLEICHER of Metro sales dc
arrives today in Atlanta from Kansas City.
CHARLES
KESSNICK
is due in Atlanta
toe
JOE ROBERTS, of Vanguard Films publi.
staff, is in Cleveland in connection with '
M. SAVINI,
Astor Pictures president,
Be R.Seeing
You."
turned yesterday from the Coast and the Sou
THOMAS BAIRD, Director, Film Division, E
fish Information Services, has returned from H
lywood, where he went to complete arrangeme
with Technicolor for the printing of "West
ALAN LADD, accompanied by his wife, S
CAROL, arrived in Washington from Hollywi
yesterday to attend the President's IBall.
Approaches."
EMIL STERN, Essaness prexy, Chicago, i
gone to Springfield, Mo., where his son, Lii
tenant Stern, is hospitalized.
MRS, SPENCER TRACY, wife of the film st
Hearing.
addressed the Chicago Society for the Hard

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

GCF.
Presents

THE LUSTIEST MELOORAMA Sm SET
TO. LAII6BTER. SONfiS AND T
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RANDOLFH SCOTT
Who

runs Gc-ntleman
Jack's Saloon
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DINAH SBORE

6YPSY ROSE LEE
Queen of thfe dance
hoH darlings

Songbird of
Frozen Nr-

[jmi^i^i^lilVLitlilli
a// ^OKin6 in the luckiest strike of sensational
screen entertainment discovered in years I *^.
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BOB BURNS
Slickest of
the slickers

J.

CHARLES WINNIN6ER
Biggest boom in
bia-boom town

WILLIAM MARSHALL
'88 model

Juke Box Charlie
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UINN ^WILLIAMS.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
He does card tricks

FLORENCE BATES
Lody in Waiting
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to more than 100,000,000 readers throul

striking full-color ads in National and F]
Magazines and Sundii
Newspaper Comi
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LIFE, LIBERTY,
METROPOLITAN
PARENTS MAGAZIN'
SUNDAY COMIC
CROUP anc/f/ie
ENTIRE LIST OF
jFANMACAZINES...
Also backed by national rau
INTERNATIONAL
PICTURES,

INC. presents

RANDOLPH SCOTT- GYPSY ROSE LEE
DINAH SHORE
BOB BURNS.

BEllE oFTHE YUKON
Produced and Directed by WILLIAM

A. SEITER

w,,h CHARLES WINNINGER
,
*

:. picture by Bing Crosby c
ill
I Dinah Shore.

.
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WILLIAM MARSHALL • GLJINN
BIG BOV WILLIAMS
^^«<^y(//<^*^^^
ROBERT ARMSTRONG ■ FLORENCE BATES • Wmien lo- the
/^^^^^^/t/y
scwi. Dy JAMES EDWARD GRANT ■ Siory by Houston Branch
I .,
f/>/ii^
Music and Lyrics by JOHNNY BURKE and JIMMY VAN HEUSEN
/lA'
Released by RKO Radio Picluies. Inc.

. record and sheet-music tieji
! including Dinah Shore and li
Burns in their own radio sh(||f
and recorded numbers frl
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Powell. EBF Prexy;

a! Rental Ceiling
iCcntinued from Page 1)
clause in the present law which
Ijiits landlords to seek court setlents of rent increases, Sen. Lazis Joseph (D., the Bronx) told
E Film Daily yesterday before
departure for Albany. He said
,t the legislation will be sought
ore the end of April, which time
rks the expiration of many leases,
.'he present law, which was passed
t week, setting a 15 per cent
rease over rents of March 1,
3, on some commercial space, but
luding offices, was, he said, amuous and incomplete. A rent
trol bill, he added, should cover
commercial space, all properties
now under OPA regulations.
f the Stephens committee, sponof the present law, asks the
late for extension of its life^
ough '45, Joseph will argue, he
i, for termination of the Steph„ committee by March 15, and urge
t the committee investigate unulated commercial rents and ret on fairness of the 15 per cent
ire which is causing a storm of
iplaints from landlords. Then
will introduce the simplified rent
trol bill.

/ Franchise Holders
}point Liaison Com.
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
1 the franchise owners was apnted at a meeting of franchise
ders here over the week-end.
>Jamed to the committee were Al■t Bezel, Detroit; Bert Stearn,
tsburgh; J. F. White, Jr., Charte; Arthur Lockwood, Boston;
e'ph Wolf, Minneapolis, and Sam
leeler, Washington.
E. Goldhammer, president, told
: gathering, which represented 80
cent of the exchange men, that
company had been assured its
)per quota of raw stock and that
angements had been made for
)mpt handling of advertising ac.sories for its pictures.

tes Held for Neville

f3k

funeral service for Harry
ville, 77, veteran of the stage and
I'lio who died Thursday, was held
terday in the Little Church
ound The Corner. He recently apared
with
Ethel
Barrymore
in
it" mbezzled Heaven."

m^ mmm
Gradwell
E. V.

ni

January
30
L. Sears
Oscar
Serlln
Richards
C. C. Burr
Dorothy
Maloney

on

(Continued from Page 1)

•

•

• ODDS AND ENDS: Very efJective
Meaning that brochure just published by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation to chronicle

America's
reception of 20th-Fox's great screen biog, "Wilson"
A
digest of early editorial and critical comment on the pic, the brochure
is bound to be business-building
across the country
Incidentally,
it might be
eligible pix
request of
year after

of
in
the
it

interest to note that "Wilson" was not included among
The Film Daily's 1944 "Ten Best" contest at the specific
company
It will, of course, be a contender this
attains its maximum playing time. . . • Vanguard

Films is now located at 400 Madison Ave. . . • Para.'s "Here Come
the Waves," in the first group ol major key city engagements is
equalling or exceeding grosses rolled up by "The Story ol Dr. Wassell."
• Didja know that during the Sixth War Loan Drive 210 regular and
junior Bond Premieres in the New England area netted a total sale of
515,168,588?
T
▼
T
• • • OFF THE CUFF: You're wrong— there IS something neiu
under the sun. . . Conies Zeb Epstin, \ew York Strand's managing
director, to report that not only did "Objective, Burma" set a new
house record for the regular iveek-end, but that the turnaivay also
gave the Strand a similar new high -water mark. . . • Mady Christians joins the faculty of Columbia University to give a course, the
study of rules and scenes at the July 2nd Su/tnner session. . . • Two
more Hollywood players, Margaret Kayes and Gene Lockhart, have been
lured East to grace Broadway
They'll be seen in "Happily Ever
.4fter," neu< comedy
by Donald
Kirkley and Howard
Burman.
. .
• ]\'Iien Hariy J. Martin takes over as Universal's New Haven branch
manager on Thursday, it will be just 14 years to the day he originally
joined -"U"
Harry started as a booker in Boston on February 1,
1931. . . • Lawrence Tibbett will substitute as m.c. of the Texaco
Star Theater for five Sundays, starting March 4, while James Melton is
on a concert tour

▼
• • • HOLLYWOOD

▼

T

ECHOES: John Meehan will do the screenplay of

"Green Dolphin Street," Elizabeth Goudge novel, which Carey Wilson will
produce for Metro. . . • RKO has loaned Emory Pamell to 20th-Fox for
the musicalized "State Fair.". . • Warners has renewed the contract of director, Robert Florey. . . • Dana Andrews will play oposite Gene Tierney in the 20th-Fox screen version, "Leave Her to Heaven"
by Ben Ames Williams. . . • Gladys Cooper joins the cast of "Eajly
to Bed" at Metro. . . • Hal Wallis will co-star Ann Richards in "The
Crying Sisters.". . • Lillian Gish has been cast opposite Lionel Barrymore in David O. Selznick's "Duel in the Sun.". . • Walter Abel,
on the completion of "Kiss and Tell" at Columbia, plans a return to
Broadway in a play which he, himself, will produce. . . • Charles

Dr. V. C. Arnspiger, have been elected to the board, it was announced
last night by William B. Benton,
board chairman. Dr Arnspiger is an
EBF vice-president. Dr. McClintock
has also been retained as EBF spe! eial consultant.
I Three other new officers of the company are S. R. Fuller, treasurer; J.
; A. Brill, assistant secretary; and
C. F. Hansen, who was elected to
the newly created office of controljler. W. G. Tams, formerly assistant
secretary, was made secretary df the
company.
Other officers are Dr. Arnspiger,
vice-president; and J. F. Hyde, assistant treasurer.
Other
members
: of the EBF board include:
Chester Bowles, OPA administrator; Marshall Field, publisher; Richard de Rochemont, producer of "The
of Time"; Paul
Wallace
Harri!jMarch
son, architect;
G. K.
Hoffman,
president of Studebaker; Ernest
Hopkins, president of Dartmouth;
Robert M. Hutchins, president of
the University of Chicago; Powell; Raymond Rubicam, president of
Young and Rubicam; Beardsley
Ruml, treasurer of R. H. Macy; Harry Scherman,
president
of "The
:Book-of-the-Month Club"; Wayne
G. Taylor, Under-Secretary of Comjmerce; John Grierson, commissioner
'of the National Film Board of Canada; and E. E. Shumaker.

M-G-M's Second Annual
Novel Award Getting Set
M-G-M's second annual novel
award will open June 15 and close
;July 7.
Ninety-nine
books
offered in the
1944 contest
and were
an equal
' or larger number is expected this
year. First award winner was
Elizabeth Goudge

for "Green

A minimum of $125,000 will go to
phin Street."
the winning author, $175,000 maximum contingent upon sales, $25,000
to the publisher upon publication,
making a maximum possible total of
i $200,000.

Ruggles has been set in "Stolen Life" at Warners. . . • With Col.
Frank Capra disclosing plans for his own production company, the
question becomes, will he make
tasy, "The Flying Yorkshireman,"
® Gale Welheim's novel, "Never
starring vehicle at Warners. . .
will be directed by Del Lord. . .

a screen version of Eric Knight's fannow that RKO has turned it back? . . .
Let Me Go," may be a Joan Crawford
• Columbia's "B'onde from Brooklyn"
• Comedy lead in the George Jesse!

production, "Kitten on the Keys" at 20th-Fox goes to B. S. Pulley
▼
T
T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: The Portland. Ore., Junior
Chamber of Commerce has picked Jack Matluck, J. J. Parker Theaters' exec, as the city's junior first citizen for 1944. . . • Lou Anger
of the Barnum Theater, Bridgeport, Conn, is raising incubator turkeys at his farm in nearby Trumbull. , .
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

Dol-

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

G.CF.
Presents

CLAIRE

POWELL • TREVOli

m.'

^

X

OTTO KRUGER

(Tradeshown ana reviewed as "Farewell My

MIKE MAZURKI • MILES MANOER • DOUGLAS WALTON •
^c^d||^ Adrian Scott • Directed by Edward Dmytryit

"As good a piece of melodramatic 20miiiiite-egg sentimentality as the famous 'Double Indemnity'. In some
ways it is even more likeable, for
though it is far less tidy, it is more
vigorous and less slick, more resourcefully photographed and even more
successfully cast. ...
'"It handles Chandler's extremely
cinemadaptable story so well that, if
anything, it improves it in the retelling. It is the story of an indigent
Los Angeles private detective (Dick
Powell) who, for the sake of a few
spare dollars, helps a gigantic imbecile
named Moose
>

MaIloy(Mike
■
1 f ^
to
Mazurki)
If ^^ g
^
hunt down the
girl he loved when he went to jail.
In the course of the quest the detective interviews a wonderful, boozy old
floozy (Esther Howard) who could
bring Hogarth up to date. Before long
he finds himself suspected of murder
and hired by several conflicting sides
in a fight whose meaning and dimension he only gradually finds out. It
involves invaluable jade, the slaughter of a gigolo, a psychoanalytic theosophist (Otto Kruger), a charlatan
^
^1

(Ralf Harolde), an aging multimillionaire (Miles Mander) his young
wife (Claire Trevor), and her angry
stepdaughter (Anne Shirley). The
wife treats the shabby detective with
brazen cozyness, the theosophist slams
him across the chops with a pistol,
the charlatan pumps him full of dope,
the stepdaughter feeds him alternate
Scotch and scorn, and the elderly,
heartless-seeming nabob is in savagely
at the climactic kill. The hyperpituitary ex-convict, incidentally, finds his
lost lovely at last.

'"Murder, My Sweet' is done to a farethee-well by everybody from the costumer to the excellent cast. Sets that
should look threadbare have seldom
looked so rat-ridden. The neon sign
outside a crummy dive is almost too
properly defective. There is an enthusiastic appetite for everything possibly sinister about a big city and its
people. The makers of the film go
farther with their realism: they try to
make sensations and states of mind
visual. Best: the drug sequence, presenting through double exposure
an indecipherable web of
confusion and dreamlike
memory,"
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Fuel Emergency May
Stay All Winter
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
Guardia, all dealers must receive
approval of coal orders from Commissioner Salmon whose agency was
established to control the distribution of limited fuel supplies to the
various city facilities in order to
maintain services essential to the
health and welfare of the population.
The Commissioner
said that
five requests for coal was received yesterday, three from
legit, houses and two from motion picture theaters.
Forms
will be available today at all
coal dealers who will then certify the orders and file with the
City Fuel Administrator for approval or rejection.
All forms
will be acted upon within 24
hours, Salmon promised.
The Commissioner wished to caution
offenders of any directives issued by
the Mayor's
office, since the Solid
Fuels Administration,
acting under
the War Emergency Act, maintains
an enforcement division with severe
penalties imposed
on anyone
convicted of violations.
A four days' supply of coal, en
route from the mines, is on the rails
now, he added.
Questioned regarding the oil sitution, Salmon said "that too is in
a state of nip and tuck, although no
restrictions have been issued in that
direction."
In a survey of theater conditions throughout the city, cooperation with the Mayor's directive appeared to be the keynote of operation by the major
circuits and independents as well.
Managers were guaging the
house temperatures to 65 degrees and maintaining a careful
check. A climb in the thermometer during the day helped alleviate the situation somewhat.
Many houses boasted a coal
supply that would last from
seven to 15 days.
In an interview with the Mayor
on Saturday, he stressed the importance of higher priorities where
public schools and day nurseries were
concerned, and asked THE Film Daily
to caution exhibitors everywhere to
"go easy" on their supply.

FUEL CRISIS BULLETINS
(Crntinued from Page 1)

1^<

for the week by order of Health Commissioner H. Burton Doust and Mayor
nedy. Serious shortage of fuel here is due to severe snowstorms.

I homas Ken-

Tonawanda Theaters Dark
Buffalo — Houses in Tonawanda and North Tonawanda, suburbs, will be closed until
Friday under emergency directive from the mayors of both communities. Film Row is
obviously uneasy although theaters re;nain open. Mayor Joseph J. Kelly's Fuel Comnecessary.mittee is being extremely cautious, intent on ordering no more closing than actually

Philly Closings Possible
Philadelphia — No theaters have closed yet, but there is a probability that closings may
result since many houses are supposed to be working very close on coal. The Palace at
Coatesville was closed.

Close 3 Days in Canton
Canton, 0. — All houses are closing the first three days of the week, effective immediately
Local schools and department stores are not affected by the proposed cksing or curtailment order.

St. Louis Not Affected
St. Louis— Coal curtailment orders not expected to seriously affect any theaters in
this territory. A. H. Beddoe, regional representative of the SFA has modified the directive permitting delivery to those with a 15-day supply or less. Practically all theaters
here are getting coal on a week to week basis.

Circuits Close in Albany
Albany — While Warner and Fabian theaters were closed yesterday in compliance with
Mayor Harris' order, issued last Friday, it was reported that not all other houses were
dark.

Baltimore to Escape Closings
Baltimore — With a thiee weeks' coal supply on hand. Mayor McKeldin after conferring with the regional director of the Solid Fuels Administration said yesterday that
the situation was not as critical as originally suspecfed. Accordingly, theaters will remain open.

Indianapojs Plans Inventory
Indianapolis — There is no immediate danger of theater closings here. An inventory
of the city's coal supply will be taken Thursday and thereafter a daily tabulation will
be made to keep the public better informed of the local situation.

New Haven Unaffected
New Haven — The order does n t affect this territory generally since most houses are
using soft coal or oil.

Providence Delays Matinees
Boston — Although Providence operators are starting their matinees two hours later
than usual, the fuel situation in this territory is n rmal, with no closing reported. The
metropolitan area is supplied adequately with fuel, mostly oil. Other New England
states report sufficient fuel at this time. All theaters are co-operating in the brownout.

Chi. Circuits Well Supplied
Chicago — ^B & K Circuit says it has enough coal for present needs. If it gets city
deliveries, no tr. ubie is expected. Essaness Circuit spokesman said all its oil-burning
theaters were changed into coal-burners last Winter, and the circuit will have enough
heat if local deliveries hold up. Schoenstadt Circuit also reported enough coal and oil
on hand for its houses. The Warner Circuit is also well supplied. S:me smaller independents may have trouble in keeping open if the cold spell lasts too long.

Detroit Wants No Publicity

UJEDDinC BELLS
3

Bruen, Poole to See
Berge, Wright Today

Detroit — Major exhibitors strongly urge no publicity at present on the fuel situation
to avoid the limelight in hope of keeping open. Detroit theaters are showing full voluntary co-operati n with objectives of fuel saving. They established a brownout to 60
watts last night, three days in advance of national deadline. All theaters are expected

(C:ntinued from Page 1)

Justice in Washington today. Bruen
and Poole said yesterday in New
York that their parley with Berge
and Wright was strictly for the purpose of being brought up to date on
developments in the New York consent decree.
Reports that Bruen and Poole had
come East in connection with the
conciliation proposals of the late
Albert J. Law were denied. Both
men explained that their organization had operated under a conciliation plan successfully for the last
five years. They said they did not
know the full details of the Law
plan but that it could not be much
different from their own, inasmuch
as "conciliation is conciliation." Albert Law, who was counsel for
Southern California Theaters Association, died suddenly last month in
New York. He formerly was with
the ITO of Southern California.
Trustees of the Pacific Coast Conference will meet in Los Angeles in
mid-March.

Pinanski to Head Pix
7th War Loan Drive
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

I
DAILY

Washington — Formal announcement that Sam Pinanski, Boston exwill head Seventh
the theaters'
drive
for the hibitor,
coming
War Loan,
is expected at any time, now that
Ted R. Gamble is back in Washington. In addition, Harry Browning,
a Pinanski assistant, will be named
director of publicity for the picture
theaters' division.
Pinanski and Browning are expected in Washington either this
week-end or early next week to begin formulating plans for the drive
with Gamble and other Treasury officials.
Gamble will be guest of honor tomorrow at a dinner given by the National 16 mm. War Loan Committee. The committee, headed by
Horace 0. Jones, will also make its
report to the Treasury on its activities during the Sixth Loan drive
and will begin to lay plans for participaiton in the Seventh War Loan
drive.

iji

111

it

STORK REPORTS

to comply, resulting in extra saving of three days' fuel, which will contribute to the
earlier ending of the brownout. Although many exhibitors feel one light is insufficient
all are willing to cimply with war effort necessity.

Cleveland — Engagement is announced of Elaine Lois Gottlob,
daughter of Charles Gottlob, owner
Barrymore on Lux Program
of the Milo and Mt. Pleasant, to McClung, Dead End Kid, Dead
Marvin Marcus.
Hollywood — Lionel Barrymore apColumbia, S. C— Bobby McClung,
24, who played the role of Bobby
peared last night
CBS's
Lux Ra-in
dio Theater
of theon Air
program
St. John, N. B.— Patricia Fitzger- Jordan of the Dead End Kids on
ald, a member of the office staff of stage and screen, died here Saturday place of Cecil B. DeMille whose refusal to pay a $1 AFRA assessment
the 20th-Fox exchange here, was at the Columbia Hospital after a 10married to William McLaughlin.
kept him off the air.
day illness.

Syracuse, N. Y. — Spencer Steinhurst,
assistant
State has
become manager
the fatherof ofLoew's
twin
girls, named Jean and Joan.
Scranton, Pa. — Bill Warner, Comerford screening room projectionist,
and Mrs. Warner announce the birth
of a daughter.

k.
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Welles Plans 3 Pix
From RKO Footage
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
on a good-will mission to Brazil and
Mexico undertaken at RKO Radio's
expense, it was disclosed yesterday.
IThe footage, consisting of 375,000
feet of Technicolor and 90,000 of
black-and-white, was recently transferred to Welles.
The Technicolor picture, entitled
"It's All True," will be a romance
relating the history of the . samba
and the Rio de Janeiro carnival.
Welles will function as director, actor and author as well as producer,
with production scheduled to start
in late Summer and release expected
around the first of the year. A releasing deal is now being negotiated
with RKO Radio, it is understood.
The two black-and-white productions Welles has in mind are called
"My Friend Benito" and "Jangados."
It
wasn'twould
certain
whether
Welles
makeyesterday
one or both.
In
any event he will direct as well as
produce.
It was said that the productions
would aim to promote the goodneighbor policy. Jackson Leighter
will work with Welles as associate
producer.
Last night Welles was reported
making arrangements to return to
the Coast.

Capra, Briskin Form
New Producing Firm
(Continued from Page 1)

his supervision, to be directed by
top-flight directors.
Briskin will immediately open up
offices for the company in Hollywood,
and will negotiate a releasing deal,
as well as select stories and move
forward with production plans to the
point where production will commence directly Col. Capra is released from the Army.

BRIEfinGTHGDflV'SnEUJS
Steve Panora In Crash

Hughes, Sears to Miami
H'cst

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

New Milford, Conn. — Steve PanHollywood — Howard Hughes and
ora, operator of theaters in Stafford
Grad Sears leave today by air for
Springs and New Milford, was inMiami.
volved in an automobile accident in
Northford, in which his car was
smashed.
Jury's Sec'y Gets $400,000
•
London (By Cable) — Florence May
Cook, secretary to the late Sir Wil- Two Pa. Theaters Burn
liam Frederick Jury, British motion
Philadelphia — The Summit, at
picture pioneer who died last August, was bequeathed $400,000, his hClark Summit, and the Granada at
house and furniture, from his more Olyphant were destroyed by fire
than $2,000,000 estate, it was re- over the week-end. Former is opvealed in the will published Saturerated by Chester Labarre, while
day.
the latter is a Comerford house.

"Dimes" Coin Up 20-30%;
Circuits Extend Drive
(Ccnt-jnued from Page 1)

cent more than in '44, and Joseph R.
Vogel asserted that Loew's out-oftown outlets' week-end total was
$147,064 as against $126,958 last
year. C. C. Moskowitz revealed
Loew's New York stands collected
$100,860, topping the $79,743. Largest sum reported by an individual
theater is $8,628 by the Capitol,
Washington, D. C.
Jack Kirsch, Illinois co-chairman;
Sol Schwartz, RKO; Harry Kalmine,
Warner Theaters; C. C. Moskowitz
and Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's Theaters; Harry Brandt, Brandt chain;
David Weinstock, Raybon Theaters;
and Charles Skouras, Fox West
Coast, have all agreed to continue
collections an added four days where
shows do not change.
Rick Ricketson wired headquarters: "To date we are exceeding in
every situation last year's results
by The
aboutMarch
35 perof cent."
Dimes will benefit
from a doubleheader basketball game
tonight in which the Paramount Pep
Club quintet will meet the St. Simon Stock team at St. Simon Stock
Hall in the Bronx. Second game will
feature the St. Simon Stock Alpines
and the Sparks.

Check Chicago Theaters

THEATER DEALS
Harry Brandt has acquired an interest in Shubert's
Majestic
Theater
in Boston.
The Brandt
circuit
will
book the house and operate it in
partnership with Lee Shubert. Al
Naroff, a Brandt district manager,
will go to Boston as manager. Deal
becomes effective on Thursday.
Toronto, Can. — Ferris Theaters,
Ltd. has acquired the 16 mm. situations from Premier operating in
Nipigon, Red Bank, and Schreiber,
Ont., at a reported price of $4,000.
The S. M. Ferris theaters now provide 16 mm. shows at every divisional point between Toronto and
Port Arthur in which there is no
35 mm. house.

N. C. Exhibs. Deleat
% Levy Proposal

Chicago — As result of the General Clark Hotel blaze with cost 14
lives, the local Fire Department's
Fire Prevention Bureau is making
new survey of theaters and public
buildings here. Two houses, inspectors found, have permitted smoking
against city ordinance. Judges' are
levying heavy fines on violators, and
in one case ordered a short jail sentence.

C. Jay Williams Dead
C. Jay Williams, 86, veteran stage
actor, and a director of the Edison
Vitagraph in the silent film days,
died here Sunday.

Jack Fontaine Under Kniie
Pittsburgh — Jack Fontaine, Paramount employe, underwent a serious abdominal operation at Mercy
Hospital.

Five Areas to Escape
"Brownout" Restrictions

(Continued from Page 1)
Harry Buchannon of Hendersonville,
chairman of the legislative committee, showed a joint meeting of the
finance committees of the two legislative houses that such a measure
would bring to 400 per cent the increase of taxes borne by theaters of
North Carolina now as compared
with 1919.. The committee voted to
accept the amendment to the revenue bill of 1945, striking out the
proposed tax levy.

New Electric Machine
As Film Jury System
(CcnHnued

(Ccnt-inued from Page 1)
Louisiana and Oklahoma areas. Action is pending
on appeals
from
California
and
certain
Louisiana
utilities companies.
All exemptions are to June 30,
but before that date fuel use of
power companies in exempted areas,
WPB said, should be rechecked to
find if any saving of coal or other
scarce fuel could be made by slashing unnecessary lighting in last half
of '45. Areas exempted in New York
State, where power is generated hyjdroelectrically, are parts of Clinton,
I Franklin and Essex Counties, serv; ed by the City of Plattsburg, Paul
Smith's Electric Light, Power and
R. R. Co., and an isolated section
of
New York State Electric and
Gas theCorp.
Cleveland, O. — Warner theaters in
this zone have anticipated the order
to curtail outloor illumination and
have already put into efi'ect skeleton
marquee lighting. This will be further cui'tailed on Feb. 1, to conform
to whatever oi'ders are issued.

Milt Silver's Mother Dies

Funeral services for Mrs. Hannah
Silver, mother of veteran film industry promotionalist Milton Silver,
who served prominently with both
National Screen Service and Universal, will be held tomorrow at 10
a.m. in Park West Memorial Chapel,
115 West 79th St. Interment will
be private.

from Page 1)

the press yesterday by Dr. George
Gallup, president of Audience Research, Inc., at a luncheon at the
New Weston Hotel.
The device, operated electrically,
is called the Hopkins Electric Televote System. The patents are owned
by Neville Hopkins and Audience Research, Inc., has exclusive rights to
the machine, of which William Horn
is the inventor.
The machine was described by Dr.
Gallup ducer
as and
an distributor
invaluable aid
prothatto takes
much of the gambling out of film
making and selling. By the device,
according to him, it is possible to
gauge an audience's reaction to a
film long befoi'e it is released to the
public. The machine is able to record the reactions of from 40 to 200
persons at one time.
Gallup said that the machine functions as a jury system that is capable of giving the producer an accurate line on what the public wants
and doesn't want. The device records
a person's reaction to every scene
and every detail of a film. It graphs
a minute-to-minute story of an audience's reaction, according to Gallup.
Albert Sindlinger, executive vicepresident of Audience Research said
the device was valuable in providing
distributors guidance on rental terms
on the basis of advance knowledge
of an audience's reaction.
RKO Radio, Columbia, David 0.
Selznick, Walt Disney are those who
chiefly draw upon the service of the
device.

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
announces the following revised date for the

IW WK TRADE SHOWIf,
of

U

A

Thursday, Feb. 1, at 2:30 P.M.
RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New
9? York, N. Y.

M, P. Prodnction mst.
S8 W.York44th K*St« Y. 21st floor
Ylev!

The Gotham Theatre, New York, pulls
the surprise* of the current season
with U. A.'s amazing ''Mr. Emmanuel"
—acclaimed by the critics as ''one of
the best pictures of the year" and
patronized by the public with one
full house after another to a recordmaking third week!
'3rd weekend topped both
the 2nd and Tst weekends!

starring

FELIX AYLMER

with GRETA

GYNT

and

WALTER

RILLA

From a novel by Louis Golding • Directed by Horold French • Produced
William Sistrom • Released thru United Artists
ATwo

Cities Films Production Made

in London, England

by

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

GOLDWYN ATTACKS HOARDING OF RAW STOCK
Fuel Shortage to Cost Theaters $225,000 in Week
175 Theaters Now Closed
In Eastern Area; Hope
To Recoup Part of Loss
With almost 175 theater closings
affected by the cui-rent coal shortage,
approximately $225,000 in box-office
revenue will be lost this week, it
was estimated in a survey of the
territories yesterday. However, it
is hoped that a considerable portion
of this revenue will be picked up
when those theaters resume operation.
I In .Syracuse an anticipated loss of
!
(Continued on Page 6)

Vumlenherg Address at Mich. Variety Clwb'js
Banquet to Be Short-Waved to Troops Abroad
Detroit — The Michigan Variety Club installation banquet at Lou Walters'
Latin Quarter next Monday night will become of international significance with
the decision to rebroadcast it via short wave to the armed forces and to the
Allies, as well as a direct broadcast over 130 stations of the Blue Network.
All newsreel companies will cover it, and the news services are sending special
writers. The event is tendered as a tribute to Sen. Alfred H. Vandenberg who
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Washington — Liquidation of the
Standard Capital Company, a holding
company among whose directors had
been Paul G. Brown, J. Cheever Cowdin and Preston Davie, and which
(GjnHnued on Page 6)

Pdra. Theater Execs.
To Confer in 6 Keys
-•"Headed by Leonard H. Goldenson,
vice-president in charge of Paramount theater operations, a group
of department executives will leave
Sunday for conferences with the(Continued on Page 7)

Theaters ]%ot Included
In Freon Relaxation
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Despite the bettered
production of Freon, theaters continue not to be included in the list
of those industries for which Freon
is available without restriction. WPB
yesterday announced relaxation of
the controls under M-28 providing
that the gas may be used now for
any refrigeration and air conditioning
systems except "moving picture
houses" and "theaters," amusement
establishments, banks, clubs, hotels,
-restaurants, retail stores and service establishments of all kinds.

Declaring that the problem of rationing raw stock by the WPB was
more important than any previous
issue industry,
to face the
film

has given his topic as "The Seccnd Chapter" in his discussion of foreign policy,
and is expected to take on historic significance.

Samuel

John E. Flynn, Loew's Western division manager, will speak on behalf of past
chief barkers of Michigan Variety Club.

yesterday
s a i(
that the questioi

Voiuntary One-Day
Report Liquidation of tiosing, Stern Pian
Standard Capitai Co.
Washington

Says Producers Demand
A Standing Which Will
Permit Them to Survive

New Ciieclcing Setup
To Start on Apr. II

Goldwyr

to
be decided
whether
the wa.'
independentlool
producers were to

to theirment or Governto the
distributors
f o i
their raw
stock ,
He
pointed
ou.
Three of the five companies that that up to now
A voluntary one-day pel* week
closing of all theaters in New York are said to be participants in the ration cards hac
City, in view of the coal situation, new checking sei-vice, Confidential been
handed
out .
has been proposed by Jesse L. Stern, Reports, Inc., have notified Ross Fedt o
distributors SAMUEL COLDWYN
oresident of Unaffiliated Independent
eral that they will discontinue the
and not to proExhibitors, Inc., in a telegram to use of Ross service after April 1, ducers.
it was learned yesterday.
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia.
The producers,
creThe Mayor, however, has indicated
Companies that are terminating
(Continued asonthe
Pageoriginal
6)
that a one-day closing would not Ross facilities are Paramount, Universal and RKO Radio. Whether
'Continued on Page 7)
United Artists and Columbia will
follow suit has not been determined.

25-35-Cent Hourly Wage
Minimum Decreed in P. R.

San Juan, P. R. (By Air Mail)—
Minimum wages for theater emoloyes were set at 25 cents per hour
in San Juan and Rio Piedras, by the

E. Pa. Allied Elects
Board and Officers

To Air Raw Steele
Status at WPB
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Philadelphia — • Allied Independent
Washington — Full details on the
Theater owners of Eastern Pennraw stock situation will be laid besylvania
held
their
seventh
annual
Minimum W^age Board of Puerto
Rico. Employes elsewhere on the meeting yesterday with Col. H. A.
and distributors'
fore the producers
Island will receive 25 cents per hour. Cole of Texas, and Sidney Samuel- Industry
Advisory Committee tomorrow, when it meets here with two
son,
business
manager,
delivering
According
to the
Board's
(Continued
on Page
3) decree
WPB officers, Stanley Adams, Con(Continued on Page 6)
sumers Durable Goods chief, and
(Continued on Page 3)

^Ditnes^ CaMnpaign Continues
Collections Breaking All Previous Marks

Capital Birthday P.A.'s
Swell "Dimes" Collections
Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — With a score of Hollywood's brightest on hand to stimulate the collection,
Washington's
March of Dimes campaign was far
(Continued on Page 6)

I Extension

until Feb. 15 of the

' March of Dimes, which was to have
; ended today, was announced yesterday by Basil O'Connor, president of
(the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. He said receipts so
far indicated total collections breaking all previous records, but added
that bad weather had caused post(Continued on Page 3)

ITOA Board Will
Consider Rentals
Board of directors of the ITOA
tomorrow will hold a special meeting
to explore ways and means of combatting the alleged increase in film
rentals in view of the reported decrease in grosses
at theboard
association's
theaters.
The special
meeting
will be held prior to a regular membership meeting at the Hotel Astor.
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Col. Picts. pfd
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . .
East. Kodak
do pfd
Gen. Prec. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO $5 pfd
20th Century-Fox
...
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner Bros
NEW YORK
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RKO CVS
Sonotone Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts
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49 49
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George Trilling, film buyer with
the Fabian Theater circuit, re-elected
president of the Motion Picture Bookers Club, was installed along with
other newly elected ofiicers for 1945
at the qlub's sixth annual installation dinner held at the 400 Restaurant last night.
Among the guest speakers who
attended were Henry Randel, recently elected president of the New York
Film Board of Trade; Sam Rinzler,
exhibitor leader; Harry Brandt,
ITOA chief; Max Cohen, president
of the Cinema Circuit; Eugene
Picker,
Loew's; Dave
Levy,
"U"
branch manager,
and Lou
Golding,
Fabian district manager.

Neighbor'^
Policy for Fuel

Harry Brandt, industry leader, fe|t,
confident that exhibitors herp would
be a|>le to cope with tlie fuidl shortage by operating on a hand -td- mouth
basis and claimed that, if necessary,
his theaters would borrow coal from
one another to help relieve the situation. Brandt will give his ITOA members a report on the current crisis
as

well

as

suggestions

for main°

tenance at the association's meeting
tomorrow.

Showings of Uncensored
Pix In Pa. Brings Fines

London (By Cable)— E. T. Carr,
managing director of Eagle-Lion
Distributors Ltd., leaves today for
Stockholm to negotiate a distribution deal there for J. Arthur Rank.
Additionally, while in Stockholm,
Carr is expected to make a survey
of the exhibition field with a view
to acquiring outlets for British pictures handled by Rank. Carr, who
returned early this week from Paris, said yesterday that negotiations
looking to Rank's purchase of an
interest in a leading French circuit,
were still under way although nothing had been determined as yet.

Philadelphia — Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman, Pennsylvania State
Board of Censors, this week notified
theater owners and managers of the
state to make certain that all film
exhibited by them on their screens
has been approved by the board.
While exchanges both here and in
Pittsburgh have been sticking to
the letter of the law, and have been
having all their film censored by
the State Board, it has been learned
that some out-of-state distributors
who have been serving Pennsylvania
accounts have been booking film into
Pennsylvania houses without having
the reels censored. It has also been
reported that several theatermen
have been fined because of these violations, the fines starting at $25
and costs for each offense.

NT Division Presidents
To Meet on Coast Feb. 5-7

Gels to Grosset-Dunlap
To Head New Pix Division

Teddy Carr to Stockholm
On Rank Distrib. Deal

IVest Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — Reports on the past
year and the establishment of policies for the new year are listed for
the agenda at the annual meeting
of National Theaters' division presidents which will be held Feb. 5-7
at the Fox West Coast headquarters.
Charles P. Skouras will preside.
Among those scheduled to attend
the conference will be George Skouras, Spyros Skouras, Elmer Rhoden,
Rick Ricketson, Al Rosenberg, Frank
Newman, Dave Idzal, Harold Fitzgerald, and Dan Michalove.

Jack Lexy Dies in Sleep
Philadelphia — Jack Lexy, 55, Stan- Para, to Tradescreen
ley-Warner district manager, died
suddenly yesterday in his sleep. He 4th Block Feb. 16, 20
is survived by his wife and two children. Lexy was with S-W 22 years,
fourth block for 1944starting as manager with the old 45 Paramount's
and its national tradeshow dates
Stanley Company of America.
were announced yesterday by Charles
M. Reagan, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
"Bring on the Girls" will be tradeshown Feb. 16; "Salty O'Rourke,"
Feb. 20; "The Unseen," Feb. 16, and
"High Powered," Feb. 20.

COminC and Goinc
DAVID ROS^j, Parampunt's managing directe
for Great Britain, 'has arrived in London frof
the U. S.
MARY PICKFORD will arrive on the Coas
today from New York.
JACK DAVID, Detroit booker, goes to Miam
for SIX weeks Feb. 10.
OR. MILLER McCLINTOCK, former presiden
of Mutuial Broadcasting newly named to th'
board of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, is sched
uled to return from Chicago tomorrow.
JANE WYMAN
from Washington.

arrives in New

York todai

WESLEY RUCCLES, producer-director, is ei
route to New York from the Coast for a brie
visit and will then leave for London.
,
VICKI LANG, wife of producer Howard La^ng
s due to arrive in Hollywood today from Nev
York.
CHARLES BICKFORD will arrive here tomorWashington and will leave for th('
Coast rowonfromFriday.
ALFRED BLOOMINCDALE, Broadway producerl
has returned to New York from Hollywood.
MAURY GOLDSTEIN, New Haven M-G-M
branch manager, and PHIL GRAVITZ, heat
booker of the exchange, were in town yesterda)
I'or home office conferences.
LOU FORMATO,
M-G-M
braiicf'
manager,
and iBUD Philadelphia
BACHE, booker
at the
ex-:
change, returned to the Quaker City yesterda)
arter a day at the home office.
WILLIAM NEWBERY, San Francisco explolteei
For M-G-M, departed for the Coast yesterday
after 10 days here.
PETTY OFFICER JOHN SUTTON, USNR, has
arrived in New York from Washington to puli
finishing short
touches
on "Mr.
and Mrs. America,"'
atheTreasury
which
he directed.

Maj. Charles Bell Heads
GB Kalee Equipment

London (By Cable) — Maj. Charles'
Bell who, before the war, was in'
charge of Paramount's laboratory
and technical activities, has beeii
named general manager of the GB
Grosset & Dunlap, largest reprint
Kalee Equipment Co. Before his'
publishing house in the country, has recent discharge from the service
established a motion picture depart- he was a flight commander.
ment which will work jointly with
film companies in bringing out book
RKO Radio's Billings
versions of screen offerings. Ber- Near Record Figure
nard Geis is resigning as editor of
Coronet Magazine and as assistant
RKO Radio's billings for the week
editor of Esquire to serve as direc- ending Jan. 26 were the second largri
tor of the department, volumes pub- est in the history of the company,!
lished by which will bear the imprint
it was reported yesterday. The per-i
"Grosset & Dunlap Film Classics." iod also marked the opening stanza
Geis will work directly with mo- of the 1945 Ned Depinet Drive.
tion picture studio heads on the
project. He is scheduled to leave
for the Coast soon to work out a
scheme of motion picture books," according to a Grosset & Dunlap announcement.

Mondelblott Here
Jack Mandelblatt, well known in
the French motion picture industry,
has arrived in the United States to
re-enter the film business over here.
Mandelblatt is trying to communicate with friends whom he believes
are here but with whom he has lost
touch.

"Suspect" In Criterion Bow

RKO Warrants Expire Today

Universal's "The Suspect," starring Charles Laughton and Ella
Raines, starts an indefinite engagement at Loew's Criterion theater today.

RKO subscription warrants, each
entitling the holder to subscribe to
% share of RKO common for $5,
expire today. Stock now sells at
around nine.

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
45 year's experience servinf theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Wrilt for simples, prices or other inlormition.
Oeiiverir free Miine to Virginia.

INTERPDNAL

TICKET

^i

COMPANY

52 CRAFTON AVE. >^>r NtWARK. n t
Sales Offices in Principal Centers

^1
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To Air Raw l\o(k
Status al WPB

"Dimes" Campaign
Continues to Feb. 15
(Ccntinued

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

from Page 1)

I'

ponement of "Dimes" events all over
the nation.
O'Connor's
edict was
enthusiasically hailed by filmland's national
Loew's Theaters, in the first five
days of the current March of
Dimes campaign, have collected
$285,599 against 1237,961 during a
like period last year. RKO Theaters report 182,000 for five days,
which is an increase of 22 per cent
over 1944.

( headquarters here, and by showmen
in every section of the country. SevI eral state chairmen had wired, before the announcement,
suggesting
I drive's extension at least until Feb.
; 4. National Chairman Nicholas M.
Schenck then telegraphed all State
, :hairmen that it would be a splen1 did gesture to prolong the campaign.
' Harold J. Fitzgerald, Wisconsin
state chairman,
informed
Schenck
I that he has communicated with all
Wisconsin showmen urging them to
! continue collections to Feb. 4, thus
: giving the drive the advantage of
two week-ends.
It was

pointed out by many exhibitors that the infantile paralysis
fund lost a lot of money because of
attendance dip due to bad weather,
and that a few added days would
compensate for the loss.
Prompt assurances of continuing
; the drive over the week-end came
[from Harry Kalmine, WB Theaters;
Sol Schwartz, RKO; C. C. Moskowitz and Joe Vogel, Loew's; Charles
Skouras, FWC; David Weinstock,
Raybon Theaters; Max Cohen, Cin3ma Circuit; I. J. Hoffman, WB
Connecticut; Bob O'Donnell, Interstate; and Jack Kirsch, Allied Buying and Booking Circuit, Chicago.
Theaters, in many cases where
loldover attractions are being played,
are pushing the drive through an
entire second week.

^11 tat the Day's News
• • • PHOTOPLAY'S Gold Medal awards, being resumed after a
lapse of years, will be based upon three nation-wide checks made by
Dr. George Gallup's Audience Research, Inc., it was disclosed by Macfadden publications at a Sherry Netherlands
luncheon yesterday for
film company reps, and industry press editors
First sampling of
fan opinion was made in March, with subsequent canvasses in October
and December
Announcement of the award winners — most popular
picture, actress and actor — will be made on Feb. 16 when the March
issue of Photoplay hits the newsstands
Fred Sammis. Photoplay's
editor, hosted yesterday's luncheon ... • A new national bathing
queen who will be awarded $500 in Wai Bonds and the title of "Miss
Anniversary" in honor of M-G-M's Twenty-Year Anniversary will be
selected today at a luncheon which the company is holding in the College Room of the Hotel Astor
Selection will be made from photographs of the 27 finalists chosen from over 5,000 contestants who appeared in person on the stages of more than 250 theaters ... • Jane
Withers is lending her moral support to the Republic bowling team by
attending tonight's contest with the Grumman Aircraft "Hellcats," at the
Grumman Plant in Farmingdale, L. L
The Republic team consists
of Martin Pimat, Fred Habeck, Peter Andrich, Tony Morro, and Al Lyons,
with Ted Gaski as reserve ... • Over 35 members of the Writers'
War Board were guests of Producer Richard de Rochemont at a special
screening of MOT's "Report on Italy"

T

T

▼

• • • HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Mutual Pictures,
new producing company, has been formed by Fred MacMurray and
Leslie Fenton
Fiist picture, an untitled comedy, by Patterson Mc
Nutt, will have MacMurray starring and Fenton producing and directing UA will release ...
• Metro has acquired "Now That
April's There," a first novel by Daisy Newman
Elizabeth Taylor
will have it as a vehicle ... • Benedict Bogeaus has cast Reginald
Owen and William Farnum in the supporting cast of "Captain Kidd"
starring Charles Laughton ... • "Tomorrow Is Another Day," W. R.
Burnett's new melodramatic novel, has been bought in advance of
publication by Warners ... • Republic lias scheduled "Scotland
Yard Investigator" with a cast including C. Aubrey Smith and Erich
Von Stroheim ... # With Marforie Reynolds suspended, following
her refusal to do the picture of Pine and Thomas, Paramount has set

Three RKO Pix Click

Nancy Kelly in "Follow That Woman" ... • Julie London has been
signed to a Universal termer ... • Andrea King draws the lead in

Three RKO pictures, "Experiment
Perilous," "Tall in the Saddle" and
'None But the Lonely Heart," are
ringing up extra playing time in
tey spots, according to Robert Mochrie, sales chief. Holdovers and
moveovers have been the rule in a
majority of the situations where
they have played, with top grosses
prevailing.

Warners' "The Shadow of a Woman," replacing Alexis Smith who is
under suspension ...
# Monogram has rented the Charlie Chaplin

Um RIRTHDAY
GREETINfiS TO..
lanuary
31
Tallulah
iBankhead James SoyI*
Eddie Cantor
Donald McLcod
Richard C. Patterson, Jr.

studio for the filming of "Prison Babies"
The drama will mark
Joe Kaufman's debut as a producer ... • 20th-Fox has re-signed
Lloyd Bacon, Gene Tierney, June Haver ... • Jeanne Crain is
slated for the lead in "Maggie," Ruth McKenny -Richard Branstan original, at 20th-Fox
T
T
T
• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Frank Sinatra, now classified 4F,
faces a new physical in Jersey City on Feb. 8 . . . • Charlotte Buchwald's new comedy, now being cast for Broadway presentation, has had
a change in title
It will hit the boards yclept 'Tlease, Darling"
rather than "Sex Is Out"
RKO, which owns the screen rights, is
also partly financing . . „ • Danny Neuman, former publicity director
for the Oriental, Chicago, was wounded in action in Belgium ... • Lorraine Rognan who survived the Lisbon Clipper crash in which her partner and husband, Roy, was killed, returns to the footlights via a New
York Paramount booking February 7
T
T
▼
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR!

Lincoln V. Burrows, film head. The
situation is considerably brighter
than it was a couple of weeks ago.
Burrows said yesterday, with the
overall industry allotment probably
to top 311,000,000 linear feet of
raw stock for the present quarter.
At first it had appeared that the
industry might be cut to about 296,000,000 feet.
Allotment for the last two quartof 1944 had been about 326,000,000 ersfeet.
Burrows said he is not certain
what will be done with the newsreels, since that can be worked out
only in tomorrow's meeting. It has
been reported that the five per cent
cut predicted for the reels earlier —
about 2,750,000 feet— might be pared
down to only about 1,000,000 feet.
This would mean only an occasional
cut in newsreel length, and no sharp
drop in the number of prints.

25-35-Cent Hourly Wage
Minimum Decree in P. R.
(Ccntinued

from Page 1)

a daily wage of $1.50 is guaranteed
for employes in the first zone (San
Juan and Rio Piedras), and $1 for
those in the second zone, in the case
of
lessemployes
a day. working four hours or
Employes working more than four
hours will be paid at the hourly
rate, with double pay for overtime.
The decree establishes an eight
hour day and 40-hour week, and a
15-day yacation each year with full

Poole
Confers With Wright
pay.
On
Calif. Film Situation
Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — Robert H. Poole of
the PCCITO was closeted for over
an hour yesterday with Robert L.
Wright, special assistant to the Attorney General, and Ed Levy, assistant to the anti-trust chief, Wendell
Berge.
The discussion centered about the
exhibition and distribution situation
in California, but Wright was loath
to reveal details of the conversation.
Poole left town at once upon leaving
the Department of Justice. Hugh
Bruen of PCCITO was expected to
accompany Poole for yesterday's
session, but failed to put in an appearance.

UJEDDinC BELLS
Chicago — Marie Petrillo, daughter
of James Petrillo, AFM prexy, will
marry Capt. Francis Derosa, recently reported missing in action in the
Ardennes but later reported safe.
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Fuel Shortage Cosh
Theaters $225,000

Capital Birthday P.A/s
Swell "Dimes" Collections
(Continued from Page 1)

over the 1944 record with more than
24 hours to go. Yesterday morning,
(Continued from Page 1)
with the hotel balls still to come
$16,000 at the State Theater alone, and numerous appearances about
where "Meet Me In St. Louis" had town by the stars, the total was
opened, was pointed out by Joe
nearing $250,000 — while last year's
Vogel, head of Loew's out-of-town total was only about $180,000.
houses. Vogel also expressed belief
Eight
hundred of
Washington's
that in cities such as Cleveland where most
distinguished
figures
were on
first-run houses have agreed to stay hand last night at the Mayflower
closed on Tuesdays and the subse- for the swank birthday dinner, which
quents on Mondays and Tuesdays, preceded the appearance of the stars
the regular patronage on those days
would be lost with only a small per- at midnight shows at Warner's Earle,
and Lichtman's Howcentage catching the show on an- Loew's ard.Capitol,
The "Man Who Came to Dinother day.
ner," Monty WooUey, came late beFurther New York State closings
cause of slow connections, and Linda
reported were scheduled for mid- Darnell was ill. She was the only
night yesterday in Malone, as well absentee, however, with the rest of
as two houses in Geneva and three the troupe including the following:
in Auburn. It is expected that a
Gene Kelly, Kay Kyser, Margaret
directive will be issued to close the
O'Brien,
George Carroll, Myrna Loy,
houses in Buffalo today.
Veronica Lake, James Wyman,
With ample coal in St. Louis, George Murphy, Susanna Foster,
Mayor Kaufman said: "I do not con- Allan Ladd, Sue Carol, Charles Bicktemplate taking any action at this
Ella Logan, Hal Mclntyre, and
time under the authority granted to ford,
Gale Storm.
mayors, since local conditions do
not warrant closing of amusement
and educational places as has been E. Pa. Allied Elects
Board and Officers
done in some Eastern cities."

Buffalo Mayor Orders
Office Heat at 55-60°
Buffalo — The supply of fuel became so critically low here yesterday
as a result of a long tieup of railroad freight that Mayor Joseph J.
Kelly, invoking drastic emergency
powers, ordered heat reduced to 55
or 60 degrees in practically every
building beginning 12:01 a.m. tomorrow. Saturdays will be "heatless days" in most office buildings.
Motion picture houses and theaters will receive no fuel except in
an amount sufficient to maintain a
temperature of 55 thereby preventing freezing of pipes or other damage to property.
The order applies until further
notice to all buildings heated by
soft or hard coal, coke, gas or
fuel oil.

Dewey Declares a State
Of Emergency Over Fuel

(Continued from Page 1)
a joint report on the recent Columbus, Ohio, meeting. Abram F. Myers
was unable to attend due to illness.
Following various reports of officers, including a Caravan report, the
following were elected to the board
of governors for the three-year term:
Ben Fertel, Milton Rogasner, Morris
Wax, from Philadelphia; and for
the three-year term, Joe Conway,
Jack Greenberg from upstate Pennsylvania; and for the two-year term
to fill a vacancy Martin B. Ellis,
from Philadelphia; for alternate governors for one year, George L. Ickes,
Thomas Lazarick, George Riester,
Lester Stallman and Max Korr.
The following officers were elected
by the board of governors: Sidney
Samuelson, general manager; Ben
Fertel, treasurer; E. B. Gregory,
secretary; Joe Conway, chairman of
finance; Harry Chertcoff, national
director; and George Ickes and Morris Wax, alternates.
An assessment was passed to defray Caravan expenses for another

WAR

SERVICE

. . on the Film Frimt

(Continued from Page 1)
Rochester — A range-finder utilizing new
optical principles for fire control of 40 mm.
anti-aircraft guns used against low-level
attackers is expected to increase deadly
accuracy of these American weapons, according to Col. Frank J. Atwood, chief of
Rochester Ordnance District, and Thomas J.
Hargrave, president of Eastman Kodak,
originator of the new device. Now in production here, the range-finder may prove
of use against some types of robot bombs.

Report Liquidalion of
Standard Capital Co.
(Continued from Page 1$
had held 26,500 shares of Universal
common and warrants for 111,283
shares of Universal common, was
reported this morning by the SEC.
Brown was shown to have acquired
an additional 3,422 shares of the
common and 8,672 warrants, raising
his holding of the stock to 20,022
shares. He has no other warrants.
The monthly SEC report also
shows Cowdin acquiring 6,787 additional shares of the common, raising
his holdings to 11,637 shares. He
also took over 62,316 warrants for
common, now holding 77,316.
Through the Cheever Corp., Cowdin acquired control of another 427
shares of common and warrants for
1,084. The corporation now holds
527 shares of common and the 1,084
warrants purchased last month. The
Whitehall Securities Corporation, of
which Cowdin is also a director, held
no Universal stock or warrants until
last month, when it purchased 1,413
shares of the common and warrants
for 3,578 shares.
Preston Davie acquired 989 shares
of the common, swelling his holdings to 4,489, and 2,720 warrants
for common — of which he had held
none. Charles Prutzman, who holds
7,000 shares of common, picked up
warrants for an additional 3,000
shares, raising his holdings of warrants to 15,300. William A. Scully
sold and bought 800 shares of the
common, retaining 100, and purchased 3,000 warrants now holding
14,700 warrants. Joseph Seidelman
also
3,000 warrants — which
is allbought
he holds.

Albany — Declaring a state of
emergency throughout New York,
Governor Dewey yesterday mobilized all State agencies, departments
The meeting was preceded by
of state government, including State
luncheon served in the Allied offices.
Guard and civil protection units to year.
combat the crisis created by the snow
congestion, coal and food shortage. deliveries were restricted to homes,
No relief appears in sight for 10 hospitals, food and drug stores, ho- PRC Moves in Omaha
tels and war plants.
days, it was said.
In Albany, coal
Omaha — Removal of the PRC ofWhat theaters are open and where
fice here to Room 8 of the Film Row
depends entirely to date on orders
issued by local officials. In Albany Building has been announced by
none or open.
Branch Manager Harry Rogers. Redecoration has been completed in the
II PM. Closing Hour
new and larger quarters.

STORK REPORTS

Decreed in Springfield

Omaha — A boy, Merril Rex, was
Springfield, Mass. — Threatening to
born to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jacobson revoke licenses unless rules are comin Chicago. Mother worked at RKO
plied with. Mayor J. Albin Anderson,
exchange here for a number of Jr., has ordered 11 p.m. closings of
years.
public places, including theaters, and

GoldwynHitsHoardir
Of Film Raw Stock

ators of the industry, demand
standing which will permit them
survive, he said.
Goldwyn insis;
that no longer do the producers
tend to remain subservient to 1
dstributors who, by holding rati
cards, have in many cases possesji i
the power of life or death over
independent producer.
In highlig^
ing his argument, he said that nev
print, the other great medium
public expression, had been ration!
to the publishers and not to t
wholesalers
and distributors.
The Producers' Complaint
The producers realize there is
war emergency and they are 4
complaining because there is i
enough raw stock to go arouj
Goldwyn said. However, he c<
tinned, producers do complain tl!
during a war the vast accumu; If
tions of finished films by the pi;
ducer-distributor combinations is
effect a most dangerous and unsou
hoarding. He asserted that soi
of those
for
a yearfilms
or had
more.been stored aw'
"We must prevent these accum
lations and recognize that in eff<!
they constitute a hoarding that w
strangle the creative efforts of t'
independent
producer
at theof ve't
time
when the
importance
independent producer in this indv
try is greater than it has ev
been," he said.
Goldwyn said that an importa
further point was that the purpo
of film rationing was the public a:
for the public interest and that
it the independent producer had
great stake and the public had
great stake in the independent pi
ducer.
The last point, Goldwyn said,
that raw stock should be made ava
able in increasing quantities for t
distribution in the United States
pictures made in England and oth
foreign countries, and that an ho
est realization of the place of fill
in international understanding ai
in commerce would dictate this
basic and essential.

HI

Industry Advisory Com. to
Get Raw Stock Quotas

The film companies are slated
be
informedtomorrow
as to their
allocations
whenrawthe stoM *
tion Picture Industry Advisory Cor
mittee meets with WPB officials
Washington.
Among those who are expected
attend the session in the Social Sej]
urity Bldg. are N. Peter Rathvo!
RKO; Barney Balaban, Paramoun
Jack Cohn, Columbia; W. C. Mich<
20th Century-Fox; James Mulve
Samuel Goldwyn Productions; R(
maintenance
of temperatures
not Disney, Walt Disney Enterprise
exceeding 68 degrees.
Grad Sears, United Artists; Nt
Theaters are dropping between- Agnew, Vanguard; William Kell
show breaks, with runoffs stepped
M-G-M; John J, O'Connor, Unive
up.
sal; Walter Titus, Republic.

J

m
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oluntary One-Day
losing, Stern Plan

BRIEfinC THE DftV'S DEUIS

I
(Continued from Page 1)
Ive the problem as the fires would
ill have to be kept going and
at, if they were allowed to go
t, it would require a larger
lount of coal to get up steam again,
nether Stern's suggestion will
iterialize remains problematical
itil the situation becomes more

ute.

xra. Theater Execs.
|> Confer in 6 Keys

i
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Would Repeol Ohio Tax
Columbusi 0.:7-Bep. Paul H. Ballard, of Jackson County, has introduced a measure in the Ohio House
of Representatives, to repeal the
amusement tax which last year netted slightly more than $2,500,000.
The bill is believed to be the initial
step to permit local taxing authorities to levy and collect their own
taxes in a field now pre-empted by
the State.
•

Metro Breaks Loop Jam

Chicago — In a move to relieve the
Loop product jam, M-G-M will open
r partners and associates in six "Mrs. Partington," "Meet Me in St.
y cities, with Hollywood their des- Louis" and "The Thin Man Comes
fation. Gk)ldenson will be accom- Home," in B & K Loop houses in
iHied by Edward L. Hyman, Max February.
Herman and Joseph Kinsky. They
•
Jl be joined in Hollywood by R. M.
^^sitman, managing director of the Cohen's Booking Record
Detroit — Milton E. Cohen, manager
;]oadway Paramount.
, Meetings
on important
business of the RKO exchange, has set something like a record, this week, with
:titters will be held in Detroit, Feb.
[( Chicago, Feb. 6; Salt Lake City, four first-run bookings set to play
Jb. 8; Los Angeles, Feb. 13. Fel- day and date: "Casanova Brown" at
Iman, Hyman and Kinsky will hold the Michigan, "The Princess and
J meeting in San Francisco follow- the Pirate," at the Hughes Down? the Salt Lake City meeting,
town, "Bride by Mistake" at the
lile Goldenson will go direct to Broadway-Capitol, and "None But
iS Angeles.
The gn^oup will stop the Lonely Heart" at the United
i Phoenix, Ariz., on the return trip. Artists.
(Continued from Page 1)

"Let Films Precede
Trade," Urges Coe
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Metro
Showing
M-G-M's
"Keep"Dry"
Your Powder

Washington — If the motion picture
Dry," will be tradeshown generally
in all exchange centers on Feb. 21, "ever perishes as an industry, cerwith the lone exception of Omaha,
it must shrivel as an art,"
which will screen the picture Feb. Charles tainlyFrancis
Coe, MPPDA coun19. No release date has been set.
sel told the Washington Advertising
•
Club yesterday during a luncheon
Para. Frisco Parley Ends
San Francisco — First of a series meeting at the Hotel Statler. Before a large audience sprinkled with
of two-day Paramount district sales
meetings ended here yesterday with Government officials and members
Charles M. Reagan presiding. Rea- of Congress, Coe spoke of the imgan and George A. Smith, Western
portance of pix as an aid to world
division manager, discussed sales
plans and product which they had trade and post-war prosperity.
seen at the studio. Claude Lee
Coe said that in order to assure
talked on exhibitor relations and R. use of the markets to provide 60
M. Gillham outlined advance advermillion jobs after the war, the peotising and publicity projects.
ple of the world must be acquainted
with and must desire American
Quinn on Victory Loan Script
goods. There is no better way to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY stimulate this desire than through
Hollywood — Don Quinn, writer of those Hollywood films which do not
the Fibber McGee and Molly radio attempt to sell goods, but do show
program, has volunteered his ser- normal American life. These films
vices to the Hollywood Writers Mo- incidentally show the various goods
bilization to prepare for the screen which are common in all American
the treatment of the Canadian War homes — and a foreign market for
Finance Committee's two-reel Eighth which will aid in providing employment for Americans.
Victory Loan film. This subject, to
be produced as a contribution of
"Let trade follow the film," Coe
the industry by 20th Century-Fox, urged, "and let the film precede
will have an all-star cast.

trade."

"FOR

DISTINGUISHED
Tke First Hollywood

FILM

Writers Mobilization Award

"TOMORROW-THE

ACHIEVEMENT"
to ^£e>i/eM ^-^eeCiCtM^S

WORLD "

Tnis award was maae ty tne Hollywooa Writers Motilization — a group of 3500 eminent
artists ~~ to focus putlic attention on films distingulsnea for maturity of outlook as well
as sound entertainment value." We are proud tnat Tomorrow — tne Worm!" nas teen so
nignly nohorea ana we are sincere in our belief tnat you will fina in this great ana daring
picture an experience you will enjoy and long remember.
AWARDS
ANNE BAXTER
LEONARD BLOOM
JOHN CROMWELL
BETTE DAVIS
HOWARD ESTABROOK

FRANKLIN FEARING
GREER GARSON
PAUL HENREID
KATHARINE HEPBURN
JAMES HILTON

COMMITTEE
LENA HORNE
JOHN HOUSEMAN
WALTER
HUSTON
ALEXANDER
KNOX
EMMET LAVERY

KENNETH
MACGOWAN
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
DORE SCHARY
VINCENT
SHERMAN
LAMAR TROTTI
ORSON WELLES

FREDRIC

MARCH

and the sensational

*

BETTY FIELD

SKIPPY

innOMORROW-THE
with AGNES
MOOREHEAD
and

HOMEIER

WORLD!"
CARROLL

JOAN
A United Artists Release

?lfP^>i»Il'^^^^2

wounded, construction of runways, airsea rescue . . . the list goes on and on.
... In its entirety, the program constitutes a superbly effective means for

the movies' bewas He"inproce
MOSTLYfore thehewar.
ssed film in
a laboratory, or worked with sound,
animated, or edited ... in one way or
another helped make "pictures" into
"productions." That's what he's doing
now. The difference is that his peacetime productions entertained or sold,
while the productions he's turning out

Scanning combat footage

Patiently, painstakingly, they convert a wide variety of unprocessed film
from all our Air Force commands into
a long list of finished productions
(600,000 feet in a year; 111 hours of
looking and listening).
There's a weekly film digest for the
top command . . . the General Staff,
the Air Staff, the AAF departments in
Unprocessed . . . from all over the world

now are helping to win this war more
quickly and completely.
Take the movie technicians of the A AF
Combat Film Service, ^for
V example ...

Washington . . . there's a steady flow of
productions to the entire AAF . . .
Films on performance of equipment
(these show plane builders how their
planes behave in actual combat), films
on strategy and tactics, bombing techniques, films on air evacuation of the

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,

INC., D/5/r/^«/or5, Port Lee, Chicago, Hollywood

Committee

making available to every unit of the
AAF what every other unit has learned
about taking the skies away from the
Germans
One ofand the Japs.
Q series o(

advertisements

KODAK

M

'M

by

testifying to

the achievements of

the

'%3ia uoiq-onpojicl

reviews finished film

movies

at war

>Q| I -pi
,
,
Q,
•■
T
Hollywood — SPU officials have notified the producers that unless SPU is
•r W
I nrCfltSnS tO OCriKG
l OmOrrOWl
given an interim contract to cover Its members pending a final contract, the
lion members will go on strike tomorrow. SPU claims the producers have been discriminating against Its members and not complying with the
LRB order
giving SPU
jurisdiction over extras and extras doing bits, parts, songs and stunts. NLRB counsel is here conferring on producers'
>tition
to reconsider
its order.
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TEN CENTS

n FABIAN HITS ALUED WAG RESOLUTION
Drive Plans
ndusfry Meetings to Set Red Cross Sees
Allied Action as
Editorial

Scraich-'pad
. . . jottings
By CHESTER B. BAHN
UST why some folks should be surprised
that Eric A. Pohnston is favorably conpicture industry affiliation
lering motion
— it's
something more than surprising
tounding. . . .Sure, the presidency of the
S. Chamber of Commerce is a big job. . . .
t all things considered, the post Johnstm
)uld fill in this industry is as big and,
tentially, bigger. .. .You hear some folks,
0, ponder the effect of such an affiliation

on Johnstcn's political ambitions, if he
s them. .. .Well, just why should it
rt?....And, more to the point, isn't it
asonable to believe that it would help?. . .
le late, lamented Wendell L. Willkie
rtainly found identification with the instry no handicap. .. .And in the years
ead, more
than ever before, that will
the case.
One reason is the cutstanding public
rvice — military and civilian — by film men
ring these war years.... The industry
cord is a brilliant one, but remember
was made so by brilliant individual perrmances. . . .So the industry, which has
Ifen the nation a Cabinet member, a
plomatic envoy, at least one general cfer and many another key figure, yet may
avide the White House with a f:ur-year
icupant. . . .The surprise here would
not
in the event happening, but rather in
failure to materialize.

Hotel Astor Breakfast
Feb. 19 to Open Series
Of Key City Assemblies

A series of industry meetings this
month for the purpose of co-ordinating theater Red Cross activities was
■announced yesterday by N. Peter
Rathvon, national chairman. Meetings will be held in key cities in nine
districts, leading off in New York
Feb. 19 with Fred Schwartz and
Sam Rinzler presiding.
The local event will be a break(Continued on Page 5)

Masters Quits Posts
Witli Natiianson Cos.
Toronto — Resignation of Haskell
M. Masters from his posts in the
Paul Nathanson enterprises, includ'ng
general Ltd.,
managership
OdeontheTheaters,
of Canada,of
and Empire — "U" presidency,
was announced yesterday, thus confirming reports circulated for some
ime. Masters' withdrawal from
Odeon was definitely not at the re(Continued on Page 7)

Any Schaefer-Cowan Deal
On Ownership Basis
Washington

~A/HEN Charles Francis Coe urged, "Let
' trade follow the film and let the
m precede trade," in addressing the Wash;ton Advertising Club this week, it's a
l^e bet that he was doing a bit more
an just speaking to the capital's ad men
..He was talking directly to those in
!vernment concerned with post-war world
ide and the United States' position there. . .And at least indirectly he was telling
ose in Government that unless the Amerm motion picture is assured access to
e world markets, free cf unreasonable
riff and quota restrictions, U. S. exports
nerally will be handicapped with un;asant impact upon the American economy
..For, as "Socket" pointed out, the
nerican motion picture is a potent arguContinued on Page 2)

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "No deal has yet
been made for my joining Lester
Cowan's organization although nego(Continued

on

Page 4)

Hays, Film
Clayton
Talk
Marketing

Washington— Will H. Hays, head
of MPPDA, was clrseted for some
time last Saturday with Will Clayton, new Assistant Secretary of
State for economic affairs, it was
learned here yesterday. The meeting was kept quite quiet, but it is
known that Hays paid his first call
on Clayton in order to discuss film
marketing problems with him.

Harvey Day Resigns
Posts
at Terry-Toons
Resignation
of Harvey
B. Day,

"Monkey Wrench" to Gum
Up WAC's War Machine
Resolution of AUied's board of
directors recommending that the
War Activities Committee be dissolved after the
war is regarded
by Si Fabian,
chairman
of the
theaters division,
as apparent ly
"just something
for a lease
press
reand, judging by lack of
any constructive
action, was intended as a 'moneky
wrench'
gum up
warto
machine
oftheWAC,
rather than as an

vice-president and general sales
manager of Terry-Toons, and widely
known industry
implement to imveteran, was anprove our usefulSI FABIAN
nounced yesterday, effective at
Asserting
that
"this
is
(Continued on Page 7)a helluva
the week-end.
At the New
Rochelle studios,
Paul Terry said
that no decision
as to a successor
ness."
had been made.
Day, who has
headquartered at
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
20th-Fox, which
Washington — This morning the
distributes the
newly-enlarged Motion Picture ProTerry shorts, joinducers
and Distributors'
ed Terry-Toons in
(Continued
on Page 6) Industry
HARVEY B. DAY
1932 after a film
George
career of 20
years. Breaking in with
Gov't Decree Briefs
(Continued on Page 5)
To Distribs. Monday

Indies, Majors to War
On Raw Steele Shares!

Theater Closings Continue
Coal Shortage Hits Usptate N. Y. Theaters
The fuel shortage, coupled
Felder Leaving Monogram;
the threat of more snow and
Nathan Furst Succeeding
tinued cold weather, shuttered

with
contheaters in upper New York State yesterday with the gloomy forecast of
Joseph J. Felder, Monogram's New
York branch manager, tendered his remote relief possibilities.
resignation with the company,
to
Theaters in Troy and Utica closed
become effective Feb. 16, when Na- yesterday, having been preceded by
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)

The Department of Justice will
deliver its briefs outlining its recommendatirns for changes in the New
York consent decree on Monday instead of today as originally scheduled.
Procedure by the distributors in replying to the proposals will not be
adopted until company attorneys
study the document. Whether the
distributors' answers, due on Feb.
15, will be in the form of a brief
or a letter has not been determined.
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Col. Pict. vie. (21/2%)
Col. Picts. pfd
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East. Kodak
do pfd
Cen.
Prec. Eq
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
RKO
RKO
$6 pfd
20th Century-Fox . . .
20th Century-Fcx pfd.
Warner Bros

STOCK

in Metro's "Early to Wed"
now
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High
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6
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RKO
CVS
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Technicolor
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Universal
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13/8 , 11/4
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23
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G.CR

X. Y. THEATERS

RUSSELL HOLMAN, JOHN BYRAM, and META
REIS will leave Paramount's Coast studios tomorrow for New York.

SPENCER TRACY
from
the Coast.

HTRMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox executive, will
arrive in Cincinnati tomorrow to conduct a sales
conference.
SINATRA

will leave HoiJywood in time

ment

life but the way in
. .. Make no mistake
of the world must
with and must desire
the war if there are

Way

of

which Americans live
about it: The people
be made acquainted
American goods after
to be 60,000,000 jobs

high in Government,

incidentally,

' very obviously are becoming

increasingly

conscious of the industry's international
role.... It is not merely chance that the
■nternationally-minded

Senator

from

Metropolitan

Is en route to New

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Opera

York

NORMAN ELSON, general manager of TransLux Theaters, will leave for iBoston tonight and
return Saturday.

Showplace of the

Mich-

igan, the distinguished Alfred H. Vandenberg, will be heard at the Michigan Variety
Club's installation banquet in Detroit next
Monday night... And there is something
far more than chance in the fact that the
Blue Network will brradcast the Senator's
address over the web, then short-wave it
to the armed forces overseas.

Both Suit Motion to Be
Argued in Pa. on Feb. 28
Arguments on a motion of the distributor-defendants inthe Roth case
in Pittsburgh for permission to examine the plaintiff's books will be
heard in Pittsburgh on Feb. 28. At
the same time, plaintiff's objections
to the defendants' interrogatories
will be heard. Hearings had been
scheduled for Feb. 8.
The Roth action involves 24 independent exhibitors who filed a suit
seeking to have licensing agreements declared illegal.

To Show
"Be Seeing
To
Syndicated
WritersYou"
David 0. Selznick's "I'll Be Seeing
You" will be shown to national syndicated writers and other interested
parties in Washington at a special
showing. Jack Goldstein, Eastern
director of publicity and exploitation for Vanguard and Selznick Studios, left yesterday for Washington
to arrange the showings.

•

Rockefeller Center

Introducing CORNEL WILDE
A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

ROY DISNEY is here to attend the opening of
"The Three Caballe.'os."

A $600,000 damage action brought
against Columbia Pictures was marked off the New York Supreme Court
calendar yesterday when the court
learned that the plaintiff, John N.
RufRn, film producer, had died. The
defendant had sought dismissal of
the complaint on the ground that it
did not state sufficient facts and
that a prior action was still pending in Supreme Court.
Ruffin had charged Columbia with
violating the British quota laws in
an alleged conspiracy whereby the
company acquired distribution rights
in Great B:'itain to his copyrighted
oroduction "Governor Bradford" by
falsely stating that the picture had
been produced by Associated Independent. Producers of Great Britain, Ltd., instead of by the plaintiff.
According to the complaint, this
.nisrepresentation had made it possible for Columbia to import five
more pictures into Great Britain
ander the quota regulations.

Nation

"A
REMEMBER"
PaulSONG
Muni TO
• Merle
Oberon

ON SCREEN
['MUSIC
FOR

Plaintiff's Death Ends
$600,000 Columbia Suit

from Page 1)

for not only the American

MELCHIOR,

I

William Pizor, president of Ca
tol Pictures, is in French Hospi
for a major operation.

singer, who completed a film role in "Thrill of
Romance," will arrive h;re tomorrow from the
Coast.

LAURITZ

DA)

Bill Pizor in Hospital

F. J. A. McCarthy, Southern and Canadian
sales manager of Universal, is due back at the
week-end from Dallas.

1/4
1/4 THOSE
1/2
i/s
1/s
1/8

BrookBeach"

to reoort to his draft board in Jersey City, N. J.,
Feb. 7.

here... And that's the cue for not only
film biz but Government as well.

SVs —
Vs
11/4
31/2
23
... .
43/8 +
3/g
21

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

Presents

-f
+
+
—

3/8

from

"Brighton

SAM LEFKOWITZ, UA district manager, wll
visit Oneida tcday to confer with Sid Kallet of
KaMet Theaters.

(Crntinued

+

"Blonde

Metro's

FILM

Hollywood — A group of film pi
ers will leave here on Feb. 5
Mexico City with Al Rackin, Ho]
wood publicist, as their escort
be guests of honor at the Mexi(P
Academy awards banquet on Feb,
They will be greeted by PresidJ
Camacho. In the party will be BI
nie Barnes, Dale Evans, Acquanet
Ann Gwynne, Ann Richards, An
Louise, Ann Savage and Marjo
Weaver.

cominc nno GoiDG

. . . jottings

Net
Chg.

lead in Columbia's

lyn" ges to Bob Haymes ... A title switch makes
"Two Sisters From Boston".

Scraich'pad

MARKET

West Coast Bureau of THE

"Paris Underground" . . . Radio's Ken Curtis makes his film bow in Columbia's
"Rhythm Roundup" . . . Frank Morgan's too busy so Cecil Kellaway replaces

{Wednesday, January 31)
NEW

DAILY

roles in "Paper Chase," the erstwhile "Dangerous Partners" . . . George Rigaud,
the S uth American cinematic idol draws the male lead in Constance Bennett's

FRANK

nnnnciRL

FILM

and Virginia O'Brien . . . Universal has scheduled "Hired Husband" for Abbott
and Costello . . . Metro has signed Signe Hasso and James Craig to leading
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Coast Bureau

Hollywood — The day's studio news round-up: Leigh Jason will direct Columbia's
"Song of Broadway" ... If Metro can swing it, John Wayne will have the
sec.nd lead in "They Were Expendable" . . . 20th-Fox has set Reinhold
Schunzel, European actor-director in "Dragonwyck" . . . Metro is augmenting
"Ziegfeld Follies" with a new sequence, featuring Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball
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Chair Makers Urge
Higher Seal Prices
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — An upward price adjustment and aid in obtaining materials and manpower are necessary
to permit the meeting of minimum
seating needs for theaters and
schools, members of the new Theater, School and Public Seating Industry Advisory Committee told
WPB this week at their first meeting.
Greatly increased demands for war
production, coupled with the growing manpower shortage, have caused
a drastic i-eduction in the supply of
steel, copper, aluminum and textiles
for theater and other seats, WPB
officials explained. They emphasized that the scarcity of textiles,
in particular, will continue to be a
limiting factor in the production of
public seating.
Industry members suggested the
possibility of using veneer instead
of upholstery for seats and backs.
Production of theater seats is insufficient for essential replacement purposes and for new theaters authorized to be built in war production
centers. WPB said an estimated
200,000 to 300,000 theater seats are
needed for these purposes.
Committee members recommended
that theater seats be placed on the
OCR "essential list" for use in connection with the issuance of "spot
authorizations." This would entitle manufacturers to use an AA-5
priority rating in ordering materials for theater seat production.
The committee also recommended
that OCR establish a production
program. Limitation Order L-260-A,
as amended January 4, permits furniture manufacturers to substitute
metal for wood. WPB representatives said. They pointed out, however, that manufacturers are permitted to obtain metal for this purpose only under the "spot authorization" procedure. Material is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain under this procedure.

Gillem Accidentally Slain
Scranton, Pa.— Pvt. James Gillern,
a former Comerford Circuit employe,
iB« was fatally wounded while at
^^ the rifle range in an Arkansas
''""^ Army Camp. A military funeral was held in Dunmore.

nn RIRTUDAY
GREETIKGS TO..
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1
Clark
Cable
Cene Sheldon
Franclska
Caal
Helen
Chandler
Harold Rodner
George Pal
Ernest
Hilliard
Garret
Van
Wagner
Maxwell A. Silver
Nancy Gates
Marie
(Pat) Donohoe

Dimes" Flow Heai
After FDR Birthday

1HE<
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A Reporter Gets Around
•

•

•

ONE OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE functions of the War yeais

in New York was yesterday's War Bond Theater Luncheon at The Town
Ha'A. to salute outstonding personalities of the screen and stage for their
distinguished service to the War effort
Included in the series of
special events arranged to commemorate Town Hall's Golden lubilee,
the luncheon was SRO. and there were "names" galore among those
present
Speakers and guests of honor on the dais included
Capt. David Patterson, Janet Blair. Jack Benny. Helen Menken. Frank
Fay, Luise Rainer. Richard Rodgers, Gertrude Lawrence, Oscar Hammerstein 2nd. Elsa Maxwell. Victor Moore, Isabel Leighton, John Mason
Brown, Myma Loy, John Kieron, Adrienne Ames, Bert Lytell, Kilty
Carlisle, George V. Denny, Jr., Carole Landis, Paul Lukas, Margaret
Webster, Celeste Hobn, Paul Sheats......
T
▼
▼
• • • THE TEMPERATURE OUTSIDE of the Hotel Astor
yesterday was in the neighborhood of 30 degrees, but inside, a board of
distinguished judges, including Vincent Trotta, Arthur William Brown,
Earl Wilson, Russell Patterson and George Frazier, gathered to pick a
new national bathing beauty queen as "Miss M-G-M
Anniversary
Beauty"
The results of the contest, conducted in 27 States as a
feature of Metro's 20-Year Anniversary , were announced subsequently
at a luncheon hosted by William R. Ferguson, Metro's exploitation
director
The crown goes to Betty Falk of San Antonio, Texas,
who receives $500 in War Bonds
Second prize of $300 in Bonds
goes to Betty Lou Bandlow
of Gloversville
Janet Jurgens
of
Fresno, Calif., places third, and will receive $200 in War Bonds
Three runners-up were announced as Genella Hall of Seattle and
Beverly Hills, Joan Hawk of Oklahoma City and Jennella Strange of
Columbia, S. C
The contest, launched by Howard Dietz and
Ferguson last June, was sponsored in co-operation with the Swim For
Health Association
Guests at yesterday's luncheon included in
addition to the judges, Charles K. Stern, assistant treasurer of Loew's,
four visiting M-G-M exploiteers— Dewey Bloom of Toronto, Charles
Baron of Pittsburgh, Charles Dietz of Detroit and William Green ot
Chicago— and other company representatives, executives of Lee Knitwear and newspapers editors, both lay and industry
▼
T
T
O • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Arthur W. Kelly has been elected
President of The British Club of New York, which he helped to found
in 1927
With a membership of both British and American nationals.
the club headquarters at the Gotham Hotel ... • Jacob A. Weiser,
just back from 2V2 years with USO Camp Shows, resumes his courses
in Dramatics and Playwriting at CCNY ... • Ray Seeley has sold
his novelty tune, "Don't Be Tellin' Me Your Troubles," to Columbia for
use in a Western ... • W. C. Michel of 20th-Fox, Maj. Leslie E.
Thompson of RKO and Howard Barnes of the Herald-Tribune, will function as division chairmen under Robert K. Christianberry of the Hotel
Astor in the Red Cross 1945 War Fund Campaign
Christianberry
heads one of the major fund-raising sections of the Red Cross Manhattan
Commerce and Industry Committee ...
• When the first annual "One
World" dinner, honoring the memory of Wendell L. Willkie, is held,
Feb. 18 at the Hotel Astor, citations in recognition of their leadership
and contributions in strengthening international understanding, will go to
Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th-Fox, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff of RCA and Kent
Cooper of the Associated Press. .... .Three pictures will be mentioned
in Zanuck's
citation — "Public Enemy," "Gropes of Wrath" and "Wilson" . . .
T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

▼

T

PEARL HARBOR!

of newspaper

and radio i

licity surrounding
the Preside
Birthday celebrations throughout
country
brought
prediction
£1
filmland's "Dimes" headquarters
terday that the day would clock
of
largest
and thethis campaign's
was indicated
by "takj
repc

t

although figures were not availi; I
up to a late hour. In previous incj
try drives for the anti-polio ca
the collection period came to an
officially on Jan. 30. Yesterday, thi
fore, was the first Jan. 31 upon wl^
theatermen could ride the crest
national
publicity
springing
fi
the President's Birthday events,
ball at the local Waldorf-Asti
and the corresponding occasion! ijj
Washington found film stars att(
ing in force, and their presence ,
BfB
the springboards for the avalar.
of radio and newspaper coverage Its
I,
Hundreds of additional thea lal
wired national headquarters 1
yesterday expressing willingness
extend
the Campaign
drive overofficials
the coir.'
week-end.
po
ed out that there was some dej
of misunderstanding over B
O'Connor's announcement that

El

(W

National Foundation's drive w( nil
continue to Feb. 15. This does '
apply to the theater drive, in wl
collections will end in most instai
Feb. 4, except for houses with h
over attractions which want to (
tinue throughout the second wi;

Many
houses
are doing
so.
' ^'
George
M. Mann,
co-chairman
|
J;
California, informed headquar
that
in thecontinue
northernto part'
that stands
State will
col
until drive quota of $400,000 is r
Virtually
ahead
of all
1944.houses are running'

Rny Schaefer-Cowan D(
On Ownership Basis
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
tiations are now under way," Geo
J. Schaefer, WAC head, said yesi
day in Washington. He is here
connection with the raw stock mi
ing of today.
Schaefer
said the affiliation
been under discussion for some ti
but that there is nothing
defii,
decided as yet. If he does form
connection, however, it will be on
ownership basis, he said.

UlEDDinGBELU
Union City, N. J.— Gloria S^
son, former screen actress now
pearing on Broadway in "A Go
For The Gander," was married h
Monday to William M. Davey
California.

i

Iirsday, February I. 1945
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iHade Meets lo Set
CDri
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

I p at 9:30 a.m., at the Hotel Astor.
attendance of 1,300 industryites
anticipated. N. Peter Rathvon,
rles Reagan, Sam Rinzler, and a
resentative of the Red Cross have
a listed as speakers for the ocion with Maj. Leslie E. Thomppresiding. A Red Cross trailer
ii , be shown and campaign press
ks will be distributed for the
re at that time.
Lmong the chairmen who met yesiay at Dinty Moore's to formulate
' ns for the entire New York Metolitan area in the March 15-21
7e were: Major Thompson, RinzSchwartz, Milton Kussell, Henry
idel, H. M. Richey, S. Barret Mcmick, Harry Mandel, and Leon
nberger.
'he Northeastern
district meet, with Ben Kalmenson and MaL. E. Thompson presiding, are
leduled as follows: Boston, Feb.
New Haven, Feb. 24; Albany,
). 25, and Buffalo, Feb. 26. EastDistrict, with Rathvon and Wiln Scully; Washington,
Feb. 23;
ladelphia, Feb. 24; Pittsburgh,
*. 25, and Cleveland, Feb. 26.
tern Central district, with Abe
'ntague
and Si Fabian:
Detroit,
). 23; Cincinnati,
Feb. 24;
and

%. DAILY

Freck Heads Portland
Film Censorship Board
Portland, Ore.— J. 0. Fleck has
been elected chairman, and Mrs. \
Helen Lamond, vice-chairman, of
the Portland Municipal Board of
Review for the year under the
board's new policy of electing a
shairman each year.
The board condemned seven pictures and ordered eliminations in
three the past year. Viewers passed
on 1,001 pictures in the same period.
In one case, a theater was required
to submit its advertising for approval, since the title of a film was
objectionable, although the film itself was not.
PHOTOPLAY'S

GOLD

MEDAL

AWARD

Harvey Day Resigns
Posts at Terry-Toons

"Double Features*'
Puzzle Iowa Patrons
Waterloo, la. — Patrons who think
that the local Strand and Paramount
are solving the theater manpower
shortage by having one ticket-taker
d.uble in brass at both houses are

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

Kline in Chicago, for whom he opened the first exchanges. Day subsequently was with Fox, StanleyMastbaum, Select, International
Newsreel, and Educational.
Last spot with Educational, prior
to his move to Terry-Toons, was as
general field rep. He had originally
joined Educational as Kineograms
sales head.

thoroughly
ticket-taker, wrong.
a short, The
thin, Strand's
middleaged man with dark hair, and blue
eyes twinkling behind his glasses. —
is the dead spit and image of the
Paramount fellow. It's quite natural,
for they're twin brothers, one of the
few such pairs in the entire exhibition field.
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MEDAL
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• PHOTOPLAY'S

GOLD

MEDAL

AW/ARD

Who

is the whole nations most popular movie actress^

Who
is the whole nation's most popular movie actur9

What
is the nation's picture of the year 2

' 'ianapolis, Feb. 25.
j,jouthern
district,
with
H. M.
hey and Henry Reeves; Charlotte,
3. 23; Atlanta, Feb. 24; and New
eans, Feb. 25. Southwestern dis;t, with R. H. O'Donnell and Tom
mors; Memphis, Feb. 23; Oklana City, Feb. 24; and Dallas, Feb.
Midwestern district, with RobMochrie
and M. A. Lightman;
cago, Feb. 23; Minneapolis, Feb.
and Milwaukee, Feb. 25.
'rairie district with Francis Harn, Carl Leserman
and Martin
|ith: St. Louis, Feb. 23; Kansas
y, Feb. 24; Des Moines, Feb. 25;
I Omaha, Feb. 26. Rocky Moundistrict, with Rick Ricketson
1 Herman Wobber: Salt Lake City,
3. 23; and Denver, Feb. 24. West
ast District, with Ned Depinet and
arles Skouras: Los Angeles, Feb.
San Francisco, Feb. 24; Portland,
D. 25; and Seattle, Feb. 26.

TO FIND OUT...
DR. GEORGE GALLUP'S AUDIENCE
POLLS THE AMERICAN

RESEARCH, INC.

PURLIC

FORPHOTOPIAY!
Starting in 1944, Photoplay's Gold Medal Award — the
oldest annual award in the industry — will
go. each year to the American Public's choices.
The same scientific methods will be used which have
enabled Dr. Gallup to predict the winner in five
presidential elections as well as scores of others.

i=

Will the Public confirm the critics' choice?

STORK REPORTS

Will the Public confirm the box-office records?
Will the PubUc confirm the many individual polls of
editors, special reader groups, and the industry itself?

^ilkes-Barre, Pa. — Joseph P.
arns, former assistant manager
the Comerford, now a specialist
U. S. Navy stationed at Pensaa, Fla., became the father of a
)y daughter.
*ittston. Pa. — Manager Jim Tuffy
the American,
and Mrs. Tuffy
fire announced the birth of a daught in the Mercy Hospital, Scranton.

See Photoplay for March for the final results.
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On Raw Stock Shares!
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

Advisory Committee will meet with
WPB to learn of the raw stock
availability for the first quarter of
1945 and to propose a method of
distribution of the stock. Major
issue in the meeting will be whether
the old system of figuring on a basis
of 1941 consumption shall be continued.
The independents are expected to
argue that since the majors are no
longer producing as many features
as they did in 1941 they should not
be given their raw stock allocation
on the basis of 1941 consumption.
They will point out that some of the
majors are this year planning to release only about half as many features as they did in 1941.
The majors, on the other hand,
have stood strongly by the present
allocation base and are expected to
United Artists today may ask
the WPB to allot the amount of
raw stock it needs or take all the
company's raw stock and allocate
it to its independent producers, it
was reported yesterday. It was
learned that Morris Ernst, prominent attorney, had been retained
by the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers to advise
its members on raw stock matters.
At the raw stock session today in
Washington the independents will
be represented by Tom Walker
for Edward Small, Al Schwalberg
for International, James Mulvey
for Samuel Goldwyn, Roy Disney
for Walt Disney and Neil Agnew
for Selznick.
fight for it today. They will argue
that one of the reasons that they
have cut production is the raw stock
shortage, coupled with a desire to
give good service to exhibitors, and
will claim that if they receive less
raw stock they will be forced to cut
production further.
The question of United Artists'
difficult situation — UA needs large
quantities of film for production in
the first quarter of the year and for
printing in the last quarter with
only slim demands in the second and
third quarters — will be worked out
satisfactorily, Gradwell Sears, of
UA believed last night. "I think
that can be worked out, since our
competitors have recognized the
validity of our problem."
Stanley Adams, head of the Consumers Durable Goods Division, told
Sears and others that the overall
cut on raw stock for all the industry
will not be more than 15,000,000
feet from the 326,000,000 feet used
the last quarter of 1944.
All authorizations to use 35 mm.
film prior to Dec. 29, 1944, have been
cancelled, WPB said today. This
action has been taken in accordance
with a WPB ruling banning authorizations to be carried over to 1945.
It will permit WPB to establish a
firm "floor" for future allocations.

•

R6VICUIS

"Thunderhead — Son

Of

TH€

n6lU

"Roughly
Speaking"
with Rosalind
Russell, Jack Carson

with Roddy
McDowall, Preston
Foster
20.^h-Fox
78 Mins.
ktLAXlNG AND REFRESHING ENTERTAINMENT WITH A STRONG PICTORIAL
APPEAL

Warner Bros.

From Mary O'Hara's latest book 20thFox has fashioned a picture prssessing vir-

Randall Piers.n's book, "Roughly Speaking,"
is the basis of a warm, human film that

of Flicka"

128 Mins.

PLEASANT, HIGHLY ENTERTAINING
PICTURE IS DOMINATED BY ROSALIND
RUSSELL.
The autobiographical material in Louise

tually all the qualities of "My Friend plays on a variety of emotions. The production is certain to draw a favorable reaction
Flicka," which came from the same pen.
Filmgoers who took the earlier picture to
from virtually every type of audience, dealtheir hearts will prove as favorably dising as it does with people easy to recognize
posed toward its sequel. The strong show- and understand and with matters that have
ing made by "My Friend Flicka" assures to do with family life.
exhibitcrs of a ready-made audience for
The film, produced on an ample scale by
ihe current offering.
Henry Blanke, employs comedy and drama
"Thunderhead," refreshing entertainment, to good purpose in a rambling and loosely
whisks a person out of the workaday world. woven screenplay devised by the author of
It is quiet diversion with many gentle mo- the book herself. The story wanders aimments and flashes of simple and vivid
lessly though entertainingly over a span
drama. Made in Technicolor that catches
of 40 years, beginning in 1902.
ail the beauty of the outdoors, the picture
The film is for the most part an amiable
has great pictcrial value — a strong selling account of the ups and downs of the Pierson
point in the cities.
family recorded in kaleidoscopic fashion.
Employing the same competent cast that In a way the picture is a lesson in courage
was in "My Friend Flicka," the production, and faith since nothing that darkens her
turned out commendably by Robert Bass- path dampens the spirit of our heroine.
ler and directed with notable restraint by
She keeps looking ahead and striving forward no matter what misfortune befalls her
Louis King, is the story of Roddy McDowall's attachment for a white celt — the or her family. The loyalty that binds the
son of Flicka. The drama evolves from
Pierson folk is heart-warming and often
McDowall's fight to remove a wild strain touching. Its effect is good in a world
that makes the animal a source of trouble.
torn by conflict.
Rosalind Russell is irrepressible as the
Unable to curb Thunderhead's rebellious
spirit, his young master turns him loose at central character. Hers is a performance
the finish.
that is pleasant if nothing else. Jack CarMcDowall plays with considerable charm.
son gives a serio-comic portrayal as the man
Preston Foster and Rita Johnson again score she's married to after divorcing Donald
as his parents.
Woods. The picture boasts a large cast of
The photography of Charles Clarke is im- players all but a handful of whom have
brief roles.
portant to the enjoyment of the film.
CAST: Roddy McDowall, Preston Foster, Rita
Johnson, James Be. I, Diana Hale, Carleton Young,
Ralph Sanfcrd,
Robert Filmer, Alan Bridge.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Bassler; Director,
Louis King; Screenplay, Dwight Cummins, Dorothy Yost; Based on novel by Mary O'Hara; Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Art Directors, Lyie
Wheeler, Chester Gore; Set Decorators, Thomas
Little, Fred J. Rode; Film Editor, N ck De Maggio; Special Effects, Fred Sersen; Scund, Arthur
von Kitbach, Harry M. Leonard; Musical Score.
Cyril J. Mockbridge; Musical Director, Emil
Newman.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

16 mm. War Loan Com.
Honors Ted R. Gamble
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Ted R. Gamble, natiohal War Finance Director, was
honored last night at a testimonial
dinner at the Hotel Statler tendered
by the National 16 mm. War Loan
Committee. Heads of 16 mm. state
War Loan groups, the national OWI
16 mm. Advisory Committee and
the board of directors of the national
Association of Visual Education
Dealers were the guests of Washington 16 mm. workers at luncheon
yesterday at the Hotel Washington.

"Dancing in ^
RLfllS

Michael Curtiz has directed competently,
story.
emphasizing the lighter moments of the
CAST: Rosalind Russell, Jack Carson, Robert
Hutton, Jean Sullivan, Alan Hale, Donald Woods,
Andrea King, Ray Collins, Kathleen Lockhart,
Cora Sue Collins, Ann Todd, Andy Clyde, Arthur
Shields, Helene Thimig, Greta Granstedt, Ann
Doran, Hobart Cavanaugh, Elly Malyon, Craig
Stevens, John Alvln, Mary Servoss, Francis Pierlot, Manart Kippen, George Carleton, George
Meader, Frank Puglia, John Qualen, Chester
Clute, Irving Bacon, Barbara Brown, Sig Arno,
Ann Lawrence, Mona Freeman, M ckey Kuhn,
Johnny Treul, John Calkins, Richard Wimer, John
Sheridan, Jo Ann Marlowe, Patsy Lee Parsons,
Gregory Muradian, John Sheffield, Robert Arthur.
CREDITS: Producer, Henry Blanke; Director,
Michael Curtiz: Screenplay, Louise Randall Pierson; iBased on book by Louise Randall Pierson;
Cameraman, Joseph Walker; Art Director, Robert
Haas; Musical Score, Max Steiner; Sound, Dclph
Thomas; Film Editor, David Weisbart; Set Decorator, George James Hopkins; Special Effects,
Roy Davidson, H3ns Koenekamp; Musical Director, Leo F. Forbstein.
DIRECTION: Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Coed.

Felder Leaving Monogram;
Nathan Furst Succeeding
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

than Furst, salesman at the local
exchange, will succeed him as branch
Lt. Biiarella Missing
manager, it was learned yesterday.
Buffalo — Former proprietor of the
Felder, recently elected second
Joyland Theater, Springville, Lt. vice-president of the New York Film
Sam Bifarella, has been reported Board of Trade, will take a brief
missing while en route from over- vacation and announce definite plans
at that time.
seas to Washington.

with Fred Brady, Jeff D.nnell, Ann Sal
Columbia
61
CUTE ROMANTIC COMEDY OF
BETTER-THAN-AVERAGE PROGRAM
RIETY; FOR THE FAMILY TRADE.
Warmly directed and pleasing in coi
the film offers much in the manner o
tertainment. Fred Brady makes a bi
much bigger roles with his handling o
light comedy situations throughout,
story unfolds as an exciting day in an

Manhattan"

age
American
boy flavor.
and girl's life, told li
modern
fairy tale
Brady, a garbage collector, finds $
in the refuse taken from a fashionable
kitchen. This money was tossed into a
Hi
the night before by Ann Savage imi!
ately after her husband William Wrigh
forced Howard Freeman into a blac'
deal and police inspector Cy Kendal

ill

preached to make the arrest. Brady, th'
by his go;d fortune, quits his job, bu]'
sweetheart an expensive evening gowi'
together they go dancing at the fashio
club which brought him his good
Savage and her husband trace the
couple to the club, and in an attem
swindle them out of this money are i
caught by Kendall. To add a "live hi
ever afterward" finish, Freeman give
ycung sweethearts a $5,000 check a
ward for their part in the capture o
swindlers.
CAST: Fred Brady, Jeff Donnell, Wi
Wr ght, Ann Savage, Cy Kendall, Howard
man, Eddie Kane, Sa.ly Bliss, Adelle Roberts!
Stevens,
George
McKay,
Darothy Vaughan
CREDITS:
Producer,
Wallace
MjcD
Screenplay, Erna Lazarus; Director, Henry
Assistant
Director,
Ivan Volkman;
Camer
L. W. O'Connell; Editor, Richard FantI; A
rector, George
Brooks;
Set Decorator,
Montgomery;
Sound,
Lodge
Cunningham
DIRECTION:
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY:
01

Tenn. Fire and Police
See "Brownout" Menace
Nashville, Tenn. — There is a st:
probability that fire and police
ficials in Tennessee cities may
test
against on
thetheaters
"dimout"andligho
restrictions
places of public assembly as crea
both fire and safety hazards.
"It is ridiculous to think that
60-watt bulb will provide suffic
lighting
for a theater,"
City
Commissioner
Boyle of decL
the
partment of Public Safety of M
phis as Memphis fire and police
ficials planned a complete surve;
the"The
effect
of theof dimout."
striking
matches in or l
theater entrances and other pi
places would certainly create a t
gerous fire hazard," contended t^
officials.
Attention is also being called
the fact that only about 12 per <
of the current used in the TVA i
is manufactured with coal and '
savings by a "dimout" would;
very small.
"A Tree Grows" in February
Twentieth-Fox's "A Tree Gi
in Brooklyn" will have its w
premiere at the Roxy here the
week of February.

ill

r

k
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jbian Hits Allied
solution on WAC
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

: to start quarreling and nagging
ng ourselves," Fabian said yes3y that "it would be a sad thing
16 motion picture industry — and
daily exhibitors — spoiled our
ndid record by bickering in the
chapter of the story." Fabian
/ he realized that the war had
hed that stage where nerves may
rayed, but that it was more imlant now than ever that "we
our ranks closed and have
if of thought and action so that
:an carry on our war effort to
final victory."
"If I did not fear," Fabian
i ^d, "that such ill-timed words
ght hamper the WAC in its
] rthcoming Red Cross camign, Seventh War Loan drive
d other vital activities, I
)uld say the resolution was
t o irresponsible and contrary
fact to merit a reply.
Hower, in the hope of clearing
/ay whatever
misunderstnadr ?s exist,
I must
ask
my
lend Martin Smith, and others
10 voted for the resolution, to
a step further and investite the record."
Imtinuing, Fabian said:
'here are no 'inside'
secrets.
e are no 'inner circles'.
I sugthat national Allied note the
bership of our standing com:es, and check the committee
berships in each War Bond drive,
ich Red Cross drive, and all the
r WAC activities.
If the men
committees heading these acies do not represent the industhoroughly — all branches of the
stry, including independent exlors — and do not represent all
ons of the country, then I know
ler my industry nor my geograAllied officials, including Mr.
h, have been asked to serve
y times. Many of them did.
id membership ranks high in
lard-woiking ranks of WAC.
"I agree with one thing, rerted as appearing in that reso-

O THE COLORS!
*

CITATIONS

*

OL. JOHN BOETTICER, scn-in-law of
resident Roosevelt, and fcrmer member of
ie Hays organization, was awarded the
egion of Merit for "exceptionally mertorius conduct in Italy."

•

DECORATED

*

WILLIAM J. VOELKER, former Bell &
lowell employe in Chicago, wounded in acion in Germany, awarded the Purple Heart.

PROMOTED
lT. EDWARD OBERDORFER, formerly of
lie Essaness Woods theater, Chicago, to
St. Lt. in the Army Air Force for bravery
1 action in the German area.
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IN NEW POSTS

BRIEfinGTHEDflV'SnEUIS
Time Buys Chi. Building

Marconi Plaque to the TBA

Chicago - — Time Corporation has
bought the 10-story building at 540
Michigan Avenue, which houses the
general offices of the Essaness Circuit and other large corporations for
$2,250,000 from the Northwestern
Mutual Insurance Company.

The Veteran Wireless Operators
Association will present the Marconi
Memorial Plaque to the Television
Broadcasters Association at a dinner
at the Astor on Feb. 17.

•
Quits Chi. Opera Co.

•
Show 'Roughly Speaking' Feb. 19

WB's "Roughly Speaking" will be
nationally tradeshown Feb. 19.

Chicago — James Thompson is resigning as director of the Chicago Shea Buys UA Shorts
Opera Co. and will devote his time
Charles Goetz, of UA, has
to the management of the two Civic a deal with the Shea Theater
theaters and the 40-story Civic for the entire series of
Building.
Dittys," the UA Technicolor

quest or suggestion of J. Arthur
Rank, British film tycoon who recently acquired a half-interest in the
Nathanson
theater holdings.
Masters' plans are not settled, but
it is expected he will return to film
distribution, after a rest in the U. S.
Odeon officials lent support to this
belief by saying Masters primarily
was a distribution and not a theater
executive, having been with United
Artists both in Canada and Unted
States before joining Odeon here.
In resigning the Empire-Universal
presidency. Masters ceases to be
identified with the Nathanson-Rank
organizations in any respect.
The Odeon sources continued silent
on a successor to Masters, but promotion from within the Toronto personnel is expected.
Odeon sources yesterday stated
there was no change in the British
Columbia district of chain where
David Griesdorf is general supervisor. Griesdorf was here recently
for a conference. He was brought
to Canadian Odeon from United
Artists by Masters when the latter
became general manager four years
ago.
lution. Independent exhibitors
have done a swell job; they are
the backbone of our effort. And
WAC has done everything in
its power to recognize that fact.
Just check the records for names
of Allied officers and members.
You'll find so many, you'll wonder what all the shooting is
about.
"There is a great deal more work
'o be done before the war is won.
Volunteers will be needed. We invite the resolution-adopters to join
up. It's their war, too. The war is
not the property of the War Activities Committee."
The Allied board adopted its resoution at its board meeting last week
in Columbus.

JAKE SULLIVAN,
ater Circu t, general
Detroit. manager, Newman
LAWRENCE MEYERS,
Detroit.
CLYDE DEMEREST,
Clawson,
Mich.

closed
Circuit
"Daffy
shorts.

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

closings in Albany, Schenectady,
Watervliet and surrounding towns.
Ithaca houses have eliminated matinees from Monday to Friday.
In Albany, all stores except groceries and drags are closed, as well
as bars and schools. State authorities have been notified by C. J. Potter, deputy solid fuels administrator,
that no relief was in sight and that
no anthracite was available. In order to relieve the shortage, it will
be necessary to confiscate bituminous
coal en route to New York from
Ohio and Pennsylvania through the
emergency.
Units of the State Guard in Upstate New York have been ordered
mobilized in an effort to ease hardships.

All Cleveland Theaters
To Close Next Monday
Cleveland — All Cleveland theaters
will close next Monday, provided the
coal situation remains as is. Should
the situation become more critical,
the Mayor will request an extended
closing period.
In Alliance, Tri-State Theaters
has closed the Mount Union and
Columbia for the entire emergency
duration while operating the Morrison and Strand full time.
Alliance, Cleveland and Canton
are the only cities in this area reporting curtailed operating schedules due to the coal shortages.

"Nick" Carter Dead
Atlanta — Louis William "Nick"
Carter, identified with the old First
National Pictures and later assorecently.ciated with United Artists, died here

SLC Wage Plea Approved
Another War Loan Board application calling for wage increases for
exchange workers has been approved.
Affected are back-room employes in
Salt Lake City.

The-

assistant manager, Eastown,
manager, Clawson

Theater,

ROBERT B. HUNT, editorial staff. Visual Training Corp., Datroit.
AL COOK, editorial staff. Visual Training Corp.,
Detroit.
FRED

Hasters Quits Posts Coal Shortage Hits
With Natlianson Cos. Upstate H. Y. Houses
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

HENRY STOWELL, editor of Inspiration, Filmack
Trailer Co., Chicago.

GRADY,

editoral staff, Visual Training

Corp., Detroit.
GEORGE DILLEY, Film Transport Company, Omaha.
FRED BIERMAN,
Omaha.

assistant shipper. Paramount,

FRANCIS BARAK,
O.Tiaha.

assistant manager, Orpheum,

JACK theaters,
ROSENBERG,
Laguna manager
Beach, of
Cal.Mike Rosenberg's
MARVIN
JACK

FOX,

manager, Orpheum, Portland, Ore.

DUDMAN,

manager. Coliseum, Portland,

Ore.
WILLIAM
GILSON,
land,
Ore.

manager, Music Box, Port-

JACK COFFEY, public relations director, films
div.sion, Encyclopedia
Br!ttanica,
Chicago.
)OHN ALLEN,
cago.

assistant manager. Uptown, Chi-

AMES KILEY, assistant manager, Norshore, Chicago.
HARRY WEISS, exploitation manager, 20th-Fox,
C!eve:and.
.AMES HERB, manager, Hoosier and Uptown,
Munc e, Ind.
Ind.
FRED HARBOTTLE, manager, Wysor, Muncie,
LUTHER MILLER, maintenance manager, Y & W
M::nagement
Corp.. Muncie,
Ind.
CHESTER M. GATES, assistant manager, Gables.
Coral Cables, Fla.
SIDNEY SWIRSKY, UA salesman, Buffalo.
"HERMAN GERMAINE, UA salesman, New Haven.
W.LLIAM
CITADINO,
20th-Fox booker, Albany.
CARL W. SCOTT, c:ty manager. Theatrical Managers, Inc., Muncie,
Ind.
OHN
CRANE,
manager,
Rivol, Muncie,
Ind.
HARRY KEESAER, manager. Strand, Muncie,
Ind.
HAROLD GOLDSTEIN, Upstate and Long Island
booker,
Bg U exchange.
New York.
R. T. MULLINS,
manager,
Ritz^ Sanford,
Fla.
E. WHIGAM,
manager,
Lakeland,
Lakeland,
Fla.
C. L. KING, manager, Capitol and State, Plant
NORMAN
WROBEL, manager, RKO Midwest
City, Fla.
Orpheum and Paramount Theaters, Cincinnati.
BOB
LICHENSTEIN,
Warner bocker,
Cincinnati.
CARL

ROGERS,
bus.

HARRY
WALTER

manager,

Loew's

Bread,

Colum-

KLOTZ,
Loew's manager. Canton, O.
KESSLER,
Loew's
manager,
Akron,
0.

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

G.CR
Presents

V*^

See Ohio Tax Repealer
Hot Political Potato
Columbus, O. — Bill introduced in
the Ohio Legislature to repeal the
State three per cent admission tax
on amusements may prove to be a
hot political potato, it is believed
here.
Introduced by Representatives
Paul H. Ballard (R.), Jackson and
William H. Knepper (R.), Williams
county, the proposed law would automatically turn over to municipalities a field of taxation which may
look inviting to Ohio mayors but
not so pleasing to vote-conscious city
councilmen, many of whom are up for
re-election this Fall.
IVIany Ohio mayors have been
pressing the state for added sources
of revenue. Several Ohio chief executives have organized the Conference of Mayors, which is seeking to
obtain additional funds.
The admissions tax, which last
year produced about $2,500,000 for
the state's general fund, is not
viewed with favor by many councilmen even though the mayors are
reported in favor of taking over
the tax.
Some state legislators, in favor
of repeal of the tax, declare that if
the cities must have additional revenue, let them also assume the responsibility for raising it.

Salamanca, N. Y„ Houses
In Clearance Complaint
Charging unreasonable clearance,
the Phoenix Amusement Co., operatinlg the Seneca and Andrews Theaters, Salamanca, N. Y., has filed a
demand for arbitration in the Buffalo tribunal. Complainant asks that
the existing clearance now granted
to the Havens and State Theaters
in Olean be eliminated or equitably
adjusted. The five consenting companies are defendants.

f EflimE TOUCH
ELAINE FULTZ, formerly Datroit, is the new
assistant booker at Columbia's Des Moines
exchange.
ELEANOR RANGE is the new cashier at Loew's
State, Syracuse, N. Y.
IRENE GRAHAM has He=n "'"led chi^« h-^ker
at the United Artists' Chicago exchange.
RUBY SCHWEICKER, PRC, Buffalo, stenographer.
RUTH
EDINCTON,
PRC,
Buffalo,
stenographer.
RUTH FARWELL has been named manager of
the Schoenstadt Piccadilly, Chicago.
PATRICIA DOLLAHAN, formerly, Foote, Cone &
Belding advent sing agency in Hallywocd.
will assist "Hen" Stowell, new edtor of
Inspiration, hcuse organ of the Filmack
Trailer Co., Chicago.
BERNICE JUNCER, inspectress. Republic, Omaha.
BETTY RHODES, contract department, 2th-Fox,
Omaha.
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REVIEUJS Of n€iu Films
"What
a Blonde"
with Lean Errol, Veda Ann Borg

"The Jade Mask"
with Sidney Toler, Manta'n
Moreland,
Edwin Luke

RKO

Monogram
66 Mins.
AN IMAGINATIVE PLOT; TAILORMADE TO SUIT THE FOLLOWERS OF THIS
SERIES.
An easy- to -explain hard -to -understand
Charlie Chan detective mystery tale with
only four murders to solve. Sliding doors,
gas chambers, face masks, secret formulas,
dictaphones, warning bells, puppet strings,
poison darts, air guns, stage dummies, and
the war effort are all combined to add intrigue to suspense. The stereo format may
prove acceptable to the action houses and
kid audiences, but this series is deserving
of better story consideration if it is aiming
for greater audience response.
The story has Chan stopped from going
away on another vacation when he gets a
call to help solve the murder of Frank
Reicher, a scientist who had been working
on a secret formula for the Government to
harden wood to the density of steel. Everyone in the house is under suspicion until
Chan discovers an air gun concealed in a
wooden dummy which was used to shoot
poison darts by a ventriloquist who was trytry. ing to steal the formula for an enemy counCAST: Sidney Toler, Mantan Mcreland, Edwin
Luke, Janet Warren, Edith Evanson, Alan Bridge,
Ralph Lewis, Frank Raicher, Hardie Albright,
Cyril DeLevanti, Dorothy- Grainger, Jack Ingram,
Lester Dorr, Henry Hall.
CREDITS: P.oducer, James S. Burkett; Director,
Phil Rosen; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Assistant Director, Eddie Davs- Sound, Tom Lambert;
Art Director, Dave Milton; Film Editor, Dick
Currier; Original Screenplay, George Callahan.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Marquee Electrics Out
As "Brownout" Begins

Exceedingly few violations are anticipated, especially on the part of
theaters. Owners and operators of
the latter are reconciled to the
"lightning-bug" regulation which,
for the second time since Pearl Harbor, puts facades in virtual darkness. While firm in their determination to co-operate with Uncle Sam
in the overall effort to save solid
fuels, managing directors of the now
"Great Black Way" film palaces, in
common with exhibitors nationally,
regard the WPB order as sophomoric and capable, at best, of saving
a microscopic amount of coal at a

*d

NEEDS

'W

TWO-REEL

71 Mins.
COMEDY

MA-

TERIAL AS WOBBLY
AS ERROL'S WALK;
STRONG
SUPPORT.

Leon Errol's repetitious overplaying of
situations stretches the footage into a nervewracking feature-length film that could
easily have been broken into a couple of
two-reel comedies to serve audiences to a
better advantage. There are, however, a
few good laughs to relieve the huffing and
puffing of Errol, who is suspected of being
Fitting the situations which are jiga "wolf."
sawed into the pi t, we find Errol, a lingerie
manufacturer, needing two riders in order
to get extra gas coupons. He hires Michael
St. Angel while his butler hires Veda Ann
Borg, vivacious wise-cracking blonde showgirl. Clarence Kolb, silk manufacturer whom
Errol is dependent upon for materials, unbrings his
for dinner. expectedly
They
are wife
led to
to Errrl's
believe house
that
Borg is Mrs. Errol until the real Mrs. Errol
returns from a visit to her mother. The
silk mogul walks out on his host, and Angel
proves a devil when he tells Errol that he
has a formula f:r synthetic silk which he
can put into effect — after the war.

CAST: Leon Errol, Richard Lane, Mchael St.
Angel, Elaine Ri!ey, Veda Ann Borg, Lydia Bilbrock, Clarence Kolb, Ann Shoemaker, Chef
Milan:, Emory Parnell, Larry Wheat, Dorothy
Vaughan, lascn Robards.
CREDITS: Poducer, Ben Stoloff; Director, Leslie Goodwins; Screenplay. Charles Roberts; Executive Producer. Sid Rogell; Original Story,
Oscar Brodney; Cameraman, J. Roy Hunt; Art
Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Lucius Croxton;
Set Decorator, Darrell Silvera; Sound, Earl Wolcott; Music, Leigh Harline; Mjsical Director,
C. Bakalenikoff; Editor, Edward W. Williams;
Gowns, Edward Stevenson; Assistant Director,
James
Casey.
DIRECTION:

Broadway
areas
over and
the other
nation"maih
enterstem"
the
brownout era tonight, the first full
after-dark observance of the WPB
order restricting illumination of film
theater marquees, along with that
of show-windows, outdoor advertising signs, and other designated objectives of the decree.
Technically, the WPB dictum went
into effect at midnight, but theaters
generally had doused their exterior
lights at 10 p.m. yesterday, as has
been their custom for the greater
part of the war span. Consequently,
tonight will be the "premiere" of
the solitary 60-watt bulb under any
single marquee. Local police will
enforce the rule, and, if warned
violators
do notto "play
will be made
WPB. ball," a report

•ISTQ uoTQ.onpoJc[

INFLATED

Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY:

Good.

Pfc. Al Mancuso Killed
Pfc. Al Mancuso, formerly on
Cosmo-Sileo staff, died in action
while photographing the war
overseas. His brother, CPO
Ben Mancuso, who was in the
Pacific for two and a half years, recently arrived on a long earned vacation.
sacrifice to public safety.
Many exhibitors, who are meteorology-minded, since weather is a
vital box-office determinant, are now
going in for astronomv as brownconsolation.
whatoutwith
clocks Byon February's
war time, end.
the
sun will set in the New York area
at
7 p.m.,to and
by June's
°nd close
at 24 tominutes
9. During
the
latter month, twilight vdll not end
until 10:26, which is 26 minutes after theatermen's wartime practice
of dragging their marquee switches.
In June and early July, most marquees
won't need even the 60-watt bulb.
Preservation of street-lighting levels and ability of theaters to have
box-office and lobby illumination will
^0 far toward making the WPB
brownout tolerable. Canvass of
representative New York exhibitors
yesterday brought almost unanimous
opinion that attendance would not
suffer from the black marquee de-

THEATER DEALi
Denver — Albert Coppell, Spi|
and Mexican film distributor,,
sold his Kiva and Mexico the;!
here to J. J. Rodriguez of Dil
Some months ago Coppell movel
exchange from Denver to Sanj
tonio, Texas.
Denver — Fred Zekman and
Dunevitz have taken over the
theater.
Dallas — With temporary ll

quarters
at the Airway
newly organized
Dallas theater'
Assoc:
Theaters, headed by Glenn McC
has
the Peak, from
Urban,
Air'(
and leased
Grove theaters
P. G.
eron. J. G. Long Theaters of
City will do the buying and boci jj
for the new circuit.
Youngstown,
ater Building
trict has been
Warren for a
been dark for

n
O. — The Cameo
in the downtown
leased to Mrs. i|
cafeteria. House
some time.

Chicago — Henry J. Verhelle
bought the 400-seat Saugatucl.1
Saugatuck, Mich., and will op<
the house during the resort ses
House seats four hundred.

"Affairs of Susan" Set
For March B'way Debu
Hal Wallis' first production
Paramount, "The Affairs of Suj
will have its world premiere eng
ment at the Rivoli Theater on Bi
way in March, having been bo
for an indefinite run. It will be
lowed by openings in other
cities.
Charles M. Reagan, Param
sales chief, said that an unusi
large budget had been set uj
Robert Gillham for the national
vertising on the picture, the (
paign to coincide with the nati
release date on May 25. Rea
Gillham and other home office
ecutives
saw "The
of Susan"recently
at the studio,
alongAfl
the second Wallis picture, "1
Letters," both of which, Rei
said, were up to the highest
tertainment standards set by P
mount in the past.

Tack Stewart to Head Nc
Western Mich. Variety C
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Jack S
art will head the new Variety (
of Western Michigan for whic
charter
O'Donnell.application has been
mitted to National Chief Barker
Other tenttively elected officer
the new tent, plans for which \
first disclosed in The Film D
in December last, include: Ws
J. Norris, 1st assistant; Grove
ler, second assistant; Leo Robin
Dough Guy; Frank A. Kleaver, P
erty Master.

jntimate in Character
nternationcl in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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Of Motion Pictures
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Years
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QUARTER RAW STOCK COT 16 MILLION FEET
Theaters Continues Critical
'uel Situation in
Editorial
•" 3W Embargo on Civilian
eight Movement Agovates Situation Here

Scraich'pad
. . . jotting*

Vnother embargo on civilian railid freight to aid the railroads in
■ninating the congestion caused by
ere storm conditions has been
ided upon by the Office of Deise Transportation.
Officials of
ODT met with the Association
American Railroads in Washingi yesterday to decide on the area
be affected as well as the time
application.
[t is expected that the embargo
(Continued on Page 7)

f Features Now In
aramount Backlog

By CHESTER B. BAHN
\A/ITH the fuel situation in many terri"" tories rated as still serious or critical,
reports from the field yesterday showed upwards of 200 theaters either shuttered or
operating on more or less restricted schedules. .. Exhibitors generally have co-operated
with the authrrities, and without "beefing," despite the sizeable dent in operating
income. . . However, the side lines observer
is privileged to wonder if the closing of
theaters really has resulted in the great
saving of fuel that was estimated by those
responsible for the orders. . . Past experience
in at least some sections has been that
when domestic cral or oil supplies were
short, film attendance perked up. . . There's
no mystery about that. . . Housewives in the
afternoon turned down the thermostat or

Twenty-seven features on Paraunt's 1945 calendar year program
i completed and have been sneak
'Viewed, from which the remain(Continued on Page 2)

. S. Possessions Houses
in Red Cross Campaign
For the first time, motion picture
eaters in Alaska, Puerto Rico and
Virgin Islands will participate
(Continued on Page 7)

checked the furnace and went to the neighborhood or downt:wn film theater where it
was warm. . . At night, many of them returned with their husbands and youngsters. . .
That meant a minimum consumption of coal
or oil for home heating. . . It's a matter
of pure speculati:n, of course, but who would
care to bet that such conservation would not
at least equal any saving effected by closing
theaters? . . And many of the closed theaters
had sufficient fuel on hand for quite a few
weeks. . . Incidentally, quite obviously you
can't extinguish fires in theater heating
plants in this weather without risking frozen
plumbing and damage to plaster and paint.
—

Maj. Wing, Rescued,
Tertns It Top Drama
Among the more than 500 Bataan
veterans, rescued from the Japs in the
recent spectacular raid by U. S.
Rangers, is Maj. Car! R. Wing, Hollywrod photographer and father of
Kreen actress Toby Wing. Commenting on thrilling action which freed
him and his comrades after three
years of hell in the Jap prison camp,
Maj. Wing, who won the Academy
Award for his photography of "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer," declared: "Those
Rangers gave me more drama in 15
minutes than I expect t3 see in all the
rest of my eventful life," and added
that Hollywood would never produce
a picture with any more exciting
climax.

0 —

A
'*

SIDE lines observer, too, is privileged
to turn a questioning eye at the previsions of the "brownout"
order grverning
exterior theater lighting. . . In some sec(Continued on Page 2)
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By ANDREW

H. OLDER Washington

Hundred

Up to $300,000,000
For 1944 Production

Hollywood studios in 1944
an estimated $250,000,000- to
000,000 on production. Fortune
azine reports in its February
published today.
In an article occupying the

spent
$300,Magissue,
better

part of 12 pages, and titled "Hollywood's Magic Mountain," referring
to movie production costs and movie
salaries. Fortune probes deeply in
(Continued on Page 8)

SPU Interim Pact Denied,
Picketing Starts Today
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Producers yesterday
rejected the Screen Players Union's
proposal for an interim agreement
contending that it contemplated a
closed shop and that it does not relate to wages or hours.
At the request of SPU, the producers requested the Screen Actors
Guild to maintain the status quo in
acting work, but this was rejected
by the Guild, which reasserted its
(Continued on Page 7)

Applications on File With FCC

Consent Awards Settle
Two Cases in St. Louis
Two arbitration complaints in the
St. Louis territory have been settled by consent awards.
In the case filed by the Gaty Theater, East St. Louis, 111., against
the five consenting companies, it
(Continued on Page 2)

AiVOTHER

WAR

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

! Washington — The industry will be cut by over 16,000,000
linear feet or five per cent in the overall quantity of raw stock
to be used this quarter, compared with last quarter, it was announced yesterday by Stanley Adams,

lO Tele Bequests from JV. IT.

^ BERLIN

tOME

Maximum Print Number for All Features to be 285;
WPB Survev Shows Pix Hoarding Charge to be False;
IIndie Producers Win Point in the New Allocations

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

BOI^D TODAY — SPEED

THE DAY

Newsreel Stoclc Cut
Nearly Million Feet
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The newsreels were
cut down less than 1,000,000 feet in
all, with their overall new quota
51,714,778 feet as compared with
52,549,812 feet for the last quarter
of last year, Stanley Adams, WPB
Consumers(Continued
Durable onGoods
Page 8)head, an-

JVWF Calls WAC Pic
Its Publicity Ace
In a letter to Francis S. Harmon,
industry's WAC chairman, Winthrop
W. Aldrich, president of the National
War Fund, declared that the "most
effective
singlecampaign
publicity for
instrument"
of the NWF
the past
two years has been the mtion picture

DAILY

Washington — Of about 100 applications for commercial tedevision
licenses on file with the FCC, 10 are
from New York state, while 29 of
the 347 FM applications are from
New York, it was announced by the
FCC yesterday. New York City has
three commercial tele stations on the
(Continued on Page 8)

^ TOKYO

head of the WPB Consumers Durable
Goods Division. In addition, all
Class C distributors and producers
will be cut 25 per cent from their
allocation for last quarter.
Independent producers, who now
obtain their stock from their distributors will be permitted to continue operating this way — or to come
to WPB and obtain a specific quota
for themselves,
they8) will re(Continuedwhich
on Page

produced
filmland's
WAC. that
At the
same time,byAldrich
requested
the
industry again make a short subject
for the fund drive next Autumn. Pathe
News will make the film this year as
it did last year. The NWF informed
Frederic Ullman, Jr., Pathe News
president, that last appeal-film,
"Memo for Joe," authored by Ardis
Smith, was outstandingly successful.

> HOME!!!
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fions, surely, the fuel saving resulting will
be negligible. . . For instance, in the TVA
l-erritory, 88 per cent of the current is hydroelectric and only 70,000 tons of coal is consumed to produce the remaining 12 per cent.
. . . In view cf the fact that only a 1 per
cent saving in current is anticipated, the saving of fuel actually would be about 700 tons.
. . . Yet theaters in Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi and North
Carolina are being required to restrict their
exterior lighting.
The

Mempii.s

Commissioner

of

public

Safety has commented, "It is ridiculous to
think that one 60-watt bulb will provide sufficient lighting for a theater". . . Exhibitors
will be 100 per cent in agreement with
that. . . So will all municipal fire and police
officials. . . For instance, St. Louis now has
extra police patroiiing the streets. . . Theaters there are using either six 10 watt or
three 20 watt bulbs on the marquees. . . In
Detroit, there was

an attempted

box-office

h Id-up on the first night of the "brownout". . . Whether what follows — it turned
up yesterday in the mail — rates as poetry
may be debatable, but it does appear to
represent the prevailing exhibitor sentiment:

Twinkta, Twinkle, 60-ivatt;
How I wish that you were not
Under my marquee yo high.
Like a sickly fire^flyl

Variety Clubs Plaque
Presented to Halifax
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

from Page 1)

Lead-off production is "For Whom
the Bell Tolls," which goes into popular price release this month, having
played in 900 advance admission engagements. Also for general release
in February is "Here Come the
Waves," which will be followed by
"Practically Yours" and "Ministry
and scheduled for reof Completed
Fear."
lease this year are "Bring on the
Girls," "A Medal for Benny," "Salty
O'Rourke," "Out of This World,"
"Incendiary Blonde," "The Road to
Utopia," "The Unseen," "Two Years
Before the Mast," "Murder, He
Says," "The Affairs of Susan," "Love
Letters," "Kitty," 'The Lost Weekend," 'The Virginian" and "Miss Susie Slagle's."completion are "Duffy's
Nearing
Tavern," "Good Intentions" and "Too
Good
to be True."
Completed
by the Pine-Thomas
unit are "High Powered," "Scared
Stiff," "One Exciting Night," "Double Exposure" and "Dangerous Pas-

My theater
no fan can see—^'
Darn
the double-you-pee-beel

Washington

(Continued

ing releases for the year will be
selected.

Consent Awards Settle
Two Cases in St. Louis
DAILY

Washington — Britain's ambassa— (Thursday, February 1) —
dor to the U. S., the Earl of HaliNEW YORK STOCK MARKET
fax, was presented yesterday at his
Chg.
Net Embassy residence a bronze plaque
High
Low Close
Am.
Seat
by the Variety Clubs of America.
I8I/4
I81/4 I8V4
.
Presentation on behalf of the donor
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 21 1/2 21 1/2 21 1/2 —
Columbia
Picts.
pfd. 481/8
481/8 481/8 —
was made by Janet Blair, film star,
Con.
Fm. Ind
6%
6
61/8 -twho was introduced to Halifax by
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd. . 323/4
32
321/2 +
East. Kodak
1 76
176 176
+
Carter Barron, first assistant nado pfd
tional chief barker. Other Variety
231/2
243/8 +
Gen. Prec. Eq
24%
Club representatives present at cereLoew's,
Inc
75%
74
741/2 —
mony were Frank LaFalce, John J.
Paramount
28^4
23%
281/2 -t9
9% .
RKO
91/4
Payette
and Samuel
Galanty.
92%
94 +
RKO
$6 pfd
94
27%
28 +
Plaque dedication reads: "To the
20th Century-Fox
... 28
everlasting honor of those British
20th Century-Fox pfd. 34%
345/8
13%
14% —+
11/4 343/4
Warner
Bros
I41/4
and American performers who, dur33/8
NEW
YORK
CURB MARKET
ing the darkest days of the London
1% +. .
Monogram
Picts.
. . SVs
3%41/4 3%
blitz, — when steadfastness and sheer
Radio-Ke:th
cvs.
...
1%
courage counted as weapons of war,
Sonotone Corp
3%
23
23
Technicolor
........ 23
— remembered the slogan- of their
Trans-Lux
4%
3% —
profession: 'Tonight and eVery night,
211/4
223/8
Universal
Picts
22%
41/4 —
the show must go on!'" -Halifax
will present the plaque to -the Council for the Encouragement of Music
'Roughly Speaking" and and the Arts (CEMA), of which Lord
'Hotel Berlin" in March
Keynes is chairman. It will be placed
on the association's building in
I Warners' March releases will be Berkeley Square, London.
j held to two — "Roughly Speaking,"
i now having an advance run at the Parker Named Universal
Hollywood Theater, and "Hotel BerManager in Milwaukee
I lin." Former will be released Mar. 3,
J and latter on the 17th, following a
William L. Parker, former city
I New York Strand premiere.
sailesman in Los Angeles for Universal, has been named branch manager
Correction
in Milwaukee. He succeeds Frank
Nathan Furst, Monogram special Mantzke, resigned. Meanwhile, a
representative, not salesman, as successor to "Snake" Richardson,
previously reported, will succeed Joe who resigned as New Orleans branch
Felder as branch manager of the manager, has not been appointed.
New York exchange, when the lat- Richardson has purchased the Astor Pictures franchise in Atlanta.
ter leaves the company Feb. 16.

sage." (Continued from Page 1)
was agreed
thatno the
ability shall be
laterGaty's
than availseven
days after the Esquire, East St.
Louis, and have- the same availability as the Roxy in the same city.
Consent award in the complaint
docketed by the Ritz Theater, East
Alton, 111., rules that the maximum
clearance to the Grand over the Ritz
shall be 48 days, but not later than
76 days after the availability to the
Grand, and that the maximum clearance to the Princess over the Ritz
shall be 30 days and not later than
76 days after availability to the
Princess.
In both cases, costs were assessed
equally against each party.

Rosenberg Rites Today
Mrs. Esther Rosenberg, 65, mother
of Frank P. Rosenberg, Columbia director of advertising and publicity,
will be buried from Park West Memorial Chapel, 115 W. 79th St., today. Mrs. Rosenberg died late Wednesday at the Dresden Nursing Home
after a protracted illness. Survivors include a husband, Ike; three
daughters, Ruth B.; Mrs. Helen Kott
and Mrs. Lilian Braviri; a son,
Frank P.; two sisters, Mrs. Lena
Kulick and Mrs. Dora Blake; and a
brother, Louis Rosenberg.

John G. Haiwood Dead
London (By Cable) — John Gomar
Harwood, 68, actor and director who
staged many hit musical shows, including "Rio Rita," in the United
States, died here Dec. 28.

COminC and GOim
WILL H. HAYS, MPPDA president, will n
for a month's visit to the Coast today
he will attend
the annual
Association
of Motion
Picture meeting
Producers.Q^';^
LEO |. McCarthy, PRC general sale;
ager, will leave for Hollywood Sunday to (
with Leon Fromkess, PC president in char
TOM PERSONS, studio chief of the m
production.
picture division, Jam Handy Organization
returned
to Detroit, after a month
in Ff
MIKE SIMONS, editor of the Distributoi
Lo, M-C-M and Loew publications, left
terday for Boston and is due to return Mo
JANE WYMAN leaves New York on Tu
for the Coast, with a Chicago stopover t^
pear as
guest Tuesday
star on night.
H.ldegarde's NBC
work
program
CHARLES STEINBERG, head of the Wj
educational bureau, is in Washington on Ji
for "Objective, Burma," "Hotel Berlin"
"Roughly Speakings"
RAOUL WALSH arrives in New York K
row from the Coast.
HENRY BLANKE leaves New!. Ybrk fqife!
the Coast.
;,
COL.
KENNETH
CLARK,
tion director of the MPPDA,
on leave from Italy.

formerly- -infc
is in New

ARTHUR
JEFFREY,
Eastern
publicity
dir
for
International
Pictures,
has returned
Boston
and
Providence
where
he
set
paigns

on

"Belle

of

the

Yukon"

JOVAN,
general
in JAMES
the Window."
Film Co., has returned
to

and

manager
Chicago

"W
of <
from

ROGER
FAWCETT,
vice-president and ge
York.
manager
of Fawceft
Publications,
is en
to Hollywood
with a stopover
in Louisvill
inspect the company's printing plant.
MORRIS
FENSIN,
Chicago
seating
exper
spending
his winter
vacation
in Miami,
with his wife and son.
VICTOR
SAMAAN,
PRC distributor and

i

eral representative
for the Near
East, ar'
in Hollywood for conferences with Robert S
the company's foreign sales manager, and
Fromkess,
PRC
president.
CAL SHRUM and his'Rhythm Rangers wil
sume picture work in Hollywood Feb. 19 <
a two-weeks' tour of the J. H. Cooper Ci
theaters
in Colorado.
JOSEPH H. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president
Eastern studio representative of 20th-Fox,
rives in New
York today from the Coast.
MICHAtL POWELL and EMERIC PR
BURGER will arrive in New York from Eng
about March 15 to attend the premiere
LAUREN
BACALL,
featured
actress
in
"Colonel
Bl'mp." >
."1
Have or Have
Not," is due to arrive here 1
Hollywood
today.
DICK POWELL and NICK MAZURKI go
Cincy to make

p.a.'s Feb. 28 for "Murder,

mm umw
KilEniKGS TO.

Sweet."

February

Bobby North
Benny
Rubin
Frank Albertson
Molly
Albert
James

Ellen
Malone

2

Ethel Doherty

Bonita Granville
S. Z. Sakall

Frank Zucker
Ralph

Ceder

Burton
Lane
Hyman S'lverman
L. W. McCllntock
M. Ryan

February
S. Howson
A. Starr

Peggy
Ann Silver
Garner'
Milton

3
Pat H. Harman
Mary Carlisle
S.Russel
D.

Cohen
Arms

February
4
NateIda ]. Lupino
Blumberg
Willard I. Scholes
Ethel Jackson
Albert Morgolies
James
Craig
William
French
Pat Dowling
Stella Simon
Nigel

I

Clayton'
G.
William
iBruce
L. C. Wingham

Eastmai
Orr

i
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ABBOTT X CflSTELLO

MILTON BERLE

"thrillingly different"

"spectacular"

JAMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG

BENNY GOODMAN

"glorious'

TED HOSING

V ortous

BRAOSHAW CRANDELL
"^ world in itself"

sic skilfully
OSCAR "mu
HAMMERSTEIN.
2«d

JESSICA DRAGONETTE
"memorable"

MOSS HART
"memorable picture"

IRENE DUNNE
"thrilling entertaim

RITA HAYWORI

"thrillingly differel

interwoven with story"

AL

'dramatic . . . memorable'

"different"

GUY LOMBARDO

HELEN MENKEN

"different"

"dramatic achievement"

DOROTHY KILGALLEN

FRITZ KREISLER

"eloquent"

"a neiv standard"

ROSSELL
PATTERSON
"exciting"
'truly ntemorrihle"

ii, »■"dramBENNY
atic, LEONARI
exciting

BOB RIPLEY

'a new standard

LEE mm]

we. ROBINSON
riotis entertainment"

"thrillingly different"

FRANK SINATRA

amorous

"thrilling"
KATE
SMITH

"glorious"

SI'

IGMUNO SPAETH

JOHANNES STEEL

lemorable picture'

"exciting, alive"

LEOPOLD STOKOWSK
"glorious music"

OEEMS TAYLOR
"truly memorable'

VERA ZORINA
"a great joy"

SENSATIONAL BUSINESS
in all pre-release engagements

HmWLRadioCityMusicHall'lhmmm..Orpheuni
NEW 0RLEANS..OrpAe(//n • MM..Loew'sState&Orpheum
CINCINNATI . . RKO Capitol ' OAKLAND . . Roxie ' ST. LOUIS . .

Lom's State.... „, HELD OVER EV
ERYWHERE!
To the Exhibitors of America who hove seen **A Song To Remember"
in its opening engagements ... our deep appreciation for their
enthusiastic expressions of gratitude to Columbia for making this
great picture at this time in the industry's history.
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Fuel Situalion
Continues Critical
(Continued frem Page I)

will last 72 hours, further aggravating the fuel shortage here.
-■ Of the 54 theaters in Greater New
^York requesting coal Wednesday, 12
were granted deliveries yesterday.
The rest were .in the process of being considered, it was reported by
"the office of the City Fuel Administrator.
Ironically, shipments of coal to
the Canadian-Pacific Railway Co.
were being made from Pennsylvania
mines via Syracuse, a section hardest hit by the fuel shortage. Ten
.coal-loa4ed barges were ferried
across the St. Lawrence River from
Ogdensburg, N. Y., to Prescott, Ont.,
totalling more than 1,000 tons in
two days.
Other towns in New York that
reported shuttering of their theaters
i are Geneva, and Cohoes. Watertown
will be closed Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday.
In Auburn two of
the four houses have closed.
A
meeting of exhibitors in Fulton will
decide what day of the week they
; .wish to remain open.
Albany may
i reopen for Sundays only.
In SyraI cuse the closing of theaters, for one
I week ending tonight, may be exi,tended, with little relief seen here
and upstate New York for at least
two weeks.
Geneva
houses have
closed until further notice.
Theaters in Oswego
can remain open
providing they burn soft coal.
Banning of coal deliveries to theaters in Philadelphia is not expected
to result in closings for a few more
days at least, although elimination
^ of matinees or closing one day a
week is now being considered by the
exhibitors.
Governor Dewey is preparing to
close all state-owned office buildings
in Albany, except for essential purposes, under an order to take effect
today at 5 p.m., it was announced
-by Charles H. Sells, superintendent
of Public Works.

DAILY

To Ash Senate Prohe
nci
Of Film, Shortage
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Senator Harold H.
Burt;n (R., 0.) said yesterday he
would ask the Seriate War Investigating Committee to make an inquiry into the shortage of news photographic materials following complaints of waste and excessive purchases of film stock by the armed
forces. Rep. Lyie Boren (D., Okla.),
chairman cf Hoiise Interstate Commerce Sub-Committee, said he would
examine the photographic situation
if his group is re-established in the
new Congress.

SPU Interim Pact Denied,
Picketing Starts Today
- fContinued from Page t)

claim over all -acting 'work, -pending
settlement of the , jurisdictional dis-,
pute between SAG and 'SPU. The
producers are willing to negotiate
with SPU on wages^ hours and working conditions relating to various
classifications of extra work.
Late yesterday SPU officials announced that picket lines would be
established today at major studios
and that SPU members are striking
on grounds that the producers have
failed to comply with the NLRB order which gives SPU jurisdiction
over extras and extras doing bits,
parts, singing and stunts.

U. S. Possessions Houses
Join Red Cross Campaign
(Continued frsm Page 1)

in the industry's Red Cross campagn.
Territorial chairmen are Homer
Garvin, Juneau, Alaska; Robert 0.
Schoham, San Juan; Clarence Payne,
St. Thomas, and V. Fredericksen,
St. Croix, Virgin Islands.

Republic Signs Borzage
To Producer-Director Pact

l>es Moines Theaters Use Coal West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Republic has signed
Miner's Lamps Under Marquee Frank
Borzage to a long-term proDes Moines — The old-fashioned
carbide coal miner's lamp took over
at one of the theater lobbies in Des
Moines with the new brownout taking effect.
A dozen carbide lamps were purchased by the Paramount Theater
manager and 11 were installed under
the marquee at the entrance. The
twelfth was donned by a barker who
wore it atop his head in the style of
a miner, but in full dress, tails and
all.
At the Orpheum Theater instead
of usinge one 60-watt bulb under the
marquee, there will be six bulbs of
10 watts I each.
The Des Moines Theater advertised for "10,000,000 lightning bugs
to illuminate the theater."

■•e

ducer-director contract and he will
have a substantial financial interest
in each picture he makes for Republic. He will have sole authority in
selection of the properties he will
make and in casting.
Each picture will have a budget in
excess of $1,500,000, and following
completion of "Spanish Main," which
he is directing at RKO, Borzage will
leave for New York for conferences
with H. J. Yates.

•

An Open Letter
To Lester Cowan

®

e
o
o

Dear Lester:
It is with deep regret that we must terminate
the exceptional run of your picture "Tomorrow
— the World!": at the Globe Theatre after six
highly successful weeks. Unfortunately, a prior

@

commitment.' nriade by us some time ago prevents us from extending the run of "Tomorrow— th.QV\fQvld\" indefinitely as it warrants!
As you know, we have been in the exhibition end of this business for 31 years but never
in our experience have we ever played a picture that has had the building fower and staying quality of "Tomorrow— the World! ". The
'word-of-mouth'plus its timeliness makes your
picture a real contender for top grosses. Let's
look at the Globe record: the third week was
bigger than the second j the fourth week was
bigger than the third; the fifth week was bigger
than the fourth and the SIXTH WEEK

9

e
e
e
G

e

©
©

WILL TOP ALL excQpt the first despite bad
weather breaks.
We sincerely feel that you have an unusually great picture in "Tomorrow — the
World!". The box-office records of the Globe
Theatre have proven that you have a real
WINNER

in "Tomorrow — the World!".

Please accept our sincere congratulations
and best wishes for your continued success.

©
©

©
©.
©
©
©

©
©
©

Michael Martone Dead

Springfield, Mass. — Michael Marr
tone, 56, active in theater management and for 10 years manager of
the Palmer (Mas?.) theater, died
after a brief illness.

©
©
©
©
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Raw Slo(k Cut
Is 16 Million Feet
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
tain even if they decide to change
their distribution setup.
This decision was reached as the
result of a sharp protest by independents, led by Samuel Goldwyn,
that they are "at the mercy of the
distributors."
Adams declared steps will be taken
to be certain that the producers do
not use their separate allocations as
clubs over the heads of distributors.
He did not specify just how WPB
could accomplish it, but promised
that WPB will make certain no producer or distributor uses his raw
stock quota as a lever for advantage
over the other.
Maximum print number for all features hereafter will be 285.
Adams declared that "the motion picture
industry is to be complimented, rather than
condemned, for its swift movement of the
product it turns out." Charges that the
major companies are hoarding finislied pix
are completely false, he said, on the basis
of a questionnaire sent out recently by WPB
and returned by nearly all producers.
With only one or two more to be heard
from, he said, there are now only 16 finished features for which 1945 release has
not been definitely scheduled.
Of these 10 features there are now 529
prints, and half these prints are being held
on the shelf because the Army is not yet
ready for them. "Tlie industry is very
much in the clear on this charge," Adams
Bald.
In addition, he declared that a WPB survey reveals total raw stock in inventory
on December 31 was only about 10.000,000
feet — which is a five-day supply. "My office here deals with 75 or 80 industries,"
Adams said, "and I know of no industry
which operates on as low an inventory.
Charges that the motion picture industry, or
portions of it, is hoarding raw stock or
finished pictures are not borne out by our
finds."
The new policy on the allocation will permit any independent producer to come to
WPB and demand his own specific allocation,
the film thus given him will be subtracted
from the quota given his distributor, and
he may take it from one distributor to
another.

Up io $300,000,000
For 1944 Production

BRIEnnCTHEDflV'SnEUIS
Para.'s Poll "Firsts" Record

Stromberg Signs Lupino

(Continued from Page D
filmland's economic status today, a| ;
well as in the pre-war and oncom| I
ing post-war periods. In answerinj
the question, "Why is picture-mak
ing expensive?," Fortune's editors
using
issues asof authoritative
The Film Dail^
Year Book
basis
and additional data currently avail,
able, to study post-war fiscal pros
•
pects, conclude that there are lev
forces
working to drive costs down
"Brownout" in P. R.. Too
Doherty With WB 25 Years
During 1939, the article states
San Juan, P. R. (By Air Mail)— aggregate production costs in Holly
H. M. (Doc) Doherty, head of War- Brownout regulations decreed by the wood
was about $165,000,000. Thi
ners exchange auditing operations, WPB are made effective here, with
celebrated his twenty-fifth year of theaters affected as they are in the 000,000
cost jumpandlast
year to between
$250,'
$300,000,000,
it is pointe<
service with the company yesterday. States.
out, is all the moi-e meaningful ii
Paramount captured 53 first places
out of a possible 71 in 26 annual
polls and selections reported to Jan.
15, the company reported yesterday
following completion of a survey.
Paramount's total of "firsts" is more
than six times as many as any other
company and three times as many
as all other companies combined,
Para, declared.

Hunt Stromberg has just signed
Ida Lupino to star in "Young
Widow" directed by William Dieterle.
Production will start the end of
February.
•
Life Passes for V. C. Winners
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian will give all Canadian Victoria
Cross winners lifetime passes.

Newsreel Stock Cut
Nearly Million Feet

100 Tele Requests on
File; 10 from New York

(Continued from Page 1)
nounced yesterday. The difference
is only 835,034 feet, arrived at with
the understanding that reel length
will be cut from an average of 750
to 700 feet. There is no limit, however, on the length of individual reels.
Distributors may not use any of
this footage for entertainment features, although they may apply any
of their entertainment feature quota
to the newsreels, if they so choose.

(Continued from Page 1)

air, with
tady.

a fourth

one

in Schenec-

Commercial tele applications are:
Brooklyn, WLIB, Inc.; Buffalo,
WEBR, Inc.; New York, Bamberger
Broadcasting Service, Inc. (licensee
of WOR) ; New York, Blue Network
Co,, Inc; New York, Marcus Loew
Booking Agency (motion picture
producers); New York, Metropolitan Television, Inc., (department
Louis Goodrich Dies
store operators); New York, News
London (By Cable) — Louis Good- Syndicate Co., Inc.; New York,
rich, 80, actor, playwright, and nov- Philco Radio and Television Corp.;
Rochester, Stromberg-Carlson Co.;
elist who
in "Lightnin'
as well
as appeared
a score of
other stage" and White Plains, Westchester
Broadcasting Corp.
roles, died here.

about 95 per cent of the additional footage
added this quarter.
UA, Adams said, wants about 40 per cent
Adams said also, without going- into de- of its four-quarter allocation in the first
tail, that all future allocation of raw stock quarter because of excessive prodviction
will be on a percentage basis, with the footage demands, with 35 per cent spread
base to be fignired on the 1941-44 period, over the second and third quarters and 25
rather than strictly on the 1941 basis. This per cent in the final quarter. This will
was also a victory for the indies, who be- probably be arranged, he said.
lieved that the 1941 basis was unfair beThe cut-off of December 31 which resulted in the loss of several million feet
cause the majors are producing fewer features now than three years ago.
cf stock by several companies, will not be
A producer, Adams said, will be defined a quarterly affair, he said. Companies will
as a man who has complete financial re- be permitted to carry over reasonable amounts
sponsibility for production (50 per cent or of raw stock from one quarter to the next.
more of the financing of a feature), who He said, however, another cut-off may be
at the end of this year.
has legal ownership of all rights except dis- found necessary
tribution and exhibition but has contracAdams said it is likely that enlarged Intual authority. Who has reposfession rights dusti-y Advisory Committee which met yesat the end of the run; who has his own
terday to discuss these quotas — and, he
studio (either on contract or througli out' said, generally found them satisfactory in
right ownership) and wiio lias complete view of the supply of film available — -will
ownership of the script.
meet again in about six weeks. He is hopeAnyone whose production is financed by
ful that the second quarter allocation of
a distributor cannot claim his own alloca- film will be definitely established in about
tion of raw stock, although the distributors a month, he added, but he sees little hope
are free to give him film if they wish.
that it will be greater than the current
Adams said there will be no limit on quarter.
The reason the overall quality for this
re-issnes, but that the stock f6r re-issues
must come out of the regular allotment.
quarter is somewhat larger than appeared
As for the 285-print limit, he explained, likel.v a month ago Is that the upped schedappeals might be granted on the grounds
ules of film manufacturers has already made
that money will be lost through obsoletion its effect felt. No particular Increase in
or because a substantial number of prints thes^ scliedules Is expected
now, however.
Is worn
out.
Adams said he does not believe there will
Monogram was ' given an extra base fig- be any shortage of product as a result of
ure of 2,322,000 feet, as was done last year the cut. He got the impression from yesfor PRC, and UA was given an additional
terday's meeting, he said, that no ciitback
1,000,000 feet per quarter on its base. In product'on will be necessitated.
This means
that these companies
will get
Present at yesterday's meeting were John

J. O'Connor, Universal; Jack Cohn, Columbia; Steve Broidy, Monogram; Barney Briskin. Sol Lesser Prods. ; Barney Balaban,
Paramount; Neil Agnew, Vanguard; Thomas
L. Walker, Edward Small; Walter L. Titus,
Republic: Gradwell Sears, UA; A. W. Schwalberg, International; Sam Schneider, Warner
Bros. ; Robert Savini, Astor Pictures Corporation; James A. Mulvey, Goldwyn; W. C.
Michel, Twentieth-Fox; Leo J. McCarthy,
PRC; L. E. Goldhammer, Film Classics:
and Roy Disney of Walt Disney. No M-G-M
representative
was named by WPB as in attendance.
Present
and
new
allocations
in linear
feet follow:
Present
Columbia
Metro-Goldwyn-

L-ITS Quotas'*"
30,253,296

New Quotas
28,505,600

Mayer
& Loew's,
Inc
43,147,476
39,713,280
iVIoncgram
8,170,000
7,697,920
Paramcunt
30,721,843
28,948,J80
PRC
5,500,000
5,181,440
KKO
27,435,119
25,850,880
Republic
18,380,444
17,318,400
20th Century-Fox. 31,803,398 29,967,360
United Artists....
16,086,803
15,157,760
Universal
27,448,441
25,863,680
Warner Brothers..
33,742,077
31,792,640
Totals

271,689,797

255,997,440

* Except in the case of Monogram and
United Artists. Monogram's quota is increased by 2,332,000 linear feet, which is
the same amount PRC quota was previously increased. United Artists quota was increased by 1,000,000
linear feet.

XIQ sdwOHS,

tures
made.
In 1939,
total was
light of
the slash
in number
of 5271
pic'i 'i
practically all made in Hollywood
in 1943, 397; and the 1944 outpu _
will
be story
"probably
fewer." expenses
"The
of production
in brief, is that a good-grade fea
ture once cost about $600,000, nov

]

cost over $1,000,000," the artich
states.
All segments of production ar«
discussed, including executive sal
aries and those of players, technie
ians, directors, story prices, etc
Rising costs, it is declared, are noth.
ing unusual, and they are the uni
versal industry complaint. In con
elusion the article says:
"The fact still remains that the
system of bidding up salaries, witl
the bidders' own salaries rising prO'
portionately — a variation of the orthodox practice of paying the mar
who does the hiring more than thd
people he hires — has resulted in s
super-elevated concentration of per.
sonal income. Nothing can be donci
about it, because any attempt tc
'stabilize' salaries by agreemeni
would bring on the Department oi I
Justice. Naturally, too, the urge tci
get together on salary reduction does
not throb very fiercely in the heartsi
of salaried people. The critical ques
tion, which nobody can yet answer,
is whether the greatest amusement
business in the world's history is
subject to the same forces and
trends that have shaped less glam
orous enterprises."
Moss Nixes Knobel Plan
License Commissioner Paul Moss
has refused to grant Benjamin Kno
bel's application to erect a film
house on the site now occupied by
Newman's Department Store at Montague and Clinton Sts., Brooklyn
The project was opposed by the
Brooklyn Heights Association on the
ground it would hamper services of
Spencer Memorial Presbyterian
Church and Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church.

John A. Muchmore

Dead

Kansas City — John A. Muchmore,
PRC franchise holder and formerly
an office manager for M-G-M, died
in the Kansas University Hospital.
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TOA PROTESTS WPB ORDER ON PRINT CUT
=uel Editorial
ShortageSevenSpre
ads to Natu
ral and SaysMixe
d Gas
States and D. C.
Chaotic Condition
16 mm. Advisory Com.
Scraich'pad
. . . jottings

B7 CHESTER B. BAHN
rS left for Mrs. Edna R. Carroll, chairman cf the Pennsylvania State Board of
(nsors, to turn the spotlight on another
Mson why motion picture theaters should
f be shuttered except as a last resort dur; the present fuel emergency. . . . Mrs.
rroli observes that a large scale closing of
waters vi^ould be m:st unfortunate as the
rale value of film entertainment at this
ge of the war is most important. . . .
d she cites the theaters in England as
excellent example of operation maintained
Jer great hardships. . . • Many
exitors whose houses have been forced to
>se, by the way, are using the interval to
^1 their "Spring cleaning." . . . And in some
[Stances, alterations are being made duri; the enforced
blackout.
. . • The
iier day, this sidelines-observer had someng to say about movie-going as a coal
iservation
move.
. . . Darned,
if the
jstern Massachusetts Theaters, Inc., isn't
ng this line in all Springfield theater ad
3y. . . . "Turn Out the Lights and Check
; Furnace, Then Come and See a Swell
:w Here. . . Be Patriotic. . . . Conserve
al."
— 0 —
yjAYBE you've noted those additions made
' by distributors to their field exploitan staffs. . . . Warners, for example, has
t added five more. . . . Here's the rea:i: WB is getting 90 per cent more relests from exhibitors this year than last
'V f:r showmanship co-operation
in exi>iting pix, indicating
keener
realization
value of exploitation
by exhibs. . . .
ly (Metro)
Ferguson's
visiting firemen
II tell you much the same thing. . . . And
n't forget that if exploitation is important
Jay, it's going to be many times more so
the post-war period when pictures really
II have to be sold to John Q. Public.
HERE have been plenty of swell editorial
tributes to the industry as a result of its
t films to the armed services, but one of
s best, certainly, was that of the Chicago
lily News which termed the overseas film
3grams
"two
hour
furloughs"
home.
. • Speaking of editorials inspired by
ms, the erudite editor of the Hartford
)urant the other day dipped into the score
Para.'s "Here Come the Waves" to sugst that the Big Three's meeting theme
, "Accentuate the positive, eliminate the
(Continued on Page 2)

Affected by WPB Order
Effective to 7 p.m. Today

The fuel shortage 'germ' which
has been closing theaters since last
week spread to theaters using natural and mixed gas in seven States
and the District of Columbia in an
order issued by the War Production
Board Friday.
The States affected by this order,
(Continued on Page 7)

Design Sets, Costumes
Here for Rank Film

Under Organization
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Formatirn of a 16
mm. Industry Advisory Committee,
to meet later this month with WPB
for a discussion of raw stock and
re-equipment problems, was admitted Friday by Stanley Adams,
WPB Consumer Durable Goods head.
The committee is now being fcrmed,
Adams said, for consultation on general problems of the 16 mm. industry.
He cannot yet disclose the membership, he said, because it has not been
definitely established.
Adams said the committee arises
because of industry demand.

Majors Ciiarge Fraud
By Endicolt Circuit

Wesley Ruggles' first picture for
J. Arthur Rank in England will represent a new approach in production procedure by an American producer. All sets and costumes were
designed in Hollywood and will be
executed in London. The musical
Actions aggregating $180,000 in
score also was written in Hollywood. damages were filed in New York
Ruggles, who expects to return to Supreme Court on Friday by 20th(Continued on Page 6)
Fox, Paramount, Loew's, and Warners, against Irving Renner, Louis
Nelson, and other corporations opOrders SPU to Abandon
erating the Endicott Circuit, as well
Picketing; Extra Calls Filled
(Continued on Page 6)
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Upon receipt of word More Raw Stock, or Fewer
that the War Labor Board has ord- Pix Imports — Argentina
ered the Screen Players Union to
abandon its picket lines at all major
Montevideo (By Cable)— Reports
studios pending further action of from Buenos Aires revealed at the
the board, officials of Painters Union week-end that the acting minister
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 7)
FILM

Will Result; Asks For
Immediate WPB Hearing

Protests against the WPB order
cutting down the number of prints
for each release have been registered by the ITOA in telegrams to
Stanley Adams and Milton Star of
the WPB and Si Fabian of the War
Activities Committee. The telegrams were sent by Max A. Cohen,
(Continued on Page 4)

Asl(s Lab. Regulars
Be Fuiiy Empioyed
The raw stock shortage that is
curtailing the operations of many
of the film laboratories in the East
has brought a demand from the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians
(C:ntinued on Page 2) *

St. Louis Amusement Co.
Case Is Set for March 1
St. Louis — Because
Richard M. Duncan
signed to sit in the
Court in Washington,
(Continued on

Federal Judge
has been asU. S. District
D. 7)
C, during
Page

DAILY

Para, Sets Deal tor Spain
Distribution Through Paramount-Mercurio
Indie Theater Service
A long-term contract between
amount Films de Espana and
Will Headquarter Here

ParMercuric Films of Spain was announced
Officers of the newly formed Inde- Friday by John W. Hicks, president
Inc.
pendent Theater Service, Inc., will of Paramount International Films,
be elected at a meeting scheduled
tentatively for this week. Details
According to the announcement,
of the New Jersey booking and buy- which was published simultaneously
ing organization were completed at in Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Valen(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 4)

Stop Booth Repair
Worh By Operators
St. Louis— Officials of local 143,
operators, have notified owners of
of theaters that individual members
of the union will no longer be permitted to service or repair sound
equipment. The ruling means each
union house, some 108 in all, will
have to pay the $5 a week maintenance fee charged by a service
concern such as Altec, RCA, and Cooperative Sound Service. For this
fee the theater gets a regular maintenance inspection every 60 days and
also emergency calls without extra
charge except for necessary repair
material. Individual operators have
been doing much of this work in spare
used.
time at $5 an hour for time actually
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MnnnciflL

E. K. (Ted) O'SHEA, Eastern sales manager
fcr M-G-M, is laid up at his home with
bursitis.

VERONICA

LAKE

has arrived in Hollywood

by plane from Washington. She was accomby LINDSAY DURAND of Paramount's
publicity panieddepartment.

RUBE JACKTER, Columbia's assistant general
calesmanager, left over the week-end for Detroit and will return Wednesday.

DICK KEARNEY of the Shea Circuit returned
over the week-end from Boston.

MIKE TODD arrived in Hollywood at the
week-end to recruit players for another Broadway show.

WILLIAM CLEICHER of the M-C-M sales
department returns today from a trip to Kansas City and Atlanta.

EVELYN

COLEMAN,

Republic

home

office

publicist, is on her way to Cuba for a month's
vacation.

CRADY of the M-C-M auditing department leaves in a few days for New Haven
and Boston.

CHARLES A. KIRBY, assistant foreign manager. Universal Pictures, is vacationing in
Atlantic
C ty.

GALE STORM, Monogram star, is in New
Ycrk for three weeks for radio appearances

LT. j.g. P. |. EOELE, former salesman for
Warner Bros., is home in St. Louis on a 30day leave from Pearl Harbor.
EDWiN LESTER, producer of "Song of Norway," will leave here today for the West
Coast.
ALAN COURTNZY, manager of Los Ange!es
News:eel Theater, is here on a business trip
after stopovers
in Baltimore
and Washington.
LT. WAYNE MORRIS, USNR,
doif-Astoria
from the Coast.

is at the Wal-

HARRY L. COLD, United Artists Eastern sales
manager, arrives in Detroit today for a short
business
trip.
JACK FLYNN went from Chicago to Detroit
to attend the Western Michigan Variety Club
installation.

Mead, Boren Corns. May
Scrutinize Film Situation
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Probes of film and
photographic equipment supply loom
(Febrnavy 2)
as possibilities today on both sides
NEW YORK
STOCK
MARKET
Net of the Capitol. A routine investigation is already under way bv the
High Low C'rse
Chg.
Am.
Seat
Committee, with Rep. Lyle
183/8 183/8 183/8 4Vs Mead
Col, Picts. vtc. (2'/2%) 21 3/4 21 1/4 21 1/4 —
1/4
Boren's
special committee on pulp
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 435/3 485/8 455/8 +
1/2
and paper also likely to get into the
Con.
Fm.
Ind
6I/4 61/8
61/8
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
pfd.. 323/8 32
323/8 —
i/g film supply situation.
East. Kodak
That the Mead Committee, to which
do pfd
251/2
751/2 241/4 251/4 + % thousands of complaints are referGen.
Prec.
Eq
red every month will actually launch
75
751/2 + 1
Loew's,
Inc.
2993/8 283/8 28% 4- 3/8 a full-scale investigation of the alParamount
94%
RKO
91/8
93/8 + 1/4
location and use or misuse of film
281/8 94
947/8 + 7/8
■RKO $6 pfd
and
cameras
is believed unlikely
20th Century-Fox
. . . 35
28
231/8 4- 1/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 141/2 343/4 35
11/2 4- 1/4 here, however.
11
31/8
/4
Warner
Bros
The routine check arose from a
141/8 141/4 4- '/8
IV2
NEW YORK CURB
MARKET
31/2
complaint filed with the committee
3
Monogram P cts. . . . 35/8
—
1/8
41/4 3
by Sen. Harold Burton, R., Ohio.
Radio-Keith
cvs.
. . . 23%
43/8
Sonotcne
Corp
35/8 +
1/4 Burton simply passed on a complaint
23
Technicolor
233/4 +
3/4 received by him from the Cleveland
41/4
223/8 22
Trans-Lux
Universal
Picts
22% —
1/4 .^ress, a Scripps-Howard newspaper,
vhich feels that newspapers have
leen unfairly treated insofar as cul
Western Mass. Business
ilm print paper and camera anc
lark-room equipment are concerned.
Nose-Dives In Storm
Burton says he has made no invesSpringfield, Mass. — In the wake igation of the facts, simply passing
of a record cold wave, the fourth he letter on.
Boren's interest is solely in thr
major- snowstorm of the year has
buried Western Massachusetts un- 'Im supply on the grounds that pulj
>
a film base and his committee war
der a record snow, isolating several
communities and cutting heavily in- ■.et up to study pulp supply. His
to theater profits. Nabes show a 'ommittee actually expired with the
75 per cent patronage drop, while ast Congress but he expects it U
downtown houses report a reduction be renewed. His interest in the film
supply is mainly in cut and roll film
in the vicinity of 60 per cent.
and sensitized paper, he said, but if
his committee does launch an invesFour New Pix Starting
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAllY
tigation it will also get into the
Hollywood — Four new pictures go 35 mm. film supply.
The Oklahoma Democrat said he
into production this week, making
total of 39 shooting.
has received complaints about prodig-

TOM

negative, latch on to the affirmative, don*
mess around with Mr. In-Betvtreen.
. . • Alert managers of Tony Sudekum'l
Crescent houses have been cashing in 0
THE FILM DAILY'S 'Ten Best." . . . Th
average Crescent house has played i^^i
16 out have
of thenotfirst
20. ...
a rulej^^'
others
reached
the Asareas
as yet
. . • Smile of the Week was provide
by the Michigan Theater, UDT's ace Detroi
house, which, taking no chances that it
clientele might not be familiar with tb
classic reference in "Casanova

Brown,

slugged all ads with the word, "Lover," i
big
words.parenthesis between the two tit!

and Interviews in connection with "Forever
Yours," formerly titled "They Shall Have
COL.

H.

A.

COLE

returned

MARIE McDonald is
after a tour through New
JOSEPH S. TUSHINSKY
Faith."
week to confer with Budd

to

Dallas

Friday.

b:ck in New York
England.
is in New York this
Rogers.

HARRY GOLDBERG cf Warner Bros, theater
circuit gets back
from
Ph.ladelphia
today.
LOUIS RAMM cf Equity Films is in Chicago
from
Hollywood.
ROLAND REED is here from Culver City,
Calif.
HENRY HULL is stopping at the Maurice Hotel.

N. Y. THEATERS
RADIO

Three M-G-M field promotion reps,
William Bishop, Chicago; Louis Orlove, Milwaukee, and Norman Pyle.
Minneapolis, are due in New York
today. Office managers arriving
the same day are W. Snruce, Dallas; F. Armington, Des Moines, and
Joseph Markowitz, Los Angeles.
al use of film and print paper by the
military and referred to "thousands
of pictures sent the newspapers —
and filed in their waste baskets —
from the different theaters of war."

•

HALL

Rockefeller Center

Introducing

CORNEL

WILDE

A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

''MUSIC FOR
ON

from Page 1)

Metro Field Men Coming

MUSIC

"A SONG TO REMEMBER"
Paul Muni • Merle Oberon

Asks Full Employment
For Laboratory Regulars
Union, Local 702, lATSE, that processors take steps to guarantee the
livelihood of regular members of
the union, it was learned on Friday.
The shortage has been accentuated
by the Office of Defense Transportation embargo on the movement of
civilian freight and bad weather conditions— factors which have hampered shipments of raw stock from
Rochester.
The union has asked the laboratories for an assurance of a full
five-day week for its regular members. To this end it has suggested
that the employers drop some of
their new employes who work under
temporary permits granted by Local
702 earlier to relieve the mannower
shortage in the laboratories. Where
the work is not sufficient to go
around the union wants some of
the newcomers withdrawn so that
the regulars can be fully employed.
It was understood on Fridav that
several laboratories would further
cut down their operations today.

CITY

Showplace of the Nation

WILL BISHOP, M-G-M publicity director for
the Chicago area, arrived here over the weekend for heme office conferences.

(CrnHnued
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!TOA Protests WPB
Order on Print Cut

Paramount-Mercurio
To Operate in Spain
(Crntinued from Page 1)
cia and Bilbao, Paramount pictures
will be distributed in Spanish territory by Paramount-Mercurio Films,
S. A.
It was stated that an agreement,
on which the contract is based, was
signed with Paramount in New York
in October, Peter Couret signing for
Mercurio. At that time Couret was
present in New York after having
made a trip to the United States in
the company of Robert C. Alexander of Paramount.
Couret's trip was made for the
express purpose of arranging for
distribution of Paramount product
through the Couret interests. He
had previously conferred with Robert L. Graham, Paramount special
representative, who later returned
to New York in May after having
made a comprehensive film survey
in Spain. The arrangements for the
contract, therefore, have been many
months in the making. Couret and
Alexander returned to Spain in October to complete final arrangements,
and they were followed a month later
by Graham.
With Friday's announcement, the
company now is officially registered
in Spain, and Paramount-Mercurio
operations start at once.
The Couret family, through its interest in Mercurio Films, has had
long experience in film business in
Spain, having handled product of
both United States and British companies for a number of years. Paramount was among the companies
dealing with Mercurio in previous
years.
Paramount Films de Espana, S.
A., was incorporated in Albany, in
October, 1944. Its officers are: John
W. Hicks, Jr., president; George
Weltner and Robert C. Alexander,
vice-presidents; Roger C. Clement,
secretary; and Milton Kirsehenberg,
treasurer. Alexander serves as resident executive in Spain.

What Now, Little Ban?
With the supply of U. S. raw stock
scissored frcm the Argentine, a film
famine now exists in the "beef"
country, it was reported Friday.
Squeezed dry of any surplus they
may have built while German shipping
was able to get through, all production has ceased including that
country's own newsreel.
The producers have asked
distributors to appeal here for
raw stock, while the Argentine
ernment issaid to be mulling a

their
more
govform

of "quota" on films imported from
countries manufacturing raw stock,
requiring an undetermined amount of
raw stock with each print.

(Crntinued from Page 1)

I

chairman of the ITOA film com:jt.
tee. An immediate hearing \%

Leo Botvs

Out

• • • LEO GRACEFULLY BOWED OUT of the Astor yesterday
after having tenanted the house for a total of 716 weeks in the past 20
years
During that period 49 Lionized attractions played there
Holding the all-time record was "The Big Parade" which ran six weeks
less than two years
Runner up in playing time was "GWTW" for
a total of 49 weeks
Third spot went to "Broadway Melody," which
tallied 27 weeks
Louis Leonard has been at the theater for all the
lime it was operated under the aegis of Leo and was manager for the
past three years
"Meet Me in St. Louis/' by the, by, finished a 10week run yesterday when the Astor changed operation. The. last week
was better than the preceding week in gross, and the total take for the
70 days was best for any attraction exhibited there for the same cmiount
of time
Every week of "Meet Me in St. Louis" had the distinct honor of running ahead of "Kismet," the former title holder
T
▼
T
• • • INCIDENTALLY, SOME VERY interesting figures have
come to light with the first 51 engagements of the ace Metro Technicolor musical
Total grosses on first week runs have averaged 140
per cent of normal
This includes situations with populations of
more than a 1,000,000 and as low as 25,000
During the past week
there have been 13 holdovers and six additional moveovers
Out
of town the longest engagement for the flicker is at the Aldine, Philadelphia, where it is now in its seventh week and expected to go three
more, with the indication it will garner the largest gross for any firstrun M-G-M engagement in Philadelphia
Tally-Ho to Loew's regime at the Astor, but the picture that made famous the Trolly Song
will aters
be back again, starting Easter week in Loew's Metropolitan the-

• • • CUFF NOTES: "You won't believe it, but' Joe Breen, vice▼
▼ had ▼
president of the MPPDA, hasn't
a picture snapped since graduating
from high school," wrote Hedda Hopper in her syndicated column the
other day
What
Phil M. wants to know
if that's the case is,
whoinhell doubled for Joe when those portraits were taken for the
MPPDA? ... • Publisher William M. Cotton, who publishes Movie
Life and Movies among others has notified employes of Ideal Publishing Corp. that they are being made beneficiaries of a combined
pension and insurance plan, entire cost of which will be borne by the
company
Plan extends to all who have been employed for one
year prior to its adoption. . . • Albert R. Perkins, film and radio director for Look Magazine starts a course in radio writing at NYU tonight. . .
• David Fine, the Stanley's managing director, is offering a $25 War
Bond to the person who correctly guesses the date and time of the official fall of Berlin to the Red Army. . . • Columbia's "A Song to Remember," hit the 118 thousand mark in its first week at Radio City Music
Hall. • . • Warners' plan to take a New York press party to the world
premiere of "God is My Co-Pilot" at Macon, Ga. on Feb, 21. is an ODT
casualty. . . • Theater workshop supplied by Freedom Auxiliary
through the B'nai B'rith Metropolitan Council of Greater New York for
the use of the Army Service Forces, was dedicated Saturday at the New
York Port of Embarkation. . . • Bob Weitman, who leaves for Hollywood Wednesday, plans to complete the
through 1945 and to negotiate for p.a.'s to
schedule for the year while on the Coast
booked to Labor Day. . . • Take it from

theater's booking schedule
round out the stage show
The Paramount currently is
Harms, Inc., Warner music

firm, "Don't Fence Me In" from "Hollywood Canteen" with sales past
1,100,000 has set a new sheet music sales record for the past 16 years.
T
T
▼
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR!

asked
to wires,
discuss Cohen
the facts.
0■'^^at
his
asserte&'^
theIn order
meant cutting
doAvn W
present number of positive prSs
which, he said, would not have ly
effect on the first-run theaters k\.
would definitely affect the sutequent-runs. The subsequents, Coi;!n
pointed out, will have to face chajic
"spread-eagling"
clearances with'ssultant financial damage.
"There can be no quarrel with
order which is equitable to all p. ties concerned, but this order wiibe
so discriminatory that an irreirable injustice will be heaped uin
the subsequent-run independent :
hibitors of this country," Cohen ;
in his telegrams which were ia
at the request of the ITOA boarc;)!"
directors following a special mding Friday.
Fabian, as a member of the 1
aters Advisory Committee, was asd
to demand an immediate confere:e
with Adams.
Distributors, too, looked with cicern on the order limiting prints o
285 maximum on each picture, [t
was pointed out that on the m
important features as many as '
prints were required and that
entire clearance set-up would
complicated and involved under
order.

More Raw Stock, or Few
Pix Imports — Argentina
(Continued from Page 1)

of the interior in Argentina has
formed
representatives
of all i
eign film companies that unless
gentinian producers can obtain s,
ficient raw stock, the number of :

ported
pictures will film
be restricted'
The Argentinian
Indus try,. t
was said, is asking for as much i.iv
stock as there is in the number f

prints sent into the country by ieign companies.
American repres
tatives were told that the Goveiment expected an answer to the In
quest by Wednesday of this wee

Mexico, Me. Theater Burns

Mexico, Me.— The Mexico Theai
here was completely destroyed y
fire
matedWednesday.
at $30,000.

Damage

is ei -
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Stanley W. Hand
Jack Donohoe
Monta Bell
Walter W. SimonsP
J. A. M Her
Tim Holt
[
James |. Donohue
i
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^i"Her
i etiComeREtheViCUJS
"The ManOF
Who
Lou
Co-eds"

wirh Bud Abbott,
al

Costello
87 Mins.

and furious entertainment
Lavish treat for abbott-cos;llo fans.

: "Here
Come
the Co-eds"
should
win
. e unqualified endorsement of the Abbottjstelio fans. In it the ccmedians run
irserk, scattering corn and slapstick with
lavishness that sets a new record for
em. While the material in great part
woefully ancient, it still is guaranteed
: , draw gales of laughter
from persons
: lose tastes for humor are low-brow.

with

"Eadie Was a Lady"

David ked
0 Brien Alo
and Kay
ne"Aldridge
Wal
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)

PRC
70 Mins.
PLEASING COMEDY ROMANCE SHOULD
FIND FAVOR WITH AVERAbE AUDIENCES.

with Ann Miller
Columbia

67 Mins.

ANN MILLER'S WORK BOLSTERS BOXOFFICE PROSrECTS OF THIS MUSICAL
COMEDY.
Ann Miller is the saving of "Eadie Was
a Lady," a musical comedy that makes no
sense and offers little real diversion when

Here is a pleasing comedy romance, which
gives David 0 B.-ien and Kay Aldridge their that young lady isn't around. It is to her
best screen opportunities to date and they credit that she is able to rise above the
deliver nicely. Christy Cabanne rates credit indifferent material and make something of
on three counts, as associate pr;ducer, di- her role of a Boston blueblood collegian who
rector and author of the original story. lends her singing and dancing talents to
burlesque unbeknown to her aunt, with whom
Leon Fromkess functioned as producer.
she lives, and her friends.
O'Brien, a returned soldier-hero, picks
The yarn, which places at her disposal
Under Jean Yarbrough's direction the com- i^lainfield as his new home and tries to
, Jy stars set a furious pace, not letting hitch a ride with Kay. Kay is an heiress, a number of songs, including "Eadie Was
)wn for a moment until the finish and who is not in love w.th her suitor. Smith
a Lady," which inspired the story, requires
Miss Miller to enter into a romance with
splaying all their familiar tricks to weedle Jallew, a stuffed shirt socialite.
jghs from the audience. Setting a new
Kay and Dave land in jail twice — once on William Wright, producer of the show in
gh for them are three sequences, one in a car theft charge and a second time for which she is appearing. No end of comiich Costello has a tussle with an .oyster entering the Aldridge mansion through
plications arise from Miss Miller's double
a stew, another in which he swall:ws windows. Of course, they are able to existence. The gal's dilemma is solved in
humorous
fashion,
with auntie approving of
jatisfact.rily
explain
their
difficulties
and
pair of dice and a third in which
he
; iguises himself as a girl to play on a are released. The ending finds Kay re- the romance.
mme
basketball
team.
The burden of the comedy, which is
jecting Ballew and accepting David's pro; Those who might find the brand of
broad, slapsticky and strictly low-brow, is
entrusted to J..e Besser, an old burlesque
medy in this film not exactly to their posal.
CAST: David O'Brien, Kay Aldridge, Walter hand.
Cat;ett, Guinn (Big Boy) Wi.liams, Isabel Ranling will derive much pleasure in a numdolph, Smith BaI.ew, Nancy June Robinson,
; r of musical
interludes
employing
the fiuth Lee, Chester Clute, Vivian Oakland, Vicki
Arthur Dreifuss' direction is ccmmonplace.
lents of Phil Spitlany and his Hour
of Saunders, Robe.t Hartzell, Charles Williams, The slapdash production was turned out by
Frank Melton, Donald Kerr, Eddy Wa.ler, Don Michel Kraike in hurried manner.
iarm ail-girl crchestra
featuring
Evelyn jrcdie, Tom Djgan, W.liiam B. Davidson, Dick
d her violin.
As an added
concession ;.l ott. Jack Raymond, jack Mu.ha.l, Charles
CAST: Ann Miller, Joe Besser, William Wright,
Donnell, Jimmy Little, Marion Martin,
them the film offers Peggy Ryan in a jOrdan, Tom Kennedy, Paul Newlan, Lloyd Jetr
Kathleen Howard, Tom Djgan, Douglas Wood,
.ngraham, Elmo Lincoln.
, luple of sequences in which she sings and
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Associate Hal Mclntyre and orchestra.
nces.
CREDITS: Producer, M chel Kraike; Director,
Producer, Christy Cabanne; D. rector, Christy
The story has Abbott and Costello as <;ab3nne; Author, Christy Cabanne; Screenplay, Arthur D.eifuss; Screenplay, Monte Bnce; Cameraman, Burnett Guffey; Film Editor, James
i<obett
Lee
Johnson;
Cameraman,
James
Brcwn;
sistants to Lon Chaney, head caretaker
Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Edtior, W. Donn Sweeney; Art Director, Carl Anderson; Set Decorator,
Louis Diage; Sound, Ed Bernds; Musical
3 girl' college at which Martha O'Drisccll, Hjyes; Music composed and conducted by Karl
Director, M. W. Stoloff.
istello's sister, an entertainer, is enrolled Hajos.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
a publicity stunt.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.
CAST: Bud Abbott, Lou Costello, Peggy Ryan,
irtha O'DiiscoM, June Vincent, Lon Chaney,
nald Ccok, Charles Dingle, Richard Lane, )oe
; istra.
rk. Bill Stern, Phil Spitalny and all-girl orCREDITS: Producer, John Grant; Director, Jean
rbrough- Screenplay, Arthur T. Horman, John
ant; Based on story by Edmund L. Hartmann;
imeraman, George Robinson; Art Directors,
hn B. Goodman, Richard H. Riedel; Sound Di: ctor, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, RusII A. Causman, A. J. Gilmore; Film Editor,
■thur Hilton; Special Effects, John P. Fulton;
usical Director, Edgar Fairchild; Musical num: rs staged by Lous Da Pron.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

! Bell and Howell
^en Slain in Action

Seven Films Sought by
Gov't In Preparation

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Death Breaks Ranks of
Six Schare Brothers

DAILY

Hollywood — The Hollywood division of the WAC is preparing seven
film subjects requested by the Army,
Navy and other Government agencies. Scripts are being written by
the Hollywood Writers Mobilization,
following conferences held here and
in New York by WAC officials, Elmer Davis, Ted R. Gamble and Taylor Mills.

Detroit — The death of Manny M.
Schare, 44, in Harper Hospital, from
undetermined causes after a brief
illness, brought the first break in
the ranks of the six Schare brothers,
all projectionists, with over a century of booth experience among
them. Manny Schare was with Jam
Handy Organization, at the time of
his death, and formerly with the
Wilson, Paradise, and other Detroit
theaters since 1918. Survived by his
widow and two sons; and the five
brothers — Charles at the Loop Theater, Marty at the Mayfair, Philip
at the Grande, and James at the Virginia, Detroit; and Joseph, with the
Warner studio in Hollywood. Interment in Machpelah Cemetery.

"The
Great Flamarion"
with Erich von Stroheim, Mary Beth Hughes
Republic
78 Mins.
WELL MADE AND ACTED FILM MISSES
MAXIMUM EFFECTIVENESS THROUGH
STEREOTYPED
PLOT.
There's something inescapably old-fashioned about "The Great Flamarion." This
fact, combined with the unhappy story, will
tend to reduce the production's drawing
power. The picture is a bit on the arty
side, which may gain it an appreciative f..lIcwing in some quarters.
The keen sense of drama and the sincerity that have gone into the telling of
the story offor a a vaudeville
attachment
tramp who headliner's
works in hisfatal
act
with her worthless husband remove some
of the curse fr:m the stereotyped plot. Also
helpful is an effective production credited
to William Wilder. The simplicity of the
treatment lends the film a certain amount
of force, so does the straightforward direction of Anthony Mann.
The story, which is reduced to the bare
essentials, has been inspired by a characin a Vicki
Baum by
yarnErich
called
Shot."
The ter role
is played
von"Big
Stroheim,
the star of a sharp-shooting act who starts
on the downward path when he falls for
the wiles of Mary Beth Hughes, who wants
to chuck her husband, Dan Duryea. She
plays von Stroheim for a f:ol, walking out
on him after inducing him to kill her husband. The film terminates with the sucker
strangling the gal after being shot by her.
The acting is a big asset. Von Stroheim
gains your sympathy and Miss Hughes is
most convincing as the vamp. Dan Duryea
takes the role of the husband in stride.
CAST: Erich von Stroheim, Mary Beth Hughes,
Dan Duryea, Stephen Barclay, Lester Allen,
Esther Howard, Michael Mark, Joseph Granby,
John R. Hamilton, Fred Velasco, Carmen Lopez,
Tony Ferrell.
CREDITS: Producer, William Wilder; Production Manager, George Moskov; Director, Anthony Mann, Scieenplay, Anne WIgton, Heinz
Herald, R. chard Weil; Based on story by Anne
WIghton; Cameraman, James Spencer Brown,
Jr.; Film Editcr, John F. Link; Sound, Percy
Townsend: Art Director, F. Paul Sylos; Set
Decorator, Glenn P. Thompson; Musical Score,
Alexander Laszio; Musical Supervisor, David
Chudnow.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Bolabcm Circuit's Air Show

Chicago — H. E. Balaban Circuit
has contracted for its first regular

weekly radio program on WGN, "Pet
Peeve Court," to plug the Esquire
Subjects being prepared are "Adtheater.
venture in Prosperity," "What Every
Chicago— Capt. John M. Crawford, Veteran Should Know," "Something
Sgt. Chester F. Filar, and Pfc. You Didn't Eat," "When He Comes
IBs Robert Goelz, all former em- Home," "Facts About Lend-Lease,"
1^ ployes of the Bell & Howell "Skyways for Tomorrow" and a subject on post-war jobs.
'
Co., have been reported killed
' action.
Other films contemplated for the
com- 1945 season are being discussed by
iCapt.Crawford, with the
Hollywood divisCOMPANY
my's Hollywood service y.depart- the ionnewly-elected
of the WAC with Francis S. HarSgt.
ent was killed in German
Levey Reopens Studio Office
mon, national co-ordinator.
ilar, an aerial gunner on a B-24
154 W. 14th ST.
N.Y. C.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
vmber, was killed in China; and Pfc.
f Delz, of the Larchniont Ave. f ac- Tully Rites Held Here
Phone WAtkins 9-1486
Hollywood- — Jules Levey has rePrivate funeral rites were held
, ry, died in battle in Italy.
opened his offices at the Samuel
at the Walter B. Cook Funeral Home Goldwyn Studios, where he will proPROMPT
SERVICE
on W. 72nd St. Saturday for Richduce his next picture based on ErnWalked Alone" March 15
ard
Walton
Tully,
playwright
known
■ PRC's "The Man Who Walked
AS USUAL
est Haycox' novel, with Randolph
lone," has been set for general re- best as the author of "The Bird of Scott in the leading role. The picase March 15. It deals with the Paradise," which was made into a
ture that has been known as "The
film in 1930.
Homesteaders" will have a new title.
; "oblem of the homecominff hero.

GLOBE TICKET

Monday, February 5,
^

Majors Charge Fraud
By Endicott Circuit
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
as against William Namenson, accountant for the circuit. Defendants are charged with having made
fraudulent box-office reports on
grosses received on percentage pictures exhibited at the defendant's
theaters during 1940-44. Complaint
alleges that defendants not only falsified books of account, tally sheets
and other records, but that they
bribed plainiffs' checkers in order
to make fiaudulent reports.
This is the first action of this kind
to be noted in the local territory,
although similar actions have been
instituted against exhibition interests
in other territories recently, notably
in Massachusetts.
Claim of 20th-Fox demands judgment for $25,000, in connection with
"Hello Frisco, Htllo," "Coney Island," "Sweet Rosie O'Grady," and
"Shores of Tripoli," among others.
Paramount's claim seeks judgment
for an identical sum, instance of
"Dixie," "Reap the Wild Wind,"
"Road to Morocco," "Holiday Inn,"
"Star Spangled Rhythm," etc., while
Warners' claim is for $30,000 with
respect to "Yankee Doodle Dandy,"
"Casablanca," "Air Force," "Mission
to Moscow," etc. Largest of the judgment demands is that of Loew's —
$100,000 with respect to "GWTW,"
"Mrs. Miniver," "Human Comedy,"
"Random Harvest," "See Here, Pvt.
Hargrove," and others.
Louis Nizer is attorney for the
film companies.

Bierhause's Son Wounded

Campbell, Neb. — S 2/c Milford
Leslie Bierhause, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Bierhause, of the Campbell here, has been wounded in action in the Pacific area.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably

Discharged

Former ]\TS Branch Salesman Here Sought
Wider HorizonSf But Ban Into Bising Sun
Theodore

Rosenberg

DANIEL CUMM'NGS, from the Navy to sta(c
manager. Paramount, New Haven, Conn.
McDonnell, from the Army to manager
of the Bell, Scranton, Pa.

TOM

MA;0R del FRAZIER, on the Inactive list by
the Army, is resuming his work under Gordon Hollingshead, head of shorts production at Warner Bros. Studios, Hollywood.
TONY MARCREAVES, from the RCAF to camera
work with the Assoc:ated Screen Studios,
Montreal, Canada.
HOWARD "NED" HAMILTON, from the RCAF
to inspection department. Associated Screen
Laboratory, Montreal, Canada.
CHARLES STARKEY, from the Marine Corps to
staff of Jam Handy organization, Detroit.
VICTOR BERNSTEIN, from the Army to salesman at the Monogram
exchange,
Chicago.
MIKE MORAN. from the Army to booker at
Universal,
Cincinnati.
L. J. PEPPER, from the Army to city manager
of the Kingsul
theaters,
Kingsport,
Tenn.

graduated

from

Lehigh

University, and

subsequently

embarked on a film industry' career as salesman in the New York branch of
National Theatre Supply Co., under James Frank, Jr. F:r three years Rosenberg
stayed in his post there, and then sought wider horizons. He left en what was
described as a "business and pleasure trip" for Manila.
The trip proved neither.
Coincident with the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor, the Nips raided Manila,
landed forces, and captured the city including Rosenberg. The latter eventually
found himself imprisoned with the heroes of Bataan. Then, after three years
of hell came the U. S. Rangers. Rosenbsrg was one of the 513 rescued. News
of his deliverance came on Friday to his old boss, Jimmy Frank, and the local
offices of

National

Theatre

Supply

Co. — where

it was a day of joy.

IN NEW POST
HAROLD
MORRISON,
booker,
Columbi
change,
Detroit.
ROBERT
B. HUNT,
script writer. Visual
ing Corp., Detroit.
AL
COOK,
slide film writer, VisuaVfio
Corp.,

:DWARD a. JOHNSON,
Minneapolis.
RICHARD
Wjrner

BRIEfinGTHEDflV'SnEUJS
OWI

Reccdls Silverstein
pended by order of the island health
authorities.
Maurice "Red" Silverstein, while
waiting here for reassignment by
uhe Office of War Information, han- Meet on Saalesmen's Guild
dled a job for Universal's foreign
A meeting of the salesmen's temporary executive committee, chosen
department, his former affiliation.
Silverstein has returned to the OWI recently by New York film salesmen, was held Saturday to draw
and will leave shortly as a film oflicer on an overseas assignment to plans for a guild policy and to give
oe announced, it was learned Fri- consideration to the status of speday.
cial representatives and sales su•
pervisors at the exchanges.
Phelps Back at WB Desk

•
"Backward, Oh Backward!"

Frank Phelps of the Warner Bros.
theater department resumes his duPhiladelphia — "Science is Fun,"
ties at the company's home office radio show presented by the Frank;oday after an absence of several
lin Institute in co-operation with the
weeks resulting from injuries suf- schools of the Philadelphia area,
fered in an auto accident.
over Station WFIL, will tell the
•
story of the invention of the motion
Diamond Here for WB Stint
picture today, the 75th anniversary of the presentation of the first
Jack Diamond of the Warner
motion picture ever to be shown to
Bros, studio publicity staff arrived
large audience in the United States.
from California at the week-end to aInitial
movie show was presented in
aid in a special campaign for "Hotel 1870 by Henry R. Heyl of this city,
Berlin." He will work with the home in the Academy of Music before an
office publicity department under audience of 1,500.
Larry Golob.
•

•
Chi. Salesmen Against Guild

Chicago — Officers of the Reel Fellows Club, comprising all Chicago
film salesmen, say they have not
applied for a union charter and see
no need for such organization. Next
Reel Fellows meeting will be on
Feb. 18.

•

Detroit.

f ,'

Detroit.
FRED Corp.,
GRADY,
script
writer,
Visuaf- '
EDNA
RAY,
booker, Cus Sun Office, Dal
GEORGE
FISHMAN,
Warner publicity
re]
tative,
Philadelphia.

3TANT0N
live,

Warner

Mrcs.

STEPHENS,
publicity
Bros, home office.
KRAMER,
Chicago.

Warner

pu

depai'

field

reprf

ALLAN
KOHAN,
Warner
Bros., Pacific
west publicity
representative.
lumbus,
0.
CARL
ROGERS,
manager,
Loew's
Broac
STEVE

lumbus, O.
TOTH,
manager,

RANK

HENSON,

Loew

Loew's

Esquire'

manager,

-RANK
MANTZKE,
Monogram
ager, Los Angeles.
WILJ.IAM
PARKER,
Universal
Milwaukee.
ROBERT
NEAL,
city
manager,
chain, Bristol, Tenn.

New

Y

district
branch

ma'

Wilby-l;

Design Sets, Cosfuir
Here for Rank Film
(Ccnfinued

from Page 1)

London momentarily, plans to
duce two pictures a year, firs
which will be "London Town," ^
ten by himself and to star Sid F
che top English comedian. The s
July.
has no reference to the war am

a sense, has a post-war backgroi
Camera work will get under wa'
No technicians or cameramen
accompany him to England, althc
he will take over four persons f
specialized fields of production
Victor Moore's Son Missing
Freeport, L. I.— Pfc. Robert E. all-British cast will be used.
Moore has been missing in action Ruggles
plans to inject Amer
in Germany since Dec. 16, according technique so that its appeal wil
to official word received here by his equal on both sides of the Atlai
father, Victor Moore, musical com- Budget on the first picture has 1
pegged at approximately $1,000,!
edy and screen actor.

•
Phono-Films via Pictorial

THEATER DEALS

Milton J. Salzburg, pi-esident of
Pictorial Films, Inc., announces the
Potsdam, N. Y. — The Star theater,
of a contract with Phonoowned by James Papayanakos, was closing
Films, for the distribution by PicDetroit — The Courtesy Thea
destroyed by fire. Damage is estitorial of 56 new 100-ft. musicals.
mated at $40,000.
Contract covers the world-wide rights West Side house operated by J
to Phono-Films 16 mm. and 35 mm. Broder, circuit owner, has been
to Harry B. Oliver and Sam A. 1
Sign Des Moines Wage Plea
•
ner, both newcomers to the film
A War Labor Board application
SeesDoolittle
"Doolittle"
asking wage increases for back-room Doolittle
Gen. Jimmy
was accorded dustry. Oliver will be active n
ager of the house. Deal was ne
exchange workers in Des Moines
showing in M-G-M's pro- tiated by Joseph Olson of the C
had been signed on• Friday
by rep- a special
jection
room
in
London
by
Sam
Ecktinental Realty Co., formerly a
resentatives of the film companies
and the lATSE preparatory to being man of "Thirty Seconds Over To- troit exhibitor.
Doolittle's part is
submitted to the regional board for played kyo"byin which
Spencer Tracy. A request
the Des Moines area.
for a statement brought the reply
Chicago — Balaban & Katz have
•
from the General that he was not quired the State theater propeyi
Meningitis Hits Barbados
authorized to make any. It was ob- formerly owned by Lubliner & Tiiz
vious to Eckman, however, that the circuit. The State seats 2,000 idi
Panama City (By Air Mail)— To
check an epidemic of cerebro-spinal General was impressed. "Thirty
sold by Mrs. Isaac Mills, si;''
meningitis, matinees in the theaters Seconds" has been named the pic- was
of Harry Lubliner, to the B &'^j
ture of the month by Redbook.
circuit for an estimated $375,000. 1
of Barbados, BWL, have been sus-

Potsdam's Star Bums

WALTER LLOYD, from the Army to manager «f
the Allyn, Hartford, Conn.
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i\ Shortage Takes
Natural, Mixed Gas
(Continued from Page 1)

[ will remain in effect until 7
today, are: New York, Penn1^ Ohio, West Virginia, KenJ^md parts of Maryland and
nia.
This does not apply to
slNew York
Metropolitan
area
<'.ii only artificial gas is used.
Baltimore
only two or three
^ '.borhood houses are affected by
ban since all the downtown
;s use coal.
!ie same holds true in Buffalo
he only a few operate on gas
ding one downtown house. Mid. shows for Saturday were canl and everything, including
lis are expected to close tight
tting off of all fuel supplies to
ers in Greenfield, Mass., "until
er notice," now indicates thein that area will be closing
this week since they are "exsly low on stockpiles."
icago reported that the brownlid not affect Loop theater at.nce, but residential
theaters
affected
seriously,
the cold
her adding to attendance
deJ! es.
le fuel situation in Albany was
ted at the week-end
as still
acute although the fuel oil
ition was easing. The coal situ', however, was still bad.
Alcity business is expected to
m closed for perhaps another
In Troy theaters advertised
i would open Saturday.
(8 New York Central Railroad
lug out as far West as Syracuse
)eyond there snow was still imig train movements,
survey of the business baromas it might be affected by the
nout" which began last Thursbrought the general reply that
IS too early to gauge its effect,
(less did stand up in spite of
»rownout, was the consensus of
rts. One theater executive
fed that "if you haven't got a
feature people aren't going to
ippy about walking or shopping
le neighborhood for films. If
'6 got the attraction they'll come
.'ay."
e case was reported where a
iger was compelled to make re3 to some patrons who could not
the marquee, and after buying

OTHE

COLORS!

PROMOTED
A. J. DEMBY,
formerly with
iblicity department,
Chicago,
the Marines.

the B & K
to corporal

— • —
*

ARMY

f H. BEASLEY,
nford, Fla.

*

assistant

manager,

Ritz,

Of neuj HLms
"The
with JimMissing
Bannon, Janis Juror"
Carter,

"Tahiti Nights"

with Jinx Falkenburg, Dave O'Brien
Columbia
63 Mins.
HOT DANCES, HARRY OWENS MUSIC
AND JINX IN A SARONG REDEEM THIS
DRAMA FANS WHO AREN'T TOO PAR- ONE.
TICULAR.
This musical romance goes so far off the
A run-of-the-mine murder story, "The mark that it winds up very much as burlesque. Its tale of love on a tropical
Missing Juror" has much to offer melodrama hounds whj are not too demanding. isle is flat and the production is purely
The plot has been worked out with a fair something out of the story book. However,
amount of suspense and excitement. DeJinx Falkenburg and Dave O'Brien as the
spite its not-easy-to-bel!eve tale and its native lovers go about in a state cf unair of confusion the film manages to claim
dress that will provide a vicarious thrill.
the attention most of the way.
Miss Falkenburg, clad in sarong, is defiThe mystery invclves the deaths of five
nitely eye-wash for the boys.
jurymen who helped convict an innocent
Further
helping to take the audience's
man. A newspaperman, who smells murder, mind off the
poverty of the story are a
sets out to solve the case. A femme mem- couple of dances en the hot side and some
ber of the jury helps the newshawk and eight musical numbers, a number of them
;omes close to being disposed of herself. credited to Harry Owens.
In fact the newspaper man himself barely
The hoary yarn has Miss Falkenburg and
ascapes with his life. As in almost all
O'Brien betrothed to each other against
films of its type, the amateur sleuth has a their wishes, neither knowing what the
hard time ccnvincing the police he's on the other looks like. A sort of blind booking.
•ight trail. But our hero is a most per- Fate one day throws them together, each
severing fellow, and eventually he is vin- unaware of the other's identity. They fall
dicated. It doesn't take an Einstein to madly in love. The truth doesn't come out
spot the victim of the miscarriage of jus- until the wedding day. The stcry is just
;ice as the killer.
too much for most of the players.
For a film such as this the acting is adeCAST: Jinx Falkenburg, Dave O'Brien, Mary
Florence Bates, Cy Kendall, Eddie Bruce,
quate. Jim Bannon is the newspaper man Treen,
Pedro de Cordoba, Hilo Hattie, Carole Mathews,
3nd Janis Carter the girl, with George the Vagabonds.
CREDITS: Producer, Sam White; Director, Will
Macready
enacting the murderer.
Oscar Boetticher, Jr., has directed well jason; Screenplay, Lillie Hayward; Cameraman,
Benjamin
Kline; Art Director, George Brooks;
jnder the supervision cf Wallace MacDonald. Set Decorator,
George Montgomery; Film Editor,

George Macready
Columbia
66 Mins.
MURDER YARN WILL SATISFY MELO-

CAST: )im Bannon, Janis Carler, Cecrge
Macready, Jean S'evens, Joseph Crehan, Carole
Mathews, Cliff C ark, Edmund Cobb, Mike
Mazurk',
George
Lloyd.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald; Director, Oscar Boetticher, Jr.; Screenplay,
Charles O'Neal; Based on story by Leon Abrams,
Richard H II Wilkinson; Cameraman, L. W.

O'Connell; Film Editor, Paul Bcrofsky; Art Diector, George Montgomery; Musical Director,
Mischa
Bakaleinikoff ; Sound,
John Goodrich.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Indie Theater Service
Will Headquarter Here
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

Jerome Thoms.
DIRECTION,
Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Okay.

St. Louis Amusement Co.
Case Is Set for March 1

HOLLYWOOD
SPEAKIIVG—
HOLLYWOOD
'REM CARR, Monogram executive direcup.
tor is hospitalized for a routine check-

pXCESSIVE cost of architectural minia^ tures necessary for the settings, have
led Warners to postpone "The Fountainhead" which was to have been filmed by
Mervyn Le Roy's Arrowhead Productions...

•

•

^REGOR RABINOVITCH has acquired
^^ rights tD the music of "La Boheme" from
the Italian Music Publishing Firm, Rocordi,
and will use it as an integral part of his
forthcoming "Latin Quarter. . . .The music
deal was cleared by the Alien Property
Custodian. . . .

•

•

A NDREW STONE has set "Pan-American
'* Sensations of 1946" for early Spring
orcduction. . . .Si'one plans locales in Lima,
Santiago, Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro. . .

•

e

kijERVYN
ROY "Chicken
is expected
to Sunpro'"• duce andLE direct
Every
day" for Warners. . . .

•

•

TWENTIETH-FOX
has scheduled
"Cali• fornia. Here We Come" as a Darryl
F. Zanuck production. .. .It will be based
on the rescue of American prisoners of
war in the Philippines....

•

\A/ARNERS

will

•

star

Errol

Flynn

as

a

''^ B-29
pilot
in "Target— Japan"
Jerry Wald will produce and Raoul Walsh
will direct. . . .

•

•

(Continued from Page 1)

February, hearings on the anti-trust
action brought by St. Louis Amusement Co. against the five consenting
companies and the American Arbitration Association will go over to
March 1. Defendants have been
granted until Feb. 15 to file their
answers and pleas.

a meeting in Trenton Thursday when
ipproximately 35 independent exhibitors gathered at the Stacy-Trent Trammell Replaces Dawes
Hotel. Headquarters will be es- On Directorate of RCA
ablished in New York. Associated
Theaters, Inc., the only other bookResignation of Gen. Charles G.
'ng-buying combine in New Jersey, Dawes from the RCA board and the
's reported solidation
to withbeITS.
considering a con- election of Niles Trammell, NBC
president, to fill the vacancy, were
their way in realized that they had announced Friday by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, president of RCA, folseen the film before.
lowing a meeting of the directors.
General Dawes, former U. S. viceSpringfield, Mass., Bans
president and ambassador to the
Morning Openings, Shows
Court of St. James, had been a director of RCA since Jan. 28, 1938.
Springfield, Mass. — Revoking his
Frank M. Folsom, RCA vice-presi11 o'clock curfew on local theaters,
as an emergency fuel conservation
dent in charge of the RCA Victor
measure. Mayor J. Albin Anderson, Division, was elected a director of
•Jr., has revised schedules and ord- the NBC replacing General Dawes
ered theaters not to open until 12 Dn the board.
RCA board declared a dividend
noon daily. This eliminates ordinary
11 a.m. openings at downtown of 87% cents per share on the outstanding shares of $3.50 Cumulative
houses, plus eliminating "earlybird" shows at the majority of down- first preferred, for the quarter, paytown theaters for benefit of war
able April 2, to holders of record at
workers once weekly.
the close of business Mai-ch 5.

pDGAR
ULMER,
whohasdirected
"Strangeto
'"
Illusion"
f"r PRC,
been signed
a termer by Leon Fromkess. . . .
•
O
'"' Heart"
kyjETRO

for Robert
Montgomery.
.,
has
scheduled
"The Hasty

Orders SPU to Abandon
Picketing; Extra Calls Filled
(Cmtinued from Page 1)
ordered the 950 painters who had voluntarily observed picket lines to return to work.
Officials of SPU were expecting
official word from the Board Friday
night and said in advance of their
executive committee meeting that
they would comply with the order
when it is received.
Earlier representatives of the maior studios said there had been no
halt in production Friday and that
Central Casting Corp. filled 1,000 calls
for extras from registered extras
and that 115 SPU members who refused to fill calls were promptly replaced.
Air Pact for Rutherford
Ann Rutherford has been signed
as the feminine lead opposite Eddie
Bracken in the comedian's new NBC
program
heard Sundavs, 8:30 p.m.,
EWT.

tion Dist. r
M. P. ProducSt.
21st floo
28 W. 44th
Kew York N. Y.

Me «ete!innte
Jack L Warner

Official translation:

Executive Producer

WARNERS

RIP THE ROOF

OFF

THE HOTEL

BERLIN

All pfctures to be sent to Spain must be bought for a flat, pre-determined sum, accordIfltl L/CdlS
V^niy
In
Opdin S^mg to advices received by American film companies, it was reported yesterday. New reguon was adopted, it was said, to protect currency because Spanish authorities believed that percentage arrangements take too much money out of
country.
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TEN CENTS

UEL RELIEF IN BREAK IN WEATHER
distributors
Frown on D-J Clearance Proposals
Editorial
Scraich'pad
. . , jottings

Reaction to Proposals
On Clearance Said to Be
Unfavorable; Brief Filed

PINANSKI HEADS
SEVENTH DRIVE

M & P Theaters Executive
Distributor reaction to the Department
of
Justice's
proposal
for
Accepts Service Call
may be — as some folks crntend — that
he elimination of clearance between
ere are exhibs. in the boom biz days
louses charging the same admission
are disinclined to extend
themselves
After all, that seeming failure to go orices was said yesterday to be unSamuel Pinanski, president of M
the last possible dollar of revenue
favorable. The five consenting com- & P Theaters of Boston, Paramount
lanies
yesterday
received
copies
of
HT be explainable by the fact that the
affiliate, will carry
the torch for
he D of J's recommendations, the the Seventh War
I. was devoting his energies to selling
locument
running
more
than
30
Bonds, to running a war effrt salvage
The entire brief, it was said, Loan drive, it was
-«
-^
•«»
aign or to supporting a current March pages.
confirmed
yester*
(Continued on Page 8)
imes. Red Cross War
Fund or some
day when Si Fab|
cause a patriotic industry has adopted
ian, chairman
o
- 1
s own. . . . Nevertheless, just let the
the WAC theater?
Z^ ST
■■ <
iige showman be confrnted with a seridivision announc,
I operating problem, he's quickly in the
ed
the
Boston- - ^
'(;. . . . Witness the ingenuity demonian's formal act ed by theatermen in the present power
I fuel crises. . . .
ceptance of the
chairmanship.

i=

67 CHESTER B. BAHN

^=

Four Industry Bills
!n Conii. Legislature

— • —

'E other day, your favorite industry paper
old how Oscar A. Doob rf the Loew
lit had moved quickly to slant house ad
to combat the brownout. . . . The outwn newsoaoers that each morn-ng find
W3V to this commentator's desk attest
exhibitors in the hinterlands
are no
i?lert . . . One of the smartest examples

Hartford, Conn. — Four bills affectng the motion picture industry are
in file at the Legislature and hearng dates will be assigned in the
near future. The perennial "twomen-in-a-booth" bill, couched in
•'Public Safety" form, has already
(Continued on Page 6)

' loical copv originated with Dave Jones
' le Sorintfield, III.. Senate. . . . Jones
H a nuarter-page in br"wn, red and black.
. The Senate exterior was pictured in

Producer Pleas for Own
Raw Stock Awaited by WPB

•in, ?nd b°low, there was a ohoto of the
8 , with the screen given over to "ToJ anH Every N'i''ht," the htter in red.
And this was the swell, if simole, cooy

IVaskington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — No applications have
yet been received at WPB from producers for the removal of their raw
stock allocation from the quota assigned their distributors, it was
(Continued on Page 7)

■ used. . . . "It Mav R° "'"wn O'-^siHe
rti'te Tr^ni^ht, But IT Will Be Tech"rful Inside." . . .

— • —

TING attention, too, is the half-oa^e
disolav ad jointly used bv the Tivoli,
and L'ke Theaters in Michi^^n City,
to offset the brown"ut.
Out from
sketched rays of s"nshino hesdi"" tl^e
'v w's the rheerful rpmint?er, "We're
in" Uo the B-ownout W>h the Bri'ht!i f Hits for Febru^r"."
Then came the
sled explanation, "Tonight, all the dis3 and outside lighting in Michisan City
Sires Browned
Out, for h'w long we
)i know.
Some
of us may allow th's
asmer^ency to darken our mor?l= — and
itjslv hamoer our w'r dut'es.
To ore'I this letd-wn, we of the city's theaters,
iljo our utmost by bringing you the finest
otion picture entertainment
for yonr
(Continued on Page 2)

That
was

the post

being tend-

was reported
ered to Pinansk'
shortly before the
close of the Sixth
SAM PINANSKI
drive. It is expected that the
Seventh's
publicity
setup
will be
(Continued on Page 7)

16 mm. Advisory Com. to
Meet at Capitol Feb. 13
Wa-hington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — The new 16 mm. Industry Advisory Committee,
whose
function
it will be
consult
with
WPB on general problems facing the
(Continued on Page 8)

Deiine Our Aims— Vandenberg
Senator Speaks of Mich. V. C. Instollation
OWI Re-examining
"Tomorrow the World'
Wa-:hington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — The OWI Overseas
Film Bureau is re-examining the
Lester Cowan production, "Tomorrow the World," with a view to
okaying screening in liberated Eu(Continued on Page 8)

By HAVILAND F. REEVES
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Detroit — With the installation
banquet of the Variety Club of Michigan at Lou Waters' Latin Quarter
here as a sounding board, U. S. Sen.
Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan,
in an address carried by the Blue
Network's 130 stations and shortwaved overseas to American armed
(Continued on Page 7)

No Coal Yet for New York
Theaters; Syracuse Houses
Closed for Another Week
Although the break in the weather
yesterday indicated some relief in
the movement
the rails,"
theaters
here of
willcoalnot"onreceive
any
coal until the higher priority buildings, governed by the Board of
Health, and
essential
public
build(Continued
on Page
7)

Hays Hspes Johnston
Will Take MPPDA Post
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Will H. Hays, president of the MPPDA, arrived in Hollywood yestercay to spend a month
on his annual Winter visit to his
West Coast offices. In replying to
(Continued on Page 8)

Lab. Association Will
Name Board This Week
Members of the Movie Film Laboratory Association, recently chartered by the
smalleron Eastern
(Continued
Page 8) proces-

1,450,000 in Service
At Free Pix ]\ightly
Col. E. L. Munson, Jr., chief of the
Army Pictorial Service, reported at the
week-end that service men and women overseas were now attending
free picture shows at the rate of
1,450,000 a night, with approximately
3,500 separate performances including wcrld premieres. Report was
based on special surveys completed
by Maj. John Hubbell in the European
and Mediterranean areas and Capt.
Seymour R. Mayer in the Pacific.
Among the world premieres held
in combat areas were "Going My
Way," "Rhapsody in Blue," "Marriage
Is a"Conflict,"
Private"Casanova
Affair," Brown"
"Devotion,"
and "Saratoga Trunk." "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn" is being shipped
overseas this week.
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Paramount
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20th Century-Fox pfd.
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Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

G.CF.
Presents

1/4
1/4

relaxation and enjoyment." Fourteen headliner pictures scheduled for February, were
listed, w.th II more added with the warning
f-r the latter group, "And February Will
Be Your Last Chance to See These Films
That You Missed in Their Previous Showing."
Then came the closing practical suggestion,
"Don't Get Those Brownout Blues — Go to
the Movies Often.— . .• .—It's Good for You!"
^URE, there are probably exceptions, but
*^ as far as this commentator
is concerned, his money is still on Mister Exhibitor to do a job. . . . ANY job.

2% Sales Tax Measure
Hoppered in Nebraska

Anchor Optical Wins

COmiHG and GOin«

Army-Navy "E" Award
Rear Admiral H. L. Brinser, USN,
Inspector of Naval Material, New
York, presented
the Army-Navy
"E"
Award
to the Anchor
Optical Corp.
of New York City in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel New Yorker. Francis Carter Wood, Jr., Anchor Optical president, and executive vicepresident of The Newsreel Theaters,
Inc., operators of the Embassy
Newsreel chain, accepted the award
on behalf of the company.
Col. A. G. Rudd, Chief of Personal
Affairs Branch of the Army's Second Service Command and vice-president of The Newsreel Theaters, Inc.
(on leave of absence) presented the
■"E" emblem to the employes and
also read the citation on behalf of
the Under Secretary of War. Also
present were Lt. W. French Githens,
USNR, president of The Newsreel
Theaters, Inc. (on leave of absence),
Harold Wondsel, president of Souna
Masters, Inc., and Dr. Francis Carter Wood, Anchor Optical director.

Lincoln, Neb. — Nebraska,
the
"White Spot of the Nation," was in
danger of losing its favorite label
I his week following the introduction of a two per cent sales tax bill
into the Nebraska
Legislature.
Main support for the bill, which
would cover most sales and services
in excess of 15 cents, is from the
Nebraska State Grange and the Neb- i^chuman May Relinquish
raska School Boards Association.
Bridgeport Black Rock
Labelled by senators as "the hot
potato" of the present session, the
Bridgeport, Conn. — A. L. Schuman,
introducer of the bill, Sen. Ladd J.
Hubka of Beatrice, was not revealed operator of the Black Rock here
lor the past 13 years under lease
until the day of its introduction.
from Jack Schwartz, is negotiating
for a deal which will permit him a
Reagan in Kansas City
•'much needed rest" from the Black
Rock.
For District Sales Meet
Schuman, who also owns the Rialto,
Kansas City — Third of a series of Central, Lenox, Colonial, and Lyric,
district sales meetings being con- Hartford subsequent-runs under
lease to Warners for the past 15
ducted by Charles M. Reagan, Parastates that if negotiations
mount vice-president in charge of years,
distribution, got under way at the Lor renewal of the lease in May
do
not
conclude
satisfactorily to him,
Hotel Muehlebach here yesterday
he
may
take
over
operation of the
w'th a luncheon for prominent local Hartford houses.
exhibitors to be held today. R. M.
Gillham and Claude Lee, are in the
home office group with Reagan. The Mrs. Gross Dies; 490th
home office executives will leave to- Cocoanut Grove Victim
morrow for Dallas.

HERBERT CROOKER,
M-C-M director of
lie ty, will leave on a 10-day visit to the
today, and plans to stop in Chicago, Minnea
St. Paul and Milwaukee on his return.
WILLIAM A. SCULLY and MAURICE A. B
MAN, Universal executives, will leave the
today for New York.
L. ). SCHLAIFER, Central sales managi
20th-Fox, has left N^w York for a series ot
conferences in Cleveland, Detroit and Chi
He will be gone for a week.
JOSEPH BERNHARD, general manager of
ner Bros, theaters, got back yesterday fron
Coast.
HOLMAN,
head returned
of Paramount's
ernRUSSELL
production
department,
to Naw
yesterday from Hollywood, accompanied by
BYRAM, play editor, and META REIS, exec
assistant to R. chard Mealand, head of the s
story and writing departments.
NORMAN PYLE, M-C-M exploiteer, was a
cago visitor from Indianapolis over the week;
PETE PANACOS, promotion director for
ance theater c rcult, Chicago, is in Tucson, /
for a rest and is expected to return to hi
late this month.
GENE ATKiNSON, business agent for th(
erators'
union in Chicago, has returned fr
Florida vacation.
E. A.
Aniline
en route
and San

WILLIFORD, vice-president of Ci
& Film Corp. in charge of Ansc
to Hollywood with brief stops in Ch
Francisco.

ROLAND
Coast.

REED, producer, arrived here froi

ROBERT WEITMAN, managing director o
Paramount
Theater, will leave tomorrow for 1
wood.
JOSEPH
H. to SEIDELMAN,
Universal's
chief,
will go
M?x en City from
Hollywooif<
hen return to New York.
EDWARD SCHNITZER, United Artists horn
fice executive,
returned yesterday after a
business trip to Southern ofiices.
WILLIAM CASTLE has arrived in New
from the Coast to direct "The Star Spa
terday.
W dow,"
for producer,
Philip Waxman.
FRANK SINATRA arrived in New York
JANET
rival.

GAYNOR

:n ROBERT
10 days. WALKER

is a scheduled New

Ycr

arrives here from the

JANE WYATT
is in New York.
SPENCER TRACY is stopping at The
Club.
JEANETTE
Gotham.

MacDONALD

is registered at

L. J. KAUFMAN,
executive of Warner
ters,
left yes erday
for Cleveland
to a
company
meetings.
SAM P. GORREL, Republc Cleveland b
manager, is en route to the West Coast

Boston — Mrs. Helen Moses Gross Use Auto Headlights
died
Sunday of injuries sufMiggins Names Kanturek I'ered here
at the Cocoanut Grove fire. To Brighten Marquees
To 20th-Fox European Post Her husband, Eugene J. Gross of
Monogram, was killed in 1942 in the
Springfield, 111. — Springfield, Illi
Appointment of Louis Kanturek night club where they were guests theaters are resorting to the usi
the Buck Jones party. Mrs. kerosene lamps, auto headlights
as manager of 20th-century Fox's at
is the 490th victim of that other makeshifts as a substitute
Central and Eastern European dis- Gross
marquee lighting.
trict was made by Ben Miggins, Con- holocaust.
tinental European manager.
Formerly associated with M-G-M
and Columbia in Europe, and once
RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
head of his own distributing organization in Prague, Kanturek will supervise Czechoslovakia, Poland, Austria, and Hungary, with headquarters in Paris and Prague.

ST. MS TRADE SHOWiG

AVAILABLE
Executive Secretary. Male. Many years'
experience all branches theatrical business and in distribution and production
of Motion Pictures in New York and
Hollywood. Write Box 224, Film Daily,
1501
Broadway,
New
York
18, N. Y.

of

"THEFriday,BODY
"
Feb. 9,SMTCHER
at 1:00 P.M.
S'Renco Projection Room, 3143 Olive St., St. Louis,
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despite blizzard, snow, slush and coldest spell in y^o'^l
First week so sensational-that the figures sound FANTASTIC!
Second week MILES ahead of any other holdover in house's
history! Third week now looks like BIGGEST on record!
Set your own campaign on the sensational "WARNING"
key that startled New York— and watch the money roll in!
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"Dimes" Tolal May
Exceed $5,000,000

Four Industry Bills
n Conn. Legislature
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

When final reports are in, the film
theaters' collection for the 1945
March of Dimes should top last
year's $4,667,000 by several hundred
thousand dollars, members of the
National Executive Committee, said
yesterday, basing the prediction on
the percentage of increase shown in
early returns from several leading
circuits.
As an example, incomplete reports
from Loew's Theaters show approximately $530,000 this year against
$444,000 in 1944. This total is expected to be swelled by collections
made through stores and other outside sources as yet unreported. RKO
Theaters collected about $232,000,
a substantial increase over their
1944 collection of $199,500.
Fifty-four thousand has been collected by Warners Theaters in northern New Jersey against $47,201 a
year ago. The Century Circuit of
New York during the first seven
days of the drive collected $26,118
against $18,000.
Theaters in Puerto Rico have extended collections an additional seven
to 10 days owing to late arrival of
their trailers.
fExhibs. are urged to return their
Qgeer Garson appeal trailers for
salvage to their nearest National
Screen Service exchange, and to
rush their collection reports and
checks to their state chairmen.

Latin Amer. Is Field
Of New Promotional Org.
Milton W. Smith, formerly on the
publicity staff of 20th-Fox studio
on the Coast, announced yesterday
establishment of Latin American
Public Relations, Ltd., with headquarters at 1860 Broadway, Manhattan.
Organization will syndicate a Hollywood column to more than 500
newspapers in Latin America. It
will be prepared in English and
translated into Spanish and Portuguese, and transferred to mats
complete with art and then distributed. Company will also maintain
a clipping service covering LatinAmerican publications. Opening of
an office in Mexico City is scheduled
in about two months.

SEKD RIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..
Louis
Charles
Ben
Marion
)acl(

February
6
Nizer
William Cary Duncan
Ronald Reagan
S. Coetz
William
M. Pizor
Lyon
Orth
Jane Short
Russel
Cleason
Luden
Eleanor Stewart

All in the Datf^s Netvs
• • • CUFF NOTES: Don't be too surprised ii Arthur Mayer arrives
from Honolulu to spur the industry's Red Cross War Fund Drive . . .
• Pete J. Wood, Secretary of the ITO of Ohio, stages his Biennial
Legislative "Ham-'N'-Egg" Breakfast at the Columbus Variety Club this
morning ... • Raymond E. Nelson, vice-president in charge of radio
and television for the Charles M. Storm Co., Inc., discusses "Television
& Fraternity" before Beethoven Lodge No. 661, F. & A. M. tonight . . .
• Cpl. Philip Grody, former manager of the Randforce's Alba in Brooklyn and now Special Service rep with an A-26 Invader medium bomber
group of the Ninth Air Force in France, recently arranged a parly and
dinner for 15 French children, whose fathers were prisoners of war in
Germany ... • Springfield, 111., theater managers will be guests at
the American Legion's Chow Club there tonight ... • It's been many
a day since a starlet's arrival in New York created such a press and
radio stir as that which marked the advent of Warners' Lauren Bacall . . .
• And speaking of Warners, those WB trade ads on "Hotel Berlin"
are positively honeys ...
• They know a good picture in Canada,
too
The Toronto Globe and Mail, which employs the star rating
system, gave 10 to 20fh-Fox's "The Fighting Lady" ... • Morris Rosenthal, manager of the Loew's Poli, New Haven, at the Leahy Clinic,
Boston, to clear up injured knee trouble ... • Apropos a reported
scarcity of top pix in Detroit, where a business slump is on, the Wall St.
Journal quotes a Motor City exhib. as saying that "a really good picture
stands out like a sore thumb in a hand lotion advertisement"
Ah,
the Winchell influence again! ... • Couple of asides: To W. S. —
Thanx, pal. It's differences of opinion that make horse races, but your
favorite industry paper from the start considered the fuel situation a
story
To D. H. — You're right; that was the same decoration you
read in F. D. on Dec. 27 . . . • Eugene DuBorry, manager of the
Victory, New London, has resigned
T
T
▼
• • • THIS, THAT AND T'OTHER: Tip to Illinois theater
operators: Regardless of what you've heard, there's been no relaxation
of the state's child labor law in regard to the employment of minors ... • Take it from the Selznick office, "I'll Be Seeing You"
is doing even better biz than the producer anticipated ... • Didja
know Tony "Crescent" Sudekum has been named to the Nashville
C of C board of governors? ... • Harvey Trombley, Columbia
booker in Detroit, is taking a war job ... • Lt. Harold Shapiro,
USNR, formerly a Milwaukee film attorney and now Legal Officer with
Headquarters Squadron Fleet Air Wing Twevle, has been made an
honorary member of the Key West Police Department
Lt. Shapiro
is temporarily based ashore at the Key West Naval Air Station . . .
• Lt. Arthur Stern, son of Emil Stern, President of Essaness circuit,
is now hospitalized in Springfield (Mo.) General Hospital, following
wounds suffered in Italy ... • "Back from the Sword," will be the
published title of the novel and the screenplay by MacKinlay Kantor,
which Samuel Goldwyn will film for next season's release.
T
T
▼
• • • HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Metro, electing to
continue the "Andy Hardy" series without Mickey Rooney, has signed
Booth Tarkington to v/rite the story for the next picture . . • Monogram's "They Shall Have Faith" has been refilled, "Forever Yours" . . .
• Columbia has acquired screen rights to the radio show, "Night
Editor" ... • Myrna Loy draws the lead in "Guardian Angel" which
Clarence Brown will both produce and direct ... • 20th-Fox has
assigned William Girard to produce "Jungle Marine"
▼
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR!

been filed, and will be opposed bj
iheatermen.
Senate Bill 111, referred to Li(
ensed Occupations Committee, pr«
vides for the licensing of all sti'
tionary power engineers and boile
operators, and imposes a $50 fin
on both operator and employer ii
such license is not secured from a
examining board in Hartford.
Senate Bill 86, referred to th
Committee on Public Health an
Safety, defines places of assembl
and sets up minimum requiremeni
as to entrances and exits, doorway:
stairways, maximum seating capa(
ity, illumination and inspection an
supervision by fire marshal.
A new bill has been filed whic
would permit, by local option, fh
>■'
exhibition of moving pictures o
Sunday from 1:00 to 11:30 p.m., ii|

to
11:00
stead
of p.m.
as at present, from 2:C'
Bill 86 provides that egress fi
cilities must be on a basis of 3 fet
of horizontal width of egress fc
each 100 persons to be accommc
dated. All stairs and steps 3 ft. <|
over in width shall have suitab
handrails on both sides. Pavemei
may be required for the ground are
immediately in front of an exteric,
exit. All courtways leading froi
means of egress shall be at leas
4 ft. in width. For each perse
in a theater six square feet of flo(|
area must be allowed. Semi-annui
examination of theaters by the Fii
Marshal is ordered, and structuri
changes may be recommended Ii
the Building Inspector for enforc<;
ment. Fine and imprisonment ai^
ill
provided for violators.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

LT. COM. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., has bei
awarded the British Distinguished Servi<
Cross for work as special operations cffic
on Vice Admiral H. K. Hewitt's staff
landings in Sicily, Salerno, Elba, and souM
ern France.
LT. JIM O'SHEA, son of Loew's Eastern sail
manager, E. K. Ted O'Shea, received tl
Distinguished Flying Cross and Air Med
with five Oak Leaf Clusters in Britain.

— • —
• COMMISSIONED
WILL

GALLICAN,

*

formerly manager of Ccmme

cial Theater,
Ch'cago,
has been
named
2nd
Lt. and will
go overseas
shortly

— • —
PROMOTED

LT. FRED GILBERT, formerly Northshore The
ter, Chicago, to captain in the Army ove I
seas.
PFC. GILBERT MIXON, formerly of the Nort
shore service staff, Chicago, to corporal
Belgium.

• WAG*
JEAN

HEYER,

Paramount

*

office,

WAVES

Coston.

*

S.-ne, Toledo, O.
JANE MULLEN, chief usherette, Loew's Vale
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Define Our Aims,
17th ACADEMY "OSCAR" NOMINATIONS J s Vandenberg Plea
1HI'

[j (Ccntinued from Page 1)
gs are comfortably supplied, it was
leaned in an interview with City
kiel Administrator Edwin
A. Salon yesterday.
Meanwhile reports received from
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB announced
last night that the ban on use of
natural gas by theaters and other
amusement places in the District
of Columbia, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio is
a thing of the past. Recurrence
of unusually cold weather, however, can bring about another
temporary ban, it was stated.
iher territories showed no improveent in the fuel condition as Mayor
iennedy of Syracuse extended the
nergency decree for one more week,
intatively ending midnight Saturky, and Rochester houses, under a
irprise order effective as of noon
bsterday, will be closed for four
I Salmon told The Film Daily that
5 applications have been approved
nee Jan. 30, when some theaters
'ere willing to take soft coal as
ibstitute for their regular requireent.
^To date approximately 125 thebrs have filed requests for coal,
pplications are being returned with
le suggestion that the exhibitors
3ep in touch with their coal deal's so that "if the dealers do not
ied the coal on hand for emergency
56, the possibility of getting fuel
ould be forthcoming."
Houses operating on New York
team have little to fear of any
lortage, since all the heat they
ipply to buildings included in the
ayor's restriction orders use, at
18 most, one pev cent of the entire
tput. New York Steam Corp. uses
>ft coal exclusively.
Buffalo Closed for One Day
Buffalo, with only a three-day supy of coal on hand, was closed for
^le day yesterday under a blanket

IN NEW POSTS
ILLIAM L. HEISS, manager, RKO Palace,
Cleveland.
3RMAN
WROBEL,
RKO
manager,
Cincinnati.
-FRED SIMON, manager, Keith's East 105th St.
Theater,
Cleveland.
ED WITTE, PRC salesman for Toledo territory, Cleveland.
ILLIAM A. BENSON, Universal salesman,
A'bany.
M'RY
WEISS,
20t'h-Fox
exploiteer,
Cleveland.
AX FACTOR, head film buyer, Alliance Theater
Circuit, Chicago.
(UCE L. M'NIAT, work manager, Sonora
Tehvision Ccrp., Chicago.
1ARLES J. LEONARD, head booker, Columbia
Pictures, Charlotte, N. C.
^RRY K'-OTZ,
manager, Loew's Theater, Canton, 0.
iROY KENDIS, assistant to Meyer Fine, Associated Circuit, Cleveland.

For the best motion picture of the year: "Double Indemnity," Paramount; "Gaslight,"
Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer; "Going My W:y," Paramount; "Since You Want A^iy," Selznick International, UA.; "Wilson,"
20th
Century-Fox.
For the best performance by an actor: Charles Boyer in "Gaslight"; Bing Crosby in "Going
My Way"; Bar;y Fitzgerald in "Going My Way"; Gary Grant in "None But the Lonely Heart";
Alexander Kncx in "Wilson."
For the best performance by an actress: Ingrid Bergman in "Gaslight"; C'audette Colbert
in "Since You Went Away"- Bette Davis in "Mr. Skeffington"; Greer Garson in "Mrs. Parkington";
Barbara
Stanwyck
in "Double
Indemnity."
For the bast pe.fcrmar.ee by an acnr in a supporting role: Hume Cronyn in "The Seventh
Cross"; Barry Fitzgerald in "Going My Way"; Claude Rains in "Mr. Skeffington"; Clifton Wabb
in "Ljura"; Monty Wooiley in "iince You Went Away."
For the best performance by an actress in a supporting role: Ethel Barrymore in "None But
the Lonely Haart"; Jennifer Jones in 'Since You Want Away"; Angela Lansbury in "Gaslight";
Aline M.;cMahon
in "Dragon
Seed"; Agnes
Mocrhead
in "Ms.
Parkinglon."
For the best ach evement in directing; "Double Indemnity," Paramount; Billy Wilder; "Going
My Way," Paramount, Leo McCarey; "Laura," 20th Century-Fox, Otto Preminger; "Lifeboat,"
20th Century-Fox, Alfred Hitchcock; "Wilson," 20th Century-Fox,
Henry King.

Pinanski Accepts 7th
War Loan Chairmanship

Producer Pleas for Own
Raw Stock Awaited by WPB

(Cmtinued from Page 1)

(Crntinued from Page 1)

headed
by Mdates
& P's
Browning.
Definite
forHarry
the Drive
have
not been decided as yet, but it is
expected that official announcement
will come from Washington sometime
ihis week.

learned here yesterday, although it
^s fully expected at WPB that sevaral such applications will come in.
The new policy provides for WPB to
.assign stock directly to producers
upon request, with the amount then
subtracted from the overall quota assigned the distributor through whom
the producer has been getting his
film. There is nothing compulsive
about this change.

amergency order from Mayor Kelly
covering about 75 per cent of the
city's retail trade. Box-offices will
reopen there today.
In Columbus theaters may be
closed one day a week until April 1,
or until the crisis is eased. Governor Frank J. Lausche of Ohio has
asked that all business go on a
five-day week until April 1.
Acting Mayor Harris of Albany
has declared the fuel holiday at an
end and has directed that business
resume as usual tomorrow. Houses
will operate on whatever supply
chey had on hand when ordered
closed.
Houses in Cleveland were closed
yesterday for the day at the request of Mayor Burke, who proposed
a five-day operation schedule on a
week-to-week basis depending on
the supply and transportation.
Further reports which came in
from the territories yesterday revealed that ajjproximately 10 per
cent of the houses in the Pittsburgh
sector had been affected by the ODT
proclamation issued Friday that all
theaters operating with gas heat
must close for an indefinite period.
Western Mass. Isolated
Fifteen western Massachusetts
communities are now completely isolated as the results of four major
blizzards forcing houses to shutter
until Anny snow plows can clear
roads to the towns.
Many matinees have been discontinued in Philadelphia. Some houses
are burning wood and some circuit
theaters are loaning coal to one another.
In Alliance, 0., two of the four
houses shuttered the first four days
of last week. Mayor Amann of
Gallion, 0., ordered local theaters
to close three days a week.
Truckers hauling coal from the
Mines to Sharon, Pa., have been
ordered
to
supply
schools
and

The policy was adopted in order
to prevent claims by independent
producers that distributors were discriminating against them or using
their control of raw stock as a weapon to force better terms or other
advantage. Under the new system,
a producer may, if he desires, sever
his connection with a distributor and
seek to form a new distribution tie,
bringing to his new distributor as
much raw stock as the producer is
entitled to for his own pix. Thus
if all film independents decided to
distribute through RKO, for instance,
film would be taken from the quota
for every distributor they left to
go to RKO.
Newly-formed production units are
not to be given film certificates by
WPB. If they were not functioning
in 1944, as legitimate producers they
have no standing to go to WPB and
ask for an allocation of raw stock.
They may, however, go to a distributor and ask for stock against
the distribs.' allocation — and there
is
no restriction
distributor'sof
division
of his upon
own aallocation
stock. This "freeze," insofar as
WPB is concerned, is a common practice at the agency.

DuMont's Detroit Office
Detroit — Allen B. DuMont Labs.
have opened a branch office, at 4461
Woodward Ave.
churches in preference to theaters.
No definite word as to what shows
will be used when first-run houses
reopen was received. In most cases
these houses had three-day showings of usual one-week bookings.

(C:ntinued from
forces, declared last
"fraternity of battle"
tained after the war

Page 1)
night that the
must be mainas a "frater-

"It nityisfor our
responsibility to see to
peace."
it that if this unity for peace disintegrates, itis not our America which
shall be held at fault when the books
of history
are asserted.
balanced," the Republican Senator
"In my view, we cannot serve this
solemn function by further silence
in respect to our attitudes. That
silence confuses our Allies. It often
provides them with the reason which
they plead
to collide
justifywith
unilateral
decisions which
our ideals.
It may dangerously invite the conclusion that our silence gives our
own consent by default. It even
confuses our own people who frequently cry out in anguish for the
definition of our aims. It is time
for us to say what we will do. It
is time for us to say what we will
not do. And it is time to start the
The reason for such "disunifying"
steps as the partitioning of Poland,
he several bilateral agreements in
Europe
doing." and the trend towards politics, Vandenberg said, is understandable. "It is the frankly expressed
fear of reborn Axis aggression in
the years to come. Twice within one
"•eneration our Continental Allies
have been driven to the valley of
he shadow by military aggression.
They do not propose to be exposed
again. Unless and until they know
:hat they can depend upon America to join effectively in keeping
Germany and Japan demilitarized,
they will continue to go their own
way. The truth of the matter is
that it was the failure to keep Germany demilitarized after World War
I which made possible World War II."
Among New Yorkers and other execs, at banquet were John J. Maloney,
M-G-M; Steve Broidy and Harry
Thomas, Monogram; Roy Haines,
Warners; Leonard Goldenson, Edward Hyman, and Max Fellerman,
Paramount; Tom Connors, 20th-Fox;
Leo J. McCarthy, PRC; Ned E. Depinet, Nat Levy, and Sol Schwartz,
RKO; Harry Gold, UA; and Rube
Jackter, Columbia.

Watch
U.
A. releases
bearing

G.CF
Presents

•^
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Ranii Plans Extensive Latin American Operation^
IHE'

To Distribute and Operate
Theaters in Mexico, Five
South American Countries
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank not only will establish himself
solidly in the United States and
Canada, but the British film tycoon
proposes to do likewise in Mexico,
Argentina, Chile, Peru, Brazil and
Uruguay, it was learned yesterday.
As the initial move, Rank is dispatching Barrington Gain and Dr.
Alexander Galperson to Mexico and
Latin America, probably late this
month, with authority to negotiate
not only distribution deals but to
acquire theaters.
It is understood that Rank is desirous of acquiring at least one
"show window" in each of the countries' capitals for British product.
Where the situation justifies, it is
deemed likely that Rank will seek to
line up circuits.
Galperson and Gain will make a
thorough study of the Mexican and
South American field, and will report
on their findings to Rank in New
York in mid-May.

Lab. Association Will
Name Board This Week

BRIEfmCTHEDflV'SnE
Conn. Allied Meets Feb. 13

Stock Shortage Closes Lab.

New Haven — Allied Theater Owners of Connecticut hold a first luncheon meeting of 1945 at the Hofbrau Haus Restaurant on Feb. 13,
with Dr. J. B. Fishman presiding.
Maxwell Alderman, executive secretary, and delegate to the recent Allied National Board meet in Columbus, will report. Discussion will also
be had on current Hartford legislation. Caravan, fuel, Government-industry litigation and other matters.

Shortage of raw stock yesterday
forced DeLuxe Laboratory to close
down for the day.

•
Two From 20th-Fox in March

•

•
Hooper
Speaking
in Dayton
South Haven, Mich. — An early

South Haven's Center Burns

(Ccntinued from Page 1)
Chicago — Richard Hooper of RCA
sors in a move to improve condi- morning blaze destroyed the Center
Damage was esti- will address the Dayton, 0., Advertions in the laboratory field, are ex- theatermatedhere.
between $75,000 and $100,000,
tising Club at the Van Cleave hotel
pected to designate a permanent
according
to Manager Herman Lev- in Dayton Thursday on the future
board of directors this week, prob- srenz.
of television.
ably Thursday or Friday. The seven
directors presently serving on a temporary basis are Russell C. Holslag,
Nathan Saland, Saul Jaffee, Jacob
T. Cosman, Joe Rice Malcolm, John
N. Weber and Paul Guffanti.

Hays Hopes Johnston

Donald Shields Wounded
Detroit— Pfc. Donald Shields, stepson of Albert Dezel, Film Classics
franchise holder, was wounded in
action in the Pacific. He was shot
in the legs, but extent of injuries
is unknown. Shields was formerly
associated with the Dezel Roadshows
office in this city.

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

dealt with Section VIII of the New
York consent decree.
Attorneys for the companies said
-hat the clearance elimination provisions would not be of benefit either
to the distributors or the exhibitors
and that turmoil would result from
'he probable scramble for the equalization of admission scales among iniependent houses in order to get
:arlier runs.
While the text of the proposals
was not disclosed, it was indicated
that the recommendations, on the
Dorothy T. Stone of the Fun Film whole, met with negative reaction.
Library was married Dec. 30 to In some quarters, the belief existed
that there could be no consent deRalph T. Ellender.
cree and that the equity case would
Des Moines, la. — The secret mar- have to go to trial.
riage of Ruby Dyer, office manager
for Warners here, to Nate Zelcer, Pfc. John McDonald Slain
Des Moines jeweler, was disclosed
Spangler, Pa.— Pfc. John McDonhere. They were married in Chi- old, of the Gray Theater here, was
cago on May 31. Bride has been killed in action in France during
employed by Warners ever since the «)« December last, according to
exchange was opened and was secrereceived
the War
tary to Manager Elmer Tilton until \^^
'' word
Department
by fi'om
his family.
His
two years ago when named office brother, Francis, was killed in acmanager.
tion in Italy in December, 1943.

lUEDDinC BELLS

Offer Crisis "Don'ts'

Columbus, 0. — Co-operating wilj,
the city administration in the cuii
rent critical fuel and water situatio'
Disney Pic Sets Globe Mark
here,
all of the city's theaters ar'
(lay.
distributing
these "don'ts" on co£
A new opening day record for the and water conservation:
Globe Theater, Broadway, was es1. Don't fire yourCOAL
furnace
over twice
tablished Saturday with Walt Dis- irrees.
2.
Don't
have
your
house
over ti8 d
ney's "The Three Caballeros," it was
announced yesterday. Week-end
:i. Don't shake your furnace to a poii
business was reported to have been where glowing embers fall into the ash pi
38 per cent higher than for any
4. When firing' a furnace, the draft doi
ill front should be closed. Also check dac
pievious picture.
lier and smoke pipe.

"Thunderhead — Son of Flicka" and
"Circumstantial Evidence" will be Fox Celebrates in April
released by 20th-rox during March.
Tom Connors, 20th-Fox vice-pres•
ident in charge of sales, yesterday
De Havilland, Court Victor
announced plans for an internationSan Francisco — Under a State Sual celebration of the company's 30th
in April. Herman Webpreme Court ruling Olivia de Havil- anniversary
ber, named drive leader, is now on a
land will not have to work beyond
ihe period of her expired seven-year tour of exchanges to discuss proposals for observing the event. Making
contract with Warner Bros, to make
up for a total of 25 weeks during his headquarters at the home office
which she was suspended by the com- until the end of the anniversary
drive, he will wind up his tour on
March 5.
pany.
•

On Clearance Plan

Columbus Theaters

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

5. After firing furnace, open draft do(;
li'om three to five minutes, depending (
the type of coal used, but never over fi\
lie opened.
minutes,
at which time check-damper shou'
'•■ate.
0. Close all rooms and dampers and re
'.sters in rooms not being used.
7. At night, pull down all window shad
Inoughout
the house.
WATER
1. Stop washing autos, business and pi
looms.
2. Shut off automatic flushers in wai
3. Stop serving water in restaurants u
Wiss requested,
serving only one-half
It a time.
4. Cut toilet facilities 75 per cent in c,
lice and factory buildings.
5. Repair leaking faucets at once.
C. Don't open faucet until ready to fi
!:lass. pan
or basin,
closing faucet wh:
ii'ceptacle is filled.
iiium.
7. Reduce flushing of toilets to a mii
8. Cut home laundry 75 per cent.
9. Cut
shower bathing entirely. Use ba
ivater
sparingly.
10.
water.
11.
12.
t.vmns.
1.3.
14.

Co not wash or rinse dishes in runnii
No refills of swimming pools.
Cut use of showers
90 per

cent

Don't scrub porches.
Slop scrubbing of all floors.

16 mm. Advisory Com. to
Meet at Capitol Feb. 13

an inquiry relative to Eric John(Continued from Page 1)
ston joining the association, he said:
"I certainly hope he does. He narrow-gauge field, will have i
enriches any effort or enterprise with nitial meeting in the Social Secu
which he is connected. I am earn- ity Building here at 10 a.m. on Fe
estly endeavoring to bring it about. 13. Personnel of the body is r(
We have had many conferences with ported nearing completion, it
him to that end, but nothing has learned. Announcement that tY.
been concluded. As Johnston has 2ommittee is being formed was mac
said, he could not make such a move by The Film Daily yesterday.
i
until much nearer the end of the

_

Statement from the local MPPDA
office also included Johnston's statement issued Jan. 22 from Washington
said
"It
would inbewhich
a newhe job
in in
the part:
industry
andwar."
I would not be a successor to
Will

Hays."

OWI Re-examining
"Tomorrow the World'

THEATER DEALS
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Reeves Espy and Sai
Silverman, owners of the Majest
Theater Corp., will erect a 1,001
seat theater on ground acquired
Sunset Boulevard and Via de
Paz, Santa Monica.

(Ccntinued from Page 1)
Chicago — The Jeff theater has be(
rope. That OWI will approve the bought by Chris Christos from tl
film for showing in Germany is still estate of the late Samuel Halp<
doubtful.
Christos also operates the Verdi

M

M. P. Production Dist.
38 W. 44th St. 2l8t floor
Hew yorlc
H.

ntimate in Character
niernational in Scope
ndependent in Thought
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lEJECTION OF CLEARANCE PLAN PREDICTED
Producers of Industrial, Adv. Pix Face Film Cut
Raw Stocks
st19Ba41sis;
gg
Iar
e eAs
Member
Advisory Com/s Named
-liington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

i'ashington — Alloting the limited
ply of 35 mm. raw stock for indus.1 producers and theatrical screen
ertisers on a 1941 basis was sugted at the recent meetings
of
newly-organized Industrial Film
'ducers
and
Advertising
Film
fiducers Industry Advisory
Comic tees, the War Production Board
ported today.
i 'hough the quantity of film that
(Con^inued on Page 7)

(jvanlages Seen In
ingle Stale Code

'reference
of exhibitors
leans
s ongly toward adoption of a single
blciing code covering all New York
te, a sampling of showman opinmdicated yesterday.
With fining touches now being put on the
'/ailed Albany Code, to embrace
(Continued on Page 6)

Only 60-Watts Outside Astor Theater^ But —
Hou; Goldwyn Is Brightening the Interior!
Samuel Goldwyn will glamourize the house staff at the Astor theater when
the Broadway showcase opens Friday with the producers newest release,
"The Princess and the Pirate," starring Bob Hope. Goldwyn will inspect the
theater staff, consisting of show girls, models and ballet dancers who will
assume the roles of usherettes, cashiers, and assistant managers, at a luncheon
to be held tcmorrow at the Astor Hotel. Two cosmeticians will be in attendance
at all times to keep the girls well groomed and special uniforms have been
designed for the usherettes, it was announced yesterday.

IOffices to Observe
JLincoln's Birthday
Nearly all the New York exchanges and home offices will close
Monday to observe Lincoln's Birthday, it was indicated in a survey
of the various companies yesterday.
Columbia, RKO, and 20th-Fox will
-emain closed all day, with a skeleton force left in charge. Paramount,
M-G-M, Warner Bros., and Monogram reported they would be open
for half-a-day.

Rejection of the Department of
Justice's clearance proposals was
predicted yesterday in industi-y circles, following the receipt of recommendations for changes in Section
VIII of the New York consent decree
by the five consenting distributors.
The D of J informed the consenting
companies that it would ask Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard on March
5 for an injunction to prevent alleged
unreasonable clearance until a final
decree had been entered.
Some exception was taken by the
(Continued on Page 3)

Cine-Tone is Formed
To Produce in N. Y.

Boston Trust Suits
Settled Out of Court

A new company, Cine-Tone Corp.
of America, to produce and provide
for its own distribution of documentary and entertainment pictures
primarily for the Latin-American
market has been formed here. It
is understood that production will
be centered in New York.
Headed by Vincent Bejtman, the
company' board of directors include
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Bruce Levitch
and Hester Hansel.

Boston — The anti-trust suits, filed
originally in 1935, by the Commonwealth Amusement Entei prises. Inc.,
of Boston, and Nashua Theaters, Inc.,
against the Colonial Theater Co. of
Nashua, N. H., and the majors, came
to an end yesterday when the suits
were settled out of court, and the
Boston — Three legislative petitions
jury dismissed in Federal Judge
directly affecting the motion picture
Sweeney's court. It was rumored industry will be held before various
(Continued on Page 3)
state committees
shortly.
A cise
proposed
act at
establishing
extax reported
10 per centanupon

Three Vital Bills
Face Mass. Exhibs,

ribution Austrian Says Television
E'racuse Theaters Reopen Pix Production/Dist
!^^ ^p to Manufacturers
l, $197,000,000
PayrolBureau
'42
Hday Through Tuesday
Realization of the dream to bring
Washington
of THE
FILM DAILY
Syracuse — In a plan worked out
:h Mayor Kennedy yesterday, theis here will reopen Friday through
esday, operating daily from 2 p.
1 to 11 p.m., with the temperature
(Continued on Page 10)

Court Trial Now Seen As
Inevitable; Distribs.
Opposed to Proposals

Washington — Although production
and distribution account for less
than one-third of the employment
in the pix industry, the payroll for
these two branches amounted in
(Continued on Page 7)

all places of amusements will be
(Continued on Page 6)

Iowa Solon Considering

tele to the people is now up to the
manufacturers, Ralph B. Austrian, State Film Exchange Tax
executive vice-president of the RKO
Des Moines, la. — Rep. Harvey
Television Corp., asserted yesterday
at the monthly luncheon of the Tele- Long, of Clinton, la., is now re(Continued on Page 6)
ported to be considering a bill for
the Iowa legislature in which he
would attempt to require film exchanges to pay corporation taxes to
(Continued on Page 6)

If Vandalism On Way Out

Juvenile Hoodlumism SituotEon Solves Itself
Ben Freedman is Named
Detroit — Local juvenile hoodlumism and delinquency situation, as far
Toronto Council Prexy
as theaters are concerned, seems to
Toronto — Ben Freedman, owner of
the Capitol Theater, Port Credit,
Ont., was re-elected president of the
Ontai-io Council, Independent Exhibitors of Canada, at the annual meeting in the King Edward Hotel. It
was announced the association had
(Continued on Page 6)

have largely solved itself in recent
months, by natural evolution.
Most serious angle of the problein
for exhibitors was vandalism, which
is on the way out in most neighborhoods. One reason is that most of
the former disturbers have reached
Army age and have left, according
(Continued on Page 3)

Bomb Planting In
Cuba Stand Probed
Havana — Authorities are investigating mysterious bomb explosion
in a film theater here on Monday
afternoon. Two persons were injured and some damage resulted.
Bomb was planted
in theaudience
men's
washroom.
Blast sent
fleeing in panic.
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National Theaters Talks
A Circuit in Mexico

SPU Case Not Yet
Accepted by the NLRB

West Coast Bureau of THE

West

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Although no details
have been disclosed, ic is understood
that the advisability of National
Theaters establishing a circuit in
Mexico will be consiaered at today's
session of NT's annual conference
which started Monday. B. V. Sturdivant, San Francisco, one of NT's
aivision supervisors, has just recurned
ico City.from a week's stay in MexNT executives first showed interest in the Mexican situation two
years ago when tiiey made a trip to
Mexico City, but no plans developed
at that time.
Among will
the be
speakers
today's
session
Spyrosat Skouras,
George Skouras and Hen Kalmenson,
v\^arner Bros, sales manager. Charles
i". ykouras. National Theaters president, is presiding at the sessions.

Senate Confirms Walker
As Postmaster General
Washington
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Hollywood — Screen Actors Guild
was notified yesterday that Gene L.
Green, director of disputes for the
Tenth Regional War Labor Board,
San Francisco, had sent the following wire to the Screen Players
Union:
"Regarding your telegram regarding alleged discrimination by producers, your case has not yet been
accepted by the National War Labor
Board or referred to the Regional
Board for processing. The new case
committee of National Board in
Washington is now considering these
matters. I am informed turther
that NLRB representatives in Washington are considering an interpretation of their orders previously issued in your representation case,
which may make unnecessary our action on the dispute pending advice
of acceptance and referral. I am
unable to arrange the meeting you
suggest. Meantime, I am confident
that you and your union will take
no action which will jeopardize an
expeditious and orderly settlement
or disposition of the dispute."

Washington — The Senate Monday,
in executive session, quickly passed
Dy unanimous consent the nomination of Frank C. Walker, former
Comerford circuit executive, to continue1 as Postmaster General. DurReports 13- Week
ing the/2few moments devoted to the Disney
Net at $371,000
confirmation, Senator Kenneth McKellar declared
that Walker has op- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
1/4
erated the Post Office department
Hollywood — Net income of Walt
more successfully than any previous
{Tuesday, February 6)
Disney Prods, for 13 weeks ended
ir'ostmaster
General.
1/2
3/8
Dec. 30, 1944 amounted to $371,000
11/8
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Net
Chg.
FWTBT1/18/4 Opens at Popular before provision for income taxes
High 21%
Low 193/4
Close +
and subject to fiscal year-end adAm. Seat
23
61/8
Prices Week of Feb. 18
5% 23 +
19%
191/2
justments. This compares with a
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 481/8
48
Col. Picts, pfd
%
Con. Fm. Ind
net
income
of
on t'heperiod
same
Vs
48 —
corresponding
First regular popular-priced en- basis for the $139,000
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . 311/4
311/4 178 +
311/4
—+ 2
East. Kodak
1 78 178
last
year.
Net
current
and
working
5%
—
gagements
of
"For
Whom
the
Bell
190
253/4 + 1
do pfd
1 90 190
Technicolor proouction star- assets increased during quarter by
761/4 +
2534
25
Gen. Prec. Eq
% i'olls,"
+
ring Gary Cooper and Ingrid Berg- $392,991 resulting from an increase
761/4 15% 293/8
91/2 +
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
29 Vz 29
953/8
man, will open during Washington's of $386,523 in current and working
RKO
93/4
93/8
Birthday week in about 60 key situ- assets and a decrease of $6,468 in
281/4 +
953A
95
RKO $5 pfd
ations selected for their strategic current liabilities. Receipts from
281/8 351/8
143/4
20th Century-Fox . . . 283/8
347/8
value
throughout
the country, Para- re-issue of "Snow White and the
20th Century-Fox pfd 351/8
Warner Bros
+
143/4
141/2
mount announces.
Seven Dwarfs" contributed substanNEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
General release for popular-priced
tially to the company's increase.
engagements will follow.
Monogram Picts
3'A
SVa
3i/i -|-

finnnciflL

Radio-Keith CVS
Sonotcne
Corp
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
Universal Picts

\Vl
3%
231/2
434
223^

13/8
31/2
223/4
43/3
221/2

1 1/2
..
3%
23
43/3
223^ +

UA Announces Titles of
%

Geo. Eder Passes
Portland, Ore. — George L. Eder,
61, formerly and for some eight
years operating the Vashon Theater
on Vashon Island, died at his home
of a heart attack, Jan. 29th.

four More "Daffy Dittys'
With the first of the United Artists Dafi'y Dittys Technicolor short
subjects, "The Cross-Eyed Bull,"
now being booked by leading major
and independent circuits, Carl Leserman, UA general manager, has
announced the titles of the next
four subjects in this cartoon series. Other Morey & Sutherland subjects in the series will be "The Flying Jeep," "The Lady Says No,"
"Pepito's Serenade" and 'Choo Choo
Amigo."
Abbett Quits Monogram
Portland, Ore. — Ralph Abbett,
branch manager, Seattle, for Monogram Pictures, has tendered his
resignation. His successor has not
as yet been named.

M-G-M Advances Date for
"Powder Dry' Tradeshow

E. L. WALTON, Republic assistant gei
sales manager, is back at the Home 0<
following a three-weeks' trip during whicl
attended the company's regional sales coi
ences
in Chicago
and at the studio.
STEVE BROIDY, Monogram's vice-presiden
charge of sales, has left Newf York to re
to his headquarters on the Coast, stopping
route to Washington,
Detroit and Chicago,
HARRY H. THOMAS, Mcnogram Eastern
vision manager, has left New York for Chic
Detroit and other mid-western cit.es, to
gone three weeks.
M. E. MOREY, Monogram executive, has
New York for Washington, returning the
of the week.
fl
RAOUL
WALSH
is at the Waldorf -Ast a
from
the Warner
Bros.' studios
in Burb.
Calif.
ISADOR M. RAPPAPORT, owner of the \podrome,
Baltimore, . is vacationing.
ALFRED HITCHCOCK, has arrived in New ^i
/rom Hollywood.
J
SAM HOROWITZ, Vanguard Films' Midvl
sales manager, is in town to confer with IJ
Agnew.
TERRY TURNER, head of RKO Radio's exp
tation staif, left yesterday for St. Louis.
PAT SCOLLARD

has returned from the Col

M. J. SIECEL, Metro producer, is in town.
CHARLES K. STERN and his wife are In ,
lantic City on vacation.
HERB

CROOKER

ALAN

LADD

JANET

GAYNOR

left yesterday for the Co

arrives

tomorrow.

is here from the Coast.

ED CROSS, producer, arrived here this w
from Chicago where he attended the opening
his

stage
hit, "Chicken
Every
Sunday."
MRS. BOB HOPE is in Chicago with M
JERRY COLONNA and will head East to m
the Hope radio troupe.

W. K. KRUSE, Bell & Howell film mana{
is back in the Windy City after attending
mm. conferences in Washington.

"Woman in Window"
Held 3rd Week at Palace
International Pictures' RKO Rj
dio-released "The Woman in tl
Window" starts the third week <
its Broadway engagement tome,
row. RKO reports it has shatten
all previous house recqrds sin<
first-run policy was inaugurated i
the Palace.

Ampa

Meeting Tomorrow

Ampa's
closed luncheon-meetir
M-G-M's "Keep Your Powder will be held tomorrow at the Hicl •
House
with
only
membej
Dry," starring Lana Turner, Laraine ory
Day and Susan Peters, will have its and the trade press invited.
world premiere Feb. 21 at the Tivoli,
Chattanooga, where exteriors for the
picture were photographed.
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTOR
Because of this opening date, the
WANTS
tradeshowing originally scheduled
for Atlanta for Feb. 21 has been
unreteased and reissue films for Spain,
pushed ahead and now will be held
Cuba and Mexico.
Feb. 14.
Distributors

controlling

exclusive

rights are requested to submit offers.
DO NOT

submit other firms' product
Reply: Box No. 225
FILM DAILY
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?redi(t Rejection
M Clearance Plan

Detroit Vandalism
On the Way Out

TNII

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

listributors to the Department's inerences that the film companies fix
he admission prices of theaters. It
vas contended that the theaters fix
',heir own admission prices and that
ihn terms are based upon the house
.'cales. Because of other allegaions in the D of J's memorandum,
t was conceded by several executives
hat a court trial in the Governnent's anti-trust action was inevitible if Judge Goddard upheld the
department's
contentions on clear.nce.
Section Inadequate
The memorandum asserted that
here was no purpose in granting
learance between theaters charging
he same admission price, regardess of whether they draw from the
ame area or 20 miles apart. The
)epartment declared that the "genral problem of unreasonable clearnce is inadequately dealt with in
Section VIII of the decree" and that
an adequate temporary provision
aust also flatly prohibit the grantng of any clearance between the• iters charging substantially the
ame admission price." The Court
vas asked that a provision be added
)rohibiting the imposition of any
ilearance between theaters not in
ubstantial competition with each
■ ither.
Suggestions Offered
In explaining its stand, the De)artment of Justice wrote:
"The determination of the maxiiium length of clearance permissible
n competitive situations where adiiission price differentials exist
hould be so adjusted that the perod of clearance between any two
heaters is proportionate to the adnission price differential between
hem if there is to be any public
ustification of such clearance. This
nay be accomplished by a prohibiion of all clearance in excess of
hat reasonably related to the mainenance of competition between two
ir more competing theaters chargng different admission prices.
"Apart from these general provisons, specific temporary relief exiressly directed against unreasonble clearance arising from distribuor affiliation is urgently required.
There is no dispute that each of
he distributor defendants controls
I large circuit of theaters; each
icenses films to its own circuit, the

Um RIRTDDAY
GREETINGS TO..
February

7

Edward Nugent
Paul Guertzman
Stephen Crane
Fred Stanley
Fred F. De Siva
Buster Crabbe
Andrew S. McCarl, Jr.

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

Odds & Ends
•

• • HITTING BACK at those who criticized him for taking a political stand during the Presidential campaign, Humphrey Bogort explains
his position in the Feb. 10 issue of The Saturday Evening Post
He
doesn't believe actors are stepping out oi bounds when they voice opinions
on subjects more vital than love, swimming pools and the kind of breakfast food they prefer. . . • Jack Fuld, well known in the industry, is
now senior inspector for the New York Engineer District for the U. S.
Army. . . • Harold Hodner has been appointed trustee of the Association of Jewish Children. . . • Staff Sgt. Danny Webb, recently
medically discharged from the Army and who was the original "Sad
Sack," is slated to be featured in a new comedy quiz radio show, "Mind
Your Own Business," which originated in Italy and to be produced here
by Ted Green
Webb was a featured comedian in Columbia shorts.
• The February 15 issue of News of the Day will carry a special short
"Thank You" clip featuring Sue Ann, an infantile paralysis victim in connection with the March of Dimes campaign
It was produced by Frank
Whitbeck of M-G-M studios. . . • Helen Colton, well known free lance
writer on movie subjects, has moved to the Coast where her husband
has been signed to a Columbia writer contract. . . • Miller, Donaldson
& Co., well known certified public accountants, has again volunteered
its services to audit the motion picture returns in the March of Dimes. . .
• The boys who marched into Manila and liberated it will be the first
to see 20th -Fox's "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn"
A print is being
flown over for a world premiere. . . • Minnie, the performing bear in
"Road to Utopia" is appearing at the Sportsmen's Show in Boston
Last week she had a blessed event and the cub was named Bob Hope.
T
T
T
• • • WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!

Ontario Police Ban
Sunday Midnight Shows
Toronto — The Ontario Police Commission has permanently banned all
Sunday midnight shows for local
theaters on the ground that undesirable conditions allegedly related
to late performances at some houses.
The Toronto order exempts midnighters prior to a few holiday dates
such as New Year's Eve.
circuits owned by the others and
the theaters competing with them
by license agreements which fix the
minimum admission prices to be
charged by all of the theaters licensed; that the maintenance of those
admission prices is tied to run and
clearance provisions determining the
relative time at which the films
licensed become available for exhibition in competing theaters.
Hits Agreements
"We submit that such a system of
admission price fixing by cross licensing is prima facie illegal because itis in effect a means by which
affiliated theater operators, through
their distribution affiliates, agree
with each other as to the admission
prices that should be charged by
their various theaters in the competitive areas in which each operates

Boston Anti-Trust Suits
Settled Out of Court

to George Spaeth, manager of the
Iris. This is particularly true of the
older ringleaders. Younger children, left leaderless, are finding
more innocent outlets for their
spirits.
Decrease of the past three months
has also been caused by the return
of former juvenile wage workers to
school, and regaining some sense of
their responsibility in the community, instead of the cocksure attitude
many had when they were earning
good wages during summer jobs.
Rigid control through policing in
individual houses has helped. Several theaters eliminated the problem almost entirely by refusing further admission to any youngsters
ranked as disturbers. Albert W.
Heuser of the Aloma had a group
of hoodlums at his house booked by
the police, although charges were not
pressed, in ease they proved "secondoffenders." The publicity of this
move also helped maintain order in
his neighborhood.
Employment of youngsters as ushers has helped, where house discipline has been maintained, and the
youthful employes could gain the respect of their friends. Only problem here has been legislation restricting their employment seriously, a matter protested vigorously by
exhibitor leaders.
It all adds up to the fact that the
threatened epidemic of last winter
and spring has evidently passed away
quietly from natural causes.

Organist Dies

Portland, Ore. — Barney Goodman,
46, well known theater and radio
that the settlement figure was $300,- organist, died at his home in Seattle
000.
recently. He was a native of Iceland.
Suit, which had been in various
stages of litigation for 10 years,
charged violation of the Sherman
anti-trust act and conspiring to restrain trade by the method the majors used in distributing feature films.
Rhoda Magid of Warner Theaters
and as to those to be charged by field supervisors' department is now
independent theater operators who Mrs. Phil Robinson. Husband is
compete with these affiliated the- a Sergeant and arrived here two
aters.
weeks
ago on leave from Iran for
the ceremony.
"The persistent use by the consenting defendants, during the pendPeoria, 111.— Mabel Radley, wellency of this suit, of clearance provisions as a means of unreasonably known theater organist, was married to Jerry B. Gordon, owner of
restricting the terms on which the
theaters may compete in licensing the Gordon Hotels System.
their filnis," and the inadequacy ot
the present decree to afford adequate
Lee Septembre, Columbia field exrelief against such violations of the ploiteer,
was married Saturday to
Sherman Act are beyond dispute. Vera Richardson,
employe of CoWe respectfully submit that the
lumbia's Washington exchange.
provisions
minimum whichsuggested
the court are
may the
properly
Reading, Pa. — Lt. John D. Glase,
grant if the persons now subjected
to the illegal restrictions in question son of Paul E. Glase, manager of
are to be given adequate protection the Embassy and associate Fabian
pending the entry of a final decree theaters here, and Elizabeth C. Johnson were married recently.
in this case."
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
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— - First two days set
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Advantages Seen In
Single State Code
(Continued from Page 1)

the State exclusive of New York
City, with latter continuing to have
its own municipal regulations, some
film theater operators, dominantly
those having outlets in both areas,
are apparently wondering if the twocode setup isn't heading them into
future complications.
One of the surprising facts of the
sampling is that numerous New
York exhibitors express themselves
as welcoming a strict code if it is
applicable to the five boroughs. With
a code that is subject to flexible
interpretation, it is said, the theaterman never knows where he
stands, and is constantly at the
mercy of discretionary powers vested
in inspectors and others charged with
enforcement.
A local circuit spokesman frankly
stated yesterday that loose phrasing
and high generalizations in codes,
whether the single or double standard is applied within the State, make
it possible for "an ornery inspector
to find multiple violations in the
most meticulously operated theater."
Most showmen, he feels, might unthinkingly condemn a strict code,
but would come, in time, to realize
that benefits would outweigh any
initial expense and headaches.

Theater Man Victim
Of Wrong Boohing
St. Louis— Local police are too
efficient, says Joseph Ansell, viceprexy and treasurer of Ansell Brcs.
Theaters. At 3 a.m. in swirling snow
and bitter cold, he was driving homeward from the police station in his
auto which had been stolen two days
earlier. His thoughts of a warm bed
were interrupted by a police car's
siren. Blue-coated occupants gruffly
ordered him to the curb. They arrested him on suspicion of having
stolen the auto, which was, of course,
his own. Ansell cleared himself at
Police Headquarters, but got home
only in time to shave, breakfast, and
hurry to his office.

Ben Freedman is Named
Toronto Council Prexy
(Continued from Page 1)

Austrian Says Television
Is Up to Manufacturers
(Continued from Page 1)

vision Press Club of New York at
the Hotel Sheraton.
In reiterating his conviction that
films will prove the backbone of audio-video entertainment, Austrian
said that creation by manufacturers
of programs on film which would
be made available to all their dealers
on a free or co-operative basis was
the "one sure way" to help provide
the necessary program material to
justify the commercialization of the
science.
"One great advantage of having
these
on film,"
"is
that itprograms
Iwill assure
both hethesaid,
dealer
and th^ manufacturer of perfect
lighting;, acting, timing and transmission. There can be no mistakes, miscues, n^ unfortunate incidents whiph
would ^hurt the reputation of the
merchandise. By means of programs
on filn^, all that is necessary to know
about program production is how to
load up a motion picture projector."
Another speaker was James Lawrence Fly, former chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission, who predicted that five years
after the war television would move
to the broader band making possible
the use of color. He was certain that
eventually it would be possible to
have a single set providing frequency-modulation broadcasting, amplitude-modulation broadcasting and
television. Fly said that many frequencies were expected to be made
available for newcomers and for experimentation purposes.
The speaker urged establishment
of an adequate world-wide system
of communications, including television, as an instrument to promote
good-will for the United States and
"to strengthen the world structure."
Make-up of the club's new board
of governors was announced as follows: Stanley Kempner of Fairchild
Publications, chairman; Lewis Winner of Communications, vice-chairman; Elizabeth Forsling of News
Week, secretary; Clifford Denton of
the Daily News, treasurer; Ben
Kaufman of the Hollywood Reporter, chairman of the membership
committee; Tom R. Kennedy of the
Times, chairman of publicity committee; Wanda Marvin, The Billboard; Patricia Murray, Printer's
Ink; Bruce Roberts, Broadcasting
Daily.
Magazine; M. H. Shapiro, Radio

closed the year with an active membership of 50 indepenf^ent exhibitors
in Ontario. The special speaker was
John Grierson of the Canadian Government National Film Board who
touched on the post-war program
of the bureau.
No statement was issued regarding the proposed national conciliation code of the industry in Canada,
as urged by the Independents' Council. The incoming executive would
deal with the question, it was announced.
New Officers include: Vice-PresiIowa Solon Considering
dent, Bruce McLeod, Kitchener; SecState Film Exchange Tax
retary, Harry Romberg, Toronto;
Treasurer, Harry Lester, Toronto;
(Continued from Page 1)
Public Relations Counsel, Garson
the state. Long said he felt the film Solway, Toronto; Directors, Max
companies could "well afford" to pay Starkman, Lou Davidson and Hertaxes on the profits they take out of
man Bennett, Toronto.
the state.
Earlier he said he planned to in- Song Suit Dismissal Will
troduce abill to make the fim exchanges pay an annual license of Be Sought by 20th-Fox
$1,000 and a $1 a reel tax on all
film brought into the state. He ran
Twentieth Century-Fox will move
into some difficulty, however, in try- for dismissal of the suit charging
ing to find a method to prevent the unfair competition and infringement
tax being passed on in the form of brought against the company by
higher admission prices.
Maude Nugent, songwriter, on the
ground that there is no genuine issue
Wants USO to Stay After War as to material facts, according to
Continuance of the USO for at papers filed in New York Federal
least two years after the war as an Court yesterday. The motion is to
aid to hospitalized service men and be heard on Feb. 20. The plaintiff
to all military personnel striving to alleges that her song, "Sweet Rosie
negotiate the switch back to civilian O'Grady," was infringed upon in the
life was urged yesterday by Chester film of the same name.
Affidavits filed yesterday by Leo
I. Barnard, president of the organization, at a fourth anniversary lun^ Jaffe, assistant treasurer of 20th- Scophony Head Approves
cheon at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,; Fox, and Herman Starr, president "Box Office" for Television
of Music Publishers Holding Corp.,
Recent statement of J. J. Nance,
asserted that in 1925 the song was vice-president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
sold and assigned to Columbia Pic- that he believed the best way to cretures, which they claim is the rightate a; "box-office" for television was
ful owner of the tune.
to
introduce
whereby thosea "subscription
sets equipped system"
with a
Defer Geneseo Hearing
"scramljling device" would receive
Leonide Moguy, director, has a
Chicago— Arbitration case of the the television program, was fully ennew daughter, born to iVIrs. Moguy Geheseo Theater, owned by the Mardorsed yesterday by Arthur Levey,
at the Hollywood Hospital, January cTiessi Brothers has been postponed president of Scophony Corporation
31. Baby weighed seven-and-a-half for a week for the entry of a consent of- America.
pounds, and will be named Katherine award by Arbitrator Leo T. NorLevey last fall revealed that Scoville.
Helen.
phony was surveying the possibility

STORK REPORTS

Three Vital Bills
Face Mass. Exhibs.
(Continued from Page 1)

15.
heard by a House committee on Fi

A Senate taxation committee ' \
day will hear a proposal for an,«
hibitor tax of $1 per reel proyid
the exhibitor shall not increase 1 I
admission price. The revenue
rived would finance disabled V( 1
erans of all wars, aid widows a i
orphans of deceased veterans a
go toward the old agef
law.
/ assistar
/ Another petition wjU be present
to the mercantile affairs comm
tee tomorrow prohibiting an exhil
tor from charging a greater adm:
sion price on Sundays and holida
than on other days, subject to a fi
of $500 for violation.

Files Arbitration Appeal
Chicago— R. J. Miller of the Ci
ony Theater, McHenry, 111., filed
appeal in his arbitration case agair
five film distributors, B & K, Gre
States Circuit, Woodstock Amus:
ment
Eltover
Theat'd:
Corp. Co.,
Theand
casethewas
recently
missed by Arbitrator William M
Swain.

Show Pic on Plane Carrier
Chicago — The U. S., Navy in c
operation with 20th Century-F
held a press premiere of "Fightii
Lady" aboard the plane carrier Sab
The commanding officer hosted t
press to chow aboard the ship.
of creating
a "box-office"
for tel
vision
and considers
this method
providing an additional source of re
enue for major film distribute;
Levey stated that subscription rad
utilizing the exclusive Scophoi
"scrambling" device registered
the U. S. Patent Office, is the inve
tion of Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, en
nent physicist, and director of i
search
Scophony
and wouldto e'a,
able thefor
television
broadcaster
ence.
curately gauge the size of his au(
"Scophony believes subscripts
radio probably will prove a substa
tial factor in solving television's ec
nomic
saidsupplying
Levey, "ai
we
are problem,"
contemplating
su
scribers with the latest improvi
model of the Scophony home televi
ion receiver successfully demo
strated in London in 1939 and whi
actually
shows a picture
24" xhon2
in
size comparable
to 16 mm.
motion pictures, upon payment of
small installation charge, plus
weekly inclusive fee of $2.25, whi
wotild enable subscribers to amorti
the cost of the set in about two yeai
"The Scophony subscription tel
vision plan envisages an audience
at least 1,000,000 within a few yea
after post-war and at 50 cents
week, a subscribed fee of $500,01
or an annual revenue of $26,000,01
for the program service alone."
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Hollywood — Reaching all-time
Hollywood — - Jack Jungmeyer, at
lighs in their particular categories, one time story editor and scenario
tf-G-M has 33 stars, 100 featured writer for Fox Film Coi-p., and more
)layers,
23 directors
"name"to recently trade paper reviewer, has
ands under
contractandin two
addition
been signed as PRC's story editor.
10 stars and featured players in the He
succeeds Jack Grant, who has
irmed forces.
been elevated to the post of assoLatter embrace Desi Arnaz, Jean
ciate producer.
•
Pierre Aumont, Lew Ayres, Tommy
3atten, Richard Carlson, Dan Dailey, SkLrball Offices Opened
ir., Melvyn Douglas, Van Heflin,
William Home, Jack Skirball's
rene Kelly, William Lundigan, Ray
has established permailcDonald, Barry Nelson, Richard Easternnentrep.,
quarters at 1560 Broadway.
f>Iey, Richard Quine, Mickey Rooney, Skirball's first picture to be released
ed Skelton, Robert Sterling, James through United Artists this year is
Stewart, Joe Sullivan, and Robert
"It's In The Bag," starring Fred
Taylor.
Allen.
In the star division are Bud Abbott, Fred
istaire, Lucille Ball, Lionel Barrymore, Walace Beery, Lou Costello, Laraine Day, Marene Dietrich, Robert Donat, Brian Donlery,
[rene Dunne,
Clark Gable,
Judy Garland,
3reer Garson
Kathryn
Grayson,
Van Johnion, Hedy Lamarr, Lassie, Myrna Loy, Robert
Montg-omery.
George
Murphy,
Margaret
s- O'Brien Susan Peters, Walter Pidgeon, William Powell, Ginny
Simms,
Ann
Sothem,
J Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner, Robert Walker,
" bsther Williams Robert Young.
'"
The 23 directors working on various picri tnres
include:
Harry
Beaumont,
Clarence
Brown.
Harold
S. Bucquet.
Eddie Buzzell,
Jack Conway,
George
Cukor, Jules Dassin.
Victor Fleming,
Tay Garnett, Willis Goldbeck, Henry Koster, Robert Z. Leonard, Andrew Marton, Vincente
MinnelU,
Charles
Riesner,
Boy
Rowland,
George
Sidney,
S.
Sylvan
Simon,
Norman
Taurog,
Richard
Thorpe,
Richard
Whorf,
Fred Wilcox,
and
Fred Ziiinemann.
The 3 00 featured players are June Allyson, Leon Ames, Warner Anderson, Morris
Ankrum, Edward Arnold, Mary Astor, Katharine Balfour Marion Bell, Ben Blue, Ray
Bolger, Ward Bond, Ruth Brady, Lucille
Bremer, Pamela Britton, Felix Bressart,
iSpring- Byington John Carroll. Jan Clayton,
Gladys Cooper, James Craig, Hume Cronyn.
Donald Curtis, Henry Daniels. Jr.. Marjorie
Davis Gloria DeHaven. Tommy Dix. Philip
Dorn, Tom Dralce, Jimmy Durante, Preston
iPoster, Ava Gardner, Frances Giftord, Connie
""Gilchrist Gloria Grahame. Edmund Gwenn,
Sara Haden, Hurd Hatfield, Signe Hasso.
John Hediak, Fay Holden, Skippy Homeier,
Lena Home Marsha Hunt. Ruth Hussey.
Jose Iturbi, Jackie Jenkins, Bill Johnson,
Bruce Kellogg, Michael Kirby, Paul Langten.
Also Angela Lansbury, Peter Lawford.
Diana Lewis, Robert Lewis, Marta Linden, Majorie Main, Herbert Marshall, Ilona
Massey, Marilyn Maxwell, Katherine McLeod, Sharon McManus, Horace McNally.
Laurltz Melehior, Cameron Mitchell, Agnes
Moorebead, Frank Morgan. Dorothy Morris,
Tim Murdock, Virginia O'Brien, Robert E.
O'Connor, Henry O'Neill, Reginald Owen.
Shirley Patterson, William Phillips, Jean
Porter, Jane Powell, Frances Rafferty, "Rags"
Ragland, Carlos Ramierez, Basil Rathbone,
Donna Reed, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson,
Lina Romay, Selena Royle, Dean Stockwell,
Lewis Stone, Elizabeth Taylor, Phyllis Thaxter, Audrey Totter, Tom Trout, Marshall
Thompson. Arthur Walsh, John Warburton,
Jacqueline White, Dame May Whitty, Lee
Wilde, Lyn Wilde, and Keenan Wynn,
The two bands under contract are Xavier
Cugat and Guy Lombardo.

Industrial Pix Raw
Stock Will Be Cut

WyUe, Martin Welcomed

(Continued from Page 1)
New Haven — New Haven exchange
managers met at the Hofbrau Haus can be made available for industrial
Restaurant to greet and dine two films and theatrical screen advertisnewcomers, Ray Wylie, United Arting has not yet been determined,
ists manager, and Harry Martin,
WPB officials said, increased miliUniversal
manager.
drop.
tary stantial
requirements
will mean a sub•

Robbers Take Theater Safe

Toledo, O. — Safe, said to have contained $500 in cash, was stolen from
the Colony Theater, deluxe suburban house.

•
Jack Connor Recovering

Omaha— Jack Connor, M-G-M exploiteer, is recovering from an operation at St. Joseph hospital following an illness of nearly a month.
•
Connor, who was injured in an
airplane accident four years ago,
WB Belgian Two-Reeler
A two-reel subject is being mad* is suffering from osteomolytis resulting from an arm injury.
by Warners from a 40-minute docu•
mentary shot in Central Africa by a
Belgian Government film mission. Malta's Palace Bums
Called "Congo" in its present form,
Malta, Mont, — Palace Theater,
the picture was directed and photo- this community's only film house,
graphed by Andre Cauvin.
has been destroyed by fire of unde•
termined arigin with loss, partially
Opening Alliance House
covered by insurance, of $25,000.
Chicago — John Doerr, director of No one was injured in the blaze.
•
the booking department of Alliance
Theater Circuit, and Lou Harris, No P. R. Corporate Tax Jump
maintenance director, are on the
San Juan, P. R. (By Air Mail)—
West Coast supervising the opening Stability of the insular treasury will
of the new Kennewick Theater of make it unnecessary to increase the
the circuit's Western
division.
income taxes on corporations, film
•
companies have been informed by
Epidemic Shutters Theater
Rafael Buscaglia, treasurer of Puerto Rico. A bill introduced last year
Flushing, 0.— The Flushing Theater, operated by Mrs. Katherine to increase the levy on corporations
Ward, is closed on account of a and individuals earnings more than
scarlet fever epidemic in the town. $25,000 a year was defeated.

Pix Production, Distribution Davis Denies OWI is
'42 Payroll, $197,000,000
Censoring Cowan's Pic

(Continued from Page 1)
1942
to
$197,000,000,
compared
with a total industry payroll of
$408,000,000.
Of the industry's 193,000 full-time
employes, 142,000 were in exhibition,
45,000 in production and 6,000 in distribution. Per capita income for the
latter tv^o groups hit the amazingly
high total of $4,393, it is reported
in the Department of Commerce's
survey of current business.
In a study of trends in all forms
of the amusement industry, Edward
F. Denison reported that pix industry employment increased by 13 per
cent from 1941 to 1943, largely balancing a drop during that period of
Joseph P. Kramer Dies
in other amusement inChicago — Joseph P. Kramer, vet- employment
dustries.
eran member of the Chicago operators' union, is dead. Burial will be
in Memorial Park Mausoleum.
Eedzie Hearing Deferred
Chicago — Kedzie Annex Theater
Higgins Opens House
arbitration case has been postponed
Portland, Ore. — Pete Higgins, well to April 5 because plaintiff's attorney is going into the Army. A new
known on Seattle film row, has opened his new Lake Citv Theater.
attorney will take over.

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — OWI Director Elmer
Davis yesterday denied that OWI has
"censored" the Lester Cowan film,
"Tomorrow the World." Davis said
OWI can select only about 10 per
cent of the feature output of Hollywood to sponsor abroad at this time
because of the shortage of shipping
space. Every attempt, he said, is
made to select those films most representative ofAmerica.
A review of the Cowan film is in
process, however, and it would not
be surprising if OWI does sponsor it
in the liberated countries but not in
Germanv itself.

Advance Personnel Cut
Chicago — Personnel directors of
Chicago theater circuits have been
notified that non-essential businesses
employing 10 or more workers must
complete a 10 per cent staff reduction by March 1, instead of March
15, as originally ordered, Dean William Spencer, WMC
director, announced yesterday.

Both committees suggested that
equitable distribution of film could
best be achieved by assigning to
each producer a specified percentage
of the amount he used in 1944.
Claiming that committee members
emphasized
criteria
the allotment of that
film for
one for
picture
as
against another could not be established claiming that almost all industrial films and theatrical screen
advertising are directly concerned
with the war effort in that they further War Bond drives, conservation
and other war programs.
Members of the Committees
Members of the Industrial Film
Producers Industry Advisory Committee are: James L. Baker, ModeArt Pictures; Frank Balkin, Chicago
Film Laboratory; Bill Betts, Photo
& Sound, Inc., San Francisco; F. 0.
Calvin, Kansas City; Earl Carpenter, Escar Motion Picture Service,
Cleveland; Joseph Defrenes & Co.,
Philadelphia; Burton W. Depue, Burton Holmes Films, Chicago; Jamison
Handy, Jam Handy; Hugh Jamieson, Dallas; Edward J. Lamm, Pathescope; Arthur H. Loucks, Loucks &
Norling Studios; Robert C. McKean,
Carvel Films, Inc.; R. H. Ray, RayBell Films; Roland Reed, Culver
City, Calif.;
cational I.
Film R.
Co.,Rehm,
Oak Atlas
Park, Edu111.;
Frederick K. Rockett, Hollywood;
Frank K. Speidell, Audio Productions, Inc., New York; Robert B.
Strickland, Atlanta, Ga.; Norman
E. Wildino- Chicago; Raphael G.
Wolff,
Hollywood,
Calif.,
and HarYork.old E. Wondsel,
Sound
Masters,
New
Members of the Advertising Film
Producers Industry Advisory Committee are: J. Don Alexander, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Martin Gottlieb,
Welgot Trailer Service; W. Hardy
Hendren, Jr., United Film Service;
Burton B. Jerrel, Iowa News Flashes;
William Johnson, Motion Picture
Advertising Service Co.; Abe C.
Karski, Motion Picture Service Co.,
San Francisco; R. H. Ray, Robert
B. Strickland and W. Ernest Wood,
Md.
Alpha Film Laboratories, Baltimore,

Pre-Trial Exam. March 20
The examination before trial of
Universal Pictures
BigExchanges
"U" Film
Exchange,
UniversalCo.,
Film
and Loew's is scheduled for March
20 in the suit brought by Joey Faye,
iburlesque comedian, according to
1papers filed recently in New York
|Federal Court. Faye charges the
companies with illegal use of his
1
copyrighted
act,Life."
"Floogle Street,"
in
"This Is the
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to Bataan" 20 mins.
Warner "Pledge
Bros.
Timely, Stirring
The present dramatic events in
the Philippines give this Technicolor
special a rare timeliness that makes
for box-office drawing power not often enjoyed by a short subject. With
Gen. Douglas MacArthur's present
successes driving the Philippines
deeper into the consciousness of the
American people, it is not conceivable how the film can possibly miss
being a sizeable success. The film
traces the history of that important
Pacific possession and gives some
idea of life, customs and activities
there. As entertainment and a bit
of education the footage merits a
deep nod. Scenes of fighting on
Bataan wind up the film. Gordon
Hollingshead deserves great praise
for the way he has turned out the
picture.

"Report
on Time)
Italy"
(March of
20th-F
ox
17 mins.
Tops
Place this among the prize March
of Time releases. Here is camera
reporting at its very best. It is
dubious whether the screen has provided a more disillusioning picture
of war and its aftermath than the
account of the bitter price Italy is
paying for the misguided judgment
that placed her at the side of Hitler
in World War II. The film presents
a dark and tragic picture of life in
Italy today, containing scenes that
will tear your heart out. It is not
a subject for the squeamish, for the
stark drama is at times unbearable.
Scenes of Fascism's onward march
in Italy and its armed triumphs are
in glaring contrast to the destruction, poverty, degradation and pain
that came with the destruction of
Mussolini's dream. A
cries for marquee space. short that
"Navy Nurse"

Warner Bro
s.
Worthy

20 mins.

worth that is considerable, covering
the ground comprehensively for a
two-reeler. The picture, produced
commendably by Frederic Ullman,
Jr., and directed and photographed
with high skill by William Deeke,
shows how coal is mined and pictures the many uses to which the
black treasure is put. Most persons
"Pigtail Pilot"
Universal
9 mins. will learn things about coal they
Interesting
never knew before. Oviatt McConnell did a noteworthy writing job.
A collection of interesting items.
The footage is shared by a 12-year"Jive Busters"
old girl who is an expert flier, a col15 Mins.
lection of antique clocks assembled Universal
Okay for Youth
by a bank cashier, a member of the
staff of a Colorado museum who has
Devotees of musical entertainment
made casts of 30,000 known plants that is hot and loud are the gainers
and a trainer of lovebirds.
here. While Sonny Dunham and his
orchestra supply the accompaniments
such performers as Carolyn Grey,
'Popular Science"
The Tailor Maids, Paul Carley and
(J4-3)
Paramount
10 mins. Velasco and Lene do their stuff.
The short, which is in Magnacolor, The last-named dance pleasantly;
consists of three items each worthy the others sing to the jivers' taste.
Miss the
Greyboys.
proves quite an attraction
of a person's time. Scenes of Second for
Air Force training at Pueblo, Colo.,
Okay
make up the most important se"Glamor in Sports"
quence. This footage packs a lot of
(Sports Parade)
action. The making of synthetic
10 mins.
latex is equally engrossing. Views Warner Bros.
of a machine that takes the fuzz
A review of the sports program
from peaches complete the short.
at Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.,
which places emphasis on the body
"Rhythm of the Rhumba"
(Melody Masters)
strong and beautiful. Since the colWarner Bros.
10 mins.
lege is for gals, you can be sure the
Those whose pulses quicken to the footage is an eye-opener for the
strains of the rhumba will revel in boys. At the same time the subject
this well-photographed musical is a natural for the women. The
short. Among the tunes heard are picture is in superb Technicolor. A.
"Rim Ban Room," "Bacoso," "Linda Pam Blumenthal and Van Campen
Mujer," "Rhumba Matumba," "Cas- Heilner produced, with the direction by Andre De La Varre.
tiza" and 'Ahi Vieni la Conga."
Among the performers are Chuy
Reyes and his orchestra, Chinita
"Flicker Flashbacks"
Marin, the Three Cuban Diamonds,
(No. 4 — Series 2)
and the Antonio Triana-Lola Bontez RKO
9 mins.
dance team. LeRoy Prinz directed.
A Howl
One of the best of the series to
"ABC Pin-Up"
Universal
9 Miiui. date. The laughs are big and many.
The footage is made up of scenes
Acceptable
from
two old films. One is "Two
There is much to be said for this
collection of oddities. The title Paths," made in 1911; the other is
subject concerns an engraver whose "The Banker's Daughters, or a Brave
work is truly amazing, his main Girl Saves the Day," a confection
feat being the inscribing of the al- of 1910. The commentary has never
phabet several times on the head of been funnier. Just the thing where
a pin. A wild animal museum comedy entertainment is wanted.
housed in a private home, the bridge
"Your National Gallery"
across Colorado's Royal Gorge, the
10 mins.
world's highest, and the raising of Universal
A Masterpiece
skunks by a youngster make up the
remainder of the footage.
An appreciative journey through
way into the WAGS. When his deception isdiscovered and he's thrown
out of the dog corps he proves himself a real hero by defeating an
army of fleas attacking the canines.
The kids will appreciate the short
most.

A glowing tribute to the American Navy nurses made with Government co-operation. As a dramatization of the work of these angels of
mercy the picture, produced by Gordon Hollingshead, rates attention
and calls for extensive patronage on
the part of the public. The footage
tells its story entertainingly, employing a cast of pleasant performers to enhance its box-office value.
"Power Unlimited"
The players include Andrea King,
(This Is America)
Marjorie Riordan, Warren Douglas RKO
17 mins.
Good
Paul Brook and Robert Shayne, who
were directed by D. Ross Lederman.
How vitally important coal is to
The photography is excellent.
our daily existence and to the prosecution of the war is lucidly and
forcefully conveyed in the latest of
"Yankee Doodle Donkey"
(Noveltoons)
the "This Is America" series. The
Paramount
8 mins. short leaves no doubt as to the part
Best for Kids
coal has played in the progress of
A fairly amusing Technicolor car- our nation. The account carries profound interest and an educational
toon about a donkey who tricks his

the National Art Gallery in Washington, D. C, featuring a few of the
priceless treasures of Andrew Mellon, George D. Widener, and other
famous collectors. The film is dramatically presented with the U. S.
Navy Band's Symphony Orchestra
handling the musical background;
and takes you behind the scenes to
reveal the intricate air-conditioning
plant, an aid to the preservation of
the famous paintings, as well as the
special lighting system used to show
the exhibit to its best advantage.

"The Odor-able Kitty"
(Looney Tunes)
Bros.
7 mi:
Laugh-Getter
This Technicolor cartoon about
alley cat that disguises itself as
skunk in the hope of escaping 1
maltreatment it has been getti
from people is good for many laug
The cat experiences embarrassm«
when a real skunk comes along a
gets affectionate. It has a hard tii
getting
rid of the malodorous Cai
nova.
Funny
"Chew Chew Baby"
Universal
7 mi
Warner

This color cartoon features Woo
Woodpecker, that hungry bird y)
always outwits the gullible Wa
Walrus in his quest for food. Af'
being thrown out of Wally's boa:
ing house for being a non-payi
star boarder. Woody reads a ne\
paper ad for a feminine compani
which Wally had placed in an eff^
to get a wife. He disguises hi
self as a siren to gain admittai
to the boarding house again a
gulps down all the food prepai
by the Walrus for his new comps
true
identity
revealed.wrath as '.
ion, but
escapesis Wally's

Para, to Hold Previews
On "Bring on the Girls"
Paramount has set up special
vitational previews of "Bring on 1
Girls" in all exchange cities on F
16, except in Philadelphia where
showing will be held on Feb. 15. 1
previews will be presented in ti
aters.
the Girls"
released "Bring
in the onfourth
block. will

Syracuse Theaters Reopi
Friday Through Tuesday
(Continued from Page I)
not to exceed 65 degrees. Houi
will be dark Wednesday and Thu
day. Among those who met w
the Mayor were: Harry Unterfc
RKO-Schine city manager; Jj
Flex, Keith's manager; Harold M
ton, manager, of Loew's State; ^
tonio Balducci, manager of the Ri
ent; Sidney Grossman of the El
wodo; and Jack Karp of the Cam
Bookings for the houses are expec
to be set today.
Relief was in sight for coal-start
theaters in this area yesterday
arrivals of coal over the eight ri
roads serving the Metropolitan c
trict poured in at better than av
age speed.
"If the weather con
tions continue moderate, the sit
tion should be normal for wartie
after this week," it was said f
Walter J. Dockerill, regional repsentative of the Solid Fuels Admistration.
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WMC MAY CALL ON C1RCDITS FOR MANPOWER
rheaf er Seating Deterioration Becoming Critical
laterial Needed for
epairs Alone Poses
ressing '45 Problem

LIMIT LENGTH OF FRENCH PROGRAMS
"France Libre Actualites" a "Must" — No Newcomer
Is Pertnitted to Enter the Production Field

; Deterioriation of film theater seatg, which has been taking place on
mounting annual scale since Pearl
Under an order issued by the Diarbor, is now so rapid that at least
rection Generale de la Cinematogra700,000 sq. ft. of plywood will phie Francaise, the authority on the
: needed for 16,244 regularly op- French motion picture industry, opating motion picture houses to
erating as a branch under the conike care of repairs alone during
trol of the French Ministry of Infori45, John Eberson, prominent film
mation, theaters in France are limeater architect, declared yesterited to the showing of not more than
11,500 feet of film per program,
Further evidence of the "march which must include: newsreels
of
(Continued on Page 7)

ee Newbury Heading Fred Bund to Head
lew Booking Assn. Army M. P. Service

Lee Newbury was elected presimt of Independent Theater Serce. Inc., new booking and buying
ganization, at a meeting in the
otel Astor on Tuesday. Other of;ers elected were Irving Dollinger,
ce-president; Harry Lowenstein,
cretary; David Snaper, treasurer,
id Joseph Siccardi, assistant treas■er.
Members of the board of directors,
addition to the officers, are Jack
(Continued on Page 7)

"France Libre Actualites," (which
may include newsreels supplied by
the Allies); one or two shorts not
exceeding 3,500 feet; and a feature
film, according to the Dec. 1944 issue of the "Bulletin d'lnfoi-mation,"
an official organ of the FMI.
In the production field, priorities
have been given to productions which
(Continued on Page 7)

Theater circuits in so-called critical areas may be ordered to trim
their staffs in order to supply sufficient manpower for war plants.
This opinion was expressed by industry authorities yesterday, following a request received by the Warner Theater Circuit in Chicago from
the War Manpower Commission to
cut the number of employes 10 per
cent by March 1.
A Warner spokesman said here
(Continued on Page 7)

New Producing Firms Carriers in New Try
Entering Cuban Fieid For Higlier Rating

Fred Bund has been named chief
Havana (By Air Mail) — Afterof the Army Motion Picture Service,
math of the recently-abandoned
it was learned here yesterday. Bund moves by Mexican producers to establish distribution setups for their
fills the vacancy left by Ray Murray, director of the service, who died films here, and the rough competiin December.
tion which arose between Cuban inBund has been with Army Motion
die distributors,
(Continued described
on Page 11) as "fas(Continued on Page 2)

See Warners Continuing
Funded Debt Reductions

Warner Chicago Circuit
Asked to Trim Staffs
10 Per cent by March 1

Rathvon Calls Red Cross
Conference for Feb. 15

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A new presentation
of the plight of film deliveries is
expected to be placed before WPB
and ODT officials within a few days
here as the carriers renew their effort to win a higher preference rating for heavy-duty tires and new
trucks. They are preparing an
analysis of the film delivery situa(Continued on Page 7)

That Warner Bros, proposes to
N. Peter Rathvon, national chairkeep reducing its funded debt with
man of the Motion Picture Indus- "Tomorrow the World"
idles to Be in Court
no expectation of a common divitry's 1945 Red Cross War Fund Fails to Get OWI Okay
dend at this time is the belief held
has called a conference at the
it Goldman Case Appeal in Wall Street. Lending strength Week,
University Club for Feb. 15, at Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to this view is the fact that the which members of his national comWashington
— OWI
authorities
1 Philadelphia — Independent exhibi- company's total debt today stands
mittee will meet with industry lead- have reviewed their decision not to
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 7)
'irs in these areas have been asked
sponsor
Lesterfor Cowan's
■7 the local Allied organization to
the World"
overseas "Tomorrow
showing,
tend the appeal in the Goldman
(Continued on Page 7)
■ise which comes up today in the U.
(Continued on Page 11)

WPB

to Gei Prim Cut Squawk

Max Cohen to Confer Tomorrow

]Vo I A Move in Chi.
To Organize Iftgrs.

Verdict for Defendants
In L. I. Theater Trial

Chicago— lATSE Local 110, operators, has reached a definite decision to take no further steps at
this time ioolcing to the organization of local front-of-the-house theater workers, including
managers.

Judge Meier Steinbrink in Supreme
Court, Queens County, following a
•^hree weeks' trial, ruled yesterday
in favor of Jack J. and Lewis B.
Alterman, and the Long Island Motion Picture Co., operators of the
(Continued on Page 7)

With Adams

150 Comniercial

Tele

Applications Forecast
First step in the ITOA's move to
modify the WPB's order to limit
the number of prints for each picture as a raw stock conservation
measure will be taken tomorrow.
Max A. Cohen, chairman of the
ITOA film committee, will meet with
Stanley Adams of the WPB in
Washington to present the associa(Continued on Page 11)

Wash-unton Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — During the first year
after manpower and materials are
free, the FCC expects about 150
commercial tele applications according to testimony given by Commissioner E. K. Jett before the House
Appropriations Committee during
hearings on the FCC
budget.
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SIR ALEXANDER KORDA will arrive here next
week from the Coast en route to England.
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E. K. TED O'SHEA, M-C-M's Eastern sales
manager, returned to his desk yesterday after
3 week's
illness.
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TOM CONNORS, 20th-Fox v.-p. and JACK
SCHLAIFER. central division manager, were in
Chicago yesterday
for conferences with theater
C.
after

|. SCOLLARD, Paramount Fictures executive, has returned from the West Coast
three-week
trip.

a

ROBERT
/esterday.

M.

WEITMAN

left for Hollywood

HERBERT T. SILVERBERC, film attorney, arrived from the Coast and is stopping at the
Waldorf-Astoria.
FRANCIS ALSTOCK, chief of the motion picture division of the Co-ordinator's Office of
'nter-AmerIca Affairs, arrived on the Coast
yesterday
by plane from
Washington.
I. ROBERT RUBIN, vice-president and general counsel of M-G-M, is due to arrive on
at the week-end from Phoenix, Ariz.

■he Coast

Decision is Reversed in
Murray's $1,000,000 Suit

Chicago — Jury verdict for $105,000 in favor of Thomas Murray in
his $1,000,000 damage suit against
certain majors, theaters and individuals, was reversed in Federal Judge
William H. Holly's court. Judge
Holly also entered a decision elimi'57
/8
nating Loew's, Inc., and 20th Century-Fox from the list of defendants.
; Wednesday, Febnuuy
7)
Chg
Others
of
the majors had been elimiNEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
nated before the ease went to the
193/4
Net jury.
Close
High
Low
Judge Holly granted a new trial
Am. Seat
20
193^
Col. Picts. vtc. uVzO/o) 241/8 231/2
to the defendants not eliminated —
231/2 Columb'a
Picts. pfd
Capitol Film Exchange, Henri ElCon.
5%
5%
man, Milo Theater, John Manta and
Con. Fm.
Fm. Ind
Ind. ptd. '. Bis/g
aiVs
3
Van Nomikos.
East.
Kodak
178
178
1
1781/2
do pfd
Harold Norman, attorney for MurGen.
Prec.
Eq
25%
255/8 253/4
76 —
1/4
ray, who had charged conspiracy to
Loew's,
Inc
76iA
76
29% —
1/4 deprive Thalia Theater here of prodParamount
29%
29%
9% +
%
RKO
95/8
91/2 981/2 + 3%
uct, has not yet decided whether
RKO
$6 pfd
983/4
951/4
the case will be appealed. John
20th
Century-Fox
.. 28I/4
281/8 281/4
20th Century-Fox pfd. 35'/8
35 3% 35%
Caskey, 20th-Fox's attorney, and
% Stanley Thompson, Loew counsel, re11/23% 14% —
31/4
Warner
Bros
1434
1% 141/2
NEW YORK
CURB
MARKET
4%
33/44%
decision.turned to New York after the court's
31/4
Monogram
Picts.

finnnciDL

Radio-Keith
cvs.
Sonotone
Corp.
Technicolor
....
Trans-Lux
....
Universal
Picts.

231/4

23
223/4

3

15/8 +
33/4 +

231/4 +

4%
23
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WOLFE COHEN, Warner Bros, manager for
Scuth America, Oceania, and the Far East,
will leave Hollywood tomorrow on a trip covering Mexico, Panama, and Australia following
studio
conferences.
IRVING WORMSER, Eastern sales manager for
F Im Classics, returned yesterday from a trip
through
the
Southern
and Eastern
territories.
BEN studios,
COETZ, will
managing
director
of Lcew's
British
arrive here
next week
from
the Coast.
ERNEST HAYCOX left Hollywood yesterday
on his return to New York after conferring
with Producer Jules Levey on the script of the
picture the latter will make from one of his
best-selling novels.
C. L. CARRINCTON, president of Altec,
has left for the Coast, making stops in Washington and Chicago en route.
HARRY N. BLAIR, Eastern advertising-publicity manager of PRC is in Boston on the
opening
campaign
JACK BENNY
rived in Chicago

for "Bluebeard."
and MARY LIVINGSTON
Tuesday.

(Ccntinued from Page D

Picture Service since its incep n
in 1921, having served as assis
director throughout his associa
with the organization. It is un
stood
that he takes active chs
immediately.

I

Dadbelt Missing in Action
Cincinnati — Ray Dadbelt, fori
ly with RKO Midwest, is repo
missing in action.

N. Y. THEATER

ar-

Columbia Signs Burnette
For New Western Series

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace

Nation

Introducing

Columbia yesterday . announced
that it had signed Smiley Burnette,
western personality, to join Charles
Starrett and "Cannonball" (Walter
"Dub" Taylor) in the "Durango Kid"
series, a new group of westerns with
music, which will be backed by the
company with one of the greatest
advertising and promotional campaigns ever given this type of picture One of the important steps
will consist of a group of accessories which are to be offered to
exhibitors, free.

•

Rockefeller Cenr

CORNEL

WILDE

A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIi;

'SHE GETS
JOAN DAVIS
ON SCREEN

WM.GARGAN

Carey Files Some-Run
Clearance Arbitration Case

St. Louis — Complaint of C. Carey,
owner of the Stadium Theater, Carruthersvile. Mo., against the signers
of the New York consent decree
charging Loew's, Inc., with refusing
some-run for M-G-M pictures, and
RKO, Paramount, Warner Bros, and
Twentieth Century-Fox with granting unreasonable clearance to the
%
%
rival Rodgers Circuit's Gem and
Rodgers Theaters, has been docketed
1/4 Start 2nd Depinet Drive Tour
■for hearing before AAA Arbiter Jos1/4
eph T. Davis commencing at 10
Starting a 27-day tour that will
again take him to every RKO Radio a.m. Feb. 28.
branch in the United States and
Canada, Robert Folliard, RKO Ra- PRC Franchise Holders
dio Eastern district manager and
1945 Ned Depinet Drive captain, Name Liaison Committee
leaves Sunday for St. Louis, initial
stop on his second tour in behalf of
St. Louis — PRC franchise holders
the drive. He will be accompanied at the recent Coronado Hotel meetby Harry Michalson, RKO Radio
ing heve named a committee of five
short subject sales manager.
to act as contact between individual
franchise holders and home office officials in discussion of various disO'Connor in Catholic Post
tribution and other problems that
John J. O'Connor of Universal, may arise from time to time. Sales
has been named chairman of the Mo- policies were among the subjects distion Picture Industry division of the
cussed at the gathering. Some 70
Special Gifts Committee of the Archner
cent
of the company's franchise
bishop's Committee of the Laity for holders from various sections of the
the 1945 Appeal of New York Cath- meeting.
country came here for the executive
olic Charities.

of the

"A SONG TO REMEMBEI'
Paul Muni • Merle Obeni

Edward

•
Joan
HER MAN'Massey

G. Robinson
Roymond

WOMAN
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IN THE WINDO

International
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RAY INMILLAND

Paramount
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RKO
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IN PERSON

JOHNNY LON
And

His

Orchosli

LOUIS JORDA

And

His
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Tympany
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p4MMoa/¥r
OF FEAR"

LAIRD CREGAR
LINDA DARNELL
GEORGE SANDERS

I

HANGOVER

i
ROXY.

71h AVE. &

'FIGHTING
LADY'
m TECHNICOLOR
20th

CENTURY-FOX

VICTORIA

SQUARE

RELEASE

THEATER

BROADWAY & 46th ST.
MIDNIGHT SHOW EVERY NIGHT

I S'

He's a good
guy to know!

HORN OF
dm

ON GUARD
EVERY
WEEK
OF
1945!

For instance ... LEO'S NEWEST
GROUP IS CLICKING MERRILY!
OH JOY!

POWELL

"THIN MAN
Bill and Myrna —
your money-earner!

AND

GOES

LOY!

IH

HOME"!

Coast to Coast, what a welcome back they're getting
It's the most exciting and delighting they've ever made,
Together again for the fans!

"MAIN STREET AFTER DARK"
"REAL SLEEPER/' SAYS VARIETY!
Rialto Theatre sold its thrills!

Rialto Theatre on Broadway proves it's a natural for showmanship. True story of today's Girl Gangsters is actionpacked.

5 BIG WEEKS AT CAPITOL FOR
"MUSIC FOR MILLIONS"
Margaret O'Brien

Jimmy Durante

Jose Iturhi

The producer oi"2 Girls And A Sailor" has done it again.
A real heart-story of people you love with Stars and
Music and thrilling Romance!

June Allyson
' Red Cross War Fund Week — March 15-2 ir

.

What a man
is handsome Van!

America's Idol! VAN JOHNSON
"BETWEEN TWO WOMEN"!

The World Premiere In Washington, D. C. brought the
dames in droves. Every gal in your town is waiting for
Van in this very romantic story.

"BLONDE FEVER" GETS "HUSKY
IN PHILLY, SAYS VARIETY!
Remember the name.
It's Gloria Grahame.

IN

BIZ"

This is right in the modern groove. What every wife will
want to know about Wolf technique. And they'll want the
husbands to see it too!

WALLY BEERY REPEATS WITH SOCKO
"THIS MAN'S
Wally Beery
never fails the fans!

NAVY"

It will get "Salute To The Marines" grosses because it's
rowdy, rousing and uproarious. Watch the World Premiere
engagement at Akron. A socko show for showmen!

FOR LAUGHS!
"NOTHING

LAUREL & HARDY

IN

BUT TROUBLE"

Never was the American public so in need of relaxing
Laurel-Hardy
Laughs sell seats!

comedy! Sell the laughs! It's their most riotous film and a
natural far live-wire promotion.

HAPPY AS A
LION WITH
3 TAILS!
Because his Three
Sensational SPECIALS
are wagging

S. R.O.

signals from Coast
to Coast. Never before
such Box-office Giants,
three in a row!
la

/
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Let Leo's friendly sprockets
Put dollars in your pockets!
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fheat. Chair Repairs
Headed for New Higli
(Continued from Page 1)
he declared, is fur|)f obsolescence,"
bished by statistics which he has
;ompiled, and which show 10,500
take care of chairs'
3.M. needed
.vooden
arms; to120 tons of 1 x 1 x Vs
n. T steel; 158 tons of steel for
linges; 160 tons of steel for backs;
^0 tons of steel for bottoms; 150
;ons of cast iron; 330 tons of haidn-are and floor bolts; and 300 tons of
spring steel.
Eberson estimates that 500,000
yards of burlap; 800,000 pounds of
cotton; 300,000 pounds of sisal; 160,000 yards of upholstery velour; 240,000 yards of artificial leather for
upholstery; and 20 tons of reclaimed
rubber will be needed.
In order to finish repaired chairs,
168,000 gallons of such material is
necessary, and crating lumber will
run to at least 200,000 B.M.
If 200 theaters are permitted to
be built in areas where WPB regards them as vital, including houses
destroyed by fire and getting the reconstruction green light, 200,000 new
chairs would have to come from
factories to fill this demand, he pointled out.
I Advances in chair design, backs,
cushions and upholstery which the
war has speeded-up will make postwar houses far more comfortable,
he said, but stressed that luxury for
the patron cannot be achieved unless the proper spacing and elevation is provided by the architect who
must work closely with clients and
the manufacturers.

Lee Newbury Heading
New Bool(ing Assn.
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
Unger, Dr. Henry Brown, Louis Gold,
Maurice Miller and Ed Lachman.
Sixty-five theaters in New Jersey are included in the association,
including several independent circuits booking out of the New York
City exchanges. A committee has
been named to interview buyers, acquire office space and arrange for
personnel. Association is expected
to start functioning shortly.

SEP RIRTUDAY
GREETINGS TO..
February
8
King Vidor
Hallam
Billy
Samuel J. Briskin
Lana Turner
Charles
Walter
Heather Angel
Howard
Jackson
Roger
Louis
Morrison
John G.
Mildred
Law

Cooley
Dooley
A. Logue
Klinger
Williams
Kemptgen

DAILY

for Defendants
IS'JI^InVerdict
L. I. Theater Trial

Baltitnore Theaters
To Run Exit Trailer

Baltimore — A new city ordinance
has been passed by the City Council
of BalHmore, making it mandatory
for each theater in Baltimore to
run a trailer on its screen

at every

performance
calling patrons' attention to the exits.
This
would
ten

regulation replaces a proposed measure wherein standees
be limited to one for every

square feet of space.

Carriers in New Try
For HIglier Rating
(Continued from Page 1)
tion which will show virtually a complete breakdown in some sections of
the country and will indicate that in
some areas sei-vice to Army and
Navy posts has been badly interrupted because of transport difficulties.
The matter was placed before WPB
-ast month and the request for a
raise in classification from group
.hree to group two was speedily turned down. It will be brought forth
again, however.

Rathvon Calls Red Cross
Conference for Feb. 15

(Continued from Page 1)
Savoy Theater, Jamaica, L. I., in
the action brought by William Isensee, a stockholder. Isensee claimed
chat the defendants, while in control of the Long Island Motion Piccure Co., which owned the theater
building, made a lease to themselves
in the name of Coy Operating Co.
and thus derived improper benefits
for themselves in violation of their
crust as directors of both corporations.
Louis Nizer, attorney for the defendants, contended that the Altermans opened the theater themselves
only when all prior tenants had
failed and they did so to save the
theater building because no other
tenant could be obtained. Judge
Steinbrink's opinion said there was
no evidence to sustain a finding that
the defendants dealt unfairly with,
or were inimical to, Long Island Motion Picture Co.
During the three weeks' trial,
Nizer alleged, through a handwriting expert, that letters written by
the plaintiff were, according to ultra
violet ray photographs, forgeries.
Judge Steinbrink ruled that the letters claimed to have been sent by
the plaintiff over a period of six
years were written at one time and
not over a period of years.

See Warners Continuing
Funded Debt Reductions

(Continued from Page 1)
and have decided not to change their
minds.
The film will not be one of those
for which shipping space is procured
by OWI, although this does not constitute a "ban" on overseas showing, since the film is licensed for
export.

NT Conference Closes
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

(Cmtinued from Page 1)
yesterday that there was no law requiring the circuit to cut its staff,
despite the WMC order. As far as
could be learned, no other circuit
has received such a demand but there
appeared to be some basis for belief
that ried
theout. order may have to be carAreas designated as critical insofar as labor is concerned may call
upon circuits to release some of their
personnel, according to some industry spokesmen.

Limits tlie Length
Of Frendi Programs
(Continued

from Page 1)

were stopped in their making by
the "events." No newcomer can
enter the field at present due to the
shortage of raw stock, studio electricity, coal, and raw materials. Special investigation commissions, as
far as pictures on the underground
are concerned, will be created to
check on doubtful cases and to enter
into special agreements with a producer who intends to use such a
theme. The commission will study
the story, decide whether the financial backers are reliable, and approve the choice of artists.
of

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
ers who will address the scheduled
$49,600,000
against a high
Red Cross meetings throughout the $125,000,000 asaround
1929.
country.
Save for straight real estate mortAmong those who will conduct outgages, the firm at the moment has
of-town meetings and who will be
$10,000,000 in bank loans and $7,present at the University Club lun- 000,000 in four per cent serial debencheon are Charles Reagan (Paratures, with its $21,000,000 mortgage
.nount), Ben Kalmenson (Warner's), obligation carrying rates averaging
William Scully (Universal), Abe
around three and three-quarters per
Montague (Columbia), Tom Connors (20th Century-Fox), Ned Depi- cent.
net and Robert Mochrie (RKO Ra"In the
dio), Carl Leserman (United Ar- Screen
The trade
pressBag"
was entertained
tists), S. H. Fabian, Francis Har- at a dinner at the Hotel Brevoort
mon (WAC), Herman Wobber (20th last night preceding a screening of
Century-Fox) and Martin Smith of
Toledo.
the Jack H. Skirball production "It's
Members of the national commit- in the Bag" at Loew's Sheridan
Square Theater. UA is r-eleasing
tee attending will be N. Peter Rath- the
film.
von, Major L. E. Thompson, Leon
Among those attending the party
J. Bamberger, S. Barret McCormick,
Allen,
one ofHoffa,
the pic's
Harry Mandel, Arthur M. Brilant, were
stars, Fred
his wife
Portland
Carl
Gradwell L. Sears, Henderson M. Leserman, Walter Gould, William
Richey, John J. O'Connor, William Home, Eddie Schnitzer, Ed Peskay,
C. Michel, E. M. Schnitzer, Bernard Emanuel Silverstone, Lou Goldberg,
M. Kamber, Herman Robbins and
Tom Mulrooney and Walter Schreiber.
John A. Cassidy.

"Tomorrow the World"
Fails to Get OWI Okay

WMC May Call on
Circuits for Manpower

DAILY

Hollywood — Spyros and George
Skouras, Otto Koegel, 20th-Fox attorney, who discussed the consent
decree, and Ben Kalmenson of Warner Bros., were among the speakers
at the closing session of National
Theaters' annual conference, but no
details were disclosed. Candy and
popcorn sales were discussed Tuesday in addition to insurance and
theater audits.

Columbus

Thieves Busy

Columbus, O. — Four-hundred pound
a'on safe, containing $150 in coin
and $25 in war stamps, was taken
from a second floor office of the
Clinton neighborhood theater here.
Thieves broke off the front door lock
at the Hudson neighborhood theater
the same night and ransacked the
oflSce and basement. Loss was undetermined. The Parsons neighborhood theater was the third to be
entered by the thieves on the same
night. Office desk was ransacked
with a loss of $3. About a month
ago, safe-toting rohbers escaped
with a 300-pound safe at the Eastern theater, taking a quantity of
change and $75 in war stamps.
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HOUR OF GHARM
ALL GIRL ORCH. I
THE

N

featuring EVELYN and her Magic Violin
Sctoen Play by Arthur T Hormon and John Grant
Bosed on an original story by Edmund L Hortmann

Directed by JEAN YARBROUGH
Produced by JOHN GRANT

The
1945
FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
This important' volume of valuable information is now in intensive
preparation and will soon be ready for distribution to all regular
subscribers of —

THE
1501

BROADWAY

F I L

DAILY
NEW YORK CIT1
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lew Producing Firms
inlering Cuban Fieid
J

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

inated" by the revenue from a numer of Mexican films imported, is
aving a salutary effect on local proluction plans. Several new producion firms are expected to be launchd in 1945.
The now-adjusted friction, howver, has caused a product shortage,
.nd, as a consequence, re-issue of
lid but topflight U. S. features has
omewhat "saved the day," with such
ittractions clocking highly satisfactory "takes."
Cuban exhibitors, apparently realzing that they must provide a "cushon" against future entanglements
iuch as attended the recent strife
imong distributors, are preparing
to make some features on their own
account. On the other hand, producers have acquired a number of
screen rights to proposed productions.
Manolo Alonzo has annexed all
equipment of Compania de Peliculas
Cubanas, dissolved last year, and
will make two features and 12 shorts.
Justo Suarez, distributor and owner
of CHIC studios, will make four pix
this year. It is also reported that
Octavio Gomez Castro, Continental
Films president, who has lost distribution of Films Mundiales and Cimesa product of Mexican companies,
will make "La Veguerita" and other
films with Mexican and Cuban players under direction of Jose Benavides, Jr., Mexican director.

Indies to Be in Court
At Goldman Case Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)

San Juan, P. R. (By Air Mail) —
Musicals are the most popular type

S. Circuit Court of Appeals. The
indies will not be witnesses, it is
reported, but will be on hand to give
"moral support." Both Robert L.
Wright, assistant Attorney General,
and Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, will be in court.
A lower court decision had ruled
against William Goldman's conspiracy charge in connection with his
Erlanger Theater, now dark allegedly due to lack of product.
PHOTOPLAYS

GOLD

MEDAL

AWARD

(Continued from Page 1)

of films with the Navy's m:vie-going
gobs, filied-out questionnaires here
prove. Dramas are next choice, followed by sports pix, light comedies,
mysteries and westerns, in that order.
Scenes showing Navy enlisted men always draw cheers, and in a love battle the Navy lad had better win over
his khaki-clad brother or the film is
sure to be booed. Next to letters
from home, the gobs rate movies.

tion's arguments
against the print
curtailment
order.
Cohen on Friday notified Adams
that the print cut would have an
adverse effect on subsequent-run theaters, declaring that the order was
so discriminatory that an "irreparable injustice" would be heaped
on independents of the country, inasmuch as the first-runs would not
be affected.

4

^

• PHOTOPLAYS

GOLD

MEDAL

AWARD

. PHOTOPLAY'S

GOLD

MEDAL

AWARD

Who
is the whole nations most popular moyie actress^

Who

is the whole nations most popular movie actor 9

What
is the nation's picture of the year?
TO FIND OUT...
DR. GEORGE GALLUP'S AUDIENCE RESEARCH, INC.
POLLS THE AMERICAN PURLIC

International Department
Hosts Francis C. de Wolf
The International Department of
the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America,
Inc., was
J host at a luncheon yesterday at the
Harvai'd Club in honor of Francis
Colt de Wolf, chief of telecommunil cations division, U. S. Department
I' of State.
j While the occasion was primarily
to express appreciation for his cooperation on current industry problems, matters of common
interest
j to the foreign managers present
were informally discussed.

FOR PHOTOPLAY!
Starting in 1944, Photoplay's Gold Medal Award — the
oldest annual award in the industry — will
ga each year to the American Public's choices.
The same scientific methods will be used which have
enabled Dr. Gallup to predict the winner in five
presidential elections as well as scores of others.

Laboratories, Local 702
Start Huddling on Feb. 15
Agreement has been reached between the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702,
lATSE, and the Eastern laboratories
to open negotiations on Feb. 15 for
new contracts to replace those expiring on March 10. It is understood that negotiations will be conducted collectively, with sessions held
consecutively until an agreement is
reached between the union and the
employers. Local 702 had moved for
an earlier date.

WPB to Get Print
Cut Squawic Tomorrow

Anil They'd Better
Be In Key of Sea!

Will the PubUc confirm the critics' choice?
Will the Public confirm the box-office records?
Will the Public confirm the many individual polls of
editors, special reader groups, and the industry itself?

k
E

See Photoplay for March for the final residts.
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TIMED THE WAY 'CASABLANCA' WAS TIMED!
SENSATIONAL THE WAY NO OTHER PROPERTY
EVER WAS! WARNER ACHIEVEMENT.
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Canadian

Indies to Ask Gov't Control oi Industry
(See Col. 2 Below)

The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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WDIANA BttL NIXES DESIGNATED PLAYDATES
Ircuit Court Hears Goldman Trust Case Appeal
Editorial

District Court Decision
Would Affect Trade Cases
In All Courts, Says Wright

Republic
. . . and Borzage
By CHESTER
rHE

B. BAHN

-

footsteps which Republic is leaving

on the industry's sands these days give
nmistakable evidence of being made by
hose fabled Gargantuan seven league boots.
f anything more was required to establish
Republic's claim to major company dignity
-and you may place emphasis here on the
if"— it was provided by the announcement
he other day that Frank Borzage had been
igned to a long-term producer-director
ontract.
By the terms of the deal, Borzage will
ead a special production unit, will have a
ubstantial financial interest in each picture
le turns out for Republic, will have sole
luthority in selection of properties and in
asting, and each picture will be budgeted
n excess of $1,500,000.
THE

deal is important enough for those

' provisions alone, but it is still more im)ortant, both to Republic and to the inJustry at large, because the producer-di•ector involved is Borzage. Whether the
yardstick employed is that of art or boxiffice, Borzage is something of a hallmark.
A glance thru the pages of the 1944
sdition of THE FILM DAILY's Year Book
)f Motion Pictures — and if you haven't
yet reserved your copy of the 1945 edition,
/ou better do so pronto to avoid disappointnent — reminds, for instance, that the Academy twice bestowed directorial "Oscars"
ipon Borzage. There was "Seventh HeaVen" in 1927-28 and "Bad Girl" in 1931-32.
Impressive, too, are the laurels placed
m the Borzage brow by the nation's critics
»ia this paper's annual "Ten Best" contests,
n 1927, the "Ten Best" roster included
'Seventh Heaven," in 1928, "Street Angel,"
n 1931, "Bad Girl.' In 1933, Borzage scored
with "A Farewell to Arms," in 1940, with
'The Mortal Storm" and in 1943, with
'Stage Door Canteen."
klO

need to tell the exhibitor who played

~ those
pictures
that were
they others
were from
big
money
makers.
And there
Borzage, too, which paid off, to the satisfaction of both distributor and exhibitor.
Under the circumstances, it's little wonder that both Herbert J. Yates and Jimmy
(G>ntimied on Page 2)

Philadelphia — William Goldman's
$1,350,000 anti-trust suit against
Warners, Vitagraph, Stanley Co. of
America, Warner Bros. Circuit Management, Loew's, Paramount, RKO,
20th-Fox, Columbia, Universal, and
United Artists, in connection with the
Erlanger theater, was argued on ap(Continued on Page 8)

Dom. Indies to Ask
Gov't Control of Pix
Toronto — Harry Romberg, counsel for the Ontario Council of Independent Exhibitors, announced request would be made to the Dominion Government to have the Wartime Prices and Trade Board be retained indefinitely after the war and
to obtain f-ull enforcement of the
(Continued on Page 3)

Clair Hague, Universal
Canadian Rep., Is Dead

Japs Set Torch to
10 Mtinila Theaters
Approximately 10 theaters in the
Escolta area of Manila were destroyed by the Japanese who set
fire to the buildings when they
evacuated that portion of the city,
according to information received by
home office foreign departments.
The theaters were said to have
been the city's finest.
While the OWI has not yet stepped into the motion picture scene
in the Philippines, it is understood
that it will shortly assume duties
similar to those performed in Europe.
(The Associated Press last night
identified the Ideal, the American,
the State, the Live and the Grand
as among the theaters destroyed).

Coal Shipments Not
Hit by New Storm
Although the sudden switch in the
weather yesterday brought some degree of apprehension regarding another fuel crisis, the U. S. Govern(Continued on Page 3)

Toronto, Ont. — Funeral services for
Clair Hague, 60, Canadian represen- Brazil, Peru License
tative for Universal Pictures, who
Equipment Imports
died Wednesday nig'ht from pneumonia, will be held here tomorrow
Manufacturers
of motion picture
noon.
declined comment yesterHague, one of the best-known in- equipment
day on what
effect,onifPage
any,3) the new(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued

FoMUMnes in JV. /. lob ^^Draii
WMC

Move May Take Women

Red Cross Rally Date
Here Switched to Feb. 20
First of the Red Cross War Fund
participation meetings by the industry will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria on Feb. 20 instead of Feb. 19
as originally announced. All branch(Continued on Page 8)

JJ

from Theaters

Women as well as men will be
drafted into essential war work in
New Jersey if they are now employed
in non-essential occupations, it was
reported yesterday in Newark.
While the War Manpower Commission is expected to draw personnel
frorn^ stores, offices and banks, it was
believed in industry circles that
(Continued on Page 3)

Bill Now Before Senate
Originally Also Provided
For Percentage Deals Ban
Major companies are . watching
with interest a bill introduced into
the Indiana Legislature which, if
passed, would prohibit designated
playdates. Measure was introduced
by Rep.
A. B. Vernon,
Thompson,
tor of North
Ind. an exhibiThe bill was amended in the House,
eliminating
a provision
per(Continued
on Pagebanning
3)

Clilcago Manpower
Cut May Not Spread
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Imposition of a ceiling
-on Chicago circuit employment as reported yesterday in The Film Daily,
is upon authority of the order of
Aug. 4, 1944
in which
War 8)Mobiliza(Continued
on Page

Two' Coast Labor Cases
Move Toward Settlement
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Two Hollywood labor
cases moved along the way to a settlement here yesterday when the Labor Department certified to WLB
(Continued on Page 8)

Statue of Liberty
. Stays for Seventh
The City of New York through
Edgar Nathan, borough president of
Manhattan, has given permission for
the replica of the Statue of Liberty
in Times Square to remain up
through the coming Seventh War
Loan. Next month, the Red Cross
War Fund drive will utilize the Statue
facilities.
The N. Y. WAC, which sponsored
and erected the Statue, has named
a special committee, headed by Max
A. Cohen, to take charge of its
maintenance and use. Nothing of a
commercial nature will be considered.
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Loew's,
Inc
7614
Paramount
291/4
RKO
95/8
RKO
$6 pfd
981/2
20th
Century-Fox
. . 281/4
20th
Century-Fox
pfd. 351/3
Warner
Bros
145/8
NEW
YORK CURB
Monogram
Picts
RKO
CVS.
is/g
Sonotone
Corp
3%
Technicolor
23

11/2
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225/8

15/8 ...;.
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i/s
223^ —
1/2

Trans-Lux
Universal

2343/8

43/8 +
231/4

'.. .

43/8
233/3

Grainger are mighty happy over the nevi^est progressive company move. Nor is it
little wonder that Borzage is in the same
mood;
with

after all, it's nice to be associated
a company

that's going places fast.

Broadway Houses Beat
'44 in "Dimes" Tolalsl
Leading- Broadway film theaters
broke all records for March of Dimes
collections during the recent campaign. The Radio City Music Hall
nosed out the Capitol, Washington,
for first place in the nation with collections of $25,500. Washington reported $24,452. In 1944, the Hall
collected $16,522.
Other collections reported are:
Paramount $17,179 ($5,492 in '44);
Loew's State $14,402 ($7,134 in '44);
Roxy $15,659 ($14,121 in '44); Capitol $13,221 ($12,733 in '44); Strand
$9,822 ($7,516 in '44); Rivoli $4,490
($3,640 in '44); Globe $5,000 ($4,656
in '44); Gotham $4,600 ($1,072 in
'44 — then called Central) ; New York
$2,600 ($900 in '44).
To date, the Century Circuit, operating theaters in Brooklyn and
Long Island, has tabulated $38,500
against $26,164 last year. The Randforce Circuit is running $10,000
ahead.
Charles P. Skouras of National
Theaters reports $511,000 to date
against $415,000 last year.
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Sack to Set Deals
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Alfred M. Sack of
Sack Amusement Enterprises of
Dallas, Texas, and his wife, are in
town on a combined business and
pleasure trip. Sack is here primarily to set a distribution deal
on a series of one-reel shorts that
he is producing, featuring Louis
Jordan, and also, to set up plans for
a feature which he will make with
an all-colored cast.

Show Henie Starrer Feb. 26-27

28,000,000in Saw
NBC's
Trailers
726 Houses
Topping the exhibits, which were
displayed yesterday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria in
connection with the first report on
NBC's 1944 "Parade of Stars" promotion drive, were four motion picture trailers which were seen in 726
theaters by more than 28 million
people in an eight-weeks' campaign.
The trailers, shown to more than
400 advertising executives, program
sponsors, representatives of the
press and network executives at a
luncheon in the hotel, feature both
still and action shots of NBC's
nighttime stars, with the brief message, "See them at this theater.
Listen to them over NBC." They
were shown in 111 station cities having a population of 22 million.
The same exhibits will be shown
in Chicago at the Palmer House on
Feb. 21, and at the Beverly Hills
Hotel on the Coast, April 9.

Pratchett Shifts Base
From Mexico City to N. Y.

Friday, February 9, 19'

COminG and Goinc

R€ Drive Takes On
Real Stant^p of Mercy
An
known

ardent

philatelist (popularly

as a stamp

Bamberger,

collector) is Leon

national

campaign

di-

rector of filmland's '45 Red Cross
drive. So, recalling that Uncle Sam,
in 1931,

issued a 2c stamp commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the American Red Cross, Bamberger
acquired some 1,500 of these stamps
from dealers. He has been using
them on the Red Cross letters and
bulletins to heighten the psychological effect of his correspondence
with 1945 Drive chairmen.

JAMES R. GRAINGER, president and gen<
sales manager of Republic, returned to t
York
yesterday
a twoen weeks'
at the
studio, following
and stopovers
route I
at the Dallas and New Orleans branches

TOM CONNORS, vice-president in charge f
to/
sales of 20th Century-Fox, returns this mcing from a sales trip to the Chicago, C\i\land and Detroit exchanges of the companyi
MARY BRIAN is back from a three-mo|
overseas tour under
USO
auspices.
|l
BUDD ROGERS, New York representative I
Charles R. Rogers Productions, leaves with Mp
ROGERS today tor Atlantic City where ty
will celebrate
their 25th
wedding
annivcrs, .
ALAN
LADD has arrived in New York.
JOSE ITURBI
is in town for a short stay,
ALFRED HITCHCOCK is in New York f n

Disney Prod.'s
Appeal
Decision
Is Reserved
The Appellate Division of the New
York Supreme Court yesterday reserved decision on the appeal by
Walt Disney Productions and Kidder, Peabody & Co., investment
bankers, from a judgment and order
denying them a new trial in the suit
brought by Michael Myerberg, theatrical producer, who was awarded
$40,000 by a Supreme Court jury
for services rendered in negotiating
a deal which resulted in the underwriting of 150,000 shares of Disney
preferred stock at a par value of
$3,750,000.
The bankers in their appeal had
contended that the jury verdict was
against the weight of evidence. Disneymentheld
Myerberg's
with that
the firm
breached arrangehis duty
to the bankers, thus voiding the
whole transaction as against public
policy.

Cine-Tone Names Officers,
Production, Editorial Tops
Officers and members of the production and editorial boards of CineTone Corp. of America, recently
former film company, were announced yesterday by Vincent Bjetman,
president.
Officers, in addition to Bejtman,
are Bruce Levitch, vice-president;
Samuel Schur, secretary, and Hester Hensell, treasurer.
The production board includes
James Moore, Eugene Cenkalski,
Fred Abbott, Henry Porceri, W. Igor,
George Fitelberg and Bejtman. The
editorial board is composed of Wythe
Williams, Lucien Kirtland, Cornelius
Vanderbilt and Hester Hensell.
The company will devote its activities to both the industrial and
entertainment fields. Bejtman was
a well known producer in Poland
before the war.

D'Souza Appointed New
WB Manager in China

A. L. Pratchett, who recently was
RKO Radio will hold national named Paramount's supervisor for
Eustace V. D'Souza has been aptradescreenings of International's all of Latin America, has transferpointed manager for Warners in
red his headquarters from Mexico China, succeeding James A. David.
"It's a Pleasure" on Monday and
Tuesday, Feb. 26 and 27. Picture City to New York and hereafter will D'Souza is making his headquarters
stars Sonja Henie.
work out of the home office.
in Chungking at present.

Hollywood.
LENA HORNE arrives in New York from Hlywood around
March
1.
SUE CAROL
is a New York visitor.
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,
JR.,
arrives
from
Washington.
on

ALAN JONES
March
1.
LYA

LYS

has

is due to arrive from Hollyw 1
returned

here

from

Boston. ,

SAM BURGER, special M-G-M foreign tra>ing rep., has returned after several months i
South
America.
HARRY
BRYMAN,
manager
for
M-G-M i
Cuba, has left for his Havana headquarters, a r
several weeks
at the home
office on a C(
bined business and vacation trip.
LT. JAMES O'SHEA arrived today in Mi;
after a month's leave here.
ABE SCHNEIDER, Columbia treasurer \a
has been vacationing with MRS. SCHNEIlii
at
Springs, is due to arrive from the C( t
on Palm
Wednesday.
JAMES K. McGUINESS, M-G-M
arrived here from the Coast.

produ ,

M. J. SIEGEL, Loew's production execut
ariived here yesterday
from
Hollywood.
J. E. FLYNN, M-G-M's western salesmana •,
is due to arrive from Chicago next week.
JOEL LEVY, Loew's out-of-town booking hd
left New
York yesterday on a seven-city
tr.
MORTON SPRING, vice-president of Lots
International Corp.. is in Hollywood visiting e
studios.
MARVIN SCHENCK, Loew's Eastern tal t
chief,
will leave Hollywood today for ^v
York.
HOMER CURRAN is en route to Palm Spris
to complete the book on a new operetta toe
called "Magdalena."
i
JOHN SUTHERLAND, co-producer with L,/
Morey of UA Daffy Dittys cartoons, left h»
York last night for Hollywood.

mn RIRTHDA1
GREETINGS TO.
February
9
Ronald Colman
Lee L. Goldberg
Lon
Chaney,
Jr.
Albert
De Sart
Lyie Talbot
L. Virgil Hart
Joe King
Phil Zuinn
Kathryn
Grayson
Joel Swenson
February
10
W. C. Fields
John Farrow
B. F. Lyon
Henry Herzbrun
Fay Pulsifer Geo.
Henry
Leveret
Alan
Hale
Maurice
D. Saffle
February
1
Ivy Scott 1Patti
Joseph
Anita Mankiewizc
Garvin
Mike O'Malley
Mindlin
Dave
Eva Gabor
February
Wallace Ford

Wm.

McCarty
B. Zoellner

T. Marion
J. Donaldson
Ryan
Dorothy Kelly
12
Betty

Jaynes

William
Collier, Jr.
Newton €. Meltzer
Barry Trivers
D. Kimelman

|

l3i^
^•^
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Ind. Bill Nixes

lorn. Indies to Ask

l Designated Playdate

iov't Control of Pix

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
jgulations of that Board affecting
le film trade and theaters. He
llded that it was the opinion of the
ntario Council's executives that
;hese regulations be extended to
jll Government control of our busi-

•

• • TABLOID TALES: If it can be done, that new commemorative stamp to be issued in honor oi the Red Cross blood plasma campaign will be issued next month coincidentally with the 1945 Red
Cross War Fund Week ... • Jules Levey is sending synopses of his

Speaking for the Ontario Council
■ Independents, Romberg said an
fort had been made to obtain selfigulation of the business, but that
'le conciliation proposal in Canada
.as dead, and that the question now
as the survival of the independents.
It was felt, he said, that many exbitors were paying more for film
lan they should under reg-ulations
: the WTPTB, and the Council was
sking strict interpretation
of the
w. He said the independent exhibi■rs had been satisfied to a certain
)int with enforcement of the

next story, based upon the Ernest Haycox novel, "Trail Town," to more
than 50 representative exhibitors asking for their suggestions as to a
title ... • Paul Peters of 20th-Fox' New York story department is the
author of the latest Stage for Action playlet, to be held tonight in the
little theater of the Broadway Tabernacle ... • American premiere
of the French film, "Musicians From Heaven," has been acquired by
the 55th Street Playhouse ... • Why managers get grey hair: a
former usher at the Bijou Theater in New Haven has confessed to ripping water pipes from the walls, damaaging 48 yards of carpet and
ruining the ceiling of the ushers' room, resulting in a claimed SI, 000
damage ... • That Houston Post editorial in the wake of the critics'
bestowal of the top "Ten Best" palm on Para.'s "Going My Way" points
its own moral
The picture, says the Post, is "an eloquent demonstration that a show can be sensationally popular without an off-color

oard's regulations.
A brief had been prepared for
.•esentation to the Federal Governent a year ago but this conference
incelled it in view of the expectaon that trade executives could bring
oout a conciliation code. Negotialons had failed, he said, and now
16 independents would ask for Govnment control.
Executive meeting of the Ontario
Hincil of Independents is called for
xt week to organize a deputation
wait on the WTPTB
administrar here for presentation of the case.

aramount to Take Care
)f Employes in Service
Foimer Paramount employes now
the armed forces will be taken
ire of by the company when they
■turn to civilian life and the comiiiy will find a useful place in the
■ganization for those who are hancapped as a result of the war. This
•an was revealed by Claude Lee,
rector of public relations, at the
strict sales meeting in Kansas City.

line or word, nor a suggestive hint" ... • The March 6 issue of Look,
out Feb. 20, will have 29 pages devoted to motion pictures, including
the movie achievement awards and its selection of the five best pictures of 1944 ... • If the citizens of Newton. Mass., believe their
community harbors the "meanest thief" who stole three March of Dimes
coin boxes, what about the fellow in Casper, Wyo., who got away with
six of them?
The Casper Tribune-Herald offered a reward for information leading to the arrest of the thief, but to date, the reward is
unclaimed
....
T
T
T
• •
•
iM-/HE AVENGING FEARL
HARbUn!

Women Included
In N. J. Job "Draft"

Coal Slilpments Not
Hit by New Storm

centage deals. The House, however,
passed that portion of the measure
which would make it unlawful to
force an exhibitor to play a picture
on certain days of the week or for a
certain period of time. The bill has
now gone to the Senate, where it is
likely.
reported, an attempt to restore the
ban on pei-centage terms is not un-

Brazil, Peru License
Equipment Imports
(Continued from Page 1)

ly-ordained trade controls imposed
by both Brazil and Peru on exports
to those countries of machinery and
equipment in general, except agricultural machinery, from the U. S.
The new Brazilian regulations will
be valid for a period not to exceed
150 days, and apply on all orders
placed since Jan. 23. In the case of
Peru, shipments in transit which are
received in the country pi-ior to
March 1 will not be required to have
been authorized by license.
Consensus of film equipment manufacturers isthat a closer study -will
have to be made of the restrictions,
and only after they have been in
force for some time can their effect
be properly appraised. Under the
casual attitude of some companies'
spokesmen could be detected a note
of concern,
however.

Clair Hague, Universal
Canadian Rep., Is Dead
(Continued from Page 1)

dustryites in Canada, joined Universal in 1913. A native of Brantford,
ment Weather Bureau gave assur- Ontario, his early years in show busiance that the snowfall which hit
ness were spent with road shows,
Buffalo, Columbus, parts of Pennsyl- circuses and carnivals. Subsequentvania, and the New York Metropolily he was employed by Klein Optan area was of slight consequence
tical Co., and from that concern,
and would in no way hinder regular went to Allen Amusement Co. He
llarck Held by Nazis
was with Allen at the time he joined
freight shipments of coal.
Ease in the crisis was evidenced Universal.
Milwaukee — Walter Starck, of
arners Wisconsin Theaters is reMeanwhile, it was reported from by reports from Columbus that GovA former chairman of the exernor Lausche and Mayor Rhodes
irted a prisoner
of war in Ger- Chicago that every circuit there had
ecutive committee of Canadian Pioaiiv.
been notified that the WMC wanted eliminated the second 'fuel holiday'
neer Pictures, he is survived by his
which
was
scheduled
for
Monday;
theater staffs cut 10 per cent by
widow, one son and two daughters.
March 1. The order was not limited and all theaters, schools, department The Universal home office in New
to Warner cii-cuit as indicated in stores, etc., resumed regular sched- York will be represented at the rites
ules in Cleveland with warnings to tomorrow, by F. J. A. McCarthy,
this paper yesterday.
use economy in heating and lighting. Southern and Canadian sales manIn Philadelphia Mayor Samuels
has removed the ban on delivery of ager.
-UIS H. BUTTS. )r., manager of the Vogue
Siegel Rejoining Paramount
Theater,
Baltimore.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY coal to the extent of allowing theaters to use small size rice coal, with
4RC1.D MORTON, manager. Loew's State.
Syiacuse.
Hollywood— Sol C. Siegel will re- no more than a week's supply ahead.
join Paramount April 30 in an exMJGH O'NEILL, manager, Loew's State, Providence, R. I.
ecutive and administrative capacity C. H. Thordarson Dies
' SEIBEL, assistant advertising director. Min- 1 under Henry Ginsberg, studio head.
nesota Amusement Co..
Minneapolis.
Chicago — Chester H. Thordarson,
Jonesboro, 111.— The Doll, formerILLIAM RONNING. assistant booker and buyer, He will report at Paramount followly the Time, has been reopened by
Minnesota
Amuse.
Co.,
Minneapolis.
ing disbandment of his own com- 88, veteran manufacturer of electrical products, well known to the
EORCE WOOD, Warner Bros, exploiteer, St.
"Kiss film trade, is dead. His wife and two its new owner, W. E. Waring of
producing
now
is
pany
which
Louis.
Cobden. Waring purchased from
and Tell" for Columbia release.
sons survive. He was credited with Bob Neely and changed the name
ANIEL KARSCH, publicity department, Warner Siegel was with Paramount
fi-om
Bros, home
office.
1941 to 1944 as a producer.
to that of his two-year-old daughter.
perfecting electric transfoi-mers.
(Continued from Page

11

(Continued from Page 1)

femme

employes in New Jersey theaters may come under the new program which gets under way next
week in three critical counties. It
is estimated that eventually one in
every 10 jiien and women now employed in non-essential work will
he affected.

IN NEW POSTS

THEATER DEALS

/y

I THINK YOU'RE
WONDERFUL,
MR. VAN JOHNSON!
(and so do millions of other
gals from eight to eighty who
are packing theatres to see
M-G-M's

Van Johnson in

"THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO"
and who watch for him in
"BETWEEN TWO WOMEN." The
honors pour in from everywhere:
Ladies Home

Journal, Photoplay,

Screen Guide, Variety/ Film
Daily, Modern
Magazine

Screen, Look

and countless others

proclaim Van, the idol of the millions.)

//

Si

YOU'RE AMERICA'S
NEW SWEETHEART,
MARGARET O'BRIEN!
(that's what the fans are
saying all over the nation
as they watch M-G-M's

little

Margaret in "MEET ME IN
ST. LOUIS." She repeats her
triumph in "MUSIC FOR MILLIONS'
as America showers her with
acclaim. Cited three times
in Screen Guide's Vote, cited

PRESS-TIME
FLASH! Big
Another

twice in Film Daily's Famous
Fives, leader in Showmen's
Trade Review New Stars, hailed

M-G-M Hit

by press and public as the new

is off to a

darling of the screen.)

flying
start
Nationwide!
NATIONAL
terrific
VELVET"in is
its 3-theatre
Miami engagement. Watch
for more!

Sign That Pledge Card!
Red Cross Drive — March 15-21

STAR

. «J tJ«,

IHArsjj

SENSATIONAL BUSINESS at the 4,000-$eat de luxe ALBEE,
BROOKLYN... and for scores of other first runs like PALACE,
NEW YORK - PALACE, CHICAGO - PROCTORS, NEWARK KEITH, WASHINGTON - ORPHEUM, KANSAS CITY - KEITH,
SYRACUSE - KEITH, DAYTON - ORPHEUM, NEW ORLEANS UPTOWN, SALT LAKE CITY-BRANDEIS, OMAHA-ORPHEUM,
SEATTLE -PALACE, MEMPHIS-ALBEE, PROVIDENCEORPHEUM, DENVER -MAJESTIC, DALLAS.

The women just canH resist that virile^ super-masculine appeal
of big John Wayne — and his stormy romance with Ella Raines!
Miss Wanda Hale, in her rave review in the N. Y. Daily News,
sums it up for women in general with:
"Hooray! 'Tall in the Saddle' adds something new to oldfashioned westerns. That something is animal magnetism. And I don't mean horses. It's romance appeal in the
forms of John Wayne and Ella Raines. And if this deviation doesn't make the Palace Theatre one of the most
popular places in town for the run, I miss my guess."
{It did, Wanda -RKO J

JOHN WAYNE • ELLA RAINES
WARD BOND-GEORGE "GABBY" yAYES-AODREY LONG- ELISABETH RISDON • DON DOOGLAS
Produced by ROBERT FELLOWS • Directed by EDWIN
Screen

Play by Michael

Hogan

and

Paul

L. MARIN

P. Fix

tt

r

Q

O A f k I ^i

PICTURES

'SIGN THAT PLEDGE CARD! RED CROSS

DRIVE - MARCH

15-21
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Court Hears Goldman
Trust Case Appeal
(Continued from Page 1)
peal from U. S. District Court Judge
William H. Fitzpatrick's decision, in
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
before presiding Judge John J. Parker, Senior Circuit Judge of North
Carolina; John Biggs, Jr., Senior
Circuit Court Judge of Wilmington,
Delaware, and District Court Judge
Paul Leahy, also of Wilmington.
Robert L. Wright, special assistant
to the U. S. Attorney General, represented the Department of Justice
which had intervened as friend of the
Court. Listed in the courtroom as
observers were Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel; Judge Sam Varbalow of
Camden, N. J., Sidney Samuelson,
and Warner's Abe Epstein, Ted
Schlanger, Lester Krieger, and other
industry! tes.

BRIEflRG THE DflV'S REUS
Eight More Metro Visitors
Four M-G-M exploitation reps,
and four office managers will visit
the home office next week. Promotion men include E. B. Coleman,
Dallas; Irving Waterstreet, St.
Louis; Bernie Evens, Kansas City,
and Ed Gardiner, Oklahoma City.
Office managers are John Coyne,
Cleveland; Walt Bennin, Milwaukee;
Joseph Farrow, Philadelphia, and
Gil Becker, Detroit.
Returning to their territories this
week-end are William Bishop, Chicago; Louis Orlove, Milwaukee;
Norman Pyle, Minneapolis; Joe Markowitz, Los Angeles; Fred Armington, Des Moines, and W. W. Spruce,
Dallas.

Goldwyn's Glamorovis Gals
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday selected 14 girls, picked from model agencies for their beauty and glamor,
to staff the Astor Theater for the

New York premiere of Goldwyn's
"The Princess and the Pirate" tonight. Selection of the girls was
followed by a press luncheon at the
Hotel Astor. Prior to the luncheon,
the girls were given expert Hollywood makeup treatment and hair
dressing attention. Among- those
present was Virginia Mayo, a GoldBob Hope's
leadingwyn discovery,
lady in who
the is
picture.
•
Miller Appeals Dismissal
R. J. Miller, operating the Colony
Theater, McHenry, 111., has appealed
to dismissal of his clearance and
some-run complaint against the five
Col. Herron at MPPDA
consenting companies. Miller had
After four years of Army Service, charged unreasonable clearance in
Col. Frederick L. Herron, formerly favor of competing theaters and refusal of the distributors to license
foreign manager for the MPPDA,
has returned to the association.
product for some-run.

Says Product Was Available
William
A. Gray, attorney
for Goldman,
stated that Goldman tried to get first-run A
product
without
success.
He cited Warner's re-opening- ol the Mastbaum as proof
i
that product was available, and said that if
Warner's had the Erlanger they could have
obtained product. He said that in all contracts with distributors, Phila. first-run's
protection is given for surrounding covinties
and in parts of New Jersey and Delaware,
not only creating a local monopoly but one
moi-e extensive than interstate. He claimed
(Confinued from Page 1)
that the Erlanger had been operating successfully as a motion picture theater from es of the industry in the Metropolitime to time, that the defendants control 80
tan area will be represented at the
per cent of the film product locally first-run, event which is scheduled to start at
and that interstate commerce was involved.
I
Gray also said that Goldman
tried to get 9 a.m. Meeting will be the first of
;
Warner Bros, product at higher prices with- 30 in key cities.
1
out sticoess.
Maj. L. E. Thompson, national exI
Roijert Dechert, another lawyer for Goldecutive co-ordinator, will be toast'
man, pointed out the importance of "firstrun," and cited the acquisition by Warners master and Dave Weinstock in charge
of the Fox, Boyd, and Aldine as proof of
their acquisition of competitors. He stated of arrangements. N. Peter Rathvon,
there was plenty of product and that War- national industry chairman, will preside. It was urged yesterday that
I
ners, by controlling
the first-run situation,
could lengthen or shorten runs to keep out
tickets should be obtained immedcompetition.
iately from Weinstock at Raymond
Wright said If Judge Fitzpatrick's interpretation would stand it would affect
Theaters, 1501 Broadway.
all cases involving the industry in other
courts. Also said that even if first-runs
monopoly here. It is not an injurious one.
in Phila. only affected downtown Phila.,
That the sources whereby the public may
it still would be a breach of Interstate
see motion pictures was not impaired."
Commerce.
He cited that no predatory practices were
Bernard Segal for the defense, said that mentioned and claimed that the Erlanger
the point of having first-runs was to create from 1927 thru 1930 only showed two
a demand
for product,
and that a badly pictures on a road-show basis.
exploited picture in the first-runs might die
Monopoly
Not Admitted
: subsequently.
Segal said, "if there be a
He said monopoly was not admitted because the distribs. reserved the right individually to sell product as best they saw
fit at termination
of existing contracts.
He cited the percentage basis of showings in the first-runs, that in a sense the
first-runs are in the distributor's control,
that all distributors complete with one another.
Ex-Judge Joseph Proskauer accused GoldDetroit— Charles Collins, veteran
man of gambling on his Erlanger investment as a basis for a law suit.
Detroit theater manager, is the
He
that the defendants pever
father of a baby boy. It is his lifted claimed
a finger to solidify an action for
eighth child, but the first son.
monopoly. He cited the constant struggle
between distributors and Warners for preference and their contractual differences. He
Chicago — Harry Corbett of War- dismissed the question of price-fixing as to
admission by citing that Goldman had
he would charge the same admissions as
boy ner
andTheaters
a girl.is the father o'f twins, said
the other A houses. He said that the fact
that Warners operate all first-runs here is
necessarily a monopoly because distribs.
Chicago — Joseph Rosenwank, of not
individually compete for best possible deals.
Warners' Orpheum, is the father of He said all Goldman wanted was to join
a new daughter, named Betty.
the little circle of Grade A first-runs himself and not break up an alleged monopoly
for the good of all.
Chicago — Donald Wisch, assistant
Senator George Wharton Pepper was anmanager of the Granada, has a new
other attorney who spoke for the defense.
Briefs were filed.
son, named Richard Allen.

Red Cross Rally Date
Here Switched to Feb. 20

STORK REPORTS

TO THE COLORS!

Two Coast Labor Cases
Move Toward Settlement
(Continued from Page 1)

the dispute between the major studios and the motion picture painters
union, AFL Local 644-A, wage case,
and the NLRB ordered a hearing on
Feb. 22 on the petition of SAG and
the MPPA for rehearing and reconsideration of its recent certification
for bit players and extras.
The issue in the first case is the
union's plea for a 10 per cent wage
increase on the swing-shift for set
painters. Six hundred painters are
involved in the dispute, along with
M-G-M, Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warner Bros., RKO, Columbia, Universal, Republic and Samuel Goldwyn.
The contract under which the
painters were working ran out last
year. It was extended for another
year, with the wage question coming up in December. The dispute
was under arbitration for a month
with no progress made, and Commissioner Earl J. Ruddy proposed
finally that the case be certified to
the WLB. This was done yesterday
with WLB action probable several
weeks off.
Oral arguments on the talent case
is set for two weeks from yesterday,
with SAG and the producers to protest assignment of bargaining authority for bit and stunt players to
the SPU. SPU was certified by the
NLRB after an election among extra
and
SPU. bit players which was won by

* CITATIONS *
CAPT.

EUGENE
BAUERLE,
Rapp,
Chicago
theater
vices with the Corps
invasion
of Leyte.

formerly of Rapp,
architects,
for
of Engineers
in

* DECORATED

*

I

CAPT. TOM GILLIAN, JR., son of the 20|
Fox exchange manager in Chicago, awar|
the Silver Star.
LT. j.g. JOHN R. COX, JR., USNR, (John H<
ard) former film player, the Navy Cross
CAPT. VERNON KRAMER, now a flight lea
at a Florida Army air field, formerly Vi
Warner theaters, Chicago, the DistinguisI
Service Cross for bravery in the Ind
Burma
sector.
1st LT. HUGH
WARD,
formerly
of Warn(
Shore
Theater,
Chicago,
was
awarded
Bronze
Star for bravery
in the attack
Peleliu Island.

* PROMOTED
M.

*

J. BLIEDEN, formerly of the Indiana-I
nois theater circuit, Chicago, to lieuten;
in the Army overseas.

•* "n
ARMY*
avy *

Chicago.
ROBERT
GUTHRIE,

EDDIE McGOVERN,
ton, Pa.

operator, East Side theal

manager,

* WAVES
FRIEDA
cago. RUBIN,

Capitol, Scr.

*

Michigan City theaters, C

Chicago Manpower
Cut May Not Spread
(Continued from Page 1)
tion Director James Byrnes declan
the WMC is empowered 'to direct a:
employer to reduce his labor for]
after full investigation. There
however, full right of appeal
Washington.
Washington WMC headquartei
did not, however, have any knowledjl
of the reported Chicago order whi
directs that large circuits in that ci;
reduce their labor forces 10 per ce;|
between now and March 1. Such
step had not been taken before, to tl
knowledge of the Washington hea»
quarters, and the authority of tl
Byrnes order has rarely been us
The fact that it has been invoked
Chicago, a tight labor area, is not :|
itself sufficient reason to cause a
prehension that other regional WMj
offices vsdll invoke it against circui
in other areas, it is said here.
WMC spokesmen said too little
known of the situation here to a
tempt to predict how an appeal migl
be decided, if one should come in fro
Chicago. It appears that if an appe

does
it willinstance
be' almost
case. develop
Only other
wherea tetl
authority has been invoked is in tl
case of a Philadelphia night ck
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY which was, according to WMC, grea
Hollywood — Executive Secretary ly overstaffed. No appeal has di
John Dales, Jr., and Attorney Wil- veloped.
liam Berger will represent SAG at
the rehearing in Washington on Feb. Army Theater Bums
22 of the NLRB ruling which gave
Rye, N. H.— The Post Theater ar
SPU judisdiction over extras doing officers' club building at Fort Dea;
born here was destroyed by fire.
bits, parts, songs and stunts.
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Mr, Exhibitor, . .

^heck with any situation where the
)icture has opened! Learn all about
he record business . . . tremendous
ludience enthusiasm! Learn why
hey're ALL saying: "THANKS TO
-OLUMBIA FOR
MAKING
rms GREAT PICTURE
j^T THIS TIME IN THE
INDUSTRY'S HISTORY!"

PICTURES
rKEscNis

MUNI • OBERON
Directed by CHARLES

VIDOR

Screeo Pity by Sidney Bachman
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TEN CENTS

IT SCANS EXPANSION INTO LATIN AMERICA
I^PB Assures Independents
of Print Protection
Editorial
ams Tells Cohen Subse9nts to Get Even Break
Allotments of Prints
libsequent-run theaters will be
lected fully and be given an^ even
Ik with the first-runs by the WPB
etting up the raw stock allocai3. This assurance was given to
A. Cohen, chairman of the film
blmittee of the ITOA on Friday
Stanley Adams, chief of the Goners Durable Goods Bureau of
WPB.
)hen made a formal protest to
(Continued on Page 4)

II Freeze Likely
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G'l as Posi'War Patron
. . . he^s coming home

changed

By CHESTER B. BAHN
KjOT without reason, the American motion picture industry has come to regard the
' ^ millions of Yanks now in the armed forces as assured patrons of the nation's box
offices in the post-war years. The virtual reliance of the Army, Navy and other branches
of the service upon the entertainment that comes out of Hollywood in cans for amuse-

Buchanan Joining UA New "Canteen" Will
Thursday as Ad Chief Take Lesser to Paris

^ied Proxy to Attend
'C Trustees' Meeting

Chicago — DeVry
Corp. announced
here on Friday that it has concluded
sale of (Continued
the company's
laboratory
on Page 2)
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DAILY

ndiana Film Bill
Carries Heavy Fine
Indianapolis — House Bill 43 which
ould make it unlawful for a dlstribuir to demand that an exhibitor liense a picture for any certain period
f time carries a fine of $5,000 for
lolations. The bill already has passed
le House and has been sent to the
enate Judiciary Committee.

Coast

Bureau

of THE

S. Barret McCormick and Harry
Mandel, national publicity directors
for the industry's 1945 Red Gross
(Continued on Page 5)

DeVry Drops Production;
Concentrates on Equip.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — National Theaters during the past year has been studying
the possibilities of post-war expansion intoitLatin
'^ America,
was
revealed Saturday
by Charles P.
Skouras, NT president, at the conclusionmeeting
of the annual
of
circuit executives.
Other highlights
of the five-day
sessions were the
announcement of

There are testimonials galore, both from brass and G-l, to the value of the "two-hour
furloughs home" — and whoever coined that phrase rates an industry "Oscar" — provided
(Continued on Page 4)

A Paris canteen to be opened by
the American Theater Wing and
supported co-operatively by the
United Nations will be basis for one
of Sol Lesser's important pictures
(Continued on Page 5)

allywood— PCCITO will hold its
" lal trustees meeting here March
14 and 15. In addition to trus(Continued on Page 4)

West

ment and relaxation certainly will add materially to the motion picture's mass audience
here once mufti has replaced battle dress.
To be sure, a considerable percentage of those in uniform were numbered among the
cinemaddicts of New York and Chicago, Kalamazoo and Moravia, Seattle and McAllen,
before they were initiated into the mysteries of the Garand, the 16-inch gun or the P-T.
But there are many more whose attendance was casual or minus until they joined the
procession headed for the post theater at boot camp.

ashington — Invoking the rule
; in full force Friday, WPB ofIs directly concerned with the
stock supply situation refused
Appointment of Barry Buchanan
ment on reports they were im- as director of advertising and pubng — of plan to impose over the
licity for United Artists was conk-end — a full freeze of all unexfirmed yesterday by Gradwell Sears,
d 16 mm. film. Protesting that vice-president in charge of distrinot news until it is released by
(Continued on Page 4)
WPB press division" they perid in their refusal to confirm or Name Area Publicity
1 the rumor. Although it is Heads for R. C. Drive
(
(Continued on Page 4)

*

Circuit Also Sets Up Tele.
Department and Plans Use
Of Prefabricated Houses

CHARLES P. SKOURAS ^nd discussions of
a permanent
television department
innovation.
prefabricated
theaters as a future
Skouras said that while no definite
(Continued on Page 5)

Allied to Take Print
lo Gov't
Limitation
Washington — While Allied has

Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

not
lodged a definite protest with the
WPB on its print limitation order,
the association
has notified the Gov(Continued on Page 4)

JV. E, Exhibs. Beat Snowstorm

MOI to Film Burma
Scraps for ]\etvsreels

Use Emergency Shows and Interchange Pix

Plans for the filming of two impending decisive battles in the
Burma sector, to be issued in documentary form to both American and
British newsreels, were announced by .
the British Ministry of Information
in a weekend cable received by
Thomas Baird, director of the films
division in New York.
E. J. H. Wright, of the Newsreel
Association of Great Britain, will
head a team of six British newsreel
cameramen for the job. Footage will
be flown back to London.

Indie Producers Slow to
Ask Separate Allocation

Boston— Despite the worst snowrail
crippled
which
in years,
storm
and truck
deliveries
in the
New Eng-

land area Friday, exhibitors, using
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Washington— WPB
hasf still not emergency shows, holdovers, and interchanging films wherever possible,
received any request. Jfypm., any in- remained open
in anticipation of a
dependent producer to ,l\iave his raw
stock allocation cut aparjt fyonj the fair week-end business. Schools and
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 5)
Washington

More
than a Million Facts in the 1945
Year Book of Motion Pictures. Advt.

The
1945 Year Book of Motion
Pictures
Will Answer Every Industry Question.
Advt.
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Philadelphia — Ted Schlanger, zone
manager of Warner Theaters has
appointed John Roach, former manager of the Ardmore, as district
manager for Warners West and
Northwest Philadelphia theaters.
Roach, who succeeds the late John
Lexey, has been associated with local
theaters for 27 years starting with
the Stanley Company of America in
1918 and was manager of the Stanley Theater for four years prior to
moving to the Ardmore in 1929. He
will supervise the Benn, Columbia,
Commodore, Cross Keys, Fairmount,
Imperial 60th St., Lindy, Liberty,
Columbia Ave., Leader, Orient and
Park Theaters.
John Latimer transfers from the
Waverly to the Ardmore, replacing
Roach as manager, and William
Davidson, former rotating manager
will now manage the Waverly.

(Continued from Page 1)
equipment to Filmack, Inc., makers
of theater trailers. In revealing the
deal, William C. DeVry, company's
president, declared that his organization, the sale of laboratory equipment notwithstanding, will expand
distribution of educational and commercial films through the department
headed by Gordon Hale.
DeVry also asserted that the company will not be engaged in film production activities in the future, but
will devote all time to the manufacture of equipment. Top items will
be the new DeVry 35 mm. theater
projectors and 16 mm. projectors,
plus sound systems.

Ned Wayburn Life Story
Being Scripted on Coast

Hollywood — Representatives of
David 0. Selznick declined to comment on the protest of Joe Blumenfeld, operator of United Artists Theater, San Francisco, over Selznick's
selling "I'll B^;. Seeing You" to Fox
West Coast for the Fox, San Francisco, \yith the picture to open Wednesday, and said ^ny statement would
have to come from Neal Agnew.
Blumenfeld ig understood ,to have
protected to Ed Raftery, president
of UA, and also to have placed the
matter in the hands of his counsel,
Nat Schmulowitz, to take action
against UA to have "I'll Be Seeing
You" given his house. Blumenfeld
contends he has a contract for all
UA product.
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Hollywood — Ned Wayburn's lifestory is being moulded into a picture
on the Coast. Fay Pulsifier, in collaboration with Mrs. Wayburn, is
writing the script.
michael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavie- «'
Wayburn staged the most successful of the Ziegfeld Follies over a
"Report
on
Western
Front"
period of many years, as well as
Pathe News Wed. Release many other shows on his own as an
indie producer. His triumphs as
To give the country a full picture stage dii-ector for George M. Cohan,
of how the Allies broke the German Charles B. Dillingham, Lew Fields,
counter-offensive and re-embarked on the Shuberts, Moss' Empires, Ltd. in
the oifensive themselves, Pathe London, and others, put him in a
News is releasing in Broadway the- niche of his own while his school of
aters on Wednesday an unusual one- the dance and theatrical training
reel film called "Report on the West- brought to the footlight talent that
ern Front," compiled from the film otherwise might have gone undisrecords of newsreel cameramen on covered.
six different sectors of the Western
Front. The report is accompanied Son Slain, Mother and
by a series of special maps outlining Sister Enlist in Wacs
each theater of action and by informative narration.
Montgomery, Ala. — Mrs. Olivia
Traffoid Bell, mother of Lt. Chanformer Empire doorOnly One "U" Percentage ning manTrafford,
killed in a crash in New MexPix, 111. Allied Reports
ico in September, has joined the
Wac as a medical technician. Third
Chicago — Illinois Allied Theaters and last member of the family, Carofilm department, now booking Unilyn Trafford, sister of Lieut. Trafversal films, reported Friday that
ford, has also joined the WAC and
Universal's exchange will waive all reported to Fort Oglethorpe for
but one percentage film this season. basic.

12 New Pix Set to Start

iDeVry Drops Production;
Concentrates on Equip.

Gamble on Life Ins. Board

FWC Booking of Selznick
Pix in S. F. Protested
IVest
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Skouras Theaters Books
Face Cameo Suit Exam.
Skouras Theaters Corp., one of the
chains named as defendants in the
Rosyl Amusement Corp. anti-trust
action, was ordered to submit its
books and records for examination
before trial on Friday by Federal
Judge Vincent L. Leibel. The plaintiff, opertator of the Cameo Theater,
Jersey City, N. J., charges Skouras,
four other circuits and five major
film companies vvith conspiracy to
eliminate competition in the Jersey
City area. RKO, Paramount and
Loew's already have settled with the
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Mobland's
Gat's Blaze Again!
1st N. Y. Showing
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TOM POWERS

KRUC

REPUBLIC
THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.
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' . Showplace of the Nation • Rocktfellar Cai
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Paul Muni • Merle Ober<
introducing CORNEL WILDE
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Wolfe Cohen Heads for
Mexico and Australia

Portland, Ore.— Ted R. Gamble,
Hollywood — Twelve new pictures theater executive in this city and West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Wolfe Cohen, vicestart this week, making a total of national director of the War Finance Division of the U. S. Treasury, president of Warner Bros. Pictures
48 shooting.
has been elected to fill a vacancy on International Corp., left here Friday for Mexico City, first stop in
the board of the Western Life Insurance Co. of Helena, Mont.
an extended tour of his foreign territory. From Mexico, Cohen goes
Cullman in Port Post
to Panama, then to Australia for
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
Howard S. Cullman, former Roxy an intensive survey of that market.
Theater receiver, has been elected
1600 BROADWAY.
N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
chairman of the Port of New York Drake Theater Stage Burned
Complete
Film and
Authority, succeeding Frank C. FerChicago — Stage of the Drake TheDisc Recording Facilities
guson. He served as New York deleater, West Montrose Ave., was destroyed by fii-e. , ,
gate and vice-chairman for 10 years.
West

X. Y. THEATER

EY'S
WALT DISN
'The THREE
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NOW
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Fricej
by RKO Radio Pictures
Brandts GLOI

GOLDWYN
BOB HOPE

presents
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Continuous
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G-J as Posi'War Patron

Assure Subsequenis
On Print Allotment
(Continued from Page 1)
Adams against the WPB order limiting the number of prints of each
feature to 285, a situation which
would cause "spread-eagle clearance" and work a hardship on subsequent-run theaters, Cohen said.
Cohen reported that the WPB felt
that the subsequent-run was just as
important as the first-run and that
there would be no penalty against
the subsequent-run and that "nobody
will be hurt."
While Adams gave assurance to
Cohen that the subsequents would
get an "even break," he did not explain how it was to be done.

7Hi<

. . . lie's coming home changed
(Continued from Page 1)
by the overseas gift programs. Perhaps if the industry had made no other contribution
to the war effort that alone would rate the wearing of at least a twig of laurel.
0

LJOWEVER, while the interest of Americans today in the screen's moving shadows
' ' is undoubtedly at an all-time high, there are increasing signs that the "for free"
customers overseas are not wholly satisfied with what they see. There will be the
natural temptation, of course, to dismiss that as something akin to the criticism heard
from the professional critic or other patron who gets in via an Annie Oakley. But to let
it go at that would be a sad mistake. Nine out of 10 of the men and women in uniform
are not griping just for the love of griping or because cf any inherent ingratitude.

(Continued from Page 1)

ernment agency that it would prepare statistics to show the difficulties independent exhibitors would
face under the curtailment ruling,
A. F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
said Friday.
Myers said that Allied would present facts and figures, compiled by
the regional units, on the effect of
print limitations. A factual statement of the difficulties which will
result, the additional days of waiting required for features and other
clearance and run problems stemming from the 285 maximum prints
will be prepared, Myers said.
"Actually," Myers added, "the distributors have been gradually reducing the print number over a period
of years and this WPB limitation
does not pose a new problem to us.
It does, however, point up the older
problem and threatens to drive it
home more sharply. We intend to
gather all the facts we need and put
them before the WPB rather than
simply protest on general grounds.
We will stand on the facts we com-

February
Howard
Tom

13

Bretherton John Wray
Cerety
Dorothy Mathews
Arthur Willi

West

Coast

Bureau

' the AP's Rembert James who described the reaction cf flattop pilots and air crewmen
aboard a carrier task force flagship in the South China Sea to "Mrs. Miniver." They
laughed at the wrong time. Why? "Because war experiences have changed their tastes."
And as James pointed out that is "something of interest to movie theater cashiers when
the millions of Americans at war get back heme and start paying admissions again."
You don't have to be a psychologist to understahd that you can't throw some 11
million Americans into the hell of war and expect them to come back with the same
old perspective.
For the good of the 1 1 millions, not to mention Hollywood and the rest of the industry,
producers would do well to regard what's being written back from overseas.
In this business, as perhaps in no other, the patron is always right.

Buciianan Joining UA N.E. Exhibs. Beat
Thursday as Ad Chief Heavy Snowstorm
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March will
er in the 32nd
niversary of
start in pix oJ
late
father, L
J. Selznick;
22nd anniveri
of his own ei
into
the and|
pro
tion field,

0

are critical, moreover, for another major reason. It was admirably stated by

of THE

Hollywood — David"I'll
0. Be
Selznic
Se
planning a special program of
tivities, plus the national releas
sary.
You" and "S
month to ma;
b o u n d," n
triple anni

whether it's a matter of Air Forces lingo or the battle ribbons worn by a brass hat
or the layout of New Guinea. Script writers and set directors in this respect are slated
for anything but easy going from here on in.
DAVID

O. SELZNICK

10 th anniveri
of
his status
an indie
prodij

under
the Selznick
InternatiJ
trademark.
Making
his start in producl
back in 1923 with a two-reeler al«T
the
then
heavyweight
contend
Firpo, Selznick had within five y< v
joined Paramount as executive s
sistant to B. P. Schulberg.
Lateim
became
executive vice-president
RKO and an M-G-M producer, be
starting his own company,
as n
indie.

With a steady expansion of c n
pany
plans, four pictures are alreJj
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
bution. For the last two years, department stores in the metropoli- planned for production by Selznk,
Buchanan has been special co-ordinatan area were closed by order of or under his supervision, during tor for the Treasury Department with
Mayor Kerrigan.
coming year.
They are: "So Li
the motion picture industry, directTime," "Duel in the Sun," "The S(
ing national exploitation on War
Storm reports which came in a^ let Lily," and "Notorious."
Bond drives. He will resign from
his Government job to accept the the week-end described the snow as

A graduate of Carnegie Institute
post.
of Technology, Buchanan's experience
includes a number of years with the
Shuberts, service as a dii'ector of
public relations for the New York
World's Fair and a number of years
with Ringling Brothers circus. He
takes over his new duties on Thursday, having returned to California
to wind up his Government affairs.
pile."
Sears said no other changes in the
J,, Metro Field Men Hosted
were contemplated.
William Ferguson hosted Metro department
field men Bill Bishop, Louis Orlove
and Norman Pyle at a luncheon with
the trade press Friday at/the Hotel 50th Anniversary of
Astor.
First Movie Patent

SEND IIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..

Triple Selznkk
March Anniversary

Then why are they critical? Well, if what this commentator's mail from overseas
reveals — and the same slant in noticeable both in letters written by former industry-ites
and those outside the industry — they are critical, first, because consistent m:vie attendance has caused them to establish a fairly uniform standard by which to judge movies.
In other words, they know what they want, whether the picture is a Western or an
action melodrama, a Bob Hope ccmedy or a Bette Davis vehicle.
Parenthetically, it might be said they are quick to separate the true from the false,

THEY

Limitation to Gov't

Tuesday, February 13, 1 15

Today marks the 50th Anniversary of the first patent of the Lumiere Cinematographe, a combination camera-projector-printer, said
to be the first machine to show movies successfully on the screen.
Francis Doublier, pioneer picture
maker, currently associated with the
Major Film Laboratories, began his
film career with the Lumiere Bros.
in Lyons, France, using the original
machine which he now owns.

the worst in •27 years to hit parts of
Connecticut. A theater marquee in
Hartford is ^aid to have collapsed
beneath tis burden of snow, narrowly missing persons seeking shelter.
Wiscbnsin theaters with 15 days'
coal supply will not be given anymore c'oal^ until the emergescy is
Buffalo's Mayor Kelly ordered the
li:6yng
|'of all emergency measures,
iwii^osed^two
over. ,"' '' weeks ago because of
t^: fu#*:fShortage, to become effec^vfe- Eyfttoon Saturday.

Allied Prexy to Attend
PCC Trustees' Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)
tees, executive secretaries of ITO of
Washington, Northern Idaho and
Alaska; ITO of Oregon; ITO of
Northern California and Nevada;
and ITO of Southern California and
Arizona will also attend.
President Martin G. Smith of Allied States Association will attend
as an observer.

Lt. Harold Brainard Missing
Cleveland — Lt. Harold Brainid^
pilot of a B-24 and son-in-law )f
Warner City Salesman Eddie Catn.
is reported missing in action in It
Mrs. Brainard is the mother of a b
girl, born last December.

COminC and Goinc
/"'IpM CONNORS, vice-president in charg.flf
sates of 20th-Fox, left New York Friday k»
a sales trip that will take him to New H£n.
Boston and Albany.
Connors returns Thur: y
DON MERSEREAU, associate publisher id
general manager of THE FILM DAILY, retuid
from Washington
yesterday.
JOE
ROBERTS,
of Vanguard
Films, pub! ("
staff, returned
to New
York
on Friday
a trip to Cleveland
in connection
with
F. (Mike)
Se I.Seeing
You." DOLID, supervisor of Wai<
exchanges, has returned to New York froi i
visit to Southern
and
Southwestern
brancs.
THERESA STONE of M-C-M public relatns
department goes to Cleveland this week'to
speak
the the
Business
Professional
'imen's before
Club and
MotionandPicture
CounciJf
Greater
Cleveland.
today.
JEROME PICKMAN and SIDNEY BLUMI
STOCK, of 20th-Fox are in Atlanta.
ROBERT WALKER is due from Hollyw 1

!I

i
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\Scans Expansion
to Latin America

(Continued from Page 1)
ps have been taken or any specific
ns laid for the circuit's extension
operations south of the border, a
t Bgation comprising B. V. Sturdi|t, Northern California division
Xger for Fox West Coast; T. H.
rfrd, of the legal department, and
)rge Curti, film department, have
n making an extensive study of
field. Trio returned last week
m a 10-day visit to Mexico for
t hand study of phases of operal ,1, policy, film availabilities and
rernment regulations.
iJoting that television may change
|"s business as radically as did the
ent of talking pictures, Skouras
d that National has kept in touch
h the medium and, "when televin comes. National Theaters will
ready for it." He announced that
H. McCullough, for many years
charge of FWC maintenance and
chasing, heaids the permanent
ivision department of NT. An
3trical engineer, McCullough has
fii consulting with tele, engineers
1 participating in experimental
jvision work for the past two
'/irs.
c 'JT, Skouras revealed, will erect
il operate for study three experimtal prefabricated theaters as soon
) possible.
Two scale models of
iel theaters, designed and built by
■mras' aides during the past six
nths, were on display during the
etings.
Proposed
houses would
equipped with television reception
^.ers and space to accommodate
^fure developments in the theater■tjvision field. Theaters, to be conucted when steel and aluminum
■ome available, will be fire and
tthquake proof, termite free, insated and will comply with build\i ■. regulations throughout the coun-

^

BEVIEIUS OF nCUJ FILflDS
"It's with
in Fred
theAllenBag"
UA
87 Mins.
HELTER-SKELTER COMEDY IS LOTS OF
FUN; ALLEN
IN FINE FORM.

"Sergeant
Mike"
Larry Parks, Jeanne
Bates,

with

Loren Tindall
Columbia
60 Mins.
INHERENT
LOVE
FOR
ANIMALS
IS
WHAT
THIS
PIC HAS
PRIMARILY
TO
TRADE ON.

In "It's in the Bag" Fred Allen appears
under good auspices in his first screen appearance in five years. The Jack H.
"Sergeant Mike," dealing with the trainSkirbali production gives the comedian
ing of Army canines, makes its bid for atfree rein to indulge his humor, resulting in
tention on the strength of its appeal to
fun that should win a strong popular re- our love for animals. There Is no doubt
sponse. The picture is a loose, informal
entertainment with an impromptu air about that the production is one of certain drawing power with the kids, who are pushovers
It that keeps the audience forever on the
for anything that has bow-wows in it.
qui vive wondering what's coming next.
It makes no pretense of being anything but
The ayarn
is heavily
It's all
about
soldier
who sentimental.
rebels at having
to
an out-and-out laugh-squeezer. To this
train
a
police
dog
for
Army
service
until
end it resorts generously to gag material
without much
regard for a set story.
This bit of pleasant nonsense, to which
Richard Wallace has applied swift and lively
direction, has Allen giving up a flea circus
and splurging in the belief he has inherited
^il2,000,OUO. What he really has been left
are several antique chairs in one of which

he meets the animal's master, a youngster
whose father fell in the war. Presto!
He sees his task in an entirely different
light. He and the dog cover themselves
with glory in the Pacific fighting and come
back heroes. Involved in the film is a
second dog, this one taught by a chap who
loves the job.

is cached $300,000. He doesn't learn about
the money until after the chairs are sold.
The action has to do primarily with the
efforts of Alien and his family to recover
the chair with the dough.

The players do passably well under the
direction of Henry Levin. Larry Parks
plays the G.I. who suffers a change of
heart, the other being enacted by Loren
Tindall. Jeanne Bates claims what feminine
interest there is.

To clinch the box-office success of the
venture Skirbali has enlisted the services
of such players as Jack Benny, William
Bendix, Don Ameche, Rudy Vallee, Jerry
Colonna and Robert Benchley, most of
whom appear briefly but to fine advantage
as stooges for Allen.
The star of the picture had a hand in
writing the film. Morrie Ryskind is another who worked on the script.
Allen carries the comedy burden more
than competently. Binnie Barnes matches
strides with him as his wife.
CAST: Fred Allen, Jack Benny, William Bendix, Binnie Barnes, Robert Benchley, Jerry Colonna, Don Ameche, Victor Moore, Rudy Vallee,
John Carradine, Gloria Pope, William Terry,
Minerva Pious, Dickie Tyler, Sidney Toler,
George Cleveland, John M.ljan, Ben Welden,
Emory Parnell.
CREDITS: Producer, Jack H. Skirbali; Associate Producer, Walter Batchelor: Production
Manager, Arthur Siteman; Director, Richard
Wallace; Screen Treatment, Lewis R. Foster,
Fred Allen; Screenplay, Jay Dratler, Alma Revilie; Photoplay, Morrie Ryskind; Cameraman,
Russell Metty; Art Director, Lionel Banks;
Musical Director, Charles trevin; Musical Score,
Werner Heymann; Sound, William Lynch; Set
Decorator, George E. Sawley; Film Editor, William M. Morgan.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

t was noted that the prefabricated
aters may serve in any expansion
Latin America as they could be
pped by rail or boat and erected
'a short period of time.
_^.n attendance at the five-day meet'!;:, presided over by Skouras, were:
li.H. Ricketson, Jr., president. Fox
|]|ermountain; Elmer Rhoden, presi_(it. Fox Midwest; H. U. Fitzgerald,
"I'isident, Fox
Wisconsin;
Frank
tjtman, president, Evergreen State Indie Producers Slow to
'eaters; George Bowser, FWC gen- Ask Separate Allocation
ii manager; Sturdivant;
A. J.
a])pman, FWC Southern Califor(Continued from Page 1)
division manager, and their regeneral allocation awarded his disctive department heads.
tributor, itwas revealed here Friday. Although it had been anticipated that several such requests
would come in following the complaint of Samuel Goldwyn late last
month that producers are tied to
their distributor through the distributor control over raw stock, no
^hoda Magid, of the field supercr's department for Warner the- independent has yet taken advantage
■rs, was married to Sgt. Phil Rob- of the WPB decision to permit separate allocations.
on, home on leave from Iran.

lUlEDDinC BELLS

DAILY

CAST: Larry Parks, Jeanne Bates, Loren Tindall, Jim Bannon, Robert Williams, Richard Powers, Larry Joe Olsen, Eddie Acuff, John Tyrrell,
Charles Wagenheim.
CREDITS: Director, Henry Lev!n; Screenplay,
Robert
Johnson;Edward
Cameraman,
O'Connell; ArtLeeDirector,
Jewell; L.
Set W.Decorator,
Robert Priestley; Musical Director, Mischa
Bakaleinikotf ; Film Editor, Reg Browne.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Name Area Publicity
Heads for R. C. Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
War Fund Week, which will be observed by theaters throughout the
United States, Alaska, Porto Rico
and the Virgin Islands, March 15-21,
Friday announced exchange area
public relations chairmen for the
drive.
Alphabetically arranged according
to exchange areas, list follows:
Albany, Charles Smakwitz; Atlanta, Bill Brady; Boston, Harry
Browning; Buffalo, Charles Taylor;
Charlotte, Roy Smart; Chicago, W.
K. Hollander; Cincinnati, Nate Wise;
Cleveland, E. J. Fisher; Dallas, Ray
Beall; Denver, Harold Rice; Des
Moines, Dale McFarland; Detroit,
Alice Gorham; Indianapolis, Ken
Collins; Kansas City, Jerry Zigmond;
Los Angeles, Seymour Peiser; Memphis, Cecil Vogel; Milwaukee, Miss
H. Brunner; Minneapolis, Charles
Winchell; New Haven, Lou Brown;
New Orleans, Maurice Barr; New
York, Edward C. Dowden; Oklahoma
City, Robert Busch; Omaha, Ted
Emerson; Philadelphia, James Ashcroft; Pittsburgh, James Totman;
Portland, Ore., Jack Matlack; St.
Louis, Les Kaufman; Salt Lake
City, Helen Garrity; San Francisco,
Fay Reeder; Seattle, Vic Gauntlett;
Washington, Frank LaFalce,

New "Canteen" Will
Take Lesser to Paris
(Continued from Page 1)
during the coming season, the United
Artists producer announced Friday.
"Paris Canteen" will be one of 10
pictures planned by Lesser during
the next two years, but production
must depend on raw stock allotment.
Lesser plans to go to Paris as soon
as possible to prepare for the picture, a percentage of the profits from
which will go to the American Theater Wing and to a relief fund for
industry people in France who were
active in the resistance movement.
Cast will include Charles Boyer, Edward G. Robinson and important
names from the United States and
England.
Another important picture will be
"Crazy to Dance," a story based on
:he dancing schools of America with
tie-ups with the Arthur Murray
schools throughout the country.
"Civilian Clothes," a post-war comedy by Thompson Buchanan, and
'Alarm and Excursion" are two
other productions planned for the
higher budgeted brackets, in addition to "Silver Flame" and "Flash —
Flood." Lesser also announced that
he had purchased the screen rights
to "Show Me a Land," current novel
with a background against the first
Kentucky Derby. In addition to these
pictures. Lesser will make three Tarzan features for RKO. Lesser said
he had entered into a deal with Edgar
Rice Burroughs, creator of the Tarzan stories, whereby one Tarzan picture will be made every year for
the next 20 years. He said Burroughs received $175,000 for each
Tarzan picture. Forthcoming Tarzan pictures are "Tarzan and the
Intruder" and "Tarzan and the LeopForardthe
first time, Lesser said, alWoman."
most his entire program for the next
two years would be in script form
before shooting began. Lesser returns to the Coast on Thursday.

Full Freeze Likely on
Sixteen mm. Raw Stock
(Continued from Page 1)
known that 16 mm. stock has been
extremely tight in supply lately, it
appeared doubtful that any action
will be taken before tomorrow, when
the newly-formed 16 mm. Industry
Advisory Committee meets here for
its first session. Both facts on the
16 mm. film supply will be presented
the committee, with an outline of the
comparatively small quantity available for civilian use. A drastic cut
in this quantity is looked for with
the overall production pared down
and the military taking the bulk of
what is left.

Loftin Missing In Action
Montgomery, Ala.— George Loftin,
fonuer Alabama Theaters employe
here, is reported missing in action
in the European theater.

Tlie

Besinnin
of a triumphant boxoffice
career! Selznick International's
heart-touching romance sets the

r

success pattern for the nation's
boxoffices in its record-breaking
openings in San Diego,
Los Angeles (three theatres,
simultaneously) and Minneapolis!
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presents

GINGER ROGERS
JOSEPH GOTTEN
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE • Produced by DORE SCHARY
Screen play by Marion Parsonnet • From a story by Charles Martin
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The troops that always win . . . They march through the highways and

nQTIOnQlGbt00^ SERVICE

f^

byways- of your town . . . capture patrons . . . and deliver them to you as

y^miMBKmrofnumousnnr

prisoners . . . Time has dernonstrated them to be ... the best Advertising

"-

/»

soldiers ... in all' theatrical armies . . . They fight it out hand-to-hand ... on
doorsteps miles from your theatre . . . and right beside your box-office . . .

^

gfZ

They are seasoned veterans... with 25 years of training... And when ordered
to spearhead a drive on any attraction ... the infiltration to your empty
^l^P^lii? UlI3| Il^SltU JUi i

SIGN

BiB5U'jns^«llMJwj|ija«ia

THAT

PLEDGE

iP™QROSS.. DRIVE

warn

CARD!

•. MARCH

IKl.

tn Today^'s issues The EqiuMpment
IntimaS* ua-tCKaracter
Intern atiVrfal in Scope
InctSpendent in Thought
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SEES VITAL LEGAL ANGLES IN GOV^T BRIEF
Universal Reporfs a Net Prof it of $3,412,701

$51,561,504 Gross Biggest

James J. Walher Elected President
Of Majestic Records, Radio Subsidiary

History,
|]n Company's
iNet
Under Previous
YearBut
In the fiscal year ended Oct. 28,
1944, Universal Pictures Co., Inc.,
enjoyed net profit of $3,412,701, equal
to $5.15 per share at span's end, J.
Cheever Cowdin, board chairman,
and N. J. Blumberg, president, announced yesterday. This compares
with a $3,759,968 in prior fiscal year.
For the eighth consecutive year,
rentals and sales of "U" product
and other operational income showed
(Continued on Page 11)

(II

Seeks Official Data
On Raw Film Exports

James J. Walker, former Mayor of New York and film industry pioneer, has
been elected president of Majestic Records, Inc., with executive offices and
recording studios at 29 West 57th St., it was announced yesterday by Eugene
A. Tracey of Chicago, beard chairman of the company and president of the
parent organization, Majestic Radio and Television Corp. Walker had previously
been elected a member of the latter's directorate. Walker, champion of the
then infant film industry while serving in the New York State Legislature, was
responsible
for founding cf MPTOA and served as counsel for the Theater
O'Reilly.
Owners Chamber of Commerce in regimes of William Brandt and Charles L.

Kuykendall Issues
Warning on Apathy

(Continued on Page 3)

Washiiwton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

442 Features Released in '44

Columbus, 0. — One Columbus
neighborhood theater beat the fuel
crisis by placing a lobby card reading "This theater is unheated. If
ycu get cold your money will be refunded." Few of the patrons, bundled
warmly in overcoats and mufflers,
took advantage of the offer.

Court

Rules

Autry

Fulfill Republic
West

Coast

Bureau

Must

Pact

of THE

FILM

DAILY

North Hollywood — Superior Court
Judge Charles E. Haas, in an opinion
handed down in the action brought
by Gene Autry against Republic for
cancellation of his contract, has upheld the validity of the pact and
ruled that Autry is bound to carry
out the terms of the agreement by
(Continued on Page 3)

nce of the GovThe real significa
ernment's brief, outlining proposals
for changes in the clearance provisions of the New York consent decree, is that it raises legal questions
which strike at the very foundations
of the defendants' alleged monopoly,
in the opinion of Abram F. Myers,
general counsel of Allied.
Myers asserts in a current bulletin that a "weakness of the defendants is that they have stressed the

Recommend No Quota
On 16mm. Raw Slock floni. Aclion Against
Washington — In its initial meeting here yesterday, the newly-form- Majors Seeks $480,000

A grim warning to exhibitors that
the "lush era of war boom business
can end overnight" was issued by
ed 16 mm. Industry Advisory Compresident,
uhington Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA
mittee recommended that no quotas
in
an
organization
bulletin
yesterbe imposed on raw stock of that
Washington — Representative Gor- day.
don McDonough of Hollywood has
gauge, contending that present tight
Declaring that the attitude of the situation is only temporary, and
asked the interested Government
(Continued
on
Page
6)
agencies to furnish him with full
(Continued on Page 6)
facts on the raw stock supply, with
Carr, Wilson Elected to
particular reference to exports of Loew's, "U" Win Contract
fllm. McDonough has no knowledge Case Against Sanfrebob
MPS for Americas Post
lat there is anything amiss in the
(Continued on Page 3)
Federal Judge Samuel Mandel- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Trem Carr of Monobaum
yesterday
awarded
and
Court Gives Interstate
Universal
Pictures
a totalLoew's
of $1,200
gram and Allan Wilson of Republic
damages
and
$1,000
counsel
fees
for
to fill the two vacanRuling in Kappler Pay Suit alleged infringement of three films were cieselected
on the board of directors at a
by the Sanfrebob Theater Corp. and week-end meeting of the Motion PicDes Moines — That interstate ship(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)
ment of film does not stop until the
footage is in the hands of the exhibitor was the ruling of Federal
Judge Charles A. Dewey in the suit
of Francis Kappler, former booker,
(Continued on Page 2)
Jump of 15 Over 1943; Imports at 41

So Chilly That Even
Lenses Were Coated!

es ClearMyers Believ
ance Brief Should Accomplish 3Purposes

Features released during the cal-

ina slight
endar year
crease over1944
the showed
comparable
figure
for 1943, according to a survey made
by The Film Daily in connection
with the forthcoming 1945 Year Book.
Total for 1944 is 442 releases com(Continued on Page 6)
Television, an important factor in the film
industry's future, will be comprehensively
covered in the 1945 FILM DAILY Year Mvt
Book.

Butte, Mont.— Park-Butte Theater
Co., operating the first-run Montana,
has filed action in District Court here
against 23 defendants, including 20thFox, Paramount, M-G-M, RKO Radio,
Columbia, UA, Monogram, PRC, Na(Continued on Page 6)

Bill vs. Featherbedding
Is Introduced in House
M'ashinaton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

D.4ILY

Washington — A bill aimed at the
featherbedding practices employed
by Jameseration ofC.
Petrillo'sand
American
FedMusicians
other unions
has been introduced in the House by
(Continued on Page 6)

E. M. Loew Invades
JV. Y. C. Territory
E. M. Loew, operating theaters in
seven states, with the major portion
of his circuit in Massachusetts, will
add another territory to his chain
when he reopens the 1,400-seat
Crossbay theater in Brooklyn Feb. 22,
it was announced by Sol Edwards,
film buyer for the Allied Management Co. of Boston.
The house, formerly operated by
the Randforce Amusement Corp.,
will be managed by George Steiner.
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Mono, in New Home
Monogram's foreign and Eastern
publicity departments will establish
new headquarters today at 1560
Broadway, moving from their offices
at 1270 Sixth Ave.

Eisen Leaves WB For
N.E. Post With Jacocks

Court Gives Interstate
Ruling in Kappler Pay Suit

Newark, N. J. — Arnold Eisen, assistant contact manager of the North
Jersey office of Warner Bros.
has resigned to become associated
with Don Jacocks, former Warner
North Jersey zone manager, who recently acquired his own circuit of
theaters in New England. Eisen,
who has been with Warner office for
16 years, working up from an office
boy through various responsible positions, will make his headquarters
in Boston.

(Continued from Page 1)
against
Pictures Corp. for
overtime Republic
pay.

Monroe Amusement Corp.
Liquidating in Chicago
Chicago — The Monroe Amusement
Corp. intends to relinquish the
Loop's Monroe Theater on March 5
to the Jovan Syndicate. The Monroe
organization will be liquidated. The
Lubliner & Trinz interests, however,
will continue the operation of the
Loop's Clark Theater. Although Jovan has not yet set the policy for
the Monroe, reports are that the
theater will be turned into a firstrun.

Plan Reel Fellows Clubs
On a Nation-wide Basis
Chicago — Development of Reel
Fellow clubs into a nation-wide organization is being planned. The
latest club to be formed is in Los
Angeles, according to word received
here. Besides the one in Chicago,
other clubs are in existence in Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati and one or two additonal spots. The Chicago club
now claims 65 of the 66 local film
salesmen.

The court ruled that Kappler, who
now is working in Kansas City, Mo.,
was entitled to $1,645 overtime pay
from the firm for extra hours worked
from February, 1941, to June, 1943,
and should receive liquidated damages in an unnamed amount and that
the firm should pay his attorney $300
in addition to court costs.
Kappler brought the suit for time
and one-half overtime under the fair
labor standards act. The company
had contended he was not engaged
in interstate commerce, it did not
consent to his working overtime and
his court action was barred by the
Iowa statute of limitations.
held that
Kappler'sbecause
work
wasTheofcourt
interstate
character
the interstate action did not stop
until the films were in the hands of
the exhibitor, that Iowa statutes, in
setting a limitation on the time under which a Federal action must be
filed, attempted to do something
which only Congress is empowered to
do, and that the branch manager
made no objections when Kappler
worked more than 40 hours a week
him.
and had actually co-operated with

Ernest Schwartz Again
Named CMPEA's Proxy

Cleveland — At its annual luncheon
meeting here on Monday, the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors
Ass'n re-elected Ernest Schwartz
for the 12th straight year as president by acclamation, and in the same
manner re-elected Albert E. Ptak,
vice-president; George W. Erdmann,
and James E. Scoville,
New Production Company secretary;
treasurer.
Set Up By Jules Levey
Edward Bleier, of the Sun Theater, was the only new member
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY named to the directorate. Mayor
Hollywood — Jules Levey has in- Thomas A. Burke, Judge Samuel
corporated Guild Productions, Inc., Silbert, and V. C. Fomes, assistant
through which he will produce for WPB director, were association
United Artists, with two pictures on
his 1945 schedule. Initial production
Carolina Board to Meet
will be based upon an Ernest Haycox guests
novel and will have Randolph Scott
Charlotte — The new board of diin the top male role.
rectors of the Theater Owners of
North and South Carolina, Inc. will
Lab. Technicians in
hold its first meeting on Feb. 19
here with President A. G. Sams of
Chicago Get lA Charter
Statesville, presiding. Because of
the seven new committees appointed
Chicago — Laboratory Technicians'
meeting to set in moLocal 780 has been chartered here at thetionJanuary
new activities, largely having
by the lATSE. The union, which to do with the war effort, this meethas a membership of about 80, will
ing is necessitated, breaking the prehave jurisdiction over all persons
cedent of June and January meetings only
engaged in the development, printing, cutting, storing, shipping and
city.
care of all film processed in this Arthur Pacy Dies
Baltimore — Arthur Pacy, manager
of the Garden Theater here, died last
Fovorito a Prisoner
week at South Baltimore General
Union City, N. J. — Nicholas Favor- Hospital where he had been a paite, formerly of the Lincoln theater,
tient for a week, following a heart
and reported missing in action, has attack. He is a brother of Walter
notified his family through the Red B. Pacy, owner of the McHenry,
Cross, that he is a German prisoner. Casino and Garden Theaters here
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COminC and Goinc
MAX MILDER,
Bros, in Great
London.

managing director for War r
Britain, has gone back 1

F. 1. A. MCCARTHY,
Southern and Canadi
sales manager
for Universal,
left yesterday
Canada.
CLAIRE
Hollywood

TREVOR
today.

will arrive in New York fri

ANNE SHIRLEY and Producer ADRIAN SCO
were married at Las Vegas, Nev., last week-e
A. A. SCHUBART,
RKO
Radio
manager
exchange operations,
has returned
to his di
following a two-weeks'
business
trip
to l>
Angeles.
WALLACE BEERY is at the Waldorf-Astoria
MICHAEL
THOMAS,
manager
of the
Irv
Theater,
Detroit, moves to Los Angeles
Man
3 to take up permanent
residence
because
his health.
JOAN FONTAINE is vacationing a few d
at Suffield, Conn., before returning to 1
Coast.
ROBERT BUCKNER, Warner Bros, produc
left New York over the week-end for the Coa
H. M. BESSEY, vice-president of Altec, I
returned to New York after visits to Alte
Detroit
and Chicago
offices.
HARRY GOLDBERG, advertising and public
director of Warner Bros, theaters, will be
New Haven
today.
CHARLES SMAKWITZ, assistant zone ma
ager of Warner Bros, circuit in Albany, retu
to that city today.
DIRECTOR HAL YOUNG is at the Es<
House.
LADD leaves Friday for a tour of mi |
taryALAN
hospitals.

CEA Plans Court Action
Over Sunday Ban on Kids
London (By Cable) — The Cinem
tographic Exhibitors Associati(
plans to bring high-court acti(
against the Surrey County Coun<
over the latter's decision barrin
children under 16 from Sunda
shows.

Honors for Gilliam
Chicago — Capt. Tom Gilliam, Ji
son of Tom Gilliam, 20th CenturJ
Fox manager has been awarded tl
silver star at the hospital in EnM
land where he is undergoing trea'
ment for injuries in battle. He als
has the bronze star and the purpl
heart.

(ilOIIE
TICKKT
COMPANY
154 W. 14th ST.
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Phone WAtkins 9-1486

PROMPT SERVICE
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Seei(s Officiai Data
On Raw Fiim Exports

^ief Raises Vital
4gai Angies— Myers

((Continued from Page 1)
ility of each act or practice, con' i; red separately and apart from
1 the others, and have closed their
; to the altered legal status of
, 1 acts and practices when viewed
1parts of a systerq .or combina." Myers contends that the brief
aid "jar them into an over-all
)f?ey of the legal predicament inaivhich they have drifted."
Sees Three Purposes
• ^egai'dless
of what
disposition
!" eral Judge Henry
W. Goddard
,■ make of the motion and brief
March 5, Myers
believes they
uld accomplish
three purposes;
lely: (1) Thes judge's realizatio;n
he seriousnes of the proceeding
bringing into the proceeding of
non-consenting distributors, Uni5al, United Artists and Columand (3) setting of the case for
1 on the merits on a certain day.
(1 analyzing
the Government's
D!f, Myers wrote:
Legality of Clearance
The brief treats of clearance from
standpoints of economics, the
: , and enforceability. It is, in efE t, a searching treatise on the subi<; and is bound to have a profound
r uence on industry practices. Cleara 6, it points out, obviously re3 cts the ability of one theater to
! ipete with another; therefore, an
aeement fixing clearance is a violi on of the Sherman Act, unless
t restraint is a reasonable one.
£;h restrictions have in the past
bn imposed by the distributors on
t theory that their copyrights ent e them to impose such conditions
'; are necessary and appropriate
t realize maximum revenue from

t exploitation of the copyright.'
Ion this theory, distributors have
c tomarily undertaken to fix the
1 limum admission prices at which
tir films should be exhibited to
t public. The brief sets forth, in
t appendix, excerpts from the exi ition contracts of the five conSiting defendants showing that
[ intenance of those minimum prices
i Tiade a condition of the enjoyment
< such run and clearance privileges
i the distributor grants.
Rental Based on Merit

(Continued

4
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rilis and That

• •
•
THE CELESTIALS PUT on another lop notch luncheon and
program yesterday at the Waldorf
Headlined by Benny Goodman
cmd Lawrence Tibbett, the program included the Moorse Sisters and a
serious talk on the returning soldier, by General Scott
Those celestial affairs are getting better and better. . . • Through a survey
designed to determine if exhibitors are effectively exploiting and publicizing Ccnrtunes, Waiter Lantz has learned that 42 per cent of theaters
playing his subjects are now plugging them on their marquees and in
their newspaper ads. . . # An alert usher at the Malco Theater in
Memphis heard a call in the gallery which sounded like "fire" and took
no chance
He called the Fire Department and when the trucks arrived, they found an eight-year-old youngster having trouble swallowing
a large piece of popcorn. . . • Tack Connor, M-G-M exploiteer in Omaha,
who is recovering from an operation, has plenty of helpers aiding his
recovery ••.... As Connor is a prolific cigarette smoker, each exchange
will keep Connor in cigarettes for one week
Since there are 17
exchanges, Connor's cigarette worries are over. . . • Pen and pencil
set which Jack Lykes, manager of the Colony Theater in Toledo, received
at an M-G-M convention three years ago, resulted in the arrest of three
youths charged with stealing a safe from the Colony on Feb. 4
When detectives picked up the trio of suspicious characters, they had
nothing to pin the crime on them until they found the pen and pencil on
one of the youths
Lykes identified the set and the boys are now
in the hoosegow. . . • Awards for their exceptional contributions to
international understanding will be awarded to Darryl F. Zanuck, Brig.
Gen. David A. Sarnoff and Kent Cooper at the "One World" dinner, Feb.
18 at the Astor Hotel. . . • Parents Magazine awarded its medal of
honor for the outstanding movie of the month to "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn." . . • Tony Stem, Warner booking manager in Cleveland, has
been elected president of the Warner Club there, Yaro Miller, of the
Vitagraph office, was elected vice-prexy. . . • Three best-seller novels
topping the Publishers Weekly January list are ovnxed by 20th CenturyFox. The three are Betty Smith's "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn." Somerset
Maugham's "Razor's Edge,' and Ben Ames Williams' "Leave Her to
Heaven." . .
•

•

•

▼
HtHF

▼
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prescribed minimum admission price
is not a price paid for the right to
exhibit the picture — the consideration for that right is the film rental
stipulated in the license. At this
stage the brief brushes aside all distinction between pictures licensed on
flat rental and those licensed on percentage. In either case, it says, the
amount of the film rental will vary
'It is then pointed out that the with the ability of the film to attract patrons to the theater and thus,
in both cases, the distributor has a
'stake' in the exhibitor's admission
prices. Thus the Government, in
its first line of attack, takes the extreme position that any attempt by
the distributors to regulate admission prices, regardless of the terms
under which the film is licensed, conFebruary
14
stitutes resale price maintenance in
Jack Benny
Marcia
Harris
violation of the Sherman Act. But
Florence
Rice
Michael
D. Farley
Fred Scott
William
R. Sweigart
the most deadly blow aimed at the
Stuart Erwin
Henry
Randel
heart of the defendants' monopoly is
Trudy Marshall
contained in a later passage.
"The brief recites that each of the

iEND RIRTODIY
iREETINGS TO..

HEAHl.

T
HARHOKf

five consenting defendants — Fox,
Loew, Paramount, RKO and Warner
— (1) controls a large circuit of. theaters, (2) licenses films to its own
circuit, the circuits owned by the
others and theaters competing with
them, by license agreements which
fix the minimum admission prices to
be charged by all of the theaters
licensed, (3) maintenance of those
admission prices is tied to run and
clearance provisions determining the
relative time at which films licensed
become available for exhibition in
competing theaters. The brief then
ties all this up into a bundle which
might aptly be labeled 'Gigantic
Price-Fixing Combination.' "
Frank Gaby Dies in St. Louis
St. Louis — Frank Gaby, veteran
stage comedian, was found dead in
his hotel room yesterday. A resident
of Brooklyn, N. Y., he was believed
en
route toCity.
a USO engagement in
Oklahoma

from Page 1)

export policies, but in view of the
shortage of the most important raw
materital for the American pix industry he feels "it is important that
we know definitely that the large
shipments of raw stock out of this
country
are necessary."
McDonough
said he wants to be
certain this stock is not being shipped out to enable competitors of the
American industry to enhance their
competitive status. Although he is
not out to find fault with the agencies responsible for export of raw
film, McDonough wants to satisfyhimself that the export policies are
determined solely with a view to furthering the war effort of the United
Nations and aiding in the winning
of a lasting peace. If there are
other
he and
said,to "we
to knowpurposes,
about it,
know ought
just
what these other purposes are."
The freshman Republican Congressman is not certain he will be
able to publicize his findings regarding raw stock export, because of the
military security aspects involved,
but he definitely intends to get "the
whole

picture."

Court Rules Autry Must
Fulfill Republic Pact
•(Continued from Page 1)
appearing
in five feature productions as per notice to him on Aug.
1, 1942, under option.
Autry, the Court held, is still in
the employ of the defendant and
will be so until he appears and completes his work in said photoplays,
and not until then is he free to render his services for himself or any
other person, firm or corporation
unless legally released by the defendant. It was further held by Judge
Haas that should Autry get leave
from the anned forces, he should,
under
respond
to pact's
terms, his
but contract,
that it is
not incumbent
upon him to voluntarily apply for
such leave.

John Kent in Hospital
Detroit — John Kent, son of William Kent, Monogram salesman, has
been sent back to Cambridge, 0., for
hospitalization and an operation, after receiving four wounds in action
in Europe. He was salesman for
Paramount in Seattle before the war.

UJEDDinC BELLS
3

Detroit — Ben Zimner, film salesman for RKO, and Madeline Goldhar,
daughter of Jack Goldhar, United
Artists divisional manager, were
married here last week.
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PICTURES

W /IfS^H^^^C^ POH/SUI
—Hard-boiled, two-fisted,
smashing througli a crimson maze of treaoliery,
violence and MURDER!

..J.

POWEU • TREVOR •SHiRlET

4tti^&!r'
(Tradeshown and reviewed as "Farewell My Lovely")

OTTO KRUGER • MIKE MAZURKI • MILES MANDER • DOUGLAS WALTON • DON DOUGLAS
Produced by Adrian Scott • Directed by Edward Dmytryk
Screen Play by John Paxton
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442 Feature Films
Released in 1944
(Continued from Page 1)
pared with 427 the previous year.
Gain was mostly in imported subjects. Features released by the eight
majors totaled 270, of which eight
were imported, a decrease of 19
from the 289, including 10 imports,
in 1943. Independent company releases jumped from 138 in 1943 to
172 in 1944, figures including 20 imports in 1943 and 33 in 1944.
Total U. S.-made features was 401
last year against 397 in 1943. Majors released 262 American features
in 1944, 279 the year before, while
the indies released 139 domestic
films in 1944, 118 in 1943.
Nineteen forty-four imports totaled 41, eight released by major
companies and 33 by independents.
Comparable 1943 figures were 30 imports, 10 from the majors and 20
from the indies.
Last year's feature imports originated as follows: England, 22; U.
S. S. R., 11; France, seven; Spain,
one.

Kuykendall Issues
Warning on Apathy
(Continued from Page 1)
whole industry was one of general
resignation and apathy "in the lulling comfort of current prosperity,"
Kuykendall said that the war boom
had increased the box-office take as
revealed by Federal admission tax
collections from 1939 to 1944, but
that there was little or no increase
last year, indicating that the peak
had been reached.
Some means of bringing down film
prices with the drop in business
that is sure to come must be found
by exhibitors, Kuykendall said, and
it must be found soon.
"That is the challenge inherent in
the situation which you will have
to meet,"_ he said. "Will it be by
organization, by negotiation, by personal sales resistance or by collective buying agencies? We don't
know the answer; we do know the
problem and we do know that if it
is solved, you will have to solve it."
Stressing the necessity for strong
exhibitor organizations, Kuykendall
pointed to the recent effort to impose a 30 per cent admission tax
and the united effort to combat it.
The industry is now vulnerable to
another "blitz," adding that the future of the whole industry may be
well tied up in "this imminent tax
problem."
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"Circumstantial
with

Chicag'o^t-Guests at the Paramount

Michael
O'Shea,
Lloyd Nolan,
Trudy
Marshall
20th-Fox
67 Mins.
TAUT LITTLE DRAMA, WELL ACTED

Evidfenpe^'

AND PRODUCED,
TERTAINMENT.

IS SATISFACTORY

EN-

Flow an innocent person can be convicted of a crime on the basis of circumstantial evidence has been depicted in an
interesting and diverting manner in a compact drama that stacks up as a satisfactory supporting feature on dual bills.
Under the smooth and forceful direction of
John Larkin the film makes out a good
case in support of its thesis. The story
is easily believable and has been well told
and simply developed. It places a decent
individual in a fearful plight when witnesses testify that he struck a baker with
an axe in a fight having to do with his
youngster. The convicted man is saved
from the chair only by the unremitting efforts of a pal, who uses his ingenuity to
win a reprieve, involvement in the action
of the prisoner's kid creates a certain sentimentality that helps to sell the film.
The picture has some good acting. Among
those meriting a nod are Michael O'Shea,
the victim of circumstantial evidence; Lloyd
Nolan, his pal; Trudy Marshall, in whose
home he boards, and Billy Cummings, his
son.
CAST: Michael O'Shea, Lloyd Nolan, Trudy
Marshall, Billy Cummings, Ruth Ford, Reed
Hadley, Roy Roberts, Scotty Beckett, Leon
Tyler, Marvin Davis, Harry McKim, Hugh Maguire, Byron Foulger. William Frambes, Dorothy
Adams, John Eldredge, Eddie Marr, Charles Cane,
Edward Earle, Selmer Jackson, William B. Davidson, John Hamilton, Ben Welden, Jerry Mickelsen, Ralph Dunn, Lynn Whitney, Ray Teal,
Thomas
Jackson.
CREDITS: Producer, William Cirard: Director, John Larkin; Screenplay, Robert Metzler;
Adaptation, Samuel Ornitz; Based on story by
Nat Ferber, Sam Duncan; Cameraman, Harry
Jackson; Art Directors, Lyie Wheeler, Richard
Irvine; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Fred J.
Rode; Film Editor, Norman Colbert; Special Effects, Fren Sersen; Sound, George Leverett, Harry
M. Leonard; Musical Score, David Buttolph;
Musical
Director,
Emil Newman.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Ascap Mourns Death of
Robert L. Murray at 55

Para. Execs. Leave Chicago
For Cleveland Sales Meet
lunchedhj'jat the Palmer House, numbered 150. Allen Usher, district
manager, presided. He introduced
James Donohue, Central division
manager, who said he was glad to
meet so many old friends here.
Claude Lee and Robert Gillham took
bows and made happy remarks.
Then Usher introduced a surprise
speaker. Father John Cavanaugh,
C. S. C, vice-prexy of Notre Dame
University who said the University
regarded Charles M. Reagan, Para.
sales head, a Notre Dame alumnus,
with as much honor as his own
mother does. While the University
was proud of its football records, it
was more proud of its graduates,
like Postmaster General Frank C.
Walker, Reagan and others who have
made their mark in the world. Reagan, in closing, said the Chicago
meeting had accomplished much, and
that there should be more exhibitor
gatherings of a similar nature and
then trade problems could be solved
more easily by such friendly discussions among the interested parties
than any other method.
Harold Wirthwein, Milwaukee exchange manager, Ben Blotcky, manager of the Minneapolis exchange,
are here for the meetings. Reagan
and Donohue at an earlier Paramount sales meeting outlined the
new season's product. Lee spoke
on public relations and Gillham
talked on advertising and publicity
plans for the new product. Austin
Keough stopped off between trains
for the West and also addressed the
meeting. Reagan and party left for
Cleveland last night for a two-day
meeting there.

Ben Schwalb is Made
PRC Executive Producer
IVpsI

Cuast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Recommend No Quiti
On 16mm. Raw Slot
(Continued from Page 1)

establishment of quotas would
unnecessary hardship on thou
of 16 mm. users.
Although only a relative t;
of such film,— about 14,000,000 f I
available for civilian use durin
present quarter, it was predicteel
from 50,000,000 to 90,000,000
would be available for the s
quarter. The Army and Nav;!
tapering off on their 16 mm. r6(
ments, it was reported, and i
pears that even though prodi
of 16 mm. film has been tempo
reduced, the worst of the sho
is over. Fortunately, most pi
ers are shooting this quarter,
printing to come in the next
ter, and it appears that the fo
required for their printing w
available.
WPB's Film Chief Lincoln V.
rows, under whose jurisdiction
both 16 mm. and 35 mm. stocl
it up to the committee wheth
not there should be 16 mm. a
tion, which to date has never
imposed.
industry
representati''
theAmong
inaugural
session
of the coi
tee were Emerson Yorke, Willis
Hedwig, Eric C. Haight, Sj
Goldstein, Harry Glickman, W
J. Ganz, Varney C. Arnspiger,
lie Winik, George P. Ulcigan,
Spiess, George Hirliman, and
Jeffee.

Mont. Adion Agairl
Majors Seeks $480,
(Continued from Page 1)

tional Theaters, Fox West (\^i
Fox Intermountain, several thejars
and film executives.
,
Complaint,
based
on antipi
laws, alleges that defendants m(
combined and conspired to resSiii!
trade and commerce over a 12jBar
period,
and that
iifetment return
on income
$140,000 andprolarty

Hollywood — Ben Schwalb, general
manager and executive assistant to
Leon Fromkess, president of PRC,
Ascap yesterday was mourning the has been made executive producer
death of Robert L. Murray, its di- and will also continue as general
rector of public relations. Murray, manager of the studio and assistant value is impaired by defendant ac
tion.
It is further charged ^ha
55, died suddenly of a heart attack to Fromkess.
Toni Seven has been signed by systematic conspiracies are dtri
in Montreal on Saturday. The body
was understood to have been cre- PRC to star in "Miss Seventeen," an ing plaintiff of opportunity t( o
mated.
original story by Russell Birdwell.
tain preferred
runs of in
feature
uct.
Triple damages
amou 'o
Murray came to Ascap in Novem$480,000 are sought.
ber, 1940, with a background of news- Exctmuie Kilroe in Song Suit
This is the first major priu
paper work going back to 1910.
Federal Judge Edward A. Conger rumpus
here in a long time.
yesterday ordered Edwin P. Kilroe,
attorney for 20th-Fox, to submit Bill vs. Featherbeddinc
Hirsch, Cohen Elected
himself for examination before trial
To SPG Officerships
in the suit brought by Edward B. Is Introduced in House
Marks Music Corp. and Margaret
(Continued from Page I)
J. Albert Hirsch was elected 2nd Doyle for alleged infringement of
vice-president and Charles Cohen, the song "Ta Ra Ra Boom Der E" Rep. Monroney, Oklahoma En
Mrs. Craig Dies
of M-G-M, secretary of the Screen used in "Heaven Can Wait" and crat. The bill would have the <fect
Indianapolis — Mrs. Lillian M. Craig, Publicists Guild of New York, the "Sweet Rosie O'Grady." The exwife of Guy Craig, manager of Co- union's elections and objections comamination is scheduled for Feb. 20. of amending the anti-trust lawi|under which the Department off«slumbia exchange here, died Februmittee announced yesterday follow- Miss Doyle assertedly is the copy- tice
has attempted unsuccessfur to
ary 10. Death was caused by a lots. ing tabulation of servicemen's balright owner of the song composed
heart attack.
tices.
do
away
with "make work" 1bcby the late Henry J. Sayres.
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SHUW-OFF
starrin?

Arthur lake • dale e vans
with
LIONEL STANDER
PAUL HURST
ANSON

• GEORGE

MEEKER

MARJORIE MANNERS
and
WEEKS And His Orchestra

HOWARD

•

BRETHERTON.

Director

Original Screen Play by Leslie Vadnay
and Richard Weil
Produced by Sydney M. Williams
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THE NAZI WAY

Don*t let it happen here!

vs. THE AMERICAN

WAY

With him it carCt happen herel

FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE
AGAINST RACE INTOLERANCETHE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA!
How

much is it worth to you?

Yes, here's another call for money! But you couldn't spend it better
than to help the boy of today become the good citizen of tomorrow.
Never before has the need for THE BOY SCOUTS

OF AMERICA

been so vital. In a time when juvenile delinquency turns to desecrating the house of worship, remember that America's future lies in its
youth! While their brothers fight, Scouts serve in vital home-front
duties, gathering waste paper and scrap; selling War Bonds; assisting
in hospitals and more! They know no race or creed distinction in
service to humanity. That's the kind of democracy worth supporting.
Be a good scout! Salute the wonderful work of the Boy Scouts
from the pocket-book as well as the heart!
Make your check payable to Gerald F. Beal, Treas. G.N. Y.C. Boy Scouts and mail to
Amusement Division, B. S. Moss, Chairman, 218 W. 4gth St., Nevj York 19, N.Y.
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ICARPET ORDERS TO EXCEED $6,000,000
IRCA International Setup Includes Film Equip.
PLAIN

TALK

. . . about equiptnent
=

By GEORGE

H. MORRIS

^.^

Equipment Editor
ON the inside front cover of Life's Jan.
26 issue is a message — bearing adverisement of The Parker Pen Co., signed by
(enneth Parker, firm's president. One of
he Parker statements is this:
"The public forgets unpublicized trade
lames with discouraging
promptness."
Well, all customers do, whether they
ire pen-purchasers or theatermen. The polition of the Parker Pen Co. and the vast
)ulk of our own industry's manufactories
ire in precisely the same boat. Facilities
ire dominantly employed in turning cut
var sinews. But in the instance of the
)en company there is not the remotest
ntention of permitting the sword, uniheathed all over the world today, to needessly wound the Parker product by having
t forgotten in the bloody interim. The
weapon which the company is using to
(ight customer-forgetfulness and the specter of competition is . . . Advertising!
I ET us quote further from the Parker
^

message :
"We advertise our product regularly even
though we realize that few Parker '51'
pens are not available anywhere in the
w;rld. Why then do we advertise?....
A business selling a trade-marked article
like Elgin Watch or Frigidaire or Buick, to
the general public must keep its name in
lights during the lull whether it sells or
not." In the motion picture equipment
field the theaterman is the customer. He
cannot be allowed to forget articles of
equipment
manufacturers.
"It would be very easy," says Kenneth
Parker, "to slip from a position of leadership into second or third position and
naturally we would not like to risk the
shift." Yes, and it would be just as easy
for our equipment firms to slip into lower
business estate, — but some, it appears, are
risking the shift by remaining promotionally
silent, as well as static, at what is clearly
' a critical stage of their commercial wellbeing.
kijR. PARKER
frankly states that his
company's
Life announcement
is to
sell few Parker "51" pens now.
it will,
however, enable him and his associates to
(Continued on Page 10)

Overall Plan Aimed At
Supervision of Org/s
Interests Outside U. S.
Formation by RCA of its new International Division provides for export to foreign lands of all motion
picture theater equipment items
manufactured by the company as
well as all products sold by RCA
company's and divisions, organization
officials declared yesterday, following recent formal announcement of
the new overseas setup by Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff.
The International Division, it is
(Continued on Page 10)

Designing of Proj.
Tru(l(s is Reported

Marquee Brownout, —
Where Is Thy Sting!
Over in West

New

York, N. J.,

the ingenious manager of the Mayfair is making the best of the brownout. Irked by the sickly and ineffective glow of the prescribed 60-watt
bulb, he clipped a Peerless Magnarc
Reflector to his marquee ceiling,
properly placed the 60-watt bulb,
and was rewarded for his resourcefulness by far more generous illumination. The lighted area on his
sidewalk was 25 feet wide!

UDT Spurs Bidg. Race
Witii a 3,000-Seater
Detroit — Post-war theater construction planning continues its intense pace in this territory with the
filing of petitions for amendment of
zoning restrictions to permit United
Detroit Theaters, Paramount affiliate and largest local circuit, to build
awest
new side.
3,000-seater on Detroit's far

This Is Only
12-Mr^ths' Of
Minimum
Requirement
Extant and New Outlets
Initial avalanche of carpet orders,
for theaters alone, will amount to
more than $6,000,000, probe of the
exhibition field discloses. This demand, the survey shows, cannot possibly be filled for at least a year or
two after the war, and on the premise that demands by many other
sources were not made and mills
succeeded in reconverting their facilities to meet the order flood.
The minimum requirements of
some 16,244 film outlets for a single
year, just for partial replacement, is
conservatively estimated at 650,000
yards, and an estimated 1,000 new
theaters of all sizes will need their
(Continued on Page 10)

Furflier Advances By

Two of America's largest automotive truck manufacturers, it was
learned yesterday, are currently
working on designs which will permit both 35 mm. and 16 mm. projectors to be conveniently and efficiently used for the physical presenSyracuse — In the three months of
tation of film programs in connec1945, — which represent the second
Locale
of
the
project
is
property
tion with the so-called "itinerant
of the company's fiscal year
booth" theaters described in a re- on Plymouth Road, near Fielding —quarter
, further gains are expected to
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
be made by Carrier Corp. despite
shortages of materials and manpower. Sales in the past fiscal year,
which ended Oct. 1, 1944, rocketed
to $38,300,000 compared with $27,(Continued on Page 10)

Carrier Seen In '45

Equipment Field Notes

KIATIONAL

THEATRE

SUPPLY

has just

peal trailer, "The Miracle of Hickory."

the trailer.
^
m
' ^ issued a new edition of its projection Millions saw :jc
room planning book to enable architects,
engineers, contractors and theater owners
"Hen" Stowell, recently with Paramount's
to plan post-war projection rooms for studio, Hollywood, has been named editor
greatest operating efficiency of projection, of Inspiration, house organ of Filmack
sound and lighting equipment for new or
Trailer Co., Chicago. "Pat" Dollahan, forremodeled theaters. Book contains a nummerly with Foote, Cone & Belding, Hollyber of new and unusual features not found
wood, will assist Stowell.
*
*
«
in previous editions.

New theater now under construction
«
* '*
Simplex Projection, virtually stand- by Charles Richelieu in New Port
ard equipment in Great White Way Richey, Fla., will be completed shortly. Projection equipment is now being
(notwithstanding the 60-watt brown- installed.
out), "played to" added hosts of film
«
«
*
fans during the "Dimes" drive. The
Simplex mechanisms projected at the
Plans have been announced for rebuilding
(Continued on Page 10)
Statue of Liberty in Times Sq. the ap'

IMavy and DeVry
Are "Souitii" Allies
Chicago — DeVry Corp. here, already a four-time winner of ArmyNavy "E," has received further official endorsement of its ace craftsmanship via a new Government contract for motion picture sound equipment for the Navy and Marine Corps.
Equipment
new contract is forspecified
combined intraining
and
entertainment purposes, and is in
addition to "hush-bush" equipment
the firm has been building for syntraining program of Navy's
Bureau thetic
of Aeronautics.

10 • EQUIPMENT

NEWS

^

Designing of Proj.
Trucks Is Reported
A Section of THE FILM DAILY comprekeniiTely covering the equipment field, pmbU(hed every second week by Wid'i Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal., Ralph WUk,
Bureau Chief.

PLAIN

TALK

. . . about equipment
(Continued
sell more

from

Page 9)

in the future.

His premise

that trade names are forgotten with "discouraging promptness" is incontrovertibly

sound.

Like the pen-man, our equipment manufacturers,— if you'll pardon the unintentional pun — , should see the point.

Equip. Included In
RCA Overseas Setup
(Continued from Page 9)

stated, will supervise foreign sales
and other activities of the company
and its subsidiaries outside the XJ.
S., and headquarters will be in New
York City, with John G. MacKenty,
vice-president and general manager
of Radiomarine Corp. of America,
serving as the International Division's managing directoi'. MacKenty
has been associated with RCA interests for more than 23 years and has
held important posts at home and
abroad.
Film industry observers yesterday
saw in the International Division's
establishment the definite move by
RCA to be fully prepared for postwar overseas commerce, in a market
which will find competition especially
keen. Theater equipment, while by
no means a dominant part of RCA
manufacturing compared with its
vast output of various electronic
items, will, nevertheless, play an important role, it is asserted.

(Continued from Page 9)
cent issue of Film Daily Equipment
News. The "itinerant booth" houses
envision, its promoters have disclosed, permanent, ultra modem theaters whose booth equipment would
be carried on motor trucks so that
a single such unit could service a
number of auditoriums, constructed
principally in rural districts in the
post-war period.
The new truck designs call for 35
mm. and 16 mm. machines to be set
up on circumference points of a large
steel wheel, and any one of the projectors can be easily "swung" into
place when the truck is backed up to
the individual rural theater wall,
which will be fitted with sliding
glass. This method of mounting
the machines will provide ease of
operation and conserve space aboard
the trucks for the necessary sound
equipment, including a public address system. The latter will be employed to "ballyhoo" both current and
coming attractions in and around
each rural community, paving the
way for the next show-bearing truck.

Further Advances by
Carrier Seen in 1945
(Continued from Page 9)

800,000 in the previous fiscal year.
Pre-war
peak was $17,400,000, in
1937.
While Carrier's '44 business was
entirely for the war effort, more
than 75 per cent was in normal products, such as air-conditioning, industrial heating, and refrigeration.
Future plans call for modernization and expansion of equipment and
facilities to take care not only of
the domestic trade but that of the
foreign field. Po£l;-war opportunities for export are characterized as
challenging plant capacity.
Company has a fully-owned subsidiary in Canada; partly-ovnied affiliates in South Africa and Japan;
and associates in Australia, France,
England and Argentina.
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Carpet Order Flood
To Pass $6,000,000 ^

EQUIPMENT
FIELD NOTES
^^

(Continued from Page 9)

—

cf the Trace Theater destroyed by a disastrous fire at Port Gibson, Miss., last December.

*

«

«

Lucas & Jenkins, Atlanta, have received bids for construction of a new
theater in Columbus, Ga. Roy A.
Benjamin, Jacksonville, Fla., is architect.
S(

if

«e

Bell & Howell are offering an advanced
course in optical manufacturing. More
than 100 applications for the 16-week
course are on file. Company also announces it now has 668 employes in the
armed forces.

*

*

*

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp. has
just completed a detailed re-employment program for war veterans. Firm
has established a school "designed to
retrain employes who have lost former
skills, and to fit disabled veterans for
jobs within their capacities," says W.
P. Zimmerman, vice-president.
*

*

^jt

Award Projector
of the coveted
"E" to
Holmes
Co. is Army-Navy
another feather
in
the cap of filmland's wartime equipment
manufacturing activity. Presentation was
made formally at ceremonies in Chicago's
Drake Hotel, as employes, company officials
and sub-contractors looked on.

Learn how NEW
manufacturing
akllls . . . improved machinery
. . . expanded facilities and
war-born
production
economies malte it possible for
you to buy so much in motion picture sound equipment
for so little from DeVry,
1111 Armitage
Ave., Chicago 14, 111. — for 31 years
an outstanding name in tha
cinematic world.

. CHICAGO

UDT Spurs BIdg. Race
a 3,000-Seater
(Continued from Page 9)
Ave., close to the city limits. A
present, this section is not heavil;
populated but is growing rapidly
The new house, according to plans
will include a complete communit;
shopping center and off-street park
ing facilities will be provided.

She had a way with the men —
in fact big, strong Marc Anthony
threw away an empire just
for her company. Yes,
flashy fronts have been the downfall
of many a big guy! Here at Altec,
we've never gone in for the
showy Stuff. Good engineering
service is our business.
The only thing we have a way with

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

is booth equipment.
interested
lo learn You'll
about be
one
of the Altec services tailored
to your requirements. Write today.

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . ,
47 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.
We can supply your needs. Roll,
machine folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write (or simples, prices or other informalion.
Oell»erx (ree Maine to Virginia.

DeVRY^^

Hollywood

I

Cleopatra Had The "Come On"

4-TIME WINNER
DeVry alone has earned 4
consecutive Army - Navy
"B's" for excellence in the
production of Motion Picture Sound Equipment.

(Continued from Page 9)
minimum at least 600,000 yards, o
an average of 600 yards each.
While the estimated 1,000 ne\l
stands, now on architects' drawin)
boards or in less crystallized stages
yet announced by circuits and indii
showmen, will require more than thi
two post-war years to erect, thei
architects and owners show no dis
position to wait that long to get thei i
orders on file.
Carpet lining replacements for 16,
244 outlets are estimated at 450,0011
yards minimum, and for the estii
mated 1,000 new outlets, 550,00i
yards, fhe figure of 450,000 yard
for the existing theaters is only fo
a period of 12 months after the wa
ends.

• Ne

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET:^: COMPANY
52 GRAFTON
SALES

AVE.**VjJ*i'
OFFICES

NEWARK 4. N. J.
IN PRINCIPAL
CENTERS

ATLANTA • BOSTON • CHICAGO • CINCINNATI • DALLAS
DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • NEW YORK • PHILADELPHIA • SEATTLE

THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION

OF THE MOTION

PICTURE INDUSTRY
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T Reports 1944
iDt of $3,412,701
(Continued from Page 1)
■ain, aggregating $51,561,504, largamount in company's history, and
nparing with $46,478,527 in preling fiscal span.
ilevenue from U. S. operations toed $32,386,000, an increase of $3,i,000 over preceding fiscal year,
i operations
in foreign
field
lounted to $19,175,000, a boost of
760,000, over preceding
year.
Trying to Keep Costs Down
Dowdin stated that his company
making every effort via its system
budgetary control to prevent une increase
in steadily
rising
eduction and distribution costs,
urged revision of current tax
ucture to aid American business in
al task of providing post-war era
IS, making expansion possible, and
minating double taxation on stockiders' share of his corporation.
Universal's net working
capital
sition was improved
during the
ar from $16,094,906 to $18,798,687.
tic of current and working assets
current liabilities was 2.84 to 1 at
i of fiscal year.
Total taxes of
kinds aggregated $9,639,542, or
per cent of company's earnings
:ore taxes.
This was also equal
$2,741 per employe in the U. S.,
43c of every dollar of wages, sales and other compensation,
and
$14.55 per share of stock.

^

Loew's, "U" Win Contract
Case Against Sanfrebob

MEDAL

AWARD

FILM

DAILY

Hcllywood — Through the instrumentality of the Hollywood Victory
Committee, 94 film personalities
filled overseas engagements for the
entertainment of troops during 1944,

(Continued from Page 1)

ture Society for the Americas. Mervin Travis was also elected to executive secretary and treasurer.
Francis Alstock, chief of the motion picture division of the Co-ordinator's Office of Inter-American
Affairs, discussed future operations
of the CIAA and its relationship to
the society.

it was

learned yesterday. Additionally, the HVC made 90 players
available for hospital tours here and
138 for camp
tours.
During 1944, the HVC sent out
485 troupes of seven to 10 performers for one-night shows in camps,
posts and

bases.

• PHOTOPLAYS

GOLD

MEDAL

AWARD

. PHOTOPLAYS

GOLD

MEDAL

AWARD

Who
IS the whole nafions most popular movie actress^

Who
is the whole nations most popular movie actor ^

What
is the nation's picture of the year?

During the fiscal year, "U" conbuted free-of-charge to the Army
total of 2,021 feature prints and
printsoverseas.
of shorts for showing
I■ 75troops

TO FIND OUT...
DR. GEORGE GALLUP'S AUDIENCE RESEARCH, INC.
POLLS THE AMERICAN PURLIC

Show Pix in Liberated Nations
Commenting on foreign operations,
'wdin said that films are now being
liiibited on commercial basis in libuted France,
Belgium,
Holland,
- umania and Greece and public apitite for such
entertainment
is
"ormous, taxing capacity of all
(lemas.
"U," he added, has re'ened offices in France and other
erated countries, and is in process
' re-establishing continental busiiss on normal basis.
Large local
1 lances of foreign exchange are acitnulating, but it is difficult to tell
lat the value of these currencies
11 add up to in dollars or when
" will receive them.
Company's
Latin-American
busi5S has continued to gain, and deind for screen entertainment now
:eeds exhibition facilities in South
d Central America, Cowdin said.

FOR PHOTOPIAY!
Starting in 1944, Photoplay's Gold Medal Award — the
oldest annual award in the industry — will
go. each year to the American PubUc's choices.
The same scientific methods will be used which have
enabled Dr. Gallup to predict the winner in five
presidential elections as well as scores of others.
Will the Public confirm the critics' choice?
Will the Public confirm the box-ofiSce records?
Will the Public confirm the many individual polls of
editors, special reader groups, and the industry itself?

bb, Owen in Cleve.
William Erbb, Paramount's East1 division manager, and Hugh
/en, recently-appointed New York
d Southern division manager, left
sterday for Cleveland to attend
i final district meeting in the com'ny's Central division which will
held today and tomorrow in the
Jveland Hotel.

West Coast Bur., THE

Nathan Steinberg, owner and manager of the Grande Theater on East
86th St. The film companies had
charged the defendants with failure
to live up to their contracts by playing Universal's "You're a Sweetheart" and M-G-M's "Tortilla Flat"
and "San Francisco" for a longer
period than they were supposed to.
Universal was awai'ded $400 damages and $500 counsel fees and
Loew's $800 damages and similar
counsel fees.
GOLD

Eled Carr, Wilson
To Americas Post

941944
FilmOverseas
'^]%antes'^ Tours
in

(Continued from Page 1)
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See Photoplay for March for the final results.
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HOTEL
1,000 ROOMS
2,000 SECRET PASSAGEWAYS

>^

Occupancy March 2, See WARNER
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DOM. HOUSES MAY CLOSE TWO DAYS WEEKLY
Rank Plans 200 New Theaters for Great Britain
Expansion of Gaumont-British and Odeon Circuits to
Begin with Peace in Europe

Critical Fuel Situation
May Restrict Operations
For Rest of Cold Period

DOCUMENTARY CHANNELS ADEQUATE
Tom

London (By Cable) — Wide expansion of the theater circuits he controls in the United Kingdom — Gaumont-British and Odeon — is being
planned by J. Arthur Rank, British
film magnate, it is learned authoritatively.

Baird Declares International Organization For The
Exchange of Problem Films Not Necessary

Ottawa — Canadian theaters may
have to close for at least two days
IVashiugton
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
cause the present exchange is ade- every week for the rest of the cold
Washington — Present channels are
quate. There should be no letup in weather period due to the critical
adequate to assure sufficient ex- the present policy of exchanging fuel situation, according to a warning issued by the Federal Coal Adchange of 16 mm. films between the these films among the nations, how- ministrator.
ever, he added.
Rank's post-war agenda, it is un- nations of the world, Tom Baird,
Restriction on theater operation
"These films are of extreme imderstood, calls for the addition of British Information Service films
portance in the maintenance of amic- may depend on whether soft coal
some 200 houses on this side. He is specialist, told Washington 16 mm.
able international relations," Baird will have to be used in place of hard
stymied from any immediate move, film workers yesterday. In effect,
said, "and we hope that after the coal. Even soft coal is now being
he
declared
that
formation
of
an
however, by his gentleman's agreement with the Board of Trade which elaborate international organization war we in England will continue to rationed. The coal administrator
see realistic honest films about the yesterday ordered a limit of one ton
(Continued on Page 4)
to schedule exchange of documentary United States, Canada, Russia and
(Continued on Page 4)
and problem films is not needed beother countries, just as we do now."

P. R. House to Probe
The Film Industry

San Juan, P. R. (By Cable)— The
House of Representatives has named
a committee to investigate the motion picture industry on the whole
island. The committee is empowered to recommend legislation regulating the industry. Dr. Arrillaea,
former Speaker, heads the committee.
Public hearings are to be held
(Continued on Page 4)

Charity Bingo Law Asked
By New Jersey Legislator
Trenton, N. J. — A resolution for a
constitutional amendment to legalize
Bingo games, was introduced at yesterday's meeting of the Legislature
by Assembly Majority Leader Walter Henry Jones of Bergen. The
(Continued on Page 4)

iVo Tornado Damage
To Ala. Theaters
Montgomery, Ala. — Theaters in this
area escaped damage from the tornado
which struck last Sunday, according
to a checkup. One theater on the
outskirts of Montgomery was without
p:wer for three hours. Army post
theaters were not touched.

Arthur Mayer Back
To Aid R.C. Drive

Films Aid Teaching
Democracy in Italy

At the request of N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman of the Motion
Picture Industry Red Cross War
Fund Week to Stanton Griffis, commissioner for the American Red
(Continued on Page 4)

The Psychological Warfare Bureau
succeeding beyond all expectations in
its plans to attract the largest possible
audiences in liberated Italy for motion pictures promoting the democratic way of life, it was reported
(Continued on Page 7)

War Dept. Nixes Awards
For Its Army Pictures
ll'ashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

o to
MetrSep
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New Field Supervisors
Appointed by Warners

DAILY

Washington— Refusal by the War
Department to peiTnit consideration
of its pictures for a special Academy
(Continued on Page 4)

Three
new
supervisory
appointments in the Warner Bros, film checking service are announced by R. P.
(Continued on Page 4)

ff' V' Film Consumption Down
195 Features Weekly Required in Met. Area
Fluorescents Solving
"Brownout" Problems

Film consumption in the Greater
New Yoi'k area is now at the rate of
approximately 195 features weekly,
Springfield, 111 — A new trend in a drop of only about 10 pictures from
three-year average, a Film Daily
theater "marquee" lighting may re- the
analysis shows.
sult from brownout experiments in
Checkup embracing close to 1,000
this area.
(Continued on Page 7)
After considerable experiment with
(Continued on Page 4)
Credits-Player, Producer, Director, Writer,
Cameraman
, Music Composer, et al — are a
— Advt.
feature of the 1945 FILM DAILY Year Book.

Production Achievements, Ten Best
—Advt.Academy Awards from 1922-23,
1922,
dom's Famous Fives, etc., are detailed
forthcoming 1945 FILM DAILY Year

since
Filmin the
Book.

After test engagements in ten
cities, , "National Velvet," will be
sold as an M-G-M special on a separate contract, according to an announcement by William F. Rodgers,
vice-president and general sales
manager. This is the third special
announced since the beginning of the
(Continued on Page 4)

Film Classics Acquires
Two Old Pix for Distribution
Film Classics has acquired "The
Stars Look Down" from Metro and
"I Was a Criminal," an independently made picture, for distribution, it
was reported yesterday following a
meeting ofof the
franchise
holders'is
committee
which
Albert Dezel
(Continued on Page 4)

v. K. Raw Stock Order
Into Effect Today
London I By Cable) — A new raw
stock cut affecting distributors went
into effect yesterday in accordance
with an order issued by the Board of
Trade. The distributors will now receive one-sixth of the amcunt they
were apportioned under last year's
allocation.
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Cai'leton Perkins Named
Altec Department Mgr.1NE'
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Carleton S. Perkins has been appointed manager of commercial engineering for Altec Service Corp.
with headquarters in New York, replacing Don L. Turner, resigned.
Perkins, a graduate of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, spent his early
days as district supervisor of the
Boston district with Electrical Research Products, and maintained this
position
when activities
the latter were
company's
sound service
taken
over by Altec. Since September,
1942, he has been manager of the
electronic division.

Selznick, Saphier & Co.
Form Music Department
We^f

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

cominG flno Goinc
SPYROS P. SKOURAS, president, 20th CenturyFox, returns today from 'the West Coast studios.

Phil Reisman, vice-president in
charge of RKO's foreign distribution, is in London where he is attending the company's United Kingdom sales meeting which opened yesterday and ends tomorrow. Reisman was able to give first-hand information on RKO's forthcoming
product to the sales staffs.

Columbia Dividend
Columbia Pictures announces it
has declared a 2% per cent dividend
in common stock, payable on May 9
to the common stockholders of record
April 24.

York yestere

in Warners' "1

F. J. A. sales
McCarthy,
and
Canadian
manager, Unlversal's
has arrived Southern
in Canada.
RENIE, Hollywood stylist, returned to the
RKO studios from her first visit to New York.

NUNNALLY JOHNSON, producer and wri
for International Pictures, arrived here yesti

H. M. BESSEY, vice-president of Altec S(
vice Corp., is back from a trip to Detroit a
Chicago.

DORA LUZ, Latin-American actress, featured
in Disney's "The Three Caballeros," returned to
Hollywood from a visit to Mexico City.

day from the Coast.
JEROME
PICKMAN
and SID BLUMENSTOC
20thFox
advertising
and
publicity
executivi
returned
to the home
office from
a trip
Atlanta.

VIRGINIA MAYO, leading in "The Princess and
the Pirate," will arrive on the Coast tomorrow
after a seven-week visit to New York.
E. L. McEVOY, short subjects sales manager
of Universal, is touring the company branches.
PHIL REISMAN
is in London.

M/SCT.
WILLIAM
M. LEVY,
Films Advii
to the Director of Psychological Warfare Bran<
Allied Force Headquarters
in Italy, formerly
UA's
foreign
sales department,
has arrived
New York on a 30-day furlough after 21/2 ye;
abroad.

Ralph Curray Woimded
Anniston, Ala. — Ralph Curray, foil
mer Alabama Theaters employe her]
is reported founded in action in tt
European theater.

B'WAY
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Rockefeller Center

REMEMBER"

CORNEL

'NATIONAL

RKO
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HALL

DISNEY'S
'The WALT
THREE
CABALLEROS'
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WILDE

A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR
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STAGE
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U
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Paul Muni • Merle Oberon
Introducing

Picture
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B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

"A SONG

IN THE WINDOW

International

Paramount Presents IIV PERSON
RAY
MILLAND
JOHNNY LONG

THEATRE

CITY

•
Joan Bennett
Massey

KRUGER

REPUBLIC

RADIO

6. Robinson
Raymond

WOMAN

"THEA Republic
CHICAGO
KID"
with Picture
DONALD

Released

CLIFF
INNAZARRO
PERSON

Radio

Brandts

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN
BOB HOPE

^

Pictures
GLOBE

presents

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE

MOLLY PICON

MARIO &
FLORIA
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Mobland's
Gat's Blaze Again!
1st N. Y. Showing

Laboratories and Union
Open Pact Talks Today

Phil Reisman in London
For RKO Sales Meeting

left New

and EO HYMAN, Pai
TwoMAX
Mrs. FELLERMAN
Carrolls."
mount theater executives, arrived on the Coi'
early th!s week from New York.

Zevin Sentence, Hochstein
Trial Delayed to Mar. 12

The Eastern processors will start
negotiating with the Motion Picture
Laboratory Technicians Union, Local 702, lATSE, today on a collective basis in an effort to work out
a basic agreement applying equally
to all the laboratories holding contracts with the union. The present
contracts
are due to expire on March
10.

BOCART

JAMES MULVEY, , vice-president ,of Samuel
Coldwyn produ,<5fiqins,!iarrived on the Coast from
Islew' York.
'i i
C. C. MOSKOWITZ, vice-president and head
of Loew's Metropolitan circuit will leave next
month for a Miami vacation.

Hollywood — A music department
headed by Nat Finston has been established by Selznick-Saphier & Findlay's L'yceum Bums
Company to supply independent proFindlay, 0. — ^Fire caused an estiducers with an all-inclusive music
mated damage of $5,000 to the Lyservice.
ceum Theater. Blaze began in a
Finston was in charge of M-G-M's
music department for nine years and projection room.
served as general musical director
for Paramount for 10 years.

The sentencing of Isador Zevin,
former secretary to George E.
Browne, ex-president of the lATSE,
and the trial of Harry Hochstein,
former Chicago morals inspector, on
charges of committing perjury before the special grand jury that investigated racketeering in the industry were postponed yesterday in
Federal Court here to March 12.

HUMPHREY

for the Coast to start work

7th AVE. & 50tti ST.

^

BONDS

'The only way to resist temptation is to yield
to it"—
7rom DORIAN

GRAY, Philosopher of Pleasure- seekers

J/eic''}^ mm^ed ta <i

WILDE PARTY!
Don't Miss It!

Yes, it's Oscar Wilde's story
of Youth's adventure in Living
M-G-Ms GREAT ATTRACTION

TRADE
SHOW!

THE PICTURE
OF
DORIAN 6RAY

FRIDAY
FEB. 23rd
NEW

YORK

& LOS ANGELES

TERRITORIES

(Others will be announced later)
IN NEW
IN LOS

YORK:
ANGELES:

M-G-M

SCREEN

AMBASSADOR

ROOM-630

NINTH

AVE.-10:30

THEATRE, AMBASSADOR

A. M

also 2:30 P.M.

HOTEL- 1:30 P.M.
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Rank Plans 200
New U. K. Theaters
(Continued

from Page

1)

:di^

Arthur Mayer Back
To Aid R. C. Drive

Trans-Lux Collected $15,345
Trans-Lux theaters showed an increase of more than $3,600 in the
March of Dimes drive over last
year's campaign. Total returns for
the company's seven houses was reported to be $15,345 by Norman W.
Elson, vice-president and general
manager.

SEND RIRTHDiY
GREETINGS TO..
February

15

Cesar Romero
Benjamin
Listengart
Howard
Higgins
Lou
Ostrow
I. E. Chadwick
Hugh
Wedlock,
Ji
A. H. Halprin
B. R. Blotcky
Bud Geary

Close (Continued
2 Daysfrom Weekl*
Page 1)

Detroit — A special screening of newsreels for relatives of actual or possible
prisoners of war is being scheduled by Max Blumenthal, manager of the Film Exchange Prcjection Room, to give them an extra opportunity to identify their
servicemen in newsreel shots. Several families recently have been able to identify
their men, some of them prisoners for many months and never reported.

virtually has "frozen" his theater
operations.
The agreement presumably holds
until the end of the European conflict. If that is true, Rank expansion is expected to get under way
long before the war in the Far East
IS brought to a victorious close.
The JJritish expansion, of course,
is apart from Rank's plans for Canada, Europe, Africa and India. He
(Continued from Page I)
has incicated further activity in all
Cross, Pacific Ocean Area, Arthur
of them.
Mayer, former treasurer of the War
Activities Committee, has returned
Fluorescents Solving
to the United States for the special
purpose of aiding the industry in the
"Brownout" Problems
coming Red Cross War Fund Week
drive.
(Continued from Page 1)
Mayer, who is now deputy com"low-wattage-bright lightiaig" fluormissioner for the American Red
escent tube lights, nearly every theater operator in this city is using Cross-Pacific Ocean Area, has been
in Hawaii and has made trips all
the fluorescent lights. Fluorescent over
the Pacific War areas since he
lights give more brilliancy per watt
than do the conventional incandescent left last October. He will be present at the lead-off meeting on Feb.
bulbs. Theater managers say they
are pleased with the illumination 20 at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York, and will be one of the prinobtained using- these lamps in cancipal speakers.
opies over ticket booths.
Following his New York appearance, Mayer, who is in Red Cross
New Field Supervisors
uniform, will attend the Red Cross
War Fund Week meeting in Chicago
Appointed by Warners
on the 23rd, accompanied by Robert
Mochrie and A. J. Lichtman and
(Continued from Page 1)
Hagen, manager of this field activ- with Rathvon and William Scully,
he will speak at similar gatherings
ity.
E. A. Richards, formerly assis- in Philadelphia on the 24th, Pittsburgh on the 25th and Cleveland on
tant field supervisor in Denver, has
been promoted to field supervisor for the 26th.
the Salt Lake City and Denver territories, with headquarters in the
latter city.
J. J. Cooney, formerly Salt Lake
City supervisor, becomes field supervisor in Minneapolis, succeeding C.
E. McCarthy.
V. J. Newfield has been appointed
field supervisor for the Washington,
D. C, exchange territory, replacing
R. S. Slater.

Dom. Theaters May

Relatives of Possible Prisoners of War
Given ]\ew>sreel Screenings in Detroit

rr

Metro to Sell "Velvet
On Separate Pacts
(Continued from Page 1)
year, the other -two being "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo" and "Meet Me
In These
St. Louis."
specials are exclusive of the
company's tenth block of releases
which recently was increased to
eight with the addition of "Keep
Your Powder Dry," tentative release
date of which is March 23. The
other pictures are "The Thin Man
Goes Home," "Main Street After
Dark," "Music for Millions," "Blonde
Fever," "This Man's Navy," "Between Two Women," and "Nothing
But Trouble," released in the order
named, from Jan. 12 to March 16.

War Dept. Nixes Awards
For Its Army Pictures
(Continued

from Page 1)

Award was revealed here. In advising Chairman William Dozier of the
Academy Committee on Documentary
Awards, Col. Edward L. Munson,
head of Army Pictorial Service, said
that "motion pictures produced by
the War Department are designed to
Film Classics Acquires
meet direct military, or other specific War Department purposes and
Two Old Pix for Distribution
are not produced with a view to being placed in competition with any
(Continued from Page 1)
commercially-produced pictures. To
chairman.
"Captain Cub," a Tech- do so would contravene the basic polnicolor short subject, also has been
icy of the APS. Consequently, the
acquired.
invitation must be reluctantly de
The possibility of moving the company's home office from New York
to Hollywood will be discussed at Fire Destroys WB House
the second day's session today.
Fairmont, W. Va. — The Fairmont
It was revealed that the raw stock clined."
situation was not an immediate prob- Theater here, Warner Bros, ace
lem. Difficulties concerning acces- house, was completely destroyed by
sories and trailers were settled.
fire, driving 150 persons from an
hotel into the street and
Attending the meetings are, in ad- adjoining
dition to Dezel, Sam Wheeler of causing more than a half million
dollars damage. The fire threatened
Washington, Francis White of Charlotte, Bert Stearn of Pittsburgh, to spread to the heart of the downtown section. The fire was discovJack Engel of Philadelphia, and Arered by a film delivery messenger
thur Lockwood and Al Swerlov of
who smelled smoke when he stopped
Boston.
to pick up some prints and sounded
the alarm.

Warners Will Tradeshow
"Hotel Berlin" March 12

National tradeshowing of "Hotel
Berlin" has been set by Warner
Bros, for Monday, March 12. Drama,
based on Vicki Baum's best-seller
will have its world premiere at the
New York Strand early in March,
following "Objective, Burma."

Two Projectionists Dead
Pittsburgh — Two projectionists of
the local union died suddenly during
the past week. They were Arthur
P. Gilliland, who operated at Warners' Regent Theater, East Liberty,
and Clayton A Dietrich, projectionist at Warners' largest downtown
Pittsburgh house, the Stanley.

of any type of coal or coke to hoi
holders and others not having m
than a week's supply on hand.
Film exchanges yesterday w
faced with the problem of re-arra
ing bookings in view of the prosp
tive closing order. Whether all t
aters would be closed on the sa
two days of the week or whet
they would be staggered has not b
determined.

Charity Bingo Law Aske
By New Jersey Legislator
(Continued from Page 1)
measure
does not include theat
in the game's operation but is
stricted to benefits for charital
religious, and non-profit organi
Bergen said that he proposed '
tions.
amendment
in view of the recent
cision handed down by Chief Jus1
Thomas J. Brogan to a Hudson Co
ty grand jury that Bingo was "g£
A committee of three was nan
to give the resolution more sti
and report.
bling."
P.
R. House to Probe
The Film Industry
(Continued from Page 1)
shortly and witnesses
and reco
are to be examined.

Lefkowitz Talks Product
Scranton — Sam Lefkowitz, Uni
Artists New York district manaj
arrives here today to discuss
company's
withto John
No
of Comerford.product
Prior
his retu
Lefkowitz will visit Philadelphia,
was accompanied
on the trip
Mort
Magill,
Philadelphia
brai
manager.

IN NEW POSTS
DAN

R. HOULIHAN,

20th-Fox salesman, Albj

JACK JUNCMEYER, PRC story editor, HollywRUDY
C. SCHROEDER,
manager,
Trenton
ater, Trenton,
Mich.
CLARENCE
KOPPIN,
manager,
Oriole
Thea
Detroit.
FRANK
B.

HALL,

manager,

Lowewood

eater, Detroit.
LON
JOHNSON,
manager.
Highland
Park
ater. Highland
Park, M!ch.
RUSSELL RITZER, operator. Highland Park 1
ater. Highland
Park, Mich.
FRED
LATHROP,
operator,
Highland
Park 1
ater. Highland
Park, Mich.
OIL
LUBIN,
operator.
Highland
Park Thea
Highland
Park, Mich.
HANS troit.
LARSEN,
operator,
Madison Theater,
ark, N. J.
LEO GOLDMAN,

manager, Warner's Savoy, N

EDWARD
LENAHAN,
sey City, N. J.

manager,

Monticello,

Ni-G-M's
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Isn't it wonderful
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Red Cross War Fund Week — March 15-21
IIIHO U S A

1^

Thursday, February 15, 1945

Films Aid Teaching
Democracy in Italy
(Continued from Page

Hollywood
^^Shooting^'
Joins Moscotv
Salvos

1)

yesterday by M/Sgt. William M.
Levy, films advisor to the director
of PWB, Allied Force headquarters
|i that country, who is here on a
!0-day furlough after two and a half
years of service abroad.
The success of the PWB program
is bi'inging the exhibitors of liberated Italy the biggest business
they have ever enjoyed, asserted
Levy, who was Argentine sales manager for United Artists before the
war. Largely responsible for this,
he said, is the freezing of admission
prices to pre-liberation level, so that
screen entertainment will be within
the reach of everyone.
Levy said that all damaged houses
had been restored, adding that the
PWB was now servicing some 1,600
theaters in Italy as far north as
Florence and Ravenna. In most instances it has been possible to reopen a theater 24 to 48 hours aftei
a town's liberation, he asserted.
The PWB, according to Levy, is
E!;making it a policy of encouraging
native producers to get back to work
'as soon as possible. Italian studios,
with one exception, were reported
"in practically good shape." Two
Italian pictures are currently in production, Levy said.
It was re-iterated that the PWB
is anxious to wash its hands of all
film distribution in Italy. He said
that chiefly conspiring to delay the
return of distribution to private
operation are transportation difficulties and lack of electric power.

lATSE Pledges Support
To Red Cross War Fund

j N. Peter Rathvon, national chair! man of the Motion Picture Industry
1945 Red
Cross
War
Fund
Week,
has received assurances of full support in the drive from
Richard
F.
Walsh,
international
president
of
ilATSE and MPMO.
I In his letter to Rathvon,
Walsh
I stated, "the efforts of you and your
1 committee
will receive
the fullest
«. support of the International Alliance
and its local unions
in every possible way."

"Intennezzo" On Air Again
"Intermezzo, — A Love Story", one
of radio's three hardy perennials,
will be dramatized once again over
a major network when CBS' "Matinee Theater" does the David 0. Selznick story on Sunday, Feb. 18, 2:00
p.m., EWT.

WEVD
Washiuyton

Asks Tele License
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— Radio station WEVD,
Ilicensed to the Eugene V. Debs Me' mprial Fund,
has filed application
with the FCC for a television license
in New York City.

WW

DAILY

Moscow (By Air Mail) — U. S. Army
and Navy lads stationed here see
their homeland's movies now each
Tuesday and Thursday in the projection room of the U. S. Embassy.
Product includes the industry's gift
films, as hot out of Hollywocd as
the Army Pictorial Service can get
'em via the Persian Gulf Command.
Showings are regular, and shipments
are by truck. It is the sole American type of amusement available to
U. S. personnel here.

New York Film
Consumption Down
(Continued from Page 1)
theaters shows an average of four
feature prints per theater being used
weekly. There has been practically
no change in the double-feature situation. Some houses have switched
from duals with a weekly or twiceweekly change to single bills which
are changed twice as often, leaving
the net result about the same.
Whatever decline there has been
in number of features released continues to be made up by additional
bookings of revivals.

"E"
Navy ield
Fourth
od- Wakef
HeywoArmyTo
For the fourth time in less than
two years, the Heywood-Wakefield
Co.'s Gardner, Mass., plant has been
awai-ded the Army-Navy "E" production award, according to a letter received by President Richard
N. Greenwood on Feb. 12. The official notification signed by Robert
P. Patterson, Under Secretary of
War, lauded the company's willingness to devote almost its entire productive effort to the home front battle for production.
The Gardner, Mass., plant is engaged in the production of dummy
cartridges, ship fenders, 20 mm.
shells, and ready-room chairs for
the Navy; 75 mm. shell containers,
shell fuses, bomb-nose fuzes, truck
bodies, and confidential radar equipment for the Army; and wave guides
and bombsight control boxes for the
B-17, B-24, and B-29 (Superfortresses) under Army Air Forces contract.

RKO Hearings Resume
Hearings on the contract dispute
between RKO and the Motion Picture Theater Operating Managers
and Assistant Managers Guild will
be resumed before the Regional War
Labor Board tomorrow.

Flood Wounded
Pvt. f.c. Francis Flood, formerly
of the booking department, Warner
Theater zone office, New Haven, has
been wounded in action in Belgium.

bi«all of

PLEASE GET YOUR
TICKET TODAY FOR THE

RED CROSS
RREAKFAST
Tues. Feb. 20th — 9 A. M.

+

WALDORF-ASTORIA

(baIS^Sm)

Everybody of goodwill in this industry (and
that means you!) will be there to hear the
plans for the Red Gross Drive, March 15-21.
Let's make it a rally whose enthusiasm will
echo overseas !

+

YES! DO IT NOW!
TICKETS FROM DAVE WEINSTOCK
1501 BROADWAY OR ALL HOME
OFFICES AND FILM EXCHANGES

DAILY ;

Thursday, February 15, V.

1^ i:^ REVICUIS OF THC nCUJ Films i^ i2
"Keep Your Powder

"The Enchanted
with

Cottage"

Dorothy
McGuire, Robert
Herbert Marshall

RKO
DEEPLY
ENCES.

Young,
91 Mins.

MOVING DRAMA HAS A TREMENDOUS APPEAL FOR FEMME AUDI-

"The Enchanted Cottage" comes to the
screen again after 21 years in a mrdernized
version that demands the patronage of all
who cry cut for finer entertainment. Offering something different, the DeWitt BodeenHerman J. Mankiewicz transcription of the
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero play has the capacity
to fill the soul with courage and brings to
the handicapped a message of faith beautifully and effectively conveyed in impressive
dramatic terms.
Under the sensitive direction of John
Cromwell the film delivers an emotional wallop that makes it a heart-smasher with the
women. The picture's inspirational quality,
the loftiness of its purpose, the nobility with
which il-s sentiments are expressed, the humanity and Warmth of its theme, its earnestness, its t:uching tenderness and its appeal
to our finer instincts unite to give "The
Exchanted Cottage" a rare preciousness and
a distinction beyond the ordinary.
There is strength and meaning to the
film's gentle story of a disfigured Air Corps
officer and an ugly girl in love. The girl
has a beauty of ssul that more than makes
up for her lack of physical loveliness. It is
this that endears her to the man when he
is in need of someone to give him courage
to carry on. Her love destroys his bitterness in 3 series of scenes filled with emotion.
Their profound love enables them to see
each other as attractive and desirable.
The acting is something to cheer about.
Dorothy McGuire does a smashing job as the
girl, Robert Young being not far behind as
the man. Herbert Marshall is superb as
the blind composer-pianist who helps the
lovers to meet their handicaps.
Harriet Parsons gave the film a superlative production.
CAST: Dorothy McCuire, Robert Young, Herbert Marshall, Mildred Natwick, Spring Byington, Hillary Brooke, Richard Caines, Alec Englander, Mary Worth, Josephine Whittell, Robert
Clarke, Eden Nicholas.
CREDITS: Producer, Harriet Parsons; Executive Producer, Jack J. Cross; Director, John
Cromwell; Screenplay, DeWitt Bodeen, Herman
J. Mankiewicz, Based on play by Sir Arthur
Wing Pinero; Cameraman, Ted Tetzlatf; Special
Effects, Vernon L Walker; Art Directors, Albert
S. D'Agostlno, Carroll Clark; Set Decorators,
Darrell Silvera, Harley Miller; Sound, Richard
Van Hessen; Musical Score, Roy Webb; Musical
Director,' C. Bakaleinikoff ; Film Editor, Joseph
Noriega.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

AAAA Ready to Organize
Extras, Says SAG Letter
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In a letter to various
unions and guilds, the Screen Actors
Guild said, in part: "Our international, the Associated Actors and Artistes of America,- an affiliate of the
American Federation of Labor, has
this jurisdiction (referring to extra
work) and is ready to organize the
field for extra work as soon as, and
whenever,
extras desire it."

with Lana Turner, Laraine Day, Susan Peters
M-G-M
93 Mins.
FILM INSPIRED BY THE WACS GEARED
TO APPEAL EQUALLY TO MEN AND
FEMMES.
With the Wac serving as its inspiration
and with such femmes, as Lana Turner,

Dry"

Laraine Day and Susan Peters in the principal roles, "Keep Ycur Powder Dry" is certain to appeal equally to men and women.
The film itself is an innocuous affair treating superficially a subject in the consideration of which should have gone better reasoning. As it stands the production is a rewrite of the familiar formula fcllowed by
Hollywood in turning out service pictures. It
must be admitted, however, that "Keep Your
Powder Dry" handles its subject interestingly and with some good touches of drama.
In Hollywood's book no service film is
complete without a feud. In this picture the
feudists are the Misses Turner and Day. The
former is a play-girl who enters the Wacs
to prove she's fit to inherit a fortune. Her
plan is to quit once she gets the dough. Miss
Day is actuated by high motives. The two
are constantly at each ether's throat. Matters come to a point where both face being
dropped out of officers' candidate school.
As any dope can guess. Miss Turner comes
to love the corps and she and Miss Day kiss
and make up.
The Misses Turner and Day handle their
parts well. Miss Peters brings tenderness to
her role of peacemaker. Bill Johnson, as an
officer, and Jess Barker, as a drunken rotter, are competent in the only male roles
that mean anything.
George Haight lavished a good production on the film, which Edward Buzzell
directed capably.
CAST: Lana Turner, Laraine Day, Susan Peters,
Agnes Moorehead, Bill Johnson, Natalie Schafer,
Lee Patrick, Jess Barker, June Lockhart, Marta
Linden, Tim Murdock.
CREDITS: Producer, George Haight; Director,
Edward Buzzell; Screenplay, Mary C. McCall,
Jr., George Bruce; Cameraman, Ray June; Musical Score, David Snell; Recording Director,
Douglas Shearer; Art Drectors, Cedric Gibbons,
Leonid Vasian; Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis,
Ralph S. Hurst; Film Editor, Frank E. Hull.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAFHY,
Good.

Four More Metro Field
Men Arriving Next Week

"Frisco Sal'

with Susanna Foster, Turhan Bey
Universal
94 Mins.
LUSTY ROMANTIC TALE OF BARBARY
COAST
ENCES.

SHOULD

PLEASE

MOST

AUDI-

"Frisco Sal" is an offering liberally endowed with life, colorfulness, excitement
and heartiness — virtues that suffice to place
the film in the winning cclumn. Another

"The withChicago
Donald
Barry Kid'
Republic
68 M
MELODRAMA OUGHT TO PLEASE 1
MAJORITY OF FANS IN SMALLER SPO
Possessed of elements that will win
approval
of most
melodrama
fans, for"'
Chicago Kid"
is designed
primarily
entertainment of audiences in the sma
situations.
Lovers of action and violt

factor
very muchof in
the production's
Tii>
is the rendition
several
song numbersfavor
by dramatics will not be disappointed.
who will be displeased will be chiefly th;
Susanna Foster, who once more finds her- who look for story quality.
self teamed romantically with Turhan Bey.
The film takes a yarn that has been
The picture's primary weakness is its stand-by
of screen
melodrama
and
story, an old stereotyped affair that strains
i-empted to pump new interest into it I
the credulity. Fortunately the film's g:od give it timeliness by making goods fro i
qualities are strong enough to push the
by the Government the subject of the
story into the background. Lucky also that lains' attention.
the commotion whipped up by ProducerThe tale is the one about the chap \
Director George Waggner turns the atten- vows to get revenge on the man respons
tion very much away from the pl:t.
for sending his pop to jail. The son
The locale is San Francisco's Barbary this instance is Donald Barry. His i:
Coast before the turn of the century. De- decent life until his father, whom he ,
posited there is Miss Foster, a New Eng- lieves innocent of embezzlement, dies
land lass in search of a long-lost brother. as he is abcut to be released from pri;
Her quest brings her in contact with Bey,
Barry's life is dedicated to bri
operator cf a gay spot, and Alan Curtis, Thereafter
ing about the downfall of Otto Kruger,
head of a racket outfit who is feuding with
father's employer. To accomplish his f
him. Curtis tries to break up the girl's pose he ties up with a gang and dir(
romance with Bey without success. Bey the theft of frozen commodities from wi
and Curtis make their peace when it is
houses for which Kruger's firm does
disclosed that the latter is Miss Foster's auditing. The scheme backfires and B:
brother.
dies at the hands of gang members a:
Art Directors John B. Goodman and Robthat is
hissuperior
father wasn't
ert Clatworthy and Set Decorators Russell learning
The acting
to the innocen
story.
A. Gausman and Ted von Hemert deserve
CAST: Donald Barry, Otto Kruger, Tom P
ers,
Lynne
Roberts,
Henry
Daniels,
Chick
Ch<
most of the credit for the film's atmospheric
excellence.
ler, Joseph Crehan, Jay Novello, Paul Har
Addison Richards, Kenne Duncan.
CAST: Susanna Foster, Turhan Bey, Alan CurCREDITS: Associate Producer, Eddy W^
tis, Andy Devine, Thomas Gomez, Coliette
Lyons, Samuel S. Hinds, Fuzzy Knight, Billy Director, Frank McDonald; Screenplay, .
Green, Ernie Adams, George Lloyd, Bert Fiske. Townley Based on story by Karl Brown; A'
Dialogue, Film
Albert
Be.'ch;
Cameraman,
CREDITS: Producer, George Waggner; Direc- tional
Mam Bradford;
Editor,
Ralph
Dixon; Soi\
tor, George Waggner; Screenplay, Curt S odGrain, Sr. ; Art Director, Cano Chittem
mak, Gerald Geraghty; Cameraman, Charles Van Earl
Musical Director, Morton Scott; Set Decora
Enger; Musical Director, Edward Ward; Art
Milo.
Directors, John B. Goodman, Robert Clatwor- George
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Ok
thy; Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set
Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, Ten von Hemert; Film Editor, Edward Curtiss; Dance Di- Child Actor Bill Again
jector, Lester Horton.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
Albany— The Child Actor Bill v

Para. Studio Launching
Two 15-Min. Radio Shows
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Paramount studio
has inaugurated two 15-minute radio
programs over local stations. A
"Paramount Parade" series will be
heard thrice weekly over KHJ on
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
4:30 to 4:45 p.m. Paramount stars
and featured players and studio
workers will appear on the programs
in informal interviews, with recorded music. The programs will be supervised by Martin Lewis of Paramount's radio publicity department.
Paramount also has bought 15
minutes six days weekly on the Al
Jarvis "Make Believe Ballroom" program over KFWB between 11 a.m.
and 2:30 p.m.

Four more M-G-M exploitation
representatives from the field visit
the home office for a week starting
Monday. They are James M. Ashcraft, Philadelphia; Tom Baldridge,
Washington; Al Burks, Charlotte;
and Ken Prickett, New Orleans.
Leaving for their respective territories in a few days after conferring with various home office department heads during the past week
are:
Field exploiteers E. B. Coleman.
Dallas; Irving Waterstreet, St.
Louis; Bernie Evens, Kansas City;
and Ed Gardiner, Oklahoma City; Edward Leroy Dead
and office managers John Coyne,
Chicago — Edward Leroy, veteran
Cleveland; Walter Bennin, Milwau- operators union member, is dead.
kee; and Gil Becker of Detroit.
Burial was in Maywood, 111.

again introduced in the Legislati
by Senator W. J. Mahoney of B
falo to prohibit theatrical empl(
ment, which includes motion p
tures and radio broadcasting, to cl
dren under 18 years of age, unl(
the Board of Education or offici
decide such performance not har
ful. The bill makes exceptions i
church, school, or amateur prograi

Watch
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Our Cameras Move On The Philippines

Filipinos help PT boat pick up Jap survivors after the
action in Surigao Strait. Official U. S. Navy Photograph.

In the Second Battle of the Philippine Sea — the superb
reconnaissance work of our photographers was one of
the decisive elements of victory.
SO it has been all through this war. Again and again, our comprehensive use of photography — in mapping terrain, scouting enemy
movements, locating targets — has given our forces up-to-the-minute
information essential to victory.
The movies have had a lot to do with this. From the industry have come
many of our finest photographers. And movie men have done invaluable
work turning "green" youngsters into expert combat photographers,
supervising the production of thousands of training films for our armed
forces, and making news films for the folks at home.
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IIEW "STAND-BY" PLAN BENEFITS INDUSTRY
thicago Order Extension Seen in Manpower
(icertain As to How Often
Crcuit Staffs Would Be
limmed if Bill Passes
■.'nnnton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

N'ashington — Indications here are
t the Senate will eventually vote
;i manpower bill similar to that
-ested yesterday morning by
lators Kilgore, Wagner and Feron — a bill which will extend the
hority of the War Manpower
nmission with regard to the eslishment of labor ceilings. One
ult of passage of such a bill, it
(Continued on Page 6)

i'PB Im Raw Stock
Eise-Up by April
shington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Vashing.ton — Looking for a drop
military requirements for both
and 32 mm. film within a short
e, WPB officials told the new 16
Industry Advisory Committee
session at WPB earlier this week
t the supply situation on raw stock
luld be better by April, WPB said
eially yesterday. Unless estimates
(Continued on Page 7)

JVewsreels to Protest NBC's Television
Showing of Malta and Yalta Big 3 Parley
Because the newsreels are supposed to have seven days priority over television
on War Department film footage, the five newsreels are said to be planning
to enter a protest against NBC's announced plan to telecast newsreel pictures
of the Big Three conference in Malta and Yalta on Tuesday. The newsreels
on that day are releasing their issues on the conference, some of them being
special releases devoted entirely to the meeting. Footage of the conference is
said to be excellent. Television personnel, who heretofore have been attending screening room showings of newsreels, have been told that they would
have to arrange for their own screenings.

Bill

Provides for Reconversion
On Realistic Basis; Local
Committees Get Big Voice
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Every segment of
the motion picture business depending upon equipment manufacturing,
distribution and consumption is regarded here as being favorably affected by the reconversion "standby" plan which War Mobilization
Director James F. Byrnes has ordered for American industry generally so that civilian production can
be
resumed rapidly if military events
warrant.
The plan, which is reported to be
(Continued on Page 7)

Red Cross Campaign
To Lead Priorities

Argentinian Exhibs.
Form Producing Co.

The industry's 1945 Red Cross
War Fund Week will get priority
above everything else in the industry's efforts to make it a recordbreaker, it was unanimously resolved yesterday at a meeting of
leaders at the University Club, presided over by National Chairman
N. Peter Rathvon.
Called for the purpose of com(Continued on Page 7)

Buenos Aires (By Air Mail) — Government decree, forcing exhibitors
to pay native producing companies
40 per cent of gross receipts instead
of a fixed amount as formerly, has
resulted in the organization of a
production "co-operative" by theWinnipeg — Most Winnipeg theatermen, numbering more than 500,
aters were forced to close yesterday
to turn out full length product in by a strike of projectionists described
studios here.
as "an undeclared strike." It is exCo-operative de Exhibidores, as
pected the theaters will be closed for
(Continued on Page 6)
several days, as so far there have
been no indications of what the
ITOA to Urge Passage
(Continued on Page 6)

20th-Fox Pic on Every Chi.
Screen, Anniversary Plan

Winnipeg Theaters
Ciosed by Wail(ou!

Of Discrimination Bill

"Overseas Roundup," New
Chicago — Twentieth Century-Fox
Leo Brecher will head an ITOA Shorts Series From WB
sales meeting opened yesterday at
the Chicago Exchange, Herman Wob- committee to Albany shortly to press
of a pending anti- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
-wo new ten-minute subjects ber, presiding, told the Chicago sales for the enactment
discrimination
measure. Declaring
Hollywood^ — The human side of the
eduled for March release were staff that the company's 30th anniversary sales drive will be the great- that discrimination in employment fighting fronts will be brought to
lounced yesterday by the War
(Continued on Page 6)
the motion picture screens of the
(Continued on Page 7)
tivities Committee. Both films
nation by Warner Bros, in a new
il with vital home-front probseries of one-reel films to be issued
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
70 New WAC Subjects
t For March Release

Advertising Code Observed

Goldwyn in France
On Special Mission
Washington Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Samuel Goldwyn is
on a special mission in France for
the FEA, it was announced yesterday by FEA Head Leo Crowley. It
is believed that Goldwyn's trip has
to do with the French raw stock
situation and also the export of
American films to France.

Few Stills and ideas Rejected by MPPDA
Amusement Group Named
To Aid Boy Scout Drive
The amusement industry drive to
help the Boy Scouts of America
raise $750,000 to carry on the organization's war-time work will be
conducted by a committee headed by
B. S. Moss.
Serving as co-chairmen will be
(Continued on Page 6)

Joint efforts of MPPDA's member companies, operating under selfregulation to bring into conformity
with good taste all press books,
newspaper advertising, trailers, outdoor displays, novelties and other
forms of publicity and exploitation,
resulted during 1944 in continuing
the good record of previous years, it
was disclosed yesterday by statis(Continued on Page 6)

Variety Clnhs Make
Trtitnan Life Member
Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Vice- President Harry Truman has been awarded an honorary life membership in the Variety
Clubs of America, it was announced
here yesterday. The award was made
by Washington's tent No. 11 during
the annual Valentine party, at which
Truman was guest of honor.

'
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Circle

Complete
Film and
Disc Recording Facilities

marquees were limited to one 60watt bulb. After a week Chief Merrill barred the use of lanterns here
because "They are a fire hazard."

"Rep. Ccm Do Anything Any
Other Studio Can" — Yates

Paramount Pictures Inc. yesterday IV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
declared the regular quarterly diviHollywood — On departing for New
dend of 50 cents per common stock York
yesterday after four weeks in
share, payable March 30 to holders Hollywood, Herbert J. Yates said
of record on March 9.
Republic is in a stronger position in
the industry than at any other time
Mono. Pfd. Dividend
in its 10 years.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"We can do anything any other
Hollywood — President W. Ray studio
can do and we are prepared
Johnston of Monogram announced
prove it this year," he declared.
the company has declared a dividend to
Yates repeated his determination to
of 13% cents per share on 100,000 have
Republic spend $30,000,000
shares of 5% per cent cumulative
during
the 1945-46 film season, with
convertible preferred stock, payable a $250,000
advertising budget for
March 15 to stockholders of record
each of 12 $1,500,000 productions it
at the close of business March 1.
will make.

6-6686

COminC and Goinci
TOM CONNORS returns to New York U
from a sales trip, which included the I
Haven,
Boston
and Albany exchanges.
J. DON
ALEXANDER,
president
of the A
ander
Film Co. and chairman
of the board
General Screen Advertising,
has returned to
home
office in Colorado
Springs
after a
weeks stay in New York.
MOE SILVER, zone manager for Warner T
aters in the Pittsburgh territory, and HAI
FEINSTEIN, his assistant, return to that f
today from
home
office conferences.
NORMAN H. MORAY, short subject s
manager for Warner Bros., leaves New Y
today for the Burbank studio.
PAUL THOMAS, Altec treasurer, has retur
to New York from a tour of the mid-Vi
district offices.
STANLEY HAND, Altec staff representat]
has returned to New York from Florida.
JACK BENNY celebrated his 51st birthl
at a family party in Chicago Wednesday niS

Republic Signs Santell
To Producer-Director Pact;
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIi

Hollywood- — Republic has signr
pi'
to a long-term
ducer-director
and his fii!
Alfred Santell contract
will be "Mexicana,'' j
production musical
top-budget
as one of its
stars. with Tito Guizi

Stahl Promoted by

Herman Millakowsky, associate
producer at Republic, has been pro- Pathe Industries, Inc.
moted to work on de luxe productions
and his initial assignment will be
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI)'
Hollywood
— Kenneth Y. Younl
Adopting a future policy at the "Strange Obsession" starring Vera West
Hruba
Ralston.
chairman
of Pathe Industries, Ini
end of a two-day meeting with sevannounced that Marvin Stahl, WJ
eral franchise announced
holders, L. E.
"Nicky"
Goldhammer
that
Film Laboratories, Union Open
has been representing the compai
in the field locally for the past tv,
Classics, Inc., will handle only top
Talks on Basic Agreement years, has been promoted to ne
"A" re-issue pictures.
post as assistant to the chairmj
"This decision was based on the
Negotiations to arrive at a basic of the board.
successful returns of films like Goldwyn's 'Wuthering Heights,' which, agreement between the film processors in the East and the Motion Pic- More Duties For Altec's Morris
as a re-issue, will gross between
ture Laboratory Technicians Union,
announced yesterday thi
$750,000 and $1,000,000 nationally," Local 702, lATSE, opened at the H. Altec
S. Morris will serve as Eastei
the vice-president and general sales- Warner Bros, home office yesterday.
manager estimated.
representative of Altec Lansing Cor
would replace con- in addition to his present duties <
Having established itself as a spe- The agreement
tracts expiring on March 10.
merchandise manager and purchai
cialty company for this type of prodThe conference between company ing agent. He came to the Altec oi
uct in eight months of operation,
and
union representatives were re- ganization from an engineering poi
Goldhammer said "there's a definite
cessed until Monday morning. Today with Erpi, which connection he se^
place in the industry of Film Clasthe members of the Local 702 nego- ered in late 1987.
sics.
tiating committee will huddle among
themselves.
Rites for Ben Price

Funeral service for Ben Price, 54,
veteran film salesman who died of a
Wilmer DeWitt Dies
heart attack in Miami, Fla., Tuesday, will be held here at 10 a.m. toChicago— Wilmer DeWitt, 65, of
day in the Park West Memorial
the Warner Capitol Theater service Chapel. Price, associated with the
department, is dead. Albert DeWitt, New York branch of Universal Pica brother, survives. Burial was in
tures for many years and recently
with the Monogram exchange, is
Cedar Park Cemetery.
survived by his widow, and a daughter Helen, who works in the booking
department
of the 20th-Fox exchange.
SOUND

Council Bluffs, la. — ^Theater operators here were getting along pretty
well under the brownout until Fire
Chief Waldo Merrill stepped in. The
theaters had been using old fashioned
lanterns and burning candles inside
them to help make up for a small
part of the light lost when their

Film Classics to Handle
Only "A" Re-issue Films

finnnciflL
NEV/ YORK

Board of directors of 20th Century-Fox yesterday declared a quarterly cash dividend of $1.12% per
share on the outstanding prior preferred stock, payable March 15 to
stockholders of record on Feb. 28.
A quarterly cash dividend of $.37%
per share on the outstanding convertible preferred stock has been
declared, payable March 30, to stockholders of record on Feb. 28.
A regular quarterly cash dividend
of $.50 per share on the outstanding
common stock has been declared payable March 30, to stockholders of
record on Feb. 28.

Candles Wax, Wane As
Wick'ed Fire Hazard

Sack Acquires Rights
To 6 Jack Hoxie Westerns
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sack Amusement Enterprises ofDallas has bought negatives and world rights to six Jack
Hoxie westerns originally produced
by Phil Goldstone for release through
Majectic Pictures. Deal was closed
by Alfred N. Sack, who plans to
distribute them immediately on the
states rights market.

Life Picks "Suspect"
Chi. Musicians in Army
Life Magazine has selected the
Universal suspense drama, "The SusChicago — The local musicians'
pect," as the Movie Of The Week union reports that 2,500 members
are now in the armed forces.
in its current issue, Feb. 19.

Um RIRTHDM
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February

16
Lou Pollock
Ben Grimm
Mike Simmons

Leah

Ray

Doloris Starr

Dorothy Lovell
William ieBaron
Jeffrey iynnFebruary
Chester Morris
Patty Andrews
Edgar Bergen
H. R. Kassman
17
Arthur Kennedy
Sol Lesser
February Frank McCrann
Wayne Morris
Milton Krasner
18
Mary Brian
Edward Arnold
George Givot
Adolphe
Menjou
Dane
CI Maury Ascher
Russell Hopton
Leslie Whelan
ark
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WE DON'T HAVE TO
EAT OUR WORDS!
//

We said "MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS" and
"NATIONAL VELVET" are COLOSSAL! GREAT I
Yes, indeed! "Meet Me In St. Louis, the Gold-mine of 1945,
holds over 2 weeks, 3 weeks and morel
Notional Velvet" (all-time Chomp of the Music
Hall) is a true Chomp in its first nationwide
dotes: Miami/ Indianapolis, Salt Lake City,
Des Moines-oll of them COLOSSAL!

GREAT!

(Flash! Los Angeles, Philadelphia and other openingslditto!)

BEAT THE
BROWN-OUT!
LIGHT UP
WITH LEO!
Sign T^at Pledge Card.'
Red Cross Drive. — March 15-21
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SENSATIONAL
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SUCCESS
OF ONE OF THE
GREATEST PICTURES
OF ALL TIME!

MUNI
• OBERON
^'TH CORNEL WILDE
NINA FOCH . GEORGE

COULOURIS

Screen Play by Sidney Buchman
Directed by CHARLES

^
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VIOOR
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A SONG

TO

REMEMBER

is now in its 4th

\tf tremendous week at Radio City Music Hall, following a3rd week that topped the 2nd, and a 2nd
that was even bigger than the 1st great week. In
San Francisco and Oakland, all records for both
houses are again being broken in the 5th week of two
amazing engagements, after all-time marks had been shattered in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th weeks. Sensational business
is being done in Buffalo, where A SONG

TO REMEMBER

is now in its 2nd smash week. Everywhere the story is the
same . . . held over in Springfield, Mass., move-overs in
Worcester, Bridgeport, New Haven . . .
a stupendous 4th week in Cincinnati . . .
and week after sock week in Boston, St.

!|Mi ' 'X''W''.nr\

,11 'I

V(J)i/

''If"A lA'',^' [l^

Louis and New Orleans. Tho facts prove
that everything promised for A SONG
TO

REMEMBER

is coming true.

•J

'
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Argentinian Exiiibs.
Form Producing Co.

IN NEW INDUSTRY
RUDY

(Continued from Page 1)
the new body is named, includes representatives of many of this country's leading outlets, such as the
local Gran, Rex, Opera, and Ocean,
as well as theaters in the interior.
The co-operative is using studios
and technical organizations of leading producers such as the two studios of Pampa Films, two of Efa,
and the Rio de La Plata lot, and
negotiations are under way for additional sound stages.
In opposition to the co-operative,
and intent on distributing their product abroad, is a bloc comprising Argentina Sono Film and San Miguel.
Baires Film, now in receivership, is
not producing currently, but occasionally leases its studio facilities.
According to another Government
decree, every film theater is forced
to show Argentine product on the
basis of one week each two months,
in the instance of de luxe houses;
one week each month in the averagesize theater; and two weeks out of
five weeks in the smaller nabes, with
40 per cent of the "take" turned
over to the producers of the played
attractions. There are approximately 1,550 theaters operating in this
country, but there were only 24 Argentine-made films released in 1944.
Consequently, even the most obsolete native features are on the market, and appetite of audiences is
apparently so keen that few if any
objections have been raised.

ITOA to Urge Passage
Of Discrimination Bill

C. SCHROEDER, manager, Trenton Theater, Trenton, Mich.
CLARENCE KOPPIN, manager, Oriole Theater,
FRANK
B. HALL,
Detroil-.
Detroit.

manager, Lakewood

Theater,

LON

JOHNSON, manager. Highland Parl< Theater, Highland Park,
Mich.
RUSSELL RITZER, operator, Hghland Park Theater, Highland Park, Mich.

FRED

LATHROP, operator, Highland Park Theater, Highland Park, Mich.
GIL LUBIN, operator, Highland Park Theater,
Highland
Park, Mich.
HANS LARSEN,
troit.

operator, Madison Theater, De-

*

DECORATED

*

SGT. BILL BRITTON, AAF, former Jasper, Ala.
theater operator, with Air Medal and two
Oak Leaf Clusters, in China-Burma theater.

*

— • —
PROMOTED

*

CORP. BILL BRITTON, former Jasper, Ala.
ater operator, to Sergeant.
2nd LT. CLAUDE MITCHELL, husband of
Elizabeth Mitchell, office manager of
Memphis branch exchange of M-G-M
been promoted to 1st Lieutenant. He
been stationed in the European war
ater for more
than a year.

*
JIMMY

GAYLORD,

ARMY
Enzor

thiMrs.
the
has
has
the-

*
manager,

Troy,

Ala.

FRED
JACK
RAY

manager, Rosedale Theater, De-

B. DRESSEL, manager, Ritz, Newark, N. J.
LE FEVRE,
manager,
Monroe,
Detroit.
GAGNON, operator, Cinderella Theater,
Detroit.

EDWARD DE LORME, operator, Oakman, Detroit.
EDWARD JACOBSON, assistant manager, Krim
Circuit, Highland
Park, Mich.
WILLIAM WARENDORP, operator. Great Lakes
Theater,
Detroit.
WILBUR (JERRY) HAARTCE, operator, Midtown
Theater,
Detroit.
GEORGE BITTINCER, district manager. Comerford theaters, Pittston, Pa.
JAMES

TUFFY, manager, Rialto, Scranton, Pa.

Theater Effect Seen Winnipeg Tlieaters
Manpower Measure Closed by Waikoul
(Continued

from Page

1)

was said, might be the extension of
situations such as that in Chicago,
where WMC has ordered the trimming of circuit staffs by 10 per cent
within a month.
It is likely that if the Senate does
vote such a bill, the House will not
hold out long for the much stiffer
work-or-fight measure it voted. Even
though the measure catried by a
safe majority there, supporters of
it were far from happy about the
bill — especially in view of the united
labor and industry opposition. They
would probably not hold out long
for it, it is said here.
How frequently theater staffs
might be trimmed by the WIVIC order is uncertain, in view of the fact
that for more than six months WMC
has actually had the authority to issue such orders. The agency has
shown no great anxiety to issue such
orders, and there is no real reason
to expect them often.

(Continued

from Page

1)

strikers want and no negotiations.
All Famous Players and Western
Theaters, Ltd., houses closed with
a long line of patrons left standing
at the doors at the opening hour.
R. B. Russell, One Big Union organizer, said the strike was called
because of an effort to force employes of three theaters to quit their
union, the OBU, and join the international association of projectionists.
Theater managers said the strike
came without warning as there had
been no hint of "union trouble."
Practically all downtown Winnipeg
theaters were dark yesterday, most
of them under the management of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Amusement Group Named
To Aid Boy Scout Drive
(Continued from Page

1)

Marcus Heiman and James Reilly,
League of New York Theaters; Leonard Goldenson and Arthur Israel,
Jr., Paramount; Silas Seadler and
Harold Cleary, Loew's; Stewart McDonald, Warner Bros.; A. W. Dawson, RKO; Harry Buckley, United
Artists; L. J. Barbano, Columbia;
Walter Titus, Republic; Fredric
March, actors and actresses; Deems
Taylor, music publishers and composers; Ralph Edwards, radio artists; Emil Friedlander and George
Feinberg, theater equipment; Nat
Lefkowitz and Lee Kellman, artists'
representatives; Charles Alicoate,
Red Cross Drive Chairmen publications; Sammy Kaye, bandleaders; Allan Friedman, laboratories.
Set in Pittsburgh Area
Checks should be made payable to
Pittsburgh — Chairmen for the Gerald F. Beal, treasurer, and mailed
drive among distributors, exhibitors, to Amusement Division, B. S. Moss,
theater owners and film employes chairman, 218 W. 49th St., New
in behalf of the Red Cross War Fund York 19, N. Y.
were named this week for the Pitts4 Cuts in 70 Pix Censored
burg-h area and Allegheny County.
P. T. Dana of Universal is chairman
Chicago — The censor board reported 70 films totaling 237,000 feet inof the distributors' committee, while
M. A. Silver of Warner Bros, heads
spected in January. There were no
the exhibitors' group. The goal is rejections or "pinks" and only four
cuts.
$3,604,000.

(Continued from Page 1)
Chi. Employes War Work
of citizens solely for their race, color Layoff Starts Feb. 20
or creed is un-American, the ITOA
Chicago — Regional Manpower Dipassed a resolution yesterday urgrector William Spencer gives noning every member of the New York
essential industries here, including
legislature to vote in favor of the
amusement spots, to Feb. 20 to make
proposed bill.
At an organization meeting, the the first five per cent employes' adjustment in the order to get more
members protested the rise in rental
men into war work. The second five
charges for re-issues.
per cent will come next month.
Spencer also warned that employes laid off are to be paid until
the Government labor office arranges
new employment for them.

TO THE colors;

JEAN troit.
WALSH,

Companies Observe
Advertising Code

POSTS

(Continued from Page 1)
tical data attendant upon compi!
tion of the 1945 FILM DAILY Ye
Book.
The 1944 record shows that 87,0
stills were submitted for review,
which only 700 were returned for }\
vision or discarded, the vast majc
ity being - later retouched a:
brought into conformance with t;
requirements of the Advertisii
Code Administration of MPPDA. |
Of 6,158 exploitation ideas, b
four were considered unsuitable a:,
were revised or eliminated, wh;
one of the 8,127 publicity stories I
quired rewriting. Out of the 1,2'
posters reviewed, 56 required chang
in art work, and two of the 3j
trailers reviewed
needed revisior,
The 9,410 advertisements subm
ted included trade, national and ma
azine ads, as well as ads for she
subjects, and 231, or 2.4 per cei^
were rejected or revised.
A total of 5,380 miscellaneous s
cessories cleared through
the A
ministration offices with changes
only four.

"Overseas Roundup," Ne|
Shorts Series From WB
(Continued from Page 1)
monthly
under the title of "Ov«
seas Roundup," it was announced
Jack L. Warner, executive product
With film footage supplied by t
Army, Navy and Marine Cori
"Overseas Roundup" will bring
wives, sweethearts and parents
fighting men a pictorial report f
how service men overseas live, wo:
ing.
and play in the hours between fig!
A separate division of the sho
subject department under Gordi
HoUingshead has been created
the studio to produce "Overse:
Roundup."

STORK REPORTS

Joel Swensen, research and sti
tistical representative on Mort Bli
menstock's advertising-publicitq sta
at the Warner Bros, home office, t
the father of a second boy, boij
Wednesday to Mrs. Swensen in tl!
Stamford (Conn.) Hospital. Ne^
comer has been named
Erik.
Charlie Minzey, cashier, 20th Cei
tury-Fox, Charlotte, N. C., is bein
congratulated
on the birth
of
daughter
Columbus, O. — Mr. and Mrs. Pai
Roettger are the parents of a bo;
Roettger is manager of the Bouh
vard neighborhood theater

i!
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VPB Sees Raw Slock
ase-Up by April

WEDDING

Engagement of Betty Blits of The
Film Daily staff to Karl Pechter
pom the military now on hand at was announced yesterday.
PB are raised sharply, there should
no serious shortage for users of
Gladys McLellan, of the Memphis
:h types of film.
Malco office and Capt. W. D. Sanders,
Committee
members
urged that Army Air Corps, were married last
PB wash out distribution inequali- week, and will make their home in
•;s between film manufacturers and Washington, D. C.
iDoratories and between
film labScranton, Pa. — Miss Jeanne Doo(atories and distributors by means
existing
priorities,
regulations
d other controls.
WPB
assured Two New WAC Subjects
3 committee it would make every Set For March Release
ort to correct cases of maldistrition, adding that WPB
reviews
(Continued from Page 1)
2 distribution of film at fairly regur intervals and has found in the lems. The first, "The Story With
ist that over-all distribution of 16- Two Endings," tells the story of
prices after the World War
d 32-mm. film has been reasonably Irunaway
armistice, and gives advice on
aitable.
methods of combatting this catastroMeeting increased demand for one
phe after the end of the present war.
le of film, WPB officials said, fre- Picture was made by, and will be
ently means time-consuming pro- released through, 20th Century-Fox,
ction change-overs from one type beginning March 1.
another.
The capacity of the in"The Enemy Strikes"
a War
=try is being expanded to facili- Department subject whichis includes
e increased production, WPB of- captured German film. It details
als reported, but said that expan- the effects of complacency at home
. n cannot yet keep pace with risprior to Runstedt's break-through
;• requirements for some types.
in Europe, and reminds Americans
Total production of 16- and 32-mm. that our fighting men pay for slowfsitive, for example, in 1941 avering down of war production in dead,
fsed 90,000,000 feet per quarter. wounded and missing. Universal
Crrent production of these types of will distribute for the WAC, release
fn is about 230,000,000 feet per date March 15.
arter, WPB stated.
\VPB reported that rehabilitation $70,000 Sought of RKO
film plants in Belgium and France
In Panama Fire Action
in progress, and limited product n is being achieved.
Increased
Panama City — For personal and
( ited States militai-y requirements
re necessitated drastic curtailment property losses allegedly sustained
film exports in the first quarter of in a fire on Feb. 11, 1944, damages
i5, WPB
representatives
said. of $70,000 are sought in a suit filed
ey added, however, that the urg- against RKO Radio. Ten persons
:y of allied military needs re- were burned to death in the conflagration, which almost destroyed
1 es that the United States film
iduction capacity be increased suf- the structure housing the local RKO
^ntly to meet certain foreign as agency.
Two separate complaints have
•11 as domestic needs in the future.
been registered. Suing jointly, Carlos A. Chiappetto Orsini, Julio
lul Short, Robt. Taylor
Chiappetto and Felicidad Salvadora
) Make More Navy Films Chiappetto are asking for $50,000.
The other plaintiff, Georgina Jimenez Lopez, -demands $20,000.
few Orleans — The Navy's air
ces are calling on two prominent
tion picture figures to team up
Per Seat
ior "Dimes"
jiin to turn out a second series of $2Riverton
, Wyo. — More than $2 per
:ht training films,
seat, in comparison with a national
rhe two are Lt. Com. Paul Short, average of 60 cents, was the high
WPB theater division chief and mark set by the Acme theater here
ore that an executive of National in the 1945 March of Dimes. Owned
•een
Lt. star.
Robert Tay- by Mrs. Lee Mote, managed by
, the Sei-vice,
former and
screen
Tom Knight, the Acme has a seating
capacity of 600. The amount collumbus Collects $21,211
lected in the campaign was $1,285.^lumbus — Columbus theater goers 98.
Ltributed $21,221.26 in the March
Dimes collections held in all local Garson, Crosby Cited
Greer Garson and Bing Crosby
aters, according to P. J. Wood,
te chairman of the theater cam- were rated by the nation's film fans
gn. Wood estimated that when as the most popular actress and acoutside collections have been tabtor, respectively, of 1944, according
ted, the total figure will be near to a Gallup Poll just completed for
,000.
Photoplay Hagazine.
I

(Continued from Page

1)

BELLS

New Reconversion
Plan Heartens Trade

ley, a former Comerford employe,
(Continued from Page 1 )
was married last week to Corp. Rob- actually nearing completion under
ert W. Kilcullen in St. Mary's the aegis of War Production Chief
Church, Dunmore. Corp. Kilcullen J.
A. Krug, despite the fact that
is a former employe of the Comer- Byrnes' order is understood to have
ford Booking Department.
been issued only a short time prior
Melba Rhinehart, with Malco, to his recent departure from Washington to attend the Big Three conMemphis, and Ensign Joe E. Wood,
is heartening news for the
were married last week-end and will makers ofference,^jrojectors,
sound systems
make their home in New Orleans.
and other booth equipment, plus
seating, carpet, electrical products
Red Cross Campaign
manufacturers, as well as all other
Will Lead in Priorities
plants turning out equipment items
in peacetime for filmland's use. Supply dealers, theaters and studios are
(Continued from Page 1)
likewise beneficiaries of the Byrnes
pleting organizational plans for the order.
regional meetings, the conference,
The "new blueprint" to guide rewhich included all the general sales
conversion has Feb. 23 as its deadmanagers, came to a quick agreeline date, but no formal announcement that the Red Cross Week must
ment of its completion is expected
come first and that every other con- to be made for fear that its purpose
sideration, including the selling of
might be misinterpreted. It prepictures, must be secondary.
pares for peacetime, authoritative
Basis of the round table discussion channels assert, and in no way indicates or implies that the war vdll
was a Speaker's Manual which detailed every phase and procedure to be anything but long.
be followed at the area meetings.
Among notice
plan's toprovisions
are and
(1)
It was also announced that a new advance
management
campaign idea will be inaugurated
this year whereby a number of Hollywood stars who have been on entertainment tours in the war areas
will wi"ite letters to every pledged
exhibitor in the country detailing
what they have seen of the Red Cross
in action in the field.
Among those who attended the
luncheon were the national committee, including L. E. Thompson, Leon
J. Bamberger, S. Barret McCormick,
Harry Mandel, Arthur M. Brilant,
Herman Robbins, Henderson M.
Richey, John J. O'Connor, E. M.
Schnitzer, Bernard Kamber, Ned E.
Depinet, Robert Mochrie, William J.
Scully, Si Fabian, Carl Leserman,
Walter Brooks, John Cassidy, Martin Smith, Abe Montague, Tom Connors, and Arthur Mayer.

Milwaukee Drops Vaude

labor on cutbacks in military contracts, regardless of the size of the
plants; and (2) decentralization of
reconversion operation, giving local
area committees a large voice in
making decisions which, in effect,
will determine what plants will be
returned first to civilian production.

20th-Fox Pic on Every Chi.
Screen, Anniversary Plan
(Continued from Page 1)
est in the company's history. He
gave the Chicago staff details of HolIjnvood production costs and the
print outlook for the drive. The Chicago sales quota for the drive will
call for 20th-Fox films on every
Chicago theater screen.
Wobber left for Milwaukee last

night.
President Spyros P. Skouras and
Milwaukee — Scarcity of acts, as
result of their widespread use by William C. Gehring stopped off for
USO Camp Shows plus transporta- the meeting on their way to New
tion trouble, has brought the River- York. Jack Lorenz, district manside Theater, sole vaude-pix house
ager, and Tom Gilliam, Chicago exchange manager, hosted the visitors.
here,
to
decision
dropping
"flesh."
Move will be effective on March 30,
with pix the only entertainment except on such occasions as stage presentations can be interspersed with
films.

Record for "I'U Be Seeing"
San Francisco — Selznick-International's "I'll Be Seeing You" set an
opening-day record at the Fox here
Para. Screening
on Wednesday both in attendance
Leading exhibitors and circuit ex- and in gross. The "take" was $6,"Going My Way" was the forecutives in the metropolitan New 287. mer
record holder.
York area will be guests of Paramount at a special invitational pre- 75 at Para. Luncheon
view of "Bring On the Girls," TechCleveland — A luncheon attended by
nicolor musical, at 10:30 a.m. today
at the Normandie Theater. The pic- 75 persons, including 40 prominent
local exhibitors, featured the second
ture is included in Paramount's new
fourth block. Similar previews will day of the Paramount district meetterday.
ing at the Hotel Cleveland here yesjbe held
tomorrowthe incountry.
exchange centlers
throughout

ction Dist.
P, Produ
M.
38 W.
44th St« 21st floor
New York N. Y.
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HSTIUBS.' CLEARANCE ANSWERS TOMORROW
llliouras Urges Film Production in Other Lands
Reeiing 'Round"

WASHINGTON

^i

By

ANDREW

H. OLDER =

killLITARY aide notwithstanding, Harry
' ' Truman has made it plain that he
iKnds to be the same Harry Truman as
»!-president that he was as the Senator
fn Missouri. Even before showing up
I; week at the Variety Club's Valentine
Pty — and beccming an honorary member
othe club — Truman had made that plain.
. . A clear indication was his appearance
a the National Press Club canteen this
nnth — when he played the piano accompiiment for a song by piano-sitting siren
Liren Bacall. And did the boys eat it
u . . . We understand a new realignment
0 Navy pix units is in the wind, but it
hn't gone through yet. . .
)ne reason the Russians need film from

20th-Fox Prexy Says Pix
Making Abroad Creates
Greater New Audiences
Expressing the firm conviction
that the future peace of the world
depends upon unity, and that unity
in turn depends upon mutual understanding among nations, Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox president, advocated encouragement of motion picture production in other lands. He
told the first annual "One World"
dinner guests in the local Hotel As(Continued on Page 10)

(om'tee
Small Biz
Probe
of Pix Loom

Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
ti country — and they dcn't take much — is
tause they have been turned down
flat
Washington — Investigation of the
1 their request for film-making machinery. film industry by the Senate Small

Business Committee

is a matter very

"^y lost two of their most
productive
tories to the Nazis, and have not been much in the future, Dewey Anderis to resume production
in those plants
son, counsel for the committee, said
).
Some
time ago, however,
they re- yesterday. Although there is a livec;sfed that this country
ship them
maly interest in the problems of indetnery for the making
of film — which is
pendents in all branches of the in; important military item for them.
They
dustry, Anderson said he has not yet
\re turned down.
Likewise,
they have
(Continued on Page 8)
l;n turned down on requests for cameras
■jithough a driblet of aerial cameras has
l;n sent over. . . It appears
that the
iierican industry is afraid they'll copy our
meras, and that if we send film-making
ichinery over the Russians will compete
ih our raw stock producers.

Red Cross Week Pledges
Running Ahead of 1944

Reports dated Feb. 15, one month
before the start of the Motion Picture Industry Red Cross War Fund
It's a rare thing these days to read of
(Continued on Page 10)
.fone in the East going to see his first
!ivie.
It happened here last Wednesday
;ht when 80-year-old Mrs. Claudia Ward,
10 has lived most of those 80 years on
m.'untainside
not 40 miles from
here,
IS taken by relatives to see "Thirty Seeds Over Tokyo."
She got a terrific bang
t of the film, although
the
bombers
comin' right out of the screen skeered"
r "sometiiing tierce."
She found it hard
believe "those screen folk weren't alive,
valkin' and ataikin'!". . . She really ob:ted, though, to the romantic
passages,

TeiOf Newsreel

Rathvon to Preside
At R. C. Rreakfast
N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman for the Motion Picture Industry Red Cross War Fund Week, will
preside at a breakfast meeting of
over 1,300 sh:wmen at the WaldorfAstoria tomorrow morning at 9
o'clock. Presidents and executives
of all companies and circuits, as well
as all independent exhibitors in the
Metropolitan New York and New
Jersey area will be present. Also attending will be the managers of
the mere than 900 film houses covering the Metropolitan
area.

D of J to Receive Joint
Reply; Little Three Not
Participating in Parleys
A joint answer toforthechanges
Government's
recommendations
in the
clearance provisions of the New York
consent decree will be submitted to
the Department of Justice tomorrow.
Attorneys for the five consenting
companies drafted their replies on
Friday and the completed document
may be forwarded to Wendell Berge
and Robert L. Wright of the Department of Justice today. Originally,
it had been contemplated to send
answers individually by companies.
Only

the five signatories
(Continued on Page 10)

to the

ndle Conference May
U. S. PIxReported
Be Held After Mar. 5
Up 25% In Finland
A meeting of the Conference of
Independent Exhibitors may be called
shortly after Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard hears the Government's
and distributors' arguments on proposed changes in the clearance pro(Continued on Page 8)

Iowa Legislature Kills
Fire Regulation Measure

Stoclfholm (By Air Mail) — Advices reaching here from Finland
declare that importation of U. S.
feature product has recently jumped
25 per cent, and that approximately
100 such productions are now being
distributed and exhibited in Fin(Continued on Page 8)

Philly Would Eliminate
Tax Exemptions on Kids

Des Moines — A bill requiring theaters to be licensed under the State
Philadelphia — A bill which would
Fire Marshal's office and establish- eliminate the present exemptions
ing fire regulations for motion pic- from children tickets to theaters has
(Continued on Page 10)
been passed by the City Council and
sent to Mayor Bernard Samuel for
(Continued on Page 10)

Equal

Reels Have No '^Clecsrance^^, Says War Dept.
Bureau of THE FILM
fl Washington
rara.
R*»flionC
l^aunc
nes negi
TminrVl«a<I
Prrrrr
onai
Washington—
a War Department
Sales Meet Here Today
spokesman said at the week-end that
DAILY

newsreels and television are on an
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount equal footing insofar as release dates
vice-president in charge of distribu- from the War Department are concerned. The only reason, he said,
tion, will convene a regional sales
uch romancin' ought to be kept to yo'self
the dark," she said.
meeting of the New York and Bos- why the television pool receives footton districts at the Hotel Pierre toage from the War Department later
Although he's doing it very quietly, Eric
> hnston is already laying the groundwork
day. The meeting will continue than the newsreel pool is because
tomorrow.
r his future job with MPPDA.
Although throufh
the Department, in order to speed
doesn't have time to do much — since
Delegations from New York, Bos- handling, does not copy the film it(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued «n Page 2)

Cohen to Hollywood
On ITOA Pix Plan
Initial steps in the production
project of several ITOA members
will be taken shortly when Max A.
Cohen gees to the Coast to make
preliminary arrangements. According to a previous announcement,
backers of the enterprise have $1,000,000 with which to get the schedule under way. Cohen may leave
this week or next.
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GLOBE TICKET
COMPANY
154 W. 14th ST.

N. Y. C.

Phone WAtkins 9-1486

PROMPT
SERVICE
AS USUAL

NATE J. BLUMBERC, president of Universal
pictures, will arrive here from the Coast next
nonth.
BEN KALMENSON, general sales manager for
Wainer Bros., returns to New York today from
J series of coast conferences.
LEON

FROMKESS

arrives today from the Coast.

RALPH CLARK, Canadian manager for Warner Bros., returns to h.s Toronto headquarters
.oday from a home office business session.

lAMES MULVEY, Samuel Coldwyn's Eastern
representative, is due to arrive in New York
today from the Coast.

MARTHA TILTON, FRC star, arrived in New
York Saturday, to make personal appearances
in the East.

MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Eastern head of Warner Bros, advertising and publ.city, leit over
.he week-end for Macon, Ca., to participate in
■voild premiere of "God is My Co-Pilot." He
/as accompanied by LARRY COLOB and DUi\
GILLETTE.

B. K. BLAKE, Columbia short subject producer, left for thg Coast Friday, for a two
weeks'
business
trip.

HERBERT J. YATES and WILLIAM SAAL,
■lepub.ic producer, will ar.-ive here today from
Hol.ywood.

JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE, vice-president and
foreign manager of Columbia, left New York
over the week-end on a two-mcnth trip to the
company's Latin-American offices.

TOM CONNORS left over the week-end for
Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis, Oklahoma City,
Ja.las and New
Orleans.
SAMUEL J. BRISKIN, Columbia studio head,
will arrive here from the Coast today.
OSCAR F. NEU, president of Neumade
ucts, left for Washington yesterday.

Prod-

ANDREW STONE,
rive here this week

WILLIAM C. GEHRING, Western sales manager of 20th Century-Fox, returned to New
Friday from
Los Angeles.

York

BEN GOETZ and SIR ALEXANDER KORDA
arrived in New York on Friday from the Coast
and will remain here for a week cr 10 days
before returning to England to make their next
for

HARRY N. BLAIR,
jger tor PRC,
leaves

BILL McCORMICK has returned to his M-C-M
desk here from Washington.

Beelinff 'Hound - -

WASHIMGTOM

M-G-M,

"The

"THEA Republic
CHICAGO
KID"
with
Picture
DONALD

Pickwick

Vs
Vb
Vs

BARRY
OTTO
TOM POWERS

KRUGE

REPUBLIC

UA producer, is due to arfrom
Hollywood.

FRANCIS ALSTOCK, head of the motion picture division of the CIAA, arrived in Mexico
^ity to attend the Inter-American Conference
.vhich starts Wednesday.
Eastern ad-publicity manfor Boston
tomcrrow.

Mobland's Gat's Blaze Again!
1st N. Y. Showing

PHIL WILLIAMS, March of Time advertising
director, left yesterday on a business trip to
Atlanta
and other Southern
Fox exchanges.

THEATRE
B'way, Bet. 5Ist & 52nd Sts.

RADIO

CITY

MUSIC

Showplace of the Nation

•

HALL

Rockefeller Centel

"A SONG TO REMEMBER'
Paul Muni • Merle Oberon
Introducing

CORNEL

WILDE

A Columbia Picture In TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

Papers."

C. K. STERN, assistant treasurer of Loew's,
Inc., returned to the home office on the weekend from Atlantic
City.

Stars to Attend Macon

Paramount Present* IN PERSON
RAY
MILLAND
JOHNNY LONG
in
And His Orchestra^

Vir
rtAIV
"MINISTRY

Premiere of "Co-Pilot"

Macon, Ga. — At the invitation of
the Army Air Forces Relief Society,
the Chamber of Commerce presidency is to which Lucas & Jenkins Theaters
still his job — he has been talking shop with and Warner Bros, are donating the
some Government officials here, and has
proceeds of the $10-admission world
been in c-ntact w^ith members of the L. A.
premiere
of "God
My Wednesday
Co-Pilot"
at
the Grand
Theateris on
Congressional delegation — including Gordon
iVicDonough
and Helen Gahagan
Douglas.
night, three Warner stars arrive
here tomorrow to take part in the
ceremonies as well as to participate
Louis Nizer to Address
in special War Bond activities tied
in with the premiere.
Men of Nine Army Bases
Trio of stars includes Dennis Morgan, who plays the leading role in
Assigned by the Army's Orientation Division, Louis Nizer, promi- the picture based on Colonel Robert
nent film attorney and author, left
Scott's biographical best-seller;
New York today on a bomber to visit Lee
Alan Hale and Janis Paige.
some nine Army bases in the U. S.
and address both officers and enlisted
men on the subject of his book, "What Sears Slated to Leave
To Do With Germany." Special insti'uctions have been issued to the N. Y. Hospital April 2
commanding officers of the various
bases by Brig. Gen. Noland regardGradwell L. Sears, vice-president
ing the Nizer visits, which call for in charge of distribution of United
an average of three talks per day.
Artists, who entered New York HosNizer's book had been selected by
Feb. 7 suffering with a minor
the Council on Books in Wartime heart pital
ailment, will be able to return
for dramatization on the nation-wide to his office April 2.
hookup of NBC's program, "Words
Sears' condition is highly satisAt War." The broadcast began with
factory, according to his doctors,
the announcement that the sevenbut in order to insure a speedy repoint program agreed upon by Roosecovery, they insist that he must have
velt, Churchill and Stalin at Yalta
were the identical seven points complete quiet and rest.
which Nizer proposed in his book,
Evans in New Post
"What To Do With Germany."
The appointment of Frank B.
Billy Doyle, Actor, Dies
Evans as branch manager of Altec's
Chicago — Billy Doyle, 63, veteran Philadelphia office was announced by
stage and screen actor, died at his D. A. Peterson, Philadelphia district
home here after a lang illness. His manager. Evans has been with the
widow and three sons survive.
company since its inception in 1937.
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DISNEY'S
'The WALT
THREE
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by RKO
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Radio Pictures
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OTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
45 RED CROSS WAR FUND. WEEK
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"A
gain the Red Cross has calle
national committees have been oi
to take collections in your theatre. But . . . t
than ever before. No matter what the fortur

the Red Gross in 1945 will be vastly expan I
the 1944 Red Cross collection must be topp
"The great responsibility I feel as National
exchange area Chairman. We are confident t
responsibility in your community."

NATIONAL CHAIRMAN.

MOTION

PICTURE INDUSTRY

1945 REO CROSS

WAR

FUND WEElT

YOUR
PRESS
BOOK

pon our industry. Again

hai been sent to you by
!

first class mail. In its pages

.< you'll find everything you
need for a great campaign
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— excepting your own steam! If you
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with National Screen Service.
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of war may be, the job of
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it at every performance.
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The talk of New
Roxy!

York— at the

Greatest

suspense-

hit since "Laura"!

A. J. CRONIN'S

3rd terrific month, Rivoli, New
York — and setting key-city
precedents everywhere!
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J, very great -Betty Smith's

"A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN
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Monday, February 19, 19

Small Biz Com'lee
Probe of Pix Looms
(Continued

fr:m Page

1)

reached the point even of discussing
the industi-y with Chairman James
Murray, Montana Democrat.
Anderson, before the war, was
RKO Hosts at Party
head of the staff of the Temporary
National Economic Committee, which
© • ® CLAIRE TREVOR and Dick Powell were guests of honor Friday at a special reception in the White and Gold Suite oi the Plaza Hotel,
broug-ht forth the controversial
TNEC monograph on monopoly in
at which officials of RKO Radio, motion picture critics, columnists and feathe film industry. Although it was
ture writers of the New York press, representatives of the motion picnot his personal work, he did sign
ture trade publications, noted syndicate writers and friends of the
it and felt that the staff had put
stars were in attendance
Among them being: Kelcey Allen, Ralph
forth ideas to which he personally
subscribes. This report was the subAustrian, Howard Barnes, Al Steen, R. W. Baremore, Frank Burke. Leon
ject of a storm of controversy sevBamberger, lames Brennan. Charles Boasberg, Bosley Crowther. Alton
eral years ago.
Cook, Ned E. Depinet, Arthur Folwell, William Falvey. John Farmer, Otis
"That interest of mine has not
Guernsey, Jr., Radie Harris, Jack Harrison, Haro'd Hendee, Michael Hoflagged," Anderson said yesterday,
fay, R. K. Hawkinson, Phil Hodes, James Jerrauld, Dorothy Kilgallen,
"and since I've come back to the
Hill many people from various
Mel Konecoff, Sherwln Kane, Malcolm Kingsberg, Leonard Lyons, Frank
branches of the film industry have
Leyendecker, Nat Levy, Harry Michalson, Robert Mochrie, Harry Mandel,
come in to tell me of the problems
Harold
Mlrisch, John McManus, S. Barret McCormick, Rutgers Neilson,
they face. They definitely appear
to be small business problems within
Al Picault, Mike Po'ler, Frank Quinn, Terry Ramsoye, N. Peter Rathvon,
Phil Reisman, Ed Sullivan, Louis Sobol, A. A. Schubart, Paula Stone,
the scope of our committee, and I
mtend to draft a full memo for the
Irene Thirer, Major L. E. Thompson, Arthur Willi, John Whitaker, Gordon
members."
E. Youngman
Anderson made it plain, however,
that the committee has anything
@ e
but a surplus of manpower, and has
We're Avenging Pearl Harbor.
no immediate plan to begin a study
Mouther. Maurer Address
of the pix industry. He personally ^ara. Launches Regional
mtends to follow closely the progSMPE Meeting Wednesday
Sales Meet Here Today
of the Department' of Justice's
anti-tress
rust suit,
bearing in mind the
Lt. Howard T. Souther, Signal
(Continued fr:m Page 1)
possibility that he might find there
a solution to the industry problems. ton, Buffalo, Albany and New Ha- Corns Photoeraphic Center, Astoria.
ven branch offices will meet with L. I., and John Maurer, of J. A.
home oflfice executives in a discussion Maurer, Inc., Long Island Citv. will
the featuied speakers at SMPE'f
of forthcoming product and sales bs
Atlantic Coast Section meeting on
Wednesday nipht at 7:30 p.m. in the
William H. Erbb, Eastern division local Hotel Pennsylvania. Their
plans.
manager, will preside. This meet- i'^int topic will be "Precision Test
ing will be the seventh of a series
of meetings being held by Reagan Films For 16 mm. Projectors." A
(Continued frim Page 1)
i-notion picture, the latest "War Film
throughout the country.
visions of the New York consent deIn addition to Reagan and Erbb, Communioue," will be shown promptcree March 5.
ly at 7:30 as the meeting's initial
the home office representatives will
It previously had been decided that include G. A. Smith, J. J. Donohue, T)rogrammed event.
the Conference would not be mobil- Hugh Owen, R. M. Gillham, Oscar Ditnout Blamed for Holdup
ized until there was a new develop- A. Morgan, Claude Lee, Al Wilkie,
South Bend. Ind. — The dimout was
ment in the decree proceedings, and Alec Moss, Stanley Shuford, C. J.
beamed
for the ease with which a
while the Government's briefs' and Scollard, H. J. Lorber, A. J. Dunne, o'unman held up the box-office of the
next week's answers by the distrib- Lester Coleman, F. A. Leroy, J. A. Granada theater here and escaped
utors are regarded as new develop- Walsh, Joseph Phillipson, G. Knox into the darkness with $148 taken
ments, no effort will be made to as- Haddow, Jack Roper, Stanley Chase,
from the cashier. With only a 60semble the independent exhibitors Sam Palmer and Al Finestone.
watt bulb illuminating the theater
until after Judge Goddard takes
Field representatives attending front, the bandit approached out of
some action on the proposals.
will include:
the early-evening gloom, thrust a
Hugh Bruen of the Pacific Coast
New York — Milton Kussell, dis- "run held in his sleeve at Mrs. Doris
Conference has been designated 1:o
trict manager; Henry Randel, branch Workman and scooped up the curcall a meeting when the occasion
rency handed over to him.
arises.
manager; Myron Saltier, sales manager; Nathan Beier, Max Mandel,
Al Gebhardt, Edward Bell, salesmen; manaeer; Richard Hayes, Schuyler
Jack Perley, head booker.
Beattie, salesmen; Harold Wyckoff,
Boston — A. M. Kane, district man- head booker.
ager; Ed W. Ruff, branch manager;
New Haven — John Moore, branch
John Gubbins, sales manager; Ken- manager; Henry Germaine, G. C.
neth Robinson, Edward Bradley, W. Walsh, salesmen; Richard Carroll,
L. Hughes, H. 0. Lewis, Edward booking manager.
Also attending will be Arnold Van
Maloney, salesmen; John Kane, bookFebruary 19
ing manager.
Leer, district advertising represenSir Cedric Hardwicke Nat Fellman
tative for Boston and New Haven,
Buffalo — M. A. Brown, branch
Merle Oberon
Jack Kirk
manager; Maurice Simon, Marvin Edward J. Wall, district advertising
Ann
Savage
E. E. Kessnich
Kempner, salesmen; S. R. Etkin, representative for Buffalo and AlHugo Haas
Vladimir Lissim
booking
manager.
bany, and James Harris, Boston district short subjects supervisor.
Albany — C. G. Eastman,
branch

Indie Conference May
Be Held After l^ar

SEND ftlRTHDiY
GREETINGS Til..

Newsreel, Tele Poolj
On Equal Fooling
(Continued

frcm Page 1)

self leaving it to the newsrei
The mechanics of operation <
for release of the film to the nc
reel pool, which turns it over to
tele pool after each of the five nc
reels has made its copy. There
nothing to prevent the tele pool us
the film on the as soon as it gets
copied, although there has genen
been an agreement that war footi
be not broadcast before the nc
reels are distributed.
The question arose in New Y<
because of a reported protest bj
newsreel
company
to the plan
NBC to televise film on the Grin
conference tomorrow evening.
1
War Department, however, has
ceived no such protest, and it \
stated at the Department that
ports that it had assured the ne'
reels of a seven-day clearance o
television were "untrue."
The f
goes
firststill
to the
newsreels
beca'
they are
the major
medium
the showing of war footage.
War Department spokesman sta
that there is no policy prefere
so far as the Army is concerr

U. S. Pix Reported
Up 25% In Finland
(Continued frrm Page 1)
land's theaters, whereas the m£
mum number during previous w
;ime years was about 75.
Holiywood
attractions'
7annot
be gauged
howeverpopulai
by s
istics coming out of Helsinki
the reason that the demand the
as elsewhere, vastly exceeds the si
ply. Also misleading are the sta
tics that American product co
prised only 37.73 per cent of
showings, while German fil
brought in apparently had 23.22 j
cent of the market.
It is pointed out that the Gem
product, from Aug. 1, 1943, to J
15, 1944, enjoyed playing time oi
to compensate for the critical r
stock shortage and the limitati(
imposed by war conditions on i
tive studios.
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Production Abroad

BRIEfinGTHEDflV'SnElUS
Eastman Medals to Two

(Continued frcm Page 1)
Rochester, N. Y — Jack L. Gorham,
tor last night, in accepting the One assistant treasurer, and Edward T.
World Award honoring Darryl F. McDermott, manager of the New
are among five emZanuck," 20th-Fox vice-president in Yoxk branch,
ployes receiving gold medals in
charge of production, for whom he
recognition of a half a century of
served as proxy, that the making of service to Eastman Kodak Co.
motion pictures abroad "creates Thomas J. Hargrave, company president, made the presentations.
greater audiences in those countries
•
and these increased audiences beNew Col. Deal for Fier
come audiences for American picH'est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
tures as well."
Hollywood — Jack Fier has been
"I believe," Skouras said, "in the signed by Columbia to a new sevenfree flow of motion pictures into year contract, after serving for the
and out of our country without bar- past seven years as a production executive for the studio. Fier will conriers and restrictions," and added,
cinue his present activities as pro"It is economically sound and interduction manager of all pictures made
nationally good, and the world will
at the company's Sunset Studio, and
soon learn that what is internation- will also continue his supervision
over the program of eight Westally good is economically sound."
erns and four Western musicals proPix Ambassadors of Understanding
duced annually by Colbert Clark.
Developing his thesis that films are
•
ambassadors of better understand- $4,650 for Dimes March
ing between the world's peoples,
Montgomery, Ala. — City theater
Skouras asserted that "certainly, patrons contributed $4,650 of the toAmerican motion pictures shown in
tal $20,000 raised here for the annual
other countries permit the people of March of Dimes, Chairman Dick
those countries to see us as we are, Quisenberry said. Total almost douand, by the same token, pictures
last year's $11,000. Publicity
made abroad and shown here permit was bled
in the hands of The Film
us to see the people of those coun- Daily's correspondent Mildred
tries as they are," and then declared Smith.
•
"It is for this reason that I believe
the motion pictures made in lands
other than our own should be shown Change "Speaking" Showing
National tradeshowing of "Roughin America."
The dinner, held in honor of the y Speaking," originally scheduled
by
Bros, for Feb. 19, has
late Wendell L. Willkie, advocate been Warner
changed to the 28.
of "One World" and author of the
•
book of that title, brought, in addi- Fights to Hold Theater
tion to the citation to Darryl F. ZaSpringfield, Mass. — Garbose
nuck, a similar honor to Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, RCA president, who Brothers, lessee of the Orange,
said in his acceptance speech that Mass., theater, whose lease expired
science will be a vital force in shap- on Feb. 15, had Sheriff Thomas Geary
serve papers on all three selectmen
ing the post-war world.
He said that television looms as restraining them from evicting lessees from premises and allowing new
a new link of better understanding
between nations, and that he fore- lessee, P. & 0. Amusement Co. of
sees radio, motion pictures and the Boston, to occupy premises.
press working in close concert for
Iowa Legislature Kills
freedom, peace and progress.
Cooper Also Gets Award
Fire Regulation Measure
Another award recipient was Kent
(Continued frcm Page 1)
Cooper, executive director of the Associated Press. Rev. Robert I. Gan- ture houses was killed in the House
non, S.J., president of Fordham Uni- of the Iowa Legislature Friday.
versity, presided at the dinner, and
By a vote of 43 to 36 a motion was
honor guests included Mrs. Hjordis carried to table the bill which means
Swenson, chairman of the One World it would take a two-thirds vote to
Committee; Leonard Brockington, bi'ing it up for consideration again.
K.C., former chairman of the BritObjections were made on the floor
ish Broadcasting Corp.'s board of that the bill would give dictatorial
governors and former special ad- powers to the fire marshal and that
visor to the British Ministry of In- labor groups were trying to tell the
formation; Dr. Carlos Davila, for- exhibitors whom they could hire. Unmer President of Chile and former
der the proposal it would require
Chilean Ambassador to the U. S.; operators be at least 18 years of age.
The
action of the House meant the
Gov. Raymond E. Baldwin of Connecticut; Russell Davenport, author; virtual death of the bill as it has
Charles Evans Hughes, Jr.; and not been even introduced in the SenLloyd Stratton, secretary of the Asate and today is the final day for insociated Press.
troduction of measures.

Nazis Hold Zebrowski

(Continued frcn Page 1)
Zebrowski, Wardecree
are
answering
the Go^
was earlier reproposals.
While
Coluiv
in action over- ment's
Universal and United Artists
of war in Ger- be affected by a court order, a
•
neys for those companies
didi|

Chicago — Danny
ner Theaters, who
many. ported as missing
seas, is a prisoner

$500 for Brownout Ideas

iit in only
on the
drafting
the ans"
Not
would
thoseof three
co i
nies be affected, but also Repi:
Monogram, PRC and all comp
releasing product on a clearanc
sis.
While the affected distrib
have not voiced an official op
on the D of J's proposals, in
tions are that the recommend a
•
will not be accepted, accordin
reliable reports. There is a i
Show "Dorian Gray" Feb. 23
Metro will hold tradeshowings of bility that there will be ecu
"The Picture of Dorian Gray" in
Los Angeles and New York on Feb. proposals.
23. Other tradeshowings through- Red Cross Week Pledgs
out the country will be set at a later

Des Moines, la.— The Tri-States
Theater Corp. is offeiing cash prizes
totaling $500 to the managers who
develop the best showmanship ideas
to overcome any disadvantage from
the brownout order. G. Ralpn Branton, general manager of the circuit,
said the campaign would run for
the first two weeks of the brownout.

Running Ahead of 194

date.

•

$2,000X00
"Venus"
IVrst Coast Bureau
of THE Budget
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A two million dollar
budget has been set by Mary Pickford for her first production for UA
release, "One Touch
• Of Venus."

Palumbo in Politics

Leonard Palumbo, assistant to G.
R. Keyser, foreign advertising and
publicity manager for Warner Bros.,
has been designated for a two-year
term as a Village Trustee of Tuckahoe, N. Y., where he lives.

•
CBS Switches Tele Schedule

Effective Feb. 28, CBS will telecast on Wednesday and Thursday
nights
to 10CBS
o'clock.
schedulefrom
has 8 the
video Present
station
here on the air Thursday and Friday
nights at the same hours. Beginning March 1, the station will inaugurate a series of boxing exhibitions
T. Gore will handle the series. Boxing shows will go on weekly on
using club amateur talent. Arthur
Thursday at 8:45.

(Continued fro.ii Page 1)
Week show that well over hal
motion picture theaters that cc
ed last year have signed pledgt
participation in the 1945 drive,
according to Leon J. Bambsrge
tional campaign director, covei ,
but two areas in continental Uti
States.
Progress at this rate, a
Bamberger, indicates that the «
ber of theaters in the coming?!
Cross drive will exceed 1944.
San Francisco's entire 500 ■
aters have pledged themselves
per cent. In the District of C
bia, Chairman John J. Payetts
Co-chairman Carter Barron
their territory practically IDC
cent pledged. In Dallas, Co-(
men R. J. O'Donnell, Henry 1
and Don Douglas cannot, as
boast of 100 per cent but are
last
year's
of particip
theaters
by number
16.

Philly Would Eliminate
Tax Exemptions on Kid
(Continued from Page 1)

signature. The four per cent cii
Metro Exploiteers Meet
on adult admissions would re
Trade Press at Luncheon
In addition, the council has pas
bill which would raise the tl
William R. "Bill" Ferguson, M- license free from $1 to $10 ann
G-M's exploitation head, tendered a
luncheon in the Hotel Astor's Hunting Room on Friday to the latest
delegation of company exploiteers
to visit the home office for consultations under the organization's current plan to co-ordinate promotional
field operations. Guests included
representatives of the trade press.
Guests of honor were Capt. Hal
Pfifer, who took Leo the Lion on a
world tour; E. B. Coleman, Southern
exploitation supervisor with headquarters in Dallas; Ed Gardiner,
Oklahoma City; Bernie Evens, Kansas City; and Irving Waterstreet,
St. Louis.

Watch
U.
A. releases
bearing

G.C

Presents

I

''^^«"«^;.::'3"
'One of the most exciting
pictures I have ever seen.
It shows the FBI, and how
the FBI, with secret movie
cameras, kept focused on
Nazi spies working right
under our noses in the
United States. Don't miss it!
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TEN CENTS

ATERS

UEL ORDERS CRACK DOWN

Modified Consent Decree Workable — Distribs.

langes They Propose All
Hat is Required, Their
hv/i Would Offer Proof

PRODUCTION YEAR IN ALL PIC ADS
Proposed California Measure Would Also Require Vive-Minute
Flash on Screen Giving Film's Date

istributor defendants in the New
: equity suit reportedly told the
I rment of Justice that the presBy VERN GODKIN
consent decree was workable if FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
eluded their recommendations of
Sacramento, Calif. — Movie producay, 1944.
A letter outlining
ers and theater operators are conposition and replying to the
cerned over several bills that will
I'ernment's proposals for changes be acted upon by the State legislab the clearance
provisions
was
ture when it re-convenes next month.
" led last night to the Department
(Continued on Page 2)

: II Off Winnipeg
Irike; Not Settled

WLB Slated to Get
SOPEG Pad Dispute

Efforts to arbitrate the dispute
over salaiy and contract terms involving the Screen Office and Proinnipeg — The four-day strike of
fessional Employes Guild, CIO, and
SE projectionists at 18 Winnipeg
Paramount,
Loew's, RKO, Columlit theaters was called off withbia, 20th-Fox and United Artists
; eaching a settlement
in the have ended in failure and the case is
! shop dispute which is referred being prepared for certification to
r Federal Labor Board.
the War Labor Board, it was dis.rnous
Players
announced
the
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)

zss. Exhibs. Protest
aposed Admission Tax

Cleveland Educator Raps
Ohio Film Censorship

Cleveland, O. — Motion picture
state censorship was attacked as an
pringfield, Mass. — A proposed 10 instrument that hampers modern
cent state tax on admission tick- education by Emmanuel Gebauer, of
to theaters and other amuseits, now before the legislature at the John Hay High School faculty
before a large group of men and wo(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)

Seattle Arbitration
Wheels Finally Turn
First arbitraticn hearing to be iield
n the Seattle tribunal since the
tart of the arbitration system under
he New York consent decree is
cheduled for Thursday. It is a
ome-run complaint against Warner
ros., 20th Century-Fox and Loew's
md was filed by Frank M. Higgins,
perating the Lake City Theater, Lake
lity, Wash. Only other complaint
locketed in Seattle was withdrawn
pefore going to arbitration.

I Of special interest is Assembly
Bill 1904 which would require that
every advertisement of a Hollywood
I movie shown in the state must ini elude the year in which the picture
Iwas made.
If thisen date
omit(Continued
Page were
13)

|1,300lndustryitesat
Red Cross Breakfast

Washington

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — WPB and James F.
Byrnes,
director
of War announced
Mobilization and
Reconversion,
fuel-saving orders yesterday which
will hit hard at theaters and show
business in general.
WPB re-invoked a 5-state, 48-hour
ban on the use of gas in the Appalachian region which will force the
closing of a number of theaters if
the weather remains cold. The order, which went into effect at 5
p.m., EWT yesterday covers all
(Continued on Page 6)

Foreign Export Assn.
Progress Reported

With attendance estimated at near
the 1,300 mark, industryites from
the Met. New York and New Jersey
area will start the ball rolling for
the forthcoming 1945 Red Cross War
Fund Week, Mar. 15-21, at a breakEncouraging developments in the
fast meeting in the Waldorf-Asof the proposed Fortoria's grand ballroom this morning. establi'shment
eign Export Association were said
Principal speakers will be Arthur
to
have
been
presented
to the WAG
(Continued on Page 12)
distributor and foreign divisions at
a luncheon meeting at the Hotel Asyesterday.
Reagan Sees Record Para. torPersonnel
of the divisions agreed
Gross Turned in By FWTBT
(Continued on Page 5)
That Paramount's "For Whom the Kids With CDVO Salvage
IBell Tolls" will achieve the highest
gross in the company's history was Passes Disappointed
predicted yesterday by Charles M.
Reagan, vice-president in charge of
Thousands of school children who
distribution, at a regional sales meet- participated in the 1945 Motion Pic(Continued on Page 8)
ture Theaters' Paper Salvage Drive
were made the innocent victims of a
(Continued on Page 11)

Magniiicent HVC

War Record

3,564 Players in 37,979 Free Appearances
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Present Photoplay Awards WestHollywood
— The magnitude of the
Hollywood
Victory
Committee's job
For Best Pic, Players of '44 in the interests of the
nation's war
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

WPB Re-Invokes 5-State
Ban on Gas; Byrnes Orders
Theater Midnight Curfew

FILM DAILY effort is conveyed in statistics conHollywood — Bing Crosby, who won
tained in the group's third annual
the Photoplay gold medal award for report issued by the Western divisbeing the most popular actor for
ion of the Public Information Com1944, was presented the award by trJ^
mittee of the Motion Picture IndusCarroll Rheinstrom, executive viceThe report discloses that since the
president of Macfadden Publica(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 12)

20th-Fox Re-issuing
Gable ''Call of Wild''
"Call of the Wild," starring Clark
Gable, Loretta Young and Jack Oakie,
produced in 1935 originally under
the 20th-century banner by Darryl
F. Zanuck, will be re-released by
20th-Fox as one of its 30th Anniversary Celebration pix, it was announced yesterday by William J.
Kupper, general sales manager.
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Mayer, Shouras, Arnold and Hersholt Will
Aid National Clothing Collection Campaign
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Editor

Edward Arnold, executive vice-president, Permanent Charities Committee,
Motion Picture Industry; Jean Hersholt, president, American Denmark Relief;
Louis B. Mayer and Spyros P. Skouras, president, Greek ar Relief Assrciation,
have accepted invitations to serve on the United National Clothing Collection
Committee, it was announced by Henry J. Kaiser, national chairman.
April drive will seek 150,000,000 pounds of serviceable used clothing, shces
and bedding for the destitute millions in war-ravaged countries. National
Committee members will meet at the White House in Washington a week from
today when
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plans for the nation-wide

campaign

will be discussed.

H. F. Browne Dies

Modified Decree

FRANCIS S. HARMON, co-ordinator and
chairman of WAC, arr.ves in New York oni
28 from the Ccast.
FRED A. ROHRS, FRC district manage
spending the next couple of weeks in Clev
to contact the circuit and independent

CaSI Off Winnipeg

SAM GALANTY, Columbus district manag
spending
a few days in Cleveland
with
branch manager Lester Zucker.
J. J. SHUBERT,

is Chicago visitor.

F. J. A. sales
McCarthy,
Southerr
Canadian
manager,Unlversal's
has
returned
Canada.
(Continued

iro'.n Page 1)

of Justice. It is understood that
the letter represents the consensus
of the consenting companies.
If necessary or if permitted to do
so, the distributors will present witnesses to affirm their contentions
that the decree is workable when
they appear before Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard in New York
on March 5.
The text of the distributors' letter,
if made public at all, will be re^
leased by the Department of Justice today in Washington. While
its contents have not been revealed
by the distributors, it was reported
yesterday that the clearance proposals of the Government were not re'/8 garded favorably.

Ascap Awarded $2,500

Harold F. Browne, 55, director of In Minneapolis Suit
research for the National Industrial
Conference Board, and at one time
Minneapolis — Ending a three-year
research statistician for the Famous controversy between the American
Players-Lasky Corp., died her last Society of Composers, Authors, and
week.
Publishers and Minnesota exhibitors,
Judge Gunnar H. Nordbye of the
U. S. District Court awarded Ascap
$2,000 from the Associated Amusement Company and $500 from Harry
Dickerman, operators of the unlicensed theaters.
SOUND STUDIOS, INC.
1600 BROADWAY.
N. Y. 19
Circle 6-6686
Judge Nordbye, whose decision was
announced after a three-day trial,
Complete
Film and
ruled that the theater licensing opDisc Recording Facilities
erations of Ascap is not in violation
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

REEVES

BARNEY BALABAN goes to Washington
to p esent an original copy of the Bill ot F
to the Library of Congress tomorrow.

buyers.

(Continued

from Page 1)

strikers would be given full pay for
the time lost in the walkout.
The strikers demanded 10 operators
at six other theaters belonging to
an independent union join the International local, but these men continued in booths without break and
without complying.
Mr. Justice Richards, chairman of
the Manitoba Wartime Labor Relations Board, told the operators of
the theaters that they had no right

to coerce members of the "One Big
Union" to change their union affiliation. This union represents some
operators in six theaters operated
by Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Western Pa. Allied Backs
{Monday February 19)
VA
The other theaters affected by the
National
Board
on
Decree
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Chg.
Pittsburgh — Allied Motion Picture strike belong to Western Theaters,
Net
High
Low
Close
Theater
Owners of Western Penn- Ltd. The strikers' main motive for
Am. Seat
was to protest the exist23
223/4 23 -t- l'%
/2
sylvania has endorsed two resolu- layingence ofoff
the rival organization known
243/4 241/4 243/4 -f
Col.
Picts. Picts.
vtc."(2V2%)
tions passed at the recent national
Columbia
pfd. . 481/2 481/2 481/2 -f
Con. Fm. Ind
Allied board meeting in Columbus. as the "one big union."
57/8 53/4 53/4 —
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd. . . 303/4 303/4 303/4 -f
East. Kodak
1 791/2 179
One, in summary, reaffirmed its ap1791/2 +
Theater Bandits Nabbed
do pfd
proval of the Attorney General's pro26
26 +
Cen. Prec. Eq.
26
posals for modifying the New York But Flee in Police Car
757/8
763/8 +
Loew's, Inc.
76%
consent decree and urged the disParamount
BOVi
297/8
301/8 -f
91/2
95/8 +
RKO
95/8
tributors to give favorable consid971/2
983/8
+
Missouri Valley, la. — Edgar Cook
RKO $6 pfd
983/8
eration to the recommendations. The
281/2
29 +
20th Century-Fox
... 29
and
John Giles, the two most noother
praised
the
eflForts
of
the
War
353/8
357/8
+
20th Century-Fox pfd. SS'/a
torious bandits in the Midwest in
1515/8 151/8 +
Activities Committee but asserted
Warner Bros
153/8
the last few years, were captured
NEW YORK CURB MARKET33/4
35/8
that
the
WAC
"in
its
inner
councils"
31/4
33/8 +
Monogram Picts.
... 3%
at the Rialto here operated by Nate
was not representative of the indus- Sandler, but escaped a few minutes
1% ..
RKO
CVS
13/4
try as a whole and there was no
Sonotone Corp
334
Technicolor
23
223/4
223/4
..
reason for the WAC's continued ex- later in a police car.
Trans-Lux
5%
51/8
51/4 ..
istence after the war.
Giles and Cook used a toothbrushUniversal Picts
2514
243/8
247/8 -Ifashioned key several weeks ago to

FinnnciRL

corninG and com*

PIERRE BLANCHAR, president of the Libei
Committee
of the French Cinema,
is en
to Paris.
BERT KULICK, PRO producer, will arrive
this week from the Coast.
JACK DALES, president of the SAC and
LIAM BERCER, Attorney for the Cuiid, arriv
Washington
today from Hollywood.
FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Circuit execi
left yesterday for Boston. He will be bai
New York on Thursday.
J. D. KENDIS, president of Continental
tures. Inc., who will soon release a new
titled, "Youth of Flame," arrived here
the Coast and is stopping at the Edison Ho
DON SENICK, Pacific representative for M
tone News, has departed for San Francis<
his way back to his headquarters in Hawaii
WILLIAM EYTHE arrived in New
day from Pittsburgh.

York yi

CLAUDE HARRIS, Alliance Circuit, mainte
drector
has returned
to Chicago
from a
weeks
trip of
theatersinspection
of thecircut.

the

Western

di'

SOL A. SCHWARTZ, general manager,
out-of-town theaters, and his assistant, WIL
HOWARD are on a tour of RKO's Midw(
theaters in Ch'cago, Cedar Rapids, Dub
Marshalltown, Sioux City and Cincinnati.
JOHN W.
Hollywood.

HICKS

left over the week-en

JEROME
ROBBINS,
composer
of the
"Fancy Free," has signed to do the choreog
on the next Samuel
Coldwyn
production,
will leave for the Coast in six weeks.
DICK will
POWELL,
RKO's
"Murder
Sweet,"
arrive star
in St.ofLouis
today
from
York to attend the world premiere of the
J. J. UNCER, United Artists' Western di
manager, got back yesterday from a fivebusiness trip to the Coast.

Three Alabama Theater
Employes Die in Action
Birmingham, Ala. — Claytoi
Nevirman, Birmingham; Eddie

escape from the Council Bluffs "escape-proof" jail. While there ofSelma;
and Brentz I
ficers heard them discuss plans for i^«^
'>** liams,
Alabama
Theaters,
Inc.
a series of theater robberies.
^^ ery, Chattanooga, all foi
ployes before going into the ai;
forces, are reported killed in ac

Tele Resumed In Private
Showings in Great Britain

Showing of television, which had
been discontinued in Great Britain
since shortly after the war, is being
resumed in private showings, it was
stated yesterday by Larry Lesueur
in his program, "News of the
World," originating in London and
broadcast in the United States over
the Columbia network.

SEND RIRTHDil
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Ralph Cokain
Ed Schiller
Marian Spitzer
Danny Mummer
Charles C. Moskowitz
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Geographical Films
=or Educators Use
New Haven — The Commission on
lotion Pictures in Education, finaned by the film industry, has aleady completed 70 units of film
laterial in the field of geography,
Ihich will result in many more than
0 scripts for educational movies,
Sardner Hart, executive secretary,
tationed at Yale, reports.
The next field in the Commission's
reject deals with democratic librties and freedoms, and a special
leeting of seven prominent educa3rs in the field of social studies,
eaded by Dr. George Counts of
'eachers' College, Columbia Univerity, will soon be held in this conection. The Commission has rejntly been augmented by the memership of Mrs. Mary D. Barnes, of
William Livingston School, Elizaeth. New Jersey, representing classoom teachers and practices.
Possible contributions of High
chool students have been encourged by the establishment of a speal fund and launching of a contest,
1 which students are asked to sublit to Yale Station 300-word ar^cles on problems in many fields,
hich they consider needing treatlent in educational films. A $150
\ ;^ar Bond, a $100 Bond, $50, and
0 $25 Bonds are offered as prizes
1 the contest which closes May 1,
945. Suggested topics are employermploye relations, planned economy,
ousing, race problems, unemploylent, isolationism, and others.
John Curtis of Clark University,
as been retained as professional
taff script-writer for the Commision, and is at present completing
tie geographic scripts.

Referendum by SPG
The Screen Publicists Guild has
oted for a mail referendum on the
uestion of amalgamating with Loal No. 1 of the UOPWA. Referenum will be held early next month.

lUEDDinC BELLS
Charlotte, N. C— Betty Lou Harill, bookkeeper for Columbia and
larry Lee Kerr of the shipping deartment, Loew's, Inc., are honeyaooning at Daytona Beach, Fla., afer a church wedding here.
Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Pvt. Sam Kent,
ormer projectionist and usher at
5ama Theater, has announced his
ngagement to Velma O'Cain, daugher of Mrs. Emmet Dean, cashier for
Uabama Theaters, Inc. in Tuscaloosa a number of years. Pvt. Kent
■;S with the Air Forces at Punta
liJorda, Fla.

i

oreign Export Assn.
I Progress Reported
(Continued from Page 1)

All in the Day^s News
O
•
•
AND
NOW
IT'S LOOK
MAGAZINE'S
turn to bestow its
cinematic awards
for the year
They're announced in the March
6 issue which hits the newsstands
today and they will be iormally
presented by Bob Hope on his NBC air show tonight
Achievement
Awards go to Columbia's Rita Hoyworth for her work in "Cover Girl"
and to Bing Crosby, starred in Para.'s "Going My Way," who is hailed
as "the screen's No. 1 entertainer"
Singled out also for Look
Achievement Awards are: Leo McCarey, who was selected for writing
and directing "Going My Way"; Darryl F. Zanuck, the producer of 20thFox's "Wilson"; Walt Disney, honored as industry pioneer; Shirley
Temple, for her performance in Selznick's "Since You Went Away";
Metre's Margaret
O'Brien, who was presented with the child actress
award; and Leon Shamroy, for his photographic work in "Wilson"
Look's live best pix of the year are
"Cover GirL" selected for
music and entertainment; "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," for action;
"Wilson," for biography; "Going My Way," for comedy-drama; and
"Since You Went Away," for drama

• • • NEWSREEL CAMERAMEN on the battle fronts are
not bound by any censorship in covering scenes of action, it was said
here yesterday by two ace Universal Newsreel men at a luncheon at
the Hampshire House
Earle Crotchett and Irving Smith, who
have spent the last couple of years with our troops in the South Pafific and, in the case of Smith, also in Europe and Africa, said it was
up to the War Department to use what it wanted but that there was
no restrictions on what was or was not to be filmed
Both men
pointed out that some of their shots which they thought were the
best were often received without comment, while others that they
considered routine or without unusual excitement in making them often received ovations
Adding a touch of humor, the men reported that when our troops landed on Mindoro the only casualty, if
it could be considered such, was a private who was attacked by a wild
water buffalo
The private was not seriously hurt
Luncheon
was attended by Universal executives and members of the industry
press
•

«

O

SGT. BILL BERNS writes Phil M. of an interview he held

with American war prisoners recently freed on Luzon
"It's amazing what the human mind and bcdy can endure. Yet, with it all —
with their heartbreaking story — they still have time to talk about the
lighter things
For example: one of them told me that they referred
to one of the Jap prisoner guards as 'Donald Duck'
When
he
asked who that was, they told him he was a famous movie star
Later the American Red Cross had a Donald Duck short in camp, and
there was hell to pay"

e • • CUFF NOTES: Murray Shikofsky of the 20th-Fox legal
department has been named president of the company's Credit Union.
• Latest word from the lyiternational Red Cross is that Joe McElhinney, who was 20th-Fox manager in the Federated Malay States, is still
in Singapore as a prisoner of the Japs. . . • Jack Sichelman, aide to
20th-Fox's Tom Connors, distribution chief, is expected to be back at
his desk on March 1
He's been recuperating in Florida from a
spell of sickness

T

•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

▼

T

PEARL HARBOR

to make available, subject to clearance with music publishers, the
French recordings of musical records
recently made for OWI broadcasts
try.
fi-om England and France to the
French military camps in this counOther subjects that were considered and tabled for future discussions
were the request of the Navy to purchase some of the old re-issues, requested by the Army to supply 16
mm. prints for showing to German
war prisoners over here and the
showing of 35 mm. pictures in theaters in the European theater of
operation for Army personnel at
three cents a head.

Nazis Hold Lt. Chidley
Casper, Wyo. — Second Lt. Jack R.
Chidley, son of Clarence H. Chidley,
executive vice-president of Rialto
Theaters, Inc., and former employe
of the Rialto and America here, is
reported to be a prisoner of war.
Bombardier on a B-17, he had previously been reported missing in action on a raid over Germany on Nov.
30, 1944.

Shirley Kay Joins Alberti
Shirley Kay has joined the Jules
Alberti Agency, Inc., as director of
public relations and sales promotion.
Miss Kay formerly was identified
with Monogram.

"Outlaw" in Late Summer
Hughes'
"TheSummer
Outlaw,"
willHoward
be released
late this
or
early in the Fall by UA.

STORK REPORTS
Santa Monica — Twin boys were
born at St. John's Hospital here yesterday to Susan Hayward and her
husband, Jeff Barker.
Chicago — Charles Cardenas of
Warner Theaters has named the new
daughter Renee Shirley.
Newark, N. J. — Howard Hall, relief manager for Warners, is the
father of a daughter, Prudence Anne,
born in St Michael's Hospital She
is Hall's fifth child
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Leonide Moguy, producer, became the father of a baby
daughter born at the Presbyterian
Hospital.
Montgomery, Ala. — Lt. and Mrs.
John S. Caldwell are the parents of
a son. Lt. Calcwell, former Paraseas.
mount assistant manager, is over-
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New Fuel Orders
Hit Theaters Ifard

Magnificeni

HVC

War Record

3,564 PSsayers m 37,919 Free Appearances

LETTERS

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

places of amusement in Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, Western New
York, West Virginia, Virginia, Maryland, Kentucky and the District of
Columbia. It would affect all film
houses which heat by gas, in order
to provide additional fuel for war
plants.
The second, and more drastic order is that of Byrnes. Effective
Monday, Feb. 26, he has ordered a
midnight curfew on all places of
amusement, primarily to save coal,
oil and gas which are used for heating and in the manufacture of electricity.
The order, which comes on top
of the brownout, is of indefinite
length depending upon the weather.
It means the end of midnight shows
and since it directs that "patrons
shall leave in time to permit full
closing
by that
time"runs
somealmost
theatersto
whose last
feature
midnight would have to re-arrange
their schedules for earlier closing so
that the theaters can be fully shut
down at midnight.
Also affected will be night clubs
which may be forced out of business,
sports areas, dance halls, road
houses, saloons, bars and similar establishments including bars of private clubs.
Restaurants exclusively serving
food will not be affected.
In case of recalcitrants, Byrnes
will be able to crack down through
the powers of WPB, WMC, OPA and
ODT.

Baragalia Slain in Belgium

HVC's organization on Dec. 10, 1941,
3,564 performers, including stars and
featured players of the screen, have
covered an estimated 4,000,000 miles
to make 37,979 free appearances in
entertaining our armed forces, in
raising the morale at home and overseas and in promoting the country's war and charitable causes.
These performers "have served the
armed forces. Government agencies,
war relief and charity and our allies in 5,680 events with an average
of 35 players appearing every day,"
according to the report. In the
HVC's third year they stepped up the
average to 48 appearances a day in
a total of 2,363 events.
Stars Make 37 Shorts
Co-operating with the WAC, "top
stars have made 37 film shorts for
distribution in 16,000 theaters, 17 for
Government agencies, five for Army,
three for Navy, six for charity, six
for miscellaneous drives," 25 having
been made in the past year. According to the report, the industry's overseas gift-film program "reaches a
daily G. I. audience of 1,150,000,
with a total of 24,356 prints of selected features already furnished."
In co-operation with USO-Camp
Shows the committee "sent 51 troupes
into combat zones in 1944, boosting
to 139 the total of name personalities who have journeyed overseas,"
says the report, adding that "within
the continental
United States 341

players have given 4,545 playing
days to make 324 camp and hospital
tours," more than 18,000 individual
appearances having been made since
the committee started, with 6,813
listed for the past year.
One-night stands totaling 1,510
have been played by HVC-USO
troupes at West Coast embarkation
points, on ships in West Coast harbors and for troops in the Southern
California area.
Players "have made 1,574 entertainment transcriptions solely for
transmission to American and allied fighting- forces outside the continental United States."
Extended tours to promote the six
War Loan drives were undertaken
by 233 volunteers, others taking part
in 214 broadcasts, 93 transcriptions
ances.527 individual personal appearand

WLB Slated to Get
SOPEG Pact Dispute

Cleveland Educator Raps.
Ohio Film Censorship

(Continued from Page 1)

533 Broadcasts
and Transcriptions
The Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs has had the services of
HVC talent for 100 broadcasts and
transcriptions, the OWI and other
Government agencies for 317 and
charitable causes for 116.
Tours by 41 players, 248 radio
broadcasts and transcriptions and
381 individual personal appearances
have served the interests of the Red
Cross, polio. War Chest, Army
Emergency Relief, Navy Relief and
other drives for funds.
In the cause of patriotism the
HVC "has filled requests for 1,650
different projects."

Committee for New York, I 'v
to thank you and your associates
your
whole-hearted
us during
the Sixth co-operation
War Loan. '^|
you
know, inthis
successful
the Loan
historywasof the
our n'
s
andThat
our New
nation.
York State exceeded
huge quota of $4,226,000,000 by
447,000,000 (over 30 per cent)!
in no small measure, attributabltj
the support given us by the Ti^
press and House Organs.
In view of the fact that your i
lication is edited primarily for
tional coverage,
realize
you sj■«]
sometimes
hard Iput
to find
for news and pictures bearing u|
our regional (New York) plans
achievements in the drive.
Therefore, since New York's qij^
was approximately one-third of SR
national goal, your generous altment of valuable space, both in yai
editorial and news columns is doil>
Please pass along my thanks
appreciated.
the members of your staff. jl
Sincerely yours,
FREDERICK
W. GEHLl
State Chairn

James W. Higgins Dead

Milwaukee — James W. Higg
49, elected assemblyman from
eighth district in 1932, died at
(Continued from Page 1)
Veterans hospital where he had Ij
men attending the February meet- employed for the last six yei
ing of the Motion Picture Council Higgins was for many years act
in theatrical and business cir
of Greater Cleveland.
here and in St. Louis.
Censors' taboos against the sciences and moral issues are retro- Bill Broady Dead
gressive and not in keeping with
Sacramento,
Calif. — Hugh
the times, declared Gebauer, who
also challenged the qualifications of (Bill) Broady, 51, projectionist
Theater, died at
the members of the Ohio Censor the Senuator
local hospital.
Board as moral whatchdogs for the
people of Ohio.
"Judges are elected by the people on the basis of their specialized
training and equipment, while a
member of the state censor board's
only qualification is a civil service WILLIAM
FELD, Republic salesmanager, Chifl
exchange.
rating," Gebauer asserted.
Parents 'should direct the motion NAT GREEN, managing editor, Billboard, Ch^J
picture tastes of their children, Ge- GENE BARRY, manager, State, Torrington, Cn
bauer stated, with the individual
characteristic of the child in mind, FRANK HANSON, manager, Loew's Atlanta.
leather than a censor board which WALTER KESSLER, manager, Loew's, Akron
HARRY
KLOTZ,
manager,
Loew's,
Canton,
lumps
tion. all people into one classifica- CARL ROGERS, manager. Broad, Columbus,

Hartford ■ — Bruno Baraglia, usher closed last night in a report to the
gS^ at the Poli here, has been killed union's membership at a meeting in
1^^ in action in Belgium, the War the Fraternal Clubhouse. ConciliaDepartment has advised.
tion talks between U. S. Commissioner James Fitzpatrick and representatives ofthe union and the companies were concluded on Friday
with no agreement reached on any
of the issues involved. Affected are
2,200 film 'white collars' in
sonie
Detroit — The Davison Theater, this area.
North End colored house, recently
It was learned further that the
operated as a church, is being taken union had withdrawn its consent to
over by Edward Jacobson, former
companies' use of the merit-fund
manager of the Monroe Theater, and the
plan contained in the WLB general
will be re-equipped and opened about irder setting up an approvable
March 15.
schedule for granting merit boosts.
Bentleyville, Pa. — Miss Mary According to the union negotiators'
Louise Faenza has disposed of the report, this move was made to prevent unilateral action on merit
Roosevelt Theater here to Alex Silay,
who also operates the Roxy Theater raises on the part of the companies
in this town as well as several other and the possibility of discriminatory
practices that might arise from such
houses in western Pennsylvania and action.
West Virginia.
Defense of the state censor board
The meeting considered favorably
Orange, Mass. — Orange Theater, a request from Lewis Merrill, head was made by Delbert Woolford, assistant to State Educational Direclocated in the Tow Hall here, has of the United Office and Professional Workers of America, with which
tor Kenneth Ray. Woolford admitbeen leased for five years to Chester
ted the time might come when cenCarbone. House was formerly oper- the SOPEG is affiliated, to defer acated by the Garbose Brothers who
tion on the merit-fund matter to
sorship control will be unnecessary
have taken a 60-day option on an- allow him an opportunity to discuss but in his opinion that time has not
other site.
the situation with industry leaders. yet come.

THEATER DEALS

TREASURY DEPARTMENI
WAR FINANCE
COMMITTE
1270 Sixth Avenue
New York 20, N. Y.
Editor, The Film Daily
On behalf of the War Fins

IN NEW POSTS

STEPHEN
TOTH,
ledo, O.

manager,

RICHARD
H. STEVENSON,
manuals
and
technical
Training Corp., Detroit.

Loew's

Esquire,

>-

writing
instruc n
material,
Viil

DEL C. GARDNER, technical writer. Visual Tilgo. ing Corp., Detroit.
/OHN W. HOINS, formerly press book editor!)!
20th-Fox, and editor of publicity and jploitation
for
RKO
Pictures,
now
scit
editor of WABC programs. New York.
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i:^ i^ Revicujs of the new nims i^ i:^
"Betrayal From The
RKO

with Lee Tracy, Nancy Kelly
Radio
82 Mins.

East"
MELLER OF JAP'S

POTENT
ESPIONAGE IN U. S.; WILL
OUT OF COMPLACENCY.

PRE-WAR
JAR FANS

Vividly recounting pre-war Japanese espionage on the West Coast and in the Canal
Zone, this meller packs plenty of punch
to knock film fans out of any crmplacency
regarding the wily and cruel Nipponese.
Authenticity is imparted to the footage via
personally-delivered commentary by Drew
Pearson at the outset and, finale. "Betrayal
Frrm the East" is made even more credible
by its realistic ending, whose only "happy"
aspect is the smashing by Army Intelligence
of the ring of Jap agents, abetted in their
designs by some Nazi henchmen. Lee Tracy
is the film's hero and Nancy Kelly,
spy, the heroine. They and the
members play their roles without
dramatics, and do the over-all

a counterother cast
any fancy
job well.

William Berke's direction is snappy. Tracy,
an amusement park concessionaire in need
of money, finds himself entangled with Nip
agents who send him to Panama to obtain
from a "friend" there the plans for military
defense cf the Canal. Throughout his
dangerous task, he has Army Intelligence
backing, but cannot escape the insidious trap
the Japs set for him. Fans who want their
thrills undiluted will like the picture.
CAST: Lee Tracy, Nancy Kelly, Richard Loo,
Abner Blberman, Regis Toomey, Philip Ahn, Addison Rchards, Bruce Edwards, Hugh Hoo, Sen
Young, Roland Varno, Louis Jean Heydt, Jason
Robards.
CREDITS: Producer, Herman Schlom; Director.
William Berke; Author, Alan Hynd; Screenplay,
Kenneth Camet, Aubrey Wisberg; Cameraman,
Russell Metty; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker;
Art Directors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Ralph
Berger; Set Decorations, Darrell Silvera, William
Stevens; Recorded by Jean L. Speak; Music, Roy
Webb; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinlkoff ; Editor, Duncan Mansfield; Executive Director, Sid
Rogell.
DIRECTION, Snappy.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Mass. Exhibs. Protest
Proposed Admission Tax

with

Tog Island'

Lionel

"The
Body
Snatcher"
with Boris
Karloff,
Bela Lugosi,

Atwill, Jerome
Cowan,
George
Zucco
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
70 Mins.

Henry
Daniell
RKO

EXCITING AND SUSPENSE-LADEN FEATURE WILL PLEASE MELODRAMA FANS
A LOT.

SUPERBLY PRODUCED; DESERVES SPETURNS. CIAL ATTENTION FOR BIG B. 0. RE-

hiere is a spine-tingling melodrama which
holds interest to the end. Terry Morse
handled the directicn and emphasized suspense, hie also acted as associate producer, with Leon Fromkess as producer.
After serving a five-year term in prison,
George Zucco, who was the victim of his
financial partners, goes to his home on a
lonely island. His former associates, believing he has a fortune hidden on the
island, readily accept his invitation for a
week-end party. Lionel Atwill, one of the
guests, slays Zucco, while Jerome Cowan,
Veda Ann Borg and Atwill, searching for
Zucco's supposed wealth, are drowned.
Jewelry left by Sharcn Douglas' mother,
who was married to Zucco, is finally found
by the girl and John Whitney, her sweetheart.
Jacqueline De Witt, Ian Keith and George
Lloyd round out an excellent cast.
CAST: George Zucco, Lionel Atwill, Jerome
Cowan, Sharon Douglas, Veda Ann Borg, John
Whitney, Jacqueline DeWitt, Ian Keith, George
Lloyd.
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Associate
Producer, Terry Morse; Director, Terry Morse;
Author, Bernadine Angus; Screenplay, Pierre
Gendron; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Art Director, Paul Palmentola;
Editor, George
McGuire.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Warner Stars Welcomed
By Atlanta Delegation
Atlanta — Stopping off here on a
War Bond and Army hospital tour
en route to Macon for the world premiere of "God Is My Co-Pilot" three
Warner stars, Dennis Morgan, Alan
Hale and Janis Paige were welcomed
by a delegation including the mayors of Atlanta and Macon, an Army
escort, an exhibitor group led by
William K. Jenkins, head of Lucas
& Jenkins circuit, and a large contingent of press and photographers
and civic leaders. Warner reps, on
hand included Mort Blumenstock
from the hoine office. Southern district manager Ralph McCoy and
branch manager Henry G. Krumm.
Today the Warner stars visit Lawson General Hospital near Atlanta
en route to Macon.

(Continued from Page 1)
Boston for action, has met "with a
storm of protest from local theater
officials, many of whom expressed
the opinion it would close many of
the 358 motion picture houses in the
state.
Chief opposition to the state tax
is that the theaters are already providing- public treasuries with millions of dollars through the 20 per
cent Federal admission tax, real estate taxes, license fees, and other
levies imposed by the Federal, state Attend Labor Conference
and local governments. The legislaChicago — H. T. McCaig of the
tion was introduced in an effort to Stromberg
Carlson Co., and Billy B.
raise the $6,000,000 annual income Van, sound system expert, went to
lost by the state in the ODT closing Minneapolis yesterday to attend a
of race tracks.
conference at the Minnesota University to help formulate plans for
Piekielniak a Casualty
meeting labor problems of both the
Dover, N. H. — Corp. Joseph Pie- present and the post-war industry.
kielniak, formerly of the Strand The(jB-.^ ater staff, is dead of wounds in Walter R. Ecrrly Dead
1^^ the European war area. He
Miami, Fla. — Walter Rollen Early,
''^^ entered the service in 1941 and
had served in Iceland, England, Ire- 68, former manager of the Roxy theater, is dead.
land and Luxembourg.

EXCITING,

REALISTIC

77 Mins.

HORROR

FILM;

Vastly different from the usual farfetched themes starring the Karloff-Lugosi
combination, "The Body Snatcher," film version of an excellent short story by Robert
Louis Stevenson, comes as a special treat
for those who seek entertainment of the

"Having Wonderful
with

Pat

O'Brien,
George
Murphy,
Garde
Landis
RKO
70 Mi
MYSTERY COMEDY FALLS FLAT; ON
THOSE WITHOUT
DISCRIMINATK
WILL GO FOR IT.
"Having Wonderful Crime" is a myst(

Crime"

comedy that doesn't come off, althou
it tries awfully hard to make somethi
of itself. The film represents synthe
entertainment that strikes a false note
its attempts to be smart and nonchala
What the film has primarily in its fa\
is loads of action that will lull many patr:

hair-raising variety. With all due recognition to Karloff's fine characterization,
Henry Daniell's impressive performance is
outstanding. Aimed at better-than-average
audience appeal, a better-than-average budget for this type of film is evident; and
the direction is noteworthy for its lip-biting
suspense.
Depicting the grim method employed by
doctors of the early 19th century to secure
cadavers in their fight for the advancement
of medical research and science, Henry

into forgetting the picture's numerc
faults. The production is entertainmc
that only those without discrimination w
accept without quibbling.
The film, substituting noise and confi
ion for sense, tells a story of no gre
interest.
The plot, never too clearly d
fined, concerns the attempt of a trio

Daniell, portraying such a medico in Edinburgh, is hounded by Karloff who is paid
well fcr supplying the subjects stolen from
graves. Karloff resorts to murder when the
cemeteries are being watched and is himself murdered in a fight with Daniell. Daniell, haunted by his crime, goes berserk on

picicus circumstances.
There's quite a tt
do over the magician's trick trunk.
Wh
the guy is found dead suspicion rests
murderer.
several persons.
O'Brien finally hooks tij

his way home with a "stiff" he stole from
a grave and dies in a plunge over a cliff.
CAST: Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Henry
Daniell, Edith Atwater, Russell Wade, Rita
Corday,
Sharyn
Moffett,
Donna
Lee.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Jack J. Gross;
Producer, Val Newton; Director, Robert Wise;
Adaptation, Philip MacDonald, Carlos Keith;
Story, Robert Louis Stevenson; Cameraman,
Robert De Grasse; Art Directors, Albert D'Agostino, Walter E. Keller; Set Decorators, Darrell
Silvera, John Sturtevant; Sound, Bailey Fesler;
Music, Roy Webb; Musical Director, C. Bakaleinlkoff; Editor, ). R. Whittredge; Costumes,
Renie; Assistant Director, Harry Scott.
DIRECTION,

Fine.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Excellent.

Reagan Sees Record Para.
Gross Turned in By FWTBT
(Continued from Page 1)
ing at the Hotel Pierre. Reagan asserted that there never had been a
picture released on a roadshow policy
which grosses as much at the boxoffice with the single exception of
"Gone With the Wind."
Every key engagement on the picture will be backed up with a big
advertising campaign, with several
hundred thousand dollars allocated
for co-operative newspaper advertising, R. M. Gillham, advertising and
publicity director, told the assembled
sales forces. The roadshow engagement campaign entailed an expenditure of $1,000,000, Gillam said.
Max Mendel, New York salesman,
who achieved membership in the One
Hundred Per Cent Club, was presented with a gold button and a
$3,000 life insurance policy.
Claude Lee, director of public relations, discussed customer relations and sales promotion and urged
continued participation by the sales

amateur sleuths composed of Pat O'Briei
George
Murphy andof Carole
Landis,
to sol'
the disappearance
a magician
under
su|

The production is no credit to Rob(
Fellows, who produced, or Eddie Suthc
land, who directed.
The acting, even of the principals, do!
little to help matters.
CAST: Pat O'Brien, George Murphy, Ca
Landis, Lenore Aubert, George Zucco, Ai|
Berens, Richard Martin, Charles D. Brown, W
Mam "Wee Willie" Davis, Blanche Ring, Joij
phine Whittel.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Fellows; Associ
Troducer, Theron Warth; Director, Eddie Suth
land; Screenplay, Howard J. Green, Stewi
Sterling, Parke Levy; Based on story by Cri|
Rice; Cameraman, Frank Redman; Special
fects, Vernon L. Walker; Art Directors, Albi
S. D'Agostino, Al Herman; Set Decorators, D<^
rell Silvera, Claude Carpenter; Sound, Je
L. Speak; Musical Score, Leigh Harline; Musi<{
Director, C. Bakaleinikoff ; Film Editor, Ci
Milford.
DIRECTION,
So-so.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Cooi

Conn. MPTO and Allied
Will Huddle on Bills
New Haven — Exhibitors througl
out the state await the scheduling vj
Committee hearings on five or moii
industry bills filed in the curreij
session of the State Legislature i!
gather under the joint auspices (
Connecticut MPTO and Allied of Coi
necticut for legislative discussio!
Herman M. Levy will present tlij
bills, after which a unified plan C'
action is planned.
force in the industry's war activ
ties.
William H. Erbb, Eastern divisio
meeting.
in the
addition
manager, isAttending,
presiding at
two-da't
home office executives, are Distri(
Manager A. M. Kane and branc
managers and salesmen from Ne
York, Boston, Buffalo, New Have
and Albany and district exploitatio
representatives.
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i( ik REVI6UJS OF TH6 n€UI FILfllS ^ ik
"Pan-Americana"
with Phillip Terry, Audrey Long

'A Shirley
Song Ross,forBarton
MissHepburn,
Julie"Jane
with

"Strange
Illusion"
with
James Lydon, Sally
Eilers, Warren

William
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
PRC
87 Mins.
DRAMATIC FILM IS RATED ONE OF
THE BEST OFFERINGS FROM PRC.
This is one of the best produced, directed
Decidedly
in
a
minor
key,
"A
Song
for
ana"
Americ
"Pan
t,
interes
popular
Iie
louid have little difficulty attracting audi- Miss Julie" won't set the exhibitor to sing- and acted PRC offerings to reach the screen.
ices and keeping them entertained. The
ing. Weak in practically every depart- Producer credit goes to Leon Fromkess,
cture is made of the stuff that goes over
ment, the production will have no easy time with directorial honors falling to Edgar
.pecially well with younger souls. Gay in of it sustaining the interest of persons who G. Ulmer.
A strange dream convinces James Lydon
lirit, throbbing with Latin - American lay any claim to intelligence. The picythms, light in mood, the production, atture's main attraction is several produc- that his father, who was a noted jurist and
tion numbers, which seem strangely out of
acHvely turned out under the supervision
criminologist, was slain and that James'
mother, Sally Eilers, must be protected from
, Producer John H. Auer, commands the place in this comedy drama.
tention at all times.
Co-prcduced by William Rowland and fortune hunters. Suave Warren William, who
A gesture to our neighbors to the South, Carle Harriman in extremely pedestrian man- believes he was wronged by James' father,
ner, directed by the former indifferently is Sally's most ardent suitor.
e film has Phillip Terry and Audrey Long
Aided by his friend, Regis Toomey, a docthe love birds. The former, photographer and scripted by Rowland Leigh with little
tor, James gathers evidence against William.
r a magazine, has to live down his repu- imagination, the offering deals with the
tion as a wolf before he can win Miss troubles of a pair of stage writers (Barton Charles Arnt, who poses as a psychiatrist and
)ng, a feature writer for the publication Hepburn and Roger Clarkl and the actress- operates a sanatorium, works in conjunction with William. James and Toomey unho is engaged to another man. The ac- wife of one of them (Shirley Ross) in tryearth sufficient evidence to force William
ing to get material for a show based on the
}n takes place en a Latin-American tour
inducted by the magazine in a search for life of a Southern gallant who composed to admit murdering the boy's father.
Jimmy Clark, Jayne Hazard, Mary Mc.presentative beauties for a show sponsored music. They are stymied until the subLeod and Pierre Watkin are among the
ject's great granddaughter (Jane Farrar) members of the excellent cast.
^1' publication.
(The romance has been worked out to the makes his diary available to them against the
xompaniment of generous doses or rhumba, wishes of her mother (Elisabeth Risdon).
CAST:Regis
James
Lydon,Charles
WarrenAmt,
Will'am,
Eilers,
Toomey,
GeorgeSalW
H.
mba and other Latin-American music Lending a hand in making the project pos- Reed, Javne Hazard, jimmv CiarK. Marv MjLer-a,
Watkin,
John
Hamilton,
Sonia
Soral,
Vic
sible is another of the man's descendants Pierre
lecialty numbers, several of them of outHotel.
inding merit, are scattered liberally through 'Cheryl Walker). Of course, the show is
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Director,
a smash hit (or did you guess it.')
e footage.
Edgar G. Ulmer; Author, Fritz Rotter; ScreenThe acting is spotty. Of the performers
Under the skilled direction of Auer, the
play, Adele Comandini; Cameraman, Philip Tanayers perform commendably. Terry and appearing in the production numbers the nure;
Erdody.Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Supervisng
Film
Editor,
Carl Fierson; Musical Director, Leo
ballet
team
of
Alicia
Markova
and
Anton
iss Long make a gcod pair of lovers. The
imedy is handled capably by Robert Bench- Dolin lends itself most readily to exploiDIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGAPHY, Good.
tation.
ir and Eve Arden.
CAST; Shirley Ross, Barton Hepburn, Jane
CAST: Phillip Terry, Audrey Long, Robert
inchley, Eve Arden, Ernest Truex, Marc Cra- Farrar, Roger Clark, Cheryl Walker, Elisabeth
;r, Isabelita, Rosarlo and Antonio, Miguelito Risdon, Lillian Randolph, Peter Carey, Rene
ildes, Harold and Lola, Louise Burnett, Chinita Riano, Harry Crocker, The Robertos, Vivian Fay,
arin, Chuy Castillon, Padilla Sisters, Chuy Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin.
CREDITS: Producers, W lliam Rowland, Carley
lyes and orchestra, Nestor Amaral and samba
nd.
Harriman; Director, William Rowlandi: ScreenCREDITS: Producer, John H. Auer; Executive
play, Rowland Leigh; Adaptation, Leighton K.
Fanny
oducer, Sid Rogell; Drector, John H. Auer; Brill; Based on story by Michael Foster; Cam"Kickapoo Juice"
eraman, Mack Stengler; Film Editor, James Columbia
"reenplay, Lawrence Kimble; Based on story
7 mins.
■ Frederic Kohner, John H. Auer; Cameraman, Smith; Art Director, John Datu; Set Decorator,
ank Redman; Musical Director, C. Bakaleini- Maurice Yates; Musical Director, David Chudnow; Dance Director, Larry Ceballos; Sound, Ben
ift; Musical numbers staged by Charles O'Cur- Winkler.
n; Special Effects, Vernon L. Walker; Art
bright Technicolor,
this Li'l AbnerIn cartoon
builds up characters
of
DIRECTION,
Poor.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.
lectors, Albert S. D'Agostino, Al Herman- Set
icorators, Darrell Silvera, Michael Ohrenbach;
Lonesome Polecat and Hairless Joe.
und,
Richard
Van
Hessen;
Film
Editor,
Harry
In an effort to get Abner to marry
arker.
Daisy Mae, Mammy Yokum believes
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
KO
84 Mins.
MUSIC,
COMEDY
AND
ROMANCE
LENDED
TO
THE
SATISFACTION
OF
VERAGE FILMGOER.
A musical romance
devised
to capture

Farrar, Roger
Clark
Republic
69 Mins.
MILD ENTERTAINMENT IS OFFERED
BY COMEDY DRAMA WITH PRODUCTION
NUMBERS.

* SHORTS

lYU March Conference
*i)n Educational Films
J

-^. Production
needs
and
uses
of
^'■lms in education will be the subset of a two-day
conference
of
aachers, and producers and distributors of educational films at New
' ork University
on March
23-24,
'r. Alice V. Keliher, chairman of the
e Committee, has announcIonferenc
1
Conference, sponsored by the New
ork University Film Library, will
e conducted as a workshop with inJrmal round table discussions of
tilization of films in teaching, disribution problems and production
eeds. One session of the conferace will be presented in co-operaon with the New York Chapter of
36 Special Libraries Association and
'ill be centered about the general
)pic of the film in the future of eduation.

Col. Scott in Macon
For "Co-Pilot" Premiere

*

fessional touch to their lessons in
"teeing off," and display their methods in getting off the fairway on to
the green velvet. Followers of the
game will find it a pleasure to watch
these

sport champions
at "work."
Lively Sing"
"Community
(No. 4— Series 9)
Columbia
9 mins.

Nice assortment of novelty tunes
with Dick Leibert at the organ and
vocal assistance from the Vocalaires.
■"She Broke My Heart In Three
Places" ought to get good vocal response from the audience as well as
the others: "Alabamy Bound," "It
Had To Be You," "There'll Be A Hot
Time In The Town Of Berlin,"
"Dance With The Dolly With A Hole
In Her Stockin'."
"Heather and Yon"
Columbia
17 mins.
Leather and Yawn
Its rather tough to watch an elderly character like Andy Clyde going
through this series of falls and silly
situations. The hokey plot makes
Clyde a student
in aEnglish
children's
group
learning
to speak
properly.
He proposes to the teacher, but the
love interest is interrupted when he
agrees to help Jack Norton, a newspaperman, solve a murder mystery
by confessing to the crime.

Kids With CDVO Salvage
Passes Disappointed
(Continued from Page 1)
mis-directed arrangement by the Civilian Defense Volunteer Office yesterday, when they attempted to gain
free admission to the downtown
Broadway theaters on a special
CDVO pass. The passes were issued to any theater in New York
City, eral
subject
the prevailing
tax, and towere
signed by Fedthe

that this can be prompted by having
Dogpatch's two bachelors, L.P. and borough's salvage director.
Many of the Broadway managers
Macon, Ga. — Col. Robert L. Scott, H.J., set an example. It's no go,
who were surprised by the sudden
author of "God is My Co-Pilot," since the two characters have a
which will have its film world pre- stronger yen for their liquor.
gathering of children at the boxoffice, said they were not infoiTned
miere at the Grand Theater tomorof any arrangement for the children
row night, arrives here today with
"Lulu At The Zoo"
his wife and daughter.
(Little Lulu)
to attend a matinee on this day between 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. Al8 mins.
Col. Scott will appear as honor Paramount
Humorous
though they were unprepared with
guest at the Junior League Ball,
the informattion service required by
along with Mrs. Sidney McNair,
antics are plentiful and cute the city ordinance, the managers, in
League president, and Maj. Gen. in Lulu's
this latest of the Technicolor car- most cases, allowed a reasonable
Thomas G. Hearn, commanding oftoon series. After getting in his
ficer of nearby Camp Wheeler and hair, the keeper of the zoo begins to number of these pass admissions,
the child was accompanied
Scott's former commander in the worry about the poker-faced little providing
CBI theater of war. Also in Macon gal he was chasing from the cages by an adult or over 16 years of age.
Confusion mounted as the boys and
for the premiere is Maj. "Dallas" until he finds her inside the hippo's girls were sent from one house to
Clinger, who flew with Scott in China. mouth cracking peanuts on his mol- another in a futile attempt to gain
admittance.
Lt. Herb Caldwell Slain
ars.
One theater executive remarked
Montgomery, Ala. — Lt. Herbert
"Kings of the Fairway"
that a pi'oper adjustment should be
Columbia
10
mins.
Caldwell, brother of Lt. John Caldmade to those children who were disGolf Lesson
well, former assistant manager of
appointed, since the war is far from
the Paramount, is reported killed in
Jug McSpadden and Byron Nel- over and we ma^^ still have to call
drives.
action on the Western front. Lt.
son, two of the Counti-y's outstand- on those kids to co-operate on future
Caldwell was an attorney.
ing golf-money winners, add a pro-
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1,300 Industryites al
Red Cross Breakfast
(Continued from Page 1)
L. Mayer, Deputy Commissioner of
the Red Cross in the Pacific Area
who recently returned to the United
States from the Pacific War areas
at the behest of N. Peter Rathvon,
national chairman for the industry's drive. Other speakers will include members of the National Committee and Colby M. Chester, chairman of the National Red Cross War
Fund, and Walter L. (Red) Barber,
Greater New York chairman for
Red Cross War Fund Drive.
Scheduled for the dais are: N.
Peter Rathvon, George J. Schaefer,
Martin Smith, Colby M. Chester,
Walter L. (Red) Barber, James Sauter, Lucy Monroe, Sam Rinzler,
Charles Reagan, Maj. L. E. Thompson, Leon J. Bamberger, HaiTy
Mandel, S. Barret McCormick, Spyros Skouras, Joseph Bernhard, Paul
Moss, Harry Ross, Herman Robbins,
Jt)hri J. O'Connor, Harry Lowenstein, Milton Russell, Henry Randell, Fred Schwartz, Edward Bell,
Harry Brandt, S. H. Fabian, Arthur
Mayer, David Weinstock, H. M.
Richey, W. F. Rodgers, Arthur M.
Brilant, Edward Schnitzer, Carl Leserman, William Scully, Abe Montague, Robert Mochrie, Charles C.
Moskowitz, Barney Balaban, Adolph
Zukor, William Michel, William
White, Leo Brecher, Frank Damis,
Max Cohen, Herman Gluckman, Ben
Kalmenson and Bernie Kamber.
David Weinstock is in charge of
arrangements for today's breakfast.

Connors and O'Donnell Will
Address OC Red Cross Meet
Oklahoma City — Distributors
representative and local exhibitors
of Oklahoma will hear Tom Connors, vice-president, and general
sales manager of 20th -Fox, and Bob
O'Donnell, national chief barker of
Variety Clubs and Southwest district exhibitors chairman, outline the

f EmmE TOUCH
DOROTHY KING, formerly a student assittaat
manager, is now assistant manager at
Loew's Valentine, Toledo,
0.
MARION
RYAN
has been made chief of Shubert
Theater ushers in Chicago.
MARION
COLEY, booker, RKO

*
Pictures,

Detroit.

MRS. KATHRYN HACCERTY BREIC has become
the secretary to John Nolan, Comerford
theaters film buyer, in Scranton, Pa.
BETTY JANE KALASARDO has been named
assistant manager of the Forest theater.
Forest Park, III.
MS.

DOROTHY McVEICH
at the Forest, Indiana,

is the new
III.

cashier

MARGARET WILKERSON, cashier, Scott-Ballantyne Company, Omaha.
CAROL

PIPER, assistant manager, Brandeis Theater, Omaha.

HOLLYWOOD
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BRIEFinG THE DflV'S REUS
Interboro's $14,000 for Dimes

No Awards for Army Pix

Milton Silver Joins Republic
Milton Silver has joined Republic
as assistant to Charles Reed Jones,
director of advertising. Silver has
been associated with National Screen
Service and Universal.
•
Lorre in Person at Strand
Peter Lorre will make his first appearance on a New York stage starting March 2 when he opens a p.a.
at the New York Strand coincident
with the run of Warner's "Hotel
Berlin"
in which he has a prominent
role.

"Human

SPEAKING^
HOLLYWCiD

Interboro Circuit collected approxMotion pictures made by uniformed
imately $14,000 for the 1945 March camera men of the Army and re- QONSTANCE MOORE, has signed a h;of Dimes campaign. This represents
leased under the Government in- ^^ term contract with Republic stU( s.
an increase of 30 per cent over the
formation service conducted by the Her initial role will be in the forthcotig
1944 collection. •
musical,
the first producin
OWI and the WAC are not eligible for
Alfred"Mexicana,"
Santell under
his recently ||p
for
any
of
the
yearly
movie
awards
$70,000
In
Iowa
for
"Dimes"
nounced
producer-director
contract.
»^
for
merit,
including
the
Academy
Des Moines, la. — With some 100
•
•
theaters yet to report the total col- "Oscars" because the Army feels A UBREY SCHENCK'S first producing ilections in the March of Dimes drive
that they "are not produced with a
in Iowa has reached $70,000, A. H. view to being placed in competition '* signment for Twentieth-Fox will le
"Shock," based on a st;ry by Albert Demd
Blank, Iowa and Nebraska chairman with any commercially produced pic- screenplay is by Eugene Ling.
announced. The collections in Des
•
•
•
Moines amounted to $10,979. The
Nebraska total was placed at $40,444 Disney Pic Aids Veterans
pEGGY RYAN has been set by Prod ei
with more houses yet to report.
Boston — The War Veterans Fund ' Warren Wilson to star in "On S;c
•
tures."
Everybcdy," inspired by the Blue Netvrk
will receive proceeds of tonight's show
mer. purchased by Universal, with proc"Powder Dry" in lOlh Block
preview of Walt Disney's "The tion slated to get under way in early Sii>
Caballeros" at the Majestic.
"Keep Your Powder Dry" will be Three
The preview, sponsored by the
included in M-G-M's
• 10th block.
Hearst papers, will be a reserved seat
McHUGH, who has recently
showing with tickets selling at $2. pRANK
Chi. Distribution Change?
'
turned from an overseas entertainnjit
•
tour,
has
been signed
by Twentieth )x
Chicago — Film exchanges here
may have to change distribution Crabbe, St. John in P.A/s
• Fair."
for a leading role •
in "State
methods on subsequent-runs if print
San Francisco — San Francisco's
shortages become acute. One plan only all-Western picture house, the ^IX new pictures are scheduled to <rt
*^ this week making a total of 48 sh)twill be to have B week houses play Round-Up, is celebrating its first an- ing.
I
niversary with Buster Crabbe and Al
over a three-week period, C week
••
•
I
houses the same.
St. John making p.a.'s.
V/ERONICA
LAKE
will be teamed
th
•
•

Wreckage" Banned

Des Moines, la. — Public safety
commissioner Charles Triplett banned the showing of the film "Human Wreckage," after showing 10
days at the Casino.
•

"Hasty Heart" to Warners
IVcst Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Holly wood — "The Hasty Heart,"
Broadway hit written by John Patrick, has been purchased by Warners.
John Dall, currently appearing in
New York in "Dear Ruth," will have
the top male role.

Red Cross drive plans Saturday. Carolina TO Confer on
About 85 guests have been invited to
Red Cross, 7th Loan Drives
a luncheon by Marion Osborne, distributors chairman, and L. C. Griffith
Charlotte — Plans for participation
exhibitors chairman. Master of
by
owners of the Caroceremonies will be C. B. "Brownie" linasthein theater
the Red Cross campaign and
Akers, exhibitors co-chairman of the
in the Seventh War Loan were disOklahoma WAC.
cussed by officers and directors of
the Theater Owners of North and
WE Red Cross Rally Today
South Carolina at a meeting here.
Bill Slater and Don Dunphy, sports
The following committee chairmen
announcers, will be guest speakers were appointed by A. F. Sams, Jr.,
at the Red Cross rally of Western of Statesville, N. C, president:
Accessories and trailers — H. H.
Electric employes, sponsored by the
Labor-Management War Production Everett of Charlotte; Checking — R.
Committee's special Red Cross H. Berry of Hartsville, S. C; Conciliation— T. A. Little of Charlotte;
today.
group at the company's tube shop,
Membership — H. D. Hearn of Charlotte; Film Rentals — Sam Trincher
of Charlotte; N. C. Legislative ComSet New Haven RC Meet
mittee— H. E. Buchanan of HenderNew Haven — First pre-Red Cross sonville, N. C; S. C. Legislative
campaign industry meeting has been Committee — Warren Irvin of Cocalled for 12 :30 luncheon at the Hotel lumbia.
Taft, Saturday, with I. J. Hoffman,
WAC Connecticut exhibitor head and Ralph Curry Wounded
Carl Goe, distributor representative,
Anniston, Ala. — Ralph Curry, Alin charge. Ben Kalmenson of Warabama Theaters employe here beners and Maj. L. E. Thompson of
fore going into the service, is reRKO are scheduled to speak, as well
ported wounded in action on the Belas local Red Cross notables.
gian front.

' Alan Ladd by Paramount in "The lie
Dahlia," a murder mystery written for
screen by Raymond Chandler.
TONY

SEVEN

will make her screen d<it

' as a star in "Miss Seventeen," |in
original story by Russell Birdwell, for PiC
COL

LESSER has announced the acquis:

*^ of the screen rights to "Show
Land," a novel by Clark McMeekin.

M

yi/ALTER
LANTZ
has signed
a five-V
' ' deal with
Whitman
Publishing
under which the firm will print a new '
tune

magazine

entitled

•

"Walter

Lari

•

piCHARD
wentdonating
to the Blood
'^
recently CRANE
and after
a pint,B ke
Funnies."
nurse,
a pretty ycung girl, approached n
hesitantly and stammered, "Mr. Crc.'.
could you please spare one more drop ir
my autograph book?"
•

He
• did.

^ECIL B. DeMILLE has suggested to e
^^ House Committee on Un-Ameritii
Activities that it might want to investigit >
the Afra's action which barred him frona
$98,200-a-year radio job because he reful
to pay a $1 union assessment.

Present Photoplay Awar(}
For Best
Pic, Players of '4(Continued from Page 1)
tions at a luncheon at the Paimount studios. Rheinstrom also pisented an award for the most poplar picture of the year to Paramoill;
for the production of "Going T'
Way," and it was accepted on 1half of the company by B. G. DeSyb.
Greer Garson, who was voted t:
most popular actress of 1944, w)
be
given her
award at a lunchep
at M-G-M
today.

lA
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Production Year in
icAds
(Continued from Page 1)
,ed, it would constitute a misdeneanor.
Another provision of this bill would
■equire the exhibitors to flash the
Ilate of production of every picture
m the screen for at least five sec; mds.
Two other minor bills might af'ect the industry. AB-1441 sets up
I bi-and new agency known as the
"alifornia Indoor Recreation Com, nission. There is a possibility that
■ his might be construed to include
noving picture theaters.
SB-t>34 would require the flying
)f an American flag and a Califorlai Bear flag over every theater and
t.musement place, railroad station,
)ank or hotel of more than four
itories high.

TO

THE

• COMMISSIONED

1NEI

*

MURRAY

J. KEMP, former Alabama Theaters employe, Selma, Ala., received his bombardier's
wings and was commissioned a flight officer at Demming,
N. Y.

— • —
* PROMOTED

*

ENSIGN JACK WALSH, forme:ly of Mills Industries, Chicago, to Lt. (j.g.) in the U. S.
Navy.
SGT, WM.

COLOllS!

WAR

MA). MITCHELL WOLFSON, formerly mayor of
Miami Beach and president of Wometco
Theaters Corp., to Lt. Col., attached to the
g-5 section of the Sixth Army group headquarters in the European area.
SCT.Paradise,
SCHILLER
of Hav
Loew's
New COHEN,
York, to formerly
lieutenant.
ng
completed 52 missions over enemy territoiy
in Europe, Schiller is now an Army Air
Force instructor.

* ARMY

*

R. JONES, formerly accessory manager, Columbia Pictures, Charlotte, to top
sergeant overseas.
2ND LT. JOHN H. HOOD, formerly head shipper,
Columbia exchange, Charlotte, to first
lieutenant on overseas duty.

JEAN HEYER, Paramount exchange,

Extending Tele Program

Lucille Tannenbaum

RKO Television Corp. announced
the extension of an experimental
program which it produces for
Macy's department store. The program, having completed a sevenweeks' period, will continue for another 19 weeks over Station WABD,
and is presented Wednesday evenings
at 9:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Lucille Tannenbaum, secretary to
Sam Goodman, film buyer for the
Century Theater Circuit, has been
named successor to Elmer M. Sichel,
the circuit booker, when he leaves
for induction in the Army on Feb.
26. Sichel was formerly affiliated
with the Schine Circuit in Gloversville, N. Y.

WELDON
Grange, SIMMUN5,
Chicago.

SERVICE

N

. . on the Film Front

manager,

B &

Parkston, S. D. — A special show hero
staged to provide newspapers for local men
and wmen in the service netted $426 at
the box office of A. Wuebben's Alvero
Theater. Fund makes possible sending 344
local papers weekly to Parkston members
of the armed forces. Wuebben donated
theater and picture.

K's La-

* WAC*
Boston.

Booker

Cincy Cinema Club to
Install Officers Mar. 1
Cincinnati — Cincinnati Cinema
Club have set forward their annual
installation dinner to March 1, pendng the return from Florida of Rudy
Knoepfle, newly elected president.
Knoepfle, sales rep. for Republic
Pictures, has taken 60 days' leave
due to ill health.

INFORMATION
PLEASE
For that important information about the
Motion Picture Industry refer to the
Recognized Standard Reference Book of
The Motion Picture Industry— THE FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK published annually
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ISTRIBUTORS DENY VIOLATIONS OF LAW
ight Curfew Order Hits 1,000 Key Theaters
iidn
chedules to be Revised;
'Owl'
xpect Majority
atrons
to Switchof Hours
Approximately 1,000 key theater
tuations throughout the country
ill be affected by the "midnight
irfew" order which goes into effect
'onday, it was eastimated in a suriy of the theater chains yesterday.
The downtown situations in most
jy cities operating on a late show
isis, with closings at an average
; 1:30 a.m., will revise their schedles to comply with the order issued
ionday by James F. Byrnes, direc(Continued on Page 6)

iusell, Cres Smith
0 Vanguard Posts
Two new appointments to Vanuard Films' executive sales staff
nd a new sales setup were announc1 yesterday by Neil Agnew, viceresident.
Milton Kusell, former New York
istrict manager of Paramount, has
2en named Eastern supervisor of
lies. Cresson Smith, prominent
lies executive who has held imporI
(Continued on Page 9)

Major Network Rushing Plans to Estahlish
Television Newsr eel-Motion Picture Division

Plans for the establishment of a television newsreel and motion picture division are being quietly whipped into shape by one of the major radio networks, itwas learned authoritatively yesterday.
Principal hurdle encountered by these given the assignment to formulate
plans is said to be the union problem, which presents certain jurisdictional
and other angles.
Top newsreel men are understood to have been approached for executive
spots in the early post-war period.

New PRC Sales Heads; WB Quarterly
(Carthy to Studio
Up to $2,350
Bert Kulick yesterday was appointed general manager of domestic
distribution for PRC and Morris Safier was named Western division
sales manager. Leo J. McCarthy,
who has been general sales manager
for the last year, remains with the
company in an executive production
capacity. Appointments were made
by Leon Fromkess, president, who arrived from the Coast on Monday.
Kulick, recently placed on the Navy
(Continued on Page 8)

Year's
s ,689
y Co. ofReport
Stanle
$1,474
Income
Net

The Stanley Co. of America yesterday reported a net profit of $1,474,689 after all deductions for the
year ended Aug. 31, 1944. This figure compares with $1,889,870 for
Paramount will release a total of the preceding year. The showing last
8 pictures during 1944-45, Charles
(Continued on Page 6)
L Reagan, vice-president in charge
f distribution, informed the reg)nal sales meeting of New York,
ioston and Buffalo district sales
(Continued on Page 8)

Paramount to Release
!8 Pictures in 1944-45

Wilmington, Del. — Preliminary figures made public yesterday at the
Warners annual stockholders' meeting give the company a net profit
after taxes of approximately $2,350,000 for the quarter ended Nov. 25,
1944, as against $1,981,730 for the
same period of 1943. The November,
1944, net is equivalent to 63 cents
per share of common stock outstand(Continued on Page 9)

RKO Plans Full-Scale
Production in Britain

Denver — ^The two per cent service
tax, which applied to all admissions
over five cents, will be dead Feb.
28, as a result of the bill passed by
the Legislature and signed by the
Governor.

Industryites Briefed for March Campaign
Briefing more than 1,200 members
"Co-Pilot" to Gamer
of filmland who packed the Grand
$10,000 for AAF Aid
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria to
Macon, Ga.— A $10,000 gross for
the Army Air Forces Aid Society
will be realized from the gala premiere performance of Warners'
"God Is My Co-Pilot" at the Grand
Theater tonight, according to Lamar
(Continued on Page 9)

Allegations by the Department of
e deJustice that the various clearancappeal
of the arbitration
, cisions
^ board proved that the distributors
were violating the anti-trust laws
were denied by the distributors in
their answers
to the D of J this
week, it was reported yesterday. The
letter, which was signed by the
legal firms of the five consenting
companies,
reportedly opposed
the
D of J's request for an injunction
and asserted that an injunction was
(Continued on Page 3)

Ne
ew's
Lo03
6 ,4
2594
517,$M
$1t4,Up
Net income of Loew's, Inc., and
subsidiaries for the fiscal year ended
iAug. 31, 1944, was $14,517,256, an
iincrease of $1,094,403 over the net
profit of the preceding fiscal year
when the earnings were $13,422,853.
Latest net income was equivalent to
(Continued on Page 6)

Atlas' Picture Holdings

London (By Cable) — Full scale Now Reach $13,140,448
British production by RKO in the
post-war period is included in the
Amusement securities in the $27,company's program for the early 855,189 portfolio of Atlas Corp. as
war years, according to Phil Reis- of Dec. 31 last were valued at $13,man, RKO's foreign sales chief, now 140,448, with RKO holdings accountvisiting London.
ing for $12,662,273
that 8)total, acReisman this week is discussing
(Continued onof Page
(Continued on Page 8)

Bigger Red Cross ^Take^ Seen

Colo, Admission Tax
Will Expire Feb. 28

D of J's Request For An
Injunction Opposed in
Distribs.' Reply to Brief

attend the Red Cross Breakfast yesterday under WAC auspices as a
preliminary to the Motion Picture
Industry's 1945 Red Cross War Fund
Week, N. Peter Rathvon, national
chairman, declared that preparations
for this greatest drive of all have
(Continued on Page 9)

Expect No Stoch
Allocations Change
Washington Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Lincoln V. Burrows,
head of the WPB Motion Picture unit,
said yesterday that it will be another
10 days to two weeks before all requirements are in for 35 mm. raw
film allocations for the second quarter with the probability of no change.
However, the 35 mm. picture is not
nearly so attractive and at present
there is no indication of any loosening up after April 1.
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Maurice publicity
A. Bergman,
Universal's
Eastern
and advertising
director, left yesterday for Cincinnati and Cleveland in a first step
of a proposed key city tour on behalf of Universal's star-building advertising program during the next
month.
Bergman's trip is in line with the
recent announcement made by W. A.
Scully, vice-president and general
sales manager, in which he revealed
Universal's plan for participating in
special advertising with exhibs. in
promoting the names of "U's" new
players. First campaign will be directed to Yvonne DeCarlo who has
the leading role in Walter Wanger's
Technicolor "Salome, Where She
Danced."

Orders Studios to Bargain
With Designers Local 1421
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In the Screen Set Designers, Local 1421, dispute with the
Prop Men's Local 44, Attorney
Thomas Tongue, Portland, Ore.,
War Labor Board arbitrator, ruled
that the old contract made by the
Society of Motion Picture Interior
Decorators and taken over by 1421
gives bargaining rights to 1421 and
orders producers to negotiate with
it. Decision points out 44 can petition NLRB or ask the American Federation of Labor to handle conflicting claims, but that producers should
negotiate with 1421 pending any
moves by Local 44.

Eastman Common Goes
On $6 Dividend Basis

1/4
1/4

Cinema Lodge Honor Scroll
To Harry Brandt Tuesday
Cinema
Lodge,
B'naiITOA
B'rithprexy
will
honor
Harry
Brandt,
and national industry chairman for
the recent Sixth War Loan Drive,
at a joint open meeting with the
recently-formed Cinema Ladies' Auxiliarypolitan
of B'nai
in the Temple
CosmoRoom ofB'rith
the Pythian
next Tuesday evening.
Brandt will be cited for his consistent leadership in the undertakings of the
industry's
WAC He
in furtherance of the
war effort.
will

Plans London Trip

Is'''

COminC and GOli
SAM

BRiSKIN

is here from the Coast.

MALCOLM
KINCSBERC
returns from a |
ticn at the week-end.
GEORGE DEMBOW is a scheduled arrival!
from Hollywood.
J. ROBERT
RUBIN
early next week.
HERBERT
CROOKER
Coast on Friday.
ABE SCHNEIDER
JOHN
morrow

F.
from

returns
is

from

due

here

the
fronl

has returned from the

ROYAL'
arrives
New York.

in

Hollywooi|

TED SAUCIER, publicity director of the
dorf-Astoria, who has been acting as tec
advisor to M-C-M on "Weekend At The
doif," will return Monday from the Coast.

be presented with the Cinema "Honor
Scroll" by S. H. Fabian, WAC theaters division chairman. The two
previous recipients of the scroll are
in New opening
York yesi'
Barney Balaban and Samuel Rinzler. to )AMES
remain DUNN
until arrived
the Broadway
o \
The Cinema Auxiliary will be for- Tree Crows in Brooklyn"
WIN
BARRON,
sales promotion
manage,
mally instituted into Cinema Lodge
at the meeting and officers including Paramount in Canada, is here from To.'cnto:
MARIE (THE BODY) McDONALD left
Mrs. Ann G. Blaekman, president;
York yesterday
for Hollywood.
Mrs. Bessie Lefkowitz, vice-presiHERB ELLISBURC, owner of the Studio
dent; Miss Bess Rosenthal, treasurer;
aler, Chicago, is en route to Miami.
and Mrs. Ethel R. Greenfield, re-^
cording secretary, will be installed.
Membership in the Auxiliary is open $165,000 Hospital Fund
to all women in the film and allied Offered by Northwest V.
entertainment industries as well as
wives and other female members of
Minneapolis, Minn. — Universit; f
the families of Cinema members.
Minnesota regents and execut
are engaged in an intense hunt
Federal funds which will en;
British Empire Films
them to accept the offer of the \
Deal Renewed by Mono.
iety Club of the Northwest to (|
tribute $165,000 toward construci n
of a campus.
heart hospital on the unr
Renewal of an existing arrange- sity
ment for the distribution of MonoThe offer, made in a letter ii
gram Pictures in Australia by British Empire Films Pty., Ltd., was Chief Barker A. W. (Art) Ander."
made under a long-term contract, it Warners branch manager, folloi;
was announced yesterday by Norton collapse of the fclub's negotiations)
V. Ritchey, vice-president in charge purchase the closed Motley elera,
tary school of Minneapolis from
of Monogram's foreign operations.
The first picture to be released board of education for the establi'
under the new agreement will be ment of such a hospital.
Variety Club estimates cost of
"Forever Yours," featuring Gale
hospital would be from $300,0001
Storm. Five of the "Charlie Chan" $400,000.
It would be under uniV
series are also ready for distribution
in that territory.
sity jurisdiction and would be lar,'
ly charitable, giving service to he
patients who cannot afford to p
Riskin To Go West
vide this medical attention for the
For OWI Productions
selves.
In addition to the original flat

Rochester — Eastman Kodak common stock yesterday went on a reg—
3/4
ular annual dividend basis of $6
+
1/2
when directors declared a regular
quarterly dividend of $1.50.
+
1/8
Last year the regular annual basis
+
1/2
—
1/4 was $5 per share with an extra divi+
1/8
dend of 75 cents in December. Directors also declared the regular
+
1/8
-f
1/8 quarterly dividend of $1.50 on the
Robert Riskin, chief of the OWI
6 per cent preferred. Both dividends
overseas
motion picture bureau, will
are
payable
Apr.
2
to
stockholders
Monogram
Picts.
. . 33/8 3iA 3iA —
leave for the West Coast Monday to
of record Mar. 5.
RKO CVS
13/4 15/8 ^3/^
..
Sonotone
Corp
3%
3%
3% —
engage several producer's for the
Technicolor
231/8 225/8 223/4
..
Bell Heads ATCA Publicity
filming of documentaries, it was
Trans-Lux
51/4 SVs 51/4
,.
learned
here yesterday.
Universal Picts
25
245/8 25
+
Ray Bell, former Loew and M-GRiskin also plans to look over four
M publicist, has been elected chairman of the publicity committee of films now in production and to conMcNomee Leaves NSS
the Air Traffic Conference of Amerfer with Hollywood Writers MobiliEdward McNamee, advertising
zation.
Bell, who left Howard Dietz's
manager of National Screen Service, staff ica.
two years ago, is director of
has resigned.
Public Relations for PCA (Pennsyl- Columbia International
vania-Central Airlines),

Hummel

Wednesday, February 21,

Files; McConville, Prexy

Joseph S. Hummel, vice-president
Albany — Columbia International
of Warners International Corpora- Corp. chartered under Delaware
tion, is completing plans for a trip laws with capital of 100 shares no
to London in the near future.
par value, has certified to the Secretary of State that it will enter
Fred M. George Dies
New York State with offices at 729
Seventh
Ave.
Chicago — Fred M- George, veteran
It will distribute in foreign counmember of the Chicago operators'
tries. Joseph A. McConville is
union, is dead. Burial was in Arlington Cemetery, Elmhurst, 111.
president of the corporation.

fer of $165,000 toward construct!
costs. Variety Club also has offer
the university $25,000 annually i
and
has ofexpressed
an intention
support
the hospital
when ' bu
increase that annual amount.

Watch
bedring
U^ A. releases

GCR
Presents

dm

0^\
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Ask Referendum On
I Napa Admission Tax

)istributors Deny
/iolatsons of Law
(Continued

from Page

1)

Napa, Calif. — California theater
owners are watching with interest
a fight being carried on here to repeal atwo-cent amusement admission
tax
recently imposed by the City
Council.

ot the proper method of reaching
I, solution to the problem.
■* While not rejecting the Governlent's proposals
for modification
nd amendment of the clearance pro;jnions, the distributors were said
vFo have stated that some of the pi'oisions proposed would not work out
practice. They asserted that arbi' ration under the decree had served
:s pui'pose in a satisfactory manner
nd that they did not agree with the
) of J that the arbitration provisms expired on Nov. 20, 1943.
It
,-as their understanding, the letter
eportedly connected, that arbitra■ ion would continue after certain
ther provisions had expired.
i The Govei-nment's proposal that
V, learance should be eliminated beween theaters charging the same
: dmission price was regarded as bejsng unworkable.
:; It is understood that the distribuivjiOrs will have witnesses at the March
Vi( hearing
before
Federal
Judge
lenry W. Goddard, even though they
:nay not be called to testify.
The
iiJovernment, in its brief, said that
t would not offer oral testimony in
:i upport of its motion, but would rely
rincipally upon the facts "established in the course of arbitration
: roceedings."

iVeies «ii«f Vieics
• • • CUFF NOTES: Regardless of recent denials, it's a fact that
Joseph P. Kennedy and Mike Todd did talk over a partnership for film
production
Nothing developed, but it's still possible that there may
be a "meeting of minds.". . • The Screen Ofiice and Professional
Employes Guild has moved to new offices at the headquarters of Local
1, United Office and Professional Workers of America, 30 East 29th St.
The SOPEG was Local 109 of the UOPWA before its recent merger
■with Local 1. . . 9 That busy day which CharUe Moskowitz put in at
Loew's yesterday was just his way of celebrating another birthdcry. . .
O In one recent instance, a Nazi V-bomb killed several persons in a
London tobacconist shop, but — on the authority of the AP — the explosion failed to disperse a line near by waiting fcr admission to a moving
picture theater
What better tribute to films in wartime could you
ask? . . . • Noel Meadow, the publicity-minded Broadway press
agent, in allowing his imagination to cope with the abstract, pulled a
bunny out of his hat when he got Brock Pemberton's permission to make
a deal for the manufacture of a 16-inch stuffed version of the 73.6-inch
nebulous Broadway rabbit, "Harvey.". . • Didja know that the Army's
"jungle circuit," pictorial inspiration for the commemorative three-cent
stamp issued to mark the industry's 50th anniversary, had its inception in Panama two years before Pearl Harbor?
First jung'e theater
was established by the Coast Artillery Command at a Panaman battle
station

T

Press Film Critics' Circle
Barry Fitzgerald again was named the
best supporting actor for the year. . . • The Statue of Liberty in
Times Square, sponsored and erected by the War Activities Committee,
is bei72g given a new paint job so that it will be all spic and span for
next month's Red Cioss War Fund Drive. . . • Marshal Neilan, one
of Hollyiuood's veteran directors, has volunteered his seivices to direct "The All-Star Bond Rally," a two-reel subject to be produced under WAC auspices by 20th-Fox for the Eighth Canadian Victory Loan.
▼
▼
T

Washington— The Anti-Trust Diision of the Justice Department reeived a two-page letter from the
iig Five signatories to the New
.''ork
yesterday
afernoon,consent
stating decree
that they
oppose any

IN NEW POSTS
lAURICE CONNOR, manager, Boyd, Philadelphia.
RANK BARRY, sales manager, Columbia, Atlanta.
I^ILLIAM BEDARD,
Circuit,
Detroit.

assistant booker, Broder

▼

mount's "Going My Way" has another honor to its credit
It has
been voted the best picture of 1944 by the New York Foreign Language

3ig 5 Oppose Decree Change
^ending
Divorcement Suit
Vashinqton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

hange in the existing consent deree pending final settlement of the
lovernment's suit for divorcement of
heaters from the studios.
Anti-Trust Division has asked for
ome changes to give temporary reief to the independent exhibitors
■ending the final suit. The major
hange urged would be to stiffen the
rbitration section of the decree by
se of injunction powers.
The majors, in their letter yesteray, specifically oppose this.
The Justice Department's attitude
nil be to press for an early suit on
he divorcement proceedings and al0 to urge the court in New York
0 make temporai"j' adjustments.

▼

• • • LINES-O-TYPE: Harry C. Arthur has been re-elected a
director of the St. Louis American League Baseball Club. . . • Para-

•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

Arrange Distribution
Of Brazilian Pix in U. S.
IVest

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A deal has been closed
on "0 Brasileiro Joao de Souza"
("Joe Smith, Brazilian"), produced
in Brazil by Cinex, headed by Bob
Shust, who produced and directed,
and who is currently in Hollywood,
for distribution of the picture in the
United States and Mexico and the
territories of Hawaii and the Philippine Islands.
Deal was made with CLASAMohme. The film was brought into
this counti'y through CIAA and the
Motion Picture Society of the Americas.
Fever Epidemic Over
Flushing, O. — Flushing Theater,
recently closed on account of a scarlet fever epidemic, has reopened.

'This Is America" Tie-up
With This Week Mag. Set

Theater operators, under the leadership of Thomas C. Malloy, Jr.,
started action against the new tax
by asking the City Clerk to issue a
petition of referendum. This was
refused on the grounds that the city
charter does not provide for such a
referendum.
Malloy took it to the Superior
Court and obtained an order for the
clerk to show cause why the petition should not be issued, contending that the laws of California provided for such a referendum and
that they superseded the city charter.After the hearing Superior Judge
Mervin C. Lenhardt ruled in favor
of the theater operators. Under Ms
decision the referendum machinery
will be invoked under the State constitution and not the city charter.
The petitions for a referendum
vote on the tax are now being circulated and are being backed by theaters and other amusements and
by organized labor.
Should this repeal referendum
move be successful it will serve as
a model method for fighting similar
tax proposals that are pending in
other cities.

Selznick's Leigh Writ
Plea to be Heard Friday
London (By Cable) — David 0.
Selznick's application for an injunction to prevent the appearance of
Vivian Leigh in the London production of the stage play, "Skin of Our
Teeth," is expected to be argued in
High Court on Friday. Selznick contends her appearance would constitute a breach of contract.

Posthumous Award to Bess

Nashville, Tenn. — Mrs. Patricia
Lampley Bess received the Purple
Heart awarded posthumously to her
A policy of editorial collaboration husband, Pvt. Charles N. Bess, former theater
managerwho
of was
Crescent's
between RKO's "This is America"
bine
killed Woodin acand This Week Magazine has been
tion in France, July, 1944.
completed following conferences between Frederic Ul^an, Jr., producer
of the short subjects series, and William I. Nichols and Jerry Mason,
editor and executive editor, respectively, of the publication. The two
media will work together in bringing infomiation and current history
February 21
to the public. This Week, which apAnn Sheridan
Cordon S. White
pears in the Sunday editions of 21
Edwin
L. Marin
Arline Judge
newspapers in 21 cities, has a net
February
22
paid circulation of almost 6,500,000.
Robert Young
Nacio Herb Brown
First film to result from the arB. P. Fineman
C. W. Yates
Albert Herman
J. Miller Walker
rangement is"On Guard," an FBI
James
Kirkwood
Marcy
McCuire
subject featuring J. Edgar Hoover,
M. B. Horwitz
which will be followed by "Honoi'able Discharge."
I

urn RIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO..

! I

roDo/rr
WATCH

FOR THE PRESS BOOK!

USE IT! RED CROSS DRIVE - MARCH

15-21

BULLETIN — It took twenty years, and far
more than that number of producers, to
set records for Broadway's Astor Theatre,
but it took only one week for Samuel
Goldwyn's 'THE PRINCESS AND THE
PIRATE'' to break them.
At the close of business on Thursday,
February 15, the new Bob Hope starrer
was thousands of dollars ahead of any
other picture's box-office total for any
week in the theatre's history. What's
more, at the end of the sixth day, the
previous record had been broken and
every dollar of the seventh day's business
was that much extra.
The remarkable

business at the Astor

puts ''THE PRINCESS AND
in a unique light. The Astor
the showplaceof Broadway
of its pictures has always
as, or higher than, that of
the United States.

THE PIRATE"
has long been
and the quality
been as high
any theatre in

"THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE"
released by RKO Radio Pictures.

is
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Midnight Curfew Hits
1,000 Key Tliealers
(CanHnued from Page 1)
tor of War Mobilization and Reconversion.
Theater owners operating houses
on a 24-hour basis, such as the Savoy, Family, and Center in Philadelphia, and those selling "swing
shift" shows in the war plant areas
voiced their co-operation with this
latest measure to conserve fuel for
the war effort.
One theater executive opined that
"since our industry is the only form
of popular mass entertainment, the
public will readjust themselves to
new opening and closing hours."
No approximate loss in revenue
could be determined at this time since
it was generally felt that 15 to 80
per cent of those moviegoers who
patronize the late, and midnight
shows, would arrange to attend the
theaters in accordance with the curfew edict. However, a drop of 15
per cent in box-office receipts is anticipated inNew York's Times Square
area.
Theater managers in Milwaukee
had not determined yesterday how
they would alter their late operations especially on Saturday nights
to conform with the Government's
midnight curfew order. Meetings
of managers and distributors are in
progress. H. J. Fitzgerald, president of Fox Wisconsin Corp. and
state chairman of motion picture
war activities stated yesterday the
order besides would eliminate the
-midnight shows in downtown theaters and would compel the first
showing on ordinary double-feature
bills to be moved back to 6:30 p.m.
instead of the 7 p.m. starting hour.
Thirty Southern California theaters that have been operating all
night are affected by the midnight
curfew. In addition to this number,
more than 20 houses have been open
all night Saturdays. Many of the
all-night operations were instituted
at the request of defense plant owners and have shown little, if any,
profit for the exhibitors.

Predict Exemptions from
Ban on Midnight Shows

1HEI

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S REUS
Party for Harry Buchanan
Lyric In Policy Switch
Carl Leserman, UA general sales
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Loew Poll
manager, is hosting a cocktail party will change policy to house legitiat the Stork Club this afternoon to
mate shows first part of the week,
introduce Harry Buchanan, com- and movies on Saturdays and Sundays only. In addition, vaudeville
pany's new ad-publicity
chief.
•
will be staged Saturday nights.
•
WLB Okays Pay Tilts
Four more applications asking for Rogers Set for Cleveland
Cleveland — Roy Rogers, Republic
wage rises for exchange office workers have been approved by the Reg- star, will bring his rodeo show here
ional War Labor Boards. Benefited for a week's engagement starting
are workers in Atlanta, Charlotte,
April 21.
•
Cleveland and Memphis. The applications were submitted pointly by Stutz an Ice Casualty
the lATSE and the film companies.
Cleveland — E. Stutz, manager of
•
the Circle and Metropolitan Theaters,
Posthumous Award
is laid up with an injured shoulder —
Scranton, Penn. — Posthumous an ice casualty.
•
awards of both the Purple Heart and
Presidential citation were awarded Mrs. Vuono Hurt in Fall
Mrs. Thomas McDonnell for her son,
Stamford — Mrs. Mary Vuono,
Corp. Jerome McDonnell, a former Stamford exhibitor, suffered a brokemploye of the Comerford Circuit,
en arm when she fell on icy pavewho died in France in Sept., 1944. ment.

Small Col. Shareholders
May Get Cash Dividend

Ascap Charges Against
Duluth Corp. Dismissed

Passibility that the dividend of
two and one-half per cent in stock
recently declared by Columbia Pictures on its common shai'es will be
paid to small shareholders entirely
in cash is seen in Wall Street. Small
holders ordinarily receive fractional
shares. The stock dividend is equal
currently to about 62 cents a share.
Including the 50 cents in cash, this
would bring total dividends to about
$1.12 per share.

Minneapolis — -Stipulation in favor
of Ascap which brought to a close
the Society's suit in Federal Court
here against Associated Amusement
Co. and the Harry Dickerraan strings
of local theaters and the Duluth Theater Corp. of Duluth, charging copyright infringement was entered into
against the advice of Samuel D. Halpern, of defense counsel, and part
owner of the Duluth corporation, it
was learned.

from the midnight curfew on entertainment for the benefit of war industry workers.
They believe the Office of War
Mobilization and Reconversion will
permit some houses to continue to
operate after midnight for swing
shift workers. Many houses, in war
industry sections, now operate early
morning shows to take care of workers who cannot attend at any other
time.

Chicago Theaters Will
Stop Ace Midnight Shows

Charges against the Duluth corporation were dismissed without prejudice. These differed from the Minneapolis cases in that they involved
a stage performance and an amateur broadcast allegedly using Ascap
tunes. The stipulation dismisses two
of the 10 counts and requires that
Associated Amusement pay $2,000
and the Dickerman string, now
owned by Donald Guttman of Minneapolis, $500- to Ascap for copyright infringements.
Associated agreed to take out licenses for 16 theaters and Guttman
for four.

(Continued from Page 1)
$8.61 per share on 1,685,109 shi
outstanding,
compared
with
the previous year on 1,675,218 sha
Operating revenue totalled $:
939,527. Federal income t
amounted to $8,103,346, while
cess profits taxes came to $4,837,
At a special meeting of stockh
ers called for March 29, a vote
be taken on the recommendatior
the board of directors to split
each share of common stock i
three shares. This proposed ame
ment of the certificate of incorpc
tion to provide a sufficient amouni
common for split-up also includes
elimination of all authorized ]
ferred
stock, none of which is i
outstanding.

Stanley Co. Reports Yea
Net Income of $1,474,689
(Continued from Page 1)

year was in the face of a tax I
of $1,252,000.
In addition to Federal taxes
chief deductions from a net inco
of $10,681,478, which compares w
$11,018,479 for the year ended Af.
31, 1943, include $2,293,522 for am'tization and depreciation of propties, $884,090 for interest expens,
and $4,847,901 representing losis
on sales of fixed assets.
Earned surplus stood at $6,15853 on Aug. 31, 1944, as against $589,010 on Aug. 31, 1943. Dividel
payments during the last fiscal yer
amounted to $904,846. The balar^
sheet shows cash assets of $1,06572. Among other assets are w
Bonds of a redemption value
Included among liabilities a;
$152,583.
$725,065 owing to Warner Bros. P:
tures, parent company, and its wh(
ly-owned subsidiary companies ai
$372,668 due WB for three theat
properties acquired from the pare
organization.
Capra-Briskin Appoint Glass
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAIl

Hollywood — George Glass has be(
commenting, declared named publicity representative ft
had been decided in the the new Capra-Briskin organizatio
the case and contended
"not a true test case as

Halpern,
Chicago — All Chicago theaters will that no law
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY obey Washington's midnight closing outcome of
orders. This eliminates Essaness
Washington — Some Government
that it was
Woods Theater and B & K's Garrick,
oflScials
here
predict
exemptions United
Artists theaters from giving it turned out."
midnight shows. It. also affects Deer Talks at Lions Club
many week-end midnight shows in
Chicago — Dr. Irvin Deer of the
outlying theaters. Chicago night
clubs are sending an attorney to Hays office addressed the EngelWashington to try to obtain conces- wood Lions' Club luncheon meeting
sions from the order, as many say here and told them about the safeit will force their closings if fully
guardsofthrown
around
Jasper, Ala. — ^It's a nine-pound boy, enforced.
production
films
by theHollywood's
MPPDA.
William A., 3d for the Steppes.
Father is an employe of Alabama
Sudekum on VU Trust Board
S. A. Quinerly Dead
Theaters, Inc.
Miami Beach, Fla. — S. A. Quinerly,
Nashville, Tenn. — Tony Sudekum,
Morris Fitzer of the New York former Greenville, S. C, theater op- president
of Crescent
Amusement
HoUywood Reporter staff became
erator, died at his home here yester- Co., has been elected a member of
the father of a girl named Sandra
day. Body will be taken to Los the Vanderbilt University Board of
at Beth Israel Hospital this week. Angeles for interment.
Trust.

STORK REPORTS

3
,40w's
$1,56094Loe
Up7,2
Net
$14,51

Watch
bear
g
U.
A.inreleases
i

G.CR
Presents

DR. GALLUP HAS GONE
INTO THIS QUESTION OF
LEADERSHIP CLAIMS!
''Didlhearjrf
a claim -

drop?"
PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE
AWARDS
Based on Gallup Poll

M-G-M
DOMINATES
FEATURE
POPULARITY

4

OUT

FIRST

10

('A Guy Named Joe': 'Mrs. Parkington';
'See Here, Private Hargrove';
Two Girls And A Sailor')

Next Companies 2, 2, 1, 1.

10

Leo has twice as many hits
as any other company!

AND

OF

OUT OF FIRST 22
Next Companies 5, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1. '

ACCLAIMED

BY THE NATION!

GREER GARSON
WINS

MOST

PHOTOPLAY

POPULAR

MEDAL

FOR

FILM ACTRESS

Watch For Press Boole! Use It!
Red Cross Drive — March 15-21 .'
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New PRC Sales Heads;
McCarthy to Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
inactive list as a lieutenant commander, will act as sales manager.
Kulick, with Fromkess, was one
of the original founders of PRC and
owned the New York franchise. Safier is a former sales executive of
Warner Bros, and recently was Midwest division manager for United
Artists. He will headquarter in Hollywood and will have charge of sales
in all PRC exchanges from Chicago
west.
Fromkess will announce within a
week the purchase by the company
of more important exchanges. PRC
recently acquired eight branches
from franchise holders and, as soon
as conditions permit, intends to control its own distribution system
throughout the country.

Paramount to Release
28 Pictures in 1944-45
(Continued from Page 1)
forces which ended here yesterday
at the Hotel Pierre.
This total, he added, will include
the modernized production of Cecil
B. DeMille's "The Sign of the Cross."
With four blocks already announced
for release, Reagan disclosed that
the balance of this season's program
will include an unusually large percentage of important productions.
R. M. Gillham, advertising and
publicity director, discussed advertising and promotion plans for forthcoming product. In addition to other
media, Gillham said. Paramount
strongly believes in the efficacy of
radio exploitation. Paramount obtains more radio plugs for its personalities and pictures than any other
company, he added, citing that "Here
Come the Waves," which has just
gone into release, has already been
exploited on more than 40 major
network shows.
Oscar A. Morgan, general sales
manager of short subjects and Paramount News, said that despite the
extreme difficulties of raw stock and
Technicolor print problems confronting shorts producers, the studio is
far ahead on production and the
1944-45 program of 64 subjects, including 36 in Technicolor, will be
delivered as scheduled.
Morgan said that sales of his department reached a new high last
season and are continuing the pace.

THEATER DEALS
Apalachicola, Fla. — ^Harry Papadopoulos has taken over the management of the Rex theater.

HOLLYWOOD
SPLAKING—

Iffil

HOLLYWOOD
/^EORGE "DINK" TEMPLETON, second
^^ unit director on Marie Sandrich's "Here
Come the Waves" and a Paramount assistant director for 15 years, has been appointed by Henry Ginsberg to produce and
direct Paramount's musical featurettes next
season. Louis Harris, who has been producing the Technicolor featurettes, has been
promoted to produce feature pictures.

•

A PPOINTMENT

•

of Harry Tugend to the

** pest of production associate of Henry
Ginsberg and Joseph Sistrom at Paramount
Studio is announced. Tugend will fill the
position vacated last week by Frank Butler
on his physician's •
advice. •
pAUL DRAPER, who arrives in Hollywood
' today on a concert tour, will confer with
Alark Sandrich, who will produce and direct
Irving Berlin's "Blue Skies" for Paramount.
Draper will co-star with Bing Crosby in the
big musical.

•

•

yy/ILLIAM PINE and William Thomls,
^ ' who beat all competitors in getting the title "Alaska Highway" registered,
two years ago, scored another title scoop
when they received notice from the Hays
office that the title "Tokyo Rose" is theirs
for a picture.

•

•

JULIE BISHOP has changed her plans
"^ to go to New York for a Broadway stage
play and will do the role of "Mona" in
"You Came Along" for the Hal Wallis
Productions at Paramount.

DECOGNIZING the necessity of self-im'^ posed restrictions on the use of film
Leslie Fenton, producing and directing head
of Mutual Productions, is communicating
with 300 of the nation's leading exhibitors
in an effort to determine the most desirable
length for his first production, "Pardon

•

•

My Past."
QEANNA DURBJN'S next Universal pro*^ duction will be "Catherine The Last," In
which she will co-star with Charles Laughton. The story is of a stage struck girl and
a great actor. Sig Herzig is now working
on the script.

pRED BRADY, who recently completed the
male lead in Columbia's "Dancing In
Manhattan," has been signed for the top
masculine role in "Song Of Broadway,"
comedy with music which stars Marguerite
Chapman.

•

•

ROCKWELL
arrived to
at bethe
'JSJORMAN
^ International
PictureshasStudios
gin a series of portraits of Gary Cooper
and Loretta Young, co-stars of "Along Came
Jones," and is planning to paint some of
the outdoor scenes. These will later be
used in the advertising campaign.

«REVIEUIS

Atlas' Picture Holdings
Now Reach $13,140,448
(Continued from Page 1)
cording
to the annual
report
stockholders
by Prexy
Floyd
day.
Odium released for publication

to
B.
to-

Valuation compares with $17,112,621, aggregate of film securities in
Atlas' $37,112,621 portfolio on Dec.
31, 1943. Holdings of amusement
issues, as listed in the current report, are restricted to 30,850 shares
of Walt Disney Prod. 6 per cent cum.
conv. valued at $478,175 and 1,329,020 shares of RKO Corp. common
carried at $12,293,435 and 327,812
RKO Corp. option warrants valued
at $368,788.
A year ago, Atlas held the following amusement issues:
Preferred

Stocks

based
on Dec. 31,
1943 market
quotations
Shares
Amounts
66,400 RKO
Corp. 6%
Cum.
Conv
$6,640,000
2,000 20th-Fox
$1.50 Cum.
Conv
67,750
23,850 Walt
Disney
Prod.
6%
Conv
261,360
Common
Stocks
49,983 Paramount
$1,187,007
1,329,078 RKO
11,795,567
327,811 RKO
Warrants
49,716
37,991 30th-Pox
821,656

Commenting upon RKO Corp. in
his letter to stockholders. Odium
says the company "had a profitable
year in all main branches of its business although its earnings available
for stock were below like earnings
for the year 1943. This decrease in
earnings available for the stock of
1944 was not unexpected because the
'loss carry over' which that company
had available to it under the provisions of the Federal Income Tax Law
was used up during the year 1943
and because the profits from the production of pictures in Hollywood
before taxes were substantially below the record high profits from this
source
in 1943."
Indicated
asset value of Atlas common at the end of 1944 was approximately $21.98 a share, an increase
of $2.97 over the corresponding figure for the preceding year, it was
stated in the report which listed total assets as $69,624,518 on that
date.
Tabulation of comparative statistics shows that the asset value of
Atlas stock has increased in the past
four years from $12.26 to $21.98.
Odium called attention to Atlas' cash
position, represented by a total of
$25,210,176 in cash and Government
securities.

RKO Plans Full-Scale
Production in Britain
(Continued from Page 1)
the company's British plans in detail, and an announcement
is expected before he winds up his London stay.

Hartford, Conn. — Michael Daly, Albert DeSUvey Dead
for the past 15 years lessee of the
Mechanicburg, Pa. — Albert H. De
Among other things, Reisman says
Daly, has purchased the theater Silvey, 54, of the Harrisburg State he envisions vast expansion in the
16 mm. field.
property.
theater, died at his home here.

"God Is My Co-Piloti
with Dennis Morgan, Raymond Masse^
Warner Bros.
90 Ms.
THRILLS AND EXCITEMENT APLENV
PLOITS.
IN STIRRING

TALE

OF HERO'S AIR I-

In Col. Robert L. Scott's book about is
exploits as an Army Air Force pilot Warr
Bros, has found the material for an unu]
ally stirring film about the air war in
Chinese
theater
of operatioi^s.
Rouil
entertainment packed with thrills and rj
blooded
acti:n, the film, very much ol
tribute to Gen. Chennault and his intrJ
fighting men, is pretty certain to givi|
strong account of itself at the box offic(n
spite of the fact it is another in the 1 1!
list of war films that follow a definite [
tern that has become extremely comm
Although the story of Chennault's Fl; g
Tigers
is old by now, "God Is My >place.
Pilot" retells it interestingly and effective
It is a human, often moving recital of e
great work done by the Flying Tigers n
Japs.
the interests of China's war against e
The story is tcid from the point of v«
of Col. Scott's participation in the ba e
in the Chinese skies. The officer lens
the fighting ways of the Flying Tigers «
well that soon he covers himself with gy
in combat against the Japs. Despite Scc's
being ordered grounded by the medico at le
end because he is too old to take the jFf
any longer, Chennault makes the m;nanimous gesture of allowing him to t>e
part
the has
Flying
Tigers'
greatestunder
missn.e
Thein film
been
well acted
driving direction of Robert Florey. De is
Morgan plays Col. Scott and Raymond Vi
sey is Gen. Chennault.
CAST: Dennis Morgan, Raymond Massey, idrea King, Alan Hale, Dane Clark, John 'Ridjy
Stanley Ridges, Donald Woods, Murray A r,
Joel Allen, Stephen Richards, Warren Dou s,
Minor Watson, Philip Ahn, Richard Loo, F ik
Tang, Charles Smith, Paul Brook, John Ms,
Addison Richards, Bern!e Sell, Danny Dowlln
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Buckner; DireiT,
Robert Florey; Screenplay, Peter Milne; Bid
on book by CoT. Robert L. Scott; Camerain,
Sid Hickox, Art iDirector, John Hughes; ra
Editor, Folmer Blangsted: Sound, Oliver S.
retson; Set Decorator,
Jack McConaghy.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Excell

Balaban to Give Nation
Bill of Rights Today
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAi I

Washington — Informal public ce
monies in the morning at the Shr
housing the Declaration of In
pendence and the Constitution of
United States and an evening
ture by Byron Price, Director
Censorship, on "The Bill of Rig
in Wartime" will mark the pres
tation to the Library of Congr
today, of one of the originals of
president
of Paramount.
Bill of Rights
by Barney Balab'
Following
the presentation.
Bill of Rights original will be pla
on public exhibition in a specis
constructed case next to the Shrii
The document presented by Bs
ban is an autograph engrossment
vellum measuring 29% inches
height and varying from 26%
27% inches in width. It is enclo
in a black and gold frame un

glass.

I
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WB Quarterly Net
Jp to $2,350,1
n,
y

■

(ConMnued from Page 1)

j||ig, as compared with 53 cents for
^e 1943 quarter.
,1 A net reduction of $2,853,000 in
k de consolidated funded debt since
I lept. 1, 1944, to bring the total fundI d and other long-term debt of the
n. ^pany and its subsidiaries to ap:|/faximately $46,800,000 was reported
r t the meeting.

tej: Answering inquiries about WB's
» ividend policy, officials of the com:: any stat«d it was the intention to
jntinue to apply available cash reraipts to reducing the outstanding
• ebt.
There will be no dividends
aid this year.
Officials pointed out
f iiat the program of debt reduction
directed towards the ultimate goal
f placing the common stock on a
)und dividend basis.

; The following' directors were re-elected:
1 iimuel
Carlisle,
Stanleigh
P. Friedman,
larles S. Gugrgenheimer, Samuel Schneider,
orris Wolf.
' I The
meeting
was
moderately
attended,
'•;.lany of the stockholders present being from
1. „i3 city.
What promised to be the hig-h' rht of the meeting, an offer of $2,000,000
r certain old films, made by Jacques Kop. ?in, New York film man, was turned down
. lien it was disclosed that the concern had
, lOssed some $3,000,000 on a number of
' -issues which it marketed itself. Kopi iein doubled the offer he made lor the films
I) i the meeting last year.
,. ; The company
further reported
that the
m "This is the Army" which they pro'■ 'iced at cost, for the armed forces, netted
:' I',000, 000 for Army relief.

Co-Pilot" to Gamer
,10,000 for AAF Aid
'
(Continued from Page 1)
ivift, city manager for Lucas &
mkins Theaters. Swift also re)rts that as a result of the intense
terest aroused by the two months'
Ivance campaign on the picture the
cal run has been set to continue
least three times as long as the
ual engagement here. After three
eeks at the Grand, the picture will
! moved to another house for a
ntinuation of its local run, with
e possibility that a third house
so will be used if other booking
mmitments permit.

C^*\

Bigger Red Cross ^Take^ Seen
Industryites Briefed for March Campaign
(Continued

been completed to the last detail,
and characterized the industry's
rank and file participating as "the
troops who must carry through."
With teams set up in 32 exchange
cities and more than 8,000 of the
nation's film outlets already pledged
out of a total expectancy of 16,747,
collections appear certain to substantially eclipse the 1944 drive's total,
Rathvon said, and stressed the fact
that this year there can be no figure
set for collections, so urgent are
Red Cross needs. He cited as evidence of the campaign's anticipated
success the fact that not one person asked to serve and aid the drive
had failed to accept the call.
Rodgers, Toastmaster
Initiating the breakfast meeting
was rendition of the National Anthem by Lucy Monroe, and the invocation delivered by Capt. Edward
T. Sandrow. Preceding Rathvon's
address, William F. Rodgers, toastmaster, was introduced by Maj. Leslie E. Thompson, national executive
co-ordinator for the industry's Red
Cross Week, March 15-21, inclusive.
Rodgers asserted that collections
must be made at every performance
during that span. He told his listeners that this is not the first time
the industry has answered the call,
nor the last, for it "has never misunderstood the call for help," and
said that "when the history of this
war is written, there will be a big
credit balance in favor of the indus-

Charles Eeagan, WAC distributor chairman. New York Area, declared that every
theater in this area is pledged to make Red
try." collections, and exhibitors must and
Cross
will bring to bear every bit of showmanship
to make the campaign an outstanding accomplishment. He predicted that the New
York Area would shatter the marks attained by any previous drive.
Strenuousl.v contending that film theater
audiences do not resent collections in auditoriums, Sam Rinzler, WAC exhibitor chairman. New York Area, pointed out that
patrons want to participate in the war activities of their movie houses, which they
regard as their community centers, and feel
that they are a part of every patriotic drive.
More than 97 per cent of the local houses
under his campaign command are now on
the dotted line, in fact only 12 are now
missing, and they are about to cheek-in,
making the 100 per cent to which Reagan
referred. In the 1944 Red Cross drive. Randforce houses collected more than $30,000,
and Rinzler said this would be bettered sharply. Concluding his address, which was
'ROTHY KORINC, formerly student assistant
manager
at Loew's
Valentine,
Toledo,
0., spiked with characteristic wisdom and huJ ater.
is now the assistant manager at that themor, Rinzler presented WAC's former assistant co-ordinator, Arthur L,. Mayer, Red
Cross deputy commissioner for Honolulu.
;TH
WILSON, booker's stenographer, M-C-M,
Omaha.
Arthur Mayer Speaks
Back in the U. S. from several months
KN WALSH, manager, Rosedale Theater, Detroit.
of service in the Hawaiian Islands and the
SS MARY
MacMILLAN,
secretary
to |ohn Paeiiic war theater to give the 1945 Red
Cross Drive personal impetus, Mayer gave
~HTjlstOTi, manager 70th Century-Fox exa first-hand account of his experiences, and
change, Charlotte.
descriptions
as eye-witness of the magnificent
<RY GALLAGHER is the new assistant manager work the Red Cross is doing for our fighting
of the American,
PIttston, Pa.
men. He told also of the invaluable morale
IS. EVELYN BURKE has been named manager aid the 16 mm. gift films are to the wounded,
of the Liberty. Exeter, Pa.
and those who have only these movies to
IS. CORINNE KING, bookkeeping department, dispel boredom. He climaxed his speech by
telling the story of the dying American lad
M-C-M
Exchange,
Memphis,
Tenn.

IfEmniE TOUCH

DAILY

from Page 1 )
who dictated a note to a Red Cross nurse
for dispatch to his father and mother, —
"Dear Mom and Pop: — I don't know what
you planned to send me for Christmas, but
whatever you meant to do, please do twice
as much for the Red Cross. , . After what
they have done for me and others like me,
nothing
you can
do trailer,
will ever starring
be enough."
The Red
Cross
Ingrid
Bergman, shown at the outset of the program, was enthusiastically
applauded.
David Weinstoek was in charge of the
arrangements for the Red Cross breakfast
meeting.
Seated on the Dais
On the dais were Barney Balaban, Leon
Bamberger, Walter L. ("Red" I Barber, Edward Bell, Joseph Bernhard, Harry Brandt,
Leo Brecher, Arthur Brilant, Colby M. Chester, Max A. Cohen, Prank Damos, Si Fabian.
Herman Gluckman, Bemie Kamber, Milton
Kussel, Harry Lowenstein, S. Barret McCormick, Harry Mandel, Arthur L. Mayer, W. C.
Michel, Bob Mochrie, Lucy Monroe, A. Montague, C. C. Moskowitz, License Commissioner
Paul Moss, John J. O'Connor, Henry Randel,
N. Peter Rathvon, Charles Reagan, H. M.
Richey, Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, William F. Rodgers, Harry Ross, Capt. E. T.
Sandrow, James Sauter, George J. Schaefer,
Ed Schnitzer, William A. Scully, Spyros
Skouras, Martin Smith, Maj. Leslie E.
Thompson, David Weinstoek, William White,
and Adolph Zukor.

TO THE COLORS!
• COMMISSIONED

*

GILES A. ROBB, JR., son of manager of the
Princess, Toledo, 0., has been commissioned
a 2nd Lt. in the Air Force.

*

ARMY

*

ROY ROBBINS, manager, Boyd, Philadelphia.
RAY MYERS, manager, Karlton, Philadelphia.

Kusell and Cres Smith
To Vanguard Prods. Posts
(Continued from Page 1)
tant posts with United Artists and
RKO, has been appointed West Coast
sales supervisor with headquarters
in Los Angeles. Sam Horowitz continues as Midwest and Southern supervisor with headquarters in Chicago.
The new appointments will be effective March 1 and mark the formation of divisional sales control
and will eliminate the former post
domestic general sales manager as
all sales will be supervised by Agnew.

IN MACON,
GEORGIA
TODAY. . .
*

In Macon, Georgia today tnere will ne
celenrateci, witn tne ceremony
it so ricnly warrants,
tne advance World Premiere or
tne new Warner Bros.
Acnievement
I ..u, '■: V

IS

^

This at last brings to Motion Pictures the work called by the N.Y. Times
"The most fascinating personal story of ffie war'^— the leading bestseller by that Flying Tiger who flew head-on into the Rising Sun
Col. ROBERT

L. SCOTT,

Jr.

Denni ^Morgan
StarrinI

as Col. Scott

DANE CLARK
as Ed "Reckless" Rector

RAYMOND

MASSEIt Y

as General Claire L. Cn ennau

ALAN HALE
ji
'"^°
IDRE

A

KING

'
• JOHN

as tne Flying Padre
.
RIDGELY

.
. Screen PW

Ly Peter Milne and Atem

,
Finkel • Music ty Franz Waxman

-

,
'

Directed by

• ROBERT

FLORE

Y

U

Mr« Lester Thanpson
M» K Productions Dlst*

21st flooy
28 ^* 44th St,
New Yori
K. ?.

^57

^6SPi

wr
\^f

Aetvf

TmeL

Bros/

J

Ifl Today^s bsuei The Equipment News Section

(See Pages 25 and 26)
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TEN CENTS

|1EW CONTRACTS FOR FOUR LOEW EXECS.
^idnight Order Unfair to Theaters, Says Myers
llied Counsel Hits At
oupling Film Houses with
once Halls, Booze Joints
Coupling motion picture theaters
ith "booze joints, taxi dance halls
id grunt and groan arenas would
unfair even if they were eniged merely in their peacetime
isiness of supplying wholesome enrtainment to the family trade," Abm F. Myers, Allied general coun1, declared in a special bulletin
(Continued on Page 3)

lenty of Woe for
innish Exhibitors

Stockholders to Act on
Pacts for Schenck, Mannix,
Lichtman, Thau, Mar. 29

DISTRIBUTORS FILE DECREE BRIEF
Hold Arbitration Still in Full Effect, and that Some of Relief
Recommended Would Work Havoc in the Industry
Denying that the Arbitration pro- and some of the relief recommended
visions in Section VIII of the New would work havoc with the industry.
York consent decree expired at the
The brief in full follows:
end of the three-year trial period,
"As counsel for the consenting decounsel for the defendant companies,
fendants in the above suit, we acin their brief filed Wednesday with
knowledge receipt of a notice of mothe Department of Justice, hold that
tion returnable March 5th for certhe Section is still in full effect.
tain pendente lite and a memorandum in support of the motion.
In
Government's criticism of Section
'Continued on Page 9)
VIII is unjustified, the brief states.

Asl(s No Frequencies lOmalia Theater Biz
For Tlieater Television Hit by Heavy Snow

Loew stockholders on March
29 will be asked to approve new
personal service contracts for
Nicholas M. Schenck, E. J. Mannix,
Al Lichtman and Benjamin Thau.
Contracts of David Bernstein, treasurer, and J. Robert Rubin, general
counsel, already have been extended
for three years.
Stockholders will be asked to ex(Continued on Page 8)

Rep. McDonougli Cails
PIx Theaters Essential

Stockholm (By Air Mail)— Disitches from Helsinki say that
IVashington Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Omaha — • Carried by a 26-mile Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
inland's exhibitors are undergoing
Washington
—
CBS
in
a
brief
filed
wind,
snow measuring up to 17
Washington — Rep. Gordon McDon;ute hardships as result of rock;ed operational costs plus high ad- on Wednesday with the FCC, called inches fell on Omaha and Southeast ough, who is Congressman for the
ission tax levy. The Government for a marshalling of forces by man- Nebraska Wednesday creating the Hollywood district, called the attenufacturers and broadcasters to make worst trafilc problem in recent years
tion of the House to the essential
is fixed prices on tickets at a level
hich is from 10 to 15 per cent be- improved television in black and and virtually eliminating theater character of film theaters in connecwhite and in color available to the
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 2) ;
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 12)

Lir's "Letters from Home'
lay Be Metro Feature

Laud Industry Service
At "Co-Pilot" Premiere

Ass'n
Miss. Exhibit
Bill ofs Rights Elects
n Gives
Balaba
ms Prexy
Williaors'
of Congres
To Library

Washington
Bureau
of THE
FU.M
DAILY
Jackson,
Miss. — R. X. Williams,
Montgomery, Ala. — Metro has a
Washington — Barney Balaban yes- indie theater
operator
of Oxford,
ipresentative here studying WSFA's
terday presented one of the 14 orig- Miss., was named president of the
Macon,
Ga.
—
The
film
industry's
inal copies of the Bill of Rights to
Letter From Home" program with spirit of public service, wartime reMississippi Exhibiview to making a full-length mosourcefulness and unmatched ability the Congressional Library. It will newly organized
(Continued on Page 3)
ie of it, President Howard E. Pill to arouse enthusiasm in worthy be placed on exhibition beside the
(Continued on Page 9)
originals of the Constitution and the
causes were highly praised by Geor(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 12)
Some Houses Start

Tele to Bring Tilt
in U.K. Set License
London (By Cable) — British
Government is reported to have
turned thumbs dcwn on proposals
that radio broadcasting here switch
to the American commercial pattern.
As a result, British radio and television will remain under the BBC
setup, with advertising barred. As
television is developed, the annual
license tax on each radio set in Britain may be increased from $3 to
$4 to pay the costs of increased facilities.

rS YOUR

THEATER

*CMrf CM?' on Sunday

Exec, TeaMiis oMior RC Meets

Adhering to the curfew edict
which commences Monday, a few

Key City Rallies Set for Ail-Out Campaign
Nine teams of industry executives
20th-Fox Using Victoria
are off on a nation-wide tour in behalf of the industry's Red Cross
As B'way Show Window

War Fund Week, Mar. 15-21.
First to start was Ned E. Depinet,
Twentieth-Fox will make more extensive use of the Victoria Theater who joined Charles P. Skouras on
as a Broadway show-window addi- the Coast to address meetings in
tional to the Roxy under a new book- Los Angeles, Frisco, Portland and
ing arrangement. The next 20th- Seattle.
Fox release to be shown at the VicLeaving yesterday were N. Peter
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 9)

PATRIOTICALLY

PLEDGED

TO KEEP

THE

AMERICAN

RED

theaters will observe the "midnight
curfew" Sunday night. Although
the order has been generally interpreted to mean midnight Monday,
several managers will attempt to
avoid complications by observing
12:01 a.m. Monday as the official
starting time.
Presentation houses featuring bands
and acts that double on radio programs are anticipating "schedule
headaches" to squeeze the shows.

CROSS
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Omaha Theater Biz
Hit by 17-inch Snowfall
(Continued from Page 1)

business.
Schools and many downtown businesses closed early.
Trains into Omaha were running
late and only a few buses were getting through. Film deliveries likely
will be halted in many parts of the
area.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS, vice-president and
general sales manager for M-C-M, will leave for
the Coast Sunday to see new product and also
plan a tentative lineup for the next block.
MORT BLUMENSTOCK, Eastern head of Warners' advertising and publicity, returns to New
York and Macon, Ca., today. He is accompanied
by LARRY COLOB, Eastern publicity manager
and DON CARLE GILLETTE, trade press contact.
NATE SPINGOLD, vice-president of Columbia
P'ctures, is due to arrive here Monday from the
Coast.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA will leave next week
for England to start work on his second production for M-C-M.
lULES LAPIDUS, Eastern sales manager for
Warners left yesterday on a business trip to
Boston, New Haven, Albany and Buffalo.
SAM DEMBOW, Golden Productions executive,
will stop in Chicago on his return to New York
from the Coast.
LT. HARRY
Army
Camp

SCHLAR,

who before entering the

was a booker at Paramount's Boston exchange, has been transferred to New York from
Planche,
La.

J. ROBERT RUBIN, M-G-M vice-president and
general
counsel, is due back from the Coast
next Tuesday.
JOHN with
E. FLYNN,
M-G-M's
Western
manager
headquarters
in Chicago,
who sales
had
planned to arrive in N3W York on Monday has
postponed his trip until a later date.
BEN COETZ left Wednesday for the Coast
for studio confe'ences and is due back soon en
route to England.
EDWARD

to

WILLIAM EYTHE left New
return to the Coast.

York

yesterday

FRANK N. PHELPS, Warner Circuit executive,
returns to his desk today after a trip to Boston.
JACK DANIELS, signed by Warners as a dialogue director, has left for the Coast.

XEW

HENDERSON M. RICHEY, Metro's exhibitor
relations head, left Wednesday for Charlotte,
Atlanta, New Orleans and Washington on behalf of the Red Cross drive.

YORK

of THE

FILM

D.\

Month Magazine.
His 'assignni
has several angles.
One is to
cate' some types of stories on]
industry
starswith
which
have '•
been
done andbefore,
emphasii
the international angle.
Anothtl
to interest one of the companiell
a tieup with the magazine by w|
punchy features will be used asl
basis for shorts.
Metro
series on
producer,
in_
Pearlshorts
is calling
John Nes'|
nection with two yarns in the
issue of This Month.
Welcome

Buchanan

to UA

Approximately
250 persons
comed Barry Buchanan to his
post as director of advertising
publicity for United Artists at [
Stork Club Wednesday night.

THEATERS

'
INSIDE THE RACKETS!

HERBERT CROOKER, M-C-M publicity manager, returns Tuesday or Wednesday from the
Coast via Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis
stopovers.

(Continued from Page 1)
Declaration of Independence in the
"Shrine" of the Library.
In a brief speech in which he made
the presentation to Dr. Luther H.
Evans, acting Librarian of Congress,
Balaban said he had purchased the
historic document when he learned
that the library did not have one,
Powell and Pressburger
"to give it as a token of appreciaComing for Story Data
tion for the freedom my parents enjoyed when they came here from
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, British producers,, are ex- Russia."
Present at the ceremony were Juspected to arrive in the U. S. shortly
tices Reed, Frankfurter and Dougto gather historical data and recruit
las, of the Supreme Court; Representative Sol Bloom of New York;
talent for a film dealing with the
Senator Claude Pepper of Florida;
Declaration of Independence, tenta- Taylor Mills, head of the OWI Motion Picture Division; Claude Lee of
tively titled, "A Matter of Life and
Paramount; Robert Denton and Hugo
Death."
M. Johnson of Paramount News;
The producing team made "Colonel and J. E. Fontaine, local Paramount
Blimp," one of the films scheduled manager.
to be released domestically under
Original copies of the Bill of
Rights were made for the original
the Rank-UA distribution deal.
13 states. The Government also has
a copy in the Archives.
Wednesday night, Byron Price,
FOR SALE
head of the Office of Censorship,
Several thousand opal marquee letters
spoke on the Bill of Rights at a cereand frames, Including numbers and word
mony in the Library of Congress,
plates — both flat and round type letters,
presided over by Assistant Secretary
average 13" frame. Box No. 226, Film
Daily, 1501 Broadwfay, New York 18, N. Y.
of State Archibald MacLeish, former Librarian of Congress.

assistant to Grad

BERNARD M. KAMBER, assistant to WAC
National Distributor Chairman Grad Sears, will
leave today to attend Red Cross meetings in
Charlotte and Atlanta.

META REIS, executive assistant to Richard
Mealand, scenario and story editor at Taramcunt's Coast studios, leaves New York today
for the Coast.

Balaban Gives Bill of Rights
To Library of Congress

M. SCHNITZER,

Se^rs, national distributor cha'rman for the
WAC, is en route to St. Leu's, Kansas City,
Omaha and Des Moines on the Red Cross Drive.
Later he will visit the Southern UA exchanges.

Coast Bureau

Hollywood — Ralph Pearl is
acting as a West Coast rep. of

Mobland's Gat's Blaze Again!
1st N. Y. Showing

"THEA Republic
CHICAGO
KID"
Picture

'The WALT
THREE DISNEY'S
CABALLEROS
in TECHNICOLOR
Released

by RKO

NOW

Radio Pictures

Brandts

GLOB

with

DONALD

BARRY
OTTO
TOM POWERS

KRUGER

REPUBLIC

Nation

•

THEATRE

Introducing

CORNEL

IN PERSOH

William
POWELL
OH SCREEN

'THE THIN MAN

S^

HANGOKR

KING COL
TRIO

Myrna LOY
BENNY CARTER

^P!^H

ROXY,
GOLDWYN
BOB HOPE

7th AVE. & 50th ST.

presents

MM

SQUARE

Doors

in Technicolor

open
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C1*^%B

fK^

I V/K

Prices
Popular
Midnight

Shovir
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Edward

RAY

MILLAND
in

"MINISTRY
Ur
rCAR
^_

CCAD"

His

PAMMOi/A^r
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Picture

—

RKO

Releaie

BUY

LONG

LOUIS
JORDAN
TjTnpany
Five

•
Joan Bennett
Massey

IN THE WINDOW

international

IN PERSON

JOHNNY

And His OrchestraAnd

G. Robinson
Raymond

WOMAN
Ad

Paramount Present*

and ORCH.

, GOES HOME'

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE
Continuous

WILDE

A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIOI

LAIRD CREGAR
LINDA DARNELL
GEORGE SANDERS

SAMUEL

Rockefeller Cent

"A SONG TO REMEMBER
Paul Muni • Merle Oberoi

B'way, Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

P

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the

^ MORE
WAR

^

BONDS
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ees Midnight Order
infair io Tiieafers
i.

(Continued from Page 1)

••lis week dealing with the midnight
Dsing order.
Myers said that Allied was mako- a survey to ascertain how many
its members
would be adversely
; fected. While it was believed that
, e only after-midnight
shows
in
. Hied territories were those for the
- -nefit of service men on furlough
, id war workers, Myers
said that
Hied protested the growing tend:^:cy to classify film theaters along
jith drinking places, dance halls and
'|orts arenas.
The implications of
^ ch classifications are greatly un■ ir, whether
intended
or not, he
jiclared.
■'"Considering the large amount of
reen time devoted to Governmentonsored reels and the splendid
irk done by the theaters in sellg War Bonds and raising funds
r the Red Cross and other relief
. -encies, such classifications show
woeful lack of appreciation,"
vers concluded.

=^ss. Exhibitors' Ass'n
■Hects Williams Prexy
i

Rep. McDonough (alls
Pix Theaters Essential

(Continued from Page 1)

I'rs'
Association
here. Unit replaces
e MPTO
of Mississippi.
Other oflBcers elected are:

; Vice-presidents: Gi'ady Cook, Pontoc, former state senator, and edi■T of the Pontotoc Progress; Lloyd
;.)yal, Meridian, and E. W. (Clinton,
enticello, former House member.
Max Connett of Newton, was
. med secretary-treasurer.

» 'eek-End Singles in Milwaukee

Milwaukee — All downtown
theers will run single-features
over
. e week-end
only.
Neighborhood
' eaters probably will do likewise to
2et midnight curfew orders.

nion. Labs. Resume Talks
Negotiations
for a basic agreesnt were
resumed on Wednesday
the Motion
Picture
Laboratory
• :chnicians Union, Local 702, lATSE,
d the Eastern laboratories.

SEND RIRTIIDAY
GREETINGS TO..
February
23
Emil C. Jensen Edward
M. Saunders
Rita Weiman
Norman Taurog
Leonard Schlesinger Victor Fleming
February
24
Harry D. Buckley Marcus A. Benn
Richard Thorpe
Chester Carlisle
Nathaniel
Finston Carole Gallagher
Harry
Blair
Ross Ford
February
25
Zeppo
Marx
Helen Jerome Eddy
Warren Hymer
Franklin Marshall
William
D. Kelly

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

tion with successful home front participation in the war.
"Although not recognized as an

<

G-l Advice to Hollytvood

^

•

who finds, on occasion,

•

•

THE INDUSTRY

COMMENTATOR

a vocal outlet in Page One's lirst column was saying the othsr day
that it might be a good thing were Hol'.ywood to not give the "brushoff" to some of the things the boys are writing home from "over there"
about the movies. .. .That would seem to make highly pertinent the
winning essay on the films in a G-I contest sponsored by the Army Pictorial Service in the Middle Eastern Theater of Operations
As
printed in the Stars & Stripes, here's what brought Pvt. J. B. Steckley,
AAF, a 15-pound first prize
T

▼

▼

• • • "ALL MORALE IS DIVIDED IN THREE PARTS: good
movies, bad movies and legs
I like the first, blow up at the second, and—
Having lulled you into a receptive mood, I would like
to offer the following suggestions to the film industry, simply as constructive criticism

essential industry," he said, "the
motion picture theater is the channel
which carries the story of the war
to 88,000,000 people in this nation
thus keeping up the moreach aleweek,
of the folks at home and the
men at the front.
"The vast store of artists, technicians, culture and art of the motion picture industrv in Hollywood
had been sincerely devoted to helping win the war. All of the talents
of these artists and technicians have
been at the disposal of the Federal
Government."

' Fund
for 'Dimes
$72,08180 Coast
s
Via
Studio
writers, directors, executives, technicians, and general
office workers of the 18 West Coast
studios contributed $72,080.35 to the
1945 March of Dimes drive, Fred S.
studio chairman, reported
Meyer, y.
Wednesda
Actors,

•
•
•
"1. WAR
(A) Lay off it, put it in File 13
(B)
If you must show us war, show us our allies
When we see what
they are going through we'll be twice as glad thai it isn't happening
at home
(C) If it must be our Army get some GI technical advisers and critics. You'll slcry them
(D) If your hero must be an Officer and Gentlemcm (by the grace of Congress) and a blasted idiot
(by the grace of God) decorate him or kill him but don't promote him.
(If he is in the Service Forces or the Air Corps just start him out as
a general.)
But actually there is more brass distributed in one picture than in six campaigns and a dozen naval engagements
(E)
If you have a good story cut that last scene where our hero emerges
as a lieutenant commander, a major, or at least a sergeant with a Good
Conduct ribbon

(F) If you must show us the glamour of Produc-

tion, be realistic enough to end with a close-up of the hero's bank
balance
(G) If you are trying to show us our folks and our sweethearts, go easy on the glamour, the pathos, etc., etc
We just normally aren't dramatic, and Hollywood might learn that understatement
can also have its drama

•
•
• "2. A GOOD COMEDY, un-uniformed, is a blessing
3. Mysteries with tone and some real characterization are too few
4. As for musicals— give us Legs, Legs, Legs! Not troops of them floating briefly, and underlighted, through the background of someone's
dream, but a good look at them, one at a time
And please, good
music— lots of it, and no STORY, or at least one that is slightly sensible

Leaders in amount of money collected were: 20th-Fox $15,605.60;
Metro $10,483.18; Paramount $7,543.24; and Warners $6,548.10.
Loew's Capitol, Washington, D.
the drive's
place in with
into first
C, steps
total
theater
collections
$26,Loew's
pertheseat.
or $7.57 led
066.92,
State, Norfolk,
circuit with
per seat average of $9.46.
Fabian Theaters report $25,054
this year against $23,008 in 1944.
The Rugoflf & Becker circuit of New
York nabes leaped to $11,200 from
last year's $7,000.
Warners Theaters collected a total of $427,951— an increase of 22i^
per cent over 1944.
Loew's Theaters' total, without
home office donations, amounted to
$572,155, an increase of 29 per cent.
Visiting road- attractions booked
into Dayton's Memorial Hall boosted
the Victory Theater's total to $7,925. Elmer Rodelle, manager of the
Victory, says the extra collections
amounted to nearly $2,000.

•
•
•
"S. DON'T CUT DOWN on the Newsreels
We'll take
our war that way
And hats off to the actors
6. About shorts.
stuff them in your barracks bag and take off
7. Finally, to Ingrid
Bergman, Greer Garson, Bette Davis, Paul Muni, Raymond Massey, Wal-

lUEDDinG BELLS

ter Huston and John Garfield — I wish all of you were triplets
I'd
hate to see you work yourselves to death, but I really sweat out those

Detroit — Leon (Sonny) Schultz,
manager of the Paradise, operated

long gaps between pictures" ......

by the
Cohen
be married June
10 toCircuit,
Harriet will
Tobin.

▼
O

•

•

T

T

We're Avenging Pearl Harbor

«

«

«

»

»

»

Sylvia Silver of the Warner Bros.
statistical department was married
in Kew Gardens, Long Island, yesterday to Leonard J. Watson, purchasing agent for the New York
City Board of Education.
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Lfidies and GenttemcD: —
We complied
with the
W*r Labor Board instruction* and have turned off
We w«re open last evening and everyone enjoyed "Thirty Second* 0»«r

cro wdi

Large crowds are attending this picturo. We
Tokyo."
a I 1 know that large
crowds make heat. This

»'^» VAN JOHNSON • ROBERT WALKER
PHYltrS THAifTER ■ TIM MURDOCK
SCOTT McKAY • GORDON MeDONAlD
DON D«FORE • ROBERT MITCKUM
JOHN R. SEILIY • HORACE MeNAllY

We Aie Open!

body heat with the intulation of the t hea tre, will
make th)> theatre reasonahly com.'ortable. Tell
your friends that Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo wiO
bo shown at thia theatre
continuously Saturd a y
and Sunday at ItO*), 3:30.
6t00 and S:30 p. m.
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Pleniy of Woe for
Finnish Exhibitors

BRIEnnCTHEDflV'SnEUIS
Sidney Joins Eagle-Lion

(Continued from Page 1)
R. G. Sidney, for 17 years with
low prices temporarily settled in Oc- United Artists as statistician in the
tober, 1943.
contract department, has been appointed head statistician and sales
Among the operation costs are
comptroller of Eagle-Lion Films,
those faced by theaters which have
Inc., by Arthur W. Kelly, president.
had to make expenditures for air Sidney recently left UA and was
raid shelters which regulations pro- presented with a gold wrist watch by
the office in recognition of his long
vide must house the total audience, service.
and these shelters must be main•
tained.
Product is also a problem. The 20th-Fox Family Club Party
Finnish Filmfoerbundet has finally
Twentieth-Fox Family Club's
made an agreement with the Finnish Spring Dance took place at the City
Center
Casino Wednesday night with
Filmkammaren, partly via Government mediation. This arrangement Gregory Franzell and his radio orchestra supplying the music. Fesprovides for 25 per cent of playing
time for American and Scandinavian
tivities were handled by the Club's
pictures in theaters having member- proxy. Bill Gehring and a committee of 12. Lew Lehr was MC.
ship in the Filmfoerbundet. The
latter, consequently, has altered its
previous hostile attitude toward U. "Tomorrow" Policy to be Set
As soon as the next five test runs
S. and Scandinavian product which
in the past year has drawn solidly of Lester Cowan's "Tomorrow — The
at the box-offices. Taste for German World!"
are completed,
the sales
films is rapidly declining.
Ipolicy will be decided upon and the

general release by UA will follow,
according to B. B. Kreisler, general
(ConHnued from Page 1)
sales
Prod. manager of Lester
Cowan tend Schenck's contract from ,
1, 1947, to Dec. 31, 1949, at
present rate of compensation; na
Skouras to Address ITOA
ly, $2,500 a week nlus 2% per c
Spyros Skouras has accepted an of the combined net profits, mi
certain
deductions, with a limit
invitation of the ITOA to speak at a
luncheon meeting of the organization $200,000. Option to extend the c
at the Hotel Astor on March 1. Rep- tract for five years from Jan.
resentatives of independent circuits 1950, is included.
New contract for Mannix wc
in the Metropolitan area have been
invited to hear the 20th Century-Fox extend the present agreement fi'
Jan. 1, 1946, to March 1, 1954,
president speak.
the present rate of compensation v,
•
Ruth Goldberg With Morros
a ceiling of $200,000. Al Lichtn
contract for continued service wo
M'est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ruth Goldberg, who be extended from Jan. 1, 1946,
March 1, 1954, with a $200,000 li
was secretary to Ben Kalmenson, tatlon.
Warners sales chief, has joined the
The same period of extens
Boris Morros Music Co. staff as
secretary to Morros.
would
apply to Thau's contract,
his weekly
salary would be incre
•
ed
from
$1,750 to $3,000 plus .7 ]
Metro Players at Capitol
cent of the combined annual pro:
"The Picture of Dorian Gray" will with a ceiling pegged at $200,0
have its world premiere at the Capi- Thau's increase has been appro
tol on March 1. Robert Walker, Lena by the Salary Stabilization Unit
Home and Xavier Cugat, all under the Treasury Department. It V
contract to M-G-M, will appear on recommended by the Audit and FJ
the stage in conjunction with the ance Committee and authorized
first showing of the picture, the re- the board of directors.
These matters will be placed I
lease of which has not yet been set.
fore the stockholders in addition
•
Dr. Spaeth to Lecture
approval of a plan to split the co
mon stock on a three for one ba
Dr. Sigmund Spaeth, chairman of and the election of 10
directors,
Motion Picture Music of the National
Federation of Music Clubs, will give Lt. B. M. Lowry. Jr., Slain
the first of a series of three lectures
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Second 1
on "Music and the Movies" at the Brents M. Lowry, Jr., former ass
auditorium of the Museum of Mod- tant
manager of the State Theat
ern Art, Sunday, at 8:00 p.m. Each
a P-47 fighter pilot, was kill
lecture will be illustrated by historic
in action in the Burma area
films showing the development of
December, according to a W
screen music and by musical exannouncement
to 1
cerpts from the finest modern films. Department
parents here.
Overseas since Au
•
ust, 1944, Lt. Lowry had previous
Chi. Circuits Reduce Staffs
Chicago — Theater circuits here are received the Purple Heart for woun
in the CBI theater.
meeting WMC's order to cut staffs
five per cent. Most circuits' em- To Vote on Sunday Movies
ploye totals are below the WMC orLebanon, Tenn. — Sunday movies
der figure, however.
Lebanon,
begun at the request
military officials during war maneu
Hoblitzelle's Bank Post
ers in this area, may be continue
Dallas — Karl Hoblitzelle, presi- but
not until after the question
dent of Interstate Circuit, Inc., and settled by an election. A resolutic
Texas Consolidated Theaters, Inc., by the city council provides for tl
has been named vice-chairman of the election but the date has not bee
board of the Republic National Bank
set.
of Dallas.

•
Servicemen Wives as Cashiers

Tlie 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .

THE

FILM

DAILY

1501 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

New Contracts for
Four Loew Execs.

Edward Smith Dead

Chicago — Edward "Corkey" Smit.
member of the
Bessemer, Ala — Five of the six pioneer
orators union, is dead. Chicago o]
theater cashiers and supervisors
here are wives of servicemen. Management gives them time off when
their husbands are on furlough or
within visiting distance.

THEATER DEALS

•
Form F-C International
Foreign distribution rights to Film
Classics, Inc. releases have been acquired by the newly-formed affiliate,
International Film Classics, Inc. The
new corporation was formed with
200 shares at no par value.

The Squire theater at 693 Eight
Ave. has been sold by the City Ban
Farmers Trust Co., as trustee, to
client of George Brussell, attorney
subject to a mortgage of $130,001
E. M. Simon acted as broker in th
deal.

iriday, February 23, 1945
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islributors File
insent Decree Brief
(Continued from Page 1)
:ordance with the arrangements
ide before Judge Goodard, we hereadvise you as to the position of
3 defendants with respect thereto
follows :
■'1. Our fundamental issue is with
jpect to the granting of injunction
ief in dealing with clearance. We
lieve that on the whole arbitration
the most satisfactory method of
.ving clearance disputes which in
jir very nature are complex and
pend upon a number of factors inlying business judgment. Very
;en the rights of exhibitors who
J not parties to the decree are
ally affected. It was an apprecian of these circumstances which
rmed the basis for those provisions
the consent decree which made
arance disputes subject to arbiition in the manner provided.
"2. The defendants will not
contest the authenticity of the
iecisions of the appeal board or
>bject to a consideration of them
jy the court with respect to the
juestion of the adequacy of the
irbitration provisions of Section
mi of the decree. We will,
lowever, contest the Government's claim that these decisions are evidence with respect
:o a determination of the ques;ion of violation of any of the
arovisions of the anti-trust laws.
'3. We were surprised to find
n the Government's memoranium the assertion that the arbiLtation provisions of the consent decree expired three years
ifter its date and are now in
jffect only by agreement of the
jarties. There is no doubt in
)ur minds but that Section VIII
)f the decree is still in full effect.
'4. Substantively we disagree with the poon taken in the memorandum reg'arding'
itration ol clearance as provided for by
tion VIII, We believe it has been suciful from the point of view of all parties
eerned. including' the public, and that
ler Section VIII the appeal board has
n able to. and has. dealt effectively with
various clearance problems presented to
ind we believe that this Section provides
quate relief with respect to clearance
)Utes.
As we have said, the problems
complex and vary according' to local
ations. By its very nature clearance
not be measured with precision but
5t rest on the business judrment of exitor and distributor.
The arbitrators by
decree have been permitted to review the
iness judgment of distributors and exitors and to determine
■whether or not
clearance granted in particular cases was
long in point of time or too extensive
area, after •n-eighing the several factors
for in Section VIII. We will contend
t it is apparent from the decisions that
members of the appeal board and the
itrators have been assiduous in performtheir duties and have provided adequate
ef wherever their judgment differed from
business judgment
of the distributors
exhibitors which they reviewed.
"5. We believe that the criticisms in
he meniorandiim with respect to Section
in are unjustified and that some of
he relief requested would work havoc
|ii the industry.
^ "6. The rel'ef which the GoTernment
'sks cannot
be considered
or granted
a vacuo as a mere matter of law.
As you will readily understand,
counsel

1Ni<
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on Veronica
the Girls"
with "Bring
Eddie Bracken,
Lake, Sonny
Tufts
Paramount
92 Mins.
AMUSING MUSICAL COMEDY RATED
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT; AIDED BY
PRODUCTION
NUMBERS.
Girl trouble provides Eddie Bracken with
:an:ther screen vehicle that is a fountain
I of entertainment. A good program musical
comedy, "Bring on the Girls" will win general acceptance on the basis of its fine
Technicolor investiture, its highly diverting
production numbers, its hilarity and its
musical treatment.
The film moves breezily and amusingly
under the direction of Sidney Lanfieid and
the supervision cf Associate Producer Fred
Kohlmar. The fact that much of the action takes place in bistros makes the film
constantly interesting and enhances its
entertainment value.
"Bring on the Girls" relates a gay though
not-very-convincing yarn of an extremely
wealthy young man who yearns for a femme
who will love him fcr himself. Disgusted,
he joins the Navy. A member of his law
firm is sent along to keep an eye on him.
Our hero falls in love with a cigarette girl
whom he believes to be in love with him
and not his dough, but the cutie, who really
is stuck on his guardian, makes a dope of
him. A romance with a rich girl solves his
problem.
Bracken is very funny as the rich lad.
Quite a funster, too, is Sonny Tufts as the
guardian. Veronica Lake is the ciggie gal
and Marjorie Reynolds the rich dame.
CAST: Veronica Lake, Sonny Tufts, Eddie
Bracken, Marjorie Reynolds, Grant Mitchell,
Johnnie Coy, Peter Whitney, Alan Mowbray,
Porter Hall, Thurston Hall, Lloyd Corrigan. Sig
Arno, Joan Woodbury, Andrew Tombes, Frank
Faylen, Huntz Hall, William Moss, Norma Varden. Spike Jones and orchestra, Marietta Canty,
Dorothea Kent, Ray Riggs, Stan Johnson, William
Haade, Jimmy Dundee, Walter Baldwin, Pat
Cameron, Maxine Fife, Veda Ann Borg, Douglas
Walton, Grant Withers, Noel Neill, Jimmy Conlin.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Fred Kohlmar;
Director, Sidney Lanfieid; Screenplay, Karl Tunberg, Darrell Ware; Based on story by Pierre
Wolff: Cameraman, Karl Struss; Musical Director,
Robert Emmett Dolan; Songs, Jimmy McHugh,
Harold Adamson; Dance Director, Danny Dare;
Art Directors, Hans Dreier, John Meehan; Settings, Raoul Pene du Bois; Film Editor, William
Shea; Sound, Wallace Nogle, John Cope; Set
Decorator,
Ray Moyer.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.
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"The Unseen"
Joel McCrea,
Gari Russell,

"Salty
O'Rourke"
with Alan Ladd
and Gail Russell

Iwith
Herbert
Paramount
97 Mins.
Paramount
;/
81 Mins.
DRAMA WITH RACING BACKGROUND
STACKS UP AS GOOD ENTERTAINMENT i O'^LY FAIR ENTEirrAINMENT IS SUPON ALL COUNTS.
i PLIED BY WELL-PRODUCED MELODRAMA
An absorbing story, strong direction by iWl.t-i CONFUSED STORY.
Raoul Walsh, acting that rates high and at- I Failure to work out its story clearly and
tention to production details combine to
coherently serves to make "The Unseen"
give "Salty O'Rourke" more than ordinary a disappointing melodrama. The film will
worth as a dramatic offering. Despite its leave most persons with a sense of confusion,
racetrack flavor the picture will bid as for which the primary blame goes to those
heavily for the patronage of the women as who did the screenplay of the Ethel Lina
of the men, Credit for this goes to a White novel — Hagar Wilde and Raymond
, Chandler.
I neatly worked out romance between Alan
Ladd and Gail Russell.
For all its stcry faults the film succeeds
The pl;t, which has moments of excitement and a thrill or two, provides Ladd
with another opportunity to play a pokerfaced character with a minimum of effort.
This time he is a horserace gambler with

rather well in creating' suspense and establishing the proper mood and atmosphere
man.
for melodramatic doings. In addition a
good production has beeen accorded the
yarn by Associate Producer John House-

a month's time to pay back a heavy debt
to a vicious bookmaker (Bruce Cabot). To
solve his dilemma he buys an unmanageable
horse for a song and hires a roughneck

The mystery of an empty house adjoining
that of Joel McCrea, a widower with two
children, drives the interest along. The
jockey (Stanley "Stash" Clements) to ride riddle is solved after a lot of hokus-pocus
the animal. Ladd and his trainer (William that throws suspicion on several persons,
DemarestI are hard put to it keeping the among them McCrea himself. It seems
lad in line, especially when he gets a that Isobel Elsom, in love with Herbert
I crush on Miss Russell, his teacher at a
Marshall, a doctor pal of McCrea's, killed
school for under-age jockeys. In revenge her husband in that house some dozen years
he plots to throw the big race. When every- earlier and left the medico to dispose of
thing seems lost for Ladd the youth comes the body. Marshall has to commit a couple
through a winner in a sudden reversal of of murders to avoid detection.
character. As his reward he is bumped
! The film has been acted well enough.
off by a Cabot henchman, who, along with Gail Russell plays the McCrea governess to
his boss, is disposed of by Ladd.
whom her employer becomes attracted.
While Ladd, Miss Russell and Demarest
CAST: Joel McCrea, Gail Russell, Ha-bert
are fine, it is Clements who steals the film. Marshall, Phyllis Brooks, Isobel Elsom, Norman
CAST: Alan Ladd, Gail Russell, William Demarest, Bruce Cabot, Spring Byington, Stanley
"Stash" Clements, Darryl Hickman, Rex Williams, Don Zelaya, Lester Matthews, Marjorie
Woodworth,
David Clyde.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, E. D. Leshin;
Director, Raoul Walsh; Screenplay, Milton Holmes;
Cameraman, Theodor Sparkhuhl; Art Directors,
Hans Dreier, Haldane Douglas; Process Photography, Farciot Edouart; Film Editor, William Shea;
Set Decorator, John MacNeil; Musical Score,
Robert Emmett Dolan; Sound, Earl Hayman,
Walter Oberst.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Lloyd, Mikhail Rasumny, Elisabeth Risdon, Tom
Tuliy, Nona Griffith, Richard Lyon, Victoria
Home,
Mary
Field.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, John Houseman; Director, Lewis Allen; Screenplay, Hagar
Wilde, Raymond Chandler; Adaptation, Hagar
Wilde, Ken Englund; Based on novel by Ethel
Lina White; Cameraman, John F. Seitz; Musical Score, Ernst Toch; Editorial Supervisor,
Doane Harrison; Art Directors, Hans Dreier, Earl
Hedwick; Sound, Wallace Nogle, John Cope;
Set Decorator,
George Sawley.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

Good.

Air's "Letters from Home"
May Be Metro Feature
(Continued from Page

1)

for the consenting- defendants are not able
to decide finally until the Government's ease
is actually presented in court whether or
not the nature of the hearing will make
appropriate the presentation of evidence by
them. and. if so, the form in which it should
be presented. However, they desire to advise Government counsel that in connection
with the proposed relief so.ught, the court
may be asked to consider affidavits or testimony by a few representatives of the industry familiar with the facts showing the
history, nature and character of clearance,
the necessity therefor, the manner in which
it works, and the inappropriateness and
impracticability of the proposals for specific relief with respect to clearance conin the yours,
Government's memorandum.
Very tainedtruly

of the station disclosed yesterday.
Meanwhile, the Army has announced
plans for making a short of the popular feature for distribution by the
OWI.
"Letter From Home," conceived in
August, 1943, by Pill, is a daily program of 15 minutes, concerned "with
news of Montgomery County servicemen, and a weekly news letter
to every service man or woman from
the county whose address can be
secured. The daily program is the
medium
secured. through which addresses are

Simpson. Thacher and Bartlett, attorneys
for Paramount Pictures, Inc.
Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey, attorneys
for Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation.

Other cities over the United
States have adopted the plan at
the suggestion of Pill and are paying royalties to WSFA, all of which
is donated to the local Red Cross.
All communications received by
WSFA from the servicemen and women ai-e deposited at the State De-

Joseph M. Proskauer, attorney for Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.
Donovan, Leisure, Newton & Lumbard,
attorneys for RKO
Radio Pictures, Inc.
Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland &
Kiendl, attorneys for Loew's. Inc."

fILmS

20th-Fox Using Victoria
As B'way Show \A^indow
(Continued from Page 1)
toria will be "Thunderhead — Son of
Flicka," which will follow the comMarch. pany's "The Fighting Lady" in mid-

Henderson's Wounds Fatal
Albany — News of the death of P-vt.
Lawrence Henderson as the result
of wounds sustained in action with
P..^ the First Army in Germany has
Pvt. atHenderson
was
^ exchange.
been received
Paramount's
employed at the exchange as shipper at the time of his enlistment."
partment
of Archives
and will be
available to the ifilm industry.
At present, the feature is sponsored by 10 leading business firms,
but no advertising appears on either
weekly.
the program or the letter going out
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REP CROSS

ver again

every official poll of 1944's Best
Pictures
24 out of 24 Firsts
to date
And now comes the
25th Sensational Triumph

PHOTOPLAY'S
GALLUP POLL
GOLD MEDAL AWARDS
Two out of 3 to Paramount for Leo
McCarey's "Going My Way" and
Bing Crosby's performance . . . Determined byscientific vote of the
nation's moviegoers. . .With Cecil
B. DeMille's "Story of Dr. Wassell"
running second on the PhotoplayGallup 10-Best list!
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Exec. Teams Off For
Red Cross Meets

% DAILY

HOLLYWOOD
By

SPEAKING

RALPH

WILE

Asks No Frequende]
For Theater Televish

HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page 1)

Rathvon, national industry chairman, and William A. Scully who will
speak at meetings at Washington,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Cleveland; Robert Mochrie and M. A.
Lightman, who will speak at Chicago, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis;
Maj. Leslie Thompson, national coordinator, and Ben Kalmenson, who
will appear at meetings at Boston,
New Haven, Albany and Buffalo.
Abe Montague and Si H. Fabian
go to Detroit, Cincinnati and Indianapolis, while Henderson M.
Richey and Henry Reeves will speak
at Charlotte, Atlanta, and New Orleans. Robert J. O'Donnell and Tom
Connors, are scheduled for Memphis,
Oklahoma City and Dallas; Francis
S. Harmon, Carl Leserman, and Martin Smith, for meetings at St. Louis,
Kansas City, Des Moines and Omaha;
and Herman Wobber and Rick Ricketson for rallies at Salt Lake City
and Denver.

Unions Will Get Credit
For Red Cross Fund Gifts
Representatives of industry labor
organizations discussed plans for the
forthcoming Red Cross Campaign
with Maj. L. E. Thompson, national
executive co-ordinator, and John J.
O'Connor, Home Office and Employe
Campaign Committee chairman, at
a meeting Wednesday.
The plan calls for 100 per cent
complete co-operation between labor
and management. When the drive
results are known, they will be
broken down by Red Cross so that
all amounts collected from the various unions will be credited on Red
Cross records to the particular union
concerned.
Representing the labor groups at
the meeting were: Fred Marshall,
United Scenic Artists of America,
Local 829 of the B. of P.D. & P.H. of
America; Michael P. Connors, International Union of Operating Engineers, Local 30, 30 A and 30 B; Vincent Jacobi, Theatrical
Protective

FEmme touch

UNIVERSAL has signed Brenda Joyce and
has purchased "Banned in BosJess Barker to term deals. The former's
ton," an original screen story by first assignment will be the femme lead in
Craig Rice and Jerry Horwin, and has as- "Hear That Trumpet Talk," while the latter
signed George Haight to produce the ro- gets the male lead in "Serenade for Murmantic comedy.
M-G-M

TAKE

•

•

it from George T. Bye & Co., Rose

•

•

•

Temple's chum

'

J

has

cast

•

Taylor and
' Wilder Lane's agent, no pix deal for
Jackie Jenkins in Dorothy Neumann's
rights to "Let the Hurricane Roar" has "Now That April's There."
•
•
trary.
been negotiated despite reports to the conTWENTIETH-FOX has signed Ida Lupino
VIRGINIA WELLES, daughter of Frank
T. Walther, Wausau (Wise.) exhibitor,
will make her screen debut as Shirley

METRO

Elizabeth

for the second lead

•

in "Fallen Angel."

•

AMES

DUNN
will
be
opposite
Joan
der."
BIcndell in 20th-Fox "Command to Em-

(Continued from Page 1)

public as expeditiously as possi e.
The brief was submitted prepj itory to the taking of oral argumc ;s
before the FCC next Wednesday n
the Commission's proposal for a
cation of frequencies to radio s
vices including television, freque
modulation, aviation, police, amat
and relay.
CBS took the position that tele^
ion pictures with twice the detail
television sets of pre-war vint
were obtainable only through
use of wide bands in the higher i

in Columbia's "Kiss And

e

•

A RNOLD

PRESSBURGER

has set George

Sanders for the title role in "Vidocq,"
MERLE OBERON stays at Universal for a '*
bezzle."
second picture. Vehicle w^ill be the with production to start in mid March. It
will be a United Artists release.
Tell."Pirandello drama, "As It Was BeLuigi
•
e
fore." Charles Kcrvin will co-star with production to begin in May.
^ EORGE
dealofwith
Columbia
•
•
^"^
for theABBOTT'S
film version
"Snafu"
calls
for terms paralleling those of the ColumbiaIT'S definite that Errol Flynn's next starAbbott "Kiss and Tell" deal.
rer for Warners, will be "The Adven•
•
tures of Don Juan." Flynn is due back here BENEDICT BOGEAUS announces that he
within the next fortnight from the East.
•
•
^ has signed Loretta Young to star in
the title role of his next production, Polan
piLM rights to Raymond Chandler's mur- Banks' "There Goes Lona Henry," which
' der mystery novel, "The Lady in the will be released through United Artists.
Lake" have been acquired by Merto.

Stage Door Canteen
Host to Three Million
The New York Stage Door Canteen, which observes its third year
on March 2, has played host to some
3,000,000 members of the United
Nations' armed services since its
founding, according to a report issued by the American Theater Wing,
its sponsor.
The count in January showed 9,720 acts and 38,325 performers to
have appeared at the Canteen. By
March 2 the number of acts is expected to go over 10,000 with entertainers hitting more than 40,000.
The monthly average has been 270
acts. The weekly score is at least
nine
icals. "name" bands and five big mus-

Laud Industry Service
At "Co-Pilot" Premiere
(Continued from Page 1)

The brief recommended tha
quencies.
no frequencies
be assigned t
the proposed theater televisioi
and subscription radio service
because they would be availabl
to the public only upon paymen
of a fee and could utilize wir
lines rather than radio frequen
cies used by broadcasters
wh
provide the public with progran
services gratis.
Technical
difficulties encounte:
in the lower frequencies of prese
day tele preclude the possibility
nation-wide,
competitive
televis
in this portion of the spectrum, C
contended,
while numerous
adv;
tages in improved transmission s
reception will result from a move
higher frequencies.
Wide-Band Tele This Year?
CBS said it expects to demonstn
wide-band television transmiss:
and reception "within one year
ter manpower and materials
fully available, and possibly bef(
the end of 1945." Citing the
sirability ofin giving
the public
television
the shortest
timebet'a
before large investments are co:
mitted to low-definition televisi(
the CBS brief outlined the falla
of arguments by its opponents W;
would compare television develc
ment with the step-by-step grow
of the automobile and mechanic
refrigerator industries as exemp

gia's governor, several mayors and
Army officials at ceremonies marking the gala world premiere of Warners "God is My Co-Pilot" at the
Grand Wednesday night.
Commenting on the unprecedented
public turnout for various civic
events Tuesday and Wednesday honoring Col. Robert Lee Scott and the
film based on his heroic career,
Mayor Charles Bowden of Macon
said, "it typifies how important the
motion picture theater has become
as a community institution while
the thousands of dollars raised by
the premiere for Army welfare work
is the kind of good deed that has
"Fords and Frigidaires."
The Canteen's entertainment com- made this institution one of the most fiedTheby CBS
brief supported the coil
mittee consists of James Sauter, generous and most active agents of
mission's own proposal that the F
chairman; Brock Pemberton and
broadcasting band be moved
George Heller.
higher
frequencies to avoid interfe
public
service."
Mayor William Hartsfield of At- ence difficulties
which may be sei
lanta, Governor Ellis Arnall, Gen.
Union No. 1; Morrie R. Seamon, Thomas G. Hearn of Camp Wheeler ous in years of increased sunsp
Treasurer and Ticket Sellers Union,
casting.
activity. It advocated more cha
and other prominent figures addres- nels for this type of aural broa
Local 751; Oliver M. Sayler, Assosed the premiere audience or took
ciation of Theatrical Agents and
Managers; Mortimer S. Rosenthal, part in Wednesday's ceremonies.
Latter included p.a.'s by Dennis
American Guild of Variety Artists; Morgan,
Alan Hale and Janis Paige
George P. Gomperts, Screen Public- at several Army camps and hosists Guild; Arthur Nickolaus, chairpitals, a series of broadcasts over
man, Victory Commiteee, Local 702;
Honorably Discharged
local stations and a Coast-toMotion Picture Technicians; William both
Coast network interview by John B.
Feinberg, Local 802, Musicians; and Kennedy with Colonel Scott and
Sid Young,
sional Guild.Screen Office and Profes- finally the Junior League's Co-Pilot CHARLES HICKEY, from the Army to mail roi
desk. Paramount home office.
Grand Ball in the Civic Auditorium.
Present on behalf of the Red Cross
Dennis Morgan, Alan Hale and HAL FISHER, from the Navy to distrlbuti^
department
under Joseph
Phil:pson, fur
were Charles Leight, Leon Climenko, Janis Paige left yesterday for the
mount home office.
William Marks, Kenn Rogers, John Coast. Mort Blumenstock's party HOWARD
McBRIDE,
from two years in U.
Falkenholm
and William
P. Man- from Warner home office arrives
Army Service,
back today.
Theater,
Spokane.again operating his Crarh

BACK IN CIVVIES \

MARIANNE BOSTWICK is now assistant manager of Loew's Esquire, Toledo, O.
PEARL ROSEN, formerly assistant at the Lyric,
assumes similar duties at the Globe, Bridgeport, Conn.
HELEN
IVES is the student assistant at the
Bijou, New Haven.
MARIE WENTELA, office staff of Film Classics,
Detroit.
KAY RANTA, ledger clerk, Universal, Detroit.
PAULINEtroit.
SCHULTE, stenographer. Universal, De-
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PEGGY ANN
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GARNER-DONALDSON -NOLAN
JAMES GLEASON • RUTH NELSON
JOHN ALEXANDER • B. S. FULLY
Directed by

Produced by

ELIA KAZAN • LOUIS D. LIGHTON
Screen Play by Tess Slesinger and Frank Davis
Adapted from the Novel by Betty Smith
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nNIMUM MAINTENANCE NEEDS ENUMERATED
)olor Tele Progressing Despite Stress of War
t Scophony's Chairman
)lds That "New Start"
Necessary for Science

Equipment Field Notes

Statistics Cover 16,244
Active Theaters In U. S.;
Post- War bicrease Seen

iK)ndon (By Mail) — As a prelimty to post-war provision of large
en television, the production of
elevision unit displaying a 3 ft.
2 ft. picture in color is described
e by Sir Maurice Bonham Car, chairman of Scophony, Ltd., and
declares that although the war
I placed obstacles in the way of
ipany's tele development, connt research is leading to "highly
jortant advances."
Company's experts, he says, are
fident that the answer to large
een tele will be found in the two
-war systems which Scophony
(Continued on Page 26)

ing 1945 still constitute "big business" in the aggregate, and theatermen's needs will jump sharply in
the post-war period, John Eberson,
prominent film theater architect, declared at mid-week.
Appointment of Frank B. Evans as
Releasing statistics, he confirmed
Repair of the damages and reopen- branch manager of Altec's Philadel- previous general statements by suping of the Palace, Gallatin, Tenn., is
phia office is announced by D. A. Petply dealers that such maintenance
erson, Philadelphia district manager.
very indefinite. Outlet was almost
Evans
has been with the company items comprise a substantial part of
completely destroyed by fire recently.
their wartime trade, especially since
Projection equipment and all film was since its inception
(Continued on Page 26)
* * in 1937.
«
destroyed before an extinguisher could
Anent Altec, the servicing organization
be used.

erilamp Goes To
[A Equip. Section

fiarry F. Shaw, Loew Poll division manager
headquartering in New fHaven, says that all
stands of that circuit, including New Haven, Hartford, Meriden, Bridgeport, Waterbury, Worcester, Springfield and Norwich,
will have walls, ceilings and trim washed

caster, has been elected a member of
/'CRESCENT AMUSEMENT, Nashville, has
the Toledo Board of Education.
^^ purchased the site and plans the erec* *
«
tion of a new theater in Huntsville, Ala.,
Mid-West Acoustical & Supply Co., Cleveas soon as materials are available, according
land, distributors for Armstrong Ccrk Co.,
to Fritz Thomas, resident manager. Project, which would be the fourth for the acoustical products, has moved its general
chain in hluntsville, calls for a 1,500-seater offices to 256 Hanna Building.
fronting 120 ft. on Washington
St.

*

*

*

has signed the Walter Brackin Circuit of
Alabama Theaters for sound service, repair
parts and projecticn parts. The Atlanta
district has also contracted for servicing
of the Haberfeld & Flexer outlets in various Mississippi and Tennessee locales.

Minimum requirements of 16,244
actively operating film theaters in
the U. S. for cleaning supplies dur-

Significance Seen
In New DuMont Move

Detroit — Offices recently opened by
The Gaiety, Portland, Ore., dark for Allen B. DuMont Laboratories in
three weeks, is about to reopen, fol- local Convention Hall are designed to
lowing intensive remodeling and re- serve as regional headquarters for
furnishing.
a territory that will ultimately include several mid-Eastern states,
Solano Theater property at Jackson and possibly extending as far South as
*
*
*
teria and sterilizing
air is the
Texas Sts., Fairfield, Calif., has been pur- the Carolinas.
chased by G. R. Moore frcm heirs of the
t practical bactericidal agent ofAccording to preliminary plans subH. B. Graham, formerly with Pumitted by Ackley, Bradley & Day, of estate of the late Joseph McEniry, for the rolator
ed to exhibitors to help eliminate
Products, Inc., makers of oil
"bugaboo" of theaters' box-of- Pittsburgh, Pa., architects and engi- sum of $22,000. Moore, who has operated filters, has been named branch manthe
Suisun
and
Soland
Theaters
for
some
neers, a new 2,000-seat open-air thes, — the patron's fear of infected
in crowded theaters.
ater is one of the developments pro- six years, plans to remodel the property ager.
At present, the Detroit office is
posed for the Fairgrounds Park in after the war, and convert it into a fully concentrating upon servicing and
?he Sterilamp is being made availmodern
theater.
Memphis, Tenn.
(ConMnued on Page 26)
Si
*
*
needs of war plants and related in* <=
«
dustries, primarily in the field of
General Mills and Eastman Kodak,
The Forest Theater, Detroit house op(Continued on Page 26)
erated
by
Midwest
Theaters
Circuit,
has
joint
owners
of
Distillation
Products,
iVoMJ To Extinguish
been shuttered for remodeling.
Inc., Rochester, N. Y., are now in pro"Fire Inspectors*'!
duction ofthe Vacuum Coating unit to
JVetv Glass Loonts As
Chicago — Fire Prevention Bureau
The Spicer in Akron, O., has re- coat lenses and prisms with metallic
A Post-War Advance
Chief John L. Fenn has warned theopened following repairs to drapes salts.
and decorations near the stage. They
ater cwners that bogus fire inspecSt. Louis — Monsanto Chemical
were damaged in a $3,000 fire on
tors are going around examining film
Zenith Corp., Chicago, has appointed
Co. is planning volume production
Feb. 10.
by Ernie Gau's Clean Rite Co. of Hartford.
act calling for distribution
of All Hartford houses have already been crmWestinghouse Sterilamp by the pieted, and the work has effected, Shaw
;ater Equipment Section of RCA states, a remarkable livening of the original paint colors, as well as a great economy
mnounced by the latter organiza1. The device for killing airborne in decoration.

stands' fire extinguishers. They
either steal the virtually unobtainable equipment outright, or make
note of what is worth while grabbing
at a later date. Currently there is
a black market on extinguishers, as
companies making them before Pearl
Harbor are now engaged in war
work.

New

Shobe, Inc., as distributor for the Memphis
territory. N. S. Shobe recently retired from
the Navy as a flight instuctor.

Cristobal Clubhouse Theater, Cristobal, C. Z., has opened in the wake of
remodeling. It now has a new lobby and
Joseph Bohlman, 646 N. Michigan
a boosted seating capacity.
Ave., Chicago, has registered the No-

Ox electronic trademark with the SecEdward C. Ames, assistant to the
retary of State in Springfield, III. This
president of Owens-Corning Fiberglas will cover a line of electric equipment
Corp., Toledo, and former radio news- used by the trade.

of aluminum metaphosphate after the
war. Product is expected to open new
fields of glass manufacture because
from it can be made glass which
transmits a substantially greater
amount of ultra-violet light. Advance
lime.
represents radical departure from
such bases as sand, soda ash and
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Slerilamp Goes To
RCA Equip. Sedion
A Section of THE FILM DAILY coraprekensively covering the equipment fielti, pablished every second week by Wid'i Films and
Film Folks, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. Alicoate, Publisher; Donald
M. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Gal., Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chief.

Minimum '45 Supplies
Listed By Eberson
(Continued from Page 25)
curtailment of projection and sound,
carpets,
chairs,
and
other
lines
which normally account for the bulk
of dealers' annual income.
Eberson said that the 16,244 outlets must have 460,000 lbs. of cleaning rags; 14,000 gallons of bowl
cleaners; 21,500 brooms; 15,000
counter brushes; 15,000 push brooms;
38,000 lbs. of crystals; 37,000 lbs. of
deodorant blocks; 21,000 gals, of disinfectant; 40,000 gals, of coal tar
disinfectant; 125,000 lbs. of drain
cleaner; 16,000 gals, of carbon tetrachloride; 35,000 lbs. of fireproofing
salt; 7,000 lbs. of floor wax; 7,000
gals, of furniture polish; 8,450 gals.
of gum remover; 61,600 mop handles; 16,000 mop pails; 6,500 chamois
cloths; 21,000 push broom handles;
35,000 gals, of insecticides; 172,000
mop heads; 90,000 gals, of floor soap;
106,000 gals, of hand soap; 16,000
gals, of theater spray; 60,000 cases
of towels; and 7,000 gals, of window
wash.
These figures, Eberson stressed,
are the rock-bottom for theater needs,
and should be exceeded considerably if even normal maintenance is
the aim.

Wellman Adds To His
Ohio Theater Holdings
Youngstown, O. — The Victory here
and the Palace in Campbell have
been purchased by Peter M. Wellman, theater owner, from Louis and
Florence Frisch of Ashtabula. Wellman also owns the local Home Theater and is part owner of the Newport here. He says that his two
most recent purchases are part of
the deal whereby he came into possession of the Palace, Hubbard, 0.
He is planning to remodel this latter house and may also remodel and
reopen the local Victory, which has
been shuttered. The Palace in Campbell has been leased to Foster Hathaway, he states.
Wellman also announces that he
is planning to construct a new theater on Youngstown north side as
soon as materials are available.

GM Air Conditioning Mfg.
G. W. Trask has been named ma»ager of the air conditioning department of General Motors' Frigidaire
Division.

(Continued from Page 25)
able to theaters via RCA dealers,
following successful application of
this device to other fields. In hospitals, the lamps are used over operating tables to throw a barrier of
germ-killing ultra violet around the
patient. Nurseries are equipped with
Sterilamps to prevent transmission
of infection, and business offices,
stores, and factories are supplementing air conditioning with Sterilamp
conditioning.
In a recent issue of Popular Science Monthly, the sterilization of air
was rated as "one of the 10 most
important scientific achievements of
According to Homer B. Snook,
manager
RCA's Theater Equip1944." ment of
Section, directions for the
Sterilamp conditioning of theaters
have been reduced to simple formulas.

New Hampshire Theater
Is Opened By Gould
Whitefield, N. H. — A new film
house replacing the Little Theater,
destroyed by fire here two years ago,
has been opened under the management of George Gould, former 35
mm. portable show operator.
The Capitol Theatre Supply Co.
furnished booth equipment, screen,
seats, decorations, floor coverings,
and other items.

Downtown Newsreel Theat.
Is Unveiled in Lansing
Detroit — The former 351-seat Garden Theater in Lansing, Mich., is
being reopened under the name of
the Downtown Newsreel Theater.
House will operate on an all-news
policy. Outlet was taken over a
few months ago and reconditioned
by William B. Potts.

Way Is ]%otv Paved
For Calif. Drive-in
Woodland, Calif. — The County
Board of Supervisors has approved rezoning of a tract of land on the
Sacramento-Davis highway to allow
construction cf a $15,00(5 drive-in
theater. A. F. Turner of West Sacramento made the re-zoning application.

Color Tele Research
parked by Scophony
(Continued from Page 25)
has developed. He feels that to start
tele again from its pre-war point
would not suffice, for images then
presented on the screen were not
adequate to provide continued entertainment other than from the novelty standpoint.
Limitations of size of the commercial tube are such as to render
it unacceptable as a permanent
method of entertainment. A considerable period will be needed, Carter
says, to perfect cathode ray tube
methods, the brilliance of the picture
offered, however, must be recognized.

Friday, February 23, 1

SigniflcaiKe Seen
In Kew DuMont Ma
(Continued from Page 25)

metal inspection.
Television is
the background, presumably for
duration, according to Graham,
tele sales and other activities
anticipated.
Trade observers see in the
Mont setup
here a "springboard"
future
operations
in the tele
electronics field generally.

4-TIME WINN
"B's" for
DeVry
aloneexcellence
has earti,in
consecutive
Army
• '
production
of Motion
ture Sound Equipment.
Learn how NEW manufacturing
skills . . . improved machlncrj
. . . expanded facilities and
war-bornmies makeproduction
it possibleeconofor
you to
buy so
muchequipment
in motion picture
sound
for so little from DeA'ry,
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago 14, 111. — for
an outstanding
name31 Inyears
the
cinematic world.
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for
essential

SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable
service . . . Low
cost . . .
47 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement
parks, etc.
We
can
supply
your
needs.
Roll, 1
machine
folded,
reserve seats, etc.
Write for samples, prices or other information.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET.#} COMPANY
52 GRAFTON
AVE.'^S^
NEWARK
4, N. J.
SALES OFFICES
IN PRINCIPAL
CENTERS

J

Cooperation Pays Off!
XROMPT REDESIGNING of projector carbons to wartime needs became essential, after Pearl Harbor. Long
years of research and manufacturing experience enabled National Carbon Company not only to make
the needed changes at once, but also to produce
"National" carbons that gave virtually the same
screen brilliance as before.
Aiding us was the welcome technical cooperation
of exhibitor, projectionist, and lamp manufacturer.
Throughout the many months of war, this cooperation has "paid ofif" for all concerned.
Of special importance is the "dividend" paid off
to the war effort by the enormous quantities of copper saved through recovery of copper drippings and
stripping of copper from carbon stubs.
Because of all these cooperative efforts, patrons
have overflowed theaters everywhere for the beneficial relaxation of good movies.
Keep Your Eye on ffie Infantry . . .
the Doughboy

Does It!

The registered trade-mark "National" distinguishes products
of National Carbon Company, Inc.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
General Offices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh,
San Francisco
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lEAR RANK PLANS MEXICAN PRODUCTION
Advance Curfew Hour from Midnight to 10 P.M.?

I

led Warns Exhibs. to
jvent
"Confiscatory"
icts Before
Issuance

ossibility of a 10 o'clock closing
er for theaters, to come in the
ce of the midnight shuttering
quest" by James Byrnes, War
ilization Director, was indicated
as a possibility over the weekAccording to reliable reports,
nes' originally prepared order
(the closing time at 10 o'clock, it
(Continued on Page 18)

ur Branch Areas
% for R.C. Drive

Cotvdin, in London, Scotches Report Rank
of "I/" Control
Talking Deal for Purchase Arthur
Rank was conferring

London (by cable)— A rumor to the effect that J.
with J. Cheever Cowdin on a deal whereby Rank would buy control of Universal
was described by Cowdin as being "absolutely ridiculous" with "no truth whatever. " Cowdin, chairman of the Universal bsard, currently is in London. Rank,
through General Cinema Finance Corp., owns 134,375 shares of Universal common,
equivalent to about 20 per cent of the outstanding shares.

% Gross Rentals
Tax Sought in Iowa

Des Moines, la. — A bill attempting to place the state two per cent
sales tax on gross film rentals vsras
filed in the House of the Iowa
Legislature Friday. Reps. Harvey
'heaters in four exchange areas Long of Clinton and Ted Sloane of
6 signed Red Cross War Fund Des Moines, both Republicans, filed
^e pledges 100 per cent, it was the bill. The bill was filed on the
lounced by campaign headquart- final day for introduction of individat the week-end.
ual bills and because of its lateit the same time, it was disclosed
ness was not believed to have a favorable advantage.
(Continued on Page 6)
The tax as attempted in the
(Continued on Page 18)

lilers'
to Help
li.
FilmUse
Deliveries

St. Louis Suit Dismissal

'hicago — The manpower situation, Sought by Four Majors
ipment shortages and restrictions
the use of gasoline provide a
St. Louis— A joint motion has been
ibination that is making things filed by Paramount, RKO Radio,
gher than ever for film delivery
20th Century-Fox and Warners, ask(Continued on Page 15)
ing the U. S. District Court to dismiss the case and render a summary judgment in their favor as defendants in the anti-trust suit filed
Special IVavy Division
(Continued on Page 6)

to Serve ]\etvsreels

\rVashington Bin:, THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Navy has expanded
its newsreel activities and Capt. Gene
Markey, head of the Navy Pictorial
Services, has created a special newsreel division. In addition to its routine presentation of footage to the
reels, Navy plans to produce special
features for the reels from footage
ivhich has not been released in the
regular way.
Claude Collins, WAC newsreel co. jDrdinator, wcrked with Markey on
the new set-up and predicted that
fhe reels will now get more footage
than ever from the Navy.

UE

RED

CROSS

JVEVER

A.M. Opening for
War Workers' Shows!
Detroit — The Byrnes order on midnight closing has posed a tough
problem for a few Detroit operators
of all night houses. General feeling
appears to be that the order makes
no provision for war worker recreation, and so is especially bad in this
industrial center.

Spanish Language Films
For Latin-American Market Reported Considered
Mexico City (By Cable)— A
report that J. Arthur Rank,
film
torchbearer for Britain's ating

industry, not only is contempl
into theonMexican
post-war entry
but
fields, distribution and exhibiti
ng here
produci
also is considering
for the lucrative Spanish-language
market in the Americas stirred the
Mexican industry yesterday.
While
some
Mexican
industry
leaders were frankly skeptical, ex(Continued on Page 6)

Order 11:45 Curfew
For Toronto Theaters

Toronto — Following action at
Suggestion is made by Alex
Washington
imposing ban on operaSchreiber, head of Associated Thetion of entertainment places after
aters, which runs the 24-hour Loop
(Continued on Page 15)
midnight throughout the States, announcement is made here that the
Toronto Police Commission has ordered the closing of theaters and
NLRB SPU-SAG Appeal
amusement centers at 11:45 every

Decision in Two Weeks

day of the week.
This development is subsequent to
last week's by-law banning Sunday
Washington— A decision probably midnight shows except at Christmas
will be handed down in the next two
(Continued on Page 15)
weeks in the SPU-SAG appeal case
which was argued Thursday before
NLRB, according to Dr. Harry A. Michigan Bill Proposes
Millis, board chairman.
10 P.M. Juvenile Curfew
In the course of the hot discussion
(Continued on Page 15)
Lansing, Mich. — A 10 p.m. curfew
for juveniles under 17 is projected
for the state in a bill introduced by
Rep. Alexander W. MacKay of West
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Tighten Pix War Loan Setup

(Continued on Page 18)

Brandt Makes Improvement Suggestions
Instructional Films
Formed by Nathanson
Toronto — Motion Picture Instructional and Educational Films, Ltd.,
Toronto, has been formed under Paul
L. Nathanson's banner for the development of 16 mm. features and
shorts through Canadian production
(Continued on Page 6)

FAILS

THE

Recommendations looking toward
the further tightening up of the machinery for industry War Loan
Drives are embodied in the report of
Harry Brandt, national chairman
of the Sixth War Loan Committee,
released at the week-end. The report, a comprehensive resume of the
campaign's
discloses that ofaccomplishments,
the $100,000 budget,
(Continued on Page 15)

SOLDIER — CAIV

YOU

AFFORD

TO

lOO-lb. Pix Cans Too
Heavyi Shippers Say
Chicago — Exchange shippers here
are complaining that film cans are
becoming too heavy, often weighing
as much as 100 pounds. They are in
favor of the United Artists exchange's plan of shipping not more
than three films in a can with an
average weight of 50 pounds.
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LEONARD GOLDENSON, EDWARD L. HYMAN,
MAX FELLERMAN and JOSEPH KINSKY returned
Friday from the Coast.

WILLIAM F. RODCERS arrives on the Coast
today for M-C-M studio conferences.

AL LOWENTHAL, president of the Famous
Artists Syndicate, is here from Chicago for conferences on cartoon shorts.

CHARLES M. REAGAN, WILLIAM H. ERBB,
HUGH OWEN, OSCAR A. MORGAN, ROBERT M.
GILLHAM and CLAUDE LEE are in Philadelphia
today.
E. K. vacation
(TED) O'SHEA
to leave for a
Southern
in about plans
a week.
HARRY

SHERMAN

is in town from the Coast.

DR. HERBERT T. KALMUS, president of Technicolor, arrived in New York from the Coast at
the weekend.
DAVID L. LEWIS, in charge of M-G-M's Brazilian operations, arrived in Rio de Janeiro on
the South American Clipper from Miami.
HAL BLOCK, Hollywood writer, is in Chicago
for a brief visit.

CHARLES
20th-Fox'sformanaging
director for IndNEWBERY,
a and supervisor
Free China,
has arrived in the city for conferences with
Murray
Silverstone, head of foreign distribution
for
the company.
FRED MEYERS, Universal's sales manager
the East, will be in Buffalo today.

LEON D. NETTER leaves today for Charlotte,
Atlanta and Jacksonville.
SMILEY BURNETTE arrived in New York Friday prior to a p. a. tour.
ROBERT WALKER and LENA HORNE are due
from Hollywood in a few days preliminary to
their opening at the Capitol.

NEW

FRED MINDLIN of National Screen Service
Detroit branch is in Chicago visiting friends.
CHARLES N. AGREE, Detroit theatrical architect, arrived in Hollywood for a five-weeks
study of postwar theater planning and television.
MARILYN

MAXWELL

LANA
wood.

TURNER
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York

and
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G.CF
Presents

DAY

starring

"THE BIG BONANZA"
Richard Arlen
Robert Livingsfon
Jane Frazee

1
3/8

CHANNING POLLOCK, author-lecturer, has returned to New York after a six-weeks lecture
tour.

11/2

ERNEST VAN PELT, WILLIAM PRASS, AUSTIN McGOUGH, and PRICE SHOEMAKER, JR.,
M-C-M field promotion men, will arrive today
for a week's visit with various home office department executives.

Va
Vs
1/4

—+

George

Rites Held for Thomas,
Former Warner Officer
Private funeral services were held
on Saturday for Abel Gary Thomas,
former secretary and general counsel for Warners, who died at his
home on Wednesday. Interment was
in Woodlawn Cemetery.

of THE

FILM

DA

THEATERS
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Nation

•

Rockefeller Cent

"A SONG TO REMEMBER
Paul Muni • Merle Obero
Introducing CORNEL WILDE
A Columbia Picture In TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIOI

"Gabby"

Hayes

William POWELL
'THE
THIN MAN

REPUBLIC
B'way

Bet.

Myrna LOY

51st & 52nd Sts.

Buy War

IN PERSOU

ON SCREEN

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing

'47th

KINGCOLI
TRIO

S

BENNY CARTE!

Bonds!

and B'WAY
ORCH

Mullin to Head Seventh
Bond Drive in Mass.
Boston — Samuel Pinanski, national chairman for the industry's Seventh War Loan Drive, announced
Friday that the first appointment
to be made is that of Martin J. Mullin as the State chairman for Massachusetts. Mullin will fill this
post in addition to his war-service
task as chairman of the WAC's New
England Theaters division.
About 90 per cent of the State's
theaters
are official "issuing agents"
for
the Treasury.

Bureau

with

is in town for a brief stay.
is due Feb. 28 from the Coast.

Coast

Hollywood — Tess Slesinger,
short-story and motion picture sc
writer, died here last week in
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital afte
six-months' illness.

Showplace of the

will arrive today from Holly-

—
—
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Greatest Lode of Thrills in Town!

left for the Coast over

after p.a.'s in New

PIDGEON

in

ANDREW STONE, United Artists producer, arrives from the Coast today.

OLLIE BROOKS, Butterfield Circuit booker in
Chicago, is en route to the West Coast for his
winter vacation.
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Loew's,
Inc.
.......
Paramount
....'...,.
RKO
RKO $6 pfd
20fh Century-Fox
...
20th Century-Fox pfd.
Warner Bros

FRANK C. WALKER, Postmaster General, and
former president of Comerford theaters, arrived
in Chicago yesterday to address a Knights of
Columbus banquet at the Palmer House.

23)

STOCK
High

Am.
Seat
Col. Picts. vts.(2V2%)
Columbia
Plots, pfd..
Con. Fm. Ind
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
Cen. Prec. Eq

KEN PRICKETT, AL BURKS, TOM BALDRIDCE,
and JAMES ASHCRAFT of New Orleans, Charlotte, Washington, and Philadelphia respectively,
left over the week-end for their territories to
handle M-G-M field exploitation.

the weekend
Washington.

finflnciRL
NEW

BARNEY BALABAN, accompanied by MRS.
BALABAN, their daughter, JUDITH, MR. and
MRS. EDWIN WEISL, arrive on the Coast today
for a three weeks' visit.

Leon D. Netter, vice-presiden
Paramount Theaters
Service C
leaves today for Charlotte, Atl
and Jacksonville to confer with
amount theater associates.
In Charlotte, Netter will at
the annual meeting of North C
lina Theaters, Inc., of which H
I Kincey is general manager. He
then go to Atlanta for confere
with R. B. Wilby, head of Wi
Kincey Theaters, and William
Jenkins, president and general n
ager of Lucas & Jenkins Thea1
In Jacksonville he will meet
Frank Rogers, president of Flo
State Theaters, and B. B. Gar
general manager of Paramount
terprises of Miami.
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SHOWMEN
KNOW WHAT
TOGO!

1945
MOTION

PICTURE

INDUSTRY

RED CROSS WAR FUND WEEK
MBDPU

ie

..... MIID1.U

•»<

764,584
DEAD
WOUNDED
MISSING
AMERICAN
BOYS
APPEAL TO
YOUR
C0NSCIEN6

=:^Official U.S.
Casualty Figures
as of Feb. 8, 1945

!^^

THE RED GROSS NEEDS
YOUR SHOWMANSHIP
and salesmanship, which have been so
generously and patriotically employed in so
.
many activities during the national emergency.
In the same spirit in which appeals have been made
to you for all the patriotic efforts that our
industry has undertaken in the war effort, appeal
is again being made for the Red Cross
so that a collection at every show in every theatre in
the United States will bring in an even greater
amount this year than ever before."
CHAIRMAN,

THEATRES

DIVISION WAR

ACTIVITIES COMMITTEE

YOUR
PRESS
BOOK
which should be in your
hands now, is as complete as experienced
showmen can make it —
containing news and aids
and ideas of how you can make your
Red Cross Campaign outstanding in
your career. If you haven't got your
copy, which was mailed first class to
you, check with National Screen.
:<'->;^'?

A COLLECTION AT EVERY SHOW!
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
1945 RED CROSS WAR FUND WEEK
MARCH

15 THRU

MARCH

21

YOUR
This advertisement

contributed

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

• Monogram

Pictures • Republic Pictures • RKO

by Columbia

Pictures

Pictures • Paramount
Radio Pictures • 20th

Century-Fox • United Artists • Universal Pictures • Warner Bros.

TRAILER

starring Ingrid Bergman, and directed by
Jacques Tourneur, is a MUST for showing
immediately before every collection if you
want to hit the topi

Monday, February 26,

Four Branch Areas
100% for RX. Drive
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"The Picture of Dorian

Hear Rank Plans
Mexican Produclioil

■
with

(Continued

from Page

1)

that last minute reports, received
just prior to the regional Red Cross
meetings held over the week-end and
continuing today in 32 cities, show
that 10,718 theaters have been
pledged. This is better than 96 per
cent of all the houses (13,438) that
participated in the 1944 drive.
The 100 per cent Exchange Honor
Roll includes:
ALBANY— Ray Smith, Distr.
chairman; C. J. Latta, Exhib. chairman; Charles Smakwitz, Public Relations chairman — 200 theaters.
DELAWARE— John Allen, Washington, and George Schwartz, Philadelphia, Dist. co. -chairmen; Earle W.
Sweigert and A. Joseph De Fiore,
Exhib. co-chairmen — 33 theaters.
RHODE ISLAND— G. William Koran, Boston, Distr. chairman; Ed
Fay, Exhib. chairman — 56 theatres.
SAN FRANCISCO— Newton Jacobs, Distr. chairman; B. V. Sturdivant and Roy Cooper, Exhib. cochairmen; Fay Reeder, Public Relations chairman — 500 theaters.
Edward Dowden, New York City
public relations chairman of the Industry's Red Cross War Fund Week,
has called a meeting of the publicity
committee for 2 p.m. today at the
WAC. Harry Mandel, national publicity co-chairman for the drive, will
outline the National Committee's
plans.

Instructional Films
Formed by Nathanson
(Continued

from Page 1)

as well as distribution of product
from the States and England.
The project appears to be another
outcome of the alliance with J. Arthur Rank of London. Managerial
head of the new company will be
Frank O'Byrne who is resigning as
Toronto manager of Associated
Screen News, Ltd., to take over this
important undertaking.

De Luxe Labs. Will Pay
$31,942 to 176 Workers
De Luxe Labs has agreed to comply with the Federal wages and
hours law by paying back wages
and overtime of $31,942 to 176 employes. No court action was involved.

Um BIRTIIDill
HREETINGS TO..
February
James

26

A. FitzPatr'ck Walter
(Dub)
Taylor
E. ]. Mannix
Robert
Alda

with George Sanders, Hurd Hatfield, Donna
Reed, Angela Lansbury
M-G-M
llOMins.

Gray"

SILK-GLOVE HORROR
STORY WITH
iTRCNG APPEAL TO ADULT AUDIENCES
RATES AS SWELL ENTERTAINMENT.
Einergence of Oscar Wilde's best-known
work is evidence of Hollywood's production
iTiaturity. The way has been long and obstacle-studded, but courage of Producer
I'andro S. Berman has prevailed. Film's most
.mpressive attribute is its general appeal to
^nature audiences.
To sophisticates it remains Wildean, preserving much of the flavor imparted by the
author, and studded with his epigrams
ipoken crisply and cleverly by George Sanders, as Lord Henry Wotton, rascal, cynic
and questionable friend of Hurd Hatfield,
who plays Dorian Gray.
To

another

segment

of

theatregoers,

Wilde's story of abnormal psychokgy will
appear dommantly as fantasy, which was
ine device used to recount*the

sordid hap-

penings in Gray's perpetually young lite,
during which span he himself does not age
but rather the oil painting of him. Yet
another division of screen patrcns will regard the Berman opus as a murder thriller,
spiked with tragic romance and mysticism.
Thus "The Picture of Dorian Gray" has
over-all lure, and is consequently rugged
box-office stuff.
Cast has been ingeniously chosen, and
there are few contemporary films equal to
(t in photography

and

settings, the latter

carrying all the tinsel splendor of the Vicrorian Age. Albert Lewin's direction is of
jiigh merit, as is the screenplay which he
wrote.
Hatfield

is convincing

as Dorian

Gray,

possessing the bright and ethereal exterior
necessary for the most effective' portrayal
of his soul's incredible blackness. He causes
Angela Lansbury's suicide, and death of her
brother. He murders Lowell Gilmore and
blackmails

a chemist

friend to dispose of

the body. He causes the suicide of the
chemist. Then he shamefully seeks wedlock
with Gilmore's daughter. These are but a
few of his evil deeds. At the finale, he takes
his own
what

life, which

has bristled with ex-

cesses. It's a silk-glove horror story, — but,
counts, it is entertainment.

CAST: George Sanders, Hurd Hatfield, Donna
Reed, Angela Lansbury, Peter Lawford, Lowell
Gilmore, Richard Fraser, Douglas Walton, Morton Lowry, Miles Mander, Lydia B Ibrook, Mary
roibes, Robert Greig, Moyna MacCill, Billy
Bevan, Renie Carson, Lillian Bond, and Devi
Dja and Her Balinese Dancers.
CREDITS: Producer, Pandro S. Berman; Director, Albert Lewin; Screenplay, Albert Lewin;
Author, Oscar Wilde; Musical Score, Herbert
jlotharti; Cameraman, Harry Stradling; Recording
Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Drection, Cedric
Gibbons, Hans Peters; Set Decorations, Edwin
B. Willis; Film Editor, Ferris Webster.
DIRECTION,
Expert.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Aces.

Leo
,^RC

Crime, andInc.'
Martha

Carrillo, Tom
Neal
(HOLLYWOOD

PREVIEW)

Pictures

UNDERWORLD

(Continued
Tilton

STORY

74

STACKS

Mins.
UP

AN ACCEPTABLE MELODRAMATIC
lERTAINMENT FOR DUALS.

AS
EN-

Here is a gripping melodrama of under.vorld rackets, given added interest by the
f^act that it is based on a book
ciate Producer Martin Mooney,

by Assowho was

J leading crime reporter in New York.
Lew Landers did a good job of directing
ind Leon Frcmkess functioned as producer.
Story deals with a crime syndicate which
,ias Danny Morton, its chief underworld
opponent, slain. One of his confidantes is
i om Neal, a crime reporter, who, with the
jid of the police and hidden motion

picture

equipment,

expcses the leaders of the syndicate. Incidentally, Neal falls in love
.vith Martha Tilton, a night-club singer,
.vho is unaware of the fact that her brother,

Morton, is a racketeer.
CAST: Leo Carrillo, Tom Neal, Martha Tilton,
^ionel Atwill, Grant Mitchell, Sheldon Leonard,
H-rry Shannon, Danny Morton, Virginia Vale,
Jon Beddoc, George Meeker, Red Rogers, Ed
C^onley,
Jack Gordon,
Monk Friedman.
CREDITS: Producer, Leon Fromkess; Assoc ate Producer, Martin Mooney; Director, Lew
i_anders; Author, Martin Mooney; Screenplay,
.<ay Schrock; Cameraman, James Brown; Art
D. rector, Paul Palmentola; Film Editor, Roy
:.iv.ngston; Musical Score, Walter Greene; Songs,
)ay Livingston,
Ray Evans.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

July-Sept. N. Y. Para.
Seen for "Blonde"
Run
The Broadway Paramount will

play
only six pictures between now and
Labor Day, according to Robert M.
Weitman, managing director, who returned Thursday from the Paramount studios where he saw forthcoming product.
Next attraction, which opens Wednesday, will be "Bring On the Girls."
This will be followed by "Practically
■/ours," "Salty O'Rourke," "A Medal
for Benny," "Out of This World"
and "Incendiary Blonde." The latter
picture is scheduled tentatively to
open July 4 and is expected to stay
until
early in
September.
"Kitty"
may
be booked
prior to Fall
although
it is most likely that it will be a
later attraction.
The number of pictures to play
the Paramount during 1945 will not
exceed 13. Eleven attractions played the house last year.

Pfc. Maurice Crew Slain
Waterloo, la. — Word of death of
Pfc. Maurice Crew, 32, formerly Wa-

j^_ terloo city manager for Tri1^^
States Theater
re''~^ ceived
la.te lastCorp.,
week was
by his
Zella G. Young has been named wife, Frances, at Waterloo. Crew
head of the educational production was killed in action Feb. 5 in Germany. A son, Gary, 7, also survives.
department of International Theatrical and Television Corp. Three He resigned as city manager when
series of educational films, totalling entering the Army and previously
approximately 18 items, are sched- had served as manager of Waterloo
and Des Moines theaters.
uled for immediate production.

Zella Young to ITTC

from Page

1)

pressing the opinion that if !!
desired to produce pix in the S
ish language he would do g
Spain, others pointed out that
rington Gain and Sasha Galpe
Rank execs, and "business en\
not only will visit Mexico she
but will travel as well to (
Peru, Uruguay, Argentina and
zil.To what extent the British
ernment may be interested in Ri
reported plans, it is impossibl
say. However, it is pointed out
that Rank's representatives
coming over presumably at th(
vitation of the Mexican Governr
That, at least, is the persisteh
port, and there has been no der
It is known, however, that
British are not exactly unawai
the tremendous importance of A
ican pix in building a market
American products abroad. Br
industrial exports in the pre-war
iod to Latin-American coun
have been extremely heavy,
urally, during the war years
have declined, with American
porters benefiting. A steady flo
Rank orpix,in whether
produced in c'.
land
Mexico, conceivably
greatly
stimulate
Latin-Amei
interest in British wares,
and
help Britain regain its impoi
trade position in South and Cei
America.

St. Louis Suit Dismissal
Sought by Four Majors
(Continued from Page 1)
by the St. Louis Amusement
Plaintiff is asking $285,000 t
damages.
In the same case, separate
tions have been filed by the Ai
ican Arbitration Association, al
defendant, to dismiss the comp!
as to movant, or in the alterna
to grant the AAA a summary j
ment. A similar separate mc
was filed on behalf of Harold D.
ner,
a former clerk in the St. L
tribunal.
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10 Tighten Trade's
bond Drive Setup
(Continued from Page 1)
■•ranted by the WAG, there will be
in estimated return of $6,609.75 in
mexpended
funds.
Brandt, in his report, points out
hat the drive organizations "are
nore or less a law unto themselves
ind not a sufficient number have
)een set up to insure a good, workible schedule of operations." Spe;ifically recommended for the consideration of those who will conduct
:he Seventh and subsequent War
Send Drives are the following:
1. Appojitnient of the national director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, at least, 10 weeks before the
drive's opening date.
:i. Inclusion of the director among
those making the country-wide tour
with a national committee in advance
of the campaign.
3. Completion of arrangements to
insure that the director and members
of his committee receive all free material made available by the Treasury
in connection with the drive, and perfection of a quick bulletin system.
i. Ke-appointment of those State publicity heads of whose preceding campaigns have been unusually successful,
to the posits to be fllled following recommendations made by important exhibitors in each territory. Additionally,
it is proposed that more use be made
of the distributor's exploitation men
in the field.
5. Early prepara/tion of a mimeograph
magazine of instructions outlined to
specify the work expected from state
publicity chairmen and the procedure
to be followed
regarding
t*ar sheets.
<>. Appointment of a co-ordinator of
advertising, fully acquainted with the
industry, its organization and personnel.
T. Organization of an advertising, publicity, exploitation staff to include, at
least, one top publicity writer, who is
also a good exploitation man, as well
as an industry paper writer and planter,
a syndicate planter and a radio director. It is- pointed out that the services
of a fully organized art department and
copy department of one of the major
companies or of an advertising agency,
are essential and that it would also be
helpful to have a magazine planter as-

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

PFC. HAROLD CHARCOT, formerly manager of
the Esquire, Detroit, and son of Michael ).
Chargot, Michigan circuit operator, was
awarded the Bronze Star for heroism in acin the Belgian
"Bulge"hascampaign.
LT, COM. tion GREG
W. TOLAND
been awarded
the Brazilian Order of the Southern Cross
with the rank of officer for documentary
pictures that he made in Brazil. Toland is
now out of the service and photographing
"Uncle Remus" for Walt Disney.

— • —
PROMOTED

*

*

?FC. ROBERT THOMPSON, formerly manager of
the Mercury, Detroit, to sergeant near Calcutta with the A'r Transport Command.

*
IMMY

GAYLORD,

ARMY
manager,

* NAVY

*
Enzor, Troy, Ala.

*

FRED LARNED, son of Paramount
ger, Dallas.

*
FRIEDA RUBIN,

HI

WAVES
Indiana

branch mana-

*

Illinois circuit.

MfLY

REViEuis Of ncuj films

1 A.M. Opening for

"Docks Of New York" i "G. 1. Honeymoon"

War Workers' Shows!

1N|i

with

the

East

Side

Kids,

Gloria

Pope

and

Carlyle Blackwell, Jr.
(HOLLYWOOD PREVIEW)
Monogram
WELL DIRECTED AMUSING
HIGHLIGHTED
CAPERS.

61 Mins.
OFFERING

BY GORCEY-HALL

COMIC

This is an amusing offering, highlighted
by the comedy capers of Leo Gorcey and
Huntz Hall. Wallace W. Fox turned in a
splendid job of directing, with Sam Katzman and Jack Dietz functioning as producers.
This time, Gcrcey, Hall and the East
Side Kids come to the rescue of Gloria
Pope, a princess of the mythical kingdom
of Toscania. She has brought a $500,000
diamond necklace to New York for safekeeping,
Cy

Kendall, a foreign agent, is determined to get the necklace, while George

Meeker, Gloria's cousin and
her throne, has designs on her
meantime, Carlyle Blackwell,
naval officer, has fallen for
is travelling incognito.

pretender to
life. In the
Jr., a young
Gloria, who

Gorcey and Hall convince the police that
Kendall killed a pawnbroker, who he
thought was holding the royal necklace, and
.nat Meeker tried to kill Gloria.
CAST: Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall, Billy Benedict,
CIctia Pope, Carlyle Blackwell, Jr., Bud Gorman,
George Meeker, Betty Blythe, Pierre Watkin,
Joy Reese, Cy Kendall, Maurice St. Clair, Leo
3orden,
fatsy Moran.
CREDIS: Producers, Sam Katzman and Jack
Dietz; Director, Wallace Fox; Author, Harvey
Gates; Screenplay, same; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Editor, William Austin; Art Director. Dave
Milton.
DIRECTION, Splendid.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

with

Gale

Storm,

Judge
Peter

Cookson,

Monogram
WELL
PLAYED COMEDY

Arline

70 Mins.
ROMANCE

PACKS GENEROUS
QUOTA OF LAUGHS.
This opus furnishes a healthy quota of
laughs and has pleasing performances by
a cast headed by Gale Storm and Peter
Cookson. It is Phil Karlstein's second directorial chore and he has turned in a good
job. Lindsley Parsons handled
tion reins.

the produc-

The story deals with Cookson, an Army
lieutenant, who is rushed off to a camp in
Nevada almost before his wedding to Gale
is completed. Their attempted honeymoon
is one ^constant round of interruptions, but
it provides many laughs.
Arline Judge, Jerome Cowan, Frank Jenks,
J nathan Hale, Virginia Brissac and Earle
Hodgins supply effective support. Richard
Weil wrote the screenplay, based on a play
by A. J. Rubien, Robert Chapin and Marian
Page Johnson.
CAST: Gale Storm, Peter Cookson, Arline
Judge, Frank Jenks, Jerome Cowan. Jonathan
Hale, Andrew Tombes, Virginia Brissac, Ruth
Lee, Earle Hodgins, Kalph Lewis, Claire Whitney.
CREDITS: Executive Producer, Trem Carr
Producer, Lindsley Parsons; Director, Fhil Karlstein; Cameraman, Harry Neumann; Adapted
from the play by A. J. Rubien, Robert Chapin,
Marian Page Johnson; Screenplay, Richard Weil;
Additional Dialogue, Tim Ryan; Editor, William
Austin; Art Director, E. H. Hickson; Musical Director, Edward J. Kay; Military Advisor. Col.
Frank Halstcad, USA, Rtd.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

(Continued

from Page

1)

Theater, that the required compliance with the order may be possible if the all-night grinds close at
midnight, and reopen again at 1
a.m. for the balance of the night.
This still would provide a night
show
the city's
war houses
workers.may
One for
reprieve
for local
come into effect March 17, when a
new State time law places the state
legally on Central War Time, while
Detroit will remain on Eastern War
Time. Consequently, legal closing
will be an hour later than midnight
by city time, allowing local theaters,
in effect, to stay open an hou;' later.
This would allow no change in schedules of theaters except for midnight
shows and all-night policies, as firstruns now normally close between
12:30 and 12:50 a.m.

Trailers' Use to Help
Chi. Film Deliveries

(Continued from Page 1)
services in this area. The carrier
people have been driven to adopt the
strictest economies to make both
ends meet. The Winter has been a
:ough one on both personnel and
equipment. The trade feels that it
has done a remarkable job under the
NLRB SPU-SAG Appeal
most adverse conditions.
Decision in Two Weeks
Improvement in the carrier service is expected when Film Truck
(Continued from Page 1)
Order an 11:45 Curfew
gets the two trailers it has
by representatives of the four inter- Service
For Toronto Theaters
ested parties — the studios, AAAA, ordered. The additions will give
SAG and SPU — counsel for the stu- the company a fleet of six trailers.
(Continued from Page 1)
dios pleaded for clarification of the The use of trailers permits the companies to carry much heavier -loads.
and New Year's which action was ruling, to put all the extras in one
taken because of an alleged ques- camp and all the "bit" players in another, to prevent confusion and labor
tionable element attending owl shows
Argument for the stu- Wanger in New "U" Deal;
as well as keeping juveniles on the difficulties.
dios was handled by Alfred Wright, Unspecified Number of Pix
streets late at night.
RKO attorney, and Arthur Freston, H^est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Warner lawyer.
signed for part-time
duty, functioning
Hollywood — Walter Wanger has
far in advance.
Paul Turner, of AAAA, said he
signed a new long term producing
8. Steps to obtain more co-operation
offered
to
affiliate
SPU
in
that
orfrom both the daily newspajwr motion
deal with Universal that calls for
ganization providing SPU would re- an unspecified number of top budget
picture
columnists and general columnists.
jurisdictionit over
9. Creation of a more definite proand stuntlinquish
players
now the
has,"bit"
but productions. First pic under the new
gram for the manner of putting over
that
SPU
refused.
Turner
foresaw contract and the next on Warner's
Bond Premieres.
labor trouble in Hollywood unless program will be "Canyon Passage,"
10. Designation of Free Movie Day
on a national holida.v or significant date,
NLRB shifts its stance and changes Ernest Haycox story of the old West,
with day to be determined as early as
now appearing serially in the Sateits prior decision.
possible.
Alexander Schullman, counsel for vepost. To be filmed in Technicolor,
11. Development of new ideas and
will go before the cameras in midSPU, bucked any change. He said it
angles
for the exhibitor's campaign
kits.
Summer.
he saw no reason for NLRB to .re12. Establishment of an award to be
verse a unanimous verdict since the
presented to exhibitors, putting over
Bond Premieres, Children's Matinees and
opposition had presented no new arFree Movie Days, with the honor built
guments or facts.
up along the lines of the •■Vrmy and
William Berger appeared for SAG,
Navy
"E" Award.
Discussing tlie role of the industry press requesting the Labor Relations Board
in War Loan Drives. Brandt points out that to reverse itself in the interest of
in the Sixth campaign, the press "devoted industry.
harmonious relations in the picture

fEtnmE TOUCH

more spaoe and more freely opened its columns than ever before for a similar drive."
The report recommends that in connection
with any future drive, the man selected to
handle the industry press publicity, should
be familiar with the entire setup. The
report states, "The trade press wherever
possible, should be a-sked to set up a special section or column which would make
War Loan news a regular feature of every
issue." This
plan
was
introduced
by
THE
FILM
DAILY
during the Sixth campaign.

MRS. Detroit.
VIOLA

MacArthur Frees

Kallman

George Kallman, formerly RKO Radio manager for Chile and more recently manager of the Philippines,
who was captured by the Japanese,
is one of the Americans rescued from
Santo Tomas Camp by General MacArthur's forces.

STODDARD,

ledger clerk. Universal,

BETTY
YACK,
office staff, Hughes-Downtown
theater, Detroit.
MARGARET CULLATO
is now assistant manager
at RKO-Schine-Keith's, Syracuse, N. Y.
NITA

BARNETT, former staff writer for Downbeat Magazine, has joined the B. K. Blake
organization, Columbia short subject producer, at the New York office.
BETTY JANE KALASARDO has been named manager of the Forest theater. Forest Park. III.
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What a power-house
he is! ... Smashing
through a new VM of
murder mystery...
hunted for the very
crime he tries to solve!

ono

GER • MIKE MAZURKI • MILES MANDER • DOUGLAS WALTON • DON DOUGLAS
Produced by Adrian Scott • Directed by Edward Dmytryk
Screen Play by lohn Paxton
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Advance Curfew Hour
From 12 to 10 P.M.I

BRIEnnCTHEDflV'SnEIUS
Birmingham Galax Bums

(Continued from Page 1)
Birmingham, Ala. — Fire destroyed
being amended to read midnight at the Galax, downtown house of the
the time of issuance.
Acme chain, causing a loss estiIn some quarters the opinion has
mated by Manager Frank Merritt
at $110,000. The fire, thought to
been
expressed
directive
is not that
basedByrnes'
so muchtheater
on a have smouldered in the theater overfuel-saving program as it is an atnight, burst in an explosion at 6
tempt to make the public more war a.m. and completely destroyed buildconscious. In an interview approxiing, owned by the Gillespie estate,
mately a year ago, Byrnes created and all equipment.
a stir when he said the public was
•
not taking the war seriously enough. Fairbanks, Altec Branch Head
As the result of that statement, he
L. J. Hacking, New England diswas the target for a great deal of
trict manager of Altec Service Corp.,
criticism.
announces
the appointment of Robert
Meanwhile there were still other D. Fairbanks
as branch manager of
reports Friday concerning possible the Boston district. Fairbanks was
modifications, some indicating less associated with Erpi in the Boston
stringent provisions. In some quart- district prior to joining Altec in
ers there was a suggestion that the 1937. In 1942 he was made supervisor of the Boston district.
curfew mig-ht give way to more drastic manpower controls. Reports
•
were current, too, that Washington Levin Handling Program
officialdom was by no means united
Program arrangements for the
on the curfew desirability. As one
possible compromise it was said that meeting of Cinema Lodge of B'nai
the curfew might be limited to cer- B'rith at the Pythian Temple tomorrow^ night when Harry Brandt will
tain days of the week.
receive an honor scroll have been
placed in the hands of Jack H. Levin.
Prevent "Confiscatory"
About 500 industry reps, are exEdicts, Urges Myers
pected to attend. Also on the proWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
gram is the installation of officers
Washington — Because of rumors of
the B'rith.
Cinema Ladies' Auxiliary of
B'nai
regarding restrictions on theater op•
eration and attendance, Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel, in a To Honor Miss Merriam
week-end bulletin warned exhibitors
Industry friends of Gertrude Merto take steps to prevent "confiscaassociate editor of Managers'
tory edicts before they are issued Round riam,
Table of Motion Picture Herrather than to try to correct them
ald, will give a testimonial party
March 21, honoring her forthcoming
after they have been made."
Myers called attention to an Al- marriage to Howard Ernstthal. The
lied bulletin dated Jan. 25, 1943, party will be held at the New Amin which he pointed out that patrons
sterdam Theater Roof. Tickets, $3.50
turn down their heat when they per person, are available from Herb
leave home, thereby saving, in the Berg, at UA.
•
aggregate, more fuel than the theater consumed. It would seem, he
"Stamp Out the Jap!"
wrote at that time, that public ofIn a campaign to "Stamp Out The
ficials should urge the people to con- Jap,"
by the New York
gregate in places of amusement Mirror conducted
and Skouras theaters, 138,"and absorb comfort from a central 012 children paid $34,503 in 25-cent
plant instead of operating their own War Saving Stamps to attend a spefurnaces 24 hours a day."
cial Washington's Birthday matinee
Myers suggests that a survey
in 66 of Skouras' Metropolitan thebe made in a representative numaters. The stamp purchases will be
ber of theaters to ascertain how
converted to buy nearly 2,000 of the
many in each audience turned
$25 war Bonds, and Skouras thedown the furnace or turned out
aters will contribute an equal amount
the lig'hts before leaving for the
to the Mirror's Heroes Phone Fund,
theater.
"If the cards were properly would then have some tangible eviphrased, we might expect the patdence to submit to the Government
rons to enter into the spirit of the
authorities,"
Myers wrote.
thing and get a good result.
We

STORK REPORTS
Capt. Volney Phifer, long identified with Metro exploitation, has a
new daughter, born to Mrs. Phifer in
Mulhenburg Hospital, Plainfield, N.
J.

2% Gross Rentals f
Tax Souglit in Iowa

IDE'

Wait for Official Word
On Curfew — LaGuardia
In a press statement Friday, regarding the midnight curfew order,
effective tonight. Mayor F. H. LaGuardia said that "no one in Washington, or City Hall, or no one authorized, has made any announcement
of any plan or any method of operation whatsoever," and that "all
people operating may continue on a

providing long-distance phone
for wounded service men.

calls

(Continued from Page 1)
bill would actually be a doubi
tax as theater patrons now pa
the state two per cent sales ta
Memphis — John J. Fitzgibbons,
on their admission tickets.
president of Famous Players CanadLong said the bill would b]
ian, was in Memphis for the christening- of his grandson, Eugene Edwards, into the state approximately $2'
son of Lt. and Mrs. B. J. Causland. 000 a year and that the bill waj
Lt. Causland is with the Fourth Fer- worded that the film exchanges w( Id
to pay the tax and not the \i.rying Group. Fitzgibbons was en- have
The wording of the jll,
tertained during his visit by M. A. hibitors.
did not make
this pmi
Lightman, president of Malco, Inc. however,
•
clear as to who would have to 15
the tax if adopted.
Lt. George Burks Home
The bill would make retail sales appljtu
First Lt. George Burks, son of Al proceeds derived in the state from renta g1
tang-ibleunder
personal
into hBurks, Loew's exploiteer stationed state
lease property
or other broug-ht
agreement
at Charlotte, N. C, who was wound- exhibition or entertainment purposes ei
ed while fighting with General Pat- on a temporary or permanent basis.
The bill stated "the sale would decii
ton's Army in South France, has take
place at time such property is ■■
arrived home for hospitalization.

•
Fitzgibbons in Memphis

•
Loew-ites Meet Press Reps.

for aforesaid purpose," and that "the ,i.\
would be upon the gross rental or ojeicortipensation paid for the property broihi

Four visiting Loew-ites, Tom Balridge, Washington; Ken Priclcett,
New Orleans; Al Burks, Charlotte,
and James Ashcroft, Philadelphia,
together with Elliott Foreman, handling exploitation in the New YorkNew Jersey territory, were introduced to reps, of the industry press
at a luncheon at the Astor yesterday. Bill Ornstein, industry press
contact, hosted, in the absence of
William R. Ferguson, Metro exploitation chief.

An the
explanation
of the bill said that
into
state."
tain businesses engaged in the sale or rt
of merchandise
that are designated
ii '
jtate commerce escape payment of the f
use tax and that the income received 1 ni
this property
also escapes the state ses
tax and that the measure would attemplo
correct these inequalities.

Michigan Bill Proposes
10 p.m. Juvenile Curfew

(Continued from Page 1 )
Branch in the Legislature here.
Two hours of grace are permit
Forming Mono. Studio Club
on Friday and Saturday nights n
fi'Vs-f Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
the bill, and youngsters could »e
Hollywood — Monogram Studio out later in the company of an iiClub is in process of organization
thorized adult, or on a "legitimie
by Har^y Bourne, head of the ward- errand." Penalty is set at $50 ii.e
robe department, and first board or 30 days for the second offers,
meeting, to elect chairman, secre- with a warning for the first.
tary and treasurer for the coming
Similar hours are already in fo e
year, will be held today.
in a number of upstate towns £d
•
villages, but there is no state-we
Farewell for Paul Bopp
legislation at present.
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Motion Picture
Society for the Americas gave a
testimonial farewell luncheon to
Paul Bopp, Brazilian Consul in Los
Angeles, who is leaving for Lisbon,
Portugal wher-e he is taking on the
post of First Secretary of the Brazilian Embassy. The affair was attended by foreign department heads
of all the studios, and representatives
of the Hays Office.
status quo basis until I make an official announcement." Ample notice
will be given, the Mayor added. He
expects to confer with Mrs. Anna
Rosenberg, New York director of the
WMC.

2,000 in Clii. May Lose Jobs
Chicago — It is expected that 2,000
employes of night clubs and other
amusement centers will lose their
positions here resulting from midnight closing, according to Thomas
Rosenberg, representing the Chicago
Cafe Owners Ass'n.

Reagan in Philadelphia
For Para. Sales Confab
Philadelphia — Branch manage]
salesmen and head bookers of Pa
mount's Philadelphia, Washingtn
and Pittsburgh branch offices a J
district adv. reps, will meet wn
Charles M. Reagan and other hOjS
office executives in a two-day me;ing at the Warwick Hotel, starti^
today. William H. Erbb, Eastt^i
division manager, will preside, al
Earle W. Sweigert, Philadelphia dtrict manager, will be host at an formal luncheon tomorrow for proinent resident exhibs. and the Paj
delegates.

i

IN NEW POSTS
AL PALLADINO,
manager, State, Omaha.
GEORGE
SCHRIMPF,
manager,
Dundee,
Oma
SPENCER STEINHURST, assistant manager, Loei
State, Syracuse, N. Y.

The Movies...
Community Rallying Point
WHEN the town meets at the movies, War Bonds sell faster, blood
donors hurry to the Red Cross, WAC and WAVE recruiting steps
up the pace, the town blossoms out in new Victory Gardens, housewives and merchants band together to fight inflation . . .

^"e

of a series of
advertisements by
KODAK testifying to
the achievements of
th^

movies at war

Since the beginning of the war, thousands of exhibitors have contributed hundreds of hours of showing time. They and their staffs have
worked day and night to make neighborhood and community movie
audiences a vital factor in winning the war.
Yes, throughout the nation, one of the most effective rallying points
has proved to be "the movies."

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,
FORT

LEE

INC., Distributors
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WANTSJNDIES IN NEW DECREE HUDDLES
'^Thinli
Internationally/' Goldwyn Tells
British
Should be Permitted to
English Labor Moves to
WORK HEADS "V" STUDIO BOARD

Jar Hollywood Technicians
Japped by U. S. Producer

Move

Designed

to Sitnplify and Strengthen

Executive

Operation, Says Prexy Nate J. Bluniberg
I London (By Cable) — A friendly but
inn warning to British industry
DAILY
eaders to think internationally in- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
tion executives. Robert Speers, caststead of nationally was sounded here
Hollywood — Creation of an advising dirctor, succeeds Kelley in the
.-esterday by Sam Goldwyn.
ory board to supervise the over-all
latter's
former post.
Goldwyn, who said he was in Eng- production of Universal's studio was
and on a fact-finding mission for announced at the
The advisory board will include
;he Foreign Economic Administra- week - end by
Martin Murphy, studio and produc;ion on reverse lend-lease with no Prexy Nate J.
tion manager; George Bole, produc[•eference to films, believes that Blumberg. The
tion executive; Edward Muhl, assoBritain should be proud of the for- board
will be
ciate executive; John Joseph, na( Continued on Page 3)
headed by Cliff
tional director of publicity and advertising, and Harold Brewster,
Work, vice-presicomptroller, as well as Kelley and
dent and general
manager of the
Spears.
Bole will co-ordinate the activities
studio, and i t s
of Edward Dodds, Robert Faber, Ben
personnelcludewill
inexecutives
Pivar, Milton Schwarzwald and Howard Welsch.
representing all
activities within
In
announcing the board's formaParis (By Air Mail)— The formaorganization.
tion, Blumberg said: "We are contion of screen guilds in France is the
stantly increasing the number of
Dan
Kelley,
playing an important role in the
top
productions,
adding each year
who
has
been
in
reorganization of the film industry
CLIFF
WORK
to our over-all budget, extending in
charge of talent,
ihere.
every detail the scope of our activiCreation of the Syndicat Francais writei-s and directies. This new arrangement has
des
Producteurs
de
Films
was
tors, has been named liaison between
prompted
by producers
to handle the advisory boai'd and producers of been made to simplify and strengthall professional questions for those top-budget productions and producen our studio's executive operation."

Screen Guilds Play
Major Role in France

(Continued on Page 2)

Fenn. Legislature Will
Get Sunday Pix Bill
Knoxville, Tenn. — Defeated in their
efforts to obtain Sunday movies by
I'eferendum election, proponents plan
:o have a bill introduced in the Tenlessee legislature now in session.

Trans-Lux to Builsl
Ifladison Ave. House
As cne of its initial steps in an
expansion move, Trans-Lux will build
a theater on Madison Ave. between
59th and 60th Streets, directly
across the street from its present
newsreel house. Plans call for the
showing of features in one of the
theaters and newsreels and shorts
in the other. Theater will be started
as soon as the Office cf Civilian Requirements gives the green light.

^

IT'S YOUR

RED

in

Times Sq. Theaters
Obey Curfew Order

Assist in Drafting Document, Says ITOA's Prexy
Independent theater leaders should
be invited to participate in the negotiations for a new consent decree,
Harry Brandt, ITOA president, said
yesterday. The decree, Brandt pointed out, was designed to protect the
independent exhibitor but it has not
accomplished its purpose. If the
independents are to be protected,
Brandt said, they should be asked
to sit in on the negotiations, not
for the purpose of being asked opinions, but to assist in drawing up a
(Continued on Page 3)

RC Meets Under W
Predict New Records
With Red Cross meetings of the
motion picture industry in full swing,
indications based on enthusiasm are
that the business will go well over
the top in the forthcoming fund camN. Peter Rathvon, national chairpaign. man, told 160 persons at a meeting
(Continued on Page 6)

"Bring
on the
Girls"Pic
ITo
be Para.
Easter

Toronto — While applications have
Although Mayor LaGuardia offerbeen
filed for approximately 100
ed operators a week's leeway to adjust their business in accordance post-war theaters throughout Canwith the Byrnes' "Curfew-at-midada, there is little likelihood that
night" order, effective last night,
theaters in the New York Times building permits, men and materials
(Co'ntinued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)

Philadelphia
—
"Bring
On
the
Girls," has been set for general release on March
30 as Paramount's
Easter
holiday
attraction,
Charles
(Continued on Page 6)

CbUL Solon Blasts Curfew
//

Unnecessary Penaity,^^ McDonough
Sheehan to Leave Rep.;
Outside Producing Ends

Washinaton

Bureau

of

THE

Asserts
FILM

DAILY

Washington — By letter to War
Mobilizer James F. Byrnes and verbally on the floor of the House, Rep.
W^est Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY Gordon McDonough of Hollywood
Hollywood — Howard
Sheehan has yesterday registered sharp protest
resigned
as executive
producer
of against application of the midnight
(Continued on Page 3)
- (Continued on Page 3)

CROSS

AISD IT'S YOUR

CAUSE— PLEDGE

YOUR

THEATER'S

G. B. Shatv to Metro:
S£eei» Your Thousand
London (By Cable) — Rejecting,
by postcard, a Metro offer of 1,000
pounds to broadcast from this city
to the U. S. on Oscar Wilde as
a promotional plug for "The Picture
of Dorian Gray," George Bernard
Shaw wrote that in Wilde's name and
"Dorian Gray" Metro had "first rate
publicity ready-made" and that the
1,000 pounds "would be worse than

CO^OP
wasted."

TODAY

^•^
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Major Role in France
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who have an interest in the production or exploitation of films.
Another association known as the
Syndicat des Technicians de la Production Cinematographique which
existed before the war, but was obliged to limit all its activities during the German occupation, has been
reorganized. This syndicate is faced
with two major problems: the granting of professional cards, and collective bargaining with the producers.
The Syndicate of Screen Writers
has also been formed. With increasing evidence that a good film is determined by a good story, a move is
now under way to create writer
teams specializing in adaptations
and original stories.

American Seating and NTS
Set Up Co-op Arrangement

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

G.CF.
Presents

St. Louis — In order to catch

the

reaction to the world premi-

ere of "The Body Snatcher," Terry
Turner, RKO exploitation chief, arranged to have a recording machine
placed on the stage apron. The
s:und track and the audience's
response were picked up on the platters. The patrons were not aware
that the records were being made.
Platters have been sent to Hollywood
and New York for careful studies by
the studio and sales departments.
Premiere was held at the Missouri
Theater..

Post-War Houses
Planned in Canada
(Continued from Page 1)
will be available on an unrestricted
basis.

A national expenditure of $350,000,000 for all types of new constructions has been estimated, but
Completion of a new co-operative
theater applications are only a part
ariangement eff'ective immediately
was announced yesterday by Amer- of the over-all post-war building
program. Indications are that there
ican Seating Co. and National The- will
not be a free flow of materials
atre Supply with an eye to better to any one industry.
service to theater owners both during the reconversion period and the Coslow, Roosevelt Sell
post-war era.
RCM Production Stock
Sales and service of the new "combined operations" will be handled by
the 28 district offices of NTS in close Wat Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
— Sam Coslow has sold
conjunction with ASC theater chair allHollywood
his stock in RCM Productions to
specialists working from their net- the company in order to concentrate
work of U. S. offices on public seat- all of his activities on Mary Picking problems. Currently, ASC's fa- ford's Technicolor production, "One
cilities are given over to the makCol. James Rooseing of tank seats; seats for Victory Touchveltofsold Venus."
his stock to the company
and Liberty ships; seats for the
Thunderbolt and other aircraft, as at the same time, leaving Mills Enterprises of Chicago the sole ownwell as large quantities of wood and
metal airplane wings, and other ers.RCM Productions has been making
parts. Many of the processes and training films for the armed services
developments employed in this work exclusively and will continue to od
will be applied to post-war theater so. Ben Hersh continues in charge
chairs.
of production.

—
—

and Theater Authority chairman, is in an oxygen tent here.

Audience Reaction
Platters, RKO Idea
audience

Tele "A Going Medium"
Miami — Hal Palperin, Chicago In Year After V-E Day

Hcdperin in Oxygen Tent

Tuesday, February 27, if

DAILY

Television is good enough commei-cially to go ahead right now,
John F. Royal, NBC vice-president
in charge of television, declares in
an article appearing in the JanuaryFebruary issue of 'The Musical
According to the NBC vice-presiDigest.'
dent, television should be operating
at good strength, and as a going
medium of information and entertainment within one year after V-E
Day.

Spencer's Son-in-Law Killed
Chicago — William Spaulding, sonm-, in-law of Archie Spencer, B
l^:^ & K booker, was killed in a
bomber
chash
at Dyersburg,
Tenn.

Skinner-Kimbrough
Para. Suit Dismissed
Suit of Cornelia Otis Skinner and
Emily Kimbrough seeking to restrain
Paramount from making a fictional
sequel to "Our Hearts Were Young
and Gay" has been dismissed by the
Appellate Division of the First Judicial Department. Louis Nizer represented Paramount in the injunction
proceedings.

Bill Hirschhorn Slricken
William Hirschhorn, 24, Universal associate publicist, who died from
a heart attack at his home on Friday was buried Sunday.
Alexander Simmons Dead
Toledo, O. — Alexander Simmons,
43, former manager of the Bijou and
Shoreway in Toledo, died after a
two years' illness.

COminG and GOind
CHARLES SKOURAS, president of Fox \st
Coast theaters, arrived In Mexico City by f]ie
yesterday from Los Angeles to view the p|iibilitles of entering
Mexican
exhibition.
JACK COHN, Columbia vice-president, ft
the Coast yesterday for a 10-day stay in Phc ix
before coming to New York.
LAUDY European
LAWRENCE,
formerly
tinental
manager,
arrivedM-G-M's
here to ii,i,
fer with military officials. At present h|i|
attached to the Services of Supply as clvm
consultant to the Army communications zone or
the French area.
FRED MATTHEWS of Chicago is on the \sl
Coast visiting the B. F. Shearer branches.
LEO SAMUELS, Disney's foreign manager, ill
leave New York In a fortnight for a 10-v;k
tour of Latin-America.
R. P. HACEN, Warner Bros, film checig
service manager, is on a two-week tour of le
Midwest branches.
ALAN

LADD

and

SUE

CAROL

returned o

Hollywood yesterday after a month's absenc
HY CLICK, Republic's treasurer and assis il
general salesmanager left for Hollywood aft(y
two-week
stay In New York.
LANA Dry,"
TURNER,arrived
star here
of M-C-M's
Powder
yesterday "Keep
and '|
leave for Washington
next week
to atteni
5remiere of the film.
lACK HOLT, MICHAEL KIRBY, and Al
HAVIER, arrived on location at Miami, Fla., wire
w!ll
be for
made.
scenes
M-C-M's "They Were Expendab!"^
WESLEY RUCGLES left over the week-end!
London to make "London Town" for Ea*\
Lion.
JACK HARRIS, cutter, and JOHN DENNIS !8
DESMOND DREW, sound men, for J. Ar ir
Rank are here en route to Hollywood.
OSCAR A. DOOB, Loew's advertising manar,
is back at his desk from Florida where le
spent time with M-C-M's "They Were :pendable" company on location on Bisceie
Key, eight miles off Miami.
HERB CROOKER, M-C-M publicity manar,
returned Monday from the Coast.
ADA SIEGEL, editor of This Month magaz:.
Is in Montreal where she will spend four cs
Interviewing
Canadian
authors.
EVE ARDEN leaves the Coast for New >k
this week to fill a two-week guest star com t
ment on Danny Kaye's radio show.
KITTY FRINGE is en route here from Howood to confer on the Broadway staging of i
novel, "Cod's
Front Porch."
H. A. Ross, president of Ross Federal, reti s
adelphia.,
this week from Charlotte, Washington and P BERT KULICK, PRO general sales mana;-,
leaves today for Cleveland and Pittsburgh,
JOHN ASH, M-C-M auditor, Is spending seral weeks
in Cleveland.
JOHN D. KALAFAT, president of AssoclaJ
Circuit and P. E. Essick of the Scovllle, Essk
and Reif circuit, Cleveland, have left fora
Florida vacation.
J. S. JOSSEY, Cleveland producer-distrlbu ,
has joined his partner, KROGER BABB, i
Miami; he was accompanied by CHARLIE DECMAN, Cleveland exhib.
TED LLOYD, head of the radio department?
20th-Fox, left last night with BETTY SMT,
author of "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn," to .pear on the Hlldegarde broadcast in Chicago.
LT. COL. DAVID MacDONALD, who m;;
"Desert Victory." Is in Burma working i
"Jungle

Victory."
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Sfants Indies in New
(ijecree Muddies
(Continued

fii

from Page

1)

Icument that would be fair to all
ncerned.
The ITOA
chief contended
that
i: the distributors
were
smart,"
'sy would insist that the indie lead3 be present.
With
independent
oduction
expanding
and destined
M,'become one of the most important
:tors in this business,
the inde'4ndent producers,
too, should
demd that the independent exhibitor
,,'ve a voice in negotiating a new
cree, Brandt said.
The ITOA, Brandt said, is in favor
"■f the Government's latest proposals
r the elimination of clearance beiiii i'
een theaters
charging
the same
ip*mission price.
The big question
"Jn of course, whether a theater can
*' 't a higher admission as it would
foolish to raise prices solely to
Jt an earlier run, he said.

hjnlc internationaiiy,
^oldwyn Teils Britisli
'"l

(Continued

from Page 1)

iKiifard strides made by its own indusy in the face of the war-time con'"Siitions.

j„iij Manifesting
a lively interest
in
liiD'velopments on this side, the Ameran producer had something to say
W>out British labor's opposition to
*; Arthur Rank's plans to bring over
ll,))me Hollywood technicians.
«|i"Stop criticizing those who pro' importation of Hollywood taland technicians,"
he advised.
: ou are short-sighted. They do
,, it take jobs — they make jobs,
I inging, as they do, new ideas and
: 'w methods."
Goldwyn hailed the progress of

■'; e British industry under Rank's
I,, ipetus.
:, In chronicling
a Goldwyn
press
nference
yesterday,
the AP
rented from London
that Goldwyn
. id that "the sooner
we
forget
' e idea of American
and British
a IS, the better off we'll be. I don't
;e it. We really are all one.
As
, , matter of fact, I resent it."
The AP said Goldwyn agreed with
.» newsman's comment that Churchill
' ould make an "extremely fine star,"
I'
Iit he met the inquiry as to whether
! had tried to sign the Prime Minier with a grin.

TO THE COLORS!
*
lb.

LT.

PROMOTED

lasts Curfew

*

JACK H. HARRIS,
formerly
manager
of Philadelphia's
Mayfair
and
Pennypack
;j) theaters, and son of Ben Harris, manager of
American
Film Co., has been made a first
I lieutenant in the A. U. S.

(Continued

from Page 1)

curfew order to the Southern California area. The order, McDonough

Eastf West and In Bettveen
•

• e THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Bert Lytell will appear in person at Radio City Music Hall for a week beginning Thursday, as the

narrator of "At Her Side," a dramatic stage pageant in tribute to the
American Red Cross that will be presented as an added feature. . .
• Will Yolen, Warners' special events man, returned from the Macon,
"God Is My Co-Pilot" world premiere iusf in time to walk into a Sunday evening surprise party at his home on Central Park West in celebration of the Yolens' 10th wedding anniversary. . . • New chairman
of the food panel of the Monroe County Rationing Board is Allen J.
Tindal, president of Rochester's Local 253, Operators. . . • The life
story of the late Jack Donahue has just been completed on the West
Coast by Alice Stewart Donahue and Fay Pulsifer. . . • Ted Malepsy,
supervisor of Detroit's Chargot Circuit, is changing his name, through
court order, to Ted Mallow. . . • Tom Edwards, who operates the
New Ozark in Eldon, Mo., has been named to the doUar-a-year post
of Airpark Commissioner
The Eldon airpark for personal planes
is the first of its kind in the country. . . • Manager Johnny Hardgrove
of the Southern, Columbus, O., knows how to win friends and influence
patrons
•

•

•

He gives cigarets — one to a patron — each Sunday
▼
▼
T
HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Pioneer star

of the "flicker" era of films, Irving Cummings celebrated his S6tli
anniversary
in motion pictures yesterday, at 20th-Fox, -where he is
currently
megaphoning
"The
Dolly Sisters"
Cummings,
who
began his career as a stage juvenile with Lillian Russell in New York,
entered motion pictures in 1909 as star of the old Pat Powers Company
in Mount
Vernon, N. Y
The one-reel extravaganza
luas titled
"At The Window". . • A 7iew contract has been negotiated between
Metro, Mickey Rooney and Rooney, Inc., whereby Mickey will remain
an M-G-M star
The contract provides for seven yearly options,
the first of which can be exercised after his discharge from the armed
forces. . . # Due to the retirement from the screen of Joyce Reynolds, Warners has abandoned plans for a series of "Jar^ie" sequel
films
Miss Reynolds recently married Lt. Robert Lewis, USMC,
and is joining him in Quantico, Va. . . • Republic has purchased
an original murder mystery by Arnold Phillips and Maria Solzeg, as
yet untitled
It has been assigned to Producer Herman Millakowsky. . . • Russell Wade, currently featured in RKO's "The Most
Dangerous Game," has been offered the lead in "One Too Many,"
Phyllis Noburn's psychological drama that opens on Broadway in
May. . . • Ideal Toy Co., New York doll manufacturer, will bring
out an Andy Panda doll, designed after the Walter Lantz Cartunes
character, under a deal just concluded. . . % A new high mark for
talent under contract is revealed in the latest personnel list issued
by Warners, showing a total of 199 under term deals with the studio
Number of stars is SO, an all-time record. . . • Jules Levey
is conducting a nation-wide search for two unknoivn girls to play
featured roles in the Randolph Scott picture he will produce for UA
based upon the Ernest Haycox novel, "Trail Town.". . • Roman
FreuUch, who joined Republic four months ago as a photographer,
has been made- head of the still department, replacing Herb Hilburn
who has been moved to the production department. . . • Walter
Wanger will star his wife, Joan Bennett, in "La Chienne" for Universal. .. # Walter Catlett has been signed by Republic to a longterm contract. . . • Title of the Jack Skirball production, "Guest
Wife," starring Claudette Colbert and Don Ameche, has been changed
to "What Every Woman
Wants"
Picture, which
was directed
by Sam Wood, will be released by United Artists

▼

9

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

TV

PEARL HARBOR!

wrote, "is an unnecessary penalty in
Southern California because we do
not use coal as fuel for lighting and
heating
purposes."
McDonough
also inserted in the
Congressional Record an editorial
from the Los Angeles Tinies protesting application of the order to
that area.
Closing of theaters, night clubs,
and other amusement places at midin Southrn
California,
"will
not aid night,the
war effort
or conserve
coal," McDonough wrote, "but on
the contrary will impose an unfair
penalty on thousands of war workers whose only means of entertainment and relaxation is an opportunity to attend a motion picture
theater or a bowling alley or any
entertainment that will be affected
by your directive."
Sheehan
to Leave Rep.;
Outside Production Ends
(Continued

from Page

1)

Republic, effective March 10. Sheehan, who is a production and exhibition veteran, said his resignation
was made necessary because of his
other contemplated activities.
With Sheehan's resignation accepted by Allen Wilson, vice-president of
studio, all outside productions will
be abandoned, with the possible exception of two pictures which Roy
Rowland may do for the studio. If
they are made, Robert Z. Newman,
assistant general manager, will take
these over.

lUEDDIRG BELLS
s
Brookes-Battles
Chicago — Helen Brookes of Filmack has married
Herman
Battles,
now in the Navy.
Schechter-Mehlmann
Chicago — Janet Schechter of Warners' purchasing department, has
gone to Alexander Field, La., where
AAP.
she will marry Lt. Lester Mehlmann,

Smith-Giler
Milton W. Smith, former 20thFox publicist and Violet Giler, of
the Paramount story department,
were married in New York on Feb.
12, it is announced.
Bride will return to the Coast the
first part of March and make plans
to meet Smith in Mexico City where
he is director of Latin American
Public Relations, Ltd.
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WATCH FOR THE PRESS BOOK! USE IT!
RED CROSS DRIVE - MARCH 15-21
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RC Meets Under Way;
Predict New Records
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Times Sq. Tlieaters
Obey (urtew Order
(Continued

(Continued

from Page 1)

in Washington Friday that a total
of 10,718 theaters had pledged their
support as of Feb. 20, almost a month
before the industry's drive starts.
Last year 13,438 theaters participated.
Reports from the Salt Lake City
territory show that 168 pledges have
been received, with the balance of
200 expected by March
3.
The Des Moines territory is Hearing the 100 per cent mark, 305 theaters out of 377 having been pledged.
In the Chicago area, it was announced that 97 per cent of the theaters are "in the bag." At the start
of the industry luncheon meeting
last week it had been thought that
only 88 per cent of the theaters had
been pledged.
All but eight of Connecticut's theaters already have returned pledges
of co-operation and last year's collections total is expected to be topped.
Luncheon meetings in Cincinnati
and Chai'lotte last week-end brought
out record attendances and pledges
of full co-operation.
In Buffalo, Al Herman, distrib.
chairman, Robert T. Murphy, exhib.
chairman, and Charles Taylor, public
relations chairman, announced jointly that the territory's 292 theaters
were pledged to the drive.
Shortwaved directly from the Pacific theater of war, a dramatic appeal by Red Cross Commissioner
Stanton Griffis yesterday gave impetus to the beginning of the film
industry's Red Cross Drive. At eight
major Hollywood studios more than
20,000 workers heard Griffis describe
from his Honolulu headquarters the
urgency and growing need of the Red
Cross War Fund.

Rally in Times Square
Starts Off R. C. Drive
The New York film industry will
spark the Red Cross War Fund drive
tomorrow at the Statue of Liberty
replica in Times Square. Parades
were planned yesterday for Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens, while the
other boroughs and Westchester
planned activities to coincide with
the Times Square demonstration.
More than 700 theaters in this area
will participate in the campaign.

IN NEW POSTS
CEORCE

SUSSMAN,

Warner salesman,

Buffalo.

FRANK B. EVANS, Altec branch manager, Philadelphia.
EDWARD DE KOSKIA, manager, Carlton, New
York City.
DUNLAP
HENRY,
manager,
Enzor, Troy, Ala.
W. F. BROWN, manager, Florida, Vero Beach,
Fla.
HARRY
JOHNNY

RADCLIFFE,
bourne, Fla.

manager. Van

Croix, Mel-

FAULKNER, manager. Arcade and Edison, Ft. Myers, Fla.

Editor, The Film Daily:

these stipulations for the payment
of
the amounts agreed upon in setIn your issue of Feb. 20, you retlement. The court expressed no
port on the outcome of the Ascap opinion and no judgment. There was
suits which were tried in part in the never any finding of infringement.
Federal District Court in Minneap- In fact, while the evidence had formally been offered, it consisted for the
olis recently. Your article states
part of depositions which
that Judge Nordbye, who presided, greater
were never even read to the court,
lield that there was infringement, nor did the court know what was in
and that the defendants pursuant to the depositions.
The third defendant, the owner of
such holding, paid damages.
the
Duluth theater, stood pat and inYour report is wholly without
sisted upon the completion of the
loundation, and I assume that in trial. Thereupon the plaintiffs, instead of deciding to continue with
lairness you will make the correcfor infringement, distion in your next issue after receiv- their claim
their case with prejudice and
ing this letter. 1 was the attorney without missed
costs.
for the defendants and personally
You can see therefore how utterly
cried the cases, so I ought to know.
false your report is that the court
The following are the facts.
rendered any judgment or made any
There were three separate suits decision.
brougnt by Ascap, some several
In fact, when the settlement of the
years ago, one against the so-called
jrirank Waumpner chain, one against two cases was announced to the court,
the Uickerman chain, and one against I personally, in the presence of the
a Duluth theater company owned by attorneys for all parties, advised the
court that I knew that the plainanother interest.
tiffs' attorneys would use the setThe first two suits claimed intlements as precedent in other cases
fringement byplaying the copyright
music as part of integrated films. in order to continue making their
That is, the music was played as collections, and that I wanted nothing to appear in the judgments which
synchronized with and part of the
would show any indication of a findpictures or films.
ing or judgment by the court; and
The third suit was for alleged infringement by the motion picture the court announced publicly in the
theater which had allegedly played hearing of all parties that the judgments would recite that they were
the music in a vaudeville perform- entered pursuant to stipulation and
ance, the songs being allegedly sung
not because of any decision of the
or played as part of the perform- court on the validity or invalidity of
ance, and not integrated with the
motion pictures shown.
the defense, or of plaintiffs' claims.
I want to add further, that after
Our defense was that since the
preparing
these cases for trial and
using
were
copyright proprietors
through the trials, I am more
their copyrights as part of a scheme going
convinced than ever of the legal
or plan to control not only the show- sufficiency of the defense that we
ing of films, but through that, .the made to the claims of Ascap and its
conduct of motion picture theaters, members.
that equity would not aid them in
Very truly yours,
any suit against the alleged inLouis B. Schwartz.
fringer, in either case, until they had
Minneapolis,
Minn.
ceased so using their copyrights.
There is abundant authority for
that proposition.
on the Girls"
The first two defendants, after all "Bring
To be Para. Easter Pic
the evidence had been offered, but
before the argument to the court had
(ConHnued from Page 1)
commenced, and before the court
M.
Reagan
told the district sales
had indicated any ruling or opinion, terday.
decided to settle for. personal rea- meeting at the Warwick Hotel yessons satisfactory to themselves. The
There will be several pre-release
fact is, that one of these defendants
had gone out of the theater business, engagements, first opening at the
and did not want to carry on the New York Paramount tomorrow.
Outlining the advertising camfight. The other defendant called
in an attorney who had been his atpaign on "Bring On the Girls," Bob
torney in other matters, and decided Gillham said that "again Paramount
that he would rather settle for an will sell color with color." Fullamount which was much less than color advertising insertions in Sunthe amount of fees he had not paid
day newspaper comic and roto sections will break in 36 key cities from
Ascap as license fees for years prior
thereto.
Coast to Coast, coinciding with the
Stipulations for settlement were local openings or a week in advance.
drawn up between these two separ- The co-operative newspaper advertising campaign will be larger than
ate defendants and the plaintiff and
said.
judgment was entered pursuant to usual, Gillham

from Page 1)

Square sector started observance
night, with schedules arranged
conform.
A five to ten-minute i
was practiced in most of these hou
checkup showed.
Pressure from the local level
after midnight screenings for sw
shift workers is the one thing wl
will probably bring exception to
midnight curfew order, WMC
o:
ials admitted in Washington yes1
day. Administrator Bruce Smith
directed "extremely rigid" interj
tation of the order — with entertj
ment exceptions specifically provi
including only non-commercial enl
tainment for service men, includ
USO and Stage Door Canteen
formances.
Only possible opening for exc
tion by local or area manpower
rectors is "rare and unusual circu
stances," and it is not believed t
the local authorities will authoi
late screenings
under Washingtq
this clawithout
an okay from
In discussing the order with
Byrnes office before actively tak
over the administration, the WIC
brought
question
ent*tainment upforthe
swing
shift ofworkt;?.
No exemptions were authorized i
that time, although it was admit:d
that cases where exception is vid
might arise. The criterion will
whether swing shifts will fall off, i
whether recruiting for these l^e
shifts will be more difficult becaie
of the ban on entertainment.
li this can be shown by the lo.l
authorities, it is probable that Sm
will obtain some kind of an olv
from the Byrnes office for exception

Chi. Police Enforce Closingi
Chicago — Police will enforce m
night closing of all theaters
amusement spots. B & K and otl
circuits are advertising earlier sho
to conform with the closing edi
Night clubs and bowling alleys £
doing the same.

Lt. Cody D. Stout Slain
Lt. Cody D. Stout, former shipj
in M-G-M's Charlotte branch,
Bj-s^ been reported killed, accordi;
''"^ nication to his family. Tl
1^^ to a War Department comm
brings to six the number of M-Gexchange employes killed in acti(

Louis Pilosi Dies
Scranton, Pa. — Louis Pilosi, ovi,
er of the Lincoln Dupont, died Pi
day following a heart attack.

STORK REPORTS
Joel became
Levy, Loew's
out-of-to\
booker,
a grandfather
o\
the week-end when his son's wil
gave birth to a five-pound baby gi|
Joel, Jr., is in the Philippines.

WE'RE All In It!
Now Lefs Pull Together
%

The Grand Rally has begun... again showmen
have the supreme privilege of taking the lead
in this vitally necessary campaign

for this

noble purpose . . .TO KEEP THE RED CROSS
AT HIS SIDE . . . Every conceivable shov/manship help... to increase your audiences... and
to sell them the RED CROSS

in your

theatre ... is available at every one
of the 31 branches of the NSS...Your
big show dates are . . . RED CROSS
DRIVE ... March 15-25 ... Pick your
material NOW!... and GO THE LIMIT!
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PRIZE
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OV'T WILL ASK EARLIEST TRIAL DATE

Canadian Odeon Absorbs Superior Theaters
rr Editorial

Eight Houses Added to
Rank-Controlled Circuit;
Plan New Modem Theaters

Selznick
. . . celebrates
■ By CHESTER B. BAHN AVID

0. SELZNICK

and

those

Montreal — Absorption of the Superior Theaters, Ltd. chain here became official this week with the taking over of the properties on behalf
of Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd.,
by General Theaters (Quebec), Ltd.
The theaters affected are: the Kent,
Villeray, Beaubien, Midway, Electra, Perron and Verdun Palace, and
the Rex at St-Jerome, Que.
Previously Odeon was represented
(Continued on Page 6)

of his

dynamic
organization
in Hollywood
I New York tomorrow observe the 10th
liversary of the advent of the Selznick
ernational trade mark, an industry innia whose lustre through the past decade
; been heightened
by consistently
brilit performance
both in the realm of
ematic art and the dollar-and-cents field

M motion picture commerce.

llAs a matter of fact — and trade history —
fieral other Selznick anniversaries coincide.
iirty-two years ago saw the late Lewis

Steam Roller Drive
For Red Cross Starts

Selznick attracted by the screen's poiitialities and his plunge into the infant
llustry as a pioneer
among
pioneers.
I irty years ago, too, the Selznick
name
1st appeared
in films.
And, finally, 22
jars ago the very enterprising D.O.S., quick
ii respond to Dame
Opportunity's
fabled
Ijock, produced
his first picture — a twoIsler "starring" Luis Angel Firpo, then preiring for a title fight with Jack Dempsey.
0

,ROM that first short, which Selznick
recalls he sold for $3,500, to such magficent and thrilling productions as the
itory-writing GWTW
is a far cry ined. And, yet, as you trace the career of
ivid 0. and mark the films which are its
ilestones, you come to realize that 'basically
Selznick pictures have something in
mmon. That applies regardless of theme
story content.
What, then, distinguishes them?
Well, imagination, for one thing.
And
w in Hollywood are as richly endowed with
lagination.
Sensitivity, for another. And sensitivity
ire merely means the happy faculty of
i lowing exactly what the public wants
ell in advance. Selznick has been genously blessed with sensitivity.
And, for a third, there are the twin atibutes of courage and confidence, lacking
hich neither imagination nor sensitivity
ill fully pay off.

A steam roller drive to break all
records for Red Cross collections appears to be under way, judging by
reports from industry rallies in the
various key cities.
M. A. Silver, chairman for the
Pittsburgh district, has informed
National Chaii-man N. Peter Rathvon that 601 out of 605 theaters in
that area had pledged full co-opera(Continued on Page 7)

New Company Acquires
"A Walk in the Sun"
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

I fe

THE RED

CROSS

It looks as if arbitration just can't
get started in Seattle. The second
case to be filed there since decree
arbitration became effective has been
withdrawn. It was docketed last
week by Frank Higgins, operating
the Lake City Theater, Lake City,
Wash. First complaint, filed last
hearing.
May, also was withdrawn before a

Manpower Substitute
Bill In Senate Today!
Washiugton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Washington — A new manpower
substitute, drafted by Sen. Chapman
Revercomb of West Virginia, ^ will
probably be offered the Senate today,
with the hope that it might be accepted as a compromise between the
May bill passed by the House and
the much less drastic Kilgore bill
approved by the Senate Military Affairs Committee. Revercomb's new
measure provides that although the
War Manpower Commission is au(Continued on Page 6)

Rep. Negotiating Other
Producer-Director Deals

Tax Receipts on Toboggan
December Admissions Take Only $24,345,560
Buffalo Clearance Award
Upheld by Appeal Board
The arbitration appeal board has
affii-med the arbitrator's award in
the case of the Genesee Theater, Buffalo, against the five consenting
companies. Basil Bros., operators of
the theater, had charged that the
(Continued on Page 6)
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Preliminary Injunction
On Clearance Dispute to
Be Requested by D of J
By AL THE
STEENFILM DAILY
Associate Editor,

The earliest possible trial
date will be asked by the Department of Justice in its antitrust action against the eight major
companies next Monday at the scheduled hearings before Federal Judge
Henry W. Goddard, Robert L. Wright,
assistant to the Attorney General,
told The Film Daily yesterday.
The motion for a trial date will be
the most important issue at the hearings, he said.
A preliminary
injunction on the
(Continued on Page 7)

DAILY

Hollywood
— Superior
Pictures
Republic's
producing - directing
Corp. announced a new corporation pacts
with Frank Borzage and Alformed by Lewis Milestone, David
fred Santell will be followed by other
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)

T required imagination, sensitivity, courage and confidence to make "Will He
Jat Dempsey" 22 years ago. It required
i6 same four later to successfully run
iramount studios for six months in the
isence of B. P. Schulberg; to carry thru
ibsequently the star-building campaign
(Continued on Page 2)

Seattle Arbitration
In Again Out Again

DAILY

Washington — Registering the lowest total since the new 20 per cent
tax rate went into effect last April,
the admissions tax collection during
January on December business,
amounted to only $24,345,560.17.
This was nearly seven million dollars below the $31,182,977 count of
a month earlier, and only about that
(Continued on Page 6)

Indies' Raw Slock
Allocations Hot Set
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Methods of arriving
at the specific quotas to be allowed
independent producers who apply for
their own raw stock allocation, thereby cutting their dependence upon
distributors for stock, are not yet
fully worked out, it was learned at
WPB yesterday.
(Continued It
on is
Pagenot7) believed

ABC Spurns Conciliation
Award; JCC May Fade Out
London (By Cable) — Associated
British
Cinemas,
one and
of in
Britain's
three major
circuits
which
Warners is substantially interested,
has refused to accept the adverse de(Continued on Page 7)

ABC to Train Vets.
As Theater Managers
London (By Cable) — Associated
British Cinemas, in conjunction with
the Ministry of Labor, is inaugurating
a school for the training of ex-service men as film theater managers, it
was disclosed yesterday.
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The

and to still later produce for Metro

pictures as "Dinner

at

Eight,"

"David

York

Paramount

will

advertising cam-

paign today to make the public "curfew conscious," recommending a complete stage and screen show at the
matinee price, with ample time for

of-

dinner, by coming at 5 p.m. or before— or— "dine early and arrive before 9:30 p.m. to see a complete

More, they are a guarantee that the past
is but the pattern for the assured brilliant
Selznick future.

show before curfew time." Bob Weitman, the managing director, is also

Selznick Eyes Permanent
Leigh Case Injunction
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In a statement issued
here yesterday in the -Vivien Leigh
case, Daniel T. O'Shea, executive director of Selznick Studios, declared
that advises have been received by
David 0. Selznick from his London
attorneys, Joynson-Hicks and Sir
Walter Monckton, that the decision
of the London Court in Selznick's application for an interim injunction
in the action in no way prejudices
the producer's claim for a permanent injunction, which will be dealt
with at the hearing
of the action.
'A
O'Shea, in a lengthy explanation of
3/8
the producer's
position in the case,
said that "since we feel that we are
victims of our generosity and under1/4standing, We determined
to seek a
delineation of our contractual rights
from tbe English Courts."

Chg.
Net

New

start a newspaper

Copperfield" and "Viva Villa."
They were the four cornerstones, too, upon
which David, 10 years ago built Selznick
International, and they have made possible
the striking array of artistic and box
fice successes which have followed.

Harry Brandt Receives

plugging
idea via screen
and
lobby this
display.

trailer

New Company Acquires
"A Walk in the Sun"
(Continued from Page 1)
Hersh and John J. Fisher, had acquired title to the recently completed
"A Walk in the Sun," picturization
of the novel by Harry Brown and
produced and directed by Milestone.
New owners of the film have settled all outstanding claims including
Comstock Productions, Inc., suit for
Dana Andrews'
Picture is
$4,350,000.
first
solo starring
picture, and features an all-male cast.

60 Circuit Execs. Attend
Para. Philly Sales Meet
Philadelphia — More than 60 circuit
execs, and exhibs. representing 90
per cent
the territory's
theaters
and
fromof Pittsburgh,
Washington
and Baltimore, were guests at a luncheon in the Colonial Ballroom of
the Warwick Hotel yesterday which

featured sales
the final
day of Paramount's
district
meeting.
Earle W. Sweigert, Philadelphia
%
district manager, was toastmaster.
by
Cinema last
Lodge
B'nai
B'rith
was Speakers included J. Lawrence
presented
nightof to
Harry
Brandt
at a joint meeting with the newly Schanberger, managing director of
Baltimore; Charles Reagan,
formed Cinema Ladies Auxiliary at Keith's,
William Erbb, Hugh Owen, Oscar
Pythian Temple. Previous recipients
Morgan,
R. M. Gillham and
Claude
Lee.
were Barney Balaban and Samuel A.
Rinzler.
S. H. Fabian presented the scroll Frohlich, Ascap Publicity Dir.
to Brandt after Jack Levin had
Richard F. Frohlich, assistant to
traced Brandt's contributions on be- the late Robert L. Murray, will carry
half of the industry's war effort, dat- on the work of the public relations
ing back to before Pearl Harbor.
Vs
department, it was announced yesterday by The Ainerican Society of
1/8 Leading industry representatives
1/4 were present at the meeting which Authors, Composers, and Publishers.
was presided over by Albert Senft, Miss Virginia Shea has assumed the
Cinema Lodge president.
Membership roster of the auxil- position of editor of Ascap's radio
service.
iary includes women in all the film program
GPE Declares Dividend
companies.
Board of directors of General PreRites for Mrs. Archie Mayo
cision Equipment Co. yesterday deWest
Coast
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
clared a dividend of 25 cents per
Hollywood — Funeral services were share on its capital stock, payable
held yesterday at the Hollywood March 15 to stockholders of record
Cemetery Chapel for Mrs. Lucille March 9.
Mayo, wife of screen director Archie
Mayo, who died Saturday after a Depinet in Coast Hospital
brief illness.

Cinema

Lodge's Scroll

The third honor scroll to be given

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Ned E. Depinet, president of RKO Radio Pictures, entWest
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
ered the Cedars of Lebanon HosHollywood — ^Reginald Barker, 59, ptial Monday for a 10-day rest due
pioneer film director, is dead.
to exhaustion.
No visitors allowed.

Reginald Barker Dies

February 28,

DAILY

cofninc and com
AUSTIN KEOUCH, vice-president ant
eral counsel for Paramount Pictures, Ie
Coast yesterday for New York.
1
SAMhasDEMBOW,
JR., the
Golden
Productions'
dent
arrived from
Coast.
WILLIAM A. SCULLY, Universal vice-pr
and general salesmanager, will leave Frida
Florida vacation.
E. K. TED O'SHEA,
M-C-M's
tion.
manager, will head for Florida
WILLIAM
operator
of
headquarters

Eastern
Friday on|

BORACK,
assistant to Harry
the Northio
theater
circuit!
in Cincinnati, arrived in Ne^|

yesterday for a week's stay.
PAUL MUNI leaves Hollywood today I
two-week tour of Army hospitals for]
today. Shows.
Camp
C. J. LATTA, Warner Bros, circuit zone,
ager in Albany, goes back to his desk]
GEORGE
TRILLING,
Fabian
theaters'!
buyer for the Wilmer & Vincent circuit,
in Norfolk
yesterday
to
visit
the
c|
houses in that territory.
Friday.
JOHN J.and
BOWEN,
York t(|
manager,
JOHN M-G-M's
MURPHY, New
assistant
Vogel, in charge of out-of-town theater
tions, will
plane
out for a Florida v^
EDWARD
G. ROBINSON,
co-star
"The Woman
In The Window,"
will
the Coast tomorrow from New York.
HURD
HATFIELD,
the title role in "The
will leave for a new
Coast after the film's
Capitol Theater.

of
arrl

M-G-M
actor
whoj
Picture of iDorian
screen assignment
opening tomorrow

CLAIRE TREVOR, co-star of RKO's "Murd
Sweet," left New York yesterday to joil
husbandFla.Lt. Cylos William Dunsmore in Jaf
ville,
JOHN DAVIS, managing director of
theaters, arrived in Johannesburg, South
to negotiate for the acquisition of theatej
j. Arthur
Rank
in that territory.

Matsoukas' Symposium]
On "Peace" Published
"Towards A Permanent Peace
symposium, is the first public^
issued by the American Nobel
ter. Edited by Nick John Mali
kas of Skouras Theaters, "Towl
A Permanent Peace" is a compi
don of addresses and commentsl
casioned by the American obsl
ance of the 48th anniversary ofl
death of Alfred Nobel at the Fol
Annual American Nobel AnniverJ
dinner. "Towards A PermaJ
Peace" sells ior $1.00 a copy.

Wingart Now Fields Aide
of Earl
the service
of in
thecht"'
21
Wingart,division
formerly
Fox exploitation department at h'
home office, has been promoted to s
sistant
Jules Fields, the compai '
publicityto manager.
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Tax Receipts Drop
Nearly MMM

Manpower Substitute
Bill in Senate Today!
(Confinued

from Page

1)

thorized to study manpower utilization in individual establishments, it
may not impose a ceiling on employment of less than 50 per cent of the
manpower presently employed by
each establishment. As now written,
however, theaters and other places
of amusement are specifically exempted from the protection of this
limitation.
If this bill goes through as written— which is not likely — the WMC
could order a theater employing 25
people to cut down to 10 or five or
four workers. There is nothing to
prevent the WMC from putting theaters out of business.
Revercomb said yesterday to The
Film Daily that his sole purpose here
is simply to prevent any possibility
that WMC will put firms out of business. "But I figured these amusement places are not so essential as
other business, like grocery stores."
Revercomb said, however, that he
was not determined that the exception remain in the bill. "If any one
wants to knock that out, I certainly
won't object. There are good arguments in suppoi't of the essentiality
of movie theaters and other amusement establishments."
Another feature of the proposal of
interest to the industry is the provision that when ceilings are set employers are not required to discharge
at once — the workers may be kept
on until they are actually placed in
war work, and in many cases this
may mean retention of workers for
an indefinite period.

Metro Subsidiary
A new subsidiary of Loew's known
as M-G-M International Films Corp.
has been formed for the purpose of
dubbing Metro pictures into Spanish.
New subsidiary which
is apart conducts
from Loew'sInternational
the
company's
With the foreign
return business.
of Arthur Loew
from the Army, Mort Spring, who
was president of Loew's-International, becomes vice-president and Loew
assumes the presidency.

TO TRE COLORS!
*

PROMOTED

*

MAJ. ARTHUR B. KRIM, of Phillips, Nizer,
Beniamin & Krim, film attorneys, to Lt. Col.,
attached to headquarters Army Service Forces.
During the past year and a half, he has
acted as special labor and manpower representative for Robert P. Patterson, Undersecretary of War, and handled special assignments in this country and the Pacific
theater of operation for it. Gen. Brehon
Somervell, commanding general ASF.

"ft Was a Dream

of Perfect Bliss''

• • • TODAY'S BEST STORY reaches you thru the courtesy of
Columbia's Hal Hcde who thoughtfully extracted it from Morris RoteRosen's "Main Street" pillar in the Granville (N. Y.) Sentinel
So
read on, lads
"Dorothy Lamour never came nearer to losing her
sarong then she did in Granville
With the thermometer registering
10 degrees below zero. Hank "Chicken" Dennison entered the Ritz
Theater, stiff, but not from the cold, and Hopped himself into a near
front row seat
As he was commencing to thaiv out in the warm
theater he fell asleep and dreamed of the South-sea isles with its beautiful women of "Rainbow Island" dancing with Dorothy Lamour wearing
her sarong
Suddenly Dennison opened his eyes, rubbed them and
with one leap was upon the stage, between
the footlights and the
projection screen
He grabbed
Dorothy Lamour
by her shoulder
with one hand and with the other he desperately tried to pull her
sarong off while the audience
in the Ritz theater, who came to see
"Rainbow Island," rocked in their seats with hilarious laughter
While struggling with Miss Lamour, who continued smiling in Technicolor and who didn't seem a bit perturbed by "Chicken" Dennison's
intrusion. Manager Richcrd T. Roberts ran down
the aisle and upon
the stage and saved Miss Lamour from Dennison's
manly hug
He brought him back from "Rainbow Is'.and" to his seat much to Hank's
surprise who cou'dn't explain just what had happened
The only damage was a small hole in the projection screen -where the elusive Dorothy
Lamour was when Hank made his flying love tackle"
'
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Yes, We're Avensrins: Pearl Harbor!

Rep. Negotiating Other
Producer-Director Deals
(Continued

▼

from Page

1)

production and star talent agreements now in the process of negotiation, Herbert J. Yates, Sr., president, said yesterday following his
return fvom a four-week stay at the
studios. Yates, who said some of
the industry's biggest pictures will
come from Republic, stressed that
in the instances of the Borzage, Santell and similar deals, he will act
only in an executive capacity.
Budgets on top productions, Yates
said, will be flexible so that they
can be increased if the subject matter warrants. Top pictures will cost
between $1,000,000 and $1,500,000.
Yates' statement that "we can do
anything any other studio can do
and we are prepared to prove it this
year" was predicated upon the production facilities at the North Hollywood studio, coupled with production
and star talent now on the roster and
yet to be announced, he said.
Yates emphasized the facts that
the studio had 13 major stages and
seven auxiliary stages, with 120
acres in ground available. He asserted that Republic had the finest,
largest and most modern music redustry. cording and dubbing stage in the in-

Buffalo Clearance Award
Upheld by Appeal Board

(Continued
from Page' 1)collj
much above
the $16,744,936
a year earlier when the rate waji
10 per cent.
The January collection — on D^
ber business^brought to $30S
060 the total tax collection on
business. It includes cabaret,

IS

theater, sports and other amus(
taxes, as well as pix admissioi h
the neighborhood of 90 per ce if
usually credited to pix admis
The total for the third New
(Broadway) area rose again
the high figure of the previous u
indicating an even more drasticpi
ing off through the rest of the
try. Broadway collections off')
611,188 in December rose to $46()
725.96. Of these totals theate a>
missions accounted in Decembe f
$3,914,573 and last month foi$
083,825. January, 1944, collec o
from the Broadway area were f
290,906, of which theater admi? o
accounted for $3,033,552.

Dom. Odeon Absoi
Superior Theaters,
(Continued from Page 1)
in Quebec Providence by the Ca
St. John
and
the Alexande|
Rouyn.

General Theaters is Odeon's
ial representative
in Quebec ;bii
Odeon Theaters of Canada, althjf
only three and a half years oldh
(Continued from Page 1)
102 theaters across Canada.
General
Theaters
has,
off'
14-day clearance granted to Dipson's
Bailey Theater was unreasonable state, completed plans for cons i'
and the arbitrator fixed the clear- cion of a group of modern luu
ance at seven days. Dipson appealed, theaters, one of which will b 1
asking that the 14-day clearance be cated in the business district of
restored. The appeal board upheld treal. The theaters will give an
the arbitrator.
let
for British
Arthur
Rank. films produced '■

Grant Clearance Relief
To Corona, L, /., House

Paul Nathanson is president ai
managing
of
Canada. director of Odeon The e

The seven-day clearance held by
the Granada Theater, Corona, L. I.,
over the Fair Theater, Jackson
Heights, has been eliminated by Vincent J. Malone, arbitrator. In addition, the arbitrator fixed the maximum clearance of the Granada over
the Polk at one day.

BACK IN CIVVIE:
Honorably Discharged
LT.

J. P. Kelly Dies in Fire
Winchester, N. H.— John
46, former stage manager
Carroll's "Vanities," died
suffocation in a fire that
the Strang Hotel.

P. Kelly,
of Earl
here of
damaged

Tom Jones Dies
Chicago — Tom Jones, Warner Theaters posting service manager is
His wife survives.

dead.

COM.
LAWRENCE
COWEN,
USNR.,
intelligence
officer at Floyd iBennett
returned
to inactive duty after five
to Fabian
theater organization.
LUCIUS
McKIBBON,
from
the Army
t
Ensley theater, Ensley, Ala.
JIMMY
PEPrER,
from the Army
to city
ager of 'Paramount-Wilby-Kincey
th'
Kingsport,
Tenn.
DUNLAP
HENRY,
from
the Army
to n
of Empire,
Montgomery,
Ala.
ALFRED
M.
WOHL,
from
the
U. S.
Corps to publicity
manager for the
ras' Grand,
Astoria, L. I.
MILTON
JACOBSON,
from the Army to
the Stone,
Detroit.

m

inas
liri»

itel^

•^
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rliest Trial Date

1IIE<

Be Asked by Gov't
(Continued from Page 1)

;oilirance dispute will be sought by
Government
which will argue
a court order against the "unsonable clearance" practices defied in its I'ecent brief and which
I not accepted as practical by the
xibutors.
Counsel for all comies, including the so-called "litthree," have been notified that
entry of an order setting the
■"■frernment case for trial on its
.. .'its would be made on Monday,
ii ndustry sources regarded the noas an indication that there was
hope for a new consent decree,
jfar as the Department of Juswas concerned.
Failure of the
xibutors to make any concessions
le from those offered in their
3fs of a year ago apparently has
vinced the D of J that there can
no effective decree unless greatrelief is offered by the distribus, it was said. From Washington
ivas learned that the Department
™ll expected the distributors to of"'i-T something tangible in the way
Irelief when they made their reby letter to the Government's
Jommendations for changes in the
Ofjarance provisions of the decree,
some quarters it was said that
Department was "disappointed."
t was indicated in December at
hearing on the Government's
uposal for an interim decree that
I New York court could not handle
% film trial before the latter part
If? this year.
It now appears that
!h Government pressure, the court
My grant a date in September or
* [ober for the opening of what
!- ibtless will be a long, drawn-out
lit battle, probably extending for
ear or more and ultimately reachi: the U. S. Supreme Court.
Com' te divorcement and the breaking
of most of the large circuits will
sought
by
the
Government.
hievement
of the Government's
IS, or even a major part of them,
certain to alter drastically the
npetitive picture within the IndusIkle DePridas

Safe in Manila
^U Daff, vice-prexy of Universal
"I
ernational,
received
word their
that
rlrry
DePridas,hasMrs.
DePridas,

Tldren and Mr. DePrida's mother
li safe in Manila. DePrida joined
iversal in 1938 as manager for
"t: Philippines.

UlEDDinG BELLS
Drake-Curtis
\st Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Tom Drake, screen ac', featured in M-G-M's "Meet Me
St. Louis," was married to Chrisrffipher Curtis, actress.

am

BRIGfmGTHEDflV'SnEUJS
Shields Wounded

in Leg

Chicago — Donald Shields of the Al
Dezel film offices, reported wounded
in action in New Guinea, is hospitalized with leg injuries.
•
Flu Hits Detroit Film RowDetroit — PRC Detroit exchange
has been hard hit by prevailing flu
epidemic here, with Robert Bryson,
booker, and Herbert Herman, city
salesman, both on the sick list.
•
Rubens Returning in March
Chicago — J. J. Rubens, Great
States executive, convalescing in
Florida, is expected back at the Chicago headquarters next month.
•
J. H. MitcheU Hurt in Fall
South Bend, Ind.— John H. Mitchell,
manager of the Palace, fell about
10 feet from one of a labyrinth of
passageways in the attic of the
Palais Royale building to the floor
of the electrical control room.
Six-

team Roller Drive
For Red Cross Starts
(Continued from Page 1)
tion in the campaign
from March
15-21.
The Detroit territory pledged allout aid after a meeting at which
Columbia's Abe Montague challenged the audience to "help the greatest industry in the world do its
greatest job for the gi-eatest charity
in Because
the world."
of a local situation, the
industry's drive in Atlanta will be
conducted from March 25 to April 1.
In Oklahoma City, it was announced that 81 per cent of the territory's
theaters had pledged co-operation.
Oregon's theaters already are pledged 98 per cent. In Philadelphia it
was announced that 751 of the territory's 763 houses have lined up for
the campaign. In Charlotte, the industry's drive will be dedicated to
the memory of James Wiggins Watts,
Jr., son of a Carolina theater owner.
Three-fourths of the motion picture theaters in the St. Louis trade
territory are already set for the 1945
Red Cross Drive. The film exchange
managers and their salesmen pledged
themselves to see that all of the 560
theaters in this territory take up
collections from their audiences during the 1945 campaign. The roll
call revealed that 418 houses have
already given the necessary pledges.
About 100 salesmen and exhibitors turned out at the Frontenelle
Hotel in Omaha to hear Edward
Snitzer, Martin Smith and others
launch the Red Cross campaign in
that area. Donald V. McLucas, distributor chairman, and William
Miskell, exhibitor chairman, revealed that 288 of a possible 366 the-

'Dim
Seen
00-Pllus
00,0Tota
$5,0es'

teen stitches were required to close
a hip wound.

National March of Dimes collections total will run far ahead of $5,000,000, it was predicted yesterday
No Kids During School Hours?
by C. C. Moskowitz of the industry
Pensacola, Fla. — A movement is drive executive committee on the basis of the figures reported by the
under way whereby school children
will be barred from theaters and first four states to turn in completed
amusement houses during school
Chairman Nicholas M. Schenck anhours. The proposed ordinance in- figures.
nounced the following totals: North
cludes a clause which will make owners or managers subject to a pen- Carolina (F. H. Leddingfield reporting for Chairman Roy Rowe) $90,alty if school children are found attending during school hours. The 852, as against $54,476 in 1944, an
plan comes from the School Board inci-ease of 67 per cent; Florida (M.
officials.
C. Talley, chairman) $111,996, a 42
•
per cent increase over 1944; South
Carolina (Warren Irwin, chairman)
Contract Dispute Hearing
$32,055, a 47 per cent jump over last
Another hearing was held before year; Arizona (Harry Nace, chairman) $32,859, an amazing 92 per
the WLB here yesterday in the
contract dispute between RKO and cent above 1944. The four states
the Motion Picture Theater Operat- turned in over $90,000 more than
ing Managers and Assistant Managdid in gains
1944's are
drive.
Terrific
being shown by
ers Guild. What is expected to be a they
small circuits and individual theaters.
final
hearing
will
be
held
on
Tuesday.
The five Trans-Lux theaters around
New York more than doubled last
year's collections, reporting $9,959
against $4,197. The Trans-Lux,
Philadelphia, with a seating capacity of 493, collected $2,726 against
lastTheyear's
$1,900.
Brandt
Theaters, operating
in N. Y. area, have turned in $53,245.

Indies' Raw Stock
Allocations Not Set
(Continued from Page 1)

that any formal application for a
separate
yet been
been worried
processed— and quota
indieshas
have
as to whether they would be permitted quotas in line with what the
distributors have been giving them.
There was some fear that they might
be granted stock only on the basis
of what they used in the 1941-1944
period. In some cases, this would
mean far less than what they are
receiving from the distribs.
It is likely that WPB will consider
in setting these separate allocations,
the quantity of stock expected to be
released to the various producers by
their distributors. Examination of
the production schedules for each
producer and distributor is to be exNo Industry Advisory Committee
pected.
meeting to discuss the raw stock allocation for the second quarter has
yet been scheduled. The second quarter requirements of the military and
other claimants are still being
screened, even though it was stated
in January that the industry would
be informed by March 1 of what
quantity of stock it could expect for
the second quarter. General impression here is that the overall quantity will be about the same as for
this quarter.
It was stated here that there has
been, and will be, no discrimination
against distributors of re-issues.
Like other Class C users they will
sustain the 25 per cent cut from
their 1944 consumption.
aters had signed pledges already this
year as compared with 228 last year.

ABC Spurns Conciliation
Award; JCC May Fade Out
(Continued from Page

D

cision of the Joint Conciliation Committee on bars (clearance), it was
learned yesterday.
Action of ABC promised wide repercussions, and there were immediately indications that the committee might terminate.

Mcrsh Williams Killed
Chicago — Marsh Williams, manager of Alexander Film Co., was
killed in an automobile accident on
his way home in Elgin. His wife
and daughter survive.

Fay's Mgr. Kaufman Dies
Providence, R. I. — Samuel Kaufman, manager of Fay's for the past
28 years, died here after being in
ill health for a year.
Scarlet Fever Closes Houses
Boston — A scarlet fever epidemic
has closed all theaters and places
of public assembly in Jeffersonville,
Vt.

IN NEW POSTS
BYRON COOPER, SR., manager, Florida State
Theaters
properties. Sarasota,
Fla.
JOSEPH M. KOLLAR, city salesman, Monogram,
Detroit.
ELMER C. BARC, assistant manager. Harper, Detroit.
WALTER
ROSMYS, operator, East End, Detroit.
lAMES
REDMAN,
operator.
Franklin, Detroit.
FRANK
OLDHAM,
operator,
Lakewood.
Detroit.

M. P. Production Dist.
38 W. 44th St. 31at floor
New York M, Y.

WATCH FOR THE PRESS BOOK!
RED CROSS DRIVE— MARCH

USE
15-21

IT!

X

/

M. P. Production Dist,
28 W. 44th St, 81st floor,
New York
K.
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TEN CENTS

MAY CALL SALES EXECS. AT DECREE HEARINGS
Latin-American

Trade Eyes Mexico City Parley

lonference Attitude Towards Argentina Seen as
iey to Effect on Industry

Sales Heads May Be Asked
To Testify on Decree At
Judge Goddard's Session

By JOSEPH KLEIN
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
! Panama (By Air Mail) — How will
le Intei'-American Conference on
lar and Post-War Problems currentT in session in Mexico City affect
le Latin-American motion picture
ic'ustry ?
Perplexed film tradesmen in Cen:al and South America answer with
nanimity: "We wish we knew."
It is a further
consensus
that
(Continued on Page 1 1 )

Top

Urged for Met. N. Y.

Melbourne May Ban
Lines at Box-offices
Melbourne (By Air Mail I— The
boom in cinema attendances continues
unabated in Australia and the b.o.
lines in Melbourne have become so
large that the Police Department is
seriously considering a ban on them.
Hcurs before the first performance,
the crowds collect and line the walks,
causing a serious traffic problem.

^ LET YOUR

THEATER'S

executives

Urge Quick Listing of
ssential Employes

With two weeks to go before the
World premiere of Betty Smith's "A Tree .nrows m Brc<jklyn ' yesterday gave the Roxy.
tart of motion picture's 1945 Red New York, tremendous opening day gross — pointing to record first week for the 20th
Ircss War Fund drive, Leon J. Bam- Century-Fox screen version of the biggest-selling novel of our time — Advt.
»«-'
___^i,J^VS<«
erger, national campaign director,
aid yesterday he had received 13,08 pledges from exhibitors
out of
total of 16,491.
This compares with last year's to( Continued on Page 9)

Paramount and the industry's WAC
ill be recipients of awards tendered
y the Foreign Language Press Film
ritics Circle in a special radio
roadcast tomorrow at 9:30 p.m.
(Continued on Page 11)

and

Henry W. Goddard. While the Government had indicated that it preferred to use only briefs or vvTitten documents at the hearing, it is
understood that the distributors will
be prepared to offer witnesses to
testify as to the workability of the
present decree.
Whether the consenting companies
(Continued on Page 11)

l( Drive Pledges
(ear 1944'$ Total

' Paramount, WAC To Get
Awards Tomorrow Night

sales heads

witas "live"
uponwhen
on Monday
the entire
may be nessescalled
New York consent decree situation
will be aired before Federal Judge

Modification of the curfew order
is being sought by New York City
ofiicials and business leaders in an
effort to stymie drastic curtailment
of the city's elaborate entertainment
system.
Bronx Borough president James
(Continued on Page 71

Television Broadcasters, Inc., yesterday released the text of its brief
filed with the FCC concerning arguments over allocations. Proposed
channels below 300 megacycles are
regarded as "satisfactory service,"
the brief states, and asks the FCC
(Continued on Page 9)

Washington

Cites Hollywood

"Cinemontage," Academy
Awards Big Feature
A-rst

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

H'ashinatu:,

for War
Bureau

of

THE

H-asliiiuiton

CROSS

WAR

FUND

DAILY

Washington — The outstanding war
job of the Hollywood Victory Committee was lauded on the House floor

WEEK

SLOGAN

FILM

DAILY

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Pinanshi to Capital
On 7th Drive Plans
Sam Pinanski, industry chairman
for the Seventh War Loan, will head

Hollywood — Greater
pai-t of the yesterday by Rep. Gordon L. Mcentertainment at the presentation of
Donough, R., Calif. McDonough, reAcademy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
counting briefly the statistics of traseventeenth annual awards on March
vel, appearances and other activi15 will consist of what is termed a
ties of HVC declared that all credit
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 9)

RED

THE

Washington — "The
work
of the
Army, Navy and Marine Corps camera crews(Continued
has forged
ahead8) remarkon Page

Aid
FILM

of

Iwo-Jima Battle Footage
In Newsreels Next Week

HVC Lauded on House Floor
McDonough

Bureau

Washington — Speedy registration
by employers on the essential list
of workers in the 18-30 age group
whom they hope to retain from Army
call is imperative under new Selec(Continued on Page 2)

BE: COLLECT

a delegation of film pecple to Washington tonight for the purpose of
setting plans for the next drive
which will be held in April and May.
Session will be held with Ted Gamble
tomorrow. Among th:se accompanying Pinanski will be S. H. Fabian,
Harry Browning, Herman Gluckman
and Francis S. Harmon.

MORE

THAN

EN '44
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Urge Quick Listing of
Essenliai Empioyes
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Fay Davis Dies Abroad
Exmouth, Devon (By Cable) — Fay
Davis, 72, American actress who
came to England 50 years ago and
gained noted reputation as a character actress on the British stage,
died here Monday at her home.

(ConHnued from Page 1)
tive Service regulations issued last
week. Although this part of General Hershey's regulation was passed
over in the press, . coming as it did
at the time of the announcement
that men in the 30-33 age group will
be taken, it is of extreme importance
to producers, labs, film manufacturers and newsreels that they register the young workers they hope to
retain.
Before these lists will be accepted
by Selective Service, however, they
must be certified by the appropriate
Government agency — in case of the
pix classifications, the WPB. Regional offices are empowered to okay
the lists. Only technicians or professional men extremely diffifficult to
replace will be certified by these
agencies, and it is hoped by Selective Service that only about one in
every five men under 30 employed
by these industries will be certified
and retained.
No man will be okayed if he cannot properly be considered indispensable to the carrying on of the individual business — or if a replacement
can be trained to competency within
three months. Men 30 to 33 should
also be registered, although the requirements for retaining them are
less severe.
It is reported here that the Hollywood studios have agreed to surr-ender all men up to 30 years of age
who
vice. are physically fit for Army ser-

Chi. Employers Get Extension
Chicago — Film exchanges and the
amusement industry have been given
five days' extension to make the cuts
in the number of employes demanded
by WMC here.

WANTED

Arlington Interment for
Lt. Hobart, Plane Victim

Detroit — Lt. Joseph M. Kollar, who
was formerly police censor of motion pictures here for a number of
years, is retiring from the Police
Department after 25 years.
He is taking a brief vacation at his
home town of Reading, Pa., and will
then join Monogram Pictures, as
city salesman, according to announcement of Harlan Starr, Monogram
branch manager.

Lt. Morgan Linder Hobart, US
formerly manager of Technico]
New York office, who was kille(
tta~ an air liner crash in Virgj
'^""^ Arlington National Cemetl
1^^ last Friday, will be buriec
He is survived by his father, H.|
Hobart, executive assistant to
chairman of the board of Re(l
Sound Laboratories, his mother,
a sister, Mrs. Russell Gleason, dai;|
ter-in-law of actor James Gleas

Big
Opening Day for "Tree"
Twentieth Century-Fox's "A Tree

AMPP
West

Sjate near Albany, Syracuse, Buffalo
or Rcchester.
Write,
L BRANIGAN
1234 32nd St.
Des Moines, Iowa

Coast

Wolie Cohen in Panama

ficers.
Panama City (By Cable)— Wolfe W. R. Hart Stricken
Cohen, vice-president of Warners
Sarasota, Fla. — William R. (]
International Corp., arrived here yesterday from Mexico City on his tour Hart, manager of he Florida thed
almost 10 years, died of a hq
of Latin-American, Australian and for
attack.
Far East territoi'ies.
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TDEATERS
The Greatest Lode of Thrills in Towr

WALT

starring

DISNEY'S

"THE BIG BONANZA"

'The THREE
CABALLEROS'
in TECHNICOLOR
Released

by

NOW

RKO

Radio

Richard Arlen
Robert Livingston
Jane with
Frazee

Pictures

Brandts

GLOBE

George

P/ijeAMOi/^r
Edward

G. Robinson
Raymond

WOMAN
An

'47th St.

—

Judy GARLAND

RKO

A TREE GROWS
IN BRCX)KiyN 20
BETTY SMITH'S

Release

PiCTUt

VINCENT
LOPEZ
and ORCH.

ST. LOUIS'

Doors

open

9:30 A.M.

-.

7lh Ave. & 50Hi St.
^- C//VS7:^ff£' A GAY. SfRINOIIME RE»Ut

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the

Nation

•

Rocliefeller Centi

"A SONG TO REMEMBER'
Paul Muni • Merle Oberoi
Introducing CORNEL WILDE

A Columbia Picture In TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATIOR

presents

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE
Continuous

-^

IN PERSON

Margaret O'BRIEN

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
BOB HOPE

51st & 52nd, Sts.

Buy War Bonds!

_

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

Bet.

B'WAY &

•
Joan Bennett
Massey

Picture

Hayes

REPUBLIC
B'way

IN THE WINDOW

International

"Gabby"

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing

Paramount presents
Veronica
Sonny
In Person
LAKE
•
TUFTS
The Ink Spots
Ella
Fitzgerald
Eddie
Marjorie
BRACKEN
• REYNOLDS Buck & Bubbles
"BRING on the GIRLS"
and
his
Orchestra
Cootie Williams

'MONEESCREEN
T ME IN

G.CF.

Elects Monday

Bureau of THE FILM DAW
Grows in Brooklyn" was responsible
for one of the biggest days in the
Hollywood ■— The Associatiorl
history of the Roxy at its premiere Motion Picture Producers will J
yesterday, according to the company. vene Monday for its annual dif
tors' meeting
and election of

THEATER

Private party wants theater in town
of 1700 or over, Northwestern N. Y.

Presents
1600 B'WAY, N.Y.C.- CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3-4

Ex-Detroit Censor to be
Mono. City Salesman

in Technicolor
tk C'Fir\Ki

ASTOK
B'way & 45th St.
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Prices
Midnight

Show
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ODAY'S

MIRACLE

OF SHOW

BUSINESS

BOX-OFFICE BY BOX-OFFICE THE
MOST REMARKABLE HIT IN YEARS I

TOPS THEM ALL EVERYWHERE !
DETROIT

Beats

WASHINGTON
SAN

Beats

FRANCISCO

. . . Beats

MILWAUKEE

Beats

NEW

Beats

ORLEANS

MINNEAPOLIS

Random

Harvest,

Bathing Beauty

//

II

// Thirty

Seconds Over Tokyo, ' ' Thousands Cheer

Cliffs of Dover/' "Random Harvest''
Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,
Thousands Cheer

// White

II

//

Random

..... Beats

Harvest," "Two Girls and a Sailor"

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"

A Guy Named

HOUSTON

Beats

PORTLAND

Beats

OAKLAND

Beats

COLUMBUS

Beats

ATLANTA

Beats

MEMPHIS

Beats

II,

Thousands Cheer," "White Cliffs of Dover

Beats

II

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Bathing Beauty

ROCHESTER

...

AKRON

Beats

RICHMOND

Beats

SYRACUSE

Beats

WORCESTER
NORFOLK

//
// Thousands
//

Joe

Cheer," "Mrs. Porkington"

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Thousands Cheer
Random

//

// White

Harvest,"

Cliffs of Dover," "Random

Thousands Cheer,
II

Joe
Harvest'

"A Guy Named

Joe

Thousands Cheer," "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo
Random

II

'A Guy Named

Harvest," "Thousands Cheer

. . Beats

II

A Guy Named

Joe," "White Cliffs of Dover"

Beats

II

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Thousands Cheer
Two Girls and a Sailor," "Mrs. Porkington

NEW

HAVEN

Beats "White Cliffs of Dover/' "Random

NASHVILLE

Harvest"

Beats "Thousands Cheer," "A Guy Named

Joe"

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.. . . Beats "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Random

Harvest"

CANTON

Beats "Two Girls and a Sailor," "Mrs. Parkington"

READING

Beats "Thousands Cheer," "Two Girls and a Sailor"

CHARLESTON,

W.VA.

RIVERSIDE, CAL
JAMESTOWN,

. . Beats "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "White Cliffs of Dover
Beats "Two Girls and a Sailor," "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo

WILLIAMSPORT,

PA
PA

Beats "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Random
Beats "A Guy Named

Harvest"

PA

Beats "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo," "Bathing Beauty"

BANGOR,

MAINE

Beats "White Cliffs of Dover," "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo

KANSAS

PA

CITY

Beats "Random

//

Joe," "White Cliffs of Dover"

EASTON,

MEADVILLE,

//

//

Harvest," "Thousands Cheer"

Beats "White Cliffs of Dover," "Bathing Beauty"

LOUISVILLE

Beats "Random

Harvest," "A Guy Named

HARTFORD

Beats "Thousands Cheer," "Random

HARRISBURG

Beats "Random

GENEVA

Beats "Thousands Cheer," "Random

Joe"

Harvest"

Harvest," "White Cliffs of Dover"
Harvest"
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PLAY SAFE! KEEP YOUR
DATE BOOK WIDE-OPEN!
THE HOLD-OVER

ATTRACTION

THAT

BUILDS FROM

COLOSSAL

TO GIGANTIC!

(and $\\\\ another from M-G-M!

Turni)

i
The new M-G-M

challenger to follow

''Meet Me In St. Louis'' is "National Velvet/'
also in Technicolor! Another giant at the

I

Box-Office, it set the biggest week's gross in
Music Hall history during its long run there.
And now in all its first dates across America
it is doing truly CHAMPION

business!
Watch for Pros Book! Use
RedCrossDrive — March tS

lursday, March 1, 1945
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VC is Lauded
In Floor of House

COminC and GOinG
GEORGE SCHAEFER left for Washington yesterday to consult with representatives of the
Foreign Economic Administration on raw stock
American
film releases in Sweden.

(ConHnued from Page 1)
due HVC for lending its wholearted efforts to the drive for vicry. Members of HVC have, he deued "travelled 4,000,000 miles,
ide 37,979 free appearances, sent
9 guest stars to appear on the
hting fronts, provided 341 actor
lyers for 324 camp and hospital
ows, given 1,510 one-night stands
embarkation points, helped the
ar Department armed forces radio
rvice by making 1,574 entertain3nt transcriptions, volunteered the
■vices of 233 actors and musicians
six War Loan Bond-selling drives,
ide 100 broadcasts and transcrip>ns for inter-American affairs, cocrated with .WAC in producing
film shorts for distribution in 16,0 theaters, assisted the Red Cross,
fantile Paralysis Foundation, War
lest. Army Emergency Relief Fund,
avy Relief Society, and kept up
is showf every day for three years."
HVC, he said, has "brought smiles
id happiness to the boys at the
ont when keeping up morale was
tough job for their commanding
ficers."
"They are good American citizens
id have done their best by lending
eir talents to help win the war,"
cDonough told the House. "Credit
due where it has been earned,
ere is one group that has earned
<:ognition."

urfew Hour Change
Irged for Met. N. Y.
(ConHnued

from Page 1)

Lyons announced he would proDse the Board of Estimate, at its
eeting today, request War Mobilizer
imes F. Byrnes to move the curfew
p to 1 a.m., although Paul Henkel,
resident of the Society of Restaura;urs revealed that such a request
ad already been forwarded to Washigton.
Another suggestion to the Reconersion chief has also been made by
eter Katavaols, first vice-president
f the Restaurant and Liquor DealI's, Inc., urging extension of the
losing time to 3 a.m. on Fridays
nd Saturdays, to offset any threat
f speakeasies.

urn BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO.

I

March
John Loder
Wells Root

1

H. M.

0

•

e CUFF NOTES: Joe Felder, recently resigned from Monogram as New York branch manager, will join Louis Geller, owner of
the Palace, Jersey City, as an associate in a doll manufacturing business
with headquarters in the Times Building, when he returns from a
Florida vacation. . . • Charlie Reagan yesterday advanced lack
Roper, statistician in Para.'s distribution department, to assistant to
Hugh Owen, New York and Southern division manager. . . • Cinema
Lodge, of B'nai B'rith, will be among those to receive a Treasury Department Citation tonight for meritorious service in the Sixth War Loon
Drive. . . • Setting something of a new record in up-to-dateness of
material as well as subject, Warners' "Hotel Berlin," which has
world premiere tomorrow at the New York Strand, is so close on
heel of the news that it even includes the statement made by the
Three at Yalta. . . • Zac Freedman, considered a Sultan among

its
the
Big
the

press agents with the harem of show titles he publicizes — "School For
Brides," "Follow The Girls," and "Good Night Ladies" — salaamed out
of a deal to hand'.e screen star Richard Arlen's Broadway debut when
he heard the name of the new show was "Too Hot For Maneuvers."
9 Leo Seligman has been appointed Eastern rep. for the Edwards'
Theater Circuit on the Coast by James Edwards, Jr
He will assist
in the selection and booking of foreign and art pictures from New York.
• Adolph J. Silverstein, former member of the Hal Home staff at 20thFox, and recently honorably discharged from the Army, will serve as
assistant to Max E. Youngstein in publicizing the activities and promotions of the Treasury in connection with forthcoming War Loan Drives.

•

• • THIS, THAT AND T'OTHER: Believe it or not, Howard ]Vaugh, manager of IVaryiers Theater, Memphis, used 12 inches

of precious ad space in local newspapers to tell how good "Guest in
the House" is
This in spite of the fact that Warners tried to secure the run and lost out to Loew's State there! ... • Nearly four
and one-half million people viewed films produced by United States
Steel during 1944
Theatrical distribution of the wartime film,
"To Each Other," accounted for 60 per cent of this total, and the
balance of showings were made through U. S. Steel's six distribution
centers, subsidiary companies,
and outside agencies
That will
give vou an idea of just how important the industrial pix field is
going to be in the post-war period. . . • Mrs. H. Siewert, former
manager of the Rainbo Theater, Detroit, has completed training with
the Gray Ladies organization, and is being assigned to a permanent
post in Miami. . . 9 As an indication of wartime interest in films,
Warners' studio reports that the fan mail reported in 1944, increased
more than 1.000 f^er cent over 1941
About 29 per cent of the mail
xvas from service personnel

•

• • HAVE YOU NOTED the increasing attention to the motion picture field devoted by advertising agencies?
Newest move
is by Ruthrauff & Ryan, the Coast agency signing Cliff Lewis to head
a new department which will be devoted to film clients
Lewis,
recently with the Metro studio advertising department as assistant to
Frank Whitbeck, is well qualified for the new connection
He's been
identified with the industry for more than 20 years, during which he
has filled such key posts as advertising manager for Paramount here
and publicity and advertising director for the some company in Hollywood

Michele Morgan
Lois Moran

T
•

•

•

T

We're Avenging Pearl Harbor

▼

RICHEY,

M-C-M

exhibitor relations

head, returns today from a week's trip to
Charlotte, New Orleans, Atlanta and Washington.
J. ROBERT RUBIN, Loew general counsel,
has returned from the Coast.
MAURICE N. WOLFF, M-C-M New England
district manager, arrived yesterday from Bosfor a visit with E. K. (Ted) O'Shea, Eastern
sales tonmanager.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA, who planned to
leave for England this week, has delayed his
departure due to a bad cold.
FLOYD FITZSIMMONS, Albany; ED GALLNER,
Philadelphia; JACK CILMORE, Buffalo; BURT
McKlNZIE, Boston; and WARREN SLEE, Chicago, M-C-M field exploitation men, will arrive
here Monday to spend a week at the home office
with department
executives.
ANDREW STCNE, UA producer, has arrived
in New
York from the Coast.
CHARLES CHAPLIN, JR., visited William Saxton of Loew's Century, Baltimore, while stationed temporarily at Fort Meade,
Md.
WALTER A. TITUS, JR., in charge of branch
operations for Republic, is visiting the company's Atlanta branch, and will stop over in
Charlotte
prior to his return here tomorrow.
LT. GLEN McBRIDE, RAN, former publicity
director of Ozone theater circuit, Adelaide,
Australia, is visiting New York after four years
of service in England.
EWEN WATERMAN, chairman, and CLYDE
WATERMAN, managing director of Ozone and
S-A theaters, Australia, are expected to arrive
here this month.

the

ROBERT RISKIN, head of OWI overseas motion picture bureau, deferred his departure to
Coast
and left yesterday.

A. WERTHEIMER, Radiant Screen's executive,
is in Washington on business with War Department.
PHIL WILLIAMS, March of Time advertising
director, has returned from a business trip
to New Orleans,
Atlanta,
and Charlotte.
WILLIAM BORACK, assistant to Harry David,
operator of Northio Theaters, associated with
Paramount, with headquarters in Cincinnati, is
a New
York visitor.
the

JOAN CRAWFORD is expected in New
latter part of March.

York

Attack Injuries Are Fatal
Indianapolis — Brutally attacked by
two men he found asleep in the theater after closing, Robert L. Jarrett,
77, doorman at the Cozy, died at
City Hospital from a fractured skull.
Police are seeking the assailants.

Harry T. Roywood Dead
Miami, Fla. — Harry Thomas Raywood, 29, died in a local hospital. He
was projectionist at the Mayfair.

Watch
U.
A. releases
bearing

G.CR
Presents

Thursday, March 1, 19
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"Delightfully

"It's a Pleasure!"

Sonja Henie makes her first appearance in
Technicrior in a romantic musical that is
a sizable artistic achieve.nent.
assisted by Don

David Lewis,

Loper, has given Interna-

ti:nal Pitcures' "It's a Pleasure!" a stunning and ultra-lavish production that fills
the eye to overflowing with its impressive
use of color. On the basis of its physical
aspects and the expansiveness, glamor and
breath-taking beauty of its production numbers the picture will win wide acceptance.
The f.lm's entertainment facets are many
and varied and have been brought out at
their brightest without financial stinting.
Miss Henie and Michael O'Shea, moving
among settings and set decorations that are
the realization of a dream in Technicolor,
work out their romantic destiny in a
script by Lynn Starling and Elliot Paul which,
while conforming to pattern, manages always
to be interesting. A good deal of sentiment has gone into the story of two iceskating whizzes whose marriage is almost
wrecked by drink and another woman
(Marie McDonald).
The skating star appears in a number of
glittering and spectacular ice ballets that
are as fine as anything of the kind done
on the screen. Technicolor points up her
physical attributes. The surrounding cast
is filled with lovelies, with Marie McDonald
marked for special attention from the men.
The camera work of Ray Rennahan, the
art direction of Wiard B. ihnen and the
set decorations of Julia Heron merit huzzahs.
CAST, Sonia Henie, Michael O'Shea, Bill
Johnson. Marie McDonald, Cgs Schilling, Iris
Adrian, Cheiyl Walker, Peggy O'Naill, Arthur
Loft, A!yce Fleming, George Brown, Jack Chefe,
Don Loper, Tom Hanlon, Lane Watson.
CAST: Producer, David Lewis; Associate Producer, Dan Loper; Director, William A. Seiter;
Screenplay, Lynn Starling, Elliot Paul; Cameraman,
Ray Rennahan; Art D rector, Wiard B. Ihnen;
Set Decorator, Julia Heron; Film Editor, Ernest
Nims; Sound, C. J. Jowett, Arthur Johns; Musical Director, Arthur Langa; Musical Score, Arthur Lange; Choreography,
Don Loper.
iDIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Superb.

Van Straten in New Post
Van Straten, who was comptroller
for WHN for more than 12 years,
has been elected assistant treasurer
of M-G-M International Films, Inc.,
of which Arthur M. Loew is president. Van Straten has already taken
up his new post at the company's
headquarters in 723 Seventh Ave.

O'Malley
KUledof in
FallFILM
Coast Bureau
THE

West

'Sudan'

"High Powered"

with Sonja Henie, Michael O'Shea
RKO-lnternational
90 Mins.
EYE-STUNNING ROMANTIC
MUSICAL
IN TECHNICOLOR
IS A FONT OF ENTERTAINMENT.

DAILY

Hollywood — John O'Malley, stage
and screen actor, was found dead
Tuesday in the surf near Santa Monica, after a car in which he and two
girls, also killed, skidded over a 50foot cliff into the ocean. He is survived by his wife and two children.

Perkins, Inventor, Stricken
Waterloo, la. — Seth Emerson Perkins, 86, inventor and manufacturer
of the theater curtain carrier that
is used the world over, died at his
home here following a heart attack.

with Robert Lowery and Phyllis Brooks
(HOLLYWOOD
PREVIEW)
Paramount
60 mins.
GRIPPING OFFERING WITH UNUSUAL
BACKGROUND
OR.

SHOULD

FIND

FAN

FAV-

This is a gripping offering laid against a
new

background — a high-octane

gas plant.

Broad comedy is introduced as relief. William Berke effectively handled the direction,
while William H. Pine and William C.
Th mas were the producers.
Robert Lowery, who has worked on
booms and rigging, is induced to return to
work at a gas plant by Roger Pryor, who
taught him how to be a "high man." However, Lrwery, who figured in an accident
in which his partner had a fatal fall from a
boom, will only work on the ground.
In trying to adjust rigging to save one
of the octane tanks, Pryor is trapped on a
rigging high in the air. Finally conquering
his fear of high places, due to his former
accident, Lowery goes to his rescue.
Phyllis Brooks and Mary Treen furnish the
femme interest, and Joe Sawyer and Vince
Barnett many of the laughs.
CAST: Robert Lowery, Phyllis Brooks, Mary
Treen, Joe Sawyer. Roger Pryor, Ralph Sanford,
Billy Nelson,
Ed Gargan,
Vince
Barnett.
CREDITS: Producers, William Pine and William Thomas; Director, William Berke; Author,
Milton Raison; Screenplay, Raison and Maxwell Shane; Cameraman, Fred Jackman, Jr.;
Supervising Editor, Howard Smith; Editor, Henry
Adams; Art Director, F. Paul Sylos; Musical
Score by Alexander
Laszlo.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

Iwo-Jima Battle Footage
In Newsreels Next Week
(Continued

from Page

1)

ably in the past year," Claude M.
Collins, Washington co-ordinator for
the newsreel pool, said yesterday in
discussing the material from IwoJima which has gone into the reels
being made up today for release
next week. The Iwo material and
that from Manila, excellent though
it is, is not surprising, Collins said,
in view of the steady improvement
in the quality of the material turned
out by the service crews.
"The boys are really learning
their jobs," he said, "and show every
evidence that their training has been
excellent. Much very fine footage
has not been seen in the newsreels
because of the limit on reel length.
Actually, the service crews are turning out far more usable matter than
is absorbed by the shortened reels.
All this is in addition to the thousands of feet of top-flight material
from the newsreel pool cameramen
on the various fronts."
Collins spoke also of the speed
of shipment of the footage from the
fighting fronts to Washington. Faster
and faster service is the rule, he
pointed out, mentioning that the
Navy material on Iwo was sent by
special courier from a carrier lying
oflt" the island. One individual flew
it to Washington in 85 hours, going
without sleep but changing planes
in order to get it here as soon as possible.

with
Maria
Montez, Jon Hall, Turhan
I
Universal
76 Mi
with Jane Powell, Ralph Bellamy, Constance
Moore

Dangerous"

UA-Rogers
93 Mins.
ROMANTIC
MUSIC, ATTRACTIVE
PRODUCTION
AND
POWELLS
ENCE WILL SELL THIS ONE.

PRES-

The youthful charm and sweetness of
Jane Powell, the class with which it has
been produced by Charles R. Rogers with
the aid of Joseph S. Tushinsky and the
novelty effect achieved in its producticn
numbers

are the main attractions of "Delightfully Dangerous." The pull of the
film is stronger on women than men. Not
the least of the appeal to women is based on
the romantic flavor of the music, which

consists of songs by Morton Gould anji Edward Heyman and Strauss melodies. The
score is a melodic delight that ought to
please every music lover.
The film is under the
story that is weak

handicap

and stereotyped.

of a

It pre-

sents Miss Powell as a student at a girls'
school who believes her sister (Constance
Moore)

is a musical comedy

star when

in

reality she is a burlesque queen. Badly disillusioned when she discovers the truth, the
youngster, determined to lift sister out of
burlesque, gets a noted Broadway producer
(Ralph Bellamy) to sign up Miss Moore. The
lillle trickster also wangles a role for herself. Must you be told the show goes over
with a bang and Bellamy develops a romantic feeling for Miss Moore?
Arthur
lessness.
Miss

Lubin's direction

Powell

tends

is given ample

to list-

opportunity

to sing. Her fellow players are not at their
best. Arthur Treacher helps a lot as the
main
laugh dispenser.
CAST: Jane Powell, Ralph Bellamy, Constance
Moore, Morton Gould and orchestra, Arthur
Treacher, Louise Beavers, Ruth Tobey, Ruth
Robinson, Andre Chariot, Shirley Hunter Williams.
CREDITS: Producer, Charles R. Rogers; Associate Producer, Joseph S. Tushinsky; Producticn Manager, Joseph H. Nadel; Director, Arthur
Lubin; Screenplay, Walter DeLeon, Arthur Phillips; Based on story by Irving Phillips, Edward
Verdier, Frank Tashlin; Cameraman, Milton
K;asner Associate Musical Director, Charles
Previn; Film Editor, Paul Weatherwax; Art Director, Duncan Cramer; Set Dacorator, Jacques
Mapes; Sound, Max Hutchinson; Sengs, Morton
Gould. Edward Heyman; Musical Numbers staged
by Ernst Matray.
DIKECTION,

Passable.

PHOTOGRA.''HY,

Fine.

Rescue WB's Cliff Almy
From Japs' Prison Camp
Cliff Almy, veteran manager for
Warners in the Philippines, and Mrs.
Almy were among the Americans
rescued by our troops in the daring
raid on the Jap prison camp at Santo
Tomas, Manila. The couple, who has
been prisoners since early 1942, were
reported in fair condition.

THIS TECHNICOLOR EYE-FILLER Wl|
FIND KIDS ITS MOST
APPRECIATI
PATRONS.
"Sudan"

possesses

a

story-book

qual

and a super-abundance of action that v
win it the enthusiasm of the kids,
grown-ups the film, produced in dazzli
Technicolor by Paul Malvern and provid
with striking and expansive settings,
little more than something pretty to gai
upon. The story is too infantile to be a
cepted with a straight face. Maria Mo
tez in fetching costumes is a bait for t
men, while Jon Hall and Turhan Bey off
the women something to snap at.
All the tricks known to melodrama haj
been drawn upon to create excitement in
story that is extremely trite and not e
pected to carry believability or convictii
since it is offered as a fairy tale set in^
mythical land in the Sudan.
Miss Montez plays a queen whose fath
is killed by the royal chamberlain (Georj
Zucco), who puts the blame on Turh;
Bey, head of a band of former slaves. Mi
Montez and Bey fall in love, with neith
aware of the other's identity. Upon di
covering who her lover is, the queen coi'
demns him to death only to learn the trul
in the nick of time. The windup fin«
Zucco dead and the lovers reunited. J<
Hall is a thief who helps the lovers. Anc
Devine
the laughs
as Turhan
Hall's Be
p^
CAST: supplies
Maria Montez,
Jon Hall,
Andy Devine, George Zucco, Robert Warwic
fhil Van Zandt, Harry Cording, George Lyn
Charles
Arnt.
CREDITS: Producer, Paul Malvern; Directo
John Rawl.ns; Screenplay, Edmund L. Har
mann; Cameraman, George Robinson; Art Diret
to:s, John C. Goodman, Richard H. Riede
Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set Decors
tors, Russell A. Gausman, Leigh Smithr Specie
Effects, John P. Fulton; Musical Score, Miltd
/<osen; Musical Direction, M;lton Rosen; Fi.l
Editor, Milton
Carruth.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellen;

Exhibs. Pay Mortgage
On Betsy Bogart's Home
IVcst

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILi

Hollywood — Five hundred Souther)
California exhibitors ad exchange
men presented a paid up mortgagi
on her home, $3,250 in War Bond;
and $500 in cash, to 65-year-old Mrs
Betsy Bogart, booker for Warnei
Bros., who is retiring after beinj
employed for 30 years on Los An
geles film row. In addition to thest
gifts, Charles P. Skouras, chief bar
ker of Los Angeles' Variety Club
gave
a personal present of $75(
in Warher Bonds.
Harry M. Warner, Skouras, Jacl
Brower, Jack Berman and Free
Wehrenberg were among speakers.

Zachary Scott 111

Sgt. Paul Gibbons Slain
li'cst Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILi.
Hollywood — Zachary Scott, Warne
Scranton, Pa.— S/Sgt. Paul Gibbons, son of Dr. and Mrs. Frank feature player, has been ordered bj
Gibbons, a former employe of the doctors to take a complete rest fol
a combination flu and bron
to-.^ Comerford, and an aerial gun- lowing
ehial attack. As a result, startinj
1^^
ner withwasthekilled
8th inAiraction
Forceoverin
■''^ France
date of his next picture, "Dangei
Germany, according to word received Signal," has been postponed t(
March 19.
by his parents.
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[ Drive Pledges

BRIEfinGTHEDHV'SnEUJS

ear 1944's Total

Griifith Heads C of C

(Continued from Page 1)
Cullman, Ala.— William R. Griffith, president of the MPTO of
of 13,434.
Total of pledges re- i
Alabama,
has been elected chairman
ved to date does not include any
m Alaska,
the Virgin
Islands, of the local Chamber of Commerce.
•
erto Rico and Kentucky which have
"Co-Pilot" Tradeshow March 19
: yet reported.
WB's "God is My Co-Pilot," has
been set for national tradeshowing
rooklyn Theaters' Reps. Will March 19.
eet on RC Drive Monday
•
iled Cross volunteer workers who
1 captain the various Brooklyn WB Ma'y Re-issue "Janie"
Warners is mulling the idea of re■aters during Red Cross War Fund
ek, March 15-21, will meet Monissuing "Janie." •
; night in the canteen of the Red M & R Close Nashua .House
155 Chapter House, 57 Willoughby
Boston — Morse & Rothenberg has
iJward C. Dowden,
chairman
of closed the Colonial, Nashua, N. H.,
Brooklyn chapter theater com- because of poor business.
•
:tee, will preside and brief ad- "U"
Promotes Warren
:=bes will be made
by Walter
Boston — Universal has promoted
ed'' Barber;
Surrogate
Francis
3IcCarey, Col. J. H. Bigley, and Ernest Warren from the Maine territory to the Boston area.
eral representatives of the Brook•
I Theaters. General instructions for
iffing the theaters during the drive
"U" formerly
'II be outlined.
Horace
Boston —Wright
Horace Joins
Wright,
with Paramount in Philadelphia, is
leater Red Cross Effort
now with Universal in charge of the
Rhode Island territroy.
ledged at Trade Rallies
•
leattle — Rallying to discuss par- Masters Again C of C Prexy
ipation in the Industry's Red Cross
Bowling Green, Ky. — John P. Mastu- Fund Week, state distributors
ers, local city manager for Crescent
:d exhibitors committed themselves
an increase of 25 per cent in coi- Amusement, has been re-elected prestions. Principal speakers were
ident of the Bowling Green-Warren
;■ Adams of National Theaters, County Chamber of Commerce for
year.
cific Coast co-ordinator; and H. the sixth consecutive
•
ilaclntyre, of RKO Radio, Pacific
ast chairman of the WAC. L. 0. Weinshenker Sprains Back
kan, Seattle theater operator, preChicago — Bill Weinshenker, Universal Exchange sales manager, is
confined to his home, with a sprained
back.
W Map Texan Drive
Dallas — More than 200 exhibitors
d distributors of motion pictures Red Cross War Fund Week. Announcement was made that 360 theTexas attended the rally here to
aters already had pledged co-operatline plans for participation in the
tion in the campaign in contrast to
;liistry's Red Cross War Fund
eek. Exploitation ideas were ex- 309 pledges at the same time last
anged and plans made for closer
-operation between distributors year.
d exhibitors to ensure maximum 100 7r Co-op Seen in Neb.
llections in the 900 Texan theaters.
Omaha — Signed pledges already
received indicate 100 per cent co)0 Mo. Theaters Pledged
op, of Nebraska exhibitors in the
Kansas
City, Mc— With attend- industry's Red Cross War Fund
ee curtailed due to transportation Week, it was announced by William
strictions, 125 exhibs. and distribs. Miskell, state exhibitor chairman,
t here to lay the groundwork for during the kick-off meeting here.

Overflow Rally at Cleveland

TO THE COLORS!
* ARMY

*

N SARDINAS, JR., assistant purchasing agent
for Warners' distribution department. New
York.
-ES WILLIAMSON,
Charlotte,
N. C.
lOY

officer manager,

RKO,

FINSTER, Republic's publicity department, Hollywood.

— • —
^MARINES^

OMAS

E. RODCERS,

Tele Broadcasters
Release FCC Brief

youngest sen of William

F. Rodgers, Loew's vice-president and general salesmanager.

10,000 Loew Passes for Blind
(Continued from Page 1)
Loew's Theaters distributed more
than 10,000 passes to institutions for "at least six additional channels"
for the blind during• 1944.
for "complete
competitive
service."
Summary
of
the
brief
which
William A. Roberts, counsel for TBA,
Dee and Stems in Hotel Co.
submitted,
follows:
Chicago — P. J. Dee, president of
"1. The Television Broadcasters
Alliance Theater circuit, Lawrence
F. Stern and his wife Mrs. Helen Association reiterates its appreciation of the Commission's recognition
Stern, former theater owners, are
interested in the new Stevens Hotel of the importance of the television
Corp., headed by Conrad Hilton, industry to the Nation's economy.
"2. The proposed twelve channels
which has acquired the Stevens Ho- below
300 megacycles will permit
tel.
■establishment
of a widespread and
•
satisfactory service but at least six
Nichols Leaves To'wn Hall
additional channels are acquired for
Boston — Warren Nichols, owner of complete competitive service.
the Gem theater, Peterboro, N. H.,
"3. The channel from 102 to 108
which was destroyed by fire recently, megacycles should be allocated at
has leased the Town Hall for show- once to television. It is possible to
ings on Saturdays, Sundays and allocate a fourteenth channel immedWednesdays, with • daily changes.
iately below 102 megacycles to television for a temporary period of five

$196,006 Profit for Mono.

H'ist

Coast

Buicau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Consolidated net profits of Monogram and its subsidiaries
for the six months ended Dec. 30,
last, after all charges, but before
provision for Federal income and
excess profit taxes, amounted to
$196,006.22. This compares with
$147,651.32 for the same period of
the previous year, adjusted to a
basis comparable with the current

•
111. Allied Meets Tuesday

"4. Channel sharing by television
with other services may be possible
in some sections of the country but
years.
must be closely controlled and subordinate to all television use.
"5. Prompt adoption of a nationwide television frequency assignment
plan is essential."

'Cinemontage," Academy
Awards Big Feature

(Continued from Page 1)
"cinemontage," which will embrace
scenes from all of the pictures for
which nominations have been made.
For example, a representative scene
showing each nominated actor and
actress in the picture for which he
or she was nominated: specially
agenda.
chosen scenes from pictures nomiarea gathered here to arrange for
nated for best cinematography showparticipation in the Red Cross War
ing work of cameraman.
Fund Week. Ben Kalmenson revealed 520 of New England's 715 the- Gen. Joseph Smith Dies
aters had pledged co-operation in
Brig. Gen. Joseph Smith, U. S.
rally.
the campaign up to the day of the Army, retired, 67, father of Edward
Smith, staff member of the Motion
Picture Daily is dead after a long
Early St. Louis Contributions illness. He was a veteran of
St. Louis — With Basil O'Connor, the Spanish-American war as well
chairman of the American Red Cross, as World War I and II.
year.
Chicago — Jack Kirsch, president
of Allied Theaters of Illinois, announced the 15th Annual convention
will be held at the Blackstone Hotel
Tuesday. Election of officers and
directors will be included on the

as a surprise speaker, representatives of film exhibitors and distributors in the St. Louis region set plans
for participation in Red Cross War
Fund Week. It was reported that
416 of the theaters in the area had
already pledged co-operation. Some
contributions were announced. Albert Stetson, for F & M and the St.
Louis Amusement Co., pledged $3,000 gifts from each, $1,500 from 700
employes,
$22,500 in was
ai^dience
collections. and
Announcement
also

Cleveland — An overflow gathering of exhibs, distribs, celebrities
and civil officials responded enthusiastically to the messages of N.
Peter Rathvon, national chairman,
William Scully, Pete J. Wood, state
chairman, Arthur Mayer and Dave
Miller at the industry's Red Cross made of a contribution of $1,000 from
meeting here.
Local 140, Operators-; $320 from
Warners; $150 from Republic; $1,520 N. E. Theaters Pledged
000 from Paramount; $280 from NaBoston — More than 250 exhibitors
tional Screen; and $225 from Uniand distributors in the New England versal.

UJEDDinC BELLS
E

Evons-Linzay
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Announcement
has been made of the marriage of
Miss Jean Linzay, Nanticoke, Pa.,
to Sgt. Tom Evans, McCook, Neb.,
a formev employe of the Penna here.
Mamoulicm-Ne'winan
Peckskill, N. Y. — Rouben Mamoulian, stage and screen director, was
married here Feb. 12 to Miss Azadia
Newman, portrait painter, it is announced.
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"Congo"

Warner Bros.
Fine

OF SHORT SUBJECTS ik ^
20 mins.

"Five Star Bowlers"
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 mins.
Ten Strike
A short that will delight the bowling fans. With the help of excellent
photography, the footage demonstrates the wizardry of five champions of the alleys — Nelson Burton,
Ned Day, Buddy Bomar, Harold
A.splund and George Young. Their
work is truly amazing. Employment of slow motion adds to the interest of this film produced by Jay
Bonafield.

A revealing picture of the Belgian
Congo in wartime is presented in
this two-reeler directed and photographed by one Andre Cauvin, who
did his job well. A combined documentary and travelogue, the short
divests the Congo of some of its
mystery in showing the strides that
have been made in building up the
countiY and modernizing it. The
film gives a good idea of how the
country has responded to the needs
of war. There is a touch of the incongruous to scenes of natives turn"Jasper Tell"
ing out vital materials with the help
(George
Pal Puppetoons)
Paramount
8 mins.
of the most modern tools and maRecommended
chines. Included are scenes of native life and customs. A recomThe story of William Tell and his
mended booking.
little boy is amusingly retold in this
George Pal short in Technicolor. The
Swiss archer is enacted by the Scare"Blue Winners"
crow, with the son being played by
(Grantland Rice Sportlights)
Jasper.
The story unfolds as the
Paramount
9 mins.
Scarecrow relates it to Jasper in an
In the Swim
attempt to get him to part with an
Swimming at Yale, which has won apple.
top honors in the sport, is the subject of this corking short. The foot"Community Sing"
age shows how champion swimmers
Okay
(No. 5—
Series 9)
are developed under the tutelage of Columbia
11 mins.
Coach Bob Kiphuth. Included are
exciting scenes of members of the
Lovers of the Samba rhythm will
swimming team in action in the unienjoy
singing "Tico Tico." The simversity's pool. The highlight is a
ple lyric of "The La La Song" should
demonstration by Alan Ford of the
bring a few chuckles from the audience. Other tunes in this one, played
speed that established him as world's
100-yard record holder.
by Don Baker at the organ and sung
by the Vocalaires, are: "Magic Is The
"Birthday Blues" 17 mins. Moonlight," "A Kiss To Remember,"
RKO
and a new patriotic number, "We're
Fair Comedy
On Our Way."
Leon Errol's antics win him a few
resounding laughs from his fans.
"Dear Old Switzerland"
The film, produced by George Bilson
(Terry toons)
and directed by Hal Yates at a fast 20th-Fox
7 mins.
clip, gets the comedian into a lot
Fairly Entertaining
of difficulty over a coat he buys for
Life in Switzerland is the inspirahis wife's birthday from a peddler
tion for this Technicolor cartoon.
without knowing it was stolen from Customs and activities associated
a gal living across the hall. The with the Swiss people have been
fun stems from his efforts to return
drawn upon in an effort to create
the coat to its rightful owner with- amusement. There are snatches of
out being caught. He finds himself Alpine tunes that enhance the value
suspected as the thief until the crook of the short. The handling of the
confesses. Dorothy Grainger is the subject is not of the sort to draw
wife.
many laughs.
"Screen Snapshots"
(No. 5— Series 24)
Columbia
10 mins.
Enjoyable
This one has three G. I. gals, a
Wac, Wave, and a Marine, on a tour
of some of the Hollywood spots, getting autographs from the stars.
Among those names who appear in
the film are: Sidney Skolsky, Don
Wilson, Ish Kabibble, Lum n' Abner,
Rudy Vallee, Chester Morris, Ken
Carpenter, Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Phil Harris, Francis X. Bushman, Skinnay Ennis, Joe E. Brown,
Alan Mowbray, Ken Murray, Jinx
Falkenburg, and Charles Laughton.

"California, Here We
(Sports Parade)
Warner Bros.
A Honey

Are"
10 mins.

A quick but glorious trip through
Southern California. The subject
was made to order for Technicolor,
what with a wealth of scenes of the
famous California landscape. The
short, beautifully photographed, creates a , sense of excitement as it
makes its way from one interesting
spot to another. Visited are many
of the places that draw tourists to
the California southland. A film
that gives you the wanderlust. A
ipip.

The meeting occurs when Bugs lo&
"Alaskan Grandeur"
his directions and lands in G(
(Movietone Adventures)
many's Black Forest. Goering is
20th-Fox
8
mins.
Awe-Filling
a rabbit hunt.
At the end Bugs
victorious
over
Hitler as well
Goering.
Father Hubbard of glacier fame
has turned out another short subject
packed with thrills and beauty. The
"The Unruly Hare' |
film, impressively photographed, has
(Bugs
Bunny
Specials)
j
the priest on the trail of an Alaskan
Warner Bros.
7
mirl
Hilarious Short
I
glacier. The footage rises to a crescendo when the glacier is located and
That
Bugs
Bunny
is
here
againj
caught in the throes of an upheaval
that is awe-inspiring. Cinecolor and won't exhibitors be happy. Bug|
gives the subject added effectiveness. antics will wow 'em be the custorl
ers young or old, low-brdw or hig;
The rabbit, his home faced with dlt
"She
Snoops
To
Conquer"
Columbia
18 mins. struction by the building of a ra;|
Good Comedy
road, tangles with Elmer Fudd, suJ
Vera Vague follows through with veyor for the road, with results th;!
her ingratiating comedy manner and are hilarious — to be mild about 'I
is surrounded with a cute plot to The cartoon is in Technicolor.
reach better audience appeal. As
an "inquiring reporter" on a news"Canyons of
the Sun"
(Movietone
Adventures)
paper she is assigned to help in locating a notorious German spy. The 20th-Fox
8 mum
Fine Travelogue
editor promises to marry her when,
The magnificence of the Colora(|
unwittingly
she rounds up the wanted gang.
scenery again has been recorded ii
film fans in footage superlative;
"Draftee Daffy"
shot by Jack Painter. The use (
Technicolor does justice to all tl
(Looney Tunes)
Warner Bros.
7 mins. wonders of nature on which the cait
era focusses its lens. Many famoi
A Howl
Daffy Duck creates a laugh riot and interesting sights are include
in the shorts.
short. A joy for lovers
in his latest screen appearance. travel
The fellow's a 200 per cent patriot until the draft board buzzes
him. Then he pulls every trick in a
"Trap Happy Porky"
(Looney Tunes)
desperate attempt to stay out of the
7 min
service. There's a chase involving Warner Bros.
Fairly Entertaining
Daffy and a draft board member
An amusing Technicolor cartoo
that is a howler. The pace is furious in this Technicolor cartoon.
To get rid of mice Porky Pig e;
gages a cat only to be plagued
the cat's friends once the rodei
"Woo, Woo!"
Columbia
16 mins. menace has been removed. He
So-So!
driven to bring in a dog to chai
Hugh Herbert as president of Why the cats away, but the canine turrj
Worry, Inc., is phoned by a misunder- out to be a flop as a feline chaser
stood wife to help cement the marital
"Nova Scotia"
ties. Using the "jealous formula,"
the film is brought to a much-left-to- 20th-Fox
8 mini
Arresting
(Sports
Review)
be desired climax when the husband,
believing he killed his wife with a
This extremely engrossing film I
bullet intended for home wrecker
Technicolor was shot among ti\
Herbert, jumps through a window.
Scottish folk of Nova Scotia. Danc^
and music made famous by Scotland;
"Land of 10,000 Lakes"
Highlanders are highlighted in th
(Movietone Adventures)
20th-Fox
8 mins. short. Of special interest are scene
Good Travel Short
of an athletic carnival featurin'
Here's a camera trip to Minne- sports events traditionally Scottisl
sota that is very delightful indeed.
Filmed excellently in Technicolor
"Bikes and Skis"
the film offers glimpses of some of
(Sports Parade)
Minnesota's countless lakes, spends Warner Bros.
10 mini
a little time in St. Paul and MinPlenty of Eye-Appeal
neapolis and pays hurried visits to
Floridaon lovelies
again with
disportTechn
then'
other places of interest in the state. selves
the screen,
color making them a double treat f o
"Herr Meets Hare"
the boys. There are views of cuti^l
(Bugs Bunny Specials)
bicycling, poking through the lustl
Warner Bros.
7 mins. ness of the cypress gardens and sunj
A Wow
skiing. Really nothing new. Bui
Bugs Bunny does it again. The still it's all so eye-filling. A. Pari
carrot-fancier is in rare form in this Blumenthal and Van Campen Heilne
Technicolor cartoon, in which he produced, with direction by Andr
matches wits with Hitler's Goering. De La Varre.

^•^
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at.-Amer. Trade
iyes Mexican Parley
(Continued from Page 1)

•hatever happens will be entirely
ependent upon the action — or even
le lack of action — of the conference
Argentina, unrepreIjith respect
llnted
at the toconclave.
Spanish-speaking Latin America
; the principal market for Argenina's film product. Non-belligernt and free of pressures and prior;y problems, she was quick to proide substitutes for shortages reulting from the war-curtailed North
imerican picture output. Moreover,
;panish dialogue, spoken by LatinLmerican actors was helpful in stimlating the trend away from Hollywood product.
The trend thus far remains unhecked, it is generally believed
ere. Augusto Guerra, Central
imerican representative of the Mex:an film industry, predicts a postlar eclipse of American films by
hose of Argentina and his native
Mexico. Cantinflas, the Mexican
omic, is the top box-office figure in
'entral America.
Developments related to the picure industry are expected to emalate from one of four majoi- commitees of the Mexican City conference
-a committee on economic and so•ial problems.
Considerable investments are reained by almost all of America's
i]uropean allies in Argentina. Great
Britain has the largest investments,
rhe United States is second. France,
Holland and Belgium follow in that
)i-der. Germany is last. Not with;tanding the preponderance of demo•latic cash, the Germans have bean
)ermitted to exploit the power of the
;creen for propaganda.
The cultural values of the motion
)icture may be also re-examined at
he Mexican meeting. On at least
wo previous international occasions,
t is pointed out, the film industry
.vas similarly explored for its possibilities as an educational and a unifying
in world was
society.
One
if these force
researches
conducted
n 1919 by the International
Instiute of Intellectual Co-operation, an
igency of the League of Nations;
the other in 1940 by the Division of
Cultural Relations of the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs. Lalin America was an eager collaborator in both projects.

THEATER DEALS
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May Call Executives
At Decree Hearings

IN NEW POSTS

Boston — Sam Israel, owner of the
(Continued from Page 1)
Capitol, Lowell, Mass., has leased
the Park Theater, Nashua, and will
will comeconcessions
forward with
"lastopen it shortly.
minute"
as to any
clearance
and
other
provisions
of
the
decree
Boston — Louis Stern, U. S. Navy
problematical, although atbooker in this territory, has sold his remains torneys
for the affected distiibutors
interest in the Modern, Marlboro,
met
yesterday
at the MPPDA ofMass., to its former co-owner, Capt.
fices to discuss Monday's session beLou Laskey, U.S.A.
fore Judge Goddard.
Gary, Ind. — The Bernstein Theaters Co., indie chain headed by Nathan Bernstein, former Gary lawyer,
has bought the Family from John
Lincoln. Bernstein has taken a 20year lease on the theater's present
location for a consideration in excess of $200,000.
Detroit — The Senate and Crystal
Theaters, west side houses, are beingtaken over March 1 by the Jack Broder Circuit, from Ben Cohn and Samuel T. Shevin who have operated the
houses as part of a small circuit for
several years.

Paramount, WAC To Get
Awards Tomorrow Night
(Continued from Page

Maj. Howard

Gray Dead

Hastings On Hudson, N. Y.— Maj.
Howard A. Gray, 44, director of field
studies in audio-visual education for
Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., died at
his home here, while on leave serving an educational assignment in
the A.U.S.
Columbus Cuneo Dead
Chicago — Columbus Cuneo is dead.
He was formerly one of the leading
premium salesmen in the Chicago
area. .His brother, L. F. Cuneo heads
the huge Cuneo Press organization.

WAYNE CARRICAN from head shipper to head
bcoker,
20th-Fox,
Albany.
HARRY WEISS, 20th-Fox exploiteer, to Cleveland from New
England.
JIM

WALLACE,

booker,

RKO,

Charlotte,

MOE

KO'PLEMAN,

assistant branch head. Na-

assistant field supervisor, WarW, E. SHEPHERD,
ner Bros, film checking service, Memphis
and New Orleans territory.

INTO

WAR

JOBS

ROBERT HASKINS, to Ford Motor Co.; former
city salesman.
Monogram
Pictures,
Detroit.
JULIUS PAVELLA, shipper. Paramount Exchange,
Detroit, to Ford Motor Co.

Gerace Missing in Action
Cleveland — Sam Gerace, former
Associated Circuit manager, is reported missing in action in the European theater of war.

1)

Newbold Morris, president of the
City Council, will deliver the keynote address, and other principal
speakers will include Francis S.
Harmon; Sigmund Gottlober, executive secretary of the Film Critics
Circle, and Arthur Israel. William
Edlin, editor of the Jewish Daily,
The Day, and president of the
Circle, will present the award to
"Going My Way," and Andrew Valuchek, secretary of the Circle, and
editor of the Czechslovak daily.
New York Dennik, will make the
award presentation to the War Activities Committee. Rosemaria Brancato,
sing. prominent operatic star, will

The 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .

THE
1501 BROADWAY

C.

tional ScreenSR.,
Service,
Philadelph'a.
WILLIAM ROSE,
manager.
Sunrise and RJtz,
Ft. Pierce, Fla.
C. LESTER, field supervisor, Warner Bros,
film checking service, Memphis and New
Orleans territory.

over the Municipal Broadcasting
Station WNYC.
On behalf of Paramount, Arthur
Israel, representing Barney Balaban, will accept the award to "Going My Way," voted the outstanding
feature attraction of 1944 by the
Circle, and Francis S. Harmon, coordinator and executive vice-chairman of WAC, will accept the special
award accorded to the motion picture industry for providing 16 mm.
Gift
Films
overseas. gratis to the armed foi-ces

Francis Alstock, head of the Motion
Picture Division of the CIAA, is
imong those attending the Mexico Rites for Mrs. Phifer
'.'ity conference.
Funeral services were held yesterday for Mrs. Eloise Phifer, wife
Doran Leaving Columbia
of Capt. Volney Phifer, M-G-M exWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
ploitation rep. at Millington, N. J.
Hollywood — D. A. Doran, Jr., has Mrs. Phifer died Monday at Plainfftendered his resignation to Columbia field Hospital, a few days after givPictures, effective April 1. Doran,
ing birth to an eight and a half
« executive assistant to Harry Cohn, pound daughter. A son, Ellis also
is also known for his affiliations with survives. A number of M-G-M home
Paramount, Pathe, and Fox as story office executives attended the sereditor.
vices at her home
in Millington.

N.

EARL KEATE, Lou Lifton's publicity staff, Monogram Pictures, Hollywood.
HAROLD KNUDSON, district manager, Alliance
theaters,
Pullman,
III.
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the Red Cross Did That!k

("BUMPY^') STEVEPSSpN

I HAVE just returned from many months of
Red Cross duty with front-line American
troops in Italy, and I am surprised that people
here know so little about what our 4500 Red
Cross girls overseas are doing to make life
easier for the combat
soldier.
It isn't only coffee
and doughnuts that
we give them,
though a hot drink
means a lot to men
just out of foxholes.
It isn't only the
Red Cross trucks
equipped comforts,
with the
little
so
welcome and so unexpected — cigarettes, toothbrushes
and soap, phonographs, games and
magazines. Much
more important is
the lift they get from
seeing what they call an "honest-to-gawd"
American girl, wearing big Army shoes and
leggings as muddy as their own. Good-natured,
helpful, kidding, she's what these boys need
more than anything else— a link with home.
No one else in the Army has time to do the
little things that mean so much. All our clubmobile
carry to"state
in
whichunits,
we for
ask instance,
the soldiers
writebooks"
their
names and where they come from. Often
through these state books we have brought old
friends together in the combat zone— even,
sometimes, brother and brother or father and
son.

BEFORE the boys go up to the front, they
give us last-minute letters to mail, souvenirs to keep for them, watches to be repaired, dogs, cats and other pets— even donkeys
—to care for until they come back. When
they return, one of the first things they want
is to clean up and feel human again. In
Palermo one of the most welcome things the
Red Cross did was to operate a whole building
fitted with showers and barbers.
"Boys," says a muddy infantryman, as he
stiffly gets out of the truck that has brought
him in from the front, "did we advance that
time!" "Swell!" answers a Red Cross girl.
"How farT" "Eighteen yards!" Sometimes he
is kidding, sometimes it is only too true. At
Anzio I've known soldiers who were in the
same foxhole for four months. When they
come back, it's our job to take them out of
that foxhole mentally. They want to get
what they have been through off their chests,
and there's no better listener than a sympathetic American girl. A soldier once remarked
to one of us, "This is the first time in two
years that anyone has paid any attention to
me.

'. There' are' Recjlfi^rop girls ipt hospitals both
lidarf! the frcint andiibelaind iti! #e even try
to have a girl in the receiving tent where the
stretchers are ^aid down, i If she can she will
give the wounded man a cigarette, and say
some simple human word to calm his apprehension. "You'll be all right, kid. They'll
take good care of you here." Then perhaps
she'll tell him what his outfit did in that last
bloody push. So they reached the objective!
Already he feels better.
#
*
#

IN the wards the Red Cross girls help the
wounded in many ways, giving them the
news, wrapping up their Purple Hearts to
send home, writing letters. Here's a boy with
one arm gone. You sit by his cot while he dictates. "Dear Mom— I'm in hospital, but it's
really only a scratch. . . ." Then you must
try to make him understand it's best in the
long run to tell the truth, that he's lucky
compared with a lot of others.
Here's one with more than just an arm
gone. You must persuade him that life is
worth living. Tell him over and over again,
for days and even weeks, "But look, Johnny,
you're the same person inside that you were
before. Nothing that is really you has gone. . ."
If such sights tear our hearts, our consololation and our reward is knowing that these
men feel nearer to home because of us. The
Red Cross represents the families they have
left behind; our girls are doing the small helpful things that these boys' mothers and wives
and sweethearts would be doing if they could
be overseas. To the soldier, we are a living
pledge
thatthethetime.
people at home are thinking
of
him all
One Red Cross girl went to visit the crew
of a 240-mm. gun, and sat down to chat on one
of its protecting sandbags. After she had gone
the crew wouldn't let anyone else sit on the
sandbag that she had honored, and charged
$5
nextforto the
it. privilege of sitting on the sandbag
So the men truly appreciate our help and our
presence with them in their ordeal. It makes
us feel very proud— and humble too, for what
we can do is pitifully small compared with
what they are doing.
We need more of everything— personnel, supplies, and money to provide both. We do what
wc can. The rest is up to you.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is reprinted
from the March issue of the Reader's Digest by
special permission of its editors. In giving it
wide motion picture industry circulation, THE
FILM DAILY does so with the feeling that not
only will it better acquaint its readers with the
tremendous many-sided job the American Red
Cross is doin^ overseas but that it will inspire
all within the industry to work just a little
harder for the success of Red Cross War Fund
Week March 15-21. Eleanor Stevenson, the
author of "I Never Kyiew the Red Cross Did
That," is also co-author, with Pete Martin, of
"I Knew Your Soldier," a Penguin - Infantry
Journal book.
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REBUFF FRENCH ON PIX QUAUTY JQUAWK
IK'

"Sky's-t
he-LimIt
"
Quota
Rules Red Films
Cross
Drive
Exported to France
Mustry Consolidating
Stars Who Entertained Troops Overseas
Reparations for Fund
Campaign Wk. Mar. 15-21

As the Red Cross yesterday
)pened its 1945 War Fund Drive
ill over the country, the motion

Write Exhibitors of Red Cross Services
Hollywood stars who have been overseas entertaining the armed forces and
have had occasion to see the Red Cross in action have joined in the campaign
to enlist more theaters in the industry's 1945 Red Cross War Fund Week by
writing personal letters on behalf of the Red Cross to exhibitors and theater
managers throughout the country.

"Names" participating in this letter writing activity embrace (alphabetically
picture industry
listed): — Fred Astaire, Jack Benny, Edgar Bergen, Ingrid Bergman, Joan Blondell,
nationally began
Humphrey Bogart, Mary Brian, Joe E. Brown, James Cagney, Jerry Colonna,
consolidating its
Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby, Olivia de Havilland, Marlene Dietrich, Jinx Falkenpreparations for
berg, Kay Francis, Clark Gable, John Garfield, Paulette Goddard, Bcb Hope, Al
a
concentrated
Jolson, Carole Landis, Frances Langford, Mitzi Mayfair, George Raft, Martha
participation i n
Raye, Edward G. Robinson, Ann Sheridan, Dinah Shore, Spencer Tracy and Vera
the campaign
Vague.
during the week
of March 15th to
21st. According
to N. Peter Rathvon, national
chairman of the
Industry's 19 4 5
Red Cross War Fund Week, which
Dpens Mar. 15 the 1944 Red Cross Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The quest for relief from the midtheater collections, which were $6,Washington — Increasing tightness,
night entertainment curfew by over793,060, must be topped this year both because of manpower difficultures to James F. Byrnes was given
ties and increased military demand, little hope in the first statement made
under a "sky's-the-limit" quota.
To achieve such record collections,
in important building materials re- yesterday by the War Mobilizer since
(Continued on Page 10)
quired for new theaters and for pro- the order was issued.
duction sets has caused a tightening
Clarifying his position, in an anin the release of these materials by
swer to a request from the Theatrical Federation of Portland, Ore.,
WPB, it was pointed out here yesterday. The situation is tighter that the curfew be eliminated from
than it has been for some time, it its section of the country, Byrnes
was pointed out, on lumber, plywood, said:
steel, some masonry products, plumb"At this critical stage of the war
ing, heating and electrical goods.
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
any hardships resulting from this
This
short
supply,
along
with
the
(Continued on Page 9)
Washington — Former Vice Presi(Continued on Page 9)
dent Henry Wallace, who has been
outspoken in his estimate of the imNavy 'Drafts' Briskin
portance of pix in the post-war world, Jack H. Levin Resigns as
For Film Assignment
was yesterday confirmed by the Senate as Secretary of Commerce. The CPB's Managing Director
IVashingtoH
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
vote was 56-32. Wallace has made
Jack H. Levin, identified with the
several visits to Hollywood, and has
Washington — Samuel Briskin, forCopyright Protection Bureau since
(Continued on Page 10)
mer executive producer of Colum1927, has severed his connections
bia and RKO, has begun a threewith the organization which he has week assignment on Navy motion
Indies File Blanks for
long served as managing director, it picture production activities at the
Raw Film Ready in Week was
ly. announced yesterday. Levin's request of the Secretary of the Navy.
Briskin's duties will be in connecfuture plans will be disclosed shortiradniigton Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
tion with the operations of the PhoWashington — Special forms upon
Edward A. Sargoy will continue
tographic Science Laboratory and
which independent
producers
may
of Navy film producto was
supervise
the bureau's activity, allied phases
(
Continued
on Page 9)
it
said.
file applications for their own saparate raw stock allocations will be

Theater Building
Materials Tigliier

Hold Little Hope
For Curfew Relief

Wallace Confirmed;
Trade Benefits Seen

(Continued on Page 8)

Schaefer and Cowan
in Partnership Deal
A partnership deal was completed
Tuesday between George J. Schaefer
and Lester Cowan on the latter's two
United Artists productions, "Tomorrow
the World" and "G. I. Joe," after
several weeks of negotiation, it was
learned here yesterday.
New association will in no way interfere with the work being carried
on by Schaefer as WAC chairman.

HMH

Upholds FCC Tele Findings

Matter for the Industry,
Minister Pointedly Told
Wasliington

By ANDREW
Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Small comfort
was offered a member of the
French Cabinet who caused his
unofficial protest against the quality
of American films shown in France
to be brought to the attention of our
State Department.
Francis C. DeWolf admitted yesterday that such a protest had come
to his attention, but because it was
not officially conveyed to the Department he was unwilling to name
the protesting minister.
Through the American Embassy in Paris, however, the
French Minister has been informed that the quality of pix
exported to France is a matter
for the American pix industry.
It was pointed out also that the
American pix industry has not
been able
to get onitsPage
representa(Continued
7)

Exhibs. Show Lillle
Interest in Decree
Despite the fact that the future
status of the New York consent decree is likely to have a vital effect
on their business, independent exhibitors appear to be disinterested
in the proceedings, according to industry leaders who have returned
from the various territories.
One executive said yesterday that
(Continued on Page 7)

Navy Producing Iwo-Jima
Invasion Color Special
Wasliington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Production of a twoor-three reel color special on the invasion of Iwo-Jima, combining combat footage from the Army, the
Navy, the Marine Corps and the
Coast Guard, is under way now, it
(Continued on Page 9)

Present Frequencies Best for Tele — Smith
Ascap's Conspiracy
Charges To Be Aired

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — By deciding to continue commercial television in the
Albany — Gem Music Co. and other present frequencies the FCC is stimulating the fullest possible developindividual members of Ascap won
ment of post-war television and will
the right in the Court of Appeals
yesterday to sue certain other mem- give tele to the public just as soon
bers and directors of Ascap who are as war conditions permit, David B.
Smith, director of research for Philco,
alleged to have "planned, schemed
and conspired to withhold from the said yesterday. Smith is in Wash(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 7)

WB Curfetv Special:
^^Horn at Midnight'*
Warners not only has just set the
public dizzy with its timely, "Hotel
Berlin," but the company hits the
curfew law observance smack on the
n:se with another completed release
soon
to debut on Broadway — "The
starrer.
Horn Blows at Midnight," Jack Benny
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"B^madette" Back to Rivoli

Wallace Burns at Andrews

Twentieth Centuiy-Fox will bring
"The Song of Bernadette" back to
the Rivoli Theater on March 14 for
a popular-price run as part of the
company's 30th anniversary celebration. In its original engagement
at the house the film ran for 20
weeks.

Andrews, Tex.— The Wallace Theater was destroyed here by fire
which also destroyed two other business buildings. When the blaze
broke out the theater was packed,
but due to cool handling by the ushers, the entire audience filed out
orderly.

•
$55,723 in Ala. Dimes Drive

Montgomery, Ala. — A total of $55,723.55 was contributed by Alabama
theaters to the polio drive, R. M.
Kennedy, state theater chairman for
the March of Dimes, reported. Of
this, $27,861.65 will be returned to
county treasurers and $27,861.90 forwarded to the National Foundation.

•

"Co-Pilot"

Gets

April Release

National release of "God is My
Co-Pilot" has been set for April 7,
it is announced by Ben Kalmenson,
general sales manager for Warners.
Picture comes into the New York
Strand following "Hotel Berlin."

Normangee

•
Gets a Theater

Normangee, Tex. — The first motion picture theater to open here in
15 years is the Yancey, launched by
Robert Yancey, recently discharged
from the Navy. Yancey was a former theater operator in Arkansas.
A store building was remodeled and
used equipment was purchased by
Yancey in the venture which has the
backing of all the local merchants.

Ed Mahoney

•
Recovering

Montgomery, Ala. — Ed Mahoney,
veteran theater man and manager
of the former theatrical club until
his retirement, is convalescing from
a serious illness.

Mono. Dubs First Western
For Latin-American Mart

Shapiro Named Chairman
Under New SOPEG Setup

Monogram's "Law of the Valley,"
a Johnny Mack Brown-Raymond
Hatton western, first of its kind to
be dubbed in Spanish in the U. S.,
will soon be witnessed by Mexican
audiences,
it was learned here yesterday.

The Screen Office of Professional
Employes Guild of the United Office and Professional Workers of
America, CIO, which recently merged
with UOPWA Local 1, has adopted
a new officer setup, it was learned
yesterday when results of the
SOPEG's annual election were made

"Lady Let's Dance," Monogram's
first dubbed-in-Spanish film, received
its Mexican premiere Wednesday at
the Cine Teresa, Mexico City, it was
announced by Johnson 0. Lament,
managing director of Monogram Pictures de Mexico.

Bell & Howell Stock Issue
Okayed by Stockholders

Instead of a president in the top
public.
spot the Guild now has a chairman.
Sam Shapiro was elected to the post.
Others elected to office under the
new setup were Herman Liveright,
vice-chairman; Otto Langer, treasurer; Grace Walsh, secretary, and
Ellen P. Davidson, Guild representative.

Sidney
president of theYoung,
SOPEG,last
has year's
been named
Chicago — A special meeting of secretary-treasurer of Local 1.
Bell & Howell stockholders has approved the issuance of 1,000,000
shares of new common stock valued Cassidy Buys Rights to
at $10 and 60,000 shares of $100
preferred stock. New common stock "See What I Mean"
will be exchanged for old stock on
the basis of 25 new shares for one West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
old share.
Hollywood — James B. Cassidy has
The huge Lincolnwood factory will bought film rights to Lewis Brown's
be purchased from the Defense Plant book, "See What I Mean," and will
Corp. with the proceeds of the sale put it into production immediately.
of the preferred stock.
This will be followed by "Green

"Buck" Singer West

Cassidy has been busy with his
Mansions."
stage activities as well. He now
Sumer 'Buck' Singer, account ex- has "Doll's House" on the road, and
ecutive for the Buchanan Agency,
will leave for Hollywood today plans to revise "Fi-ont Page."
to confer with producers on their Mrs. Kramer Stricken
forthcoming- product. During his
Detroit — Mrs. Katherine Kramer
several weeks stay in Hollywood, Singer will confer with Benedict Bo- died suddenly, following a stroke
geaus, Edward Small, Constance several months ago. She was the
Bennett, and the executives at In- mother of Mrs. Julia Sturdevant of
ternational Pictures.
the Evnie Forbes Theater Supply Co.

TOM CONNORS, vice-president in charge f
sales of 20th-Fox, returned today from a s. s
tiip to Charlotte, Atlanta, Memphis, Oklahci
City, Dallas and New Orleans. '
SUMEl^
SINGER,
account
executive
of
Buchanan
advertising
agency,
will leave tO'
for the Coast to confer with UA producers
advertising programs for the new product.
DAVID LO£W, UA producer, will return to
Coast March
16, after spending several monj
in the East.
JACOB
WILK,
Eastern story and talent hi
for Warner
Bros., returned
yesterday
from
Coast where he conferred with Jack L. Warr
EDWARD M. SCHNITZER, United Artists
ecutive, has returned to the home office a<
attending Red Cross meetings In St. Louis, i
Moines,
Kansas City and Omaha.
E. K. (Ted) O'SHEA, Eastern M-C-M s^
.•nanager, and his wife, leave today for B<
Raton,
and a vacation.
RUTH CILLIS, assistant to Mike S'mons, e
tor of the M-C-M publications, leaves toi
for a vacation at Miami Beach.
JACK
BOWEN,
metropolitan
New
York
t:ict manager
for M-C-M,
leaves today foil
Miami
vacation.
EDGAR
B. HATRICK,
News
of the Day
ecutive,
is vacationing
at
Colorado
Sprini
Colo.
JOHN MURPHY, assistant to Joseph R. VoJ
Loew vice-president, is now In Miami on|
vacation.
E.
cult,
Boca
buyer
from
LEN
turned

C. GRAINGER, president of the Shea
will leave March 10 for a vacation
Raton, Fla. JACK SHEA, booker
for the circuit, is due to return Mom
Boston.
DALY,
UA
from
South

campaigns

for

foreign
America

David

O.

publicist,
has
where
he handj

Selznick's

"Since

MIKE
MAZURKI,
athletic
ace of Manha
Went
College Away."
who
has a featured
role
in R
"Murder
My
Sweet,"
will return
today fi
the Coast.
JOSEPH
DEITCH,
film buyer
for Tri-Sta|
Theaters,
Dcs
Moines,
associated
with
'fa\
mount,
is visiting In New
York
for a
days.
HERBERT WHEELER, Warner theater disti
managar has returned to Chicago from his f
rida winter vacation.
ISADOR RAPfAPORT, owner of the Hipi
drome, Baltimore, has returned frcm a Flor
vacation.
GORDON LIGHTSTONE, general manaj
Paramount Film Service of Canada, is visit,
in New York from Toronto.
HENRY DAN I ELL has arrived in New Y
from Culver City.
JULIUS GOODMAN and wife, Goodman-Hai
circuit, have left Chicago for Florida.
MELVIN F. BALLERINO, M-G-M's associ
Culver
casting City.
director, is at the Waldorf-Astoria fr
LOUIS JOUVET has returned to Paris fr
a four-year Lat.n-American stay.

SMD BIRTHDAl
(iRGETOGS TO.
March 2
Jennifer
Jones
N. L. Manheim
Dr. Josef Ranald
Desi Arnaz
Jack White
Jack Segal
March 3
Edmund Lowe
Bobby
Driscoll
Larry Kent
Charlotte
V. Henry
Louise Weyhrauch
J.

March 4
Robert
Rubin
' Charles
E. Moyer
John Garfield
Harry Hornick

Dorothy
David

Mackaill
Bader Martha
Eve

Pierre Gendron

Harry

Robert Rice

'Driscoll
Siegel
O'Connor
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Exhibs. Show Little
Interest In Decree
■'!' (Continued from Page 3)
('during a three-week tour of the field
*''the subject of the decree was never
Imentioned by an exhibitor. Theater
he said, were more interI jwners,
ested in the manpower, raw stock
and fuel situations than they were
of what was going to happen in the
anti-trust action.
When asked about the decree, most
of the exhibitors were aware that
something important was going to
happen on March 5 when the issue
goes before Federal Judge Henry
'W. Goddard, but the interest appeared to be passive, the executive
said.

Heart Attack Fatal
To Moule in Detroit
Detroit — Jack Moule, 64, manager
of the Royal Oak Theater at Royal
Oak, Mich., for Komer & Goldberg
Circuit, and a Detroit manager for
many years, is dead, following a heart
attack. He managed various houses
for United Detroit Circuit, and open[ ed the Royal Oak house for them in
1927, as assistant manager.
In re1 cent years, he had managed the EasJ town and Tuxedo Theaters in Detroit and Highland Park respectively
for Wisper & Wetsman Circuits. For
ja number of years he was also as1 sociated with his brother, Thomas
D. Moule, who sold out his circuit
' interests a month ago and moved to
' California.
His widow and three children survive.

Would Extend Rental
'Freeze' to N.Y.C. Offices
i; Albany — Extension of "freeze" of
commercial rents to retail stores and
offices in New York City is proposed in a bi-partisan measure introduced yesterday. Under the bill,
retail store and office rents are
frozen at not more than 15 per cent
more than rental charged in June,
1944.

Rebuff French on
Pix Qualify Squawk

AH in the Day's News
• • • CUFF NOTES: Herbert J. Yates' tip this week that other
important Republic producer-director deals are in work is all-'wool-onda-yard-wide
Don't be surprised at an early announcement
that
Com. John Ford, for instance, has been signed, the commitment paralleling
those negotiated with Frank Borzage and Alfred Santell. . . • Walter
Abel, deserting Hollywood, gets in this week-end to read over awaiting
Broadway scripts. . . • Those apartment posters Warners are using
in the New York subways to plug "Hotel Berlin" are getting some unanticipated results
Dozens of hopeful apartment-hunters are calling
on Zeb Epstin, the Strand's managing director. . . # Wonder what the
good folks identified with the PTA and San Antonio's lefferson High
have against the use of lefferson for the new Interstate Circuit house
there?
They adopted
a resolution to that effect. . . • R. M,
Steele of Louisville, Ky., takes his pen in hand to suggest that Hollywood do a Technicolor production of Dante's "Divine Comedy"
And Br'r Steele also feels that with some modernization Robert Louis
Stevenson's "Will o' the Mill" and' "Merry Men" would be excellent
cinematic timber
Respectfully referred,. . . .
•

•

•

T
T
▼
SALMAGUNDI:
Ted CoUins hai

been signed

by Pathe

News
as narrator for the "Sportscopes" series
Col. Robert
L.
Scott, author of Warners' "God
is My Co-Pilot," arrives today for
radno appearances on web programs originating in New
York......
Lt. Jimmy Knight, former organist at the Florida, Jacksonville, is now
with the Fifth Army in Italy
It's kinda late for a fuel emergency
quip, to be sure, but didja hear the one about the distrib. who asked
if Allied was prepared
to ration both Cole and Wood?
And
speaking of ^he curfew— as most everyone is— there's the observation
by the Broadway sage that it might apply to amusement
business
all right but monkey
business was unaffected
Some tie-ups are
simon-pure
naturals
That applies to Warners'
bid to the 500
members of the Hotel Greeters of America
to the "Hotel Berlin"
premiere today at the New York Strand
Looks as though they're
having fun in Chicago
Barger Circuit there has been advertising
Count Basie's ork- as a future attraction
And now the ork is announced for B b K's Regal, ace Negro house, for the week of March
23

T
•

•

T

▼

• HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Paramount has exercised its option on Barry Fitzgerald. . . • Andrea King and Martha
are slated for Warner
build-ups
The former is set for

Negro Theater in Exit

Vickers

Cleveland, O. — Metropolitan Theater playing colored shows, is closed.
E. Stutz, manager, will install a new
policy.

the role of the nurse in "The Hasty Heart," slated for Summer production, and the latter has been assigned to "The Time, the Place and
the Girl.". . • Diana Lynn heads East in mid-May for three Tweeks of
p.a.'s at the Ne^v York Paramount. . . • Columbia has cast Lee
Bowman opposite Rosalind Russell in "Some Call It Love," the screenplay of which is now being completed by Virginia Van Upp
Al

ki

BPA Adopts Monopoly
Report in Principle
London (By Cable) — Report of the
Cinematograph Films Council's special committee on the tendencies to
monopoly in the British industry was
adopted yesterday in principle by the
British Producers Association, headed
by J. Arthur Rank.
The association will meet next
week to give final approval to submissions to the Board of Trade.

Hall will direct. . . • Henry Trovers has joined the cast of "The Bells
of St. Mary's" co-starring Bing Crosby and Ingrid Bergman which went
before the camera yesterday. . . • Albert J. Cohen will produce
"Dear Mr. Private" at Columbia. . . • RKO has switched the title oi
a forthcoming
Western
from "Utah"
to "Bad Man's
Territory.".
• Darryl F. Zanuck has penned the introduction for the John Gassnei
Dudley Nichols tome on the best films of 1943-44. . . • Jack Benny
back from a Red Cross blood donor drive tour, is resting before report
ing to Warners

▼

•

•

•

TV

YES, WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL

(Continued from Page 3)
lives into France because the
French Government refuses to
okay the necessary visas. The
implication was that France will
have grounds to complain when
it gets around to aiding the
American industry in the job it
has
to do in France, and not
before.
The complaint was interpreted in
some quarters here as an indirect
slap at the OWI, which is responsible for neai-ly all current American films seen in France. Vei'y few
pix leave here for France without
the OWI seal, since OWI approval
is a virtual necessity before shipping space can be obtained.
DeWolf said he knows of no representative of the American industry who has been granted a visa to
get into France as a representative
of the pix distributors. He admitted
that even if the visas were available —
and SHAEF is no longer, he believes,
blocking them — transportation by air
from this country would be extremely difficult. Transportation across
the Atlantic by surface craft is readily available, however, he said.

Ascap's Conspiracy
Charges To Be Aired
(Continued from Page 3)
members of Ascap" generally knowledge of the financial
condition
of
association.
The court in its decision relieved
the corporate defendants of liability.
There were two aggregations of defendants — a group of individuals
who at the time in question were
directors of Ascap and a group of
corporations that were then included
in the membership thereof.
At special term, where the case
started, the complaint was dismissed
as to the corporate defendants, and
in the case of the individual defendants motion for dismissal was denied. The Court of Appeals yesterday affirmed the orders of special
term.
An opinion was written by Judge
John T. Loughran in which all the
other judges concurred.
the

Watch
U.
A. releases
bearing

G.CR
Presents

HARBOR!. .....
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SEC Reporb Zanuck
20th-Fox Stock Sale
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sale of several large
blocks of pix stocks were reported
for the month of Januax'y in the
monthly SEC report. Largest single
sale was of 359,800 shares of RKO
dollar par common, by Rockefeller
Center, in January. Next largest
was the sale of 42,000 shares of
Twentieth-Fox common npv by Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in
charge of production. While Zanuck retains 130 shares of the stock.
Rockefeller Center holds no more
of the RKO common.
A correction to the December, 1944,
report showed four sales of Loew's
com. npv, totalling 9,000 shares by
Nicholas M. Schenck. He retained 1,913 shares of the stock. Acquisition
of 100 shares of that stock by Eugene
W.. Leake, a director of the company,
during November was also reported.
This was Leake's entire holding of

trip atoclc

:

Hihes Adds CrPE Holdings
Acquisition of 9,000 shares of capital nvp General Precision Equipment by Earle G. Hines was reported
raising his holding of stock to 9,500.
Robert T. Rinear of New York was
reported to hold 100 shares.
Stephen Callaghan of New York,
a director of Paramount, was shown
to have added 100 shares to his previous holding of 200 shares of Paramount dollar par common.
Preston Davie was reported to
have sold 800 shares of Universal
common retaining 3,689 and warrants for another 2,720. Charles D.
Prutzman relinquished 300 warrants
for the common, retaining 15,000
warrants as well as 700 actual shares.
Cliff Work dropped 40 shares retaining 10,000 and 6,000 warrants.
Acquisition of 4,600 shares of the
stock and 3,000 warrants in December by Work was reported.
Mono. Stock Deals
Sale of 1,000 shares of Monogram
dollar par common by Monogram
Southern Exchanges and purchase of
1,583 for a gain of 533 shares was
reported. This raised the holdings
of Monogram Southern to 19,072
shares. George D. Burrows of Los
Angeles now holds 833 shares of the
stock having added 433 shares last
month, and blocks of 100 in both
October and November. Herman
Rifkin was shown to have transferred to his pei'sonal account 6,667
shares of the stock in November,
raising his personal holdings to 16,685 while Monogram Pictures, Inc.,
from which the 6,667 shares came,
purchased 1,867 shares for a net loss
of 4,800 and retained 12,825 shares.
Norton V. Ritchey added 362
shares to his holdings bringing his
total to 5,029 shares. Monogram
midwest added 633 shares raising
its total to 3,333. Ham Wolf of Los
Angeles also acquired 633 shares of
of that stock last month as well as
400 jn November and 1,000 in Oc-

• R6VICUIS Of THe ncuj HLms a
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"Her withLucky
Night"
Andrew
Sisters
Universal
63 Mins.
SNAPPY MUSICAL COMEDY WILL
PLEASE JUVENILES AND ADULTS IN
SMALL
SPOTS.
Here is more pap for the youth brigade. The presence of the Andrews sisters ought to give "Her Lucky Night" some
measure of success in ''he neighborhood
houses. The devotees of popular music
will be glad to know that the Andrews
gals have ample opportunity to lift their
voices in song.
The film has an inconsequential little
story that will be found passably amusing
by audiences that are not too difficult
to please. The main problem facing the
Andrews trio and their pal, Martha O'Driscoll, is the lack of acceptable boy friends.

"Hotel Berlin"
with Andrea King, Helmut Dantine, Raymond
Massey, Faye Emerson
Warner Bros.
98 Mins.
SUBJECT MATTER AND EXCITING
PRODUCTION WILL ASSURE THIS ONE
OF SUCCESS.
The lure of its title and exploitableness
of its material give the film version of the
Vicki Baum novel a ready-made advantage
without
into accountThethefilm
production's
merits astaking
entertainment.
has been
turned out with the vigor and technical
skill that have become a commonplace of
Warner Bros, melodrama. While the treatment of the subject is more or less superficial and not too convincing, the picture
succeeds in creating a sense of life, excitement and commotion that captures the
interest and holds it to the end.
In their screenplay Jo Pagano and Alvah

Miss O'Driscoll, addicted to fortune-telling,
finds her man in Noah Beery, Jr., who is Bessie haven't been able to avoid a feeling
the despair of his rich uncle, George Barbier, of confusion. The script, dealing with opposite forces among the German people,
to whose fortune he is heir. The gal is
asked to see what she can do with him. fails to make the loyalties of some of the
Bringing fortune-telling to bear on the mat- characters clear and definite. This is one
ter, Miss O'Driscoll sets the lad on his feet, of the serious shortcomings of the film.
falling in love with him in the process.
As in Miss Baum's "Grand Hotel," the
Edward Lilley gave the film snappy direc- acti:n takes place in a Berlin hotel peopled
tion.
by characters impelled by various motives
CAST: Andrews Sisters, Martha O'Driscoll, in their allegiance to one side or the other.
hJcah Beery, Jr., George Barbier, Maurice Cass, The emphasis is more on character analysis
Marie Harmon, Oiin Howlin, Robert Emmett
Keane, Grady Sutton, Edgar Dearing, Eddie than it is on plot content.
Acutf, Rita Gould, Charles Jordan, Billy Newell,
Ida Moore, Jack Rice.
CREDITS: Producer, Warren Wilson; Director,
Edward Lilley; Screenplay, Cylde iBruckman;
Based on story by Warren Wilsoni; Cameraman,
Hal Mohr; Musical Director, Edgar Fairchild;
Art Director, John B, Goodman; Sound Director,
Bernard B. Brown; Set Decorators, Russell A.
Gausman, Victor A. Gangelin; Film Editor, Paul
Landres; Musical numbers staged by Louis Da
Pron.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Local 702 to Hear Pact
Parley Report Tonight
A report on progress made to date
in conferences between the Motion
Picture Laboratory Technicians
Union, Local 702, lATSE, and the
Eastern processors to arrive at a
new agreement to replace contracts
expiring on March 10 will be made
to the union's membership at a meeting at the Fraternal Clubhouse tonight.

Melvin Funeral Monday
A funeral service will be held Monday at 10 a.m. for Walter T. Melvin, 49, veteran theater manager, at
the Church of the Good Shepherd,
207th and Broadway. Melvin, who
died of a stroke Wednesday, was
manager of the Skouras Riviera,
and had been associated with the
company for 10 years. He was also
affiliated with the managerial staff
of the Radio City Music Hall for a
number of years.
tober. His present holding is listed
at 3,333 shares. W. Ray Johnston,
who holds 20,491 shares of the common, purchased 145 shares of 5%
per cent convertible preferred last
month. He did not hold any of it
earlier.

The story has to do with the German underground. Helmut Dantine is a foe of the
Nazis who hides from the Gestapo in the
hotel. In his efforts to avoid detection he
becomes involved with a number of persons, some sympathetic, some not. Among
them are Andrea King, an actress; Faye
Emerson, a flocsie; Peter Lorre, a professor;
George Coulouris, a Gestapo chief. Raymond Massey plays a general who is made
to take his own life because of treason.
Miss King shifts her love from him to Dantine before the latter kills her for informing
on him.
Well-produced by Louis Edelman, the film
has fast direction by Peter Godfrey.
CAST: Helmut Dantine, Andrea King, Raymond Massey, Faye Emerson, Peter Lorre, Alan
Hale, George Coulouris, Henry Daniell, Peter
Whitney, Helene Thimig, Steven Ceray, Kurt
Kreuger, Paul Andor, Erwin Kaiser, Dickie Tyler,
Elsa Heils, Frank Reicher, Paul Panzer, John
Mylong, Ruth Albu, Jay Novello, Lotte Stein,
Torben
Meyer,
CREDITS: Producer, Louis Edelman; Director,
Peter Godfrey; Screenplay, )o Pagano, Alvah
Bessie; Based on novel by Vicki Baum; Cameraman, Carl Guthrie; Art Director, John Hughes;
Film Editor, Frank Magee; Sound, Charles Lang;
Set Decorator,
Clarence
Steenson.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

^ SHORTS

^

of Time)
The (March
West Coast
Question"
20th-Fox
16 mini
Important
The changes wrought by war
the West Coast and the probled
that face that region when the en
of the war releases a flood of worH
ers now tied up in defense work ai(
taken up by the latest of the Marc
of Time releases, which is easily on
of the best and most significant 0
the series. Suggested are ways ani
means of solving th post-war difficu)
ties that are certain to present theni
selves in the reconversion from wai
to peace. Considerable emphasis
placed on how peace is expected t
alter the economy of the West Coas
and open up new sources of wealtl
and employment. Shots of the Wes
Coast scenery lends the footage
visual appeal. The short touches 6i
many phases of life along our Pa
cific seaboard. The film industrj
gets its share of attention.
'
RKO

"On Guard"

(This Superb
Is America)
18 '/2 mins

Mark this down as one of the mps'
absorbing shorts ever made. Thi
latest of the series is a graphic and
supremely exciting account of th
work done by the FBI in guarding
the United States against the machi;
nations of the Nazis. The footagi
grippingly traces the procedure emj
ployed in tracking down enemj
agents. The story this film tells wil
be a revelation to most Americans
Carefully documented and stampec
with authority, the picture incorporj
ates scenes taken from official FR
film which was used as evidenc(
against some of the leading Naz|
agents in this country. J. Edgaii
Hoover appears in a prologue. Frede-I
ric
Jr., deserves
bow Ullman,
for producing
this film. a deer'

Metro Exploiteers Hosted

Indies File Blanks for
Raw Film Ready in Week

Four Metro exploiteers were hostedj
at a luncheon yesterday by William!
R. Ferguson and attended by industry press representatives. The out(Continued from Page 3)
of-towners were William Prass, Denver; Austin McGough, Des Moines;
ready next week, it was learned at
WPB yesterday. The independents Ernest Van Pelt, Salt Lake City,
may obtain these from WPB here, and Price Shoemaker, Jr., Chicago.
with copies also probably to be available in New York and Los Angeles.
have not yet been announced by
Thus far there have been no ap- WPB, with intensive study going on
plications entered, and there has now of the 1941-1944 consumption*
been no clamor for these forms, but of the various independents, as well
WPB anticipates that it will get as of the stock allowed them by the
at least a few of requests from pro- distributors in the past and the producers to have their raw stock quota
duction schedule agreed upon for this
made out for them directly. Methyear by producers and their distribu-'
ods for making
these allocations tors.

J
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HOLLYWOOD
—

By

RALPH

SPEAKING
WILK

—

Tlieater Building
Materials Tighter

HOLLYWOOD
PHIL RYAN has acquired screen rights
(Continued from Page 3)
MAJ. ROBERT S. SPARKS, named to an
to "Perilous Holiday, " Collier's weekly
executive post on the recently created serial by Major Robert Carson, and plans
gton for the FCC frequency allo- Advisory Board at Universal, will co-or- to produce it in early Summer. No cast or
tion hearings.
dinate all writing activities. He begins his
We believe that the 12 channels
release set as yet. Ryan produced "Secret
" with Pat O'Brien for Columbia
Gwen O'Brien, story editor, Command
Monday.
duties
immediate
release.
posed by the FCC for
mmercial television plus those and Ruth Barrett, head of the scenario de•
•
partment, will continue to function in their
iiich may later be added will en- present capacities.
James S. Burand
ile several hundred stations to go
LINDSLEY PARSONS
•
•
kett. Monogram producers will leave
I the air after the war and give a
for Mexico City as soon as passports and
rge part of the public a regular DEPUBLIC has re-signed Frank McDonald transportation can be arranged, accompanied
and Leslie Selander to new contracts.
levision program service on at
by cameraman Wm. A. Sickner. Parsons will
ast one channel," Smith declared, McDonald's first assignment under the new secure exterior and background shots for
^any sections of the country will setup will be "Man From Oklahoma," starhis forthcoming musical comedy, "Casa
,ve the benefit of programs from
ring Roy Rogers. Selander's first job will be Manana," and Burkett for his next Sidney
veral stations.
"The Trail of Kid Carson" with Allan Lane.
Toler starring film, "Charlie Chan in Mexico

II

"The commission's action can
erefore be the basis for a large
st-war industry and provide emDyment and opportunities for a
eat many persons. We agree with
e commission that years will be
quired to develop television in the
perimental band from 480 to 920
jgacycles to a point of commeril usefulness. In our opinion, these
Bquencies, if and when developed,
II supplement the television ser;e which is now being established
the FCC in that part of the specam where the presently available
■ gineering
and
operating
experi• ces lies.

"There is, and there need be, no
. ndamental conflict between the im. jdiate post-war
television
service
d long-range
developments
any)re than there is now
a conflict
sof ar as the public is concerned
i tween AM
and FM broadcasting,
idoubtedly
receivers
will be deloped which will receive both ser;es just as joint AM and FM sound
leivers are now
available.
The
deral
Communications
Commis-

•

A MERICAN

•

naval officers, rescued by

"^ Rangers in the daring raid on the
Cabanatuan prison camp on Luzon, will be
seen in scenes of RKO Radio's "The Invisible Army." Similar shots of more than
a score of other American prisoners who
were released from Cabanatuan will also be

PRD
•" the Saturday Evening Post has asked
Raymond Chandler and Dwight Mitchell worried by this probability, however, since present inventories are
Wiley, Paramount writers, to do serials of
their current Paramount originals. Chandler adequate to stretch over a fairly

City.""The Blue Dahlia," a dramatic love long period without large-scale reis doing
story, wth a murder mystery angle, and
i
Iused in "The Invisible Army," one of the Wiley is writing "The Bride Wore Boots," plenishment.
highlights of which will be a re-enactment a romantic comedy drama.
of the sensational raid on the prison camp.
IIOWARD

ESTABROOK

has been signed

' ' by Republic to write the screenplay
of 'Dakota " which will be produced and
directed by Joe Kane.

Byrnes Holds Out Little
Hope for Curfew Relief

r>INAH SHORE will be the first enter'^ tainer in America to receive the Citizenship Medal award of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
action

(Continued from Page 3)

seems to me to be a very
small contribution to ask from the
•
•
pHIL KARLSTEIN, Monogram contract di- home front. Compliance is expected
•
•
■ rector, this week is filming an un- to be largely on a voluntary basis,
titled short subject for the OWI and the
MARCY
McGUIRE and Glenn Vernon
and we can hardly expect voluntary
draw two top roles in "Ding Dong WAC on Lend Lease. Produced by Mono- co-operation from the rest of the
gram, pic is joint effort with the R. R. C, country if exceptions are made for
i Williams," comedy musical scheduled by
which will share distribution expense.
RKO Radio to start early in April. Based on
•
e
the magazine series by Richard English, it ^^
Macready.
concerns a zany clarinetist and his girl /"COLUMBIA has given a termer to George
friend.

I
'
Sidney N. Strotz, vice-president in Navy Producing Iwo-Jima
[
of NBC's Western division,
!charge
concerning sites for tele studios in Invasion Color Special
• m's decisions regarding television jHollywood and San Francisco in adint the way to the fullest devel(Continued from Page 3)
dition to problem of manpower for
ment of the art both for the years tele operations. A studio could be was learned here yesterday. This
■ ead and the longer future."
erected on ground adjoining NBC's film is not being produced specificalHollywood studio but it is thought
ly for public showing outside the
oyal Discusses Coast Tele
other property will also be viewed services, but already it is considtudios for L. A. and S. F.
ered likely that WAC will be invited
during Royal's visit. The proposed
■(f Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood building would entail an to view it with the possibility of takHollywood — It is believed that the investment of $1,000,000 while a
ing it into the theaters. Actual proTrent Coast trip of John F. Royal, like outlay will be needed for the
duction isbeing handled by the Navy,
with Capt. Gene Markey reported to
3C vice-president
in charge
of proposed San Francisco studio.
evision, involves
discussions with
Royal stated that Washington may be overseeing the job.
get initial studio with Chicago and
Some of the best of the Iwo-Jima
Hollywood following simultaneously. footage to come in thus far, includHe disclosed that NBC will spend
ing the first of the footage to be
$1,000,000 this year in tele operat- shot on shore, came from the U. S.
ing costs.
Coast Guard, it was pointed out here
Royal declared manufacturers do yesterday. In a statement on this
* DECORATED *
^P. FELIX SWIPES, former employe of the not have any tele sets available and footage carried in The Film Daily
Shawnee Plymouth, Wilkes-Barre, Pa., a that the known market demand for yesterday, the Coast Guard cameramember of the Fifth Armored Division in
man responsible for several hundred
France, has been awarded the Bronze Star first year's supply of tele receivers
will exhaust the supply before sets feet of the first shore footage to
for killing 15 Germans in one engagement.
are off the assembly line. He indi- come in was unintentionally ignored.
cated NBC will soon issue a new rate He is Patrick McKnite, photograph*ARMY*
covering
tele programs.
'\RENCE WILSON, former RKO salesman for card
er's mate, first class, whose shore
San Antonio
and Southern
Texas.
shots were the only shore material
I \UNCEY STETSON, National Screen Service,
Chi.
Workers
to
Get
Boost
Detroit.
in the thousands of feet originally
MERT W. STEWART. National Screen SerChicago — Harry Blondenstein, brought in by the Navy. Additional
vice, Detroit.
business agent of local film employes, shore material from the Marine
says WLB has approved a 10 per Corps came in Wednesday and was
* NAVY *
terday.
I IRY MAYER, Warner Brothers booker, De- cent wage increase for members re- turned over to the newsreels yestroit.
troactive to December, 1943.

TO THE COLORS!

(Continued from Page 3)

shortage of construction manpower,
accounts for the tough WPB policy
on new theater construction, which
is now almost at a standstill insofar as approval for present applications is concerned.
The materials situation is also expected to affect production of booth
equipment — particularly in the third
quarter of this year. It is not likelytion—thatwhich
the schedule
thissame
produchas beenforthe
for
over a year — will be cut, but WPB
Theater Equipment Chief Allen G.
Smith anticipates that manufactu•
•
rers will be forced by short materials supply to operate well behind
BRANDT, senior associate editor of the authorized schedules. He is not

certain areas."

Navy "Drafts" Briskin
For Film Assignment
(Continued from Page 3)
tion. His assignment marks another
step by Navy Photographic Services,
headed by Capt. Gene Markey, USNR,
to effect a co-ordinated, well-rounded
operation of Navy photographic activities, attuned to current war needs.

STORK REPORTS
Tom Walsh, general manager of
Comerford's upstate New York theaters, has a new baby boy, his third
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A second son was born
Wednesday to Keenan Wynn, stage
and screen actor, and Mrs. Wynn,
the former Eve Abbott of the New
York stage. This makes the second
grandson for comedian Ed Wynn.
The infant has been named Tracy
Keenan Wynn after Spencer Tracy
and Frank Keenan, veteran actor.
Philadelphia — Herb Gordon, manager of the Forum theater here, and
Mrs. Gordon have become the parents of a baby girl. Donna.
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Times Square Red Cross Demonstration March 1^
7W<

Class of Nurses Aides to
Graduate as Colorful Feature of Broadway Program
(Continued from Page 3)
the industry, as in all previous drives,
has marshalled its foi'ces in planning an overall campaign which calls
upon the co-operation of exhibitors,
distributors, theater managers, salesmen, sales managers, exchange managers, publicists, industry leaders
and every employe working in the
home office, exchange, theater and
studio fi-om Coast to Coast.
Times Square Ceremonies
In the New York Metropolitan
area, special kick-off ceremonies will
take place on the opening day of
the theaters' collective drive.
Times Square's "Statue of Liberty" with the huge three dimensional Red Cross standing in front
of it will be the scene of a dramatic
parade and Red Cross demonstration,
when a class of nurses' aides will be
graduated with the traditional capping and candlelight services. Leading figures from all branches of the
Military, the Red Cross, and the industry, will be present as well as
nurses recently returned from battle fronts. Color will be added to
the event by the participation of
groups of children dressed in the
costumes of the United Nations. The
■same day will see similar ceremonies taking place in each of the boroughs and Westchester.
Collections naturally will be the
prize objective of the campaign and
already home office, exchange and
theater employes have pledged contributions to the Red Cross. To
start theater collections from patrons off effectively, as many houses
as possible will conduct special activities the opening night of the
drive. Broadway show palaces and
neighborhood houses which feature
vaudeville will include stage tableaux or presentations in tribute to
the Red Cross.
Broadway
Co-op Sought
In the Broadway area, where all
theaters will feature special Red
Cross decorations, theatermen are attempting to engage the co-operation
of the Broadway Association so that
Broadway will be amply covered with
Red Cross banners, posters and collection facilities.
Similar Red Cross activities are
being planned by exhibs. all over the
country and no town or village that
boasts a theater, no matter how
small, is being overlooked. Last
year, the Royal Theater in Northome, Minn., with a population of
258 collected $125 for the Red Cross,
while the New Theater in Faukton,
which has a population of 747 persons collected $1,101, more than
one dollar per person.
To date over 13,000 of the nation's
theaters have pledged their aid to
the drive and pledges are still being
received with the indication that this

^^Wotnan in Windotv" and '^^Lady Vanishes''
Miami — The blonde cashier at the local Capitol Thfeater stepped out of the
box-office for a moment and did not return. Neither did the cash box containing more than $700. — the day's receipts. Loren Stiles, assistant manager,
who had relieved the gold-tressed damsel, discovered the loss immediately, but
the cashier had vanished. She had been with Wometco for only a few days
and had used a stolen social security card plus a false name to obtain the
position.

Pensacola Seating
Ordinance Repealed
Pensacola, Fla. — The City Council
in special session repealed an ordinance passed in January regulating
the seating arrangements in local
small theaters. This was an emergency measure and would have permitted more seats to be installed in
the rebuilt Florida theater, which
was damaged by fire several months
ago. Under the old code aisles with
seats on each side were required to
be at least 42 inches in width at the
stage and expand 1% inches for
every five feet back to the foyer.
The January ordinance allowed aisles
to be not less than 44 inches from
front to rear and no aisle over 85
feet in length. The action was rescinded to allow time for competent
engineers to make a survey of the
situation.
drive will set a record in the number
of theaters
year's
Red
Cross participating.
Drive was so Last
conducted
by 13,434 theaters. To date, 13,071
houses are pledged, according to this
report released yesterday.
Exoliange ."Vrea
or State
••Albany
Atlanta
Boston
•'■Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago'
Cincinnati

Theaters in
Territory
, . . . 800
978
682
292
556
710
544

Cleveland
. '.
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Anreles
Memphis
........
Milwaukee
Minnea.polis
......
New Haven
No. New
Jersey .
New
Orleans
New York
Oklahoma
City . .
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittshurg-h
Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City . .
" * San Francisco
....
Seattle
Washington
* "Rhode Island
Kentucky
Virginia
Maryland
* "Delaware
TOTAL

.
.

.

.

480
1,030
.318
381
582
360
540
619
4.34
355
826
185
262
531
728
434
356
629
606
219
550
378
500
281
63
66
254
307
222
33

......16,480

Pledsert
to Date
200
526
485
293
402
695
.371
450
780
139
320
357
260
424
421
430
343
710
181
247
408
724
348
296
623
601
201
464
178
500
135
60
56
118*
140
154
33
13,071

• Last week's figure, new one not yet received.
""Pledged 100 per cent.

Wallace Confirmed;!
Trade Benefits Seei
(Continued from Page 3)

spoken at length with producer
the educational value of pix,
their potential benefit in condit
ing the world for peace and inte
tional amity.
Gulf Theaters Upheld
His appointment to the Comm
post is expected to mean the m:
By Fla. Supreme Court
tenance of the pix work now dom
that department, with possible
Tampa, Fla. — The State Supreme largement of the office headed
Court has upheld Circuit Judge Sand- Nathan D. Golden, department
ler's dismissal of a suit in which cer- specialist.
tain landowners sought to enjoin
DeVry's New Chief Engineei
Gulf Theaters, Inc. from using a
Chicago — DeVry Corp. has na
15-foot-wide strip along Old Neb- Ira Fleming chief field engineer,
raska Avenue, abandoned last Spring will co-operate with the Govemn
agencies for booth equipment
by the County. Gulf Theaters asked
vice
and panoramic gunnery trn
that the strip be vacated so it could ers used
by the armed forces,
hi
build a modern theater on its prop- new service is being expanded tc n
erty abutting the strip.
elude an export division.
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Showmanship Keys Campaign Book f or RC Drive
tactical Manual for Exibitors Covers Every
Lngle Required for Week

A. practical manual of ideas, inTmation and inspiration, the Red
ross Press Book issued to the nam's 17,000 theaters for the Indusy's Red Cross War Fund Week,
arch 15-21, covers every angle of
owmanship.
From the moment the press book
removed from its envelope, it bens a useful career, for •wrapped
ound the folded book is a die-cut
rdboard jacket which folds up into
attractive Red Cross collection
inainer when the book is withawn. A dramatic three-color cover,
lling exhibs. that this is their "bigst job this year," leads into a
ge of messages by industry leaders
the drive, N. Peter Rathvon, nainal chairman, and S. H. Fabian,
airman of WAC's Theaters Divim, and Basil O'Connor, chairman,
e American National Red Cross,
■ d Colby M. Chester, national chair-

'an, 1945 Red Cross War Fund.
Military Leaders' Tributes
A page of praise for the Red Cross
the Nation's military and naval
iders, with portraits and quotes,
d a second page of pictures illusiting the work of the organization
;iy be taken directly out of the book
1 d utilized as part of the theater's
I'd Cross lobby display.
jContinuing its coverage of Red
OSS selling angles, the book deils ways to get the money rolling
with suggestions for activities
fore collections and during colleens. It notes the availability of a
:iking Red Cross trailer starring
grid Bergman which may be sered free from National Screen Ser:e and then describes, illustrates
d pictures on four full pages a
ialth of exploitation ideas for spell events and displays.
Still another practical enclosure
be found in the book is a sheet of
lorful Red Cross stickers which
ly be pasted on collection coniners.
The press-book then highlights two
ges of advertising material and
eater decorations including the
le National Screen mat of Red
oss ad slugs, the four display
sters contained in the special Red
oss kit, and the burgee steamers,
lances and ushers' badges which
io may be obtained from National
reen.
For newspapers and radio, public] stories, spot announcements and
itorials are provided, and before
i last page is turned, theater men
'1 find a complete list of national
nmittee members, exchange area
aibitor and publicity chairmen,
i district members of the distribu•s division. Also as a final
ncher there is a check list of lastInute reminders which summarizes

Leaders

K. PETER RATHVON
National Chairman

Who Direct War Fund

MAJ. L. E. THOMPSON
Executive Co-ordinator

Week Drive

LEON J. BAMBERGER S. BARRET MeCORMICK
Campaign Director
Publicity Director

HARRY MANDEL
Publicity Director

the total work necessary to "Make
the '45 Red Cross Drive the Best."
Will Award
Citations
The back page is devoted to a
"Citation"
of a striking
reproduction
which
the National
Committee
plans
to award at the conclusion of the
drive to every exhibitor who has
given his full co-operation to the
Motion Picture Industry 1945 Red
Cross War Fund Week.
The press book, 16 pages, size
12 in. x 18 in., was prepared under
the supervision of Arthur M. Brilant, national publicity co-ordinator,
with the assistance of the art and
WILLIAM C.MICHEL
JOHN J. O'CONNOR
HERMAN ROBBINS
H.M. RICHEY
Corporate Gifts Home Office Collections
Trailers- Accessories
publicity departments of RKO Radio Meeting Arrangements
and RKO Theaters. The four posters which are issued in a special
kit to every exhibitor in the country were chosen in an industry-wide
competition in which more than 30 Reminders for Exhibs. Setting R. C. Plans
sketches were submitted. The winRed Cross Chapter?
With less than two weeks remainning artists were Granger Richardson, Walter Hood, Rico Tomaso, and
9— Areandyoudo holding
ing before the start of the industry's
you have aa childrens'
container
Jack Myers and Fred Small.
Red Cross War Fund Week cam- matinee
at the box-office?
paign, S. Barret McCormick and
10 — Are you living up to your
HaiTy Mandel, National Publicity
Temple, Philadelphia,
Directors for the drive, adddress the pledge and has your staff contributed
100 per cent ?
Asks Clearance Relief
following check-list of reminders to
11 — Have you any school tie-ups,
all theatermen participating in the
such as poster contests?
campaign,
with
the
suggestion
that
Affiliated Theater Circuit, Inc., op12 — Have you shown the Red Cross
their area public relaerating the Temple Theater, Phila- thy contact
tions directors for additional help short and are you doing everything
delphia, has filed a clearance comin your power to make this Red
plaint naming RKO and Warner or information:
Cross drive
the best ever . held in your
?
Bros, as defendants. Complainant
1. — Have you arranged for theater theater
charges that half the product of the decorations, valances, banners, flags,
Paratroops Free Heesch,
two companies is played by the Tem- burgees, etc.?
2 — Did you get your gratis Red Eastman Manila Exec.
ple with no clearance granted to the
Century Theater. A seven-day Cross Kit with a 40x60, 30x40 and
clearance in favor of the Century midget cards?
Rochester — Henry Heesch, Roches3 — Are you all set for collections
is granted on the other half of the
ter man who had been general manproduct. It is charged that the Tem- including your volunteer workers, a
ple is delayed in playing pictures on trained staff. Red Cross slide and
ager of the Eastman Kodak in Mawhich there is a clearance to the special events ?
nila, was among the civilian internees rescued by U. S. paratroopers
4— Are you using the ad. slugs?
Century because the latter house is
5 — Did you receive the Red Cross from the Japanese prison camp at
slow in booking. It is contended
that neither house should have clear- trailer and did you arrange for an Los Banos, in the Philippines.
ance over the other and that it should opening day parade?
6 — Are your war heroes lined up Nazi Footage in WAC Pic
be abolished.
to make appeals and did you get an
Footage captured last December
official proclamation from the Mayor, from a German Army cameraman
Peterboro's Gem Bums
Borough president or the Governor? and intended to arouse home front
Petersboro, N. H. — Warren Nich7 — Have you secured radio co- enthusiasm over Von Runstedt's ofoperation and will your newspaper
fensive, instead will be released Mar.
ols' Gem theater was destroyed by
fire, with damage estimated at |13,- run a special editorial?
15 in an OWI-WAC short "The
000.
8 — Have you contacted your local

12'Point Drive Clieck List

Enemy Strikes."

1

ARTHUR M. BRILANT
Publicity Co-ordinator
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Leo Planning to Make Cartoon Sequel
For
Popular
''Red
Hot Riding
Hood"
NEW YORK—
Exhibitors who
booked and
i|iii[jiPi>i'!ii I III "Red" and the
rebooked Metro's most popular cartoon t^
date, "Red Hot Riding Hood," will be gl£
to learn that a sequel is soon to be releasee
The original had the greatest number of
bookings of any M-G-M short subject in
its 18-year history — over 15,000. It is expected that it will garner 3,000 more bookings
before its popularity wanes.
In addition to setting a new record for
bookings, this cartoon, produced under the
direction of Fred Quimby and released in
May 1943, created a new cartoon character
"Red."
Since the release of "Red Hot Riding Hood"
the M-G-M studios have been swamped
with requests.

wol
will be iiTMetro's forthcoming Technicolor
cartoon,
Shootingwill ofbe Dan
in which "The
the former
seen McGoo,'
asVstage

voice recites the famous Robert W. Service
poem, a travesty in which "Red" figures is
enacted.
The voice of Imogene Lynn, featured soloist with Artie Shaw's new orchestra is heard
singing "Put Your Arms Around Me Honey."
The studio plans to present "Red" in
modernized versions of story book characters. In "Swingshift Cindy" she will be a
modern Cinderella, who is a rug-cutter, while
in "Uncle Tom's Cabana" she will play
Little Eva, a swingster from the bayous.

|^#<*^!#?P*«a;|j9,,,5!»«^ft#!>.a^^

"Get ready
boys for
THE SHOOTING

OF DAN M^GOO!

M-G-M's "THE SHOOTING OF DAN McGOO,"
the Technicolor sequel to "Red Hot Riding Hood"
started off Washington's Birthday with 18 terHot!
Red /laau
rific test bookings! Get it now while
•A "a it's21J0A
JO 01 J %siz

"^s q^t^

•q.sia uoii;onpoj(j

'm 8S

•<£ •w

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

DISTRIB& TO 'STANDPAT' ON DECREE MOVES
New Checking Service Starts Operating April 2
Confidential Reports To
iave Branches in 31 Key
Cities; O'Connor Prexy

SMPE ASKS TELE CLARIFICATION

INo Further Concessions
Hear\[Expected
ings Beforeat Judge
Goddard
Today's

Specific Frequencies in the 480-920 Band for Theater Tele
Requested; Larsen Critical of CBS Viewpoint

Confidential Reports, Inc., new
checking service formed by five
najor companies, will start opera- IVashiuaton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY megacycles, and the commission pro;ions on April 2, it was announced
Washington — The FCC was asked
posed it authorize experimental inFriday at an industry press luncheon Friday by Paul Larsen, representtra-city multiple addi'ess
stations
it the Hotel Astor. The service was
ing SMPE, to clarify its proposals between 480 and 920 megacycles —
)rganized by Paramount, Universal, for post-war frequency use by the- ; the region
reserved
for wide-band
United Artists, RKO Radio and Coater television, since only temporary ; color tele broadcasting.
These auumbia.
i
thorizations
would
be
good only so
channels are proposed for intra-city
Organized on a non-profit basis, multiple address in the commission long as the new home
tele service
;he physical operation of the service
of January. Relay is au- does not need the frequencies, after
ivill be under the direction of Jack proposals thorized
in six bands
above
1900
(Continued on Page 12)
I
(Continued on Page 6)

7fli Loan Drive Runs

Distribs. May File
ssentiality Brief

WPB Advisory Com.
To Meet March 16

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Only inclusion on the
Washington — Next meeting of the WMC essential list can spare theproducers and Distributors Industry aters and exchanges from the con.\dvisory Committee has been set stant surveys now being conducted
by WPB for March 16, it was learn- by WMC, which are being followed
often bv orders to
ed here Friday. Stanley Adams more and more
(Continued on Page 11)
and Lincoln V. Burrows of WPB will
(Continued on Page 10)
Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Rights To Joe E. Brown
Pix Grabbed By Trinity

Theater Not Liable for
'Third Person' Accidents
New Orleans — The Louisiana Court
of Appeals has affirmed a lower court
decision which, in effect, ruled that
(Continued on Page 10)

Idaho Admission Tax
Aimed at Theaters

CROSS

Washington

Bureau

Washington

of

—

THE

FILM

Secretary

decree today when their counsel appears before Fedei'al Judge Henry
W. Goddard to determine the next
step in the Government's anti-trust
action, it was indicated at the weekend. Despite the fact that the Department of Justice was said to be
hopeful that there would be concessions by the distributors, there appears to be no hint that the film
(Continued on Page 7)

DAILY

of

the

Treasury Henry Morgenthau an' nounced over the week-end the types
! of securities to be sold in the Seventh
^ War Loan Drive and the period durwill
campaign
which the intensive
i^g conducted
be
to sell these
securities
to investors.
The
goal for the Seventh
War
I Continued on Page 7)

Talk
Over
Resuhsof "Action"
of Lab. Huddles
j
j Unless contract negotiations between the Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians
Union,
Local
702,
lATSE, and the Eastern processors
(Continued on Page 10)

U. S. Dubbing for Indian Theaters Forecast
48-Hour Work Week for
Minors Proposed in Ohio

A prediction that the end of the
war would see the creation of vast
new markets for United States screen
merchandise in India and China was
Columbus, O. — Proposal to modify made on Friday by Charles Newthe present law regulating the em- bery, Indian managing director for
ployment of women and minors by 20th-Fox and supervisor for the comsetting an eight-hour day and a 48pany in Free China, just arrived in
hour week has been introduced in this country.
the Ohio Legislature by Rep. Mary
Asserting at a trade press confer(Continued on Page 7)
(Contlnued on Page 11 )

CAiV'T DO THE

the
will
recthe

From May 14-June 30 $2,368,565 Warners
Net for Nov. Quarter

MndiBr China Seen Big Maris

B:ise, Idaho — A bill which would
levy a state tax of V2 cent per dime
on admission prices to any theater,
event or place of entertainment has
been introduced in the Idaho legislature. Excepted would be religious, charitable, educational and military affairs. Authors of the bill
predicted passage would increase theater ticket costs very little and said
revenue could finance increases in
old age pensions. They said the
measure is aimed chiefly at theaters.

THE RED

Jack Rieger has acquired for Trinity Pictures Co. the world-wide distribution rights to the features
in
which Joe E. Brown starred under
the production aegis of David Loew,
it was learned on Friday.
Representing
Rieger
and Trinity
(Continued on Page 7)

j The distributor signatories to
i New York consent decree
"stand pat" on their previous
ommendations for changes in

JOR UIVLESS YOV

HELP

PROVIDE

THE

A net profit of $2,368,565 for the
quarter ended Nov. 25, 1944, was
reported on Friday by Warner Bros.
Pictures and subsidiary companies.
This compares with $1,981,730 for
(Continued on Page 10)

IMetro to Dub All Top Pix
In Spanish for Latin Mart
San Juan, P. R. (By Cable)— All
top Metro pix will be dubbed into
Spanish for export to Puerto Rico
(Continued on Page 7)

Trend to Singles in
Colutnhus First-Runs
Columbus, 0. — Trend toward
single features has been pronounced
since the first of the year in all
local first-runs but that trend has
not yet made itself felt in neighborhood situations. Four out of five
attractions since Jan. 1 have been
played solo at the Ohio, with many of
these single features moving for second and third weeks to the Broad.
The Palace has played fewer single
felt.
features but the trend is making itself
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Paramount's "Going- My Way" received over Station WNYC on Friday night the award of New York's
94 foreign language newspapers for
the best film of 1944, and the industry's WAC a merit certificate for
providing 16 mm. film entertainment
gratis to the nation's armed forces
overseas.
The runner-up slot for the best '44
feature was shared by M-G-M's
"Dragon Seed" and 20th-Fox's "Song
of Bernadette." Fredric March and
Greer Garson were named the best
male and female star, respectively,

Anti-Games Bills
In Ohio Legislature
Columbus, 0. — Bingo and similar
games of chance would be prohibited
under bills introduced in the Ohio
Senate.

Measure

offered

by Sen.

IV. Y. TSniATERSI
The Greatest Lode of Thrills in Townll

Second Week

H

Carl Sheppard, Akron, would make
gambling a common felony, with a

starring

Richard
ArlenNZA"
BIG BONA
THE
Robert Livingston

penalty

of one
toAnotherfive
imprisonment.
bill years'
introduced
by Sen. Carl Shurtz, Newcomerstown,

Jane with
Frazee

would

prohibit games of chance entirely, with a fine of $50 to $500
and jail terms of 10 days to six
months.

George

"Gabby"

Hayes

A Republic
Picture
First
N. Y. Showing

REPUBLIC

UA to Continue Exploit
Plan of SYWA in S. A.

B'way

Success in the exploitation of Dathe actor for his performance in "Advid 0. Selznick's "Since You Went
ventures of Mark Twain" and the actress for her work in "Madame Cu- Away" in Latin-American countries
rie." Barry Fitzgerald was selected through a three-man team sent from
as the best supporting player of the New York will result in the continuRepresentatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
ance of the plan on other pictures
—Ralph Wilk. 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
of importance.
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. span.
Walter
T.
Brown,
WAC's
assisAl Katz and Len Daly, who have
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
tant co-ordinator, acknowledging the
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO. 45, 111., Joseph
returned from a four-month stay
certificate
of
merit
presented
by
AnEsler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave.. Phone Briardrew Valuchek, secretary of the For- below the border, reported Friday
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredthat the injection of American proman, The Film Renter. 127-133 Wardour
Press
Critics'
motional methods has caused records
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco, Circle,eign
saidLanguage
that the
giftFilm
film project,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
to
be
broken
in a majority of the
under
which
24,867
prints
of
feature
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico. D. F. SAN JUAN length features went to our fighting engagements. Katz, who stayed in
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Car- men, has cost filmland more than Mexico City, said that the premiere
michael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
of SYWA was a great event in the
$43,000,000.
William Edlin, editor of the Jew- Republic, the picture receiving three
ish newspaper. The Day, presented awards. Press co-operation was exthe award to Paramount, and Arthur
cellent, he said, although the newspapers will not go for too much ballyIsrael, Jr., executive assistant to
hoo. The press book in Spanis^h, preBarney Balaban, stated in his ac(March
2)
by Daly, was an innovation in
ceptance speech that "Going My that it pared
was comparable with the press
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Way" has proved one of the biggest books used here.
Net history.
Chg. money-making films in Paramount's
High
Low
Close
Daly covered Buenos Aires, PanAm.
Seat
ama, Chile and Peru where new house
Speaking for the American For- records were established.
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 24
Columbia
Picts. pfd
233/4
24" —V*
eign Language Press, Sigmund GottCon. Fm. Ind
5%
534 S'/s +
V* lober, its director, declared that
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 317/8
SO'/a 313/8% "American ideas, through the med- Columbia
International
East. Kodak
179
1781/4 1781/4 +
1/4
ium of the silver screen, have paved
do pfd
I88V2 1871/2 188
Official
Slate
Revealed
Gen. Prec. Eq
283/4
28I/4 28I/2 —
Vs the way for a brotherhood of man
Loew's,
Inc
80
793/8 797/8—
Vs the world over, a powerful promise
Officers of Columbia International
Paramount
311/8
303/8 31
+
1/4 which the statesmen of the world
RKO
93/8
91/4
91/4
Corp., incorporated July 1 last, with
RKO $6 pfd
977/8
973/8 973/4 +
1/2
will see fulfilled."
of capital siock, were an20th Century-Fox
287/8
28I/2 28% —
Newbold Morris, president of the 100 sharesnounced
Friday. They are: Joseph
20th Century-Fox pfd
36
357/8 357/8 —
Warner Bros
I47/3
143/4 143/4 —
1/g City Council, and Maj. Orton Hicks, A. McConville, president; Louis J.
of
the
U.
S.
Army
Signal
Corps,
paid
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
tribute to both the foreign language Barbano, vice-president; Jack Segal,
Monogram
Picts. . ..
33/8 iV^ 3%
....
David Fogelson, secreRadio-Keith CVS
13^ IS/g 1 34 +
14 try.
press and the motion picture indus- treasurer;
tary; Bernard E. Zeeman, assistant
Sonotone Corp
3%
31/2 3% ^\ /^6
treasurer, and Bernard Birnbaum,
Technicolor
227/8 2234
223^
controller. The board of directors
Trans-Lux
SVs 5
5
—
Vs
Universal
Picts
247/8 241/2 245/8 —
Vs
consists of Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn,
M-G-M International's
Joseph A. McConville, A. Schneider
Officers Announced
and Louis Barbano.
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Officers of the recently formed MG-M International Films, Inc., were
announced at the week-end. They
are Arthur M. Loew, president; Leopold Friedman, secretary-treasurer;
Irwin Margulies, assistant secretary
and counsel; Charles K. Stem, assistant secretary, and J. Van Straten,
assistant treasurer and controller.
The board of directors is composed
of Arthur M. Loew, Joseph R. Vogel
and Leopold Friedman.
Headquarters of the company are
at 723 Seventh Ave. and it is the
purpose of the Loew subsidiary to
dub and produce pictures in Spanish.

The new staff
Columbia
distribution
follows:subsidiary's
Joseph A.
McConville, president and general
manager; Jack Segal, treasurer and
assistant general manager; Bernard
E. Zeeman, assistant treasurer and
manager of branch operations; David
O'Malley, director of advertising and
publicity, and Joseph Levy, manager
of traffic department.
Four New
West

Coast

of

THE

WALT

FILM

DISNEY'S

'The THREE
CABALLEROS'
in TECHNICOLOR
Released

by RKO Radio Pictures
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Paramount presents
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•
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International
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Hollywood — Four new pictures
start this week making a total of
41 shooting.
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DEPENDING ON YOUl
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY -1945 -RED CROSS WAR FUND WEE^MARCH 15 m

HflBBBRBIB

Our industry, too,
on its chest . . . Bond
. . . United Nations .
missions on the home

has campaign ribbons it can proudly wear
Drives . . . War Funds . . . March of Dimes
. , Red Cross . . . yes, dozens of important
front — and more to come before this show

is over. But we can look any G.I. Joe in the eye and say "we didnH
let
down!" . . . and we'll be in there pitching 'til it's over,
overyou
there!
That's show business . . . the business we're all proud of . . . the
business that organized itself for national defense before the first
shot was fired . . . the business that knows how to do things and
how to get things done.
Yes, it's our job to pass the ammunition! To get the dollars
that help fight battles . . . to get the dollars that help bandage
the wounds of war!
We all know that t^ true measure of showmanship is at the
box office. We love records like we love the sound of laughter
an(f applause in our theatres. We love record grosses ! . . . and
that goes for bond sales, collections ... or anything else we're
asked to do for our country^
We are now called upon to bring, into the RED CROSS WAR
FUND BOX OFFICE, more money in a single week than ever
before. It's going to test our showmanship . . . our ability to think
of new ways to make the public dig deep and come across when
we put up the house lights and pass the helmet.
The Red Cross needs your help . . . just as the boys in the
foxholes and the whole suffering world need the Red Cross!

* "a« u " ^^E^' "^ 'wij^ =f*

"The Red Cross is great because it reflects and is
sustained by an idea that is lodged in the emotions and consciousness of all the people. That
idea is the dignity of man, and the responsibility
of all society toward its individual members."

"It is gratifying to learn that the Theatre Division, War Activities of the Motion Picture Industry, again plans to organize collections in the nation's motion picture theatres from March 15th
through March 21st, 1945, for the benefit of the
Red Cross War Fund.
"I am confident that the enthusiastic co-operation of the nation's exhibitors v^ill materially help
their local communities in attaining or exceeding

CHAIRMAN,

THE AMERICAN

NATIONAL

RED CROSS

their chapter goals."

NATIONAL CHAIRMAN,

194S RED CROSS WAR FUND

-.js

YOUR

TRAILER

is a terrific heart punch.
It stars
INGRID BERGMAN
and was directed by
Jacques Tourneur.
You get it free.
Run it at every
performance.

AT EVERY SHOW

ii^

'This is the eve of battle. For months your national and local committees have labored with
the vast detail of organization and preparation
for this drive. March 1 5th is D-Day and H-Hour
for us. We have a great task to perform. As in
every battle, success will depend on the initiative
and fighting qualities of every man and woman
in our industry. The RED CROSS is depending on YOU ... I know you will not fail the
RED CROSS."

This advertisement

contributed

Metrd-Goldwyn-Mayer

• Monograin

Pictures • Republic Pictures • RKO
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN,

MOTION

PICTURE INDUSTRY

1945 RED CROSS WAR

FUND WEEK

by Columbia

Pictures

Pictures • Paramount
Radio Pictures • 20th

Century-Fox • United Artists • Universal Pictures • Warner Bros.
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New Checking Service
Will StarrAprii 2
(Continued from Page 1)
H. Levin, vice-president and general
manager, who resigned his post recently as managing director of the
Copyright Protective Bureau. John J.
O'Connor, Universal vice-president,
is president of Confidential Reports;
Harold L. Groves is field director:
Jules Willing, director of personnel,
and Harold Saxe, comptroller.
Leases have been signed for practically all of the 31 branch offices
to be located in key distribution
cities. Branch managers and supervisors have been appointed and plans
are under way to set up five district
offices, each under the direction of
a district manager. It is the intention of the organization, it was explained, to bring in personnel who
have never been associated with the
motion picture business or vrith any
other checking service.
More than 5,000 men will be needed throughout the country by the
organization which has set aside an
initial budget of $500,000 for control and service.
Levin said it was the aim of Confidential Reports to render, confidentially, checking reports so as to
provide the distributor and exhibitor
alike with a sound and objective basis for the conduct of their business
with each other, adding that "we
anticipate the good will of the entire industry in achieving this purpose." He stressed the fact that
there would be no exchange of information among the member-companies and that any employe who exchanged such information would be
dismissed immediately. Levin said
that it was his plan to discuss the
new service personally with the leaders of each exhibitor organization
so that they could be acquainted
thoroughly with its operations.
Headquarters will be at 1270 Sixth
Ave., New York City.
GWTW Finally in Panama
Panama (By Air Mail)— GWTW is
finally on its first-run in Panama,
playing Colon's Rex at admissions
of 25 and 50 cents with three afternoon and evening performances at
4-hour intervals.

Watch
U. A. releases
bearing

G.CF.
Presents

COminC and Goinc
A, MONTAGUE

and wife were

in Chici

3t the week-end on the way to Columbia's H
/wood studios.
SIR ALEXANDER KORDA has left for Londi
JEN COETZ, now on the Ccast, is due in abi
J month and will then join Korda abroad.

Monday
•

Morniny Roundup

•

•
THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Don Darcy, actor and staff manager, has been added to the production staff of the NBC
television
department. . . • Sidney Swirsky, former United Artists salesman in
New Haven,
who has recently transferred to the Syracuse
territory,
has resigned. . . • Harry Crawford,
manager of F & M's Missotiri
Theater, has reconsidered
and dropped
out of the race for the Republican nomination for Alderman of St. Louis' 25th Ward. . . • For
participating in 35 aerial missions, totalling 348 combat
hours, Mai.
John D. Craig, producer and director of adventure films, now commanding officer of a Ninth Air Force Combat camera unit, has won the Air
Medal with four Oak Leaf Clusters, the DEC and the British Order of
the Winged Boot ...... The latter was awarded him in connection with
a crash landing in Malta. . . • Sam E. Morris, transferring his activities from the Warner home office to the Coast, departs today for
Los Angeles
He'll establish permanent residence there. . . • Sgt.
Domenic Somma, formerly at the New Haven branch of 20th-Fox, has
been assigned as an instructor at Camp Gordon, Ga. after two years
in the Pacific. . . • Lt. Com. Larry Cowen, USNR, who recently returned from a four-year tour of duty with the Navy, has been appointed
ptiblicity director for Fabian Theaters in the Albany area. . . • Sgt.
Alfred Bach, formerly manager of The Ritz, at Athens, Alabama, is now
on duty as a map room sergeant for a Y-Forc© field artillery center in
Yunnan Province, China
Y-Force is the American Military mission
whose specialist aided the Chinese in the battle to re-open the Burma
Road

T

T

▼

• • • FILMS AID CIGARET SHORTAGE: 7mc Freedman,
Broadway press agent, seen coming out of a 42nd St. movie house
featuring Westerns, was questioned on his taste for this type of film
"To tell you the truth," he whispered, "the only reason I caught
this sliow is try and learn how to roll my own"
T
T
T
• • • HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Eva LeGallienne is
due here to take a screen test with Joseph Schildkraut at Republic. . .
• RKO Radio will feature the comedy team of Wally Brown and Alan
Carney in "Mastermind," Robert Kent's comedy murder story with a
radio station background. . . • Warners has assigned Raoul Walsh
to direct the Errol Flynn starrer, "The Adventures
of Don luan.". .
• Universal has cast Lois Collier in "Serenade for Murder" which William Beaudine will direct. . . • Columbia has acquired the Erna
Lazarus' story, "Betty Co-Ed," for a musical. . . • Warners has named
Alex Gottlieb to produce "Dancing With Tears," musical. . . • Script
for RKO's version of "Growing Pains," the Aurenia Rouverol play will
be written by Richard Landau. . . • RKO has lifted the option of J.
Robert Bren, author-producer
His next assignment
is to produce
"Galveston," climax of which will be the famous flood

▼
UNIQUE

TV
LUNCHEON

• • • MOST
to be held in connection
with the Red Cross meetings was the one held in Charlotte and which
was the creation of Metro's H. M. Richey
When the diners sat
down, the toastmaster held up a large steak and told the gathering
that the meat luas not for them but for an Army captain who had fust
returned from the South Pacific
The diners then were served two
cans of Army C rations, composed of a hash, five biscuits, four pieces
of candy and three lumps of sugar
The captain was given the
steak
while the diners got a taste of what the soldiers in the field
have been eating
Stunt was said to have been terrifically effective.

T

•

•

•

WFRE

AVENGING

▼

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

GEORGE L. BAGNALL, United Artists vi.
president, is expected to arrive here from I
Coast today for a two-weeks visit.
JULES SERKOVITZ, Columbia publicity man
Chicago, has gone to St. Louis on "Tonight s
Every Night" premiere campaign.
HAROLD
ZELTNER,
M-G-M
salesman
Buffalo,
has returned
to his upstate job af|
being married here last week.
iANA

TURNER

will leave for Washing!

in a day or so to attend the opening of "K«
Your Powder Ory" at the Capitol there.
lARAINE DAY arrived from the Coast over i
week-end, after making stopovers en route.
JAMES DUNN left New
end for Pittsburgh.

York over the we(

M/SGT. WILLIAM M. LEVY, films advisor
the director of PWB Allied Force Headquart(
Italy, and formerly with the UA foreign sa
force, arrived here on a 30-day furlough
WILLIAM PRASS, Denver; AUSTIN McCOUG
Des Moines; ERNEST VAN PELT, Salt Lake Cii
and PRICE A. SHOEMAKER, JR., Chicago,
M-G-M field promotion men, left over the wee
end for their respective territories. Today (
following arrive to s|*end a week at the Jior'
office; FLOYD FITZSIMONS, Albany; ED GAl
NER, Philadelphia; JACK GILLMORE, Buffa;
BURT McKENZIE, Boston; and WARREN SLl
Chicago.

CHARLES
E. KESSNICH,
Southern M-G-M
fi'
trict
manager,
with headquarters
in Atlarij
leaves for Boca Raton and a vacation today,
SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M district manager w
headquarters
in Chicago,
left Friday after
days in town for home office conferences.
MAURICE
N. WOLFF,
New
England
distr!
manager for M-G-M
with headquarters in B<
ton, has returned to the Beantown after sevefc
days
conferences
E. K.the (TED)
Easternof sales
manager,withbefore
latter O'SH'
left
a Boca
Raton vacation.
HARRY LINK of Leo Feist, Inc., M-C-M mu
subsidiary,
returns this week from Miami vac
tion.
GERALDINE FITZGERALD
York the middle of March.

Is due

in N

CUS SCHAEFER, RKO district manager, in NJ
Haven from Boston for a few days.

JOHN M. WHITAKER, assistant to Rl
President N. Peter Rathvon, is on a business \\
to the Coast. He is expected back about i
middle of March.
SI
NORMAN H. MORAY, Warner Bros. sh<
subjects general sales manager, is due to arri
here from the Coast today.
E. C.
GRAINGER,
president
of
the Sfi
Circuit, will leave Saturday for a vacation
Boca Raton, Fla.
JACK SHEA, booker and buyer for the Sh
Circuit, will return here today from Boston.
JACK
SHEEHAN,
assistant
to the executi
vice-president
of Walt
Disney
Productions,
at the Waldorf-Astoria
from
California.

nn BlRTUDiY
GREETINGS TO.
March 5
Houston

Branch

Jules
D. A.Furthman
Doran
Renea Carroll

Samuel Zierfer
Bernard R. Goodman
Ben Wirth
Virginia
Christine

fonday, March 5, 1945
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Ih Loan Drive Runs
rom Mav14-June 30
(Continued from Page 1 )
,an has been set at $14,000,000,0, of which $7,000,000,000 is to
me from sales to individuals and
,000,000,000 from other non-bank
vestors.
, Again the major emphasis through't the drive will be placed on the
ota for individuals, which is the
ghest established in any of the War
)an Drives. Of that quota $4,000,0,000 has been established as the
lal for Series "E" War Savings
)nds, which is also the highest
;ota established in any drive for
at security.
The drive for individuals will exhd from May 14 to June 30. Hower, an intensification of activities
the sale of Series "E" Bonds will
gin April 9, when millions of perns on payroll
savings plans
roughout the country will be asked
enlarge their participation as a
irt of the Seventh War Loan.
All
luries E, F and G Savings Bonds
id Series ''C" Savings notes pro. ssed through the Federal Reserve
■inks between April 9 and July 7
"ill be credited to the drive.
The goal and the securities to be
fjfered were
determined
by the
reasury after full discussion with
irious groups, including chairmen
I' the State War Finance Commites, officials of the Federal
Rerve System, members of the Amer,Jan Bankers Association, representives of insurance companies and
,her investment authorities.
Secretary Morgenthau stated that
■ere is every evidence that Federal
:|;penditures are going to remain at
high level for some time to come
id that the Seventh War Loan pro'•am was designed to obtain maxium funds necessary to prosecute
e war from non-bank
investors.
lese securities which will be sold
ider the direction of the State War
inance Committees are as follows:
1 — Series E. F and G Savings
Dnds.

2— Series "C" Savings Notes.
3—21/2% Bonds.
4—2%% Bonds.
'5—1%% Bonds.
6— %% Certificates of Indebted!8S.

(These 1% per cent Bonds will
)t be offered in the drive to corpora3ns).
During the final phase of the drive,
hich will cover the period from June
I through June 30, subscriptions
ill be received from all other nonmk investors for the 2i^ per cent
Id 2% per cent marketable Bonds
id certificates of indebtedness.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

ISGT. JACK ALICOATE. 379th Bombardment
Croup, son of Charles Atxoate of THE
FILM DAILY, two more Oak Leaf Clusters
to the Air Medal after 48 missions over
Germany. Sgt. Alicoate previously had received two clusters.
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Pre-Tricd Exam, for WB
per.
A move for the examination before trial of Warner Bros. Pictures
Distributing Corp., defendant in the
anti-trust suit brought by the J. J.
Theaters Corp., operators of the
Times Theater, 42nd St. and Eighth
Ave., was consented to by attorneys
for both sides on Friday in New
York Supreme Court. The action is
against majors and several circuits
operating houses in the Times Square
area. Suit charges defendants conspired to restrain trade and eliminate
competition in that section.

Yale Joins TBA
The first educational institution to
become affiliated with the Television
Broadcasters Association, Inc., since
the association amended its by-laws
establishing educational memberships, isthe Yale University Department of Drama. Edward C Cole,
assistant professor and technical director of the drama department,
will serve as official representative
in TBA from Yale. Several Yaleproduced dramas have been televised
over WRGB
in Schenectady.
•
MPA Fetes Magill
Philadelphia — Mort Magill will be
honored at a luncheon this afternoon
in the Ritz Carlton Hotel, in recognition of his recent promotion as
branch head of the United Artists
exchange. The event is being sponciates. sored by the Motion Picture Asso-

Metro to Dub All Top Pix
In Spanish for Latin Mart

48-Hour Work Week for
Minors Proposed in Ohio

Four
"A
Me,"
Song

in April for 20th-Fox
Royal Scandal," "Molly and
the popular-price run of "The
of Bernadette" and the re-release of "Call of the Wild" will be
20th-Fox's April pix, it was announced Friday by William J. Kup-

Distribs. Maintain
Position on Decree
(Continued from Page 1)
companies will have anything else to
offer, even though it will bring the
divorcement issue to a final head.
As for going to court on the issues
involved, the distributors apparently
are not opposed to a trial, according
to a consensus, although there is
some indication that they would prefer to settle the controversy out of
court. Confidence that they can
prove their case in a trial has been
expressed in some quarters.
Robert L. Wright and Wendell
Berge, representing the Government,
today are expected to ask Judge
Goddard to set a trial date. The
judge already has received the Government's proposals for changes in
the clearance provisions of the decree and also the distributors' answer in the form of a joint letter in
which it was claimed that the Government's recommendations were not
workable.
Hearings are scheduled to start
at 10:30 this morning in the Federal

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
and Latin America, it was forecast Sotak, Cleveland. Her bill would fix
here Friday by Arthur M. Loew, 18 as the minimum employment age. Court Bldg. Attorneys for the "little three" art expected to be present
president
of Loew's International and A permit would be necessary for only as observers.
M-G-M International.
work beyond the prescribed maxiLoew, accompanied by Sam Bur- mum.
Dr. C. B. JoUiffe Elected
ger, special rep., arrived here from
Bill providing extension of the pres- To Head RCA Laboratories
New York late last week on the first
ent law for two years was introduced
leg of a trip which will take him to simultaneously in the Ohio Senate
Central and South American capi- by Sen. Fred Reiners, Cincinnati.
Dr. C. B. JoUiffe, chief engineer
tals, including Buenos Aires. They
of the RCA Victor Division, Friday
Opposed
by
organized
labor,
the
presare scheduled to attend the openent law fixes a limit of 10 hours a was elected vice-president of RCA
ings of Spanish versions of "The day and a 50-hour week for women, in charge of RCA Laboratories,
White Cliffs of Dover," "Gaslight" with 18 years as the minimum em- Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, president,
and "The Canterville Ghost" in B. A.
ployment age. Employers are re- announced following a meeting of
on March 20, 22 and 28, respectively.
quired to inform the state director the Board. Dr. JoUiffe will succeed
Discussing the trend towards dub- of industrial relations when it is Otto S. Schairer, who was elected
bing in Spanish, Loew told The necessary to engage in work for a staff vice-president of RCA at the
Film Daily that he expected vir- greater number of hours.
board meeting. Schairer will be
tually all American companies would
consultant and advisor on matfollow Metro's example. He pointed Utah Theaters Can Now
ters pertaining to research, developout that several distributors already Hire 16-Y ear-Old Usherets
ment, patents, trademarks and lihad taken a leaf from the Metro
censes.
book. Metro, he said, is spending
Salt Lake City — Despite heavy opThe board also authorized Ewen
position, Utah legislators have pas- C. Anderson, commercial manager
more than $1,000,000 on Spanishsed and the Governor has signed a of RCA Laljs. to execute license
dubbed product for the Latin-American market.
bill permitting juvenile girls 16 to agreements under domestic patent
aters.
18 years old to be employed in therights and to co-ordinate the commercial activities of RCA LaboraRights to Joe E. Brown
Another bill before the legislators
tories with those of the RCA VicPix Grabbed by Trinity
would provide for extension of the
tor Division.
hours of juveniles' employment from
(Continued from Page 1)
"before 6 p.m." to "before 10 p.m."
Pictures in the deal's consummation,
involving a minimum of three pic- Hold Hearings Tomorrow
tures, was William B. Jaffe, film
attorney. The film propei'ties com- On Conn. Bingo Measure
U. A. releases
prising the transaction are those
bearing
which Loew released through RKO
New Haven — Committee hearings
Radio, and under the terms of the have been scheduled for tomorrow
pact Rieger and Trinity ■ndll not only on two bills concerning repeal and
have the foreign distribution rig-'hts, restriction of Bingo games, now perbut also those of the domestic market.
mitted for charity and organization
fund-raising. Two bills concerning
Earl King Back at NTS
"public safety" requiring exit, seating and other theater changes, and
Cleveland — Earl King, foi-mer National Theatre Supply salesman who a bill asking that the present 2 to 11
Presents
took a flier in another line of busi- Sunday operation be extended to 1
ness is back with NTS.
to 11:30, have already been heard.
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WPB Advisory Com.
To Meet March 16
(ConHnued

from Page 1)

at that time present the raw stock
figures for the second quarter of
this year as they then appear. There
is some doubt that final determination will have been made by that
date, but a fairly close approximation will be possible.
Reports
here
indicate
that
there will be no appreciable improvement inthe raw stock supply by the next quarter, with
fear in some quarters that an
additional cut will be imposed.
The demands of the military are
reported to be extremely high,
with strong pressure for additional stock for Britain as well.
Ftirrows' oflice is getting these various demands in order and fitting
them into the overall picture now
for the final screening.
At that meeting also it is anticipated WPB will explain to the industry its method for allocating separate raw stock quotas to independent producers who may apply for
their own personal allowances instead of continuing to draw from the
quota of their distributors.

Theater Not Liable for
'Third Person' Accidents

IN NEW POSTS

(Continued from Page 1)
HARRY WOOD, traveling auditor, 20th CenturyFox.
CHARLES BUTTON, assistant cashier, 20th-Fox
exchange, Des Moines.
DICK
MOORE,
manager.
Casino, Sac City, la.
PERCY LONG, manager, Webster, Webster City,
la.
AL
RAY

HANSON,
WALTERS,

manager,
manager,

Perry,

Perry,

Iowa,

la.

Jefferson,

la.

$2,368,565 Warners
Net for Nov. Quarter
(Continued from Page 1)

the same period of the preceding
year. Earnings on the 3,701,090
shares of common outstanding were
equivalent to 63 cents a share as
against 53 cents per share for the
1943 quarter. Business improved
in the quarter ended Nov. 25, 1944,
despite a tax burden of $4,825,000.
After eliminating intercompany
transactions the gross income for
the 1944 quarter was $33,093,321,
which compares with $34,413,961 for
the same period of 1943. Earned
surplus stood at $31,240,367 on November 25, 1944.
The financial statement lists curMrs, Marion Stone Dead;
rent and working assets in this country of $59,683,296, as of Nov. 25,
Operated Film Library
1944; $4,339,187 in the British Isles
in other foreign counFuneral services for Mrs. Marion and $1,219,111
tries including Canada.
Stone, 68, widow of Abraham Stone
and mother of Mrs. Dorothy Stone
Ellender, were held yesterday morn- Talk of "Action" Over
ing at Riverside Chapel, with inter- Results of Lab. Huddles
ment following in Beth Juda Ceme(Continued from Page 1)
tery. Mrs. Stone, in ill health for
several years, died suddenly Friday produce results more satisfactory to
at her home, 155 Riverside drive. the union by the latter part of the
Her late husband conducted the
Stone Film Library until his death week the membership will be instructed to "prepare
action."
in 1922 after which Mrs. Stone op- Announcement
to this for
effect
was
erated the business until 1935. Her
made
to
the
members
by
John
Frandaughter has directed it since.
cavilla, president of Local 702, in
A sister, Mrs. Mildred Fisher, of the Fraternal Clubhouse on Friday
Chicago, also survives.
night following the presentation of
a report on the progress of the conferences between the union and the
laboratories. Francavilla declined
to say what form the "action" would
take. He charged at the meeting
that the employers were attempting
Amarillo, Tex. — The Texas and to place restrictions on the union to
Victory Theaters have been sold by reduce the effectiveness of its work.
Ben Goulding to W. G. Underwood
Negotiations have been going on
and C C. Ezell. Goulding, who plans since Feb. 15. Another conference
to retire, has been in show business between union and employers is
for about 12 years. Only recently a scheduled for today. Francavilla
theater owned here by his son, Jim, told the Local 702 members that if
now serving with the Marines, was negotiations continued to meet with
sold to H. S. Leon.
the disapproval of the union a decision on what course of action to
Centerville, Tex. — L. K. Walker take would be made at a joint meethas sold three of his houses to the
of the union's executive board
Harris Amusement Co. of Dallas, and ingits
negotiating committee on
headed by J. O. Harris. The Pix Friday night.
Theater here, the Strand in FranksThe present contracts between the
ton and the Iris in Fairfield give union and the laboratories expire on
Saturday.
Harris a total of seven.

THEATER DEALS

a theater was not responsible for
injuries of a patron caused by another patron in the theater.
Mrs. Emily Master brought action
against the Famous Theater here
charging that she sustained a
sprained thumb when she was pushed to the floor of the aisle when she
left her seat. She claimed that the
theater was over-crowded in violation of a city ordinance. The court
contended that the plaintiff failed
to prove her case and that the defendants proved that the theater
was not over-crowded, considering
the number of tickets sold.
The higher court ruled that the
fact the exhibitor permitted a few
persons to stand in the aisles was
not determinative of liability since
the violation of the statute had no
casual connection with the acident.
Mrs. Master's injuries, it was ruled,
were due directly to the act of a third
person who pushed her.

Powder," Set
"Dorian
Gray'
Premieres
Records
The world premieres of "Keep
Your Powder Dry" in Chattanooga,
Tenn., and "The Picture of Dorian
Gray" in New York, chalked up new
records
situations.for M-G-M product in both
The WAC picture opened for four
days at the Tivoli in Chattanooga,
and then moved over to the State
for three additional days, marking
the second time in five years that
Leo has been so honored in this city.
The first time was with "Mrs. Miniver." The combined gross established a new all-time high for MG-M in these houses.
At the Capitol, here, the opening
day's tally for "The Picture of Dorian Gray" topped any M-G-M picture which has played the theater.

.REV

itif

"Earl Carroll Vaniti
with Dennis O'Keefe, Constance Moi
Republic
91
ROMANTIC MUSICAL IS EN
TAINMENT PRIMARILY
FOR i
YOUNGER GENERATION.
The preposterousness and infantilis

the story reduces "Earl Carroll Vanitie
the status of entertainment for the J
and adults who are not discriminating,
inclusion of seven song numbers, the
ence of Woody Herman and his orct
and the air of glamor provided by the
ject matter are the strongest selling |
of this musical, which has a highly ron
yarn fashioned to the tastes of adolest
The film's attempts at comedy are non
successful.
Given a production by Albert J
that is superior to the material, the
presents Constance Moore as a prince
a mythical kingdom who is in Amerii
search of a loan. Incognito the gal, a
risk of being denied the loan, takes a j
a singer in a show produced by Earl C
(Otto Kruger) staged and written by
nis O'Keefe, with whom she falls in
Discovery of her identity complicates m< 1(
no end, but everything ends well, witilH;
loan in the bag and princess and comriw
happily joined.

CAST: Dennis O'Keefe, Constance Moon !>
Arden,
Otto
Kruger,
Alan
Mowbray,
Steii
Bachelor, Pinky Lee, Parkyakarkus, Leon Bi
Beverly Loyd, Edward Cargan, Mary Forbes
Dugan,
Chester
Clute,
Jimmy
Alexander, ic
London,
Robert
Creig,
Wilton
Graff,
Tin
Ivo,
Liliane
and
Mario,
Woody
Hermaran
orchestra.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Albert J.
Director,
Joseph
Santley;
Screenplay,
Gill, Jr.; Based
on story by Cortland
FItirii
mons; Cameraman, Jack Marta; Musical Dirtti,
Walter Scharf ; Musical Supervisor, Albert
man; Film Editor, Richard L. Van Enger; |
Director, Sammy Lee; Sound, iDick Tyler, H
Wilson;
Art Directors,
Russell
Kimball,
Hotaling;
Set Decorator,
Earl Wooden;
S
Effects, Howard Lydecker; Songs, Walter
Kim Cannon.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Go]

Russians Free Scully,
Held Nazi Prisoner

Grand Rapids V. C. Will
Install Officers Apr. 18

Lt. John Scully, Jr., son of
Scully, Universal's
Newnephew
Eng
district
manager, and
William Scully, has been rele
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Variety Tent from a German prison camp, fol
27, newly-established, will hold Charter Night, with installation of the ing the recent push by the Russ
through Poland, according to ai
first officers as a feature of a ban- family.
tification received yesterday by
quet on Apr. 18, according- to Jack
Stewart, Chief Barker. The body
will have clubrooms in the Pantlind
Hotel, which will be opened March
15. Informal discussion of plans
for the body, which is designed to
sei've Western Michigan, will be held
Honorably Discharged
at a meeting at the Pantlind on
March 7, Stewart said.

BACK IN CIVVIE

PvL James Butler. War Victim
Cedar Rapids, la. — Pvt. James
Butler,'
24, known as one of the
"Dead End
Kids" a few years ago,
igp,^ was killed in action in France
''"*' former
1^^
last Sunday.
His wife,
the
Jean Eahrney
of Cedar
Rapids was notified of her husband's
death.

LOU

lACOBSON, formerly shipper at Wa,
New Haven branch, and son of Morris Jl
son, Strand Amusement head, from|
Army to defense work in 'Bridgeport,
LUCIUS H. McKIBBON, from the Army to j
ager of the Empire, Montgomery, Ala.
BILL STUDDERT, formerly manager of B
Tower, Chicago, out of the Army to
to theater management.
CARLON
SWIFT,
from
the Marines
to
thian,
Tex.,
where
he
will
managd
Dunlap
and will assist L. B. Crow
operation
of three ether houses.
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lidia, China Seen Big
arts for Our Pix

HOLLYWOOD
—

Dislribs. May File
Essentiaiity Brief

SPEAKING

By

RALPH

WILK

—

HOLLYWOOD

(Continued from Page

1)

i;e at the 20th-Fox home office that
jj; war had promoted the film-conlousness of the people in the terri'•ies in his charge and increased
If demand for American pictures,
Jiwbery said that the indigenous
(jlustry was expected to stage a
,;?-scale expansion
in India after
0 3 conflict. He repoi'ted that the in• stry in India had ambitious posti.-ir plans, among
which were the
•instruction of new theaters.
V No Adverse Effect on Our Pix
Newbery assured the American in1 stry that this expansion program
■;,)uld not affect it adversely in the
,','ist, saying that there was a place
,, the Indian market for the product
.. both the native and the Hollywood
,m makers. He pointed out that
.,8 number of spots lunning film en;( rtainment already had increased
India — not by building, however,
y,.t by the acquisition of places not
c^;iginally intended
for theatrical
- e.
"Working
to the entertainment
advantage of was
the
use of screen
■ move consolidating the Indian in: i?try, a move prompted mainly
e serious
raw
stock
shortage

IS being corrected to the benefit
the Indian industry as a whole.
is estimate was that 200 films were
rned out last year. He reminded
e trade press that raw stock in
dia was under rigid government
ntrol.
Newbery said that the industry in
dia was enjoying the largest revue ever, thanks primarily to the
avy influx of service people and
e increase in spending money due
the development of war industries
the country. According to him,
th-Fox shows about three-fourths
its product in the Indian market.
Sees Large-Scale Dubbing
It was logical to expect the Ameran companies to dub on a large
ale for the Indian market after
e war, Newbery said. Mentioned
the big problem to be overcome

f EmmE TOUCH
HAMME,
Theater,

•

•

•

^ONSTANCE
BENNETT has signed Andrew McLaglen, son of Victor McLaglen, to play the role of McNair in "Paris
— Underground" which she is producing for
UA release.
•

•

A LTHOUGH

'*

Paramount

will be "The Tiger Lady" with Adele Mara

Iand
Grey, for the William O'Sullivan
Ford. Lona
unit.
Bill is the nephew of Director John

he has not yet worked in a

picture,

Bob

Graham,

new

singer

of the "Duffy's Tavern"
radio program, Friday was given a new one-year contract by Paramount.
The singer, whose
radio fan mail amounts to 5,000 letters a
week, originally was signed by Paramount
for six months.
He was loaned to M-G-M
for a top singing
the Waldorf" and
in this role.

spot
made

•
I \A/ITH

•

piLL
FORD
who
has been at Republic
since 1936 in various capacities, has
been made a director. His initial picture

in "Week-end
an immediate

\A/ALTER

•

COLMES

•

has purchased a

'' " mystery original, "The Web," from
; Philip Yordan and will produce it for Re\
public release, starting late next month.
IColmes personally will direct the picture,
which will be his fourth production for Re-

at j
hit

public, his last having been "Identity Un-

(Continued from Page 1)

cut labor forces by 10 per cent or
thereabouts. These studies are being
carried out in most tight-labor areas,
and theaters in sevei-al have been
ordered to trim their staffs.
WMC has made it plain in the
past that it does not intend to hold
either theaters or exchanges -"essential," and there is little hope
for a block of these staff-reduction
orders. Theaters have been flatly
turned down within the past year.
With distributors the situation is
somewhat different. Although informed verbally that their chance
of an essential classification was
slim, they were told last Fall that
they might submit a brief outlining
their case for the classification. This
brief was never submitted, and technically the door is still open. Such
a brief may soon be prepared, it was
learned here.

•

Marguerite Chapman still engaged

" '' in "Counter-Attack, " Columbia
has
borrowed Marjorie Reynolds from Paramount

known."

by I for the lead in "The Song of Broadway."
in
•
•

dia, Newbery reported. He added
at
the situation which tolerated
e production of 300 pictures by
nie 200 producers before the war

OLA VAN
Uptown

has acquired rights to AnHOWARD DEIGHTON has been appointed COLUMBIA
Gilbert's "The Woman
in Red,"
Universal casting director, succeeding a psychologicthony
al murder mystery.
•
•
Robert Speers, recently made a member of
LAKE
has returned
from a
the new Advisory Board, in charge of talent. WERONICA
' two-week vacation with her husband.
Deighton has been a member of the Universal casting office for the past five Director Andre De Toth, in Phoenix, Ariz.,
months, and formerly was with the Holly- and started preparations for her role in
wood Victory Committee and USO Camp "The Blue Dahlia," in which she stars with
Shows." Prior to that he produced musical Alan Ladd and William Bendix. Picture
shows in London and Rio De Janeiro.
starts Thursday.

assistant manager, MackDetroit.

AN McKAMEY, promoted to contract clerk,
20th-Fox,
Indianapolis.
*S. CARRIE FABER has been made cashier
at the 20th-Fox
exchange,
Des Moines.
*RTHA PEARCE, formerly of Warner Bros,
and Film Classics, was named ad salesmanager at 20th-Fox,
Des Moines.
^THERINE MORGAN, house manager, the
Star, San Antonio.

i p EPUBLIC has upped Phil Ford, John's
, •>■ nephew, from unit manager to director
i with "The Tiger Lady" his first assign; ment.

•

•

P KO has handed
new termers
to Edgar
■^ Kennedy and Leon Errol for a new series
of two-reelers.

•

'^Wf

•

TWENTIE ETH-FOX
has set Vivien Leigh
' for the
e femme
lead in "The
Black
Mart,"
topical
racketeerian , by
Robert
Metzler.
"TRAVIS

BANDON,

fashion

designer,

for-

by Universal.
p EPUBLIC has signed Frances
■^ a term writing contract.

Hyland

to

£1:^

in this respect was the existence of
five languages in India.
He gave it
\ as his opinion that Urdu would be
made the common langnaage for the
purposes of film entertainment under any dubbing program that might
' be adopted by the American compaI nies.
Newbery asserted that American
1 films were doing a loi; to promote a
more liberal outlook in India. He
paid
highfortribute
industry
the aidto itthis
had country's
extended
the government of India. "I feel
proud of our industry's record in
India and Free China," he remarked.
"There is nothing this industry has
to bow its head for in India and
China. We have there a x'ecord second to none." He added that our
films were the backbone of screen
entertainment
in both countries.

The 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .
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TBA Plan Proposes
398 Tele Stations
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

INEl

SMPE ASKS TELE CLARIFICATION
Specific Frequencies in the 480-920 Band for Theater Tele
Requested; Larsen Critical of CBS Viewpoint
DAILY

Washington — A proposed plan for
allocation of television facilities in
the major market areas of the country, to provide at least 398 stations,
was made to the FCC Friday by Col.
William A. Roberts who appeared
for the Television Broadcasters
Ass'n. The plan is designed to utilize the 12 six-megacycle channels
proposed
for commercial
tele.
Roberts pointed out the varying
needs in different sections of the
country, mentioning that along the
North Atlantic seaboard there would
be great difficulty in granting the
applications of all those seeking tele
facilities, while the same difficulty
might not be felt in many other
sections of the country.
The TBA study shows that at least
one tele station could be placed in
112 of the first 140 market areas
without interference danger, two or
more in 101 markets totalling 90,000,000 persons, three or more in
89 markets serving 85,000,000 persons, and four or more in 70 markets serving a population of 75,000,000. This means a total of at least
398 stations.
Appearing for the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, T. T. Goldsmith,
research director, asked that the
FCC definitely assign the 102-108
megacycles band to tele, and asked
that the Commission consider also
giving the present tele service additional channels below 180 megacycles
as soon as they can be released by
other services.
Goldsmith also proposed that the
tele receivers be built to cover the
FM band, "then as tele commercial
operation expands it can, if necessary, absorb these frequency modulation sound broadcast channels if that
service no longer receives public
demand in view of the superior tele
service providing both sight and
sound."

UlEDDinC BELLS
Rotchiord-Kirklond
St. Petersburg, Fla — Pfc. George
Kirkland and Katherine Gertrude
Ratchford were married at the Methodist Church at Guyton, Ga. Before
entering the AAF Kirkland was
manager of the Pheil and Cameo theaters, and assistant manager of the
Florida.

Silvers-Dcimison
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Phil Silvers, film comedian, and Jo-Carroll Dennison, actress who was chosen Miss America
in the 1942 beauty contest at Atlantic City, N. J., were married Friday.

(Continued from Page 1)

which there is no provision for the
multiple address stations.
Larsen points out that the difficulty may be only a difference in interpretation, feeling it possible that
the commission intended to authorize
multiple address development on the
bands above 1900 megacycles. If
this is not so, he said, "the allocations seem inadequate for a national television service."
Asks Specific Frequencies
SMPE asked that specific frequencies in the 480-920 band be set aside
for tele. At the November hearing,
he pointed out SMPE had asked for
frequencies from 699 to 760 megacycles and from 860 to 1000. This
request, he said, "was made to permit the motion picture industry to
establish a theater television service in the immediate post-war period with equipment now known to
be available. Design and development of equipment for use in the
higher frequencies, and prolonged
field experimentation of this equipment, will be necessary before adoption for a theater television serLarsen added that this request
was made in order to provide theater
vice."
tele with "a parity of opportunity
basis" with home tele broadcasting.
The Commission ignored this "parity" in its January report, and SMPE
again declares this a factor in its
request for specific allocations in
the 480-920 band.
Aside from the foregoing, Larsen
said in his brief that SMPE planned to present no new testimony in
the current hearings. In view of
the CBS recommendation against allocation of frequencies for theater
tele however, Larsen spoke at length
on the CBS proposal.
Theater tele, he said, "is not broadcasting— admittedly, theater tele is
in direct conflict with the basic concept of broadcasting." But, he continued, its development will be beneficial to the public because it will
afford the opportunity to the pix
industry to present the same high
quality entertainment through tele
that it now presents on the regular
screen.
Doubts Theater Tele by Wire
Although experimentation is being carried on today with coaxial
cables, Larsen said it is unlikely
that theater tele could be carried
on via wire, as suggested by CBS.
Adequate band width, it appears,
can be obtained only via radio frequencies.
Replying to the CBS statement that theater tele would
benefit only a comparatively
small public, Larsen said the
evidence is that theater tele will
reach as many people and operate just as much in the public

interest as television broadcasting. CBS said also "the proposed service would be of benefit to only a small portion of
the public — the upper income
levels."
-^
Larsen said "this is a new
thought, introduced into the motion picture industry. We question the sincerity of this statement as it is so wholly unfounded . . . weekly attendance
in motion picture theaters exceeds 65,000,000 persons and the
industry is certain that this does
not represent the 'upper income

"Going My Way" To s
Canad
ian 'Best' List
Toronto — Para.'s "Going My W)l

No. one pic in The Film Dai]|
recent "10 Best" poll in the U.
also was the choice of theater opt^^
\
tors and motion picture critics
the best shown in Canada dun
1944. The exhibs. voting to de
mine the 10 best films from a sta
point of public patronage, ch
"Going My Way" and the crilj
who are influenced by technical
artistic excellence, did the same,
While the choice of the public
the critics was the same in the n
ter of the best film, the same old
ference of opinion asserted it:
when it came to the rest. Eight
tures picked by the critics did

on during
the list
tb'
most places
patronized
the ofyear.
CBS find
The Dominion poll, conducted
CBS
tele. nually by the Canadian Film We
sub- ly, showed
that Bing starCrosby
does
the leading box-office
at Don?■<»
not fear the competition of televis- ion theaters, while critics named Erion broadcasting, but invites it. It ry Fitzgerald as having given '"
The
is hoped that the television broad- best acting performance.
in a supporting
i
casting industry has the same at- ter appeared
to
Crosby
inof "Going
My
Way"
the
choice
anyone
but
a
stai,],^
The great mass of the public will
be
served by theater tele, Larsen unprecedented in Canada.
titude."
Following are the complete sei
said. "The motion picture industry
has the organization to produce, and tions in each case:
Only interpretation of the
opposition, Larsen said, is that
fears the competition of theater
"
levels.'
SMPE,
to
mit to he
the continued,
commission"wishes
that it

the technical 'know how' any of the
type of visual entertainment required for public consumption. The
industry has 50 years of background
experience and has acquired the
'know how' of public desires in the
visual entertainment field.

Theater Clioiee of 10 Best Box-«
Films — (1) "Goine My Way," (2) (
Girl." (3) "Home in Indiana," (4) "I
of Dr. Wassel." (5) "The Sullivans,"
"As Thousands Cheer," (7) "White Cliff
Dover." (8) "Two Girls and a Sailor,"
Tie! "A Guy Named Joe," "Bathing Beat
and Public
"Buffalo
taste Bill."
was varied, musicals,
stories,
mystery
thrillers
and
sentime
dramas
being represented
in its choicti
Theater
Choice
of 10
Best
Box-a
Stars — (1) Bing Crosby. (2 — tie) Greer
son and Gary Cooper, (4) Betty Grable, '
Spencer Tracy,
(6) Humphrey
Bogart,
Bob Hope, (8) Bette Davis, (9) Walter

"During the initial commercialization of television, whether broadcasting or theater, the public will
view the presentations due to their
"novelty" — that is, the novelty of
being able to view a visual presen- geon, (10) Margaret O'Brien.
Critics' Choice of 10 Best Filmstation transmitted through the med- "Going
My Way," (2 — tie) "Double In^
ium of radio. This novelty period nity"
and "Gaslight," (4 — tie) "l/ifebwill soon wear off and it will then and "White Cliffs of Dover," (6 — tie)
be necessary to present proper pro- You Went Away" and "Story of Dr. ''
grams, material having human in- sel," (8 — tie) "Dragon Seed," "Mr.
terest and entertainment value to fington." "San Demetrio-London," '
Breed,"
and of
"The10Sullivans."
Critics'
Clioice
Best Stars —
insure continued commercial suc- I Happy
Barry Fitzgerald, (2 — tie) Bing Crosby, 6
cess. The motion picture industry Garson,
Ingrid Bergman, (5) Marg
has gone through this period during O'Brien (6 — tie) Bette Davis, Claudette
its history in presenting visual pres- bert, Spencer Tracy, Walter Pidgeon {'^
entations intheaters throughout this tic I Gary Cooper, Joseph Gotten.
country and the world, and it is believed that they have the organization, the background, the experience,
the insure
technique,
and the
how'
to
the public
that 'know
the visual
presentations which they will present through television will be comTheodore Markoff, part-owner
parable to the high standard in artistry and technical perfection to the Colchester, Moodus and E
Hampton,
Conn, theaters, is fa^
which the theatrical public is ac- of
a baby boy.

STORK REPORT!

customed."

Greenfield's State Bums

Greenfield, Ind. — The State was
damaged by fire to the extent of
more than $10,000. J. B. Scone of
Edinburg, is the operator. C. R. Jackson, manager, announced that the
theater will be rebuilt.

Sergt. and Mrs. Earl Forer
have a new son, Stephen John. Se:
Foreman, now a member of the p
lie relations department, Gur
Field, Ala., was formerly mana
of the City Hall theater. Park R
Mother and baby are in Crc
Heights Hospital, Brooklyn.

ntimaie in Character
I nternational in Scope
iindependent in Thought
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II. S. JAY ASK ARBITRATION'S ABOLITION
Bov't Suit Against Majors
Goes to Trial Oct. 8
Move Tied to Court's Admission of Appeal Board

le-Trial Conference on
jir 26; Divorcement to
I the Principal Issue

OTHER CURFEW
BENEFITS SEEN
Not

-The Government's anti-trust
M:ion against the eight major
-n companies yesterday was

Restricted

to

Fuel

Conservation — Byrnes

* for trial on Oct. 8 by Federal
'Ige Henry W. Goddard. The date Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
*5 set at a hearing attended by
Washington — "Benefits are expect'!iorneys for the distributors and
ed in other fields" than conservation
■ resentatives of the Department of coal, OWM director James F.
4 Justice, headed by Robert L. Byrnes admitted to Rep. Gordon Mc(Continued on Page 8)
Donough, R., in reply to McDonough's suggestion to Byrnes that
Southern California be exempted
from the midnight curfew because no
fuel will be saved. "At this critical stage of the war," Byrnes wrote,
"it does not seem to me that a curtailment of i-ecreation facilities is
f Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY too much of a contribution to expect
iollywood — E. J. Mannix, for the from the home fi'ont."
Byrnes assured that the reit four years vice-president of the
striction is temporary and will
■ociation of M. P. Producers yes(Continued on Page 7)
day was unanimously elected
sident, succeeding Y. Frank FreeiH who has been president for four Congressional Probe of
iPS. B. B. Kahane was elected
Curfew Order Demanded
(Continued on Page 6)

annix New Prexy of
. P. Producers Ass'n

3rk Sandrich Stricken;
)ast Funeral Rites Today
■f Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

lollywood — Funeral services for
rk Sandrich, 44, who died sudly Sunday from a heart attack at
home Sunday night, will be held
■j; afternoon at Wilshire Blvd. Tem(Continued on Page 6)

indie Producers
Favor Injunction
Morris Ernst, Eastern counsel for
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, argued in favor
of the Government's motion for a
preliminary injunction to prevent alleged unreasonable clearance as yesterday's hearings before Federal
Judge Henry W
Goddard. Ernst
said that his clients would be vitally
affected by Judge Gcddard's decision.
The judge allowed Ernst 10 days to
prepare and submit a brief.

THE

ARMED

Decisions as Evidence; Govt's Right to Ask Injunction
Against Operation of a "Final Decree" Challenged
By AL STEEN Associate Editor, THE FILM DAILY

Robert L. Wright, Assistant U. S. Attorney General, yesterday
said he would move to have the entire industry arbitration system abolished if the court denied as evidence the decisions of the

appeal board in considering a temporary injunction to restrain the consenting distributors from demanding alleged unreasonable clearance.
Wright made that statement at a
hearing before Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard on a motion for an injunction. Judge Goddard withheld
Although several of the downtown
on the granting
Broadway theaters reported an in- a decision(Continued
on Page 7)of the ineffectual box-office drop in the first
week's results of the Byrnes' "cui'few order," and some theater executives were reluctant to gauge the
first week's loss as a barometer for
regular weekly losses to follow, a
survey conducted yesterday by The
Film Daily of areas most affected
by the order showed a drop in reSponsorship of television in France
ceipts ranging from eight to 15 per during
its experimental stage, which
has been planned to get under way
cent.
A greater number of standees and about March 15, will be maintained
(Continued on Page 6)
exclusively by the French Government with M. Ory appointed as diWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY Funeral Services Today
rector of(Continued
the Frenchon Television
SerWashington — Congressional invesPage 3)
For
Kohn,
Ex-Para.
Exec.
tigation of the midnight curfew order was demanded yesterday by Rep.
Funeral services for Ralph A. Taylor and Frank Upped;
Berkeley L. Bunker, D., Nev., and
former Senator from that state, who Kohn, 55, former treasurer and di- New Para. Post for Bell
rector of the Paramount Publix
termed the order the product of
"power-drunk administrative offic- Corp., who died Sunday, after a long
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount
ials" and in violation of constitu- illness at the home of his sister, Mrs.
tional liberties.
Beulah K. Goetz, will be held this vice-president in charge of distribution, yesterday announced the apat 1:45 on
p.m.
"The operation of bowling alleys, afternoon(Contlnued
pointment of Alfred R. Talyor, for
Pagein 8)th River(Continued on Page 8)
the past two years manager of the
(Continued on Page 8)

Curfew Drop in B'way
Theaters 8-15 P. C.

French Tele to be

Indies Urge Injunction

^'Friend of Court'' Brief by Conference
Post- War Price Rule
Announced for Canada
Ottawa — In the interest of "orderly reconversion" of the Dominion's
economy to a full peace-time basis,
Canada -will continue price control
until some time after V-Day in the
Pacific, it was said yesterday by
C. D. Howe, Minister of the Depai-tment of Reconstruction.

SERVICES

NEED

THE

R^D

In a brief as a "friend of the
court," the Conference of Independent Exhibitors on the Consent Decree has asked for the entry of an
ad interim consent decree embodying the Government's recommendations for modification and if the parties should not agree to an ad interim
decree then the court should grant
the Government's motion for a temporary injunction. The brief, signed
<
(Continued on Page 3)

CROSS^—AND

THE

RED

CROSS

George Blach, London
Tfteatertttfin, is Dead
London (By Cable) — George Black,
54, who with his father established
the first permanent film theater in
Britain, is dead here after a long
illness. As a general manager of the
General Theater Corp., Black controlled many leading London theaters, including the Paladium. He
was widely known in the theatrical
field as a producer and director.
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111. Allied Scheduled
To Again Elect Kirsch
Chicago — Annual meeting and
election of officers of the Allied Theaters of Illinoi.s will be held at the
Blackstone hotel today. It is expected present officers, headed by
Jack Kirsch, will be re-elected.
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The Theater Authority is distributing $23,500 to 14 groups in the entertainment business. Representing
a percentage of receipts from benefit performances, the money will be
divided as follows: Screen Actors
Guild, American Guild of Variety
Artists; American Federation of Radio Artists, American Guild of Musical Artists, Leag-ue of New York
Theaters, Authors League, Actors
Equity, Chorus Equity, $1,875 each;
Negro Actors Guild, Jewish Theatrical Guild, Episcopal Actors Guild,
Actors Fund, Stage Relief Fund,
$1,000 each; United Theatrical War
Activities Committee,
$3,500.

Ben Kalmenson to Hold
Home Office Sales Meet
Ben Kalmenson, WB's general
sales manager, will conduct a sales
conference at the home office on Friday to outline distribution plans and
policies for the remainder of the
current season. Home office executives and district managers who
will tak part in the session include
Mort Blumenstock, Roy Haines,
Jules Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, I.
F. Dolid, Ed Hinehey, Stanley Hatch,
Norman Ayers, Robert Smeltzer,
Charles Rich, Harry A. Seed, Hall
Walsh, R. L. McCoy, Doak Roberts,
Henry Herbel and Ralph Clark.

Los Angeles County Tax
Costs Studios a Million

5)

Net
High Low Close Chg.
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221/2
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Producers Bidding for
"Stars and Stripes" Rights
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Hollywood — "Assessment Monday"
yesterday
the studios'
rolls for annicked
estimated
$1,000,000bankvia
the county personal property tax levied on every foot of exposed negative on the lots.
The levy is assessed on 30 per cent
of the cost that has been expended
on a picture as it stands on "assessment Monday." Studio overhead,
however, is not included in the estimation.

Wide Distribution for
"Enemy Strikes" Asked
Under Secretary of War Robert
P. Patterson has called on the industry through the WAC to give fullest distribution to the latest War
Department short, "The Enemy
Strikes." The one reel film, produced by the Army Pictorial Service
and scheduled for release on March
15, highlights war production needs
by scenes, mainly from Nazi sources,
of our losses of men and material in
the December "Battle of the Bulge."

To Sell Chi. Blackstone?
Chicago — Negotiations are reported under way for the sale of Blackstone theater. Izzie Slavin heads
present operators.

On his return yesterday after
several weeks on the Coast, Steve
Slesinger, magazine publisher, revealed that during his stay he
had notified the studios that film
rights to story, "The Stars and
Stripes," based on the official Army
publication and read by more than
10,000,000 GI's was open for bidding. Slesinger further disclosed
that M-G-M is thus far the high bidder for screen rights with Edward
G. Robinson competing for not only
film rights but radio as well.
Sgts. Bud Hutton, Andy Rooney,
Charles Kiley, Joe Fleming and other
staff members of the official AEF
publication are scheduled to land in
New York this week for further conferences with Slesinger who has been
collaborating with them on the novel.
Slesinger, sole representative for
the staff of "The Stars and Stripes,"
revealed that Ben Hecht has requested the privilege of adapting the
book to the screen.

Halperin Dies in Miami;
Burial Rites in Chicago
Chicago — Hal Halperin, 48, head
of the local Variety office who died
in a Miami hospital Sunday- after a
long
illness, will be buried here
Thursday.
Associated with Variety for 28
years, Halperin was also mid-West
rep, of USO-Cami) Shows and a
member of the Red Cross war fund
service committee. He is survived
by his wife and two daughters.

Flood Situation Critical
In 3 Arkansas Counties
Little Rock, Ark. — An emergency
flood situation has developed in three
Arkansas counties, with the White
River on a rampage in Woodruff,
Monroe and Prairie. The situation
at DeValls Bluff and Searcy is reported critical, with the Arkansas
River's bank caving in near Dewitt.
Film Transit trucks are getting
through so far but trouble is anticipated today. The Searcy highway.
East of Little Rock, is inundated.
Rathvon on Air for Drive
N. Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy and
national industry chairman for the
Red Cross War Fund drive, will appear on the Blue's "On Stage Everybody" radio program tomorrow night
in the interest of the Red Cross campaign. Broadcast will originate at
WJZ at 11:30 p.m. EWT.
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COflimC and GOIIH^
LEON FROMKESS,
to
with
two thedays.Coast

PRC president, is en
a stopover
in Chicag(|

CHARLESM M. REAGAN, HUGH OWEN, ll
CILLHAM and CLAUDE LEE, leave for Atl
tomorrow
to conduct
regional sales meet! [
WALT

DISNEY

will arrive in Chicago

morrow to attend premiere of his "The 1
Caballeros"
at the RKO
Palace.
SI FABIAN, SAM FINANSKI and H/|
BRANDT returned over the week-end frol
Seventh
War
Loan conference
in Washing!
LEONARD H. COLDENSON left yesterdajl
Jacksonville where he will meet Leon Netteil
Frank Rogers; From Florida, Coldenson go'e|
Cuba.
JOSEPH SEIDELMAN returns from Mexico t|
Columbia desk Thursday.
HARRY staff
STEVENS
Magazine'sl
vertising
has left of
for Lite
Hollywood
to col
with studio execs, on the general advert]
outlook.
FRANK L. DRUMM, assistant to Nat ll
RKO Radio Eastern division sales manil
ROBERT FOLLIARD, Ned Depinet Drive capl
and HARRY MICHALSON, the company's
subjects sales manager, have left Memphisj
New Orleans.
FELY FRANQUELLI, ballerina appearing in
Coast
Radio's today.
"The
Invisible Army," is due fromj

OSCAR
SERLIN,
.producer
of
"Life
\_
Father,"
will arrive on the Coast tomorrovh
line up actors for the Peggy iamson play, 'aji
In G.
HerS. Bonnet."
EYSSELL, president and managing dire
of Radio City Music Hall, will arrive in Hi
wood today to view new film product and f
now in production at the studios.
SCOTT LETT, Paramount branch managei
Charlotte, will attend the regional sales m
ing in Atlanta tomorrow.
JOHN
ERNEST
WILLIAMSON,
explorer
cameraman for undersea pictures, left Miam
the week-end for Nassau on the Caribbean C
EDWARD SCHNITZER, United Artists hi
office executive, hies himself to Toronto to
on company business.
FRED MEYERS, Universal's Eastern sales m
ager, will be in Washington until Friday.
per.
PAUL MUNI is In San Antonio to visit
and wounded patients at the Brooke General
Convalescent Hospital at Fort Sam
Houston.
SAM LEFKOWITZ, United Artists, N. Y.
trict sales manager, left yesterday for PhJ
delphia and from there heads for Washing
on Friday.
on
company business. He will return to N,
JORGE NEGRETE,
Mexican actor. Is in Hav.
to appear
at the National
Theater
and
.Tiake a tour throughout the island.
SAM CLARK, Coast exploiteer for Warners,
in San Francisco working on campaigns.
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ench Tele to be

Independents Urge
Decree Injunction

fider Gov't Control

e 1)
((Continued from Pag
d
ing
a press
rne
dur
lea
was
it
lis,
Pierre
with
yesterday
iference
,
ues
rep! aeff er and Pierre Garrig
ion
fus
dif
dio
"Ra
es
the
of
,;ntativ
iicaise," who have come to the
beconnections
,S. to establish
of
<en the broadcasting services
1 two countries,
wo studios have been equipped
are now prepared to begin with
each
programs
l3e three-hour
i.k, which
will consist
of four
1 rs of films and five hours of live
Iws.
here are approximately 200 tele011 receiving sets within the 50
^ receiving radius of the Eiffel
ler transmitter in Paris, and sevI hundred more are expected to
.manufactured and put to use be( ; the end of the year, "if the war
■ rt does not stymie the source of
eiial," it was pointed out.
Six
.cerns are now in the process of
jjarch and planning production of
■w thousand receiving sets in 1946,
ri'Tigues added.
' '.ess than 10 per cent of the 1,050
: images now developed, of phocraphic quality, will be lost in
■nsmission, is the current experije with the new development, it
t. stated.
«
rimarily interested in making a
i5ful survey of the conditions in
\ radio and tele field here and to
:mine all possibilities of program
.:hanges between France and
^th America, both men are paving
\ way for missions by other renters and technicians to gather inc nation; and visualize broadcastr not merely as a technical achieveI it but as a powerful means of
; Slanging information and culture.
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ollywood — Albert S. Le Due, dean
Hollywood gatemen and known
L'ly as "Duke" on the Warners
died suddenly of a heart attack
is home. "Duke" was on hand for
original opening of the present
iner Bros, studio, then the First
ioiial plant, and has served almost
iiiuously on the Warner Bros.
■:'• force since December,
1936.
leaves one son, Clarence, now a
assistant cutter.

(Continued from Page

I%ews
and Views o' the Day
• • • CUFF NOTES: Whoever told

Danton Walker that the OPA

was "toying with the idea of clamping a ceiling on amusement admissions, with motion pictures first on the list" gave the Daily News
gossiper one helluva bum steer
It can't be done without new Congressional action. . . • Believe it or not, but circuits are now getting
advance "preview reports" on pix well ahead of American tradeshowings from ex-employes now overseas
That's how fast the industry
is making available its gift 16 mm. prints. . . • The job being done
by some of the smaller theaters for various causes is terrific
Take, for instance, Tom Knight's 600-seater, the Acme, in little Riverton, Wyo
For the recent March of Dimes drive, the Acme garnered
$1,285.98 — in excess of $2 per seat. . . • There was a dual celebration at Sardi's yesterday
'Twos the 18th anniversary of the popular
theatrical restaurant
And the birthday of Renee Carroll, THE hatcheck girl. . . • Anent the current New York censorship controversy,
John Chapman in the Sunday News suggested thai what the Broadway
theater needs is its own Hays Office
tainly, the present situation ain't heolthy
T
T
•

•

•

ODDS

AND

Sounds sensible

Cer-

T

ENDS: Is there no end to that famed Para-

mount service?
For which question you're indebted
to the fact
that several hundred passengers aboard a New York to Toronto train
heard FDR's report to Congress on the Yalta conference over the portable radio of Win Barron, Para.'s sales promotion manager in Canada
and commentator for the Dominion edition of Paramount News. . .
• Harold AI. Sherman, who scripted "The Adventures of Mark Twain"
for Warners, will be represented on Broadway in the Fall with "Jane
Addams of Hull House.". . • A salute to the American Red C)oss
with a special emphasis on the opening of the 1945 War Fund Drive
will be made on the Skouras War Effort presentation of "This Is Our
Cause" over WOR-Mutual on a coast-to-coast net Saturday. . . • Didja
knoiu that Hollywood may soon welcome South American ivriters who
will travel north-ward upon invitation of the MPPDA and Motion
Picture Society for the Americas to luork in collaboration
u'ith . exjjerienced screen technicians?
'Twill be one concrete result of the
recent Latin-American tour by Geoffrey Shurlock
T
T
T
• • •HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Warners will speed
"The Ghost of Berchtesgaden," into production as a sequel to "Hotel
Berlin," reuniting the cast of the latter in it if possible
Peter Godfrey will direct and Lou Edelman will produce. . . # Columbia p;irchased Aubrey Wisberg's story, "Submarine Below." with Wallace MacDonald assigned to produce. . . • Alexis Smith has been nominated

END BIRTHDAY

by Warners to play the role of Cecily Harden in "The Two Mrs. Carrolls."
• Rosalind Russell reportedly plans a Broadway adaptation of "Why
Was I Born" by Louise Randall Pierson. . . • Pedro Armendariz,
Mexican star, will be opposite lane Russell in Hunt Stromberg's production, "Dishonored Lady.". . • 20th-Fox will team John Payne and
June Haver in "Rio Cabana," new Technicolor musical
It will be
based on the old, stage-comedy, "Three Blind Mice.". . • The Council
of Hollywood Guilds and Unions has elected Mary McCall, Jr., chairman. . . • Paulette Goddard goes to RKO for an outside picture, to be
produced by her husband. Burgess Meredith, and Dudley Nichols

March 6

• Warners, reconsidering, will continue the "Jonie" series, with "Janie Gets
Married" carrying on. . . • Paramount is reported in the lead for
film rights to the Broadwoy smash musical, "Up in Central Park." Mike
Todd has been asking $400,000. . . • Mono, starts five features this month

Umm

TO.

Guy Kibbee
Barry O'Connor
Rochelle Hudson
Tom Bryson
N. B. Spingold Freddie Mercer

with a lead off going to "Here Comes Trouble" which starts today
▼
▼
▼
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

PEARL

1)

by Abram F. Myers, counsel for the
Conference, was submitted by Jesse
Stern, head of the Unaffiliated Independent Exhibitors.
antiGovernme
the
Charging
action
trust
against
the nt's
major distributors has been unduly delayed,
the brief gives a history of the entire equity action and review of the
proceedings to date. It claims that
the pendency of the suit has stood in
the way of theater divorcement
legislation and has prevented legislation on block-booking and blindselling. The brief further charges
that "abuses have continued unabated

since the filing of the suit" and lists
the alleged abuses, such as alleged
unreasonable clearance, discriminations, burdensome terms and conditions on exhibitors and further claims
that the "defendants' invasion of the
exhibition field was not normal integration.
"We suggest," the brief says, "that
the temporary injunction, if granted,
be limited in its application to clearance granted by defendants to the
affiliated theaters or to the affiliated
theaters and the large — 50 or 100
theaters — independent
chains."
Chicago Tax Rate 3.97
Chicago — Theaters ,here face the
heaviest city and county tax rate
in history; rate being advanced to
3.97 per $100, county clerk Flynn
announced at the week-end.

UlEDDIRG BELLS
Rosenthal-Becker
Chicago— Pfc. Sam Becker, USMC,
formerly
Warners'
Hamilton theater, of
announces
his engagement
to
Corinne Rosenthal of Champaign.
EUiott-Cummings
West

Coast

Bunaii

of

I HE

FILM

D.-ilLY

Riverside, Cal. — Robert Cummings
and Mary Elliott were married here
by the Rev. Ruth Cummings, the
bridegroom's
mother.
Durant-Cote
Dover,
N. H.— Saul A. Cote
of
the Strand staff will be married to
Mildred
L. Durant of Somersworth
this month.
Sinclair-Maxello
Chicago — Georgean Sinclair of the
Oriental theater will marry George
Maxello, now at the Latin Quarter,
in the near future.
Mariana-St.-John
West

Coast

Bureau

of

1 HE

FILM

D.-IILY

Hollywood — Mary Mariana, secretary to Robert Z. Newman, Republic
executive, was married to Maj. John
St. John. Miss Mariana has been
with Republic for the past eight

HARBOR!
years.
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Northwest Theaters
Go 'All-Out' for R.(.
Minneapolis — One million seats in
825 motion picture theaters in this
area will be solicited from three to
eight times daily in the week of
March 15 to 21 for contributions to
the 1945 War Fund of the American
Red Cross under supervision of the
Northwest WAG. Seven hundred
and fifty theaters are pledged in the
area comprising Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and Western Wisconsin and the rest are coming in
steadily. At every performance in
these theaters in the stated week,
Red Cross workers in uniform will
pass through the audiences to receive
their gifts. This contrasts with last
year's campaign, when the collection was taken at only one performance each day.
Special Red Cross displays emphasize the campaign. Radio City, largest movie house in Minneapolis, has
placed on its ornate grand staircase
a 25-foot-square panel with the Red
Cross emblem and has a 24-sheeter
on the outside of the building, each
carrying the campaign slogan.

Ohio Theaters Near 100%
Cleveland— Total of 460 Red Cross
pledges out of a possible 469 are
already in, Joe Krenitz, local WAC
distributor chairman, announces. The
outstanding nine possibilities are
expected to be in this week.

Chi. Operators Give $15,000
Chicago — - Operators' union here
and its members have subscribed
$15,000 for the Red Cross War Fund
drive.

Young Joins Batchelor;
To Produce 'Copacabana'
Cleveland — ^George Young, owner
of the Roxy Theater, Cleveland's
only burlesque house, has sold a
half interest in the house and announces that he is Hollywood-bound
to become a producer in association
with Walter Batchelor, actor's agent.
Their first production will be "Copacabana," written around the Copacabana Club of New York. Young
and Batchelor worked together 21
years ago in their native Toledo when
both were ticket takers at the old
Empire Theater. It is reported that
the Roxy will become part of the
Eastern and Western Burlesque Circuit, controlled by I. Hirtz.

STORK REPORTS
Atlanta — Carl Floyd of Stein and
Floyd theaters, became the father
of a seven and one-half pound baby
boy.

■mi
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IcUes Calls on Nation^s Theaters To Hold
Their Consumption of Soft Coal to Minimum
Washington Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Warning of the extremely low stocks now on hand, Solid Fuels
Administrator Harold Ickes yesterday called for all possible conservation of
coal as he entered into discussions with the United Mine Workers to attempt
to reach a solution to prevent a coal strike next month. Ickes disclosed that
the 32-day soft coal supply had dwindled to a 26-day supply by February 1,
with further depletion since then. Exhibitors are urged to do all in their
power to keep their consumption of this fuel to a minimum.

Mannix New President
Of M. P. Producers Ass'n
(Continued from Page 1)

first vice-president and Cliff Work
second vice-president. Fred W. Beetson was re-elected vice-president,
James S. Howie was named secretary-treasurer. Joseph M. Schenck
was elected to the board of directors
succeeding Col. Jason G. Joy while
Freeman, Samuel Goldwyn, Kahane,
Charles W. Koerner, Mannix, H. M.
Warner, Allen Wilson and Work
were re-elected to the board.
The Association adopted a resolution mourning the death of Mark
Sandrich.
Following the Association meeting,
the board of directors of Central
Casting Corp. re-elected Beetson as
president and Howard S. Philbrick
vice-president. Howie was re-elected secretary and was also named as
treasurer.

$1,250,000 Budget for
"Ten Little Indians"
West

Coast

BiircaH

of THE

FILM

DAILY
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(Continued from Page 1)
heavier-than-usual
attendance
being experienced
at the
shows.
Zeb Epstein, managing directc
the New York Strand, said that
the midnight curfew prevented ^
ner's "Hotel Berlin" from set
a new house record in its first w
end at the theater, business for
initial three days being a few

lars
the week-end.
Strand's all-time '
for aunder
regular
Mrs. Merkel Dies by Gas
Mrs. Arno Merkel, mother of
Merkel, committed suicide early
terday by slashing her wrists
then turning on the gas in the kite
of her apartment in the Essex Ho
according to police.
Miss Mei;
Harry M. Popkin, veteran coast who was overcome,
ager.
was taken'
exhibitor, is president and executive Roosevelt Hospital after being
vived.
She was reported in i
producer of Popular Pictures which condition.
is financing the picture.
Hollywood — Rene Clair's production of "Ten Little Indians," which
will be distributed by 20th-Fox, is
now nearing completion after being
before the cameras for seven weeks.
It has a budget of $1,250,000. Leo
C. Popkin is associate producer and
Joseph H. Nadel production man-

Mark Sandrich Stricken;
Coast Funeral Rites Today
(Continued from Page 1)

pie, with Rabbi Magnin officiating.
Sandrich, whose last picture was
"Here Come the Waves," had been
engaged with preparations for producing and directing Ii-ving Berlin's
"Blue Skies," stari-ing Bing Crosby,
for Paramount. A year ago, Sandrich signed a new contract under
which he agreed to produce and direct one picture a year for Paramount for five years with the right
to produce three for other companies
during the first five-year period.
A native of New York, Sandrich
started in films as a property man
at the old Century Studios in 1923.

Kusiel Named Columbia
Latin Am. Supervisor
Buenos Aires (By Cable) — Appointment of Sigwart Kusiel to the
post of supervisor of Latin America
and Trinidad, was announced here
by Joseph A. McConville, president
of Columbia International Corp.
Kusiel will make his headquarters
in Rio de Janeiro and continue temporarily as managing director of
Brazil.

Loew's Book "Thunder Rock"
"Thunder Rock," an English Films
release, has been booked over the entire Loew circuit, commencing March
20, it was announced by Nat Sanders, president.

The 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .
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by Ask Arbitration
iirsus Aboiition
(Continued from Page 1)

iition until briefs could be filed
)oth the Government and the disators.

BRIEMnCTHEDRV'SnEUIS
Obiston Back to London

Alan Obiston, supervising editor
of the Far Eastern unit of the British Ministry of Information's film
division, is en route to England with
'right, in making his injunction films secured here from stockpiles of
asked that the court consider pre-war Japanese documentary and
i 104 decisions of the appeal board feature pictures which will be used
; vidence of violations of the Sher- by BMI for anti-Japanese propaganda, it was learned here yesterlii anti-trust act. Use of the de- day.
:)ns as evidence was opposed bit• \/ by the distributors' attorneys.
?r Wright had reviewed the his- Rohrs Moving io Cleveland
, of the New York consent deCleveland — ^Bert Kulick, newly ap• and had contended that the
pointed PRC sales manager, and
ee had not done the job it was
Anne
0'Donnell,home
office executive,
gned to do, former Judge JosM. Proskauer took the floor on spent most of the past week in Cleveland in consultation with district
ilf of the distributors and chalmanager Fred Rohrs, local branch
ed the Government's right to manager Mark Goldman and Detroit
for an injunction against the opbranch manager William Flemion.
ion of a "final decree."
Announcement was made that Rohrs
Cites Gov't Admission
is moving his headquarters to Cleveeclaring that the Government at
^outset of the decree had admitted decisions as evidence of violations.
T reasonable clearance was nec- Seymour asserted that an injunction
i ry in the distribution of pic- must be asked before a final decree
is, Proskauer said, "We're not is put into effect and that the decree,
sng merchandise but are licensing as it stands, is final except for the
I frighted pictures."
He asserted expiration of the provisions for
I the U. S. Supreme Court had blocks-of-five and tradeshows. Casid that a copyright owner could
key said that in all the cases re; e certain restrictions in the use
viewed by the appeal board, there
had
been
no criticism of Section VIII
he copyrighted material.
75 per cent of the appeal board (clearance) of the decree. Both Seymour and Caskey contended that the
dons, Proskauer said, the board
I I that some clearance was prop- appeal board decisions were sound
nd that in only six cases were and that they showed no violations
(ances reduced to one day. Such of law.
■'don, he continued, show that inFrohllch Sees "Stigma"
ces were adjusted and that that
Louis Frohlich, speaking for Coi the purpose of the decree. To
lumbia, objected to the use of the
I that the adjusting of clearance decisions as evidence, declaring that
u fair basis was a violation of the use of such alleged proof would
^is "ridiculous," Proskauer said. put a "stigma" on Columbia as beearances are abolished between
ing guilty of unfair clearances. EdHters charging the same admisward Raftery, speaking for United
c price, as proposed by Wright, Artists and Universal, asserted that
public would get "rooked," he what affected the "big five" would
< d, declaring that there was "no affect the "little three" and that
I er to the public" under the pres- there
tion. was no necessity for an injuncI" system.
hitney Seymour, representing
Judge Goddard said that if the dei mount, and John Caskey, reprecisions were to be allowed for eving 20th Century-Fox,
argued
dence, the distributors should be allowed to submit a brief combatting
ist the granting of an injuncand the use of the appeal board the arguments. This he allowed and
the distributors probably will submit their brief today or tomorrow as
ndustry Canteen To
they already have prepared one although it had not yet been printed.
Celebrate l^atal Day
Wright will answer the brief with a
Local Film Row executives will be
brief of his own, probably on March
esent in force at the second anni26 or before. John W. Davis, reprsary celebration of the Silver Screen
resenting Loew's, also spoke against
anteen, 1 10 W. 48th St., on the night
the injunction.
March 21. To commemorate two
Judge Goddard did not indicate
lid years of service to the war efwhen he would decide on the injuncrt, canteen officials have arranged
tion motion. He accepted an afI elaborate show.
Many thousands
fidavit on the workability of arbiAmerica's fighting men have been
tration from J. Noble Braden, viceneficiaries of the Silver Screen
president of the American Arbitration Association, and one from J. J.
aiteen's hospitality since the initution was founded.
Donohue, Paramount district manager, both submitted by the distrib-

i)

Sees Other Benefits
From Curfew Order

land from St. Louis
been located.

where he has

•
Saxton Fights Pneumonia

(Continued from Page 1)
be ended as soon as possible
"without detriment to the war

Baltimore — William K. Saxton, city
"This request was, as you probably
manager for Loew theaters hei'e, is
confined to his bed, with a slig-ht know," Byrnes wrote, "part of a
case of pneumonia.
general program for the curtailment
•
of effort."
less essential activities in the
TPC Drops March Meeting
interests of the war effort. While
The March luncheon meeting of one of the primary considerations
th Television Press Club will not be was the conservation of fuel, benefits
held since many of the members are are expected in other fields. At this
attending the FCC allocations hear- critical stage of the war, it does not
ings in Washington.
seem to me that a curtailment of
recreation facilities is too much of a
•
Duke Hickey to Miami
contribution to expect from the home
front.
Pittsburgh— Duke Hickey, MPPDA
"While it is recognized that some
public relations committee field representative, who has been conduct- hardships may develop in certain
ing a survey here for the past six areas, compliance will be largely on
weeks, has been assigned to Florida a voluntary basis and it is believed
on a special chore. Hickey will ar- that voluntary co-operation can be
rive in Miami tomorrow.
secured only if the application of the
'curfew' is on a nation-wide basis.
utors. Judge Goddard also allowed
"The contributions to the war efa brief as amicus curiae submitted
fort which have been made by the
by the Conference of Independent Southern California area are fully
Exhibitors on the Consent Decree (see
Col. 3, Page One) and granted per- appreciated. I am sure its citizens
mission to Morris Ernst, represent- will be as patriotic in this instance
been in others, espeing the Society of Independent Mo- as theyciallyhave
since the restriction is purely
tion Picture Producers, to submit a
brief in favor of the injunction (see a temporary one which will be lifted
as soon as possible wtihout detriment
box in Col. 1, Page One).
to the war effort."
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Expect Lengthy Trial of Gov't AntI -Trust Su

D of J to Reply to Major's Clearance Brief at
Pre-Trial Confab Mar. 26
(Continued from Page 1)

HOLLYWOOD
Br

kiONOGRAM

SPEAKING

RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
has taken up its option on

WILK
CROWN
PRODUCTIONS has signed Ray
Miller, Phin Holder, Elaine Long,
Robert Shahan, Frank Zastrow and Paul

Wright, assistant to the U. S. At- '"■ the services of Peter Cookson, providing for three pictures during the onetorney General.
Smith for "Wait For Me, Darling," post-war
year period commencing May 10.
comedy, which will open at the Playtime
In order to ascertain how long the
•
•
Theater Mar. 20. Play is by Fred Shevin,
trial will last, a pre-trial conference
former writer for the Fred Allen and Bing
has been set for March 26 at which "^
JACK
LANNAN,
of RKO
Radio's special
effects
department,
has accepted
an in- Crosby radio programs, and former publicity
man for Paramount and Columbia in New
time Wright will also file a brief in
vitation to speak on "Blowing Up the
York, who will also direct.
Movies"
at
the
University
of
California
on
answer to a brief filed by the dis- May 21. This is one of a technological
•
•
tributors in regard to the clearance series sponsored by the Alpha Chi Sigma
CARL LAEMMLE, JR. has bought rights
Fraternity in the interest of students of
to life story of Julian Eltinge, and
situation. (See Col. 4, Page 1).
The Oct. 8 date was agreeable to chemistry. Lannan will explain his explo- Tom Reed has written the script.
sive techniques in reproducing the 17th cen•
•
the distributors' legal representatives
for "The Spanish Main," JULES LEVEY has interviewed and tested
in battles
Technicolor.
who, as had been predicted, made no which turyisnaval
more than 40 girls in connection with
•
•
two featured roles in his picture tentatively
move to oppose the setting of a trial
date. While Judge Goddard pointed I OU WEINER joins the publicity staff of titled "The Homesteaders," which will have
Randolph Scott in the top male role. Levey
out that the date was subject to ^ Republic to work on a special assignment is
seeking two unknown girls for the two top
in
connection
with
exploitation
of
Republic's
change, industry attorneys indicated 10th anniversary.
feminine roles in his UA production. He
•
•
that preparations for the trial would
is in Tucson scouting locations.
start immediately.
•
•
/^ARLOS MOLINA and his orchestra reThe trial probably will be the first ^^ cently augmented to 18 men, have
LANTZ has set Walter Tetley
cas on the Fall docket of the South- been signed by PRC for "Two Tickets to WALTER
to do the voice of Andy Panda in a
ern District of New York and from
Heaven." In addition Molina will have an
all indications it will be a lengthy acting role throughout the picture.
new Cartune, "Apple Andy," which he"s
producing for Universal.
proceeding. Because it will be a long
trial. Judge Goddard agreed to a Funeral Services Today
Congressional Probe of
pre-trial conference in order to de- For Kohn, Ex-Para. Exec.
Curfew Order Demanded
termine approximately the time it
will require.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
The matter of theater divorcement
will be the principal issue to be de- side Memorial Chapel, 76th and Am- restaurants, theaters and other
termined although divorcement was '^terdam Ave.
amusement places has nothing to
not mentioned at yesterday's hearKohn, a graduate of the New York
ings.
do with Army and Navy manpower,"
University Law School, joined Fam- Bunker said. "Most of the employers
ous Players on its formation in 1913 and employes of the industry reTaylor and Frank Upped;
as assistant counsel and assistant
stricted by the Byrnes decree can
New Para. Post for Bell
secretary; and later became assis- make little other contribution to the
war effort than to help maintain the
(Continued from Page 1)
tant secretary and assistant ti-eas- morale of such people as war plant
urer
of
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Indianapolis exchange, as branch
swing shifters who seek such sermanager in Los Angeles, effective Corp. when it was organized in 1916.
vices, and to pay the income taxes
at once. Taylor joined Paramount He was also executive assistant to that the Government imposes upon
in May, 1924, as an ad sales clerk Adolph Zukor. Since his retirement
in San Francisco, and is a former from the organization, he had been
Bunker declared that if the order
Omaha branch head.
associated with the insurance firm of is to save coal, "it is peculiar that
it came after Winter is virtually
Taylor will be succeeded by G. Keith, Cosgrave & Co.
them."
Richard (Dick) Frank, who has been
Besides his sister, he is survived
serving in the Indianapolis exchange
as special rep. Frank, who joined by a son, Ensign Ralph Kohn, Jr.. Col. Recruiting Writers
Paramount last Fall, was manager and a daughter, Marjorie Kohn.
Among Dramatists Here
for UA for 14 years, including seven
C. C. Alexander Appointed over."
in Indianapolis.
In an effort to overcome a current
Chester J. Bell, formerly L. A. AFC District Manager
need for young screen writers, Cobranch manager, is on vacation. Anlumbia Pictures is sifting the New
nouncement of his new assignment
Cbicaeo — Due to the death of M York theater for promising playwill be made upon his return.
L. Williams, who was assistant to
wrights and sending them to the
the president of the Alexander Film Coast, it was learned here Friday.
Co. in charge of the Chicago area,
Harry J. Essex, Martin Field, Guy
several changes in the supervision Andros, and John Lloyd are the first
became effective March 1.
four to be signed. They will be
C. C Alexander, sales rep. for 18 guided by Richard Sokolove, story
vears, has been promoted to district editor in screenplay technique by
BOB GOLDFARB, accessory sales manager, United
manager of Illinois and Southern WisArMsts.
the steps in scenario writconsin. Carl W. Brismaster, district watching
R. C. SIDLEY, head statistician, Eagle-Lion
ing through the final shooting stage
Films, Inc.
manaerer of Northern Michigan, before making personal attempts.
C. W. HARRISON, manager, Fenkell Theater, De- will also cover Northern Wisconsin:
troit. ,
and Minnesota has been included in Popcorn Black Market Fines
STANLEY JOHNSON, salesman. Western Michithe Denver district managed bv
gan territory, Warners.
Ralph Bonar, assistant to the presi- I
— OPA popcorn
is cracking
down
on Chicago
black market
operators.
JOHNtroit.
O'TOOLE, operator. Avenue Theater, De- dent.
Heavy fines are being levied.

IN NEW POSTS

%A

1,500,000 Attendan
Daily at N.Y, House

Attendance at the more than
film theaters of New York's five
oughs averages in excess of l,i
000 daily, Newbold Morris, presi
of the City Council, declared ii
address on the week-end over
tion WNYC in connection with
presentation of awards to Param^
and the WAC.by the Foreign L;
uage Press Filto Critics Circle,
Paramount received the cri
scroll for "Going My Way>" juc
the best feature production of 1
and WAC was recipient of a sp(
award for having provided thelf
mm.
gift films to the armed f o '
overseas.
Morris, in his speech on behaloi
the city,
tribute
to motion
ictures
as paid
valuable
morale
aids 1th
on the fighting fronts as well ask
home front, and called attentioitc
the status which domestic thea rs
have
as community
since attained
Pearl Harbor,
renderingcena's
gat
assistance to War Bond drives ni
those of the Red Cross, Marcloi
Dimes, and the many other patrhit
and humanitarian campaigns wl
target, he said, ,is "the attainn n
of a better world in which to lii.'
In refe'-ring to the more tharll,
500,000 New Yorkers and gu
within the City who attend film
grams each day as an average, Bu
ris asserted that they "will }v(
sought and found wholesome rec ation and diversion to better enik
•"hem to do tomorrow's tasks in tnr
whole-hearted support and ques'of

Orland Bumhom

Slain

victory."
Farmington, N. H.— T/S Orlf
N. Burnham, well known arol
New Hampshire movie theatersas
^j. former director of the hillHj
'^"^ and "The Down Easters," i
^^ bands, "The Pine Tree B(s'
been killed in action in Germany,
was a member of the 309th Infan

George Payne Stricken
Hollis, L. I.— George Henry Paj
68, former official of the Fedi
Communications Commission, die^
a heart ailment at the home of
daughter, Mrs. Virginia Ahrens.

THEATER DEALS
Baltimore — The Vogue, has b!D
purchased by Walter Gettinger, rcuit operator of Boston and sevial
cities in New Jersey. It will be emodeled and known as the Vok'
Laff Movie,
comedies, T.£
'u
former
owner featuring
was the Principal
aters. Inc., of Loa Angeles.

New U. K. Raw Stock Slash:

London

(By Cable) — The British industry, which sustained a cut of one-sixth

in raw

stock allocations for the six months' period starting Feb. 15, faces a still further slash
as the shortage becomes more acute, Hugh Dalton, president of the Board of Trade, said yesterday.
Amount of cut is not set.
Dalton is
) --conferring with distributors.
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TRIAL PREPARATIONS STARTED BY MAJORS
Industry Control Bill Again
Introduced in P. R.
Editorial
Duplicates Measure Which
iVas Passed a Year Ago
Jut Failed on a Technicality

By E. SANCHE
ORTIZ
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
San Juan, P. R. (By Air Mail) —
The motion picture industry in Puer0 Rico will eventually be subjected
0 Government control if a bill introluced in the House of Representa(Continued on Page 6)

[onnors Volunteers
For 7th Loan Service
Samuel Pinanski, national industry
hairman of the Seventh War Loan
-esterday announced that Tom J.
'onnors, 20th-Fox
M c e - president,
1 a d volunteered
jatriotically t o
issume the duies of naJ;ional
,listributor chairnan of the Seventh War Loan
■ampaign during
he illness of
h-adwell L. Sears,
JA vie e-presilent.
Spyros Skouras,
!Oth-Fox prexy,
idvised WAC
TOM CONNORS
hat he was "most
lappy" that Conors could assume the additional du(Continued on Page 6)

Conn. Group Libel Bill
Would Bit Theaters
New Haven — Scheduled for hearing
in the State Legislature in Judiciary
Committee March 20 are three industry bills, including the perennial
two-men-in-a-booth, a bill concerning attendance of unescorted child-

No Chance For Amended
Or New Consent Decree
Seen by Distributors

A Briton to Holly wood l
Better study the British marhet
By CHESTER B. BAHN

Attorneys for the eight major
companies already have started to

I N American rejoinders to periodic British 'plaints that the product of English studios
' finds the distribution — and box office — going rough on this side, the point generally
is stressed that the responsibility rests with British producers who fail to shape their
productions for the American market. It is a sound argument, that, and it is readily
accepted by many Britons, with the virtual assurance that in the post-war period themes
will be chosen with a view to American acceptability and the same thought will govern
— to a degree, at least — the writing of scripts and the selection of casts.
All of which augurs well, industry-wise and otherwise.
However, it appears — and this will come as a shock and well may stir Hollywood
repercussions — that there are those in London town who feel that American producers
are in great danger of falling into the same trap from which their British brethren are
(Continued on Page 6)

Fewer Film Tlieater
SlageJiands in St. L.!

Anti-Ascap Measure
In Oregon's Senate

prepare for the trial of the Government's equity case now scheduled to
start on Oct. 8. As the distributors
now view the situation, there is no
chance whatsoever for a new or
amended consent decree unless the
Government makes a move in that
direction. The distributors apparently have no intentions of initiating
(Continued on Page 6)

Ohio Scliools Would
Get All Censor Fees

Salem, Ore. — A bill that would
prevent Ascap from operating in
Oregon was introduced in the State
Senate by Sens. Thomas R. Mahoney
and Coe McKenna.
Under the measure it would be
(Continued on Page 61

Columbus, 0 — A House bill (No.
64) which would allocate 100 per
St. Louis — Local motion picture cent of the funds derived from the
theaters will have a total of six fewer
fees to the Ohio Destagehands and this will drastically film censorship
partment of Education instead of
change the working hours of those
50 per cent has been inremaining on their payrolls if the the present
(Continued on Page 6)
Regional War Labor Board at Kan(Continued on Page 3)

Italian Gov't Moves to
Re-establish Pix Industry

Exclusive Advertising Pic
Pacts Trust Suit Basis

Omaha, Neb. — Three
Rome (By Cable) — A law is being
prepared by the Bonomi Government advertising companies
which will permit the resumption of ater corporations were
the Italian film industiy and, it is jviolating the anti-trust
(Continued on Page 3)

I

Midwest film
and four thecharged with
law by enter-

Warns Iowa Tax Move
Is a Signal for Others

Des Moines — Calling for a finish
fight against the recently introduced
state measure providing for a 2 per
cent sales tax on film rentals, Leo

$14rS55r92S Sep. Net Income

20th Turning Over
More Money to B. C.

CFI Reports $561,719 and Setay, $569,409
Deitch Leaves Tri-States
Republic Pictures net income from
film rentals and royalties for the year
For Para. Theater Spot

instructions have gone out to all
20th-Fox branches to submit to local

ended

Oct.

27,

1944

was

$14,555,-

925.24, "substantially
in excess
of
|such income for the preceding fiscal
year," it was revealed yesterday in
the annual financial report of Conren, and a "group libel" bill seeking
to make theaters liable for proceedsolidated Film Industries, Inc. Figings in case a picture slanders any
ure was included in the annual report
group.
of Setay Co., Inc., of which Republic
De»teh'*gretumj£t|ijt tlji^g^ramount
(Continued on Page 3)
iOOli
^L^ilft.iQPr^%^ ^9m ?$^ears.

k^ua

LET YOVB

(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 6)

Joseph
Deitch,
film
buyer
and
booker for Tri-States Theaters, Des
Moines, joins Paramount as an executive in the theater department on
April 1, Leonard H. Goldenson, announced yesterday. This marks

EFfmiBSSBOtt^9Wg^WEMcefbSS

DRIVE

MATCH

THOSE

OF THE

Red Cross chapters $50 checks additional to those of $500 presented
earlier, it was disclosed yesterday by
Tom Connors,
distribution chief. the
The company's
checks represent
money from rentals in excess of the
production costs of Victory shorts
distributed by 20th-Fox. The exchanges will present the checks in
the names of the company and the
exhibitors in each territory.
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Warner AMPP Re-election
Not to Affect Resignation
West

I

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

By means of a 16 mm. film, the
Blue Network plans to give television coverage to V-E Day through arrangements completed with the DuMont station WABD. Besides bringing leading military authorities and
political experts to the Blue television cameras, the network has made
arrangements to record the activities in its newsroom. The film then
will be rushed to WABD where it
will be televised immediately.
The entire facilities of WABD
will be made available to the Blue
as soon as V-E Day is announced.

International to Place
Two Films in Production

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Hollywood — Robert Riskin, chief
of OWI's Overseas Motion Picture
Bureau, is trying to interest studio
and distribution company execs, in
formation of a non-profit organization to make documentary subjects
in the post-war period which would
"sell" the American way of life to
various countries of the world.
The proposed organization would
be subsidized by foundations, Government agencies and film companies,
but would be primarily controlled by
the film industry. It would function
under direction of the State Department.
Riskin believes 24 short subjects

should be made during the organization's first year and that the initial
International Pictures will start year's operations would involve an
outlay
of about $1,000,000.
an intensive production period durRepresentatives of various motion
ing the next three months, following
a lull since the Gary Cooper picture picture guilds would serve as editorial committee, with a policy board
"Along Came Jones" was completed. to include
educators, scientists and
International's Sonja Henie Techni- others.
color film, "It's a Pleasure," will be
Riskin again denied he had any
released by RKO Radio on April 1.
plans
to resign his position and reScheduled for production are "Toenter the film industry.
morrow is Forever," starring Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles and
George Brent, starting tomorrow, RKO Houses Plan R. C.
and the second Sonja Henie picture, Week Special Programs
"Countess of Monte Cristo."
RKO's general managers, James
Fritcher 111, Wise Shifts
M. Brennan of New York Metropolitan theaters and Sol A. Schwartz,
To Minn, as Para. Booker
in charge of the out-of-town houses,
jointly announced yesterday a varTransfer of Harold Wise, Paraiety of appropriate ceremonies and
mount booking manager in St. Louis, special attractions together with
to Minneapolis in a similar capacity, collections at every performance will
is announced by Charlie Reagan. be held to usher Red Cross War
John Fritcher, Minneapolis booking Fund Week into the circuit theaters.
manager, has been granted an ex- Arrangements are being made for
tended leave because of illness. The
personal appearances of returned serSt. Louis vacancy will be filled by
vicemen or women who have seen
the promotion of Jerry Bahner, a the Red Cross in action overseas
returned service man, from assistant and can tell its story effectively.
booker. Bahner received a Navy
Tableaux will be part of the show
medical discharge four months ago. at the out-of-town vaudeville houses.
Wherever possible, ceremonies markLouis Pollock to Blow
ing the graduation of Nurses Aides
will take place on the opening night
of the drive. Some theaters are
To Head New Film Dep't
planning
auction nights for merLouis Pollock, formerly UA dichandise supplied by the local merrector of advertising and publicity,
chants and the bids going to the Red
has been named to head the new motion picture department of the Biow Cross.
Co., it is announced by Milton Biow, Tack Kirsch Re-elected
agency's president.
While Pollock will headquarter Illinois Allied Prexy
at the Hollywood office in the CBS
Chicago — Jack Kirsch was reBuilding, much of his time will be
elected president of Allied Theater
spent in New York on final campaign conferences and promotion Owners of Illinois at yesterday's
election of officers. Others elected
were: Van Nomikos, vice-prexy;
plans.
Richard Salkins, secretary-treasurer.
Albert O. Brown Dies

Hollywood — It is reliably learned
that the re-election of Harry M.
Warner to the board of directors of
the Association of M. P. Producers
will not affect Warner Bros.' resignation from the association nor is
there any chance of Warners reconAlbert 0. Brown, 73, head of the
sidering its MPPDA resignation.
Percy Williams Home for actors,
and a former shepherd of the Lambs
Kcrtherine Dayton Dead
club, died Monday in the Harkness
Katherine Dayton, 54, playwright Pavilion of the Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center. He entered
and co-author with George S. Kaufman of "First Lady," a play satiriz- show business as a press agent, managed the Playhouse for William A.
ing the Washington social and political scene, died at her home after a Brady, and operated his own bookbrief illness.
ing agency.

McCuUough

COmmC and Goinc

DAILY

Rites Today

Funeral services for Mrs. Isabell
Perissi McCuUough, 61, mother of
Mrs. Roger Di Pasca, secretary to
Jack Cohn at Columbia, will be held
at her late home, 92-11 35th Ave.,
Jackson Heights, Queens, this morning. There will be a solemn requiem mass at the Church of the
Blessed Sacrament.

WILL H. HAYS has returned to New Yc|
from his regular Winter visit to Hollywood.
WILLIAM F. RODCERS, M-G-M v.-p. ail
g.s.m., is scheduled to return from the Co<f
March
15.
JOSEPH H. SEIDELMAN, president of Ui
versal International Films, will return to his de
today from Mexico.
JOSEPH HAZEN will return to New York fr(
Hollywood on Monday after a Coast stay of mci
than two months.
PHIL REISMAN, RKO vice-president in char
of world distribution, has arrived in Paris frc
London.
LANA TURNER, M-C-M star, arrived in Wasi
ington for personal appearances in connectii
with her latest film, "Keep Your Powder Dry;
which will premiere at the Capitol tomorrow
MIKE SIMONS, editor of Loew-M-G-M
lications, has returned from New Haven.

pui

JAY EISENBERC, of Loew's legal departmer
is back from New Haven where he spoke bef<
Poll managers.
SAM MARX, producer of "Son of Lassie,"
due from the Coast today from the M-C
studios.
HAROLD L. GROVES, field director of ConI
dential Reports, Inc., will leave here this we
on a country-wide tour for the new organizatic
LT. C. B. ROSS, USMCR, executive vice-pres
dent of Ross Federal Service, visited the hoi
office before reporting to Fort Meade, Md., \
five weeks of specialized training after whi
he will return to his base at Cherry Point, N.
JOHN R. WOOD, JR., sales manager for T
March of Time returns today from Washingtt
THOMAS L. WALKER, secretary of Edwa
Small Productions, is scheduled to arrive in N<
York from the Coast on Monday.
GEORGE D. TRILLING, Fabian buyer a
booker, will leave today on a visit to circi'
situations in Harrisburg, Altoona and Johi^
town. Pa.
He'll stop in Pittsburgh before \
return
on Saturday.

Metro Field Men to Dine
With Beauty Contestant
Betty Lou Bandlow, second pris
winner in M-G-M's Twenty- Year Ai
niversary "Bathing Beauty" contes
will be guest of honor Friday at
luncheon at the Astor Hotel to
attended by M-G-M home office 6}
ecutives in addition to five visitin
field promotion men. Miss Bant
low, whose home town is Glover.'
ville, N. Y., arrived here Monday
The five field promotion men i
town various
and spending
the week
visi'
ing
home office
departmei
heads are Floyd Fitzsimmons, cove:
ing the Albany area; Ed Gallne
Philadelphia; Jack Gilmore, Buffalo
Burt McKenzie, Boston; and Wai
ren Slee, Chicago.

De Rochemont on Air Tonight
March of Time Producer, Richar
de Rochemont, will appear on th
Town Hall program tonight ovc;
the Blue. The subject will be: "Ca
France Regain Her Place As i
World Power?"

nn BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO.
March
Rose

Slater

7
Charles

Baily

!
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iewer Film Theater
lagehands in St. L.!

Rep. Reports income
Net of $143S5,925
(Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

is City issues a directive carrying
to effect the recommendations of
5 special master, Jules E. Kohn,
ansas City attorney.
, The Reg-ional Board's directive
hen issued is expected also to in'ude the prior recommendations of
three-man WLB panel that the
agehands base pay of $75 per week
; increased 15 per cent and that
ley be given annual vacations with
Kohn in his findings suggests that
le Fox retain the six stagehands
)w employed, but he would cut the
mbassador, Loew's, Shubert, Orleum and Missouri from five to four
en each and the Express from
iree to two men, these men to work
two shifts between 8 a.m. and 4
m. and from 4 p.m. to closing. No
lange would be made in men now
nployed at the St. Louis and neigh)rhood theaters. In the neighbor3od houses, however, the men
ould work from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m.
bile at the St. Louis the two men
nployed on week days would work
'■om 4 p.m. to closing and on Saturlys and Sundays at that house two
'ould work from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
,[id two from 4 p.m. to closing.
Kohn found that most stagehands
L'e qualified to perform the many
rpes of duties they claim to do at
le houses in which they are emloyed and in his recommendations
e calls upon the men actually to do
ich work.

ilm Groups Co-Sponsor
lYU's Youth Conference
New York University's School of
ducation, in co-operation with the
[etropolitan Motion Picture Coun1, the National Board of Review of
[otion Pictures, the Permanent
ommittee for the Prevention of
uvenile Delinquency and other
roups, will hold its Conference On
o-ordination For Youth Service in
le NYU auditorium, 35 West 4th
t., on Friday evening, March 16,
nd Saturday, March 17. Among
le conference highlights will be
lowing at opening session of Warer Bros.' "It Happened In Springeld," which presents the Springeld plan for attacking the problem
f intolerance and discrimination.

IN NEW POSTS
J. CHISHOLM, district manager of Associated
Screen News, Ltd., for the province of Ontario, Canada.
LENN McCLAIN, Dallas Associated Theaters.
:NWICK MacLEOD, manager of Orange Theater,
Orange,
Mass.
JED McHENRY, manager, Texas and Victory,
Amarillo, Tex.

News and Views o' the Day
• • • CUFF NOTES: That Iwo Jima footage in today's newsreels is plenty socko
The cream of the film shot by approximately
60 Navy
and Marine
Corps cameramen,
it reflects the painstaking
preparation by the services
One of the secrets is that cameramen
were instructed to shoot American action right to left, lap action left
to right
Another is that the script of the photographic mission was
prepared several weeks in advance when the Navy Photographic Services were given access to the Iwo operation plan
Editorial treatment by the reels is superb
And so, without exception, ore the
narrations. . . •Ye Coming and Going editor sure climbed aboard the
Time Machine when he had loe Seidelman coming back from Mexico to
Columbia
If it's any solace to Joe, Ye Ed's face is vera red. . .
• Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger, due in New York from
London next week, will visit Washington, Boston and Philadelphia while
in our midst
of Life and
Seventh War
theaters sure

in search of material for their next British pic, "A Matter
Death.". . • New York State's individual quota in the
Loan drive will be $1,134,000.000
Thot means state
will have to step on the gas. . . • Looks as though Billy

Wilder is slated for an OWI spot in U. S.-occupied Germany; he's due in
Washington next week to huddle with Elmer Dcrvis. . . # It might
interest Paramount to know that when Emperor Haile Selassie called on
FDR, he saw "Going My Way," and liked it so much he requested orchestrations ofthe film's song hits

▼

TV

• • • BOB RISKIN'S ambitious proposal for a post-war setup
linking the industry and State Department in a plan, to produce documentaries and informational
films for overseas distribution
rates
plenty of pro-and-con discussion
In essence, it would appear to
mean industry commitment to peace-time overseas propagatida, with
the Government,
thru the State Department,
indicating its "line"
to the policy board
With the objective— the sale of the American
uiay of life abroad and the promotion of better understanding between
nations— there can be no quarrel
For the possible gimmick, there's
the fable of the camel which was permitted to put its proboscis in the
tent.

from Page 1)

is a subsidiary. Consolidated holds
195,422 of 291,585.82 outstanding
shares of Setay.
Net income of Consolidated for
the year ended Dec. 31, 1944 was
$561,719.10, compared with a net of
$578,338.55 for 1943. Income is
equal to $1.40 1/2 on the 400,000 outstanding shares of preferred stock,
compared with $1,441/2 in 1943. Consolidated's net is exclusive of the income of Setay and its Republic subsidiaries.
Setay's net income, after taxes,
was $569,409.01 for the year ended
Oct. ness
27.
Republic's increased
loan indebtedto Consolidated
from
$3,728,535.63 on Oct. 31, 1943 to
$5,206,640.92 on Oct. 27, 1944. Increase is laid to financing of increased inventories and expansion of
studio and distribution facilities;
Loans are secured by pictures, income from distribution and by real
estate and chattel mortgages, on the
studio property, equipment, machinery and fixtures of Republic Productions, Inc., Republic Pictures
Corp. subsidiary.
Setay's listed assets included $686,913.58 in cash; $264,469.72 in notes
and accounts receivable; $4,327,593.07 in released productions, at
cost, less amortization and $2,528,762.05 in productions in process and
charges to future productions.

Italian Gov't Moves to
Re-establish Pix Industry
(Continued from Page 1)

hoped, lead to the re-employment of
approximately 100,000 persons.
Chief aim will be to put the prop▼
T
T
erty and materials salvaged from
WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR! .
the Nazi and Fascist pillagers to
quick use, since actors, technicians,
and other film woi-kers are generally
unemployed.
Indications that the Allied Commis.
Boston — The Modern theater, sion here would start relinquishing
(Continued from Page 1)
F. Wolcott, president of the AITO Brockton, and the Randolph, Ran- some of its power to the civilian
dolph, are now associated with the government gave rise to the hope
of Iowa-Nebraska, warns that the Interstate
Theater Corp.
that the OWI would return the operations of Italian film distribution to
levy, if adopted, will be the "start
James
F.
Mahoney, district manof special taxes against us, to be
ager for the Interstate Connecticut the companies by Summer, as had
followed by state and city admission and Western Massachusetts houses,
been similarly effected in France.
has been named to replace M. Edgar
taxes at least."
"There's a definite tendency all Fain as general manager when he
over the country in that direction," leaves show business on April 1 to
Wolcott says. "We're supposed to become president of the Tower Iron
be hog-fat and rolling in wealth, you Works of Providence, R. I.

Warns Iowa Tax Move
Is a Signal for Others

Interstate Adds Two;
Mahoney Replaces Fain

STORK REPORTS

Iowa exhibs., the AITO prexy
know." out, cannot possibly pass the
points
proposed sales tax on to the public
without again raising admission
prices.
He adds:
"This tax on all film rentals will
amount to real money even in boom
times; and brother, it will be really
hard to dig up in those days after
the war when the expected drop in
business comes!
It's certainly worth

making a real effort to defeat the
bill! But, as I said before, the more
I study the darned bill, the cuter it
appears to be. It will find support;
how much, depends on us. I think
we can defeat it, but it will take
real eff^ort by each and every one of
us. We small exhibitors, who haven't
been making all this easy movie
money, and how!, have a real argu-

ment."

Indianapolis-^Betty Van Winkle,
Columbia exchange typist before her
marriage, is the mother of a six
pound one ounce baby girl born in
the Methodist Hospital here.
Chicago — Henry Feigenbaum, Lexington theater operator, announces
the birth of a baby boy named Henry
Feigenbaum, Jr.
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MIRACLE
,VVC^:i.iV t-ftS

COLLECT AT EVERY SHOW!
1 5-2 1
RED CROSS WEEK - MARCH
Miiiii

MUSlCl

?-'v5

featuring PANCH

^

Three cheers for those x three

iS

happy chappiesK^ . . . now hitting
sensational box-office success
all over the nation - new york tfllil
BOSTON - WASHINGTON - ROCHESTER -^
CINCINNATI - DENVER - NEW ORLEANS HARRISBURG - BALTIMORE - RICHMOND NORFOLK - BUFFALO - OMAHA - MILWAUKEE BIRMINGHAM - SALT LAKE CITY - HARTFORD NEWARK - OKLAHOMA CITY - with

I

dozens more important first runs
readying for the big box-office
doings week by week!

■^f,.

IN

TECHNlCOLOli

ARIOCA* DONALD DUCK and in the flesh... AURORA MIRANDA • DORA LUZ- CARMEN MOLINA
RELEASED

THROUGH

RKO

RADIO

PICTURES, INC.
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Anti-Ascap Measure
In Oregon's Senate
(Continued from Page 1)

unlawful for two or more persons
holding or claiming separate copyrighted works under the copyright
laws of the United States, either
within or without the State of Oregon, to band together, pool their
separate interests, conspire or federate for the purpose of collecting
fees in this state.
An anti-monopoly
board, including the secretary of state and state
treasurer, would be created and a
receiver would be appointed.
Provision for launching court proceedings also is included in the measure.
The bill would not apply to
any patented equipment used in
connection with the production
or reproduction of sound or music or speech in moving or talking pictures.
Senator Mahoney explained that
his proposal was modeled after a
law which had been in operation in
the State of Washington for several
years. Violation of the proposed act
would carry a maximum fine of $500.
A somewhat similar measure was
defeated after a bitter debate in the
Senate at a previous session.

Ohio Schools Would
Get All Censor Fees
(Continued from Page 1)

troduced in the legislature by Walter TarB of Cincinnati.
A portion of the extra 50 per
cent would be used to further Ohio's
growing program of visual educa,tion in the schools. Under the present law, 50 per cent of the censorship fees are placed in the state's
general fund. The fee is $3 per reel.
There is no truth in a report that
radio interests were seeking 50 per
cent of the censorship fees to construct 30 FM radio stations, according to Kenneth Ray, director of education.

A Briioii to HoUywoods
Better study the British market
(Continued from Page 1)
escaping. Or, to put it bluntly, that there is a tendency in Hollywood studios to take
British acceptance of American pictures for granted, and so to-hell-with-'em.
0

THE

American industry in Britain has no warmer friend, and

"Hollywood is in danger of miscalculating British tastes and there is very definitely
a
feeling growing
reminiscent
that is!).up that they don't study this market sufficiently." (Ah, how
Calling his shots, Freddie cites one recent super top-budget Hollywood picture, and
tartly observes, "The public here are getting a little tired of these biographical personalities, who never by any manner of means lose their temper, do a bit of grousing
the same as an ordinary human
being and are always noble and sacrificing
In
other words, they don't introduce a human note." And Freddie, continuing, takes a
pot-shot at the flow of Hollywood pix devoted to the AAF, observing, "Over here, we
yield to none in our admiration of the American Air Forces, but we do get a little
tired of having it rammed down our throats, and it would help relations if too much
harping on this score was not too predominant in American pictures."
You may disagree heartily with what the distinguished British industry editor says,
but you can't ignore the fact that if that is the prevailing British attitude and opinion, ignorance isscarcely the answer. For the customer, it is axiomatic, is always right. And,
next to the American customer, the Briton has top priority, so to speak.
Nor will a smart aleck rejoinder, "What do they want us to do, model our 'human
touches' after those in 'The Private Life of Henry VIM'?" exactly suffice.
0

HREDDIE also feels that Hollywood is becoming deficient in "originality in pictures,"
' and criticizes one recent "grandly made film" because of "a hackneyed dream
ending." "Hollywood," he charges, "won't go out for anything except happy endings,
and although this film has got fine notices and will do big business, there has been a
considerable strain of criticism levelled at it because of its dream ending, which was
totally unnecessary."
"They talk a lot of studying foreign markets in Hollywood," asserts Freddie, "but
they don't. Nobody spends long enough over here. I do think that Hollywood ought,
If they intend to keep this market in the post-war world, fasten their eyes upon what
we want and not what they want to give us."
Strangely familiar, isn't it?
0
piNALLY, the British editor speaks out against the extreme length of pictures — a
' criticism one hears also on this side. He says, and pointedly:
"The length of these films means one showing less than the ordinary number and
consequently they don't take in any more money, if as much. There's really no necessity
for these long films, because — damn it— what's the good of making pictures unless
they make money and any moving picture can tell a good story and be finished in one
hour and 40 minutes. They are not wanted over here and with the shortage of raw
stock the position gets more acute."
The explanation could be, of course, that sometimes a producer forgets that the movies
in addition to being Art are just a plain business.

Any retort courteous, Hollywood?

Connors Volunteers
For 7th Loan Service
(Continued from Page 1)

ties On such short notice. Skouras
stated that the entire 20th CenturyFox organization will be available
to co-operate with and back up Connors.
Chicago — Jovan interests have
taken over the Loop 1,000-seat Mon- Coast Mourns Sandrich
roe Theater from the Trinz Circuit.
Loop Downtown Theater is closed West Coast Btiveau of THE FILM DAILY
for a change in operating policy,
Hollywood — Last rites for Mark
under Barger management.
Sandrich were held yesterday at
Wilshire Blvd. Temple, B'nai B'rith,
Boston — -Lou Stern, formerly op- with Rabbi Edgar Magnin conducterator of the Modern, Marlboro,
ing. Interment was private. Pall
Mass., has taken over the local Ken- bearers were Allan Scott, Charles
more.
Walton, Zion Myers, Dr. Louis A.
Eschman, Ralph H. Blum, Arthur
Hollywood, Md. — George R. Shepp Wirtschafter and Y. Frank Freeman.
has taken over the ownership and At 3 p.m., all employes in Paraoperation of the Hollywood from mount's studio observed a five-minWeiner Enterprises, Inc.
ute period of silence.

THEATER DEALS

no more honest adviser,

' than Ernest W. Fredman, managing editor of The Daily Film Renter.
With that as
the premise, read this comment by Freddie, contained in a letter and printed with his
permission:

Industry Control Bill
Up Again in P. R.
(Continued from Page 1)
tives by Dr. Fransico M. Susoni,
Speaker of the House, and Reps. Lens
and Guardiola, is passed by both
houses of the Insular Legislature and
signed by Gov. Rexford Tugwell.
The bill establishes control and
regulation of the business, with emphasis on distribution. The bill is
similar in content to one passed by
the Legislature last year but which
failed on a technicality.
It is expected that public hearings
will be held by a special committee
named by the House and headed by
Dr. Rafael Arrillaga Torrens, former Speaker. American and foreign
film exchange representatives here
will be called to testify. The committee has ample powers to make a
sweeping investigation of the distribution end on the Island.

Trial Preparations
Started by Majors
(Continued from Page 1)

such a step and will go ahead in t
preparation for the trial.
The distributors' brief in suppC'
of their arguments against a pi
liminary injunction on clearan
practices is now in the hands of t
printers and probably will be fil
in
court Robert
late this
or early
ne'
week.
L. week
Wright,
represer
ing the Government, will file
answering brief prior to March
when a pre-trial conference on t
equity case has been scheduled

Exclusive Advertising Pic
Pacts Trust Suit Basis
(Continued from Page 1)

ing into exclusive contracts for sho^
ing of film advertising in a suit fil
in Federal Court by Joseph May
of Omaha.
Meyer, under
doingthea name
film advertisii
business
of the S
M Service, seeks $50,000 triple dai
ages on grounds his film advertis
ments are barred by the exclusi
contracts.
The defendants include Alexand
Film Co. of Colorado Springs, Col(
the United Film Ad Service of Ka
sas City, Mo.; Ray-Bell Films of i
Paul, Minn., all advertising firm
and Tri- States Theaters and Centi
States Theaters of Des Moines; Pi
neer Theaters of St. Louis Par
Minn., and Griffith Dickinson Th
aters of Kansas City, Mo.

Maynards' Father Dead
Columbus, Ind. — Funeral servic
were held here for William H. I
nard, 80, father of Ken and Kerir
Maynard, western film actors,
died at the Bartholomew Coun
Hospital here.

WAR

SERVICE

. . on the Film Front

N

DETROIT — A campaign to educate t
public, through the medium of the sere
in the significance of the "honorably di
charged" button worn by veterans of tl
war is being launched by William Richmon
manager of the Lincoln Park Theater in ti
suburb of Lincoln Park. Richmond has pr
pared a special short trailer illustrating t
button, and explaining its significance wi
a direct appeal to the public to show
wearer the respect due him. Backing tl
up, Richmond is using a large size blow
of the button as a lobby display.
Richmond's idea is being very favorat
received by military authorities here, a
there is talk already of spreading it on
national scale to present the signicance
the veterans' button to the public, as
significant psychological phase of veter
rehabilitation.

I

They all agree on Greer!

M-G-M's MISS GARSON

lOMI

IS THE TOPS!

The Gallup Poll has given the answer of America's millions of fans. In winning the Photoplay
Medal (based on Gallup Poll) for the Screen's Most Popular Actress, M-G-M's beloved Greer
Garson confirms by public acclaim the top position accorded her recently in the vote of Boxoffice Magazine's thousands of showmen. They voted her the Screen's Most Popular Star,
male or female. Miss Garson has received more awards this year than any other actress!
P.S. GREER

GARSON'S

NEXT PICTURE, "VALLEY

OF DECISION/' IS HER BEST YET!
Red Collea
Cross Week
— Mar.
15-21
At Every
Show!
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FELIX AYLMER with
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The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
Twenty-Six
Years
Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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CURFEW NO BLOW TO NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES
1941-44 Consumption Governs Indies Raw Stock
Reeiing 'Round--

WASHINGTON

i^=

By ANDREW

H. OLDER ^

WASHINGTON
rHE Russians are at work now on several
features telling the story of the reconitruction. These are being made in the
Jkraine — and will probably be the first
features with actual shots of the restoration
)f areas recaptured from the Nazis. One
film entitled "Great Is Life" will show the
estoration of the Donbas mines. Producer
s Leonid Lukov, who made a similarly titled
film several years ago dealing with the
)riginal development of the mines and the
ndustrialization of the area. . . . Several
pix are in production at the reopened Kiev
studios showing incidents cf the Nazi occupation. One, "The Match of Death," sounds
like a natural. It is a true story of the
oerman occupation of Kiev, dealing with a
Football match arranged between a picked
Nazi team and a group of Ukrainian players.
The Ukrainians were warned by the Nazis
that they should lose either the match or
their lives. Their ultimate decision was to
play the game to win — which they did. And
they suffered the penalty.

•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

are reported here for the

' ^ showing in our newsreels of some of the
Russian combat footage at fairly frequent
intervals. Although this fcotage would not
have the direct personal interest of the
footage showing American boys, it would
give Americans a valuable picture of the
earth-shaking military events on the Eastern
Front. Reports are that the Soviet camera
coverage — including hundreds of expeditions
behind the Nazi lines — has been every bit
3S g:od as ours throughout the war.

•

•

I EASING of the Egyptian Theater in Bala^ Cynwyd, Pa., by Stanley-Warner is not
s violation of the New York consent decree,
according to the Department of Justice.
Philadelphia exhibitors were curious about
this, but Stanley-Warner did not require to
get approval for the deal. . . • The industry appeared to have gained a determined
congressional spokesman in freshman Repr.
Gordon McDonough, formerly a Los Angeles
County supervisor. Mac is well aware of
the magnitude of the war job done by the
pix industry, and believes far too little credit
has been given. In his two months in Congress this liberal young Republican has made
it plain he intends to do something about
remedying the situation. He's taken the
(Continued on Page 2)

ARE

YOU

SET

FOR

If Production Stepped
Up,
They'll Have
to Ask
Distributors
for Extras
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The new application
form on which independent producers will ask separate allocations for
raw stock from WPB indicate clearly that WPB intends to set these
quotas strictly on the basis of raw
stock consumption by the indies in
the 1941-44 period. It appears from
this form that in the event Indies
have scheduled a stepping up of
their production for this year they
(Continued on Page 3)

WB Giving Up 5, to
Build 3 in Hartford
Bridgeport, Conn. — The five neighborhood theaters here operated by
Warner Bros, since 1930 will revert
back to the lessor on July 1, it was
learned here yesterday. The lessor
is the Park St. Investment Co. of
Hartford. The theaters which are
owned by this firm are the Colonial
on Farmington Ave., the Lenox on
(Continued on Page 2)

Greenwich Case Affects
Providence Clearances

Goldwyn's '*Ptrafe"
Tops Artny^s ^^Besf
"The Princess and the Pirate," Sam
Goldwyn pic which RKO distributes,
tops the list of 10 outstanding box
office attractions during 1944 at

Survey Shows Only FirstRuns Affected; Grosses
Up in Some Instances

Army theaters in the U. S. and certain continental bases, Fred Bund,
Jr., chief of the Army Motion Picture Service, reported yesterday.
Others in the order named are:
"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"
Lrew's; "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
Warners; SYWA, UA-Selznick, "To
Have and Have Not," Warners;
"Bathing Beauty," Loew's; "Going My
Way," Paramount; "Pick-Up Girl,"
20th-Fox "Up in Arms," RKO-Goldwyn; "Kismet," Loew's.

Fiooded Ohio Cioses
30 in Tiiree Slates

While the first-run key city theaters have felt severe drops in late
show grosses because of the midnight
curfew, the average neighborhood
theater has experienced no ill effects, and in some cases business
has been stimulated, according to a
Film Daily checkup. Timing of
neighborhood programs has been adjusted to prevent running over the
midnight deadline, but from a revenue standpoint there has been no
change, the survey revealed.
In a number of instances, neigh(Continued on Page 8)

Pix Can Piay Large
Pari in Teie-Royai

San Francisco — The film industry
Cincinnati — With the Ohio river
can have a large part in television
still rising in one of worst floods in programs,
declared John F. Royal,
history, approximately 30 theaters
in charge of televisin the three-state flooded area are vice-president
ion for NBC, in speaking to the San
closed, with the number expected to
(Continued on Page 12)
reach 50 or more before the crisis is
(Continued on Page 9)

Browning to Serve As
Pinanski 7th Loan Aide

Cowan Looks Askance
At Riskin's Proposal
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Proposal of Robert
Harry Browning, M & P Theaters
Boston — Result of the arbitration
Riskin, chief of the OWI's Overseas
ad-publicity
director,
will
function
hearing on the complaint filed by as his executive assistant for the Motion Picture Bureau, that the inJoseph Stanzler, head of Artcraft 7th War
dustry tie up with the State DepartLoan campaign,
it was
ment via a non-profit organization
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 12)

I3r937 Pledged to R C Drive
Sets New Record for Theater Participation
Al Suchman Named Buyer
For N. J. Booking Assn.
Al Suchman has been named buyer
for the recently formed Independent
Theater Service, Inc., New Jersey
booking organization. With 65 theaters, ITS is slated to start operat(Continued on Page 12)

RED

WOUNDED

WEEK?

THE

Bought
The

A total of 13,937 theaters, out of
a possible total of 16,478, have pledged themselves thus far to participate
in the Industry's Red Cross War
Fund Week which starts a week from
today and runs through the 21st.
In announcing the figure, Leon J.
Bamberger, national campaign director, said yesterday that it breaks all
(Continued on Page 12)

CROSS

'^Charley's Aunf

ARE

AWAITING

hy

Russia

Soviet Film Committee

has

purchase^
Aunt,"
which
starred
Jack"Charley's
Benny, for
distribution
in Russia. It was pointed out that
the committee will seek to buy lighter
entertainment product from the
United States, so that the Russian industry could concentrate on serious
subjects. "Charley's Aunt"
20th Century-Fox picture.
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Reeiing 'Round - -

WASHINGTON

A clearance complaint has been
filed by the St. Cloud Amusement
Corp., operating the Sussex Theater,
Sussex, N. J., against the five consenting companies. Complainant
charges that the 14-day clearance
granted to the Strand, Ritz and
Royal Theaters, Port Jervis, is unreasonable as to time and area.
Elimination of all clearance is
asked, but that if some competition
is found to exist, then an availability date should be set for the Sussex
of one day after the completion of a
run at any of the three theaters and
not more than eight days.

Ford at
Named
Aide
BIS inBernstein's
London
U'ashinc/ton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Richard Ford, formerly with the British Information
Service film division here and in New
York, has been named assistant to
Sidney Bernstein, film chief in London. He will collect information,
production and distribution of official Allied films in liberated Europe.
Neville Gardner, head of the Washington film office, is due to go to
London shortly for consultation with
officials there.

Mass. Ticket Measures
Win Committee Support

ART FOR
'.
MOTION
PICTURE
ADVERTISING

. . .

dentally, there's been no sign of such recurrence in the present Congress thus far.
• Another deal is in the making on

• And we're sorry Garbo decided against
taking the female lead in the film.

Sneak preview tonight of the new
UA-Edward Small "Brewster's Millions" at the Mayf air will be preceded
by a dinner for the industry press
reviewers and others at Toots Shor's,
with Harry Kosiner hosting for
Small.

Twentieth Century-Fox exchangfl
have been instructed to turn over tl
local Red Cross Chapters additionij
checks of $250 — not $50, as was rJ
ported
in yesterday's
Dail^
A typographical
error Film
reduced
tlj
size of those checks.

IVEW

YORK

The Greatest Lode of Thrills in Town!
Second Week
i(
starring

ANZA"
BIG BON
THERichard
Arlen
Robert Liyingstofl
Jane Frazee
with

George

"Gabby"

Hayes

THEATERS
DISNEY'S
'The WALT
THREE
CABALLEROS'
In TECHNICOLOR
Released

Bet. 51st &
Buy War

UjI

RADIO

CITY
St.

Claire

52nd

MUSIC

"Tonight- and
A

BLAIR

Columbia

SPECTACULAR

e

Picture
STAGE

Trevor

An

RKO

Anne Shirley

MY

SWEET"

Radio

Picture

HALL

6th Ave.

RITA HAYWORTH
JANET

47th St.

MURDER

Sts.

Bonds!

and

Brandts B'WAY
GLOBE'
&

Dick Powell

REPUBLIC
B'way

by RKO Radio Pictures

NOW

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing

50th

H. J. Yates, Sr., president of Republic Productions, Inc., James R.
Grainger, president and general
^ales manager of Republic Pictures
Corp., and William Saal, executive
assistant to Yates, leave today for
the company's North Hollywood Studios. Grainger expects to be back
in New York in about three weeks.

1)

Correction

—

Yates, Grainger, Saal
Leaving for Rep. Studio

(Continued from Page

Albany Ave., the Lyric on Park S
the Rialto on Franklin Ave., and t
Central on Farmington Ave., We
Hartford.
It is learned that Warner Brc
has arranged with important Hai
ford building interests for the ere
tion of three modern neighborho(
theaters in Hartford as soon as wa,
time building restrictions are lifte
In trade circles it is understood tl
Park St. Investment Co. will ope
ate the theaters themselves.

To Sneak New SmaU Pic

31 New Pix, 18 Re-issues
On Chi. April Release List

31/4

from Page 1)

Albert Maltz' fine novel "The Cross and the
Arrow." It looks now as if M-G-M will not
be the studio to make the film version of
what this cclumnist considers the best novel
of its type to come out of the war. . . .

Boston — The Massachusetts Mer•lantile Affairs Committee yesterday
reported favorably on Senate Bill
327 prohibiting the sale of tickets at
more than the price set forth on the
ticket and on Bill 261 to regulate
the sale and resale of tickets to theaters, motion picture houses and
other places of amusement in order
to prevent fraud. These bills will
?o to the Senate soon to be acted
upon. 1/4

Chicago — Illinois Allied Theaters'
booking department's April release
list shows 31 films for general re31/2 ..
51/4 +
lease to members and, in addition,
5
223/8 —
18 re-issues are also available for
241/4
241/4 —
3/8
April play-dates.
Twentieth-Fox's "Keys of the
$10,000 For Soldiers' Fund
Kingdom," is being offered for April
Chicago — The Herald-American 29 release, under the recent agreement that 60 per cent of the exPurple Heart premiere of Walt Dis-^hange's release will be. offered for
ney's
"Three
Caballeros"
last
night
at the RKO Palace Theater netted "jeneral release within nine weeks,
after Loop playing dates.
$10,000 for the soldiers' fund.
3%
223/8

(ConHnued

floor four or five fimes to tell his colleagues
— and the nation — of the industry contributions, and the industry can count on his support in the event of any recurrence of the
unwarranted attacks upon hlollywood heard
during the last two Congresses. Inci-

WB Giving Up 5, to
Build 3 in Hartford

Every Night"
LEE

BOWMAN

in TECHNICOLOR
PRESENTATION

Paramount presents
Veronica
Sonny
LAKE
•
TUFTS

fn Person
The Ink Spots
Ella Fitzgerald

Eddie
Marjorie
BRACKEN
'BRING on • theREYNOLDS
CIRLS"
and
Buckhis& Orchestra
Bubbles
Cootie
Williams

P4MMOi//^r
SAMUEL

GOLDWYN
BOB HOPE

'MEET ME IN

presents

ON SCREEN

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE
Prices

Continuous

in Technicolor

^soaT astcr
B'way Cr 45th St.

%H PERSON

VINCENT
LOPEZ

Midnight
Popular
Show

Judy GARLAND

and ORCH.

Margaret O'BRIEN

A TREE GROWS
IN BROOKiyN , 19; «

ST. LOUIS'

BUY

BETTY SMITH'S

PICruHE

_
IV ^^
^J

-.
^

y.
CWf/^&i'
» GAY, SPRINGTIME REVUE
T 7th
Ave. & 50Hl St.

•

MOBE

WAR

BONDS

i

I
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Base Indie Raw Stock

COminC and GOIHG

On '41-44 Allocation
(Continued from Page

lave to ask their distributor for the
?xtra footage.
The form has been resting with
I he Budget Bureau, which must apUrove all Government forms, for
I/bout a month now. Approval has
Ilot been given yet because addiI ;ions and changes are constantly
leing asked by WPB.
Furthermore, the WPB clearance
committee has not yet cleared the
:orm, since it has had no assurance
;et from Consumers Durable Goods
Thief Stanley Adams that he finally
las what he wants. As it now
stands, however, there is nothing
n the form calling for information
311 what agreements might have
3een reached for this year's film
illowance between indies and their
listributors. Only information asked
)f the indies is the very detailed
iccount of their productions, num3er of prints, amount of negative
stock used, distributors who have

' landled their features since 1941.
This is to be the basis for setting a
luota for the indies, with no reference to those cases where increased
ii.Droduction by the indies might be
scheduled for this year and where
;he distribs. might have promised
nore film for this year.
Result will be that in such cases
i the indie asks for a separate
^uota, he will probably still have to
JO to his distributor to take care
rf his full requirements. In addi;ion, there is no apparent intention
';o ask the distribs. similar informa;ion about their production between
1941 and 1944.

3ontner Leaving Cineflex
For Free-lance Engineering
J. Burgi Contner yesterday announced his resignation as vice-president and chief engineer of CineSex Corp., 305 E. 63d St. Cineflex
has been manufacturing a 35 mm.
:ombat camera which was designed
oy Contner for the Army Air Forces,
j Contner, who formerly owned and
(operated Motion Picture Camera
Supply, Inc., has produced indepenient features and commercials as
well as shorts for Warners, Paramount and Columbia. At the present he will do free lance engineering and consulting work in the motion picture field.

SEP BIRTIIDM
lilteriHIiS Til.
March

LCUIS 8. MAYER s expected from the Coast
.he end of the month.

1)

8

Joe Miller
Claire Trevor
Jerry Cohen
Hal Hode
C. H. Weaver
Edgar
B. Hatricic
Patti Brill

LECN
FR0MKE5S,
PRC prexy,
and daugh.er,
and Coast.
LED McCARTHY,
leavevi'fe
Chicago
today
,'cr
the
TOM

All In The Day's Netvs
•

•

• "MONEY TALKS," they say
And it sure talked eloquently yesterday with the publication of CIF's annual financial report
disclosing that Republic Pictures' net income from film rentals and
royalties for the last fiscal year hit more than 14 V2 millions — to be
exact, just $14.555,925
As the report modestly says, that's "substan'iially in excess" of the previous year's income
There are two
quite obvious conclusions
One, that the studio is coming thru with
box office product
And secondly, that Jimmy Grainger's distribution setup is performing with the precision of General Potton's great
Third Army
You might add a third — that Republic pix are receiving a highly gratifying press reception these days
F'r instance, the Hub dailies' reviewers greeted "Earl Carroll's Vanities" with
huzzahs when the musical opened at Paramount's Fenway and Paramount The Globe's Marjory Adam, the Record's Peggy Doyle, the
Herald's Elinor Hughes,
the Travelers' Helen Eager and the Post's
Prunella Hall didn't stint on adjectives in their raves
and biz is
in keeping, the grapevine affirms
T
T
T
• • • ANOTHER REASON WHY YOU should go all-out for
the industry's Red Cross War Fund campaign: "Red Cross' Value to
Captives Rises— Changes in Germans' System Make Prisoners Depend
More On It for Food"— New York Times headline yesterday
T
▼
V
O

• • CUFF NOTES: Sgt. D. John Phillips, former publicity manager for Paramount shorts before entering the service, is due in New York
on furlough March 19
Sgt. Phillips edits the very excellent Wings,
G-I paper at the Ontario, Calif., Air Base. . . • Dubbing in Spanish
is expected to materially step up the number of comedies distributed
in Latin-America
Seems as how sub-titles have failed to satisfactorily translate the dialogue for the Latins. . . • Roy Rogers will
receive Screen Guide's "Favorite Western Star" oward on his Mutual
air sho'w next Tuesday night. . . • Bert Schonmaker, manager of the
Toledo World Theater, has purchased the Pleasant View Hotel at Claris
Lake, Mich. . . • That Gertrude Merriam testimonial at the New Am-,
sterdam Roof on the 21st will attract many from out-of-town. . . • It
will be of definite interest to George J. Schaefer that Sen. Ebert Thomas
heads the War Activities Committee
Or could the Daily News'
Donton Walker be wrong? ... • That Texas-Arizona press ruckus
because David O. Selznick
not the former, is a honey

is filming "Duel in the Sun" in the latter,
What p.a. rates the bow? ...
• Looks

as though James Thurber's "My Life and Hard Times" not only •will be
a 20th-Fox pic, but the basis for a stage opus as well. . . • George
Seton may desert Hollywood next Fall to produce "Sing, Sweet Angels"
by the late Belford Forrest on Broadway. . . 0 C. Otto Nelson, manager of the Newark Newsreel theater, has resigned to switch to a war
job, explaining he just couldn't resist the appeal in that WAC
pic
T
T
T

manpo'wer

• • • CURFEW ON CORN:, Reports from Chicago that the
OPA luas cracking down on black market popcorn operators, with heavy
fines imposed on violators, provoked one Windy City exhibitor into
remarking that if the situation becomes acute he will put a silencer
on his "pop" machine, bore a peephole through his office door, and
sell the stuff on a speakeasy basis
First the Brownout, then the
Curfew, now Popcorn
Little exhibitor, what next?

▼
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

CONNORS.

20th-Fox

vice-president in

chaige
sales, began a two-week's
in Floridaof yesterday.

▼

▼

vacation

BERT KULICK, PRC general sales manager, and
SIDNEY S. KULICK, Eastern sales manager, will
be in Cloversville and Buffalo on circuit deals
th!s week.
HERMAN WCBBER, 20th-Fox 30th anniversary
drive leader, is back in San Francisco, having
wound up the first lap of his cross-country trip.
He'll stay put until March
13.
A. W. SMITH. )R., 20th-Fox's Eastern sales
manager, is calling on the Pittsburgh, Washington and Philadelphia exchanges on matters having to do with the company's 30th anniversary
celebration.
CEOFGE A. SMITH. Paramount Western division
manager, has arrived in Los Angeles for business conferences.
WALTER BRANSON, RKO Western division
sales manager, returns Monday from Chicago.
R. K. HAWKINSON, RKO assistant export
manager,
today from a five weeks' tour
of
Caribbeanreturns
exchanges.
BEN K. BLAKE, short subject producer for
Columbia pictures, has returned from the Coast
after a two-weeks' conference on forthcoming
productions.
NORMAN H. MORAY, WB shorts subject sales
manager, and HENRY HERBEL, were in Chicago
yesterday en route to New York.
HARRY SEEDS, Warner district manager in
Chicago, and HALL WALSH of St. Louis, are due
here for conferences.
HOWARD
LEVINSON,
Warners' attorney, returns tomorrow
from Chicago.

New Lab. Classiiicaiion?
A move to set up additional classifications covering workers in the
Eastern laboratory field will be made
on Friday at a conference of spokesmen for the Motion Picture Laboratory Technicians Union, Local
702, lATSE, and a sub-committee
repiesenting the processors. The
union and the laboratories are in
the process of negotiating new contracts to replace those terminating
on Saturday.

Lucille La Verne Dead
IVcsf

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lucille La Verne, 72,
creator of the role of the Widow
Cagle in the play "Sun Up," which
she played for an estimated 3,000
pe;formances to make theatrical
history, died Sunday.

Suitcase Solves The
Case of the Suits!
A swanky valise carried by an anything-but-swanky individual attracted
the attention of three detectives in
mid-town yesterday morning. As a
result of the contrast, Thomas White,
Negro prter of the local Strand was
jai'ed. Thus the mystery of what happened to the personal raiments of
such maestros as Artie Shaw and
Carmen

Cavallaro, and othei's performing at the theater, was solved.
W/iite is said to have admitted being
AWOL from the Army, and four or
five draft classification cards under
varius names were found on his

PEARL HARBOR!
person.

"THE PICTURE OF
DORIAN GRAY" with
George Sanders, Hurd
Hatfield, D»nna Reed,
Angela Lansbury, Peter
Lawford,LowellGilmore,
Richard Eraser • Screen
Play by Albert Lewin
Based Upon the Novel by
Oscar Wilde • Directed
by Albert Lewin • Produced by Pandro S. Berman • An M-G-M Picture

LEO HAS PRODUCED
A MASTERPIECE!

IN THE NATIONAL MAGAZINES
AND SYNDICATED COLUMNS!
"People are talking about the movie 'THE PICTURE
OF DORIAN GRAY'-so amazing!"
—VOGUE MAGAZINE
"Orchids for THE

PICTURE

OF DORIAN
—WALTER

GRAY!"

WINCHELL

"M-G-M has given us a picture with a daring theme.
N€s\cer did I dream it could be done so beautifully."
"^^^

\

FROM

"See it and let it speak for itself!" —SIDNEY

CO-RESPONDENTS!

"IJnusual! Exciting! THE PICTURE O^ DORIAN
yUl be the most talked about movie of 1945!"
—ERSKINE
\

SKOLSKY

\

HOLLYWOOD'S

j
I

— ELSA MAXWELL
in her syndicated column

GRAY'

JOHNSON, Hollywood correspondent,
Newspaper Enterprise Association

No one should miss it! Breathless . . . from start to finish!"
I

\

— JOHN

TODD,

International News Service

"One of the most d>^aring and revealing films ever produced!
Truly remarkable!"'
\
—FRED

STANLEY,

Hollywood correspondent, N. Y. Time>

"One of the best to cdsne out of Holly vv^ood in years!"
— PHILIP

K. SCHEUEB^, Los Angeles Times and Family Circle Magazine

"A daring story to filrn and M-G-M hasv filmed it daringly!
Marks a milestone!"
—HAROLD SWISHER, United Press
\
\

FROM

THE TRADE!

\

"Rugged I
box-ofi&ce stuff". $well entertainment. A^-VFILM
thriller!"
DAILY
"Magnificently produced. Excellently acted. Will hold tense,
fascinated interest. Outstanding performances."
\
REVIEW
TRADE
—SHOWMEN'S
\
I
"Unusual, intriguing and novel. Interpreted with superlative
artistry.! Hurd Hatfield superlb."
—MOTION PICTURE DAILY
"Oscar Wilde's daring story exceptionally good film. Hatfield
gives brilliant performance. \ Sends shivers up and down
the spine."

\

— BOXOFFici

"Its magnificence can hardly b^ approached by any picture \
that has ever been made."
\ —HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Red Cross Week — March 15-21
Colleet At Ei/ery Show !

m

FLASH!
2 YEAR
RECORD!
Capitol, N. Y,
World
Premiere!

PHILLIP

V

PICTURES

TERRY- LO
TRUEX-CRAM
ERNEST

COLLECT
RED CROSS

AT EVERY

WEEK

—

SHOW!

MARCH

15-21

AUDRl

MARC
MAI

BABELITA .

Produceil and Directed by JOHN H. AUER . ,!s.?en"crK^mS,
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Neighborhood Houses
Not Hurt by Curfew

TOTHECOLORSll

US'

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S REUS

(Continued from Page 1)

Actors' Fund Meets May 11
ing "John Dillinger"
The Actors' Fund of America will
borhood theaters are drawing pat- Preview
Monogram's "John Dillinger" will hold its annual meeting on May 11.
rons who formerly went to down- be previewed for the general press
town theaters for late shows. One
New Jersey exhibitor reported that
his business had inc: eased approximately 15 per cent since the curfew
became effective.
Large circuits reported yesterday
that they had not yet made an accurate comparison of figures on their
neighborhood theaters on pre- and
post-curfew business but that there
appeared to be little or no difference, based on a cursory study.
Broadway houses, however, have
a different story to tell. One Big
Stem theater was said yesterday to
be dropping $1,500 a day under the
pre-curfew grosses.

It Depends on Pic in Chi.

and exhibitors tomorrow at the Nor- Marcus Heiman, Jacob I. Goodstein
mandie, followed by a buffet lun- and George Christie have been appointed to prepare the slate of nomicheon at the Warwick Hotel. The
nees for office.
picture will be previewed the same
•
evening in Los Angeles at the Ambassador, with a buffet supper fol- Song Plugs Pix R. C. Drive
Frank Loesser and Hal Block have
lowing at the Variety Club.
written a new song especially for
Ludwig Siegal 111
the Industry's Red Cross War Fund
Chicago — Ludwig Siegal, film the- Week. The number, in record form
ater pioneer, is ill
sung by Perry Como and accompa• at his home.
nied by Ted Steele and his Orchestra, is available for use in theaters
Tom Comerford Hospitalized
Scranton, Pa. — Tom Comerford, or over local radio stations. Fred
Comerford
Theaters, Inc., is a pa- Norman of RKO's publicity departcity.
ment, is handling all orders. Ninety
tient in the Mercy Hospital, this
cents covers cost and postage.

•
•
Dubbed Film at Stanley Mar. 17 "Fury in Pacific" Mar. 22

Chicago — Charles Ryan of the
"Wait for Me," Russian film dubWarner circuit here reported that
bed in English, will open at the
the midnight closing order had not
hurt business -in most of the circuit Stanley Theater on
• March 17.
and independent theaters. Patronage continues to be good when the Chi.'s Downtown to Shift
Chicago — Downtown theater has
picture is strong.
been closed temporarily, while plans
for new policy are being worked out
Pittsburgh Biz Holds Up
Pittsburgh — While the midnight by the Barger management.
*
curfew has been in effect slightly
Shayne
on
Retired
List
more than a week, a general survey
Chicago — Pete Shayne, former
reveals that it has not caused theater operators any noticeable loss of president of the Chicago Operators
revenue. Only theaters affected are Union, has been placed on the retired list, owing to his long illness.
those which previously held mid•
night shows, especially in towns
where Sunday shows are not per- Curfew Brings Booth Layoffs
mitted. Some exhibitors are endeavChicago — Midnight closing has
oring to offset this by having earlier caused the loss of four operators
matinees and, in one or two instances, jobs at the Woods, the Astor, the
a morning show. Majority of film Grand and the Clark, the theaters
theaters in this territory always laying off the extra night operator
have closed at midnight or shortly used for the early morning shows.
thereafter.

Brandt To Chairman New
Liberal Party Council

IN NEW POSTS
BEN Detroit.
COHEN,

general manager,

LEON DE BOSKY,
troit.
HERBERT

manager. Senate Theater, De-

B. BOUCHEY,
ater, Detroit.

HARRY OWEN,
troit

Broder Circuit-,

manager,

Crystal The-

operator. Cinema

Theater, De-

HOWARD BROMLEY,
Detroit.

manager. Majestic Theater,

OTTO SCHILL, manager. Colonial and
Theaters, Detroit.
CHARLES COLLINS,
Detroit.

manager,

LLOYD A. TUREL,
Detroit.

operator, Rainbo

Garden

Rainbo Theater,
Theater,

JOSEPH
BECK, operator,
Civic Theater,
Detroit.
FRANK MILES, operator, Maxine Theater, Detroit.
BILL

STUDDERT, district maintenance
visor, B& K, Chicago.

super-

)OHN

]. DOWNEY, advertising and sales promotion manager, Majestic Radio and Television
Corp., Chicago.
PAUL BERG, manager, Madlin, Chicago.
JAMES MELLO, manager, Des Plaices, Oes
Plaines, III.
JOSEPH FEULNER, chief booker, H. and E. 6alaban circuit, Chicago.

"Fury in the Pacific," 20-minute
short, the first film produced jointly
by the armed forces for public
screening, will be released on March
22 by the WAC. The picture, an
OWI release, will be distributed by
Warner Bros, for the WAC.

•
Bala House to Warners

*

DECORATED

*

SCT. JOHN L. SALLEE, formerly of Indiana lj|
nois c rcuit, Chicago, has been awarded
Air Medal for six bombing missions in
European sector.
LT. LOUIS C. INGRAM,
JR., son of M-C-|
Memphis branch manager, was awarded
Air Medal for eight missions over Japan.

— • —
• COMMISSIONED

lAMES

•

FORBECD,
formerly
with
the
IndiiP,.')
Illinois circuit, has been commissioned
ensign at Corpus Christi Naval air statil

— • —

*

PROMOTED

*

S. 2/c JAMES POWERS, formerly of Paramour
comptroller's department, to S. Vc, wi
the U. S. Naval Forces in the European tl
ater of operations.
,

TOM

*

— •ARMY

*

O'DONNELL,
Indiana theater service, c|
cago.
GEORGE C. GRAVES, 20th-Fox salesman
lotte.
JOHN FLINN, JR., Warner Bros, studio public
dept., Hollywood.

— • —
• NAVY *

FRED
APUZZO,
Loew
Poll, New
Haven. Ch,
JOE GAVIN, Penn Theater, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
JOHN BOYLE, Penn Theater, Wilkes-Barre, Pa

Browning to Serve

lia

As Pinanski's Aide

Warner theater circuit has leased
the Egyptian Theater, Bala, Pa.
(ConHnued from Page 1)
House was under lease to Joseph formally
announced
yesterday
I
Conway until March 1.
Samuel
Pinanski,
national
indust
•
chairman.

Crowther to Address SPG

As regional advertising and pu'
licity chairman for the New Englat
WAC, Browning has directed th
activity in all War Loan, Red Crod
March of Dimes and other drivi
since their inception.
Browning served in the AEF !
World War I, has owned and ope|
ated several Connecticut theater
and later managed various theater
James Donald Missing
He opened and managed the Memo
On 39th Combat Flight
ial Theater in Boston, and later bl
came publicity director of the Me
Pilot Officer James Donald, of the ropolitan Theater in that city. E
Royal Australian Air Force, for- subsequently joined the M & P Ci:
merly of Paramount's Australian cuit upon its formation 12 yea:
home oflSce in Sydney, is reported
missing on his 39th combat mission
Browning is past Commander (
over Europe. Donald worked under the
ago. Lt. A. Vernon Macauley Post (
Frank Deane, Paramount purchas- the American Legion in Boston,
ing department head in Australia, theatrical post, and national directd
a brother of Albert Deane of the of the newly-formed Tub-Thumpei
Paramount home office in New York. of America, organization comprisiii
advertising and publicity men, co
Pinero in Mexican Pic
umnists and newspapermen.

Bosley Crovrther, motion picture
critic of the New York Times, will
be guest speaker at the regular membership meeting of the Screen Pubdilly. licists Guild (Local 114, UOPWA,
CIO), tonight at the Hotel Picca-

Organization of the Businessmen's Council for political action
was announced yesterday by the
Liberal Party. Chairman of the new
group, which will have 200 members
as a nucleus, is Harry Brandt, prominent circuit owner and president of
ITOA. Louis Broido, executive vicepresident of Gimbel Bros., Inc., will
be the council's treasurer.
Sources close to the Liberal Party
asserted yesterday that the immediate aim is to have the newly-formed
Havana (By Air Mail) — Federico
body play an important role in the Pinero, Cuban actor, has been signparty's activities prior to and dured by a Mexican producer to play
tion. ing the approaching municipal elec- the leading role in "La Bailarina
del Principal." Pinero has played
in three Mexican productions which
Pedrueza, Mexican Censor
have scored in Mexico and Cuba.
Mexico, D. F. (By Air Mail)— Dr.
Antonio Ramos Pedrueza, former
chief of the Mexican Government Ensign La Grande Missing
Ensign Frank La Grande, Jr., son
Tourist Office, has been appointed
head of the Censorship Dept. He is of the manager of Paramount's Long
also secretary of the committee in Island laboratory, has been reported
charge of distributing raw stock overdue on a flight from his carrier
in the Pacific.
to the film industry.

420 Pre-release Dates
On "Berlin." "Co-PUof
Warners' "Hotel Berlin," whiq
goes into general release March ll]
has been set for advance showin;
in 220 situations to date, while "Go
is My Co-Pilot," set for national dif
tribution April 7, has approximate!
200 pre-release openings alread
booked. The combined bookings giv
Warners one of the heaviest advanc
booking schedules in years.

i!
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' flooded Ohio (loses
0 in Three Slates

^^* A. DAILY

HOLLYWOOD
B7

SPEAKING
RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
(Continued from Page 1)

/^LENN TRYON, producer-director, re^^ turns to the screen to play the role

there's

standing suspect. Don't be surprised if
a reuni.n of the cast of "Laura."

•

•

assed. These include the Americus,
Roadway, Freeman, and Riverside :f George White in RKO "George White's /^LADYS COOPER has signed a new long1 Cincinnati proper.
Scandals of 1945." In the two preceding ^^ term contract with M-G-M, but the
Other important flooded towns in screen versions of the "Scandals" White studio is giving her a leave of absence so
ihio, Kentucky and West Virginia played hiinself. He is co-producer in the that she can leave immediately for Eng1945 edition, which co-stars Joan Davis
re Manchester, Ripley, Cairo, Par- and
land to star in "Beware of Pity," to be
Jack Haley.
produced by Two •
Cities •Films.
•
•
ersbui'g. Point Pleasant, Warsaw,
anceburg, Catlettsburg, Greenup,
.ussell, Augusta, Ashland and ad- pANDRO S. BERMAN, has assigned Mar- PVA NOVAK, whose last screen appear• guerite Roberts to do the screenplay of ^ ance was in "Sister Angel," made in
icent teiTitory.
An embargo on freight has been "Sea of Grass," the novel by Conrad Richter, 1929, has been signed by director Leo Maceclared and some films are being and is otherwise preparing for early Metro Carey for a role in•
"The Bells
• of St. Mary's."
of the picture, first announced
Kipped parcel post. However, all production
in 1939.
O
•
"THE
LAP
OF
THE
GODS"
is the final title
Im truckers are making deliveries
"THE DARK CORNER," an original, story
" of George Jessel's forthcoming proia long detours.
' by Leo Rosten, has been purchased by
Many exchanges have dispatched
duction originally titled "0. Henry," which
Century-Fox. The plot concerns will go before the 20th-Fox cameras shortly.
ilesmen to key points with ample Twentieth
a private detective who is forced to clear Anne Baxter has been named for the femirints and paper to keep houses open
nine lead.
up a murder in which he himself is the outafuring the emergency.
Onie Missing in Action
* A sub station post office has been Subscription Radio, Inc.
it up in Music Hall, near Film Row.
Cincinnati — Milton Onie, 19-yearChartered in Illinois
The Ohio River's rampage exold son of Monogram franchise hol^nded 1,000 miles from Pittsburgh
der Bill Onie, has been reported miss) Cairo, 111., with Ohio, Kentucky,
Springfield, 111. — Subscription Raing over Germany.
dio, Inc., of Chicago, a subsidiary of
'ennsylvania and West Virginia the
'' ardest hit. Other flood waters Muzak Corp. of New York City, has
3lled across the river valleys of been chartered here.
Duthern Indiana and Illinois and
lississippi and Arkansas.
Chicago — Subscription Radio, Inc.
plans to rent a small device to listUoods Close Some W. Va.
eners for attachment to FM radio
receivers for the elimination of comlouses; Still Open in Pitts.
mercials. Cost will be 5 cents a day,
Pittsburgh — Flood conditions in
he entire Pittsburgh district threat- according to A. W. Morrison, in
n to become almost as bad as the charge of the Chicago office. It was
announced that the corporation has
.; ecord-breaking
St. Patrick'shours Dayof applications pending with the FCC
ood of 1936.
Seventeen
ain out of 24 Tuesday brought the to operate three FM stations here
lisis and the rivers are still stead- on the "subscription plan."
y rising.
Peak was expected to
e reached by early evening yester- but all have water in the basements
; ay. Rivers in Pittsburgh were nine and used electric pumps day and
eet above flood level at 3 p.m. Yes- night for the past two days to keep
the water from reaching theater
nday thousands
were fleeing the level.
ooded sections.
Many homes have
Towns in West Virginia seem the
„ een damaged
and war production
,..lants were forced to close because hardest hit. The following towns
f high water. No downtwon Pitts- are under water with theaters forced
• urgh theaters had been forced to to close: Sistersville, Moundsville,
' lose by early evening yesterday. Wellsburg, Shinnston, New Cumberland and the entire lower section of
Wheeling.
Pennsylvania towms outside of
Pittsburg hardest hit at present
are McKees Rocks, Coraopolis, Carnegie, Sharpsburg, Bridgeville and
Johnstown. Railroad service and all
Jack Shea, booker and buyer for
he Shea Circuit, became a father transportation are greatly hampered
esterday of a third son, born at St. and in some parts unable to function at all. The rain ceased yesterillizabeth Hospital, Manhattan. The
day morning, but light snow was
atest arrival weighed 7% lbs.
falling intermittently. The cold

STORK REPORTS

wave predicted to check the rising
Chicago — Bill Weinshenker, Uniersal exchange sales manager is waters has not yet ari'ived.
ow a grandpa with the birth of Theaters Unaffected So
aby girl, Cecille Echt, to Mrs. Da- Far in Memphis Sector
id Echt.
Memphis — Flood waters in this
Chicago — Sgt. Ross Herman, of area are confined to low lands and
'he 374th Engineers, announces the Film Transit is going through. All
>irth of Ross Chauncey Herman at highways are open except 51 at Cold
he Norweigan hospital. The boy Water, Miss. No theaters have
s the first grandchild of Rusty thus for been affected, but whether
iTerman, veteran downstate Warner the situation will change depends
on the levees holding.
lilm salesman.

iioiMa

THEATER DEALS

WILE

Detroit — The Cinema, first-run art
theater operated for the past year
and a half by Associated Theaters
in partnership with the Michigan
Telenews organization, is being taken
over by Martin Cinema Corp., operating the Fifth Ave. and 55th St.
Playhouse in New York. Sam Barker, president of the company, is
spending about two weeks in Detroit
rearranging house policies. Fred
Sweet, house manager, will remain
until a new house manager is appointed, and then go with Telenews
as a relief manager.
Sound View, Conn. — The 450-seat
Casino has been purchased from M.
O'Connor by Thomas Grasso, of East
Hartford. House was operated several summers by Adolph Johnson,
of the Strand, Hamden.
Chicago — Joe Krafcisn, has taken
ovtr the Apollo from Harold Abbott,
theater equipment dealer
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JACK H. SKIRBALL
presents

FRED ALLEN
ifh Guest Stars

JACK BENNY
DON AMECHE
WILLIAM BENDIX
J.

'^ VICTOR MOOR
E
' RUDYVALLEE

BINNIE BARNES
ROBERT BENCHLEY
JERRY COLONNA
John Carradine • Gloria Pope
William Terry- Minerva Pious
Dickie Tyler • Sidney Toler
George Cleveland -John Miljan
Ben Welden
Produced

JACK

l^r-

L/

by

H. SKIRBALL

Directed by

RICHARD

WALLACE

^^^

12
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Pix Can Play Large
Pari In Tele-Royal
(Continued

from Page 1)

Francisco Advertising- Club yesterday.
"Films will make up a large part
of the television programs," he said.
"Just what position the film companies will take we don't know. They
have the stars and the talent to
make the television films, but if they
don't want to make them there are
a number of small independent
groups who are anxious to do so.
The greatest problem in programing development will be that of securing program talent — the stars and
writers who can produce the programs.
"The National Broadcasting Company now has plans for television
stations in Chicago, Hollywood and
San Francisco. Hollywood is a necessary location because the film and
radio talent needed on the programs
is located there."
Royal went on to explain that
while they are now using mostly 35
mm. film, there is a good possibility that the 16 mm. may be developed to where the sound and color
reproduction are satisfactory.
"It will be several years before
nation-wide television broadcasting
will be possible. Until then spot
news films will be made and flown
to the sectional broadcasting stations. This plan will be used for
the April conferences in San Francisco. Films will be made here and
flown to New York for broadcasting."
Royal emphasized that television
programs must be very clean because they will go directly into the
homes. Patrons can now pick the
pictures they want to see. Television patrons won't have this choice,
so television films must be very clean,
he emphasized.

UlEDDinG BELLS
Rosen-Altshnler

»

Cowan Looks Askance
At Riskin's Proposal
(Continued

"Molly and Me"

wi^h Gracie Fields, Monty

Woolley,

Roddy McDowall
20th-Fox
HIGHLY HUMAN COMEDY

76 Mins.
IS CERTAIN

TO PLEASE EXTENSIVELY;
FIELDS, McDOWALL
SWELL.
Gracie

Fields and

Monty

WOOLLEY,

Woolley,

who

were

paired so felicitously in "Holy Matrimony," again have been united by 20th-Fox
to fine advantage — this time in an extremely

human comedy that delivers heart-warming
entertainment acceptable to every member
of the family. The film is good clean fun
expertly dished out by a first-rate cast and
directed with smoothness and liveliness by
Lewis Seller.
The script, which provokes laughs and
smiles readily, has been drawn skillfully from
a novel by Frances Marion. It has Miss
Fields as an actress driven to hire herself
out as housekeeper to Woolley, a former
member of Parliament. Much of the comedy
springs from her efforts to keep her employer
from discovering her experience has been
confined strictly to the stage. Her presence
in the household changes the sour, irascible
Woolley into a charming and pleasant fellow. Her crowning achievement is the promotion of a better understanding between
her employer and Roddy McDowall, his son
by an unfortunate marriage that stymied his
political career. Miss Fields' final good deed
is to prevent the boy's mother, whom he
believes is dead, from doing further harm to
Woolley.
The film, well produced by Robert Bassler, has performances by Miss Fields and
Wrolley that are a constant joy. Standing
out among the others are Roddy McDowall
as the youngster and Reginald Gardiner as
Woolley's
butler.Fields, Monty Woolley, Roddy
CAST: Gracie
McDowall, Reginald Gardiner, Natalie Schafer,
Edith Barrett, Clifford Brooke, Aminta Dyne,
Queenie
Dor's Criffies,
Lloyd, Patrick
O'Moore,
Lewis L. Leonard,
Russell, Ethel
Eric Wilton,
Jean
Del Val, Leyland Hodgson, Lillian Bronson,
David Clyde, Jerry Shane, Boyd Irwin, Ottola
Nesmith, Tony Ellis, Walter Tetley, Cordon
Richards, Matthew Boulton, Leslie Denison, Jean
prestcott.
CREDITS: Producer, Robert Bassler; Director,
Lewis Seller; Screenplay, Leonard Praskins; Adaptation, Roger Burford; Based on novel by Frances
Marion; Cameraman, Charles Clarke; Musical
Score, Cyril J. Mockridge; Musical Director, Emil
Newman; Art 'Directors, Lyie Wheeler, Albert
Hogsett; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Al Orenbach; Film Editor, John McCafferty; Special
Effects. Fred Sersen; Sound, Bernard Freericks,
Roger Heman.
DIRECTION, Gcod.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Greenwich Case Affects
Providence Clearances

Pittsburgh — Ruth Rosen, of the
local "Warners Theater Circuit, and
(Continued from Page 1)
Arnold
Altshuler, will be married
this week-end.
circuit which operates the Greenwich
Theater, East Greenwich, against
Cleveland-Greene
RKO and Warner Bros., may affect
New Haven — Shirley Cleveland of the clearances in the entire Provithe Loew Poll division office, has
dence area.
been married to Sgt. Robert W.
The hearing scheduled for next
Greene of New Haven, back from Thursday, is an outgrowth of an
service in New Guinea.
arbitrator's decision last Summer
when
Joseph Carrolo's Midway TheRush-Dunn
ater, Oakland Beach, R. I., was allowed to be placed in the Providence
Philadelphia — James Dunn was
married here yesterday to Edna clearance area instead of following
Rush. Ceremony was performed by Artcraft's Greenwich. Stanzler will
Nathan Biefeld, at the Ritz-Carlton. try to have eliminated the 14-day
Authoress Betty Smith was matron- clearance now held bv the Providence
:f-honor.
first-runs over the Greenwich.

from Page 1)

to make documentaries for overseas
distribution brought an adverse reaction from Lester Cowan, first producer to speak out here.
Said Cowan in a letter to Riskin:
"The war has taught us some few
things about dictatorship and the
elements indispensable to its
"A dictator can hardly grow ungrowth.
less his govei'nment can make the
press and motion pictures the
servants of his political interests.
To handicap our industry by imposing a stigma of propaganda or
political control is the surest way
of Continuing
destroying Cowan
it."
declared:
"The press believes — and both
Houses of Congress have passed
resolution of indorsement — in the
world freedom of information.
This program aims to prevent any
government from making its media of news and information into
a propaganda agency.
"Essentially you propose that in
order 'to render a great service
and at the same time build a
mountain of good will' that we of
the industry set up and finance a
film agency for the benefit of our
Government despite the fact that
'Congress has shown no disposition
to set up a similar agency, nor has
the State Department any plans for
establishing one.'
"You suggest that a Government
representative be a member of the
board 'to advise us' to 'help determine subject matter for the
reels, with each picture calculated
to project a favorable phase of
American life.' I assume that the
Government representative will be
either a Republican or a Democrat. Do you thing that we can get
both Republicans and Democrats
to agree on the meaning of 'a favorable phase of American life'?"

13,937 Houses Pled^
Red Cross Drive Aid
(Continued

from Page 1)

previous records for theater par
cipation, and pointed out that wi
one more week to go, it is alrea
more than 500 theaters ahead of Is
year's total which was 13,434.
Latest area to align with the 1
per centers in total theaters pledg
is Northern New Jersey which crc
sed the wire yesterday with eve
house in the area signed up, toti
ling 265. Exhibitor co-chairmen t
Northern New Jersey are Harry L
wenstein and Frank Damis; distrib
tor chairman is Ed Bell.
In addition to Northern New Je
sey,
other 100
per Delaware,
cent territori'
are Albany,
Buffalo,
Rha,
Island, and San Francisco, with
other areas crowding closely behi;
in the 90 per cent and over class.

Para. Pep Club to Hold
R. C. Rally Wednesday
The 1945 Red Cross War Ful
campaign among Paramount ei
area will
be launched
nextNew
Wedn^
ployes
in the
metropolitan
Yo'
day with a rally in the home offi
recreation room sponsored by t
Paramount Pep Club. Arthur ]
rael, Jr., is chairman of the Pa:
mount campaign. Arthur Mayer w
be principal speaker.

Al Suchman Named Buy<
For N. J. Booking Assn.
(Continued

from Page 1)

ing on April 1, headquarters havii
been established in the Sardi Blc
on West 44th St.
Suchman is a veteran of the i
dustry, having been an exhibitor
the operation of 10 New York Ci
theaters, a salesman for Selzni
and Universal, assistant manager
the American Releasing Corp., buy
Leader Theater Trust
for the Consolidated Theaters and <
the buying and booking committ
Suit to Trial Monday
of the Schine Circuit.
Officers of the service are Lee \
Trial of the Leader Theater
Corp. suit seeking an injunction Newbury, president; Irving Dc]
vice-president; Harry
against 20th-Fox and Randforce linger,
Lowenstein, secretary; David Snape
Amusement Corp. on charges of conSiccardi,
assista:-D,
spiracy to deprive the plaintiff of treasurer;
treasurer, Joseph
and Jacob
Unger,
first-run 20th-Fox product will start
Brown, Louis Gold, Maurii
on Monday in New York Supreme Henry
Miller and Edward Lachman, dire
Court.
In the action, brought under the tors.
State's Donnelly anti-trust law, the
theater company, operator of the
Leader in Brooklyn, wants to compel 20th-Fox to lease its product on
a first-run basis on the same terms
granted the theater when it was operated by Randforce. The plaintiff JOAN ROGGEN, formerly with RKO, has join
the advertising
department
of Paramou
claims that when it took over the
in New York.
house Randforce transferred its MISS CHRISTINE (VENA) FESIK, assistant ma
first-run franchise to the circuit's
ager, Cinema Theater,
Detroit.
Culver Theater, also in Brooklyn. MRS. BETTY GROVEY, formerly secretary at t
Rivoli, Toledo, is now manager of the Pa
Assertedly the Leader Theater Corp.
theon, Toledo.
was offered seven days' clearance af- ANGELA KRUPP, formerly manager of the Rit{
ter the Culver by 20th-Fox but reToledo.
Mansfield, O., is now manager of the Palac
fused to accept it.
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TEN CENTS

SEE FILM PARALLEL IN DISTILLERS' CASE
a

Indies' Raw Proposed
Stock
Advisory
Com.-WPB
Topic
Print Limit to
Theaters* Red Cross
U. S. Supreme Court Rules
Reeting 'Round-'

WASHINGTON
By ANDREW

H. OLDER
WASHINGTON

h

(,; APPRAISAL
of the CIAA
experiments
jV''* over the past several years in using
films to aid in the teaching of literacy and
^ health practices has provided proof of the
value
pixisinexpected
''this field.
of
these of
films
to beProduction
one of the
most rapidly expanding activities throughout
the world in the post-war period as both
American producers and those of other nations prepared to use the technic in bettering the standard of living of the peoples of

285 Also on Agenda at
Next Week's Conference
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Pledges Now 14,266

DAILY

Washington — ^Major points on the
agenda at next week's meeting of
the Producers and Distributors In(dustry Advisory Committee with
WPB are the means by which raw
stock will be allocated separately
for those independent producers
who wish it and the proposed print
limit of 285 per feature. It was
emphasized yesterday by a WPB
spokesman that both these matters
(Continued on Page 6)

Pthe world.

The films are not claimed to be enough
in themselves to teach reading and writing,
or to insure that those reached by them will
stop polluting water or will avail themselves
'' of other simple but vital health practices.
" Personal teaching is still required, but is
given a tremendous boost by the use of
films.
/^lAA developed a series of four literacy
^^ and four health reels, in co-operation
with Latin-American educators and the Disney Studios. These were shown in controlled experiments in Mexico, Honduras,
Ecuadof and among Spanish-speaking groups
in Arizona, New Mexico and southern California. In addition, these films were shown
to more than 25,000 persons in El Salvador,
Costa Rica, Panama, Peru, Chile, Uruguay,
Brazil and Argentina — although these showings were not so elaborately controlled, they
buttressed the conclusions drawn from the
experimental showings in Mexico, Honduras,
Ecuador and this country.
Adults between 14 and 50 made up these
sample audiences. All saw the health films,
then one group received literacy instruction
via film and a second from a classroom
teacher without benefit of pix. Both groups
were then tested to see if they could recognize the words presented on the screen
and then transfer their recognition to the
printed page.

•

•

!THE experiments showed both groups
could do this and frequently could
figure out other closely related words, that
adults were able to learn health facts from
the pix and that pix proved to be an excellent incentive to the learning process.
Definite conclusion was reached, however,
(Continued on Page 2)

NOW

Hearings Under Way
On P. R. Control Bill

The nation's exhibs. are climbing
aboard the industry's 1945 Red Cross
War Fund Week bandwagon in unprecedented numbers. With a new
record for the number of participating
theaters set on Wednesday, yesterday produced an additional 329
pledges, hiking the total national
figure to date to 14,266.

Heavy Use of Radio
To Plug Pix In (lii.

Anti-Trust Violation in
Colorado Price Fixing

Action of the U. S. Supreme Court
in upholding anti-trust convictions
against seven major whiskey distillers and 700 wholesalers and distillers in Colorado on price-fixing
grounds is regarded by some industry authorities as having a possible
effect trust
onactionthe
Government's
against
the major antifilm
companies, it was learned yesterday.
A strong similarity in the two cases
is seen in some trade legal circles.
In the whisky action, it was
(Continued on Page 3)

New Manpower Bill
Sets WMC Authority

Chicago — An unprecedented interest in the use of radio to sell films,
created by the shortage of newspaper space, is being shown in this
area, it is disclosed by check-up of
the
time
and stations now utilized
San Juan, P. R. (By Cable)— HearWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ings on the proposed legislation to by
the
distributors
as well as exhibitors.
Washington— The Senate yesterregulate motion picture distribuday voted the O'Mahoney-Kilgore
tion in Puerto Rico are under way
M-G-M has three programs weekmanpower bill which firmly estabbefore a House committee which is
lishes the authority of the War
ly on WON.
Unitedon Artists'
(Continued
Page 15) "I'll Be
investigating reports of monopolis(Continued on Page 11)
tic practices.
Testimony to date has brought
Nick
and
Weston Paroled;
Fire Marshal Slaps Down
(Continued on Page 3)
Given 5 Years in 1942

On 8 Detroit Exchanges

First Flood Closing
Reported in Missouri

St. Louis — John P. Nick, former
Detroit — A stiff enforcement drive, first
international
vice-president,
backed by court action against eight lATSE,
and
Clyde
A.
Weston,
ex(Continued
on
Page
6)
exchanges, including both majors
Cincinnati— With the Ohio river and independents, has resulted in
flood waters reported slowly sub- full compliance with fire regulations
siding at some points, the city of on Film Row, Fire Marshal Edward
Blanh Presentation
(Continued on Page 16)
(Continued on Page 16)

Ceremony Broiidcast

Stone to Use Tele CamerB
Plans Dual Shooting of ^'Petticoat Lane''
Corregidor and Ledo
In a precedent-setting move, AnFootage to Newsreels
drew Stone plans to use a television
First newsreel footage on the fall
of Corregidor was turned over yesterday by the Army to the newsreels.
In addition the reels received several thousand feet of Army-made
film on the opening of the Ledo road
link of the Burma road.

IS THE TIME TO PUT THE FINISHING

camera along with a standard camera in shooting his next picture for
United Artists, "Petticoat Lane."
The special television camera and
recording unit produce a better picture for television use than the film
shot by the ordinary camera, Stone

Des Moines, la. — A. H. Blank, president of Tri-States Theater Corp.
received the Des Moines Tribune
community award at a program to be
broadcast by Station KRNT last
night.
The award was announced last
January for the most outstanding
and unselfish service to Des Moines
during 1944.
The gift of $300,000 for the Ray^
mond Blank Memorial Hospital for
children in memory of their late son,
was one of the services recognized
by the award.

(Continued on Page 15)
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Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
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that best results are obtained from a combination ofpix and personal instruction.
The program calls fo ruse of pix also to
teach improved agricultural practices and
various other aids to better living.

Bausch & Lomb Reports
$1,089,717 Yearly Net
Rochester — Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. reports net income of $1,089,717 for the year ending- Dec. 31,
1944. This after all charges, including 5 per cent dividends on preferred stock, amounts to $2.03 a
share on the 420,728 shares of common stoclc outstanding. The dividend compares with $3.09 a common
share for the previous year when net
income was $1,537,029.

Shuberts
Lease Theater
Chicago's
Great Northern
Chicago — The Shuberts have leased the Great Northern Theater for
two years from July 1 through the
Great Northern Amusement Corp.
The newly organized Shubert company here also is assuming the lease
held by the Goldberg-Pfifer group
expiring July 1. This will give the
Shuberts four Loop houses, the other
three being the Selwyn, Harris and
Studebaker.

Harry Kalmine to Tour
Pittsburgh Territory
7/8
3/8

Harry M. Kalmine, assistant general
Theaters,
1/2 manager of Warner
left yesterday for an inspection tour
of the Pittsburgh zone, including
21/4
areas affected by the Ohio River
flood.
2
Among the cities he will visit, in
addition to Pittsburgh, are Charleston and Fairmont, W. Va.
Vz
%
13/4

Va

WB Red Cross Redly
Is Set for March 15

Wallis' "Susan" to Bow
At Rivoli Here March 28
Atlanta, Ga. — "The Affairs of Susan," first Hal B. Wallis production
for Paramount, will have its world
premiere at the Rivoli in New York
on March 28, with premiere following in five or six keys, it was disclosed here yesterday by Charles M.
Reagan at Para.'s regional sales
meeting at the Biltmore. Territorial
spots will be carefully picked to
give the pic nation-wide momentum,
Reagan said.
Following this, "Susan" will be
nationally released as a day-anddate Decoration Day holiday week
attraction in 150 to 200 houses.
A campaign using every channel
of advertising, publicity and exploitation will herald the New York
world premiere, the parley was told
by Bob Gillham. Similar campaigns
will be used in advance of every key
opening. The national magazine
campaign will be extensive, Gillham said, extending over a period
of five weeks, in publications dated
from May 1 to June 6.
There will also be a speciallyprepared nation-wide newspaper
campaign in advance of key openings, utilizing an unusual copy an-

Lana Turner Feted As
"Powder Dry" Premieres
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

A rally in behalf of the 1945 Red
Cross Drive will be held at Warners
home office next Thursday, under
the joint auspices of the company,
Stem Chi. 7th Loan Head
the Warner Club, and the Office EmChicago — Lawrence F. Stem, president of the American National Bank
ployes' Union.
Company
will declare a recess at
and a theater operator, has been 4 p.m. to enable all employes to atnamed director of the Seventh War
tend the rally, at which the Red
Loan drive for the Chicago area.
Cross will present a citation to the
Warner employes who have donated
V-E Day Pic Preparedness
to the blood bank.
Montreal — -Associated Screen News
is set for V-E Day with a special Junius Stout Killed
film.
West Coast Bureau of_ THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Junius Stout, son of
Archie Stout, veteran studio camRe-Issue Westerns For Sale!
eraman, has been reported killed in
6 — JACK HOXIE WESTERNS — 6
Produced by Malestic. Excellent action pictures.
b™. action on the western front. He
Will sell domestic states-rights territories, foreign, and 16mm. Everything open. All Deals
^^ was attached to the Strategic
Exclusive.
'""^ Service Unit, and was a memSACK
AMUSEMENT
ENTERPRISES
ber of both the International PhoFilm Exchange BIdg.
Dallas, Texas
Owners of Negatives and World Rights
tographers Local 659 and International Sound Technicians Local 695.
241/4

Z:^X.

SIR ALEXANDER KORDA
don from New
York.
WILLIAM
Detroit and

has arrived In U

J. HEINEMAN
Chicago.

left

yesterday

GEORGE PAL, Paramount Puppetoon produc
will leave Hollywood by train for New Y(
today to confer with Oscar Morgan and oti
Paramount executives.

i

SAM ACKERMAN, Detroit circuit operat
goes to Miami, to join Mrs. Ackerman.
CHARLES A. KOMER, of Komer and Coldbi
Circuit, Detroit, is in Miami, on legal busine
REX WILLIAMS, U.A. exploitation direct
arrived in Pittsburgh today in conne
tion with the campaign on "Mr. Emmanue
Following a short stay there he will leave
St. Louis and Memphis on "I'll Be Seeing Yo
engagements.
DANNY KAYE, arrives in New York fr(
Hollywood on March 21.
RED KANN, vice-president of Quigley Public
tions, will arrive here today from the Coast.
Monday.
WALTER
SIDNEY

E. BRANSON,

returns from Chlca|

BLUMENSTOCK,

assistant exploitatil

manager,
and EARL WINCART,
licity
manager,
of 20th-Fox,
Philadelphia where they worked
of

"A Tree

Grows

in

assistant pu*
are back
fr<
on the openi

Brooklyn."

SYLVAN COLDFINGER, Telenews Western ma
ager, has returned
to Chicago
from
a COcf
business
trip.
NEAL
BISHOP,
former secretary of the
cago Operators Union, is in Chicago on a bui]
ness trip from his Florida home.
ALBERT

IE.

SINDLINCER,

vice-president

Washington
— Lana Turner was Audience Research, Inc., arrived on the Co^
gle.
feted last night, along with Col. yesterday on a short business trip.
Oveta Gulp Hobby, at a special reLESTER KRIEGER, assistant to Ted Schlangi"
ception at the Hotel Willard pre- Philadelphia zone manager for Warner Theateceding the local premiere of her new returns to Philadelphia today from New York.
BILL
PEIRCE,
Jr., advertising
and public!
M-G-M feature "Keep Your Pow- director
for lester Cowan
Prods., leaves Holl
der Dry." Reception and the pre- wood today for New York where he will con<
miere brought to a close four days on advertising and exploitation campaigns
"Gl )oe."
of p.a.'s at military camps and hospitals and the Stage Door Canteen
for Miss Turner. She christened a
new P-47 at Camp Springs, Md. and Hitchcock Pre-trial
lunched at the Capitol with Vice- Exam, in Easton Suit
President Harry Truman, Admiral
Alfred Hitchcock will be examine
William F. Halsey and Senate Secretary Leslie Biffle.
before trial in the suit brought tl

Mich. Theatrical Agents
Elect Glenn Jacobs Prexy

22

COminC and Goinc I

Detroit — Glenn W. Jacobs was
elected president of the Michigan
Association of Theatrical Agents,
succeeding Peter J. lodice. Other
officers elected are: vice-president,
Mabel Duggan; secretary, Mike
Falk; and treasurer, Betty Bryden.
New directors are: Peter J. lodice,
Ray Gorrell, Henry Lueders, Howard Bruce, and Val Campbell.

Iowa College, Philly News,
Apply For Tele Stations
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Philadelphia
Daily News yesterday filed with the
FCC its application for a television
station in Philadelphia. A tele application was filed also by Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa, which is altionreadyWOl.the licensee of standard sta-

Sidney Easton,
playwright,
agains'
20th-Fox
on a charge
of plagiarisn
according to notice filed in Federj
Court yesterday. The plaintiff a
leges
thatwere
the lifted
film "Lifeboat"
an
its title
from the pla
"Lifeboat No. 13" written by hin
Hitchcock directed the film for 20tl
Fox.

WANTED
Experienced Man — Theater or distribution experience. Excellent starting salary and per diem. Will be required to cover limited number of
branch cities as district manager for
national inspection company. Give full
experience, background, and complete
references. Must be available immediately. Write:
1501

Box 227, FILM DAILY
BROADWAY
NEW

YORK

I

-ml
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ee Film Parallel
« Distillers Case

DATE
March Oklahoma
12: Griffith
City.

(Continued from Page 1)

larged by the Government that
ace January, 1936, the defendants
id conspired by establishing a sysk)i of non-competitive prices on allolic beverages shipped into Colodo. Associate Justice Hugo L.
iack, through whom the action was
ken, held that the Sherman Act
as applicable to an agreement
nong the distillers who shipped
•oducts into Colorado and the state
tailers and wholesalers to fix
ices under fair trade practices and
' have retailers and wholesalers
itronize only each other. Black
lid that the facts of the indictment
ndicate a pattern which bears all
le earmarks of a traditional reraint of trade," the purpose of
hich was to fix prices at "an ar; ficial level."
Black
contended
that while
the
Itimate object of the conspiracy
as to fix local retail prices, "the
. eans adopted for its accomplishent reached beyond the boundars" of Colorado, adding that the
imbination used its "coercive pow." to make outside distillers enter
, ito price maintenance
contracts.
^, The similarity, according to an
ttorney outside of the distributor
inks, lies in the fixing of clearaces and admission prices through
le "horizontal accord" of the dis. ibutors and affiliated theaters.
The right to fix terms and condions by the seller was conceded but
• le vice lies in the defendants work■■ \g in concert to fix those tei-ms and
'm
Dnditions,
the that
lawyer
said. Ifandit
be proved
clearances
n-ms have been worked out through
lutual agreement of the distribu)rs, there is a distinct parallel in
le whisky and motion picture cases,
e contended.
The Supreme Court handed down
s decision in the distillers' action
ist Monday.

March

March

East, West and In Between
• • • CUFF NOTES: li the Academy has an extra "Oscar" around,
it might bestow it a week from tonight on 16-year-old Bill Ontville of
the Bronx who saw 705 movies from March 4, 1944 to March 4, 1945
at an expenditure
of S121.35 for admissions,
$14.45 for carfare and
S43.06 for candy to eat while at the theater
Incidentally, Bill aspires
to be a Hollywood stunt man when he grows up. . . #11 Ralph Slaub
gets a Washington okay, he'll film highlights of Frisco's United Nations'
conferences next month for a Screen Snapshot for Columbia. . . • Eddie Forester, manager of the Des Moines Theater, Des Moines, is resigning next week to operate two lOA theaters and write a novel
Eddie has sold numerous short stories and articles to magazines in the
past. . . •A distributor wag, upon seeing a New York marquee sign
announcing the revival of "A Bill of Divorcement," remarked, "I'll bet
that story was written and produced by the Department of Justice". . .
• Credit the Coast Guard's cameramen as well as the Navy's and
Marines' for some of that terrific Iwo Jima newsreel
footage.
. .
• American Airlines is setting a precedent of sorts vrith the distribution of Warners' brochure on "Objective Burma!" as part of the reading
material supplied passengers on its planes
Those Warner brochures, by the way, are very readable and swell promotional material.
• Martin J. Mullin, New England WAC chairman, has joined his M & P
business partner, Samuel Pinanski, national industry chairman for the
Seventh War Loan campaign, at headquarters here
Long accustomed to working as a team, their close association is a guarantee
that the Seventh Drive, coming up, will hit on all 16 cylinders
Marty
will be both New England regional chairman and exhibitor slate chairman in Massachusetts for the Seventh. . . • Is it news that Good
Housekeeping is establishing a new motion picture department?
. . .
• Frank Borzage's first for Republic may be "Concerto," the American
Magazine's Borden Chase story
•

•

•

BOTH

T
METRO

T
T
AND PARAMOUNT

are bidding for

rights to "The Alaskan Purchase," a story by Steve Slesinger, New
York magazine publisher, who sold M-G-M film rights to "The Stars
and Stripes"
Story is based on an article in Reader's Digest,
written by Bill Depperman, and is woven around Alaskan exploits of
Robert Kennicott, whose findings gave Seward information that led
to purchase of Alaska by United States. Both Secretary of the Interior
Harold Ickes and Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt are supporting legislation to
have a national park in Alaska named after Kennicott
T
T
T
• • • HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Frank Borzage, has
promoted his brother, Lou, from assistant director to associate producer.
• 20th-Fox has assigned Aubrey Schenck to produce "Johnny Comes
Flying Home," Jack Andrews' original story of a discharged Army
flyer who establishes a commercial air line in Alaska. . . # Paramount has acquired rights to Ernest K. Gann's as yet unfinished novel,
"Blaze of Noon"
Concerned with the early days of air mail transportation, the book will be published by the Viking Press
Price to
be paid for the screen rights is contingent upon the number of the
copies of the book that are sold. . . • Al Rogell returns to Republic
to direct his own originaL "Love, Honor and Goodbye"
a cast headed by Virginia Bruce, John Loder, Victor
Broderick and Nils Asther
A dramatic comedy
terludes, production starts on the 15th. . . • Percy

which will have
McLaglen, Helen
with musical inKilbride joins the

cast of "The Well Groomed Bride" ot Paramount . . • Metro has
set Jean Porter opposite Lou Costello in "Abbott and Costello in Hollywood."
▼
T
T
• •
•
WE'RE AVENGING PEARL HARBOR!

BOOK
anti-trust

suit

trial

starts,

15:
Academy
of Motion
Picture
Arts
and Sciences
will hold their 17th annual
awards
ceremony
at the
Chinese
theater
in Los Angeles.

16: WPB
Industry
meeting, Washington.
March
20:
CEA
annual
March 24: MPPDA
annual
House, London.

Advisory

Committee

meeting,
meeting.

Crosvenor

March
29: Loew's
stockholders
meeting.
New
York home office.
April 2: Confidential
Reports,
Inc., inaugurates
new
checking
service.
April
19-23:
International
Lighting
Exposition,
Palmer
House,
Chicago.
May 14-June 30: Seventh War Loan drive.
Oct. 9: New
York
equity
suit against
majors goes to trial.

eight

Hearings Under Way
On P. R. Control Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

out attacks against block-booking,
blind-selling, percentage and designated playdates. It has been charged
at the hearings that the independent theaters have been compelled
to show pictures at 45 per cent after they had played in all other circuit-owned houses.
The committee has asked for considerable information, including copies of exhibition contracts, number
of theaters operating on the island,
lists of distributors and the number
of pictures released in 1944.

Rogers in Spring Rodeo Tour
Roy Rogers will open a Spring
rodeo tour at the Uline Arena in
Washington April 12. Follow-through
opening dates are at the Arena, Cleveland, April 21; the Duquesne Gardens, Pittsburgh, April 30; the Maple Leaf Gardens, Toronto, May 7,
and the Auditorium in Providence,
May 15.

a:.Xii5,^^;^f\?»^<s. ^

''An artistic production whicit
will catch critical praise and
plenty of audience attention.
With Dorothy McGuire, Robert
Young and Herbert Marshall
toplining in top performances,
'Enchanted Cottage' will play
-VARIETY
a mern tune at the boxoffice."
"A natural, both as to box office and entertainment."

— Motion Picture Herald

"Gives one the feeling of having discovered some rare jewel."
— Hollywood Reporter

"One of the month's most noteworthy screen
events."
— BoxoffJce

,

NATIONAL

"In the top bracket."
— Hollywood Variety

"Beats a path of its own ... an attraction of some size*"

—Motion Picture Daily

— Fil
m Dai
ly
"Deeply moving . . . has tremendous appeal
for
women."

PRESENTATIOI^
IN MID-APRIL!

"Timely . . . should prove beneficial to box office."
— Showmen's Trade Review
COLLECT

"Unusual love story will get the women's —The
vote." Exhibitor

RED CROSS

AT

EVERY

SHOW!

WEEK— MARCH

15-21

RKO PRE-SELLS WITH
TERRIFIC AD CAMPAIGN
r^M^

Full pog«

seat-sellerj

in the biggest
totol of

mogarines, »o a

29,007,375 CIRCULATION!
- In pubfkaHont
like WOMAN'S
HOME
COMPANION-MtCAU'S-RED BOOK-COtUER'S-lOOK
-UBERTY - TRUE
STORY - WOAUN'S
DAY FAMRY CIRCIE and the ENTIRE FAN UST.
The cid reproduced
lOOK,

PIC

here appears
and

in

TRUE

STORY.
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Pride tried to drive
them apart... conscience
condoned their strange
bargain. ..but something
stronger than either
worked a miracle deep
in their hearts!

E • ROBERT
The Lovers of "Claudia"

HERBERT MARSHALL
RKO
RADIO

Mildred Natwick • Spring Byington - Hillary Brooke Directed by JOHN CROMWELL • Produced by HARRIET
Screen play by OeWin Bodeen and Herman J. Mankiewicz . Based on the play by
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Indies' Raw Stock
Trade Com. WPB Topic
(Continued

from Page 1)

will again be put before the industry group, and that neither has been
finally determined by the agency.
Although a form has been drawn
up and now awaits the final word
from WPB before the budget bureau
gives its approval, it was made plain
yesterday that the method for allocating stock to indies will be discussed thoroughly at next week's
meeting. Although WPB hopes to
have a procedure ready to propose,
it will not insist that this measure
be adhered to if it does not meet
with substantial approval from the
industry group.
Likewise, the question of the limitation of prints to 285 per feature
is still not a final order, it was said.
There will be further discussion of
this proposal next week, even though
it was originally believed that the
limit had been ordered definitely.
Some industry opposition is looked
for, although there is no clear indication that any Government agency
will take sides.
As for the overall quantity of raw
stock, final determination of what
will be available to the industry has
not yet been reached. Present intention, however, is to allocate to
the various industry claimants all
the stock available, with no provision for a "reserve" fund to be set up.

Nick and Weston Paroled;
Given 5 Years in 1942
(Continued

from Page 1)

business agent of Local 143, Motion
Picture Operators Union, sentenced
in Federal Court here in 1942 for
violating the Federal anti-racketeering law have been paroled six months
before they would have been eligible
to outright release.
Both men had been given five-year
prison terms and fined $1,000 for
their activities in connection with
the negotiation of union contracts
with local theatermen in 1937.
Nick had been in Leavenworth
prison and Weston in the model prison at Terre Haute.

Fred A. Lanza Dead
Detroit — Fred A. Lanza, 65, veteran theater musician, is dead. He
was for years with the Temple and
Michigan Theaters here. His widow
and two daughters survive. Interment in Woodlawn Cemetery.

Chicago*s Triples
"
Ehh Under Curfew
Chicago — With film shortages and
midnight closings, the triple feature
program seems to be dying here.
Only three houses, the Kimbark, the
Empress and the Fox, are having
triple features.

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S nEUIS
Macy's Switches Tele Time
Macy's is changing the time of its
weekly telecast, produced by RKO
Television Corp., from 9:30 p.m.
Wednesdays to 8 p.m. Tuesdays commencing Tuesday, March 13.
Macy's spot will open the program
for the evening on DuMont Station
WABD Channel 4. It is felt that
this new time is much more logical
for the type program Macy's is pioneering.

•
Metro to Tradeshow Three

Tradeshowing dates for three new
M-G-M pictures have been set by
William F. Rodgers, vice-president
and general sales manager. "The
Clock" will be screened in all exchange areas on March 21. On the
following day, March 22, "The Picture of Dorian Gray" will be shown
in all territories except New York
and Los Angeles, which held screenings on February 23. "Without
Love" will be shown March 26 in all
areas, including New York, where
a previous screening was held yesterday.

THEATER DEALS

Des Moines, la. — Eddie ForeUr
has bought the Lux theater at IVfs^
sena and the Leo theater at Cumlr"The Randolph Family," based on
land and will manage both housi.
the Dodie Smith play, "Dear Octopus," with an all-star cast headed
St. Louis — The building contijj
by Margaret Lockwood, has been set
to open March 10 at the Little Car- ing the Richmond Theater, Richm
negie. This is an English Films Heights, was sold by Manuel La ^
release.
for approximately $50,000 to jS
•
Plymouth Investment Corp. of wUh
Arthur Fishman, a real estate nn
Pictorial Sets Three Deals
Milton J. Salzburg, president of who handled the transaction, is e
Pictorial Films Inc. has returned president. The St. Louis Amv,from a wid-Western sales tour, ment Co. has signed a new 15-y.r
on the theater. The old lee
concluding distribution contracts lease
expires next August.
with three 16 mm. distributors —
Bell & Howell, Ideal Pictures and
Griswold, la. — Merv Neeley, pawCentral Camera of Chicago.
•
ner with his brother-in-law, Ab

"Randolph Family" at Carnegie

I

Horstemeier Week

Conklin,
in the to
Globe
theater,
his interest
Conklin
and a"isII
Cleveland — Herbert Horstemeier, sold
Universal office and booking manager move to California.
is being honored by his company by
Chicago — The Northern Trust (,,
having the week of April 15-21 set trustee
has sold the Monroe thea r
aside as Herbert Horstemeier Week.
•
building, housing a 1,000-seater, f merly operated by the Trinz circit,
Raytheon Plans Chi. Tele
Chicago— Raytheon Mfg. Co. has to a syndicate headed by Jans
Jovan. The
property is asslated
filed an application with FCC for a extensive
improvements,
soon i'
construction permit, to build both a
•
priorities can be arranged.
new high frequency FM. broadcast
Hickey Calls In Managers
station and a commercial television
San Francisco — George A. Hickey, station, to be operated on 44,000 to
Halifax, N. S.— The Odeon-Ral
M-G-M Western district manager 50,000 kilocycles.
circuit has taken over the local (I
with headquarters in Los Angeles,
•
foi'd from Famous Players CanadiL
will hold a meeting with four branch
This is the newest theater in Hj!^
Kranze
Appreciation
Week
managers in his territory at the St.
fax and seats 686. When the leie!
Cleveland — In honor of Bernard
Francis Hotel, March 19.. Attendexpired, a renewal was not avj ing, in addition to Hickey, will be Kranze, RKO district manager, the able as the majority interest in ti
L. C. Wingham, local exchange head; week of April 13-19 has been set property had been acquired by A...
Samuel J. Gardner, Los Angeles; aside as the Bernard Kranze Appre- Garson,
recently named
mariti E
ciation Week. Effort is being made provinces manager for Odeon-Ra]|
Maurice Saffle, Seattle; and Lou
Amacher, Portland.
to play an RKO picture in every
•
house in Kranze's district during this
Capt. D. Benj. Kresch
week.
Cohen Leads Depinet Drive
•
Killed in Plane Crash
M. E. Cohen, branch manager
from Detroit, maintained his front Williams Makes It Official
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Philadelphia — Capt. D. Benjan!
running pace as the sixth week winWashington — Paul Williams, spe- Kresch, a former member of Winers were posted in RKO Radio
cial assistant to the Attorney Gen1945 Ned Depinet Drive. In Caneral, has resigned after 12 years an- ners legal department here a 1
ada, H. F. Taylor, branch manager
of Montreal, again led the Dominion with the Department of Justice to ^"^^ telligence Division, Air Trar
pack to the wire. Highlight of the become general counsel for the 1^^ New York, attached to the 1
sixth week was a new record for Southern California Theater Own- port Command, was reported killl
ers Association. Williams, origin- in an airplane crash in Italy, Feb. .
the over-quota mark with 22
Capt. Kresch was a promine
branches.
ally a trial lawyer with the Department, succeeds the late Albert J. member of the Variety Club Te
•
Law, who died in New York two
"Dillinger" Rejected in Chicago months ago. Law had also been at No. 13.
Chicago — • The Chicago censor
an official of the Departboard, which last month viewed 370,- one time
ment of Justice.
000 feet of film from 81 productions,
•
rejected but one, Monogram's "Dil- New Chi. Lab. Union to Elect
linger." The board made two cuts
Chicago — The newly organized
and pinked two pictures — Columbia's laboratory technicians will meet next
"I Love a Mystery" and 20th-Fox's Monday to elect officers. W. H.
March 9
"Hangover Square." Ruling on the
latter was reversed by the Police Strafford and Frank Olsen will preJess
Smith
Marguerite Chapman
Commissioner Allman and given a
side at the election. An initial memMargaret
Lee
Jimmy
Durante
clean bill.
bership of 100 is expected. The ChiMarch 10
•
cago union makes the seventh local
Gregory
La Cava
Stuart Holmes
Kraska Replaces Longo in Hub under lATSE direction.

SEND BIRTHDAl
GREETINGS TO.

Boston — Charles Kurzman, Northeastern divisional manager of Loew's,
Inc., has announced the appointment
of George Kraska as director of publicity and advertising in the Boston
district replacing Joe Longo who
resigned.

•
Para. Quint Playing Two

The Paramount Pep Club basketball team meets the Forest Hills
Eagles tonight and travels to Portchester on Saturday to engage the
Shamrocks of St. Mary's.

Lowell Calvert
Floyd
Warner Anderson

Raoul
Don M.

E.

Stone

March 11
Walsh
Ralph A. Kohn
Alexander William
Jaffee
Ruth

Alvarez

that heralded the beginning of a great boxoffice
career! Now the prophesy is a FACT, with reports
from all over the country —

from every type of

situation . . . backing up the claim that Selznick
International's "I'll Be Seeing You" will establish
itself as a top -grosser in the nation's theatres!

Tlie

Beginning .. .
(In Four of the Major Theatre Circuits)
IstLOEW

SMASH

STATE

ENGAGEMENT!

THEATRE,

CLEVELAND

...

2 Top-Grossing Weeks
and Then a Moveover!

^

1st WARNER

FOX

THEATRE,

TRIUMPH!

sov^^^V
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PHILADELPHIA

3 Great Weeks of
Record Business!
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1st NATIONAL

THEATRES'

SUCCESS^

. . . AND

ON THE

NEXT

PAGE . . .

Record-smashing reports from the first individual
theatres now playing this great hit . . .

Springfield, Mass.'N^^. . . Poli Palace
Worcester, Mass."^^^ . . . Poli Palace
Dayton, OX^L • . . Loew's
Miami, Fla.\jf|^ . . . Capitol, Miami and Lincoln Theatres
Akron, O
• . .
Denver, Colo.
Detroit, MichJ
Louisville, Ky.

• • •

• . .

Michigan Theatre

St. Paul, MinnJ

► . Loew's U. A.
. . Paramount Theatre

Waterbury, Conn.

. . Poli Palace Theatre

Philadelphia, Pa.
Seattle, Wash.

SELZNICK

ew's and Esquire Theatres
LoDenver

INTERNATIONAL

presents

GINGER ROGERS

. . Fox Theatre
. . . Liberty Theatre

fiMifferent Patronage

\

^§gl-:Kinds of Weather
^^Every Type of Theatre

JOSEPH COHEN « nt £
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

5C/T THE SAME
"ij

RECORD-BREAKING
BUSINESS!

Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE • Produced by DORE SCHART
Screen play by Marlon Parsonnel • From a sloiy by Charles Martin

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

And all this is ohlyjg
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New Manpower Bill
Sets WMC Authority
(Continued from Page 1)

'•^ Manpower Commission to survey
labor utilization by all employers,
and to establish ceilings on the size
Hf the labor force each is entitled
}. This vote came late yesterday,
with the Revercomb amendment already having been voted down.
The amendment proposed by Senator Chapman Revercomb, R., W.
Va., had attempted to limit the labor cut WMC may order to 50 per
cent of the labor force employed by
the individual firm as of the time
the bill becomes law. Exception had
originally been made in the case of
places of amusement, including theaters, with Revercomb proposing
that the 50 per cent limitation not
apply to theaters and other amusement places. Before the amendment
was voted down, Senator Sheridan
Downey, D., Calif., had offei-ed an
amendment to remove the exemption of places of amusement, and
Revercomb had accepted it.
The bill now goes into conference,
where it will be considered along
with the much stronger work-orfight bill passed by the House over
a month ago. It is anybody's guess
what will finally come out of the
conference.

Bastogne's Veterans At
"Enemy Strikes" Preview
The press preview of the new War
Department short "The Enemy
Strikes," to be held Monday, will
be highlighted by the attendance and
talks of Brig. Gen. Stewart E. Reimel, regional representative of the
Army Service Forces, and two veterans of the heroic Bastogne garrison in the "Battle of the Bulge."
Lt. Clair L. Hess, who will speak
at the screening, was the executive
officer of his company at Bastogne.
He will be accompanied by an enlisted man who fought in the same
attle.
"The Enemy Strikes," produced by
[he Army Pictorial Service, tells the
dramatic stpry of the von Rundstedt
break-through last December. Much
of the story is told in captured German footage not previously released
to the public. The film depicts the
danger of enemy counter-attacks
until the final day of victory and
the importance of maintaining full
war production.

;! WLB Ends Hearings On
RKO-Guild Controversy

^
;
;
^

Hearings on the contract dispute
between RKO and the Motion Picture
Guild Operating Managers and Assistant Managers Guild, which represents managerial help in the circult's theaters in this area, have
I terminated before the Regional War
Labor Board.

n
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REVIEUIS Of n€UJ Films
TMil

"There Goes Kelly"

with Jackie Moran, Wanda McKay
Monogram
61 Mins.
MYSTERY MELODRAMA WITH TOUCHES OF COMEDY AND LIVELY ACTING
SHOULD SATISFY.
Melodrama addicts will derive entertainment from "There Goes Kelly," which was
produced acceptably by William Strohbach,
considering the modest budget, and directed
at a swift pace by Phil Karlstein. Run-ofthe-mill comedy injected into the proceedings from time to time will contribute
further to the diversion of audiences at
which the film is aimed.
Jackie Moran and Wanda McKay are the
top cast names. Moran is a page boy for
a radio broadcasting company who tries to
get Miss McKay, a receptionist, a break as
a singer. The lad finds himself drawn into
a murder mystery when a vocalist is slain
during a rehearsal. Moran and another
page boy (Sidney Miller) set forth to solve
the mystery. The lads uncover evidence
that helps to crack the case. Of course.
Miss McKay at the end is on the way to
being a success on the air.
The film has some lively acting on the
part of the principals.
CAST: Jackie Moran, Wanda McKay, Sidney
M Her, Ralph Sanford, Dewey Robinson, Jan
Wiley, Anthony Warde, Harry Depp, George Eldredge, Edward Emerson, John Cilbreath, Pat
Cleason, Don Kerr, Charlie Jordon, Terry Frost,
.lalph Linn, Gladys Blake.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, William Strohbach; Director, Phil Karlstein: Screenplay, Edmond Kelso; Additional Dialogue, Tim Ryan;
Cameraman, William Sickner; Supervising Film
Editor, Richard Currier; Art Director, E. R.
Hickson; Set Decorator, Vin Taylor; Sound, Tom
Lambert; Musical Director, Edward J. Kay.
DIRECTION, Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Australian Studios to
Start Two New Features
Melbourne (By Air Mail) — Harry
Watt, director of British Ealing Studios of Melbourne has announced
that his organization will star
"Chipps" Rafferty who played in
the lead in "40,000 Horsemen," and
"The Rats of Tobruk" in a new picture "The Overlanders." Production
is scheduled to commence in March.

* SHORTS

*

"The Crime Doctor's
with Warner Baxter
Columbia

70 Mins.

Courage"

LATEST OF SERIES IS FAIR-TO-MIDDLING MELODRAMA; SCRIPT TOO
WORDY.
The newest of the films deriving from
Max Marcin's radio serial isn't too successful an exercise in the art of melodrama.
The screenplay of Eric Taylor leaves a lot
to be desired, going overboard on gab and
wasting more time than necessary in getting down to business. Those who like
lurid touches in melodramatic entertainment
and the radio program's large army of fans
will be those primarily appealed to by "The
Crime
Doctor's Courage."
Dr. Ordway,
in the person of Warner
Baxter, cnce more is called upon to apply
his scientific knowledge to the solution of
a murder mystery. Naturally suspicion rests
on a number of persons, among them being
Stephen Crane, husband of Hillary Brooke,
his third wife, the other two having come
to violent ends. Death eliminates him as
a suspect. The killer turns out to be a
studious fellow in love with Miss Brooke.
George Sherman's direction has failed to
get the best out of the players, Baxter
included.
ably.
Rudolph C. Flothow had produced passCAST: Warner Baxter, Hillary Brooke, Jerome
Cowan, Robert Scott, Lloyd Corrigan, Emory
Parnell, Stephen Crane. Charles Arnt, Anthony
Caruso, Lupita Tovar, Dennis Moore, Jack Carrington, Kng Kong Kashay.
CREDITS: Producer, Rudolph C. Flothow; Director, George Sherman; Screenplay, Eric Taylor; Based on radio program by Max Marcin;
Cameraman, L. W. O'Connell; Film Editor,
Dwight Caldwell: Art Director, John Datu; Set
Decorator, Sidney Clifford; Sound, Hugh McDowell.
DIRECTION, Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Fire Destroys Scottsbluff
Theater, Loss $165,000

"Honorable Discharge"
(This Is America)
18 mins.
RKO

What prospectsa face
"Must"the service
man whenThishe is returns to civilian
life? The latest of the series sets
out to answer this question and does
a generally creditable job of it. While
the short will be of interest primarily to service men and their families,
it also will draw the attention of
anyone who is anxious to know the
possible impact of the released serviceman on the economic life of the
community. The picture details the
routine through which an honorably
discharged fighting man must go
before taking his place once more
among civilians and the various
measures adopted to safeguard his
future and make the reconversion
process as easy and as painless as
possible. Emphasis is placed on
the workings of the G.I. Bill of
Rights. The problem has been effectively dramatized to bring it
within the mental reach of everyone. The film was prepared in collaboration with This Week magazine.
"Are Animals Actors?"
Warner Bros.
20 mins.
A Hit
Performers of the animal kingdom come in for consideration in a
featurette that has great entertainment value. Appealing strongly to
man's natural love of animals, the
short, produced praiseworthily by
Gordon
can't ofmiss
being a hitHollingshead,
with all manner
people.
For the kids, of course, the short is
something extra-extra. The footage
presents a succession of animal acts
of various types, each as interesting
as the other. Some of the stunts performed by the four-footed actors
are eye-opening. Among the animals seen are Rin-Tin-Tin and Tony,
the late Tox Mix's horse.

Scottsbluff, Neb. — The Egyptian
Theater here, largest in Western
Nebraska, was destroyed by fire
with a loss estimated at more
than $165,000. It was owned and
operated by the Midwest Gibraltar
Inc. The fire, of unSydney (By Air Mail) — Cinesound Enterprises,
known origin, began in the stage
Productions Pty. Ltd., will commence
production in March of a feature film section and carried through the re"Behind the Meat Bali"
mainder of the building before firebased on the life story of Air Com(Looney Tunes)
men could control it. Power was
7 mins.
modore Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith, shut off in the downtown section for Warner Bros.
K.B.E., M.C., who made the first
Meaty Entertainment
30
minutes
to
protert
the
firemen
flight from America to Australia
The tale of a dog in quest of red
from electrocution as they poured
meat should strike home with us
in the famous Southern Ci-oss.
streams of water on the blaze.
humans who can readily sympathize
with the poor mongrel. The dog
DeVry Names Ehlers As
'On Approval." L A. Record
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY just can't make his dreams of meat
Mexico City Distributor
come true. When a juicy steak falls
Los Angeles — "On Approval," the from a delivery wagon he has to
Chicago — Edward DeVry, secre- new Frederick Lonsdale comedy,
tary-treasurer ofthe DeVry Corp., starring Beatrice Lillie and Clive contend for it with a ferocious bulldog. While they are fighting over
has returned here from a month's Brook, has smashed every box-office the meat
another dog snitches it.
Western and Mexican inspection record for the past 10 years at the
The
Technicolor
cartoon is supertrip, setting up a post-war distri- Esquire theater here, it was ancharged with laughs.
bution system. He named Casa
nounced by the management. The
Ehlers as Mexico City distributor.
film, now in its second week, is be- Smith Rites Tomorrow
Shan Sundra, representative of
ing
by Nat Sanders' English released
Films.
the Globe Radio and Engineering
Philadelphia — Funeral services for
M. John Smith, 73, father of Ulric
Co. of Delhi, India, DeVry distribu- Cowan Pic Bows in London
tors, is here for a factory visit. He
Smith, local Paramount branch mansays the business outlook in India
ager, will be held here tomorrow.
London — Lester Cowan's "Tomoris most favorable for American
Smith,
a retired pioneer exhibitor
row, the World"
opens tonight at
the London
Pavilion.
in
this
territory, died Wednesday.
equipment.
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i^ RCVI6US Of SHORT SUBJECTS i^ i^

"Birthday Party"
(Little Lulu)
Paramount
TVi mins.
Okay
Little Lulu proves quite a nuisance
to Mandy in the latter's endeavors to
arrange a birthday party for her
little mistress. The youngster display j in highly amusing manner
that curiosity that is so strong a
characteristic of hers. The antics of
Lulu are capable of entertaining
oldsters as well as the kids. The
cartoon is in Technicolor.
"Cuba Calling"
(Sports Parade)
Warner Bros.
10 mins.
Calling Patrons
The fascination that makes Cuba
a tourists' mecca is well conveyed
in this Technicolor short produced
by A. Pam Blumenthal and Andre
De La Varre and directed by Van
Campen Heilner under the supervision of Gordon Hollingshead. All
the phases of Cuban life are touched
upon by the short in an extremely
diverting fashion. The film, covering the subject remarkably well in
its limited footage, is vivid, fastmoving and thoroughly enjoyable.

"Life With Feathers"
(Merrie Melodies)
Warner Bros.
7 mins.
Plenty Funny
Swell diversion. The Technicolor
cartoon is about a meek love bird
so sick and tired of the constant
quarreling with his missus that he
is determined to commit suicide. He
tries every trick to get a cat to
eat him, but the feline refuses, suspecting that the bird is poisoned
and is simply attempting to destroy
him.
Loaded with laughs.
"OutRice
Fishin'
"
(Grandland
Sportlights)
Paramount
9'/2 mins.
Good Sports Reel
Taking its inspiration from an
Edgar Guest poem, this fishing reel
is a swell subject of its type. The
sight of Dave Newell, noted angler,
sportsman and artist, fishing for
Atlantic salmon with a friend provides alternately excitement and relaxing moments. The scene, the
Tobique River in New Brunswick,
Canada, lends visual appeal to the
film.
"Little White Lie"
(Miniature)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Sentimental

"The Unwelcome Guest"
M-G-M
7 mins.
Fair Cartoon
This sequel to "A Great Day's
A mild Technicolor cartoon. This
Coming" goes in heavily for human
one is more for children than grown- interest
in relating the efforts of
ups. The action has Barney Bear
the
couple
who adopted little Amtangling with a skunk which comes
ber and her baby brother to keep
upon him while he's on a berry- the girl from returning to the orpicking expedition. The cartoon conphanage whence she came. Women
tains some good touches.
will be moved by the film, which
ends on a note of happiness when
the foster parents succeed through
"Swimcapades"
a stratagem in winning Amber
(Sports Parade)
Warner Bros.
10 mins. back. Though it hasn't much subBalm for the Eyes
stance, the short will prove satisfactory as sentimental entertainFilmed in Silver Springs in Tech- ment.
nicolor that captures all the lush
beauty of the setting, the A. Pam
Blumenthal-Van Campen Heilner
"Isle of Tabu"
short is another camera record of
(Musical Parade)
water frolics in the Florida sunshine. Paramount
20 mins.
The presence of a group of shapely
pleasant Musical
mermaids gives the men a decided
Producer Louis Harris has taken
break. The gals stage a water bal- an ancient and rather silly yarn and
let that is an eye treat. Also seen
in action are Hymie Swartz, former dressed it up fetchingly in Technicolor and given it production values
intercollegiate diving- champ, and that are above the usual for a short
Steve Accardi, diving clovra. A vissubject. What with plenty of loveual delight.
lies in South Seas costumes on hand
to decorate the scenery, the abbreviated musical is likely to have a
"The Shooting of Dan McGoo"
M-G-M
8 mins.
potent appeal to the men. The acTiptop
tion transpires in one of those Pacific paradises we used to hear so
An uncommonly funny burlesque
much about before the war. The
inspired by Robert W. Service's fam- story tells of the efforts of a jealous
ous ballad, "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew." The action, set in the islander (Anthony Caruso) to bust
Malemute Saloon in Coldernell, Alas- up a romance between his cousin
ka, is filled with incidents that will (Stephen Barclay) and a beauty
work the audience into a high state (Nancy Porter) branded as tabu. The
of hilarity. Animation and continu- villain is slain and the union between
ity are deserving of special attention. Miss Porter and Barclay wins the
blessing of the natives.
Superior cartoon entertainment.

'

vided into three parts. The first tv
"It Looks Like Rain"
comprise scenes from a pair of Bi
(Passing Parade)
M-G-M
9 mins. graph opuses intended originally j
melodrama. One is dated 1909; tl
Of Extensive Appeal
other, 1912. The last third is
Herein John Nesbitt turns his at- collection of shots from varioi
tention to the weather, the vagaries
of which serve well the purpose of films, among the players being Lo
drama. How man has been able to Chaney, Lillian Gish, Bobby Harro!
reduce the destructiveness of the Lionel Barrymore, Rudolph Valei
elements with the help of scientific tino, Agnes Ayres, Theda Bara,
weather forecasting comprises the
burden of the short, which was
"Track and Field Quiz"
(Pete Smith Specialty)
forcefully produced and effectively
M-G-M
9 mini
photographed. Dealing with a matAcceptable
ter that affects everyone, the film
is a natural drawing card. Paul
Pete Smith's newest question-an(
Burnford directed.
answer subject is very instructiv
and amusing. The producer turns t
track and field sports for his quei
"Unusual Occupations"
tions. He has produced the shoi
(L4— 3)
Paramount
10 mins. effectively. The photography add,
materially to the entertainmeni
Highly Interesting
Sports-minded persons will go fq
Some highly absorbing material this wholeheartedly.
has gone into the newest of the series. Filmed in Magnacoloi', the short
"In the Public Eye"
gives top play to Zoe Mozert, cre(Speaking
of Animals)
ator of many of those pin-ups that
9'/2 mini
decorate GI quarters. Extremely Paramount
A Sure Bet
interesting are scenes of the artist
Satire has been drawn upon wit
posing for herself with the aid of hilarious results in this shor
mirrors. Among the other subjects
are a clock collection, a miniature Through the medium of interviewin
railroad and a youthfnl whittling able
kid successfully
a wideto range
of animals 'many
the filmpec :'
artist.
pie and things that are fresh in th
public mind. There can be no ques
tion of the ability of the footag
"Seeing El Salvador"
to
entertain in a big way. Laughy
(FitzPatrick Traveltalk)
M-G-M
10 mins. are continuous.
A sure bet.
Deserving

"Ski Gulls"
A tour of El Salvador that will
satisfy lovers of travel shorts. Done
(Sportscope)
in attractive Technicolor, the foot- RKO
7'/2 min!
age has a strong visual appeal.
Swell
Among the places shown are the
Another first-rate skiing shor
city of San Salvador and Izalco, El The first half of the footage show,
Torger
Tokle teaching youngster!
Salvador'sbetween
volcano.
contrast
the The
old picture's
and the
the
art
of
ski jumping. The secon'
new adds to the interest. The short half is a series
of thrilling shots o
has been given excellent photogra- Tokle, Alf Engen and a couple o
other top-flight skiers in action. Th
phy.
film was shot, in Utah and Colorado
The photography is aces. The pro
"Gabriel Churchkitten"
ducer is Jay Bonafield.
(Noveltoons)
Paramount
SYz mins.
Fun for Kiddies
"Screwy Truant"
7 min^
From the Margot Austin story has M-G-M
been fashioned a Technicolor carWorthy Cartoon
toon that will delight the youngThe antics of Screwy Squirrel as i
sters. The yarn deals with a mouse truant are productive of many laugh
and a cat on the verge of starvation in this Technicolor cartoon. Ou:
because the church parson, their pro- misbehaving hero gives the truan
vider, being a victim of sleepwalk- officer a run for it in a series o:
ing, has neglected them. Their prob- scenes that follow one another ii
lem is to find a means of awakening rapid-fire order. The short has fin<
their friend. They succeed — to what animation. Where a cartoon fillei
certainly will be the rejoicing of the is desired this should serve the pur
s
kiddies.
pose nicely.
"Flicker Flashbacks"
(No. 5— Series 2)
RKO
8'/2 mins.
Lauglhs Galore
The latest of the series resurrecting footage from the early flickers
is extremely diverting. Rating high
as a laugh-getter, the short is di-

Emma

Harris Rites Today

Funeral services for Emma Har
ris, 73, mother of Harry Harris
operator of the Harris theater cir
cuit here, will be held this morning
at 11:30 a.m. in the Riverside Me
morial Chapel. Mrs. Harris diec
Wednesday.
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eavy Use of Radio
0 Plug Pix In Chi.
(Continued from Page 1)
ieing You" and Paramount's "Our
earts Were Young and Gay" are
"irrently being plugged with spot
iiljiouncements.
• Another liberal user
of "spot"
-rams and transcriptions is 20th,^, whenever
time
is available,
irh "Winged Victory" having been
■ard on more than 50 spot tieups
id "Keys Of The Kingdom"
also
itting plenty of time.
The Foote, Cone & Belding agency
shopping for time to air the Selzck films.
Warners and Columbia
e also boosting their stock via
e same medium.
WIND and Balaban & Katz have
ranged a co-operative plan, the
ation getting screen notices in varus B & K houses and giving daily
me announcements for the circuit
return.
The Warner Circuit, Essaness, Inana and Illinois, and theaters in
wns adjacent to Chicago, are using
cal radio stations for their spot
mouncements.
An elaborate radio tieup is being
;ed this week for the premiere of
isney's "The Three Caballeros."
The Oriental, an independent, and
- 18 RKO Palace and Grand theaters
ive been using Nikki Kaye's radio
mr on WJJD, generally giving away
ckets to tie in with the program.

t. Robert Goletz Slcdn
Detroit — Lt. Robert Goletz, son of
elix E. Goletz, owner of the Moran
p. Theater, has been reported
1^ killed in action on his second
'"*• mission over Germany. He was
pilot on a B-24. Body was brought
ick and bui-ied in England.

UJEDDinG BELLS

HOLLYWOOD
B7

Andrew Stone to Use
Television Camera

SPEAKING
RALPH

WHK

HOLLYWOOD
LJOWARD
"RED"
CHRISTIE,
former
U.
PAL plans feature Puppetoons of C. football athlete and an assistant
GEORGE
based on well known children's books, director at Universal for the past eight
combining actors with his puppets in live years, has been upped to associate proaction on which he has been working for ducer and assigned to work with Producer
some time. Pal who trains out for New Felix Jackson on the Deanna Durbin unit
will
York today will confer there with his foreign making "Lady On A Train." Christie comrepresentative, Arthur Padron, recently ar- succeed Frank Shaw, with the Durbin
ived in New York from Europe, to make P^ny si"" 1941, who has been transferred
jfo w"''^ with Producer-Director Frank Ryan
studios in Eindhoven,
reopen hisstarted
plans to where
before the war. Ias associate producer on the Luigi Pirandello
Pal
Holland,
TED

I story, "As It Was Before," which
_
^
I Merle Oberon and Charles Korvin.
DONALDSON will be starred by Co-

will star

' lumbia in "Rusty," the story of a boy |
•
*
and a dog which will be produced by Leonard
A NN CARTER, Isobel Elsom, Barry BerPicker.
George Sherman directs.
**
nard and Anita Bolster have been added
•
•
cast of "The
Two
Mrs.
to the Warners'
^OLUMBIA has purchased the film rights
^-^ to "Son of Robin Hood," novel by
Paul A. Castleton, which will be produced PNON BROWN, associate producer at ReCarrolls."
in Technicolor under the title, "The Bandit
public, who has been in the Hospital for
of Sherwood Forest." Leonard Picker and the past five weeks, has returned to the
Clifford Sanforth will co-produce, with Henstudio and is now preparing the next Al
ry Levin scheduled to direct.

•

•

FDDIE RYAN draws the lead in "High
^ School Here" at 20th-Fox, story about a
boy and his marine patrol dog, previously
announced for Roddy McDowall under

Pearce picture which goes before the cameras April 16.

(Continued from Page 1)

said yesterday, especially for closeups. Purpose of the double photography is to have a film best suited
for televising when receivers are
more plentiful.
on "Petticoat
Lane"a
willProduction
start in June,
the story being
feature-length adaptation of a short
subject titled "The Elegy" which
Stone made in 1926. Following "Pettieoat Lane," Stone will make "PanAmerican Sensations of 1946" in the
Fall, and next year, if the war bas
ended, he plans to produce "International Sensations of 1947." Meanwhile, he is negotiating for a Broadway hit play as a fourth production
on his two-year schedule. Stone also
expects for
to the
produce
an all-colored
musical
Broadway
stage in
the Fall. He returned to the Coast
yesterday.

the title "Jungle Marine."
THE Callahans, cowboy band, featured over
' station KRLD at Dallas, has been signed
for Monogram's "Springtime
•
• in Texas."
DLANCHE YURKA is writing her biogra■^ phy which is scheduled for publication
next Spring.

•
THE

•

American Humane Society has awarded

' one of its 1945 citations and plaques to
20th-Fox's star Roddy McDowall, in recognition for his sensitive handling of animals
in both "My Friend Flicka" and "Thunderhead — Son of Flicka."
•
•
DETTE DAVIS has returned to Warners'
^ studios following a three-days illness.
Miss Davis is currently appearing before
the cameras in "Stolen Life."

Clcnisen-Eelly
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Clausen
mounce the engagement of their
lughter, Gloria Ann Clausen, to
t. George W. Kelly, AAF, recently
;patriated from a German prison
imp. The bride-to-be's father is
ssociated with the Paramount adsrtising and publicity departments.

Skelton-Davis
'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

HoUywood^Pvt. Red Skelton, f orler film and radio comedian, and
•eorgia Davis, screen actress, anounced they would be married here
)day.

Comerford-Borry
Waterbury, Conn. — Lt. Thomas
atrick Comerford, U.S.N.R., son of
:e late M. B. Comerford, and Lt.
g. Ruth Joan Barry were married
ere Tuesday.
i

h.

INTERNATIONAL

PICTURES,

INC. has

■ given a new contract to Lane Watson,
former Cincinnati and New York radio actor, under contract to the studio for the
past year.

Springfield Ban on Early
Openings Ends March 19
Springfield, Mass. — Local restrictions, requiring theaters to observe
a noon-time opening, will be lifted
on March 19, Mayor J. Albin Anderson, Jr., said, putting an end to conservation measures invoked here, under licensing authority, during the
acute fuel crisis. In lifting the ban,
the mayor expressed thanks to house
managers "for co-operating so wholeheartedly," adding such co-operation
"is in keeping with the co-operation
displayed with other war activities
such as Bond selling, recruiting and
the efforts of special drives."

The 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .

THE

FILM
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Motion Pidure Groups
Sponsor Youlh Confab

HOLLYWOOD

the topics under discussion by the
motion picture panel is Mrs. Bettina Gunczy, secretary of the National Council.
A summary of the motion picture
round table will be made by Dr.
Walter W. Pettit, director of the
New York School of Social Work
and a member of the board of directors of the National Board of
Review, at a general meeting under
the chairmanship of Dr. Frederic M.
Thrasher, of New York University,
chairman of the Action Committee
for Delinquency Prevention.

Fire Marshal Slaps Down
On 8 Detroit Exchanges
(Continued from Page 1)
Hall of Detroit has reported.
Move was launched when repeated
inspections proved unsatisfactory
conditions in storage of film, uncorrected in several instances, Hall said.
In some cases fines of up to $100
were imposed by the court on an individual exchange. Principal offense was the storage of film at
night, outside of the vaults as required by regulations.
Hall said that daytime storage of
film was being properly handled.
W.

SANTANDER

is here from Mexico

^ City where he made arrangements with
Filmos to release his series of gaucho features throughout the Latin-American countries. While in Hollywood, Santander will
negotiate for a separate U. S. release of
the series, since all the pictures will be made
in dual-language versions. The producer,
who is financed by American capital, expects to sign with Russell Wade, now under
contract to RKO, to play the central character of the series, a California-raised Mexican who returns to his native Mexico with
American ideas.

•

•

r
HUGH HERBERT, author of "Kiss and
' • Tell," now being filmed for Columbia
release goes into a series of conferences
this week with George Abbott, New York
stage producer, and Comedian Joe E. Brown
regarding the play in which the latter will
star on Broadway next Fall.

•

•

PARAMOUNT
has
set George
Fisher,
* columnist, to do narrations on 10 short
subjects. In addition, Fisher has been
signed by the studio to do a role in "Stork
Club."
•
•
fHE
new
Monogram
Studio
Club
has
• elected: President, Harry Bourne; vicepresident, Johnny Lipscomb; treasurer, Earl
Revoir; secretary, Dorothy Ford. Board of
governors, which elected the officers, consists of delegates from 18 studio departments, and charter members total 160

•

WHK

AS

a solution of one problem created by
the curfew edict the Hawaii Theater
in Hollywood has starred a campaign to

change swing-shifters' movie habits from
after-midnight shows to noon shows by giving a new dress-up to regular matinees,
now termed "Swingshift Matinees."

•

•

JAMES S. BURKETT has been given the
front office okay from Monogram on
George Callahan's treatment for "Charlie
Chan in Mexico City," which will be made
south of the border. Sidney Toler and
other cast principals are slated to go to
Mexico in the Spring.

•

DEPUBLIC
'^

•

has signed Estelita for the role

of Lupita in Mexicana."

•

\A/HILE

•

they are on the Coast to film

' '

"Rhythm Round-up" for Columbia Pictures, the Hoosier Hot Shots will do a
series of special recordings for Decca and
World Transcriptions. The Hot Shots already have 350 records to their credit, while
their sale of Decca disks runs well over a
million.

•

•

/^ LIVER DRAKE has been signed to di^^ rect "Springtime in Texas," second in
the new Monogram series starring Jimmy
Wakely, with Dennis Moore and Lee
"Lasses"
White featured.

•

•

•

pATRICK MICHAEL CUNNING, television
* producer left yesterday for San Francisco to select a location for a television
/^HARLOTTE CLEARY, for the last three
^^ years director of dramatics at Occi- studio he will open in that city. Cunning
dental College, has joined Paramount's talent also will confer with Dr. Virgil Dickson,
department and, under supervision of William superintendent of the Berkeley city schools,
Meiklejohn, will develop young players for on various tele-visual problems in connection
stardom.
with the city's visual education program.

NBC To Televise Shots
Of Iwo Jima Invasion

First pictures of the landings of
American Marines on Iwo Jima island in the Pacific will be seen from
NBC's television station, WNBT,
Sunday. This is part of a television
network presentation which will be
shown also by General Electric's
Schenectady station, WRGB, and will
Nazis Hold Robert Moore
feature three ballets by Leonide
Victor Moore, stage and screen Massine, a fashion show by Gimbel
comedian, has been notified that Brothers of Philadelphia and the
his son Pfe. Robert Emmett final episode of A. A. Milne's "The
Moore, previously reported missing Perfect Alibi."
in action during the battle of the
Belgian Bulge, is a prisoner of war
of the Germans. Before going into To Argue for Dismissal
combat, young Moore appeared in Of St. Louis Trust Suit
"This Is The Army."
St. Louis — Action on the several
motions of the various corporate,
association and individual defendants
in the anti-trust suit of the St.
Louis Amusement Co; et'al against
SCOTTY RIDDELL, night manager, Colonial Thea- Pai;amount, RKO -Radio, Twentiethter, Detroit.
ROBERT CHAPEL, operator, Morah Theater, Fox, Warners, American ArbitraDetroit.
tion Association et al seeking disORVILLE B. MARTIN, operator, Astor Theater,
missal of the plaintiffs' petition or,
Detroit.
in the alternate, a peremptory findALB IN
FROSTY,
operator,
Davison
Theater,
Detroit.
ing in favor of the defendants, will
ROBERT MOWER, booker, 20th-Fox, Detroit.
come up for hearing at the next
JAY FRANKEL.
salesman, 20th-Fox, Detroit.
HAMaTON THOMPSON, co-manager.
President general motions day before Federal
Judge Richard M. Duncan.
'
and Admiral Theaters, Detroit.

IN NEW POSTS

Kupper Picks Reps.
For 20th-Fox Drive

SPEAKING

Br RALPH
CMILIO

Warners new short, "It Happened
In Springfield," presenting the
Springfield plan for attacking the
problems of intolerance and discrimination, will be one of the highlights of a two-day youth conference, partly sponsored by the National Council of the National Board
of Review of Motion Pictures and
the local Metropolitan Motion Picture Council, to be held March 1617 at the New York University.
Stemming from the proposed New
York State Program for Youth Service, six round table discussions have
been arranged. "The Role of the
Movies in a Co-ordinated Community Program
For Youth
Service"
will head
the list.
Chairman
for

Friday, March 9, H

DAILY

Riskin Pix Proposal
Gets Studio Approval
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Although Robert Riskin, head of OWI's Overseas Motion
Picture Bureau only started his conferences this week with studio heads
regarding his proposal that the film
industry establish a non-profit company for post-war production of
documentary films for overseas distribution, itis reported that he has
approval of his plan from influential production executives as well as
approval from New York distribution
company chiefs.
Riskin declined to comment at this
time on a published statement from
producer Lester Cowan opposing the

W. J. Kupper, general sales ms
ager, this week named the thir
seven 30th Anniversary drive re
of the 20th-Fox exchanges. The 1
follows:
A
Dan Houlihan, Albany; Mal^f
W. Doris, Atlanta; John Feloni,
Boston; William Graham, Buffa;;
H. L. Schlesinger, Charlotte; M. .
Van Dyke, Chicago; Gilbert She
pard, Cincinnati; Frank Hunt, Clevland; W. S. Miller, Dallas; Carl L^
son, Denver; Evan Jacobs,
Moines; A. Levy, Detroit; Kenn^
Dotterer, Indianapolis; William
Kubitzki, Kansas City; Morris Su
min, Los Angeles ; John Carter, Me:
phis; George Edgerton, Milwaub
Irving Mills, Minneapolis; Sam Gf
main, New Haven; G. J. Broggi, N<
Feme
City; Yor'
D(
Orleans Marker,
; SeymourOklahoma
Florin, New
othy Weaver, Omaha; William C
hen, Philadelphia; Martin Se(
Pittsburgh; W. M. Patterson, Poi
land; Joseph Feld, St. Louis; Frai
P. Larson, Salt Lake City; Flo;
Bernard, San Francisco; J.
Brooks, Seattle; Jerry Murpll
Washington; Frank Scott, Calgaij
Mrs. W. Phelan, Montreal; Les!
Kerr, St. John; James Powis, %
ronto; A. 'Cringan, Vancouve
Charles Krupp, Winnipeg.

First Flood Closing
Reported in Missouri
(Continued from Page 1)

Portsmouth was the major dang
spot yesterday, with the river the
two feet above the city's floodwj
and only held in check by emergen
sandbag
barriers.
Prediction of cold weather fr<^
Pittsburgh to Louisville, Ky., 1| I
rivermen to believe the river wou
start falling within 24 hours.
As troops sought to hold the Whi
River levees in Arkansas, Army e
gineers at Memphis said that tl
flood-swollen waters of the Missi
sippi
Cairo, could
111. be kept in hand belc
The Burch theater at Reeves, M'
served by Film Transit out of Mer
phis, was closed yesterday When tl
carrier Was unable to deliver ov
a flooded country road. It was tl
first flood closing reported in Mi
souri.

proposal.

TaTHECOLORSH

Press
Books at
Preparation
of Studio
PRC's
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — All press books for
PRC productions as well as all exhibitor advertising material will be
prepared and manufactured on the
Coast after April 1, the company
announced yesterday. Don McElwaine, director of publicity and advertising for the cbmpany, has expanded his department to handle the
increased volume.

*

DECORATED

*

SABU, former child actor from India who star^
in "Elephant Boy," was awarded the O:
tinguished Elying Cross for service as a tl
gunner on a Liberator bomber which singi
handedly
attacked a Japanese copvoyf i
Borneo.

— • —
LT.

*

PROMOTED

COM.
ROBERT
commander.

*

MONTGOMERY,

USNR,

,A /
,
Q»
^
A £,
\A/
Mexico City — That censorship and controls placed on press, motion pictures and radio
tY dlluS
I IX
rrS©
A^rtSr
VV drS
in wartime to combat subversive and espionage activities of the Axis be lifted by the
epublics of the hemisphere soon after the war as possible is recommended by. the Inter-American Conference as a means of guaranteeing to
heir people free and impartial access to sources of information.

f\v€Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

CUT IN SECOND QUARTER RAW STOCK SUPPLY
Griffith
Anti-Trust Suit Trial Set to Start May 7
Editorial
Wright is Expected to

Scratcti'pad
. . . jottings

r;

B7 CHESTER

iVashingtun

B. BAHN

HOSE theaters in war production and
training camp centers which have been
jiding on the crest of the current business
Vave may face something of a problem in the
lonths ahead, particularly if their strictly
home town" or neighborhood patrons have
een
elbowed
aside
by
the
itinerants,
hether in uniform or in mufti.
Seme
idea of what may be in prospect
provided by the experience of the theters in Montgomery, Ala., site of the
vAF's Maxwell Field, which, until recently,
lad
one ofWith
the Army's
great pre-flight
cadet
chools.
the removal
of the school
0 Texas, attendance at Montgomery's theiters dipped an estimated 30 per cent,
nd instead cf the long lines that often
tretched around the block, in good, old
[adio City Music Hall fashion, there fre_|uently are too many vacant seats for
Managerial comfort.
The explanation, Montgomery theatermen
eel, is that local residents get out of the
labit of going regularly because they
:ould not get seats. That's deemed paricularly true on Saturday nights and Sunlays.
Now the exhibitors face the task of winling back the "lost" customers. On the
)asis of their experience, it will take time.
f the situation holds good in other war
(ilant centers and cities adjacent to trainng camps, it might be a good thing were
:!xhibitors to get set pronto with a "Let's
[0 to the movies" campaign for quick
aunching if, as and when.
PROPONENTS of Spanish dubbing are
confident that through the process it
ivill be possible for Hollywood product to
each an entirely new Latin-American audiince — the illiterates. They concede, of
:ourse, that a certain percentage of those
inable to read the super-imposed Spanish
:ub-titles, or to understand the English
lialcgue, have been seeing American pix
ight along. But they feel that there are
riliions of others who can be brought to
Zentral and South American box offices by
Jrints dubbed in Spanish. That, of course,
:ould be one of the reasons why some
^merican circuits are presently manifesting
ireater interest in the post-war LatinAmerican potentialities. And also why so
(Continued on Page 2)

VOl/R

RED

CROSS

Argue
the Case
for Venue
Gov't;
Oklahoma
City the
Bureau

of
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! Washington — May 7 has been set
as the date for trial of the Griffith
anti-trust suit in Oklahoma City,
it was learned here Friday. Robert
L. Wright, special assistant to the
Attorney General, is expected to argue the case for the Government.
The May trial will climax several
years of negotiation leading gradually toward trial of the suit, in
which the Government charges the
Griffith Circuit with restraint of
trade.

Incentives Div. Pix to
Get OWI Distribution
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Distribution of nontheatrical films put out by the Industrial Incentive Division of the
Ai-my's Bureau of Public Relations
has been turned over to OWI, it was
learned here Friday. OWI distributors will henceforth handle all prints
(Continued on Page 6)

CATHOLIC DRIVE
AIDES NAMED
O'Connor Announces Committee for Charities
Campaign
John J. O'Connor, chairman of the
motion picture committee of the
1945 Catholic Charities Committee,
Friday announced the personnel of
the group which will serve for the
drive. Those appointed are:
Bert Sanford, vice-president; Jack
Alicoate, Martin F. Bennett, Major
Edward Bowes, Steve Broidy, Hari-y
Buckley, Patrick Casey, T. J. Connors, H. M. Doherty, G. S. Eyssell,
Si Fabian, E. C. Grainger, J. G.
Grainger, Al Hovell, John Kane,
Austin C. Keough, Leo J. McCarthy,
Joseph McConville, Charles B. McDonald, Joseph P. McLoughlin, Joseph E. McMahon, James A. Mulvey,
(Continued on Page 6)

Definite Announcement
Expected on Friday; Cut
Is Likely to be Small
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — It was learned here
on good authority Friday that the
industry will be told at this Friday's
meetings that an additional cut in
raw stock will be necessary for the
second quarter of this year.
The added cut is not expected to
be of great magnitude, but it now
seems almost certain that the demands of raw film export and the
military needs will force a cut from
the 297,000,000 linear feet of raw
stock allocated to the industry for
the current quarter.

Midi. Cities Facing
Local Admission Tax
Detroit — Every incorporated city
and village in the state may face a
theater admission tax under a bill
which authorizes such communities
to impose special or excise taxes.
The measure was introduced by
(Continued on Page 6)

Warner Bros. Sets
Up District Meets

Warner Bros, will hold a series of
district sales meetings, in which
branch managers will participate and Two Mexican Productions
which will be followed by local meetings for the sales personnel, it was Are Acquired by M-G-M
Patents on a 16 mm. sound projector, applicable to AC, DC or any announced at the week-end by Ben
M-G-M will distribute two Mexiforeign electrical cycle, have been Kalmenson, general sales manager,
acquired by International Theatrical at the conference of district managcan motion
pictures
— "Maria
delaria"
and "El
Penon
De Las CanAni(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)
mas." The contract was arranged by
Arthur M.
Loew, onhead
of Loew's
(Continued
Page 3)

ITAT Acquires Patents
On 16 mm. Projector

Mex. Raw

Stock AUocaiion

Will Get 44,000,000 Feet, Says Pedrueza
3,227 Entries in 6th's
Exploitation Contest
Exhibitor winners in the Sixth War
Loan's $5,000 scx'een magazine exploitation contest will be announced
this week, John Hertz, Jr., publicity
director for the 6th said Friday.
Three thousand two hundred and
(Continued on Page 6)

IS ASKtNG

YOlJ TO MAKE

RED

Mexico will receive 44,000,000 feet
of raw stock as its allocation for
1945, it was learned here Friday in
an interview \vith Dr. Antonio Ramos Pedrueza, the former chief of
the Mexican government tourist office here who will return to Mexico
City next week in his new post as
head of the Department of Super(Continued on Page 2)

CROSS

WAR

FtJND

WEEK

Ross Federal Will
Chech for Selznich
While United Artists is a member
of the newly formed checking service, Confidential Reports, Inc.,
David O. Selznick's pictures will
continue to be checked by Ross Federal, it was learned Friday. Other
independent producers, it was learned,
also will use Ross facilities.

A

RECORD

BREAKER

1^
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44 Million Feet Of
Raw Siock for Mex.
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many
American
major
company
are traveling Southwards.
o
A

GROUP

of industry execs,

**

cussing

the

hospitalization

executives
(Continued
were
of

disthree

toppers. "It would be a helluva good idea,"
observed one-, "if employment contracts embodied a provision making medical checkups and rest periods at intervals mandaWell, why

not?

The

stockholder, surely

Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary- has as great an actual cash investment in
Treasurer; Al Steen. Associate Editor. Entered
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the the top execs, working for him as in
tory." distribution machinery and, if his
post-office at New York, N. Y., under the studios,
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free) company has theaters, in the circuit. Why,
United States outside of Greater New York
then, not protect that investment by seeing
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should to it that the executives stay in tip top
shape?
remit with order. Address all communications
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway,
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.

Southern Showmen Honor
Chas. Reagan in Atlanta

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
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Columbia
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East. Kodak
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RKO
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RKO
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% press.
Hugh 5 Owen, New York and South/8
ern division
manager, was master of
1/4
Net
Chg.
ceremonies. Also present from the
58
home /oflSce
were R. M. Gillham, ad1/2
vertising and publicity director, and
1
V/i
Claude /2 Lee, director of public relations. The Paramount executives
3
1
V2 came to Atlanta for a regional sales
% meeting including New Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte branch managers, salesmen and head bookers.

%

11/8

WMC Takes Candy Makers
For Philly War Jobs
Philadelphia — Candy manufacturing plants here are the first to be
affected by War Manpower Commission shifting of 10,921 men from
less essential industries to war jobs
in this area. Others will be taken
from 48 other less essential industries.

Loew's Sets Common

Div.

Loew's board has declared
dend of 50 cents per share
company's common, payable
31 to stockholders of record
23.

Atlanta — Southern showmen turned out here on Friday to honor
Charles M. Reagan, Paramount vicepresident in charge of distribution,
on his first official visit to the South
since being appointed to his present post. Exhibitors and circuit executives representing several states
attended a luncheon in his honor in
the Empire Room of the Biltmore
Hotel.
Mayor William B. Hartsfield of
Atlanta, a warm friend of the industry, was a guest of honor, and present also were representatives of the

Industry Will Use Tele
To Plug Red Cross Drive
Television will be employed for
the first time by the industry to
help launch its 1945 Red Cross War
Fund Week. The Publicity Committee announced over the week-end that
arrangements have been made
through Ralph B. Austrian, RKO
Television Corp. vice-president and
television chairman of the drive, for
a telecast over CBS Station WCBW
(channel 2) Wednesday at 8:45 p.m.
Austrian will appear before the
tele cameras in an appeal in behalf
of the Red Cross drive in the theaters. He will be followed by a
telecast of the short, "Seeing Them
Through,"
for
the Red made
Cross.by March of Time

Five New Pix to Start

IV. Y. THEATERS
Thrills, Songs and Romance
out of the West!

from Page 1)

UTAH!
starring

vision of the Motion Picture Indusship.
try, which handles all film censorMexican producers had requested
raw stock to cover the production
of 250 features but were granted
enough to make only 60 features this

ROY Featuring
ROGERS
GEORGEDALE
"GABBY"
EVANS HAYES
BOB NOLAN and the
SONS OF THE PIONEERS

All features will be limited to 30
prints,
and the allocation is said to
year.
cover all newsreels, documentaries,
and prints for films which were produced in 1944 but have not been distributed or released.
Dr. Pedrueza is also secretary of
the committee in charge of the distribution of raw stock. This committee is comprised of representatives of the government, labor, and

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing

REPUBLIC
B'way Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

DISNEY'S
'The WALT
THREE
CABALLEROS'
in TECHNICOLOR
Released

by RKO

NOW

producers.

Senft Renominated As
Cinema Lodge President

Come

Radio Pictures

Brandts

GLOBE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. and 6th Ave.

Albert A. Senft, head of Sterling
Sign Co., has been nominated for
re-election as president of Cinema
Lodge, B'nai B'rith. Election and
installation of officers will be held
at the Hotel Astor on March 27.
Three new vice-presidents have
been nominated. They are Jack
Levin, Confidential Reports, Inc.;
Martin Levine, Brandt Theaters, and
Milton Livingston, Motion Picture
Daily. Nominated for re-election
are S. Arthur Gllxon, Bernard Goodman, Leo Jaflfe, Samuel Lefkowitz,
William Melnicker, Alvln T. Sapinsley, Norman Steinberg, Louis Weber,
Robert M. Weitman, Robert Wile
and William Zimmerman. Max B.
Blackman has been nominated for
re-election as treasurer; Julius M.
Collins, recording secretary, and
Herman
Levine, corresponding secretary.

RITA HAYWORTH
"Tonight and Every Night"

JANET

BLAIR

SPECTACULAR

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

BOWMAN

STAGE

PRESENTATION

In Perton

ms
The ie InkWillia
Spots
Coot
Ella Fitzgerald
and his Orchestra

«"'""^'
P4/^AMoa/^r
REYNOLDS «""' ^
SAMUEL

GOLDWYN
BOB HOPE

presents

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE
Continuous

in Technicolor

9:30 A.M
Doors
open

Ad
I V/K
a ^V<%B

Prices
Popular

B'way & 45th St.

On Set Designers' Agent
Coast

LEE

Paramount presents
Veronica
Sonny
LAKE
•
TUFTS
•^ "
Eddie
BRACKEN
"BRING on the GIRLS"

No WLB Decision Yet
M'csf

•

A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOLOR

DAILY

Hollywood — Up to a late hour Friday no word had been received from
the War Labor Board as to whether
it would enforce award favoring the
Screen Set Designers Local 1421
as the bargaining agent for set decorators.
At a mass meeting Sunday night
called by Herbert Sorrell, president
of the Conference of Studio Unions,
speakers were slated to review the
producers' refusal to accept the SLB
award ruling that painters, precision machinists, plumbers, carpenters
and electrical maintenance workers

a divion the IVcst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood
— Five new pictures
March
are pledged to strike if Local 1421's
March statr this week, making total of 40 strategic
committee orders a walkshooting.
out.

'MEET ME IN
ON

SCRS.EH

IN PERSON

VINCENT
LOPEZ
Judy GARLAND
Margaret O'BRIEN

ST. LOUIS'

and ORCH.

UWnday, March 12, 1945
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Varner Bros. Sets
Ip District Meets
(Continued

from Page

1)

vs and several home office executives.
/This year's sales drive, designated
s Warner's Heap Big Powwow of
945, will run from April 1 to July
3, with the Indian motif employed
1 the promotional accessories. Prizes
•ill be the same as in the past two
rives, with war Bonds presented to
ie winners, Kalmenson stated.
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
f Warner
Theaters, addressed the
'riday afternoon session.
. Mort Blumenstock, head of Warpr advertising and publicity in the
last, is outlining special campaigns
■*i "Hotel Berlin," "Roughlv Speakig," "God is My Co-Pilot," "The
orn is Green," "The Horn Blows
t Midnight"
and
other
coming
1ms, said that separate campaigns
pplying particularly to both large
nd small cities are being mapped
il^ut to enable exhibitors in these rejlpective situations to obtain the best
- ossible result with their bookings.
~' Samuel
Schneider, vice-president,
iscussed some of the current probrms relating to prints, as well as
icreased film costs.
' Norman H. Moray, short subject
-lies manager and appointed by Kallenson to again serve as captain of
le annual sales drive, presented
-he details of the drive to the sales
~ athering and will do the same at
Vistrict meetings
to follow.
The
ext meeting will be held in PittsI urgh tomorrow with Chicago, MemI his, West Coast and Canada to fol' )W.

I [lustrators to Sponsor
rCol. Blimp" Premiere

REVIEUJS Of n€ui films
TW<

'Dillinger"

with
Lawrence
Tierney,
Edmund
Lowe
Monogram
70
Mins.
ACTION-PACKED MELODRAMA IS VIGOROUS ENTERTAINMENT SURE OF MAKING IMPRESSION.
The

King Brothers have done a creditable

job of bringing to the screen the lurid
saga of crime that was the life of John
Dillinger, one-time Public Enemy No. 1.
The story has been worked cut in the Phil
Yordan screenplay with directness and
forcefulness and accorded direction by Max
Nosseck that unwinds the plot with dispatch and keeps the action always at a
high pitch as befits a tale cf lawlessness.
The production is one of Monogram's
best.
The film relates Dillinger's development
as a criminal, his meeting in prison with the
men who became associated with him in a
career

of

banditry,

his seizure

of

the

gang's leadership by killing Edmund Lowe,
nis entanglements with the law, and his
death when his moll, seeking revenge for
his murder of another gang member of
whom she is enamoured, leads him into a
police trap. It is a tale filled with vi-lence
and raw melodrama.
Lawrence

Tierney scores heavily as Dil-

linger. He's a
much vigor to
is all right as
Most of the

comparative newcomer with
his acting. Anne Jeffreys
the girl who is his undoing.
other roles are acceptably

played.
CAST: Edmund Lowe, Anne Jeffreys, Lawrence Tierney, Eduardo Ciannelli, Marc Lawrence, Elisha Cook, Jr., Raiph Lewis, Ludwig
Stossel, Else jannsen, Hugn Prosser, Dewey
Robinson, Bob Peiry, Kid Chisel, B My Nelson,
Lee
(Lassesi
White,
Lou
Lubin.
CREDITS: Producers, King brothers' Director, Max Nosseck- Screenplay, Hnll Yo.dan;
Cameraman, Jackson Rose; Sound, Tom Lamcert; Film taitor. Otto Levering; Special Effects, Robert Clark.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTCCRAPHY,
Good.

Two Mexican Productions
Are Acquired by M-G-M
(Continued

from Page 1)

"Brewster's Millions"
with
Dennis O'Keefe, Helen
US-Small
FAST

AND

IS CERTAIN
SITUATIONS.

FURIOUS
TO

WOW

FARCE
THEM

Walker
79 Mins.

GIIEETIMS TO.

WILLIAM F. RODGERS left Hollywood yesterday for New York with a brief stopover In
and Washington
en route East.

Chicago

COMEDY
IN

ALL

WILLIAM
CLEICHER
of M-G-M's
salesweek
department will leave
the middle
of the
for
Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver and Salt
City.
He will be gone about a month.

San
Lake

"Brewster's Millions," twice before drawn
upon fcr film entertainment, has been

SAMUEL COLDWYN
:ver the week-end.

brought to the screen in an up-to-theminute version that rates as a sure-fire
laugh-getter. Directed at a breathless pace
by Allan Dawn, the picture, capitally turned
out by Edward Small, delivers its comedy

WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN, general sales manager for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is on
3 business trip to Detroit and Ch cago, returning in about
a week
or 10 days.

with

machine-gun precision, never allowing the attention to waver for an instant.
The film represents the sort of diversion
that the man in the street craves, making

left London

for Paris

H. M. RICHEY returns today from a short
trip to Washington.
OLIN CLARK, Eastern story head for M-C-M,
MiW head for the Coast in a few days.

no pretense at being anything more than
out-and-out fun. Audiences will accept
it as one of the most hilarious offerings of
the season,

BERT REICHECK, secretary to E. K. O'Shea,
returns today from a week's vacation. Pi(UDENCE DILLON, of the same office, left over the
week-end
for a Miami siesta.

Siegfried Herzig, Charles Rogers and Wilkie Mahoney have banged out a corking
screenplay from the novel of George Barr
McCutcheon and the Winchell Smith-Byron
Ongley play. The script, rich in titillating

in

lines and situations, places Dennis O'Keefe
in a position where he has to spend a million in two months as a condition to inheriting afortune of $8,000,000. Despite
his frantic effcrts to dispose of the million
he finds himself making dough. Adding
to
his problem
the factthehe truth
can't until
tell his
fiancee
(Helen is
Walker)
he
has spent the money. This plays the devil
with the romance, but finally succeeds in
disposing
The

of the

million.

players have entered

fully into the

script as
of a the
farce.in O'Keefe
raises role.
his
stock
comedian
the Brewster
Miss Walker is a touch of sweetness. Eddie "Rochester" Anders:n, June Havoc and
Mischa Auer are some others who prove
/aluable
drawing cards.

ROBERT LYNCH, M-G-M
Philadelphia,
is vacationing

district manager
in Fla.

GEORGE A. HICKEY, Western coast district
manager for M-G-M, has returned to his L. A.
headquarters after a vacation
at Phoenix,
Ariz.
HURD HATFIELD, M-C-M star, arrives on the
Coast today, from New
York.
BETTY JANE RASE, the Miss Birmingham of
1944 who married Mickey Rooney, has arrived
in Birmingham.
CHARLES LEVY, Eastern publicty director
for Walt Disney Productions, is on a business
trip that will take him to RKO branches in
burgh,
Cleveland, D;tro:t. Indianapolis, and PittsCHARLES E. KESSNICH, M-G-M Southern
district manager with headquarters in Atlanta,
s in Miami.
PAUL

SHIELDS, Cinema Artists Corp. executive has arrived in Hollywood for business conferences with Gary Cooper.

MERRIMAN H. HALTZ, special 16 mm. consultant to the War Finance Division of the
Treasury, has returned to Washington for the
Seventh
War
Loan drive.

CAST: Dennis O'Keefe, Helen Walker, Eddii
"Rochester" Anderson, June Havoc, Gail PatDAVE EPSTEIN heads for New York from the
rick, Mischa Auer, Joe Sawyer, Nana Bryant,
John Litel, Herbert Rudley, Thurston Hall, Ne i Coast at the week-end.
Hamilton, Byron Foulger, Barbara Pepper, JosJOE ROBERTS of the Vanguard Films publicity staff is on a visit to Boston, Buffalo,
eph Crehan. Producer, Edward Small; Production
Rochester
and Syracuse
on business.
CREDITS:
Manager, Walter Mayo; Director, Alan Dwan;
LT. GERALD J. SCHNITZER, sen of Edward
Screenplay, Siegfried Herzig, Charles Rogers,
of U. A., arrived in New York yesWilkie Mahoney; Based on novel by George Schnitzer,
[erday from Big Springs, Tex., where he was
Barr McCutcheon and play by Winchell Smith, graduated from the Army Air School as a
Byron Ongley; Cameraman, Charles Lawton; .lavigator bombardier.
Supervising Film Editor, Grant Whytcck; Fiin
Editor, Richard Heermance; Musical Director,
SAM MARX, M-G-M producer, has arrived
Louis E. Forbes; Art Director, Joseph Sternad; from the Coast.
Sound, John Carter; Set Decorator, Sydney
ARTHUR JEFFREY, Eastern publicity director
Moore.
^f International Pictures returned Friday from
DIRECTION,
Good.
rHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
a business trip to Boston
and Providence.

International Corp., whereby M-G-M
The Society of Illustrators will acquired distribution rights for
laugurate a new program for the tory.
every non-Spanish speaking terriehabilitation of wounded servicelen with a benefit premiere of the
"Maria Candelaria" was produced
Jnited Artists picture, "Colonel by Film Mundiales and stars Dolores del Rio. "El Penon De Las
tlimp," at Brandt's Gotham Theater
n Thursday evening, March 29, it Animas" stars Maria Felix and
/as announced by Arthur William Jorge Negrete and was produced by
Clasa Films.
Jrown, president of the Society.
- The benefit premiere will mark
Up to this time Latin-American
he beginning of a campaign to in- productions have received little or
rease the Society fund in order to no circulation in non-Spanish speak- Distribs. Hold Little Hope
ing countries. The new Metro pol- For Offices in Manila
an-y on a larger program of reabilitation work for the wounded
icy will be to synchronize these pictures into the local languages and
lien, in which those interested in
While foreign departments have
he graphic arts will be given an thus aid in the interchange of film
pportunity to study under the best productions.
not received any information as to
eachers.
the condition of their distribution
Pfc. Sam Windle, Jr.. Slcrin
branches in Manila, there is not much
Birgingham, Ala. — Pfc. Samuel M.
Windle, Jr., former Alabama theater optimism over the possibility of findusher, is reported dead from wounds
ing their offices intact. The Manila
to.K^ received in action in Belgium. film exchanges are in that portion of
city which was devastated the
^^ Windle had been in service the
''"^ since February, 1944 and over- greatest by the retreating Japs and
seas since November. His death pounded by both the American and
!
March
12
was the third for fonner Alabama Japanese guns. Foreign department
George W. Harvey
Hap
Hadley,
Jr.
theater employes, the other two hav- executives are of the opinion that
Leslie Fenton
ing been Robert Green and C. J. the buildings that housed the offices
were demolished.
Newman, both chief ushers.

um mnm

COminG and GOIRG

MICHAEL
O'SHEA
wood yesterday.

left New

York for Holly-

MARIE LOUISE VAN SLYKE of International
Pictures, returned Friday from Boston and providence.
LT. BOLIVAR HYDE, formerly city manager
in St. Petersburg for Florida State Theaters,
has just returned
from
the mid-Pacific.
JAMES DUNN left over the week-end for
Hollywood.
WILLIAM EYTHc arrived in New York Saturday to remain for the premiere cf "A
DICK

POWELL

returns to Hollywood

Royal
next

Saturday
following
Eastern p.a.'s.
ARTHUR E. SCHWARTZ, film attorney, has
Scandal."
gone to the Coast for a two-month
stay.
JOHN W. HICKS. JR. arrives from California
early this week.
AL

DUFF

is spending

the

week

in

Montana.

ORES* UP YOUR THtM*'
Mary 0 Haras
SONOFFIICKA

Tremendous in New York!
Terrific in Miami! All-time
record in Cincinnati! All-time
record 3^ theatres Los Angeles!

.ut

All *^®*®

M. P. Daily calls it greater
than 'My Friend Flicka'!"
Greater business, too —
from Boston to San Diego!

"^
hits* pl« , Ernst t-^-*******
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»
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Milwaukee, Los Angeles,
Hartford, New York and a
dozen other spots have acclaimed itsbox-office thrills!

W
. .^« Call of***® W'l.ia^.^and^lAol
larkOablein

Watch its repeat Broadway
run at the Rivoli now! Hundreds of Easter dates set
to play it at popular prices!

"*ina Wle
CENTURY-FOX

COLLECT AT EVERY SHOW!

RED CROSS

WEEK— MARCH

15-21

Get your special Anniversary accessories— ads, posters etc. from
your 20th CENTURY- FOX exchange

^

Mich. Cities Fating
Local Admission Tax

BRIEFinC THE
DflV'S nEUJS

(Continued from Page 1)

eight legislators in the capital at
Lansing.
Because the only excise tax which
appears possible, is an amusement
levy, theater owners see a definite
tax threat in addition to the present
Federal tax. Allied of Michigan already is taking steps to oppose the
bill.
As theater owners here see the
situation, the bill would open the
door for local admission taxes as
soon as the Federal tax is repealed,
in addition to the possibility of local
taxes while the national levy is still
in effect.

Catiioiic Cliarilies
Drive Aides Named

20th-Fox to Share
Twentieth-Fox and Jack Moss and
Bern Bernard are understood to have
worked out a deal granting the film
company one-third of money derived
from the sale of the screen rights
to the stage version of James Thurber's "My Life and Hard Times,"
which they expect to produce on
Broadway. Twentieth-Fox owns the
film rights to the Thurber book,
which was made into a picture under the title "Rise and Shine."

•
'It's a Pleasure!' Easter Release

"It's A Pleasure!", starring Sonja
Henie and fourth of the series of
productions by International which
RKO is distributing this season, will
be released nationally in key city
spots dui-ing the Easter holiday.
More than 50 day-and-date openings
have already been set.

(Continued from Page 1)
John Murphy, William P. Murphy, Navy Seeks Theatrical
William J. Murray, Leon Netter,
Showing of Iwo Footage
John Nolan, Dennis F. O'Brien,
Thomas F. O'Connor, Charles L.
O'Reilly, P. A. Powers, Martin Quig- H-asliiiuifoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ley, Charles Reagan, Phil Reisman,
Washington — As revealed exclusively in this paper last month, the
Herman Robbins, William F. Rodgers, Geoi'ge J. Schaefer, William A. Navy is seeking theatrical release
Scully, E. H. Seifert, George Skou- for its two-reel color feature on the
ras, Spyros Skouras and William Iwo-Jima invasion — already comWhite.
pleted from footage by the Navy,
Marine Corps, Coast Guard and
Army. The recommendation
for
ITAT Acquires Patents
public release reached OWI Friday,
On 16 mm. Projector
and the film will be shown to WAC
officials shoi'tly with a view to ap(Continued from Page 1)
proval for theatrical distribution.
and Television Co. through George
Another combat subject for which
Hirliman, president, it was learned theatrical release will shortly be
Friday. Machine reportedly will
retail for $149.50 compared with the asked is the Army Signal Corps'
"The Battle of San Pietro."
present price for similar devices of film
This is a three-reel black-and-white
$379. Projector will be available subject made up mainly of footage
for the general trade but will be on the key San Pietro battle, so imslated primarily for the educational
portant in the Italian campaign. The
field.
footage has been classified, but it is
New device is a product of Gen- reported that the newsreels will be
eral Aircraft Equipment Division.
given their opportunity to use it beWhile lai-ge scale manufacturing
fore the special subject is released.
may not result until the post-war The film is featured by an address
period, some production may be pos- by Lt. Gen. Mark Clark, commansible before the end of hostilities.
der of our forces in Italy.

"U's" Messina Slain in Action
H^est Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A second gold star
was placed in Universal's still room
with the receipt of official word of
^jj^ the death in action of Pfc. Wiling Ham A. Messina, 21, in Luxem''''^* bourg on Dec. 26 last. Messina's father, S/Sgt. John Messina,
is fighting on the Belgian front.
Radio Gunner Joseph P. De Cenco,
19, fonnerly employed in the studio's still department, lost his life
in a Navy torpedo bomber last November 14 during the battle of
Leyte.

This Thursday sees release of the
Army footage and captured German
footage which has been put together
into a one-reel .subject entitled "The
Enemy Strikes." Subject of the film
is the Belgian bulge counter-attack
of December. Two weeks from
Thursday, the OWI-WAC reel featuring Secretary of State Edward
R. Stettinius and Assistant Secretary Archibald MacLeish is scheduled for release. Title is "Watch
Tower Over Tomorrow" and it is
hoped that it will have an extremely
wide run by the time of the international conference at San Francisco
next month.
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Incentives Div. Pix to
Get OWI Distribution
(Continued from Page

by the three commercial distributors who have been doing the job —
Castle, Gutlohn and Modern.
Decision to turn over the rest of
the job to OWI follows about 16
months of effort on the part of C. R.
Reagan, OWI non-theatrical chief,
who has received a flood of complaints to Senators and Representatives as well from the 281 OWI distributors.
Original purpose of the Army unit
was simply to service war plants,
but the audience was soon expanded
to include school, labor and other
groups until the war plant audience
formed only a small part of the
total.
Head of the unit is Lt. Col- Thomas
O'Grady with Maj. Monroe Greenchal second in command. They are
now turning over to OWI from 4,000
to 6,000 prints.

3,227 Entries Contest
in 6th's
Exploitation
1)

n

'Utah'
with Roy Rogers

1)

except for a very limited number
designed exclusively for war plants.
These latter continue to be handled

(Continued from Page

REVIEWS

Republic
78 Min 7
MUSICAL WESTERN FILLED WITH ENi.
TERTAINMENT
B. 0. CLICK.

OF WIDE

APPEAL;

SUR^

"Utah" adds another swell musical wes
ern to the list of Roy Rogers' picture
Again Republic
bull's-eye
combining
hcof has
beatshitandthemelody
and ii
contributing further to the happiness (
the saddle star's vast army of admirer
Any way one looks
at it,
is pieasan;
entertainment
certain
to "Utah"
do handsomely
the box office.
Associate Producer Donald H. Brown heallowed the story to take care of itsel
The emphasis has been placed on the man
ner of the story's telling and the produc
tion details. The result is a productio
that is joyous to gaze upon and listen to.
In "Utah" Rogers is concerned wit
keeping Dale Evans from selling a ranc
inherited from her grandpappy to rais
Ttoney for a show of which she is th
singing star. Before it's all over he ha
convinced her of the advantages of lif
n the wide-rpen spaces of Utah and save
Ser from being swindled out of her ranc
by Grant Withers.
Eight tunes, including one bearing th
Htle of the film, have been woven into th
story. Rogers gets assistance in the sing
'ng assignment from Miss Evans and th
Sons of the Pioneers.
John English's direction keeps the ac
tion moving smoothly and snappily.

twenty-seven entries were received
covering every conceivable channel Dale
CAST:
Rogers,
George
"Cabby"
Evans,RoyPeggy
Stewart,
Beverly
Loyd, Haye:
Cran
of theater merchandising for the Withers,
Jill Browning, Vivien Oakland, H;
sale of War Bonds. As a result, the Taliaferro, Jack Rutherford, Emmett Vogar
committee is splitting the $5,000 Bob Nolan and Sons of the Pioneers.
CREDITS: Associate Producer, Donald H
prize money into 10 major prizes Brown;
Director, John English; Screenplay, Jac
and five consolation awards, all in
Townley,
John K. Butler; Based on story b
War Bonds.
Gilbert Wright, Betty Burbridge; Cameraman
The winners will be selected on William iBradford; Musical Director, Morto
Film Editor, Harry Keller; Art DIrectoi
the basis of ingenuity and effective- Scott;
Chittenden; Sound, Tom Carman; Se
ness of their Bond selling ideas and Gano
Decorator, Otto Siege! ; Dance Director, Lart
not on the basis of the total sales Ceballos.
or increase in sales over previous
DIRECTION, Good. PHOTOGRAPHY,
Excellent
Bond drives. The judges will be
Harry Brandt, 6th War Loan national chaii-man, S. H. Fabian, Jack $112,000 Bond Sale via
Alicoate, John Hertz, Jr., Francis
Cohn's Cigaret Offer
S. Harmon and Stuart Little.
Committee salected to organize
Priming his Bond sales at Cen^
the awards consisted of Stuart Little, chainnan, Screen Stars; Ken tury's Midweek theater, Brooklyn
Joy, Modern Screen; Richard Roff- Manager Howard Cohn effected
man. Movieland and Al Stearn, Fawcett Publications.
sale of $112,000 worth of Bonds "foi
cash on the line only, no pledges ac

Lt. Williams May Be Captive
Selma, Ala. — Lt. Johnny Williams,
former Alabama Theaters, Inc. employe before going into service, first
reported missing over Germany and
then declared officially dead on Dec.
19, 1944, is believed to be still alive.
A short wave radio message picked
up by a listener in Indiana brought
word to relatives in Selma that Lt.
Williams is a prisoner of war in
Germany, in good health and "feelPfc. William Q. Denson, another
Selma employe of Alabama Theaters,
ing good."
reported wounded in action.
IInc. is

cepted" by offering packs and car
tons of cigarets, depending on the
denomination of the Bonds, to th(
purchasers.
The cigarets were donated bj
Meyer Stock, owner of the Silvei
Rod store on Avenue J, with 3,20(
packs given away during a nine-houi
sale, andallotment
represented
merchant's
entire
for atheweek
and i
half.
This is the second time such £
sale was conducted by the Midwood
The first was held Feb. 1 and nettec
$150,000.

r?'^,

The Greatest Gangster Picture Ever Made!
0/i/ nS^AY

PffOHi MONOaUt^

OUR MAIL
REACHES NEW

HIGH
.-N

Recently through the trade press, we informed our
friends of the difficulties in maintaining our reputation for service under wartime conditions.
We

explained that 504 out of 1600 employees

(It is at this date 51 1 out of 1 600 employees) ... or
practically one out of every three . . . are away

/

orC; '

military duty . . . and that we are trying hard to
carry on until they come back ... In short we said
, . . "Mister, have a heart!"
We never doubted the nature of your response...
but the "heart" shown since in your avalanche
letters . . . has positively overwhelmed
Very soon, let us hope, the dawn

of

us.
of Peace will

arrive, with our old employees coming back to us
once again. Then better conditions, coupled with
the efFects of your cooperation, will quickly bring
our service back to its old high standard.
We are naturally grateful to you— our old friends
—for your understanding and cooperation. It is this
fine, generous spirit on your part, that has enabled
us to carry on thus far.
We

SIGN
D

CROSS

THAT

PLEDGE

DRIVE

CARD

• MARCH

most sincerely thank you.

!
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Equipment
Maintencuice

>OST-WAR THEATER SAFETY INTENSIFIED
-oreign Demand

)verseas Buyers Marking
"ime With $50,000,000
b Get Prompt Delivery

Round-trip
ti-affic on an internaonal scale demonstrates how strong
he current is running for worldide fihn equipment trade.
While
epresentatives
of domestic
manuacturers are taking more and more
I the travel lanes to set up marketig channels for post-war, the influx
' foreign buyers, intent upon
obaining early deliveries of equiplent to their shores, is, if anything,
ust as heavy.
Emissaries
from
South
and Cenral America,
Europe,
India, and
fouth Africa
are apparently pitch(Continued on Page 11)

.abor, Not Brownout,
lign Supply Problem
Chicago — Sign companies here are
xperiencing little or no letdown in
ustomer demand as result of the
ecently imposed brownout restrictions. J. J. Arnsfield of Adler as;erts that his organization is deliv!ring cast aluminum letters with
stainless steel frames to theater
)wners as promptly as the latter
lave been able to secure WPB pernission. Main problem, he adds, is
;o secure sufficient labor to turn out
;he equipment needed by the exlibitors.
Wagner Sign Service has recently
(Continued on Page 10)

ZVetv lES Film Boosts
Better Illumination
Demonstrating the principles of
good lighting is the new 16 mm.
film, "Let Us See," produced by
the illuminating Engineering Society.
It is a dramatization of the material
comprising the "American Recommended Practice of Industrial Lighting" prepared in 1942 by lES and
later adopted as a standard by the
American Standards Ass'n and the
Canadian Engineering Standards
Ass'n.

Strong For U. S. Equipment

Equipment Field Notes
A NEW $75,000 Drive-In has been opened
W. F. "Bill" Scranton, advertising
'* in hiaralingen, Tex., by L. D. Richter, \ nutnager of Ampro Corp., is in St.
who also owns and operates similar stands
jLuke's Hospital for observation of an
in Corpus Christi, Tex.
injury which he sustained to his knee,

Widespread Adoption Of
Fireproof Fabrics Held
An Auditorium Essential
Equipment manufacturers and
film theater architects in all parts of
the nation were reported this week
to be giving- special attention to the
subject of materials' utilization in
the post-war period for enhancing
safety in auditoriums by slashing
fire hazards.
Impetus has recently been given
to this step by the lead which boards
of education have taken to protect

shortly.
Ibut is expected to be back in harness
Metnbers of the Motion Picture Operators Union out Chicago way are preEarl G. Hines, General Precision Equipparing intensively for things to come
via attendance at the radio-electronicsment's prexy, is reported planning an extended business visit to Central America.
television course at Deforest Training,
Inc., there. Early advent of tele on theplaces of student assembly by elimiFred Matthews of Motiograph has
ater screens is stimulus.
nating flammable equipment of all
jI
keen huddling on the West Coast with kinds, especially fabrics. The New
1
officials of the B. F. Shearer Co., and York City Board is understood to be
|
I L. J. hiacking.
New
England
district talking over post-war plans.
leaning strongly to the outright
manager
of Altec Service, announces
apspecification of inorganic yarns in
, pointment of Robert D. Fairbanks as Boston
where curtains or drapKermit C. Stengel, president of Rock- all instances
(Continued on Page 10)
wood Amusement Co., has been notified by
jdistrict's branch
manager.
Zenith Corp., Chicago, has received WPB that his circuit's Guthrie, Ky., house,
the National Security Board Award for recently destroyed by fire, may be rebuilt.
Stengle says he will put up an ultra-modern
\ the best protected war plant.
I

I400-seater.

Vincent Shay has been elected president
Iof Mills Novelty Co., a subsidiary of Mills
i Industries.
Other
officers are Arthur
V.

Industry Firms Gird
For Patents Defense

Appointment of Ira L. Fleming to a
newly-created position as chief fieldengineer of DeVry Corp. is announced
by William C. DeVry, firm's president.

Equipment manufacturers, in common with other industries, are preparing protective measures against
the new D of J patent-reform drive
Sen. Raymond fHildebrand and Virgil Cra- which trade spokesmen reg'ard as
mer, both of Toledo, are co-sponsors of the the most threatening move against
I
'
'
.
measure introduced in the Ohio General patent law fundamentals since the
L. C. Dohrunz has been named sales
Assembly to create an 11 -member Building Senate Patent Committee hearings
promotion manager by Wagner Elec- Code Commission to make an exhaustive
and the ill-fated Lucas measures of
I trie Corp., St. Louis.
i
study of the State Building Code, and re- 1942.
port back its recommendations not later
One of the chief elements for con10, 1947.
(Continued on Page 11)
i Anderson Theater Circuit, with head- than March

Cooley, vice-president; John P. Ryan, treasurer; and Elmer E. Jacobs, secretary.
New
company will handle various specialty lines
j for the parent organization.

quarters in Morris, III., plans to build a
deluxe stand in DeKalb, III., as soon as
materials are available, hlouse will be the
Mcderne Theater.

Top honors in the State-wide industrial accident campaign of Associated
Industries of New York State, Inc.,
have been won by the finished film
The New Home Theater, 400-seater, and sundries department of Eastman
will be opened soon in Oblong, III. It Kodak. The department completed a
replaces the Home Theater, 237-seater, quarter year of 1,551,027 man-hours
destroyed by fire a year ago this month. without a single accident.
The new house is one of the finest of
its size in Illinois.
C. C. Cooley, of Da-Lite Screen, says
that there are now 18 stars in his organization's service flag.
As soon as necessary formalities are com*
*
*
pleted, Argentine-made carpets of all wool
THE HELPING
HAND
OF THE
are expected to be imported, contingent
upon available shipping space. Such floor [RED
CROSS
NEEDS
YOUR
HELPcoverings are not expected to compete with \ING
HAND
. . . GIVE
GENERdomestic product.

OUSLY!

Complete Overhaul Of
Columbus Code Ashed
Columbus, O. — Mayor James
Rhodes has asked the city building
department here to rewrite the local
building code completely in order
to meet post-war demands. "Both
labor and builders agree that piecemeal changes are undesirable, and
believe that the entire code should
be carefully examined so that all
possible changes can be made before post-war building gets under
way," the

Mayor said.
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"Exhibit A"
ics ter
Fabr
For Thea Safely
A Section ot THE FILU DAILY oompreheniiTelr oOTering^ the equipment field, pabliihed everr second week by Wid'i Films and
FUm Folks. Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York
City. John W. AHcoate, Publisher; Donald
ill. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
Editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulerard, Hollrwood. Cal., Ralph WUk,
Bureau Chief.

BOOK REVIEWS

(Continued from Page 9)
eries are employed, whether on
stage or at windows. Existing
school structures, as. well as new
buildings, are expected to come under this needed reform move.
Seating companies are said to
have on their drawing boards definite plans not only for structural
but upholstery materials which will
protect against flames, and carpet
makers are seriously eyeing the
practicability of fireproof, or at least
fire-resisting, yarns. In upholstery
fabrics, Firestone's Velon is looked
upon as the panacea, and in the
draperies and/or
field the asbestos
value of materials
Thortel's
fiberglas

"Sound Motion Pictures: Recording and Reproducing." By James R.
Cameron. 326 pages. Cameron Pub- has been definitely established. Intensive tests conducted at Columbia
lishing Co.," Coral Gables, Fla. $8.50. University on the indestructability
Brevity, directness and clarity of of the latter showed how thoroughly
this fifth edition of James R. Cam- they withstand flame.
Architects are expected to play a
eron's standard work, covering every
phase of sound recording and re- top role in the anti-fire crusade by
production in the fields of 35 mm. insisting on materials which will
and 16 mm. motion pictures, com- give theater owners and their patrons maximum protection. Although
bine with the author's expert knowledge of his subject to make this neither of the big fire tragedies of
volume indispensible to every seg- relatively recent date in New Engment of filmland. Producers, techland involved theaters, — the Cocoanicians, distributors and theater- nut Grove, Boston, and the Ringling
men will find in its various chapters
all pertinent information on this fire, Hartford — , the psychological
eff'ect has been nation-wide in the
cornerstone
of all trade subjects. matter
of prevention.
Book's scope is best conveyed by
citation of chapter headings. These Building Resumed On
are: Historical, — Sound; Progress In
Sound Recording and Reproducing; $500,000 Alaska Stand
Studio Practice; Monitoring; EditAnchorage, Alaska — :Construction
ing; Recording Sound; M-G-M Recorder and Reproducer Equipment; on the 1,000-seat steel and concrete
New Mobile Recording Unit; Op- film theater for the A. E. Lathrop
tical Printing; Sixteen-Millimeter Co. will be resumed soon. Plans were
Recordings; Editing Sixteen-Milli- completed and initial construction
meter Films; Sound Reproduction; begun for this $500,000 project in
Wide-Range Reproduction; Sound- 1941, but the war halted building.
Structure will be fireproof and
Picture Projection; Stereophonic Reproduction (RCA Fantasound Sys- contain both interior and exterior
tem); Filmoarc 16 mm. Projector; molded marble finishing, neon tube
RCA Reproducing Equipment; Sim- lighting, air conditioning and main
plex Sound Reproducing System; floor and mezzanine loge seating.
Projection Rooms; and Inspection Basement will be made into a general recreational center.
Routines Emergency Repairs. Under each of these headings, Cameron
discusses specific facts in their proper continuity.
SEEKING
A DEPENDABLE
This is the 15th volume on technical film subjects which Cameron
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FDR YDUR
has authored and published. In
light of the need for better projection and sound linked as they are to
audience satisfaction, and, therefore,
revenue at box-offices, this book is
INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
a "must" on desk-top or convenient
Dependable
service . . . Low cost . . .
shelf for showmen. The author,
47 year's experience serving theatres,
versed as he is in technical matters,
I stadiums, amusement
parks, etc.
does not "go it alone." He has
' We
can
supply
your
machine
folded,
reserve needs.
seats, Roll,
etc.
sought top authorities in the field
Write lor samples, prices or other information.
Delivery
tree
Maine
to
Virginia.
to assist him in the presentation of
each topic. Any member of the industry who fails to avail himself of
INTERNATIONAL
the information between these covers cannot be in step with cinematic
TICKET/^COMPANY
52 GRAFTON
AVE.'^Ji^
NEWARK
4, N. J.
progress, or have mastery to any apSALES OFFICES
IN PRINCIPAL
CENTERS
preciable extent over recording and
reproduction of modem movies.

Labor, Not Brownout
Sign Supply Problemi

Eastman Veteran Is
Feted on Retirement
Rochester,

N. Y.— Veteran

of 45

years' service with Eastman Kodak
Co. here, Harry T. Seaman, head of

(Continued

from Page 9)

delivered to B & K equipment :
that chain's new type brownout mi
quee signs which are now in use
the Chicago, Roosevelt and Apo
Theaters. These signs use Wagi
silhouette letters on a white-pain1j
metal background and stand out
the dim light prevailing in front
all theaters affected by the recen
enforced 60-watt illumination d
tum.

the organization's chemical sales division, retired last week. More than
200 of his associates tendered a
dinner to him prior to his formally
leaving his post.

New Popcorn Machine
Set By NTS and Star
St. Louis — As a result of planning
and development work covered at a
joint meeting of National Theatre
Supply officials and J. R. Burch,
president of the Star Mfg. Co., together with latter's engineers, a new
post-war model popcorn machine,
to be known as the "Theater Model,"
is now under construction.
The machine is to be so constructed that it can handle requirements
of capacity crowds during the before-show rush hours, making it
possible for exhibitors to enjoy volume popcorn sales as never before.
Burch declares that the machine incorporates many features not found
in any previous machine. Design
features simplicity of operation and
ease of cleaMing. NTS will dis-

Summer

Bow for Salem

Naugatuck, Conn. — The 900-s<
Salem, under construction here
Ralph Pasho, is reported planni
opening early this Summer. Pas
formerly operated the Gem, closi
by State Police after the Hartfc
circus fire because it was an "t
stairs" house. Booth equipment a,
auditorium equipment have been oi
ered from Modem Theater Equ:]
National
Theatre
ment Co. and
carpetSupply.
and screen 'fi't

Kentucky Theater Bums
Guthrie, Ky. — A fire originati|
in the boiler room completely ^<
stroyed the Lyric Theater with es
mated loss of $35,000. The hot
was insured and will be rebuilt.

tribute it.'"■

THEA
6/e
TRE//a
PLAN
^fr
NERS!
/I^H^'°/ik

A NEW

EDITION

OF...

National Theatre Supply's
PROJECTION ROOM
PLANNING BOOK
• This book has been designed to aid
Theatre Owners, Architects, Contractors and Engineers in planning postwar

THEATRE
TICKETS?

projection rooms which will assure
greatest operating efficiency of Projection and Sound equipment in both new
and remodeled theatres.
YOUR

COPY

is waiting at your nearest National branch.

• Many new features — floor plans —
wiring diagrams— illustrations of essential Projection and Sound-equipment.

/¥d4 (<n Uf

NATIONAL
ammiMimMi
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ig Foreign Demand
Dr U. S. Film Equip.
(Continued

from Page 9)

y their tents in growing numbers
iNew York, Chicago, Washington,
'd on the West Coast, and their
pendable resources for theater and
idio equipment is being estimated
' high as $50,000,000, with more in
e "kitty" as buying progresses.
rst objective of the foreign market
rchasing
agents
is to obtain
ough items to assure replacement
existing equipment,
admittedly
dly worn, and to grab as much ad■jonal equipment
as possible to
"able
to open
the first wave
. new them
theaters
and stages.
Accent currently is understandly on projection mechanisms, witht which a theater is a lost soul,
this category, heavy attention
. given to 35 mm. machines, but
(6 of the surprising developments
! the esteem in which the purchas!>■ agents are holding 16 mm. The
arowed gauge projectors, if prodt for them is available in the poster span, will aiford certain admtages to purchasers overseas. It
i not necessarily their lower initial
5t, but their adaptability to small
uses, more primary operation, and
onomy of shipment, which is givij them the spotlight.
Washington
officials have no iniition of unleashing either projecirs or other equipment for export
iliscriminately.
All orders are bei? carefully scrutinized with reect to both priorities and order
areas.

ew Collapsible Screen
nnounced by Radiant
Chicago — Radiant Mfg. Corp. here
1 s introduced a new type, large;e collapsible projection screen
ailable in four sizes from 7 by 9
to 11 by 14 ft.
A light, rust-proof collapsible
eel frame, with springs to hold the
.'reen smooth and flat, is supported
Imly on legs that raise the screen
■ high as 58 inches above the
found. New improved plasticized
•:een fabric that is folding, wash:le, as well as fungi and moistureiDof, is another feature, and guy
ipes are provided for outdoor use.
• itire screen can also be suspended
Jin above, and when dismantled,
; complete unit fits into a comict, portable carrying case.

Jmney Named by RCA
Appointment of Milton A. Romney
• sales manager for RCA's 16 mm.
'uipment in the Cleveland area is
inounced by Hax'old Winters, reglal manager for RCA Victor Di'ion there. Romney will headquar• at the Cleveland office of RCA
ctor, and his territory will include
'iio, Michigan, West Virginia, Ken-ky and Western Pennsylvania.
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Industry Firms Gird
For Patents Defense

Exhthitor ^^Light Brigade'" Is Charged With
Heavy Candle Buying and Use of Miners' Lamps
Chicago — The

cbsolete wax

candle

is no longer obsolete, its manufacturers

report. Ever since the recent marquee brownout was locked on the nation's
theaters, sales of candles have jumped sharply. But the boom isn't causing the
manufacturers to gloat unduly. They warn that the waxen sticks are becoming
scarce, and that consumers should use them sparingly. In Springfield, capital
of this State, Manager Leo Burnstein of the State Theater, is so particular
lest his facade go totally dark that he has the two men changing the signs
wear

miners' lamps while engaged

(Continued

from Page 9)

cern, authoritative channels assert,
is the nature of the campaign, which
is not a frontal assault against patent laws as such but a "flanking
movement" in the form of a proposed
amendment to the Clayton anti-trust
Act of 1914. The amendment (H. R.
97) submitted by Representative
Voorhis of California is currently
before the Judiciary Committee
which has already heard Wendell
Berge, assistant attorney general in
charge of the Anti-Trust Division,
and Judge Thurman Arnold, the division's former head.
Spokesmen for industries generally, frankly alarmed over threat of
the Voorhis bill to patents, and particularly to licensing agreements,
have asked the House Judiciary
Committee for an opportunity to be
heard.

in that task.

$135,000 Spokane House
Boasts Many Innovations

Bill In State Senate
Would Amend Labor Law

Spokane, Wash. — The New Garland Theater, now under construction on the northeast corner of Monroe and Garland at a cost of some
$135,000, will include several theater innovations new in this area,
according to Lester N. Johnson, who
with Roy L. Bair, E. W. Johnson
and James Crick, is one of the owners of the building.
The Garland, which the owners
expect will be open by June 15, will
be the first stadium type motion
picture house in Spokane, with the
balcony on successive tiers back of
the main floor, rather than overhanging the main floor seats.
This eliminates the "dead" space
under the conventional overhanging
balcony, where hearing is often difficult.
Another unique feature will be the
continental type seating in the lower
tier. This seating arrangement, although it is used exclusively in European countries and is becoming
very popular in the East, is new to
the Northwest. It eliminates the center aisle by using a wide back-toback row spacing, permitting a
longer bank of seats in a row.

Albany — William F. Condon (R.,
Yonkers) has introduced in the Senate a bill which would amend five
sections of the Labor Law. Amendment tends to define a place of public assembly for enforcement of
safety requirements to include any
structure, enclosure, floor or portion
thereof, where 100 or more may assemble for such purposes as amusement, recreation, dining, drinking,
dancing, i-eligious observance or instruction, except portions used exclusively for educational purposes
ions.
subject to Education Law provis- USPC Declares Dividend
It further provides enforcement
For the quarter ended Jan. 31,
of provisions by industrial commis- 1945, a cash dividend of 30c per
sioner except in cities of 100,000 or share on outstanding common has
more, and makes other changes rel- been declared payable April 20, 1945,
ative to fees for filing plans, and for to stockholders of record at close
revocation of certificates of compli- of business April 10, 1945, it is anance.
nounced by U. S. Plywood Corp.

i\

IWonderful

what these

playwrights think up.

Now

they've given Venus arms and brought
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, , . built to specifications that far exceed
generally accepted commercial standards. . . Learn how you get so much for
so little when you buy DeVRY
Write
DeVRY CORP., 1111 Arrnitage
Avenue, Chicago 14, Illinois.
4-TIME

WINNER!

DeVRY has earned four
consecutive
Army-Navyin
"E's" for excellence
production of Motion
PictureSound Equipment.

MOTION PICTURE SOUND EQUIPMENT

her to life. We don't claim to have a
magic touch, but exhibitors everywhere
tell us it's heavenly the way our engineers
inject new life into ailing proiection room
equipment.
frouble-frcc

Let Altec show you the way to
performances.

Tou'll say signing one of our contracts
was a touch of genius.

250 West 57th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
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STRIKE STOPS PRODUCTION AT 2 STUDIOS
Further 15% Slash in Raw Stock Facing Britain
Board of Trade Advises
Distribs. to Adjust Their
Printing Orders "At Once'

Lift Curfew So Theaters Can Offer Refuge
to Service Men Laching Hotels, Frisco Plea
San Francisco — In this highly war-active city, thousands of service men,
prior to the inauguration of the midnight curfew, found refuge in one of the
20 all-night theaters located in the Bay area when unable to secure hotel
rooms. Furthermore, swing shift war workers are being deprived of recreation.
So the San Francisco Board of Supervisors has adopted a resolution requesting
War Mobilization Director James F. Byrnes to make a survey of local conditions in the Bay area to determine deserved exemption from the curfew order.
The resolution also brings strongly to the fore the little, if any, saving which
the curfew order is effecting in fuel. Even further complication in living accommodations are expected to arise when the World Security Conference meets
here in April.

London (By Cable) — A
further 15 per cent slash in raw
stock allocations "forthwith" is

.n prospect, the Board of Trade
ivarned yesterday.
Hug'h Dalton, president of the
Board of Trade, advised distributors to adjust their printing orders
'at once" to meet the situation.
A joint meeting of the CEA and
KRS has been hastily summoned for
:oday to discuss the new cut, which
'ollows a slash of one-sixth for the
dx months' period starting- Feb. 15.

Making of Carpels,
Seals al Slandsllll
I'askington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Theater seating
manufacture is completely stalled
it this point with no likelihood of
,'arly release of any appreciable
}uantity of seats, it was learned here
(Continued on Page 7)

Trade Encore for Hertz
In Seventh Loan Drive
John Hertz, Jr., board chairman
)f Buchanan
& Co., Inc., agency,
las been appointed chairman of pub(Continued on Page 4)

Cohen to Chech Jap
Damage in Manila
Wolfe

Cohen, vice-president of

Warners' International Corp., now en
route to Australia, has added the
Philippines to his itinerary.
Cliff Almy, Warners' Manila manager recently released from Santo
Tomas prison camp, reported that
the Japs had practically destroyed
film plants and theaters there. Cohen
will survey the damage and check on
rebuilding of properties as well as
methods of expediting film shipmeats to the island.

^

YOUR

Jackson Park Case
Appeal Briefs Filed

OCR Rep. lo Attend
WPB-Advisory Meet

Chicago — Briefs in the Jackson Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Park Theater case were filed last
Washington- -Maurice M. Green of
week in the U. S. Circuit Court of the OCR amusements section will
attend Friday's meeting of the ProAppeals
by Battorneys
for Loew's,
ducers and Distributors Industry
Paramount,
& K, Warner
Bros.
Theaters, Warner Circuit Manage- Advisory Committee with officials
ment, Warner Bros. Pictures, RKO of the WPB Consumers Durable
and 20th Century-Fox. In a jury Goods Division to keep a close watch
verdict last March, the defendants on what may be suggested regarding the limitation of prints. Green
were found guilty of charges and
an award of $360,000 triple dam- does not plan to complain about the
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 7)

Monogram Launching
International Subsidiary

Anti-Ascap Measure
Hoppered in Minnesota

20th-Fox and Warner Bros.
Idle, Others Slowed up; Jurisdiction Dispute the Cause
West

Coast

By RALPH
WILKFILM
Bureau
of THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Production came
to a full stop at two studios —
20th Century-Fox and Warner

Bros. — yesterday, with others seriously affected as a result of the
strike called by Herbert Sorrell,
president
of the
Conference
of Stu-is
dio Unions.
Cause
of the strike
a jurisdictional
dispute
two
(Continued
on Pagebetween
8)

Huge Parade, Rally
To Launch R. C. Drive
What is ballyhooed as the biggest Red Cross parade and rally
staged in this city will start off the
industry's 1945 Red Cross War Fund
week in the metropolitan area theaters tomorrow at 11 a.m. Two
thousand (Continued
unifoi*medon Red
Cross volPage 4)

Maj. Vincent Hart Will
Take Censor Post Exam.

Albany — Pending the selection of
a
permanent
Dr. Irwin ConSt. Paul — That Ascap or its memMonogram
International Pictures roe is servingdirector,
as acting head of the
bers be compelled to supply a veri- Corp. has been incorporated in Al- motion picture censorship
division
fied list of copyrighted
works
to
(Continued on Page 9)
bany. Subsidiary is in the process
every theater licensed by it is de- of organization
and, when
com(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 8)

Raw Siock Export Data Asked
SIMPP

Calls on WPB

to Disclose All Facts

Richey's
Son Believed
Lost
in Bomber
Crash
Lt. David Henderson Richey, son
of H. M. Richey, was one of 10 crew
members still missing following the
crash of a B-24 bomber late Saturday afternoon off Montauk Point,
Long Island. Bodies of an officer
(Continued on Page 9)

liVDt/STRY'S RED

CROSS

WAR

West

Coast

Bureau,

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Because the demands
for raw stock from foreign countries dininishes the supply for
American producers and distributors,
the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producets has asked for
the full disclosure of all facts in
relation to the demands for American raw stock for export to foreign
(Continued on Page 9)

FI7IVD DRIVE

STARTS

IV. C. Senate Rejects
Theater Tax Measure

Charlotte, N. C. — By a vote of
35-12, the upper house of the North
Carolina Genera! Assembly defeated
a bill to restore a three per cent
sales tax on the gross receipts of
theaters. The bill, recommended by
the Governor and championed by Sen.
John Aiken, would add, it is estimated, from $500,000 to $700,000 to
state revenue annually. Such a tax
existed from 1933 to 1943 and was
removed by the 1943 session of the
General Assembly.
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New ITAT Unit to Make
16 mm. Entertainment Pix

Local 702 Fixes Friday
As Deadline for Action

A production unit for the sole
purpose of producing 16 mm. pictures will be set up in Hollywood
during the current trip of George A.
Hirliman, president of International
Theatrical and Television Corp., and
Harry A. Kapit, head of the Walter
0. Gutlohn division. Hirliman and
Kapit left for the Coast on Friday.
Unlike the instructional and documentary unit which Kapit heads in
the East, the new unit will devote
itself primarily to the making of
entertainment pictures, such as musicals, westerns, comedies and dramas. Personnel of this branch of
ITAT will be selected on this visit
and the unit is slated to start functioning immediately.
Various branch office deals throughout the West will be consummated
and 16 mm. distributors will be contacted during the trip of Hirliman
and Kapit.

The Motion Picture Laboratory
Technicians Union, Local 702, lATSE,
yesterday had notified the Eastern
processors that it was deferring action until Friday on its decision to
take measures to assure results more
satisfatcory to it in its negotiations
with the employers for new contracts to replace those that expired
on Saturday.
The union acted on a report submitted to the Local 702 executive

Trans-Lux Incorporates
New Theater Subsidiary
Capitalized for $1,000 in $10
shares, the Trans-Lux Madison Corp.
has been chartered at Albany, with
30 shares subscribed by George H.
Eichelberger, Norman Elson, and
Percival E. Furber.
This new corporation will control
the operation of a new theater to be
built on Madison Ave. between 59th
and 60th Sts., as soon as the Office
of Civilian Requirements gives the
"g*o ahead" signal.

board on Friday night by the union's
negotiating committee. A further
report will be made to the board on
Friday. Whatever action the union
takes will be based on that report,
it was said yesterday by John Francavilla, president of Local 702. It
was not disclosed what action would
be taken.
Negotiations have been in progress
since Feb. 15. Another huddle is set
for today.

commc and come
NORMAN ELSON, vice-president and genen
manager of Trans-Lux theaters, will be in Phil
adelphia today, Washington tomorrow, and wl
return here Thursday.

EDMUND GOLDMAN, Columbia's Philippin
manager, released from the Los Banos priso
camp, is expected to arrive on the West Coai
shortly,
according to a cable received by W\
wife.
E. L. McEVOY, Universal's shorts sales managei
will be in San Francisco, Seattle and Portlan
for the week.
H. B. ENCEL, sales manager of <DeVry Corp
states.
is making an extensive tour of the Southei
RALPH EDWARDS, whose radio show, "Trut
or Consequences," will be incorporated inl
"Radio Stars on Parade" by RKO Radio, will ai
rive in Hollywood Thursday. Accompanyin
Edwards westward is AL PASCAL.
CHARLES "CHICK" LEWIS is in iPalm Beach.
ROY DISNEY arrives in New York from Holly
wood today. Following a short stay, Disnc
will go to Washington, for Government confei
ences.
MAURY LEONARD, B & K attorney, an
MRS. LEONARD are spending their Winter vac;
tion in Florida and Cuba.

Warners Central Area
Branch Chiefs Convene

NATE PLATT, chief of B & K's productio
staff, Chicago, is in the South on his vacatioi
P. J. DEE, president of Alliance theater
Chicago, is in iPalm Springs for his Winti
vacation.

Pittsburgth — A two-day meeting
of Warners branch managers for the
Central District gets under way here
today with Jules Lapidus, Eastern
division sales manager,
presiding.
Norman H. Moray, shorts sales
manager and sales drive captain, will
outline the coming campaign. Bill
Brumberg, representing Mort Blumenstock, will speak on the special
merchandising plans worked out for
Spring and Summer releases.
Charles Rich, Central District
ering.
manager, also will address the gath-

IRIS BARRY, curator of the Museum of Moc
ern
film library,
has returned from a We
CoastArt's
business
trip.
DICK

POWELL

and

MIKE

MAZURKI

are

Albany
for p.a.'s at Fabian's
Palace.
CLARENCE
EISEMAN,
New York Metropolit;
branch
manager
for Warners,
is back
from
Fla.
visit to his son in training at Camp
Lannin
JACK FLYNN and SAM SHIRLEY, M-C-M ei
ecutives, are in Milwaukee for sales conference
BINNIE BARNES is visiting in Chicago.
GEORGE ULCIGAN, president of Soundic
Inc., returned
to Chicago
from Cleveland.
LANA TURNER and M-G-M representatii
DOROTHY BLANCHARD will return to the Coa
from Chicago.
JOEY

FAYE,

MANDY

KAYE,

SANDRA

SHA\

MAXINE
MARTIN,
USO-Camp
Show
men
Branch managers attending in- and
bers of Marlene Dietrich's unit, "G for Glamour
clude
F.
D.
Moore,
Pittsburgh;
Joe
1 77 177 +
1 77
1/2 Woods
and Garrick
have returned from a six months' overseas trip
87
1 87 187
1281/4
Kaliski, Cleveland; James S. AbWALTER PIDGEON
is at the Waldorf-Astori
781/2 28
281/4 +
34 Buildings
rose,
Cincinnati,
and
Claude
W.
to
be
Sold?
GLORIA MARIN, Mexican star, is vacationli
85/8 771/2 773/4 4%
in Havana.
McKean,
Indianapolis.
Richard
295/8 293/4 —
1/8
30
961/2
SAM GALANTY, Columbia Eastern divisii
Stevens,
field exploitation man, also
81/2
81/2
attend.
Chicago — It is reported that the will
275/8
manager, spent last week in Cleveland, sewii
961/8 961/8 —
1/8 Franciscan fathers, owners of the
347/8 271/2 275/8 -f
1/8
up deals circuit
on "Song
141/2
theater building, will offer
pendent
buyers.to Remember" with indi
345/8
345/8 —
3/8 Woods
1%
141/8
141/8 —
1/4 the structure for sale, as the build- "Weary"
BILL PEIRCE, JR., in charge of advertisii
Smit
IV2
h,
Akro
n
31/8
MARKET
CURB
and publicity for Lester Cowan, Inc., checki
31/4
ing is not suitable for church use. Indie Unit Head
, Dead
in yesterday at the Sherry Netherland.
43/4
13/8 —
'/8 Essaness circuit has management of
LEO SAMUELS, foreign manager for Ws
31/4 +
Vs
221/4
the Woods theater in the building.
Disney Productions, leaves today on a Sou
215/8
215/8 _
1/8
It is also reported negotiations for
Akron, O.— W. A. "Weary" Smith, American tour of RKO Radio branches in Mex
231/2
5
purchase of Garrick theater build- owner of the Majestic, and presi- CO, Panama, Peru, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile.
231/4 231/4 —
+ 1/4
'A
ED WYNN
planed to the Coast yesterday
dent of the Akron Independent Exing, owned by Sixty-Four West Ranat the side of his son, Keenan, critically hu
hibitors Association, dropped dead be
dolph Building Corp. are under way.
Wynn Hurt In Crash
in a motor crash.
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY B & K is now operating the Garrick of a heart attack. His widow and
TOM HODGE and J. R. WILLIAMS of the B
two children survive.
are in Chicago.
Hollywood — Keenan Wynn, screen theater in building.
actor and son of Ed Wynn, comedian, was seriously injured Sunday Armour Here for Parleys
when his motorcycle and an automoRKO RADIO PICTURES,
Inc.
Reginald Armour, representative
bile collided in Beverly Hills. He
was taken to Santa Monica Hospital, of the overseas branch of the OWI's
motion picture bureau, has arrived
suffering a fractured jaw, concus- here
after a trip to England, France,
sion, and undetermined back inNorth Africa, and Italy, it was anjuries.
of
nounced by the OWI yesterday.
Armour, here for conferences and
on a special mission for the OWI,
will return overseas shortly.
REEVES

m

1600

Sound Recording
Broadway

Studios Inc.
New York City

.. Acetate
and
Wax
Rerording
Facilities,
lolete Location Equipment for Film, Business
Meetings, and Specialty Recordings.

H. A. Ross on Coast
H. A. Ross, head of Ross Federal,
is in Hollywood for a series of conferences.

I

YORK TRADE SHOWIIG

Friday, Mar. 16, at 2:30 P.M.
RKO Projection Room, 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

*

In our Industry, the proof of a company's policy is in its product. In this 19th of a series of
advertisements appearing in national magazines, we call the attention of some thirty million
Americans to a long-standing Warner policy, and to its latest expression on the screen.

^^ORCHIDS TO WARNERS'
OBJECTIVE BURMA! "
Walter Winchntl

SIX-LITTER

^^NO WONY HEROICS . . .
A STIRRING TRIBUTE TO THE
MEN WHO HELPED TO RE>
OPEN 8URMAI "
New York Times

WORD

MEANING

YOU!

a.B.M.)

warner bros. have
brought another magnificent war film to
towns'^

New York Herald-Tribune
(Otis L. Guermey, JrJ

^^ONE

WHALE

OF A MOVIEl"
PM

(John T, McManus)
^^ASTONISHINGLY FRESH'"
New York Sun
(£ihen Cree/monJ
AN ALMOST

PERFECT THING

... A MASTERPIECE! *5
Nev« York Po»t
{Archer Winsten}
^^WARNER BROS. HAVE
ADDED ANOTHER TO THEIR
LIST OF RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS!".
New York Daily News
(Kotm Comeronl

^''^NO CONVENTIONAL

MOVIE

PLOT . . . TERRIFIC DRAMA! ^*
New York Journol-AmerUan
{Rose Ptlswtck)
^^YOU CAN START YOUR
1945 LIST OF 10 BEST PICTURES RIGHT NQW
WITH

For a long time, many people (including some very smart
ones) have been saying, "The public doesn't want war pictures."
We disagree . . . politely, but firmly.
We think the American public doesn't want second-rate war
pictures. Make a really fine, sincere, entertaining picture
with a war theme, say we, and the public will welcome it
with cheers.
We proved our point with "Air Force" . . . "This Is The Army"
. . . "Action In The North Atlantic" . . . "Destination Tokyo."
The public (a six-letter word meaning "you") hailed them
as hits !
Now we're proving it even more conclusively, with a picture
that's getting the same enthusiastic reception from audiences
that it got from the professional critics !
For OBJECTIVE BURMA is a gloriously entertaining picture. It is also a picture that privileges you to understand a
little better what goes on in the minds of several million
American boys a long way from home.
That's why we're as proud of OBJECTIVE BURMA as of
any Warner picture ever made. For it demonstrates once
more that "combining good picture-making with good citizenip" p a Warner policy that continues to make good sense
'knd great entertainment!

WA

PfiROL FLYi
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WILLIAM PRINCE • JAMES BROWN • DICK ERDMAN
GEORGE TOBIAS-HENRY HULL-WARNER ANDERSON
Directed

by RAOUL

V\^ALSH

• Produced

by JERRY
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Huge Parade, Rally
To Launch R, C. Drive

PREVFAISTBESVT

'(Continued from Page 1)

unteers, many stage and screen
stars, 60 pieces of motorized equipment and five service bands will
move from Schermerhom St. and
Flatbush Ave. to Borough Hall,
Brooklyn.
The event is under the joint sponsorship of the Brooklyn Red Cross
chapter and the WAC.
Among
those in the reviewing stand will
be N. Peter Rathvon, national chairman for the film industry. Among
the marshals leading the parade
will be Edward C. Dowden, chairman of the theaters division of the
Brooklyn
chapter.

Trade Encore for Hertz
In Seventh Loan Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

licity and advertising for the Seventh War Loan, Samuel Pinanski,
National industry chairman, announced yesterday. Hei-tz served
in a similar capacity during the industry's Sixth drive.

OF YOUR
ZINE
StlUNG WAGA

A Reporter Gets Around
0

•

•

THE PERSONAL

TOUCH: E. N. Claughton, Miami exhibitor,

is in the midst of a proxy fight for the control of Missouri-Kansas-Texas
Railroad, of which he is the largest individual stock holder. . . • John
E. Holston, 20th-Fox's Charlotte branch manager, is the first Southerner
to win the Tom Connors plaque, awarded annually. . . • Melvin
Morrison, Dover, N. H., exhibitor and state chairman for the March of
Dimes Drive for three years, heads the new Strafford County Chapter,
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis. -. . • Herbert Ochs of the
Dayton Drive-In Theater, is planning more Drive-ins in the Cleveland,
Toledo and Columbus areas. . . • Bob Blitz, Warner's booker, in
Cleveland, has been classified 1-A and reports for induction a week
from today. . . • His swell exploitation, resulting in increased business,
has brought Parker Sherwood, manager of Schenectady Strand, a $250
War Bond from Si Fabion. . . • Alan Crosland, Jr., Warners' film
editor, who reported at Fort MacArlhur for induction yesterday, is the
father of four children. . . • Taking cognizance of Mid-Western flood
When

a magazine

(Continued from Page 1)

conditions, Metro's Si Seadler submits that the booking of the week with
the most pertinent title, is Metro's "Keep Your Powder Dry.". . • Cleveland's Film Row certainly will miss Peter Bellamy, the able amusement
editor of the News, who is off for military service. . . • Nick Mascoli,
who formerly operated the Carroll in Waterbury, Conn., will build a
1,000-seater as soon as restrictions are lifted. . . • While tiding
through Newark recently, Mort (WB) Blumenstock noted this newly

pleted, will conduct Monogram's
foreign affairs. No officers or directors have been elected.

posted sign on a building: "ELECTRONICS PLASTICS CO." Observes
Mort: "There's somebody with two eyes on the future.". . • Maj.
Monroe Greenthal is now headquartering at the Industrial Services

after month

Division,
Building

and countless tens of thousands have to be turned

Monogram Launching
International Subsidiary

Clifford Bezereaux Dead
Orange, N. J. — Clifford Bezereaux,
64, who appeared on radio programs
for the last five years, and head of a
stock company that presented plays
in most parts of the U. S. and Canada for 30 years, died in Orange
Memorial Hospital.

Com. Sinclair-Hill Slain
London (By Cable) — Wing Com.
Gerard Sinclair-Hill, 48, of the RAF,
producer of the stage thriller, "Ten
Minute Alibi," which ran for two
years, and a leading film producer
before the war, died in active service.

THEATER DEALS
Portland,
Ore. — Walter H. Leverett, owner of the Leverett Interstate Theaters, Inc., has purchased
the estate interest of the late George
A. Hunt in four Medford theaters.
Leverett, who was associated with
Hunt, owns theaters in Ashland,
Ore., and Yreka and Week, Calif.
He sold his interest in the Grant's
Pass Amusement Co., operating two
theaters, to Mrs. Hunt and associates.
Chicagio — ^Crystal theater has been
taken over by Al Silver, who will
re-open about April 1.

Bureau

of

Public

Relations,

in

the

War

Dept.'s

Pentagon

T
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• • • CUFF NOTES: RCA will lift the curtain on an advanceddevelopment model of its large screen home television receiver at NBC,
Thursday morning
The new receiver incorporates a tiumber of
important technical advances. . . • Speaking of television, didja know
that 85 per cent of a group of advertisers queried, advised they would
be willing to pay 65 - times as much for tele advertising as for radio?
# Of the 53 selected films, comprising a complete series on operation
of machine tools, listed by the U. S. Office of Education, no less than
16 were produced by the Emerson Yorke Studio. . . • That John
Chapman column on Norman Krasna's coincidence in the Sunday
Daily News, is one for the book! ... # Columbia's exchanges are
holding 20th birthday parties Friday, to mark the start of the Montague playdate drive. . . • Warners has switched the title for the
Sgt. Al Schmid stoiy, from "This Love of Ours" to "Pride of the
Marines.". . • Purse-lifting is epidemic in the crowded theaters of
Charlotte, N. C. and exhibitors there believe it has become an organized enterprise. . . • Didja know that war plant manpower
quotas in several mid-West cities, have been filled chiefly as a result
of film tie-ups arranged between Warners and Col. John Niehaus of
the Chicago regional labor office in connection with "Objective,
Burma!"? ... • There are those who won't be too surprised if the
Lester Cowan-George J. Schaefer hookup develops into a full-fledged
national distribution company, come peace. . . • Something in the
way of unusual blending of musical score to battle action is promised
in "Fury in the Pacific" which the WAC will release on the 22nd
......Score was written by Lt. (j.g.) Lehman Engel, Broadway composer and conductor before entering the Navy
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PEARL HARBOR!.

sells out at a faster
rate than the rest
of the field one month, it's
a straw in the wind.
But when

away

it does it month
after month —

from the newsstands

bestseller
fornado!—
empty handed

that's a

It's simply another sign that
America knows how to pick
the best — and
time doing it.

wastes

no

SELLS UP TO

36% FASTER
THAN ANY OTHER
MAGAZINE
IN THE FIELD
♦Established by a recent survey involving
7 consecutive issues covering soles al
more than 20,000 newsstands.

PHOTOPLAY
OF
FAVORITE
FIRST MILLION

AMERICA'S
MOVIE-GOERS

See Over — ^for preview of Photoplay's 27 April features.

L.O.P. scoops with LANA'S
words about Turhan.

JUNE ALLYSON— April's
cover
girl as fresh as
spring,
JUDY GARLAND
— the star that
never sets tells
Adela Rogers
St. Johns all
about The man.

liSENTS FOR

Love Song for Judy Garland
Talks
about
Turhan
y Husband
JOHN

HODIAK

feminine

Adela ^Kgem
St.
Latmla
umua O. Parsons

jWwts

Home

Mrs.

Wayne

Morris

June
Michael

Allyson
Maury

That's
Hollywood
for You !
Sidney
Time Out for Love
Fredda
The Honeymoon story of Dick Crane and Kay Morley

Skolsky
Dudley

I'm Like This
Strictly U. S. A. — John

— and

how he keeps 1,000,000
feminine hearts up in
1,000,000
throats.

Is

I

APRIL

Hodiak

"My Easter Prayer"
When
It's June Haver
The Key to Gregory Peck

Sheilah
Graham
Donna Smith

If You Were Betty Hutton's House Guest
n This Corner —
April Fool !

Eleanor Harris
'^Fearless"

Solid Citizen — Phillip Terry
Sentimental Celt — Dennis O'Keefe

Dugal
O'Liam
Dorothy Deere

The Life of "The Look" — Lauren Bacall
^^What Should I Do?
l^^f
Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert
t Had
BETTY HUTTON

^^
^'^^^T^

Performance

T^

it

would be like to house guest
at her place.

'(yy^tv<M/tA im,

tk

June
John

s

Albert

60 4^

^

64

^olc^
GREGORY

Allyson
Hodiak

— etchef

indelible Hollywood lines.

Gladys Hall

You

Photoplay's Command

— the 14K

block-buster reveals whal

to Be

SIDNEY SKOLSKY

42
45

35
June
Haver
37
Gregory
Peck
Dick Crane and Kay Morley
40, 41

46

PECK — gives

Photoplay the key to the
Peck kingdom.

^fvecccU dfe'CvtoA^e^
Beauty
Brief Reviews.......
Casts of Current Pictures
The Shadow

June

CLAUDETTE

COLBERT

— ana-

lyzes the 10,000th letter her
popular feature hos received.

-PHOTOPLAY

Allyson,

134
22
132
Stage

Inside Stuff — Cal York
Photoplay's
First-Run
Fashions
Speak
for Yourself
19

in "Her Highness And
appearing
next Natural
Color Photoiraph hy Paul Hesse

"Fred R. Sammis,
Editorial Director
Elaine Osterman,
Hollywood Manager
Edmund Davenport, Art Director
Hymie
Fink, Staff Photographer

T^k^.:^ FIRST

The

4
73
24

Bellboy"

Helen Gilmore, Editor
Adele Whitely Fletcher, Associate Editor
Sara Hamilton,
Associate Editor
Ruth Waterbury,
Contributing Editor

OLDEST

LAUREN BACALL — a life of
"The Look" by Gladys Hall.
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ackson Park Case
ippeal Briefs Filed
(Continued from Page I)

I'es was entered by Judge Michael
tShe plaintiffs, Mrs. Florence BigeIw, Mrs. Marion Kerber, John E.
fad William E. Bloom and all chilren of Edward Bloom, owners of
lie Jackson Park, charged in their
,tion inability to obtain sufficient
jroduct and unfair clearance in fajDr of other theaters. Case had
ieen in the courts for three years
sefore brought to trial.
Will McConnell, attorney for the
ilaintiffs, has 30 days in which to
jle answers and the defendants will
lave 10 days for their reply. Apeal court will then set a date for
16 oral hearings.
Defense briefs were prepared by
Idmond D. Adcock, Carl Mayer,
lyles G. Seeley, Vincent O'Brien,
ohn O'Brien, Morris Huffman, Howrd Levinson and Louis Phillips.

DAILY

BRIEfinG THE DflV'S REIUS
You Gotta Have a License

It's the Pic That Counts

Chicago — Douglas Park theater,
under management of Oscar Ostroff,
was ordered closed for lack of city
license and violation of fire ordinances, according to Irwin Kokhol
of
the
City
Attorney'swere
office.
Moreto
than 900 customers
asked

Cleveland — Local downtown firstruns showed a larger total gross the
first week of the curfew, than they
did the two previous weeks when
six of them were offering their regular extra Saturday night owl shows.
Managers report that Saturday night
leave the theater, when the manager attendance was much heavier than
failed to produce the license, on po- usual for the earlier shows. It all
lice demand.
depends upon the picture, local the•
ater men report.

Flood Brings Ind. Embargo

Indianapolis — Although the flood
situation appears to be under control here, an embargo on parcel post,
bus, and express shipments has been
declared. Film truck deliveries are
reaching New Albany, Ind., by detour. Several exchanges have diepatched salesmen to Louisville with
ample prints to keep houses operating.

•
Cuban Product Deals Set

Havana (By Air Mail) — Tropical
Films de Cuba has closed a contract
with the management of Nacional
Theater and Carrera Circuit calling
for the exhibition of Republic
Boston — Hari-y Browning, execuive assistant to Samuel Pinanski, CLASA, Films Mundiales and Cinesa product, this year. United Arational industry chaii-man of the
tists has closed a deal with Valieventh War Loan, underwent an
and Fox Films, Coperation for appendicitis Friday carce Circuit
lumbia, Universal and Paramount
light. He suffered an attack short- with Cobian Circuit.
y after arriving from New York
jl'or a week-end visit with his fam- Bond-Chorteris to Make
ilyBrowning's condition at the Corey Sponsored Pix for Tele
rlill Hospital, Brighton, is excellent
md he is expected to resume his du- PVest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ies at Seventh War Loan headquartHollywood — Production of films
■rs in New York in about three expressly for television is being unveeks.
dertaken by the newly established
Bond-Charteris Enterprises headed
A^ieck Dies in Air Redd
by Leslie Charteris, author of "The
London (By Cable) — Dorothea Saint" mystery yarns, and Anson
who has been producing picA^ieck, 37, star of "Maedchen In Bond, tures
for the armed services.
Jniform," was killed in a recent AlThe
films,
to be commercially
ied air attack on Dresden, according
0 word released by D.N.B., the Ger- sponsored, deal primarily with visualization of products for inclusion
iian official news agency.
in televised advertisements. Other
television products will include 15
to 30 minute "packaged televised entertainments."
The finn has plans for the production of a series of films based
on "The Saint" character.
Abadkian-McDonald

drowning Under Knife;
Jondition, Excellent

UlEDDinC BELLS

Teheran, Iran (By Air Mail) —
r/Sgt. Frank P. McDonald, former Standard Time Measure
liowell and Boston theater man, and Before Neb. Legislature
;iow chief radio announcer at AES
Teheran, the American ExpeditionLincoln, Neb. — A bill that would
ary station here, was married to
turn
clock back an hour
Astrik Abadkian, of Teheran, at the from Nebraska's
War Time to Standard Time
French Mission Church.
was reported out of the Government
Committee by a vote of 5 to 3 for
Gottlob-MoTcus
general Legislative consideration.
Cleveland — Wedding of Elayne Every one appearing in regards to
Gottlob, daughter of Charles Gott- the bill agreed War Time was a
;ob, owner of the Milo and Mt. Pleas- nuisance in this state, but strong
ant Theaters, to Marvin Marcus will objections came from those who said
;ake place May 27 at the Wade Park the bill would cause confusion to
railroad and radio schedules.
Manor.

Making of Carpets,
Seats af Standstill

•
Back to Burlesque and Pix

Chicago — It is reported that Downtown Loop theater, will re-open the
end of the month, again offering a
burlesque and film policy under Barger management. House recently
had tried "name" bands.

•
Spicer Theater Reopens

Akron, O. — R. E. Paulus' Spicer
Theater, recently damaged by fire,
will re-open tomorrow.

USO and TA Move in Chi.
Chicago — USO-Camp Shows and
Theater Authority headquarters have
been transferred to 203 N. Wabash
Ave., where Charley Hogan, Leo
Salkin and Morris Silver will function. Shift follows death of Hal
Halperin.

1,264 P.A.'s for Troops
By Pix Stars in February
The industry was well represented
among those who entertained members of our armed forces in the past
month, a Hollywood Victory Committee report received by the WAC
discloses. The list includes 15 USOCamp
Shows volunteers.
Among the entertainers were Don
Barclay, Marlene Dietrich, Frank
McHugh, Mary Brian, Boris Karloff,
Martha O'Driscoll, Charles Butterworth, Sam Levene, Herb Locke.
Participants in hospital tours included Gary Grant, Kay Kyser, Alan
Ladd, Waily Brown, Alan Carney,
Akim Tamiroff, Leonid Kinskey and
Evelyn Bell.
Performers made 1,264 appearances in February, bringing the total to 42,727 since the start of the
war.

Local 666 Won't Ask
Pay Tilt in New Deal
Chicago — International Photographers of the Motion Picture Industries, Local 666, lATSE, has no intention of asking for wage increases
when new contracts are negotiated,
it is understood. It is pointed out
that the pi'esent Hollywood basic
scale for a forty-four hour week is
$200, with $150 the industrial scale.

(Continued

from Page

1)

yesterday. Despite the growing need
for new seats, WPB is unable to provide the materials or labor for production except in minor cases — and
no approvals have gone through for
a number of weeks now.
One Government official revealed
that the Ideal Seating Co. in Grand
Rapids has been authorized to ship
25,000 theater seats, but is refusing
to do so because it is dissatisfied
with the price OPA will allow. Parts
for these chairs are reported made,
but it is not certain that they have
been assembled. According to the
official, the company has refused to
sell the seats until OPA agrees to
permit a greater profit than it is
now willing to allow.
Carpeting for theaters is not being produced today and there is no
likelihood that any mills will be
permitted to turn out theater carpeting at least until after V-E-Day.
The Freon picture is greatly confused with the order expected some
months ago which would have permitted theaters to fill up their cooling systems still held up through interference by the Army and the
Navy. Theaters are stil on the noFreon list and it is uncertain when
they will get off it even though the
Freon supply is now far better than
at any time during the past two
years. Some announcement regarding Freon is looked for during the
next 10 days.

Philly Theaters Lead
The Nation in 'Dimes'

Philadelphia — This city's film theaters led the nation in collections
for the 1945 March of Dimes. More
than $133,000 was collected in the
city's 220 film houses, Sidney Samuelson disclosed at a luncheon of
women volunteers and team captains in the Ritz Carlton Hotel.
Samuelson, head of the Allied ITO,
was co-chairman of the theater phase
of the drive with Ted Schlanger.
The total represented a per capita
collection of 7c in the Philadelphia
area, which was three times the
average collections in the country
at large. Sixty-five cents was collected from every film theater seat
in this city.

IN NEW POSTS
JERRY

ZICMOND,
formerly
manager
of The
Newman,
Kansas
City, Mo., with Buchanan
& Co., New
York.
TOM
BARRY,
head booker,
20th-Fox,
Albany.
JACK McBRIDE, manager, Willoughby, WilloughHAROLD
LYON,
manager,
Des
iMolnes,
Des
Moines.
by,
0.
ALEXANDER,
manager,
lllini, Moline,
III.
GEORGE LAWSON, manager, Strand, Des Moines.
ARTHUR
LANE, manager,
Ingersoll, Des Moines.
DAVIS

^

Production Stopped by
Strilte at 2 Studios
(Continued from Page 1)
AF of L unions, Painters' Local 1421
(a member of the Conference) and
the lATSE both of which claim
jurisdiction over the Set Designers
Local which has a membership of
only 72 men, according to the producers.
All shooting was abandoned at
20th-Fox and at Warner Bros., the
latter having but one production in
work. Two units were shut down
at RKO, but with one before the
cameras. There was no production
at Universal in the morning, but four
companies resumed work in the afternoon. The Deanna Durbin unit
was closed down for the day. Four
companies worked at Paramount,
and four features and one short at
the M-G-M studios. Two companies
were at work at Columbia, with
"Kiss and Tell" closed down because
of the illness of the star, Shirley
Temple. It is due to resume today.
Four companies were shooting yesterday at Republic.
WLB
Appeal
Ignored
The War Labor Board has designated Local 1421 as bargaining agent
for the set designers pending final
decision by the National Labor Relations Board, and had appealed to
the Conference to hold the strike in
abeyance until NLRB had taken action on the matter sometime this
week.
Sorrell stated that 5,000 craftsmen remained away from the studios and that 15,000 workers refused
to cross picket lines established at
the various studios, excepting those
of Technicolor, Monogram, Walt
Disney and PRC.
Sorrell is repiorted as starting
that the production shutdown would
"tie those studios up in a knot, and
the only one who can stop us is
Uncle Sam himself." He blamed
continued delays by Government
agencies, aided by the film producers, and added that these delays
"could no longer be overlooked."
Sorrell also stated that "the pro-

STORK REPORTS
Birmlng'hain, Ala. — Clarice Leaver,
former cashier of Alhambra theater,
became the mother of a daughter,
named Karen.
Birminghaim, Ala. — Billy Paul, former Alabama theater chief usher,
and Mrs. Paul, the former Lois
Townsend, Alabama cashier, have a
new son, named Joe. Father received medical discharge recently
from the Army after overseas service.
Panama City (By Air Mail) — Marvin Eder, manager of the Lux, is a
father again.
It's a girl.

HOLLYWOOD
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Br BALPH wnjc
WOLDEMAR

VETLUGUIN

HOLLYWOOD
has been made

' chairman of Metro's editorial board.
Others on the board include William Fadiman, Nat Wolff, Frances Marion, Adela
Rogers St. Johns and Harriett Fran. Vetluguin's new appointment does not affect
the status of Fadiman, who continues as
head of the scenario department.

•

•

JANE FRAZEE, who has been commuting
for the past year between Warners,
Universal and Columbia, has been signed
to an exclusive long term contract by Republic, effective April 1.

•

•

p EPUBLIC has signed Melvin & Rackin,
'^ radio publicity reps., to dp special exploitation work in connection with its 10th
anniversary in May.

•
•
iiETRO'S projected "Boy's Ranch" deals
•^' with the farm near Amariilo, Tex.
/->ORP. HERMAN KING has received an
supported largely by the Variety Club of
Texas.
^^ honorable discharge from the Marine
•
•
Corps, and rejoins King Bros. He will
KIOEL
NEILL, Paramount comedienne,
is
tour keyhibitors
cities
show "Dillinger" to exand the to
press.
^ being sought
by the Chicago
Light
Opera
Co. for the local engagement
of
•
•
"The Desert Song."
III ION IN THE STREETS," Adria Locke
•

•

JUNE ALLYSON, Gloria DeHaven and Jim"^ my Durante, who scored together last
year in "Two Girls and a Sailor," will be
reunited in Metro's "Joy of Living," a
musical with a New York background.

*~ Langley's Saturday Evening Post serial,
dealing with the rise of a political demagogue, has been purchased by William Cagney Productions for $250,000 and will be
used as the next vehicle for James Cagney
with production set for early Summer.

ducers are out to destroy all unions.
ule. Sets to be used the first three
They are foolish to have chosen this weeks are 90 per cent complete and
dispute as the issue. They will find all preliminary tests have been
has a 54-day producthemselves confronted by a solid made.tion Picture
schedule.
Sorrell disclosed that all studio
labor front."
Producers' Statement
laboratories are also being picketed.
Major producers issued the follow- He claims that about 15,000 studio
workers failed to report and this
ing statement: "Motion picture pro- number
includes members of the
ducers are powerless to prevent this
strike. It is occasioned by a juris- Screen Office Employes Guild. Pardictional fight between two AF of L
amount and Warner Bros.' office
unions over Set Decorators Union, workers are not members of the
made up of only 72 men. It does Guild. Paramount, Columbia, Universal and 20th-Fox units of the
not involve wages, hours, working
conditions or any other matter with- Screen Publicists Guild joined the
in the power of the employer to give walkout during the day.
or withhold.
Considered Walsh Threat
"We have taken and are taking
Following a lengthy meeting yesevery possible step to secure a decision by the War Labor Board and
terday the major producer's announcNational Labor Relations Board
ed that had they complied with the
which will settle the jurisdictional ruling made by Attorney Thomas
dispute. Proceedings now are in Tongue, WLB arbitrator, giving barprogress before both these Governgaining agency power to the set designers Local 1421, it would have
mental agencies.
resulted
in a serious work stoppage
"We have urged and are urging
the studios inasmuch as President
our employes to await this legal de- at
termination rather than cause tre- Richard Walsh of the lATSE had
menodus injury to over 30,000 em- notified them such compliance would
ployes and to the effort the industry cause him to order his men to leave
is making in behalf of military and their studio jobs. Walsh has insisted that NLRB is the only body
civilian morale as well as direct
service being rendered to the mili- that should consider jurisdictional
claims of Prop Mens Local 44, the
lATSE union, and Local 1421.
taryProductions
forces."
Permitted
The producers announce they will
Sorrell announced that in addition abide by any decision handed down
to PRC, Monogram and Disney, Gen- by NLRB.
eral Service and California Studios
WLB's new chairman, George W.
have agreed to reorganize set de- Taylor, yesterday notified strike
signers Local 1421 as bargaining leaders to halt studio work stoppage
agents for decorators.
but, late last night no comment was
Production was permitted on Bene- available from union representatives.
dict Bogeaus' "Captain Kid" at Taylor told both unions and the producers that the Board will not act on
General Sei-vice and on Popular Pictures' "Ten Little Indians" at Sam- petitions for a settlement of jurisdictional claims until the strikers
uel Goldwyn studio, the latter having only two more days of shooting return to work. He said the movie
with no construction work involved. case is on this week's WLB agenda,
International Pictures announced but its rule against strikes prohibits
that "Tomorrow is Forever" will it from considering petitions while
start Thursday, according to sched- the strike prevails.

"The Enemy Strikes"
Universal-WAC
10 mj
A Vital Message — Play It!
Another of the War Departn^
films designed to stimulate prool'
tion on the home front, this shi'
delivers its message without pulli'
punches, presenting a stark pictv
of what our fighting men faced
the bloody Battle of the Bulge wl:
Von Rundstedt's counter-attack
last December took a heavy toll ;
American men and equipment.
The picture is a startling rem
der that we must not relax one ii;
ment at home if we wish to attj
victory with the least possible l*
of men and materiel. As an exh'
tation to civilian America to kf,
punching the film could not hi\
been more effective, strengthen^
its purpose by not hesitating
show war in all its ugliness.
Containing captured German fi|
publicity shown for the first tix|
the footage seeks to get rid of
idea that the Germany army is rea|
to fold up and that therefore
can start to let up on the hoj
front. Released through the 0'\lij|
the picture will be placed in dist-J
bution by Universal for the W.]
on Thursday. A strong film servi^
a vital need, play it!

Anti-Ascop Measure
Hoppered in Minnesota
(Continued from Page 1)
manded in a bill before the Mini
sota legislature. The bill would fi
ther require Ascap or owners of 1
copyrighted music to publish
designated legal papers a list of \
compositions controlled by the
Penalties are provided for violati
of the provisions of the bill.

First Wallis Production
In Para.'s Fifth Block
Hal Wallis' first picture for Pal
mount release, "The Affairs of S
san," will be in the company's fii
block, Charles Reagan announc
yestreday. Other productions in t
fifth block are "A Medal for Bennj
"Murder, He Says," and "One
citing Night."
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aw Stock Export
lataAsicedbySJMPP

Westertt Reserve $5,000,000 Continunications
Program Etnhraces Films, Tele, Radio, Radar

(Continued from Page 1)
itions. Stanley B. Adams, chief
' the Durable Goods Division of
"\ WPB, which has supervision of
5? stock rationing, has advised the
[MPP that the information request
IS been forwarded to William L.
att, vice-president of the board.
Morris Ernst, Eastern counsel for
le Society, in a letter setting forth
le Society's position said that moon picture interests in this county were happy to make any deree of sacrifice with respect to film
;ock if such sacrifice was related
I the common effort of the United
ations to win the war. Without
^parting from the premise, he
dded, the independents were disirbed at information received inicating that foreign nations, parcularly Russia, England, Austraa, India and Mexico, were request\g tens of millions of feet per quar>r.
The Society feels, Ernst said, that
; has the right to ask that there
e a full public disclosure of all facts
1 relation to each separate demand
or film stock for each foreign naion, asserting that "it should not
e sufficient in a democratic woi'ld
3 have domestic users of film stock
acrifice their business in an inernational sense on a mere fiat
tatement of a foreig-n nation that
he stock so requested is for the
urpose of war."
Continuing, Ernst said:
"We appreciate full well that the
lolicy of our nation in this paricular sector is probably not exlusively detennined by the WPB.
Ve therefore respectfully but ur:ently request that your office comiiunicate with the FEA, State De)artment and any other agencies
vhose functions impinge on allotnents to foreign nations, and that
ou impress on such other agencies
he validity of our position that the
American film industry has a basic
•ight to be informed as to all of the
acts with respect to any allotment
0 a foreign nation. Surely no obection can be leveled against such
ull disclosure as we suggest. Surey it would be no answer to indicate
hat even after such disclosui'e our
lation would have no way of policng the uses to which a foreign na-

FEmmE TOUCH
THEO ARTZ, secretary, M-C-M, Omaha.
:ENEVIEVE KOOPMAN, Film Transport, Omaha.
/IRGINIA
CZARNIK
has been named chief of
the RKO Palace usherettes, Chicago.
5ETTY
HENSLER,
manager,
Roosevelt,
Des
Moines.
GEORGIA
SHANNON,
Moines.
HELEN OAVEY,

manager,

Hlland,

manager. Uptown, Des Moines.

Des

Cleveland — Trustees of Western Reserve University have approved a $5,000,000 program for a Communications Institute of Arts and Sciences which
promises to make Cleveland the leading city in the country in this field.

OCR Rep. to Attend
WPB-Advlsory Meet

"The plan," according to Barclay Leatham, professor of dramatic art at
Western Reserve University, "is to bring together the best in education and
industry in the fields of radio, motion pictures, television, radar and related
A $2,000,000 building program has been prepared, and an endowment fund
to cover operation costs will be raised by subscription. Two television studios
fields."
are included in the plans prepared by the Austin Co., Cleveland engineering
firm.

Richey's
Son Believed
Lost in Bomber
Crash
(Continued from Page 1)
and one of the enlisted personnel
aboard the plane were recovered
shortly after the crash. Lt. Richey's
life jacket was found floating nearby.
The bomber, itself, had not been
located up to late yesterday. Young
Richey was the son of the assistant
to William F. Rodgers, vice-president and general sales manager of
Loew's, Inc., and Mrs. Naomi Munn
Richey of New Rochelle.
Lt. Richey was a student at Cornell University when he enlisted in
the Army Air Corps on Nov. 11,
1942. He was a navigator and was
stationed at Westover Field, Mass.

Hochstein Trial Now
Deferred to Sept. 16
The trial of Harry Hochstein, former Chicago morals inspector, and
sentencing of Isador Zevin, former
secretary to George E. Browne, exlATSE president, for giving false
testimony when questioned by a Federal grand jury investigating racketeering in the film industry were
postponed yesterday until Sept. 16
by Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe.

(Continued from Page 1)
proposed limit of 285 prints per feature— especially since he has had
no complaints from exhibitors about
the plan — but will probably protest
any move to knock the maximum to
a smaller number.
It has been inimored here although
no confirmation is forthcoming that
WPB plans to clamp down the print
limitation order — ^thus far not in
force according to WPB — and set the
limit at less than 285 per feature.
The proposed limit of 285 and the
cut in raw stock for this subsequentrun houses will be hit if there are
further cuts of consequence.
Green will be at the meeting as
an obseiwer and does not plan to
make any presentation himself unless
he is asked for his opinion on the
matter. If he is asked he will not
protest against a limit of 285 prints
per feature.

Maj. Vincent Hart Will
Take Censor Post Exam.
(Continued

from Page

1)

of the State Department of Education. Irwin Esmond, having reached
the age of 70, has retired on pension. Doctor Conroe is assistant
commissioner for professional education. As the post is a Civil Seiwice
one, examinations are expected to be
held shortly. Among those slated
to take the examination is Maj. Vincent Hart, recently discharged from
the Army and foiTner assistant to
Charles Pettijohn. ex-general counsel of the MPPDA.
tion actually does put our precious
After stating that the inauiry had
stock."forwarded to Vice-ChaiiTnan
been
Batt, Adams replied: "I think I may
safely say that the position you have
taken is the most reasonable one
and certainly at a time when our own
industry is being restricted because
of the shortage of material, they
have every right to know to what
extent this material is being exported or used by other countries for
other than military purposes."
The film industry's advisory board
meets at WPB headquarters in
Washington next Friday to appraise
raw ■ stock quotas established for
American producing companies for
the second quarter of the year starting April 1.

Tlie 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .
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[A THREATENSJIX SHUTDOWN
OPA

Aslis Authority to Control Admission Prices

lowles Seeks CongressionI tl
Authority
to FreezeLevels
Adnissions
at Present

OPINIONS SPLIT
OVER DUBBING

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Bureau
of THE
FILM

Seidelman
Says Big Mexican
Cities Prefer Eng. Titles

Vashington

DAILY

Washington — OPA Adminstrator Chester Bowles late
/^esterday announced

that he

las asked Congress to grant OPA
he authority to regulate theater
dmission prices.
In a letter to Chairman Robert
' Wagner of the Senate Banking
and
Currency
Committee,
Bowles reported that pix ad(Confinued on Page

10)

No Newsreel Pooling
)f S. F. Conference
Coverage of the United Nations
Conference in San Francisco on
Vpril 25 will be discussed by newseel officials today in conference
vith Archibald MacLeish, assistant
secretary of State, and Adlai Stev(Continued on Page 6)

Exhibitors and the public in Mexico are divided in their reactions
to Spanish-dubbed pictures and considerable confusion has resulted
from their introduction, according
to Joseph Seidelman, vice-president
in charge of Universal's foreign department, who returned this week
from Mexico City.
For almost every person who likes
the dubbed versions there appears
to be another who prefers the superimposed titles. Seidelman said that
an interesting reason was advanced
by the proponents of the super-im(Continued on Page 10)

Says Browne-Bioff Led to
Capone Gang Convictions
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although admitting
that the Government could "not possibly have convicted" five members
Postman Kodak Reports
of the old Capone gang of extortionists
from the pix industry without
fear Profit of $23,031,310
their testimony. Attorney General
In a consolidated statement to Francis Biddle told the House Apstockholders, covering its own
propriations Committee the Department of Justice did not make any
n-ations and those of its subsid(Continued on Page 6)
aries in the U. S., Canada, Mexico,
op(Continued on Page 10)

15,250 Theas. Pledged
For R. C. Drive Aid
With the industry prepared to
launch its 1945 Red Cross War Fund
Week tomorrow, incomplete returns,
as of 5 P.M. yesterday, showed that
15,250 theaters had pledged all-out
participation in the campaign. Leon
J. Bamberger, national campaign director, reported that the latest figures
are 1,800 ahead of the 1944 total. All
territories, Bamberger said, have
shown gains above the total of last
ear.

YOUR

RED

CROSS

Stand-by Telegram to All Locals Decries "Coercive
Method of Painters' Locals in Hollywood and Tolerant Submission to Methods by Government Agencies"
By LOU PELEGRINE FILM DAILY

lATSE Votes Charter
To MPOE Union Head

Grant of a charter to the Motion
Picture Office Employes Union here,
which is affiliated with the AFL, has
been voted by the lATSE. Details
will not be available until the return of Richard F. Walsh, lATSE
head, who was called to the Coast
yesterday by the studio strike situation. The MPOE, which had to
make a choice between affiliation
(Continued on Page 3)

OCR Promises Speedy
Flood Repair Action
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Members

Washington — Despite the widespread damage throughout the Ohio
valley area, no requests have been
received at WPB offices here for aid
in rebuilding or repair to theaters
in the area, it was learned yesterday. Every effort will be made to
(Continued on Page 6)

Pass Through Picket Lines

Detroit's License Bill
Seen Including Television
Detroit — An ordinance to license
and regulate juke boxes, panorams,
and other types of similar machines,
and apparently providing for possible regulation of television machines from the care with which it
is written, was given preliminary
approval (Continued
by the Detroit
Counon Page City
3)

WAR

FV]%D

DRIVE

STARTS

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With President Richard Walsh of the lATSE ordering
his men to pass through picket lines,
production yesterday showed a great
gain over Monday when the Set Designers Local 1421 strike started.
Shooting resumed at 20th-Fox with
five companies working. M-G-M
had three units busy; Warner Bros.,
two; RKO, four; Columbia, three;
(Continued on Page 2)

IJV 24 HOURS — ARE

Designers, Local 1421, Brotherhood
of Painters, Decorators and Paper
Hangers, and the jr
Affiliated Property Craftsmen, Lo
cal 44, lATSE,
which led to the
calling of a studio strike on Monday bypresident
Herbert
Sorrell,
of the Conference
of Studio Unions,
of which Local
1421 is a member.
Full text of the
telegram, a copy
of which was sent
to the secretary
of every
"BecauselATSEof
local, follows:

YOU

RICHARD F. WALSH

the

coercive

DAILY

Production Up Despite
lATSE

Staff Writer

Threat of a nationwide shut-down of the film industry materialized yesterday when the lATSE wired all of its locals in the
country to be prepared for a work-stoppage order in the jurisdictional dispute between Screen Set

(Continued on Page 6)

Asks 2 More Employes in
Telecommunications Div.
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Addition of two employes to the State Department's
Tele Communications
Division has
been asked of the House Appropriations, itwas revealed yesterday with
release of the hearings before that
committee. The staff now consists
(Continued on Page 10)

*'^Progress ParadCf"
Ranh

Monthly

Short

London (By Cable) — A monthly
short feature under the series title
of "Progress Parade" will be produced
by J. Arthur Rank, it was announced
yesterday. Format will be along the
lines of the American "March of
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Samuel Goldwyn Returns
From Mission to Britain
Samuel Goldwyn has completed his
mission for the Foreign Economic
Administration in Britain. Nature
of the mission has not been disclosed,
but he is preparing a report for
Leo T. Crowley, FEA chief. Goldwyn will meet with the industry
press at noon today.
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photography.
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(Continued from Page 1)
Paramount, five; Universal four and
Republic, three.
Screen Publicists Guild officials
announced its membership was observing the picket line 100 per cent.
Carpenters Union members joined
the set designers and painters in establishing picket lines.
Herbert Sorrell, president of the
Conference of Studio Unions, sent a
wire to Chairman W. Taylor of the
War Labor Board declaring Local
1421 has always abided by the rules
of WLB and had been given control
of designers, but reiterates that the
producers should comply vdth the
rulings of Thomas. Tohgue which had
given jurisdiction to 1421.
Cite "No Strike" Clause
Major producers notified officials
of the Screen Office Employes Guild
that the contract signed by SOEG
and the producers Jan. 8, 1945 contains a "no-strike" clause and demanding that Guild members return
to their studio jobs. It is estimated
that 1,600 of the Guild's 3,000 memlines. bers have been observing the picket
Representatives of the Screen Actors, Writers and Directors Guilds
held a meeting late yesterday to attempt to woi'k out an, interim settlement between Set Designers Local 1421, Prop Men's Local 44 and
the producers pending Government
action. SAG was represented by
President George Murphy, Dorothy
Tree and Alan Hale.
No Strike Warning to SAG
In response to telegraphic notification from its international president Paul Dullzell of the 4-A's directing Screen Actors Guild and its
8,000 members to live up to the
American Federation of Labor no
strike pledge and other contracts
with producers, the executive committee of SAG yesterday called a
meeting and agreed : 1. To notify
SAG members to live up to the terms
of their contracts and with the terms
of the basic agreement with producers for a three^day interim period
pending a SAG membership meeting
which is set for Friday night at
Hollywood Woman's Club. 2. To invite official representatives of both
Set Designers and Painters Local
1421 and of Local 44, lATSE, with
which 1421 is engaged in a jurisdictional dispute, to present facts and
issues involved in the current strike
at Friday's membership meeting.
Members will be called upon to determine the Guild's future course.
President George Murphy of the
Guild pointed out that the Guild's
executive committee has' no choice
pending the membership meeting but
to obey instructions of the Guild's
International and to live up to SAG's
basic agreement with the producers,
section 15 of which reads:
"The Guild agrees i that during
tenure hereof it will not call a strike
affecting motion picture production

Wednesday, March 14, 194S
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Mexican Parley Gets
Biggest Reel Coverage
most extensive newsreel coverage of any conference made to
date was reported by Jack Connolly,

corninc and Goinc

The

newsreel
wh6

head of the Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,

returned from the Inter-American conference held in Mexico City.

JOHN W. HICKS, JR., Paramount Intern*
tional president, has arrived here trom th'
Coast.
COWDIN,
chalrma 0
ot ).theCHEEVER
board, arrived
here Universal's
from four weeks
London conferences with J. Arthur Rank aiit

filmed and

CFD inofficials,
uct
England. distributors of Universal's prod

submitted to the "newsreel pool"
here, as well as South American outlets, for editing and distribution.

HUGH
OWEN
and ROBERT
CILLHAM,
Parqt
mount
executives,
returned
yesterday
from
trip to Atlanta.

Employing this newsreel material,
the CIAA will compile a four-reel
subject on the conference which will
be distributed by a company to be
announced on its completion.

ARTHUR SlLVERSTONE, special home offic.
representative, 20th-Fox foreign department
will return to London shortly.

Twenty-two

stories were

against any producers signatory
hereto and will oixler its members
to perform their contracts with producers signatory hereto even though
other persons or groups of persons
are on strike." Admittance to the
Guild's membership meeting will be
by Guild card only.
17,000 Claimed in Walkout
Although production increased yesterday, with the producers claiming
that cameras were turning on every
major lot, the union claimed that
17,000 ployes
of werethe
30,000
emout. studios'
The union
reported
that several stars refused to cross the
picket lines, including Lana Turner,
Turban Bey and Arturo de Cordova.
Stars unable to work yesterday are
reported to include Bing Crosby, Ingrid Bergman, Joan Davis, Humphrey
Bogart, Jack Haley, Barbara Stanwyck, Jeanne Grain, Dennis Morgan,
Gene Tierney, June Haver, Betty
Grable, John Payne, Dana Andrews,
Jane Wyman, Adolphe Menjou and
Pat O'Brien.
Herbert Sorrell, chairman of the
Conference of Studio Unions, who
called the strike, asserted that by
the end of the week all production
would be at end.
Unions which have joined the
Painters Union include machinists,
electricians, and carpenters. The
Screen Publicists Guild endorsed the
strike of Set Designers Local 1421.
However, pickets continue to patrol gates of the various studios and
several studios were roported to have
sent everyone home when electricians
and machinists walked out in sympathy with the set designers who
areSorrell
affiliatedcontinued
with the painters'
to ignoreunion.
the
warning by WLB Chairman George
W. Taylor that the board would not
consider the case until the strike
was ended.
Producers stated that 28 productions were in work yesterday, a gain
of 20 over Monday.

MITCHELL FRANKLIN, of the Franklin-Her
shorn circuit. St. John, N. B., is visiting Nev
York with his wife.
STEVE BROIDY, Monogram vice-president an<|
general sales manager, is due to arrive in Washington tomorrow from the Coast.
TED TODDY, head of Toddy Pictures, ha:
returned to Atlarita from a trip to New Yorl
and the Coast.
IRVING

MAAS,

20th-Fox

International vice,

president, covering
is tromatan St.operation.
Vincent's Hospital
here re,
ALLEN

ABEEL,

of the Guarantee

Trust ,Co,

New York, will arrive on the Coast today':
J. W. ALICOATE
is in Washington.
WALTER IMMEI^Iv(A>l, B & K general manahas gone to Southern 'Indiana from Chicag(
for a ger,rest.
FRANCES

DEE is here from the Coast.

of ARTHUR
International
Pictures,
is In
JEFFREY,
EasternInc.,publicity
setting

up

advance

campaigns

for

Chicag<
direct©"
"It's

Rodgers to Attend D. C.
Raw Stock Conference
Chicago — William F. Rodgers, M
G-M vice-president and general sales
manager, arrived here yesterday
from the Coast for two days of conferences with John E. Flynn, Western sales manager, here. Rodger^
plans to leave for Washington to-'
day for the raw stock meeting. William D. Kelly, head of the company's
print department, will meet Rodg-|
ers in Washington tomorrow. Both
will return to New York on Monday

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

TICKETfg^ COMPANY
MuvH. tiivici
twicr*o«r

V
X Owi**Sm??*'
*r<5ir».3.4
\^Sfj

noiAfit ■ c A. AoaoiON ioOM MM OCNANU samwnON sfiwKi

f

MRS. GERTRUDE TRACY, manager of tht
Ohio Theater, Cleveland, returns home toda;
Pleasure!"
after
several days in New York at the Loe«
offices.

52 GRAFTON
AVE.*"^^
NEWARK
4, N. J.
SALES OFFICES
IN PRINCIPAL
CENTERS
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Schaefer Will Head
Cowan Board, Sales

George J. Schaefer yesterday conilfirmed
the Film
Daily
report
of
March
2 that he had acquired
an
interest
in
two
pictures produced
by Lester Cowan
Productions
and
that
he
would
function
with
Cowan
as chairman of the board
in charge
of
world - wide sales
operations.
The
two
pictures
in
which
Schaefer
has acquired
an
interest are "Torn o r r o w The
World"
and
the
Plye fea^rnie
GEORGE J. SCHAEFER
ture, Story of
G.I.
Joe"
Both
pictures
are
United
Artists releases.
Schaefer,
chairman
Activities
Committee

of the War
and
foiTner

' president of RKO, will continue his
duties as WAC chairman.
Prior to
his association with RKO, he was
!: head of United
Artists
and Para; mount sales.
For the last two days, Schaefer
w, has been conferring with Bill Pierce,
i! studio advertising
director, on the
" national
campaign for "The
Story
of G.I. Joe."
He said he acquired
an interest in the pictures because
they were superior in entertainment,
blended with timely and significant
content.

Edward Durst Dead
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of
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Hollywood — Edward Durst, 28,
stage and screen actor, died of
pneumonia after being found seriously ill in his apartment by John
Carradine.

lUEDDinC BELLS
Jeffreys-Serena
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Hollywood — Anne Jeffreys, screen
actress, and Army Capt. Joseph Robert Serena were married here Sunday at St. Albans Liberal Catholic
Churcb.

Casanave-Brewster
Lt. j.g. Charles Louis Casanave,
Jr., USN, son of the head of Casanave-Artlee Pictures, has married
Berenice Elaine Brewster of Woodridge, N. J.

Kluge-Simpson
Chicago— Marie Kluge of M-G-M
booking department was given a
shower luncheon by Pep Club girls
at Gibby's. She will be married to
Elmer Simpson on April 7.

lATSE Votes Charter
To MPOE Union Head
East, West, and. In Between
•

•

•
THIS THAT T'OTHER: Columbia has renewed its contract with Richard Condon., for special publicity and explditiation services on major releases. . . • Tickets ior that Gertrude Merriam pre-marital party at the New Amsterdam
Roof next Wednesday
are in demand
Gert weds Howard
Emstthal, nationally knowni
cotton converter, this month. . . • Here's why that new WAC-OWI pic,
"The Enemy Strikes," designed to recruit workers for war plants, is
so vitally important: The Army figures three and a half times as much
ammunition will be expended this year as was fired in 1944. . . • Didja
know that three ex-office boys at one home office are now AAF majors?
• The Blue Network loses "On Stage Everybody" after the March 28th
broadcast, the radio show going into screen production at Universal
City. . . • Is Globe Theaters, Inc., of Boston dickering for the Draper
Hotel in Northampton, Mass? ... • Republic will learn Saturday
whether Roy Rogers will swap Trigger for a mechanized Army hoss
"The King of the Cowboys" at 33 is in 1-A, with an induction
physical set for the week-end. . . O Sealed prints of a special
V-E Community Sing are in Columbia exchanges awaiting the end of
European hostilities
Reel features patriotic songs, played and sung
by a brass band and a mixed chorus respectively, with narration by
radio's Basil Ruysdael. . . • Twentieth-Fox has acquired a hefty
slice of "Carousel," the musical version of "Lillom" which the Theater
Guild will produce
The film company,
which holds the screen
rights to the play, will have a cut of the profits from the sale of the
musical for picture purposes. . .• Joe Longo recently v^ith Loew's in
Boston has joined RKO as a field rep. under Terry Turner and will be
assigned to territory shortly
T
▼
T
9
#
#
CTJFF NOTES: What is described as a "real old fashioned
English dinner" will be tossed for the press Friday night by the Lawrence Organization on behalf of J. Arthur Rank at "21" Club
Dinner will be followed by a screening of "Colonel Blimp.". . • Reports that Columbia had bought the screen rights to "Good Night,
Ladies," current stage comedy, are denied by the producers who say
that rights are still open. . . • Happy thought for today: income
tax returns are due tomorrow. . . • Carol Brice, contralto, heard in
a recital in Toivn Hall yesterday is the wife of Neil Scott, publicist,
who contacts the Negro press for several of the majors
Yesterday's recital concluded a nation-wide tour for Miss Brice, who has
given 20 concerts in as tnany cities during the past six months. . .
• Will Yolen, Warners' director of special events, has been appointed
chairman of the Publicity Club's War Activities Committee and luill
call on the Club's membership to fill Seventh War Loan Campaign
jobs
Yolen was chairman of the Sixth War Loan Drive for the
OWI and handled War Bond campaign while in England
•

•

•

T

WE'RE AVENGING

"Utah's" Premiere

on Air

▼

▼

(Continued from Page 1)
with the lATSE or the AFL Office
Workers
International Union, is at
present designated
as Local
23169
of the AFL.
The MPOE is expected to launch
a drive for new membei-s as soon as
it receives its charter from the Alliance. Such a drive would sharpen
the rivalry between the MPOE and
the Screen
Office and Professional
Employes Guild of the CIO.
I The
MPOE
currently
represents
i some 900 white collars at Warner
! Bros., Universal, Paramount
News,
the Ace Laboratories and the Harms,
Remick and Witmark music firms.

Detroit's License Bill
Seen Including Television
(Continued from Page 1)
cil. A further hearing may be held,
but it is almost assured of passage
substantially as it stands.
Ordinance is the result of a year's
debate over projected licenses to
raise additional city revenue, in which
city theater licenses were one of
hundreds generally boosted. Fee is
$7.50 annually for each machine,
with each operator required to pay
an additional $100 annual license.
The Police Depai"trment is given
censorship power over such machines specifically, embodying full
legal power to control pictures, music, and advertising matter as well.
Censorship has been exercised in the
past, but its authority has not been
authority.
clearly tied up with the licensing

WB ffighest Paid Star
Bette Davis was the best paid
Warner Bros, employe last year, according to a report filed with the
SEC. The company handed the actress $241,083 for the fiscal year
ended Aug. 31, 1944. Also reported
were salaries of $223,333 to Barbara Stanwyck, $202,500 to Rosalind Russell and $183,652 to James
Cagney.

STORK REPORTS

PEARL HARBOR!

Scophony Tele at SMPE Meet

Atlantic Coast Section meeting
Salt Lake City— Gov. Herbert B.
Maw of Utah and Mayor Earl J. of SMPE in the Hotel Pennsylvania
Glade head the list of notables who on March 21 will feature a technical
will be heard over Mutual's Station discussion of Scophony theater teleKLO and the Intermountain network
vision equipment, with Dr. A. N.
on a broadcast from the lobby of the Rosenthal, Scophony's director of
research and development, having as
Lyric Satui^ay, when Republic's
"Utah," has its premiere. Cam- his subject "Problems of Theater
paign for opening, has been directed Television Projection Equipment,"
by Joseph Rosenfield of the Lyric, with particular reference to Scoassisted by Manager Jerry Ross.
phony methods.

A seven-and-one-half pound boy
was born last week to Mr. and Mrs.
Georg Dindas. Father is house manager of the New York Strand.
Hartford, Conn. — The Colonial,
Lenox, Lyric, Rialto, and Central,
now being operated by Warner Bros.,
will revert back to the lessors, the
Park Street Investment Co., on July
1. Warners is making plans for the
erection of post-war houses in this
area.

"Republic pix are receiving a highly gratifying press reception these days . . . F'r instance, the Hub dailies' reviewers
greeted "Earl Carroll Vanities" with huzzahs when the
musical opened at Paramount's Fenway and Paramount . . .
The Globe's Marjory Adam, the Record's Peggy Doyle, the
Herald's Elinor Hughes, the Travelers' Helen Eager and the
Post's Prunella Hall didn't stint on adjectives in their raves
. . . and biz is in keeping, the grapevine affirms."
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"Earl Carroll Vanities" is a gay, spectacular, entertaining
comedy which ought to please Republic moguls exceedingly,
as it represents one

of the most attractive musical films

which this studio ever released. The new picture at the Paramount and Fenway Theatres . . . has zest, brisk humor,
catchy melodies and funny situations, to turn it into the sort
of talkie that stops the talk from the audience. There are
no bored people at either theatre this week. Eve Arden and
Pinky Lee . . . perfect comedy

team. Constance

Moore, a

"Earl Carroll Vanities" is one of the best pictures ever turned
out by Republic and can easily take its place among the

stage star now in films, is the lovely Princess who sings most

season's most entertaining musicals. The new film, which is
having its world premiere showings at the Paramount and
Fenway, has an excellent cast . . . amusing story, accompanied by humorous dialogue, and a flock of catchy tunes.
Miss Moore never has been photographed to better ad-

of the chief numbers and sounds as good as she looks."

vantage. She is an exquisite princess. O'Keefe is pleasant
and personable hero. Miss Arden delivers her caustic lines
with her customary perfection as a night club owner and
the pal of the princess. Kruger makes a handsome Earl Carroll. Diminutive Lee is a comical, lisping comedian, a newcomer who teams up with Miss Arden with funny results.
Mowbray has a field day portraying a bibulous grand duke
who never comes out of his cups, but who saves the day for
everyone. Among the best tunes are "Endlessly," "Rock-abye Boogie" and "I've Been So Good For So Long." Joseph
Santley has directed with good taste, and he and Republic
can take a bow for a most entertaining picture."

BOSTON

TRAVELER

"As a film musical "Earl Carroll Vanities" is a nice blend
of music, production numbers, comedy and a romantic story.
Pinky Lee and Eve Arden in comedy characterizations.
Woody Herman and his gang playing new hit tunes and
the dancing and singing numbers of the show in rehearsal.
Constance Moore is the very capable actress-princess, with
Dennis O'Keefe serving as prince charming. The remainder
of the good cast boasts of such sturdy performers as Otto
Kruger, Alan Mowbray

and Stephanie Bachelor."

BOSTON

POST

THE

BOSTON

DAILY

GLOBE

"It's Turania . . . not Graustark . . . but the princess is as
fabulously beautiful and democratic, and the glorified Continental whistlestop as miraculously remote from anything
mundane.

Crests, accents, culture and mystery abound

. . .

all this and glamour-girls, too. And, all of it, by courtesy
of the steadily expanding Republic Pictures organization,
for the subject and object of our "lead"

is that studio's

prodigally produced spectacle, "Earl Carroll Vanities," now
unreeling gaily on Paramount and Fenway screens. Constance Moore, looking as lovely as she did on a local stage
some years ago in the Broadway musical, "By Jupiter," and
the tall, blonde and terrific Dennis O'Keefe are its happily
teamed co-stars. When they are not feuding up to a great
romance on the screen, that wonderfully funny glamazon.
Eve Arden; the half-pint comic from burlesque. Pinky Lee,
or Alan Mowbray,

who

blends dignity with humor

to per-

fection as a bibulous duke, and Boston's own Parkyakarkus,
are providing comedy. "Earl Carroll Vanities" has sparkle,
bounce and plenty of chuckles, as well as the handsomest,
most likeable boy-meets-girl setup your stage-and-screen
reporter has seen in months of musicals."

THE
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RECORD

"Under the title, "Earl Carroll Vanities" . . .
Republic Pictures have turned out a lively
and pleasant romantic comedy with music,
easy to look at and not hard to listen to,
either. The production itself is attractive . . .
the performances
There is humor

are brisk and pleasing.
. . . very good

looking

young ladies . . . lively music by Woody
Herman and his band. Constance Moore,
looking very fetching indeed, is the beaut
ful incognita who seems definitely at home
in a Broadway

rrrusical yet is just the sort

of decorative window

dressing a

royal

family should have, and usually doesn't.
Her role calls for considerable singing and
dancing, which she handles something more

NOW PLAYINO:
F and M Theatres-

FOX - ST. LOUIS

than competently, and she is also acquiring
a helpful gift of humor. Dennis O'Keefe is
the rough diamond, and a very likeable
one, too, making a stock role unusually
agreeable; Eve Arden has one of her wisecracking comedy parts which she tosses off
excellently; Alan

Mowbray

portrays an

Fox West Coast -

PARAMOUNT
Paramount

PALACE - JACKSONVILLE

amiable rounder; our old friend Parkyakarkus, has a good

specialty bit; and Tom

Dugan and Pinky Lee pretending to be influential bankers, offer one of the most
amusing

THE

M and P Paramount

BOSTON

-

NEW HAVEN

scenes in the picture. In short,

"Earl Carroll Vanities" ...
and entertaining show."

(De Luxe) - DENVER

Florida Theatres -

m

is a pleasant
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Walsh Planes to Coast as Strike Crisis Grows
Joseph R. Vogel, Loew's
Vice-Prexy, Accompanies
In Move to Bring Peace
(Continued from Page 1)
methods of the painters' locals
in Hollywood and the tolerant
submission to such methods by
various government agencies and
for the protection of the membership of the lATSE as a whole,
you are instructed to have the
There was no official comment
from the War Labor Board in
Washington on the alert by lATSE
President Richard F. Walsh, notifying all locals to stand by for
strike action. The Board members had not been informed of
the notice until THE FILM
DAILY brought it to their attention. It is likely that there will be
discussion of it today, with the
possibility that a wire may be sent
Walsh urging him against calling
lATSE members out.
members of
for an order
handling or
tion picture

your local stand by
to stop working on,
exhibiting any momade by West Coast

producers."
The message bore the signature
of Richard F. Walsh, president of
the Alliance.
Vogel Planes to Coast
Accompanied by Joseph R. Vogel,
Loew's vice-prexy, Walsh hurried to
the Coast by plane yesterday afternoon to participate in conferences to
terminate the strike of Conference
of Studio Unions locals.
The strike revolves around a War
Labor Boaixl ruling that designated Local 1421
a s bargaining
agent for the studio set designers
pending final decision by the National Labor Relations Board.
Walsh has taken
the stand that the
NLRB is the only
proper body to
weigh the jurisdictional claims
of the Confeii-Studio JOE VOGEL
of
ance
Unions
local and the lATSE local.
Walsh's telegram advising the
locals to stand by for a work-stoppage order is in line with a warning to producers that compliance
with the WLB ruling would compel
him to issue an order calling out all
members of the lATSE employed at
the studios.
The producers defend their failure to comply with the WLB ruling
on the ground that a serious work
stoppage would have resulted.

HOLLYWOOD
Br

No Newsreel Pooling
Of S. F. (onfereiKe

SPEAKING
HALPH

HOLLYWOOD
A
CHINESE version of RKO Radio's
'* "First Man Into Tokyo" will be the
first screen venture of Chinese Productions,

WUK
k lOEL MADISON

signed to a seven-year

director's contract by B. G. De Sylva,
takes over the directorial helm of the

Ltd., newly formed Chinese-American film latter's initial Paramount production, "The
' pic.
company, headed by Richard Loo. Com- Stork Club." De Sylva has concluded a
pany will aim to re-establish outlets in post- deal with Hal Wallis, Para.'s other unit prowar China through some 800 theaters with
ducer, to borrow Don DeFore for the roan aggregate seating capacity of 265,000.
mantic lead opposite Betty Hutton in the
Keye Luke is treasurer of the company.

OCR Promises Speedy
Flood Repair Action

s GI's
rs
Island
See
Pixltyat 30
Theate
Admira

(Continued from Page 1)
rush through any applications
which might come in, an OCR spokesman said yesterday, in order to speed
the resumption of normal screening
schedules in the war-important
flood-stricken area.
It was believed here that the major part of the damage done to theaters was simply the flooding. Repair would be primarily a matter
of cleaning away mud and debris,
and would not require WPB approval. In addition, construction
amounting to less than $200 would
not require application to WPB and
most theaters might be able to order the required cleaning and painting on their regular MRO authority,
— the device by which normal maintenance and repair is permitted
viithout specific application to WPB.
Anything involving construction or
alteration however, which goes to
more than $200 must be approved by
WPB.
Since last October all approvals
on theater construction have been
given in Washington — prior to that
month WPB regional offices were
permitted first to approve applications up to $100,000 later only up to
$10,000.
The centralization of authority
over theater building was proposed
by the Department of Justice, which
felt it would be easier to keep a
check on new theater activities by
defendants in the industry antitrust suit.
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Washington — Starlight pix at 30
theaters are provided nightly for
military personnel under Navy supervision in the Admiralty Islands,
the Navy announced yesterday, with
pix attendance greater than the population of the entire state of Delaware.
A ferry service carries the films
regularly to the several islands that
comprise this base. Rain or shine
the movies are held out-of-doors.
Screening is under the direction of
Lt. Leon B. Back, USNR, of Los
Angeles, for 10 years as a circuit
operator in Baltimore, Md.
Musical comedy rates highest
among the men at this base, accoitling to Back. With only a few
exceptions, he said, the men like war
pictures

Canal Zone Governor
Bans Theater Smoking
Panama (By Cable) — Determined
to arrest the rising incidence of fire
in the area of the Panama Canal,
Governor Joseph Mehaffey announced that a prohibition of smoking in
Canal Zone theaters would become
effective tomorrow.
Official action, which materialized
in the form of an amendment to the
Canal Zone Fire Rules and Regulations, was hastened by the recent
conflagration which destroyed the
Red Tank Clubhouse — a wooden edifice housing a theater and other
recreational facilities.

Industry Interested As Its Fighting Alumni
In Italy Battle For Freedom of Army Press!
Wireless report to the New

York Times from Rome, which aired the fact

that "Mail Call," the column of letters to the editor of the Mediterranean edition of Stars and Stripes, Army newspaper, has appeared only twice since the
issue of March 1, and that as a consequence the staff declared that freedom
of the Army daily has been seriously infringed, brought more than academic
interest to local Film Row yesterday.
To begin with. Col. Kenneth W. Clark, public relations officer at Allied
headquarters, and former public relations chief for the MPPDA, was quoted
on the matter. Secondly, industry interest was also stimulated by the fact that
M/Sgt. Dave Golding, managing editor of the Mediterranean edition, was a
member of THE FILM DAILY staff before donning khaki. Lt. Ed Hill is editor
and Sgt. William Hogan the news editor. The column "Mail Call" published
letters, many of them containing Army "gripes."

(Continued from Page 1)

enson of the State Department. S
sions will be held in New York.
Newsreel men said yesterday tha
there would be no enforced poolinii
arrangement and that each ree
would be on its own, although th
State Department would appoint
man as a co-ordinator. Problem
facing the newsreels include light
facilities.
ing, platforms and other necessar:

Says Browne-Bioff Led to
Capone Gang Convictions
(Continued from Page 1)
deal with Willie Bioff and Georg
Browne. Testimony before the Com
mittee, taken last month, was re
leased yesterday.
Biddle reported that it was hope
at the time Bioff and Browne wer
convicted
New more
York so
thatthat"the;
would talkin so:me
w
could get at some of the rest of th
An assistant to Matt Correa, wh
handled the case for the Governmeni
was able to get more informatio
from Browne and Bioff.
Biddle denied the charge of Rej
Smith of Wisconsin that he had mad
a "deal" to get Browne and Bioi
released
in return for their informa
gang."
tion.
When their parole period ex
pired, he explained, application wa
made by counsel for Browne an
Bioff to the court for a diminution o
the sentence on the grounds that the
had turned State's evidence and tha
their evidence had resulted in th
conviction of five other members o
the gang.
"The Government, when asked
did not oppose that application,
Biddle said. "They neither appliei
for it, nor did they oppose it, am
Judge Knox commuted both sen
fences to about the period whei
they would have been eligible fo
parole, if I remember.
"The case followed the ordinar;
procedure under which any man wh
turns State's evidence is considere(
favorable in determining the tota
length
of his sentence."
Appropriation
of $1,750,000 fo
the anti-trust division of the Depart
ment of Justice was asked — an in
crease of $269,400 over the budge
for the current year. Assistant At
torney General Wendell Berge was
on the stand for several hours anj
swering questions by the Congress]
mantheconcerning
specific
cases
in
Department.
There
was no'w
nc
questioning on the anti-trust cast
against the pix industry, althougl]
this is one of the cases preparatlor
of which requires additional per
sonnel.
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Red Cross Week — March 15-21
Collect At Every Show !

4

Happy box-office reports from first fifteen keyopenings: NEW YORK -CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO -ST. LOUIS -MILWAUKEE
DES MOINES - CINCINNATI - DAYTON
NEW HAVEN-ALLENTOWN-INDIANAPOLIS
BUFFALO - PinSBURGH - ALBANY and
OMAHA . . . with early openings set for
LOS ANGELESPROYIDENCE-KANSAS CITY
CLEVELAND - READING • HARRISBURG
TRENTON and a score of other first runs!

COLLECT
RED CROSS

AT

EVERY

SHOW!

WEEK— MARCH

15-21

'■'"(•^^f^'aifjii!

A superior piece of tough melodrama/^
— Bos/ey Crowther,

N. Y. Times

Stacks up with the all-time great
mystery fi\ms"
—Frank Quinn, N. Y. Daily

Mirror

Spine-tingling melodrama . . . the tougher and gorier
they make these thrillers, the —Kate
better,
it seems/'
Cameron^ N. Y. Daily News
Taut and fascinating . . . Top-notch
thriller/'
—Howard Barnes, N. Y.
''Belongs on the list of excellent
mysteries/'
—Alton Cook, N. Y.
A Wallopy

Herald-Tribune

World-Telegram

thriller . . . exciting Stuff/'-/rene Thirer, N. Y. Post

Enormously exciting . . . packed with action and taut
with suspense/'

-Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal-American

Vogue for hard-boiled melodrama
of peak in 'Murder, My

"Farewell My Lovely")

^NDER . DOUGLAS WALTON . DON DOUGLAS
'ard Dmytryk

screen Play by John Paxton
-. ..r,i*ii«i»{S®fiaisi»kL...... .

. „.«

Sweet'/'

reaches some kind

-£/7een Creelman, N. Y. Sun

•^
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Bowles Says Admissions
1Hi<

Largest Amusement Item in
Cost of Living is Film Theater Prices, Says OPA Head
(Continued from Page 1)
missions
have risen 38 '/z per
cent from June, 1941 to December of last year. He told reporters yesterday that 21 per cent
of the rise has taken place since
May, 1943, the date the "Little
Steel" formula was effected.
The present price control act does
not permit OPA to regulate theater
admissions,
and it is recalled the
matter has been discussed once or
twice at the Capitol in the past. It
was believed that OPA might have
asked for the authority last year had
it felt there was a reasonable chance
it would be voted. The present Congress, it is believed, might be more
apt to grant such authority than the
last.
Bowles said yesterday that he
felt admissions should be frozen
at their present levels at once
but that he is not certain whether a roll-back would be in order.
The question of rolling theater admissions back to their level at some
time in the past would take considerable study, he said.
It is recalled
that the general
maximum
price
regulation under which OPA
controls the prices of a number of basic
items provides for prices at the
level of May, 1942.
Bowles' Letter to Wagner
Excerpts
from Bowles' letter to
Wagner follow:
"Last week I pointed out that
there are several elements in the
cost of living which are exempt from
control under the Emergency Price
Control Act.
"I should like to draw the attention of the committee to another
group of elements, namely public
amusements, which are either specifically exempt from control, or are
not covered by the statutory definition of a commodity. Public amusements constitute an important item
in the average family's budget. From
this standpoint of the cost of living,
the largest item in this group is
motion picture admissions, which
have a weight of 1.7 per cent in the
BLS cost of living index.
"Prices for motion picture admissions have increased to an extraordinary degree above pre-war levels.
During the period from June, 1941, to
December, 1944 the increase amounted to approximately 38 ¥2* per cent,

Up 2Sy2%

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S REUIS
Greek-Red Cross Celebration

Committee at Hartford will hear
Senate Bill 625, which seeks to admit children to theaters without
adult escort when school is not in
session, and Senate Bill 216, a "group
libel" bill on March 20. Both a Senate Bill, 349, and a House Bill on
two-men-in-a-booth have been filed,
the Senate Bill set for Mar. 27 and
the House, still unscheduled.
•

Daphne Dolores Skouras, daughter of Spyros Skouras, and Nick
John Matsoukas, Skouras public relations director, will head the committee in charge of a mammoth Red
Cross benefit show, featuring screen,
radio, and stage stars, to be held
March 28 from 8:30 p.m. to 11:30
p.m. at the Skouras Academy of Music on E. 14th St. This event is part
of a week's program to be observed Mexican Co. Shoots in Texas
Brownsville, Tex. — Scenes are beby Americans of Greek extraction
to celebrate 124 years of Greek ining shot here by a Mexican film comdependence.
•
pany of Mexico's 201st fighter squadron now completing its U. S. trainConn. Bill Hearing Set
designed for distriPic isAmerica.
ing here.
bution in Latin
Hartford, Conn. — The Judiciary

Metro in Exchange Plan
For Brit.-U. S. Players
A plan for the exchange of players between M-G-M's studios in Hollywood and London has been completed under an agreement made
by Louis B. Mayer and Sir Alexander Korda. First star to go to Hollywood as a result of the plan will
be Pat Kirkwood, young English actress.
or an increase of approximately
6/10* of one per cent in the cost of
living index for the same period. In
the absence of control there is no
reason to believe that these inflated
prices will return to more reasonable
levels or that they will not increase
further.
Lacks Other Amusement Data
"We do not have data indicating
the trend of admissions to other
forms of public amusement but now
subject to price control. It is not
unlikely, however, that the trend is
the same as in the case of motion
pictures.
"In the event that Congress decides that the prices charged for admissions to motion picture theaters
and other public amusements should
be controlled, the task will probably
not involve a substantial increase in
the work load of the Office of Price
Administration. In administering
the tax law, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue keeps complete information
as to the prices charg-ed for such
admissions. This information is obtained from monthly reports filed
with the Bureau by every motion
picture theater or other like amusement enterprise in the country, and
if made available to the Office of
Price Administration, would make
comparatively simple the issuance
and enforcement of regulations controlling price for such admissions."
* Althoug-h Federal Excise taxes are included in these percentagres, more than twothirds of the increase is traceable to increases
in the prices chargred.

Eastman Kodak Reports
Year Profit of $23,031,310
(Continued from Page 1)
Cuba, Panama, and South America,
Eastman Kodak Co. today disclosed
a net profit of $23,031,310 for the
year ended Dec. 30, 1944, which span
covered 53 weeks of corporate activity. This compares with $22,270,403 net in the 52 weeks of 1943.
Income from operations during 1944,
after cost of sales and expenses,
but before provisions for estimated
income taxes, amounted to $70,735,357 as against $67,751,959 in 1943.
The 1944 net of $23,031,310 is
equal to $9.15 per share of common
stock, compared with $8.85 per common share on the 1943 net of $22,270,403.
Net sales to the Government and
other customers amounted in the
operating- 53 weeks of 1944 to $296,810.362 as against $270,933,635 in
1943. A charge of $2,500,000 has
been made against the 1944 profits
to increase the reserve for possible
inventory losses and other adjustments due to wartime operations,
the report points out. Sales to subsidiary companies not consolidated
totaled $4,665,242 in 1944, compared
with $5,043,197 in 1943, and fees received under Government contracts
were $3,276,459 in 1944 as against
$1,915,562 in 1943.
Total net sales and fees in 1944
amounted to $303,672,763, whereas
in 1943 these items were $269,044,394.
Eastman Kodak Co.'s French subsidiarv alreadv is nroducing war
materials for the Allies, the annual
report revealed. Reports from France
and Belgium indicate buildings and
equipment in satisfactory condition
but only meager information has
been received from Kodak subsidiaries in Italy and Greece. Condition
of company assets in countries still
occupied by the enemy and in the
Philippines is still unknown, the
statement to stockholders said.

Since 194
Mexico Divided Ovei
Dubbing Preferences
posed titles for their prefere; i
Dubbed versions, they argue, do i
(Continued

from Page 1

permit the listeners to hear Engli
spoken, thereby depriving them
the opportunity to learn our lang
Seidelman said that the patrons
age.
larger
cities prefer super-impos
titles, while those in the smal
communities favor the dubbed vi
sions. Until a solution can be woi
ed out to the problem, Seidelm
said that Universal would give (
hibitors in Mexico their choice
which version they wanted on ea
picture. Universal has dubbed eig
pictures, of which three have be
released.

Asks 2 More Employes in
Telecommunications Div.
(Continued from Page 1)
of 14 people, with one of the adi
tional people sought to serve as A
sistant Chief. Francis C. DeWolf
chief of the division.
Major duties of the office now d(
with the radio and wire communic
tions matters, with DeWolf a I
George Canty putting much time i
pix matters.
Very little information concerni '
the State Department's budgeta
requests for pix activities was ava
able from the committee hearii
although Assistant Secretary A
chibald MacLeish spoke in genei
terms of the importance of pix in i
forming
our own
toward world
peace.people on efi'oi
MacLeish was questioned by Rt
Karl Stegan of Nebraska concernii
the WAC production shortly to
released and featuring Secretary
State Stettinius.
"The War Activities Committee
the Motion Picture Industry," Ma
Leish said, "approached the Seci
tary of State last Fall and said thi
would like to see what they cou
do to help get the facts before t,
people. It was their proposal ai
they have generously carried it oi
"It is a motion picture made by tl
industry at their own cost, witho
any Government expense whatsoevt
and it tries to show how Dumbarti
Oaks

would work."

SEND BIRTHDAV
GREETINGS TO.
March
Charles
F. Reisner
F. L. Gates

14
Gilbert 1. Becker
Cordon Wilson

Ill

on

'•

THEY NEVER MISS
A PERFORMANCE!
Please collect
every
for
them at
performance
during the
week of
March 15-21st

i

Movies help to train our
war workers faster. . . better

Experience shows that movie-taught groups learn 25% to 30% faster,
retain 38 % more of what they are taught.
OUR first big battle of the war, the battle of production, the
fight to get out the goods, is being fought and won with
the help of industrial training films.
No finer "teaching films" were ever made . . . none ever
reached the screen so amazingly fast . . . and that's because
so many are "movie-made," turned out by movie folk recruited from every branch of the industry.
Helping the new war worker learn faster (movies save
25% to 30% of teaching time) . . . helping him learn better

_

(movie-taught groups retain 38% more of what they're
taught) . . . industrial training films have helped us to arm
ourselves in record time.

°"«°f

aseriesof
advertisemen
ts by
KODAK testifying to
the achievements of
the

movies at war

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N.Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR,

FORT LEE

INC., Distributors

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

Missouri €!onstitution Guarantees a Free Screen
(See Columns 2-3 Below)
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TEN CENTS

ADMISSIONS CONTROL SPURNED
lA Film Technicians Vote to Return to Lab Jobs

lA Electricians Ask NLRB
Certification; Walsh Denies
Bringing New Charters
iVcsf

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Arrival here
yesterday of President Richard
Walsh
of the lATSE
was
marked by action of membei-s of the
film technicians local, an lA local,
voting to return to their studio laboratory jobs, and Motion Picture Set
Electricians Local 728, also an lA
organization, filing a petition with
(Continued on Page 8)

Senate Banking and Currency Committee in Executive
Session Finds Bowles Failed to Justify Proposal But
Agrees to Hear Plea of OPA Administrator on Tuesday

OPA PROPOSAL
AROUSES EXHIBS.

By

Recall Gov't Officials Had
Once Urged Price Tilts

ANDREW

H. OLDER

Il-ashington

Goldwyn Forecasts
Drop in Pix Backlog

to OPA Administrator Chester
Bowles' proposal for a ceiling on
admission prices indicated resentment, although there appeared to be
a feeling that the OPA chief was
fully aware of the increased operating costs of theaters. Opinions were
The current backlog of pictures
expressed to the effect that after will be reduced materially in the
Bowles had studied the facts he near future, Samuel Goldwyn said
would not press for Congressional yesterday at an industry press conaction.
ference. Responsible for the reducIt also was pointed out by intion, he asserted, were the limitadustry sources that less than
tions of raw stock, increased difficultwo years ago certain GovernWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
ties of production, sharper discrimi(Continued
on
Page
5)
nation among the public and greater
Washington — Three-year total for
care in the making of pictures.
theater construction, as compiled by
Goldwyn, who had just returned
WPB from project descriptions which Six Warner French Offices
(Continued on Page 9)
were passed upon in Washington,
Open, Says Hummel
amounts to $13,040,812, it was reNew WPB Ruling
(Continued on Page 8)
Six of the eight Warners branches
in France are back in operation, with On Photo Equipment
PCC Asks lA to Take No
the other two expected to be reAction Hurting War Effort
opened shortly according to a cable- IVashiugton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
gram received by the company from
Washington — Manufacturers of reWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY Joseph S. Hummel, vice-president of
stricted photographic equipment or
Hollywood — Pointing out that all Warner's
may fill non-military orarrived in foreign
Paris. unit, who recently accessories
ders for less than $500 worth of new
branches of film industry have coFuture looks good, Hummel de- equipment or accessories after rated
operated in the war effort, PCCITO
meeting here adopted resolution urg- clares.
orders are met, without special auReporting on the condition of the
thorizations or preference ratings,
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 9)

Theater Construction
13 Million for 3 Yrs.

Spring StriUe Fever
Spreads to Britain
London (By Cable) — If Hollywood can have a studio strike, so
Britain.
Production at Merton Park studios
yesterday was held up by a strike
of technicians. Merton Park plant
embraces three sound stages. Publicity Films, Ltd., and Verity Films,
Ltd., headquarter there. Production for some time has been largely
given over to MOI shorts, propaganda
and training pix.

Mom Free Screen Precedent
New State Constitution

can

LET'S ROLL

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Flurry of excitement here concerning possible freezing or roll back of admission prices was shortlived, as
the Senate Banking and Currency Committee yesterday, in exConsensus of exhibitor reactions
ecutive session, virtually killed off

7th's Special Events,
Bob Weitman's Charge
Appointment of Robert M. Weitman. New York Paramount's managing director as national chairman
of special events for the industry's
Seventh War Loan campaign was announced yesterday by Samuel Pinan(Continued on Page 8)

IIP A RECORD

''GROSS"

FOR

Gives Guarantee
For the first time, an American
state has, through the medium of its
constitution, affirmed the freedom of
the screen and radio.
Precedent-setter is Missouri, whose
streamlined constitution, just adopted, employs this language for its
declaration concerning freedom- of
speech:
"No law shall be passed impairing
(Continued on Page 9)

THE

1945

AMERICAN

RED

the proposal.
Although OPA Administrator
Chester Bowles will be heard
next Tuesday in an attempt to
justify his request of two days
ago for OPA authority over
these prices, Chairman Robert
Wagner
Senate Committee said of
his the
colleagues
were in
(Continued on Page 91

15,}12 Houses Open
Drive for Red Cross
In 15,312 film theaters throughout
the nation, with more than 700 participating in Greater New York
alone, the motion picture industry,
under WAC auspices, launches today
its 1945 Red Cross War Fund Week.
Lasted toyear's
collections
which amount$5,501,450
are expected
to be
(Continued on Page 5)

Separate Metro Sales Unit
To Handle Foreign Pix
M-G-M-International will set up
a separate sales unit in this country
for the purpose of selling pictures
acquired from foreign countries for
distribution here, it was learned yes(Continued on Page 9)

Ranh Expands Again;
Cartoons, This Time
London (By Cable) — J. Arthur
Rank, still further expanding his industry activities, is entering the cartoon field, with David Hand heading
the new organization, it was disclosed yesterday.

CROSS

WAR

FUND
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Thrills, Songs and Romance
out of the West!

—

1/8

231/4 —

1/8

Neither the body of Lt. David
Richey, son of H. M. Richey, nor the
bomber which crashed Saturday off
Montauk Point, L. I., had been found
at a late hour last night.

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:

ROY

ROGERS

Featuringrring
sta

Marty Freeman Joins
Confidential Reports
H. L. Groves, field director for
Confidential Reports, Inc., has appointed Martin Freeman as district
manager for the Central States.
Freeman was formerly special representative for Monogram.

B & K Stockholders to Meet
Chicago^ — Annual meeting of B &
K stockholders has been set for April
10 at Chicago headquarters.

Thunderhead
SON

'

OF FLICKA

A

20th

in Technicolor!

CENTURY-FOX
PICTURE

DOORS OPEN 8:30 A.M.

VICTORIA

A Republic Picture
First N. Y. Showing

REPUBLIC
B'way Bet. 51st & 52nd Sts.

47th

&

St.

Dick Powell
Claire Trevor

"MURDER

New 20th-Fox Managers
In Chile and Ecuador
Murray Silverstone, president of
20th-Fox International yesterday announced two new appointments in
the overseas branches. Karl Knust,
manager of Ecuador, has been named
manager of Chile, while Carlos Herrera of the Mexican organization,
has been appointed Manager of
Ecuador.

THEATERS

Mary O'Hara's

GEORGEDALE
"GABBY"
EVANS HAYES
BOB NOLAN and the
SONS OF THE PIONEERS

An

15

Carl Leserman
Eddie White
Howard Higgin
Frances GrantLorraine
Eddy
Lawrence
Tierney
George
Brent

Come

UTAH!

3/8
1/2
Vb

Lt. Richey's Body Not Found

March

Haines will be joined in Chica'
by Norman H. Moray and Bill Brui
berg, arriving from Pittsburg
London (By Cable) — Dorothea where a similar district meetii
Wieck, previously reported killed in closed yesterday.
the recent Allied bombing of DresFollowing the Chicago meetir
den by D.N.B., the German official
will conduct two-day se
news agency, "is now known to be Haines
sions in Memphis, March 18-19, ai
alive" other
according
to
Transocean,
anGerman news agency.
Los Angeles, March 24-25.

B'WAY

Hal Home, 20th-Fox ad-publicity
director, yesterday announced two
promotions in the advertising department, .Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.,
1/8
moving
up
to
assistant advertising
1
Christy Wilbert, sucVz manager,ceedingand
the former as copy chief.
Vi

+
+

stated

Dorothea Wiek Not KQled

Net
Chg.

1%
1%
31/4 31/4
211/2
211/2

211/2

paid by film theaters, it was
in Parliament yesterday.

RKO's Foreign Shifts
Sending Raymon to P. R.
Changes
in RKO's
foreignby staffs
were
announced
yesterday
Phil
Reisman, vice-president in charge of
foreign distribution. Mark Raymon,
formerly of the St. Louis branch,
has been named manager in Puerto
Rico, replacing Ned S. Seckler who
has been transferred to Panama.
Fred S. Gulbransen, former manager in Panama, has been transferred to Chile, succeeding Rene Beja
who is to be given a new assignment
by Reisman.

Roy Haines, Western and Soul
em division manager for Wame:
left last night for Chicago, whe
he will conduct the first of three re
ional meetings in connection wi
the 1945 WB. sales drive at the H
tel Blackstone.

London (By Cable) — Of £33,964,000 in entertainments duty collected in England in the nine months
ended in December, £29,450,000 was

Rosenfield and Wilbert
Win 20th-Fox Promotions

;i;

1
1 78
283/4 78 8 1/4178
8% 761/2
281/4
295/8 2834
77
76 Vz
30
295/8
96
83/8
271/2
96
347/8 96
27 . 271/2
141/4
345/8 343/4
141/8
141/8
1%
'MARKET
CURB
31/4

Ben Kalmenson, WB general sales
manager, left yesterday for Toronto,
where he will conduct a meeting of
the company's Canadian sales execs.
Kalmenson was accompanied by Ed
Hinchey,^ head of the playdate department.
In addition to Ralph H. Clark,
Canadian district manager, the following branch managers will participate in the sessions: Joseph
Plottel, Toronto; Samuel Pearlman,
Calgary; Grattan Kiely, Montreal;
L. McKenzie, St. John; G. A. Matthews, Winnipeg, and E. H. Dalgleish, Vancouver. Glenn Ixeton, field
rep. for the Dominion, also will attend.

Roy Haines to Conduct
3 WB Western Meetings

£29,450,000 Taxes
Paid By Kinemas

RKO

Anne

Shirley

MY

SWEET"

Radio

Picture

A TREE GROWS
INBROOKiyN
BETTY SMITH'S

CENTURY. FC

PICTURE

.*0
I
20.H
_Iv
^^
-_ y.
CvVfT^'?^'
* CAV.
\J J\
T 7H.
Ave. & 50lh St.
, SPRINGTIME REVUE

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
50th St. and 6th Ave.

'MEET ME IN
ON

RITA HAYWORTH

VINCENT
LOPEZ

ludy GARLAND

and ORCH.

"Tonight
and• Every
Night"
JANET
BLAIR
LEE BOWMAN
A Columbia Picture in TECHNICOiOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

IN PERSON

SCREEN

Margaret O'BRIEN
WALT

DISNEY'S

'The THREE
CABALLEROS'
in TECHNICOLOR
Released
NOW

by RKO

Radio Pictures

Brandts

GLOBE

ST. LOUIS'
Paramount presents
Veronica
Sonny
LAKE
•
TUFTS
Eddie
BRACKEN
"BRING on the GIRLS"

In Person
The Ink Spot*
Elia Fitzgerald
and his Orchestra
Cootie Williams

P/i/^AMOi//yr

^"'""''
REYNOLDS «"'" '^

SAMUEL
Doors

open

GOLDWYN
presents
BOB HOPE
y^JJ
QI^

BUY

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE

Continuous
8:30 A.M.

in Technicolor
Prices
Popular
B'way & 45tli St.

WAR

BONDS

A verjf good way to repeat the

business you did on "Salute To Tiie Marines
is to play tiiis one!
1^1

I

M*G*M
SHOWMANSHIP
brings you

Rllace beery
in

THIS MAN fNAVy
with

TOM

DRAKE

JAN

• JAMES

CLAYTON

NOAH

•

GLEASON

SELENA

ROYLE

BEERY, Sr. • HENRY

O'NEILL

Story and Screen Play by Borden Chase
Based on an Idea by Commander

Herman

E. Holland, U. S. Navy (Ret.)

A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Directed by WILLIAM

A. WELLMAN

•

Picture

Produced

by SAMUEL

MARX
LITHOUSA
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OPA Arouses Exhibs.
By Price Proposal

Six Warner French Offices
THE'
Open, Says Hummel

Students Picket As
Cut Rates Go Out

(Continued from Page 1)
Ukiah, Calif.— The State Theater
Paris headquarters, Hummel said
here is being picketed by high
that except for a lew leaks caused
school students because a special
(Continued from Page 1)
by anti-aircraft splinters the offices
30-cent rate for students has been
are in good condition. Practically
ment officials had advocated inrevoked, and adult rates have been
creased admission prices as an
all records including advertising acupped to 55 cents. The students
cessories
were
destroyed.
All
raw
anti-inflationary
measure.
in relays of 12, marched in front
Abram F. Myers, Allied general stock and negatives and about half
of the theater, carrying signs proof
the
positives
in
circulation
were
.counsel, told The Film Daily that
testing against "too much dough for
jVhile his association had taken no confiscated by the Nazis. Furniture
was about 75 per cent intact. Offices
outside Paris were not molested.
According to the forthcoming
one show."
Operations have been resumed wiih
1945 edition of THE FILM DAILY
a few old pictures plus five delivered
YEAR BOOK OF MOTION PICto OWI. More than 3,000 theaters
TURES, admission prices have
are open, Hummel says, approximategone up approximately 15 per
ly the same number as before the
cent (exclusive of Federal, state
war. Paris houses are giving one
and municipal imposts I since
show daily, two on Saturday and
1941, and the average admission
three on Sunday, while suburbs have
(Continued from Page 1)
price as of today is 27.4 cents,
five shows weekly.
plus 5.6 cents tax, for an overall
topped substantially in the current
figure of 33 cents.
First French Airing of
drive, as is the 1944 total of $753,219 of New York theaters.
official position on the subject, it U. S. Pix Set for Today
was fair to assume that Allied would
During the seven-day span ending
The first of a series of fortnightly March 21, theaters nationally are
not submit to a ceiling on admissions without a corresponding regu- half-hour radio dramatizations in set to show the special Red Cross
lation of rentals.
French of U. S. films will be broadcast tonight over the national French
Myers pointed out that Bowles
Number of film theaters in the
network. The project was conceived
had recognized the "need for a
U. S., Alaska and the Virgin Isby the radio program bureau of the
ceiling on film rentals to prevent
lands participating in the indusOWI to help spread an understandsqueezing exhibitors."
try's Red Cross War Fund caming of the American way of life in
Bowles had said that the imposi- France. The idea was carried out by
paign opening today stands at
tion of movie
price ceilings would
15,312, the national campaign dinecessitate
similar
action
on the the French unit of the OWI's Los
rector's report last night disclosed.
That means all but 1,137 of the
rental fees charged for films, esti- Angeles office with the co-operation
of
the
Hollywood
Victory
Committee
theaters now open are pledged.
mating that charges
had risen 25
to 30 per cent.
Myers declined to and the major studios. Preceding
the
broadcast
the
French
people
will
make further comment until a poll
short, starring Ingrid Bergman, in
could be taken of Allied leaders.
be greeted by Darryl F. Zanuck, Mai'y addition to regular screen programs,
Placing a price ceiling on theater Pickford, Constance Bennett and Edward G. Robinson.
and ceremonies tonight in Broadway
admissions would prove unworkable
The first two films to be broadcast
and destructive to the best interests
houses will feature Red Cross tabof the public and theater owners, in will be 20th-Fox's "Heaven Can
leaux on their stages. In Queens,
the opinion of Ed Kuykendall, Wait" and Paramount's "Hold Back
on
Saturday,
theaters vdll co-operMPTOA president, who said there
ate with borough Red Cross chapters
must be established ways and means the Dawn."
of lowering theater operating costs, "Tree" Opens in Chi. Saturday
in holding an All-Star Pai'ade startChicago — "A Tree Grows in Brooking at 1:30 p.m. at Sutphin Blvd. and
including taxes, before "we can inlyn"
will
have
its
Chicago
premiere
Jamaica Ave., following which an
telligently gointo the matter of adat
B & onK's Saturday.
Loop
United
Artists All-Star Show will be given at Jamission prices."
Theater
This attempt to fix the income
maica Armory with admissions consisting of contributions to the Red
of a great industry, which would
this industry should unalterably
Cross.
be arbitrary and unfair, could
oppose
an attempt."
not be tolerated, Kuykendall said,
Samuel such
Goldwyn,
at an industry
Last night at -8:45 over CBS television station WCBW, with Wendy
press conference yesterday followadding, that "if we are to continue in business,
everyone
in
Barrie
as star, a nation-wide series
ing his return from England, expressed confidence that Congress of telecasts, arranged by Ralph B.

15,312 Houses Open
Drive for Red Cross

would not act hastily without informing itself on the soaring costs
of wartime production, costs of
which have gone up 100 per cent and
more. Bowles is a smart man, Goldwyn said, and would do nothing to
Ameche-Breen
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY hurt business.
There was some speculation in inHollywood — Catherine Ameche,
dustry circles over possibilities that
sister of Don Ameche, and James
the public may have made protests,
Breen, member of the famed Carl- not against increased prices but
son Raiders and son of production
against the lack of uniform prices.
code administrator Joseph I. Breen,
out that some thehave announced their forthcoming It wasaters pointed
did not charge the same price
marriage.
every day, but fixed a scale to eonform with the traffic. There was
Calegmon-Horowitz
some doubt, too, that prices had gone
Sam Horowitz, assistant manager up 38% per cent since June, 1941,
at Loew's Poll, Springfield, and Es- as alleged by Bowles. In most cases,
telle Calegman, assistant manager it was said that the increased Fedat Loew's Bijou, New Haven, have ei-al tax largely had accounted for
the rise in admission prices.
announced their engagement.

lUEDDinG BELLS

COminC and GOIHG
WILLIAM F. RODCERS, wife and daughter,
left Chicago
yesterday
for Washington.
terday.
JACK COHN and wife were in Chicago yes-

of

HARRY M. KALMINE, assistant general manager of Warner Theaters, is back from a tour
the Pittsburgh
zone.

MAURICE BERGMAN, Universals Eastern advertising and publicity director, and F. J. A.
McCarthy, southern and Canadian division
manager, will arrive in Montreal today in connection with the star-building program now
under way by the company.
HERMAN RCBBINS. president of National
Screen Service, has delayed his trip to the Coast
indefinitely due to Mrs. Robbins'
illness.
ALAN COURTNEY, of Principal Theaters,
Inc., Los Angeles, arrived here en route to the
Coast from a business
trip to Baltimore.
CERALDINE FITZGERALD
York from the Coast.

has arrived in New

JAMES MULVEY, vice-president of Samuel
Goldwyn,
the Coast. Inc., will leave here March 23 for
MRS. NED E. DEPINET will leave here Monday to join her husband in Los Angeles where
he is recuperating at the Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital.
STANLEY SHUFORD, Paramount advertising
manager, left yesterday for a brief Florida
vacation.
CATHERINE

ALEXANDER,

who

will be fea-

tured in the screen version of "Kss and Tell,"
will arrive here Saturday from the Coast to
assume a stage role in Harry M. Goetz's forthcoming production of "I'll Be Waiting."
BERNARD GATES, Monogram's special representative in Latin-America, has left for ea
eight-month
tour of the territory.
JACK H. SKIRBALL, UA
lere today from the Coast.

producer, will arrive

CUS W. LAMPE, E. DOUGLAS LEISHMAN,
Schine executives, and ARCH LEVINE, head of
the real estate department, were in Syracuse to
look over properties.
CHARLES E. KURTZMAN, Loew's Northeastern
division
manager, was a recent visitor to Syracuse
N. Y.
LOU BEYER has returned to his Hollywood
Theater In Syracuse, N. Y., after a month's
vacation
in Florida with Mrs. Beyer.
JULES SERKOWICH has gone from Chicago to
St. Louis on publicity tieups on "A Song to Re-

WALTER PIDGEON was in Chicago yesterday
on his way to the Coast.
S. J. GREGORY of the Alliance Circuit, Chiferences.
cago, is on the West Coast for business conmember."

PETE FANAGOS, Alliance Circuit promotion
manager, has returned to the Windy City from
Indianapolis film conferences.

Thompson
SlainPa on I'wo
Wilkes-Barre,
— S 1/c Donald
Thompson, a former employe of the

Austrian, RKO Television Corp.'s
vice-president and national chairman
of the drive, was inaugurated. Sim- t^^ Capitol was killed on Iwo Jima
ilar programs will be given over 1^^
Island, accordin
a War Deg tocation
^^ partmen
ret communi
Philadelphia, New Yoi'k, Schenec- received
by his parents here.
tady, Chicago and Hollywood tele
stations, respectively, almost daily
during the campaign.
At a rally launching the Red Cross
War Fund Drive among Paramount
employes at the home office yesterday, Arthur Mayer, RC deputy commissioner in the Pacific Ocean areas,
Detroit — Nathan Barnett, operaand former WAC official, made a
tor at the Fenkell, is the father of
stirring
for campaign's
suc- a son, Ronald Martin — his first child.
cess. Heplea
was introduced
by Adolph
Baby is also the first grandchild for
Zukor, Paramount's board chairman. Charles Barnett, operator at the
Mayer's talk highlighted an inspir- Times Square.
ing program climaxed by showing
Philadelphia — Stanley Goldberg,
of a special 16 mm. print, "To the
National
Screen Service branch manShores of Two Jima," compiled by
Paramount
News.
ager, became the father of twins.

STORK REPORTS

The Qj^/cTie^^ryiotyn^. . . .

tnat leaas to a love arrair !
Every man who nas loved ana
lost. ..every woman wno Las
yearned for one man's adoration
. . . will tnrill to tne ecstatic adventure or tnese two... wno rind
an amazing secret in a strange

RKO'S FULL PAGE
ADS TO 29,007,375
CIRCULATION!
"The Showmanship Company" backs up o
great show with full page seat-selling ads
in publications like WOMAN'S HOME
COMPANION - McCALL'S - RED BOOK COLLIER'S - LOOK - LIBERTY - WOMAN'S
DAY-TRUE STORY-FAMILY CIRCLE and the
ENTIRE FAN LIST. The ad reproduced here
appears in Liberty and three fan magazines.

COLLECT

AT EVERY SHOW!

RED CROSS WEEK — MARCH

< '

^y?^v f,' "

^

15-21

Seeing 'The Enchanted Cottage'
gives one the feeling of having
discovered some rare jewel. Only
at the widest of intervals is the
motion picture industry fortunate enough to produce a picture like this, a thing of such
moving, surpassing beauty that
its every element seems perfect.
Here is presented one of the
most touching and poignantly
beautiful love stories ever
brought to the screen, and done
so outstandingly that it is difficult not to use superlatives
concerning its every phase.
-■wmsM

—HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER

*'A natural, both as to box
entertainmen
office and
t."
—Motion Piciure
Herald
"Will play a merry tune at
the box-office."
—Variety
"One of the month's most
— Boxoffice
noteworthy screen events."
"In the top
bracket." Variety
—Hollywood
"Beats a path of its own . . .
an attraction
of some
—Motion
Picture size."
Daily
"Deeply moving . . . has
tremendous appeal for
women."
—Film Daily

"Timely . . . should prove
beneficial to box-office."
—Sbov/men's Trade Review
"Unusual love story will
—The Exhibitor

get the women's vote."

NATIONAL
PRESENTATION
IN MID-APRIL!
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May Have to Strike in Self-Protection — |Walsl
Walsh Says Purpose of
His Coast Visit is to
Solidify lATSE's Position
(Continued from Page 1)
NLRB to be certified as bargaining
agency for all studio electricians,
which would include those maintaining and operating generators, so
vital in production.
Walsh
denied
lA charters for

that he had brougrht any
studio carpenters,
painters

Paris (By Cable) — Following
refusal of their demand for a 40
per cent pay increase by the Ministry of National Economy, 1,500
employes of film theaters here
have voted to strike.
and machinists, but observers believe it
would not be surprisinff if overtures were
made to them.
International President Edward Flore.y
ordei'ed studio culinary workers, numbering1,200, to respect picket lines. Members of
SOEG voted to observe picket lines.
Pi'esident Herbert Sorrell of Conference
of Studio Unions and business agent of
striking- painters, said the international and
local representatives of the paintei-s are in
complete accord concerning the conduct of
the strike and that a telegram received
earlier Wednesday from L, P. Lindeloft,
president of the International Brotherhood
of Painters, was the result of a misunderstanding.
A producei-s' meeting behind closed doors
at the Coast Hayes office called forth picketing by union strikers.
Walsh was stated to have held conferences -with E. J. Mannix, president of the
AMPP. and with George Murphy, SAG prexy.
Walsh is quoted as having said that if the
producei's recognize the painters union as
bargaining agent for the set designers that
"we will have to move against the showing
of their pictures," adding that "we might
have to pull a strike for self-protection."
"We want pictures produced and theaters
open," he said, "and -we are going to see
that they are."
Purpose of his Coast visit, Walsh said,
was to consolidate and solidify the position
of the lATSE.
At a late hour last night the New York
offices of the lATSE said no word had been
received there from Walsh regarding a possible strike order. Nathaniel Doragoft, secretary of MPOE Local 306, stated that if
a strike order should be issued by Walsh
it would affect about 500 of New York
City's film theaters.

Studios Essential; WLB
Should End Strike: Myers
Washiiiyton.
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Washington — Asserting that he
was not acquainted with the merits
of the studio dispute and strike,
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, said yesterday that if Montgomery Ward was an essential industry, the studios were doubly so
and that the War Labor Board
should act promptly to end the strike.
"This is not the kind of business

THEATER DEALS
Chicago — The control of the Blackstone theater on 8th St. has passed
from the Izzie Slavin group, to that
of Richard Weil and associates, who
took the 1.500-seater over for investment.

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
(f.'.rt

Coast
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Hollywood — The day's studio new; roundup:
Boris Karloff has signed a new
three picture deal with Universal with "'House of Dracula" his first assignment
. . Metro has purchased "Carl and Anna," the Theater Guild production which
starred Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne and will use it as a vehicle for Greer
Garson and Robert Montgomery . . . Title will be switched to "The Great Temptation" . . . 20th-Fox will remake its 1923 John Gilbert hit, "Cameo Kirby" as
a Technicolor musical . . . Set for leads are Dana Andrews and Jeanne Crain . . .
Universal has bought screen rights to Donald Henderson Clarke's murder mystery
tale "She Meant No Harm" . . . Columbia yesterday purchased screen rights
to "The Woman in Red," Anthony Gilbert's psychological murder mystery . . .
RKO has added William Gargan to the principals in "Bells of St. Mary's" . . .
20th-Fox has purchased screen rights to Louise Baker's novel "Party Line" . . .
Daisy Neumann's new novel, "Now That April's There" will be filmed by Metro
. . Robert Walker draws the Jerome Kern role in "Till the Clouds Roll By"
. . . 20th-Fox has bought pic rights to "American Guerrilla in the Philippines"
by Ira Wolfert and Lt. L. D. Richardson . . . Metro has purchased Raymond
Chandler's murder mystery novel, "The Lady in the Lake" and plans Spring production. .

Novak, "U's" Manager
For Continental Europe
Harry Novak has been appointed
Universal's .manager for Continental Europe, with supervision over
offices in France, Luxembourg, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and
Portgual. Prior to his appointment
by Joseph H. Seidelman, president
oi' Universal-International, Novak
I'epresented Warner Bros, in South
America for 10 years and was with
Paramount in South America and
the Far East for 15 years.
that the extent to which it is called
upon by the Government to aid in
the war effort that should determine
an industry's essentiality," he said.
"By that test, the continued operation of studios and theaters should
be protected by the Government."

See Possibility of Strike
Spreading to All Canada

Toronto — Possibility of a general strike of
all organized projectionists and other skilled
workers in theaters throughout the whole
Dominion was seen yesterday in the spread
of labor trouble in Hollywood with receipt
of a warning from lATSE headquarters in
the States to stand by for a call to quit
work in a sympathy move.
Workers affected would be those in theaters where Hollywood product is on ctirrent
programs, the order indicating that union
men should refuse to handle such films.
Film exchanges in Toronto and Vancouver
would also be affected because employes
of such companies recently organized as an
affiliate of the International
Alliance.
Small rural theaters without union operators would not be affected unless express or
transport company workers also refuse to
touch Hollywood films for delivery purposes.
It is understood that a checkup was made
to ascertain what new and old British or
Soviet pictures are available to keep theaters running and quite a few could be
booked immediately but might not last long
if the strike continues over a considerable
period.
It is believed . that theaters in Winnipeg
and Brandon employing operators who are
members of One Big Union, which is opposition to APL, would play Hollywood
product
without
difficulty.

Montreal Operators Not
Expected to Join Strike

Montreal — Little likelihood is seen that
the film operators in this city belonging
to the AFL will participate in any strike
action that may be taken by the lATSE

Theater Construction
13 Million for 3 Years
(Continued from Page 1)

vealed yesterday. Of this figure
$8,162,460 was the expenditure for
new theaters, $2,738,938 for those
burnt out and $2,139,414 for alteration and reconversion. These figures
cover 479 separate construction jobs.

It is estimated that nearly 75 per cent
of the actual building was done in 1944, with
authorization extremely dilHcult to obtain
prior to the latter part of 1943.
In addition to these 479 cases, it was
estimated that about 35 small jobs were
approved in the field late in 1944 for which
no information is now available at WPB.
Present requirement is that all theater construction involving over $200 expenditure
be approved in Washington,
Outlook for construction this year is extremely black, Maurice M. Gr.een of the
Office of Civilian Requirements said yesterday. How soon the restrictions will be relaxed is entirely dependent upon how long
Germany holds out. Thus far in 1945, he
said, vei-y few approvals have gone through
with nearly all those repair authorizations.
A few low-cost theaters for Negro patronage
have been approved,
he said.

7th's Special Events,
Bob Weitman's Charge
(Continued from Page 1)

ski, national chairman. Pinanski
said that Weitman has several national events lined up which will be
outstanding.
Weitman has produced many mammoth shows for war causes and charity, staged chiefly at Madison Square
Garden, and is annually called upon
to produce the giant "Night of.
Stars" shows at the Garden.
in connection with the jurisdictional dispute
that led to the walkout of members of the
Conference of Studio Unions in Hollywood.
An AFL spokesman pointed out that the
international controlled only aibout 50 per
cent of the city's projectionists, the remaining half being distributed among two
or three independent and so-called "company unions." "There's too much division
among the operators," he said.
Projectionists affiliated with the AFL
were to decide last night on what action to
take on probable orders from the lATSE
to stop handling films from the West Coast
studios.

(owdin Sees Still
Greater Pix Draw

Wilmington, Del. — The war's ei
will bring a still greater audien(
for American films. Universal
stockholders were told at their ai
nual meeting here yesterday by
Cheever Cowdin, board chairma
who recently returned from a vis
to London.
Cowdin termed the foreign as w€
as domestic prospects of the film ii
Universal has turned over to tl
dustry
"good." cost, through tl
Army as
without
WAC, 4,122 16 mm. prints of
features and 2,655 prints of shor
for free showing to American troo]
abroad, Cowdin stated.
Directors were re-elected as fc
lows: N. J. Blumberg, Paul
Brown, D. C. Collins, J. Cheever Coa,
din, Preston Davie, William J. Ge
man, John J. O'Connor, Ottav
Prochet, Charles D. Prutzman,
Arthur Rank of London; Budd Roi
ers, Daniel M. Sheaffer, W. H. Ta;
lor, Jr., and Clifford Work.
Board at its reorganization mee
ing is expected to re-name all pre
ent officers.

PCC Asks lA to Take No
Action Hurting War Effort
(Continued from Page 1)
ing lATSE not to take any actU
which would prevent its membei
from fulfilling their obligations
furthering of the war effort. Th
refers to the threat of lA in orde
ing out theater projectionists if tl
producers yield to Set Designers L
calPCC1421's
studio strike.
also adopted a resolution protestii
the action of the Government in allowi
"Fighting Lady," which PCC maintains w
produced
by the Government
the Na'
and
the approval
of the Navy with
Department

be released by 20th-Fox. PCC maintai
it should have been released on the bloc
booking system. It points out that sevei
distributors are now bidding for "I wo Jims
a Government-made film, for the purpc
of using it as one of their regular releasi
The protest will be lodged with OV
War and Navy Departments, and these age
cies will be urged to release all Govemmei
produced pictures through O'WI and the W
Activities Committee.
PCC adopted a resolution praising
work of WAC and commending produce
distributors, affiliated and independent e
hibitors for their all-out co-operation w:
every Government agency required in
successful prosecution of the war.
President Martin Smith of Allied Sta
Ass'n and William Ainsworth, a member
Allied's board, are attending the PCC s
sions as observers.

Mass. Pix Tax Bill
May Be Withdrawn
Boston — The Senate Committ
on Taxation Tuesday reported lea
to withdraw Bill 409 which propos$1 a reel tax on all motion pictur
exhibited in Massachusetts.
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llWagner Senate Group Cold to OP A Control Plea
THEi

Executive Session Action
Virtually Dooms Proposal;
Will Hear Bowles, However

IN NEW POSTS
WALLACE C. JOHNSON,
field manager, Admiral
Corporation, Chicago.
RAY ARMSTRONG, manager, Devon, Chicago.
HARRY
BRAUN,
manager,
Essaness'
Embassy,
Chicago.
JAMES JOVAN, manager, Monroe, Chicago.
B. WILSON,
district manager, Alliance theaters,
Ottowa,
III.
KNUDSEN,

'SYLVAN
K.
Antonio,

BARRY,
Tex.

district

manager,

manager,

OWI Shorts Distribs. Name
Chicago — Paramount wall distrib(Continued from Page 1)
ute the OWI Technicolor subject,
Washington — Charles R. Denny,
from
a
Government mission to England, said that motion pictures
33-year-old general counsel of the "Atlantic Convoy," formerly titled
"Western
Approaches,"
while
ColumFCC, was nominated yesterday to be
bia will release the OWI short, shown to men in the armed forces
the seventh member of the Commis- "Harbor Goes to France."
were without equal as morale build•
ers. In talks with soldiers individsion. The Senate Interstate Comually and in groups, he found that
merce Committee will meet to con- Demonstrate Tele Receiver
there was unanimous agreement
sider the nomination tomorrow mornRCA-Victor's
new
large-screen
ing and speedy approval of Denny television receiver will be demon- among them that the screen had
done more to buoy and uplift them
for the job is expected.
strated today at the RCA building than anything else.
•
for the press, agency execs, and tele
experts. New special RCA halfCommenting
on J. projects,
Arthur Rank's
Increase Gift Film Prints
expanded
industry
Goldhour tele program will be shown.
•
wyn
said
that
Rank
was
determined
As of this week, the number of
to have British pictures played
industi-y gift prints to the armed "Dangerous" in Frisco Bow
throughout the world and that Rank
forces reached a total of 28,932 for
San Francisco — World premiere of
features and 28,267 for short sub- Charles R. Rogers' UA release, "De- was prepared to give them exploitation on a par with that of American
jects. The number of prints per piclightfully Dangerous" has been set methods. Good British pictures deture has been increased from 110 to for next Wednesday
at the United
serve American screen time, he said,
117.
Artists Theater.
for such an arrangement will work
to the benefit of the industry.
Separate Metro Sales Unit New WPB Ruling
Goldwyn suggested that the San
To Handle Foreign Pix
On Photo Equipment
Francisco United Nations conference study the record of the war
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
through films.
terday.
Foreign
product will be
A report that he and David 0.
announced yesterday. Nonsold domestically
through the reg- WPB
military orders for $500 or more ac- Selznick were planning to set up
ular key city exchanges to theaters
companied by preference rating are their own distribution company was
playing foreig-n pictures.
spiked by Goldwyn who said he was
assigned
'form WPB-1319.
involves anon amendment
to L-267.This
pleased by-RKO's distribution
rating's are not now required well
of his pictures.
Mexico City (By Air Mail) — Two forAlthoug^h
orders less than $500, only hig"h ratings
Mexican pictures acquired by M-G- assure prompt delivery. Delivery on orders
and lower for example is deM recently will be dubbed not only bearing
cases. layed asAA-4
much as 12 or 18 months in some Missouri Sets Free
in English but in French, Italian,
Screen, Radio Precedent
Russian and Portuguese, indicating
Restricted equipment includes still cameras (except aerial), motion picture cameras
that Mexican product is finding a
(except aerial gun sight), motion picture
(Continued from Page 1)
world market. First two pictures to projectors
(except 32 mm. projectors),
be "Anglicized" under the Metro still projectors and enlargers that contaiB the freedom of speech, no matter by
agreement with Clasa Films and critical materials in addition to those used what means communicated; that
in the joining of hardware.
Films Mundiales are "Maria CanRestricted accessories include camera ac- every person shall be free to say,
delaria" and "El Penon de las Anicessories. 16 mm. and 8 mm. projection write or publish, or otherwise com32 mm. reels and cans, dark
municate whatever he will on any
mas." Distribution under the plan accessories.
room and studio accessories, photographic
is expected to extend not only to the lenses
in mounts (except lenses for 32 mm. subject, being responsible for all
United States but to Canada, Eng- motion picture projectors covered by L-325),
land and Australia, and in most shutters for still cameras (other than built- abuses of that liberty."
in shutters), and photographic carrying
The phrases, "no matter by what
houses controlled by Loew's, Inc.
cases that contain critical material in addi- means communicated" and "or othertion to those used in joining hardware.
wise communicate," were employed
Previously, delivery, for non-military pur- specifically, it is understood, to cover
go into any long drawn-out hearposes of items costing $10 or less, of items both the screen and radio.
ings on the subject, and that unused in the production of other products
less it appears that there might
controlled by L-367 and of repair and reNew Missouri constitution replacement parts was unrestricted by the
be a disposition to grant OPA
places one adopted in 1875, which
order. AH other restricted photographic
the authority it requested witalso
established a precedent with its
equipment and accessories were permitted to
nesses from the industry will not
be delivered for non-military purposes only provision for home rule for cities.
on orders bearing a preference rating of
be called. Since it was virtualFilm and radio interests are exAA-5 or higher, on orders authorized on
ly unanimous among those on
form WPB-1319.
pected to press the new Missouri exhand for yesterday's meeting
ample on other states for adoption
revamping.
that the power will not be grantas their constitutions come up for
Lipskin, Spingold Aide;
ed, the IJowles appearance is actesy. tually little more than a courAlexander, Ad Manager

Nominate Denny to FCC Post

(Continued from Page 1)

agreement yesterday that Bowles
\ failed completely to justify his
/ proposal in the letter he sent
Wagner.
Sen. Charles W. Tobey, N. H.
ranking Republican, remarked that
within the month Bowles said he
felt the original reasons for refusing OPA control over the press, radio and movies were still persuasive. Major reason was one of preserving freedom of the press and
kindred agencies, with a strong feeling that granting of OPA authority
to control prices charged for various press services would impinge
upon freedom.
Wagner made it plain that although Bowles will be heard
Tuesday if he chooses to be, it
appears almost certain now that
the committee will not favorably consider any proposal to
grant OPA authority over admissions prices.
Before the executive
session it
was already
apparent
that most
Senators were cool to the proposal.
Sen. Ernest McFarland,
D., Ariz.,
long a friend of the pix industry,
said cautiously that he would have
to be shown that such control was
needed, implying that Bowles' letter of Tuesday was not convincing.
"In general," he added, "I am opn posed to extending price control beK yond its present fields unless abso; lutely essential."
F: Sen. Arthur Capper, R., Kans.,
iS (declared himself opposed but added
I that "I have a lot of confidence in
1 Bowles, and if he says it is necessary, I might be inclined to accept
his judgment."
Sen. Millikin, R., Colo., another
member of the committee, commented: "As Sam Goldwyn once said:
'Include me out.' "
Although the decision in yesterday's executive session was described
as a definite rejection of the Bowles
proposal, the invitation to Bowles to
appear next week in support of his
plan appears to indicate that the
door is not fully closed yet.
The committee did decide, however, that it was not willing to

HAROLD
III.
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Roseland,
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Rep. Gordon D. McDonough of
California remarked that he intends
to write Bowles for a fuller explanation of his reasons for desiring conti'ol over pix admissions. After all, said McDonough, "what he
is proposing is a matter of grave
concern to the large industry for
whose interests I must look out
here."

William J. McHale, now with the
Kayton-Spiero agency, rejoins Columbia on April 2 as copy chief, replacing Lawrence H. Lipskin, who
becomes assistant to N. B. Spingold,
vice-president.
Sidney G. Alexander, who has been
handling co-operative advertising
and national media for the company,
has been appointed
adv. manager.

TO THE COLORS!
*
DONALD

PROMOTED

*

F. CAMERON, former usher at Paramount Theater, Springfield, Mass., to electrician's mate, second
class.
SCT. ERICH SCHWARZ, formerly with the
DeVry Corp., Chicago, to staff sergeant
overseas.

THE WAR
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DEPARTMENT

THE ENEMY

PRESENTS

STRIKES

Ten minutes of screentime that will influence our lifetime! A vital warning to STOP complacency! America once again relaxes. This message
tells dramatically how our dreams were shattered last December by
the tragedy of the Battle of the Bulge. Newly captured German films
are seen for the first time together with amazing, thrilling footage to
grip audiences and tell them "It's not over yet!" For the sake of our
own dear ones on the battle line you MUST do your part to keep the
home-front fighting too by showing "THE ENEMY

STRIKES" now!

Produced by the Army Pictorial Service, Signal Corps

AVAILABLE FREE AT ALL UNIVERSAL

PICTURES EXCMANGBfoA

sponsored by War Activities Committee of Motion Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway, hl.Y.C-
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1944
WINNER
iorrell Warns Producers to Observe WLB Ruling
lo Work Resumption by
Strikers Without Compliice. Says CSU President

1944 ACADEMY
PRODUCTION
"Going My Way,"

\lVest
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Hollywood — President Herbert
JSorrell of the Conference of Studio
[Unions announced that because an
llATSE union has taken over certain
Iwork of his Conferences Unions, his
Imembers would not return to work
luntil the producers have abided by
[the WLB ruling which gave Set DeIsigners Local 1421 bargaining rights,
land not until the producers confer
I with his unions on "jurisdictional
Imatters which Walsh and his asso(Continued on Page 11)

Bing Crosby Outstanding
Actor of the Year, Ingrid
Bergman Among Actresses

AWARDS

(Paramount Pictures).
PERFORMANCES

IVest

Actor: Bing Crosby in "Going My Way."
(Paramount).
Actress:
Ingrid Bergman in "Gaslight."
(Metro-Goldvryn-Mayer).
Supporting actor:
Barry Fitzgerald in "Going My Way."
(Paramount).
Supporting actress:
Ethel Barrymore in "None But the Lonely Heart." (RKO).
DIBECTION
Leo McCarey

lor "Going My Way."
(PcBamount).
WRITING

— Give to the Red Cross —

OWI Pressing WPB
For More Raw Stock
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Morris

Stoloii' and Carmen

Dragon

for

Best music score of a dramatic or comedy picture:
Max Steiner for "Since
You Went Away."
(Selznick).
Best original song:
"Swinging on a Star" from "Going My Way."
(Para.),
music by James Van Heusen; lyrics by Johnny Burke.
ART

DAILY

Washington — Members of the Producers and Distributors Industry
Advisory Committee will meet with
WPB today to learn how much raw
stock they may expect for the second quarter of this year. Indications
are that the overall quantity will be
(Continued on Page 8)
— Give to the Red Cross —

15- Week Columbia Drive
Takes Montague's Name
Columbia's annual billing drive,
opening today and running for 15
weeks through June 28, will be dubbed the Montagnae 20th Anniversary
Campaign as a tribute to the company's sales chief, it was announced
yesterday.
The campaign period, it was said,
(Continued on Page ID
— Give to the Red Cross —

Three Lined Up for Marx;
Returns to Coast Apr. 1
Three new pictures are on the immediate schedule of Sam Marx, MG-M producer, now in town looking
over the new crop of plays. He
.plans to leave for Hollywood, April
1. While in town he is interviewing
(Continued on Page 10)
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DIRECTION

Black(M-G-M).
and white:
Edwin B. /
Willis and Paul Huldschinsky for "Gaslight."
Color:
Thomas Little for "W;lson,"
(20th-Fpx).
1 FILM EDITING
Barbara

McLean

E. H. Hansen

(20th-Fox).

New-

Cartoon:
"Mouse Trouble."
(M-G-M).
Frederick C. Quimby, producer.
One-reel:
"Who's Vfho In Animal Land."
(Parampunt).
Jerry Fairbanks,
producer.
Two-reel:
"I Won't Play."
(Warner Bros.). Gordon HoUingshead, producer.
THALBERG AWARD

Margaret

O'Brien

as

award— that for
the best picture
of 1944, while its

year for the same
film.

also provided Oscars for
two of its players, Bing Crosby

Way"

receiving
BINC
CROSBY
colade the
ng
for beiacthe best actor of
the year, and
Barry Fitzgerald for the best supporting
actor. Theon Paramount
win(Continued
Page 9)

Washington

Photographic effects: A. Arnold i^Gillespie, Eionald Jahrous and Warren
combe for "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo."
(M-G-M).
Sound effects:
Roger Heman for "Wilson."
(20th-Fox).
SHORT SUBJECTS

Darryl F, Zanuck for the most consistent
achievement of the yectr.
SPECIAL AWARD

Hollywood — Par am cunt's
"Going My Way" received the
Motion Picture Academy's top

Newsreels Preparing
For S. F. Conference

(2Pth-Fox).
CINEMATOGRAPHY

Black and white:
Joseph LoS^elle for "Laura."
Color:
Leon Shamroy for "Wilson."
(20t^i-Fox).
SffiCIAL EFFECTS

To

DAILY

— Give to the Red Cross —

for "Wilsonl"
(20th-Fox).
SOtJND RECORDING

for "Wilson."

By RALPH
WILK
Bureau
of THE
FILM

director, Leo McCarey, was adjudged having
''Go
in
gof My
done
the
dire c t i o n best
the

Best written screenplay:
"Going My Way."
(Paramount).
Best original screenplay,
"Wilson."
(20th Century-Fox).
Best original motion picture story:
"Going My Way."
(Paramount).
MUSIC
Best scoring of a musical picture:
"Cover Girl."
(Columbia).

Coast

and

outstanding

the outstanding child actress of the
DOCUMENTARY PRODUCTION

production

year.

Feature picture:
"Fighting Lady."
(20th-Fox and U. S. Navy).
Short subject:
"With the Marines at Tarawa."
(U. S. Marine Corps).
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Washington — Every effort will be
made to permit each of the five newsreels to shoot its own footage at the
San Francisco conference, Adlai
Stevenson, assistant to Assistant
Secretary of State Archibald MaeLeish, said yesterday. This is the
objective of those who will be in
charge of(Continued
press, radio
on Pageand
3) pix ar— Give to the Red Cross —

11 Territories Pledged
100% to Red Cross Drive
As the industry's Red Cross War
Fund campaign opened yesterday in
15,339 theaters, 11 territories, representing 2,889 houses in the U. S.
and Virgin Islands, were reported
(Continued on Page 9)
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Set Technicolor Dividend
The board of directors of Technicolor, Inc., on Wednesday declared
a dividend of 25 cents per share,
payable April 10 to stockholders of
record March 26.
— Give to the Red Cross —

WE to Pay 50c Dividend
Directors of Western Electric
have voted a dividend of 50 cents
per share on its common stock payable on March 30, to stock of record
at the close of business on Mar. 23.

Charles E. Plows Bead
Des Moines, la. — Charles E. Plows,
38, associated with the Film Transportation Co. for the last 18 years,
died at his home here.

Toronto — Frank H. Kershaw, former district manager at Vancouver,
B. C, has been promoted to the Toronto head office of Famous Players
Canadian, to supervise expansion of
the circuit's affiliated General Theatre Supply Co., to take care of expected post-war demand for equipment and supplies.
General Theati'e Supply Co., which
will continue under the management
of Peter D. Brown, Toronto, now has
branches here and at Montreal but
it is announced offices and warehouses
•will be opened at Winnipeg, St. John,
N. B., and Vancouver which are the
other key film centers of the Dominion.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Zigmond to Co-ordinate
7th's Advertising, Publicity
John Hertz, Jr., industry chairman
of publicity and advertising for the
Seventh War Loan yesterday appointed Jerry Zigmond as co-ordinator of advertising, publicity and exploitation for the drive, to be held
May 14 to June 30. At the request
of the National Committee, Paramount has granted Zigmond a leave
of absence as managing director of
the Newman Theater in Kansas City.
Zigmond, who has arrived in New
York to take up his duties, has been
public relations chairman of the Kansas City and Western Missouri area
of the WAC since its inception.

Hirliman Company Adds
Six New 16 mm. Outlets
Two franchise deals which will add
six 16 mm. exchange outlets for
International Theatrical and Television Corp. were announced yesterday. New branches are in Boston, New Haven, Portland, Me., Memphis, New Orleans and Charlotte.
Deals were made with Arthur Lockwood and Louis Gordon for the New
England area and Wells Alexander
and Russel McGee for the South.
The latter will continue • to operate
the Atlanta office, and, in addition
to setting up exchanges in Memphis, New Orleans and Charlotte,
will also take over the present Walter 0. Gutlohn office in Dallas.
George A. Hirliman, president,
plans to set up 30 branches for domestic distribution of the company's
16 mm. product. He currently is
en route to the West Coast to set
up branches in the Western areas
and to arrange for personnel and
production facilities for current and
future ITAT product.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Decision Is Reserved
On Endicott Dismissal

New York Supreme Court Justice Ernest L. Hammer yesterday
reserved decision on a .motion by
the Endicott Circuit to dismiss the
complaint filed by 20th-Fox, Paramount Pictures, Loew's and Warner
Bros, charging the defendant with
fraud and conspiracy in making reports on box-office grosses on the
plaintiffs' percentage films from
1940 to 1944. Endicott asked as an
— Give to the Red Cross —
alternative that the plaintiffs separately state and number the causes
New Hampshire Theater
of action.
Asks Clearance Relief
Counsel for the defendant argued
that, if anything, the cause involved
Charging unreasonable clearance, a violation of contract and not fraud
Bernard H. Stevens, operating the and conspiracy.
— Give to the Red Cross —
Hampton Theater, Hampton Center,
N. H., has filed a demand for arbi- Mrs Hattie Lazarus Dead;
tration in the Boston tribunal. ComFuneral Services Sunday
plaint is against 20th Century-Fox,
RKO and Warner Bros.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Hattie W.
Under existing clearance, theaters
in Newburyport, Haverhill, and Lazarus, wife of Paul N. Lazarus,
Amesbury, Mass., and Portsmouth manager of the United Artists contract department and mother of Sgt.
and Exeter, N. H., have from seven
Paul
N. Lazarus, Jr., former pubto 30 days over the Hampton. Comlicity and advertising head of the
plainant claims that with the exception of the clearance held by the company, will be held Sunday morning from the Riverside Memorial
loka Theater, Exeter, all the clearances are unreasonable and asks Chapel, 76th St. and Amsterdam
Ave. Mrs. Lazarus, 56, died after
that they be eliminated.
a long illness.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Three Gene Towne Films
Acquired by Astor Corp.

— Give to the Red Cross —

Lou Pollock to Coast
Lou Pollock, fonner head of
United Artists' advertising and publicity department and now with the
World rights to three pictures
produced by Gene Towne have been Blow agency, leaves this weekend for the Coast where he will headacquired by Astor Pictures Corp.,
President Bob Savini announced yesquarter at the agency's Hollywood
terday. The trio, formerly distrib- office. Pollock will head a new motion picture department.
uted by RKO, were "Swiss Family
— Give to the Red Cross —
Robinson," "Little Men" and "Tom N. Y. Fuel Emergency Ends
Brown's School Days."
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia yesterday
Astor is now preparing the pictures for re-issue through its declared the Winter fuel emergency
branches in the United States.
at an end.

16, 19^

corninG mi coinc
HARRY
M.
KALMINE,
sistant general
manager,
from Pittsburgh.

Warner
theaters
will arrive here tod|

SI SEADLER, M-G-M advertising manager, w|
leave for Mollywood next week.
GEORGE
DEMBOW, vice-president and gene|
sales manager of National Screen Service,
cationing at Boca Raton, Fla.
._
ROBERT RISKIN, chief of the overseas bufll
of the owl's motion picture division, is expe^l
to return here next week from Hollywood.
PHIL WILLIAMS,
March of Time's advertislJ
director, leaves over the week-end on a busing
trip to Milwaukee,
Minneapolis,
Chicago
Cleveland.
NATE B. SPINGOLD, Columbia vice-presiden
will leave here today for Florida.
GEORGE ARCHIBALD, controller for the Britil
Ministry of Information, and MAj. FRANK OWEM
of Admiral Mountbatten's staff, arrived hel
this week from London for a brief visit in coif
nection
with the completion of a film on V\
Burma campaign.
JOHNNY
FISHER,
associated
with
Superifl
Productions, will fly with a print of Lewis iMiUl
stone's recently completed war film, "A Walk I
The Sun, officials.
" to Washington to show film to Go
ernment
ALEX SCHREIBER, general manager of Asst
ciated Theaters, Detroit, has gone to Palm
Springs, Cal., for eight weeks. He will retur
via Los Angeles and iPhoenix.
OLIN CLARK, M-G-M Eastern story head, wh
planned to leave for the Coast today, has ten
tatively delayed his departure due to the strik
situation.
has

JOHN MURPHY, assistant to Joseph R. Voge
returned
from a Miami vacation.

E. C. GRAINGER, president of the Shea Circui
is now vacationing at Boca Grande, Fla.
WILLIAM GLEICHER of M-G-M sales depart
ment left yesterday for San Francisco.
ROSE KLEIN of M-G-M's home office statistic;
department
has returned from Detroit and Pitts;
burgh.
ROBERT WALKER, now appearing in person
the Capitol, is scheduled to return to Hollywooi
in three weeks.
FATSY KELLY arrives today from a vaudeviiti
tour.
SPENCER
Coast today. TRACY is due to arrive from th.
JANE WITHERS
tour.

left yesterday for a vaudevllli

JOAN BENNETT is due over the week-end fron'
the Coast.
ARCH OBOLER is slated to arrive from Holly
wood
March 29.
HARRY
NOVAK,
Continental
supervisor
fo'
Universal, will leave for Paris headquarters thi:
month
to assume supervision of France, LuxemItaly, Spain, anc
Portugal. bourg, Belgium, Switzerland,
RUTH SIMON, secretary to Dave
Fox's trade paper contact, leaves for
today on a three-week vacation.
JACK HARRIS of the Cine Guild
London,
a J. Arthur Rank company,
for
a survey.

Bader, 20thMiami Bead
Productions,
is in Toronto

LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, Paramount theaters executive, will return here today from Florida.

SEND BIRTHDAY
liRGETIES TO:
March
Conrad Nagel
Harrison
Ford
Gus Schlesinger

"Hap"
Hadley
16
Marion Byron
Clarence

Eiseman

Roger Clark
March
17
Edward
Golden
Marie Quillan
Sid Grauman
Robert W.
McCrath
Sonny Barkas
Don Dillaway
Michael
March O'Shea
18
Edward Everett Horton Betty
Compson
Robert Donat
Rosita
Moreno
Smiley
iBurnette Michael
Rood

i
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DilLY

3aily Again Treasury
Liaison for Seventli

BRIEfinG THE
DflV'S nEUIS

TWI

2i Tom W. Baily, co-ordinator of the
JHTAC's Hollywood Division, has ac■|;epted the invitation of Samuel Pinanski, chairman
of
the industry's
Seventh
War
Loan Committee,
to serve as industry consultant to
the Treasury.
Baily, who
arrive d in New
York
yesterday
from
the Coast,
.a^l ""^HMHIj^H
^^A
^^^^^^H

will remain
here
for
a weekconferfor
committee
ences before joining' the staff of
Ted
R.
Gamble,
TOM
W.
BAILY
national War Finance director at the capital.
The Coast Co-ordinator, who held
1 similar liaison position with Harry
Brandt's
Sixth War Loan CommitJtee, was loaned to WAC by the Caliaffornia Theater Council, of which he
is executive director.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Newsreels Preparing
JFor S. F. Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

rangements
at the conference,
he
i said, but added that limitations
of
space might force pooling in some
*' instances.
* Indications are that there will be
., room for the five reels to set up their

'cameras
duringHouse.
the plenary
sessions
at the Opera
At the
committee meetings at the
veterans
building, however, space is far more
'■ cramped.
Not only pix but broad"^ casters
have to share
facilitiesasinwell
thesemight
sessions.
Thus far no request for permission to make special subjects on the
conference has been received from
industry sources, although it is reported that the OWI Overseas
Branch and the Army intend to make
a full picture record of the historic
meeting.

THEATER DEALS
Chicago — Eddie Osterlag has taken
over the Lindy and will operate the
house in connection with his Star.
Sufifolk, Va — Plans for the construction of a theater catering exclusively to Negroes on a site at
363 East Washington Street were
announced by Harry Roth, district
manager of the Pitt-Roth theaters.
The new house will in no way interfere with the operation of the Carver.

Music Suit Trial Set

A Reporter Gets Around
• • • PHIL M. COULD be wrong, of course, but os he sees H
what OPA Administrator
Chester Bowles should have advocated was
a ceiling on Federal admission taxes, not box office prices
Doesn't
Br'r Bowles know that the Federal levy was jumped just 100 per cent
on April 1 last?
▼
▼
▼
• •
•
CUFF yOTES: Is David O. Selznick plotting something
really bigf
Financial circles affirm so. . . • Francis S. Harmon hosts a WAC luncheon Monday at the Astor honoring Admiral
T. S. Wilkinson, just back from the Pacific. . . • Manny Reiner,
now in Rome for the OWI, writes of lunching there with Martin
Quigley, Jr., overseas for the Hays Office. . . • Newsreel execs,
might care to know that NBC's Bill Brooks, just back from Europe,
believes that the Continent will provide plenty of hot news and big
stories for the next 10 years. . . 0 Is it news that Arnold Stoltz has
sold his theater? ... • The justly famed annual Easter program
starts next Thursday at Radio City Music Hall, with "Glory of
Easter" heading the two-part stage bill. . . 0 For the first time in its
22 years, Loew's State on Broadway is holding a pic for a third week
It's Metro's "Meet Me in St. Louis," which frreviously cleaned
up at the Astor across the way for 10 weeks. . . 0 1st Lt. Stanley F.
Hodes, AAF, son of Hal Hode, executive assistant to Jack Cohn, at
Columbia, has returned for a ?>Q-day leave following 21 months' active
service on the Western Front. . . • NBC plans to televise films of
the United Nations' Peace Conference
in Frisco next month
WNBT here within 24 hours after they're shot on the Coast
Footage will be flown to New York

from

T
T
T
• THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Benjamin Pepper, industry attorney, will serve as chairman of the theatrical division for the 1945
Appeal of The Legal Aid Society, which anticipates a marked increase
in the demands upon it from discharged veterans. . . • Alan M.
Stroock of the law firm of Stroock & Stroock & Lavan has been named
chairman of the 1945 New York campaign of the Joint Defense Appeal of
the American Jewish Committee and the Anti-Defamation League of
•

•

B'nai B'rith. . . • Edwin P. Kilroe, copyright adviser to 20th-Fox and
Movietone News, has been appointed by the State Department to the
Committee on Intellectual Property (Copyright) of the Intei-American
Bar Association, which will report at the Association's Fourth Conference in Santiago, Chile, Oct. 20-29
Kilroe will represent the MPPDA
on the Committee
At the present time, the 20th-Fox attorney is
one of the copyright specialists engaged in drafting a Pan-American
Copyright Convention which is to be ready for the Santiago Conference.
O Pic Mag. spotlights the New York Paramount's Bob Weitman with a
four-page article in its March 27 issue. . . • John Pavone, former
Universal branch manager. New Haven, and more recently a United

Trial of the suit brought by Broadcast Music, Inc., and Edward B.
Marks Corp. against Ascap for a
declaratory judgment is expected to
start next week in New York Supreme Court. The suit involves the
question of w-hether BMI owns the
performing rights to musical compositions in the Marks catalogue
written by Ascap members.

•
"Blood on Sun" Cashing In

San Francisco — "Blood On The
Sun" has been chosen by the San
Francisco Press Club to premiere
under the club's sponsorship during
the World Security Conference which
April 25. •
Gleicher to Frisco Meet

opens

William Gleicher of M-G-M's sales
department leaves for San Francisco
today to attend the meeting called by George A. Hickey, Western
district manager, at the St. Fi-ancis Hotel on Monday. From San
\ Francisco, Gleicher ■wall head for
Los Angeles, Denver and Salt Lake
City. He expects to be gone a month.

•
To Show "Tarzan" Today

RKO's "Tarzan and the Amazons,"
today.
will be given a special tradescreening in New York and Los Angeles

•
Burt Lawlor Back on Job
Bui-t Lawlor,
of Fabian's
Catskill
theater manager
has returned
to his
job, after recuperating from an appendix operation.

•
Granville Bests Meningitis

Omaha — William Granville of
Quality Theater Supply Co. here is
recovering from an attack of cerebral meningitis.

•
Yuh Can't Do That, Pard!

Austin, Tex.— The State Legislature here after being aroused by
the Arizona location filming of the
David 0. Selznick production of
"Duel in the Sun" a story of Texas,
has passed a protesting resolution.
A second resolution Avould bar Texas
showing of the film if, as and when.

•
Can't Kick Ushers in Texas

Artists' salesman there, has resigned. . . • Elissa Landi's fourth
American novel, "The Pear Tree," published by Ziff-Davis, is just out. . .
• Chicago's Henri Elman is celebrating his 36th anniversary in film
biz. . . • Lt. Tim Holt, former RKO Radio western star, is now in command of the combat crew on a B-29 and is stationed at Alamogordo,
N. M
He expects to leove for a bottle front soon. . . • Didja know
that D. W. Griffiths will receive an honorary degree from the University
of Louisville? ... • Producer Jules Levey will turn actor in his next
pic to impersonate a sheiifi
▼
T
T

San Antonio — A fine of $25 and
costs was levied here in County Court
at Law No. 1, against Tony Uribe,
who kicked an usher of the Palace
Theater. The usher had asked Uribe
to remove his feet from a seat in
the theater.

• • •
ODDS AND ENDS: Ernie Pyle's column in the WorldTelegram yesterday, spotlighting the 233 outdoor movie theaters on

Warners has set the world premiere of "The Corn is Green," for
March 29 at the Hollywood Theater
on Broadway.

(Continued on Page 8)

•
"Com is Green" Bows on 29th
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Research Council
Gives Single Plaque

OWI Pressing WPB
For More Raw Slock

West

(Continued from Page 1)
somewhat smaller than for the preS'
ent quarter, with another five to 1(
per cent reported to be the new slic«
to be taken off.
It was learned here yesterday
that the OWI request for rawi
stock has gone up for the sec- 1
end quarter, in the face of increased demands from foreign
governments
tor their official
information films to be shown
in this country. In addition, the
Treasury requires a sizeable
quantity of film for the Seventh
War Loan. It used none in the
present quarter.
OWI
about quarter,
14 million feetrequested
for the current

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The Academy Research
Council last night announced the
single award of a plaque, the Class
2 honor being bestowed upon Stephen Dunn and the RKO Radio Sound
Department for the design, and to
RCA for additional development, of
the electronic compressor-limiter.
The device is a unique variablegain amplifier, the design of which
is based on the logarithmic characteristics of hearing and their specific relationship to the reproduction of sound at theater levels. Use
of the compressor-limiter in a recording system provides automatic
control of intensity ratios whereby
the amplification and reproduction
of sound, particularly speech, is accomplished without the phenomenon
of exaggerated and unnatural volume surges. This device achieves a
volumetric sjjioothness and a general
increase in ■ intelligibility not pre^)■iouslyiobtaiii&d and is considered indispensable hy all users of variable
arqa sound systems^ ■ ; -•. \ '• ' ' ,
IThe: Research. Council' ;failect to
m^ke a Class 1 award of, ao , Aca,4emy Statuette, for those -Vaehievements ' which" have a basic - influence
iipon-the industry. The plaque, a
Glass 2 award, recognizes those
achievements which have a definite
influence upon the industry, but
merit recognition to a lesser degree
to the Class 1 award.
Ten awards in Class 3, constituting honorable mention in the report
of the Research Council, were announced. They went to:
Liinvood Dunn, Cecil Love, and the Acme
Tool Manufacturing Co. for the design and
construction of the Acme-Dunn Optical
Printer. , The latter is the first such semiautomatic, electrically controlled equipment
designed and engineered for trick optical
printing-, incorporating features previously
used with many simple and fast-operating
devices of new and radical design into a
compact, streamlined unit. This machine
exemplifies technical advancement necessary
to keep pace with the ever increasing scope
of the motion picture art.
Grover Laube and the 20th-Fox Camera
Department for the development of the Continuous Loop Projection Device. The device
is the result of several years of experimentation on this type of equipment and is the
first such device that will handle loops of
over 1,000 feet over a long period of time
without film mutilation or erratic operation.
It is simple, inexpensive, and efficient and
can be quickly installed on any standard
projector. In operation the device meets
all the requirements of the most exacting
operator for continuoxis loop projection for
re-recording
purposes.
Western Electric for the design and construction of the 1126-A Limiting Amplifier
lor Variable Density Sound Recording. The
use of the Western Electric 1126-A Limiting Amplifier provides, without distortion,
automatic and instantaneous limiting of the
sound volume in variable density recording.
Its use simplifies the recording operations,
prevents overloading of the modulator and
thus provides improved release prints.
Russell Brown, Ray Hinsdale, and Joseph
Robbins for the development and production
use of the Paramount Floating Hydraulic
Boat Rocker. The rocker is a completely
self-contained unit, without a rigid gimble
or guy lines, permitting an unhampered and
natural flow of buoyancy which contributes
to an action comparable to a ship actually
under way at sea. One of the most unique
featiires of its design is its ability to pick

(Continued

from Page 3)

the three Marianas islands made possible by the industry's gift films,
made you tnighty proud to be identified with films. . . 9 Al Steen,
who captains
THE FILM DAILY'S Red Cross
War Fund campaign
team, sat in his office yesterday checking up
"Gosh, I know that
there's still one
I haven't
signed
up," he murmured
"Well,
nothing to do but check the list"
And he did— to discover that
the staffer he hadn't yet solicited
was
you guessed
it
Al
Steen. . . • Wall St. wouldn't be surprised if "A Song to Remember" earned as much for Columbia as "It Happened One Night," the
b.o. sensation of 1934. . . • Warners' Don Carle Gillette, who once
was FILM daily's managing editor, has a corking article on "The
Prince of Pitchmen" in the April issue of Esquire. . . • Times
Square Street Scene: Red

Cross girl worker

to Arthur

Mayer, "Won't

you please give to the Red Cross?" ... 0 Is a major considering a
shorts series based on the "cases" of radio's Norman Anthony? . . .
• Just what have Marshall Field and James Warburg up their sleeves
in the guise of Cross Country Reports? ... # Reprints of Therese
Stone's article on motion picture newsreels entitled "Gathering News of
the Day," may be secured by contacting her at Loeiv's home office.

▼

•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

▼

▼

PEARL HARBOR!

Midwood Does It Again

Brcmdt,

For the third time in less than
two months, the Midwood in Brooklyn has sold over $100,000 worth
of War Bonds throug'h a tieup with
the Silver Rod Store on Avenue J
that supplies free packs of cigarets
to Bond purchasers. Buyers of $1,000 Bonds can get a full carton of
cigarets on these special Bond
nights.

Seventeen additional rooms at U.
S. Naval Hospital, St. Albans, New
York, furnished by Lodges and
Auxiliaries of the Metropolitan
Council of B'nai B'rith for the use
and enjoyment of wounded service
men, will be dedicated on Sunday.
Harry Brandt will speak at the dedication.

up its own anchorage so that it may be
floated to any desired position in the tank.
The results are an increased realism on the
screen with an ease and speed of operation
which decreases costs by reducing production time.
Gordon Jennings for the design and construction of the Paramount Nodal Point
Tripod. This tripod is so arranged that the
camera bod.v swings horizontally and vertically for panning or tilting shots on a
fixed pivot point directly at the photographic lens of the camera. This pivot coincides with the rear nodal point of the
lens. When the camera swings on this
point as a center, the entering and emerging field angles corresponding with the objects at different distances from the camera
remain conjugated to one another and the
accurate line-up of miniature and action or
background objects is preserved.
The RCA and the RKO Radio Sound Department for the design and construction of
the RKO Reverberation Chamber. This is
the first reverberation chamber specifically
designed and constructed to provide the rerecording process with realistic and effective
reverberation suitable for innumei'able pictorial situations. The chamber is constructed
of concrete blocks and is divided into two
rooms of different volumes. All interior
sxirfaces are smoothly finished and nonparallel. Great flexibility is achieved by
the use of double microphone and speaker
circuits and by a remote-controlled soundproofed door pivoted between the two rooms.
Daniel J. Bloomberg and the Republic
Sound Department for the design and development of a Multi-Interlock Selector
Switch.
This device consists of a six-pole

six-position switch for use in Selsyn Interlock systems, which eliminates the usual
cumbersome multiple patching plugs and
cable connections which prevail throughout
the industry. Eoomonies in setup time and
operation of Interlock systems are derived,
ficiency.
resulting in an increased production ef-

Dedication

Speaker

Bernard B. Brown and Joseph P. Livadary
for the design and engineering of a Separate Soloist and Chorus Recording Room.
The design of a Separate Soloist and Chorus
Room, and the engineering of associated
equipment introduces a more flexible and
economic method of scoring and permits
greater realism in the screening of vocal
numbers.
Paul Zeff, S. J. Twinins, and George
Seid ■ of the Columbia Pictures Laboratory
for the formula and for the application to
production of a Simplified Variable Area
Sound Negative Developer. In the processing
of variable density sound track negative,
the need has long been felt for a developing
formula that would insure great stability of
the solution and thereby create greater consistency in the process. This new formula,
through the elimination of certain oxidizing
agents, has accomplished the desired results.
Paul Lerpae for the design and construction of the Paramount Traveling Matte Projection and Photographing Device. The device facilitates the making and accurately
photographing of mattes, traveling mattes,
and effects. The use of such a device makes
it possible to photograph scenes which would
otherwise be impossible. Used in conjunction with a split screen, this device makes
it possible for a player, in a dual role, to
cross screen, even in front of himself.

and was granted 8,300,000 feet.
For the second quarter it requested about 21 million feet —
and
will probably
receive about
15 million
feet.
In addition at today's meeting
there will be discussion of the pro
posal by WPB that no feature b(
be permitted to go out in more thar
285 prints except in exceptional cir
cumstances. This was originall;
thought to be a definite order, bu
WPB stated last week that it is no
yet final. It has created a storm o
protest among all branches of th'
industry. Rumored move by WPI
to suggest even a smaller limit i
reported to have been abandoned ii
the face of the industry opposition
Another matter to be discussed i
the method of allocating raw stocl
to independent producers who migh
decide to apply for their own in
dividual allowance, rather than draw
ing from the quota of their distribujj
tor.

Wanger's Sister Dead
Beatrice Wanger, artist and in
structor of dancing, and sister oi
producer Walter Wanger, died las
Wednesday in the Lenox Hill Hos
pital after a long illness.

IN NEW POSTS
Louis.
JERRY BANNER,
ARTHUR
TITUS,
HAROLD
WISE,
Minneapolis.

Paramount booking manager, St
RKO salesman,
New
Paramount
booking

ark, N.
J.
EDWARD
IINDEMAN,
LESTER WALTZ,

Haven.
manager

manager, Newsreel, New

manager, Rialto, Newark, N. J

GEORGE
advertising-publicity directoi
Loew'sKRASKA,
Boston theaters.
FRENCH
BOONE,
Washington.

assistant

HAROLD
T. HENDERSON,
Washington.
ROY CRONLAND,

manager,
manager,

Capitol
Columbia

salesman, Paramount, Omaha.

BOB CORNET, shipper, 20th-Fox, Omaha.
HAROLD KLINGMAN, salesman, Columbia, Oma
ha.
LOUIS Northshore,
UDWIN,
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Chicago.

HARRY
WALLIN,
supervising
Howell, Chicago.

manager,
engineer.
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&
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Bing Crosby Top Actor, McCarey Best Director
McCarey Best Director;
Fitzgerald/ Borrymore
Best Supporting Players

Winners

at Prized 1944 Academy

^^Oscars^^

(Continued from Page 1)
ner also received three more awards
tfor the best original song, "Swinging on a Star," the best written
screenplay and the best original motion picture story. Paramount received one other award, for the best
one-reel short subject, "Who's Who
in Animal Land," bringing the total
of its awards to eight.
Ethel Barrymore was voted the
best actress in a supporting role
for her work in RKO's "None But
the Lonely Heart."
Twentieth Century-Fox received
ten mentions, six awards for "Wilson," the Irving Thalberg award for
Darryl F. Zanuck,
the best blackand-white cinematography for
"Laui'a," and for
the best feature
document ary,
"Fighting Lady,"
sharing the honor
with the U. S.
Navy.
Metro received
five mentions, including the Oscarette for Margaret
O'Brien as the
outstanding child
actress of the
McCAREY
year, although
she also appeared in other productions, and the statuette for Ingrid
Bergman as best actress of the year
for her role in "Gaslight." Special
photographic effects award went to
its "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"
and it captured the award for the
best cartoon of the year for "Mouse
Trouble."
Hope Master of Ceremonies
Presentation of the awards took
place at Grauman's Chinese Theater.
Its seating capacity of 2,200 could
not accommodate the crowds, many
members of the Academy being unable to get in. Outside the theater
was a crowd estimated at 5,000,
gathered to see the notables of the
film world. Walter Wanger, president of the Academy, presided and
introduced Bob Hope who made an
ingratiating master of ceremonies
and announced the majority of the
awards.
David 0. Selznick's "Since You
Went Away," won the best music
score for a dramatic or comedy picture, the award going to Max Steiner for his scoring. Columbia's "Cover Girl" was voted as having the
best scoring for a musical, the award
going to Morris Stoloff and Carmen
Dragon.

"Laura," which Otto Premin
an
directed for 20th-Fox, capturesger
Oscar for the best black and white
photography; the award for the best

INGRID

BERGMAN

BARRY

FITZGERALD

color cinematography going to the
"Wilson."
same company's
"Going My Way" was the top pic
in The Film Daily's "Ten Best Pictures" of 1944 and also headed the
"Famous
Fives"
outstanding
screen plays of
the year, as well
as awards from
other publications
and organizations.
Bing Crosby
headed the list of
best performances
by .male stars in
the ''Famous
Five s," while
Leo McCarey, director of the film
headed the list
for best direction
F. ZANUCK
in the "Famous DARRYL
Fives." Ingrid
Bergman was second in that
gory's
performances by a film
actress. best
Miss Bergman is the fourth
cateplayer under contract to Selznick to
win the best actress performance
role in the 16 years of the Academy's
history — the others being Jennifer
Jones, Vivien Leigh and Joan Fontaine. Selznick's "Since You Went
Away" was third in The Film Daily's
list of "Ten Best" pix of 1944, while
M-G-M's
that
list. "Gaslight" was seventh in
Presenters of the Oscars
Presentation of awards were made
by the following: Hal B. Wallis for
the best picture award; Norma
Shearer for the Thalberg award;
Hugo Butler that for the best writer;
Michael Curtiz for the best director; Gary Cooper for the best actor;
Jennifer Jones for the best actress;
Charles Coburn for the best supporting actor, and Teresa Wright
for the best supporting actress.
Leo McCarey once before appeared
in the Academy's awards for the
best direction of the year — in "The
Awful Truth" in 1936-37. Roger
Heman, winner of this year's special
sound effects in "Wilson," was also
the special effects winner in 1942-43
for "Crash Dive," and Leon Shamroy, winner of this year's best color
cinematography, won an Oscar for
the best color photography in 1941-42
for "The Black Swan."

HENRY

KING

DAVID

O.

SELZNICK

11 Territories Pledged
100% to Red Cross Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
100 per cent pledged, while in 22 additional territories, more than 90
per cent of the stands had signed on
the dotted line.
Of the latter, Leon J. Bamberger,
national campaign director, said six
were almost certain to hit the 100

ARTHUR

HORNBLOW

OTTO

PREMINGER

Canadian Odeon Architect
Returns from U. K. Survey
Toronto — Jay I. English, chief architect of Odeon Theaters of Canada, is expected in Toronto Monday
following a lengthy stay in England
where he inspected many theaters
and various items of equipment,
chiefly among J. Arthur Rank's array of British companies, in a survey which can be called a prelude to
the post-war expansion
the Nathanson-Rank
chain in theofDominion.

per cent mark by today. Areas include New York, Maryland, Chicago,
Current advices from England
Philadelphia, Memphis and New Or- through another channel indicate a
leans.
shortage of both theater and studio
Twenty-five theaters in the terri- equipment there and the prospect
tory of Puerto Rico are charging ex- that much replacements would have
tra admissions throughout the Drive to be bought from the United States
permit of the British Board
with the differential in price being under
of Trade.
donated to the Red Cross, it was
There is no word in Toronto, other
learned through Robert 0. Schoham
of San Juan, exchange area chair- than casual comment from J. Arthur Rank and other sources in Engman.
land, as to whether Canadian Odeon
June Havoc will head the cast of
50 or 100 in the Dominthe All Star Show tomorrow at 2:30 will ionbuild
after the war. Nor is there any
p.m. in the Jamaica Armory, under
clue regarding the number of sites
sponsorship of Central Chapter of actually
bought by Odeon across
the Queens Red Cross and the Queens Canada for future use. A few have
Motion Picture WAC. Lefty Go- been disclosed more or less inadmez, Al Schacht, Helen Kane, Dan
vertently through publication of real
Healy, Bob Howard, Arthur Boran estate transactions.
— Give to the Red Cross —
and the entire Jamaica Theater's
stage show will participate. Con- NSS Cincinnati Office
tributions to Red Cross will comprise admissions. Prior to the show Will Service Trailers
the annual Red Cross Parade will
Cleveland— Nat Barach, NSS lobe
held, 1,000
at 1:30volunteer
p.m., with War
the show's
stars,
Fund
cal branch manager, states that efcanvassers, 35 pieces of mobile Red
fective March 25 all towns located
Cross equipment, and the bands of in the Cleveland-Cincinnati border
St. Catherine of Sienna and St. Pas- area will get their trailer and accal's schools in the line of march.
cessory service out of Cincinnati.
James A. Burke, Borough President Arthur Manheim is manager of the
of Queens, and Fred Brunelle, chair- Cincy branch which heretofore has
man of the Queens Motion Picture confined its service to accessories.
WAC,
be among the parade's
Grand will
Marshals.

Two Red Cross Citations
Presented at WB Rally
Two citations honoring blood donors, one to Warners and the other
to the Office Employes Union, were
presented by the Red Cross at the
Rally in behalf of the 1945 drive
held yesterday in the Warner Club
Rooms.
Presentation was made by

Mrs. J. Watson
Webb
of the Red
Cross.
Other speakers included Sgt. Robert Smith, USMC, Margaret Hammerstein, former Broadway actress
just back from overseas service as
a Red Cross worker; Ralph W. Budd,
WB personnel director; Martin F.
Bennett, president of the Warner
Club, and Leo Haas, representing the
union.
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Only 8 States Make
Final Dimes Report
An urgent plea for exhibitors to
lose no more time in making their
final accountings on March of Dimes
collections to their state chaii'men
is being made by Walter Vincent,
treasurer, and Nicholas M. Schenck,
chairman, of the industry's drive.
It was revealed yesterday that only
eight states had rendered complete
reports on their 1945 collections. The
committee men said that a "tremendous job has been done; let's not
spoil it by delaying our reports too
long."
The eight completed reports show
a total increase of almost $150,000
over the 1944 collections in the same
areas.
West Virginia yesterday reported
'last year,
a$40,455,
jump ofagainst
81 per $22,349
cent. North
California's $122,080, just reported, is
27 per centhas
above
last the
year's
total.
Louisiana
shown
smallest
increase so far, only 1 per cent, with
$77,597. Arizona is highest with a
92 per cent jump to $20,859. Alabama reports $55,723, an increase
of 9 per cent over last year. North
Carolina, with $90,852 is up 67 per
cent. Florida, with $111,996, is up
42 per cent; South Carolina, with
$32,055, is up 47 per cent.
The national committee is also urging exhibitors to return the Greer
Garson trailer to National Screen
exchanges so that the old film may
be sold for salvage.
—

Give to the Red Cross —

WB Southern Sales Meet in
Memphis Sunday, Monday
Memphis — ^Warners branch managers for six Southeastern and Southwestern exchange districts will participate in a sales conference to be
conducted by Roy Haines, Southern
and Western division sales manager,
on Sunday and Monday at the Hotel
Peabody here.
Ralph McCoy, Southeastern district manager, and Doak Roberts,
Southwestern district manager, will
head their respective delegations.
Norman H. Moray, captain of Warner's 1945 sales drive, and Bill Brumberg, head of the field exploitation
staff will speak.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

CAPT. ROBERT COHN, AAF, photographer-gunner
with the Sixth Combat Camera unit, 13th
Bomber Command, with the DFC in the P. I.
Capt. Cohn already held the Air Medal and
Oak Leaf Cluster.
ERNEST VAN WEY, son of Glen Van Wey, owner
of the Sun Theater, Gothenburg, Neb.,
received the Purple Heart following Injuries
he received in the South Pacific area.

*

PROMOTED

*

1ST LT. ROBERT COHN, son of Jack Cohn, Columbia vice-president, to captain in the
P. I.

TIffil

Dailies Rap Bowles

BOOK RGVIEUI

"MISS DILLY SAYS NO." By The
tS
dore Pratt. 214 Pages. Duell, Sloane
Peabody.
Price, $2.50.
Although the setting of this stoi
is a film studio, there is no gre
lampooning of Hollywood aside fro
the lengths a company allege|
"So we are going to have inftation in movies. People with more money than they
know wliat to do with — as we understand the situation — will dash from movie house
goes to acquire the rights to a &ti
to movie house paying inflated prices of admission."
property. Book is a light and som
Jack Lait, editor of Hearst's Daily Mirror, turned the heat on Bowles what satirical tome with a go(
uhder the editorial caption, "Let Theaters Alone," writing in part:
sprinkling of laughs.
"Hollywood has been the patsy for every chiseling tax and restrictive regulation
Miss Dilly is the secretary to
that the bright boys in Washington
could conceive.
"The war has closed vast foreign markets for pictures.
Mr. Gladstone, production head
"Though the industry has come through phenomenally for every patriotic cause —
Superior Pictures, and her salary
mone.v and morale — it has been harassed by anti-trust suits, adverse labor rulings,
$37.50 a week. Her ambition in li:
limitations on suppl.v, irresponsible Congressional 'investigations,' tremendous wartime
Government demands, with no manpower, travel or shipping privileges.
is to be raised to $40. In her spa;
"The cost of production naturally has multiplied. Only part of the added outlay
time she has written a book titlt
is reflected in the slightly advanced admission prices. Here, in New York City, where
we get the cream of the output, we cannot believe that the public, which so eagerly
"Hollywood Diary" which becomi
patronizes our theaters, agrees with .Administrator Bowles that the increase has
a best seller. Her studio, which
been 'extraordinary.'
bidding heavily for the screen right
"This is being- written by the editor of the Mirror. Through the editor's desk
is unaware of the fact that Mi;
funnel the com|>lauits of cranks and crackpots as well as sensibly indignant persons.
Gripes of almost every nature, some of them preposterous, many of them well
Dilly is the authoress. When ttj
grounded, are written to the editor of every large metropolitan newspaper.
truth is learned, she receives fabi
"This editor does not recall one squaAvk about theater admission prices.
lous offers but she refuses to sel
"Our playhouses are taxed without merc.v. By their very nature, they require
In other words. Miss Dilly says n
the best realty locations. They must be well heated in the Winter and well cooled
in the Summer. They are overburdened with make-work unionism. Film rentals and
She sticks to her job, raised to $4'
costs of other shows are continually rising. The American demand for approach to
despite the fact that the royalti(j
perfection, which is a healthy manifestation of our character, grows as it feeds on
from her book keep pouring in. H(
splendid product, superbly acted, mounted and presented.
spinsterhood is brought to an en
"Yet, Administrator Bowles feels that he should get his clumsy hand into this
finely adjusted, intricate and intensively specialized combination of art and industry,
when
she marries Mr. Horatio,
so that it can be dislocated aiul disjointed, as many other and far more simple busimember of the board of director
nesses have been, by inexpert Meddlers whose only qualifications for assuming such
who has been seeking to buy tl:
tasks are their New Deal voting and promoting records,
"Theaters are not bread, nor are they coal, nor are the.v water. They are luxuries —
screen rights to her book. SI
wholesome, precious luxuries. The natural law of supply and demand can be trusted
finally closes the deal for $100,0C
to regulate the prices of luxuries.
And in this instance we suggest it would be wise for even the Administration
to
but it is agreed that the book wi
never be made into a picture. Sh
let one natural law alone."
ends up by marrying Horatio
The behind-the-scenes sequencfj
Advanced Tele Receiver
Three Lined Up for Marx;
are not overly done and yet are nc,
too accurately portrayed. No gres
Is Demonstrated by RCA
Returns to Coast Apr. 1
insight on motion picture productioj
(Continued from Page 1)
A glimpse into the future of home will be obtained, but the reader
several writers and is interested in television was offered yesterday in assured of moderate fun from ill
— Give
S. to the Red Cross —
having Jan Struther, author of "Mrs. a demonstration by the RCA Victor pages.— A.
Miniver," and A. J. Cronin, promi- Division of RCA for the press in Schoeps Reported Missing
Chicago — Lt. Joseph Schoeps, so
ent British novelist, do the screen- Radio City. With the co-operation
play for at least one of the trio he of NBC, an advanced development of Ernest Schopes of Mills Indui
model tele receiver reproducing pic- tries,
Germany.
has lined up.
reported missing in action ove'
tures brighter, clearer and five times
With "Heaven on a Picket Fence" larger than were obtainable on prewar sets was used to present a proamong the three planned for imgram of live talent and films. A new
mediate production, Marx states the
picture will be made in five different type of screen, made of surfacetreated plastic, measured 16 by 21 1/3
episodes with a prominent star cast inches
and it was explained sets of
for each individual chapter. This the type demonstrated would not go
Gregory-Papas
is an original story by Lt. John into production until wartime reChicago — S. J. Gregory of the A
Wilschke. Another film will be based
strictions on manpower and mate- liance Theater circuit, announces
rials were removed.
the marriage of his daughter. Cor
on Clements Ripley's magazine
Because of the clarity of the pic- stance, to Lt. Sparo Papas of Wi
story, "A Lady Comes to Town."
tures, the demonstration was re- mette.
The third. will be "Now That April's
garded as an "eye opener" in that
There," a novel by Daisy Newman, the observer
could see practically
soon to be published.
no difference between the images H-'cst Coast Joy-Westermark
Bureau of THE FILM BAIL
"This Man's Navy." produced by on the tele screen and those on a
Hollywood — Leatrice Joy, forme
Marx with Wallace Beery as star,
motion picture screen. Frank Fol- screen actress, and Arthur Kei
onens at Loew's State on March 29. som,
vice-president of RCA Victor, Westermark, electrical enginee
"Son of Lassie," a sequel to "Lassie said that the company expected to were married in Mexico City las
Come Home," also has been made in make large-screen receivers availweek, it was learned here yesterda;
Technicolor, a print of which is exable within about one year after
pected here in three weeks.
Fowler-Gewinner
civilian production was resumed.
Console
models
will
cost
approxiMacon,
Ga. — Holt Gewinner, Jr
Wade J. Verweire Dead
mately $395, with one table model manager of the Ritz, was recentl
married to Billie Louise Fowler £
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Wade John priced at about $150.
The program included a newsreel the parsonag'e of the Vineville Baj
Verweire, 52, who played in various
theater pit orchestras, including the and the landing of U. S. troops on tist church, the Rev. J. Ellis Sam
Corregidor, followed by live talent. mons officiating.
Temple and Palace, is dead.
Two New York dailies yesterday editorially assailed the proposal of
OPA Administrator Chester Bowles that Congress enact admission price
control legislation.
The Wall Street Journal, observing that "the price administrator thinks
that movies are a source of potential inflation" and that Congress doesn't
see it that way, commented dryly thiswise:
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{Warns Producers to

-k Rcvieuis Of Tiae neiu Fiims ir

de by WLB Ruling
'^bi
biates in the studios are constantly

"Tonight and Every

, provoking."
^ SDG, SWG Urge Return to Work
Screen Directors Guild and Screen

with Rita Hayworth
Columbia
92 Mins.
EYE-FLATTERING TECHNICOLOR MUSICAL ROMANCE SHOULD GIVE STRONG
ACCOUNTING.
Handsomely produced by Victor Saville

(Continued from Page

1)

J["*iters
issued thata joint
stateII
_lit to Guild
the effect
the studio
ISkers should return to work im,'/nediately and observe the WLB orler to continue
working
pendingfinal decision on the dispute.
The
statement declares neither producsrs, set designers
local 1421
or
''[ATSE unions blameless.
Screen Actors Guild refused to
'I'ioin in the statement, but announced
"that its board of directors adopted
*l resolution calling on SAG mem'oers to observe their "no strike"
j;?'lause in their agreement with the
jOroducers and to continue to pass
^ ;hrough the picket lines. However,
i,he board will abide by the final de*;ision to be made by the Guild's 8,,y)00 members who will vote on
• vhether to observe pickets line or

'»10t.

3' Although it usually takes NLRB
^"■.wo weeks to start processing a pe:ition, a process petition
of Set
'p Electricians Union Local 728 to take
)ver all types of electrical work in
;he studios has been started.
No
. vord was received yesterday
from
'^^LB CulinaryWorkers
in Washington.
Return
Between
600 and
700 culinary
vorkers were ordered back to work
%y the international president of the
lulinary workers.
He sent a wire
*fto John M. Sargent, business agent,
escinding orders to observe picket
ines.
Although Film Technicians Local
83 voted to return to work at the
tudios, calling the strike a wildcat
;()|)ne, with nothing to do with wages
)r hours, the strike continues, with
>oth sides standing pat. The techlicians represent 900 of the 17,000
.vorkers on strike.
Technicians
began
returning
to
S;heir jobs in the laboratories yeserd^y morning and started developng the exposed film shot during the
)revious three days of the strike.
Sorrell continued
to make
light
if the threat by Richard F. Walsh,
lead of the lATSE, to call a strike
igainst the showing of films in theiters if the producers
recognized
he Painters Union as the bargainng unit for the screen set designers.
jorrell asserted the producers could
ijmd the strike in five minutes by
ibeying the WLB
award, and that
(eiiifter that they could appeal to any
igency they wish even the U. S. Suaihreme Court, and that he would
iljyibide by the final decision.

Montreal Projectionists
Reject Strike Extension
Montreal — Montreal projectionists
it a closed meeting Wednesday night
liscussed the Hollywood strike and
lecided that it was "a local matter"
ind should not result in an extension
)f the walkout to Canada.

Night"

in Technicolor, 'Tonight and Every Night"
is a satisfying musical romance in which
Rita Hayworth has ample opportunity to
exercise every facet of her talent. The
film presents its story so divertingly and
in such attractive trappings that the familiarity of it all will prove practically no handicap to the enjoyment of the production.
The picture works out the backstage
formula in an atmosphere of wartime. The
action transpires mostly in a London theater which prides itself on never having
missed a show despite the blitz. The film
makes much of the show-must-go-on spirit.
The romance is between Miss Hayworth,
an American who is star of the show, and
Lee Bowman, an RAF officer. There are
the usual misunderstandings and the joys
and pains that accompany love-making on
the screen. Whatever doubts Miss Hayworth may have about the man she loves,
are completely dispelled before the footage
has run out. There is a moment of tragedy

1^ SHORTS

*

"Court Craft"
(Sportscope)
RKO
8 mins.
A High Scorer
A fast and exciting short dealing
with basketball. With the help of
excellent photography, some of it
in slow motion, the film shows the
fine points of the game as played by
the championship team of the University of Utah. The film reaches a
blazing climax with scenes from a
contest between Utah and St. John's
played in Madison Square Garden.
For basketball fans a "must."

takes to entertain the youngsters.
It is full of the action and the excitement that appeals to the kids.
The short gives the series a good
send-off and promises well for other
subjects to follow. In his debut our
hero is a member of the U. S. Air
Forces who is a champion of air
power. He does battle with the
Japs, to whom he administers a
thorough drubbing. The evidence
is that the series, produced by the
Ted Eshbaugh Studios in New York,
will prove a welcome addition to the
roster of animated cartoons.

VC Summer Camp for
GI Mothers and Kids

Boston— Tent 23 of the Variety
Club will run a Summer camp in
"Cap'n Cub"
Film Classics
10 mins.
Egypt,tion forMass.,
for mothers
two weeks'
160 GI
and vacatheir
Good Start
children aged 1 to 5, it was anThis, the first of a series of Technounced yesterday by Theodore
nicolor cartoons featuring a little
bear aviator, has enough of what it Fleischer, chief barker.

when Janet Blair, Miss Hayworth's bosom
pal, and Marc Piatt, a silent rival of Bovvman's, are killed by a bomb.
The film boasts some beautiful production
numbers and sympathetic direction by Saville.
Miss Hayworth and her support are fine.
Piatt's

dancing

is a highlight

of the

film.

CAST: Rita Hayworth, Janet Blair, Lee Bowman, Marc Piatt, Leslie Brooks, Professor Lambert!, Dusty Anderson, Stephen Crane, Jim Bannon, Florence Bates, Ernest Cossart, Philip Merivale, Patrick O'Moore, Gavin Muir, Shelley Winter, Marilyn Johnson, Mildred Law, Elizabeth
Inglise, Aminta Dyne, Joy Harrington, Ann
Codee.
CREDITS: Producer, Victor Saville: Assistant
to Producer, Norman Deming; Director, Victor
Saville; Screenplay, Lester Samuels, Abem Finkel;
Cameraman, Rudolph Mate; Film Editor, Viola
Lawrence; Art Directors, Stephen Goosson, Rudolph Sternad, Lionel Banks; Set Decorator,
Frank Tuttle; Special Effects, Lawrence W.
Butler; Musical Director, M. W. Stoloff; Dance
Directors, Jack Cole, Val Raset; Songs, Jule
Styne, Sammy Cahn; Sound, Lambert Day, William Randall.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.

15- Week Columbia Drive
Takes Montague's Name
(Continued from Page 1)
will see these pix in release, in addition to "A
Song to Remember,"
which is being sold separately:
"Tonight and Every Night,"
"Counter-Attack," "Over 21," "A
Thousand And One Nights," "Fighting Guardsman," "The Power of
the Whistler," "Rough, Tough and
Ready" and "Boston Blackie Booked
On Suspicion."
Kelly Dies in Belgixim
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Mrs. Rita
Egan Kelly, a former Comerford
tt^^ Theaters employe has been in^^ formed by the War Department
'^^ of the death of her husband,
Cpl. Charles Kelly, also a former
Comerford circuit employe, which
occurred last month in Belgium.

The 1945 Edition is now in intensive preparation.
Soon ready for distribution to all
subscribers of . . .
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CONGRATULATIONS
to

E. H. HANSEN
and the Sound Department of
TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

for their achievements in Sound Recording
as exempHfied in

WILSON

*

for which they have received
the Academy Sound Award
^Western Electric
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DEFINITE RAW STOCK HGURES UNAVAILABLE
New Minn. Bill for Divorcement Causes Concern
Editorial

Similar Measure Was Held
Constitutional in Same
Federal Judicial District

Scratch'pad
. . . jottings

1

Bt CHESTER B. BAHN
THE

constitutional guarantee

of freedom

' for films and radio now in effect in
Missouri is a sorely needed torch these
days when the trend, Government-wise, is
decidedly in the opposite direction. . .
Chester Bowles, OPA administrator, might
mull it over ere he appears tomorrow before the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee

to argue for the power

trol film admissions.

. . Bowles'

to conproposal,

by the way, is a sort of "left handed compliment" to the motion picture — a tacit
acknowledgment that it goes along with
bread and butter (if you have the points),
meat (ditto) and potatoes (if you can
find 'em) as a family necessity. . . • Maybe the next time precedent-setting Missouri revises its constitution it will add
another guarantee — one against hypocrisy.
That might prevent the imposition of a
curfew on the ground that light and fuel
must

be conserved, with subsequent confession that a totally different reason was
responsible.
0
IS one of the late Wendell L. Willkie's
' former associates joining 20th CenturyFox shortly?. . . • Don't be surprised if
United Artists shortly announces the signing of a new producer. . . It could even

happen tomorrow. . . • Signs o' the
Times; There's a steady stream of subscriptions coming in to THE FILM DAILY
these days from India. . . That Empire
while

supporting a growing and progressive native industry looms as potentially
great market for Hollywood product in
the post-war period. . . And for American
film equipment as well. . . • Home office publicity departments report increasing applications for posts. . . While a fair
percentage of the overtures are from newspaper men, the majority represent approaches by people previously identified
with the industry but away from it for
some

time. . . Latter group holds few experienced simon-pure publicists, the larger
number, however, having some writing
background.
. .
0
JUST
that

when

you're

becoming

convinced

the industry's Latin-American
lations are all that
they
should
be
(Continued

' Johnston Won't Sign
Before MPPD A Parley

on Page 5)

reyou

Introduction of a new theater divorcement bill in Minnesota has more
than ordinaiy significance inasmuch
as such a -measure has been declared
constitutional by a court in the same
Federal district. The Minnesota bill
is almost identical with the one passed in North Dakota and upheld by
a three-judge statutory court, but
which ultimately was repealed by
the State legislature in 1939.
Because
of the similarity
of
(Continued on Page 11 )
— Give to the Red Cross —

Deny Conspiracy in
Clii. Release System
Chicago — There is no evidence
from which the jury properly could
find that the defendants conspired
to establish or maintain the Chicago "system of release," according
to the appeal brief filed in the Jack(Continued on Page 11 )
—

Give to the Red Cross —

Sees Mexican Agreement
Boon to U. S. Producers
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The Chapultepec
agreement should be a great boon
to American producers, CIAA Film
Chief Francis Alstock, said here
Friday. "If the spirit of the agreement is lived up to, it will be a tre(Continued on Page 9)

Spokane,

Wash.

—

Eric Johnston,

j president of the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, told THE FILM DAILY
here at the week-end that he had
not as yet signed on the dotted
line with the MPPDA, and that he
did not anticipate that the commitment, under negotiation and discussion for several months with Will
H. Hays, MPPDA prexy, would be
finalization before the MPPDA anweek nual
fromdirectors'
today.meeting,

set for a

State Building (ode
Declared 99% Ready
Still further progress was made
on formulation of the New York
State Building Code at a meeting on
Friday of the film industry members

Decrease Certain for
Second Quarter Advisory
Com. Told; No New Plants
Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau

of

H. OLDER

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Although it
was apparent that an additional
decrease in the overall quantity
Combined features inventory of
the 11 majors as of the end of
1944 totalled only 200, of which 92
were
by the Friday.
"Big Five,"
the
WPB held
announced
See story
on Page 6.
of raw stock to be allocated the industry for the next quarter
must
be imposed,
members
of the Pro(Continued on Page 10)
— Give to the Red Cross —

Loew Quarterly Net
Hits $2,878,242

serving oncommittee,
the Laborand
Department's
A net profit of $2,878,242 after
advisory
spokesmen
Federal taxes totalling $2,339,914 is
for the Department itself now de( Continued on Page 6)
reportedended
by Loew's,
Inc.,1944.
for theThis
12
weeks
Nov. 23,
— Give to the Red Cross —
compares with earnings of $2,796,Setttinius Peace Short
861 for the 12-week period ended
Set for Mar. 29 Release
Nov. 25, 1943. The net in the 1944
(Continued on Page lOl
— Give to the Red Cross —

"Watchtower Over Tomorrow," a MOI to Continue Making
15-minute short dealing with the
Dumbarton Oaks plan for an inter- Info. Films After War
national secuinty organization to
British Ministry of Information
keep the peace, and featuring Secretary of Stated Edward R- Stettin- plans to continue the production of
(Continued on Page 5)
informational film subjects after
the war, according to George Archibald, controller of the MOI, who
(Continued on Page 11)

Strike Injunction Souglit
Seven Companies

File Against SOEG

Wages-Hours Adjustments
Sought Via New System

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

By RALPH -WILK
Hollywood — Seven major producing companies holding contracts
- A system under whick adjust- with Screen Office Employes Guild
ments in wages and hours will be Local 1391, on Friday filed in Suallowed where they are felt to be
perior Court a complaint for injunction against further violation of that
justified by the union is being worked out by lATSE Local 306, opera- organization's "no strike pledge."
tors, and representatives of the ex- They asked a temporary restraining
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 11)

Ranh Gets Control of
Stveden^s Lux Films
London (By Cable) — E. T. Carr returned Friday from Stockholm and
announced that he had obtained for
J. Arthur Rank the controlling interest in Lux Films of Sweden, and
that British pictures would be distributed bythe new company which
will be known as Eagle-Lion-Lux,

:
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AL
WILKIE,
Paramount
publicity
manager,
will arrive on the Coast from New York today,

for Philadelphia
to visit his parents
there will go to Washington.

BEN KALMENSON, WB general sales manager,
and ED HINCHY, head of the playdate department, are due back today from the company's
Canadian
sales conference.

CLAUD MORRIS, exploitation director for
Samuel Coldwyn, Inc., left Saturday for a
cross-country trip which will include a visit
to the studio.

JULES LAPIDUS, WB Eastern division sales
manager, has returned from conducting a meeting in Pittsburgh.

NEIL F. ACNEW returned to New York from
the Coast at the week-end via Tucson, Arizona and Washington.

JOCK LAWRENCE, head of J. Arthur Rank's
press relations, has arrived here from
London.
DAVE A. EPSTEIN, West Coast
will arrive in New York today.

publicist,

AL SINDLINCER, Eastern representative of
Audience Research, will arrive here today from
the Coast.
RICHARD ARLEN arrived from the Coast yesterday to begin rehearsals for a starring Broadway stage role in "Too Hot For Maneuvers."
HERMAN WOBBER, 20th-Fox division manager at present acting as 30th Anniversary
drive leader, arrived at the home office from
San Francisco
over the week-end.
WILLIAM

EYTHE,

left

New

York

yesterday

JACK H. SKIRBALL,

and

producer of the new Fred

Allen film comedy, "It's In The Bag," and the
Claudette Colbert and Don Ameche starring
vehcle,
Every Woman
rived in "What
New York.
AL

Wants,"

has ar-

LOWENTHAL of Famous Players Syndicate has returned to Chicago from New York.

CHICO MARX, SPENCER TRACY
CAGNEY were in Chicago Friday.

and JAMES

GEORGE A. SMITH, Paramount Western division manager, has returned from Los Angeles.

DANNY

KAYE

will arrive in New

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

York Wed-

nesday, to participate in Brooklyn's "Salute to
the Wonder Borough Day" activities on Friday.

Raytheon Asks FM, Tele
Portable Relay Station

Vice Admiral T. S. Wilkinson, U.
S. N., commander of the Third Amphibious Forces, who last week received the Navy Gold Star in lieu
of a third Distinguished Service
Medal for his service in the Philippine invasion, will arrive in New
York City today to be the guest
of honor at a luncheon given by leaders of the motion picture industry.
The luncheon will precede a preview showing of "Fury in the Pacific," first film to be produced jointly by the Army, Navy and Marine
Corps. It will be released March 22
by the Ofl&ce of War Information,
through the War Activities Committee.

Washington Bureau of THE

4A's Considers Charter
Request from Extras Guild

N. Y. THEATER^!

WILLIAM ER'BB, Eastern division manager for
Paramount, is in Boston on Business.

Adm. Wilkinson to Meet
With Pix Leaders Today

— Give to the Red Cross —

from

Rex G. Williams resigned Fri y
as director of exploitation for Un
Artists. His new affiliation will
announced after a brief vacat
Williams formerly was city mana
for Loew's in St. Louis, assistan
E. C. Beatty, president of the I
terfield circuit, and district mana
of the Indiana-Illinois Theaters
cuit. He handled many imporl
campaigns during his UA asso
tion,'most of important of which
"Since You Went Away."

FILM

50th St. and 6th Ave.

RITA HAYWORTH
"Tonight and Every Nighf'
JANET

BLAIR

•

LEE

BOWMAr

A Columbia Picture In TECHNICOLOR
SPECTACULAR
STAGE
PRESENTATION

DAILY

Washington — Raytheon Co., of
Waltham, Mass., Friday applied to
the FCC for a construction permit
for a Class 2 experimental station
to operate on 30,660 and 29,540 kilocycles, with 25-watt power and an
FM band width of 30 kilocycles. The
station is to be a portable one for
experimenting in the development
of an elaborate relay service for
the Western part of the United
States. Tests will be made on Mt.
Adams, Wash., Mts. Shasta, Tamalpas, Whitney, San Georgonio, Calif.,
Wheeler Peak, Nev., King's Peak,
Utah, and Gray's Peak, Colo.
Objectives include: development of
an airways beacon system to cover
treacherous mountainous territory
of the Pacific ranges; FM and television bz'oadcasting for the Pacific
Coast and Western states; interstation relay of tele and FM; relay
operation between Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles, and the Salt
Lake and Denver areas; television
and FM pickups from the East and
relay to the West; forestry, police
and conservation service and weather
observation
service.

The Associated Actors and Artistes of America has under consid%
eration a request from the newly
organized Screen Extras Guild, for
Vs a charter covering extra talent
% alone.
It is believed that the AAAA will
%
1/4 take no action on the application
— Give to the Red Cross —
until the dispute between the Screen
RKO
to
Tradeshow Five
Actors Guild and the Screen Players Union is settled. The SPU recently was certified as the bargain- Pictures April 16-19
ing agent for extras and bit playFive RKO pictures will be screened
ers. The AAAA is understood to
have an application for a charter in the company's 32 exchange centfrom the SPU also.
ers April 16-19.
— Give to the Red Cross —
Pictures in the group are "Those
Endearing Young Charms," "China
Sunday Pix Win in Laconia
Sky," "The Body Snatcher," "TarLaconia, N. H. — A decisive vote zan and the Amazons" and "Zombies
was recorded in the annual munici— Give to the Red Cross —
pal election here in favor of a ref- on
"U" Broadway."
to Pay 50c Dividend
erendum on the proposed city ordiUniversal has declared a regular
nance permitting Sunday motion picture shows and sports. There were quarterly dividend of 50 cents per
1,267 votes in favor of Sunday mov- share, payable April 30, to stockholders of record April 16.
t ies and 260 in opposition.

'The WALT
THREE DISNEY'S
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Sleltinius Short
Release on Mar. 29
(Continued from Page

"It has fallen to our lot —
yours and mine — to liv^ at one
of the great crossroads of history. We are faced with the
necessity — and the opportunity
— of making great national decisions that will affect the
course of our lives for many
years to come. Our young men
are fighting, and dying that we
may have the opportunity to
make these decisions. Without
their sacrifice, these decisions
would have been made for us —
by Germany and Japan.
"One thing is certain — if we
sit back and do nothing, we
shall have in the future what
we have had in the past — periodic world-wide depression and
war. Such a course no American is willing to accept.
"Your government under the
courageous leadership of President Roosevelt, has been working with our major allies on a
plan to prevent war and depression, so that in the years to
come we may have a chance to
live in peace and freedom and
in the assurance of steady jobs,
(Continued on Col. 4 This Page)

SeiKD BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
March 19
Sistrom
C.
Roy Roberts

T.

(Continued from Page 1)
find Frederick Sparks Stimson turning on

1)

ius, Jr., pi'oduced by the industry
for the State Department and the
OWI, will be released on March 29.
-Jhe WAC, in announcing release
^Tnted out Friday that "Watchtower Over Tomorrow," is one of
the 26 pledged films which 16,253
theaters are expected to play under
the lock-booking system. The distributor chairman of WAC in each
of the 31 exchange areas personally
will handle the pic timed to hit theaters a month before Frisco's United
Nations Conference.
Ben Hecht suggested the title of
the film and wrote the original story
treatment. John Cromwell, SDG
president, and chairman of the
WAC's Hollywood division, directed
with Jerry Bresler, head of Metro's
shorts department producing, and
the entire industry co-operating.
The sequence featuring Secretary
Stettinius was made in Mexico City
by a special crew under John Cromwell's direction when he was returning from the Crimea Conference.
Secretary Stettinius in his prologue thus accentuates the theme's
importance:

William

Scraich-'pad
. . . jottings
the heat in 'The Problem of our Movies
in our South American Relationships" in
Read Magazine which condenses the Stimson article written for the Pan American. . .

"Tlie Mighty McCarey''
• •
• "THE MIGHTY McCAREY"
Credit that happy one to
another prince oi the studios, Bing Crosby
Bing coined it w^hen
he wrote in acknowledgement of the 1944 Filmdom's Famous Five
honor bestowed upon him by the nation's critics in THE FILM DAILY's
annual FFF poll
And on Thursday night in Hollywood the Academy
just about made it unanimous when an avalanche oi honors descended
upon McCarey who wrote, directed and produced "Going My Way," and
others, as a result of the Paramount b.o. sensation of the year, found
their respective ways to Bing, to Barry Fitzgerald, to Frank Butler and
Frank Cavett, and to Jimmy Van Heusen
and Johnny Burke
It's
taking nothing away from all the rest to say that the major credit goes
to "The Mighty McCarey"
For without his original story, and
without the production and directorial "savvy" which Leo also contributed, the other awards
would not have been possible
'Twos
Bing himself who first wrote that in his letter to THE FILM DAILY
Said he: "I only did what 'the mighty McCarey' told me to do
I guess he's a pretty good man to listen to
All credit for
the agreeable elements in the picture should go to him
He conceived the idea — a brave departure, I'm sure you'll agree and Inbue
all concerned with his high confidence"
•

•

•

THE

T
PERSONAL

T
▼
TOUCH: Frank Murphy, managing

director of Loew's State, Syracuse, writes that THE FILM DAILY
arrives with surprising regularity at his Belgian foxhole. . . • Neiu
England's Variety Club will open a Summer camp at Egypt, Mass., for
G.I. wives and their youngsters
Chief Barker Theodore Fleisher
advises the club will provide free two-week vacations during a twomonth period for 160 mothers and kiddies. . . • Lt. Don Terry,
USNR, Universal's erstwhile "Don Winslow," was cited at Harvard
yesterday for "excellent service in the line of his profession as a volunteer landing boat officer on May 21 last" iti the South Pacific
Citation was read to Lt. Terry, who served with the Fifth Amphibious
Force, by Adm. R. A. Spruance
The former star graduated from
the Civil Affairs Far Eastern Division at Harvard on Saturday. . .
• Industry public relations exponents will want to read "Take. Your
Place at the Peace Table," a manual zoritten by Edward L. Bernays
and slated for distribution on the 26th by Duell, Sloan and Pearce
Manual outlines specifically the role of films in persuasion and
suggestion, as applied to the cause of a just and enduring peace. . .
• Francis A. Bateman, Republic's Western district sales manager,
has moved his headquarters from the North Hollywood studios to
I he Los Angeles branch office
T
▼
▼
• • • FLASHBACK: Figures of Chicago's early industry, which
centered in the old Essanay studios gathered in St. Therese Hospital
at Waukegan
Saturday
to help Mrs. Catherine Spoor celebrate her
92nd birthday
Mrs. Spoor is the mother of George K. Spoor, who,
with G. M. (Broncho Billy) Anderson
founded Essanay
in 1897
The firm, once one of the big producing companies of the country,
whose pay roll included such stars as Charlie Chaplin, Wallace Beery,
Gloria Swanson, Francis X. Bushman and Lenore Ulric, halted production in 1916, after Spoor bought out his partner's interest
at Saturday's celebration were George Spoor, and his brother
Jr., George's wife, Mrs. Ada Spoor, and their daughter, Mrs.
Weart, and Mrs. Bess Dunn, who starred in some of the early
films

Lynch

T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

T
PEARL

T
HARBOR!

Present
Marvin,
Gertrude
Essanay

Charges Stimson: "Latin Americans have
seen so many propaganda films that they
are beginning to believe all movies are
made solely for the purpose of pro-Americanizing Latins". . . The Motion Picture
Society for the Americas might care to
answer that one. . . And maybe home office
foreign department chiefs might have a
retort courteous to this Stimson blast: . . .
"Hollywood sends down too many Class C
and D pictures. It ignores the fact that
in Latin America usually only the fairly
wealthy classes attend the theater; their
tastes are highly cultivated. Such social
classes don't appreciate Class D pictures,
and blame the U. S. Government for Hollywood's mistakes ". . . Especially in view
of the fact that Stimson has been serving
on the Co-ordination Committee for Columbia, headquartering at the American
consulate in Medellin, Columbia. . .

Stettinius Peace Short
Set for Mar. 29 Release
(Continued from Col. 1 This Page)
of wider
opportunity
and
of
security
for our families.
"My fellow-Americans, it is
our sacred duty to ourselves and
to our children, to study this
plan and to understand
it.
"Never since 1787, when our
Constitution was drafted, have
We as a people, faced a greater
opportunity, a greater challenge,
a greater test.
"What you and I do in this
year of 1945 will decide whether
all the sacrifice and sorrow of
this war have been in vain, or
whether we shall be able, at
last, to live together in a world
free
from
war."
In acknowledging
industry co-operation, Stettinius said:
"Our appreciation is due to
the War Activities Committee
of the Motion Picture Industry
for the patriotic effort it is making, through this picture, to
bring theater audiences an idea
of what a United Nations organization can mean for the
men and women and children of
our

country."

15,386 Film Houses
Now in R. C.'s Drive
Total number of theaters pledged
to co-operate in the Red Cross drive
reached the 15,386 mark at the weekend. Des Moines area, under Chairman A. H. Blank, was the latest to
join the 100 per cent listing, with
all 381 theaters in the territory taking collections.
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Combined

Features Inventory of 11 Majors, 20^

92 Held
"Bigof Five";
Only
764 by
Prints
13 Pix Not
Listed for Early Release
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Riding Herd on the Hollywood
IVcif Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM
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DAILY

Hollywood — Studio news roundup: PRC will produce "Dreams of Love," a
biographical musical-romance, based on the life and music of Franz Liszt. . . .
A second biographical musical is announced by Charles R. Rogers... It will

Washington — Combined features
spotlight Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey and their orks. under the title "My Brother
inventory of the 11 major producers
Leads a Band". ... Metro has acquired rights to Thelma Strauble's "Woman's
and distributors as of the end of
Home Companion" serial, "You Were There". ... RKO Radio's Stock Company
1944 totalled only 200, of which 92
now totals 54 players, 28 of them men. . . .Paramount has set Paulette Gsddard
were held by the "Big Five," WPB
in the lead of "Lady Seventeen," to be based on a Ladislaus Fodor story of a
announced Friday. In addition, said
Victorian romance between a London music hall actress and a British peer
WPB, only 764 prints of 13 features
...Warners confirms that Ann Harding and Edward Arnold will appear in the
were not scheduled for early re"Janie" sequel, "Janie Gets Married". .. Charlie Wilder will produce Release.
public's "Alias Myself," murder mystery by Anne Wigton and Louis Herman
...Edmund L. Hartmann draws a producer assignment at Universal for Donald
The companies had a working raw
stock inventory sufficient for only
Henderson Clarke's novel, "She Meant
No Harm"....
about five days, the survey disclosed,
with the total for the 11 companies
about 10 million feet.
Warners Seeking Stay In License Measure Provides
Of the 200 features, 117 were reFor Protection by Writ
ported completed by the end of 1944. Carlisle Plagiarism Suit
Two of the "Big Five" and one
other producer had more than the
New Haven — A motion to stay all
Albany — The Senate Rules Comaverage of 11 completed pix per
mittee at the request of Senator
proceedings in the Helen Grace Carcompany — one holding 17, one 16
Moritt,
Brooklyn Democrat, has inlisle
vs.
Warner
Bros,
et
al.
"plagand one 14. Six producers, includtroduced abill to provide that in
iarism" suit in the Federal Court
ing threenine
of and
the "Big
between
14 of Five,"
the 83 had
on here, has been set for Mar. 23 before an action to compel issuance or revwhich shooting only was finished.
ocation of license to operate a place
Judge Carroll C. Hincks. The moRelease Dates Set for 100
tion is filed on behalf of Norman of amusement or entertainment for
Of the 117 completed films, defi- Krasna, now a captain in the Army stage or theatrical production, a
nite release dates were set for 100,
with definite dates for 56 of the 83 Air Forces at Culver City, Calif., court or judge must grant an injunction without notice to restrain
"finished shooting" pix. Of the com- without whose testimony Warners
pleted films, 70 were scheduled for claim they are unable to present a interference with the production until the case is determined on its
release in the first quarter of this
year, 25 in the second quarter and complete defense. Krasna is stated merits.
five in the latter half of 1945, of to be unable for an indefinite period
This would prevent a complaint
the "finished shooting" pix, 21 were to leave his post to confer with at- being lodged against a production
for release in the first quarter, 28
torneys or attend trial of the action, and then the complainant harassing
in the second quarter and the re- and the stay is therefore sought for the producer. The bill is qualified
maining eight for release after
provision that nothing conthe duration and three months there- by the tained
June.
shall prevent the suppression
after.
of an immoral or indecent show or
A total of 7,135 positive prints
Warners state Norman Krasna exhibition.
of 85 unreleased pix was on hand,
— Give to the Red Cross —
with 6,371 of them of 72 pix for
the scenario of "Princess O'Rourke" to be entirely orig- Cine-Television Moves
release prior to June of this year. represented
inal with him, while the $300,000
Five hundred and twenty-eight posiTo Vanderbilt Ave. Site
tive prints were ready for eight of plagiarism suit seeks to prove it is
the 17 completed features not yet based on the plaintiff's "Rich is the
scheduled
for release.
Removal of the Cine-Television
Heart," submitted by her to WarDating Depends on Army
Studios,
Inc., offices from the Pershners.
The setting of release dates on
ing Square Building to 25 VanderTrade
at
Lazarus
Rites
bilt Ave., adjoining the new studio
these films is dependent upon the
time when the Army can absorb
United Artists home office ex- laboratories for television program
them for the customary pre-release
ecutives and leading persons in var- experiments in the Grand Central
ious branches of the industry at- Terminal Building, was announced
screenings by the Army Motion Picture Service.
tended the services for the late Mrs. yesterday by Fred H. Fidler, presiHattie W. Lazarus, at the Riverside dent.
Producers reported that they
intended to make less than 285
With the abandonment of the partMemorial Chapel yesterday.
prints for domestic distribution
nership ai'rangement, in force during the organization period, Yasha
prints. At 10,000 feet per print,
of 65 per cent of their completed
Frank has been named vice-presipix (72). More than 285 prints
said WPB, that would mean diversion of 13,000,000 linear feet
dent in charge of production; Robwere planned for 39 of the comof raw stock.
ert A. Jenkins, vice-president and
pleted features, with print
V. Henry Rothsplans indefinite on six of the
WPB requested the following in- generalchild II,manager;
secretary.
completed
prints.
formation: the names of feature picDirectors include: Nathan W.
WPB declared that holding of
tures completed but not yet released for general distribution as of Levin, chairman; John F. Wharton,
these 39 features to 285 prints
Dec.
31,
1944, the date of completion Doris LeRoy, Fred Waller, and Meswould mean a saving of 1,300
srs. Fidler, Frank, and Rothschild.
of each picture on hand; the proposed release date; the contemplated Geo. W. Callahan, Actor. Dies
number of prints per picture; and
the number of prints on hand for
Philadelphia — George W. Callahan, 77, retired actor who appeared
each picture as of the end of 1944.
WPB also requested information
in tlie original "Abie's Irish Rose"
company, died here Friday at St.
MAR)ORIE RICE, head booker, PRC exchange, De- concerning pictures "finished shoottroit.
ing" but not yet cut, edited, and ar- Mary's Hospital where he was taken
ranged. Figures on inventories of following a stroke at the Edwin
FANNIE TREE, secretary to Branch manager, PRC
film raw stock also were requested. Forrest Home a month ago.
exchange, Detroit.

fEmmE TOUCH

Slate Building Code
Declared 99% Ready
(Continued from Page 1)
clare

that

the

draft

of

( ,

provisioii

is "99. per cent completed."
The Friday session was- give
over to disposing of requirement!
for film theater booths, and thes
will conform very closely with th
New York City code as well as th
requirements of SMPE. No di
tinction is being made, it is under
stood, between small and large .th
aters in the film committeemen's de
liberations, the aim being to fash
ion provisions to take care of bot
categories. This principle is bein;
made applicable to all requirements
so that the State code will be thor
ough.While the State code draft is
now within one per cent of being
ready, its drafters look for no
early arrival of the completion
stage, for the reason that the
most careful attention must be
given now to polishing the details. Consequently,
several
is
written,
months
may and
passpublic
beforehearings
"finis"
can be held. Earlier in the year,
it was hoped to have hearings
in Albany this month.
The industry members of the ad
visory committee
will again mee
on Friday, March 30.
Widesprea
interest has been attracted to th
code deliberations, particularly be
cause of the determination
on th
part of the filmland representative
to do their job both fearlessly an
fully, not only with the hope tha
the completed code will serve as
model, but for the reason that publi
safety in post-war houses must b
stepiped-up.
— Give to the 'Red Cross —

Datlowe to Sun Dial

Sam A. Datlowe completed hi
contract last week with Emerso
Yorke Studio and bows out as edi
tor-director. Datlowe now plan
independent production under th
banner of Sun Dial Films, Inc., Ne^
York.

Weisbecker Rites Held
Chicago — Funeral services for Mrs
Joseph Weisbecker, mother of Louis
Campbell, were held on Saturdaj
Death occurred Friday in St. Jos
eph's Hospital.

BACK IN CIVVIES
Honorably Discharged
EDWARD FAINOR, from the Army to his for
mer position .with the DeVry Corp., Chi
cage.
MORRIS
the

HARRIS, from the Army, formerly wit
DeVry Corp., Chicago.
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Sees Mex. Agreement
Boon to Producers

•

R6VI6UIS

"Without Love"

(Continued from Page 1)
with Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn
111 Mins.
mendously important thing to our in- M-G-M
SUPREMELY ENTERTAINING COMEDY
dustry," Alstock said.
DRAMA
HAS ALL IN ITS FAVOR FOR
Tust returned from Mexico City, HUGE SUCCESS.
The film version of the Philip Barry play
^tock reported that the meeting
was harmonious and that the clause "Without Love" is supremely palatable
screen fare which has everything favorable
relating to free interchange of in- to its quest for top grosses. Stamped
formation— which includes pix — ap- with intelligence and maturity and offered
peared to be sincei'ely meant by all in the most diverting and attractive manner
imaginable, the production is distinctly a
signers. It was not just a high- credit to Producer Lawrence A. Weingarsounding statement to put in the rec- ten.
While the acting leaves virtually nothing
ord, he felt.
be desired, the production details are
Alstock pointed out that Argen- to
of the finest and the direction of Harold
jtina is still closed to American pix,
and unless it decides to become a S. Bucquet is outstanding, it is the rich
flavor, the smoothness and the smartness
party to the Chapultepec agreement, there is no early likelihood of the dialogue in Donald Ogden Stewart's
capital screenplay that perhaps makes the
that it will admit our pix.
strongest impression on the mind. Into the
Predicts Increased Dubbing
mouths of the players have been placed
He predicted that following of the lines that are a delight to listen to.
Dramatic and humorous elements have
spirit of the agreement will mean
increased dubbing of American pix been skillfully combined in this story of a
for the Latin-American markets, strange romance between Spencer Tracy
and that top-flight productions from and Katharine Hepburn. Tracy is a scienSouth and Central America will come
tist working on a new type of aviator's
oxygen helmet who sets himself up in the
into this country more frequently.
Thus far, Alstock said, there is Washington mansion of Miss Hepburn, a
still no serious European threat to widow living within herself. Their marriage is a sort of mutual-assistance pact
our supremacy in the Latin-Amer- in which
love has no place whatever. How
ican market. French and Russian
gradually they come to love each other
pix are not seen in any quantity be- makes for absorbing entertainment.
low the Rio Grande, he said, although
Tracy and Miss Hepburn are perfectly
the Russians are reported to have cast. Among the others the biggest hit
recently purchased a theater in Mexmade by
Keenan
Wynn
as Miss Ball.
Hepburn's
ico City. The dominance of the war is
bibulous
cousin
sweet
on Lucille
theme in Russian pix is one reason
CAST; Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Lucille Ball, Keenan Wynn, Carl Esmond, Patricia
that they are not being sent into Morison,
Felix Bressart, Emily Massey, Gloria
Mexico and other Latin-American Crahame, George
Davis, George Chandler, Clancy
countries, it appeal's, as well as Cooper.
CREDITS: Producer, Lawrence A. Weingarten;
shortage of raw stock.
Director, Harold S. Bucquet; Screenplay, Donald
Tight Raw Stock Control
Ogden Stewart; Based on play by Fhilip Barry;
Alstock outlined the tight control Cameraman, Karl Freund; Musical Score, Brcmslau Kaper; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer'
of raw stock entering Mexico, de- Art Directors, Cedric Gibbons, Harry McAfee;
claring that bootlegging of film such Set Decorators, Edwin B. Willis, McClean Nisbet;
Effects, A. Arnold Gillespie, Danny Hall;
as that reported in some instances Special
Film Editor, Frank Sullivan.
in this country is virtually imposDIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAFHY,
Fine.
sible. All film imports are billed
to the Bank of Mexico, and none is- PCC Reps. Will Attend
sued to producers without Governmenta approval. When released the Indie Exhibs. Conlerence
film is shipped only to the two labs
Hollywood — At its final session
in Mexico — DuPont and Eastman.
In both labs the handling of the film the PCC adopted a resolution commending the work of the Conference
is under constant supervision of
of Independent Exhibitors which
Bank of Mexico employes.
was organized in February 1944, and
— Give to the Red Cross —
unanimously voted to continue full
New Phoenix Theater
participation in the Conference's future work. CIE represents 8,000 exSet for Thursday Bow
hibitors in 34 states.
H. W. Bruen, who was re-elected
Phoenix, Ariz. — The 800-seat treasurer of PCC, and Robert H.
Palms, newest unit of Publix-Rick- Poole, who was re-elected executive
ards-Nace, Inc., will have a gala secretary, will represent PCC at
opening next Thui'sday night with the next CIE meeting, date of which
Governor Sidney P. Osborn of has not been set as yet. Next PCC
Arizona extending the invitations meeting will be held in Portland
for the Arizona premiere of "Salty about June 1.
O'Rourke."
The theater building is set in a Five Pix Set to Start
palm garden, which includes a patio M'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY'
in which is sunk a sparkling pool.
Hollywood — Five pictures scheduled to start week of March 19, makThe suri'oundings are visible from
the glass enclosed lobby.
ing total of 30 shooting.
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"I Love A Mystery"
with Jim

Bannon,

Nina

Foch, George

Columbia
FILM
RADIO
PERS.

VERSION

OF

70

THE

Mac-

Levin

has

directed

the

screen

adaptation of Carleton E. Morse's popular
"I Love A Mystery " radio series with suspense-bearing interest which is equally complemented with the selection of a suitable
cast to overcome some of the doubtful
story.
situations that have been injected into the
George Macready gives a fine account
of himself in a psychopathic role, and Jim
Bannon handles the detective chores with
an ingratiating manner.
The story unfolds with a flashback format
and deals with an attempt by Macready's
wife, Nina Foch, and a gang of high-class
cut-throats, who operate under the guise of
an ancient and secret society, to drive him
to suicide in order that she will receive his
inheritance.
Macready, wise to the plot, does an about
face and dishes out a few murders himself
which

includes his wife.
non, he finds an escape

Trapped by Banin an automobile

that ends in a gruesome crash that decapitates his body.
CAST: )im Bannon, Nina Foch, George Macready,
Barton Yarbrough, Carole Mathews, Lester MathGregory Gay,Joseph
Leo Mostovoy,
Frank O'Connor,
Isabel ews,Withers,
Crehan.
CREDITS: Producer, Wallace MacDonald; Director, Henry Levin; Screenplay, Charles O'Neal;
Original story, Carleton E. Morse; Assistant Director, Ray Nazarro; Cameraman, Burnett Guftey; Film Editor, Aaron Stell; Art Director,
George Brooks; Set Decorator, Joseph Kish; Sound,
Edward
Bernds.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Special Navy 16 mm. Pix
For Seventh Loan Drive
Washington

Burcan

of

THE

*

POPULAR

SERIES WELL CAST AND DIRECTED; WILL PLEASE ACTION SHOP-

Henry

T^ SHORTS

Mins.

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Production by the
U. S. Navy of a number of 16 mm.
special releases, to be used as War
Bond sales incentives during the
forthcoming Seventh War Loan
Drive, will provide exclusive piccures with top news interest for 16
mm. outlets throughout the entire
U. S. from May to July, it was indicated here by J. Edward Shugrue,
director of Motion Picture and Special Events Section of the Treasury's War Finance Division.
— Give to the Red Cross —

$35,000 Ad Budget Will
Pave Way for "Blimp"
U. S. premiere of "Colonel Blimp"
will be ushered into Brandt's Gotham
here on March 29 with an initial ad
budget of $35,000, Barry Buchanan, UA director of advertising and
publicity, said Friday.
Greater part of the appropriation
will be utilized on newspaper space.
The New York campaign will act as
a barometer for the preparation of
similar or additional campaigns
throughout the country.

"Memo From Britain"
(March of Time)
20th-Fox
16 mins.
Toward the Future
Pleading for a reasonable guarantee of peace and security, this
latest March of Time issue, though
vivid in its description of current conditions in England, can be applied to
voice the anxiety of all the Allied
peoples in their similar quest.
Coupled
withsectors
the sequences
show-is
ing war-torn
of England
the foundation for a rehabilitation
and reconstruction program, as depicted in the organizing of classes
on city planning, and the exploitation of the Beveridge plan for social
security.
"Sleepless Tuesday"
RKO
18 mins.
Fast and Actionful
Only an Edgar Kennedy fan will
have the patience to put up with two
reels of the guy trying to get rid of
a radio which his mother-in-law insists on playing good and loud any
hour of the day or night. The tide oi
battle changes back and forth in a
series of scenes that deliver extremely routine comedy. Kennedy finally
wreaks vengeance on the radio, only
to have mother-in-law buy a new
one. The short is fast and full of
slam-bang action. Hal Yates directed and George Bilson produced.
Florence Lake, Dot Farley, and Jack
Rice are among Kennedy's support.

Smith Interests Plan
$75,000 Omaha

Drive-in

Omaha — Plans for the $75,000
open-air auto theater were announced here by Barton H. Kuhns, attorney, representing
in Theaters,
Inc. Mid-West
The theaterDrivewill
occupy a 15-acre site on Dodge
Street, purchased from J. W. Campbell and now occupied by the Campbell Driving Range.
Philip Smith of Boston, president
of the corporation, also announced
plans to establish outdoor theaters
at Des Moines, Minneapolis and several Eastern cities.

Alexander Granach Dead
Alexander Granach, 67, distinguished Russian and German actor,
who appeared in the role of Tomasino
in the current Broadway stage version of "A Bell For Adano," died
last week in the Park East Hospital. His last film performance was
given in M-G-M's "The Seventh

Cross."
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Raw Stock Figures
Not Yet Available

Strike injunction Souglit
Seven Companies

File Against SOEG

Monday, March 19, 194!

Loew Quarterly Net i
Hits $2,87U42

(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

ducers and Distributors Industry Advisory Committee meeting here
Friday were told that definite figures on what they may expect are
not yet ready. In addition, they
were told that the process for allocating stock to individual independent producers has not been fully
worked out.
Three main points of the meeting
— which covered about six hours
with an intermission for lunch —
were the overall quantity of film
available for the next quarter, the
proposed limitation on number of
prints per feature, and the means
of setting quotas for the indies.
The industry group of 20 was told
on the first point that Army and
Navy demands have remained extremely high. There is still no
definite sign that these demands for
film will drop. In addition. Government and industrial requirements
for film are sizeable.
There was somie discussion of
the advisability of bringing in
new plants to expand what is for
wartime
needs a very limited
film capacity. WPB pointed out
that the expense would be exceedingly great, with the acquisition of manpower and facilities
for production uncertain.
The
additional quantity of film which
could be produced without a huge
building program appears to be
rather small according to WPB,
and it would take as long as a
year to build and get into operation any new plants.
Industry representatives were insistent in their demands for information on raw stock export, questioning particularly about the amount
of film going to Britain and Russia.
They were told that shipments
to
Russia will be smaller in the next
quarter than the 30 million feet sent
her in the current quarter'.
This
film, incidentally, was manufactured
in Canada, rather than in this country. Russia, it was said, has a i-aw
stock allowance per fiscal year, and
if she takes more than one-quarter
of her take
stock correspondingly
in a three-month less
'periodin
must
subsequent periods.
There was discussion also of requests for stock from Mexico, with
industry sources calling upon WPB
to try to hold expoi'ts down wherever possible in order to provide
sufficient film for domestic use.
Print Limitation a Hardship
Industry spokesmen did not complain bitterly about the proposed
limitation on prints as it aff'ects
most product. They did, however,
feel that limiting the prints to 285
per feature will work hardship on
distributors in attempting to serve
exhibitors with top-flight featux'es
for which quick and wide distribution is needed for best box-office

order pending hearing on applications, and also asked a preliminary
injunction pending final examination of their action, also for a permanent injunction of all those seeking to restrain defendants from intimidating, threatening, molesting, restraining, or interfering with any
member or any other person who
seeks to report for work.
Suit names as defendants, the
union and Harry C. Phillips, president, and 23 other individuals who
are officers and members of its executive board. There are about 8,000 members in SOEG. Paramount
and Warners do not have SOEG organizations.
Producers Warn SPG
The following wire was sent by
major producers to the Screen Publicists Guild: "We have received no
acknowledgment or reply to our wire
of March 13 in which we called attention to your flagrant violation of
your contract with us. This is to
inform you that unless, prior to
Monday, March 19, at 10 a.m. you
have taken steps to assure return
of your members to their duties, and
unless they have so returned by
that time, we will foi-thwith advise
Tenth Regional WLB board of the
fxirther steps we propose to take in
relation to your contract with us."
Strike May Collapse
With SOEG and Screen Publicists
Guild holding emergency meetings
on Saturday which might result in
their members returning to work
today, observers were predicting
that the strike may collapse momentarily. However, representatives of
Set Designers Local 1421 contended
that the producers would be unable
results.
If the limitation order is
adopted as an amendment to L-178,
they asked, let it be liberalized.
There was some discussion also of
raising the maximum to about 285,
with assurance
fi'om the industry
that this would
not mean
overprinting on features which normally would not bear that many prints.
WPB was left with the proposal either that the maximum
be raised or that exemptions be
made easier to obtain. The proposed order calls for authorization to exceed the maximum
where prints are worn or where
it can be demonstrated
that
speedy play-off is essential for
top patronage.
These exceptions
were felt to be poorly described,
making
the job of obtaining
authorization
to
exceed
the
maximum
extremely
difficult.
"After all," it was pointed out,
"we as business men know that when
we have a limited supply of raw
stock we must not use any more
per feature than we absolutely need.
It's just a matter of common sense
for us to make certain that our film

to start new pictures, because of
lack of construction workers and
set designers.
The producers maintained that
five new pictures would get the
starting gun this week.
Sorrell Snubs AFL Prexy
In his reply to a telegram from
President William Green of the AFL,
disavowing the studio strike and
ordering the strikers to go back to
work, President Herbert Sorrell of
Conference of Studio Unions, sent
the following reply to Green:
"We refuse to cease and desist
from using the name of AFL in connection with our strike. Had we not
belonged to AFL you would not
have been able to hold up settlement
of this case from Nov. 3, 1944 to
Jan. 9, 1945, at which time, because of your inaction, it was taken
out of your hands by WLB.

(Continued from Page 1)

period was equivalent to $1.71 pe
share of common, as against $1.6
in 1943. The company's operatin
profit
after
prefer^|
dividends
but subsidiaries'
before a reserve
contingencies of $1,000,000 andV
reserve for depreciation of $812,67
amounted to $7,030,831 in 1944, a
compared
with $7,449,332 in 194*
Revision of the film amortizatio
table applicable to pictures release
after August 31, 1944, became el
fective with the release of the 12
week financial statement. !

thepictures
newly released
adopted tab!'
theUnder
cost of
afte
Aug. 31, last, will be amortized t
the extent of 44.8 per cent at th
end of 12 weeks instead of 56.9 pe
cent as formerly; 70.7 per cent a
the end of 24 weeks instead of 75J
per cent as formerly; 85.1 per ceri
at the end of 36 weeks instead o
86.6 per cent as formerly; 95 pej
"We pay our per capita tax to
at the end of 52 weeks, th
AFL and are a bona fide AFL union, cent
same as formerly; 100 per cent a
but we also are autonomous and
the end of a year and a half agains
democratic groups and feel that we
98.4
know what is best for our member- tion per
of cent
cost as
willformerly.
continue Allocs'
to b
ship. We will have to abide by decharged 75 per cent to domestic (ir^
cisions of agencies for the settle- eluding
Canada) and 25 per cent t
ment of grievances, but we must foreign, as heretofore.
insist that others abide by decisions
Under the previous table of amoi
of the same agencies. Would sug- tization the company's net profit (1)1
gest that you wire Pres. Walsh of after taxes for the 12 weeks ende
lATSE to comply with WLB decis- Nov. 23 last, would have been
ions and take such appeals as he 854,242.
sees fit. Meanwhile, the strike goes
turned over for independent producjlui
tion in the past three years. )
Major producers issued a stateHope for Order in Week
Lr„i
ment declaring the action of AFL
No promise as to when the def
President Green climaxes a series
nite figures on raw stock will b
of events showing that "responsi- available were made, although it i
bility of union leadership is moving to meet the clearly defined re- hoped that the order can be draw|
up this week for release either thi
week or next.
sponsibility of labor in wartime."
On hand for the meeting, in ad
goes as
on."far as possible — into as many
dition to Stanley Adams, Lincoln \
pictures as can be made from it." Bui-rows, Charles Carpenter,
Wai
There was no discussion of lowerren
Doane,
and
Maurice
Green,
o
ing
the
print
limit
to
some
figure
below 285.
WPB, were the following industr,
Indie Allocation Unsolved
representatives:
Neil Agnew, Vanguard; Ab
The third main subject was allo- Schneider, Columbia; Steve Broidj
cation of stock for independent proMonogram; Bert Kulick, PRC ,
ducers. Althoug'h its plan is not
entirely worked out, WPB revealed Barney Briskin, Sol Lesser; N. Pete !n
RKO; Bob Savini, Asto
that it expects to set aside a separ- Rathvon,
ate quantity of stock which will be Pictures; Edward C. Raftery, UA
Sam Schneider, Warners; A. W
pared from the quotas of those dis- Schwalberg, International; John E
tributors handling pix for indies.
From this pool the independents will Wood, March of Time; Ted Toddj
draw their stock in line with definite Toddy Pictures; Thomas L. Walke)
Edward Small; L. E. Goldhammei
quotas to be assigned them.
Determination of the quantity Film Classics; Walter L. Titus, Re
of stock to be set aside in the pool public; James A. Mulvey, Sam Gold
is still a procedure to be worked wyn; William F. Rodgers, M-G-M
out. In general, WPB has been John J. O'Connor, Universal; Roj
thinking in terms of past usage of 0. Disney, Walter Disney; Williar
raw stock and past production rec- C. Michel,
Twentieth-Fox.
— Give
to the Red Cross —
ords both for the overall pool for "U" Trans
fers Greenstein
indies and for the setting of individual quotas to draw from this
Chicago — Howard Greenstein ha h
pool. In addition, it appears that been transferred from Chicago t
an important factor in determining Minneapolis Universal Exchange a
the size of the pool will be the quan- salesman. Ted Rich succeeds blr
tity of raw stock the distribs. have here.
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Deny Conspiracy in
Ciii. Reiease System

(ConHnued from Page 1)
son Park Theater case by RKO Radio, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox,
"''arner Bros., Loew's and Balaban
"^Katz.
The brief
jut
that there
is no further
evidencepoints
that
such a system had the purpose or
effect of preferring affiliated theaters over independent theaters or
of restraining competition in the
distribution of fihiis.
A jury had found a verdict against
the distributor defendants for $120,000 in the action brought by the operators of the Jackson Park.
It is asserted that the so-called
.Chicago sytsem of release did not
originate as a conspiracy to benefit
affiliated theaters because the system came into existence before the
affiliated exhibitors operated theaters in Chicago. The system, it is
:;ontended, originated prior to 1927
as a result of the construction of
many new and larger theaters, and
the system was not changed after
some of the larger theaters were
acquired by the defendant exhibiitors.
Denies Concert on Duals
There is no evidence, the brief
points out, that double features were
introduced by concert or agreement.
[t is alleged by the distributors that
B & K did not initiate double featuring but, acting alone, introduced
double features in its theaters as a
■competitive measure. Warner Bros,
and others, including the plaintiffs,
ivere compelled to do likewise in
Itheir theaters to meet this competition. Evidence of conspiracy among
the defendants is wholly lacking, it
is claimed. It is further claimed
that the contention that the Chicago system of release was an integral part of the claimed conspiracy to fix minimum admission prices
does not help the plaintiffs. Their
:ase, it is contended, depends upon
oroof that the thing which they say
damaged them, which was inability
;o bid for a run of their own choice,
came about as a result of conspiracy. There is no evidence, the brief
says, that minimum admission
orices, even if they resulted from
conspiracy, had any tendency to
orevent the plaintiffs from bidding
tor runs. The two things are unrelated and neither helps to prove
i conspiracy as to the other, it is
5aid.
Call Participation Voluntary
__It is cited by the defendants that
'if any of the business practices of
;he defendants was unla-w^ul, the
plaintiffs are estopped to recover
lamages by reason thei-eof because
;he plaintiffs voluntarily particiJated in and profited by the same
rasiness practices." The brief points
5ut that the "plaintiffs not only accepted a playing position within the
!Chicago system of release, but ini listed upon clearance which pre-
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Levi in Mass. 7th Post
Boston — Paul Levi, advertisingpublicity director for the Metropolitan, will serve as state industry publicity chairman for Massachusetts
during the Seventh War Loan,
Harry Browning announced Friday.
Browning, who previously filled the
spot during the Seventh will be executive assistant to the National
Chairman, Samuel Pinanski.
•

Chicago — Pfc. Bernard Mack, son
of Irving Mack, of the Filmack Co.,
who was injured overseas, is now
hospitalized at Schick General Hospital in Clinton, la.

Metro Hosting Liuicheon
Metro's public relations department, through Therese Stone, will
tender a luncheon today at the Town
Hall Club for preview committee
representatives. Among those present will be Mrs. Daniel Poling of
the Christian Herald and Mrs. Jennette Emerich
of the MPPDA.
•
Kill N. H. Dog Racing Bill
Concord, N. H.— House Bill 163,
providing for legalization of greyhound racing in New Hampshire, has
been killed by the House on a roll
call vote of 198 to 151.
•
Backtrack on Income Ceiling
Springfield, 111. — The Illinois
House passed and sent to the Senate
a joint resolution repealing action
of the 63rd general assembly (previous session) in memorializing Congress to put a ceiling of 25 per cent
on income taxes.
•
Chi. Technicians Elect
Chicago — -Frank Olson has been
named president of the Chicago Film
Technicians Union. He also remains
as business agent for the stagehands' union. Other officers elected
were: Walter Tinkham, vice-prexy;
Hazel Buddmeyer, secretary; Herbert Beeman, treasurer; Jack Grable,
business agent; W. H. Strafford,
financial secretary, and Herman
Moore, sergeant-at-arms.

Grainger Appoints Bugie
Dallas Branch Sales Mgr.

MOI to Continue Making
Info. Films After War

James R. Grainger, Republic president and general sales manager, has
appointed William F. Bugie as
branch sales manager in Dallas.
Bugie, formerly salesman in that
office, was upped following the appointment of N. J. Colquhoun, former branch manager, as Southwestern district sales manager.

(Continued from Page 1)
is here for a brief visit in connection with the completion of a picture on the Burma campaign.
The Burma picture was shot by
Alee Brice and was assembled by
Brice and Frank Capra. A rough
cut of the production will be shown
to both American and British officials in Washington this week.
Archibald and Major Frank Owen,

Leigh in Metro's "Dundass"
London (By Cable) — Vivien Leigh
will star in "Lette Dundass," the
Enid Bagnold play which MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, Ltd. will
send before the cameras in May, as
its second production, it was announced Friday by Sir Alexander
Korda. Miss Bagnold is the author
of Metro's current "National Vel-

•
Show "Horn Blows" April 2

vet."
"The Horn Blows at Midnight,"
Jack Benny starrer, will be nationally tradeshown by Warners on
April 2. Picture is scheduled for
general release the latter part of
April.
•

Mack in Iowa Hospital

vented other theaters from competin.fi- with them except under the same
system." Their clearance demands
had the same uniformity as to all
distributors and the same continuity
from year to year as those of the
defendant exhibitors, according to
the brief.
In conclusion, it is declared that
the defendants "are entitled to a
new trial because the jury had before them and saw during their deliberations an exhibit which had not
been received in evidence." It is
pointed out that there was offered
in evidence by the plaintiffs, and
rejected by the trial court upon defendants' objections, a list of 1,559
theaters operated by Paramount all
over the country. In some unknown
manner, this exhibit was before
the jury during its deliberations,
it is charged.

of Admiral Mountbatten's staff, will
arrange for the release of the picture in England.
The MOI, Archibald said, plans
to make educational and other types
of pictures designed to re-train men
in the armed services for industry.
In fact, he said, such pictures are
now being made, including subjects
for classrooms, Ministry of Labor
and Ministry of Health. It is possible that various bureaus will take
over the work now being done by
the wai^time agency. Many of the
pictures now handled by the MOI
are made by commercial films and
the work is expected to go on a
larger scale in the post-war period.
It is also possible that an international library for documentary pictures will be set up.

New Minn. Bill on
Theater Divorcement

11

(Continued from Page 1)
the bills and because their constitutionality has been ruled on,
some industry sources believe
that the possibilities for quick
action are greater than if the
bill had no precedent. There are
others,
who will
believe
tion onhowever,
the measure
not acbe
pushed unless the trial of the
Government's anti-trust action
against the eight major companies is delayed. Trial now is set
for Oct. 8.
Under the Minnesota proposal,
ownership or operation of picture
houses in the state by producers
and/or distributors would be outlawed, with a year allowed for divestment after the bill became a law.
Violations would bring a year in
prison, $10,000 maximum fine, or
both. It was introduced by Representative E. J. Chilgren of Little
Fork and is similar to previous divorcement measures introduced in
Minnesota.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Wages-Hours Adjustments
Sought Via New System
(Continued from Page

1)

hibition industry here, it was reportedderstood
on Friday.
Action
unto have been
the was
outcome
of a Regional War Labor Board
hearing held earlier in the week at
which spokesmen for labor unions
in the entertainment business and
amusement enterprises affected by
the curfew agreed to make changes
in wage-and-hour schedules under
present collective bargaining agreements.
The operators' union will resist
any attempt by employers to obtain wage adjustments where contracts stipulate a definite number
of hours of operation that would
carry beyond midnight normally, according to a spokesman for Local
306. It was indicated that adjustments would be considered in cases
of theaters where the number of
hours is not specified.
He said Local 306 was px-ompted
to take such a stand by the adverse
ruling made by the War Labor Board
when the union sought adjustment
of wages to help meet the higher
cost of living. In that case, he asserted, the WLB held the union to
its contracts. His contention was
that the contracts were just as binding in the present issue.
Under discussion is a request from
the theater men that theaters be
allowed to begin operations an hour
earlier.
Any adjustments in favor of
Broadway houses would affect booth
costs heavily besides resulting in
loss of overtime, the Local 306 official said.
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DUARTQt'S RAW STOCK CUT 6 MILLION FEET
New York^s 1 a. m. Curfew Gets Capital
Support
Overall
Quota
Set at
Arm^y's
"T«t?o
Down,
One
to
Go,"
V-E
Day
lymes "Surprised" at
.oGuardia's Extension; Ex>ects General Compliance

•/ashingtoii

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Technicolor Short, Ready
Washington

said he was greatly "surby LaGuardia's action of
in extending the curfew
of New York exhibitors were
(Continued on Page 10)
— Give to the Red Cross —

lalls Price Control
tee Screen Menace
Declaring that the freedom of the
creen would be threatened by Govrnment price control, Ed Kuykeniall, MPTOA president, in a geni:ral bulletin pointed out that Conjrress specifically exempted newspapers, radio, periodicals and motion
)ictures from price control when the
aw first was enacted in 1940. Kuy:endall cited the reasons for the ex(Continued on Page 3)
— Give to the Red Cross —

>t. Louis Amusement Wins
intervention Right Move
St. Louis Amusement Co., which
vas denied permission to intex'vene
n the New York consent decree by
^'ederal Judge Henry W. Goddard,
las been granted a motion to appeal
(Continued on Page 9)

Close Panama Mails
To Film Shiptnents
Panama City (By Cable)— Postal
service for the dispatching of films
into the jungle-studded interior of
Panama will terminate on March 30,
Antonio Pino R., director of posts and
telegraphs of the Republic of Panama,
announced yesterday.

of

THE

FILM

for iVazts' Fall
DAILY

Washington — The Army's V-E Day pic, "Two Down, One to Go," a threereeier in Technicolor, is now under seal in film exchanges throughout the U. S.,
ready to hit the screens as soon as the War Department flashes the word that
Nazi Germany has been defeated.
The subject, distributed and to be played as a result of the OWI-WAC

DAILY

Washington — Full confidence that
roprietors of places of entertainlent will continue to support his
urfew order despite the extension
f New York Mayor LaGuardia to
a.m., was expressed yesterday by
)WM Director James F. Byrnes.
Symes
irised"
lunday
our.
Plans

Bureau

hook-up, is now classified as "restricted," and its content is very much hushhush. Only a few WAC toppers have seen it, in addition, of course, to those in
Government service. Approximately 300 prints have been distributed to exchanges, itis understood.

WLB Reps. Working Biddle Hints Use
On Plan to End Strike
Of D of J "Big Stick
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
—
Los Angeles,
San
Francisco and Washington representatives of the War Labor Board are
at work on a plan which they hope
will settle the studio strike. Herbert
Sorrell, president of Conference of
Studio
Unions,
said: "If WLB
orders a hearing, which the producers
will attend and if the hearing will
(Continued on Page 3)
— Give to the Red Cross —

Hillside Early Trial
Plea Denied by Court

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Increased activity by

261 MUlion Feet; Special Pool for Indies
Washington

By ANDREW
Bureau
of

H. OLDER
THE FILM

DAILY

Washington — A cut of about
six million feet in the industry
raw stock allocation for the
second quarter of this year was announced yesterday by WPB, althoug-h
the overall figure given by the agency
actually is larger than that for the
first quarter. The joker is that
credits for prints lent the Army for
showing in this country will be reduced.
Overall quota is set at 261,000,000
(Continued on Page 9)
— Give to the Red Cross —

Radio Wants Cut of
Oliio Censorsliip Coin

the Department of Justice's antitrust division to balk post-war
growth of monopoly was predicted
in the annual report of the Department, filed with Congress yesterday
Columbus, O. — Allocation of funds
by Attorney
General Biddle.
Biddle revealed that several anti- derived from film censorship fees
(Continued on Page 9)
to be used to conduct a sui'vey for
FM radio in Ohio has been proposed
— Give to the Red Cross —
in the Legislature. A portion of the
Paley Will Control
Ohio censorship fees now goes to(Continued on Page 10)
German Entertainment

Col. William S. Paley, former head
A motion by the Hillside Amusement Co. to have a trial date set for of CBS and now chief of radio for
its 11,350,000 anti-trust action the Psychological Warfare Division
against the eight major companies of SHAEF, is to be head of entertainment control for the Allied Nawas denied yesterday by Judge Knox.
tions during the first phase of GerPlaintiff, which operates the May(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 9)

Freon for Theaters Forecast
WPB to Act Despite Services' Objections
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Seventh War Loan Short
Washington — Despite objection by
To Be Released April 19 the Army and the Navy, WPB is in-

tending to announce shortly that a
supply of Freon gas for comIndustry's Seventh War Loan drive large fort
cooling will be made available
short, "All-Star Bond Rally," will be
released on April 19, it was learned for use by theaters, restaurants, hotels and other service establishments.
yesterday. Short goes out under the
Among these will be broadcasting
OWI-WAC auspices.
studios.
., ..
Under consideration for subsequent
r»
Size of the' pool to be set aside
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 9)

— Give to the Red Cross —

NAMPI Meets Thursday
On Raw Stock Situation
The National Association of Motion Picture Independents will meet
Thursday morning at the Preview
theater, 1600 Broadway, to receive
first-hand reports on the recent par(Continued on Page 3)

Texas Spurns lUone
For Film Censorship
Austin, Tex. — Proposal for state
censorship of motion pictures drew a
resounding rebuff from the Texas
Legislature.
A bill proposing creation of 32
boards of censors in Texas received
a unanimous unfavorable report from
the House Committee on State Affairs following a public hearing.
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JAMES R. GRAINGER, presdent of Republic
Pictures, will leave with FRANCIS BATEMAN
from Hollywood today for a four-day sales
conference in San Francisco. He is scheduled
to leave for New
York on March
29.
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LEONARD H. GOLDENSON, Paramount vicepresident in charge of theater operations, has
returned from Florida and Cuba business conferences.
MONTY BANKS
from the Coast.

YORK
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RKO
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29
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14
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MARKET

is at the Waldorf-Astoria

DICK POWELL returned to the Coast at the
week-end after a six-week personal appearance tour in the East with his film, "Murder
My WALTER
Sweet." L. TITUS, JR., head of Republic
branch operations, arrived in Boston at the
week-end and will return here Thursday.
ADA

SIEGEL, editor of This Month

magazine,

left today on a week's speaking tour through
Canada
regarding the publication's development.
RICHARD H. ROFFMAN, entertainment news
and promotion editor of This Month magazine
is in Lakewood
for a brief vacation.

%
1/2

JAMES WYNN, United Artists district mandays. ager, is in New Haven from Boston for a few

announced that it would "take action" if negotiations did not proceed
in a manner more satisfactory to it.
Another meeting with representatoday. tives of the laboratories is set for
— Give to the Red Cross —

—
—

1%
1 1/2 —
31/8
31/8
211/2 215/8
45/8
45/8
237/8 24
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Harry Blair Leaves PRC
Ad-Publicity Spot Here

ABEL JACOCKS, operator of the Capitol, East
Haven, Conn., is in Boston for a visit with
brother,
Donald
Jacccks.
IRVING RAPPER, who directed Warners'
"The Corn is Green," leaves the Coast this
week for New York to attend the world premiere of the picture March 29 at the Hollywocd
Theater.
SAM

WOODS and MRS. WOODS are in Chicago for a visit with their daughter, K. T.
Stevens.
TED

LLOYD, head of the 20th-Fox radio department, has returned from the Coast.

DAVE MILLER, Universal district manager and
MRS. MILLER, are in Miami Beach for their
delayed annual
mid-winter vacation.
CORP. URIBAM ANDERSON, former Associated
Circuit theater manager, has returned to
Camp 'Benning, Ca., after a 10-day furlough
visit with his wife in Cleveland.
ROSE WEITZ, secretary to United Artists
branch manager Morrison B. Orr in Cleveland
is vacationing
in Florida.
DON McELWAINE
Netherland.
PHIL

REISMAN

has

of PRC
returned

is at the Sherry
from

Europe.

^,

IVaslniuitoii Bur.. THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Scheduled appearance of Chester Bowles before the
Senate Banking and Currency Committee today to support his request
for authority to control box office
prices, has been deferred for a day,^
it was learned yesterday. That Bowlesl^
intends to appear seems definite, with
the committee planning to hear him
tomorrow.

Industry Pays Homage
To Admiral Wilkinson
Admiral T. S. Wilkinson, commai
der of the Third Amphibious Force
in the Pacific, and Mrs. Wilkinsc
were guests of honor yesterday at
WAC luncheon hosted by Francis
Harmon and which was attended t
industry leaders. Luncheon was pri
ceded and followed by a screening <
key.
"Fury in the Pacific." The admin
was introduced by Capt. Gene Mai

T/SGT. JACK ALICOATE, radio gunner and
son of Charles A. Alicoate, has returned to the
United States on a 30-day furlough after completing 50 bombing
missions
over Germany.

In a brief address. Admiral Wilkii
son told of the Pacific campaign an
BONITA GRANVILLE, RKO Radio starlet, ar- lauded the industry's role as a moi
ale builder. He said that on or
rived here yesterday
from
the Coast.
Pacific island where shows wei
Local 702 to Continue
Twin Bills Continued
given nightly, a Jap soldier in a
American uniform was picked up or,
New Contract Parleys
By B 6c K Loop Houses
night. The Jap had been hiding in
fox hole for two months but woul
Acting on a report submitted to
Chicago — B & K is continuing twin
the executive board by its negotiat- bills of first-runs, at the Loop Apol- come every night to see the movie
ing committee Friday night, the Mo:'i/4
lo and Garrick theaters. "Fig'hting
tion Picture Laboratory Technicians
Union, Local 702, lATSE, decided Lady" and "Sunday Dinner for a
Net
Chg.
yesterday to continue its talks with Soldier," opened over the week-end
the Eastern processors for new con- at the Garrick to capacity business,
tracts to replace those that terminated on March 10. The union had while the Apollo held over for the

MnnnciAL
(Monday,

LESERMAN, United Artists general saleswill leave today for the Coast.

PHIL REISMAN, RKO Radio foreign sales
chief, has returned
from England
and France.

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD. 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H.
Older, S516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Eiler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briargate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtude* 214. HONOLULU — Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Carmicbael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.

NEW

Botvles' Appearance
In Senate Deferred

%
'A
1/4

Para. Will Show Fifth
Block of Pix Apr. 5-6
Paramount's fifth block for the
1944-45 season will be tradeshown
April 5-6. "Scared Stiff," PineThomas production, will replace
"One Exciting Night," originally
announced for the fifth block. Others

third week "Ministry of Fear" and
"Death in the Catacombs." Other
Loop B & K houses have already
played first-run single features and
there is no change in this policy.
The RKO Palace recently made a
change in its week-end policy, due
to the midnight curfew. The usual
second film is not run on Saturday
and Sunday, which gives the theater
two more shows for the week-end
schedule, the time being saved for
the second film withdrawal. On weekdays, two first-run films continue to
be played.
Metro's "Thirty Seconds Over Tobeing single-featured
at 16
class Bkyo," ishouses
this week.

in the group are Hal Wallis' "The
Affairs of Susan," "A Medal for
— Give to the Red Cross —
Harry Blair, for the past year Benny" and "Murder, He Says."
Eastern advertising and publicity diTravis.
MPSA Exec,
rector for PRC, resigned yesterday, Jokn Elliott Dead
Coming
to SeeAlstock
Lexington, Ky. — John Elliott, pioeffective immediately, and will announce his future plans shortly.
neer chain operator and co-partner ll'cst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Merwin Travis, exPRC, it is understood, will concen- in the Elliott Ward Circuit, is dead.
ecutive of Motion Picture Society
trate its advertising and publicity
for the Americas, is en route to
activities at the Coast studio, employWashington and New York. In
ing only an exploitation man in New
York.
Washing-ton he will confer with Fi'anCity
cis Alstock of the Office of CIAA,
Sound Recording Studios Inc.
while
in New York he will hold conBroadway
New
York
"Mickey" Onie Missing
1600
ferences with heads of international
35mm.
IBmm.
Cincinnati — Milton "Mickey" Onie,
Film
Acetate
and
Witx
Recording
Fac ilitles.
departments
of various major comson of William Onie, franchise holdComplete Location
Equipment for Film,
B usiness
panies. While in New York he will
er for Monogram, is reported missing
Meetings
and
Specialty
Recordings.
be at Hotel Warwick.
in action, over Germany.
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Freon Release for
Theaters Forecast

(alls Price Control
Free Saeen Menace
(Continued from Page 1)
emption as being (1) to protect freedom of speech, of the press and of
expression and (2) the great difficulty of applying price controls to such
y intangible commodity.
-^ The reasons for the exemption, he
said, were just as valid now as they
were in 1940. While it may never
be used, he added, price control on
pictures could easily place the screen
under the thumb of the Government
for any propaganda or pressure use
it saw fit, and the penalty for resistance could then be economic
strangulation and eventual destruction.
"If the exemption for movies
should be removed by such an amendment as is proposed," Kuykendall
wrote, "the OPA could then decide
where to fix the ceiling prices on
theater admissions, at the present
scales Or at some previous date to
accomplish a 'roll back' of current
prices; also whether to put the ceiling prices on film rentals and terms.
These decisions of OPA would be arbitrary, without hearings; and enforceable by the usual penalties."
Kuykendall said that the Government should be made to realize, however, that admission prices at film
theaters "are always fixed by competitive conditions in a highly competitive business in which several diffei'ent theaters (and even the same
theater to some extent) offer exactly the same article at different times
for a wide variety of prices." He
pointed out that "any theater that
charges more than the public is willing to pay has empty seats and
sooner or later goes broke."
Kuykendall bemoaned the fact that
"we are so poorly organized to defend" the industry that once again
"we get kicked around in Washington and get a dose of desti-uctive
publicity that tears down our badly
needed public good-will unnecessarily."
— Give to the Red Cross —

NAMPI Meets Thursday
On Raw Stock Situation
(Continued

from Page 1)

ley of the Industry Advisoi-y Committee with the WPB in Washington
on the current raw stock situation.
Important developments pertaining
to the distribution and allocation of
raw stock will be discussed, it was
disclosed yesterday by Nat Sanders,
NAMPI secretary.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
Joseph

H.

March
20
Seidelman
Edmund
Edgar
Buchanan

Coulding

(Continued from Page 1)

All in the Diiy's iVett?s
# # 9 CUFF NOTES: President Roosevelt's special five-minute
Red Cross message tonight at 9 p.m., E.W.T., will be "piped-in" to
countless theater audiences across the nation
Managers are scheduling their shows so that collections can be taken up immedicrtely following the Chief Executive's talk ... • Al Finestone, of Para.'s publicity department, who was loaned to the Fifth War Loan national committee, draws a return engagement for the Seventh War Loan, coming
up
He'll serve as assistant director of publicity on a full time
basis under John Hertz, Jr., at the request of National Chairman Sam
Pinanski ...
# Twentieth-Fox's 30th anniversary drew a salute over
the air on the Lux Radio Theater show last night
April is the
company's anniverscn-y month ... # Latest issue of LO! the Loew's
employes' magazine, reveals that the company has made its second
"deposit" in the Loew's Employment Retirement Plan, bringing the
total pension fund for the two years of operation to $6,374,000 . . .
• Sonford Leavitt, son of Joe Leavitt. -who owns the Independent Screen
Room in Cleveland's Film Building, has been upped from assistant to
Red Cross field director in the Fifth Service Command area, with headquarters in Columbus ... # Didja know that George Seed, Fabian's
city manager in Cohoes, is an avid horseman, riding every morning? And that Blackie, his thoroughbred, has won two trophies,
two blues and four pinks in Northern New York horse shows?
. . .
# The industry boys with the OWI sxire get around
Latest postcard from Manny Reiner describes the beauties of Pisa and Florence ... # When OPA Administrator Chester Bowles charged that
film admission prices had jumped 38 Vz per cent in the last three years,
he would seem to have overlooked the fact that many nobes — in CleveIcmd, for example — have taken a one-cent cut in order to keep the
scale to round figures ... # In the last 10 vreeks. Loew's employes
have purchased $3,000,000 more insurance under the company's group
insurance plan
This brings the total policies now in force close
to $16,000,000
T
▼
▼
• •
%
HOT
OFF THE HOLLYWOOD
WIRE:
Cornel Wilde
starts at Columbia on a loan from ZOth-Fox for a third picture
It's "The Bandit of Sheiiuood Forest," to be filmed in Technicolor
Anita Louise will be opposite ... 9 Deal by which Paramount acquired rights to Irving Stone's best-seller, "Immortal Wife,"
calls for his collaboration on the writing of the screenplay . . .
9 Paramount is reported near the closing stage in a deal with
Fanny Holtzman for Gertrude Lawrence's autobiography, "A Star
Danced," which Doubleday-Doran will publish in June ... # Metro
will team June Allyson and Robert Walker in Chester Erskin's original,
"For Better, for Worse" ... % Columbia has set Janet Blair for
the lead in "Tars and Spars" ... % Paramount is loaning Barbara
Britton to Jules Levey for his forthcoming UA release, "Homesteaders"
...
0 Danny
Kaye's next picture for Samuel
Goldwyn
will be
"The Kid From Brooklyn"
"The Kid From Brooklyn" will be
the second Kaye picture to use his home town as setting
"Wonder
Man," now being prepared for Summer release, has most of its scenes
laid in Brooklyn
"The Kid From Brooklyn" will reveal Danny
as a chicken-hearted stripling who becomes a championship fighter
through a freak. ... .TJ^e role is based on the character created by
Harold Lloyd in "The Milky Way" ... % Donald Barry will star
in Republic's "The Crooked Mile," Jerry Sackheim's murder mysteiy ... # Donna Reed draws the feminine lead in Metro's "They
Were Expendable"

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!.

provisionally is reported to be neai'ly half a million pounds — which is
insufficient to cover all the requests
of comfort cooling system operators.
It is hoped, however, that most can
be taken care of and that even more
Freon may yet be made available.
Hundreds of appeals pending to the
Freon control order, M-28, are now
being scrutinized, with every indication being that before the week is
up they will be granted. Whether
they will be granted in full or whether only a major percentage of the
quantity of the gas sought will be
permitted
is not
yet cei-tain. will be
All service
establishments
on an equal footing for the pi'esent,
although in the event of a developing
shortage of the gas for military or
war-supporting purposes the comfort-cooling- users may be graded.
Broadcasters, for instance, might be
given a preference over some other
users because of the soundproofing
requirements for their studios. Just
how theaters would figure in on
such a deal is uncertain although it
is pointed here that theater doors
must be kept tightly closed in order
for the sound to be heard perfectly
and the projection to be completely
effective.
— Give to the Red Cross —

WLB Reps. Working
On Plan to End Strike
(Continued

from Page 1)

be before some person authorized to
enforce any order the board may
make we will attend and the strike
It is believed James W. Byi'nes,
War Mobilization
Director, William
would
end."
H. Davis, Director of Economic Stabilization, orPresident Roosevelt may
enter the picture before actual settlement of the strike is accomplished.
Sorrell said the sti-ikers are in a
stronger position than last week despite the defection of office workers,
publicists and story analysts, and
declared that they had originally entered the strike of their own volition
and without any solicitation.
Screen Actors Guild members have
begun mail voting on whether to
pass picket lines and indications are
they will overwhelmingly decide to
continue working.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

LT. DON TERRY, film star, USN commendatory
ribbon for service on volunteer landing
boat on May 21, 1944, awarded at Harvard
by Admiral R. A. Spruance.
CAPT. GENE MARKEY, USNR, former motion
picture writer-producer, was awarded the
Bronze Star Medal for meritorious service
to the Government In planning military
operations against the enemies of the
United
States.
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WARNERS
ARE NOW SPREADING A BROAD GRIN
ACROSS THE MAP OF AMERICA WITH
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Directed by

MICHAEL CURTIZ

andreakj^ng
BERT HUTTON-JEAN SULLIVAN-ALAN HALE ^onald woodsner
4y by Louise Randall Pietson. From her Book ■■Roughly Speaking" .Music Composed and Adapted by Max Stei
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Produced bynLllIM
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^'A rugged and hard-hitting espionage picture. Easily takes rank as a topline production in its field/'

-Hollywood Reporter

''Swift, turbulent and exciting melodrama of Jap espionage. Calculated
to fire audiences against the race which planned war against
the

U. O.

—Hollywood Variety

''Moving at a neat pace, and with good performances, it is a ^
good entry for the top half or as a single where exploitation can
pull it through." -The Exhibitor

TRADE
L'> I'l - f

1 , Z3Mit 1

>'..
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COLLECT AT
EVERY SHOW
RED CROSS WEEKMARCH 15-21

*

^'This potent melodrama of Jap espionage in U. S. will jar fans outol
I €omplacency. Authenticity is imparted by Drew Pearson." -Film Daily
^'Powerful, well-paced drama of Jap treachery . . . Will hold its own ...
Forceful, suspenseful and believable." -Motion picture oaiiy

)

''Drew Pearson's introduction... gives a sobering air of authenticity.
Good melodrama with satisfactory suspense." -Motion picture Herald
"Exploitable... timely and intensely melodramatic. ..Should do good
business generally and clean up in action spots!" -Fiim Bulletin
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^ "Tarza-A RCVICUJS'Kid Sister'
OF
THE
n€UI
fILfflS
i^^
n and the
"Wait for Me"
with Roger Pryor, Judy Clark
PRC
56

Amazons"

wihh Johnny Weismuller,
RKO
PLEASING

ADDITION

Brenda

Joyce
76 Mins.

THE

JUNGLE

TO

SERIES; FAVORABLY
CAST
ERAL AUDIENCE APPEAL.
Sol Lesser

has turned

out

FOR

GEN-

another

en-

tertaining picbased on the characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs, with sufficient variety to whet the satisfaction of
young and old alike.
Cheta, the chimpanzee, still supplies the
comedy in his ingratiating manner, and
Johnny Sheffield handles the role of Boy
in credible style.
Complemented with such seasoned performers as Madame Ouspenskaya and Henry Stephenson, director Kurt Neumann has
injected enough jungle business into the
somewhat mild, however fantastic, screenplay to add the required pace and action.
In this one. Boy led to believe that he is
aiding the cause of civilization, disregards
Tarzan's refusal to help a group of scientists
in their search for the Palmyrians, a tribe of
women warriors, and leads them to the
Amazons' secret valley. On arrival, the
men discover a fabulous gold supply which
they attempt to steal.
Boy is about to be sacrificed to a Sun
god for his misdeed when Tarzan saves him
by retrieving the stolen ornaments of the
god.
CAST: Johnny Weismuller, Brenda Joyce, Johnny Sheffield, Henry Stephenson, Madame Maria
Ouspenskaya, Barton MacLane, Don Douglas,
Steven Ceray, J. M. Kerrigan, Shirley O'Hara.
CREDITS: Producer, Sol Lesser: Director, Kurt
Neumann; Screenplay, Hans Jacoby, Marjorie L.
Pfaelzer; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Art Director,
Walter Koessler; Music, Paul Sawtell; Assistant Director, Scott R. Beal; Film Editor,
Robert O. Crandall; Associate Producer, Kurt
Neumann; Makeup Artist, Norbert Miles; Interiors, James E. Altweis; Wardrobe, Earl Moser;
Prod. Designer, Phil Paradise.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Good.

Paley Will Control
German Entertainment
(Continued from Page 1)
many's military occupation, according to reports from London. Films
would be included in his province,
it is understood. Paley was promoted to the rank of colonel last
week.
He now is in Paris.

ININEW POSTS
ARTHUR

J. KNOWLTON,
sociated Screen News,

office manager. AsToronto.

WILLIAM HERSCHEL, assistant manager, RKOSchine-Paramount,
Syracuse,
N. Y.
LOUIS J. KUPFER, director of advertising and
publicity, Schoenstadt Circuit, Chicago.
LYNWOOD, F. GOODYEAR, manager, Ritz, Clearwater, Fla.
HOLT GEWINNER, JR., manager, Ritz Theater,
Macon, Ga.
JOHN GARDNER, manager, Riallo Theater, Macon,
Ga.
JACK CRUTCHFIELD, manager. East Macon Theeater, Macon, Ga.
THELMA THORPE, manager, Capitol Theater,
Macon, Ga.
LLOYD L. PEARSON, manager, Lloyd, Rushville,
III.
E. E. HUBBARD,
III.

manager,

Salem, Petersburg,

Artkino

Mins.

FAST COMEDY HAS ENOUGH ON THE
BALL TO GO OVER WITH THE FAMILY
TRADE.
For the family trade this little comedy
ought to prcve acceptable entertainment.
Under the supervision of Sigmund Neufeld
and the lively direction of Sam Newfield,
the
production moves along pleasantly and
smoothly.
The Fred Myton screenplay, which
better situations than it has dialogue,
fers Roger Prycr and Judy Clark in the
roles. Miss Clark is the kid sister of

has
oftop
the

title. The girl, a problem child, gets into
plenty of hot water in her campaign to
steal Roger Pryor from her sister, Constance
Worth. Of course it's hard to believe that
a sensible chap like Roger would want as
his wife a crazy, irresponsible kid like Miss
Clark.
But that's the way it is in this film.
The acting is adequate unto the occasion.
CAST: Roger Pryor, Judy Clark. Constance
Worth, Frank Jenks, Tommy Dugan, Richard
Byron, Minerva Urecal, Ruth 'Robinson, Peggy

79

Mins.
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Washington — Films would be used
extensively as an instrument for
spreading abroad a true picture of
America and Americans under a Government information agency understood being planned by authorities
here for operation on a permanent
basis after the war.
The venture, under study by the
State Department, the OWI, the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs
and others, would cari-y on the rest
of the work done by the OWI and
the CIAA to "sell" America to the
rest of the world. An announcement is expected within the next
two months.
Films would be among the cultural, educational and scientific material placed in the hands of the
foregoing field offices by the domestic staff to inform other peoples on
American life and to correct any
misconceptions that inight exist
abroad. Formation of a private
"overseas council" operating as a
non-profit organization would be
spurred as a means of providing true
pictures of America in all media,
including films. This organization
would supply material not ordinarily available from the agency itself.

iiy

LATEST SOVIET IMPORTATION WILL
MAKE AN IMPRESSION ON LOVERS OF
SOVIET

PIX.

The latest of the Soviet productions to
be brought to this country is not likely to
be cf more than mild interest to American
audiences even though it is dubbed in
English. Those who are rabid devotees of
the Soviet screen art comprise the chief
audience for "Wait for Me."
To be sure, the picture serves the noble
and decent purpose of reminding the women of the loyalty they owe their men who
have gone off to war. However, the message has been presented in a heavy-handed
and obvious manner that contributes more to
tediousness than to entertainment in the
instance of the person who is not a steady
customer for Russian film fare.
The film's disjointed, uneven story has
forcefulness and dramatic bite, not to mention profound earnestness. There are isolated sequences that make an impression

in the unfoldment of the story of two women left behind by their warrior husbands.
Wynne.
CREDITS: Producer, Sigmund Neufeld; Di- When both are reported missing, one woman remains fiercely loyal; the other finds
rector, Sam Newfield; Screenplay, Fred Myton;
Cameraman, James Brown; Art Director, Paul solace in gay doings. It is amply proved
Palmentola; Set Decorator, Elias H. Reif: Musical Director, David Chudnow; Sound, Max that loyalty pays. Nay, more, that it is a
Hutchinson; Film Editor, Holbrook N. Todd.
story.
patriotic duty of the soldier's wife to remain steadfast. The title tells the whole
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Okay.

Mull Gov't Info. Service
To "Sell" America to World

f^ SHORTS

The film produced at the Central Art Film
Studios of the U.S.S.R., has acting well
within the bounds of restraint.
CAST: Valentina Serova, Boris Blinov, Lev
Sverdlin; Nikolai Nazvanov, Nina Zorskaia, Piotr
Ceraga, Elena Tiapkina, Anton Martenov, Eda
Sipavina.
Alex Apsolon.
CREDITS: Directors, Boris Ivanov, Alexander
Stolper; Screenplay, Konstantin Simonov; Based
on poem by Konstantin Simonov; Musical Score,
Nikolai Kriukov; Cameraman,
S. Rubashkln.
DIRECTION, Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY, Fair.

the Pacific" 20 mii
Warner "Fury
Bros. —inWAC
A Must
lilt

"Fury in the Pacific," a camei
record of a typical amphibious ai
sault, is exactly that. Fierce ai
tion and its remarkably graphic qua,
ity, plus its failure to pull punche
place this film with the best of i1
type to come out of the war. Tt!
first film produced- jointly by tt
armed forces for public showing, tl
U. S. Army-Navy-Marine Corps pii
ture offers a nightmai-e experienc
and tears at the heai't with its scene
of American fighting men locked i
combat with the Japs. The film is
superlative account of the America
assault on Peleliu and Angaur in th ;1S
Palaus group in the Southwest P
cific. No film that has come out (
the war has given a clearer and mo] tit
dramatic picture of the problem
faced in our drive to clear the enem,
from the Pacific. The film, stirriri J^
and exciting in the extreme, will 1:
distributed by Warner Bros, for th
WAC. It is being released throug
the OWI. Not to be missed if on

I

wants
true picture
of the theate
natut *;
of the afighting
in the Pacific
of operations.

Carter Rites in Ohio

Funeral services will be held tc
morrow in Wauseon, 0., for Davi
Carter who, until last May, was Uni
versal's radio contact. Carter, wh
was 35, died Saturday from a hear
ailment which necessitated his resig
nation from Universal. He is sur
vived by his wife and daughter.
PTA
to 'Police'
NabesOfficers
on Friday
Nights
Before joining Universal, Carte
was with Columbia and Pan Amer
Cleveland — Members of the Mo- ican Airways.
tion Picture Council of Greater Cleve— Give to the Red Cross —
land, all officers of various PTAs B & K Buys Garrick Bldg.
will assist theater managers to imChicago — B & K has purchased th
prove the theater behavior of the
teen age youth by appointing mem- building which houses its 1,500-sea
bers to attend the neighborhood mov- Garrick Theater. Building will b
ies on Friday nights, get the names remodeled after the war.
of the disturbers and report them
to their parents. Some method of
posting the names of the offenders
will be worked out.
This decision came as a result of a
forum discussion of the problem held
Scranton, Pa. — Comerford Thea
in the Higbee Lounge under the sponters,
Inc., has leased a former thesorship of the Cleveland Motion Picater site in Olyphant for a perioc
ture Council. George W. Erdmann,
10 years in lieu of the Granads
secretary of the Cleveland Motion of
which was destroyed by fire.
Picture Exhibitors Association, led
the discussion, aided and abetted by
Daytona Beach, Fla. — Frank R
Fred Holzworth, manager of the Mil- Roach has purchased a major inliard Square Theater, Normal Ek,
terest in the Kingston theater frod
Leonard Albee Wounded
manager of the Shore Theater and Mrs. Edward N. Claughton. Be
Springfield, Mass. — Leonard W. Ray Allison, manager of the Shaker fore coming to Daytona Beach Roach
was with the Dixie Theaters of
Albee, projectionist for Warners in Theater.
Manchester, Conn., prior to entering
Chattanooga and Knoxville. He and
Erdmann urged closer co-operation ity.
service, was wounded in Germany between the various social agencies Mrs. Claughton plan to acquire
Feb. 28, according to word received and psychiatric clinics in the public other theater interests in the vicin
schools to weed out the ring leaders.
by his mother, Mrs. Nellie Albee.

THEATER DEALS
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aw Stock Cut of
ix Million Feet
(Continued from Page 1)

ear feet, with newsreels to get
additional 53,000,000 feet— the
me as in the current quarter. Al\iions to the producer-distribu^
y are shaved down, with a special
ol set up for the indies. The inpendent footage is 28,323,720 feet,
th no allocation provided for
lited Artists.
Allotments to Companies
The proposed second quarter allotjnts follow: Columbia, 28,130,580
et; Loew's, 39,191,760; Monogram,
)97,710; Paramount, 27,658,170;
jpublic, 17,082,450; Twentieth Cenry-Fox, 29,573,910; Universal, 25,3,190; Warner Bros., 31,374,810,
id independent producers, 28,323,0.
In the fourth quarter of 1944, 271,9,797 feet was allotted this group
• WPB for the production of enterinment pictures, while the amount
ailable in the first quarter of 1945,
IS 255,997,440 feet. Distributors
ao made positive prints of enterinment pictures available to the
I'my for exhibition in the United
ates in those quarters were given
redit" for additional film, as cominsation for film spoilage.
In the next quarter, credits for
■ints lent to the Army will be reiced and the overall amount of film
ailable to producers and distriburs will be about 6,000,000 feet less
an in the first quarter. WPB has
anned to place or supplement prints
needed for general distribution
r them after they are returned by
:e armed forces.
Pool for Independents
The pool for indies represents the
nount of film normally received by
dependents, plus a small additional
nount needed to provide flexibility
operation for small independent

Ohio County Scores
750 % Dimes Increase
Through a combination of circumstances, Franklin County, Ohio, will
probably show the greatest March of
Dimes collection increase over 1944
in the country . . . about 750 per
cent! In previous years, the polio
fund was included in the county's
over-all War Chest campaign and was
allotted $5,000 for the county. There
were no theater collections. This
year, the War Chest did not include
the polio charity, so collections were
made. Incomplete returns point to
$22,000 collected in theaters, with
an additional $16,000 from other
sources or $38,000 against $5,000!
Columbus — Theater collections in
the 1945 March of Dimes will exceed
$310,000 as against $231,000 in 1944,
said P. J. Wood, secretary of the ITO
of Ohio, and state theater chairman
for the drive.
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IN HOLLYWOOD

MAURICE and FRANKLIN KING, producers. Both born in New York City,
Maurice on Sept. 13, 1909, and Franklin on April 1, 1913. Educated in
New York public schools. Came to Los Angeles in 1921 where they did odd
jobs and Maurice gained reputation as a boxer. Entered the juke business
in association with C. B. De Mille. Embarked upon joint production careers in 1941 when they made
their
with Alan
"Paper
Bullets,"
which debut
introduced
Ladd.
Have
established record in low-budget
field with production of eight pictures for Monogram release. Latest
is "Dillinger," which presents Lawrence Tierney as the gang leader.
Preparing program of six pictures
for shooting in 1945, with a psychological mystery as the next film.
Maurice's hobby: horse racing.
Stands 5 ft. 8 in. Weighs 157.

MAURICE KING

Hair, brown; eyes, brown. Franklin's hobby: boxing. Stands 5 ft
11 in. Weighs 213. Hair, brown.
Eyes, brown.

Seventh War Loan Short
To Be Released April 19
(Continued from Page 1)
release under the same sponsorship
are the following, titles as well as
dates both being tentative at the
present time :
"Lend Lease for Victory," May 3;
"Adventure in Prosperity," a
State, Commerce and FEA Department subject due May 31; "Postwar Jobs," June 14, and "Something You Didn't Eat," a Walt Disney cartoon on nutrition, June 28.
producers. The individual quotas of
the distributors from whom the independent producers formerly received film will be reduced to the extent
that they supplied film to independent producers, WPB explained.
Under a proposed amendment to
film order L-178 discussed at the
meeting, each "independent producer," as defined in the proposed
amendment, would be authorized tentatively to use up to a maximum
number of feet of film, out of the
overall quarterly quota for independent producers. Thereafter, each independent producer would be authorized to use film within his maximum
only, to the extent of requirements
in determining the permissible maximum. WPB would consider his past
film usage, the number of pictures
made by him in the past, and other
factors.
Use of 16 mm. Stock by Quotas
It was also emphasized that WPB
plans to permit the use of 32 millimeter film only in accordance with
quotas assigned by WPB. This
would apply to short ends as well as
full lengths of film, WPB representatives said. The amount of film
available for industry and other purposes continue to be seriously limited by high military requirements
for film and by film manufacturing
capacity, WPB officials emphasized.
Requirements for medical X-ray film
in particular are rising, they said.
Maximum
possible production
of

FRANKLIN

KING

Biddle Hints Use
Of D (Continued
of J "Big
Stick
from Page 1)
trust cases have been held up in the
interest of war production at the request of the military, but that even
before the cessation of hostilities
the Government will bring action
against
some ofofthe
these
ofi'enders.
The tone
report
indicated
that the Department is readying a
big stick, and does not intend to
compromise in its efforts to stamp
out the growth of monopoly. Observers reading the report saw little
hope in it that any important concessions in the pending pix cases can
be won from the Department — ^the
intention being to fight these cases
through in the courts.
— Give to the Red Cross —

St. Louis Amusement Wins Hillside Early Trial
Plea Denied by Court
Intervention Right Move
(Continued from Page 1)
the denial to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Motion was granted by Judge Francis
G. Caffey on Saturday.
Counsel for the St. Louis Amusement Co. charged in its motion that
the court erred in refusing application to intervene as of right, that
it erred in refusing to exei'cise its
discretion and to prevent the petitioners to intervene and that it erred
in refusing to hold that the decree
expired by its terms on Nov. 20,
1943. It was claimed that the authoritative power and jurisdiction of
the arbitration tribunals and their
enforcement of awards and judgment
were not valid under the arbitration
system.
The petitioners pray for an order
entered Feb. 26, 1945, that the denial
of the application to intervene.be
reversed.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Photo, Visual Groups
Set Trade Association
Chicago — Representatives of nine
photographic
visual
associations met and
at the
localaids
Bismark
Hotel on Friday to organize a Chamber of Commerce for their end of the
trade. Presiding was Joe Dombroff,
of Willoug-hby's, New York firm.
It was decided, prior to adjournment, to hold another meeting in
May to complete organization plans.
32 mm. film in the second quarter of
1945 is estimated by WPB at 610,000,000 linear feet. WPB estimates
that a 25 per cent increase in the
production of certain types of film
would necessitate at least a $15,000,000 plant expansion program is now
under consideration by WPB. A major factor in reaching a decision on
this problem is that the setting up
of new plants would require at least
a year, and the increase in production could not be effected for 12 or
18 months.

(Continued from Page 1)

fair Theater, Hillside, N. J., sought
to have a date set for May, but the
judge ruled that the attorneys for
the film companies could not be ready
by that time because of the issues involved in the New York equity suit
pending before Federal Judge Henry
W. Goddard. It is obvious, the judge
said, that the defendant attorneys
cannot meet the obligations for an
early trial.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Margolies to Head East.
Ad-Publicity for Cowan
Albert Margolies has been appointed Eastern director of publicity
and advertising for Lester Cowan
Productions by George J. Schaefer,
chairman of the board in charge of
world-wide distribution. Margolies
succeeds Bob Montgomery who has
resigned and who will announce a
new association later this week.
Margolies formerly held the top
publicity-advertising post with Gaumont-British and was director of
publicity for United Artists. For
the last three years he has been
conducting his own publicity business.

**Goi|escos" Picheted
By Wise. v. Co-eds
Madison, Wis. — Twenty-five University of Wisconsin co-eds picketed
the Wisconsin Union Play Circle on
the campus Saturday protesting the
showing of the Spanish-made musiWisconsin Union film committee of
cal, "Goyescas."
students refused to stop the exhibition, promising to write a note to
RKO, the distributor. Pickets were
finally ordered to leave front of the
film house, which is housed in the
$2,500,000 university student center
here.
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N. Y. Curfew Gets
Support in Capital
(Continued from Page

1)

not known in Washington but Byrnes
made it plain that he hopes that they
will ignore the LaGuardia move. He
pointed out that his statement was
fully supported by the President.
Warns "No Time to Relax"
This is no time, Byrnes warned, to
"relax our efforts at home." ExIplaining that the Federal Government
has no policing agency to enforce
the curfew through the nation,
Byrnes said: "I believe that a controversial enforcement of the measure in New York City without the
support of local officials would be
impossible. But, the Government
does not intend to withdraw its request for places of entertainment to
close at midnight." Attempting to
police the country with federal officers would draw manpower from
war work, he explained.
Striking directly at LaGuardia,
Byrnes said that to be successful the
curfew must apply uniformly
throughout the country, and that,
"we cannot set one standard for
New York City and another standard for the rest of the country.
"Therefore, I still ask the full cooperation of all local officials and of
the public in support of this request.
In those instances in which local officials report violations the Government will apply those sanctions
which are available for the purpose."
Must Convince Our Fighters
Civilians, he said, "must convince
our fighting forces that the home
front is prepared to sacrifice for their

TWl

BRIEfinG THE DflV'S REUJS
Jackter, Drive Chcdrman.

Dr. Smith in RCA Labs. Post

Rube Jackter, assistant general
sales manager, has been appointed
chairman of Columbia's committee in
charge of the Montague Twentieth
Anniversary Campaign. Jackter is
now completing plans for a series
of competitive events to be outlined
as the campaign progresses.
•
Shirley Temple to Speak
San Antonio, Tex. — Plans have
been completed by Al Reynolds, city
manager of Interstate Theaters, to
have Shirley Temple speak to winners of a local waste paper drive
which ends Saturday. Miss Temple
will speak via long distance from
her studio in Hollywood through a
loud-speaker system to be installed
in the theater.
•
Booth Blaze in Texas

Dr. Lloyd Preston Smith, professor of physics at Cornell and a leading authority in the field of fundamental electronics, has been appointed associate research director of
RCA Labs, Princeton, N. J., it is
announced. Dr. Smith's appointment
fills a vacancy caused by the death
in action last July of B. J. Thompson,
in the Mediterranean area while on a
special mission for the Secretary of
War. Dr. Smith has been associated
with RCA Laboratories as a research
consultant since 1941.

New Braunfels, Tex.— The Cole
theater operated by Alfred Pena was
damaged by fire starting in the booth.
The house reopened following minor
repairs.
•
9:15 A.M. Sunday Opening
San Francisco — The United Artists
and Orpheum theaters have inaugurated the policy of running all-day
on Sundays for the duration of the
curfew. Both houses will open at
9:15 a.m. instead of 11 a.m. as previously done.

Square and see the number of service men walking around, you would
understand
why you can't impose a
support."
Byrnes declared also that he was midnight curfew on recreation in
New
York.
When a service man
certain V-E-Day would bring many
relaxations of wartime restrictions, gets a 24-hour pass and comes to
but did not state that the curfew New York, he's reluctant to waste
would be abandoned then. He em- any minute of it. He's going to get
phasized the support of the Presi- his recreation both before and after
dent, claiming "full approval," and midnight, Mr. Byrnes notwithstanddeclared full confidence that exhibiRep. Joseph C. Baldwin, New York,
tors and night club proprietors will
said: "I entirely approve of the
continue
"patriotically"
to
comply
with the curfew.
Mayor's
The service men in
ing."Yorkactions.
New
must have some place to
"I am equally confident," he said,
"that the large majority of the pat- go for recreation that's legal."
rons of places of entertainment will
Rep. B. Bunker, Nevada: "I'm
support their Government in this definitely opposed to the curfew. I
approvetion. Ithink
of Mayor
acconservation request."
he was LaGuardia's
entirely within
Support for LaGuardia
his rights and that his action reflects
Rep. Emanuel Celler, New York,
opinion."
Holds
New York is Unique
had this to say: "I think Fiorello public
LaGuardia is right and Byrnes is
wrong. LaGuardia has stolen the
Rep. Sol Bloom, New York: "I
show.
If you walk through Times don't say LaGuardia is right and
Byrnes wrong, but I do think that
New York is unique and cannot be
judged by the same standards as
Chicago, Philadelphia, or any other
city. When a person goes to the
theater in New York, he doesn't get
to any eating place until about
Stilz-Smith
11:30 p.m. In that respect alone.
New
York is individual.
Maj. Jack Smith, son of Eddie A.
and Mrs. Smith, Paramount theater
"I'm not saying that New Yorkers
manager, Springfield, Mass., and Jane should receive special privileges, but
Stilz of Atlantic City, N. J., were I do think that it would be perfectmarried in Springfield Saturday.
ly in order to allow the city to ex-

UlEDDinC BELLS

•
To Host City's Crippled

Radio Wants Cut of
Oliio Censorship Coin
(Confinued from Page

1)

ward the purchase of educational pitures for schools.
House
Bill 64, recently offer
would
divert money
from lice;
fees to a fund that could be used
broadcast educational purposes ai
not restricted to visual educatio:
According to reports here, the bil
was sponsored
by radio and tej
book interests.
In some quarters
has been said that funds from tVl
censorship fees are being sought i|
set up 30 FM stations in Ohio.

— Give to the Red Cross —
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Newly formed Variety Club will be hosts to the Silver Screen Canteen
crippled children of Grand Rapids To Mark Anniversary
during Holy Week. At that time
incapacitated children will see
Executives and employes of loc;
"Bambi" and other appropriate picFilm
Row companies, and membei
tures.
of the armed forces, will join in ceh
Fire in Fall River Capitol
brating the second anniversary <
Fall River, Mass. — Fire broke out the Silver Screen Canteen tomorro
at the Fraternal Clubhous
in the projection room of Capitol the- night
ater ten minutes before closing time. 110 W. 48th St. Stars of the ente:
Flames were confined to the booth,
tainmentDorothy
world, Ross,
including
Shei'
with theater now closed indefinitely Barrett,
June Knig'l
for repairs to equipment. Damage and Molly Picon, will entertain, ar
a GI orchestra will furnish dan<
is estimated at over $5,000.
music. The Canteen is sponsored b
•
Mono, to Appeal
SOPEG and SPG, and during its tw
years of existence has entertaine
Chicago — Monogram will appeal thousands
of members of the arme
the Censor Board's rejection of "Dil- services and the Merchant Marin
linger," according to repoi^ts here.
and conducted highly successfi
tend the curfew until 1 a.m. there. drives for war relief.
A huge birthday cake, donated
After all, the Mayor was aware of
the local conditions which made the the Cooks and Bakers School of th
U. S. Marine Service, will be a fes
midnight curfew too early."
On the other hand, three Senators ture of the celebration. Expenses c
appeared to condemn the LaGuardia Canteen operations are met by cor
action — Senator Tobey, New Hamp- tributions of film companies, SOPE'
shire; Bushfield, South Dakota, both and SPG.
Republicans, and Johnson, Democrat,
Colorado.
"Bluebeard" to Be PRC's
"I'm all for Byrnes," Bushfield First Release in Paris
said. "New York isn't entitled to
any more than Chicago or Cincin- West Coast. Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
Hollywood — Robert Haggiag, dis
tributor for PRC pictures in Nort;

A'. Y. Houses Take Advantage
Of Mayor's 1 a.m. Curfew

All but one of the downtown New
nati."and Brooklyn theaters affected
York
by the three-weeks' old curfew order, imposed by War Mobilization
Director James F. Byrnes, took immediate advantage of Mayor F..H.
LaGuardia's self-adjusted curfew
hour, moved from midnight to 1
a.m., and set their schedules for the
later break.
The Radio City Music Hall preferred to observe its current schedule until Wednesday with the hope
that "clarification of the issue" and
"official" notification would be received in time for the schedule on
the new show opening Thursday.
The extra hour will be considered
as a basis for the circuit neighborhood houses to return to a modified
late-show-Saturday-night
policy.

Africa, France, Belgium, Luxem'
bourg and Italy is in Hollywood cori
ferring with Leon Fromkess on dis
tribution of product in territoi'ie'
reclaimed from the Axis. "Blue
beard," will be the first release o
the company in Paris, according t
Haggiag.

STORK REPORTS
Omaha — Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coii
nett announce the birth of a daugb
ter. Father is Twentieth-Fox shiiJ
ping clerk. Grandmother is Peggj
Shallberg, M-G-M inspectress.
Cincinnati — Mannie Naegel, 20th
Fox rep., has a new son, Ted,
pounds.
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IT'S THE BIRTHDAY
PARTY of the YEAR!

^%%* ^f^i^^

i/^/4ff. Wm my/
at the BOX office when it is exposed
as realistically.. .and dramatically... as in
this sensational exploitation special!
"BEST CONTEMPORARY

FILM IN ITS CATEGORY" -M. p. herald

"SUSPENSEFUL, EXCITING AND
BILL STANDOUT" •BOX off/ce

FAST MOVING

.. .WILL BE A TOP

"ROUSING MELODRAMA. ..UNFOLDING AT A FAST AND EXCITING
PACE... EXCELLENT PRODUCTION INVESTITURES" • DAftr VARfErr
"GOOD
"LEON

NAME

CAST AND

FROMKESS

HIGH-POWERED

• HOlVfViOOD

REPORTER

HAS LET FIRE WITH BOTH BARRELS. ..THE RESULT

IS FAST, FORCEFUL

MELODRAMA"

"RED HOT FOR EXPLOITATION"
"BLINDING

EXPLOITATION"

•/M. P. daily
• box off/ce digest

IN ITS REVELATIONS

"THE GREATEST EXPOSURE

OF MUNICIPAL

GRAFT"

• GftfiiGE KINGSLEY, L. A. TIMES.

OF CRIME RACKETS TO HIT THE
SCREEN"
• EXHIBITOR

. Presents

LEO

TOM

MARTHA

Carrillo * Neal * Tllton
with

LIONEL
HARRY

ATWILL • GRANT MITCHELL
SHELDON LEONARD
SHANNON

• DANNY

MORTON

Screen
Play by . . . RAY SCHROCK
From the Book by MARTIN MOONEY

Produced

by

LEON

FROMKESS

Directed by LEW LANDERS
Associate Producer MARTIN MOONEY

YEAR

OLD

IH /l EAGUE

BOOTS!
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There's NO ILLUSION
These Raves!
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Hro,
about
\

*
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PRC PRESENTS

famed

TiJanne^

ScMcf

LYDON^EILERS*

WILLIAM

with

REGIS TOOMEY

• Charles arnt • george h. reed • jayne hazard • jimmy

CLARK • MARY McLEOD • PIERRE WATKIN * JOHN HAMILTON • SONIA SOREL • VIC POTEL
Produced by LEON
Spietn

PUy

by

ADELE

FROMKESS
COMANDINI

•

•
Bated

ob

Directed by EDGAR
an

Oiiginal

Story

YEAR 0||gy|N /league

by

G. ULMER
FR

BOOI^

^

/

AN

Blizzards

or

Brownouts . . .

''BLUiBEARD'' MADE

A BOX-OFFICE KILLING

its the HOLDomwr/

in PHILADELPHIA! Biggest business in many
months. ..despite worst blizzard in years...
"Bluebeard/ " excellent, distinctive class film, the kind
of picture any company

would be glad to release."
• Hollywood Reporter

"More suspense per minute than has been created by
all the zombies, mummies and ghosties let loose in the
theatres/ V Motion Picture Herald
"Leon

Fromkess

continues to boost PRC's

stock sky

high with 'Bluebeard.' 'V Daily Variety
"One

of the most ambitious offerings to bear the PRC

label... packs plenty of excitement

and suspense."
•k Film Daily

PRC PICTURES presents

JOHN CARRADINE

BiUBBiARD
4,f,l^

Tfie Most S\n\%\et Love Story Ever Told!

lea. PARKER

-NiisASTHER -ludwi, STOSSEL

Produced by LEON FROMKESS . Assoc. Prod. MARTIN MOONEY
Directed by EDGAR G. ULMER ' Screenplay by Pierre Gendron
Original Story by Arnold Phillips & Werner H. Furst

YEAR

OLD

LEAGUE

BOOTS!
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The Nation's Gone Wild . . .
"SPIENOID DIRiaiON"
Film Daily

\

orter
«V-oOepReports
o
H
r
E
P
I
U
S
r,^^ ONSSU"VERY
GOOD!"
Harrison's
T
CKES
.,.ftS

KiNbtR
"CERTAINIY A BEll RI
NGfR" Ho
h.ill
i ywood M. P. Review

"A RIOTCHIS SLEEPER l" Hollywood Reporter

''BEST COMEDY IN MANY YEARS" Daily Variety

"A IIVEIY SIEEPER" Liberty

'\H W^ w^*^ W|to
A ROTH-GREENE-ROUSE

Production

with

Freddie BARTHOLOMEW
Edward Everett HORTON

• James LYDON
• Tom TULLY

Jill Browning • Minna Gombell • Ruth Lee • Roberta Smith * Maude Eburne
Charles Halton • Ferris Taylor • Jimmy Conlin * Monte Collins
Charles Middleton • Emmett Lynn • Dorothy Vaughan
Written and Produced by

Bernard

R. Roth • Clarence Greene • Russell Rouse
D/recfed by RALPH
MURPHY

aaaB&fi£ttafiitiiiiii£ii

R OLD

/
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Every Home in America is living

this DRAMA

of tomorrow!

TIMELIEST PICTURE of the YEAR

1

i

V

It's headed for the title of 'the box office
SLEEPER OF THE YEAR"... HllD OVER in
DETROIT •BROOKLYN •LOS ANGELES •PROVIDENCE
*

•

"If Director William K. Howard

*
had never made

another

fine picture he could say with justifiable pride, 'I stand or
fall by this one.' " * Los Angeles Examiner
"PRC

is entitled to an armistice celebration all its own

over 'When

the Lights Go On Again.' "

"Leon Fromkess

* Hollywood Reporter

does it again... a strong PRC bid to show

producers it's possible to make
good money.' " • Oaily Variety

good pictures... as well as

"Even the majors could be proud of this one."
THREE STARS IN THE NEW

YORK

-^ Box office

DAILY NEWS ... Biggest Circulation in the World

PRC PRESENTS

WHEN THE LIGHTS GO ON AGAIN
starring

^ sww^

fcffuH^ LYDON

BELDEN

George CLEVELAND ^ Dorothy PETERSON a Regis TOOMEY
Directed by WILLIAM

K. HOWARD

Original Story by FRANK CRAVEN
• Screen Play by MILTON
Produced by LEON FROMKESS

The

5

YEAR

OLD

I

LEAGUE

LAZARUS

BOOTS!
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Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

RKO, PATHE-CAUMONT IN FRENCH TIE-UP
PCC !n 3-Po!nt Suggestion to WPB on Raw Stock
Asks Extreme Care on
Indie Discrimination, Monopoly, Morale Destruction
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

MAY BID ON OVERAGE RAW STOCK
Part

DAILY

Hollywood — Board of trustees of
PCCITO approved a resolution to be
presented to Stanley Adams, Consumer Durable Goods Division, War
Production Board, Washington, to
the effect that while PCCITO recognized the necessity for providing
an adequate supply of film for military purposes, it believes that greatest of care should be g-iven to the
following three points:
1. Discrimination against indepen(Continued on Page 3)
— Give to the Red Cross —

Equity In Move for
rele Work Schedule
The television committee of Ac;ors Equity was instnacted yesterlay at a Council meeting to prepare
I report on a proposal to establish
standards of pay and working con(Continued on Page 6)
— Give to the Red Cross —

'ora. Distribution Club
ie-elects Reagan Prexy
All officers and the board of govrnors of the Distribution Departlent Club, Inc., of Paramount PicI
(Continued on Page 2)

5-Cent Footage Tax
Proposed in Penn.
The proposed five-cent-per-foot
tax on motion picture film brought
into Pennsylvania would be a burden to both distributors and exhibitors, industry sources asserted yesterday. Itwas pointed out that the
tax on a 10,000-foot feature would
be $500 and that a portion of the
levy probably would be passed on to
the exhibitor.
The bill was introduced in Harrisburg by Republican Representative
Fred P. Hare, Jr., and has been referred to committee.

Washington

Bureau

of Substantial
Quantity
Procurement Div. May
of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Industry users may
be permitted next month to bid on
a substantial quantity of overage 35
and 16 mm. raw stock now held by
the Treasury Procurement Division,
it was learned here yesterday. The
surplus is to be offered first to Government agencies and although the
actual quantity of film available is
not yet known
here it is believed

President Pledges
Support to Curfew

Joint Distribution ComFrench
One Phase;
tion
Producpany
Also Planned

Held
By
Treasury's
Go to Industry

RKO Radio and Pathe-Gaumont of
France have agreed on the terms for
that there will be sufficient to pro- the formation of a joint distribution
dustry.vide at least some for the pix inand
company tributeto RKO disThe stock is in New York and
came from the Army — apparently
from the Astoria headquarters of
the Army Pictorial Service. Some
of it is only slightly outdated, some
older. The Treasury has not . yet
started testing, but it was stated
(Continued on Page 2)
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France Pictures
and
her
Pathe
in
colonies. Plan also calls for the

f
^

a*»
'-w^
'm^

joint
productionin
of product
France for world
distribution.
These
projects
were
announced
yesterday
by Phil
Reisman, head
of
RKO's foreign

WMC Certifies Exhib.
As Curfew Violator

department,
who
returned
this
week
from
LonWashington
Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
Toledo, O. — For keeping his Loop
don and Paris.
Washington — While he pledges his Theater operating until 5 a.m. yes- Marcel Cental, RKO's general man(Continued on Page 6)
terday morning in open defiance of
full support to OWM Chief James
F. Byrnes in his call for continued
—
Give to the Red Cross —
nell midnight
has been curfew.
certified Jack
to theO'ConWar
observance of the midnight curfew. the
President Roosevelt told reporters Manpower Commission as a violayesterday he sees little that he can
tor. Pi-ior to the Byrnes dictum,
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)
PHIL

— Give to the Red Cross —

Penal Code Violations
Seen in 1 a.m. Closings

REISMAN

Sees Pix Affected
By Ruling on Plays

— Give to the Red Cross —

Late Pledges to R. C.
Co-op Extending Drive

Observers of the "hour of tolerWhile the industry's Red Cross
ance," authorized by Mayor F. H. War Fund Week campaign officially
terminates
today, many theaters,
LaGuardia in a surprise move Sunday to allow operators of restaur- largely those which sent in late coants, nite clubs, theaters, etc., afop pledges, are extending their cam(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 3)

Walsh to Co-op on

Sale of film rights to stage attractions was seen affected yesterday by
Monday's U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling holding that the Dramatists Guild's basic agreement was in
restraint of trade in the case involving the Guild and Carl E. Ring, producer of the musical "Stovepipe
Ring had brought action in Fed(Continued on Page 3)

Producers Say 3,621 Strikers Still Out
Attorneys Map Out Plans
For Pre-Trial Conference

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — ■ Richard F. Walsh,
lATSE prexy, conferred with the
producers' labor committee late yesterday and was assured the studios
plan to continue production despite
strike, and he agreed to co-operate
to that end. A survey conducted by

Attorneys for the major companies met yesterday to discuss next
Monday's pre-trial conference in connection with the New York equity
suit scheduled for trial Oct. 8. An
producer representatives diseffort to determine how long trial major closed
that 3,621 workers who were
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

MPOE

Union Votes
lATSE Affiliation

Affiliation with the lATSE has
Hat."
been approved by the membership of
Motion Picture Office Employes
Union, 23169, AFL. The union will
be presented its charter by the
lATSE upon the return of Richard F.
Walsh, Alliance head, from the Coast.
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— Oive to the Red Cross —

Ascap Suit to Trial
The BMI-Marks Music Corp. suit
against Ascap for a declaratory
judgment started yesterday before
New York Supreme Court Justice
Ferdinand Pecora. The action involves the performing rights to
songs in the Marks catalogue. The
question is whether Ascap presently
owns the rights.
— Oive to the Red Cross —

Fraser Joins 20th-Fox
George Fraser, who recently returned from the Coast where he
spent a year as RKO Radio studio
publicist, joins 20th-Fox to head a
special service setup in the exploitation department under Rodney
Bush. Fraser replaces Lou Gerard,
transferred to the New York publicity
department under Jules Fields.

— Give to the Red Cross —

Buchanan Names Starr
UA Exploitation Chief

CARL
manager,

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
do to oppose Mayor LaGuardia's
action of Sunday in moving New
York's curfew to 1 a.m. The President said he fully agrees with Byrnes
on the purposes of the curfew, but
shrugged his shoulders when asked
about LaGuardia's action.
Asked if he thought of applying
manpower sanctions against New
York entertainment places, the President said he had not.
Yesterday saw another indication
of crumbling of the midnight curfew when three local night clubs
stayed open until two and two-andone-half hours after midnight yesterday morning with permission from
the Local WMC. Twenty-six other
clubs have applied for similar permission and their request is now
being investigated. Stipulation is
made here, however, that liquor
sales and entertainment must cease
at midnight.
No relaxation has been made in
the case of theaters where there is
very little pressure. After midnight
showings are rare in Washington
except for a few Saturday night
schedules.

COmtnC and Goinc
LESERMAN, United Artists general sal
left yesterday for Hollywood.

working at studios just prior to inception of strike have refused to return to their posts.
Producer spokesmen said the Conference of Studio Unions was making exaggerated claims as to its
strength. Figure made public by
the producers does not include members of the Screen Players Union,
but producer representatives said
Central Casting Corp. has been able
to fill all daily calls for atmosphere

JACK
DAVIS,
Detroit
independent
returning
to Detroit
from
Miami.

players.
"U"
Carpenters in Flareup;
WB Craftsmen Walk Out

AL SCHUMAN, operator of the Black Rod
Bridgeport, and owner of the presently-operate
five Warner subsequent-runs, Hartford, is
cationing
in Florida.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Flareup of 19 members of Plasterers Studio Local 755
at Universal in refusing to work
yesterday was settled when they
were assured they would be given
employment at the studio for an indefinite period rather than only on
a day-to-day basis. They had refused to plaster an lATSE set and
paraded to Republic and then to
Warner Bros.
Property craftesmen of Local 44,
an lA union, failed to report at work
at Warner Bros, studios yesterday
although ordered to do so by representatives of their local. They said
they had been instructed to do carpenter work and this would conflict
with carpenters who are observing
Conference Unions picket lines.

booker

ROY HAINES, WB Western and Southa
division sales manager, stops off in Kansas CS
today en route to Los Angeles.
STEVE BROIDY, Monogram vice-president at
general sales manager, will arrive on the Coa:
tomorrow
from New York.
LOUIS K. ANSELL, president of Ansell Brothe
theaters, St, Louis, and chairman of the S
Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors Committee, a
rived in Hollywood
on a business trip.
NATE YAMINS,
Palm Beach, Fla.,

Boston theater operator, is
for a three-week vacation, (fclt

NORMAN ELSON, general manager of Tran;
Lux theaters, will leave today for Boston ai(
return
Friday.
DAVE

EfSTEIN

has arrived from the Coast.

MONTY
BANKS
is stopping
Astoria while in New York.

at the

k

Waldor

THOMAS
L. WALKER,
secretary
of Edwa
Small Productions,
left New York yesterday
Hollywood.

EVE ARDEN, Warners' contract player, arrlvi
in New York tomorrow from the Coast.
\ ijei
NAT
LEO
Dakota

LEVY is in Jacksonville on RKO businei
PETERSON
and
ROBERT
DEAN,
Sou
theater operators, are New York visitoi!

Trade May Bid On
Overage liaw Stock

— Give to the Red Cross —

(Continued from Page 1)

Ue

IB.

Martin Starr, formerly in charge Para. Distribution Club
here that it will either be tested b(
of radio, has been appointed UA ex- Re-elects Reagan Prexy
fore sale or that sale to ultimal
ploitation director, Barry Buchanan,
consumers will be provisional upo
(Continued from Page 1)
UA director of advertising and pubthe films being usable.
licity, announced yesterday. Starr
Serviceability of the film is vei
tures were re-elected yesterday for
inaugurated the company's radio de- one year at the annual meeting. Of- much a question mark right now £
partment three years ago and will
ficers are: Charles M. Reagan, pres- is the quantity. It is believed thj
combine his new duties vdth radio
ident; George A. Smith and R. M. the quantity is large and it is hope uu
activities.
a major part of it will be sei
Gillham, vice-presidents, and G. B. that
— Give to the Red Cross —
viceable.
k
J.
Frawley,
secretary
and
treasurer.
— Give to the Red Cross —
Casanave to Distribute
The officers
and Frank Meyer con- 400 Due at Merriam Party
stitute the board.
Three Selznick Re-issues
The Club includes as members exPre-marital party for Gertrud
ecutives at the home office and dis- Merriam of Motion Picture Heral
Charles L. Casanave, president of
and branch managers in the tonight at the New Amsterdam Roc
Casanave-Artlee Pictures, Inc., has U. S. trict
and Canada.
acquired the exclusive U. S. distriis expected to attract 400.
bution for David 0. Selznick's "Prism
IN
oner of Zenda," "Garden of Allah"
and "Adventures of Tom Sawyer"
from Ray Lewis of Jayell Films, Inc.
Casanave, who will announce his
plans of distribution in a few days,
is in Chicago to confer with a group
of state rights exchange m'en.
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Sees Pix Affeded
By Ruling on Plays

3-Polnt Suggestion
To WP6 on Raw Stock

(Continued from Page 1)

(Contmued from Page 1)

I eral District Court
seeking
an inllkunction to prevent
arbitration
or
/her action until the outcome of a
' of
suit hisasking
the closing
show damages
had beenfor determined.

dent exhibitors and the public wherein additional delayed clearances will
result from said reduction of positive prints.
2. Direct contradiction of the De-

The lower
court refused
to grant
him a stay.
Holding that the Dramatists Guild
was covered by the Sherman antitrust act because the great majority
'iof the country's playwi'ights are afj filiated with it, the Appellate Court

[said:

\ "Plaintiff attacks the basic agreeiment for its provisions for compulI sory
arbitration,
for
price-fixing,
jand for dealing with only Guild members. It is now well settled that a
contract covering a large part of an
industry will be void and illegal under
the Sherman Act for such restrictive
agreements and that these constitute
: adequate proof of a combination in
restraint of trade."
Speaking of restrictions in the
agreement on sale of radio, television, film and other rights to dra, matic works, the court asserted that
"these and similar provisions in the
basic agreement indicate an attempt
to control the industry." The court
added:
"These and similar provisions in
the basic agreement indicate an attempt to control the industry, and
the affidavit of Richard Rodgers,
president of the Guild, tends to admit
that such is the purpose of the organization.
I

"We think that we must hold that
there is a showing
prima
facie of
an agreement in restraint of trade.

'We need not go further at this time
: before a trial has established the extent of the restraint,
except
perihaps to suggest that, in view of the
repeated statement by the Supreme
Court that a 'pi'ice fixing combination' is 'illegal per se under the Sherman Act,' it is difficult to see now
.how this basic agreement can be upjheld, at least in its entirety."
i[ "Stovepipe
Hat"
was
closed following adispute with the authors of
the show,
Harold
Spina,
Edward
Heyman and Walter Hannan. Ring's
suit was brought against these and
Edmund Parker, their agent, as well
as the Guild.
— Give to the Red Cross —

linuny Stanley Wounded
Anniston, Ala. — Jimmy Stanley,
former Calhoun usher, is reported
wounded in action in Belgium.

urn BIRTHDAY
GRGETIMS TO:
Sidney
Virginia

March 21
Franklin Minna
Weidler Edward

Stieglitz
Cronjager

"iVatwes MaUe

News'*

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Bob Montgomery, former executive
assistant to Hal Home at 20th-Fox and more recently, assistant publicity director for Lester Cowan Productions, is joining the Lawrence Organization to establish and head its London office
Montgomery departs for England within a fortnight. . . • Howard T. Worden, manager
of the motion picture division, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, has
been elected a vice-president of the agency
Accounts served by
the divisions are: RKO Radio, RKO Theaters (metropolitan area. New
York), Selznick Studio (Vanguard Films), Walt Disney Productions, and
Pathe News. . . • Didja see that gripping tank footage in the WAC's
"Fury in the Pacific"?
If so, you might like to know that Pfc.
Bernard Mariner, USMC, former PRC branch manager in Omaha, is in
one
of 'em
Mariner,
by the way, is recovering
from
battle
wounds. . . • Irving Rapper, Warners' director, is slated to be presented with a Tou Delta Phi certificate of ochievement for having
"continuously sought to advance the social and moral standards" of
the industry while in New York next Tuesday. . . • Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, director of research and development for Scophony Corporation
of America, will discuss "Problems Of Theater Television Projection
Equipment" before the Atlantic Coast Section of the SMPE at the Hotel
Pennsylvania tonight. . . • David Levinger, Western Electric director
and vice-president and manager of its Chicago Hawthorne Works, today
observes his 35-year service anniversary with WE. . . • Lester Cowan
Productions holds a cocktail party for its new board chairman, George
J. Schaeier, and Bill Peirce in the Sherry Netherlands' Balinese Suite
this afternoon. . . • Princeton Film Center has signed Dr. Hadley Cantril, Princeton University's director of public opinion research, to head
its Audience Survey Section
It's the first activity of its kind in the
special purpose film field. . . • Nick Mihut, assistant manager of he
Michigan Theater, the United Detroit Circuit's ace house, has joined the
Detroit Tigers as a potential third baseman.

T
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T
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#

# CUFF NOTES: Didja know that two companies
pared to bring out a 16 mm. sound projector to sell for $150
post-war period? ... • The Wall Street Journal estimates
features will be produced in Hollywood this year, at a cost

are preearly in
that 488
of §275,-

000,000 "if the supply of film holds out.". . % Something new in the
way of a television show bowed in over the CBS Station WCBW last
night

Called "There Ought To Be A Law," it's a discussion program patterned after Congress, with students from 15 New York City
high schools, comprising the high school Division Class in Radio
Broadcasting, as "lawmakers.". . • It's a hunch of Shields and Co.,
Chicago investment house, that the film industry's outlook for the
remainder of the war suggests fairly well maintained attendance at
least until V-E Day, but that earnings have probably
passed their
peak and will likely continue under pressure from rising costs
Shields feels further that a higher than pre-war level of theater attendance here is a logical expectation, provided that generally expected high
level of national income
materializes in the post-war period. . .
• Coronet Magazine's article on the Bank of America, in the April
issue, makes interesting reading

T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

FC Franchise to Mandell
Indianapolis — Harry Mandell, has
acquired the local Film Classics
franchise formerly held by William
Rosenthal.

T

▼

PEARL

HARBOR!

, Film Classics Meet in Chicago
Chicago — Film Classics is holding
a two-day sales meeting here at the
Blackstone Hotel. Johnny Jones is
acting as host.

partment of Justice's Federal Court
action to prevent, under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, monopoly in
delaying clearances and excluding
sale of competitive runs to independent theater owners.
3. Destroying morale-building effect that timely motion pictures have
had on the general public during the
war.
PCCITO is confident that results
of an over-all survey, together with
a hearing with independent theater
owner representations present, will
justify that position.

Penal Code Violations
Seen in 1 a.m. Closings
(Continued from Page 1)
fected by the OWM Director James
F. Byrnes' curfew order, to stay
open until 1 a.m., were marked as
technical offenders of the penal code
along with the Mayor, the Police
Commissioner, and the police force
by the New York City Council during its meeting yesterday.
Condemning the Mayor's action as
"sabotaging the war effort" and
vexed by his gesture of ignoring
the law which he asked City Council
to pass two weeks ago, enabling him
to enforce the curfew order locally,
another ordinance was introduced by
Councilman Hugh Quinn repealing
the midnight closing edict. It was
referred to the committee on new
laws.
Under a recent city statute, no
action can be taken on Quinn's proposal for at least one week. If the
committee recommends passage and
the Council acts favorably, then local
jurisdiction will be eliminated, the
old curfew law of 4 a.m. will be
recognized again, and the War Manpower Commission will be left to
its own devices for the duration of
— Give
to the
the Byrnes'
order.

Red Cross —

Middletown's
Middletown,

State Afire
O. — Fire gutted the
State, operated by George Turlukis.
The booth, however, was untouched.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

CORP. STANLEY FISHMAN, son of Selig Fishman of the Fishman circuit, New Haven,
received the Purple Heart posthumously.
Prior to his death in action in Luxembourg
he was awarded the Silver Medal for "gal-

* ARMY

lantry in action."

if

C. CRANOSKI, manager, State and Porter, Woodland, Cal.

''Add 'The Enchanted Cottage' to the
ever-growing list of fine Hollywood
efforts. By its own merits, this attraction carves itself a splendid niche
... Here is a film which rests heavily
on the believability and the integrity
of its principal performances and the
steady, yet understanding, hand in
its direction. It is a happy circumstance to report that this proves
tne case, —mot/on picture daily
NATIONAL
PRESENTATION

"A natural, both as to box office and entertainment."
—Mofion Picture Herald
"Gives one the feeling of having discovered some rare jewel."
—Hollywood Reporter
"Will play a merry tune at the box-office."
"One of the month's most noteworthy screen events."

IN MID-APRIL!

L

"In the top bracket."

—Variety
— Boxoffice

—Hollywood
—FilmVariety
Daily

"Deeply moving . . . has tremendous appeal for women."
"Timely . . . should prove beneficial to box-office."
— Showmen's Trade Review

COLLECT AT EVERY SHOW!
RED CROSS WEEK— MARCH 15-21

"Unusual

love story will get the women's

vote."

—The Exhibitor

issm

I he story of a hero,
tdcmg his greatest
crisrs when he comes
home to love again!

Dorothy McGuire • Robert Young
the Loven of "Chmtl'nt"
Herbert
Marshall

tke ^^^tcA^^mted fjt>tta^e
Mildred Natwick

• Spring Byington ■ Hillary Brooke

Directa/ hy Joha Cromwell

- Richard Gain/
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• Produced hj Harriet Parsons

Srw» Pi/yAjDeWittBodeen and Herman J. Mankiewicz
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/ NATIONAL CAMPAIGN!
Full poges in fte biggest national magoitne* to o total of

29,007,375 CIRGULATION
- Publications like WOMAN'S

HOME

COMPANION

MeCALl'S - RED BOOK - COILIER'S - lOOK LIBERTY - WOMAN'S DAY - TRUE STORY - FAMILY
CIRCLE and the ENTIRE FAN LIST. The ad
reproduced herewith appears in Woman's

HomeDayCompanion,
Collier's,
Woman's,and three fan
magazines.

r
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WMC Certifies Exhib.
As Curfew Violator
(Continued from Page 1)
O'Connell's house, a downtown outlet at 417 Superior, and seating some
750, was run on an all-night policy.
Ralph 0. Snyder, WMC's local director, declared in connection with
the certification of O'Connell that
the process to be employed in forcing him to close would be discontinuance of electrical service, and
that the exhibitor "will not get away
with violating the Federal curfew
request" and that it would require "a
few days" to compel conformity to
the WMC
requirement.
This is the first instance of alleged purposeful violation by a theater operator.
O'Connell, recently embittered by
the midnight curfew because of his
belief that it is onerous and unreasonable, declared yesterday that "if
shutting down my theater for one
hour would save the life of an American soldier, I would close it for a
year." His son, Sergt. John, Jr.,
is with the American Army in Germany.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Late Pledges to R. C.
Co-op Extending Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

paigns, governing their run by local
conditions, it was said last night by
Leon J. Bamberger, national campaign director.
Late pledges received up to yesterday brought the total number of
theaters co-operating to 15,484.
Three more areas are now in the 100
per cent column. These are New
Orleans, 521 theaters, E. V. Richards, exhibitor chairman, Luke Conner, distributor chairman; Omaha,
365 theaters, William Miskell, exhibitor chairman, B. V. McLucas, distributor chairman; and Seattle, 305
theaters, Frank Newman and J. M.
Hone, exhibitor co-chairmen, Maurice Saffle, distributor chairman.
Total number of areas in the 100
per cent class is now fifteen with
six more over 99 per cent.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Doug Peck Leaves "U"

Cincinnati — Douglas Peck, Universal office manager,
has I'esigned.

STORK REPORTS

Actors Equity In Move 1N|l
For Tele Work Schedule
(Continued from Page 1)
ditions for performers in television.
If the Council decides favorably on
the report, it vdll in turn be submitted to a joint television committee
representing Equity, the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Radio Artists. The joint committee will be called upon to define
pay standards, working conditions
and other factors affecting television players.
Election of Jack Whiting, Staats
Cotsworth, Margaret Douglas, Walter Davis, Averill Harris, and Robert Shafer to represent the membership of Equity on the nominating
committee which will select nominees
for some 10 places on the council
was announced yesterday by Equity.
Alternates are Glenn Anders, Martha Scott, Fredric March, Victor
Jory, Franchot Tone, Thomas Chalmers.
— Give to the Red Cross —

Memorial Rites Sunday
For Lt. David H. Richey
Memorial services for Lt. David
Henderson Richey will be held Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church, Pintard Ave., New
Rochelle. Services will be conducted
by Rev. Robert Hartley.
Lt. Richey, who was the son of
H. M. Richey of M-G-M and Naomi
Muhn Richey, was a navigator on a
B-24 Liberator, flying on a routine
low bombing mission from Westover Field, Mass., on March 10. The
ship plunged into the water off Montauk Point, L. L, and neither the
plane nor the body of young Richey
have been found, although two other
bodies of the crew of 12, were recovered by the Coast Guard. Search for
the bodies and the Liberator continued until last Thursday when
hope for immediate recovery was
abandoned.
Born in Detroit on April 26, 1924,
Lt. Richey attended Grosse Pointe
High School there until his parents
moved to New York. He then attended lono Prep, New Rochelle
High and New York Military Academy. While a student at Cornell, he
enlisted in the Army Air Corps Reserve on Nov. 11, 1942, and received
his commission Nov. 11, 1944. He
was a member of Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity at Cornell.
In addition to his parents, he leaves
a sister, Mrs. Leslie Jacobson of
Dayton, 0.
— Give to the Red Cross —
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Attorneys Map Out Plans

Hollywood — ^Carlisle Jones, of Warners studio publicity staff, became For Pre-Trial Conference
a grandfather for the second time
(Continued from Page 1)
Sunday when a girl was born to his
daughter, Mrs. S. A. McMahan, in will last is to be made at Monday's
conference with Federal Judge Henry
St. Johns Hospital, Santa Monica.
W. Goddard who will receive several
Detroit — Mr. and Mrs. Percy briefs in the action. Judge Goddard also may announce if he will
Huebner are the parents of a 71/2
pound boy, Christy Roger. Father admit as evidence anti-trust violation of the decisions of the arbitrais operator of the Highland Park
Theater in Highland Park.
tion appeal board.

cr
with

REVIEUI5
"Colonel
Blimp"
Walbrook,
Deborah
Kerr

Anton

Rogers Livesey.
GCF-UA
TOP - RANKING BRITISH

RKO, Pathe-GaumonI
In French Tie-up
and

148 Mins.
PICTURE IN

MAGNIFICIENT TECHNICOLOR
DESIGNED PRINCIPALLY FOR CLASS AUDI-

ENCES.

Insofar as the United States is concerned, "Colonel Blimp" will have its principal appeal in the larger theaters catering
to class audiences.
Its success in so-called sub-subsequent
runs is dubious, depite the fact that the
picture has been produced on a lavish scale,
is flawless technically and has drama,
comedy and suspense. It may be regarded
by some as being "too British" in dialogue,
but there again the reaction depends on the
type of audience which sees it. As a whole,
however, the picture proves anew that Brij-ain can produce films on a quality par
with Hollywood.
Direction and cast are tops and the performances of all players are excellent, especially those of Anton Walbrook, Deborah
Kerr and Rogers Livesey. It is in magnificent Technicolor.
Livesey, a young British officer on leave
in Berlin from the Boer War, is obliged to
fight a duel with sabres with Walbrook, a
German officer. Both are wounded and recover in a nursing home where they be;ome friends.
To avoid a diplomatic incident, the duet
is attributed to a clash over the affections of Deborah Kerr, in Berlin as an
English governess. Miss Kerr is a frequent visitor to the nursing home, and
Walbrook falls in love with her. Too late,
Livesey realizes that he also loves, but
gallantly steps aside, returning to England
and the Army.
As the years go by, Livesey progresses
in His Majesty's service but his methods
and attitude on war remain old fashioned
until he is awakened to the meaning of
total war by Walbrook who makes him
realize that total war cannot be fought
successfully by simple reliance on a British sportsmen's code.
There are several moments in "Colonel
Blimp" which must, for one reason or
another, stand out in memory. Among them,
certainly, is the duel episode. The picture's thrust at the old Prussian Code has
the biting edge of the sabre itself. Another
is the brilliant scene in which Walbrook,
now a refugee in England, indicts Nazism.
Walbrook rises to the histrionic heights
as he recites his tragic story. Incidentally,
there is no trickier scene in the picture
than this. Outstanding, too, is that sequence inwhich Livesey shows his trophies
of the hunt — an array of mounted heads —
to Walbrook. But here the note struck is
again satirical, for in the midst of the heads
is the portrait of Livesey's deceased wife.

CAST: James McKechnie, Neville Mapp, Vincent Holman, Roger Livesey, David Hutcheson,
Spencer Trevor, Roland Culver, James Knight,
Deborah Kerr, Denn!s Arundell, David Ward,
Jan van Loewen, Valentine Dyall, Cark Jaffe,
Albert Lieven, Eric Maturin, Frith 'Banbury,
Robert Harris, Arthur Wontner, Count Zichy,
Anton Walbrook, Jane Mellican, Ursula Jeans,
rhyllis Morris, Diana Marshall, Muriel Aked, John
Laurie, Reginald Tate, Capt. W. Barrett, Corp.
Thoma Palmer, Yvonne Andree, Mariorle Cresley, Felix Aylmer, Helen Debroy, Norman Pierce,
Harry Welchman, A. E. Matthews, Edward Cooper,
and Joan Swinstead.
CREDITS: Written, Produced and Directed by
Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger; Cameraman, Georges Perlnal; Musical
Director,
Al-

(Continued from Page 1)
ager in France, will be in charge c|
the new enterprise.
The company will be known
d
Pathe RKO in France and as RK(
Pathe outside of France.
Gaumon'
the theater operating company,
i
a subsidiary of Pathe Cinema.
(Announcement of the RKOPathe-Gaumont deal created a
marked stir in London yesterday as the news spread through
Wardour St.
British interests
was heightened by the fact that
last November J. Arthur Rank,
through E. T. "Teddy" Carr, had
opened
negotiations
with
the
French Gaumont circuit for the
acquisition of a controlling interest. Gaumont comprises some
50-odd houses. The French Government at the time was said
to
be
financially
interested in
the circuit).

Reisman said at an industry press
conference yesterday that all American companies were operating ir
Paris with old and new pictures ii;
addition to those sent into Francel
by the OWI. He said that some dub-l
bing plants already were in opera-l ,j,
tion.
He indicated that some film
had been hidden during the German
occupation.
Reisman stressed the fact that he
went to France as a commercial representative for RKO and for no other

I

purpose. He said it was quite obvious why foreign business men were
not wanted for the present as France
is faced with shortages of everything. He was confident that the
French people could work out their
problems if other nations would be
patient, tolerant and understanding
in view of what the French people
had gone through. He predicted that
the French industry was making a
"brave effort" to start again as rapidly as possible and that two or three
pictures already were in production.
While laboratories in France and
Belgium are unable to turn out raw
stock in any great quantities, Reisman said that approximately 5,500,000 feet had been manufactured
since the liberation. Theaters, he
said, were operating and doing standout business. Limited power preufacturing.
vents full scale operation and manJ. Arthur
man had a
step up
tures andthe
to

Rank, with whom Reistalk, is determined to
quality with
of British
piccompete
Hollywood

on a quality basis, Reisman said.
Rank, Reisman added, is a "credit
to the whole industry" and he should
be encouraged.
Reisman was overseas approximately five weeks during which time
he attended an RKO sales meeting
in London.
Ian Cray; Color Production Designer; Alfred
Junge; Military Adviser, Lt. Gen. Sir IDouglas
Brownrigg; Film Editor, John Seabourne.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.
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I

n 20 years I have seen Columbia

grow from a modest, humble position
in the industry to one of distinction
ABE

MONTAGUE,

vice President and

General Sales Manager, born in Boston,

and importance. 20 years ago our

Mass., entered the motion picture industry
in 1908 as owner and operator of theatres
in New Hampshire. After several years, he

product reflected our smallness;

became owner of the Certified Screen Attractions Distribution Co., and later was part
owner of Independent Films, Inc. When this

today it is a true reflection of our

^
^?\ t*< ^''

company was absorbed by Columbia Pictures,
Montague became Columbia's Eastern District
Manager in 1925. He became General Sales
Manager

in 1933 and was elected Vice

r^s. ^development into a far-flung enter-

President in 1943.

prise.
20 years ago we were a handful
itf^
of people; now we Columbians are
"

i%0'^

numbered in the thousands. We began

with a few exhibitor accounts; today
our many thousands of exhibitor
friends are a source of pride. Ours is
a typical story of American indust^;
and this too is a source of great pride.

"^i^t^/^.
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KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS!
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THE COLUMBIA

HOME OFFICE. ..10 EMPLOYEES

THE COLUMBIA

m

HOME OFFICE... 500 EMPLOYEES

A TYPICAL DEPARTMENT

192S

ONE OF COLUMBIA'S 3,000 CUSTOMERS

nONTAGVE

ONE OF COLUMBIA'S 13.000 CUSTOMERS
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Congratulations
to all of the
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Trade May

Get Miaw Stock Stored ior Overseas
(See Column 2 Below)

The Daily Newspaper
Oi Motion Pictures
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Years
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International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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Senate Com. Deaf to Bowles Price Control Plea
Hearing Fails to Alter
Capitol Hill Impression
That OPA Move is Doomed
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

received by the Senate Banking and
CuiTency Committee with no more
favor, apparently, than when it was
first voiced last week. The OPA
(Continued on Page 8)

NLRB Orders Strike
To End Immediately
Bureau

of

THE

FILM

British Producers Call for Legislative Ban on Further Acquisitions of Theater Holdings by Foreign
Interests; Seek Safeguards for Present Holdings

DAILY

Washington — Chester
Bowles' plea for OPA control
over pix admission prices was

Washington

BOWLES PLEA
FOR CONTROL

DAILY

Washington — Coming to life after
10 days of inactivity, the War Labor
Board last night called for an immediate end of the Hollywood studio
strike. In a lengthy wire addressed
to Herbert Sorrell, president of the
(Continued on Page 10)

In his prepared statement in support
of his admission price control plea, read
to the Senate Banking and Currency
Committee in Washington yesterday,
Chester Bowles, OPA administrator, said,
in part :
"Motion Pictures admissions are a
substantial item in the average American family's cost of living. They cost
the public more than a billion dollars
a year. They account for 1.7 per cent
in the BLS cost of living index. This
is the same weighting allotted in the
(Continued on Page 5)

Raps ABC's Attitude
one of Britain's three major circuits
arid in which Warners holds 49 per
cent interest, on bars (clearance) was
strongly criticized by the CEA General Council at its meeting yesterday.
The circuit recently refused to accept the findings of the Joint Conciliation Committee in a Birmingham clearance case, threatening the
JCC's continuance. However, after
a heated debate the CEA Council
yesterday named a new committee to
continue to act with the KRS.

RKO-lnlernatlonal
Deal is Extended
Renewal of its distribution agreement with International Pictures
covering release of its product during
the 1945-46 season, was announced
yesterday by Ned Depinet, president
of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. The
consummation of the new contract
marks one of the major distribution
deals of the year.
Under terms of the new agreement,
RKO Radio will distribute for 194546, Interaational pictures including

U. S. Films Warmly
Received in Italy
American

films, both features and

shorts, are being "warmly received"
by the Italian people and are servAllied to Watch New
ing to speed Italy's recovery from
to Mussolini's dictatorChecking Agency — Myers its exposure
ship, it was stressed in a report of
the film situation in Italy by Louis
Confidential Reports, Inc., will be Lober, OWI's assistant chief of the
challenged the very moment that evi- motion, picture bureau. Overseas
dence of collusion appears,
Abram branch.
(Continued on Page 9)
The report, however, states
that Fascist laws discriminating
against American films are still
CEA General Council
evident
under
the new
Italian
London (By Cable) — The attitude of Associated British Cinemas,

London (By Cable) — The British Producers Association yesterday called for a ban on further acquisitions of British theater
holdings by foreign interests.

the Gary Cooper western pi'oduction
"Along Came Jones"; "Tomoi-row Is
(Continued on Page 10)

N. Y. Theaters Go Back
To Byrnes Curfew Hour

(Continued on Page 8)

Raw

Grateful none-the-less for the "extra hour of tolerance" which had
been allowed them by Mayor LaGuardia on Sunday in defiance of OMW
Director James Byrnes' midnight curfew "request," New York theaters
yesterday largely returned to their
(Continued on Page 5)

Stock From

15,000,000 Accumulated

New

Source

Feet Available

An additional 15,000,000 feet of
SMPE Hears Rosenthal
raw stock above the quarterly allocation may be turned over to the inOn Scophony's Systems
dustry from a stock pile which has
Many far-reaching improvements accumulated at Fort Haliburt, N. Y.,
have been made, and are being made, it was learned yesterday. The 15,on two Scophony developments ap- 000,000 feet comprises film that had
plicable to theater television pro- been scheduled to be sent overseas,
jection equipment, Dr. A. H. Rosen- but, because, it had been in storage
thal, director of research and devel- longer than regulations permit, the
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 10)

The Association's
closed when it position was disurged
Hugh Dalton, president
ofj1
the
Board
of^
Trade, to include
in any legislation j
based on the monopoly report filed
last
by the
C i n eyear
m atograph
Films
Council
special committee]
a clause to prevent acquisitions!
by foreign
finns
of holdings in I
British theaters.
At
the
same

ARTHUR

RANK

time, tion,
the whose
Associapresident is J.
(Continued on Page 9)

Arthur

Mex. Mills to Make
NT's Steel Theaters
San Francisco — Plans for the production of pre-fabr'icated metal theaters in Mexico in anticipation of an
"ambitious program" in Latin Amer(Continued on Page 9)

Flood Waters Again
On Rampage in Arh.
Little Rock, Ark. — Flood waters
are again on the rampage in Arkansa;,
with a section of the highway at
Fort Smith already swept away, requiring the re-routing of traffic to
Oklahoma. The Arkansas, White and
Ouachita rivers are all rising, and the
Arkansas is expected to reach two
feet above flood stage here today.
Traffic is suspended on Highway
Seven at Arkadelphia.
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Wallis Now Plans May
Or June English Trip
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OLIN CLARK, M-G-M's Eastern story editor,
arrives on the Coast tomorrow for a two-week
studio visit.
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Coast

leaves

vacation
March

treasurer,

30

returns

ARTHUR LCEW, Loew's International prexy,
is slated to return from South America in two
weeks. SAM BURGER, who has been accompanying Loew, will continue the tour after Loew
returns to New
York.
CLAIRE MANHEIMER, assistant to C. K.
STERN, Loew's assistant treasurer, leaves tomorrow for a Miami siesta.
JIMMY

DURANTE

is in town

from Hollywood.

SGT. D. lOHN PHILLIPS, AAF, formerly in
charge of advertising and publicity for Paramount shorts, has arrived on furlough from
Ontario,
Calif.
HARRY H. THOMAS, Monogram Eastern dimanager, Detroit
returns and
Saturday
from a week's
trip to vision
Buffalo,
Chicago.
FRED

MEYERS, Eastern sales manager
versal, is in Boston for the week.

of Uni-

RICHARD P. MORGAN, Paramount Pictures
attorney. New York, was a recent visitor to
Syracuse.
HARRY H. UNTERFORT, RKO-Schine city
manager, and Mrs. Unterfort were visitors here
from Syracuse.

ll

ISOOB'WAY, N.Y.G. -CIRCLE 6-0081-2-3.-4

G>

MACK left Chicago yesterday for
and New York conferences.

FRED JOYCE, UA's Midwestern publicity man,
has returned to Chicago from New York.

Trade
pendible." Active In Meeting
Of Red Cross Tomorrow

281/4
——
5 —
1791/2

Chicago — Kenneth Yeager, formerly manager of the Indian-Illinois
Circuit's Lake Theater, and Leo
Haney, former city manager for the
circuit in Elkhart, Ind., are prisoners of war in Germany.

STORAGE

DAVID
BERNSTEIN,
Loew's
Monday from Palm Beach.

a

CLIFF REID, M-G-M producer, planed into
Chicago yesterday from Florida where he checked
progress on the filming of "They Were Ex-

Prisoners of the Nazis

■ [flLIVI

CHARLES
C. MOSKOWITZ
for Miami and I vacation.

IRVING
Washington

^

265/8
345/8
135/8
MARKET
3
3
13/8 13/8
31/4 31/4
211/8 211/8
45/8 43/4
231/8
231/8

for

AL WIEDER,

RKO

vice-president, left

field exploiteer, is in Syra-

cuse to campaign on "The Three
Caballeros."
MAJ. LOU LAZAR, general manager of Schine
home offices, Gloversville, and MRS. LAZAR arrived in Syracuse to pay their son Glenn Lazar,
manager of the RKO-Schine-Empire, a visit.
JULES LAPIDUS,
WB
Eastern
division
sales
manager is on a sales trip to Buffalo and other
up-state points.
He returns to New York tomorrow.
BILL BRUMBERG, manager of Warners field
exploitation staff, returned yesterday from sales
meetings
in Pittsburgh,
Chicago and Memphis.
M. A. SILVER, zone manager for Warner
Theaters in Pittsburgh, and HARRY FEINSTEIN,
his assistant, arrived in New York yesterday
for home
office conferences.
EVE ARDEN, featured in RKO's "Pan-Americana" arrived here yesterday from the Coast
to
attend the film's premiere at Loew's State
tonight.
DANNY KAYE, star of Samuel Goldwyn's
"Wonder Man," arrived here yesterday from
Hollymood to spend two weeks visiting hospitals
and Army camps.
ROY DISNEY, executive vice-president and
general manager of Walt Disney productions,
arrived in New York yesterday from Washington
for a week of conferences with RKO Radio
executives.

NEW

YORK

Jo Mallett Joins UA
As Aide to Le Sieur
Jo Mallett has joined the UA horn
office adv. department as assistan
to Howard
Le Sieur, advertisin
manager, Barry Buchanan, directo
of advertising
and publicity, an
nounced
yesterday.
Miss Mallet
formerly
was associated with th?
Margaret
Ettinger organization
ir
Hollywood.

THEATERS

Republic's
willJACK
leaveBELLMAN,
for Hollywood
today. Buffalo manager,

MARKET

High
211/2
22
477/3
5
281/4
1 801/8

leave

BARNEY BALABAN, Paramount president, is
planning to leave for the West Coast at the
week-end.

nnflnciflL
- (Wednesday,

will

GEORGE BAGNALL, UA
yesterday for the Coast.

If transportation space is avail
able, Hal Wallis will hop off for Eng
land in May or June to make hi
first picture in Britain for Para
mount. Joseph Hazen, president 0
Hal Wallis Productions, said yester
day that the number of persons wh<
would accompany Wallis also wo;
depend on transportation facilities
It is expected that all three 0:
Wallis' current pictures will be re
leased this year. They are "The Af
fairs of Susan," "Love Letters" an(
"You Came Along," formerly titlec
"Don't Ever Grieve Me." Wallis ii
due in New York early in April.

More than 300 key journalists will
attend a meeting in the local Red
Cross Chapter House, 315 Lexington Ave., at 7:45 tomorrow night to
hear the personally presented report
by Richard Allen, director of Foreign and Insular Operations for the
Red Cross. Allen will be introduced
by Sigmund Gottlober, Foreign
Press Division chaii-man,
Language
whose
division is sponsoring the conclave. Gottlober is also the executive director of the Foreign Language Press Film Critics Circle.
Paramount Pictures is participating in the meeting actively by lending Bernece Hoffman to sing the Red
Cross song, "Angels of Mercy," and
she will be accompanied by Don
Baker, Paramount Theater organist.
Six Red Cross nurses from foreign
chapters and battlefront will be
present, representing Greece, France,
Poland, Belgium, Yugoslavia and
Czechoslovakia.

Joy Damaged

by Fire

Chictgo — Essaness's Joy Theater,
seriously damaged by a fire, will close
one month for repairs.
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BUSINESS
IS GREAT!

with Agnes Moorehead
Bill Johnson • Natalie
Schafer • Lee Patrick
Jess Barker • June Lockharl
Original Screen Play by
Mary

This ticketselling Trailer
shows how they
sold it BIG in
all openings!
Trailer opens on blank
screen with sound effects

George

TITLE:

of cat fight. "Meow!
Psst!" etc.
TITLE:
LISTEN!
The scene
we show
back fence
plenty of
TITLE:

lights up and
a ding-dong
cat-fight with
feline action.
HERE COMES THE
MOST HILARIOUSLY FUNNY
CAT FIGHT SINCE
"THE WOMEN"
CAME TO TOWN
. . . WITH THEIR
CLAWS OUT AND
THEIR
HAIR
DOWN!

Wipe to shots of the
three stars.
TITLES:,

LANA

TURNER

(in negligee)

LARAINE

DAY

{in riding breeches)

SUSAN

PETERS

(in street clothes)

Over the slapping scene
in the hotel room.
Turner slaps Day.

C. McCall, Jr. and

George Bruce • A MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Picture
Directed by Edward
Buzzell • Produced by

/

notlogue
livescenes:
on "Man
C rations
canalone, there are other

TITLE:

hungers"
. . . tells
the scene
where
Turner
Day
M-G-M'sYOUR
POWDER

A series of shots with

Shot of three girls in
work clothes. Peters in
middle . . . Day
and
Turner shake hands.
THEY
TITLES:
THEY

DRY"

HISS!
KISS!

Wipe to shot in barracks
where Day and Turner
are arguing. Peters
stands between them.

she'll slap her face ...
the scene where boy tells
Turner she has longest

Close up of Lana Turner
TITLE:
LANA TURNER
Close up of Laraine Day
TITLE :
LARAINE DAY
Close up of Susan Peters
TITLE:
SUSAN PETERS
Shot of girls in bathing
suits at swimming loca- tion. IN A LOWDOWN
TITLE:

THEY
THEY

BATTLE!
BAWL!

ON WOMEN IN A
MAN'S WORLD.

THAT'S
A TORRENT OF LAUGHS.
M-G-M's "KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY"
IITHO

sic

m
H

eye blinkers . . . and the
love scene between
Peters and her husband.

superimposed title,
played for speed... and
followed by the dialogue
scenes.

TITLES:

Haight

Over a two shot of Susan
Peters and her husband.
TITLES:
THEY LOVE!
AND THEY GET
LOVED!
Here we wipe to dia-

AS 3 CUDDLY
KITTENS WHO
TAKE OFF THEIR
MITTENS
AND
FIGHT
TO
A
LAUGH FINISH IN
Shot of the truck as it
"KEEP
pans out and we see sign
"Wolftrap" on back.

le
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Raw stock Available
From New Source
(Continued from Page 1)
footage
is baiTed
from
overseas
shipment.
George J. Schaefer, WAC chairman, said yesterday that he had been
in contact with the Ti-easury Depart— -nt regarding- the stored raw stock
^d that it appeared probable that
the 15,000,000 feet would be returned
to the War Production Board for
allocation to the film companies.
Three million feet of the stored stock
already has been allocated for coverage of the United Nations conference in San Francisco. Inasmuch as
the 3,000,000 feet was to have come
from the raw stock pool, total footage of the stored film remains at
15,000,000
feet.
Full confirmation of the additional
15,000,000-foot availability may be
forthcoming within the next few
days.

N. Y. Theaters Go Back
To Byrnes Curfew Hour
(Continued from Page 1)
original observance of the midnight
closing, the consensus
being
that
they would
"rather go along with
F.D.R."
Some managers admitted they
were heeding the warning note reported in yesterday's issue of The
Film Daily: that they were technically violating th Penal Code by
co-operating with LaGuardia's endeavor to ignore the law passed by
the City Council three weeks ago.
Others were wai-y of the Army's
action yesterday when military police cleared the nite clubs of all Army
personnel by 12 a.m. under instructions from Maj. Gen. Terry, head of
the Second Service Command, centered at Governor's Island. The order was said to apply to all places
properly subject to the curfew, but
not to restaurants sei'ving food
alone. The Navy also upheld the
Byrnes edict and shore patrols began warning Navy personnel found
in places of amusement after midnight that they were violating the
national curfew.

George Zottos Buried
Chicago — ^Burial of George Zottos,
formerly of the Van Nomikos circuit, and who died in Los Angeles,
was buried here yesterday in the
Evergreen Cemetery.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
March

22

Henry
Hobart Joseph
Schildkraut
Chico Marx
Bernice Claire
Ralph W. Budd
Virginia Grey
Saul Frifield

OPA's Bowles' Plea
For Price Control
(Continued from Page

1)

aggregate
to gasoline, motor oil, auto
surance.
repairs, auto licenses and taxes and in-

On and Off the Record
•

•

•

THIS AND THAT: The Oifice of the Under Secretary of War

thinks that trade paper ad on "The Enemy Strikes" was "an outstanding
job"
No wonder Loew's Si Seadler is mighty happy, for it was
his baby
Si, by the way, has been doing the War Activity ads
since Pearl Harbor. . . • Don't be surprised if there's a further cut
in the number oi shorts next season
If it materializes, blame it
on increased production costs and the failure of rentals to keep pace.
• At least one major is experimenting wit'n two new techniques for
newsreels
One reel will be aimed for television's use
The
other wrill be designed for the theater screen as an answer to television's anticipated emphasis upon
for rapid expansion of the drive-in
years
One leading equipment
announcement in this connection. .

spot news coverage. . . • Look
theater field in the early post-war
company is readying an important
. • Didja know that Walt Disney

plans to make a "Currier and Ives" feature?
Sounds like a "natural," that one
▼
T
T
• • • CUFF NOTES: Chester Bowles, OPA administrator, might
like to know— or mebbe he wouldn't— that seven of the 14 Miami
theaters operated by the Wometco circuit actually are charging lower
admissions today than they did in 1942
And that this also applies
to four of the largest houses of the Florida Paramount circuit, while
10 others of the latter circuit have the identical scales prevailing in
'42. . . • Bearing upon the Bowles proposal for legislative authority
to clamp a ceiling on admissions, the Hartford (Conn.) Times edi-

"It is true of course, that people can
do without movies and cannot do without food, shelter and clothing. Neverthe-less, recreation is properly considered an essential part of war-time
living, and the movies are the most
universally popular form of recreation.
The average weekly attendance bears
witness to this fact.
"I have already pointed out to the committee that prices for motion picture admissions have increased to an extrordinary
degree above pre-war levels. From May,
1942. when price controls at retail first
became effective to November, 1944, this
increase amounted to 31.1 per cent. The
trend is still upward.
"Such increases as there have been in
operating costs have been far more than
offset by increased box office volume. Profits
have risen to a new high. For example, the
dollar profits of seven major motion picture
producers, distributors and exhibitors increased 442.6 per cent in 1943 over the
1936-1939 average. Their average annual
profits in the pre-war years were $31,984,000
or 7.1 per cent of average annual sales
of $453,111,000. In 1943 their profits were
$173,539,000 or 23.2 per cent of sales of
$746,740,000.
"It might be added that motion picture
admissions have been effectively controlled
in Canada. I am confident that they can
be effectively controlled here and without
Imposing

• Didja read Rep. Clare Boothe Luce's swell tribute to the Mediterranean addition of the Stars &: Stripes, of which this paper's
reporter - on - leave,
M/Sgt.
Dave
Golding
is managing
editor?
In an article written in Rome for the combined American press,
Mrs. Luce termed Dave's paper "the best edited Army newspaper in
the world, perhaps"
Phil M. would amend that merely to strike
out "perhaps." . . • That OWI-WAC sJtort on Lend-Lease is now
definitely set for April 12 release
And the OWI-WAC
Seventh
War Loan pic, "All-Star Bond Rally," will be released on April 26
instead of the \9th
T
T
T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

Final Depinet Drive
Meeting Here Today
in connection with
Drive will be held
York exchange to40-day tour of the
company branches by Robert Folliard, drive captain, and Harry Michalson, short subjects sales manager.
Folliard, Michalson and Mike Poller, assistant to the sales manager,
arrived in New York yesterday. Folliard reported that all branches
would surpass previous billings records, based on present indications.
1 Attending today's meeting will be
i Charles Boasberg, Metropolitan disFinal meeting
the Ned Depinet
in the RKO New
day, following a

PEARL

HARBOR!

"Fury in the
Released
in N.Pacific"
Y. Today
"Fury in the Pacific" will be released to first-run theaters in New
York, Brooklyn and New Jersey today. This WAC-OWI short subject
depicting the battle for 'Peliliu and
Angaur Islands is the first to be produced jointly by the armed forces.
Warner Bros, is distributing the film
for the WAC.
trict manager; Phil Hodes, branch
manager and his staff; Walter Branson, Hari-y and
Gittleson,
Michalson
Poller. Frank Drumm,

undue

administrative

burden."

Leven oi Frisco Wins Top
Award in 6th Drive Contest

torially points out that "no one needs to attend any amusement place
It is a luxury, whether it is a movie, concert, baseball game or
boxing contest
Surely, something can be left to a person's initiative and private determination"
The answer to that is, there
obviously are folks who think differently— among
them Bowles. . .

an

Edward J. Leven of the San Francisco Telenews Theater has been
awarded the top $1,000 War Bond
award in the $5,000 exploitation contest sponsored by fan magazines
during the Sixth War Loan Drive,
it is announced by John Hertz, Jr.,
national publicity director for the
Sixth and who will again similarly
serve for the Seventh.
The nine other winners, each recipient of a $500 Bond, were:
Guy B. Anis, New Princess, Lexington, Tenn.; Miss Rosa Hart, Paramount, Lake Charles, La.; John Heflinger, Park, Pasadena, Calif.; John
Jones, Concho, San Angelo, Tex.;
Jack Matlack, Broadway, Portland,
Ore.; William S. Phillips, State,
Newark, N. J.; Benjamin H. Serkowich, Capitol, New York City;
Charles Smakwitz, Strand, Albany;
Al

Weiss,

Loew's

Pitkin,

Brooklyn.

UJEDDinG BELLS
Feldman-Magid
Arthur Feldman, foreign war correspondent for the Blue Network who
has just returned from the Philippines, will be married here at Sherry's on March 30 to Rhoda Magid of
the British Broadcasting Company.
Feldman is a nephew of Richard
Feldman, RKO-Schine Paramount
manager in upstate Syracuse.

Some would call him
a brat . . . actually he
was a little monster
. . . searing their love
with the world's oldest insult!
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'TOMORROW THE WORLD'!.. acclaimed by
critics and public as the hit picture of 1945 . . .
backed by a pre-selling campaign of ads like
this... is now doing outstanding business in
its initial engagements all over the country!

"The
"A

Hit Picture

Must

"Exciting
tt

of 1945!'

See

Picture!"

—

First Rate!"

Wondrously

Warm

. . .

Drew Pearson

blue network

. Jimmy Fidler
Liberty Magazine

//

— Tremendously Gripping!
.

.

. McCall's Magazine

Top grosses thru U. A J
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Senate Com. Deaf to
Price Control Plea
(Continued from P.^sje 1)
administrator seemed to realize that
he had little sympathy from the Senators before he went to the hearing,
and his statement on pix prices was
generally considered rather weak.
Yesterday's session did nothing to alter the very strong impression on Capitol Hill that
OPA control over pix prices is a
dead issue.
There was no apparent sympathy among
committee members — with the possible but not definite exception
of Sen. Glen Taylor — and, significantly Chairman Robert Wagner, D., N. Y., had not a single
question to ask, nor did Majority Leader Albin Barkley, D.,
Ky., a member of the Committee.
Bowles mentioned that about onequarter of the complaints
received
from the public on price matters
dealt with theaters, barber shops
and beauty parlors.
He made
a
strong case for the essentiality of
these items, declaring that the 95million weekly
attendance
at pix
testifies that they "are the most
universally popular form of recreation."
Challenged by Downey
Prices, he said, have risen 31.1
per cent between May, 1942, and
November, 1944. Senator Sheridan
Downey, D., Gal., challenged this
statement, however reading from
The Film Daily Year Book, that
the average price for 1943, exclusive
of tax, was 27.5 cents. The 1944
prices are close to those of 1943 he
said, and related that the 1940 price
was 24.1 cents, the 1941 price 25.2
cents and the 1942 price 25.5 cents.
Bowles admitted that about one-third of
the rise he reported was attributable to
taxes, and the Senators then talked in terms
of a 30 per cent rise. Senator Taft of Ohio
pointed out that the cost of living- has gone
up 37 per cent since 1939. and asked Bowles
whether he could show that pix prices have
gone up that far.
Bowles pointed out also that producer
profits have gone up. for "seven major motion picture producers, distributors, and exhibitors." by "443.6 per cent in 1943 from
the 1936-39 average. Their average annual
profits in the pre-war years were $31,964,000
or 7.1 per cent of average annual sales of
$4Jo3,lll,000 in 1943. their profits were
$173,539,000 or 33.3 per cent of sales of
$746,740,000." He made it plain, however,
that he does not contemplate any large-scale
rollback.
Cites Control in Canada
Bowles said resentment of the price freedom enjoyed by exhibitors — that is the
freedom from legal OPA control — has been
an important cause of "chiseling" by grocers
and other dealers in articles on which price

THEATER DEALS
San Antonio, Tex. — The South San,
suburban nabe, has been taken over
by C. H. Richter, who also owns and
operates three Drive-In Theaters, two
in Corpus Christi and a newly opened
drive-in at Harlingen.

ff

REVIEWS

Post- War Renaissance
For Shorts Seen by Pal

"The Clock"
Judy Garland, Robert Walker

with
M-G-M
90 Mins.
WARTIME ROMANCE IS RATED AS
SPECIAL TREAT FOR WOMEN; ACTING WORTHY OF NOTE.
"The Clock" is the tale of a wartime
romance that holds special interest for women patrons, whose hearts will be readily
stirred by it all. The warmth and charm
that have gone into the filming of the
Robert Nathan-Joseph Schrank screenplay
derived from a yarn by Pauline Galileo can be
relied upon to gain a sympathetic reaction
from audiences.
The human, simple treatment of the
story of a soldier boy who finds love with
a sweet young thing during a 48-hour furlough is always absorbing, thanks no little
to the fine, understanding direction of Vincente Minnelli. Keeping the lovers constantly in the spotlight, the story sketches
their romance with tender amusement from
their chance meeting in New York's Pennsylvania Station to their marriage at City
Hall. The fact that neither knows the
other's name or address for a time threatens
the romance with disaster. The frantic efforts of the two young people to get hitched
in the short time at the soldier's disposal
make for considerable action and suspense.
Produced worthily by Arthur Freed, "The
Clock" has the benefit of first-rate performances. Judy Garland and Robert Walker
make a convincing pair of lovers. Keenan
Wynn does a bit as a drunk that is a
standout.
CAST: Judy Garland, Robert Walker, James
Cleason, Keenan Wynn, Marshall Thompson,
Luclle Gleason, Ruth Brady.
CREDITS: Producer, Arthur Freed; Director,
Vincente Minnelli; Screenplay, Robert Nathan,
Joseph Schrank; Based on story by Paul and
Pauline Galileo; Cameraman, George Folsey;
Musical Score, George Bassman; Recording Director, Douglas Shearer; Art Directors, Cedric
Gibbons, William Ferrari; Set Decorators, Edwin
B. Willis, Mac Alper; Special Effects, A. Arnold
Gillespie, Warren Newcombe; Film Editor, Georee
White.
DIRECTION,

Good.

PHOTOGRAPHY,

Good.

is controlled. He added also that pix admissions are controlled in Canada, and "effectively."
Senator
Charles
W. Tobey..
R.. N. H..
remarked
that
"costs
for motion
picture
prodtiction
couldn't have been as high in
1940 as they are today."
Without attempting to dip into figures, Tobey remarked that
it is obvious
that
production
costs have
been higher recently if only from a study
of the vastly improved quality of pix today.
Bowles remarked that film rentals are
up, bringing' more return to producers,
but had no answer
when
Tobey
proposed that lie should start at the root
and try to control filrn rentals.
To Senator Taft's question as to whether
control over pix prices would
include also
legitimate theater and sports prices. Bowles
replied they can not be separated.
He mentioned also that bowling prices are now under
OPA
control,
on the theory that bowlers
are actually renting a commodity — the pins
and the balls.
Taft asked if Bowles thought New
York's Mayor LaGuardia would permit OPA control of Broadway admissions prices.
Downey said that evidence brought to
him indicates a smaller increase than Bowles'
high figures show. Personally he said, he
knows of few instances where box-office
prices have been hiked and he suggested
that one reason for Bowles' high figures
might be that attendance at first-run houses
has shown
the most increase.
Figures from the BLS
The OPA administrator explained that his

Stories which possess strong appeal to both adult as well as youthful theatergoers will set the pace
in the short subjects field for postwar, George Pal, producer of the
highly-popularly and unique "Puppetoons" released by Paramount, told
The Film Daily yesterday.
Unless tab reels are geared to all
ages, their entertainment potential
cannot be reached, he declared. Feature attractions can afford to cater
to age-brackets, but one- and tworeel attractions must be constructed
upon material that will have punch
at every performance scheduled by
exhibitors, whether for grown-ups
or for kid matinees.
Pal, who augments his exclusive
technique of photographing characters and objects in the form of modeled figures which impart three-dimensional effect, and stresses substantial stories of the imaginative
kind and uses color with striking
success, predicts that the short subject will assume record importance
to showmen when peace comes. Exhibitors, he points out, realize more
clearly than at any time in exhibition history the power of tab reels.
Shorts, ever since the war began,
have been used intensively to portray
the war as it actually is, and have
also been used by showmen to impart
information on the conflict to their
customers.
The 16 mm. Gift Films, he states,
are "package shows" which the members of the armed forces like. Men
and women in uniform have come to
favor tab reels strongly, too, because
they have received much of their
military education through this medium.
Pal is scheduled to return to Hollywood tomorrow to continue production of "Puppetoons," plus shorts for
the Government which have been
numerous on his schedule since Pearl
Harbor.
figures come from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, which makes monthly cost of
living studies in over 100 cities. Here he
added that his desire is not to roll back
exhibitor's
but rather to prevent them
from rising prices,
any higher.
"We might have to reduce a few" he
added. "We would study the prices in
various parts of the country to see if
there was more than a normal rise. In
some cases, we might roll these prices
Sen. John Bankhead of Alabama, uncle of
stage and screen star Tallulah Bankhead,
then posed a long and inaudible question to
Bowles, to which the O'PA chief replied
back."
that
what Bankhead was suggesting was that
35 million Americans whose incomes have
not gone up as fast as the cost of living
should stop going to movies.
"That is unfair to the American people."
Bowles said. "There is no reason why these
people — many of whom are part of the
families of our 13,000,000 men in the
armed forces — should not be able to go to
the movies once a week. Ninety million
Americans do. The movies are an institution, just like the morning cup of coffee."
Here Senator Taylor drew a laugh with
his barbed statement, "Mr. Bowles, you'd
better be careful if you don't want to be
classed with Mr. Wallace or Mr. Williams
as one of these dangerous men who are
looking after the interest of the people."
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U.S. Films Warmly
Received In Italy
(Continued from Page 1)
government. They include a monopoly of importation and distribution of foreign films, high
taxes on dubbing, banning
of
American newsreels, and larg^'
cash prizes to spur local i^rdT
ducers who also get special re^
bates of theater admission taxes
Introduction of the latest Ameri

r

can
to Psychological
Italy continue Warfar
in th'
handsfilms
of the
Branch of the Allied Military Gov
ernment, made up of members of th
OWI, the U. S. Army,
and othe
Allied military and civilian agencies
since the Italian Government
has
industry
as yet, paid little or no attentio
to the "defascistation"
of its fik
"Until that has been accomplish
ed,"
Lober said,
"normal channel;
for distribution
of American
or othe
Allied films
used safely."
Films cannot
Aiding beMilitary

It was further noted that films entrusts
to PWB are helping military operations V
providing pictorial information of the wi
and sustaining civilian morale while Wi
against the Germans is being fought c
their soil.
Disorganization of transportation faciliti«
is still apparently one of the main obstacle IR
in PWB's path of reconstruction. PW
services
all houses
not
requisitioned
h
either the Army or Red Cross and soldiei
are admitted at half price. All existei
films are recensored. and PWB can insist
film be shown should it be deemed wise c
advisable.
1,043 Theaters Operating
Up to the end of 1944, the PWB fill
division had reopened to civilians an est
mated total of 1,04.3 theaters — 267 of thes
in Naples and vicinity; 247. Rome: 22i
Palermo and Catania; 146. Bari; 86, Cai
liari; and 71, Cosena. Transportation di.
ficulties make
operation in the remoi.' i
districts
virtuallyfilm impossible.
One of the jobs done by PWB to proteJ
Allied interests in Italy was an inventory (
all pictures that had been in circulation f<
more than five years. Thus distributors wli
had American features hidden since befoi
the German occupation could be restraint
from showing them without proper author
zation by the companies owning the films.
To da;te
has American
received through
services
of PWB
OWI 54
features tl"
ft
Italy; through the British Ministry of Ii
formation, seven British features. Fov
Russian films are also being shown in Ital
by a Soviet government organization.
Dubbed Films Find Favor
Dubbed films and musicals were almoi
unanimously hailed by press and popular
although there was some criticism by Italia
students of the verbiage as not always i
good Italian usage.
Another function which the PWB fill
section, now headed by Lt. Pilade Levi of ti
U. S. Army, has undertaken in Italy, is th
revival of a democratized Italian film indui
try until such time as the Italian Govert
ment gets around to doing something aboi;
itself.
When PWB entered Rome, it discovere!
studios and their equipment such as dull
bing plants and laboratories in surprisingl,
good condition despite the fact that they ha
been pillaged by fleeing fascists.
Produce Documentaries
One of the latest efforts of the PWB
the production of a few Italian documentarid
to spur the dispirited people on to hel
themselves: "Granai del Populo" (Peopld
Granaries), designed to promote a plan _
the new Italian government to make tti
people as self-sufficient as possible and
fight the black market, has already bee
finished. Another documentary, to promot
the olive oil industry is practically con
pleted. while still another on prisoners o
war is started.

'
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Mex. Mills lo Make

IN NEW INDUSTRY

NT's Steel Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
lea had been disclosed yesterday by
Charles
P. Skouras,
head
of National Theaters. The disclosure was
j,made in an announcement of the ap-ntment of B. V. Sturdivant, Fox
^st Coast Northern California dinsion manager, to the newly created post of Mexican and South
American manager for National.
Skouras, Sturdivant and F. H.
Ricketson, Jr., of Fox Intermountain
Theaters recently conferred with exi'ecutives of steel mills at Monterey
and Monclova, Mexico. The Mexican steel men were reported eager
to start production of the pre-fabricated theaters at the earliest possible time. During their stay in Mexico the trio also conferred with Government officials on the company's
Mexican plans.
In speaking of National's foreign
program, Skouras stressed the importance of the pre-fabricated metal
theater developed by his organization. He asserted that this type of
house was expected to be ready for
the world market immediately after
the war.
Skouras
announced
that Sturdivant, who will headquarter in Mexico
City, would act as his representative
in formulating plans which already
I had passed the blue-print stage.
Skouras' announcement recalled
that National has been interested in
purchasing an interest in one or
more Mexican circuits, but has
made no decision yet.

RKO Morning Show Takes
To Go to Red Cross Fund

CHARLES
Ala.

ROGERS, manager, Strand, Montgomery,

DON Ala,
WINGARD,
STANLEY

manager, Pekin, Montgomery,

REDMOND,
walk, Conn.

manager, Norwalk, Nor-

). R. MacEACHRON, manager, Maico, Memphis.
HARRY RUSSELL, independent booking agency,
Detroit.
JACQUES LEON, special representative, Sun
Booking
Agency,
Detroit.
ARTHUR LEAZENBY, manager. Cinema Theater,
Detroit.
I. CRASS, assistant manager. Loop Theater,
Detroit.

MAX

SCHREIBER, manager, Irving Theater, Detroit.
WITTMAN, manager, Majestic Theater,
Wyandotte, Mich.
CHARLEY RUDOLPH, salesman, Republic, St.
Louis.
BOB

LARRY HENSLER, Columbia salesman, Des
Moines.
JACK HULLIHAN,
salesman. Republic, St. Louis.
M. B. COHN,
sas City.

manager, Newman

GEORGE WHITTEN,
Woodland,
Cal.

A. R. DRIVER, assistant manager, Loop Theater, Detroit.

LUTES, district manager, Chakeres circuit, Frankfort, Ky.
MICHAEL LESNICK. auditor, Associated circuit,
Cleveland.
JACK FRANK BETTIS, manager, Crawford, El
Paso, Texas.

WILLIAM CUENTSCHE, assistant manager. Lakewood Theater, Detroit.

NORMAN

JACK

BUCKLEY, assistant manager. Loop Theater, Detroit.

GENE

G. HINES, city manager for the Jefferson Amusement Co.,
Lufkin,
Tex.

Allied to Watch New
All American Newsreel
Checking Agency — Myers Rights in 16 mm. to ITT
(Continued

from Page

1)

F. Myers, Allied general counsel,
warned in a special bulletin made
public yesterday. Myers charged
that interchange of confidential information among the distributor
members of the checking service relating to the operation and earnings
of independent theaters would be
plain violation of law.
"The law," Myers wrote, "sanctions
the dissemination of information regarding market conditions based on
closed transactions, but it does not
countenance interchange of business
secrets extracted from the exhibitors
against their will and used as a
means of extorting higher film

International Theatrical and Television Corp. has completed a deal
with All American News, Inc., where
ITT will have the world 16 mm. and
television rights to the weekly newsreels produced by All American.
Reels consist solely of Negro casts
and events.

SEAMAN PETER KAVEL; former manager of the
Ace Theater in Detroit for Wisper and
Wetsman Circuit, promoted to Storekeeper,
Third Class.

DOUGLAS
New

AMOS,
Haven.

assistant manager.

EDDIE
FORCE,
assistant
,
RKO, Newark, N. ).

* ARMY
flAROLD THOMAS,
Conn.

manager.

Rank, recommended to the Boai-d of
Trade that provision be made in any
legislation for "strict safeguards"
to control the cinema holdings already held by foreign investors.
The obvious result of the strong
nationalist position adopted by the
British producers would be the
"freezing" of American holdings in
United Kingdom circuits and theater companies at the present levels, should the recommendations find
favor with the Government.
U. S. companies have sizeable
"stakes" in the major British circuits-^Warners is interested in Associated British Cinemas, TwentiethFox is identified with Gaumont-British, and United Artists with Odeon
Circuit.

Rites for John Blokely
Lexington, Ky. — Funeral services
were held here for John Blakely,
62, president of the Elliott-Ward
Enterprises, which operates a chain
of theaters in Kentucky. Reported
to be the oldest exhibitor in Kentucky fi-om the standpoint of service, he died after a four-day illness.

'orfe

•

Paramount,
Proctor's

*

manager, Norwalk, Norwalk,

11^^ of The Film Daily staff, was
B^ killed on patrol on the Luxem''^^ bourg front on Jan. 18, a few
Weeks after arriving overseas, the
War Depai'tment has notified his
widow. Four young children also
survive.

'A,

'Sr kr

^CVO^^^CIA*^

*o^

STweM

<3f5r
^Ni

UH'Ot

Willard Mitchell KiUed
Pvt. James Willard Mitchell, son
of James A. Mitchell of Waterloo,
la., and nephew of L. H. Mitchell

'"

he

the time."

*

*

(Continued from Page 1)

rentals."
Myers claimed that, according to
correspondence received in his office, exhibitors are "aroused" over
the formation of the service.

TOTHECOLORS!

* ARMY

theater, Kan-

manager. State and Porter,

All receipts from the Red Cross
morning
shows
for children
to be
presented in RKO theaters in Greater A^. J. Allied Checking
,|New York, Westchester and Union Resolution to Wright
It iCity on Saturday will be turned over
In a formal resolution, Allied The''to the Red Cross War Fund.
Speater Owners of New Jersey on Monday protested the formation of any
J.'cial programs
are
scheduled
for
these performances
only.
Tickets checking organization financed and
sell for 25 cents.
controlled by several major motion
picture distributors. A copy of the
ChL Bookers Dissolve Club
resolution was forwarded to Robert
4 Chicago — The Chicago Film Book- L. Wright, assistant Attorney General. New Jersey Allied took the
' ers Club has dissolved for the duraiiition.
Funds in the club's treasury stand that gross receipts of theaters
*'will be given to the Red Cross.
are of a highly confidential nature
and "are of no legitimate business
interest to anyone excepting the theater and the particular distributor
whose picture is being exhibited at

* PROMOTED

No More Foreign
Coin In U. K. Houses!

POSTS

^A

Peter COOKSON • Arline JUDGE
Frank JENKS • Jerome COWAN
Produced by UNDSLEY

PARSONS

• Directed by PHIl K ARISTEIN

Screenplay by Rkhord
Adopted
from
Robert
Chopin

the
ond

mp

Weil

ploy
by
A. J. Rubien,
Morion
Poge
Johnson

A MONOGRAM

PICTURE

l^E

£t/«
^"ri

^m
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NLRB Orders Strike
To End Immediately
(Confinued from Page 1)
Conference of Studio Unions, and
Edward Mussa, business agent for
Local 1421 of the AFL set designers,
decorators and illustrators, Chairman
George W. Taylor directed immediate termination of the stoppage and
that the board be notified.
Copies of the wire were sent to five
other labor leaders, with two additional sentences: "This board is infonmed that members of local unions
affiliated with the International
Union of which you are president
are affected by the strike in that
they are refusing to cross the picket
lines. The board requests your full
assistance and co-operation in directing the members of the union to
return to work immediately, so that
full production may be restored."
Copies to Union Heads
These copies went to AFL President William Green, Harvey Brown,
head of the International Association
of Machinists, Edward J. Brown,
IBEW head, John E. Rooney, head of
the International Association of
Plasterers and Cement Finishers, and
William L. Hutcheson, president of
the Carpenters and Joiners of America— all AFL unions.
Full text of the WLB wire to Hollywood follows:

Para. Promotes Goldstein

(Continued from Page 1)

Easter Dates ior "Girls"
Sidney Goldstein has been appoint- 120
Approximately 120 Easter week Forever" and a drama starrini
Claudette Colbert, Orson Welles anl
ed to succeed Kornheiser at Paramount Music Corp. and Famous Mu- engagements in large key situations George Brent; and the Sopja Henil
sic Corp. Goldstein for the last year have already been booked for Para.'s Technicolor film "Countess of Monti
and a half has been with Famous on "Bring On the Girls."
Cristo."
A
the Coast.
Commenting
on the distribute 1
deal, Depinet said:
vl
MPA Board Meets Tomorrow
"RKO Radio is extremely prouB^
And Figures Don't Lie
agaiF
has
organiza
this
that
tion
A meeting of the directors of the
Omaha — Here's something of a
Motion Picture Associates at which record. The Omaha area is cred- been selected by William Goetz anl
ited by national. .Red Cross leaders Leo Spitz to release their outstandl
plans for the charitable organization's annual dinner and dance will with having 352 possible Red Cross ing productions and notable peil
be discussed has been called by Jack exhibitor sighiSrs. This we6k, WAC formances of many of the industry'!
Ellis, first vice-president and board Chairman D. V- McLucas. announced top ranking stars. In its first yeaij
International has demonstrated iti
chairman, for tomorrow at Sardi's. the area total.' It was 3^2^
ability to consistently create, not onl;l
entertainment of the highest standi
SMPE Hears Rosenthal
Senate Passes Bill
ards, but every release has won it
Regulating N. Y. C. Rents On Scopjiony's Systems
place among the top box-office at
tractions of the year, the most high)
Albany — The Senate yesterday
ly competitive in motion picture hisj t
(Continued from Page VH'
passed to the Assembly the Di Cos- opment for Scophony Corp. of Amertanzo bill reg-ulating commercial
ica, declared last nig'ht in his fearents in New York City.
tured address before the membership Cowan Tenders Reception
of the American Federation of Labor and of SMPE's Atlantic Coast Section. For George J. Schaefer
to the presidents of the two international He discussed the two systems, known
unions for settlement. Upon being advised respectively a§ SupeKsonic and the
tory."
that the dispute had not been settled as a
George J. Schaefer's afl[iIiation witl
result of this referral, in accordance with its Skiatron, both' based on the prin- Lester Cowan Productions as boart
established policy with respect to jurisciples of optical stdi^age and of light chairman in charge of distributioi
dictional disputes, an arbitrator was ap- modulation, and ddvHbped by Scowas observed yesterday at a recep'
pointed. On Jan. 26, 1945, the parties were
phony with practical illumination of tion at the Sherry Netherland Ho
advised that Mr. Thomas Tongue had been
appointed arbitrator. After a public hear- theater tele projection as the target.
tel.
ing: where the parties were afforded an opReferring to color tele, Rosenthal
Among those present were Willian
portunity of presenting evidence and argu- said that an additive successive color
L. Peirce, Jr., Al Margolies, Bernarc;
ments in support of their respective positions, Mr. Tongue, on Feb. 17, 1945, issued method can be easily based on either Kreisler, Bob Montgomery, Malcoln
his award.
the Skiatron or Supersonic method. Kingsberg, Joseph Bernhard, Harrj iit
Petitions (or Review
The fonner can also provide a sub"Petitions for review of the award have tractive color tele system. Present Goldberg, Irwin Zeltner, Leon Net
been filed with the Board by the producers
ter, Ben Gallup,
Epstein,Don
PaulMersereau,
Harvey, Dr'
and Local 44 of the International Alliance color motion picture and photogra- George
A
of Theatrical Stage Employes. The petitions
phic processes are based on subtrac- Steen, Paul Hunter, Radie Harris
for review of the arbitrator's award were tive methods like Technicolor and
James Jerauld, Al Sherman, Sherrj
on the Board's agenda the week of March Kodachrome.
12 for preliminary determination as, to
The Supersonic system, Rosenthal pointed Kane, F],oyc[ Stone, Merle Lewis, Mei
whether or not the award presented a ' reviewable issue. YouB tinion engaged in a out, is based on the .diffraction of light by Konecbff," Martin Starr, Harry Buckley, Terry Ramsaye, Lester Grady
work stoppage during that week thereby supersonic waves in a liquid, and the Skiatron consists substantially of a special type
preventing the board from action on the
Red
Kann, Ruth Taylor, Colvir#t
cathode-ray tube with a screen of a matepetitions. rial exhibiting . the property of "electron Brown, Fred Sammis, Muriel Bab
"On the day of the strike, the board advised the parties that it had voted not to capacity," i.e:," ibe '.,normally transparent cock, Barry Buchanan, Herb Berg;
take any action with respect to the peti- material can be .I'ejiiaerga more or less opaque James Dunn, Charlie Becker, R. W
tions while the strike was in progress. The by the electrons of an impinging cathode- Baremore, Herman Schleier, Mori
Board also; stated that after it had been ray beam. This opacitr effect has been investigated inScophony laboratories and found Krushen, Howard Le Sieur, Tes^
notified of the termination of the strike.
It would proceed to consider the petitions to have desirable qualities, fpr, tele, as well Michaels, Si Fabian, Major Ortor
for review of the arbitrator's award. On as other applications. The Skiatron is a Hicks, Major John Hubbell, and many itli
111
March 1.3, 1945, Mr. Lindslof, your interna- purely electric systenl;'-'''£ind Rosenthal ex- others.

fEflimE TOUCH

ELLEN McLaughlin has been made manager
of the Victory,
New
London,
Conn.
ELEANOR SANTER, publicity department. United
Detroit Theaters,
Detroit.
KOVAR, assistant manager, Center Theater, Detroit.

MISS V. WILLIS, assistant manager, Highland
Park Theater,
Highland
Park, Mich.
MRS. GEORGE BREMEN,
Theater, Wyandotte,

co-manager, Wyandotte
Mich.

SHIRLEY DAVIS, assistant manager,
Theater,
Detroit.

Michigan

RONNIE FRAZER, assistant manager, Michigan
Theater,
Detroit.

RKO-lnlernalional
Deal is Extended

BRIEfinG THE DflV'S nEUIS

"Re Association of Motion Picture Producers and Local 1431 of the Brotherhood
of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of
America, AFL, and Local 44 of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes. AFL, the National War Labor Board
is advised that members of the Set, Designers, Decorators and Illustrators, Local
1421 of the Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paperhang-ers of America, AFL, employed by the major motion picture producers in Hollywood are continuing- a strike
which started on March 12, 1945. This
strike constitutes a flagrant disregard of
labor's no strike pledge to the President
and of the procedures established for the
peaceful settlement of labor disputes in
time of war. The aforementioned case was
certified to the National War Labor Board
on Oct. 11, 1944, by the Secretary of Labor
as a jurisdictional dispute between Local
1421 of the Brotherhood of Painters, Decorators and Paperhangers of America. AFL,
and Local B-44 of the Inlcrnatioiial Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes, AFL.
tional president, issued instructions that all
Referred
To Labor Members
strikers be returned to work. These instruc"In accordance with the past practice of
tions have not been followed.
the Board, the dispute was referred to the
"Now, therefore, ptirsuant to the powers
labor members of the Board for adjustment.
vested
in it by executive order 9017 of Jan.
As the dispute was not settled by the labor
members,
it was referred to the President 12. 1942, the executive orders, directives,
and regulations issued under the act of
Oct. 2, 1942, and by the War Labor Disputes Act of June 25, 1943, the Nartional
War Labor Board directs that the strike be
terminated immediately, and that the board
be advised accordingly."

BETTY
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SorrelVs Reply to NLRB;
Says Strike Will Continue

^

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAI-ti^
Hollywood — In reply to Chairman Ge'orge
W. Taylor of National War Labor Board,
who ordered studio strikers' to return to
work immediately, a statement from President Herbert Sorrell of the Conference of
Studio, Unions declares: ''Our case hasr- b>en
irreparably injured by continued refusal of
the producers to obey the ruling of your
arbitrator, Thomas Tongue, to ■'maintain the
status- quo
the public interest on the
jurisdictional indispute
which precipitated the
present situation. ■■ • ■
"So long as the producers continue to defy
the authority
of NLRB
we feel they .have

tele.

pressed the view that if>'-may ultimately acquire great importance for theater and home

Experiments and calculations on projection tele systems using standard light sources
show the impossibility of obtaining even with
a high intensity arc lamp a picture of ' reasonable size and brightness syith a ; tele projection system with no stora,§e. For this
reason, Scophony embarkb'd on its Supersonic and Skiatron systems;' Rosenthal
showed, .a slide demons.trating the strong
public interest on the part of the British
Pttblie in tele.

spokesman for the major producers sai(
they hoped the War Labor Board's ordei
would be respected and reiterated that the
producers have pledged compliance with any
decision
by the National Labor Relations made
Board.
Despite the strike 26 pictures kre before
major producers' cameras. M-G-M starts
"For Better, For Worse" toda^ and "The
mount
Monday. gets the starting gun at Para-'
Blue Dahlia"

BACK IN CIVVIES

no right to ask you to order workers back
to work as they have apparently d,one,"
Honorably Discharged
statementference continues
, "MeHTt3e"rs
-"of could
the Conare convinced
that,.,if they
obtain a full and fair 'hearing of facts in
the case by NLRB a decision would be WALTER LLOYD, from the Army to manager of
handed down which would safeguard the
Allyn, Hartford, Conn.
right of the Amej-iean. workingman to his DON PASSIN, from the Army to UA salesman
economic freedom ' and to choose without
-tor Kentucky and West Virginia territj^fy,
pressure or intimidation the barg-aining agent
he wishes to represent him. I am sorry I
operating out of Cincinnati exchange. '.,
FRANK
CATALANO, from the Army to assistant
have not had an opportunity to present the
true facts of the present situation to you
manager of Proctor's RKO,
Newark,
N. ).
m

Sorrell said the strike would continue.
person."

A

PAUL WIDDIS, from the Marine Corps to astroit.
sistant manager of the Michigan Theater, De-

l/ji Today^s Issues The Equipwnent News Section

{See Pages 11 and 12)
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SENATE GROUP TO LAUNCH FILMS PROBE
1

To
Study Effects of WMC's
Sobert Goodwin to Make

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT SALE ON APR. 9

Study; Staff Trimming
Fo Await the Results
*\Vash;iigtoi,

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Reports of Great Quantities Being Held Back by Gov't
Denied by Gibbs of Office of Surplus Property

•Blocking of Curfew
Probe Draws Blast
Bureau

of

THE

EILM

For Full-Scale Investigation of Monopoly

DAILY

' Washington — Robert Goodwin, executive director of the WMC, will
Reports that there are vast quanthe in Chicago next week to study
tities of surplus photographic equipSt: :he effect of regional WMC actions
ment, including raw stock and proio: Dn local business, including pix exjectors, that could be made available
e^:hanges. Chicago was the first area
were discounted yesIt' where
exchanges
were
ordered
to to the industry
terday by C. W. Gibbs, marketing
!-ut their staffs by WMC — an order specialist for the Office of Surplus
SE which
has
created
confusion
and
Property, Procui'ement Division, of
ini
(Continued on Page 4)
the Treasury Department. While it
'In;
is true that a quantity of photograph-

Washi Hilton

Action Small
in Business
Chicago
Comm.

DAILY

Philly Backroom Workers
Get 10% Pay Boost Okay

Bill Affecting 50-Hour
Week Passes Ohio House

Philadelphia — An application calling for a 10 per cent wage increase
for backroom workers at the local
exchanges belonging to lATSE Local B-7 has been okayed by the Regional War Labor Board here. The
(Continued on Page 9)

Columbus, O. — Wartime relaxa(;ion of working hours for women
and minors will be out of effect in
Ohio for about three months from
April 1 to July 1 if action by the
(Continued on Page 4)

Paris (By Cable) — The week-old
strike of cinema personnel seeking
"a living wage" ended here yesterday when theater managers and union
members agreed on increased salary
scales. The threat by regular theater employes to join the fight, as
well as government pressure, appeared to hasten the settlement.

ing and blueprinting equipment will
be put on sale by the Division starting April 9, Gibbs pointed out that
reports to the effect that the Government was holding back surplus
equipment were erroneous and haiTn-

DAILY

Washington — The Senate
Small Business Committee — today or over the week-end — will

announce

that it intends to launch

DIstribs.' Monetary
Quota in U. K. Up 50%

Produceed by DuMont Lab. Personnel of Odeon of
Canada Reorganized
A new 20-inch cathode ray tube
which has a flat surface and produces
a direct view television image 18 by
13% inches has been produced by
the DuMont Laboratories. It was
given a private demonstration this
(Continued on Page 9)

Seeks Order for Carpenters to Return To Jobs

Pittsburgh— The suit brought by
27 independent exhibitors headed by
I. Roth against eight motion picture
distributors was lost yesterday when
the court decided the distributors
(Continued on Page 4)

H. OLDER
THE
FILM

Formation of Telecomics, Inc., of
New York and Telepictures, Inc., of
Hollywood was announced yesterday
London (By Cable) — An increase
by Steve Slesinger, publisher. Hav50 per cent in the distributors'
of
ing perfected a new method of re- monetary quota was authorized yesproducing comics on film, Telecomics
terday bywasthe
Boardto ofconform
Trade. with
Increase
ordered
will produce nationally known syndicated and original comics for 16 the recent increase in quota foot(Continued on Page 4)
Total labor cost of film made un(Continued on Page 4)
Revolutionary Tele Tube
ages.

Walsh to Confer on Strike
27 Pittsburgh Indies
Lose Suit Against Majors

By ANDREW
Bureau
of

in the very near future a full-scale
ccimmittee investigation of monopoly in the film industry. Staff studies
ful.The property to be sold next month have, been under way for some time,
is located in depots throughout the
and it was learned yesterday that
(Continued on Page 4)
these have reached a point where
(Continued on Page 3)

NAMPI To Advise WPB jSlesinger Launches
On Raw Stock Needs Telecontks, Teleplx

Washington — Rep. Bergeley BunA sub-committee headed by Nat
ker of Nevada, former senator from
that state, yesterday blasted the Sanders was appointed at' yesterday's meeting of the National AssoHouse Rules Committee for blockciation of Motion Picture Indepening an investigation he had proposed
dents to prepare data which will be
of the Byrnes midnight curfew orpresented to Stanley Adams of the
der. The order, he said, "is a brazen War Production Board prior to the
violation of the constitution."
next meeting of the Industry Advis"Unless my statements are re(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)

Pay Hiked, Paris
Film Strike Off

Washington

H^esf

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard A. Walsh,
president of lATSE, is expected to
go East to confer with William Hutcheson, international president of
the Brotherhood of Carpenters, in an
effort to induce him to order his men
back to their studio jobs.

ce of on Studio
Conferen
(Continued
Page 3) Unions'

Toronto — Important promotions
and appointments are announced in
the personnel reorganization of
Odeon Theaters of Canada, Ltd.,
along with news of the circuit of
(Continued on Page 3)

Confirm Brit. 15%
Cut in Raw Stock
London (By Cable) — The anticipated 15 per cent cut in raw stock
for the motion picture industry here
was confirmed yesterday by the Board
of Trade. The cut will be in effect
f~r two months, starting March 15.
Hope was expressed yesterday that
part of the cut will be restored after
May

15.

1W
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M-G-M has just gotten out the
1945 edition of Production Facts,
published at the studio under the
supervision of Howard Strickling.
It consists of 45 pages and discusses
casts, pertinent data and story material of 22 forthcoming attractions.
In addition to the 22 films to be
released before the end of the year,
a number of other possibilities for
1945 production are listed briefly,
such as "Green Dolphin Street,"
which won the $175,000 prize novel
contest, "The Yearling," "Brighton
Beach," "Holiday in Mexico," "Three
Wise Fools," "The Postman Always
Rings Twice," "Colorado," "What
Next, Corporal Hargrove?", "The
Kissing Bandit," "The Green Years,"
"No Leave, No Love," "Josephine,"
"The Homecoming of Ulysses," "An
American Cavalcade," "Boys Ranch,"
"The History of Rome Hanks," "A
Touch of Heaven," "Up Goes Maisie," "Close Shave," "The Hoodlum
Saint," "The Girl from Rectors,"
"Daddy Is a Wolf," "If Winter
Comes," "The Sun Is My Undoing,"
"Taps for Private Tussie," and "Red
Shoes Run Faster."

$63,710 for Polio
Fund from Hatvaii
The

March

of Dimes

was

richer

by $63,710 yesterday when Hawaii
f.r the first time reported its infantile paralysis collections to the
industry committee. The polio fund
is also in receipt of $1,245 from
Puerto Rico and $1,081 from the
Canal Zone. Both territories also
had never been included in the
drive until this year. Two additional states had completed their
reports yesterday. They were Vermont with $7,895, a jump of 24 per
cent over 1944, and North Dakota
with $14,594, an increase of 35 per
cent. To date only 10 states have
submitted
complete
reports.

Jack Melvin to New York
On Republic's Campaign
IVest

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Melvin of the
Melvin-Rackin Publicity office, is
leaving here for New York today,
and will arrive there Monday. While
in the East he will stop at the Essex
House. Purpose of the trip is first,
to line up a number of radio guest
Main and Dale Resign
spots for Republic Pictures Tenth AnFrom Odeon of Canada
niversary Campaign, and to work out
radio, publicity and exploitation for
and secondly, to conToronto — Dick Main and Ralph the campaign;
tact the Melvin-Rackin clients in the
Dale have resigned executive posi- East. He will be in New York about
tions at the head office staflf of Odeon two weeks.
; (Thursday, March 22)
^^^
Theaters of Canada, Ltd., to enter
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
theater business on tiheir own account
Net
High
Low
Close
Chg. under a partnership arrangement for Lowe,
of Variety's
Bureau,
Dies
the operation of the 12 theaters in London Head
Am.
Seat
211/4
211/4
211/4 —
1/4
Ontario of Sam Fingold of Toronto.
221/2 + 1
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 221/2 221/2
Columbia Picts. pfd. . .
The latter will devote his attention
Con. Fm. Ind
5
5
5
Joshuabureau
Lowe, since
69, head
Variety's
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd.. . . 29
281/4
29
+
3/4 largely to the development of other London
1922 ofdied
in the
1 79
East. Kodak
1 79
interests, it was formally announced.
179
— 1
271/2
British metropolis on Wednesday
do pfd
Resignations
are
effiective
April
763/4
Cen. Prec. Eq
271/2
81/4 271/2
night, according to word received
761/2
761/2 +
3/8 2. Main has been supervisor of theLoew's, Inc
95
here yesterday. Death was caused
Paramount
aters
and
Dale
was
head
booker
of
281/2
281/2
—
1/4
958
951/2
29
RKO
Odeon Circuit.
by complications that followed the
%
RKO $6 pfd
shock of a street accident in which
27
+
3/8
20th Century-Fox
. . . 343/4 267/8
Still
unfilled
is
the
post
of
Odeon's
Lowe suffered a broken leg.
27
general
manager
from
which
H.
M.
20th Century-Fox pfd. 133/4 345/8 343/4 +
Warner Bos
1/8 Masters resigned early this year. Be
Lowe had been with Variety for
11/2 131/2 131/2 —
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
31/4
fore joining Canadian Odeon five 35 of its 40 years. He first went to
3
3
3
Monogram
Picts
years ago, Dale was with Famous London for it in 1915. He returned
Radio-Keith cvs
1%
1%
43/4
213/4
to America during the first World
Sonotone Corp
31/8
31/8 —
1/8 Players head office booking departTechnicolor
3/8
ment while Main was with Hanson
231/2 211/8 211/2 +
Trans-Lux
43/4
43/4 _
1/8
Surviving besides his widow, the
Universal Picts
231/2 231/2 +
3/8 Theaters Corp., and previously the- War.
ater manager in Northern and East- former Charlotte Parry, former musern Ontario.
ical headliner now living in retireSnyder Defies WMC Edict;
ment in London, is a brother, Albert,
residing in the United States.
Retains All-Night Policy

MRflnClflL

Toledo — Despite an order to the
contrary by Ralph Snyder, Toledo
area WMC dii'ector, Frank O'Connell,
declared he would continue to operate the Loop, only all night house
in Ohio.
Snyder said he would certify
the case to Washington with the expectation that sanctions would be
applied. O'Connell said the Loop
should be exempted along with all
night' restaurants.
The house gives servicemen free
admission. More than 300 patrons
attended the theater yesterday morning, mostly war workers.

Alban-Mestanza to Head
PRC Latin-American Dept. Nine Aides to Jackter
H. Alban-Mestanza, recently in For Montague Campaign

charge of Monogram's foreign language production, was named head of
PRC's International Division's Latin-American department by Roberto
D. Socas, PRC's general export manager, yesterday. The appointment is
eff'ective immediately, and Mestanza
will handle all matters pertaining
to inter-American distribution, and
will also lay the ground work for
launching PRC's Spanish dubbed-in
program,
which is now in preparation.

cominc and Gomc

A committee of nine, embracing
sales executives and top sales personnel, has been established to assist
Rube Jackter, chainman, in the supervision of the Montague Twentieth
Anniversary Campaign which continues through June 28.
Jackter's aides are: Louis Weinberg, Louis Astor, M. J. Weisfeldt,
H. C. Kaufman, George Josephs,
Maurice Grad, Vincent Morelli, Seth
Raisler, and Sidney Singennan.

BARNEY
BALABAN,
Paramount
prexy,
\\
leave this week-end
FROM
the West Coast
stead of FOR
(as previously reported).
N. PETER RATHVON,
rive on the Coast
this
V sit to the studio.
SAMUEL COLDWYN
from New
York.

RKO
week
is en

president, will
for a three-wi
route to the Co|l«Mt

E. K. (TED)
O'SHEA,
M-C-M
Eastern
i
manager
is due back
from
Miami
Beach
end of next week.
H. M. BESSEY, vice-president of Altec Serv
Corp., has returned to New York from a busin
trip to Minneapolis and Chicago.
C. S. EYSSELL, president and managing direcl
of the Radio City Music Hall, returned yest<
day from a three-week trip to Hollywood.
HARRY SEED, Warner Bros. Chicago distr
manager, has gone to Florida for a short vac

tion.
CLAUDE LEE, director of public relations (
Paramount,
left yesterday for Salt Lake City.
GEORGE
ABBOTT
is scheduled
to leave
Coast Monday for New York by plane.
SIMON SCHIFFRIN, head of the films divisi
of the French Press and Information Servii
will leave today for Paris to confer with Je
Painleve, general director of the French moti( iE(
picture industry on mutual problems of fren'
and American film industries.
E, B. HATRICK, vice-president and gene/
manager of News of the Day and Cosmopolit.
Productions, will head for New York Tuesd
from the Coast.
WILLIAM

EYTHE

sei

lis

k

left for Atlanta yesterd)

in

with SID BLUMENSTOCK, 20th-Fox's assists
exploitation manager, for that city's premie'
of "A Royal Scandal," in which he appears.
GEORGE
A. DROULIA
of the 20th-Fox hor
off'ce,city.departed
for Indianapolis
yesterday
that
take a post on the company's
sales staff

ni
DC

ig

MITCHELL LEISEN, Paramount director, w ![i
;1
leave the Coast at the end of the month fo

lowing completion of Paramount's "Masquerai
In Mexico," and head for New York to view ne lis
Broadway plays with an eye for film material.
RUTH GILLIS, assistant to Mike Simons, ed
tor of Lcew-M-G-M publications, got back ye
terday from a Miami vacation.
FRANK HENSLER, M-G-M branch manager
V
Kansas City, is soiourning at Miami Beach.
RUTH LEWIS, of the M-G-M short subject d
partment,
is acquiring
a tan at Miami
Beac t
MIKE SIMONS, of M-C-M, leaves over tl
week-end for Lancaster, Pa.
SAM MARX, M-G-M producer, returns la
today from a short trip out of town.
LOUIS FRISCH, of the Randforce circuit,
due back in two weeks from Miami.
ROY
DISNEY,
general manager
in New York.

«r

executive
vice-president
ai
of Walt Disney Productions,

BILL PEIRCE, JR., director of advertising an
publicity for Lester Cowan, left New York ye:
terday for Hollywood.
M'CHAEL POWELL has arrived in New Yor
from London to attend the premiere of "Colon(
Blimp" at the Gotham Theater next Thursday.
EDWARD SCHNITZER, BARRY BUCHANAI
and HERB BERG leave today for Montreal

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
March 23
Joan
Crawford
Winfield
Andrus
Mary

S.

Ann
Amy

Weiss
Sinclair

Rassman

March 24 Tesse
)uanitz
Alvarez
Brind
Maurice
Schwesitzer Lois Andrews
Richard Conte
March
25
Ray Enright
David
T. Katz
El Brendel
Phillip Reed
Edward
F. Hurley
Frankie
Carle
Bertram
Milihauser Nancy
Kelly

III
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Walsli Coming East
To Confer on Strike

-ilm Industry Probe
ty Senate Committee
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

he committee will go into the matir officially now.
Chaiiman
of the
committee
is
enator James C. Murray, Montana
c4)emocrat,
and one of the leading
mbers is Senator Joseph C O'Maiey,
Wyoming
Democrat,
who
eaded the truculent Temporary Naional Economic
Committee
a few
ears ago.
TNEC
issued a sensaional monograph
on monopoly and
aioncentration of control in the motion picture industry.
Chiefly behind the present move
*'i Dewey Anderson, recently named
'" ounsel for the Small Business ComI aittee and formerly counsel for
NEC. Anderson is interested also
i^n a similar study on radio, with
taff studies on broadcasting still in
Jjirogress.

strike committee today will issue
10,000 circulars assuring lA members who have left work in support
of the strike or who were discharged
for refusing to do the work of others
that no CSU member.? will return to
work until affected lA members are
fully reinstated.
Screen Directors and Writers
Guild mediation group has been augmented by representatives of cameramen and costuimers unions.
Despite the strike, studio labor
has made 18,469 individual subsci-iptions to Red Cross, while the grand
total of subscriptions thus far is

I'inal
Regional
Jtarts Warners
in.L. A. Tomorrow
est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Los Angeles — The last of the five
I^Varner Bros, regional sales meetings
' erving as a substitute for this year's
ales convention gets under way toiiiinoirow in the Hotel
Ambassador
liere. The meeting will run through
[junday.
Among
the speaker's will
iie Charles
Einfeld,
the company's
lojlirector of advertising and publicity,
yho will discuss coming product and
Special campaign plans.
iil Roy Haines, Western and Southern
^livision sales manager, will conduct
he confevence.
Some others attendng will be Henry Herbel, West Coast
listrict manager, and the following
iii')ranch managers:
Fred
Greenberg,
4-iOs Angeles; E. A. Bell, Denver; Al
)xtoby, Portland;
William F. Gorlon, Salt Lake City; Al Shmitken,
jan Francisco,
and Vete
Stewart,
jseattle.
4 Western field exploitation staif,

''ponsisting of Sam Clark, working out
j,|)f Los Angeles; Allan Kohan, SeatlEijle, and Jack Leewood, Denver, also
vill attend.
fiiif

B & K $1 Dividend
Chicago — ^B & K will pay |1 quarerly dividend on the common stock
m March 31.

TO THE COLORS!
*

DECORATED

*

SERNARD

JERDING, formerly of Warner's Hamilton, Chicago, wounded in action in France,
received the Purple Heart.

*

— • —
PROMOTED

*

:ORP. ELWOOD C. FRONK, formerly assistant
manager of the Colonel, Ogden, Utah, has
been advanced to sergeant with the engineer corps in New Guinea.

All in the Day's iVetcs
•

• • ODDS AND ENDS: Bertram Millhauser's new novel, "Whatever Goes Up," which will be published by Doubleday Doron, has been
selected by The Detective Book Club for subsequent publication
Millhctuser, who has been Ireelancinq at Universal for the past two
years as a scripter, is a brother-in-law of Loew's Si Seadler
"Whatever Goes Up" is his second novel; his first, "The Life of Jimmy Dolan,"
reached the screen via Warners
as "They Made Me A Criminal.". .
• Samuel Rauch of the Roxy will be one of those honored tomorrow
night when Radio City Synagogue celebrates its fifth anniversary in
the Waldorf-Astoria's Grand Ballroom. . . • Richard Arlen begins rehearsals here today for his first legit appearance
in "Too Hot for
Maneuvers,"
which Arthur Sircom will direct for Jimmy Elliott
The new comedy is set for a Philly bow on April 16. . . • Didja

$21,117.
Personnel
of Odeon of
Canada Reorganized

know that 20th-Fox has crpproximately 15 per cent interest in "The Firebrand of Florence," which opened at the Alvin last night? ... • NBC
will inaugurate the first regular hour-long weekly tele children's show
over WNBT on April 7
Series will inc'.ude films. . . ©No
less
than 65 Greater New York first-runs this week-end will show the WAC's
"Fury in the Pacific" simultaneously
It is one of the biggest dayand-date showings ever accorded a picture. . . • Alma E. Marks, just
back fcrom cm OWI stint in England, is joining the William Morris

102 theaters being split into Eastern
and Western divisions for close contact by executives with grouped
managers. Clare Appel, in charge
of advertising and publicity since
1941, is promoted to be general manager of the Eastern division with
control of theaters in Ontario and

Agency's literary department to handle
of all types for tele and radio. . . •
Loop with three first-runs this month
"Docks of New York" at the RKO Grctnd
"Alaska" into the Oriental

•

•

writers, material and vehicles
Monogram
is hitting Chicago's
"Alaska" is set at the Oriental,
and "Forever Yours" will follow

• CUFF NOTES: Look for a boom in the non-theatrical religious film market, with part of the impetus coming from the b.o.

success of "The Song of Bernaclette," "Keys of the Kingdom" and "Going My Way"
With an eye to the increased church interest in religious film subjects, the Walter O. Gutlohn division of International
Theatrical and Television Corp. is adding six new religious pix to its
schedule
First is "The Virgiji of Guadeloupe.". . • Philco tele
receivers will hit the market within a few months after hostilities end.
9 Tom Waller, in charge of Para.'s syndicate publicity, has cleaned
up again, this time in behalf of "The Affairs of Susan," with national
publicity breaks out of New York to the number of 30 over every major
wire and photo service, as well as syndicates
A solid neivspaper
page of pix of Joan Fontaine, photographed while the star was in New
York by International , breaks in over 400 black and luhite Sunday supplements wiien the feature goes into national release. . . • RKO
Television Corp. will cover the Blue Network's V-E Day news roorn activities Plans call for quick processing with the films to be rushed
by relay to DuMont's
WABD for telecasting
RKO
Television's
entire personnel has been alerted. . . • The combination film and
burlesque policy is bobbing up again
Two Chicago's houses, the
Loop Dou'ntown and the Haymarket on the west side, are reported
planning an adoption of the policy. . . • Jerome Robbins has elected
to remain in New York to do a new ballet next season, dropping his
plans for Hollywood. . . • The Society of Illustrators' Honorary Committee for "Colonel Blimp" premiere, next Thursday, at Brandt's
Gotham, has been augmented by Governor Dewey and Vice-Admiral
Herbert F. Leary, USN, Commander of the Eastern Sea Frontier

— • —
• WAC •

:ONNIE TRENT,
cago.

National Screen Service, Chi-

(Continued from Page 1)

Quebec. President Paul N. Nathanson left for the Coast last night to
create the Western division management with selected officials to be
named shortly.
William Weiss has been appointed
district manager for the Toronto and
Northern Ontario zones; H. S. Dahn
takes over the Western Ontario and
Niagara district, and Don Gauld of
Montreal is promoted to district manager
of the
Quebec
Ottawa-Cornwall
zones.
Tom and
Bowyer,
recently
with Canadian National Railways, has
been appointed theater merchandising director at the Toronto head office. Other changes are expected in
the next week or two so that the organization will be perfected before
the first visit to Toronto of J. Arthur Rank of England in May for
conference with Nathanson on expansion planned through the Dominion.
Appel started with film theaters
at Brantford, Ont., 35 years ago,
later operating houses in Northern
Ontario and Manitoba. He spent
five years with the First National
Pictures exchange in Toronto before joining Famous Players from
which he resigned with the late N. L.
Nathanson four years ago.

Thacker Sells to Eral
Des Moines, la. — W. L. Eral has
purchased the theater at West Bend
from George Thacker. Eral has managed the theater since March 1.

IN NEW POSTS
Partheon,
JOE

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL

HARBOR!

JOHN

LORENZ,
assistant
manager,
Hammond,
Ind.
DOORCHECK,
manager, Parkway, Chicago.
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Surplus Equipment
Sale Starts Apr. 9
(Continued from Page

1)

country and includes projectors, cameras, blueprinting machines, tripods,
trays and other types of equipment.
Detailed descriptions, quantities and
location will be listed in the Surplus
Reporter to be issued tomorrow by
the Procurement Division.
Not All in Good Repair
Col. Frank L. Seymour, regional
director, pointed out that while many
of the items were in good condition,
much of the equipment was not of
the latest design and some were in
need of repair. However, it will be
of he'p to the industry in alleviating
the shortage of replacement parts.
Gibbs said he was of the opinion that
most of the projectors were for 16
mm. fiLm, although there will be some
35 mm. machines.
From other sources, it was declared
that the report of 15,000,000 feet
of raw stock at Camp Halobird, to
be made available to the industry,
was incorrect. There is not 15,000,000 feet of film which could be considered surplus in any depot, it was
said. The figure might be 3,000,000
feet, but if the Government has alloted 3,000,000 feet to the coverage
of the United Nations Conference in
San Francisco, there is no surplus,
according to authorities.
Information regarding the sale of
the surplus material may be obtained from Gibbs in the regional
Surplus Property Office at 350 Fifth
Ave., New York City.

Slesinger Launches
Telecom ks, Telepix
(Continued from Page 1)
mm. disti-ibution and television. Telepictures will produce 16 mm. and
television educational programs and
children's classics with the Whitman Publishing Co.
Ruthrauf & Ryan advertising
agency already has optioned half
of the Telecomics to originate from
tele station WABD for 26 weeks.
Because of the time element involved, Slesinger said that Telecomics
would confine its production to New
York while Telepictures will produce on the Coast.

George F. Hunter Dead
Portland, Ore. — George F. Hunter,
ex-Portlander and one-time screen
actor, died at the Veterans Hospital
at Whipple, Ariz.

REVIEWS Of ncuj films
"The
House of Fear"
with Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce
Universal
69 Mins.
LATEST OF THE SHERLOCK HOLMES
SERIES IS ACCEPTABLE MELODRAMATIC
DIVERSION.
Melodramatic entertainment that borders
on the gruesome has been concocted from

"Let's Go Steady"
Columbia

60 Mins.

TUNEFUL JITTERBUG SPECIAL WITH
INGRATIATING YOUTHFUL CAST OVERCOMES WEAK HANDICAP.
Bracing a comparatively weak plot with a
variety of swing tunes, capably handled by

the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle story 'The Ada group of talented youngsters, "Let's Go
ventures ofthefans
Fiveshould
Orangehave
Pits.themselves
' The Sher-a Steady"
lock Holmes
bears a message to all amateur song
grand time, for the film is among the best writers who usually get "hooked" by songpromotion agencies for fruitless service fees.
of the series, being loaded with action, susJackie Moran does a nice job of vocalling
penses and unalloyed villainy.
The scene of the story is a forbidding the film's hit song, "I Don't Want To Love
old house on the Scottish coast where the You, " and Mel Torme's impressive singingcomedy bits is a bid for better juvenile roles.
members of a club known as 'The Good
Comrades" keep disappearing mysteriously,
Hurdling some exaggerated use of "jive"
supposedly the victims of foul play. Each talk the plot gets under way when Moran
holds a heavy insurance policy naming the and Arnold Stang, a team of amateur song
writers, help Pat Parrish out of a tight spot
club's final survivor as the beneficiary. By as she is besieged by other song writers who
the time Holmes and his trusty Dr. Watson
look to her for refunds of the money her
find the answer to the riddle only one member is left. The missing members are late uncle took under false pretense. Moran
found in an abandoned tunnel very much indulges the young composers to form a
alive. Their murders were faked to enable co-operative publishing company and plug
the songs themselves.
them to get the insurance money.
The film has capable direction by Roy
They find the going tough until Parrish
William Neill, who also produced, and act- hits on an idea to get the G.l.'s at the Army
ing that has much to be said for it. Basil camps to boost their tunes.
Rathbone and Nigel Bruce once more are
CAST: Fat Parrish, Jacke Moran, June Preisser, Jimmy Lloyd, Arnold Stang, Skinnay Ennis,
an effective and amusing team.
CAST: Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Aubrey
Mather, Dennis Hoey, Paul Cavanagh, Holmes
Herbert, Harry Cording, Sally Shepherd, Gavin
Muir, Florette
Hillier, David
Clyde.
CREDITS: Producer, Roy William Neill; Director, Roy William Neill; Screenplay, Roy Chanslor; Based on story by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle;
Cameraman, Virgil Miller; Musical Director, Paul
Sawtell; Art Directors, John B. Goodman, Eugene
Lowrie; Sound Director, Bernard B. Brown; Set
Decorators, Russell A. Gausman, E. R. Robinson;
Film Editor, Saul Goodkind.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

27 Pittsburgh Indies
Lose Suit Against Majors
(Continued

from

Page

1)

had the right to determine the
amount due them for pictures under
a licensing agreement.
Exhibitors had prohibited the examination, charging the percentage
basic agreement under which they
receive pictures violated the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. They have
asked an injunction barring the distributing firms from examining their
books pending action in Federal
Court.
On the anti-trust claim, the exhibitors' suit was a counter-action
against the distributors who previously entered suit charging violation of their licensing agreement and
the falsifying on box-office . statements covering percentage pictures.

George Robertson Dead

Mel Torme, William Moss, Byron Foulger, Gladys
Blake, Eddie Bruce, William
Frambes.
CREDITS: Producer, Ted Richmond; Director,
Del Lord; Story, William B. Sackheim; Screenplay,
Erna Lazarus; Assistant Director, James Nicholson; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Film Editor, Richard FantI; Art Director, Charles Clague;
Set Decorator, George Montgomery; Sound,
Philip Faulkner.
DIRECTION,
Fair.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fair.

Bill Affecting 50-Hour
Week Passes Ohio House
(Continued from Page 1)
House of Representatives stands.
The Ohio House passed the Corey
bill, re-enacting the Ross act of
1943, permitting longer hours than
in peacetime but rejected an emergency clause necessary to make the
new measure effective at once. The
present Ross act expires April 1.
Without the emergency clause the
new bill cannot take effect until 90
days after final passage. The bill
has yet to be acted upon by the Ohio
Senate. The Corey bill permits war
industries to exceed the 50-hour week
and 10-hour day for women and minors, unless forbidden by the industrial relations director.

UA to Conduct Canadian
Sales Meet in Montreal

United Artists Canadian branch
managers will convene at the Mount
Royal Hotel in Montreal for a twoday sales meeting which gets under
way there on Monday.
Edward M. Schnitzer, UA home
office executive, will preside at the
Shanfield's Brother Dead
meeting and will discuss sales plans
Epstein-Berman
Samuel Shanfield, brother of and policies on both current and
Omaha — Shirley Epstein, daughter
of Sam Epstein, owner of the Ep- Louis Shanfield, director of the 20th- forthcoming product. Schnitzer will
stein Theaters here, was married to Fox art department, is dead here at be accompanied by Barry Buchanan
and Herb Berg.
60.
Sam Berman, now in the Army.

UlEDDinG BELLS

Syracuse — George Robertson, owner of the Syracuse Stage Lighting
and Scenery Co. and former business
agent of the Local 9, stagehands,
died after a lingering illness in St.
Joseph Hospital.

Friday, March 23, 19'

EffedofWMCChi.
Action to Be Probed
(Continued from Page

1)

worry through all exchange areas
Actually, the staff trimming
Chicago exchanges has been delayi
pending Goodwin's study, which w
also include an investigation
the
theater
manpower
situatl^

itn

One difficulty with the WMC o
there.
ders to trim staffs has been the i
sistence in some areas upon di
charge of men only. This is not
national
local that
offices whe
ha'
insisted policy,
in manybut cases
they ordered a reduction in the wo:
force the entire reduction must
made in Release
able-bodied
men.
of Women
Distributors are conferring wi
regional WMC officials in sever
areas to try to get permission to r
lease women in areas where th<
have been ordered and suspect th(
might be ordered to cut their staff
Women account for about 65 p
cent of all exchange employes the
days.
The distributors are seeking
learn the reason for insisting
men, since few of the male employ
in exchanges have factory skills ar
the reason for taking manpowi
from exchanges is supposedly to pr
vide more labor for war plants.

Dislribs.' Monetary '
Quota in U. K. Up 50°/
(Continued from Page 1)

der the monetary quota must no
be four pounds, 10 shillings ($18
per foot length, including payment
to British subjects or persons livin
in Dominions amounting to not le;
than one pound, 10 shillings ($6)

THEATER DEALS
Gores Sell Circuit Control
Tampa, Fla. — Mr. and Mrs. B. I
Gore have sold their majority bloc
of stock in State Theater, Inc., a coi
poration operating five theaters i
Tampa, to several Miamians. Th
new owners are Mr. and Mrs. Edwar
N. Claughton and A. W. Corbett, in
vestors in Miami theater holding;
W. Marion Hendry, Tampa attorne
and a minority stockholder in th
old concern, has been elected presi
dent in the new organization. Coi
bett is secretary and general man
ager and Mrs. Claughton, treasure!
The new corporation will operat
the State, Rialto, Howard and North
town theaters in Tampa and the Rox;
in Sulphur Springs. The considera
tion was about $160,000.

■ft^'t'!
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Is UK Wl
A. J. Crofiin's

Laird Cregar • Linda Darnell • George Sanders in HA

Betty Smith's
Mary O'Hara's .
Tallulali Banktiead • Charles Coburn • Anne Baxter • William [ythe in Ernst Lubitsch's
At Popular Prices • Franz Werfel's
Gracie Fields • Monty Woolley • Roddy McDowall
Betty Grable and Dick Haymes in Billy Rose's MAI

€lft!

hi^ejmi
'rti

im

VKlfWY
ifl lechnicolor • The Narrato r is Lieut. Robert Taylor, U.S.N.R.

I'

iLAIDa

bviRMMIMK
with Dorotliy McGuire ■ lames Dunn • Joan Blondel! ■ Peggy Ann Garner • Ted Donaldson - Lloyd Nolan
EJiD

SDN OF FLICKA • in Technicolor

• Preston Foster • Rita

1^

fi

with Jennifer Jones • William Eyttie

IjLlia
!

URY-FOX

FRED MacMURRAY • JOAN LESLIE • JUNE HAVER in '"
i^

m®M

:lilRE?"

IN TECHNICOLOR * * * CHARLES COBURN • WILLIAM

EYTHE • JOAN BENNETT in BERRY FLEMING'S '^'COLONEL

EFFINHIliMIS

'"* * * GEORGEf> RAFT • JOAN BENNETT • VIVIAN BLAINE • PEGGY ANN GARNER

•iff

in

in TECHNICOLOR with ALAN "Falstaff Openshaw" REED * * *
^

LLIAM BENDIX • JOAN BLONDELL • PHIL SILVERS in '"%

monUBMi"*

* * JOHN HERSEY'S ^ SEIiL IFSfR m

starring GENE TIERNEY • JOHN HODIAK • WILLIAM BENDIX * * * DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S
in TECHNICOLOR * * * DANA ANDREWS

"WILSON"

DICK HAYMES • VIVIAN BLAINE in ^SWMOE
* * * BETTY GRABLE • JOHN PAYNE

JUNE HAVER in "'Till DOtllT
in TECHNICOLOR

SISTERS"
tf
*

*

*

* * * FRED
m

MacMURRAY

eAFTAIIi

* * * ERNST

EDDIE
LUBITSCH'S

•^D« J113 O HimiC"
starring GENE TIERNEY -VINCENT
PRICEh: * H= '!i^ll:.N J O-R
MISS"

starring

ANN GARNER*

* *";'

PEGGY

iiniiyE iM^RSE
KEEP SELLING BONDS!

w

in

• JEANNE GRAIN

*Jll«f" in TECHNICOLOR
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NAMPI To Advise WPB
On Raw Stock Needs
(Continued from Page

BRIEfinC THE DflV'S REUJS
Trenton Theater Robbed

1)

New WB New Haven Bldg.

ory Committee, scheduled for early
Trenton, N. J. — Police are looking for a former employe of the
June, in an effort to enlighten him
on the problems of the Class C State Street Theater, here, followusers of raw stock.
ing the theft of two canvas bags containing $815 from the theater safe.
The chief grievance brought to

•
"Mght at the meeting was the con^iumpfion of allocation on the quart- Folkenberg Jinxed
erly time basis which may prove
advantageous to the majors, since
they know the number of prints they
require and can consume upon availability their allocated stock, whereas the independent doesn't know
when he will get a release date or
the number of prints he will require
to cover the bookings.
A carry-over from one quarter to
the next or an increase in time element is said to be one of the measures the committee will seek to adjust for the Class C independents.
A statement was made that Adams,
director of the Consumer Durable
Goods Division, knew little of
NAMPI which was primarily formed
in an effort to protect its members'
raw stock supply, and that the oi'ganization should hasten its efforts
to acquaint him with its problems
since there is talk in Washington of
the Allocation Board being interested in abolishing itself and letting
stock manufacturers handle their
own sales.
It was also learned that two of the
majors have requested a general
checkup be made of all film used in
the past two years to determine the
amount used against the allocations
and to stem any attempt at creating
a source of black market material.

WPB Ready to Talk Raw
Stock With Independents
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Birmingham, Ala. — Manager "Jinx"
Falkenberg of the Alabama is having his "labor" troubles. Billie Baxter, cashier, broke a leg. Jim Parks,
stage manager, broke an arm. Curly
Harper, projectionist, came down
with phenmonia and a heart attack.
And Mildred Seals, cashier, gave
notice she was leaving — reason, expecting the stork.

•
Hudson Hurt in Crash

Washington — WPB is ready to talk
individually with any independent
producer concerning his raw stock
allocation, a spokesman said here
yesterday. The allocation of stock
to indies will be handled solely by
WPB officials, rather than by any industry group, he added, and counsel is sought both on the overall
allocation problem and on their individual problems.
Methods of apportioning the stock
in the special pool set aside for in-

Change Opening Day
to Get Adv. ''Breah""
Detroit — The Cinema Theater,
recently taken over by Martin Cinema
Corp., as a first-run specialty film
house, is switching from Friday to
Wednesday openings. Reason is to
secure better display in the newspapers, which usually carry heavy
first-run ads on Thursday and Friday. Spotting the Cinema ads on
Wednesday, however, allows this
small house to compete on more even
terms with the big theaters.

New
Haven — Big sign proclaims
the corner of Meadow
and Whiting
Sts. will be the site of the new home
of the Warner exchange.

•
Confer on Hospital Site

Minneapolis, Minn. — Chief Barker
A. W. (Art) Anderson of the Variety Club of the Northwest is meeting this week with Regents of the
University of Minnesota on selection
of a site for the hear hospital toward which the Variety club has offered to contribute an initial $165,000, with promise of at least $25,000
annually for maintenance, the hospital to cost from $300,000 to $400,000. Regents are confident they can
obtain a Federal grant sufficiently
large to complete financing.

Detroit — Milton Hudson, manager
•
of the Savoy Theater here, is in the
hospital at Blawnox, Pa., as a re- Sgt. George Hammond Wounded
Springfield, Mass. — Sgt. George R.
sult of an automobile accident, resulting in a fractured leg. He is a Hammond, former usher at the Capibrother-in-law of Donald Lovewell,
tol theater, was wounded in Luxemowner of the theater.
bourg on Feb. 7 and is now con•
valescing at a hospital in France, according to word received from the
Lebanon Votes Sunday Shows
Lebanon, Tenn. — A referendum on War Department by his family.
•
Sunday movies resulted in a favor- St. Louis Collected $45,060
able vote of 446 to 235 that all
The 112 theaters in the metropolihouses may remain open for a spetan area of St. Louis collected $45,cified period. This makes permanent a temporary arrangement for 000 during Red Cross week.
The
Wellston Theater in Warner
Sunday shows granted while U. S.
Army maneuvers were in progress Robins, Ga., collected $586. The
in this section.
town's full quota was $500.
dies has not been finally agreed upon
yet and discussions with WPB and
with industry representatives who
have volunteered advice are still
going on.

DAILY

Not Much Overage Raw
Stock to Go to Industry
Washinijton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Indications here are
that there will not be any large
quantity of usable film left from the
surplus of overage film now held by
the Treasury Department and soon
to be disposed of. The stock on
hand amounts to a good deal of footage, it is reliably reported, but the
major part of it will pi'obably be
used by Government agencies, who
get first crack at it. Although it
was all overage when received by the
Treasury, it is reported that much
of it has been held for several
months longer by the Treasury.
Bulk of the film comes from the
Army Air Forces, it has been learned
rather than from the Astoria headquarters of the Army Pictorial Service, as at first indicated. Relatively
little is from
Astoria.

Sophie E. Smith Dead

Blocking of Curfew
Probe Draws Blast

Educational Pix Parley
Opening Today at N. Y. U.
Teachers and producers and distributors of educational films will
discuss the production needs and uses
of films in education at a two-day
conference opening at New York
University today. The meeting,
which will be conducted as a workshop, is being sponsored by the New
York University Film Library.
At the initial session of the conference, at which Prof. Robert Gessner, chairman of the University's
department of -motion pictures, will
preside. Dr. Alice V. Keliher, chairman of the conference committee,
will speak on "The Film in Education's Future."morning will be shown
Tomorrow
films on child development, economics, film appreciation, home economics and family life, physical education and public health, propaganda
analysis, science and social studies.
"The Flexibility of the Film as a
Teaching Device" will be taken up
at the closing session.

Westport. Conn. — Sophie Knowl- John W. Johnson Dead
ton Smith, 58, former managing director of the Little Picture House at
Salt Lake City — John William
151 E. 50th St., New York City, Johnson, 58, retired several years
which she operated from 1929 to ago as owner of the Murray theater,
1934, died here.
died after a lengthy illness.

(Continued

from Page

1)

futed by the production of the fact
that I have asked for in H. R. 162,
which apparently even the House
Rules Committee was forbidden to
touch, there are millions of patriotic
American people who will draw the
same conclusion that I have drawn
— and their resentment will not easbe appeased."
resolution
askedily for
the full storyHis
of manpower,
coal and electricity saving which
prompted the curfew order.
Without the investigation he has
asked, he said, "if the Government
has no facts upon which to stand —
which seems to be the case — then my
compensation will have to come with
the thought that I have faithfully
observed my oath to defend the Constitution and in doing so have voiced
the abiding sentiments of millions of
Americans."
Philly
Backroom Workers
Get 10% Pay Boost Okay
(Continued from Page 1)
boost, granted at the joint request
of the lATSE and the companies, is
retroactive to Dec. 1, 1942. The application isthe 22nd to be approved
out of a total of 32 filed in behalf of
exchange backroom labor throughout the country.
The RWLB's action is regarded as
presaging approval of applications
filed by backroom unions in Pittsburgh and Washington, which come
under
in
this the
city.jurisdiction of the board

Revolutionary Tele Tube
Produceed by DuMont Lab.
(Continued from Page 1)
before the Television Broadcasters Association board of directors by Allen B. DuMont. The new
tube is reported to be a revolutionary improvement over the pre-war
tubes and television sets. The image
revealed a sharp black and white
picture, according to reports.
The TBA has been invited to send
a representative to London next
month for a discussion of international television standards.
week

Raw Stoch Short, WB
To Re-issue Regionally
Due to raw stock situation, Warners not only has abandoned practically all re-issue plans this season, but is confining its cnly current revival, "Torrid Zone," to one
regional territory at a time. Picture
at present is playing through the
East. After completing these rounds,
it will be turned over to other exchange areas in succession.

\
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YOUR COUNTRY
AMMUNITION.

NEEDS

MORE

COPPER

FOR

In the photograph are drops of copper from projector carbons, collected from the bottom of a lamp
housing. Such collections help make possible .50
caliber machine gun cartridges . . . which can down
a Jap Zero, or save a Superfortress for another
bomb run across Tokyo.
When you think of it this way you realize the
importance of collecting the copper from your projector lamps and stripping copper from old carbon
stubs . . . and turning it all back into war production channels.
This you can do, through your local salvage committees or through your distributor.
Meanwhile, conserve still more copper by operating your "National" projector carbons under the
recommended conditions for maximum efficiency.

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

INC.

Unit of Unirni Carbide and Carbon Corporation

IIH3
General Ojfices: 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
Division Sales Ojfices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

Keep your eye on the Infantry . . .
the Doughboy does itl

The word "National" is a registered trade-mark of
National Carbon Company, Inc.
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WPB POLISHINC NEW RECONVERSION PLANS
Trade Watching
U. S. Policy Will Make
Big Difference In All
Foreign, Domestic Biz
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

New

Tariff Legislation Closely

Equipment Field Notes
DAILY

Washington

Washington — Destinies of world- DRISK demand by theatermen and archiwide distribution and sales of motion
tects for National Theatre Supply's bookpicture equipment are seen linked
let, "Planning the Projection Room," demclosely to Administration legislaonstrates how keen is trade interest in this
tion introduced here, which would
subject. Booklet, in addition to equipment,
permit tariff rates to be lowered
as much as 75 per cent under levels covers such topics as the projection room
— discussing location, dimensions,
of the Smoot-Hawley Act. The legis- proper,
floor construction, wall construction, doors,
lation, over which a major battle
looms in both branches of Congress, windows, portholes, lighting, ventilation,
was introduced by Rep. Robert L. decorating, and inter-communication; reDoughton (D., N.C.), chairman of the lavatory.wind room; power equipment room; and
House Ways and Means Committee,
to extend the Trade Agreement Act
Jacob Handelsman, head of Republic
for three years. The act expires
Seating Co., with headquarters in New
June 12.
The State Department, Doughton York, will return to his desk here tomorrow, following a business trip to
(Continued on Page 12)
Chicago. Republic factory-service direct to theaters in rebuilding of auditorium chairs has contributed in large
measure to wartime seating maintenance.

Palms Theat. Bows;
Is Modernily Model

Phoenix, Ariz. — Newest unit of
Publix-Richards-Nace, Inc., — the
Palms Theater — , opened here last
night with an invitational inaugural
which attracted State and civic leaders as well as Hollywood celebrities
to the event. The colorful ceremonies ushered-in the Arizona premiere
of "Salty O'Rourke." A specially
produced dedication trailer featuring
Hollywood stars extending congratulations to the circuit, and the State
(Continued on Page 12)

Cuba Spurs IVative
Seating Industry
Havana (By Air Mail) — Shortage of
theater chairs is stimulating plans to
make this item of equipment via an
expanded native production setup.
Before the war's outbreak, Cuba's
theatermen purchased their chairs
from the U. S., and demand decided
Adan y Cia to make wood chairs
here. Now, that company and other
interests are reported ready to make
Cuban stands virtually independent
of American supply.

Progress Has Been Made
To Point That Details
Are Now Being Discussed

♦

♦

^

Harold Abbott, of Abbott Theater Supply, Chicago, has taken over the Acadia
Theater and the Gaelic Theater, formerly
under Ann Remijas management.
^

^:

rj;

Motiograph reports that the
out Parsons Theater, Parsons,
has been re-opened with new
graph projectors, Motiograph
system, and Robin generators.
H. Herman

burntKans.,
Motiosound

Garson has been appointed

sales manager of GE's appliance distributing
branch in Philadelphia, it is announced by
J. A. Rafferty, branch manager.

Maurice A. Salkin reports from Chi.
that demand for used popcorn equipment is at a record level with deliveries
continuing in virtually every territory
from coast to coast.
R. N. Trane, prexy of The Trane Co.,
builders of air conditioning, heating and
cooling equipment for the theater trade,
says that 1944 sales volume was up some
$1,000,000 over the previous year, due chiefly to Government orders. Reconversion to
peacetime status will be accomplished, he
says, without difficulty, despite labor shortage. More than 300 Trane employes are
in the armed
forces.

The Kee Theater, Great States chain
link in Kewanee, 111., has reopened
after rebuilding.
Joe Goldberg, prominent Chi. supply dealer, announces that his offices and plant

that shortage of labor is retarding equipment

field service
for theheaded
fiitn's recently
visual education department,
for trade in his territory, plus the supply
New Orleans to attend the educational famine. RCA's Homer Snook and Ideal
films huddle, and then to New York Seating's Bill Gedris were visitors at Goldto make a series of talks to visual film
berg's headquarters last week.
work leaders. :>: *
*

U. S. Marines' women's corps.

*

The

New

*

Colony

*
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of
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in its theaters.

In behalf of DeVry's projection de- on So. Wabash Ave. have been modernized
partment. Bob Engel and Gordon Hale
have been on a biz jaunt through the in every department, and are now set to
Southwest. Charles Crakes, director of take care of post-war business. He asserts

Corp. Mina Kroll, formerly of DaLite
Screen, has received her discharge from the

Bureau

Washington — Hard work is being
View, Conn., is being renovated, redone
now on fonnulating reconverseated and equipped with new sound
sion plans, and the promise is that
for the Summer season.
these will be better than those drawn
up last Summer, WPB Chairman J.
Bob Hiltcn, Altec's Chicago distict man- A. Krug asserts here in denying
ager, announced that the signing of agree- charges and insinuations that no
ments for 30 more theaters, including all the plans exist. He declares that WPB
B & K Loop stands, added to the 81 now isn't talking about reconversion, but
under contract with Altec Service, makes
taking action on it.
a total of 1 1 1 B & K outlets now being
Every segment of the film equipserviced by the organization. In New
ment field has a stake in the proYcrk, Altec's Stanley Hand clarions that the
posed plans' operation, as and when
J. J. Theaters Circuit has renewed with
they are announced. Authoritative
Altec for servicing the sound equipment sources state that the main pillars

Paul Gusdanovic, Cleveland, O.,
chain operator, has purchased a parcel
of oceanfront property in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. He plans post-war construction of a hotel. Price paid for land is
said to be $105,000.

of the readyproblem's
been set up, solution
and that have
WPB alis
currently working out other details
of the post-war manufacturing and
distribution structure with an eye to
aiding civilian business as soon as
(Continued on Page 12)

Westinghouse Execs.
Get Merit Awards
Pittsburgh — Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co. has bestowed the
Order of Merit, highest honorary
award of the organization to employes, upon seven key men at the
Lamp Division in Bloomfield, N. J.
George H. Bucher, Westinghouse
president,(Continued
presented
the award
ceron Page
12)

JVew LtfMtinous Tape
Has Theater Uses
Chicago — Goodyear has developed
a luminous tape for the U. S. Army
Engineers. It is also being used by
other branches of the armed services.
A. F. Landefield, of Goodyear's Pliofilm Dept. says the tape can be produced in two types, — fluorescent and
phosphorescent, and have interesting
applications to film theater operation
in the post-war era. Continental
Lithograph co-operated with Goodyear in the development.

12 • EQUIPMENT

NEWS

^

WPB Now Polishing
Reconversion Plans
A Section ot THE FILM DAILY oompre•ensively covering the equipment field, pmbished every second week by Wid'i Films and
rClm Folki, Inc., 1501 Broadw«y, New York
City. John W. Alicoate. Publisher; Donald
VI. Mersereau, General Manager; Chester B.
Bahn, Editor; George H. Morris, Equipment
editor; West Coast Bureau, 6425 Hollywood
Boulevard, Hollywood, Cal.. Ralph Wilk,
Bureau Chiet.

Westinghouse Execs.

(Continued

from

Page

11)

two factors are provided for, namely sufficient supplies provided for
ample war production so that Japan,
after V-E Day, can be rapidly conquered, and to channel the remainder
of the supplies to those industries
most important to the support of
civilian economy.
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Action Commences On
Colunthus Code Draft
Columbus, 0. — Proposed new city
building code, to be effective after
the war, Is now being studied by local
builders and officials, following Mayor
James Rhodes' demand for wholesale
revisions in existing code. All groups
in the building industry and trade
unions will be represented on the
recommendations
committee.

Official Sub-committee

Palms Theat. Bows;
Is Modernity Model
(Continued

from

Page

11)

and City, was a program highlight.
Architects and exhibitors have
eyed this house interestedly since it
was in early stages of construction,
because of its design, equipiment, appointments and modernity. The the^
ater seats 800 and the building itseNj
is set in a palm garden, which includes a patio in which is. sunk a
sparkling pool. The surroundings
lobby.
are visible from the glass-enclosed

Coincident with Krug's declara- Working On Toledo Code
tion, word circulated here that the
Senate Small Business Committee is
Toledo, O. — Special sub-committee
Carrying out the design motif, the
ready to recommend in a projected
(Continued
from Page
11)
report that as many surplus war of Toledo City Council is now ac- foyer is lined with a display of Indian and local works of art, includtificates and the accompanying plants as possible be leased rather
tually drafting the city's new building paintings, sculpture and Indian
than sold outright.
ing code, and considering proposals relics.
Parking space is provided
bronze plaques bearing Silver "W's"
of interested groups. The code will on either side and in the rear of the
to Robert F. Tucker, assistant to
set up a building commission which building, and an additional large
Ralph C. Stuart, manager of the
would have the power to pass on parking space is nearby.
Lamp Division; William J. Massey,
The theater was planned and denew building procedure and matermanager of general lamp sales;
by circuit officials with
ials. This commission would consist Lescher &signedMahoney,
local architects,
James W. Greenbowe, manager of
of the chief of the Building Inspec- and Pereira & Pereira, theater conthe Lamp Division patent depart(Continued from Page 11)
tion Bureau, chief of the Fire Presultants of Los Angeles. In its dement; Samuel G. Hibben, director of
sign new devices were anticipated
vention Bureau, and five citizens fasaid,
had
requested additional authorapplied lighting; Dr. Charles M.
and
provided
for. The basic design
ity to reduce tariff rates because it
miliar with buildinog practices.
was established, utilizing fully local
Slack and Dr. John W. Harden, as- had exhausted that granted under
Code would compel builders to sub- materials, and the house planned in
sistant directors of research, and the present act. The request, it was
William G. Moran, superintendent
mit detailed construction plans car- 1940, before the war, enabling its
asserted,
is
in
line
with
the
departof electronic tube manufacturing.
rying the name of the owner or de- construction to proceed with minor
ment's
freer
trade
policy.
The awards were voted by the
signer so as to fix responsibility.
changes under Government approval.
What disposition is made of the
Westinghouse directorate in recogni- tariff question will vitally affect the
tion of distinguished service.
Tucker was cited for his role in future operations, opportunities, and
revenue of film equipinent makers.
co-ordinating activities of the com- If high tariff rates should emerge or
pany's four Lamp Division plants at
Bloomfield, Belleville, and Trenton, continue, it is pointed out by proponents of the freer policy, absorpN. J., and Fairmont, W. Va.; Massey
tion of U. S. equipment in foreign
for his assistance in guiding the
Lamp Division commercial interests; markets will be handicapped, offsetting any advantage to be gained by
Greenbowe for co-operative planning
of research and engineering; and trade in the domestic field. High import tariffs in the past, authorities
Hibben for developing and demonstrating spectacular lighting. Slack say, have led to "retaliations" by
trading countries in many world
was cited for creating , high-speed
spheres.
X-ray tunes and developing wartime
applications, and Harden for pio- Michigan House Destroyed
A NEW EDITION OF...
neei'ing in rare metal research and
Bay City, Mich. — The Western
adapting findings. Moran was cited
for pioneering in the engineering de- fire which raged for five hours. House
National Theatre Supply's
velopment and manufacture of radar Theater here has been gutted by
was empty when blaze started and
PROJECTION ROOM
transmitting tubes.
two hours later the floor collapsed.

Equip. Trade Wakhes
Tariff Legislation
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PLANNING

4-TIME WINNER

• This book has been designed to aid
Theatre Owners, Architects, Contractors and Engineers in planning postwar

DeVry alone has earned 4
consecutive Army - Navy
"E's" for excellence in the
production of Motion Picture Sound Equipment,
Learn how NEW
manufacturing
skills . . . improved maciiinery
. . . expanded facilities and
war-born
production
economies make it possible for
you to buy so much in motion picture sound equipment
for so little from DeVry,
1111
Armltage
Ave., Chicago 14, 111. — for 31 years
an outstandinff name in the
''inematic world.

Hollywood • CHICAGO

projection rooms which will assure
greatest operating efficiency of Projection and Sound equipment in both new
and remodeled theatres.
YOUR COPY
is waiting at your nearest National branch.

/¥d4 ^

DeVRY

BOOK

• Many new features — floor plans —
wiring diagrams— illustrations of essential Projection and Sound-equipment.
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RIGHT TO INSPECT BOOKS MAY SET RULE
Cuban Producers Appeal to U. S. for Raw Stock
Ask 8,000,000 Feet Allocation; Envision Making
20 Features During Year

Norfolh, Va., Charter Amendntent Sought
to Enable Intposition of Admission Tax

By MARY LOUISE BLANCO
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Havana (By Cable) — Cuban producers, anxious to launch a full-scale
production program here to cash in
on the expanding market for Spanish-lang*uage pix, have made overtures to the U. S. Government for
8,000,000 feet of raw stock, it is
learned.
If the raw stock is made
avail(Continued on Page 14)

A bill to amend the city charter of Norfolk, Va., to allow an admission tax
on all amusements has been introduced in the State legislature. An amendment
must be authorized by the state before the city can levy a tax. The measure
was introduced on Thursday. The amount of the tax will not be determined until
the legislature gives the green light on the amendment proposal.

Wriglit Writ Brief
To Goddard Today

Robert L. Wright, representing
the Department of Justice, today is
expected to submit a brief to Federal
Judge Henry W. Goddard in support
of his contention that a temporary
injunction should be granted in the
operation of the clearance provisions of the New York consent decree
To insure closer co-ordination for
the Seventh War Loan of the motion until the Government's anti-tvust action can be tried. Judge Goddard
picture industry between the national committee headquarters in New also will receive a brief to be subYork and state and field coimmittees
mitted by Morris Ernst, represent(Continued on Page 14)
throughout the nation, Samuel Pinanski, national chairman, announced
Friday the addition of a field co-or20th Century-Fox Sets
(Continued on Page 3)

Names Co-ordinating
Com. for 7tli Loan

Pix Releases Into 1948

$13,8)57,704 WE's Net;
Taxes at $95,476,000

Twentieth-Fox not only has its releases tentatively set for the remaining eight months of the year, but feaNet income of $13,857,704 after
tures have already been penciled in
taxes and reserves is reported by
distribution next Januai-y and
Western Electric Co. for the year for
February, it was disclosed at the
ended Dec. 31, 1944. The 1943 figure
week-end by Tom Connors, vice-preswas 113,302,926. The better show(Continued on Page 11)
ing was accomplished in the face of
(G>ntinued on Page 3)

Boston — Adolph Burroughs, local
attorney and co-owner of the Rialto
Theater in Scollay Square, has announced his retirement and has given
his share in the theater to his manager as a reward of 25 years of service. The Rialto, prior to the curfew,
was the only Boston house to remain
open 24 hours a day.

In This Issues

Action of Judge McVicar in ruling that the distributor-defendants
in the Roth case in Pittsburgh were

SAG Votes to Ignore
Striice Picicet Lines

Raw Steele for Brit.
Prints Said Uniilceiy

With the submission of the yearly
report of Will H. Hays, president,
and election of officers for the year

UA Dates Six Features
For Release Through May

topping the agenda, the annual meetDAILY
ing of the MPPDA will be held to- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM
day. Hays in his report to the board
Hollywood — National release dates,
is expected to comprehensively re- ranging from March 31 to May 25
(Continued on Page 14)
on six major UA features were an(Continued on Page 11)

Equivalent to $6 Per Share on Common
Golden Pictures Added
To United Artists List

Seen
in Judge's
Action
In Pittsburgh
Case

entitled to inspect the exhibitors'
books was regarded in industry circles Friday as having national and
important significance.
The eight major companies had
filed an action against 24 exhibitors
in the Pittsburgh area, charging falsifying of box-office receipts on percentage engagements. The exhibiIV est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
tors then filed a counter suit claim(Continued on Page 3)
Hollywood — By a vote of 731 to
10 "A" members, Sci'een Actors
Guild voted to comply with their contract with the producers and ignore
picket lines, while 2,298 A-J members voted to observe contract, with
78 A-J members opposed. Less than
500 A and A-J votes remain to be
counted.
A report from London yesterday
Edward
J. Mannix,
president
of
the Association of M. P. Producers, to the effect that American distributors in London were giving serious
(Continued on Page 6)
consideration to a proposal that pai't
of their raw stock allocation should
be used to provide prints of British
'MPPDA to Hear Hays
films for American distribution was
Report and Elect Today
(Continued on Page 15)

20ih-Fox Net $12,400,000

Interest in Theater^,
Reward for Service

Important Significance

Twentieth-Fox and its voting-controlled subsidiaries, including National Theaters and Roxy Theater,
earned a net of $12,400,000 after all
Golden Pictures, new producing or- charges for the 53 weeks ended Dec.
ganization headed by Edward and 30, 1944. After deducting dividends
Robert Golden and Sam Dembow, on prior preferred and convertible
preferred stock paid during the year,
will release its product through that is equivalent to approximately
United Artists. First picture will be $6 per share on the 1,771,364 shares
(Continued on Page 15)
(Continued on Page 11)

Tele Beats Theaters
With Manila Footage
Newsreel shots of the battle of
Manila will be seen via NBC's television station WNBT before being released to New York theaters, according to the present schedule.
Scenes will be televised tonight at
8:02, but will not be released to the
theaters until tomorrow. Program
will be seen on the weekly "The War
As It fHappens" presentation.

20ih' Fox's Sptgi ^s^nwersary— Pages 7 to 10
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SI SEADLER arrives on the Coast today for a
vacation at the Bar H ranch, following which
he will visit the M-C-M studios before returning to New
York.

ANSON BOND of the recently organized BondCharteris Co., producers of "The Saint" film
series, arrived from the Coast and is stopping
at the Pierre.

STEVE BROIDY, Monogram vice-president and
general sales manager, arrived in Hollywood at
the week-end.

JACK COETZ, vice-president of Du Art Laboratories, will arrive on the Coast today from
New York.

JACOB WILK, story and talent head for
Warners in the East, is back from Boston, where
he looked
over two new stage productions.

MERWIN TRAVIS, general manager of the
Motion Picture Society for the Americas arrived in New York for conferences with heads
of foreign
distribution.

BARNEY
BRISKIN,
general
manager
of Sol
Lesser Productions,
returned
to the Coast last
week
from
Washington
conferences
with the
WPB.
ACQUANETTA, Monogram star, will arrive in
Hollywood from Mexico City this week to begin
work
on "Belle of New
Orleans."
LOUIS JEAN HEYDT arrived in Florida at the
week-end from New York to join the company
on location for a featured role in M-C-M's
"They Were Expendable."
NUNNALLY JOHNSON, International Pictures
oroducer-writer, returned to the Coast from
New York Friday and will begin work on the

Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.
—Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. screenplay for W, Somerset Maugham's "AshenOlder, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone den, British Agent."
Ordway 9221 ; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph 1 KATHERINE LITTLEFIELD, choreographer and
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briar- producer, will arrive on the Coast today tc
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. Fred- create ice skating ballets for Sonja Henie's next
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour film at International, "Countess of Monte
St., W. I. HAVANA— Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudei 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
TOMMY DORSEY and his orchestra will head
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger, Cristo."
Hollywood, via a cross-country personal
Augusto Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN for
appearance tour, to start work on his nexl
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Carmichael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
picture,
"My
Brother
Leads
a Band."
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of Castle Films has returned

WARREN
week
from
ROBERT

DOUGLAS returns to the Coast this
New
York.
WALKER,
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HILDA LESSER, secretary of E. M. Saunders,
M-G-M assistant general sales manager, is
planning
a Miami
vacation
shortly.
MARION RYAN, Buffalo M-G-M office manager, has arrived in town after making a tour
of various Western
exchanges.
MITCHELL BERNSTEIN, operator of 11 theaters in Eastern Canada, was a week-end visitor
at the Burbank
studio.

Slate Griersdorf Western
G.M. for Odeon Theaters

Lt. Farrar Heads Photo
Section ol 13th Air Force

Appointment of Arnold Stoltz as
26
Eastern publicity director of PRC
will hold Pictures, Inc., was announced Frion May
day at an industry press reception
selected. tendered by Don Mcllwaine, director
of publicity and advertising, who was
here from the Coast.
Stoltz formerly was exploitation
director for United Artists. He
assumes his new post today.

SEND BIRTHDilY
(JREETINGS TO:

March 26
Silverstone
Trevor
Faulkner
Van
Leer
H. Wayne
Pierson
A.
Cohn
Jerome M. Weisfeld
Jacobson
William Kahrs

Highsmith Funeral Held

RADIO

CITY

MUSIC

HALL

50th St. and 6th Ave.

Spencer ^
TRACY
^
"WITHOUT

Katharine
HEPBURN
LOVE"

Lucille
and Ball

A

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Picture

The Music Hall's Great Easter Stage Show ir<

RUDY WEISS, Warners real estate department
executive, returned over the week-end from
Mansfield and other Ohio points.
FRANK N. PHELPS of Warner Hheaters is back
from a Connecticut trip.

Arnold Stolz Named PRC
Eastern Publicity Dir.

X. Y. THEATERS

star, arrives on

jAMES COSTON, Warner Bros, zone manager,
in Chicago, is vacationing at Eagle River, Wis.

Toronto — Dave Griersdorf of Vancouver, B. C, supervisor for Odeon
Theaters, is slated for promotion to
Western division general manager
under the general reorganization
preparing for post-war expansion.
His appointment will be formally
announced at Vancouver when President Paul Nathanson arrives there.
Earlier C. J. Appel of Toronto
was named Eastern division director
of circuit while A. I. Garson will
continue to handle the Maritime
Provinces from St. John under a
partnership agreement with Nathanson.

A recess in negotiations betwen
the Motion Picture Laboratory Tec,
nicians Union, Local 702, lATS;
and the Eastern processors has be<j ,
called until April 3 to allow the er
ployers time to go over propo^^l
for new contracts to replace th<^
that expired on March 10. Amor
the matters the laboratory represei
tatives will discuss among themselvJ
will be wage adjustments based c
classifications and a general ove:
all pay boost.

the Coast today after three weeks of p.a.'s at
the Capitol,
here.

23)

MPA Dinner Dance May
Motion Picture Associates
its annual dinner and dance
26. The place is yet to be

Emanuel
Arnold
Alfred
lack

DON

from a Flor'da vacation.
FRITZ LANG, producer and director, arrived
from Hollywood yesterday to do research on
"Scarlet Street," which he will do for Universal.

Local 702 Negotiations
Recessed Until April 3

WALT

Released

by RKO

NOW

Headquarters, 13th AAF, Philippines— First Lt. L. Ward Farrar,
former showman and publicist, now
heads the Photo Section, Headquarters, Thirteenth Air Force, currently located in the Philippines.
Farrar, former theater manager

Minneapolis, Minn. — Frank
Mantzke, former Universal branch
manager at Minneapolis and later at
Milwaukee, is back here seeking to
establish himself as booking agent
for exhibitors in the Minnesota-Dakota-Western Wisconsin area, exclusive of Minnesota Amusement Co.
He is reported to have signed contracts with some independents.

Wood Extending N. Y. Stay

Charlotte, N. C. — Funeral services
Current visit of Sam Wood to
were held in Robertsonville Friday New York will be extended for anfor J. M. Highsmith, one of the
other week or 10 days for the purstate's veteran exhibitors who died
pose of continuing conferences with
after a brief illness. His theater William B. Jaffe, of the law firm of
will be managed by his son James Rosenblatt & Jaffe, on matters reHighsmith.
lating to film production.

Radio Pictures

Brandts

Claire Trevor

"MURDER
An

ON

RKO

B'WAY &|

GLOBE!

47th St. I

Dick Powell

and advertising
Loew's
Theaters
in theexecutive
Middle for
West
and
publicist for 20th-Fox in the East,
has served with the 13th AAF since
July, 1943, at bases in the New Hebrides, Solomons, New Guinea, Admiralties and the Moluccas.

Mantzke to Establish
Minn. Booking Office

DISNEY'S

'The THREE
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in TECHNICOLOR
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MY SWEET"
Radio
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.

REYNOLDS ^-I^VmiL.
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and his Orchestra
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Mies Co-ordinating
)m. for 7tli Loan
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

ating committee to the national
'"Iicutive personnel
in New
York
;'''_^p
of
veteran
theater
opera^^.'l^ought in from the field for
3 specific purpose.
oseph Kinsky will serve as chair'"n of this co-ordinating committee
*el will be in direct charge of the
st. Kinsky, a Para, theater exec,
,i been loaned for this purpose at
lanski's request because
of his
•ater experience and as national
r^rrordinator during the Fifth War
Ian.
[Ij 'iVilby-Kincey Theaters has loaned
W. (Gene) Street of Knoxville,
■^libitor of broad experience, to act
— ^co-ordinator for the South. Street
•ved as exhibitor state chairman
• Eastern Tennessee in the Fifth
fie Id Sixth War Loans.
IM David B. Wallerstein, experienced
!ater exec, has been loaned by
& K to be co-ordinator for the
jdwest.
Wallerstein has been ace in the field in his territory in all
• ar Loan drives and other war acuities.
^Charles
M. Thall, FWC
exec, in
trthern California, has been loaned
President Charles Skouras to act
co-ordinator for the West Coast.
iall was Northern
California exi>itor state chairman in the Fifth
lar Loan. He will leave today from
JEjn Francisco
to assume
his new
^ties at Seventh War Loan head-^arters in New York.
aPinanski stated that it is the nainal committee's intention to mainin liaison at all times between the
venth War Loan headquarters in
2w York and the state committees,
us bringing headquarters closer to
e field through the co-ordinators,
10 know their territories and theer men intimately.

2

"

estimonial for Suchman
A testimonial dinner is to be given
morrow night in Gloversville for
; Suchman, who is leaving the
ihine circuit's buying committee to
in Independent Theater Service,
c, as buyer. Dinner is to be held
the Elm Hotel and a number of
•ominent persons in both exhibition
id distinbution have made reservaDns. Joe Lynch is in charge of
•rangements.

1,621 Productions
In 30-Year ''BlocW
Distribution chieftains are naturally
statistical-minded.
But the palm apparently gees to Tom Connors, 20thFox vice-president in charge of sales.
In the company's 30-year history it
has released
1,621 pix, an average
of 54 per year.
It is estimated that
the total film required amounted to
j 9,726,000,000 feet, or 184,200 miles,
based on 6,000 feet per picture and
100 prints of each.

Rigiit to inspect
Boolcs May Set Rule

BRiEfinc THE DflV's neujs
And the Waves Came!

To Distribute Argentine Pix
Cleveland, O. — A high-water mark
Twenty-two Spanish dialogue subin reporting was this story in the
jects from Argentina have been acCleveland Press: "Ohio River flood
quired by Inter-Continental Films for
waters at Wheeling, W. Va., rose to distribution in several Caribbean
just the level of a marquee sign on countries and the United States, according to J. A. Cordero, manager.
one of the city's leading theaters.
The sign read: 'Here Come the Company also has acquired 20 selected Invincible-Chesterfield fea0
turesov
f sale and distribution in
93
y
,
"
a
.
Waves.'
at M H. in D
23
Latin America.
•
With an attendance of 23,930, Radio City Music Hall Thursday had Frances Robinson With Condon
Frances Robinson, until recently
its largest opening day in the theater's history for its famed Easter a screen and radio actress, has joined
program with world premiere of M- the Richard Condon, Inc., office to
G-M's "Without Love," and two-part specialize in radio and magazine proholiday stage show.
motional work, it was announced Fri•
day.
•
TPA to Hear Austrian
No Jackets, No Work
Principal speaker at tonight's
meeting of the Television Producers
Birmingham,
Ala. — "You can't
Association in the Hotel Pennsyl- work •in this theater in leisure jackvania will be Ralph B. Austrian, exets," Wilfred Gillenwater, new Panecutive vice-president of RKO Tele- tages manager, told 16 ushers. "Go
vision Corp.
bake a cake," was the reply, and all
•
16 walked out.

S/Sgt.
Lowry
*
S/Sgt.Pillot
Leo atPillot,
who resigned
from the staff of Columbia's exploitation department to enter the Army
Air Forces in April, 1942, is now
working in the Public Relations Office, Lowry Field, Denver, as a sports
editor and special events man.
•
Currie, Canadian Kodak V.-P.
Toronto — Earl S. Currie has been
elected vice-president and general
manager of Canadian Kodak Co.,
Ltd., and Canadian Kodak Sales, Ltd.
He succeeds Stephen B. Cornell as
general manager, and Dr. Albert K.
Chapman as vide-president. Cornell
continues as president.
•
Bradshaw Speaks in Philly
The value of the screen as a
means of preventing future wars by
helping re-educate the people of the
Axis nations and fostering understanding ainong the nations of the
world will be discussed today by D.
Y. Bradshaw, associate producer of
March of Time, at a Philadelphia
Motion Picture Forum luncheon in
the Bellevue Stratford Hotel in the
Quaker City.

No NT Comment On
Steel Theaters for Mexico
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Representatives of
National Theaters declined to comment on a published report that National is interested in supplying 100
or more pre-fabricated theaters for
Mexico and that the plan was discussed by President Chai'les P.
Skouras
on his recent trip to Mexico
City.

•
Uncle Sam Is Calling

On the Warner, New Haven circuit, James Tobin of the Warner,
Bridgeport, and Alec Davis of the
Warner, Worcester, are latest to be
classified

•
WB's Sam Hadley Honored
Coast

$13,857,704
WE's Net;
Taxes at $95,476,000

1-A.

•
Dacey's Son in Ad Post
John J. Dacey, Jr., son of John
Dacey, local RKO exchange short
subjects sales manager, has just
been appointed advertising manager
of the Goodall-L. C. Chase Corp.
•
GS Continuing Bands
Chicago — Great States circuit is
continuing its stage band policy.
Bookings for the Spring months include Frankie Masters, Art Kassell,
Ted Lewis, Stan Kenton bands and
the Ink Spots.
West

(G)ntinued from Page 1)

ing that the licensing agreements
were in violation of the Sherman
anti-trust laws. In answer to the
exhibitors' action, the distributors
asked leave to examine the theaters'
books, a move which the exhibitors
sought to block.
Both suits are expected to go to
trial, although dates have not been
set. Inasmuch as similar actions
have been filed by the distributors
and others are reported to be in
preparation for filing in various parts
of the country, granting of the motion to permit inspection of exhibitors' records is likely to open the
way for examination of books in
those areas where suits have been
filed or scheduled to be filed, according to industry authorities.
Case against the distributors was
filed by Morris Roth, exhibitor of
Swissvale, Pa., on behalf of himself
and 23 other theater men. The distributors in seeking permission to
examine the books claimed that such
a measure was necessary in order
to support their claims of "fraudulent" reports on box-office receipts.

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sam Hadley, Warners
electrician, who started work at the
Burbank studio in 1926, was given
a party Friday by the cast of "The
Time, the Place and the Girl" in celebration of his seventy-fifth birthday.

Two Releases Scheduled
By Warners For April

(Continued from Page 1)
a tax load of $95,476,000 after deducting credit for post-war refunds
of excess profits tax. The tax burden
in 1943 was $75,336,000. The end of
1944 found the company with a surplus of $27,450,799 as against $26,602,495 at the close of 1943. Dividend payments of $12,000,000, or $2
per share, were made during the year.
While net income went up but
four per cent, the volume of sales
rose 30 per cent, going from $714,337,614 in 1943 to $926,850,885, the
greatest in the firm's history. Of
last year's figure $788,859,954, or
85 per cent of the total, represented
sales to the Government on prime
and sub-contracts.
The annual report to stockholders
discloses that loans of $70,000,000
from the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. outstanding at the beginning of 1944 were paid off by October, but that in December it became necessary to borrow $20,000,-

000.
During the year 2,682 employes
Two features have been scheduled went into the armed services, bringing the total for the company to 26,by Warners for national release in
116. War Bond purchases totalling
April. "God is My Co-Pilot" goes into
general distribution April 7 and the $36,072,000 were made by the emJack Benny comedy, "The Horn
ployes in 1944.
Blows at Midnight," is scheduled for
April 29.

ToM-G-M
Tradeshow
"Decision"
will hold tradeshowings of
However, full details of how pre-

i^abricated theaters are erected will "The Valley of Decision," here and
be made public by National in about in Los Angeles April 10. No release
two weeks.
date has been set as yet.

IN NEW POSTS

ROBERT

|. LANCLER,
nessee territory.

Universal salesman, Ten-

GEORGE KENDIS, office manager,
Screen Service, Cleveland.

National
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SAG Votes to Ignore
Strike Pidcet Lines
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
Richard Walsh, lATSE prexy, and
Herbert Sorrell, prexy of the Conference of Studio Unions, held a brief
meeting Friday at which Walsh declared lATSE would abide by any
decision made by NLRB in the set
decorators'
Sorrell orrefused
to comment dispute.
on the session
what
the CSU's reaction is to lA's decision
to comply with an NLRB ruling.
Following a producers' meeting
Friday, a spokesman reiterated the
producers' stand that they would
also comply with any NLRB order.

McFarland Named Head
Of Tri-States Booking
Des Moines, la. — Appointment of
Dale McFarland as head of the booking department for Tri-States Theater Corp. was announced by A. H.
Blank, president of the company.
McFarland, formerly head of the advertising department, succeeds J. J.
Dietch as head booker. Dietch recently resigned to join the New York
offices of Paramount Pictures.
Succeeding McFarland will be Russell Fraser who has been serving
as assistant manager in charge of
exploitation work.
McFarland will also continue his
duties as executive secretary of the
WAC for Iowa and Nebraska. Fraser has been named as publicity
chairman of the same group.

New York City Rent
Bill Goes to Governor

euisI3i^ OF TH€ new Films i
"A Royal
Scandal"
with Tallulah
Bankhead,
Charles
Coburn,
Anne Baxter, William Eythe
20th -Fox
94 Mins.
LATEST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION ONE
OF THE MOST ENJOYABLE FILMS OF
THE SEASON.
"A Royal Scandal" is entertainment with
a continental flavor that will delight audiences everywhere. All signs point to a
rousing success for the production, which
has been handsomely mounted, crisply produced by Ernst Lubitsch, intelligently directed byOtto Preminger and acted spiritedly
by a fine cast of players.
Grand fun all the way through, the film
has been done in typical Lubitsch manner
with tongue in cheek and with a display
of humor that has a strong appeal to the
adult mind. Audiences will laugh often
and Icud.

77

Mins.

ENGLISH WAR PICTURE HAS QUALITIES THAT WILL WIN IT WIDE AUDIENCE APPROVAL.
Again Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger have combined their efforts to produce a British picture that should stand up
well under any test applied to it. An Ar-

production, "The
possesses a chers
genuineness
and Silver
a senseFleet''
of actuality
that lend believability to its tale of Dutch
defiance of the Nazi conquerors. The unfurlment of the plot has been negotiated
with a tenseness and a suspense that never
permit the interest to abate.
The tale's chief hero is Ralph Richardson, a Dutch shipbuilder, who uiider the
guise of a collaborator conducts a campaign
of sabotage against the Nazis. To carry
:n his work effectively he has to put up
Preminger's direction extracts all the
amusement possible from the situations in with the contempt of his fellow citizens
the slick and imaginative screenplay of and risk the loss of his wife's love. Much
Edwin Justus Mayer founded on a Bruno clever work has gone into the depiction of
the means employed ^by Richardson to do
Frank adaptation of a Lajos Biro-Melchior
away with two sU'brnarines built for the
Lengyel farce.
The love-mad Catherine the Great is the Germans at his shipyard. Into one of the
subs he lures a group of prominent Nazis,
central character. "A Royal Scandal" has
to do primarily with a hot romance she in- accompanying them (lo. their doom in order
dulges in with a young soldier to whom she to insure the success/of his plot. All in
all it is a moving and stirring tale of
takes a sudden fancy. She makes the sol- heroism.
dier, only to break him when he becomes
The production 'details are noteworthy,
involved in a revolt against her. However,
his life is spared to permit him to resume as is the direction of Vernon Campbell
Sewell and Gordon Wellesley.
his
romance,
with
czarina's lady-inThe film has been convincingly acted,
waiting
to whom
he the
is engaged.
especially by Richardson; Googie Withers,
Tallulah Bankhead does a swell job as his wife, and Esmond Knight, the Gestapo
the czarina. William Eythe as the soldier, chief.
i
Anne Baxter as the girl, and Charles CoCAST,
Ralph
RichardsonVi;'Gbogie
Withers, Esburn as the royal chancellor perform capitally.
mond Knight, Beresford Egan, Frederick BurtCAST: Tallulah Bankhead, Charles Coburn, well, Kathleen
Byron, Willem Akkerman, Dorothy
Anne Baxter, William Eythe, Vincent Price, Gordon, Charles Victor, John Longdon, Joss
Mischa Auer, Sig Ruman, Vladimir Sokolotf, Ambler, Margaret Emden, George Schelderup,
Mikhail Rasumny, Grady Sutton, Don Douglas, Neville Mapp, Igor Barnard, John Carol, Lts.
Egon Brecher.
Schouwenaar and van Dapperen •of Royal Netherlands Navy, John Arnold, Philip Leaver, Laurence
CREDITS: Producer, Ernst Lubtsch; Director,
Otto Prem;nger; Screenplay, Edwin Justus May- Valentine
O'Madden,Dyall.
Anthony Eustrel, Charles Minor,
er; Adaptation, Bruno Frank; Based on play by
Lajos Biro, Melchior Lengyel; Cameraman, ArCREDITS: Producers, Michael Powell, Emeric
thur Miller; Art Directors, Lyie Wheeler, Mark- Pressburger; Associate Producer, Ralph RichardLee Kirk; Set Decorators, Thomas Little, Paul
son; Directors, Vernon Campbell Sewell, Cordon
S. Fox; Film Editor, Dorothy Spencer; Special Wellesley; Screenplay, Vernon Campbell Sewell,
Effects, Fred Sersen; Sofjnd, Alfred Bruzlin, Cordon Wellesley.
Roger Heman; Musical Score, Alfred Newman.
DIRECTION, Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.
DIRECTION, Excellent. PHOTOGRAPHY, Excellent.

Albany — The Assembly has passed
and sent to the Governor the Di Costanzo bill restricting rents for business places in New York City to 15
per cent above those paid June 1,
1944. The bill includes stores and
offices but does not affect places of
public accommodation, dwelling space
in hotels, rooming houses or wharves Tri-States Establishes
and piers. Film theaters are exempt
Co-ordinating Cabinet
from its provisions.
The Assembly passed and sent to
Des Moines, la.— Tri-States Thethe Senate by unanimous vote the
ater Corp. has established a cabinet
Assembly Rules Committee bill to
provide for rate variation in unem- of district managers and department
heads to work out a closer co-ordinaployment insurance premiums.
tion of department functions for the
Six New Pix to Start
large circuit organization, according
IVest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY to an announcement by G. Ralph
Hollywood — Six pictures are Branton, general manager.
Branton serves as head of the
scheduled to start this week, making
a total of 31 shooting.
cabinet which also consists of L. fi|cKechneay company, treasurer, the
three district managers, Willianri
Miskell of Omaha, A. G. Stolte of
Des Moines and H. D. Grove of Davenport, Dale McFarland of the booking department, Marie Frye of the
Bernie Lewis is the father of a maintenance department and Russell Fraser of the advertising departson born at Beth-El Hospital, Brookment.
lyn, on the birthday of the 20th-Fox
President A. H. Blank is an expublicist's five-year-old daughter, officio
member.
Judy Ann.

STORK REPORTS

The Randolph

"Thewith Silver
Fleet"
Ralph Richardson
PRC-Archers

^

Philly V. C. to Sponsor
Negro Community Center

Philadelphia — The board of governors of the Variety Club has approved a plan whereby it will participate in the operation of the Mahlon Lewis Community Center in the
interest of the youth of the city, in
the prevention of delinquency crime,
and in the promotion of inter-racial
relationship and good will.
The club will sponsor the center,
and will purchase the equipment for
the gymnasium, games, and tools,
etc., for craft shops. This will cost
about $1,500.
In addition, it will pay for club
leaders and personnel necessary to
operate, the center for at least a
year. This part of the program will
cost about $7,500.
The plan will be put into effect
with the local Crime Prevention Association, which has been combatting
delinauencv in the city.

with Margaret Lockwood, Michael Wi lovi
English Films
78 I:
PICTURE OF ENGLISH FAMII^

Family"

AUDIENCES.
WILL APPEAL ESPECIALLY TO" '
This British film made at the Gainsbor
Studios is a drama of middle class fi
life in England that has much in its f
Although the picture is the type that
peals especially to class audiences, it si
not have a difficult time pleasing the i
age film-goer. There is a civilized air a
the whole production that makes it a h
relief from the usual run of film enter
ment. Those who appreciate that easy-j
quality of S3 many English films will d
much enjoyment from the screen versio
the Dodie
Smith ofplay,
"Dear Octopus."
sons
in search
excitement
will ndt
it in "The
Randolph
Family."
There isn't much of a story. The
is more a series of character studies
anything. Yet the lack of plot is more
compensated for by the interest engend
by the impact of one character upon
other. The production, creditably tu
out by Paul Soskin and directed intellig(
by Harold French, has charm and deligl
little touches and incidents. The a(
takes place at the celebration of a ecu
golden wedding anniversary.
The acting is first-class. In the
roles are Margaret Lockwood, ward of
Randolph family, and Michael Wilding,
of the sons. The two take care of
romance.
CAST: Margaret Lockwood, Michael Wil
Celia Johnson, Roland Culver, Helen
Athene Seyler, Jean Cadell, Basil Radford, i
erick Leister, Nora Swinburne, Antoinette Ce
Madge Compton, Kathleen Harrison, Ann Step
Derek Lansiaux, ALstair Stewart, Evelyn
Muriel George, Annie Esmond, Irene Hand!,
thur Denton, Pamela Western, Artie
Graham Moffatt, Henry Morrell.
CREDITS: In Charge of Production, Mai
Ostrer; Producer, Paul Soskin; Director, Hi
French; Adaptation, Esther McCracken; Scr
play, R. J. Minney, Pat Kirwan; Based on
by Dodie Smith; Cameraman, Arthur Crab
Film Editor, Michael Chorlton; Sound, >B
Sewell; Musical Director, Louis Levy; Art
rector, John Bryan; Production Manager,
PHOTOGRAPHY, Coo
Cunn.
DIRECTION, Good.

Lt. N. W. Sandler Missing
Des Moines, la. — Lt. Norman
Sandler, 25, Navy pilot and son
Nate Sandler, owner of a string
theaters in Iowa, has been repor
missing in action in the Pacific.
Sandler was sent overseas in 1!
and served 10 months aboard a c
rier in the Pacific during which ti
he took part in eight engagemer
He holds an air medal with one cl'
ter.

UlEDDinC BELLS
Johnson-Green

Birmingham, Ala. — Lt. Willis
Farley Green, former assistant ma
ager of the Ritz, and Bennie R
Johnson were married at a chu
ceremony.

J
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20tn Century-Fox: A Story ojr Leadership
THIS year of 1945, as the American motion picture industry
moves into its second half-century
ii r>f commercial existence, 20th CenT^-Fox celebrates its 30th anniversary. It is a coincidence that
exactly 1945 years ago, Ovid re[corded that "nothing is swifter
than the years." The industry's
swift growth within the span of a
few decades boldly challenges the
observation.
Just 30 years ago the fabulous
rise of motion pictures saw the
birth and pioneering of what has
grown to be 20th Century-Fox.
Steadily and spectacidarly the company has become a leader in the
development, production, distribution and exhibition of films. No
better yardstick of both the industry's furnished
and the organization's
growth
can be
than the contrast
lisl of 1915's screen product with that
''! of the present day.
Witness the ambitious program
which 20th-Fox has prepared for
celebration of its 30th birthday.
That program includes such pictures as Betty Smith's "A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn"; Ernst Lubitsch's "A Royal Scandal"; Billy
Rose's "Diamond Horseshoe,"
"Knob Hill," "A Bell for Adano,"
"State Fair," "The Dolly Sisters,"
"Captain Eddie," "Dragonwyck,"
"Junior Miss," "Wilson," and
"Bernadette."
Cut back to 1915! In that year
Fox Film Corp. was incorporated,
with headquarters at 130 W. 46th
St., New York, and studios at Fort
Lee, N. J. The first picture inade
and released just prior to the incorporation was "A Fool There
Was," starring the company's first
star, Theda Bara. Incidentally, it
was filmed at a cost of $29,500, and
brought a gross rental of $137,000,
an unheard of "take" at that

ZOTH CENTURY-FOX'S "BIG FOUR," reading from the left, are Spyros P. Skouras, president; Joseph M.
of production; Darryl F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge of production, and Tom Connors, vice-president

time. It was the harbinger of the full-length western pictures with
Tom Mix as star; when William
greater things to come.
•
Farnum became the rival of Douglas Fairbanks in dashing, romantic
'TpODAY, the company, under the
leadership of Spyros Skouras, films; and such teams as Janet
president; Joseph M. Schenck, ex- Gaynor and Charles Farrell, and
ecutive head of production, Darryl the lusty pair, Edmund Lowe and
F. Zanuck, vice-president in charge Victor McLaglen in "What Price
of production, and Tom Connors, Glory?" and "The Cockeyed
vice-president in charge of sales, is World," were introdticed.
Prior to the 1915 incorporation
bringing to theaters of the nation,
of
the old Fox Film Corp. was the
and the world, pictures of exceptional merit, backed by vast embryonic period which actually
resources which are the accumula- began 12 years earlier when Wil
tion of successfulness, and the jliam Fox opened a small theater
fruits of creating new trends in jin Brooklyn. More were added,
production. This latter factor was i which were forerunners of today's
apparent even in the company's de luxe stands. Along the way,
early history when it introduced |the product
problem arose.
In
20TH CENTURY-FOX TOPPERS are pictured below. Left to right: W. C.
Michel, executive vice-president; Murray Silverstone, vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution; Joseph H. Moskowitz, vice-president and Eastern
studio rep.; William J. Kupper, general sales manager; W. C. Gehring, Western
sales manager; A. W. Smith, Jr., Eastern sales manager; L. J. Schlaifer, Central
sales manager; Hal Home, director cf advertising-publicity-exploitation; Charles
Schlaifer, assistant director of advertising-publicity-exploitation.

Schenck, executive head
in charge of sales.

1913 the Box Office Attractions Co.
was organized as a supply source,
hatching in the small Fort Lee
studio "Life's Shop Window,"
starring Claire Whitney, and released in November, 1914. It cost
$14,700, and brought aggregate
rentals of $54,000.
After the post-incorporation of
Fox Film, and the success of "A
Fool There Was," production was
jumped to 52 attractions a year.
More studio space was needed, so
the Wonderful Play and Players
studio in the Pathe Building, Jersey City. "Children of the Ghetto"
was made there and outgrossed "A
Fool There Was." With leap in
product supply, Fox Film set up
exchanges, in 1915, a dozen in
number, scattered across the U. S.
and Canada. These grew to 4,4
world-wide branches beforfe" World
War II!

, '

(Continued on Page

10)

Through the Years
with 20th-rox. . .

in 'l944ig
• Then
Zanuck. H
• Australian-born Annette Kellerman, famed for her prowess as a swimmer, was star of "The
Daughter of the Gods," which was made in 1917 and in turn made trade history as the first
$1,000,000 picture.

Bickfordni

• "Cleopatra" (1917) provided the voluptuous
Theda Bara with the perfect vehicle for her
vampire talents.

■*^

%

•
Darryi F. Zanuck scored heavily by his production of "Grapes of
Wrath" (1940) with Henry Fonda and Doris Bowdon.

•
Shirley Templil
men's coffers in ti
•

Under the Fox banner, Tom

Mix and his

famous equine, "Tony," brought Westerns to
feature status, and gold to exhibitors' tills.

•
"Salome"
(1918)
glitter, romance
and

was one of the big films of its day, carrying
spectacle, — and that era's copious pantomime.

• The classical spectacle was going strong in
1922. Momentum to the vogue was imparted by
"Queen of Sheba," with Betty BIythe.

the
building
of our
•
George O'Briei

• A new high in human interest was attained in 1921 via Mary
Carr's role of the mother in "Over the Hill.' It was one of the most
appealing and discussed mellers of the silent age.

t of "The Song of Bernadette"
trated the genius of Darryl F.
te Jennifer Jones and Charles
ly inspiring scenes.

• Alexander Knox in "Wilson," — Darryl F.
Zanuck's memorable 1945 film biography of the
nation's 27th President.

•
iple; Dunn

brightened

1934,

and

show

illJBright Eyes."

Janet Gaynor-Charles Farrell combination followed

their previous hit, "Seventh Heaven," with "Street
Angel" (1929).
•

That

lusty

pair, Victor

McLaglen

and

Edmund

Lowe,

turned "What Price Glory'' into a rugged masterpiece.

Iron Horse"
(1925), which
portrayed
mpire."
It was intensely popular.

•

In 1931, Will Rogers and Myrna Loy added appreciably to their laurels in one of that year's topflight productions, the box office magnet, "A Connecticut Yankee."

in

1927

10
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Fox: Story

20th-Fox: Story
Of Leadership

Of Leaderslii
Continued from Column One)

(Continued from Page 7

in 1915 a Log Angeles office was opened, and foui
studios,— Pathe Kalem, Life Photo
and Selig,— all in that city were
leased and company began building its star roster, adding William
Farnum, Annette Kellerman and
Robert Mantell. In 1917 the company occupied its own studio at
Sunset and Western Aves., Hollywood, and still does. Winfield
Sheehan was made general manager, and foreign field expansion
began. Later, Sheehan became
production chief on the Hollywood lot.

ficulties and was again an ind^

ALSO

Now fully entrenched in fields
of production, distribution and
exhibition. Fox Film made industry history in 1917 by producing the first 11,000,000 picture,
"Daughter
of the Gods,"
starring
Annette Kellerman,
and directed
by Herbert Brenon. Then
"Cleopatra," starring Theda
"Riders ofFarnum,
the Purple
William
and Sage,"
soon

came
Bara,
with
after

Tom Mix, the most popular and
profitable western star ever to
grace the screen.
In 1919 the studio and home
offices at 56th St. and 10th Ave.
were bvult, and the Fox newsreel
established. In 1921, "Over the
Hill" emerged; in 1923, "If Winter Comes"; in 1927, "Seventh
Heaven," and then the sound revolution.
In 1926, Fox officials were approached byTheodore Case and
Earl I. Sponable who were working
on their sound-on-film invention.
By 1928 their experiments bore
fruit and Movietone was born.

20th Century-Fox

Celebrates

• • • OVER AT THE 20TH CENTURY-FOX home office at 444
West 56th Street, out in Los Angeles at the West Pico Boulevard studio,

and at the company's exchanges across and up and down the country,
the boys these days are whooping
it up
And with reason to
spare

If isn't every day that you have an opportunity to celebrate a 30th birthday
Nor is it always possible on such an anniversary to glance backward with honest pride at a record oi rich accomplishment, and, with high confidence, look ahead to the challenges

of an unknown future
Yet at 20th-Fcx, where today's achievements
whether in production, distribution or exhibition, are accepted as merely
the gauge for still greater effort tomorrow, there rightfully is pride in
past growth and industry service, and unbounded confidence that the
brightest years are ahead
T
T
T
• • • FOR THE PRESENT SWIFT PACE of 20th CenturyFox, there are, of course, many contributing factors
Calibre of
company leadership is one
Dynamic, a favorite adjective of the
day, applies at once to Spyros P. Skouras, to Joseph M. Schenck, to
Darryl F. Zanuck and to Tom
Co?inors, the company's "Big Four"
Calibre of company product is another, for, in the last analysis,
a company is as good as the pictures it sends to the world's screens
Ofyerating policies, surely, constitute a third
And it might
be remembered that operating policies must mesh with precision
Which they do at 20th-Fox— there is no more smoothly running "machine" today within the industry

T

T

▼

• •
•
AND, FOR A FOURTH, there is the emphasis which 20thFox — oh, so wisely! — places upon adequate
merchandising
Just
as a company is as good as its product, so is the performance of that
product, both for company and for customer, as good as the selling job
done for it
There is no stinting of selling by 20th-Fox
Outstanding campaign follows outstanding campaign as the imaginative
and fast-thinking personnel of Hal Home's department gets behind
the product sent Eastward by the studio
And not a publicity, advertising or exploitation facet is slighted

▼

•

•

•

THE

DISTINCTIVE

▼

T

CAMPAIGNS

created by Home

and

his principal aides, Charles Schlaifer, the department's able assistant
director, whose sphere is advertising; Jules Fields, who pilots publicity,
atid Rodney Bush, whose charge is exploitation, rank with the indus-

"Sunrise" was the first picture to
have an accompanying music score
on the film, and "In Old Arizona"
was first outdoor picture made
with sound..

try's best
Style-setting advertising, adroitly slanted publicity and
practical showmanship news— these are primary with Home and his
staff
Schlaifer's advertising campaigns,
it well has been said,
have run the gamut of every emotion known to the advertising profession And, it might be added, to the direct and substantial
benefit of the box office
▼
▼
T

QN

• • • IT IS A FAIR ESTIMATE that Home's three departments
account for weekly reader-coverage in excess of 75 millions
Astutely, Home and Schlaifer tailor the magazine advertising medium to

April 1, 1932, the late Sidney
R. Kent joined the company as
executive vice-president in charge
of operations, and became president in two weeks. He started
reorganization, saved it from bankruptcy, and put it on a sound
operating basis. By 1935, the company had fully emerged from dif(Continued on Column 4)

the particular picture
There's no hit-or-miss
For one type
of pic, f'rinstance space goes to detective and action pulps
For
another, 20th-Fox copy is placed for confession and romance groups
And, thanks to Home, 20th-Fox is well to the fore among the
industry's radio-minded
It's not exactly a secret either that radio
is scheduled to play a more important role during the 20th-Fox 30th
anniversary year

T
•

•

•

WE'RE

AVENGING

T

▼

PEARL

HARBOR!

tryEarly
force. in April, 1935, SW
Kent and Joseph M. Scl^n,
lunched together and this huclc
resulted in the merger of 20
Century Films and Fox Film, ai
bringing Darryl F. Zanuck in
alliance. Four months later tl
arrangement was ratified by stO(
holders. Hence 1945 marks bo
the company's
30th anniversa
and
the 10th anniversary
of t
20th Century and Fox merger.
Zanuck's advent as producti(
head was one of the most forwa
steps in company annals. Sole st£
on the lot then were Shirley Tei
pie. Will Rogers and Janet G
nor. He added such luminari
as Tyrone Power, Sonja Hen
Don Ameche, Warner Baxt(
Alice Faye and Henry Fond
Zanuck's first picture for the nt
company was "Metropolis," st
ring Lawrence Tibbett, and th<
came such ace attractions as "Ale
ander's Ragtime Band" (1938
"Grapes of Wrath" (1940); "He
Green Was My Valley" (1941
"Song ofandBernadette"
(194-1
"Wilson"
"Winged Victory
The present war cut deeply in
the ranks of stars, producers, c
rectors, cameramen and techr
cians. Replacements had to 1
found for Tyrone Power, Hen
Fonda, Cesar Romero, Geors
Montgomery, Richard Green, Joh
Sutton and Victor Mature, wf
joined the armed forces. Zanu(
himself became a colonel in tl
Army Signal Corps and spent son
two years on active duty. On tl
lot, in the meanwhile, June Have
Vivian Blaine, Jeanne Grain, Anr
Baxter and Jane Ball wei
groomed, and Dana Andrews, Wi
Ham Eythe and Dick Haymes wei
developed.
On the death of Sidney Kent i
1942, the directorate unanimous!
selected Spyros P. Skouras, the
head of National Theaters, for th
presidency, and later Wendell
Willkie was elected board chai
man,
a post he held until his deat
in 1944.

a
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20th-Fox Sets Pix
Releases Into '46
(Continued from Page 1)
ident in charge of distribution, in
discussing the 20th-Fox
30th anni, ^jyssiYy line-up.
/ "5^he immediate post-Easter "parade" of April attractions will consist of Ernst Lubitsch's "A Royal
Scandal," with Ann Baxter, Charles
Coburn, Tallulah Bankhead and William Eythe in the top roles; "Molly
and Me," in which Roddy McDowall,
Gracie Fields and Monty Woolley
are the marquee names, and "The
Song of Bernadette," being released
for popular run.
Set for May distribution are "Diamond Horseshoe," in Technicolor,
with Betty Grable, Dick Haymes,
William Gaxton, Phil Silvers and
Beatrice Kay carrying ace assignments, and "The Bull Fighters,"
Laurel & Hardy comedy. June attractions are "Where Do We Go
From Here," also in Technicolor,
with Fred MacMurray, Joan Leslie,
June Haver, and a plethora of other
stars, and "Colonel Effingham's
Raid," with Joan Bennett, Charles
Coburn and William Eythe the leads.
"Nob Hill," 20th-Fox Technicolor
musical, whose cast is headed by
George Raft, Joan Bennett, Peggy
Ann Garner and Vivian Blaine, plus
"Don Juan Quilligan," the vehicle of
William Bendix, Phil Silvers, Linda
Darnell and Joan Blondell, will be
the July releases.
The schedule for the first seven
months of the 1945-46 season, which
starts with August, has Henry
King's production of "A Bell for
Adano," with an all-star cast headed
by Gene Tierney, John Hodiak and
William Bendix; "State Fair," Technicolor musical with Jeanne Grain,
Dick Haymes, Vivian Blaine, Dana
Andrews and Charles Winniger the
lures; and "Wilson" for popular price
engagements.
Ensuing months' releases are:
September— "The Dolly Sisters,"
Technicolor musical, Betty Grable,
June Haver, John Payne and Randolph Scott, and two Bi-yan Foy features ;
October — "Fallen Angel," all-star

A Dual Anniversary
For Producer Terry
This 30th anniversary of 20th-Fox
is also a double anniversary for Paul
Terry, president of Terrytoons, distributed by20th- Fox. Just 30 years
ago. Terry cartoon production in
filmland, and this is his lOth-year
with 20th-Fox. Making of his first
cartotn subject required months of
solitary, concentrated and continuous labor. Today he has a staff of
more than 100 persons, turning out
20 Technicolor subjects annually for
20th -Fox.

BuMnper New Star Crop ai Fox 20lh-Fox 53-Week
Schenck-Zanucli Strategy Paying Dividends
Net Up to $12,400,000
in "Four Jills in a Jeep," and apWest

Coast

By RALPH WILK
Bureau
of THE FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The bumper
crop of
20th-Fox stars harvested since the
war's outset is attributable to three
factors, — one circumstantial and two
personal. They are Necessity; Joseph M. Schenck, executive head of
production; and Darryl F. Zanuck,
tion.
vice-president
in charge of producWhen the armed services called
to their ranks a number of the company's nnost valuable stars, Sohenck
and Zanuck initiated a determined
drive for new "faces," in addition
to planning important vehicles for
the company's ace femme stars, Betty Grable, Alice Faye, Carmen Miranda, and Gene Tierney. Many
young contract players were awarded
top roles in heavy budget pictures,
with the result that within the last
year eight assumed top billing, and
at least 15 others scored in featured
roles.
Among Studio's New Faces
Salient examples are Jeanne Grain,
who starred in "Home In Indiana"
and "In the Meantime, Darling,"
who also has featured role in
"Winged Victory," and is slated to
star in "Our Moanent Is Swift" and
"Leave Her To Heaven"; June Haver, who starred in her first picture,
"Home In Indiana," and co-starred
in "Irish Eyes Are Smiling," with
her next appearance opposite Fred
MacMurray in "Where Do We Go
From Here?"; and Kevin O'Shea,
who was given important roles in
"The Purple Heart," "Wing and a
Prayer" and "Keys of the Kingdom."
Dick Haymes was co-starred in
"Irish Eyes Are Smiling," featured
cast topped by Dorothy McGuire and
William Eythe; and "Captain Eddie,"
Eddie Rickenbacker biographical
opus, with Fred MacMurray, Lynn
son; Charles Bickford, Thomas MitBari,
chell, Lloyd Nolan and Jimmy GleaNovember — Ernst Lubitsch's production, "Dragonwyck," in Technicolor, with Gene Tierney and Vincent
tions;
Price; and two Bryan Foy producDecember — Moss Hart's production
of "Junior Miss," with Peggy Ann
Garner; and "Little Horse," with
Robert Young and Ida Lupino;
January, 1946 — the Technicolor
musical, "Kitten on the Keys," with
Maureen O'Hara, Dick Haymes, and
Harry James and his band; and
"Leave
nicolor; Her To Heaven," also in TechFebruary, 1946, is planned release
time for Ernst Lubitsch's production
of "Cluny Brown."

pears opposite Betty Grable in "DiaWilliam
Eythe is another rocketed
mond Horseshoe."
newcomer, featured in "The Song of
Bernadette" and "Wilson," and starred in "The Eve of St. Mark."
Schenck and Zanuck gave him male
lead opposite Tallulah Bankhead in
Lubitsch's "A Royal Scandal."
Overnight stardom came to Alexander Knox, Gregory Peck and Jennifer Jones, in "Wilson," "Keys of
the Kingdom" and "The Song of Bernadette." Already starred in three
Technicolor musicals is 20th-Fox's
Vivian Blaine, — "Greenwich Village,"
"Something for the Boys" and currently in "Nob Hill." Peggy Ann
Garner, sensational in "Jane Eyre,"
was given coveted role in "A Tree
Grows In Brooklyn," is now working in "Nob Hill" and is being considered for "Dragonwyck."
Others Brought to Fore
Perry Como, radio singing ace,
made his film debut in "Something
for the Boys," and Glen Langan,
also in that opus, has been awarded
a top part in "Bon Voyage." Mary
Anderson's performance in "Bernadette" and "Wilson" made her a
premium starlet. Jo-CarroU Dennison, Judy Holliday and Jane Ball are
featured in "Winged Victory" and
being considered for starring roles
in forthcoming attractions. Sheila
Ryan is another who is coming along
by leaps and bounds.
Company's faith, expressed by important assignments, is clearly evident in the instances of Linda Darnell, Lynn Bari, Faye Marlowe,
Brenda Marshall, Dorothy McGuire,
Anne Baxter, Carole Landis, Joan
Blondell and Maureen O'Hara.

Lust's Hippodrome Will
Switch to 'Arts' Films
Washington.

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A second Washington art cinema will stai't operation Friday, with the Sidney
Lust circuit turning its Hippodrome, opposite the District of Columbia Public Library, from subsequent-runs tofirst-run foreign language and European and Hollywood
revivals.
Manager of the new entei-prise is
Bernard Lust, son of veteran showman Sidney Lust, who has tried sevei-al "art" programs during the last
few imonths in the recently renovated
Hippodrome. The Hippodrome will
be the only local competition to the
Little, long established in the field.

2-Man Hearings in Conn.
Hartford — Opposition to a bill
which would require two projectionLasker Circuit Liquidating
ists in booths in Connecticut will be
Chicago — The Lasker Circuit is voiced by exhibitors at a hearingliquidating. Negotiations are now scheduled for tomorrow. MPTO of
under way for its last theater, the Connecticut is mobilizing theater
Music Box, on Southport Ave.
men to be present at the hearing.

(Continued from Page 1)
of common outstanding Dec. 30, 1944.
Net profit for the prior year amounted to $10,901,000.
Consolidated net profit before deductions of $25,100,000 for Federal
taxes, $1,765,000 for minority interests and $900,000 for contingencies
was $40,165,000, which compares with
$38,153,000 for 1943. Tax payments
in 1943 were $23,800,000. Figures
for 1944 are all estimates.

UA Dates Six Features
For Release Through May
(Continued from Page 1)
nounced Friday by Carl Leserman,
general sales manager.
All are completed and one is in Technicolor.
Pix and dates are:
March 31, "Delightfully Dangerous," a Charles R. Rogers production with Jane Powell, Ralph Bellamy, Constance Moore and Morton
Gould ster's
and Millions,"
his ork;
April Small
7, "BrewEdward
production with Dennis O'Keefe, Helen
Walker, June Havoc and Eddie
'Rochester' Anderson; April 21, "It's
In the Bag," a Jack H. Skirball
production starring Fred Allen with
Jack
Benny; May
4, '"Colonel
Blimp,"in
the British
Archers
production
Technicolor; May 18, "Hold Autumn
In Your duction
Hand,"
a Loew-Hakim
prowith Zachary
Scott, Betty
Field and Beulah Bondi; May 25,
"The Great John L." a Bing Crosby
production starring Linda Darnell,
Greg McClure and Barbara Britton.
UA Settles Martenet Suit
The United Artists Corp. has
settled the May Davies Martenet
suit that sought an injunction to
stop UA from distributing and exhibiting "Voice in the Wind." The
settlement was $250, according to
papers filed in Federal Court. The
authoress charged that the title
had been used by her on a story published in 1942. The film was produced by Ripley-Monter Corp.,
which was not named in the action.

M of T OaU Grew
Front Little Acorn
Exacty 10 years ago, the first issue of The March of Time appeared
on U. S. screens, exhibited in exactly
417 theaters. Today, this 20th-Fox
release is played in more than 12,000 theaters all over the world. In
its proud and progressive annals, this
unique and spirited example of film
journalism has won an enormous following among theatergoers everywhere. It has won something else,
— an Oscar for significance to motion pictures, and for revolutionizing
the presentation of news on the
screen.
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Cuban Producers Ask
U. S. for Raw Slock
(ConHnued

from Page 1)

able, no less than 20 features will go
before the cameras In Cuban studios
this year. This number contrasts
sharply with the 16 features that
have been produced domestically
since 1987.
The raw stock overtures were made
to U. S. Ambassador Spruille Braden and Albert Nuf er, economic counsellor of the U. S. Embassy, who visited the CHIC studio at the invitation of Octavio Gomez Castro, president of Continental Films; Justo
Suarez, president of the distribution
company bearing his name, and Eladio Novo, president of Ibero America.
Behind the new move, in addition
to the desire to share in the profitable Spanish-language market, is
the realization by the Cuban producers that there is no real returns possible when production is held to two
and three features a year.
Mexican-produced features, in
Spanish, have been coming into the
local field in increasing numbers,
with rentals on the up-grade. Argentine films, too, are finding playing time. Cuban producers see no
reason why they should permit this
situation to prevail without at least
a serious attempt to compete.
Meanwhile, in addition to outlining their raw stock needs to the U.
S. Ambassador, the Cuban studios
have addressed a raw stock plea to
the President of Cuba.

Propose Minn. License
For Slot-Machine Films
Minneapolis, Minn. — It's going to
require good moral character, plus
$25 for a license, to operate a musical or motion picture juke box in
Minnesota if the Legislature passes
a bill introduced by Rep. Carle Lyse
of Minneapolis. The "boxes" would
have to be silent from 11 p.m. to 8
a.m. and not audible more than 25
feet from buildings in which they
are housed when in operation.

TomLike
Mix a Woke
B'way
Paul Revere
In 1924, the late Lee Ochs sent
his assistant to see Tom Mix in
"Dick Turpin" at the local Fox
h.o. projection room. The emissary
was instructed not to like the film,
and thus let his boss out of a verbal
commitment to play it at the local
Piccadilly Theater. Ochs felt that
Mix and "Tony" would be a flop on
sophisticated' Broadway. The assistant looked at the film, reported its
high merit, and nearly got fired. The
timid Ochs played it, unseen by himself, on a hunch. It shattered the
Piccadilly b.o. records by a wide
margin.

THEATER

DEALS

Buys Alden Theater

Lane Circuit to Campbell

The Broadway & 67th St. Corp.,
an affiliate of Brandt Theaters, has
purchased the Alden Theater at
Broadway and West 67th St. from
the City Bank Farmers Trust Co.
The new owner plans extensive alterations to the theater for which
WPB approval has been obtained.
Deal also included the Alden Apartments.

Des Moines, la. — The Carroll
circuit has been purchased by
ard Campbell, an operator for
for several years. Lane is a
Representative.

Chi.'s Majestic Block Sold
Chicago — The Majestic theater
building has been sold by the Lehman estate to undisclosed buyers.
The land is owned by the Chicago
Board of Education and is non-taxable.

Chapin House to Black
Lyons, Neb. — Guy Black has taken
over operation of the Plaza Theater
here, succeeding the late Roy Cha-

Caswell Buys from Halen
pin.
Ringsted, la. — D. P. Caswell has
purchased the theater at Ringsted
from S. C. Halen and will take over
April the
1. film
It is business.
Caswell's first venture
into

Cinema Locige Installs
1945 Officers Tomorrow
Showmanship will be the keynote
when Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith will
informally install its officers for
1945 at the Hotel Astor here tomorrow evening. All present officers
are being returned to office and three
new vice-presidents. Jack H. Levin,
Martin Levine and Milton Livingston are being added.
Pi-esident Albert A. Senft is
scheduled to be installed by Harry
Brandt. Vice-presidents S. Arthur
Glixon by Max Klein; Bernard Goodman by Philip Abrams; Leo Jaffe
by Adolph Schimel; Samuel Lefkowitz by Edward M. Sohnitzer; William Melniker by Irving H. Greenfield; Alvin T. Sapinsley by Larry
Morris; Norman Steinberg by Mortimer S. Rosenthal; Louis Weber by
Harold L. Danson; Robert M. Weitman by Arthur Israel; Robert Wile
by Philip Laufer; William Zimmerman by Arthur Jeffrey; Levin by
Morris D. Senft; Levine by Louis
Brandt and Livingston by Charles
Moss. Treasurer Max Blackman vdll
be installed by Harold Rodner; recording secretary Julius M. Collins
by George A. Hoffman and corresponding secretary Herman Levine
by Joseph D. Karp.

Wright Writ Brief
To Goddard Today
(Continued from Page 1)

Lane
How- ing the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers which is ?-n
Lane
state
favor of the injunction. xj^>
It appears unlikely that the judge
will announce his decision as to
Broskie Buys Another
West Orange, N. J. — Sale of the whether the decisions of the arbitra-.
Windsor Theater here, to Maurice tion appeal board should be considBroskie, owner of the State, has
ered evidence of anti-trust law viobeen reported.
lations. Some industry attorneys said
Friday
that
the judge's decision may
Business Men Buy House
not be handed down for a month.
Carthage, Tex. — A trio of local
Counsel for the distributors and
business men have purchased the Wright also are scheduled to hold
Cartex and Texas Theaters from R.
a pre-trial conference today to deA. Gill. Group is composed of John
termine approximately how long the
Pace, N. E. Walker and John Neal. anti-trust trial will last. Some conWalker will be the active operating
cessions may be asked in order to
head for the group. Gill has no im- shorten the trial, although it appears unlikely that either side will
mediate plans.
do any conceding. There have been
some unconfirmed reports that an
Thayer Opening Mich. House
Detroit — R. W. Thayer, a new- effort will be made to settle the case
comer to show business, has remod- without going to trial, although both
elled a fonner store structure at the Government and the defendants
have indicated their readiness for the
Marcellus, small town in the south- trial.
western part of the state, and is
opening it as the Ross Theater. Marcellus was formerly a theaterless
town.
MPPDA and
to Hear
Report
Elect Hays'
Today

Golden State to Spend
Up to Million on Four

(Continued from Page

1)

view the industry's years, and to
outline the pattern for both the immediate and the post-war future.
While it is possible that Eric Johnston's proposed affiliation with the
costing between $125,000 and $200,000 according to plans announced by industry, via an important MPPDA
post, may come up for discussion,
David J. Bolton, division manager informed
quarters doubt that any
of the Golden State Theater Circuit, announcement of finalization will follow the annual- meeting.
Inc.
Oakland, Calif. — Metropolitan Oakland will have four new theaters

Two nabesallow.
will be built
as soon are
a's
conditions
Blueprints
ready for an elaborate 1,900 seat
house at E. 14th St. and Fruitvale
Ave., and a 1,000 seat house in San
Leandro Village. , It is estimated
the first will cost $200,000 and will
be the largest neighborhood theater
in the Bay area. Site for this was
purchased two years ago by the circuit. The second one will cost $125,nity.
000, and is in a new housing commuTwo other houses are set as postwar projects. They will be built at
69th St. and E. i4th St., and at
162nd Ave. and E. 14th St. Property for these has already been acquired by the corporation. Both will
seat 1,200 and will cost between
$125,000 and $135,000.

Taube
Dom.
Ass'n
TorontoQuits
— S. B.
TaubeIndies
has resigned
from the position of secretary of the Motion Picture Theaters
Nat Burton Stricken
Ass'n of Ontario which has a memWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
bership of over 300 exhibitors in
Hollywood — ^Nat Burton, 43, lyric- this province. It is rumored that
ist for "The White Cliffs of Dover" differences with the organization's
and many other popular songs, died
leading
tirement. officers led to Taube's rehere last week of a heart ailment.

Lt. Louis Wells, Jr., Slain

Detroit— Lt. Louis A. Wells, Jr.,
radio gunner on a B-24, was killed
Ito-v in action in the South Pacific,
^^"^ report.
formerl
1^^
accordingHe towas
a War
Departm
y trument
pet player in the Michigan Theater
orchestra here. He is survived by
his parents.

Two World Wars In
Mts ]\ewsreel Life
The first sound newsreel, 20thFox's Movietone News, made its '
debut on Dec. 3, 1927, a full year
ahead of current competitors. The
Newsreel organization, turning out
104 issues a year under Edmund
Reek's direction, started in 1918,
but the first reel was not released
until 1919. Thus it is celebrating
its 26th anniversary while 20th-Fox
is cutting its cake studded with 30
candles. At outset of present war,
Movietone News had cameramen in
51 countries and had nine producing
centers in the world's important
capitals.

'

ivlonday, March 26, 1945

(aw Stock for Brit.
Ms Said Uniiicely
(Continued from Page 1)
3garded as unlikely in New York,
he suggestion was reported to have
:> _,^_from a Board of Trade spokesi/^m London.
It was pointed out here that the
f. S. companies have insufficient raw
took to take care of their own needs
nd that the allocation of their own
apply for British prints would be
n impossibility. Another report
lat each of seven companies might
Hot two or three million feet for
British prints was denied.

Tolden Picture Added
'o United Artists List
(Continued from Page 1)
Breakfast in Hollywood," which is
cheduled to start July 1.
Dembow is president of Golden
'reductions and will headquarter in
Jew York. Edward Golden is chairlan of the board and Robert Golden
5 vice-president in charge of prouction, both headquartering in Holy^wood. The Goldens produced "Hitgr's Children" and "The Master
tace."
"Breakfast in Hollywood" will feaure Tom Breneman, radio star, in
I screen version of the radio show
if the same name. The air show will
iriginate from Breneman's restaurmt which is scheduled to open today
h Hollywood.

danisteo Votes Sunday
Pix on Fourth Ballot
Rochester, N. Y. — Sunday motion
pictures will be shown in nearby
ICanisteo for the first time April 1
following the annual charter election of the village last week in which
opponents to an ordinance permitting Sunday films were crushed, 490
votes to 197. The proposition had
been defeated on three previous occasions. Interest in the question
brought out the second largest vote
registered in Canisteo since the turn
of the century.
Management of Canisteo's Plaza
Theater, owned by W. C. Anderson
of Mt. Jewett, Pa., has announced
equipment will be moved to larger
quarters to boost capacity.

fEmmE TOUCH
MRS. TEE BROWN, advertising manager of Florida State theaters, has been transferred to
the Tampa office to handle advertising fcr
all the theaters
in that area.
BETTY BERNDT, head of contract department,
M-C-M, Omaha.
lOYCE RODDA, assistant cashier, M-C-M, Omaha.
CECELIA WOLBACH,
DOROTHY LARSEN,
tists, Omaha.

biller, M-C-M,
Omaha.
stenographer, United Ar-

^

-k

RCVIEUJS
"Screen Snapshots"

(No. 6—Okay
Series 24)
Columbia

9 mins.

The parade opening the last War
Loan Drive in Los Angeles, a style
show at Giro's and a look-in on the
Rudy Vallee radio show comprise the
highlights of the short, which has
much to hold the interest. In addition to Vallee those seen include Fred
Allen, Leo Carrillo, Andy Devine,
Errol Flynn, Alan Lane, Chris-Pin
Martin, Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Hoot
Gibson, Roy Rogers, Wild Bill Elliott, Charles Starrett, Dolores Moran, Joyce Reynolds, Jane Wyman,
Hillary Brooke. Allen does a bit
with Vallee good for a few laughs.

DAILY

OF

SHORT

"Casey Jones." They will satisfy
those who appreciate barnyai-d stuff.
Other performers are Frances Urban, a looker who does a specialty
dance that clicks, and Cynda Glen,
comedienne who specializes in the
eccentric.

SUBJECTS

•

Nelson. The stars put on a demonstration that will win the admiration
of any one who has ever lugged a
golf club. The film illustrates effectively the techniques that have made
McSpadden and Nelson the topfligW
players tney are.

"Jasper's Minstrels"

(George Pal Puppetoons)
FunnyMarried"
"Scrappily
(Noveltoons)
Paramount
9 mins. Paramount
8 mins.
Much Amusement

A frock coat which Jasper is delivering to the deacon is the object
of the Scarecrow's desire. To get
Jasper to part with the gamient the
villain regales him with a story of
his days as a minstrel. That leads
to a fanciful and highly entertaining
flashback picturing a minstrel show
"She-Sick Sailors"
of which the Scarecrow is interlocu(Popeye)
tor. The Technicolor itemi ends with
Paramount
8 mins.
Some Good Fun
Jasper's ma chasing the Scarecrow
Once more Popeye and Bluto vie for tearing the frock coat. Excellent.
for Olive Oyl's favor. For a time
Bluto gets the upper hand as he
"Kings of the Fairway"
fools Olive and his rival with his
(Sport
Reel)
Worthy
10 mins.
impersonation of Superman, who is Columbia

In their second appearance the
characters of Herman, Henry and
Sweetie Pie give ample proof that
they deserve to be established as a
permanent combination. Rooster
Henry is on the outs with Sweetie
Pie, the wife. In trying to win
some freedom for himself Henry
enlists the help of Herman, a
toughie of the rodent world. Sweetie Pie tries unsuccessfully to rout
the mouse. Plenty of resounding
laughs in this Technicolor cartoon.

Mrs. Rupert Hughes Dead
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

the gal's conception of the ideal man.
Hollywood — Mrs. Rupert Hughes
Popeye takes a terrific beating tryAnother first-rate golf shoi't. Fea- died here Friday. She had long been
tured are two champions of the
ing to outdo Bluto — until he downs
and Byron in ill health.
his spinach. Then it's curtains for links. Jug McSpadden
Bluto. There's considerable hilarious business in this Technicolor
cartoon.
"Community

Sing"

(No. 6— Series 8)
Columbia
10 mins.
Much to Sing, About
The latest of the series of song
reels has plenty of singable stuff
satisfying a variety of moods. The
tunes drawn upon are "The Very
Thought of You," which is accorded
special attention, "Let's Sing a Song
About Susie," "An Hour Never Passes," "Up, Up, Up" and "Is You Is
Or Is You Ain't My Baby?" Organ
accompaniments are by Don Baker.
The vocals are by the Song Spinners.
"Game

Bag"

(Grantland Rice Sportlights)
Paramount
9'/2 mins.
In the Bag
The excitement and fun of hunting for game birds have been well
communicated in the latest of the
sports shorts produced by Jack
Eaton. Wild duck, partridge, pheasant and quail are the birds brought
down by the hunters' guns in footage shot in North Dakota and North
Carolina. Audiences will respond
especially to scenes of bird dogs in
action. Sports lovers will be won
completely.
"Fi!m-Vodvil"
(No. 4— Series 2)
Columbia
11 mins.
Fair Vaudeville
A fairly entertaining vaudeville
bill. The chief drawing card will be
the Korn Kobblers, who give their
versions of "Little Brown Jug" and

l4fi(wmiM
with

Peter COOKSON • Arline JUDGE
Frank JENKS • Jerome COWAN
Produced by LINDSLEY

PARSONS

Screenplay by Richard Weil

. Directed by PHIL KARLSTEIN

CX=:=^

• Adopi.d from ih. play by A. j. Rubi«n, Rob.rt Chapin

A M O N O G R AMP

I CTU R E

TIMED
TO HIT
YOUR
THEATRE
WITH ALL
THE POWER
OF TODAY'S
HEADLINE^'

Thrilling with
tenseness!
Towering zvith
bigness!
Startling with
suspense!

WITH

Screen Play by John Howard Lawson
Directed by ZOLTAN
KEEP SELLING WAR BONDS!

KORDA

M. P. production Dist.
aist floor
38 W.Yor344t
c —h E^St. Y.
Hew

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent
in Thought

ury^OL.
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GLOBAL FREE SCREEN VITAL, SAYS HAYS
Divorcement
Trial May Be Split Up
In Two Parts; Divorcement and Local Monopoly
The claimed illegality of theater ownership by the five consenting companies will be the

to Be Principal
Editorial

MPPDA Prexy Points Out 58 Countries Now Impede
Free Distribution; Warns Against Intrusion of SelfServing Propaganda in Films and Loss of Integrity

Post 'War
propaganda
By CHESTER

pio:?

B. BAHN

THE observation, voiced in this column in
the long ago, that Government, having

principal issue which the Govern- discovered in war-time the propaganda benment will seek to prove when the
efits and advantages made possible by the
New York equity suit goes to trial use of the screen, might be extremely loath
on Oct. 8. Robert L. Wright, Assisits grip upon the motion pictant U. S. Attorney General, said at to relinquish
ture when hostilities end finds substantia& pre-trial conference yesterday betion in recent and present developments.
(Continued on Page 12)
On the heels — and close upon the heels

No Answer to SIMPP
And Indies' Briefs
Consenting defendants in the Government's anti-trust case will make
no reply to the amicus briefs filed
by the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers and the Conference of Independent Producers in
(Continued on Page 11)

PRC Acquires New York
Franchise From Kulick
PRC
Pictures,
Inc., will acquire
the New York exchange as its own
property on April 6. Arrangements
for the purchase
of the franchise,
(Continued on Page 11)

Acad. Amity Aivard
Prop'osed hy Lehman

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Addition to the Academy awards of a special honor for
the film considered as making the
greatest contribution to world amity
has been suggested by Herbert H.
Lehman, former governor of New
York now director general of the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, it is disclosed
by Walter Wanger, Academy head.
The proposal has been placed before
the Academy activities committee.
The Allied nations would be represented on the selection committee.

Issue at Trial

Pointing out that the industry currently faces many serious
problems in the maintenance of its foreign trade — "some of
they are unpredictable" — ■
them are unprecedented; in detail,
Will H. Hays in his annual report

Ask No Film Service
To Curfew Violator

Coliimbus, O. — Action which may
set a precedent for the handling of
midnight curfew violations in all sections of the country was taken by
the Ohio War Manpower Commission when John L. Craig, State WMC
director, asked film producers-distributors to "insist" that their films
not be shown at the Loop Theater,
after midnight.
All have one thing in common — a rather Toledo,
(Continued on Page 10)
Telegrams signed by Craig have
(ConHniied on Page 12)

to the MPPDA
board yesterday

is
clear that
warned
that the
"it
un-a
nprinciple
i c a t i 0 fettered
nof oncommuworld-wide scale
must be implemented by acts,
"If a true spirit

indeed — of Robert Riskin's recent proposal
for an industry-State Department production-distribution partnership to place the
American message (or perhaps messages is
the better word) upon theater screens overseas, there are further hints of the shape
of things to come, some with domestic points
of origin, and one, startlingly enough, from
London.

GPE Sales Increase;
Net at $1,138,147

IRB Tax Total Reflects
January's Biz Recovery
IVashington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Coming back slowly
Consolidated net income of Gen- from the low of December, theater
eral Precision Equipment Corp. for admissions were slightly higher in
1944, after provision of $2,866,700
January, with collections during Febfor federal income taxes and re- ruai-y on January admissions rising
negotiation, amounted to $1,138,147, to $26,298,412, according to the ancompared with $1,255,907 in 1943,
nouncement of today by the Bureau
according to the annual report, re- of Internal Revenue. This is still
leased for publication yesterday. far below the admissions totals
The 1944 net income was equivalent chalked up last Fall and Summer,
(Continued on Page 12)
(Continued on Page 10) ,

90 P. C. Won

CaUs

Producers Must Reimburse Strikers— Sorrell
16 mm. Industry Will
Get Allocation Today
Washingtcm Bureau of THE

FILM

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

Hollywood — Although
DAILY

Washington — Members of the Industrial. Advisoi-y Committee will
meet today with WPB to leam the
quantity of 16 mm. stock which they
can expect for the second quarter of
(Continued on Page 4)
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Richard F.

Walshbor and
Pathave
Casey,gone
producers'
lacontact,
East and
Walsh is expected to implore William Hutcheson, president of International Brotherhood of Carpenters,
to order his 2,600 studio craftsmen
to return to work, Herbert K. Sorrell, president of the Conference of
(Continued on Page 11)

of co-operation is
eventually
not words." to be
built after the
present struggle,
the need of a free
press, a free
screen and freedom for every other channel of com(Continued on Page 7)

WILL

H. HAYS

Scliool Film Service
Extended to Africa
Expansion of the educational film
service rendered by Teaching Film
Custodians; Inc., .to Canada and the
Union of South Africa was revealed
yesterday in the annual MPPDA report. Report noted that member
companies
gave
enabling
permissions for. both
countries
during
1944
(Continued on Page 4)

ISazi, Nip Clips Out
y-E Day, Fahian Rule
Albany — Instructions for V-E Day
have been issued to all managers
and other employes of Fabian Upstate Theaters by Saul J. Ullman,
general manager of the circuit.
Among the instructions is that all
newsreel shots having to do with
Nazis or Japs be eliminated.
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BARNEY BALABAN, president of Paramount
Pictures, returned yesterday from a visit to

M.

MERSEREAU

: Associate Publisher
and General Manager

the company's Hollywood studios. He was accompanied by MRS. BALABAN, their daughter
JUDITH,
and MR. and MRS.
EDWIN
WEISL.

CHESTER
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Monogram
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JOE SHURE, assistant to Saul J. Ullman, general manager of Fabian's upstate theaters, is
vacationing in Canada.
J. S. JOSSEY and KROGER BABB, co-producers
of
hygiene
film,in "Mom
and Dad,"
to the
their
offices
Cleveland
after returned
setting
opening dates in Florida last week
INEZ WEINSTEIN, Monogram cashier, arrived
in New York from Boston for a two-week vacation.

PHIL BOBYS, Washington M-C-M salesman,
has arrived to the Capitol city after a visit
here.
,
GLENN IRETON. Warners' field rep. for
Canada, is en route to Vancouver from Toronto.
BILL HOYLE, of Lichtman Theaters, Washington, arrived in New York yesterday to confer
at Warners'
home office.
WALTER L. TITUS, JR., in charge of Republic branch
operations,
is visiting
company's
Detroit
branch.
He returns
to thethehome
office
next Monday.
JACK MELVIN, of Melvin-Rackin, arrived from
Hollywood yesterday and is stopping at the
Essex House.
LESLIE WHELAN, publicity manager of the
20th-Fox foreign department, is back from a tour
of Latin and Central America.

AL WHEELER, M-G-M salesman is en route to
Florida from Boston to spend the Easter holidays
with his parents in Miami.
MAXWELL CILLIS, Republic's Eastern district
manager, has returned to New York after a
week's visit to the Coast studios.
JOE VOGEL, Loew vice-president in charge
of out-of-town theaters, will return here this
week from the Coast.
SCT. LEO PILLOT, formerly with Columbia's
exploitation department, is at Lowry Field, Denver.
'BEN ABRAMS, Monogram's New England district manager, is a New
Haven visitor.

Col. Rudd Out of Army;
Rejoins Newsreel Theaters

A plea for the distribution of projection equipment now used by the
armed forces to educational institutions following- demobilization, and
the suggestion that motion pictures
be used to re-educate Germany, were
highlights of a week-end conference
on Motion Pictures as an Educasity. tional Medium at New York UniverSuggesting that the Germans need
a heavy diet of motion pictures for
a speedy and effective transition from
fascism to democracy, Prof. Robert
Gassner, chairman of the Department
of Motion Pictures at NYU and a
former Hollywood script writer,
pointed to the success of training
films in turning 13 million Americans into a great Army anfl Navy
in a relatively short time.

Col. Augustin G. Rudd has returned to Newsreel Theaters, Inc.,
having been released from active
service at his own request after
three years of Army duty. Formerly
vice-president and general manager
of the company, he will function
as executive vice-president in the
absence of its president, Lt. W.
French Githens, who is on active
service in the Navy. He also is a
director of Newsreel Theaters and
of Sound Masters. Recently he was
elected vice-president of Newsreel
Distributors,
Inc.
Upon leaving the Army recently
Colonel Rudd received a Certificate
of Commendation from General Terry for "meritorious conduct in the
performance of miltiary duty."

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
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probe by the Senate Small Business
Committee of alleged monopoly conditions in the pix industry has been
held up because of illness on the
Committee. The announcement ia_'
written, and is awaiting final cleaC
ance. The Film Daily revealed"
last week that issuance was expected
over the week-end, but the slow
clearance has held it up.

Bridgeport Dailies Again
Limiting Film Ad Space
Bridgeport, Conn.— After rescinding the quota for a few months,
Bridgeport papers have again imposed a limit of 1,000 lines of national advertising on any picture
first week, and 500 lines holdover.
The limited number of lines may be
used in one ad or over a month, as
the exhibitor chooses.

Easter Service at Music Hall
Radio City Music Hall will be the
scene for the sixth consecutive year,
of the Easter Dawn Service next
Sunday, under auspices of the
Greater New York Federation of
Churches. The hour-long service
will commence at 7 a.m., with Rev.
Dr. Robert W. Searle and Rev. Dr.
Frederick B. Newall presiding.
Background will be cathedral settings from the Music Hall's famed
holiday
pageant,
"Glory over
of Easter."
Event will
be broadcast
WMCA
during first half hour and nationally
over WEAF and NBC dujing second
half-hour. A choir from the U. S.
Naval Air Station, Quonset Point,
R. I., and the 175-voice Rockefeller
Center Choristers, will participate.
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SID ZINS is in Cleveland handling the exploitation on Columbia's "A Song To Remember"
which opens at Warner's Hippodrome April 5.
STANLEY BARACH, son of Nat Barach, Cleveland branch manager for National Screen Service,
is back home with a medical discharge after 27
months in the Coast
Guard.

WILLIAM CLEICHER, of the M-C-M sales
department has arrived in Los Angeles from San
Francisco. He will leave for Salt Lake City in
a few days and from there head for Denver,
where he will make a brief stopover before
returning to the home office.

1«00

tWKt.A.OAT
SMUVHt SllvlCf

JONES,

HA^RY THOMAS,
a Chicago visitor.

B & E On $5 Div. Basis
Chicago — B & K has declared a
$1.25 dividend on its common stock,
payable March 31, to stockholders.
This places the common stock on $5
annual dividend basis.

SAM STECKER, Associated Circuit official of
Cleveland, will return home April 4 from a
two-month
vacation
in California.

PHIL WILLIAMS, March of Time Advertising
Director, returns tomorrow from a 10-day business
trip to the Midwest.

Urge
Go to Army's
Colleges,Projectors
Schools

{Monday, March 26)
NEW

WILLIAM McSHAY and FRANK DRUMM, of
the RKO home office have returned to New
York after a 30-day tour of Eastern exchanges
in connection with the Ned Depinet sales drive.

SI SEADLER, M-C-M advertising manager, arrived on the Coast yesterday
from Chicago.

Buycau

Washington — Announcement of the

10 Cents
Publisher
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Washington

N. Y.

75 Maiden Lane, New York
510 W. 6th St.
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BANG ! BANG ! BANG ! SMASH ! SMASH ! SMASH !
EVERY OPENING A WARNER SENSATION!

I3i^

Lesser lo Head 7th
Drive in N. Y. Area
Irving
Lesser,
the Roxy's
associate general manager, has accepted
the invitation
of Samuel
Pinanski,
national
industry
chairman
of the
Seventh
War
Loan,
to act as
Metropolitan New
York
chairman
for the campaign
which will be held
May
14^une
30.
L e s s e r's appointment was
made in consultation with Samuel
Rinzler and Fred
Schwartz,
WAC
CO - chairmen
o f
the
New
York
IRVING LESSER
area, and was unanimously endorsed at a meeting
of New York area WAC members.
In

announcing Lesser's acceptance, Pinanski termed it "a tenstrike for the di'ive."
Lesser stated today that organization meetings will get under way
tomorrow when chairmen will be appointed for the various committees.
A member of the executive committee of the New York area WAC
since its inception. Lesser has been
chairman of the Broadway-Times
Square Theaters in the Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth War Loans, and very
active in all other war-time campaigns.

Steve Early Leaving FDR;
Revive Pix Post Rumor
Washington Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
Washington — White House confirmation of the resignation of Steve
Early, long time Presidential press
secretary, revived rumors here that
Early will join M-G-M some time
this Summer. There has never been
any confirmation of the stoi-y, but
reliable sources say that Early was
ofi'ered a contract last year, even
though his duties had never been
fully outlined.
Before going to the White House,
early was a newspaperman and was
later connected with ParamountPublix and Paramount News here.

Simon's Mother Dead

Cleveland, O. — Mrs. Rose Simon,
mother of F. Arthur Simon, local
Universal City salesman, is dead.

SMD BIRTHDiY
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Sciiooi Fiim Service
Extended to Africa
(Continued from Page 1)

and that the service has been ex
tended to cover those territories. I
addition several thousand U. Ji
• • e THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Didja know that George Borfhwick,
treasurer and assistant secretary oi the MPPDA, has been given the
added post of general manager? ... • . Fritz Lang is here to shoot
background shots in Greenwich Village for "Scarlet Street," first picture to be made by New World Properties, just organized by Walter
Wanger and Lang
The picture will be based on the French play
"La Chienne"
by Georges
de la Foucharliere
A psychological
drama, the script will be written by Ludwig Bemelmans and principals
lined up for a July 9 start embrace Edward G. Robinson, Joan Bennett
and Dan Duryea
Universal, of course, will release. . . • Ray
Schmertz, 20h-Fox Cleveland salesman and son of branch manager,
I. J. Schmertz, joins Uncle Sam today
The Cleveland industry tendered him a farewell party Friday. . . • Col. Kenneth W. Clark, head
of the MPPDA public information department, on leave lo the Army, has
drawn a highly important assignment at Allied Force Headquarters.
Mediterranean Area. . . • Monogram's Phil Regan will sing the national anthem at the opening of the United Nations' conference in Frisco
on April 25. . . • Paul Gusdanovic, Cleveland circuit operator, has
acquired a site for a 150-room hotel at Fort Lauderdale, Fla. . .
® Didja know that Joe Langevin, now doorman at Fabian's Proctors
theater, Albany, is a famous old National League umpire? ... # Bill
Twigg, Paramount salesman in Cleveland, has resigned to book and buy
for the Peter Wellman circuit in Girard, O. . . • That was a swell —
and deserved — tribute Will H. Hays paid to Arthur H. De Bra in his
annual
MPPDA
report yesterday
Arthur
is credited
with
the
"notable" progress of the co-ordination of extended public information
activities. . . • Trudy Richmond, Station WCOP's Girl About Town,
has a new show in the studio, now being aired over the Boston station
Monday through Saturday
Program features Hollywood news and
radio dope. . . • Gene Lockhart is staying for a second Broadway
appearance this season in "Devils Galore," Eugene Vale's semi-fantasy which John Clein is producing. . . • Marie McCall, formerly
Paramount's script writer on the Coast, but for the last two years attached to the office of Surgeon General, U. S. Public Heahh Service,
Washington, has joined the staff of Emerson Yorke Studio here

•

•

•

HOT

OFF THE

HOLLYWOOD

WIRE:

Leon Fromkess

has assigned Martin Mooney as associate producer of PRC's "Two
Tickets To Heaven," luhich goes before the cameras the last week in
April. . . # Pete Smith has signed a new long termer with Metro;
xi'hich

means he'll begin his 2.1st year with the Culver City studio
Paramount has acquired rights both to Heywood Broun's "The
Sun Field" and the book's dramatization
by Milton
Lazarus. . .
• Metro has exercised its option on Arch Oboler. . . 9 Columbia

luill release "Pardon My Past," first independent production by Fred
MacMurray and Leslie Fenton. . . • Republic'has signed Otto Kruger
for "The Web.". . « 20th -Fox will remake Will James' "Smoky" iji
Technicolor
Randolph Scott draws one of the leads. . . • Para.
has signed Albert and Frances Hackett to script "Dear Ruth.". .
9 RKO will star Boris Karloff in "Chamber of Horrors," Mark Robson story, inspired by Hogarth's famed drawing "Bedlam.". . • David
O. Selznick has signed Walter Huston to play the Rev. Jubal Crabbe
in "Duel in the Sun." . « Stuart Heisler will direct "There Goes Lbna
Henry" for Benedict Bogeaus
Heisler's services were made available by William Goetz. . . « RKO has signed Felix Feist to a termer.
• Herbert Biberman joins Jules Levey as associate producer on "The
Homesteaders"

Denning

•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

schools and school systems are If.'^
ing advantage of the plan.
Report indicated that progress i'
being made in the training of teach
ers to use the TFC material via .
series of all-day institutes for teach
ers with State University of low.
taking the lead in promoting thes
institutes.
That Teaching
Film
material
will also be
usedCustodians'
for relig
ious education during the curren
year was indicated in the report
MPPDA member companies hav
noted their willingness to conside
a co-operative project with the In
ternational Council of Religious Edu
cation and it is probable that use o
film selected from theatrical short
will begin this Spring.

16 mm. Industry Will
Get Allocation Today
this

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

year.
Their first-quarter alio
cation was down to a fraction o
their normal use, but it is believe^
the
second-quarter
considerably
better. quantity will b

Montreal Parley Hears
UA Merchandising Plan
Montreal — A complete sales analy
sis and merchandising plan on th(
company's current product held th<
spotlight at the opening session oJ
the United Artists sales conference
day.
at the Mount Royal Hotel yester
Edward M. Schnitzer, UA home office executive, who presided at th(
meeting, disclosed sales plans anc
policies to be adopted for each pro
duction, while Barry Buchanan, the
company's director of advertising
and publicity,
dising plans. outlined the merchanSchnitzer, Buchanan

and

Herb

Berg, trade press contact, are scheduled to arrive back at the home of
fice in New York this morning.

TraviSf Runyon Here
on Radio Project
Merwin C. Travis, executive of the
Motion Picture Society for the Americas, and Jack Runyon, head of the
West Coast radio section of the Office of Inter-American Affairs, are
in New York to present a plan to
foreign managers for a short wave
and rebroadcast program to the
Latin-American republics which would
emanate from Hollywood.
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Global Free Screen Is Vital, Hays Tells MPPD A
Warns Against Intrusion
Of Self-Serving Propaganda and Loss of Integrity
(Continued from Page 1)
^ication cannot be over-empha_Jd," Hays declared.
No less than 58 countries at
the present time, he said, "have
some form of legislation, restriction or control that impedes
the free distribution of our own
films."
;' As "mines laid in the path of the
fi'ee interchange," he cited these:
Discriminatory taxiffs, excessive
customs duties, monopoly theater
control, contingents, quotas, price
fixing, remittance taxes, frozen
funds, exchange restrictions, royalty
taxes, dubbing taxes, registration
fees, import duties to subsidize domestic industry, discriminatory censorship fees, political censorship,
ideological control, import licenses
added to import duties, special taxation piled upon normal taxes, prohibition or limitation of remittances,
requirements for foreign domestic
production in order to obtain permits for the importation and release of American films, excessive
revenue taxation "and a hundred
and one unofficial exactions."
Pix Ask No Subsidy
Hays called' attention to the fact
that "our industry has not suggested either Government subsidy or
tariff protection," and added "but it
does continue to need, and is grateftil for receiving, understanding and
support by all the governmental
agencies concerned with the export
of films to the world market."
In discussing further the vital
subject of freedom for the
world's screens, the MPPDA
chief exec, warned that "there
is cultural reciprocity inherent
in the exchange of film entertainment which must never be
endangered by the intrusion of
self-serving propaganda," and
stressed "neither films nor any
other means of information,
education or entertainment can
hope to perform their maximum

$4,129,083 for pta;
Extras During 1944
IFcst Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood extras collectively last year earned slightly
less than in 1943, according to the
report of Central Casting. Figure
for 1944 is $4,129,083.66 as against
$4,190,060.56 in the preceding year.
The average daily wage for last year
was up to $12.71 from $12.63 in
1943. Placements last year in terms
of total man-days were 324,925;
figure for preceding year was 331,684.

PEACE-TIME INDUSTRY PROBLEMS
"Peace will bring problems to the motion picture industry as well as occasions for extended
service. We knew that the flood of wartime movie attendance would sometime reach a
peak from which it would tend to recede. It may be that it has reached that peak in
1944. The reconstruction and expansion programs announced by studios and theaters
during the past year are evidence that the industry alertly faces this fact.
"It would be felly to ignore the greatly advanced production costs which the industry
will have to carry after the war, the problems incident to substantial redistributions of
the working population, the capital investments that will be needed to carry out the
rehabilitation plans of the industry, and the difficulties which will have to be faced in
regaining a fair proportion of our foreign markets in a devastated world.
"Finally, there is the ever-present problem of self-discipline which we may expect
to be increased by the war's effect upon moral standards. We shall need to maintain
an unbroken front of self-regulation.' — W ill H. Hays in his annual report to the
MPPDA board yesterday.

1 desired to see given Hollywood at
tention.
Enumerated
were:
integrity."
Films dealing with the prob"That," Hays added, "would
return us to the Babel which
lems of full employment;
the
breeds
misunderstanding
and
education
of the agricultural
citizen as to the conditions of
animosity. The vitality of all our
urban living; the romance
of
democratic processes depend upAmerican life and achievements
on freedom of communication
under our own institutions of
among free men.
freedom; films stressing the les"Without such freedom there cansons of unity among, the peoples
not be understanding and confidence,
of varying origins and creeds
and without confidence and underthat make up America; themes
standing there can be little of that
relating
to the protection of
unity so indispensableforworld peace.
health
and
welfare;
pictures
The motion picture industry theredealing with the problems
of
fore is vitally interested in worldleisure and with the difficulties
wide recognition of the righ to freeconfronting people of retirement
dom for all mediums of expression,
age who must learn to face the
because no one medium of communifuture; inspirational themes that
cation can thrive apart from free
would help to rebuild children
expression in all."
who
have been damaged moralWarns Against Complacency
ly and emotionally by the bitter
Discussing the success of the inexperiences of war; films dealdustry's self-regulation structure in
ing with lite on the farm and
war time. Hays declared that it
in the small town which are the
cannot afford to be complacent about
core of our nation, directed to
its gains.
He said pointedly:
the problems of migration and
"We cannot shut our eyes to
restlessness; films that touch upthe fact that there is again a
on the problems of the adolescent boy and girl, upon return
resurgence
against normal
restraints, an impatience with the
to normal home life and school
inhibitions
of conscience,
and
life
after
earning
wartime
this destructive force is being
wages; themes
with reference
to the readjustment of women
selfishly organized."
now receiving independent
in"We have based our production
comes from wartime work when
code," Hays
continued, "upon respect for the natural moral law and
they return home as wives and
have made its sanctity the maxim of
mothers
under
normal
condiour self-regulation.
As producers
tions; the problem of hasty marof family entertainment,
we have
riages, and war
widows
and
won a signal victory over the warwar babies; and pictures on nutime pressures and
temptations
tritional education in the interwhich tended to relax the standards
est of public health.
we have set up for ourselves.
We
Hays also recited in his report
have proved that even during the the many factors of confidence in
most savage war in histoi-y there the post-war future of the films.
were no themes or situations that
The normal total of the motion piccould not be dramatically
treated
ture audience will have been defiwithin the limits of decency and good
nitely increased, he said, because entaste; that even the accents of wartertainment during the war
had
time realism do not require us to
steady patronage
milhurl profanity at children in motion drawn lionsinto
who were before only casual
picture theaters, thus giving it the movie-goers; the industry will be in
position to mobilize and use the new
approval of custom or example."
Elsewhere in his report. Hays techniques which films have develdisclosed that the subjects which
oped in wartime; and the astonisheducators, welfare workers and
ing
range and variety of trainingothers attending the recent meeting films produced
during the past four
of community leaders indicated they years were an indication as to what
service

if they

abandon

their

PCA Approved Films
Af 444 Gain of 25
Number of features approved by
the Production Code Administration
increased last year, it is revealed
by the MPPDA report. Approved
features totaled 442 in 1944, with
284 coming from member companies, 146 from non-member companies and 12 imported from other
countries. In 1943 the total was
417, 256 from members, 141 from
non-members
and 20 imports.
Short subjects approved totaled
576 last year, with 514 produced by
member companies and 51 by nonmembers.
A breakdown of features approved in 1944 shows that 109 were classified as melodramas, 85 as westerns,
83 as dramas, five as crime subjects,
104 comedies and 56 miscellaneous
topics. In 1943 the breakdown as
87 melodramas, 83 westerns, 91 dramas, seven crime films, 109 comedies and 40 miscellaneous.
No appeals were taken last year
from PCC decisions given by either
the Hollywood or Eastern divisions.
can be done in the rehabilitation
of veterans and in their readjustments to civilian life by the use of
this medium.
Approve Report, Re-elect Slate
The Hays report was unanimously
approved at the business session at
which the following directors were
designated for the year:
Barney Balaban, N. J. Blumberg,
George Borthwick, Jack Cohn, Cecil
B. DeMille, Earl W. Hammons, E.
B. Hatrick, Will H. Hays, Joseph H.
Hazen (a new member, representing Hal Wallis Prod.), Edward Raftery, N. Peter Rathvon, Hal Roach
(who was otherwise represented
while on Army service, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Spyros P. Skouras and H.
M. Warner.
Hunt Stromberg Prod, was elected
a Class A member, with Stromberg
designated to represent the company.
The directors re-elected the pres(Continued on Page 11)

MPPDA Title Bureau
Records Over 55,000
Over 55,000 titles are listed by the
MPPDA Title Registratirn Bureau, it
is shown by the Hays annual report.
Of these about 10,000 are included
in the unreleased registration file
and over 45,000 in the release title
file. In addition, the Bureau has a
similarity file with over 130,000
cards. Last year over 300 titles were
cleared for non-member companies
for films to be submitted to the PCC,
and 2,645 were registered for member companies.

From PRACTICALLY all over the country
it ' s PRACTICALLY the same story on
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6PE Sales Increase;
Net at $U38,147

Post -War

WILL H. HAYS SAYS:

propaffanda pix?

^^The Time is Now"

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

to approximately $1.94 per share on
Key sentences from the annual report of President Will H. Hays, presented
586,087 shares of capital stock out- yesterday to the MPPDA board at the yearly meeting:
PREPAREDNESS: "We have already begun to move forward in extending tlie Assostanding, against $2.14 per share
ciation's operating- macliinery and aniplif.ying its personnel. Plans for many new and
the previous year.
enlarged activities have been made and are in process of execution. We are prepared to
Because of the amendment of the do much more. The time is now. We will pursue these objectives to their complete fulNew York State Franchise Tax Law fillment."
♦
requiring that liability for that tax
EVEN MORE VITAL. "The movies will emerge from the war an even more vital
The normal total of the motion picture audience will have been definitely inbe put on a current basis, the cor- industry. creased.
The ever-rising quality of film entertainment has drawn into steady patronage
poration charged against its 1944
earnings two years and ten months thousands and thousands of people who were before only casual movie-goers."
of tax accrual, amounting to apRETRAINING: "Reconversion from war to peace will necessitate the retraining of milproximately $340,000 as against
lions to find their places in our peacetime economy. To help in this, we shall bring to
$122,000 which would have been bear the extraordinary experience gained during the war in the production of training
charged formerly, thereby reducing
net profit, after taxes, by about films."
COMMUNITY SERVICE: "Our pictures can also play a large part in meeting com$146,000. As Earle G. Hines, presimunity problems wh'ch result from war — youth conservation, the problems of redent of the company points out in
settlement of war-uprooted populations, improved housing and similar civic developments."
his letter to stockholders, this is a
non-recurring item and does not rep"RECONSTRUCTION; "Specialized film production will have a task to perform in
economic reconstruction after tlie war. If Ave can make training films for the innumerable
resent an increase in the tax rate.
Included in the stated income are mechanical and technical processes of war, we can make films to train new workers
and teach older ones new skills, as well as to demonstrate war-born changes in manudividends received by General Prefacturing methods."
cision from its investment in common stock of 20th Century-Fox,
GIFT FILMS: "To the end of 1941 the industry's gift film program (for the armed
amounting to $32,7,950, against forces overseas) is conservatively estimated to represent a figure of $24,800,000, in
which producers, distributors, manufacturers of raw stock, and the various laboratories
$371,200 in 1943. During the year,
the company sold 35,000 shares of have all participated."
20th Century-Fox at a net average
WAR BOND PREMIERES: "The value of these premieres alone during 1944 exceeded
1.5 million dollars, to which must be added millions more spent in advertising campaigns,
price of approximately $25 per share adjustments
of production schedules to permit star participation, and millions of hours
and applied the proceeds from the of salaried employes'
service spent in selling and promoting the purchase of War Bonds."
sale to the acquisition of two new
subsidiaries, Ampro Corp. and AsNEWSREEL WAR COVERAGE: "No previous year in history was so filled with soulkania Regulator Co. The report stirring events for newsreel coverage as 1944. Our newsreels pictured the great drama
of our time as enacted on the battlefield as well as in the conference room. The camera
shows the volume of the company's
manufacturing activities to have in- gave us front seats from which to view history as it was being made."
creased during the year, net sales
THE POLL'S VERDICT: "Of the 60 pictures selected (in THE FILM DAILY'S 1944
of all subsidiaries amounting to 'Ten
Best' poll) by the critics for their artistic excellence, 48 were on one or more of
the three lists of box office successes. Of these, 22 were on all three lists, 14 on two
$24,096,904, compared with $20,lists,
and 12 on only one list. Furthermore, of the top 10 films according to the judge964,525 in 1943.
ment of the critics, six were also among the top 10 chosen by the exhibitors, seven ap-

Conn. Governor Thanks
For Industry Fuel Co-op
New Haven — Connecticut was one
of the few Eastern states to weather
the fuel crises without any shutdowns of theaters. Herman M. Levy,
as member of the Governor's War
Council, is recipient of a note of
gratitude from the Governor for his
and the theater industry's "splendid
co-operation." Among other things,
most theaters clipped a fuel conservation trailer into the newsreel and
showed it for a week.

UJEDDinC BELLS
Gold-UdeU
Gloria Jean Gold, daughter of Harry L. Gold, Eastern division sales
manager of United Artists, was married at the Waldorf-Astoria on Sunday to Lt. Seymour Udell, USNR.

Jolson-Golbraith
Quartzsite, Ariz. — Al Jolson, stage
and screen star, was married here
to Erie Galbraith, film
Saturday
extra.

peared on all three listings of the most popular successes of the year; and each of the
top 10 praised by the critics occurred on at least two of the three box office enumerations."

(C.ntinued from Page 1)
clear indication that there are those in
Government

who

would like to see,, for

their own reasnns, the peace-time perpetuation of at least some parts of the OWI
program. The London cable was at pains to
say that "the scheme is part of a long-range
plan to promote better understanding of the
United States abroad and a clear comprehension of world affairs among Americans

c

at home." With that goal, of course, no
one can possibly quarrel.
0

LJOWEVER, there will be many who will
' * have their honest misgivings. They will
have them because, for one thing, any partnership between Gc^vernment and industry
is weighted in favor of the former. Which
is to say that industry is no longer a free
agent; and when liberty of action is surrendered in one respect, it soon wholly disappears. Ifyou doubt that, you are ignorant
of what happened to the German and Italian
film industries, as well as those in lands
which became fascist puppets.
It is true that in the London cable the
emphasis was upon news, with films secondary. Nevertheless, with both news and
films these days under the same communications tent the possibilities are a bit on the
sensational side. As Edwin L. James pointed
out in Sunday's New York Times, if the
quoted sentence means what it says, it
means that the Government contemplates
importation as well as exportation. So there
could be Government import of films which
theaters would be "asked' to play to provide "a clearer comprehension of world affairs among Americans at home."
THUS it perhaps is not without cause that
* James adds "the secrecy surrounding the
whole thing justifies a question concerning
the Government plan for the merger of all

U. S. foreign communications," just advocated bythe Secretary of the Navy. As
in the Riskin proposal, while the new controlling corporation would 'be privately owned,
there would be Government interest, provision being made for the placing of five
Cabinet members on the directorate of 20.
To be sure, here again the Secretary was
FILMS IN EDUCATION: "As we review the record of the past year, perhaps the most not talking about films, but that does not
significant trend is tlie increasing recognition of the importance of motion pictures as a alter the fact that films have taken their
factor in education. This stems not only from the expanding utility of 16 mm. film, place under the communications tent.
but also from the increased fidelity, wholesomeness, range and quality of theatrical pic-

HAPPIEST COINCIDENCE: "To call the motion picture the characteristic medium
of democratic and industrial civilization is to recognize two things: that motion pictures
could not have begun or flourished under other conditions and that this form of civilization demanded just an instrumentalit.v having the power which belongs to motion pictures. It would seem to be one of the happiest coincidences of history that the invention
and development of motion pictures should have coincided with that need for entertainment
on the vast scale which springs from the concentrations and pressures of modem society."

FREE SCREENS: "The extent to which nations have learned some of the bitter lestures."
sons of this war will be manifested, I believe, b.y the extent to which they are willing to
ensure the satisfaction of the democratic demand for uncensored news, commentary, and
entertainment."
CONSERVATION: "In 1944 not a siiigle fire occurred in the 241 exchanges which are
owned and operated by our member distributing companies. The loss record for these
motion picture exchanges OAcr a 10-year period, it is to be noted, was six inconsequential
fires, with aggregate damage amounting to ■.$3~5."
♦
FILMS IN SUMMER: "An interesting phenomenon of motion picture attendance is the
indication that movies have become America's Summer-time amusement, at least during
this war period. This is directly contrary to the prevailing belief in a Fall and Winter
theatrical season. A study of the seasonal variations in theater receipts on the basis of
tax reports definitely shows that during each of the last three years the theaters did an
above-average business in ,Iune, .July and August and less than average business in January,

♦
February and March."
TAXATION: "Federal and state taxation in addition to the
continues to be a serious burden on the theater structure.
confiscatory, had it not been for the intelligent presentation
by leading exhibitors of the nation who brought the facts to
propriate Congressional committees."

federal tax on admissions
This might have become
of the theaters' problem
the attention of the ap-

NO ROOM FOR GREED: "The welfare -of the motion picture industry in the long
run depends as much upon good trade relations and good labor relations as upon any other
factor. There is no room for greed in distribxitor-exhibitor relations. Both serve the

As someone
once theremarked,
it'sthea
helluva
time to lock
stable after
hoss thief has paid his call.

STORK REPORTS
Washington

Bureau

of

THE
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DAILY

Washington — Ray Bell, former
M-G-M publicist now ad-publicity
director of Pennsylvania Central Airlines in this city, has become a dad
for the third time. The newcomer
will
Bell, be
Jr. known as Joseph Raymond
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Jack Carson, Warners
star, has another feminine mouth
to feed. Newcomer was born late
Friday to Mrs. Carson, professionally Kay St. Geraiaine.

same public."

J
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Sorrell Calls Coast
Strike 90 P.C. Won

//

No Answer to SIMPP

NONE IS BETTER SERVED"— HAYS
uri

Will H. Hays in his annual report to the MPPDA directorate yesterday took
cognizance of the industry press thiswise:
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
"No other industry is better served. Our la trade publications, all national in scope
I Studio Unions, declared the strike is — four of them dailies — provide our widespread industry personnel witli better information, faster, than the trade medivims of any other comparable business enterprise. This
90 per cent won and will be settled was important
and essential to the functioning of the motion i>icture industry in time of
peace; and it has been essential in time of war.
— -Jiere and not in New York.
"For the historian who undertakes to review the contribution made by the American
^ Sorrell asserted that every bit of motion
picture industry to the successful prosecution of this war, the volumes of our trade
carpenter work done by a prop man press Avill
be an archive worthy of his study. In them he will find the progressive stages
will have to be torn out and "re- through which the industry advanced in the augmented discharge of its war responsibility.
He will find also an exiilanation of how the momentum was developed to carry over the
built by us." He also indicated that top the various Bond campaigns. United Nations drives, subscriptions for the Red Cross,
producers would be required to re- the March of Dimes, National War Fund drives, and the many other functions of our War
imburse financial losses of the strik- Activities Committee.
ers, which are believed to average
"The 12 papers and magazines comprising the Trade Press Division of the WAG, since
1943 have contributed 833'/^ pages of advertising to the industry's war effort, which
about $20 per person for about 10,- May
n;3easured in dollars represent $272,931. Even more important, however, is the fact
000 workers.
that 13,554 columns of news and editorial comment was specifically directed toward war

Long Strike Would Affect
Distribution of Pix to Army
Chicago — Continuation of the current Hollywood film strike will eventually affect distribution of films to
the armed forces overseas, Barney
Balaban, Paramount president, told
newspapermen here yesterday. Army
regulations he pointed out, call for
film shipment overseas three months
in advance, and therefore the strike's
continuation would slash backlog of
studios materially.
Balaban added that filmgoers are
changing their habits fully so as to
comply with prevailing curfew regulations, and that the motion picture
industi'y is giving the Government
now, as it has throughout the war,
the fullest support in every department.

Service for Lt. Richey

Memorial services for Lt. David
Richey, son of H. M. Richey, whose
body has not been recovered since
the bomber on which he was navigator crashed off Montauk Point, L. I.,
were held Sunday in New Rochelle.
Among those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Rodgers, Mr. and
Mrs. James Cron, Mr. and Mrs. E.
M. Saunders, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Aaron, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brooks,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Richrath, Mr.
and Mrs. A. F. Cummings, Ralph
Pielow, Ben Abner, S. Stockton, Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Bamberger, James
Grady, Dave Palfreyman, Pete Harrison, George Schaefer, Sam Dembow. Mo Sanders and Ray Moon.

TO THE COLORS!

service projects of the industry.
"Our trade press succeeded not only in placing a premium on co-operation in the war
effort but through explaining to the rank and file of our personnel the necessity for the
contractions and restrictions on our normal functioning, helped materially to keep the
stream of entertainment unimpaired."

Global Free Screen
Is Vital, Says Hays
(Continued from Page 7)

United National Clothing Collecent executive staff, and approved the
tion posters are being distributed to
treasurer's report for the year.
theaters this week by National
Press Books 100% Pure
Screen Service, on behalf of the
United National Clothing Collection,
Again in '44, Says Hays
Industry advertising is maintain- April 1-30. The WAC, OWI and Naing its reputation for high moral
tional Screen are co-operating in
content, according to the annual Will furnishing the posters.
H. Hays MPPDA report released
yesterday. While the total number
of advertisements submitted to the
Advertising Code Administration
topped the 1943 figure, there was
no rejection last year of a completed
press book produced by either member or non-member companies.
A summary of ACA activities
shows the following submissions and
rejections during the year: Stills —
Hollywood, 85,503 submitted, 675 revised or discarded; Stills — New
York, 1,556 submitted, 25 revised
discarded; advertisements, 9,410
submitted, 231 revised; publicity
stories, 8,127 submitted, one revised;
exploitation ideas, 6,158, four revised; posters, 1,285, 56 revised; accessories, 5,380, four revised; trailers, 320, two revised; trailer copy,
47, one revised; completed press
books, 397, none revised.

if DECORATED

*

— • —
* CITATIONS *

SCT. JOHN T. CALILOWAY, formerly of the
junior executive staff of the New York
Roxy, was commended by Maj. Gen. Chennault for his participation in the destruction of an advanced U. S. a:r base in
East China to keep it from falling intact
into Japanese
ground
forces.

(Continued from Page

I)

support
the Government's
motion
for
a of
preliminary
injunction
on
clearance.
In their reply, offered jointly, the
distributors' attorneys assert that
the brief of the SIMPP "scarcely
touches the issue of preliminary injunction now before the Court." They
further claim that "its arguments
are based upon purported statements
of facts, none of which is supported
by any evidence" and that "every
material assumption of 'fact' including industry 'statistics' is incorrect
As to the brief filed on behalf of
and is denied."
the Conference of Independent Exhibitors, the distributors claim the
"purported statements of fact therein are likewise unsupported by evidence, incorrect and denied."

On Hospital Drive
Chicago— Jack Flynn of M-G-M
has been named chairman of the imidWestern Amusement Division in the
campaign for the Levi Memorial Hospital in Hot Springs, Ark. Tom
Flannery, Whiteway Signs prexy, is
chairman for the Chicago area.

"Can anyone tell a lonesome
bride what to do?"

PRC Acquires New York
Franchise from Kulick
(Continued from Page

SCT. ANDY McEUEN, formerly shipper at Paramount's Los Angeles exchange, was awarded
a Bronze Star medal for heroism in rescuing one of his buddies from a burning
half-track
in the
European
theater.
CAPT.
DANIEL
R. MORGAN,
formerly
assistant
manager of the Roxy, New York, was awarded the Silver Star medal
for heroic action
on the Western
front.

Clothing Drive Posters
To Theaters This Week

And Indies' Briefs

1)

which belonged to Bert Kulick, recently named general sales manager,
were started by Leon Fromkess,
president, during his recent New
York visit. The New York exchange
will continue under the management
of Frances Kulick.
Plans for the acquisition of additional exchanges, under a previously announced policy, are under way.

Bruss's Father Stricken
Detroit — Nathan Bruss, 69, died at
his home here, following a heart attack. He was the father of Kal
Bruss, United Artists oflSce manager.

%S^^
^'" Peter COOKSON-Arline JUDGE
Frank JENKS • Jerome COWAN
Produced by LINDSLEY

PARSONS

• Directed by PHIL KARLSTEIN

Screenplay by Richard Weil
Adapted
from
the play
by A. J.
Robert
Chopin
and
Marion

A MONOGRAM

Ru b i e n ,
Page Johnson

PICTURE

■■■■
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Ask No Film Service
To Curfew Violator
(ConHnued from Page 1)
gone to eight major film companies
at their New York offices and copies
sent to Cleveland exchanges serving the Toledo theater, which has
been running until 5 a.m. in violation of the Byrnes curfew order.
It was announced that military police would be stationed at the Loop
Theater to enforce the curfew among
soldiers.

BRIEfUlGTHEDflV'SnEIUS
Trotta Back from Mission

Col. Sets Drive Awards

Vincent Trotta, art director of National Screen Service, is back from
a one week's stay at the Valley
Forge General Hospital under an
assignment by USU-Camp Shows.
He drew 28 portraits of our boys,
mostly bed patients, with ratings
from buck privates to colonels. The
originals will be sent to their families.

Awards have been set up by Columbia for winners in its 20th anniversary sales campaign honoring
General Sales Manager A. Montague.
All sales and booking personnel in

e

Some of the distributors contacted
Labs. On Reduced Schedules
yesterday said they had asked the
Paramount Laboratory in Astoria
Loop not to play their pictures after midnight and to co-operate with went on a reduced schedule yesterthe authorities.
day, having used up its raw stock
quota for the present quarter, it is
CIAA Becomes OIAA;
understood. The slowdown was expected to extend through the week.
Harrison, New Director
Pathe Laboratories in Bound Brook,
Washington
Buican
of THE
FILM
DAILY N. J., was compelled by the shortage
to cut down its operations for the
Washington — Wallace K. Harri- day.
son, acting executive officer of the
CIAA since Nelson A. Rockefeller
became Assistant Secretary of State, IRB Tax Total Reflects
was appointed Director of InterAmerican Affairs by President Roose- January's Biz Recovery
velt Saturday at a salary of $10,000
(C:ntinued from Page 1)
per year. Simultaneously, the Pres- when for several months, collections
ident issued an Executive Order
which simplified the name of the stayed above |30,000,000, but a rise
"Office of Co-ordinator of Inter- of nearly two millions from the present month's take of $24,345,560.
American Affairs" to "Office of InFebruary collections were far better-American Affairs."
ter
than those for February of 1944,
Harrison, co-architect of Rocke- however,
when the total was only
feller Center in New York, will operate under the direction of the $12,094,185. (The 20 per cent tax
President in accordance with the was not in effect at that time).
Collections fvom the Third New
foreign policies set up by the
State Department and administered York (Broadway District reached
through the Assistant Secretary of $4,049,157 — a healthy figure but considerably below the $4,766,726 colState in charge of inter-American
lected there a month earlier. This
affairs, the office now held by Rocke- drop of more than $700,000 in New
feller.
This move was opined bv officials York points to an even greater rebound throughout the rest of the
here to lean toward a regionalization
country than is apparent from a
of post-war operation by the Allied comparison
of the national totalsnations, and that the Office of InterTheater admissions on Broadway
American Affairs would be perpet- accounted
for $3,450,643, compared
uated for its hemispheric purpose
under Government aegis, whether with the previous month's $4,083,825,
maintained under Government sub- whereas the January, 1944 collection
sidy or ultimately incorporated into for theater admissions was $3,033,552. However, the February, 1944
a private enterprise.
collection had been only $906,493.

Sunday Hours Extension
Bill Passes Conn. House

DAILY:

FWC

Promotes Spier

San Francisco — Richard Spier has
been appointed Fox West Coast
Northern California division manager
as successor to R. V. Sturdivant, recently made Latin-American manager for National Theaters. Harry
Seipel succeeds Spier as Oakland,
Calif., district manager. W. C. Ricord,
a Southern California district manager for the circuit, takes over Seipel's duties as Peninsula district manager.
Louis Meyer Dead

Hartford, Conn. — The bill granting towns the option of extending
Sunday playing hours from 2 to 11
to 1 to 11:30 was reported favorably by the Judiciary Committee at
Hartford and the favorable report
was accepted by the House. The
bill must now cCime befoi-e the Senate.
Hearing on House Bill 603 and
Senate Bill 349, both two-men-in-abooth bills, will be at 1:30 today in
the Old Senate Chamber at the Capitol, and it is expected that a large
New Rochelle, N. Y. — Louis Meyer,
exhibitor representation will be 74, former publisher of The Theater
present, in accordance with the re- Magazine, died here in the New Roquest of Herman M. Levy, executive
chelle Hospital after a 10-day illness.
secretary of Connecticut MPTO.
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Divorcement to Be
Main Issue of Trial
(CcnMnued from Page 1)
fo:e Federal Judge Henry W. Goddard, that his divorcement arguments
would be presented by documentar^ij*
mony.
material
supported
by oral testiC-

It was indicated, although not
the company's 31 exchanges will be stated as a fact, that the trial would
eligible to compete for prizes. The
drive will continue through June 28. be in two parts; the divorcement issue would occupy the first phase of
•
the trial, with trade practices and
Asks Tele for Kansas City
alleged local monopolies occupying
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY the second part.
Washington — The Kansas City
Wright's case insofar as trade
Star yesterday filed with the FCC its practices are concerned will depend
application
forin a that
commercial
tele- to a great extent on whether Judge
vision station
city.
Goddard admits as evidence of antitrust law violations the decisions of
•
the arbitration appeal board. Judge
Tom Delaney Hospitalized
Goddard as yet has not made a decision in that respect, although it
Chicago — Tom Delaney, theater
premium distributor, is seriously ill was reported yesterday, following a
closed
session among the judge,
at the St. Ann Hospital.
Wright and distributor attorneys,
WB Give Reception for
that Judge Goddard inquired if there
could not be some settlement to the
Director Irving Rapper
clearance question, in view of the
motion for an injunction asked by
A reception for Irving Rapper was the Government. The distributors,
given by Warner Bros, yesterday at it was said, were not willing to accept
the Sherry-Netherland Hotel. Among
Wright's proposal that clearance be
those who turned out to greet the eliminated
between theaters chargdirector of "The Corn is Green"
ing the same admission price.
were :
At the conference yesterday,
Eve Arden, Nancy Walker, Ric- Wright presented three documents
ardo Cortez, Joan McCracken, Alton
and tabuCook, John Dall, Mort Blumenstock, includinglations ofinterrogatories
theater ownership. These
Don Gillette, Jimmy Cron, G. E.
Blackford, Marguerite Hayes, Jane documents will be discussed by industry counsel and Wright at anWyatt, George Delacorte, Jacob
other conference scheduled for April
Wilk, Gilbert Miller, Paul Perez;
10 at 30 Broad St., New York, to
Also Bonita Granville, Bill Form- determine the probable length of the
by, Floyd Stone, Gene Lockhart, trial.
"Red" Kann, Milton Livingston,
No estimate could be made of
Gladys Cooper, Jesse Zunser, Ed the trial's duration, although Wright
Hinchey, Bernie Goodman, Radie
Harris, Mel Konecoff, Will Yolen, iaid that his part of the divorcement portion could be completed in a
Larry Golob, Whitford Kane, Ad- month. The local monopolies issue
rienne Ames, Pete Harrison, Raymond Massey, Al Picoult, James was
is likely
said. to "take a long time," it
Ivers and Lou Pelegrine.
There was some question as to
which complaint would be the basis
for the trial, inasmuch as three comDes Moines Newspaper
plaints have been filed. Wright
Strike Hits Pix Adv.
pointed out that he planned to base
his case on the amended complaint of
Des Moines, la. — Theaters here November, 1940.
received a new "blackout" when a
strike in the mailing room of the DeMille Urges Probe of
Register and Tribune, the only
newspaper in the city, forced curtail- "Union Encroachment"
ment of all advertisements. The Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
newspaper issued a six-page newsWashington— In a letter to Rep.
paper photo-engraved. The comof the House Composing loom staff joined the mailing Mundt, amitteemember
on Un-American Activities,
room in the strike. Advertisers have Cecil DeMille
yesterday urged an
been warned the strike might continue throughout the week.
inquiry into what he termed "the
by certainrights
unions"of
Tri- States Theaters resorted to ra- encroachment
upon the Constitutional
dio, using five additional spot an- American citizens. The letter was
nouncements onSunday and the same inspired by DeMille's refusal to pay
yesterday. Officials of Tri-States a $1 assessment levied by the American Federation of Radio Artists to
said business on Sunday apparently
was not affected through the cur- help defeat a proposition banning
tailment of newspaper
advertising. the closed shop in California.
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We get to know
each other better
at the movies...

At a "Good-Neighbor" film showing
i

THE

indispensable first step in getting along with a neighbor . . . across the fence

' or across an international boundary line ... is to get to know each other better.
The movies are doing a lot to help the Latin Americans to know us better, and
more and more films from below the Rio Grande are coming this way to help us
know them b^ter. It w^orks both ways.
For our country's part, feature pictures, short subjects, newsreels, industrial
films, agricultural films, health films ... in English, Spanish, Portuguese ... all are
helping our neighbors to see us as w^e really are. At the movies, they are learning
something of our culture, our history, oiir daily lives . . .
And in w^artime, growing good will among
on new importance.

all the American peoples has taken
P"e

of a series of
advertisements by

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., Distributors
FaUT LEE
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

KODAK

testifying to

the achievements of

the

movies at war

SERVICE

:0

511
II^

\ IIIM

Yep... FIVE HUNDRED

>.■ -'

AND ELEVEN of our boys

and girls have gone to War... to give Uncle Sam
...the services they used to give YOU * * * Meanwhile. . . there are SIXTEEN HUNDRED boys and

SERVICE

girls in the PRIZE BABY'S organization . . . trying
to keep your screens aglow . . . with TRAILERS . . .
and your lobbies bright . . . with ACCESSORIES
* * * YEP . . . SIXTEEN HUNDRED
ONE NSS EMPLOYEE

. . . just about

for every TEN EXHIBITORS

in these United States * * * That's a lot of SERVICE
. . . especially in War Times . . . but . . . some of
these boys and girls are NEW

at their jobs . . .

and can't quite manage to give you the outstanding service you're accustomed to receiving
from the Prize Baby * * * However . . . along with
the rest of us . . . they're AT YOUR SERVICE . . .
doing their best * * =i= We knew you'd UNDERSTAND . . once you knew how hard they were
TRYING . . . THANKS.
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nnTionnL C^C^een service
^^ PRIZE BBBY Of THEinOUSJRY
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SUPPORT SEEN FOR MINN. DIVORCE BILL
FC Franchise Holders Form New Distributing Co.
Editorial

Iharles Casonave to Head
lEnterprise; Move Planned
At Chicago Conference
A new distribution company has
een formed by a majority of the
_i-esent Film Classics franchise
holders, with Charles Casanave as
president and general manager, it
was learned yesterday. The new
corporate setup was organized by
the franchise men at two meetings
held recently, the last one in Chicago.
It is understood that the product
handled by the Film Classics
(Continued on Page 8)

Direct Allocation
For Army Footage!
Washington

Bureau

oi

THE

FILM

. . . repercussions are invited

Washington — Complete renovation
of the handling of Army raw stock
credits for producers is now being
studied at WPB with the doing away
of such credits in favor of direct
allocation of the stock a definite pos(Ccntinued on Page 6)

U" Contracts for 10
In "On Stage Everybody"
Winners of 10 Universal contracts
to appear in the screen version of
"On Stage Everybody," Lou Goldberg's Blue network air show, will
be awarded over the radio tonight
(Continued on Page 6)

Peace Huddle Today
In Studio Dispute
The first attempt to be made in
tiie East in the move to settle the
Coast studio strike may take place
today. With the arrival of Richard
F. Walsh, lATSE head, and Pat Casey,
studio labor contact, from the Coast,
it was reported yesterday that both
were prepared to go into an immediate huddle with William Hutcheson,
president of the International Brotherhood of Carpenters, in an effort to
get the members of the union employed in the studios to return to
work.

By EMIL J. KRIEG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
Minneapolis — A hearing date by

By CHESTER B. BAHN

pROM the standpoint of what might be dubbed, appropriately enough, the long haul
' there has been no recent news development more pregnant than the London cable the House on the theater divorcement bill probably will be set toof last week reporting the British Film Producers Association's request to the Board of
morrow when the House General
Trade for legislation which would bar further foreign investment in British theaters and
establish certain controls over existing foreign holdings.
Legislation Committee is scheduled

to meet. Although a Senate bill, it
is not likely that an effort will be
made to bring the measure out of
until the lower chamber
the action comes at a time when the British tycoon is not only asserting Britain's right committee
committee acts on it.
to a place in the world-wide cinematic sun, but is bending every effort to assure it.
There appears to be some mystery
(Continued on Page 3)
EMISSARIES of Rank have traveled far and wide for a matter of months to establish
Certainly, the significance of such action is hardly cloaked in mystery. The president of the association is the distinguished J. Arthur Rank, and the resclution, or petition, as the case may be, scarcely could have been adopted without his approval. Yet

■ outposts for British

DAILY

Hearing Date May Be Set
ToCommittee
By House morrow;
Sponsors Vague

Nationalism in Britain

films, and in so dcing have negotiated
(Continued on Page 8)

deals

not only

for dis-

Declare Pix Theaters lA Local Protests
Essential, PCC Plea Adion of Another

Houses In Met. Area
Down 20 In 2 Years

Twenty less motion picture houses
are extant in the so-called Metroof THE FILM
DAILY
West Coast Biiicau of THE FILM
DAILY H'est Coast Bureau
politan territory than at 1943's outHollywood— A group of lATSE set
set, with a consequent slash of 21,Hollywood — A resolution seeking
electricians have served A. T. Den- 529 seats, analysis released by the
to have motion picture theaters de- nison, business agent of their union, New York Film Board of yesterday
clared essential, containing an ap- Electricians Local 728, with a de(Continued on Page 8)
peal to the Senators and Representamand that he call a meeting at
tives of the seven Pacific states to
which they plan to protest against 16 mm. Industry to Get
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)

Increase in Raw Stock

Gov't Pix Price Regulation
Urged in N. Y. School

Cinema Lodge Will Seek
1,000 Members in Trade

With the Senate Banking and CurA goal of 1,000 members for Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith in the film
rency Committee tui'ning a deaf ear
for the second time last week to the and allied industries for the coming year was set by Albert A. Senft,
OPA's plan for legislation which
would permit Government regula- president, at the election and instal(Ccntinued on Page 6)
I
(Continued on Page 8)

Technicolor Net at $859^156
Commitments

for 1946-48 Now Being Made

OWI-State Dept. to Show
16 mm. Pix at 'Frisco Meet
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Technicolor's net earnings for the
1944 calendar year were $859,156.
This compares with a 1943 net profit
of $1,103,704. Net sales, however,
for 1944 amounted to $11,194,380,
compared with $9,292,927 for the

Washington — Preparations are now
being made by the State Department
year. and
Last excess
year's profits,
taxes,
and the OWI for presentation of a previous
normal, surtax
full schedule
of 16 mm.
documen(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — ^Members
of the 16
mm.
Industry
Advisory
Committee met yesterday with WPB for a
discussion of the raw stock outlook
(Continued on Page 6)

NAMPI Mulls Rate
Stoch Adjustments
A

preliminary meeting was held

yesterday by a committee of the National Association of Motion Picture Independents to prepare recommendations ofadjustment as it affects
Class C independent producers and
distributors in the current raw stock
crisis.
Definite plans were drawn which
will be presented to Stanley Adams
of the WPB in Washington this week
by Nat Sanders, NAMPI secretary
and head of the committee.
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St W I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
Virtudei 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger,
Auguito Compte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
-E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Car
michael. Room 9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
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High
21

Low

Amer. Seat
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%)
Con.
Fm.
Ind
5
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd.
30
East. Kodak
175
261/2
do pfd
751/4
Gen. Prec. Eq.
283/4
Loew's, Inc
Paramount
RKO
8
RKO
$6 pfd
941/2
20th
Century-Fox 271/8
20th Century-Fox pfd. 345/8
Warner
Bros
13 1/4
NEW
YORK CURB
Monogram
Picts.
... 3
Radio-Keith
cvs.
... 1%
Sonotone
Corp
31/8
Technicolor
20%
Trans-Lux
41/2
Universal
Picts
227/3

21

Net

Close
Chg.
21
+
V2

47/8
47/8—
Vs
29
295/8 +
^/s
175
— 1
251/2 175
743/4
77/8 261/2 + 11/4
275/8
751/4 —
28
+ 1/4
Vs
77/8
94 —
271/8 +
1% +
345/8
31/8 +
131/4
MARKET43/8
3
3
1 'A 201/2 —
+
31/8
223/4
2OI/2
—
43/8
221/2

265/8
341/8
94
131/8

1/8
1/4
1/4
1/8

1/4

Vs

1/8

An Old Metro Custom
For the second consecutive year
a Metro short, "Safety Sleuth" produced by Pete Smith has won the
National Safety Council Award for
the film contributing most to public safety during the year. Last
year's award went to his "Seventh
Column." This marks the fourth
time an M-G-M short has won the
award.

PRC

John C. Jackson, a director of
London Films of which Sir Alexander Korda is chairman, returned yesterday from the Coast after two
months at the M-G-M studios and
plans to leave for England within
the next two weeks. William Williams, also of the same company
and who accompanied Jackson to
Hollywood, is due to return today
from Detroit where he made a brief
stop-over on his way East. He will
join Jackson on the return to London.

"Free Press" to Be Next
Film From Lester Cowan

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Photo equipment
manufacturers were warned at a
recent OPA industry advisory committee meeting that they must keep
their prices down to the March, 1942
levels, OPA announced this morning. The meeting was requested by
the committee which had had some
difficulty in determining pricing
policies.

Jack Purves Stricken

RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

m yORfl IRHDE SHOIUIflG
oi

RKO

Projection Room.

M.
SCHENCK
returns
to
from Florida.

Nej
j

N.
PETER
RATHVON
has
arrived
on
tlCoast
for RKO
studio conferences
and is di,
back in New York April 9.
LEON FROMKESS,
PRC president, is expectc
to come to New York from the Coast in
NEIL
F. ACNEW,
Vanguard
vice-pre
April.
in charge of distribution,
Is planning
to lea\
New York for London
in two weeks.
HAL B. WALLIS will arrive here from tlCoast early next month.
CHARLES SKOURAS, president of Nation
Theaters Corporation, is en route to New Yoi
from the Coast, and is expected to arrive hei
tomorrow
with Mrs. Skouras and Mr. and Mr
Mike
Rosenberg.
DENNIS
WRATTEN,
manager
of
the
fil
technical
service
of Kodak,
Ltd.,
London,
visiting
the
company
offices
here
and
w
head for Hollywood shortly.
ELMER DAVIS, OWI chief, arrived in Londc
from New York.
RICHARD
f. WALSH,
lATSE
head, has
turned from California.
iPAT CASEY, studio labor contact, is he
from the Coast.
WILLIAM KEESE, 20th-Fox attorney,
DAVID HALPER, of the office of Judge Matthei
M. Levy, lATSE attorney, arrived in Chicaf
yesterday to consult with WLB officials '
applications for 10 per cent wage increase \
Chicago, Indianapolis, Minneapolis, and Mi
waukee
exchange
employes.
CLARENCE JALAS, operators' union exec. h.
left Chicago
for a Florida vacation.
PETE S. HARRISON
is back from Florida.
WALTER WANGER
heads for New York fro
Hollywood
Friday.
MITCHELL LEISEN is due in New York tomo
row from the Coast.
TAMARA TOUMANOVA,
the ballerina, is
the Waldorf-Astoria
from
Hallywood
for
two-month
stay.
ROBERT
E. NICKERSON,
attorney
for 20tl
Fox, will arrive in Oklahoma
City Friday
begin preparations for the Griffith trial schedule
to get under way May 7.
JAMES
P. MULVEY,
general
manager
f
Samuel
Goldwyn
Productions,
has
arrived
Hollywood
with
HARRY
ARCHINAL
of
tl
accounting department, for extended studio cor
ferences with RKO executives.
MICHAEL TO'DD, Broadway .producer, expec
to return here at the week-end after a U
day trip to San Francisco.
JAMES WINN, UA district manager, is visitir
the company's New Haven office from Boston.
JOHN
J. BOWEN,
M-C-M-'s
New
York di;
trict
manager,
has
returned
from
a Florii
tory.
vacation.
GEORGE J. DEUTZ and W. G. BRENNE
M-C-M auditors, are in New Haven terr
LINDSLEY

PARSONS,

Monogram

producer, w

York,

"Casa

Manana.''

SEEKING A DEPENDABLE
SOURCE OF SUPPir FOR YOUR

THEATRE
TICKETS?

INTERNATIONAL OFFERS:
Dependable service . . . Low cost . . .
47 year's experience serving theatres,
stadiums, amusement parks, etc.

INTERNATIONAL
TICKET.#COMPANY

2:30 P.M.

630 Ninth Ave.. New

coming musical,

We
can
supply
your
needs.
Roll, 1
machine
folded, reserve seats, etc.
Write lor sjmples, prices or other inlormation.
Delivery free Maine to Virginia.

"TlilO O'CLOCK COOROGE"
TUESDAY. APR. 3

NICHOLAS
York today

fly from Hollywood today with cameram;
WM. A. SICKNER to Mexico City, Vera Cruz ar
Acapuico to secure backgrounds for his forti

Welland, Ont. — Jack Purves, manChicago — Charles Wiedder, a veteran member of the Chicago operaager
Capitolis here
timeof FPC's
Detroit exhib.,
dead and
fromone-a
tors' union, is dead. Burial will be
at Hillside, 111.
heart attack.

for Metro-

Circle 6-8866

Photo Equip. Prices Must
Be at March 1942 Levels

"Free Press," a dramatization of
the newspaper man's profession and
which will have the co-operation of
the press services, is to be Lester
Cowan's next production, "Free
Press" has been budgeted at $2,000,000 and the basic fictional structure
is now being determined. George J.
Schaefer, board chairman of Lester
Cowan Productions, leaves for the
Coast shortly to discuss the picture
and to see "G.I. Joe."

PICTURES

630 Ninth Avenue

benefit
"Coloneltomorrow
Blimp"
at the premiere
Gotham of
Theater
night, indicate it will be one of the
largest celebrity-studded occasions
of the season, according to the Society of Illustrators which is sponsoring the opening. Besides a long
list of well-known personages from
the social, literary and artistic fields,
stars of the stage and screen will
also attend. Among those in the
latter group are Fanny Brice, Danny
Kaye, Maria Montez, June Havoc,
Yvonne DeCarlo, Pierre Aumont,
Bonita Granville, Joan Bennett,
Walter Wanger, Jimmy Durante,
Roland Young, Garry Moore, Milton Berle, Dorothy McGuire, Luise
Rainer, Irene Manning and Michael
Powell, producer of "Colonel Blimp."
Also included in the list of celebrities are Vice Admiral Herbert
Leary, U.S.N., Rear Admiral Monroe Kelly, U.S.N., Arthur William
Brown, Ogden Reid, Thomas J. Watson, Mrs. Cole Porter, Mrs. J. Philip
Benkard, Otto Soglow, Dean Cornwell, Charles C. Archincloss, Albert
Dome, Joseph V. Connolly, Bradshaw Crandell, Earl S. Moran, Miss
Anne Morgan, Mrs. Harold Pratt,
Joseph B. King, Norman Price, R.
G. (Rube) Goldberg, Ray L. Van
Buren, Vernon Grant, LeRoy P.
Ward, Carl Erickson, Barbara Shermund, Louis B. Tim, Mrs. H. J.
Whigham, Boris Chaliapin, and
Grantland
Rice.

Jackson and Williams
To Return to England

Charles Wiedder Stricken

COminC and Goinc

Reservations already made for the

Walt Disney Productions and Kidder, Peabody & Co., investment
bankers, have won a reversal of the
$50,000 verdict against them in the
suit brought by Michael Meyerberg
for services allegedly rendered in
the obtaining of a loan from the
banking house by Disney. The reversal was made by the Appellate
Division of the New York Supreme
Court. Meyerberg sued for $70,000, asserting that he had arranged
the deal between Disney and the
bankers which resulted in the refinancing of Disney Productions in
1940 by the underwriting of 150,000
shares of six per cent preferred
stock at a par value of $3,750,000.
Meyerberg will take an appeal
to the Court of Appeals.

WANTED
Experienced Film Salesman
politan Territory.

Celebrities to Attend
"Col. Blimp" Premiere

Disney Wins Reversal
In Meyerberg Litigation

AUIHWm

N. Y.

52 GRAFTON
AVE.**^?^
NEWARK
4, N. J.
SALES OFFICES
IN PRINCIPAL
CENTERS
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Teciinitoior Reports
Net at $859,156

Strong Support Seen
^For Minn. Measure
ii»

j

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

j'as to the identities of the bill's sponsors. It is not believed
generally
le^that independent
theater
interests
in its introduction
Sl>^d any hand
— that it is being pushed by outSenainterests.
,b.3^ promotional

Emmettof
Young the andauthors
*|tors Henryare G.among
HjDuemke
the measure, but only vague knowlwiedge of its background has been exHowever, there are indi"ipressed.
j^cations that the bill will get strong
In some quarters, it is besupport.
iirlieved that the bill is aimed at the
Minnesota Amusement Co. which is
' tied up with Paramount and which
allegedly has blocked license appli"cations for a new theater between
St. area.
and the Lake
(iithe Loop
exfrom
The circuit is prevented
'Ipanding because of the New York
„{consent decree.
iti The anti-Ascap bill, introduced in
'Jthe House, is expected by some au'horities rush
to "get
lost" legislature
in the lastlii' minute
of the
to
close

up business
within its allotted time limit next month.
In addition to requiring
Ascap
to pubirlish periodically
an up-to-date
list
iof all properties in which it claims
la fee or royalty interest, it would
^prohibit Ascap from exercising any
of the privileges
which
have been
recognized as legitimate by the U.
S. Supreme Court.

Ascap Annual Election
To Be Certified to Board
Eli E. Oberstein, chairman of the
committee on elections, will certify
to the Ascap board of directors today the following results of the annual election:
For the writers in the popular
field: Gene Buck was re-elected by
a vote of 75,242; George W. Meyer,
re-elected by 71,036; Ray Henderson,
re-elected by a vote of 70,439. In
the Standard field: John Tasker
Howard replaced the incumbent director, Geoffrey O'Hara. Howard's
vote was 48,915.
I For the publishers in the Popular
field: Max Dreyfus for Crawford

Music Corp., 5,166; John J. O'Connor for Warock Music Co., 5,112;
Jack Mills for Mills Music, Inc., 4,800. In the Standard field: Donald
H. Gray for H. W. Gray Co., Inc.,
4,507. These dii'ectors were all incumbents.

SEND BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
March

28

Pandro
S. Berman
William
Laidlaw,
)r.
Charles
Starrett Philip
Tannura
Lester
S. Tobias
)ames
Engler

I Ccntinued from Page 1)
came to $1,101,633, while
1943 totalled $819,846.

A Reporter's Report
•

•

•

CUFF NOTES: It was leit ior the staid Cincinnati Enquirer

to make this editorial conunent alter seeing
Have Not": "What Lauren Bacall hasn't got,
De woild moves on! . . . • CBS and the
sume their experimental television programs

Warner's
"To Have and
she doesn't need"
Metropolitan Museum reover Station WCBW to-

night. .. • Ben Carlton Meade's poster, "Movie-Goers — Keep on Buying Bonds" is a honey
It was suggested by Bob O'Donnell, and
Ray Beall prepared the original sketch and layout
Meade, a distinguished illustrator, is now associated with the Whaley Studios in
Dallas. . . • Have you noted the increasingly heavy play films are
receiving in the national magazines?
The April issue of The
American Mercury, for instance, has a mighty interesting article, "Washington Discovers Hollywood,"
by Herman
A. Lowe
And Liberty
Magazine for April 7 carries a two-page story on Metro's Lena Home
It is by Frank S. Nugent, the erstwhile New York Times film
critic, and is titled "She's Nobody's Mammy.". . • The Skouras War
Effort presentation of "This Is Our Cause" over WOR-Mutual, Saturday,
will salute Henry Kaiser's United National Clothing Collection Commit e . . . • Didja know that Universal Pictures was one of the first
two firms in New York to accept quotas for the Seventh War Loan
advanced pay roll savings campaign starting April 9? . . . • The
mighty Seventh promises to be just that
Adoption of the magnificent AP photo of Marines raising the flag on fWO for the Seventh's
symbol is, of course, a natural
So, too, is the plan to send more than
1,000 G-Is on a national tour in an infantry war show, "Here's Your
Infantry"
25 units are being trained at Fort Benning, Ga., and will
start itineraries on May 14
The tour will terminate lune 30
T
•

▼

▼

•

• THE PERSONAL TOUCH: Rutgers Neilson, RKO's publicity manager, again will serve as public relations chairman of the
Dance Educators of America. . . • That mammoth Red Cross benefit, tonight, at the Academy of Music, sponsored by the Greek Division
of the American Red Cross, is under the direction of Sam Rausch
and Art Knorr of the Roxy. . . 0 Frank Phelps, Warner's labor
mediator, just can't forget that delicious maple syrup he enjoyed each
Spring when he resided in Cleveland
And so he has commissioned

those

for

It was pointed out in the company's annual report that the net
profit of Technicolor, Ltd. (not consolidated) was £33,853, compared
with £24,529 for 1943.
The ment
report
explains
agree-of
has been
made that
with anBank
America National Trust and Savings
Association whereby Technicolor has
a standby line of credit available at
any time and from time to time as
may be required for a total not to
exceed $2,500,000 during the next
10 years.
The report shows that 29 features
were made in Technicolor last year,
in addition to prints on a wide range
of subjects for 12 departments of the
Government. The British affiliate
photographed four features. More
than 50 U. S. features are on the
1945 docket.
Until the company can build more
floor space and machinery, its capacity is far below the demand. Under these circumstances, it has been
the policy to off^er from time to time
to take care of the requirements of
old customers up to the amount they
have been doing, before acceding to
the requests of others. During recent months, Technicolor has been
trying to work this out for one, two
or three years, depending upon how
far ahead the producer wants to
.ook; that is, commitments are now
being made for the years 1946-48,
covering as many feature pictures
as the producer wants to make commitments for those years. Commitments, however, must not be in excess of any one year of the number
of features
which
he produced
in
1944 or has under contract for 1945.

TO THE COLORS!

Dick IVright of JVarners' office there to do some syrup shopping. . .
• Roy E. Bott, Hooper, Nebraska exhibitor and mayor of that town,
has been named to the State's Power Commission by Governor Dwight
Griswold. . . • Sam Germaine, booking manager at 20th-Fox's Neiu
Haven branch there, is under observation at Boston's Leahy Clinic. . .
• Irving Yergens, formerly with Warners here and more recently on
the Coast, is the new editor of Hollywood Reporter. . . # Donald J.
Bezahler, son of Joe Bezahler, home office assistant to John E. Flynn,
Western M-G-M sales manager, will be bar-mitzvahed at Temple
Emanuel, Brooklyn on April 21
▼
TV
• • • OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Paulette Goddard's first
picture for RKO will be "The Diary of a Chambermaid," based on Octave
Mirabeau's French classic
Camera work starts in early May •with
Jean Renoir directing Dudley Nichols' script. . . • Universal has signed
Jane Murfin to a long-term 'writer-producer deal. . . • Metro will star
Esther Williams as a bull-fighter in "Fiesta Brava," Technicolor pic. . .
That PCA edict which prohibits scenes showing a lady swing her hips
across the screen has caused Waher Lantz to discard his glamour girl
cartoon character. Miss XTC
WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!.

*

DECORATED

*

LT. COL. FREDERICK P. HENDERSON, formerly
Eastman Kodak employe, Rochester, N. Y.,
has received
Bronzecampaign.
Star for h's artillery work in the
the Guam

— • —
* COMMISSIONED

•

LARRY

AUBRECHT, a tech. sgt. in the Transportation Corps, formerly Ross-Federal branch
manager in Charlotte and Omaha, was given
a second lieutenant's rating for meritorious
service in connection with military operations.

*

— • —
PROMOTED

*

CAPT. ROY P. ROSSER, former National Theatre
Supply salesman at Detroit, to major, at
the
Belgian
front.

*

ARMY

*

Detroit,E. CONN, son of Saul ). Conn, operaNCRMAN
the Norwood-Telenews Theater,
tor of
into the AAF,
at Sheppard
Field,
Tex.

— • —
• NAVY *

BELLAMY,
motion
PETERCleveland
News

picture

editor

of

the

GET CREDIT FOR YOUR RED CROSS COLLECTION.
SEND YOUR REPORT TO YOUR AREA CHAIRMAN.

A non-stop
scramble of
fast-paced
fun in a
murder mystery
set to romance
and thrills,
and sparkled with
gorgeous
glamour

gals!

nk

f»*

- PAT

trJSUilGE

CAiiOLE

<
• • ,^

MEET
i'

\

WITH

Produced

IINOMAHBEBI
by

Robert

Fellows

Directed by Eddie Sutherland

Screen Play by Howord
J. Green,
Stewart Sterling and Parke levy
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. . . the
pin-up
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in polica
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Declare Pix Theaters
Essential, PCC Plea
(Crntinued from Page 1)
support that stand, was adopted by
the PCCITO. The resolution states:
"Whereas, prior to and since the
declaration of war, the motion picture industry in all of its three
branches, i.e., production, distribution, and exhibition, has given allout co-operation to our Government,
and whereas, in particular the exhibition branch of said motion picture industry, consisting of approximately 17,500 theaters, has devoted
all of the screen time requested by
our Government for presentation of
Government films and special messages to the public, and whereas,
theaters of the United States have
evidenced outstanding co-operation
in the sale of Government War
Bonds, complete participation in all
Red Cross and other worthy drives
sponsored or approved by our Government, whereas, Hon. Gordon L.
McDonough of California has presented in the House of Representatives a special appeal entitled 'that
'fhe motion picture theater is essential to the war effort,' and whereas
in said appeal McDonough has forcibly brought out the part that motion picture theaters have played in
the essentiality of public morale,
maintenance and morale building of
both home and battlefronts, therefore,
"Be it resolved that PCCITO urge
the Congress of the United States
and War Mobilization Director James
F. Byrnes to support the stand taken
by Congressman McDonough in
statements he has read into the Congressional Record and take the necessary action to declare motion picture theaters essential to the war
effort."
Executive Secretary Robert H.
Poole will submit this resolution to
the Senators and Representatives of
seven Pacific states and to War Mobilization Director Byrnes.

Thomas Di Lorenzo Dead
Detroit — Thomas Di Lorenzo, 52,
died at his home here. He was well
known as a theatrical decorator, with
the Fisher Theater and Building,
probably the most elaborate theater
project ever built here, as his outstanding monument. He is survived
by his widow and two children.

Int. Exchange Basis
Producing by ChertoU
IVest Coast Bui.. THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jack Chertok, former
M-G-M and Warners' producer, now
forming his own producing company, is formulating plans to make
pictures on an international exchange
basis. It would be his plan to send
a skeleton staff, consisting of a director, star and sound man to a
foreign country to interpret American
reactions, with foreign countr/ to
send a similar staff here, so that
that counrty's reactions could be made
known to American producers. Chertck has become interested in international exchange basis through his
work as an advisor to the CIAA.

Direct Allocation
For Army Footage!
(Ccntinued from Page 1 )

16 mm. Industry to Get
Increase in Raw Stock
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
for the next quarter. Detailed figures will be released by the agency
within a few days, but the industrial
film users were told that the supply
situation looks better for the next
quarter of the year than in the quarter now closing.
Dependent upon the military situation, it is likely that an even
stronger improvement will be noted
by the third quarter.
The industrial film users were told
that they can expect slightly more
of the small quantity of 35 mm. film
which they use. As for 16 mm. footage, negative is still quite tight, although somewhat improved, and
color stock is very tight. The supply of positive film has improved
considerably.
Present for the meeting were Norman Wilding of Wilding Pix, Arnold
E. Wondsell for Sound Masters,
Frank Balkin for Chicago Film Lab.,
Robert B. Strickland for Strickland
Films, Burton W. DePue for Burton Holmes Films, Edward J. Lamm
for Pathescope, Earl Carpenter for
Escar, James L. Baker for Mode-Art,
L R. Rehm for Atlas, Robert C. McKean for Caravel, R. H. Ray for
Ray-Bell, and Frank Speidell for
Audio Productions.

sibility, it was learned here yesterday.
No decision has yet been reached
on this policy shift, but it is authoritatively reported that such a
change might be made shortly as a
move toward greater simplification.
Producers and distributors were
told in their meeting here earlier
this month that the amount of film
involved in these credits will be a Gov't Pix Price Regulation
good deal smaller hereafter than Urged in N. Y. School
until now.
(Continued from Page 1)
Change in the handling of credits
for newsreels for reels shown in tion of admission
prices, the OPA
Army camps in this country is also yesterday
used a New
York high
under discussion.
school as a sounding
board for a
similar appeal.
Daniel P. WooUey, regional OPA
"U" Contracts for 10
administrator, addressing students
of the Bronx High School of Science
In "On Stage Everybody" at
an assembly period yesterday, de(Continued from Page 1)
clared the steady upward climb of
film admission prices "has eliminated
as the program goes off the ether af- them
from many people and youngter 42 weeks. Pic goes into producsters in families whose income has
tion early next month on the Coast,
with Goldberg as associate producer. been frozen." Woolley asserted that
Ten winners were selected from between May 1942, when Government
some 4,000 contestants auditioned price control first became effective,
and November, 1944, theater admisduringThethe10,show's
long berunheard
on the
sion prices advanced to 31.1 per cent
air.
who will
on
the net tonight and who leave to- with the trend still upward.
morrow for the Coast, via a Chicago
"The greatest concern to me,"
stopover, include:
said Woolley, "is that the most flagrant increases have occurred in the
Ronnie Gibson, Strawberry Russell, Beatrice Fung Oye, Jean Ham- smaller houses in the outlying disilton, June Brady, Cyril Smith, Bob
tricts and the residential areas."
Hopkins, Georgianna Bannister, Ilene
Woods and Billy Usher.
During the making of the pic the OWI-State Dept. to Show
winners will appear on numerous
air shows while two, Miss Woods 16 mm. Pix at 'Frisco Meet
and Usher, will continue their stint
(Ccntinued from Page 1)
over their own program, "Sunny tary and information films for the
Side Of The Street," heard over the delegates to the San Francisco conBlue.
ference next month.
In addition to scheduling specific
films to coincide with the conference
St. Louis — Milton Kaufmann, man- discussions on matters taken up by
ager of Loew's Orpheum Theater, the films, it is planned to have a conwas injured seriously when he was
tinuous screening of 16 mm. substruck by a motorbus while crossing
jects so that the delegates may ata downtown street.
tend at any time.

Bus Hits Milt Kaufmann

lA Local Protests
Action of Anotlier
(Continued from Page 1)
the action of lA in furnishing strike
breaking painters to the studios
Prop makers affiliated with lA hav
refused to do carpentry world^
several studios.
%^
lA studio workers' committee con
sisting
business
vari'
ous
lA of
studio
localsagents
and lAof inter
national representatives issued i|
statement that local representative;
of
carpenters'
union had
refusecF
to the
confer
with President
Richard
Walsh, declaring
settlement could
must be approved
tional president,
son.

, that before anj
be arrived at r
by their interna
William Hutchen

"In going to New York, Presideni
Walsh wants our members to knov
that he does not intend to give uj
one statement
bit on jurisdiction
of theIt lA,'
the
says in part.
also
declares the carpenters union has
made no contribution of any im
portance to "the very fine wages
and working conditions that exist in
the motion picture industry."

American Seating Profit
Sharply Up to $507,837

Net income of American Seating
Co. for 1944, after provision for
taxes and contingencies, amounted
to $507,837, or $2.30 per share, com-i
pared with $335,853, or $1.52 per
share, in 1943, or an increase of
$171,984, report to stockholders discloses.
Company's 1944 increased activity is reflected in its enlarged sales
volume, which totaled some $18,161,000 in 1944, as against $12,105,837
in 1943, a boost of $6,055,547. Operating profit, before charges and
contingency provision, was $2,091,826 in 1944, whereas in 1943 it was
$543,822. Thus an increase of $1,548,004 was registered. Earnings
for 1944, the report declared, are
subject to review under renegotiation
proceedings.

$4,813,276 Net Reported
By General Aniline & Film
Net profit of General Aniline &
Film Corp. for 1944, after taxes and
provision of $1,000,000 for special
accruals due to wartime operations,
was $4,813,276, or $6.57 per share of
common A stock, an increase of 18
per cent over revised net of $4,062,527, or $5.54 per share of common
A, in 1943.
Corporation's net sales in 1944
were $73,311,178, or 27 per cent
above the previous year and the highest in history of the organization.
Operatingcreasedprofit
more thanbefore
25 pertaxes
cent into
the record level of $16,984,637 in
1944, as against $13,551,713 in 1943.
Federal taxes on income also reached a new high level, amounting to
$12,123,000 in 1944. In 1943, taxes
were $8,989,267.

J

"Did you see
our trade ad?
A tip that
\

LOEWS STATE, N.Y.
TOOK A TIP AND
BROKE ITS
25 -YEAR RECORD!
**Meet Me In St. Louis" is the first picture to play 3 weeks
at the State (after its 10-week run at the Astor.)
MORAL:

WHEN

YOU FIND A GOLDMINE, KEEP DIGGING!

yields dough!"

esin
Down 20 in 2 Years

v^
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Nationaiism in Britain
(Continued from Page

(Ccntinued from Page 1)

discloses. Present houses number
1,171, with 1,130,394 seats, as
against the 1943 total of 1,191
houses, with 1,334,923 seats.
Metropolitan territory total of
stands open is given as 1,040, with
1,210,488 seats, as against 1,044 with
1,224,450 seats. Thus there is a difference of only four houses on the
lost side of the ledger during the
span of 24 months. Now shuttered
are 131 stands, with 102,906 seats,
whereas in 1943 a total of 147 were
closed, having a capacity of 110,473.
Theaters in the New York section
of the local territory now number
849, with 960,108 seats, compared
with 862, with 979,206 seats, in 1943.
Houses in the portion of New Jersey
embraced in the territory number
322 at present, with 353,286 seats, as
against 329, with 355,717 seats, in
1943.
Upswing is shown in circuit operated outlets. Currently, these total 858, with 1,068,114 seats, whereas in 1943 the total was 810, with
1,034,810. Indie theaters in the territory now total 313 — 229 of which
are in New York and 84 in New
Jersey — , and they have a combined
seating capacity of 245,280. Metropolitan sector sound theaters aggregate 1,167, and silent houses 4.
Shuttered houses number 131, of
which 127 are sound and 4 silent.

Lt. Francis Hicks Wounded
First Lt. Francis C. Hicks, former
assistant manager of Fabian's St.
George, Staten Island, who has been
fighting with the Third Armored
Spearhead Division, is reported seriously wounded in Germany. Lt.
Hicks is a brother-in-law of Lt. Com.
Larry Cowen, just out of the Navy
and now a Fabian exec, in the Albany
district.

STORK REPORTS
Detroit — T/Sgt. Don Atkinson,
former salesman for Theater Supply, is the father of a baby boy,
Dwight.
Newark, N. J. — Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Adler are the parents of a daughter,
Renee Andra, born at Beth Israel
Hospital, here. The father is art director for the Warners' Theaters in
New Jersey.
IVest Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

FC Franchise Holders
Form Hew Distrib. Co.

. . . repercussions are invited
1)

t-ribution but for substantial financial interests in theater circuits. Still more commitments in kind are admittedly in work — some indeed may crystalize when Rank and
his cabinet members cross the Atlantic in another month or two.
Still another interesting facet is provided by Rank's exhibition association with
American interests in Britain. He is, of course, the dominant figure in two major British
circuits, Gaumont-British and Odeon. In the former, his "partner'' is 20th CenturyFox; in Odeon, there are United Artists holdings. The third major British circuit. Associated British Cinemas, also has American ties — Warners owns at least 49 per cent
interest, and it cculd be that the association had reports that Warners eventually might
acquire the remaining Maxwell holdings in mind when it carried its plea to the Board
of Trade.
Obviously, ABC is opposition to G-B and Odeon.

THE observant will note, too, that the association's action followed — and virtually
' immediately — the announcement here that RKO had closed a most important deal
with Pathe-Gaumont of France. Along in November, last. Rank was highly confident
that he was about to purchase a controlling interest in the same French circuit and, because of the French company's structure, become in effect a partner of the French
Government. This is not, of course, to infer that the circumstances recited constitute
cause and effect in reverse.
Things just have a way of happening, some times. For instance, it's not so long ago
that President Floyd B. Odium of Atlas Corp., who also happens to be Chairman Odium
of the RKO Corp. board, was announcing the completion of an equally important radio
and television deal with French interests.

^ ETTING back to the British association action, it is understandable that UK producers
^^ should wish to see that domestic circuits do not lose their British idenity. Were
the situation reversed, Hollywood certainly would feel the same way about it. Nevertheless, one is privileged to wonder if this is exactly the time, considering the avowed
British world market aspirations, for the association to preach nationalism.
There
easily could be repercussions,
not here, but in those countries
where
Rank
either has gained entrance or is knocking at the door. The example has been set.

(Continued from Page 1)
branches, including the 31 Samue
Goldwyn productions, also will in
elude three David 0. Selznick pic
tures now owned by Casanave
product to be made by a new
ducing set-up known as Action Pic
tures, Inc. It is reported that th«
three Selznick pictures, "The Pris
oner of Zenda," "Garden of Allah'
and "Tom Sawyer," may be aug
mented by two others, "Rebecca'
andAction
"Intermezzo."
Pictures, Inc., will make
four pictures in Cinecolor under a
deal which gives the producing unil
the exclusive rights to Cinecolor for
"B" pictures. First picture will be
"Wildfire." This is to be the first
feature made in Cinecolor. Action
Pictures is headed by Robert Lippert
and William David.
More than 20 Film Classics franchise holders are said to be .members of the new company, which will
have a new name. Home office will
be in New York with full management of operations under Casanave
Complete details are expected to;
be announced shortly.

Cinema Lodge Will Seek
1,000 Members in Trade
(Cntinued from Page 1)
lation of officers at the Hotel Astor
here last night.
Senft called for an intensive membership drive to be conducted in all
film company home offices and other
branches of the industry in New
York to achieve this goal.
Cinema will continue its program
of honoring industry leaders for their
contributions to human welfare and
the traditional ideals of American
freedom during the coming year,
Senft said. Barney Balaban, Samuel Rinzler and Harry Brandt were
recipients of the Cinema "Honor
Scroll" during the past year.
Alfred W. Schwalberg, Cinema
honorary president, presided at the
installation of elected officers. Besides Senft who has been re-elected
to serve for a second term, vice-presidents elected and installed were S.
Arthur Glixon, Bernard Goodman,
Leo Jaff'e, Samuel Lefkowitz, Jack
H. Levin, Martin Levine, Milton Livingston, William Melniker, Alvin T.
Sapinsley, Norman Steinberg, Louis
Weber, Robert M. Weitman, Robert
Wile and William Zimmerman. Max
B. Blackman was re-elected treasurer; Julius M. Collins, recording
secretary and Herman Levine, corresponding secretary.

Hollywood — Samuel Bronston is
the father of a baby girl born March
22. She weighed in at eight pounds
12 ounces and has been named Irene.
The mother is Dony Bogatchet, a
former Polish concert pianist. They Arbitration Hearing Set
Chicago — Hearing in R. J. Milhave a boy, Billy, 6. Bronston, who
postponed his trip East to await the
ler's appeal in his Colony Theater
arrival of the baby, will leave for arbitration case has been set for
New York shortly.
April 5.
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COV^T MIGHT ASK END OF ARBITRATION
Proposes ManufacturersEditorialAllocate Pix Raw Stock
WPB

Seeks Industry Opinion On It; Would Screen

Stock for Army and Gov't
Washinyton

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

Free ComMnunicaiion

D of J Suggestion Based on
Proviso Court Finds Further Injunction Precluded

. . . the eyes tcill be on Frisco

DAILY

By CHESTER

B. BAHN

By ANDREW H. OLDER
Washington — Industry opinion has
Washingtuu
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
been sought in connection with a \A/ILL H. HAYS, the industry's No. 1 elder statesman, was saying in his annual report
Washington — In a reply to
proposal from the office of the WPB
'"io the MPPDA directorate this week that "the vitality of all our democratic the distributor's argument
head, J. A. Krug, that allocation of processes
depends upon the freed'm of communication among men,' with the added
against
raw stock among the industry claim- thought that "neither fihns nor any other means of information, education or enter- against an injunction
ants no longer be handled by WPB.
tainment can hope to perform their maximum service if they abandon their integrity"' unreasonable clearance, the Department of Justice has filed with the
Instead, the proposal calls for WPB and in so doing "return us to the Babel which breeds misunderstanding and animosity.''
It was never better said.
to continue screening the demands
New York court a 25-page reply deNor was there ever a more timely warning against the misuse of the entertainment
claring that in the event the court
of the military and civilian Government agencies, with the remainder screen in the years ahead in the fashion of the totalitarian states. For — again drawing
(Continued on Page 8)
upholds the
thatdistributor-defendants'
the consent decree
upon the Hays report — "there is cultural reciprocity inherent in the exchange of film argument
entertainment which must never be endangered by the intrusion of self-serving propa- itself precludes further injunction
against the industry before the suit
0
comes to trial, and that appeal board
(Continued on Page 10)
THERE
are, obviously, many
ccntributing
factors for the American
motion
picture's

$1,083.(01 Quarterly

ganda."
universal pre-eminence, but perhaps the most important of all is the simple fact that
Hollywood, with mighty few exceptions, has left propaganda to others and concentrated
(Continued on Page 11 )

Consolidated net profits of Universal for the 13 weeks ended Jan.
27, 1945, aggregated $1,083,601, after all charges including all taxes,
it was announced yesterday by J.
Cheever Cowdin, chairman of the
board. This compares with $1,214,(Continued on Page 7)

Four Majors Withholding
Pix from Curfew Violator
Columbus,
O. — Four
major
film
companies have agreed to accede to
WMC's
request and refuse to lease
films to be shown at the Loop The( Continued on Page 11)

/Vo EmplotfeSf Gov't
Move Ayainst Loop?
Toledo, 0. — Hint of the next step
in the Governinent's battle to close
the Loop, only all-night theater in
Ohio, came fr:m Washington, where
a WPB spokesman said "sanctions"
would be employed against curfew
defiers only when employment ceilings have been violated. Possibility
that the Loop will be given an employment ceiling of zero — no employes at all — was seen here. Ralph
Snyder, area WMC director, would
not say what employment ceiling he
planned to impose on the Loop.

CIE's Scope Seen

Peace Charter for
Labor; Management

Co-ordinators Confer
Here on 7ih Set-up

Task of setting the Seventh War
Loan pre-drive campaign in motion
in the field began yesterday with the
A move to broaden the scope of
With the current studio labor dis- arrival in New York of (jharles M.
the Conference of Independent Expute, again in the explosive stage,
of San Francisco, Co-ordinahibitors in view of pending develop- serving to underscore industry in- Thall
tor for the West Coast and David
terest, film executives yesterday
ments in the Government's anti-trust
of Chicago, Co-ordiaction is likely to materialize within closely studied the text of the peace B. Wallerstein
(Continued on Page 1 1 )
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 11)

Brandt
Answers Prices
OPA's
Bid to Control

Loew Stockholders Meet
Today on Stock Proposal

Warnerites in Service
Up Despite Discharges

Despite some offsetting discharges,
Declaring
that every
commodity I Loew's
stockholders
today
are number of Warners employes in the
that goes into a motion picture had scheduled to re-elect the company's armed services continues to increase
risen 100 to 300 per cent, Harry i present directors and to pass on the and now stands at 4,058, latest personnel department tabulation shows.
Brandt,
ITOA
president,
yesterday {proposal to split the common stock
Casualties
to date total 58.
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 11)
Studio accounts for 745 of the
(Continued on Page 8)

lA Studio Locals Aid Sirike

Paramount Extends
^'Puppetoons'^ Deal

Vote to Refuse Woric Outside Their Crafts
Strike Peace Conferences
Get Under Way in N. Y. C.

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Members of the lATSE
studio locals yesterday voted to supthe studio strike orThe first of a series of conferences poi-t indirectly
dered by the Conference of Studio
aiming to restore peace to the stu- unions by refusing to work outside
dio labor scene was held at the Hotel of their own crafts.
Commodore
yesterday.
Chief par"We refuse to work in crafts other
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 10)

Paramount has extended its releasing deal with George Pal for
his "Puppetoons" for another year.
Deal runs from the end of the current seascn's program to the end of
next season's schedule, or until October, 1946.

V*^
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Harry McDonald, Former
Hipp Manager, is Dead
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ROBERT RISKIN, OWI chief of the overseas
branch of the motion picture bureau, is due to
arrive here Monday from the Coast.
)OHN BALABAN, MORRIS LEONARD and
NATE FLATT, B & K executives, returned to
Chicago this week from Southern vacation
trips.

BILLY DANIELS arrives today from the Coast
in connection with an offer to stage a new
Broadway
musical.

LEON
a

BAMBERGER, RKO Radio sales promotion manager, will leave here tomorrow for
Florida vacation.

EMERSON YORKE, head of Emerson Yorke
Studio, left New York last night for Atlantic
City.

WARD ELLIS SCOTT, 20th-Fox district manager, and B. B. REINGOLD, St. Louis branch
manager, arrived in Paducah, Ky., for sales
conference with L. F. Keiler, Columbia Amusement head.
ROY

HAINES, Western and Southern division sales manager for Warners arrives back
in New York tomorrow from the Coast after
conducting
a series of regional sales meetings.
SGT. BILL MONDE, former New Haven Metro
shipper, is home on rotation from India, where
he flew 30 missions as radio gunner, and received a Fresidential
Citation.

JOHN j. BOWEN, Metropolitan district manager for M-G-M returned yesterday from a
vacation.

JOSEPH from
R. VOGEL,
Loew's vice-president, has
returned
the Coast.
JOSEPH

+

+

1/8

30 +
1751/2 +

j. ARTHUR HIRSCH,
treal, is in town
for a
LENA HORNE, now
the Capitol, will leave

returned to Chicago
Coast
business
trip,

NEW

znz

a

8 -f
+
231/2

West

Harry Blcrir Joins RKO
Harry N. Blair has joined RKO
Radio to act as trade paper contact
on the staff of Rutgers Neilsen, publicity manager, it was announced
yesterday by Barret McCormick.

THEATERS

An

RKO

RADIO

HALL

'AON SOSCREEN
NG TO

Katharine
HEPBURN
LOVE"

Lucille Ball

Picture

A
The

Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer
Picture
and
Music Hall's Great Easter Stage Show

IN PERSON

ENOCH
LIGHT

IN TECHNICOLOR

PAUL

MUSIC

Spencer ^
TRACY
^
"WITHOUT

GYPSY ROSE LEE
BOB BURNS

'BELLE of the YUKON"
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film
companies.
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York
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BOB HOPE
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Continuous
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8:30 A.M.
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B'way & 45th St.
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WALT

DISNEY'S
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• GEORGE

in HAL WALLIS'

BRENT

Production

Released
NOW

by RKO

Radio Pictures

Brandt's

GLOBE

"THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAN"

TUESDAY, APRIL 3 . . . 2:30 P.M.
630 Ninth Ave.,
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and
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BOB
EVANS,
jerry O'Leary
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RADIO

RANDOLrn SCOTT
DINAH SHORE

W. C. DeVRY, president of DeVry Corp.,
left Chicago yesterday for New York and Washington conferences on the continuation of
equipment manufacturing for the armed services.

187
26% +
763/8 +

two

Services will be held at St. Michael's Cathedral, Springfield, Mass.,
tomorrow
morning
at 11 o'clock.

YORK

OLIN CLARK, M-G-M's Eastern story editor,
is en route to New York from the Coast.

345/8
35 +
131/42
135/8 +
11/4
%
13/8
CURB MARKET
31/4
41/2
41/2
201/2
201/2
411/4
1/2 —+
201/2 . .
221/2
2%
—
223/4
223/4 . .

Projection

from

H. B. ENGEL, DeVry sales manager, left
Chicago yesterday for a seven-week Western
business trip. He will confer with DeVry distributors en route.

RKO RADIO PICTURES. Inc.

RKO

Detroit crcuiit operator,

HARRY MUNSON, sales manager of Ampro
Corp., is in Mexico
on a business
trip.
FRED MATTHEWS of the Motiograph Co. has

troit for more p.a.'s.
E. K. (TED) O'SHEA, M-C-M Eastern sales
manager, is now due back from Miami on
Monday.

(CORRECTED

a

B. KRUL,

gene to Florida for about
a month's
stay.
MARION RYAN, M-G-M Buffalo office manager, has returned to her upstate headquarters after a visit here.

LOUIS FINSKE, of Comerford Theaters, Scranton, and MRS.
FINSKE are vacationing
in Cuba.
MRS. JESSE LASKY is at the Waldorf-Astoria
from the Coast.
from

M-G-M New Havena
town
this week.

Miami

has
RUFUS ROSENBLOOM, Ilex Optical chief, returns to Rochester
today
from
New
York.
ARTHUR CREENBLATT, Monpgram district
manager, is due to arrive in New York today
from St. Louis.

producer, leaves for
has been here three

MAURY GOLDSTEIN,
branch
manager,
was in

HASKELL MASTERS, formerly general manager for the Odeon circuit in Canada, has returned from a Miami
siesta.

MARKET
Low

SAM MARX, M-G-M
Hollywood Sunday. He
weeks
on vacation.

J. ROBERT RUBIN returns today
quick trip to Washington.

finnnciflL
-(U'cdiifitlay,

AL WILKIE, Paramount home office publicity
manager, is en route to New York from Hollywood.

Harry McDonald, 54, New England
advertising head for Universal Pictures and former manager of the
New York Hippodrome, died in his
sleep Tuesday in Hartford, Coniin
McDonald formerly was associatecf
with RKO Theaters and Fox Films.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Irene Duffy McDonald; two brothers,
Charles B. McDonald, RKO zone
manager, and Irving T. McDonald,
thy. editor of Station WEEI, Bosnews
ton, and a sister, Mrs. J. J. McCar-

A

N. Y.

R

I V

O

Paramount

L I

Picture

Bway. & 49th St.

BUY

BONDS!

\

THE STORY OF

THE
WITH THE
MEDALS!

THE GALLUP POLL
ASKED THE PEOPLE!
THE ANSWER:

"M-G-M HAS TWICE AS
MANY HITS AS ANY
ii
OTHER COMPANY!
M-G-M: 4 OUT OF FIRST 10 HITS!
Next Companies 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0.

M-G-M: 10 OUT OF FIRST 22 HITS!
Next Companies 5, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 0.

COMPANIES

COMBINED!

M-G-M: 6 OUT OF 12
IN BOXOFFICE MAGAZINE'S
BLUE-RIBBON AWARDS
Next Companies: 4, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.
And in Other Trade Surveys
IN FAME (Quigley Publications):
M-G-M Tops Box-office Champs
M-G-M Tops Stars of Tomorrow
IN SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW "LEADERS"
M-G-M Tops in "Top Hits/' Stars, New Stars.

AND FILM DAILY
ASKED THE CRITICS!

1

THE M\SV4l^:

"M-G-M HAS AS MANY
HITS AS ALL OTHER
COMPANIES CO11^MBINED!

H

M-G-M: 5 OUT OF 10 BEST .// IN
FILM DAILY'S ANNUAL VOTE!
Next Companies: 2, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0.

"^K

<
^"^

/f-^

AND LEO SAYS
THANKS TO ALL!
Thanks from our hearts to all
who voted M-G-M Leader again.
Combining good pictures with
Friendly dealings makes the
gay Lion a popular Champ.
Here are just a few of the pictures
which won him the Laurels of
\

Leadership in the past year:

"THE WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER" . "A GUY NAAAED JOE"
"hhNdkhK^ CURIE" . "GASLIGHT" . "DRAGON SEED"
"SEE HERE, PRIVATE HARGROVE" . "MRS. PARKINGTON"
"LOST ANGEL" . "THOUSANDS CHEER" . "TWO GIRLS AND
A SAILOR" . "30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO" . "MEET ME
IN ST. LOUIS" . "NATIONAL VELVET" AND MANY MORE!
im

FUTURE

IS VERY

M-G-M— LOOKI

NO GUESSWORK

ABOUT IT!

Leadership in 1945 is right below!
■G-M PRESENTS...
WITHOUT LOVE
Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn,
Lucille Ball

THRILL OF A
ROMANCE
In Technicolor

OUR VINES HAVE
TENDER GRAPES

Van Johnson, Esther Williams,
Lauritz Melchior, Tommy Dorsey
and his Orchestra, Frances GifFord

Ed. G. Robinson,
O'Brien,
James Margaret
Craig,
Jackie "Butch" Jenkins

WEEKEND AT THE
WALDORF

KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY
Lana Turner, Laraine Day,
Susan Peters

THE PICTURE OF
DORIAN GRAY
George Sanders, Hurd Hatfield,
Donna Reed

HOLD HIGH THE TORCH
In Technicolor
Elizabeth Taylor, Frank Morgan
and Lassie

THE VALLEY OF
DECISION
Greer Garson, Gregory Peck,
Donald Crisp, Lionel Barrymore

THE CLOCK
Judy Garland, Robert Walker

HER HIGHNESS AND
THE BELLBOY
Hedy Lamarr, Robert Walker,
June AUyson

PERFECT STRANGERS

Ginger Rogers, Lana Turner,
Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson,
Xavier Cugat

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
In Technicolor
Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Lucille
Bremer, Fanny Brice, Judy Garland,
Kathryn Grayson, Lena Home,
Gene Kelly, James Melton, Victor
Moore, William Powell, Red
Skelton, Esther Williams

SON OF LASSIE
In Technicolor
Peter Lawford, Donald Crisp,
Lassie and Laddie

ANCHORS AWEIGH
In Technicolor
Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
Gene Kelly, Jose Iturbi

Robert Donat, Deborah Kerr

EARLY TO WED
In Technicolor
Van Johnson, Esther Williams,
Lucille Ball

THE HARVEY GIRLS
In Technicolor
Judy Garland, John Hodiak,
Ray Bolger,
Angela Virginia
Lansbury,O'Brien,
Marjorie Main. Chill Wills

YOLANDA AND
THE THIEF
In Technicolor
Fred Astaire, Lucille Bremer,
Frank Morgan

THEY WERE
EXPENDABLE
Robert Montgomery, John Wayn«
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Peace Charter for
Labor, Management

$1,083,601 Quarterly
(Cntinued

from

Page

ll

SI for the corresponding period of
e preceding fiscal year. Before
providing for Federal income and
excess profits taxes, the consolidated

Whatinhell Gives?

earnings amounted to '$1,737,601,
compared with $1,946,701 in the same
period of last year.

• WHATINHELL GIVES?
Defeated evidently in its attempt to induce the Senate Banking and Currency Committee to endorse
its plea for legislation which would permit OPA control of admission
prices, that Government agency now appears to have embarked upon

Answers OPA's
Brandt
Bid
to Control
Prices

its own sweet propaganda campaign among the movies' moss audience
Or how else do you interpret the appearance
of Dan Woolley,
OPA regional administrator, before an assembly of students at the Bronx

(Ccntinued from Page 11
asked that the OPA take into account the wage increases that labor
boards had permitted in various

High School of Science to voice a denunciation of the "startling increases"
in admission prices, with emphasis upon the movies because, forsooth,

unions of the industry before pressing for control of amusement admissions.
Brandt said that Daniel P. Woolley, regional OPA administrator,
didn't know the facts when the latter advocated Congressional approval of OPA ceilings on admission
prices. Woolley, in a speech before
the students of the Bronx High
School of Science, asserted there was
a need for an admission ceiling,
claiming a 31.1 per cent increase
between 1942 and 1944.
While admitting that there may
have been such a rise, Brandt cited
the fact that the average pre-war
admission price in New York was
17% cents and today is 27^/4 cents,
including the 20 per cent tax and the
top prices of Broadway first-runs.
He added that in terms of value, the
motion picture was the cheapest item
available
today.

and there's sccrrcely any need to point out how large a percentage of
today's film aodience is in the teen age category — that admission prices
had jumped a third in fwro years while "the dollar profit of seven major
producers, distributors and exhibitors had increased 442 per cent in 1943

Yorke Reps. To OCIA Preview
Emerson Yorke, William Resnick
and Roger Keene of the Emerson
Yorke Studio are in Atlantic City
today for the Health and Medical
Group preview of the Malaiia Mosquito Control film with the Yorke
Studio produced for the Office of
tlie Co-ordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.

Bert Feldman Dead
Blackwood, Eng. (By Cable)— Bert
Feldman, 70, music publisher of
"Tipperary" and pioneer in the publishing of songs featured in film
musicals, died here.

SEP BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS TO:
March

29

Stanley Hatch
Carl
Nielsen
Warner Baxter
Dennis
O'Keefe
Robert Sisk
Leda Bauer
Arthur Caesar
F. H. Smith
Bob Haymes

•

•

"they're booming"
Woolley, who was at pains to point out that
Canada has effectively frozen admissions, told the boys and girls —

over the average from 1936 to 1939"
The OPA administrator added
that the "most flagrant increases" are to be noted in the smaller and
nabe houses, presumably those patronized by students, and he commented, "I know that movies represent a substantial proportion of the
cost of living of young people like yourselves"
The N. Y. HeraldTribune account of the assembly reports
"The students indicated
by an almost unanimous shew of hands, when asked for their opinion,
that they felt motion picture theater admission prices should be reduced."
T
T
T
• •
• AND SO, TO REPEAT, whatmhell gives?
Since when
is it considered the province of a Governmental agency administrative
officer to piopagandize in an effort to stir up pressure for legislation
when
Congressional reaction to the proposal is negative?
And
since when have the public schools become a sounding board for a
very much one-sided presentation of a controversial subject by such an
officer?
Woolley makes the sweeping statement— which his audience
supposedly needs must accept as factual, because of his official status
—that admissions have soared 31.1 per cent in two years and adds another equally sweeping that whereas the average annual film industry
profits in pre-war years were around $32,000,000, in 1943 they were more
\han §173,000,000
There are those in the industry who will be quick
to challenge both sets of figures, but what chance have they of countering before the same audience?
As a matter of fact, whyinhell
should the subject of industry economics be introduced to and discussed before a juvenile audience in the first place?

▼

TV

• •
•
THE WOOLLEY
CONTENTION
that admission prices have
advanced 31.1 per cent in two years may or may not be true
There are several thousands of exhibitors, at any rate, who will deny
it
And there will be thousands more who would be glad to tell
Woolley that alongside a 100 per cent jump in the Federal admission
tax rate (from 10 to 20 per cent), the impact of any 31.1 per cent tilt is
light indeed
And they would welcome the chance to add that the
extra pennies, dimes or even quarters which a scale jump may have
brought in have gone to cover, or partly cover, their own increased
costs of operatiton all along the line

▼

▼

▼

• •
•
WILL WOOLLEY GIVE 'em a chance to so inform?
The odds are against it
He had his little lesson when he discussed
the relative cost of Garden fight tickets before the Bronx students, and
stressed that in a month's time, the price had jumped from S4 to S5
Asked to identify the fighters b\ his audience, he named 'em
(Continued on Page

10)

IC ntinued from Page 1'
charter for labor and management
promulgated in Washington by Eric
A. Johnston, president of the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce; AFL President William Green and CIO President Philip Murray.
The seven-point plan, which provides, among other things, for the
creation of a joint committee of business and labor representatives to
promote acceptance and sympathetic understanding of the principles
by the organizations concerned, was
quickly hailed by Will H. Hays,
MPPDA prexy, as "a long step in
the right direction toward that peace
at home so necessary for the maintenance of world peace."
Industry reaction, both from management and labor, was equally enthusiastic last night, although comment for quotation was reserved,
pending further study of the text.
There was general agreement with
the charter's affirmation that wartime unity must be preserved, come
peace, in the same national interest,
and there was quick agreement that
achievement of the charter's objectives would strengthen the motion
picture's place in the post-war
world. Industi-y reaction, of course,
did not overlook the fact that reports
Johnston might enter it have been
current for some months.
In his statement released last
night, Hays said:
"This is, indeed, a long step
in the right direction toward
that peace at home so necessary
for the maintenance of world
"World peace for which we are
so
peace.earnestly strivingi grows
from united effort and understanding and has its roots in the
communities.
"There can be no lasting peace
in the community unless neighbors live and act as friends. Nor
can there be any unsolvable
problems around a table where
each is willing to recognize the
fundamental American principle that the rights of men are
equally sacred and sacredly

UJEDDinC BELLS
equal."

Dalchcni-Ross
H. A. Ross, president of Ross Federal, was married in Dallas on Monday to Gloria Dalchau, who had been
his secretary for the last four years.
Branton-Fennelly
Des Moines, la — Katherine Branton, daughter of G. Ralph Branton, general manager for Tri-States
Theater Corp., and Mrs. Branton,
was married to Lt. Vincent Fennelly
USNR, here.
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O'Keefe

(Continued on Page 8)

of the raw stock available to be distributed by film manufacturers without Govermnent direction.
This is the usual WPB custom,
with allocation of raw stock among
civilian non-Government users an
unusual thing. It has been a headache to the agency for a long time,
and there is strong sentiment within WPB for the altered system.
On the other hand, film manufacturers are reported very disturbed
by the idea of having to take over
the allocation of film among the various industry users. Assurance that
there would be no remioval of curbs
on the demands of the Army and
Navy may lighten their apprehension somewhat.
The matter was mentioned in the
Industry Advisory Committee meeting two weeks ago, and a letter to
industry users, labs and other interested parties is now being prepared
at WPB.
A WPB spokesman emphasized
yesterday, however, that while the
agency is an excuse to learn the industry reaction it has not reached
any decision to turn the headache
over to the manufacturers. That
step may be taken, but there is no
assurance that it will.

Strike Peace Conferences
Get Under Way in N. Y. C.
(Ccntinued from Page 1)

ticipants in the initial meeting were
William Hutcheson, international
president of the carpenters' union of
the AFL, and Richard F. Walsh,
head of the lATSE. Another huddle
is scheduled for this afternoon.
The understanding is that after
Walsh and Hutcheson have completed their talks in the former's efforts
to have the carpenters retui'n to
work, their decision will be placed
before Pat Casey, studio labor contact, for discussion. The theory
is that if the carpenters, representing one of the most powerful if not
the most powerful groups involved
in the strike, can be induced to go
back to work, the whole strike will
collapse.

THEATER DEALS
Alliance In Fort Wayne
Fort Wayne, Ind. — P. J. Dee, president of the Alliance Theater Corp.,
Chicago, has taken a 20-year lease
on the Jefferson Theater property,
116 W. Jefferson St., Fort Wayne,
Ind., beginning Dec. 31, 1946, for the
operation of an Alliance house here.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Randall are
owners of the propei-ty. Extensive
renovation will be done. Quiraby
Theaters have had a lease on the
Jefferson Theater since 1913, which
will expire at the end of 1946.

"The Corn Is Green"

with Bette Davis
Warner Bros.
114 Mins.
STRONGLY DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT SURE B. 0. BET; DAVIS FANS WILL
REJOICE.

"TheJoan Affairs
of Susan"
Fontaine, George
Brent, Dennis

with

110 Mins.
Paramou
nt-W ll
is
SOPHISTICATED a
ROMANTIC
COMEDY
IS GRAND ENTERTAINMENT; GREAT
Supercharged with drama, "The Corn Is SEND-OFF FOR WALLIS.
When Hal Wallis severed his association
Green' is vibrant entertainment that provides Bette Davis with a role that enables with Warner Bros, he left behind none of
her to bring rejoicing to the hearts of her his talent as a maker of films. He gives
admirers. The intenseness of the star's
performance sets the mood of the picture, ample proof of this in 'The Affairs of Susan," which starts him off as an indeto the delight of those who revel in the
pendent producer in grand style. Nothing
strongly dramatic. The actress has made has been overlooked by him to make the
a showy job of the part that Ethel Barry- production a "sure thing" that excels in
more played in the Herman Shumlin pro- every department and offers unstinted enterduction of the Emiyn Williams drama on
tainment of superior quality. If the picBroadway.
a sample ofkitchen
what's then
cooking
in the
Wallisture is cinematic
exhibitors
The story of a high-spirited woman's can look forward to some extraordinarily
campaign to raise the educational level of
a Welsh mining community has bite and tasty screen fare from that direction.
substance and a rich atmospheric quality
For his initial endeavor on his own Walthat leaves a strong impression. Under
lis has chosen a romantic comedy that -has
the steady and expert directorial hand ot abrut it a delightful worldly air and a sense
Irving Rapper the film develops an emo- of life that charms you and exerts an irresistible fascination. As an expression of
tional force that will be appreciated by the
ladies in particular.
the joy of living the film is signally successful. Here indeed is sophisticated fun at its
Casey Robinson and Frank Cavett have
employed great skill in transferring the very best.
Where the average film is content with
play to the screen. Jack Chertok has

given the film a superior producti'n, not
the least of the assets of which are Max
Steiner's score, Sol Polito's photography
and Carl Jules Weyl s art direction.
Miss Davis commands the attention at

confining itself to a single romance, "The
Affairs cf Susan' refuses to settle for less
than four. In going romantically berserk the
picture guarantees the femmes a whale of a
time.

all times as she wages war against igThe lady who stirs men's hearts is Joan
norance. Her prize achievement is the Fontaine, a star of the theater. The men
making of John Dall, a yrung miner, into in her life are George Brent, Dennis 0 Keefe,
a scholar who qualifies for Oxford. Some Don DeFore and Walter Abel, each of
of the best dramatic moments evolve from whom views her in a different light. Brent
her attempt to prevent Joan Lorring, a little is the only one with whom she has tried
marriage. She is now contemplating a
hussy, from jeopardizing Dall's brilliant second marriage. Abel, a stuffy and prissy
future.
The film is marked by an abundance of fellow, being the man of her choice. In
good acting. Dall and Miss Lorring score the hope of profiting from the experiences
solidly in their first screen appearances, of the others, Abel induces Brent, O'Keefe
and DeFore to tell of their romances with
often taking the play away from the star.
Nigel Bruce, as the village squire who fights his bride-to-be. The flash-back technique
Miss Davis only to approve of her work has been employed with great skill in the
endeavor to find out what sort of person
later, and Rosalind Ivan, as Miss Lorring's Susan really is. It is no surprise at all at
mother, supply the film's only light mo- the end that she walks out of Abel's life
ments.
CAST: Bette Davis, Nigel Bruce, John Dall,
Joan Lorring, Rhys Williams, Rosalind Ivan,
Mildred Dunnock, Arthur Shields, Cwenyth
Hughes, Thomas Louden, Billy Roy, Brandon
Hurst, Tony Ellis, Elliott Dare, Leslie Vincent,
Robert Cherry, Ralph Cathey, Jock Watt, Gene
Ross, Robert
Regent,
Jack Owen.
CREDITS: Producer, jack Chertok; Director,
Irving Rapper; Screenplay, Casey Robinson,
Frank Cavett; Based on play by EmIyn Williams; Cameraman, Sol Polito; Musical Score,
Max Steiner; Art Director, Carl Jules Weyl;
Sound, Robert B. tee; Film Editor, Frederick
Richards; Set Decorator, Fred M. MacLean;
Musical
Director,
Leo
F. Forbstein,
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

Warnerites in Service
Up Despite Discharges
(Continued from Page

members

1)

in service, with nine casualties. Others are from the theater and sales department.
Inductions are still taking place
at a higher rate than the number
of discharges, the records show. Department most affected is the theater branch, with heavy turnover in
ushers particularly.

andMiss
back Fontaine
into Brent's.
is a revelation in a role
that requires her to exercise her talents as
a comedienne. Brent, O'Keefe, DeFore and
Abel acquit themselves superbly. Assigned
the best role he's had in pictures to date,
DeFore justifies the confidence placed in
him by Wallis.
The expertness of the Thomas MonroeLaszlo Gorog-Richard Flournoy screenplay,
the quality of David Abel's camera work and
the stunning art direction of Hans Dreier
and Franz Bachelin are sizable contributions
to the success of this handsome production.
The direction of William A. Seiter is aces.
CAST; Joan Fontaine, George Brent, Dennis
O'Keefe, Don DeFore, Rita Johnson, Walter
Abel, Byron Barr, Mary Field, Francis Pierlot,
Lewis Russell, Vera Marshe, Frank Faylen, James
Millican, Robert Sully, John Whitney, Jerry
James, Crane
Whitley.
CREDITS; Producer, Hal B. Wallis; Director,
William A. Seiter; Screenplay, Thomas Monroe,
Laszio Gorog, Richard Flournoy; Based on story
by Thomas Monroe, Laszio Gorog; Cameraman,
David Abel; Musical Score, Frederick Hollander;
Film Editor, Eda Warren; Art Directors, Hans
Dreier, Franz iBachelin; Process Photography,
Farciot Edouart; Sound, Earl Hayman, Walter
Oberst;
Set Decorator,
Kenneth
Swartz.
DIRECTION,
Fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Fine.

^SHORTS

A

"Watchtower Over Tomorrow"
WAC-OWI
15 mins.
A "Must" for Every Screen
Made by the industry at the invitation of the Department of .State
and the OWI, "Watchtower Over Tomorrow," featuring Secretary of
State Edwai'd R. Stettinius, Jr., is a
timely "must" short for every screen
in the land.
It is a "must," first, because of its
spot news aspect. Dealing with the
Dumbarton Oaks plan for an international security organization to keep
the peace, the 15-minute subject is
released today, figuratively if not
literally on the eve of the United
Nations Conference at San Francisco.
It is a "must," secondly, because
perhaps better than any other medium mat has attempted to do so, it
brings the Dumbarton Oaks plan, its
objectives and, importantly, its modus operandi down from the wordy
clouds to the comprehending level
of the man in the street. It answers
many of the questions, asked or unasked, that the plan inevitably suggests, with particular emphasis upon the proposed Security Council.
If it does not consider all of the
questions, remember this is a short
of limited length.
The film underlines, solemnly and
effectively, that making tomorrow's
peace and assuring tomorrow's security is actually the war's great
second front, that it is a front, moreover, on which all Americans must
take their place, and that "the only
monument worthy of being raised
over these heroes' graves is the
watchtower over tomorrow's peace."
The excellent original story treatment is credited to Ben Hecht, the
telling direction to John Cromwell,
and the fine production to Jerry
Bresler. Other credits go to John
Nesbitt (narration), Harold Kress
(direction), Lester White (photography) and Karl Kamb (script). Following the introductory statement
of Secretary Stettinius, Lionel Stander. Grant Mitchell, Johathan Hale,
Miles Mander and George Zucco carry on with the story and exposition.
Yes,screen
emphatically,
a "must"
every
— and if more
people for
see
it twice, the better. — BAHN.

Lt. Willis R. McGuire
Reported as Missing
Lt. Willis R. McGuire, AAF, son
of P. A. McGuire, veteran film industry promotionalist long associated
with International Projector Corp.,
is reported missing in action over
the Western European front.
In addition to Lt. McGuire, the
senior McGuire has another son in
the Army, serving actively overseas.
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doily motion picture trade publication. Serving a great industry for more
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important executive in the business.
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Says
Might Asl(
nd ofGov't
Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)

proceedings are admissible evidence,
the Government will ask for an immediate end to the arbitration system.
The arbitration system has no
more permanence than any other
section
of the decree,
it was
stated
by Robert
Wright
and
Philip Marcus,
authors
of the
Government
reply.
"All this decree did," they wrote,
"was to postpone
the adjudication
of the validity of that (the industry) structure until an opportunity
had been
afforded
to demonstrate
that the industry in its present form
could operate on a competitive basis
in conformity with the Sherman Act.
The
defendants
are free to argue
that it has done so, but they cannot
be permitted to argue that further
relief is not obtainable, upon a showing of existing inadequacy, without
expressly repudiating
the basis on
which the decree was entered."

Txirnins to the Donohue affidavit submitted by tlie distributors in their argument
last month agrainst the injunction, Wright
and Marcus declared the principle that "the
struggle to attract patrons shoiild be resolved in terms of the greatest entertainment
value for the admission price charged wherever genuine competition occurs." Clearance, they said, is an artificial device which
must be carefully used if there is to be no
serious injury done the subsequent-runs.
Diftieult to Fix Standards
"We agree with Donohue," the.v said,
"that the matter is complex and that it is
difficult to establish any completely satisfactory standards for determining when such
an obvious means of competitive injury is
reasonable and when it is unreasonable.
However, we all know from experience that
the mere exercise of busi.ness judgment is
not sufficient to make it reasonable. If
business judgment were not influenced by
the many considerations which frequently
make a monopolistic method of doing business more profitable than a competitive one,
there would be no need for the Sherman
Act at all.
"The mere fact that defendants' counsel
have seen fit to place a part of their argument in Donohue's affidavit entitles it to no
more weight than it would have if made by
them directly. But, we are willing to accept
the conclusion stated in the affidavit that
'the arbitration machinei-y was devised so
that an impartial arbitrator could review
the business judgment of those who negotiated and granted such clearance.' For
the purpose of our argument, that is inadequate.
Criticizes Business Criteria
"The fact that the criteria on which the
arbitrators must reply are simply the business criteria employed by. the parties negotiating the clearance and that their review
is so limited is one of the principal criticisms of the decree from the standpoint of
public interest. As a convenience to the
defendants in providing an impartial review
of the business arrangements they make
from a bvisiness standpoint, something may
be said for the system. However, there is
nothing in Donohue's affidavit or in any
argument made by the defendants which
shows that that kind of review is adequate
to enforce the Sherman
Act.
"Unreasonable clearance arises bccanse the distributor permits his .jndsnient as to what appropriate clearance
«ould be to be warped or overridden by
the .indgment of the exhibitor obtaining
the clearance. ."Vny exhibitor seeks
clearance, not because he entertains any
specific belief as to whether it is fair
or unfair to the public or other the-
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(Continued from Page 7)

authority
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the

audience

roared in unison: "They're
two different class fighters"
Added
the W-T account, "Woolley, his face flushed, said, 'Let's get back to
the movies to prove my point'
Ah, the movies— what would they
do without 'em for a whipping boy!"
T
T
T
• •
•
CUFF NOTES:
There is money in turtles
Witness the
fact that the gross receipts oi "The Voice of the
panies have passed the $2,000,000 mark with a net
and more too, one via the picture deal with Warners
percentage. . . • DNB, the German news agency,

Turtle" two comof about $650,000
for $500,000 and a
reports that Emil

lannings will star in "Where
Is Herr Billing?"
If Ufa wants to
wait a few days before starting shooting, it might profitably have the
tif'.e of "Where Is Herr Hitler?". . . • If Paramount is agreeable, Katina
Paxinou may be seen on Broadway next season in "Madame, His
Mother," William Marshall's play about Napoleon's mother, which Henry
Van Kirk and William Lord will produce
Miss Paxinou heads West
next

month

•

•

•

to make
THE

"Sombrero" for Paramount
T
▼
▼
PERSONAL TOUCH: Sam Briskin has completed

a study of Navy motion picture production problems on special assignment for the Secretary of the Navy and has submitted his report through
Capt. Gene Markey, USNR, Director, Navy Photographic Services. . .
• Michael Daly, Hartford Theater operator, has organized the Daly
Realty Compatty, Inc. ... • Mrs. Max Birnbaum has resigned her
Terry-Toons post to join her husband in New Haven, ivhere he is a
Warner salesman. ... • Earl Morin, Connecticut State Police theater
inspector, is recuperating in Florida from a health breakdoivn. . . .
9 Eddie Canelli, former Warner shipper in New Haven, after three
years in the Pacific, has been hospitalized— because of injuries suffered
in a baseball game! . .....
T
▼
T
•

•

•

WE'RE AVENGING

PEARL HARBOR!

aters.
He seeks the clearance
which
will most effectively protect him.
"Regardless of whether he regards the
competition of other theaters subjected to
his clearance as great or small, his primary
interest lies in extending his protection
against their ability to attract patrons from
him over the widest possible area. When
an exhibitor demanding excessive clearance
is a circuit which operates a substantial
number of situations in which there is no
theater competition whatsoever, a distributor finds himself granting the clearance
terms demanded by stich an exhibitor simply as a condition of having his films exhibited in the circuit, without reference to
their effect on competition between the
theaters of the circuit and independent competitors.
Clearance to .\ffiliates
"Similarl.v, notwithstanding Donohue's assertion that he pays no attention to affiliation in negotiating clearance his company
clearly does,, as witness its insistence in
negotiating this decree that its own licenses
to its own theaters be exempt from arbitration. When Donohue says there is no crosslicensing he is obviously saying only that
he, as a Paramount sales executive, does
not indulge in it. The fact that Paramount
theaters are licensing Warner films for example, while he is negotiating licenses for
Paramount films in Warner theaters is just
as indisputable as the restrictive character
of the licenses each makes
with the other.
"In the business judgment of Paramount
and Warner the restrictions these licenses
impose
on their
competitors
are exactly

Lefkowich

Eecovering

^'

Cleveland,
O. the
— head
Mrs. ofMax
Lef-'
kowich,
wife of
Community Circuit, is at Mt. Sinai Hospital
where she is recovering from an operation.
•
Nazis Hold Yeagei-, Haney
Chicago — Kenneth Yeager and Leo
Haney of the Illinois, Indiana Theater circuit, who were reported as
missing in action, are now reported
prisoners of war in Germany.
•
Revelis Kin. Safe in Greece
Washington Court House, O. — After waiting for five years, George
Revelis, theater proprietor here, has
received word from his brother, Constantine, in Athens, Greece, saying
che family was safe.

ls'ice
LocaStri
Vot
dio tlie
lA eStuAid
(C ntinued from Page

1)

than our own," says a statement issued after the voting. Statement
claims that cameramen, film lab
technicians, sound men and costumers have ordered their members not
to work as strike-breakers and that
the unions have so notified President
Richard F. Walsh.
"We believe that untenable actions of our officials in demanding
that we work outside our craft is
humiliating and against all principles of good unionism, subjecting
us_ to the scorn and condemnation
of* our fellow workmen," the statein part.
"Further, our
we
resent ment
thesayslack
of consideration

right. The fact that these restrictions support the dominating position of each as officers have shown by depriving us
theater operators in the area where they of our right to vote on any action
operate, with consequences wholly incompatible with the public interest in the creation and maintenance of theater-operating taken in this dispute."
competition, is obviously no concern of
Donohue's. The same is true with respect
to Paramount's cross-licenses wiih Loew,
RKO, and Fox, What the legal effect of
these arrangements is must be determined
Montreal — Net profit of United
by this court, regardless of whether they
are thought to be normal and desirable by Amusement Corp., Ltd., is indicated

Net
Profit
$154J96
United
Amusement's

the parties."

Columbia's W. T. Lobel
Slain in South Pacific
Sgt. Walter T. Lobel, 26, formerly of Columbia's home office exploitation department, handling valaa-^ dio, has been reported killed in
1^^
South
Pacific.
^^"^ action
Lobel,in athetail
gunner
in the
U. S. Army Air Forces, had previously been wounded and returned
to action.
Before joining Columbia he had
worked with Hal Roach, Republic,
and Consolidated
Films
companies.
He is survived by his mother Mrs.
Pauline Lobel of 652 W. 163rd St.

in the 1944 annual report at $154,796 or $1.91 per share compared with
$187,136 or- $2.31 per share in 1943.
Heavier taxes militated against
profits as provision for income and
excess profits taxes totalled $163,912
including $11,755 refundable compared with $127,352 in 1943. Dividends totalling $80,829 were paid in
1944 compared with $64,663 the
pievious year. Net working capital improved from $451,130 to $559,032. Ernest A. Cousins, president,
noted redemption Feb. 1 this year of
$1,267,000 first mortgage 5 per cent
sinking fund bonds replaced by a
new issue of $1,250,000 20-year
bonds with interest at 2^/^ to 3%
per cent on $450,000 and 4 per cent
on $800,000.
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Co-ordinators Confer I
Here on 7th Set-up
(Ccntinued

from Page 1)

^tor for the Midwest. E. W. (Gene)
^»^,reet of Knoxville, Co-ordinator for
the South, is expected in New York
in a few days.
With Joseph Kinsky, chairman of
the co-ordinating committee and in
direct charge of the East, the Coordinators will confer with Samuel
Pinanski, national chairman, on
final details of the nation-wide campaign organization.
Pinanski yesterday announced the
division of the country by states
over which each Co-ordinator will
have jurisdiction as follows:
Kinsky, East (12 states): Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont and
Virginia.
division
also includes theKinsky's
District of
Columbia.
Thall, West Coast (11 states):
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
Wallerstein, Midwest (12 states):
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South
Dakota, Wisconsin.
Street, South (13 states): Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, West
Virginia.

20th-Fox Will Appeal
"Ragtime Band" Ruling
St. Louis — Twentieth-Fox is expected to appeal to the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals on the U. S. District Court i-uling denying the company a new trial of the action brought
by Marie Cooper Oehlar Dieckhaus
on the charge that "Alexander's Ragtime Band" was a plagiarism of the
plaintiff's novel "The Love Girl."

IN NEW POSTS
CHARLES LEONARD, studio home office Eastern
representative, William Cagney Productions,
New York.
SAM

ClANCRAVE,
ton, Conn.

manager, Colonial, Southing-

FRED

WITTE, Film Classics salesman, Northern
Ohio territory, Cleveland.
C. D. SULLIVAN, assistant manager, RKO Grand,
Chicago.
CHARLES SHAW, RKO exploiteer, Memphis and
New Orleans.
JOSEPH
LONGO,
RKO exploiteer,
San Francisco.
ARTHUR TITUS,
Unversal salesman. New Haven.
F. BRUCE MEWBORN, Altec supervisor, Seattle.
L. K. BRISBIN, Altec supervisor, Portland, Ore.
JOHN SHELLEY, student assistant manager,
Loew's
State, Syracuse,
N. Y.
SCOTT LETT, salesman. Paramount exchange,
Atlanta.
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Move to Broaden
CIE's Scope Seen

. . . the eyes tvill he on Frisco
(Ccntinued

11

from Page 1)

instead on simcn-pure entertainment.
It is a policy which has paid off at the box-office,
(Ccntinued from Page ll
not only in Owls Head and Kalamazoo, New York and Boston, but in London, in Johannesburg, in Rio, in Sydney, in Chungking and in virtually every other lot en the map to which
the next few weeks, as such action
American
films have reasonably free access.
' appears to hold the interest of both
In other and happier days, there were those who used to cry that certain stars were
Allied and Pacific Coast Conference
"poison at the box office.' Yet the most deadly of all poison at the same box office is
propaganda. It is most deadly because it not only destroys the entertainment properties
of the screen but it nurtures suspicion, stirs anger, feeds the fires of hate and inevitably
plays its part in the murder of peace.
0
IT hardly is necessary to add, surely, that what is discussed here is naturalistic "line"
' propaganda, such as that employed by the Axis. Quite different indeed is the proper
use of the free screen by a free industry for the interpretation, say, of American civilization to the peoples of the world, with acticn in kind by others. Such a course, as
Hays
points
out, promotes
that international
understanding
so necessary
for peace.

Parenthetically, it might be observed that the American motion picture, left
to its own devices and ivithout Government guidance, direction or directive, has
through its adherence to a policy of entertainment "sold" America {and American
products) to the world, whereas the bald cinematic propaganda employed by
other nations has failed dismally.
In time of war, the motion picture, a good soldier, readily places itself at Government's
disposal. The relationship is imperative and proper. But it is equally imperative and
proper that, come peace, the normal democratic relationship wherein Government is the
servant of industry
be quickly
restored.
0
A

ND

along with that it is just as essential that the principle enunciated

at the Chapul-

''* tepee Inter-American C'nference be duly regarded, not only by the American
Republics but a!! the United Nations. The Conference, you will recall, pledged the
Republics to "the earliest possible abandonment of those measures of censorship and
of control over the services of the press, motion pictures and radio which have been
necessary in wartime to combat subversive political tactics and espionage activities of
the Axis States."
"It is clear that the principle of unfettered communication
must be implemented
by acts, n.-t words," wrote
Hays.

on a world-wide

scale

The eyes will be on San Francisco.

leaders.
At the recent PCC board of trustees' meeting, the group went on record
measure of declai-ing
success that
coulda begreater
achieved
by
a united stand of the Conference to
"eliminate inequities in the motion
picture industry." The trustees
urged the continuance of the Conference and recommended that it broaden its scope
national concerted actionwherever
was necessary.
The move to broaden the scope,
it is reported, may be conducted
through a mail poll or through a
special meeting of Conference leaders. The Conference claims to represent more than 6,000 independent
theaters.

"Gray" Clicks on Coast
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — M-G-M scored a new
high for opening day gross Tuesday
at the Ritz, Egyptian and Los Angeles theaters with "The Picture of
Dorian Gray." This is the second
opening for the film, the first being
at the Capitol in New York where
it is now in its fifth and final week.

Four Majors Withholding
Pix from Curfew Violator
(Continued from Page 1)
ater, Toledo, a violator of the midnight ban, John L. Craig, Ohio War
Manpower Commission Director, announced.
Craig said that he had thus far
received wires from RKO, 20th Century-Fox, Warner Bros., and Loew's,
all of which stated that they would
instruct their distributors not to
lease films to Jack O'Connell, owner
of the Loop, unless he agreed not to
exhibit their films after midnight.
Harry M. Warner, WB president,
went one step further in assuring
Craig that he will prevent his films
from being shown at any hour by
the Toledo theater until it fully complies with the curfew.

Loew Stockholders Meet
Today on Stock Proposal
(Crntinued from Page 1)
on a three-for-one basis. The stock
split plan is reported to have been
approved by the board of directors
after a careful study of the proposal.
Trowbridge Seriously 111
Cincinnati — Nelson Trowbridge,
for over '20 years manager of Cox's
theater, is seriously ill with what
doctors believe to be a brain abscess.
Pa. House Nixes Bingo Bill
Harrisburg, Pa. — The House turned down the local option Bingo bill,
100 to 9-3.

BRIDAL SUITE OUT-OF
BOUNDS FOR G. I. GROOM!
NO WONDER

HE JAIimj)!

NO WONDER

SHE WEPT!

^^stokMs
Peter COOKSON

Produced by LINDSLE Y PARSONS

• Arline JUDGE

Direcled byPHIl KARISTeA

Frank JENKS • Jerome COWAN
llie

play

by

A.

i.

Ru b i e n , Roberl

A MONOGRAM

Screenplay by Richard Weil
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Sure crowd-pleaser!
Fast-paced comedy to
bring a flock of admis-

"One of the most hilarious offerings of the
Daily
season. Fast, furious farce comedy— F/7m
is certain
to wow them in all situations!"

sions to your boxoffice!"
— Boxoffice

"Hilarious, rollicking and
riotous . . . Small has come

"A hilariously funny picture for the
entire family. Its box office career

up with another film to make
customers laugh !"

should be —Showmen's
quite successful."
Trade Review

—M.P. Daily

'Fast-moving, hilarious farce
. . continual laughter of the
audience drowned out some

"Edward Small has given Millions a
nifty package of comedy merchandise.
The laughs are healthy and frequent."
—Daily Variety

-M. P. Herald
of the dialogue!"

^^
"Packed with hilarious situations and

"Fast, amusing . . . Edward Small seems destined to reap handsome returns with his swiftly
3ced, brightly humorous film." ■o
d(
—Hollywood
Re

gags.
er

Should wow
— T/je Exhibitor

Pr,

the

audiences!"

"ce^y

^omno ^mu
,^°«'^^>

Or

kY

DENNIS O'KEEFE
HELEN WALKER ' JUNE HAVOC
EDDIE 'ROCHESTER" ANDERSON
GAIL PATRICK • MISCHA AUER

From the

novel

by

George

Barr McCutcheon

Play by Winchelt Smith and Byron Qngley.

and

Stage

S'zreenplay by

liiiilUliiiiiiAriMdllliMlUiiliiyUillita

Released -- with a Million laughs ^thru

Washington — Proposal by OPA for ceilings on fi!m theater admission prices was refusev
•!•
C^
^'l
,
.
p
S,
GndtG
l\6|6CCS
rllnri
VM^CIIinQS.
by the Senate Banking Committee yesterday. The committee also refused the request
of Chester Bowles, OPA head, for an extension of the OPA act to 18 months deciding that 12 months was adequate at this time.

Intimale in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
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TEN CENTS

BOARD OT REGULATION FOR P. R. INDUSTRY
LoewEditorialStockholders Okay Stock Split, Contracts
^^Waichiower
. . . over tomorrow"'
By CHESTER B. BAHN
THE

motion picture theater owners and

' operators of these United States, who
have contributed, directly and indirectly,
so much to the winning of the war can
make an equally great contribution to the
winning of the peace by giving the WACOWI short, "Watchtower Over Tomorrow,"
not only a place on their screens but the
promotion and exploitation that it rates.
"Watchtower Over Tomorrow" is no
run-of-the-mill Government pep talk in
celluloid form. Nor by any stretch of the
imagination can it be indexed a "line"
propaganda. Rather is it an informative
subject, designed to acquaint the average
American with the intent and scope and
machinery of the world security organization envisioned in the Dumbarton Oaks
plan.
It is elementary, surely, that if the
Dumbarton Oaks plan is to become a fact,
and to safeguard generations to come from
war's blight, it must be understood, any
haziness dispelled and any misconceptions
eradicated.
0

POR instance, it must be clearly indicated
' — and this the short does — that what is
proposed "is not the Capitol of some superstate, trying to rule the earth,'' but instead
an organization of "the representatives of
all the nations dedicated to peace, large
and small, meeting together in sovereign
equality."
It is as important, too, that the man in
the street clearly comprehends the Dumbarton Oaks plan provisions tor the various
Economic and Social Councils, for the International Court of Justice and for the Security Council. Especially for the latter, because as the narration emphasizes, "The
Council represents the power of the world.
It can compel discussion of the world's differences bythe vital fact of its existence."
•i\A/ATCHTOWER OVER TOMORROW"
' ' perhaps is at its best in its exposition of the Councils modus operandi.
There

is the solemn warning that "tomorrow, unfortunately, no less than yesterday, we may still have a nation strong
enough and mad enough to dream that it
has the right to rule all others . . . mad
enough to be plotting immediate aggression
(Continued on Page 2)

All Directors Re-elected;
Stock Division to Bring
No Tax Cut, Says Rubin

20TH-F0X CETS
TELE STATION

Station WIXG, Boston, Leased
stockholders of Loew's, Inc., met
yesterday and (a) approved the profrom General Tele Corp.
posal to split the common stock on a
three-for-one basis, (b) re-elected
all directors and (c) approved the
extension of the present personal
Twentieth Century-Fox has stepservice contracts for Nicholas M.
ped up its interest in the television
Schenck, E. J. Mannix, Al Lichtman field by leasing station WIXG in
Boston from the General Television
and Benjamin
Thau.fromSchenck's
con- Corp. The company will ask for an
tract was extended
Jan. 1, 1947,
experimental license to operate the
(Continued on Page 12)
station, which has not been active
for some time. Planned is a program of television experimentation
and work, including tele programming and the use of sound films for
entertainment purposes.
The lease is understood to be for
an indefinite period.

State Exhib. Drive
Heads For 7th Named

Appointment of prominent theater owners throughout the country
to serve as exhibitor state chairmen
in the Seventh War Loan campaign,
May 14-June 30, was announced here
yesterday by Samuel Pinanski, national industry chairman, who de(Continued on Page 10)

Gov't Asks Dislribs.
OK Fads Admission

Provisions of New Bill
Restrict Discrimination
In Distribution of Pix

San Juan, P. R. (By Air Mail) —
Having passed the House of Representatives, the bill which would regulate motion picture distribution in
Puerto Rico is expected to be passed
by the Senate this week and be
signed ernorshortly
by the Govof this U.thereafter
S. dependency.
In some respects, the measure is
(Continued on Page 10)

NLRB Rules Against
SPU on Bit Players
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Upholding the producers and the SAG, the NLRB yesterday revealed that it has determined bit and stunt players should
not be represented by the Screen
Players Union. The decision fol(Continued on Page 11)

As a means of shortening the trial
of the New York equity case, the Deny Reports Casanave
Government has submitted a 39-page Acquiring Film Classics
Joe O'Brien, Editor of
request for admission of facts to the
Universal Newsreel, Dies
attorneys for the eight distributorReports
that
Charles
Casanave
defendants. The document covers
was taking over Film Classics were
Joseph O'Brien, 45, editor of Uni- first-run licensing arrangements with denied yesterday
in a joint stateversal Newsreel, died yesterday af- the various distributors in 30 cities.
ment by Edward
L. Alperson
and
ter a long illness at the Harkness
While the notice calls for answers
(Continued
on
Page 12)
Pavillion. Funeral arrangements within 10 days, attorneys pointed
had not been arranged late yester- out yesterday that it would be a
(Continued on Page 10)
(Continued on Page 10)
Duh First U. S. Pic

''Strike Wilt Go On^'-SorreU
Only Contract for Set Decorators Will End It
Okla.
MPTO Tax
Won't
Oppose
State Sales
Advance
Oklahoma City — Motion Picture
Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Inc.,
is not opposing a bill to increase the
state sales tax on admissions from
two to three per cent. Chairman C.
(Continued on Page 12)

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — - The amended decision
of the NLRB that bit and parts players are under the jurisdiction of
SAG and not SPU, will not affect the
strike at the studios, according to
Herbert Sorrell, president of the conference of studio unions.
Sorrell declared the strikers would
not return to their jobs until a con(Continued on Page 6)

In Paris antl Rome
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — What may be the
first instance of dubbing an American picture in Paris and Rome since
the liberation was indicated when
Arnold Pressburger received word
that his ''It Happened Tomorrow"
was being dubbed in French and
Italian. Picture is being dubbed
in French at Paris studios and in
Italian at studios in Rome. He has
already shipped sound tracks of effects and music of United Artists release.
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^^ Watchio wer
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"Colonel Blimp" Bows
Before N. Y. Notables

COminC and Goinc

A notable audience, representing
(Continued from Page 1)
society, stage and screen, British
Vol. 87, No. 62
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10 Cents against one of the smaller neighbors, while
J. BLUMBERC, Universal president, is
diplomatic attaches, and members of dueNATE
to arrive here from the Coast on Monday.
Publisher outwardly denying that it is actually pre- the artistic world, attended last
JOHN
W.
ALICOATE
BARRET McCORMICK leaves today for the
And, paring
confronted
with such a nation and night's American premiere of UA's
for war."
DONALD
M. MERSEREAU
: Associate Publisher
"Colonel Blimp" at the Gotham. Coast.
and General Manager situation, the picture dramatically and most
M. LOEW, M-C-M's foreign chief,
Opening was sponsored by the So- hasARTHUR
extended his South American trip for
effectively shows how the Council will —
ciety of Illustrators for its fund to another three w^eeks before returning to the
CHESTER
B. BAHN
::::::
Editor
United
States.
and can — "win tomorrow for our children."
enlarge the Society's present proSAM WOOD has arrived in New York City frag|
in the narrator's words, "the only
gram
for
the
rehabilitation
of
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays Verily,
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New monument worthy of being raised over these wounded servicemen.
Hollywood.
■■
York 18, N. Y., by Wid's Films and Film heroes' graves is the watchtower over toAmong celebs seen in the lobby
JAMES MULVEY, vice-president for Samuel
Folk, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
morrow's peace. "
and CLAUDE MORRIS, Goldwyn's ex- j
and auditorium of the Gotham The- Goldwyn,
Publisher; Donald M. Mersereau, Secretaryploiteer, have arrived on the Coast from New ,('
!f the American motion picture's efforts
Treasurer; Al Steen, Associate Editor. Entered
ater
were
the
following:
Joan
BenYork
to
round
out a campaign on "The Wonder i),
as second class matter, Sept. 8, 1938, at the !n the nation's behalf were restricted to
nett, Bonita Granville, Dorothy Mcpost-office at New York, N. Y., under the this short alone, it could be said that the
HANK LINET, executive assistant to Maurice
Guire, Luise Rainer, Irene Manning,
act of March 3, 1879. Terms (Postage free)
United States outside of Greater New York industry had "done its bit.'
Maria Montez, Fanny Brice, Danny Bergman, Universal's Eastern publicity and advertising head, has gone to Springfield, Mass.,
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months,
Kaye, Jimmy Durante, Walter Wan- to attend funeral services today for Harry Mc$3.00. Foreign, $15.00. Subscribers should Ohio Solons Deadlocked
ger,
Roland
Young,
June
Havoc,
remit with order. Address all communications
the company's
Newhe England
director.Donald,After
the rites
will set advertising
out on a
Hours Bill
to THE FILM DAILY, 1501 Broadway, On Working
Pierre Aumont, Gary Moore, Milton tour of the New England territory.
New York, N. Y. Phone BRyant 9-7117,
Berle, Jane Randolph, and Michael
IRVING BERLIN has arrived in Manila, P. I.
9-7118, 9-7119, 9-7120, 9-7121. Cable address:
Columbus,
Wartime
Filmday, New York.
hours
of womenO.' —and
children working
in Ohio Powell, producer, with Emeric PressLT. BOLIVAR HYDE, formerly with Florida
will revert to peacetime levels at burger, of "Colonel Blimp."
StateMan."
Theaters and now with the Navy's motion
Representatives: HOLLYWOOD, 28, Calif.'
picture service, is in town on Navy business.
— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd.. Phone midnight tomorrow because of a
Granite 6607. WASHINGTON— Andrew H. deadlock in the Ohio Legislature on Di Costanzo Rent Bill
E. L. McEVOY, Universal's short subiects sales
Older, 5516 Carolina Place, N. W., Phone the bill to continue relaxation of
manager,
will be in Washington today.
Ordway 9221; CHICAGO, 45, 111., Joseph
Signature
JOHN ALEXANDER, who will be seen shortly
Esler, 6241 N. Oakley Ave., Phone Briar regulations governing working con- Gets Dewey's
in Warners' "The Horn Blows at Midnight,"
ditions of women and minors. The
gate 7441. LONDON— Ernest W. FredAlbany — Governor Dewey has ap- is due in New York this week-end from the
man, The Film Renter, 127-133 Wardour House refused to concur in Senate
Coast.
St., W. I. HAVANA — Mary Louise Blanco,
proved the Di Costanzo bill regulatVirtudes 214. HONOLULU— Mrs. Annabel amendments to the bill, which would
JAMES E. FINEY, in charge of domestic sales
ing rents for stores and offices in
Damon. MEXICO CITY — Arthur Geiger. have made wartime lengthening of New York City. The act does not for Walt Disney Productions, leaves Sunday
Augusto Ccmpte 5, Mexico, D. F. SAN JUAN
for a one month tour of RKO Radio exchanges.
— E. Sanchez Ortis. MONTREAL— Ray Car- hours effective immediately. Pres- apply to the part of a building ocTERRY TURNER, RKO Radio exploitation head,
ent law provides for a 10-hour day
michael. Room
9, 464 Francis Xavier St.
cupied by a theater.
returns today from Boston.
and a 50-hour week for women in all
The maximum ceiling provided by
MERWIN C. TRAVIS, executive of the Motion
industries. In war industries em- the new law is 15 per cent above Picture
Society for the Americas, and JACK
RUNYON, head of the West Coast section of
ployers may exceed the 50-hour that paid on June 1, 1944.
the
Office
of Inter-American Affairs, will
limitation by notifying the indusThis act supplements a law pas- leave here today for Hollywood.
trial relations director.
sed in January regulating rental
After midnight tomorrow, unless
(Thursday.
March
2'9)
prices for space occupied for manu- Operations Start Monday
the deadlock is broken, the maxi- facture.
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
mum work week will be 45 hours
Governor Dewey also approved the By Confidential Reports
Net
Chg. for women
in manufacturing plants
High
Low
Close
% and 48 hours in other industries. It Stephens bill requiring landlord to
Am.
Seat
21 '/g 21 '/j 21 % +
Confidential Reports, Inc., gets unfurnish tenant with statement of
Vs
Col. Picts. vtc. (21/2%) 2IV2 211/2 211/8 —
% is believed that an amicable solu- amount of emergency rent and setder way officially on Monday as a
Columbia
Picts. pfd.. 431/2 48
481/2 +
Con. Fm. Ind
5
5
5
tion will be worked out next week.
checking service for Paramount,
ting
up
rules
under
which
tenant
+
Vs
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... BQi/g 297/8 SOVs
East.
Kodak
176
175
I751/2 .
may be evicted under certain condi- Universal, RKO, Columbia and 20th
tions.
Labor-Management Pact
Century-Fox. Offices in 31 cities
Gen. free. Eq
271/, 27
271/4 +
Loew's, Inc
771/, 76I/4 771/4 +
have been established and personnel
Before
Chamber
May
4
Paramount
281/2 28I/4 28I/2 +
has been assigned. Harold Groves,
McCormick to Studios
RKO
81/4 8
8I/4 +
Washington
Bureau
oj THE
FILM
DAILY
field director, has started on a swing
RKO $6 pfd
95
941/2 941/2 —
To
Set
Adv.
Campaigns
20th Century-Fox
. . . 273/4 271/2 27^4 ,+
Washington — The U. S. Chamber
around the country to the various
20th Century-Fox pfd. 347/8 343^ 347/8 —
of Commerce directorate, meeting
branches and Jack Levin, vice-presiWarner
Bros
137/8 133/4 133/4 -h
NEW
YORK CURB MARKET
here on May 4, is expected to ratify
S. Barret McCormick, director of
dent, will leave in mid-April on a
Monogram
Picts.
...
iVs ^Vs
3Vs +
the labor-management charter nego- advertising and publicity for RKO similar tour.
Radio-Keith
cvs.
. . 13/8 1 1/4
1 1/4
.
by the Chamber's
president,
Sonotone Corp
3
2%
3
-tEric A. tiated
Johnston
in association
with Radio Pictui'es, leaves today for HolTechnicolor
. . .•
20% 201/2 201/2 .
Kaplan Returning to Pix
Philip Murray, president of the CIO lywood.
Trans-Lux
41/2 43/8
43/3 —
Having already set national camCincinnati — Nat Kaplan, formerly
Universal
Picts
23
22% 223/4 .
and William Green, president of the
paigns on "The Enchanted Cottage," with PRC, has returned from Florida
AFL. The annual meeting of the
Chamber will be held here on May 3. "China Sky," as well as other forth- to make his home in Cincy and to
Court Rules Against
coming releases, McCormick will alJohnston's present term as president
so discuss advertising plans with re-enter the film business.
expires at that time.
Thomas Murray's Appeal
studio executives for "The Spanish
Johnston, in New York yesterday, Main," "George White's Scandals
Chicago — Federal Judge William
Holly has denied Thomas Murray's expressed confidence that his board of 1945," "Johnny Angel," "Those
ratify the labor-irianagement Endearing Young Charms," and
appeal cision
to in set
asidehe the
Court's the
de- would
charter. He said he understood it "Bells of St. Mary's."
which
dismissed
McCormick will also meet with
would be submitted to the AFL and
jury's award of $105,000 damages
against the Capitol Film Exchange, CIO boards at their coming annual Leo Spitz and William Goetz on
Milo Theater Corp., and Henri El- meetings.
promotion plans for International's
March 30
"Along Came Jones," with Samuel
man, John Manta, and Van Nomikos.
Saul Jaffee,
Anna Q. Nilsson
Warner Signs Shumlin
Si Borus
Herbert
Anderson
Goldwyn
"Wonder Man," and
with
Walt on
Disney.
Murray's attorneys have 90 days
March
31
Herman
Shumlin
has
been
signed
in which to file an appeal from Judge
Clifford
BrookeJr.
Paul
Lazarus,
Victor
Varconi
by Jack L. Warner to direct "ConEddie Quillan
Holly's action.
fidential Agent," Graham Greene's MPA Group Insurance
1
Wallace
Beery
Glady Lax Leaving ChL
mystery novel which Robert Buckner
The Motion Picture Associates,
Leon Janney
Harry Lewis
Bob Nolan
will
produce.
The
Broadway
proInc., are adopting a group insurance
Chicago — Gladys Lax, secretary to
Dorothy Revier
Harry Green
Charles
McCarthy
ducer-director
leaves
for
the
WarAlex Manta of the Indiana-Illinois
plan, negotiated by Jerome J. Cohen,
April
ners Burbank studios today to start Inc., with the Bankers National InTheater circuit has resigned and will
surance Co. of New Jersey.
remove to New York City.
preparations on the film.
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Mel. Area Theaters
31% Better in 6lh

B's Not Coming Ba(l(,
Studio Checlt Sliows

Theater performance in the New
York Met. area during the Sixth
War Loan campaign was 31 per cent
better than in the Fifth, Malcohn

H'est

Kingsberg, chairman of the execu+''ve committee. New York area
i \C, which functioned for the
drive, discloses in "Final Report,"
booklet reviewing the campaign, published yesterday.

The booklet augments Kingsberg's
over-all report, with reports from
chairmen of the various territories
that comprise the New York area,
and is highlighted by a salute to the
industry in the form of a letter from
Fred H. Gehle, New York State
chairman for the War Finance Committee of the Treasury.
Listed for special attention are the
names of the 'Honored Hundred'
managers selected on the basis of
the maturity value of "E" Bonds
sold, and the 'Honored Hundred' managers whose theaters sold the greatest number of Bonds per seat. A
complete borough by borough and
county by county report follows. The ;
final over-all summary of "E" Bond
sales from Nov. 1 through Dec. 31,
which is graphically reproduced in
the book, shows that the amount of
Bonds sold in this campaign was
$36,358,975 as compared to the $28,418,550 sold in the Fifth.
Booklet includes a complete listing of all theaters that participated,
managers and their sales, and lists
those that did not take part in the
drive. In addition, acknowledgment
is made to distributors for their coop.
"Final Report" will be distributed
to all participators as a fitting remembrance of, to quote Mr. Kingsberg, "a great service rendered our
country in time of war."

Cole Opens Texas Exchange

New Braunfels, Tex.— Grady A.
Cole, former operator of the Cole
Theater has opened the South States
Films, an independent film exchange
to serve theater owners throughout
the Southwest. Cole will also distribute 16 mm. films.

Legion Piedges Co-op
to Industry in 7th
film industry lias been assured of the complete co-operation
of the American Legion in the Seventh
War Loan Drive above and beyond its
ncrmal war loan work.
Pledge to Samuel Pinanski, national industry chairman was given in
a letter from H. L. Chaillaux, director of the Legion's National
Americanism Commission, which
handles the promotional part of the
The

C'-yjst

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Published reports to
to inthe contrary, there is nothingplan
to
dicate that major studios
boost the number of
substantially
"B's" on their production schedules.

AH 111 The Day''s iVetcs

• • • THE PERSONAL TOUCH: What's this about overtures by
former Vice-President Henry A. Wallace to Harry Brandt? ... •In
banking circles, they're linking the name of David O. Selznick with
agent, turns
39,000,000. . . • Lou Irwin, the Broadway-Hollywood

It's described
producer in August to do "Cup of Fury" on Broadway
as a psychological thriller by William Noble, Metroite, now with the infantry in the South Pacific and Prof. George Savage of the school of
journalism of the University of Washington. . . • Didja know that
Renee Carroll, the one and only Sardi hat-check girl, is one of the
Denham— Mary Orr comedy
Trip," the Reginald
backers of "Round
The venture also has Metro
will produce?
which Cliff Hayman
money behind it, reportedly to the tune of 25 per cent. . . • A doff
of the old chapeau to Ed Rabb, Akron, O., exhib., who is sponsoring a
junior canteen for teen-agers. . . • RCA's Dick Hooper, who is carrying the torch for television in the middle West, speaks before the St.
Paul Advertising Club on April 2 and before the Minneapolis Junior
Chamber of Commerce on the 5th. . . • Ray Schmeriz, 20th-Fox's
Cleveland salesman and son of I. I. Schmertz, the company's Cleveland
On reporUng for inbranch head, didn't don Army O. D. after all
duction, the medicos ruled him out. . . • Frank W. Lovejoy, Eastman
Kodak board chairman, receives the annual Rochester Rotary Civic
Achievement Award "for his quality as a citizen of Rochester and for
his long-time influence on the life of the city through his leadership at
Kodak"
'
▼
T
T
in our midst these days
HOLLYWOODIAN
• BUSIEST
•
•
it's because this run of
Maybe
easily could be Dave Epstein
weather is just like that on the West Coast, and Dave is responding
to the tonic effect, but he's setting a breath-taking pace as he makes
the rounds of magazines and syndicates in behalf of his clients
■Loita publicists spend about as much time plugging themselves as
He concenNot so Dave
they do the people luho pay 'em
Their's is the spotlight, Dave's the satistrates on his clietits
^faction of a publicizing job well done
T
T
▼
• • • HOT OFF THE HOLLYWOOD WIRE: Seven bids have been

made to Seymour NebenzaL head of Nero Productions, producing "Whistle
Stop," for United Artists, for stage rights to the motion picture, which
concerns life in a small American community. . . • Lynn Ban draws
the femme lead opposite Randolph Scott in 20th-Fox's Technicolor reA unit will hit
make of "Smoky," which will be filmed in May
scenes. . .
outdoor
for
Columbia
British
and
Oregon
Colorado,
to
trail
the
in "Exdriver
taxicab
l
philosophica
• RKO has cast Paul Lukas as a
periment Perilous.". . • Mervyn LeRoy heads East next week vnth
stopovers in Denver, Sah Lake City and Chicago in search of new faces
for "The Robe.". . • lames S. Burkett has set a 8300,000 budget for
the second of the new Tugboat Annie pictures. . . •On completion of
"The Cobra Strikes," Sidney Toler will depart on an Eastern p.a. tour.
• As his first directorial chore, Fred Brannon, erstwhile Republic prop
man, will co-direct "The Purple Shadow Strikes.". . • Alexander-Stern
It will
has signed Lew Landers to direct "Arson Squad" for PRO
. .
O'Brien.
Dave
starring
pictures
action
of
series
be the first of
O "Identity Unknown" filmed for Republic under the title of "Johnny
Marches," will be novelized by its author, Robert Newmcm, and reach
the bookstalls about the same time as the picture is released. . .
signed Dick Hyland to script "I Ring Doorbells," the Russell
• PRC has
story
Birdwell

Legion's war loan work in co-operation with the Treasury.

•

•

•

YES, WE'RE

T
T
AVENGING

▼
PEARL

HARBOR!

Reversion to "B's," according to the
reports finding their way into print,
induspresumably was inspired byguessed
try discovery that it had
the war-boomin anticipating
wrong
to an apwould lead
ed box-office
preciable curtailment in duals and
a resultant drop in the demand for
so-called "second features."
A survey of major studios fails to
disclose any plans for any increase
in output of "B's". Warners are not
producing any limited-budget picwill
"B's" mas,
Paramoun
continuetures,towhilecome
fromt's
Pine-Tho
is
M-G-M
.
annually
six
who make

with its modproceeding carefully and
is watchest-budget offerings
ing reaction to "Main Street After
Dark." Its "Crime of -Joan Ellis,"
directed by Arch Oboler and produced by Jerry Bresler, has been
completed, and Oboler will also direct "I'll Tell My Husband."
Columbia, Universal, Republic and
RKO have not made any change in
"B's,"
for production
their
while plans
20th-Fox's
plans to ofproduce
eight limited-budget pictures were
made several weeks ago.

M-G-M Branch Managers
Meeting in Chicago
Chicago — Trade conditions and the
current Metro productions were discussed at the M-G-M district managers' meeting at the Blackstone
Hotel yesterday. Jack Flynn, Western division sales manager, presided
at the conference.
Attending, besides Flynn were A.
M.
Shirley,Chicago;
district manager;
"Doc"
Bamford,
Harry Shumow,
Milwaukee; W. S. Workman, Minneapolis; John Kemptgen, D. C. Kennedy, Des Moines.

Arbitration Case Deferred
Chicago — Hearing in the Norwalk
Theater arbitration case has been
postponed
Alexander
Eulenberg tobyMayArbiter
8.

IN NEW POSTS
GEORGE M. JONES, Motion Picture Advertising
Co., Atlanta.
AL BOCATCH, assistant manager, Terminal,
Cliicago.
CHARLES

CHAMBERS, assistant manager. Portage, Cliicago.
FRANK CURTIN, assistant manager, Belpark,
Chicago.
JACK ZEMATER, assistant manager. Lakeside,
Chicago.
BEN cago.
FULLETT,

assistant manager, Drake, Chi-

A. COVE KENT, assistant manager, Clasa-Mohme
film exchange, San Antonio.
W. C. HORTON. manager, Pix, Fort Worth,
Tex.

The Enchanted Cottage' delivers
an emotional wallop that makes it
a heart-smasher with the women.
The picture's inspirational quality,
the loftiness of its purpose, the
humanity and warmth of its
theme, its earnestness, its touching tenderness and its appeal to
our finer instincts unite to give it
a rare preciousness and a distinction beyond the ordinary. FILM DAILY
*'A natural, botli as to box office and entertainment."

—Motion Picture Herald

"Gives one the feeling of having discovered some rare jewej[<4?
— Variety
—Hollywood

NATIONAL
PRESENTATION
IN MID APRIL!

Rj&pjorfer

"Will play a merry tune at the box office."
— Boxoffice
"One of the month's most noteworthy screen
events."

"In the top bracket."

—Hollywood

Variety

"Beats a path of its own ... an attraction of some size."

— A4of/on Picture Daily

'Timely . . . should prove beneficial to box office."

—Showmen's

Trade Review

'Unusual love story will get the women's —The
vote."Exhibitor

THE LOVERS ^/"CLAUDIA'
In the thrilling story of
a girl who wanted to be loved
and a man who wanted to be
forgotten! Magnificently filmed
by John Cromwell, the direaor
of "Since You Went Away"!

[

wiUt

Mildred Nahvick - Spring Byington
Hillary Brooke ■ Richard Gaines

RKO'S GIGANTIC
NATIONAL ADVERTISING

R K O
RADIO

vHml
Directed by JOHN CROMWELL

v."JE,
"C

• Produced by HARRIET PARSONS

• Screen Ploy by D.Wiit Bod

I?

fllljlll
poge

■ « « RKO

has bought

every

available

of space to back up this great show. Full pages

in publications like WOMAN'S
McCAlL'S
WOMAN'S

- RED

BOOK

DAY-TRUE

HOME

COMPANION-

- COLIIER'S - LOOK
STORY-FAMJLY

- LIBERTY -

CfRClE-and

the

entire fai» tbt to o folot of

29,007,375 CIRCULATION
The^ ad reprodttced herewith appears in six fon mogazinss
GET CREDIT

FOR YOUR
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COLLECTION.

SEND
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TO YOUR
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CHAIRMAN.'
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"Strike Will Go On
Sorrell Declares
(Ccntinued from Page

rr

1)

tract is completed for the set decorators.
Statement by Sorrell, issued after
receipt of the NLRB decision, is as
follows:
"Since witnessing the ease with
which producers have manipulated
the Screen Players Union out of the
NLRB decision, we have decided not
to go back to work until a contract
is completed for set decorators. It
is entirely up to the producers
whether they wait for NLRB to make
a decision or not.
"We have been stalled for so many
months, we absolutely will not go
back to work and be held up any
longer while the producers are working, waiting and wishing for decisions to be changed.
"We are out now and will stay
out until the strike is completely won.
It is up to producers how long it
lasts."

New York Conference on
Strike Ends in Failure

BRIEfinGTHEDflV'SnEUJS
Ascap Annual Meet Apr. 5
Deems Taylor, president, and Max
Dreyfus, treasurer, of the Ascap,
will deliver their report for the past
general
the organization's
year at meeting
annual
to be held next
Thursday afternoon in the Ritz Carlton Hotel. This will be followed by
a dinner in the evening in the hotel's main ballroom.
•
'Diamond Horseshoe' on Apr. 3
Twentieth Century-Fox has set the
tradeshowing of Billy Rose's "Diamond Horseshoe," Technicolor musical starring Betty Grable, for April
3 in all exchange centers other than
New York and Los Angeles, where
the picture will be seen on April 2.
•
Vanguard Opens Chi. Office
Chicago — Sam Horowitz, Central
and Southern division manager of
Vanguard Productions, has opened
Chicago headquarters at 33 North
LaSalle St. Peg Dupon is secretary.

•
Chi.
R.
C.
Collections
Efforts made in New York to end

the studio strike terminated in failure yesterday when interested labor
leaders were unable to reach an understanding at conferences held at
the Hotel Commodore.
In announcing the inability of the
participants to reach an agreement
on the issues involved, William
Hutcheson, president of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners, said that "apparently" the dispute would be referred back to Hollywood for any further negotiation.
Yesterday's
huddle
was in
theaddition
second
to be held here.
Present

Chicago — Warner Circuit reports
the collection of $18,000 for the Red
Cross at its local area houses; Essaness Circuit reports $19,000 while
B & K and Great States' collections
will exceed $100,000.

to Hutcheson were Richard F. Walsh,
lATSE head; James Skelton, business
representative of Studio Carpenters'
Local 946; Joseph Cambiano, general
representative of the carpenters' international, and B. "Cappy" DuVal,
business agent of Affiliated Property
Craftsmen, Local 44, lATSE. The
producers had no representation at
the meetings, the first of which was
held on Wednesday.
One of the purposes of the huddles was to pave the way for the
studio carpenters' return to their
jobs. Such a move would have meant
the end of the strike, it was believed.

•
Rudy Knoepfle Hospitalized

Mrs. Rembusch

Dead

Indianapolis — Word has been received here of the death of Mrs.
Catherine Rembusch, wife of Trueman Rembusch, at her home in Tuscon, Ariz. Death followed a long
illness. Trueman Rembusch is the
operator of Syndicate Theaters,
Inc., Indiana chain.

FEflimE TOUCH
VIRGINIA OILMAN has been named assistantmanager of the B & K's Admiral Theater,
Chicago.

•
Nick Back in St. Louis

St. Louis — John P. Nick, former
lATSE vice-president, who recently
was released from the Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kan., on
parole after serving time for violation of the anti-racketeering law, is
back in St. Louis.
Cincinnati — Rudy Knoepfle, rep.
for Republic Pictures for many years,
and president and one of the founders of the Cincinnati Cinema Club,
is confined to the Jewish hospital.
Knoepfle recently returned from a
rest period in Florida.
•
B & H to Sell Pfd. Issue
Chicago — ^Bell & Howell yesterday filed with SEC its registration
for sale of 30,000 shares of cumulative preferred 4^/4 per cent stock of
$100 par value, and 150,000 shares
of common, $10 par value.
Proceeds from the preferred are
earmarked for purchase of the big
Lincolnwood plant from Defense
Plant Corp. which B & H now operates under lease fi'om latter.

•
Critic on Chicago News

Chicago — Bob Casey, Chicago
Daily News' war correspondent has
been named drama critic, succeeding
Lloyd Lewis who recently resigned.
•
WB Home Office Closed
Warners home office will be closed
today (Good Friday and Passover).

Manila Re-opening
Wails Upon Power

Flooded Houses StiU Shut

Of the few motion picture theaters
in Manila that escaped ruination in
the struggle to free the capital city
from the Japanese, only one firstrun house, the Times, was found to
be in condition for immediate showing of films, according to a report
received from the Philippines by JH
DeVry Promotes D'Arcy
Chicago — E. W. D'Arcy, formerly overseas branch of the OWI and^BP
research engineer for DeVry Corp.,
released here by Louis Leber, assishas been promoted to chief engitant chief of the motion picture buneer, W. C DeVry announces.
•
reau.
Arrangements have been comAbe Greenberg to Paramount
pleted by Manila representatives of
Abe Greenberg, night picture edi- the OWI film unit to open the Times
tor of The News, joins Paramount,
April 1, in the capacity of picture as soon as electric power is availassignment editor at the West Coast able.
Three other first-run houses were
studios. Greenberg's initial assign- completely demolished and 11 are in
ment will be the setting up of a pic- bad condition and unsuitable for use.
ture assignment desk patterned afHowever, the Lyric and Ideal, with
ter those of newspapers.
some renovation and replacement of
•
lenses, will also be able to open in
ITS Enters New York State
the near future.
Albany — Independent Theater SerDistribution of films in the Philip- 1
vice of Elizabeth, N. J., chartered
pines is headed by Robert Perkins, i
under New Jersey laws, has certi- who was with Universal in the Far
fied to the Secretary of State it will
do business in New York State with East before joining the OWL Michael Bergher,
a former
Columbia
exprincipal office at 234 W. 44th St.,
ecutive in the
Far East
who had
New York City. It is capitalized
at $10,000 and Lee W. Newbury is headquarters in Japan, is now chief
film officer for OWI Pacific outposts.
President.
•
Jules V. Nayfack, formerly with MFire Wall Saves Theater
G-M,
is film
a recent
addition
OWI's
staff of
officers
in the toPacific.
Auburn, Ind. — The Court Theater
Building was saved from damage by
the fix'e walls and doors between the Army's V-E Day Film
buildings, when fire damaged the Ready
for G-I Joes
Chamber of Commerce Building adWashington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
joining it.
•
Washington — A V-E Day film preKlein Named J. J. Zone Mgr.
pared by the War Department is
Lou Klein, manager of the Luxor ready for exhibition to American
Theater of the J. J. Circuit, has been soldiers all over the world immediately Germany is defeated. The
appointed zone manager for the
will give the soldier some
Bronx theaters. He succeeds Clem picture
insight into his future and take up
Perry who has resigned.
the question of transferring our
•
forces from the European to the PaThe Fibns Go Through
cific theater of operations. The picture further will enable a G.I. to
Memphis — ^Six miles of Highway
79 are under water from the St. gauge his chances of being discharged
Francis river in Arkansas, but Film in the near future.
Transit is going through with film
The film has been completed for
six months.
•
by detour.

Cincinnati — Two theaters here are
as yet closed due to the flood — the
Riverside, operated by Jim Wilson
and The Broadway, basin house not
yet renovated.
•

San Antonio Honors Bennett

Cowan Retains R & R Agency

George J. Schaefer has appointed
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc. as the advertising agency in Lester Cowan's
forthcoming UA release, Ernie Pyle's
"Story of G. I. Joe." The space
taken in the newspaper advertising
campaign on the picture will be 50
•
per cent above normal. In those papers where space is limited due to
"Gay Nineties" Released
newsprint shortage the maximum
Gay Nineties Co. has placed in re- space allowed will be taken. .
lease a six-reeler. The production,
titled "Gay Nineties," is made up of Anne Bontempo Hospitalized
footage going back to 1900. Included
are newsreel shots and scenes from
Newark, N. J. — Anne Bontempo,
the early films with Rudolph Valen- first assistant manager of Loew's
tino, Charles Chaplin, Fatty Ar- State, is in Presbyterian Hospital,
buckle, Mary Pickford, Marie Dress- New York City, recovering from an
ier and other stars of yesteryear.
appendectomy.
San Antonio^ — Constance Bennett
has been chosen by the Treasury
Dept. and the city to preside at a
gigantic fashion display show which
will be staged here April 6 in conjunction with the forthcoming 7th
War Loan Drive.,

RECORD CROWDS AT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
AS PREDICTED BY THE
TRADE PRESS!
. . . Heading for big and happy grosses . . .
. . ."
style DAILY
very bestPICTURE
production in Metro's —MOTION
. . . Supremely entertaining . . . huge success
...'
grossesDAILY
. . . everything favorable for top —FILM
. . . Exhibitors will cheer, from the deluxer
— BOXOFFICE
to the late run neighborhood house ..."
—EXHIBITOR

". . . Headed for the higher brackets . . .'
. . Long lines and extra ticket -punching
..."
activity at the box-office
—SHOWMEN'S

TRADE

REVIEW

, . The romantic team of 'Woman of the
Year' has turned to comedy again which
will be the best of news for exhibitors and
..."
sure-fire PICTURE
thieir customers . . .—MOTION

HERALD

". . . Topflight production ... a box-office
click ..."
-VARIETY
". . . Headed for a box-office field day . . ."
— HOLLYWOOD

Give To

The Red Cross!

REPORTER

In the field of RE-ISSUES, FILM CLASSICS, by Performance, by Man-Power,
tribution, and BY ITS OWN

PERFORMANCE

TO SEE! . . . and that Record will PROVE

RECORD

by its unusual facilities for dis-

... Is Definitely TOPS! This Record is VISIBLE for ALL

that in our handling of 31 Goldwyn

features; 7 Selznick-lnterna-

tional productions; Hal Roach's "Topper" and more than 300 of his short subjects, FILM CLASSICS is putting
a NEW MERCHANDISING PUNCH into OLD RECORD BREAKERS for NEW BOX-OFFICE RECORDS!

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL FILM CLASSICS EXCHANGE
FOR BOOKINGS ON THESE MONEY-MAKERS!

m BREAKEII
4 MONTHS-WORLD THEATRE-NEW YORK CITY
3 WEEKS-MAJESTIC THEATRE-BOSTON

2 WEEKS-KARLTON THEATRE-PHILADELPHIA
A NEW HIGH-METROPOLITAN-WASHINGTON
TOP BUSINESS-STATE THEATRE-OMAHA
EXCELLENT-MISSOURI THEATRE-ST. LOUIS
HOLDOVER-LIBERTY THEATRE-NEW ORLEANS
2 BIG WEEKS-GRAND THEATRE-CHICAGO
GREAT

PARAMOUNT

BUSINESS ALL OVER:

News - ALLEN, Cleveland - ORPHEUM,
ing, Pa. -ORPHEUM,

THEATRE, Syracuse - STRAND,

Atlantic City - PALACE, Newport

Des Moines - STACY, Trenton - SHUBERT, Cincinnati - ASTOR, Read-

Sioux City-ALBEE,

Providence, R. I. - ORPHEUM,

Davenport, la. - PALACE, Bethle-

Newark, N. J. -CAPITOL, Meriden, Conn. - STATE, Ithaca, N. Y. -KLEIN
Bridgeport, Conn. — LOEWS, Hartford, Conn. — EMPIRE, Portland, Me. — STATE, Burlington, Vt.
hem, Pa. -PROCTOR'S,

CURRENT

RELEASES

DEAD END • KID FROM SPAIN
TOPPER • COWBOY AND THE LADY
RESURRECTION • I WAS FAITHFUL
BARBARY COAST • WUTHfRING
HEIGHTS • I WAS A CRIMINAL
RAGGED ANGELS • ONE HEAVENLY
NIGHT • ARROWSMITH
Released thru

COMING

MEMORIAL,

RELEASES

UDY OF FORTUNE • THE STARS LOOK
DOWN • KID MILLIONS • BULLDOG
DRUMMOND • GOLDWYN FOLLIES
DODSWORTH • STELLA DALLAS
COME AND GET IT • BELOVED
ENEMY • ADVENTURES OF MARCO
POLO -SPLENDOR -THE WESTERNERS
THE HURRICANE • THESE THREE

10

Board of Regulation
For P. R. Industry
(Continued from Page 1)
patterned after various proposals
made by independent theater interests in the United States, especially
those provisions which have to do
with runs and clearances in that
they restrict discrimination. Although there are only approximately
110 theaters in Puerto Rico, the distribution formulae set up by the bill
may have far-reaching influences, according to industry leaders here.
The bill establishes a Board of
Regulation of the Motion Picture
Business, consisting of 11 members;
five named by the distributors, five
by the exhibitors and the president
of the Public Service Commission.
Theaters will be placed in four categories, determined by the importance of the municipalities in which
they are located, seating capacities
and accommodations and admission
prices as of Jan. 1, 1945.
Defines Monopoly
Section 1 of the bill states that
"exclusive contracts for distribution
and exhibition of motion picture
films among distributors, or film exchanges, and certain exhibitors in
detriment to others, constitutes a
monopoly prejudicing exhibitors and
the public." Section 2 provides that
all distributors shall rent pictures
to those exhibit' irs who request them
in conformance with the strict preference order or turns within the
same zone or municipality. The
preference or turn shall be determined by (1) the category of the
theaters, (2) the services and accom odations Or seating capacity in
comparison with other theaters in
the same zone or municipality, and
(3) admission prices charged on Jan.
1, 1945. The category of the theater shall be determined by the structure and site of the building. All
theater owners may increase the
turn of their theaters if improvements are made in service and seating capacity.
Rent Under Same Conditions
Section 6 states that all distributors shall rent pictures under the
same conditions, it being understood
that first and second class theaters
shall be given preference in the firstrun of Class "A" films or to exhibit
them for the first time within the
same zone or municipality where the
theaters are located. In municipalities where there are only two theaters, both houses shall have the
right to first-run as first and second
class theaters. However, when one
exhibitor is the owner or controls
several theaters of equal category
in a municipality, the owner shall
obtain the rent of one or more films
to be exhibited on a determined date
in one of his theaters only, and shall
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7ih Siaie Chairmen Named
Prominent Theater Owners

Give Services

Gov't Asks DIstrlbs.
OK Fads Admission

(Continued from Page 1)
Fine, Cleveland; 0:HIO (CINCINNATI AREA)
— Maurice White, Cincinnati; OKLAHOMA
— ^C. B. Akers. Oklahoma City; OREGtON —
O. J. Miller, Portland; EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA— Sidney Samuelson. Philadelphia; WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA — ^M. A.
Silver, Pittsbui'gh; RHODE ISLAND — Martin Toohey, Pawtueket ; Ed Pay, Providence,
(Co-chairmen) .
SOUTH CAROLINA — ^Warren Irwin, CoALABAMA — R. M. Kennedy, Birmingham;
lumbia; SOUTH DAKOTA — Byron McElliARIZONA — Harry Naee, Phoenix; ARKAN- got, Aberdeen; EASTERN TENNE'SSEE —
SAS— Claude C. Mundo, Little Bock: Cecil Kermit Stengel, Nashville; WESTERN TENNESSEE— ^M. A. Lightman, Memphis;
Cupp, Arkadelphia, (Co-chairmen); SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA — Charles P. Skovu-as. TEXAS — ^R. J. O'Donnell, Dallas; UTAH —
Los Ang-eles; NORTHERN CALIFORNIA — Tracy Barham, Salt Lake City; VERMONT
Georg:e Mann, San Francisco; COLORADO — — Frank Vennett, Rutland; VIRGINIA —
Rick Ricketson, Denver; CONNECTICUT — Hunter Perry, Charlottesville; Prank O'Brien,
Henry Needles. New Haven ; Herman Levy, Richmond, (Co-chairmen); WASHINGTON —
New Haven (Co-chairmen); DELAWARE' — Frank Newman, Sr., Seattle; WEST VIRA. Joseph DeFiore, Wilmington; DISTRICT
GINIA— S. J. Hyman, Huntington; WISCONSIN— ^Harold Fitzgerald, Milwaukee;
OP COLUMBIA — ^Pred F. Kog-od, WashingWYOMING
— T. E. Knight, Riverton.
ton: FLORIDA — J. L. Cartwright, Jacksonville: GEORGIA — W. K. Jenkins, Atlanta;
IDAHO — ^Walter Lee Casey, Bonners Perry.
ILLINOIS — Ed Zorn, Pontiac; Walter Immerman, Chicago (Co-chairmen) ; INDIANA
— Don Rossiter, Indianapolis; IOWA — A. H. Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Blank, Des Moines; KANSAS — Howard
Washington — Local committees for
Jameyson, Wichita: KENTUCKY — ^Lew Hensler, Lexington; LOUISIANA — E. V. Rich- the forthcoming 7th War Loan drive
ards, New Orleans; MAINE — C. J. Russel, have been appointed by Fred S. KoBangor; MARYLAND — ^Prank Durkee, Balgod, D. C. exhibitor chairman.
timore; Elmer Nolle. Jr.. Baltimore, (CoFor the local WAC, John J. Paychairmen) ; MASSACHUSETTS. — ^M. J. Mullin, Boston; MICHIGAN (PENINSULA) —
ette and Carter T. Barron, co-chairMartin Thomas. Iron Mountain; MICHIGAN
men, will serve with Frank La Falce,
(BALANCE OP STATE) — Ray Branch,
area publicity chairman, acting as
Hastings;
James
F.
Sharkey,
Detroit
(Cochairmen).
co-ordinator between the 7th war

clared that "With these men as the
leaders, and with the teamwork of
their State Committees and the nation's 16,000 exhibitors, there can
be no doubt of the outcome."
Complete roster of Exhibitor State
Chairmen
follows:

7th D. C. Drive Chairmen
Appointed by F. S. Kogod

MINNESOTA — John Fried), Minneapolis;
EASTERN MISSOURI — Harry Arthur, St.
Louis; WESTERN MISSOURI — Elmer Rhoden, Kansas City; MISSISSIPPI — Burgess
Waltmon, Columbus; Arthur Lehmann,
Jackson, (Co-chairmen); MONTANA — J. A.
English, Anaconda; NEBRASKA — ^William
Miskell, Omaha: Sam Epstein, Omaha (Cochairmen); NEVADA — Homer LeBallister,
Reno; NEW HAMPSHIRE — Mel Morrison,
Dover; NEW JERSEY (NORTHERN) —
Harry Lowenstein. Newarlj; Frank Damis,
Newark (Co-chairmen): NEW
JERSEY
(SOUTHERN) — I. Epstein. Philadelphia;
NEW MEXICO — George Tucker, Albuquerque.
NEW YORK (METROPOLITAN) — Irving
Lesser, New York City; NEW YORK (ALBANY AREA) — C. J. Latta, Albany; NEW
YORK (BUFFALO AREA) — Max Yellen,
Buffalo; NORTH CAROLINA — H. P. Kincey,
Charlotte; NORTH DAKOTA — M. Cooper,
Grand Forks; Ed Kraus, Pargo (Co-ehairnren); OHIO
(CLEiVELAND
AREA) — Meyer

loan and the WAC. John S. Allan,
will be exchange area chaii'man and
Nat Browne, seci'etary.
Special assistant to Kogod will be
Frank Boucher, with Joseph B.
Brecheen, as exchange chairman.
The district and suburban Maryland areas have been divided into
areas with a chairman to supervise
all Bond activities in his particular
district. A. Julian Brylawski, local
MPTO head is supervisor and will
co-ordinate the work of the area
chairmen, who include Harry Bachman, Graham Barbee, Louis Bernheimer, Walter Cersley, Charles 0.
Clark, Claude Land, George Shepp,
Lawrence Snoots, Lloyd Wineland.

not obtain the rent of the same film
to be exhibited in another of his
theaters of equal or different category or turn until the film has been
rented by all other exhibitors of the
same category or turn who had requested the picture.
According to Section 7, the following acts are prohibited: (a) The
rental of films by distributors or
circuits which have theaters of different turns or categories, in the
same or different zones, without having given opportunity to rent the
same films to all other theater owners of the same classification or turn
in the same zone where the houses
of the circuits are located.
Clearance Provisions
(b) The concession to the exhibitors by the distributors and the demand on distributors by the exhibitors for clearance of more than 15
days after the last exhibition in a
theater of superior category against
the exhibition of the same film or
films in a theater of equal or in-

ferior category within the same zone
or municipality.
(c) The contract for films on a
rental basis between distributors and
exhibitors against the right of other
exhibitors after the approval of the
act with the deliberate purpose of
evading the act.
(e) The demand on distributors to
give first-runs to theaters of inferior turns if the distributor has the
opportunity to show his films in theaters of higher category within the
same zone.
(d) The increase of admission
prices above those charged on Jan.
1, without previous consent of the
Board, for the purpose of raising
the category.
Violations by either distributor or
exhibitor shall constitute a misdemeanor, subject to a minimum fine of
$100, maximum of $500, imprisonment of no .more than six months, or
both. The bill becomes a law 90
days after signature by the Governor.

(Continued from Page 1)
physical impossibility to reply to
the admissibility of the data or make
valid objections in that space of time
essary.
and
that an extension would be necIn brief, the distributors are asked
to admit the first-run licensing agree|||
ments for the seasons of 1936-37 t^jf
1943-44. For example, the Government points out that during the 193637 season, the Albany first-runs
were the RKO Palace and Proctors,
Warners' Strand and Ritz and that
those theaters had under licensing
all of the features or a lesser number
of selected features from Loew, Fox,
Paramount, Warner, RKO, United
Artists, Columbia and Universal. It
thendistributors
points outwhich
the first-runs
and
the
supplied them
product for the succeeding seasons.
The same procedure is outlined for
the other 29 cities.

Joe O'Brien, Editor of
Universal Newsreel, Dies
(Continued from Page 1)
day.
He leaves his widow, Mrs.
Helen O'Brien.
O'Brien started in the film business at the age of 14 when he was
employed as a developer for the
American Biograph Co. He joined
Pathe News in 1927 as makeup editor after a distinguished career as
cameraman and film editor for Kinograms, later joining Fox Movietone
before becoming associated with
Universal in 1932. He was appointed editor six years later. As editor
of the newsreel, O'Brien produced
"Person-Oddities" and "Variety
Views," short subjects, as well as
special features.
During the first World War,
O'Brien was engaged on war pictures for the Government and joined
in early experiments with color
films.

U. S. Tax Court in Dallas
To Hear Insterstate Pleas
San Antonio, Tex. — Tax disputes
between Uncle Sam and members of
the Interstate Theaters group, involving more than $320,000 of income and excess profits taxes, are
scheduled to be heard by the Tax
Court of the United States in Dallas
during the coming week.
In a total of five petitions, members of the group are contesting deficiency assessments by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, for the years
1937 through 1941 which the Interstate group alleged were erroneously assessed.
The largest assessment was
against the Galveston Theaters, Inc.,
totalling $158,450. The other contesting petitions were filed by the
Brownsville Amusement Co., the Interstate Circuit Inc., and Albuquerque Theaters, Inc.

i
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NLRB Rules Against
SPU on Bit Players
}
(Continued from Page 1)
on Feb. 22, in which
hearing
a
lows
the producers and SAG appealed the
Board's December certification of
all studio employes who are engaged primarily in extra work. The
"ompanies and the Guild argued that
;lusion of employes who in addition to their extra work do stunts,
singing or brief lines of dialogue is
inappropriate. The board unanimously agreed that "there is merit
in this contention."
Work In Two Classes
"All work before the motion picture camera," the board said, "falls
primarily into two main classes, the
one being known as acting work, defined as all performances involving
the speaking of a line or lines of
dialogue, and including also certain
specialized performances such as
stunts and singing, and the other
being known as extra work, comprising all other work before the
camera, and customarily described
in the industry as atmospheric or
background work. All extra work
and the greater portion of acting
work involve separate periods of employment of relatively short duratic n by one or more of several different employers."
eng-airea

Schultzes Buy the Almira

Standard Capital
Spotlightedby SEC

DEALS

THEATER

Walker Sells to Lassiter

Charlotte, N. C— A. P. Lassiter,
and
operator of the ConwayhasTheater
bought the
; the Levon in Weldon,
j Littleton Theater, Littleton, formerly
owned by T. R. Walker.
'Leach Sells to Smith
Des Moines, la.— Clay D. Smith
has purchased the Molo theater at
Moulton, from Bob Leach and will
take over operation on April 1.
Leach formerly was with the RKO
reDennis Buys in Ft. Worth
exchange at Des Moines and has
signed to manage the house. He did
Gainesville, Tex. — L. C. Dennis, not disclose his future plans. Smith
who operates the Rio Theater here is formerly of Seymour.
as well as several other houses
throughout the state has purchased Mansfield Opens in Tama
the Fix Theater in Fort Worth from
Des Moines, la. — Wes Mansfield
Boy Milligan. W. G. Horton has has opened the Mills theater at Tama
been named manager by Dennis.
which will continue until the luka
theater, recently destroyed by fire,
can
be rebuilt.
Goulding Sells Two Houses

Cleveland, O. — Nate Schultz and
his brother, Sam Schultz, have purchased the Almira from George Fullbright. Transfer becomes effective
May 1. This will be the fifth link in
the chain known as Selected Theaters Co. which includes the Ambassador and Union Theaters, Cleveland;
Strand, Youngstown; and the Lorrain, Loraine. Nate Schultz is the
local Monogram franchise owner.

AmarlUo, Tex. — Ben Goulding has Lasker House to Levy
sold his two houses, the Rex and
Chicago— Milton Levy, formerly of
Texas Theaters to W. G. Underwood
H. and E. Balaban circuit, has
the
and C. C. Ezell of Dallas. Goulding
Music
circuit's
the Lasker
bought
plans to retire.
this. week.
taking over
Box Theater,

i Drive-Ins Set Openings
Cleveland, O. — Drive-ins in this
jarea are dusting off their equipment
|in preparation for openings. Opening dates are Lima, April 6; Toledo,
,
April 7; Rochester, N. Y., April 14;
j
Buffalo, N. Y., April 15 and StrassMay 5. The Toledo, Ro. burg, 0.,chester
and Buffalo Drive-ins are
Cleveland owned. H. C. Shock operates the Lima Theater and Roland

Borzage Buys Story
J'Vcst

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Frank Borzage has
,
purchased for Republic an original
"Concerto," by Borden Chase, at a

Washiiujton

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Additional details
of the
concerning the dissolution holding
Standard Capital Company,
company for Universal stock, were
by the SEC; Cormade public today
rection to the December report revealed that Daniel Sheaffer had held
26,500 shares of Universal common
through Standard Capital, as well
as 111,283 warrants for common. He
exercised 4,607 of these warrants in
January, bringing his holding of
the stock to 24,265.
Ottavio Prochet exercised 73 warrants last month, bringing to 200 his
holding of the stock — the other 127
shares having come from Standard
Standard Capital alCapital. From 1,084
warrants, from
so he received
which block were taken the 73 he
exercised last month. He retains
1,011 warrants.
Correction to the December report showed Nathan J- Blumberg
picking up an additional 5,000 warrants, bringing the number of warrants he holds to 24,000. William
A. Scully, the report reveals, disposed of 600 of these warrants in
January, in two sales, and disposed
of 5,100 warrants last month, in
warseven sales. He retains 9,000
rants and 100 shares of the common.

Robert Lehman was revealed to have disBut even though extras are often comprise
) 01- bit parts '-such performances
posed of 1.000 shares of Twentieth-Fox
small porcommon no par value, retaining 500. Amernot more than a. comparatively
ican
Express was revealed to have sold 4.000
emare
extras
tion of the work at which
$100,000. The pro- shares — in sis sales — of capital stock in
Ireported price of
ploved duringr the year 1943. " the board
ducer-director isslated to place it General Precision Equipment, retaining 9."A total of 4.277 class B members
add'ed.
000. The Afliliated Rexport Corp. holds
work.
before the cameras at beginning of 50.719 shares of this stock. Henry Ginsof the Guild were engag-ed at extra Casting
Central
through
employed
Extras
berg: disposed of 400 shares of Paramount
July. It will be made in Technicolor,
a total of 331.684
performed
Corporation
parwife
common,'
1.000 shares
of
olor production at dollar
while his
retains retaining
100.
Technic
an averag-e
work,
first
.
the
j
days of extra employed
man
each
during
extras being
1.080
"
Boyer the Strassburg "house."
ic.
Maurice Newton made a g-ift of 50 shares
ubl
Rep
I
workiniT day.
of the same stock, retaining 10,415 and
of extra work, also perform stunts, singing,
employes in an approBoard Cites Statistics
or bits or parts involving a line or lines representative of the
em- another 9.190 through a trust, Loew's purpriate bargaining- unit to represent all
of
essential
story
dialogue,
either
directly
chased an additional 106 shares of Loew's
ployes therein without hostile discrimmation
•On the other hand, during- the entire
Boston theaters $25 par common, now holdday player, stock, or free-lance
pursuant to
vear not more than 990 class B members contracts
of thenon Guild
promoti
to the either
ing 121.341 shares.
a view
or by adjustment subsequent to best
and with
or
the
contracts
Should
s.
player
interest
day
under
employed
were
for extra work, the independent engrage in such restrictive
Alton Brody dropped 500 shares of Monofor the performance of bits and parts, and being employed originally
gram dollar par common, retaining 2.500.
but excluding- all employes who perform excircumvent the ob- Throug-h Monogram Southern Exchanges Are
otherwis
or
s
practice
not more than 349 were employed for smustunts,
clusively
singing, or bits or parts
Of
dethis
contracts.
in
inherent
free-lance
board
under
the
of
jectives
work
thur
C. Bromberg dropped 3,900 shares of
lar
with essential story dialogtie, and all Class
cision, the board will not regard itself as
those who were engaged for performances
cirin
his
own
name. retaining 15.172' and 1,086
the
half
of
than
ation
the
same
stock,
Guild,'
more
the
of
precluded upon consider
A and Class A Junior members
under day player contracts,
cumstances thus presented, from taking aptherefor the words 'but
Correction to the January report showed
and substituting
obtained employment under but one such excluding
all
employes
who,
either
directly
either
includin
of conpropriate remedial action,bargaini
or acquisition of 400 shares of this stock by
contract, and the averagre number employed
ngg-unit
pursuant to day player, stock, or free-lanceto a redetermination of the
Monogram Pictures. Michigan, which now
tracts for all Class B members so
contracts, or by adjustment subsequent
of the certification herein."
revocation
holds 2.000 shares while WilUam D. Hurlwas but slightly moie than two. The great being
employed originally for extra work, i
but holds 3.363 shares in his own name.
majority of Class B members who were
Ruling
perform stunts, singing', or bits or parts SAG Sees NLRB
under free-lance involving a line or lines of essential story
eng-aged" for performances
one.'
than
more
Charles
Gable Dead
not
obtained
contracts
■We find the record thus to be clear that dialogne.' We shall also amend the cer- Recognizing Its Contention
of THE FILM DAILY
Biiieau
Coast
West
well
as
parts,
here-with."
and
bits
accord
of
in
tification
the performance
Sharpsville, Pa.— Charles E. GaHollyw-ood — The Screen Actors Guild isThe board added that it is "fully aw^are
characteris- that
as stunts and singing, is not the
ble, 85, who for the last 10 years
the unit delineation set forth herein, is,
of NLRB's
tic function of the group comprising the at best, not entirely satisfactory due, as we
receipt
upon
statement
this
sued
decision ag-ainst the Screen Players Union managed the Ritz theater is dead.
extra players, but rather of the professional have pointed out, to the fact that extras as representing bit and stunt players.
actors, consisting o-f the Class A and Class customarily have performed not only extra
"This decision constitutes full recognition An uncle of Clark Gable, he operated the Gable Hotel and theater in
A junior members of the Guild, who cus- work but also bits, small parts, singing, of SAG'S contention made before NLRB
Sharon, for many years.
tomarily perform no extra work."
■Inasmuch as the performance of bits, and stunts. We wish to make it clear that at the Feb. 22 re-hearing that the jurisdicour unit determination shall in no manner
board's original
created by the
overlapcertification
parts, stunts, and singing is the essential be construed as a limitation upon the type decisiontionaland
of SPU should be
and characteristic function of the group
modified
to
give
SAG
exclusive
jurisdiction J. C. Sullivan Stricken
of
work
which
extras
may
be,
and
cusdesignated as professional actors whom we
Columbus, O. — J. Clarence Sullitomarily have been, called upon to perform. over all acting work. Elimination of overhave excluded from the unit found approlapping jurisdiction provided for in the new
van, 67, pageant director and at one
priate herein it is apparent that all those
Concerned Over Reprisals
decision establishes a sound basis for labor
who perform such work possess interests
time press rep. for the Lee M. Boda
"In view of the union shop contracts strength and labor peace.
in common with the motion picture actors
"The line of jurisdiction laid down is in theaters at Toledo, Dayton, Springrather than with the extras and should prevalent in the motion picture industry,
field, Columbus, and Indianapolis,
likewise be excluded from the unit herein it is apparent that sueh over-lapping- be- complete accord with the motion picture intween
the
fields
of
acting
and
extra
work
dustry's historic and customary conception
which is composed essentially of those who
of the distinction between acting and extra died of a heart attack.
day
require
members
of
the
independent
are engaged in the performance of extra also to maintain membership in the Guild.
work.
It is with deep concern, therefore, that we
A staterrient from major producers re- Swedish Shorts for Brazil
Amends Description
note intimations appearing in the record
iterated that they would abide by the deStockholm (By Air Mail)— For the
cision and also any NLRB decision pertain■•We shall in accordance
with the fore- concerning- the possibility that the unions
may indulge in reprisals designed to prevent
ing
to
the
dispute over set decorators. SPU first time Swedish shorts are being
,
going^. amend the description of the unit for persons who have customarily performed
did
not issue any statement, but is ex- prepared for shipment to Rio de
which the independent has been herein cerwork."
pected to appeal the decision to the U. S. Janeiro. The films, numbering seven,
tified as collective bargaining representative both acting- and extra work from continuing
to do so. It should be emphasized in this Circuit Court of Appeals and even to the
by striking therefrom the words 'including regard that it is the duty of the exclusive Supreme Court, if necessary.
those who. in addition to the performance
:deal -with Sweden.

.
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20th-Fox Anniversary
Greetings via Radio

"The Lady Confesses"

with Mary Beth Hughes
(HOLLYWOOD

Hundreds of radio stations
throughout the country on April
1, 2 and 3 will air their greetings
to 20th Century-Fox on the occasion
of its 30th annivei-sary. On April 1
WEAF and 134 NBC stations, 8 to
8:30 EWT, will voice its felicitations when the 20th-Fox star, Linda
Darnell, appears as guest or the Edgar Bergen-Charlie McCarthy show.
At 1:30 to 1:45 p.m. EWT, the same
day 144 Blue Network stations will
pay tribute on a program emanating from the Coast. It will not,
however, be heard in the New England states or in New York.
On Monday, 8 to 8:30 p.m., 20thFox star, Anne Baxter, will appear
on "Cavalcade of America" over
WEAF and 142 NBC stations. And
at 9 to 10 p.m. on Monday WABC
and 142 CBS stations will plug the
anniversary in the "Lux Radio Theater" program.
On Tuesday, WOR and 154 MBS
stations will air greetings when William Eythe will be guest star of the
Paula Stone and Phil Brito broadcast from 1:30 to 1:45 p.m. when
much of the discussion will center
on 20th-Fox and its anniversary.

PRC

The

BRUNNER,
side, Chicago.

WALDON SIMMONS,
Grange, Chicago.

(Continued from Page 1)
L. E. Goldhammer who declared that
there never had been negotiations
with Casanave or anybody else.
Casanace, however, is reported to
be heading a new distributing company in which territorial distributors of the Goldwyn pictures handled by Film Classics are forming.
There is no connection between Film
Classics and the new organization,
as the distributors of Film Classics
are said not to be operating on a
franchise basis.
The joint statement said that Film
Classics, "which has and is doing a
healthy business, will positively continue its distribution in the re-issue
field." Alperson said that the plan
to produce new product would have
to be deferred until the raw stock
situation was adjusted.

*

manager,

B

&

Lake-

K's La-

* N AVY *
JOHN

BOYLE,
Barre, Pa.
TOM
PORTER,

formerly
B &

of

the

K general

Penn
offices.

WilkesChicago.

acting is splendid, with Hugh Beaumont, Edmund McDonald and Emmett Vogan

Deny Reports Casanave
Acquiring Film Classics

*

assistant manager,

Mins.

Claudia Drake, who sings in the McDonald club, is also murdered, and the plot
takes an unusual twist before both murders are solved.
CAST: Mary Beth Hughes, Hugh Beaumont,
Edmund McDonald, Claudia Drake, Emmett
Vogan, Edward Howard, Dewey Robinson, Carol
Andrews, Ruth Brande, Barbara Slater, Jack
George,
Jerome
Root, Edwina
Patterson.
CREDITS: An Alexander-Stern Production;
Producer, Alfred Stern; Director, Sam Newfield; Author, Irwin R. Franklyni; Screenplay,
Helen Martin; Cameraman, Jack Creenhalgh,
ASC; Art Director, Paul Palmentola; Editor,
Holbrook
Todd;
Musical
Director,
Lee Zahler.
DIRECTION,
Good.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Good.

CORP. RAY THOMPSON, formerly manager of the
B & K Belpark Theater, Chicago, to sergeant overseas with the chemical warfare
division.
CORF. EARL ALLEN, formerly of the Southern
theater service staff, Chicago, to sergeant
with the military police guarding war
prisoners.

ROBERT

64

standouts. Mary Beth Hughes and Claudia
Drake also do good work.
Barbara Slater, who has been estranged
from her husband, Hugh Beaumont, for
seven years, warns Mary Beth Hughes she
will never let her marry him. Miss Slater
is found murdered, and suspicion points to
Edmund McDonald, night club operator, with
whom she had invested some money.

TO THE COLORS!

* ARMY

'

This murder mystery produced by Alexander-Stern Prods., holds interest to the
end and is a worthy PRC release. It has
been given good direction by Sam Newfield
and praiseworthy production guidance by
Alfred
Stern.

St. Louis — The St. Louis plan for
the gradual elimination of dual bills
appears to have hit a snag, for the
subsequent-run theaters are not adhering to the proposed plan. It was
the understanding that the subsequents would follow through on the
first-run policy and play those pix
as singles which the first-runs played
single with stage show and newsreel with perhaps a cartoon or brief
comic.
The plan was adhered to for a
time, but recently "Meet Me in St.
Louis" and "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo," which played single-bills at
the first-runs, were shown double by
the subsequents, in some instances
the second bill being an "A" picture.

* PROMOTED

and Hugh Beaumont
PREVIEW)

WELL DONE MURDER MYSTERY MAINAINS SUSPENSE THROUGHOUT; SHOULD
PLEASE.

St. Louis Subsequents
Block Single-Bill Plan

k
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Hollywood — Film rights to two
new story properties have been acquired by M-G-M. One of these is
"Image of Josephine," by Booth
Tarkington, published in book form
by Doubleday, Doran, and later, in
a condensed version, in the American
Magazine under the title of "Lovely
Hellion." The other is "Flight From
Youth," Redbook Magazine serial
by William E. Barrett.

%A

"Rogues' Gallery"
Frank

Robin
Raymond,
H
Warner
PRC
60 Mins.
MYSTERY FILM MOVING AT SNAPPY
PACE AND GARNISHED WITH HUMOR
WILL ENTERTAIN.

Jenks,

"Rogues' Gallery," which Donald C. McKean and Albert Herman produced acceptably, should please the inveterate mystery fan. The film has action galore, works
up considerable interest and has touches
of lightness that add
tainment.
The

Stockholders Okay
Loew Stock Split

much

to the enter-

John T. Neville screenplay has some

highly diverting material in it. His is the
story of a femme reporter (Robin Raymond)
and a news photographer (Frank Jenks)
who

land kerplunk in the middle of a murder mystery in which figures an important
invention. The two rush about pell-mell in
their efforts to solve the muddle. Their
sleuthing attempts backfire and they lose
their jobs as well as get into the hair of
the authorities. You may be sure that at
the finish they have been fully vindicated.
Jenks and Miss Raymond perform well,
with the former good for some laughs and
smiles. H. B. Warner and Ray Walker are
among others whose work is helpful.
CAST: Frank Jenks, Robin Raymond, H. B.
Warner. Ray Walker, Davidson Clark, Bob
Homans, Frank McGlynn, Pat Gleason, Edward
Keane, Earl Dewey, Milton Kibbee, Gene Stutenroth. George Kirby, Norval Mitchell, John Valentine, Jack Raymond, Parker Gee.
CREDITS: Producers, Donald C. McKean, Albert Herman; Director, Albert Herman; Screenplay, John T. Neville; Cameraman, Ira Morgan;
Musical Director, Lee Zahler; Sound, Frank McWhorter; Set Decorator, Harry Reif; Film Editor,
Fred Bain; Art Director, Paul Palmentola.
DIRECTION,
Okay.
PHOTOGRAPHY,
Okay.

Okla. Sales
MPTO Tax
Won't
Oppose
State
Advance

(Continued from Page 1)
to Dec. 31, 1949; Mannix's from Jan.
1, 1946, to March 1, 1954; the same
for Lichtman and Thau. Present
rates of compensation remain,
cept for those of Thau whose co
pensation will be raised from $1,7|
to $3,000 a week, plus .7 per cen
of the combined annual profits not
to exceed $200,000.
Approval of the new pacts was
voted by an overwhelming majority,
approximately 1,157,800 shares voting in favor and in the neighborhood
of 45,500 shares against the proSplit Stock April 9
Splitting of the common stock on
posal. 9 will mean that there will
April
be 5,055,327 common shares at no
par value outstanding. J. Robert Rubin, who presided at yesterday's session, said that the splitting of the stock would give it wider
distribution and that more persons
would be interested in the operation
of the company. He pointed out that
there would be no saving in taxes.
A total of 1,193,911 shares voted for
the plan, while 9,890 shares opposed
Certificates for two additional
it.
shares of stock for each share held
by them, will be mailed to stockholders on or about May 9. Stockholders
will not be required to exchange
their present certificates.
Increase the Common

At the meeting stockholders also
voted to increase the authorized number of common shares from 4,000,000
B. Akers said yesterday after conto 6,000,000 shares without par value
ferring with legislators.
Akers said the increase would and to eliminate the 300,000 shares
of no par authorized preferred
probably bring a revival of "penny stock, none of which is presently
bracketing" tax collection bills outstanding.
which his committee had actively
The present board was re-elected.
It is composed of David Bernstein,
fought earlier in the session.
Akers, assistant general manager Nicholas M. Schenck, Leopold Friedman, J. Robert Rubin, Charles C.
for Griffith Amusement Co., said his Moskowitz, Joseph R. Vogel, Henry
group probably would not oppose Rogers Winthrop, William A. Parthe bracketing law if tax goes to
ker, Eugene W. Leake and David
three per cent. He said all other Warfield.
businessmen in the state would be
Out of 1,685,109 shares outstandsupporting such a law since collecting
ing, 1,203,806 shares were represented at the meeting.
three per cent on sales of less than
three cents, or some determined figure close to that, would be nearly
impossible.
The legislature has still to consider another bill taxing amusements
which so far, however, does not inHonorably Discharged
clude tariff on movie admissions.
(Continued from Page 1)

BACK IN CIVVIES

Metro Buys Two Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE

with

B.

Show Garson Pic Apr. 24
All M-G-M exchanges, with the
exception of New York and Los Angeles, will tradeshow "The Valley of
Decision," starring Greer Garson
and Gregory Peck, on April 24. The
company previously announced April
10 for the tradescreening of the picture in New York and Los Angeles.

PHILIP LIGHT, from the Army to the mail room
staff at Monogram,
Hollywood.
DANALD SCOTT, from the Army Air Corps to
Monogram's
Coast
still department.
H. F. LEE, from the Marines to operator of the
Duplin, Warsaw,
N. C.
FRANK

HELWIG, from the Marines to Paramount salesman, Cincinnati.
GILBERT NORTON from the Marines to Paramount's booking department, Boston.
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